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Newly fdrmeft Organization of

teXlih :^uAiences :
wi\\ attempt, to in-

. fluence film production in the ,U. S.

jTirst 'conclave V?as attended
.
by ex-

ecutive members of various church,

peace,* labor . anci student organi-

vZatioiis for the purpose of form-
ulating- plan of action. Differ-

' irig- from* strictly cloth and, censor-

ship 'bddies, the; new group is com-
prised of a cross-section of average
audience representatives ytrhich, at

present);, claims- a^ potentiai'audience

of oVer 40,009.000 people.

The specific aims of the new or-

ganizptjon ater to curtail production
antiijlabor'ahd pro-fascist films

^n'd io prombte the increase of cul-

turaV'instTUctive arid anti-war films,

tfhfej wili' be done by wholesale en-
dorsement of films similar to 'Black

fcfcegioh' tWB), 'Fury' <MG), 'Wiriter-

il$et-' (RkO) and the proposed . anti-:

•Var
:
"film being Readied by Metro,

f^They G^ve Him a Gun.'

M%.<£$ in the case of 'Winterset,' cpn-

|l$ered a: highly cultural film, and
^htdh^ is doing Vspbtty business, Filrii

1 AudienGes feels 'that ;it. can aid great-

.£iy *n making sucfe ; films Wp suc-

cessful with its propaganda machine.

^ Methods of organization will work
feoth ^ays" either, panning or piug-
gmg productions. . A representative

Stationed in Hollywood will keep the

. New York office informed' of pro-
duction 'activities and .trends. When
a proposed production, fits, in with
the* attitude of the. organization a

(Continued on page 5?j

Music typewriter

ON GERMAN MARKET

Berlin, Jan. 24.

Long-awaited inveiition has finally

come to pass— a typewriter for
music. It has already been perfected
to Such an extent as to enable cheap
prices right off the bat. Inventor
|s M,jRundstalter> a.German engineer.

...
Mik new .contraption has 44 keys

With the five lines, clefs, time and
jnbtes, maki it possible to write a
whole piece in a few minutes.

'Reefing Coronation

London, Feb. 2.

J' Five standard newsreel companies
Will be given equal rights on filming

,-pf * the Coronation, but - British
,MoVietone News has managed a bit
'Of a break by arranging exclusive
Rights to film- the ceremony in tech-
icolor.

Movietone will Use 40 cameras for
the affair and take 40,000 feet of film.

It

JUST A RUB-DOWN
N. Y.'s due-bill' brokers

Upon a freak 'night out.'

They're passing up all the niteries,
hotels, etc., for a group fling at a
Turkish bath, including cards,
drinks, eats, etc.

Angels and

. In sonie scenes in .'The Eter-

nal
1

Road,' Manhattan O....H.,

N. Y., a panel spotted in the ex-
treme rearjeeriter arid high up
at times discloses a celestial;

chorus,
One customer, and unable

;
to

.see the panel, ' Went to the box-
office and xomplauied: 'I can't

; see the angels.' .

'

,. - ,

'There's, two- of 'em stati ing.

right over there!" replied the
ticket 'seller, pointing :.; to' a
couple .of the spec's backers,

, Washington, .2.

About 500,000 persons see produc-.

lions of .the Federal Theatre Pro-

gram each week, statistics here re-

vival.

Works Progress Administrator
"^Hopkins says 'that approximately

15,000,000 persons have taken in the

performances by jobless- legit com-
panies functioning under Federal

auspices. Total of 28,191. perform-

ances has been presented.

While there was no break-down On
patronage different citi /tfte

.

figures show attendance during Sep-
teriiber, October, November and De-
cember averaged 1,214,000 monthly.

20-FOX HAS MARTIN

JOHNSON'S LAST PIC

Last footage lensed. in the jungles

by the late Martin Johnson will be
released by 20th-Fox Aug. 1 under
the title. 'Borneo.'

It will be in 8,000 feet, cut from
175,000 feet purchased by the studio.

Original footage was 300,000 feet.

ittsbufgh, Feb. 2.

Joe Tiltpn, Pittsburgh sound tech-

nician who .accompanied late Martin

Johnson on-, an expedition to Borneo
last year,, goes to Californi is

week to sub for Johnson on a lecture

tour interrupted by death, of cele-

brated explorer plane

crash.

Rumors current that he would
make plans with Mrs.

.
Johnson, still

hospitalized with injuries received

in same crack-up, to carry on the

wprk of her husband were branded
'ridiculous' by Tiltort.

. 'If I dp. plan to participate in

further explorations,' he told news-:

(Continued on page 7i)

,

Theatre Brokers* Always a
Good Barometer, Attest

to Lfegit-Hungry Public

—The Current Crop of
' Hits Too Few—Even Cut
Rate Trade Feels Dearth

HORDES OF STANDEES

*he
Stiat

port

Box-offices and ticket agencies are
indexes of. legit theatre . trends; with
the latter prooably. a surer gauge.
And brokers declare that Broadway
could do with 15 attractions more
than the 23^which. were current last

week.: Four more will be added dur-
ing this, week for. a current total of

25, two having withdrawn but list

.shoylrl
r
ipproximate .30 shows by

the winter ;prp,ducers
jried the- revived. :irWrest in.

stage and it -,wa£. 'estimated
the main' siprn. could sup-

. at least;- iO hits this season,

:

in. addition to
. As many moderate

successes. As it is . there is ah un-
usually high percentage of hits coriV
pared to the total, riot. tpxitttihg the:
possibilities Of this and next weekY
premiere catfls.

There are 12 strong new grosser^
and four holdovers. Latter'js figures
are riot high, but the shows are con-
sistent profit-earners.

Ticket brokers now state they can-
not get enough tickets because there
are fewer attractions than the mar-
ket could stand. Agencies are 'going
clean', almost' nightly, turning away
customers because there are no
tickets remaining to be sold.
That, is a complete reverse of other

seasons. Even ' the boom times
there were always returns.
During January it was estimated

that theatre attendance was 10% bet-
ter over last year and ticket men fig-

ured that the betterment would have
been 40% up but for the epidemic
of influenza and, other respiratory
ills.

•

•With New wet but open
winter, not as many people are going
to the winter vacation spots, and
theatres figure to prosper during
February. Annual decline is dated
immediately after Washington's
Birthday (22), what with this year's
early Lent plus the federal and state
income tax- payirient periods. How-
ever, whether the slump will be as
marked as usual remains to be seen..

Even the cut-rate ticket sales have
jumped forward, but there are not

(Continued on page 62)

Critics' Box Scores

Mid-season Box Score on the
New York and Chicago film
critics will be: found on Page 3.

Drairiatic critics' score
Page 60.

To Make Cues on Fast Changes

Flood Inspires Song

stemming out of
latest river overflows . reached
the music counters around New
York last week; It. was 'Flood
Waters,' with Jack Mills the
publisher.
Tune is the first published ..

Work of Ruth and Allan Son-
dra, brother arid sister, who
live in West Orange, N. J. lie's ;

a lawyer and she's a" school-
marm. -Pair wrote it ala lament
over the weekend: and placed
it Monday (24).!Copie's'were on
the Counters Thursday,

Music publishers; wondering

whether the spr**d ot cbmiriuriity

si irig' prograriiij 'among the hinter-

land stations as well as the networks

will open the way for the re-popu-
lariziqg of the old-fashioned ballad.

Couple of major pubs have already
started to acquire tunes of this type
with a view, to putting them on the
market when they think the time
ripe.

Genre of the sentimental ballad
that they have in mind dates back
to 'Just a Girl That Men, Forget'
and 'What a Pal Was Mary.' Enthusi-
asm with which the pubs hear, these

tunes sung over the ir by the
younger generation among studio au-
diences has developed the impres-
sion that new appetite is being
whetted and that with a little enter-

prise this angle riiight prove a

resuscitating sheet grosser/

SCREEN'S VOLUNTARY

PROHIBITION EDICT

.
Cleveland, Feb. 2.

Probably the smallest burly house

next ttf Toronto's .te the Jocal Roxy,

which has a 'stage only 14 feet deep

and 32 feet wide. No room for any

scenery. Just six thin curtains way
in front and everything is done on

two staircases in back. Majority of

effects have to be '; with light-

ing.
.•

;"'
. .

House-' has, a circular runway built
around deep orchestra pity but it's

a bugaboo; Le|s than three feet

wide, • nearly evtlry new Stripper just
misses, 'falling off ' it .the- first day.
Chorus learned the".safety-first trick
of holding on- to each other, in case
one slips. . No casualties yet.

.
Roxy also so small that a door had

to be smashed' through wall to an-,
other building, where dressing''rooms
were- built • upstairs. Gals have
learned to slide down circular iron
stairs toake better tiriie, as it's

so narrow only one can go down at
a time.

Capacity of auditorium is 600, spot
is only burly stand in town and

'

a gpld-rnine for George Young,
pwnex and nitery backer.

HENRY HULL JR. APES

PAPA IN GUILD PLAY

Henry Hull, Jr., was selected to
double for his father in the Theatre
Guild's incoming 'Masque of Kings*
because of the striking resetriblance
of the two. Show opens Feb. & at
the Shubert.
Youngster's part as Bratfish calls

for him to impersonate his dad, who
acts Prince Rudolph. Script speci-
fies a physical likeness in the char-
acters for realistic, effects. Light;
makeup and costuming takes care'
of little defects so the kid creates
the general impression that it is the
same person.

Owens, Maestro

Hollywood, Feb.

rompted by reformers, Joe Breen.
Hays rep, has warned all studios that
the purity seal will be withheld un-
less drinking and drunkenness in

pictures is soft-pedaled. Of late there
has^ been entirely too much tippling

done on the screen, says reen.

Ultimatum to studios stated that
churches and women's groups are
complaining!.about the undue wet-
ness of films and that the producers'
association will . insist on . rigid ^en-
forcement of the order, claiming iliat

the move is necessary to forestall

possible legislative action. Edict was
frttfhed at last week's producer meet-
ing.

Jesse Owens, Olympic champ
sprinter, since turned pro, will front
a colored band being, built by Con-
solidated Radio Artists. Fleetfoot
maestro will act . as vpcalist also.
Band of 14 pieces will be booked

on one-niters throughout the east
arid Cleveland territory, Owens'
home grounds.
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VARIETY P ICTHR ES

Fred /Nil>16,';''4^mTlma]6ring" the

-Professional Parade' over the NBC
blue, is now putting in a weekly roll

for, the picture industry. In a jdis-

cussion of the meaning yanoutf .J^r-

sons attach to the phrase 'Going

.Hollywood,' the director of silent

films is
,
jncludihigv explanations; of;

and answers'; ,tp /statements' ,
often,

made about the picture business and:

its. stars. On; last week's broadcast,

N'iblo led off with the reply a heSvs-

paper editor, made to the question of

what 'going Hollywood' meant, it be-

ing 'going crazy ... paying salaries

of $6,000 and $8,000 weekly.' > Saying

that he would take up, oh a later,

program, the matter, of salaries and
what principals did to; earn them, in

the country's fourth largest industry,

Niblo; remarked that 'Bert Uur/ which
he directed, cost- $3,000,000 to

duce ahd i^aidr back six to one/
.

•

;
Veteran then* swung Verbal clubs

|or Norma -Shearer; whom, he Said;

a 'widely-read' colmUnist 'of a'- met-
ropolitan'daily had .squibbed as hold-

ing Kahds, in a New^York night spot,

with a musical director. There was
'biaSis -for-'the^itetri or.innuendo,

declared: Niblo; even though the act

described -therein. , .had taint of

wrong doing; . The aetresjs^-nofc men-
tioned by name until the climax—had

~ ight .club. Niblo had
'"

: Known her ' since childhood,' :
:was

-proud to be *one of her friends, and
•Was i sorry • • she had: been again
'wounded,' after her recent bereave-
ment, \

' '„.

v Listener reaction -to Niblq's edm-
ni.ehts3.he insists they ^ are ^hot a
•defense Hollywoofd^should be

;

Excellent for the picture business:

\No^Hollywooder of importance beard
regularly on the radio has less an
Bir - of What?most people associate

with' the film capital than Niblo, and
few of them strike

,
just his note of

gentle smcerity,
1

PLAY; PROD. UNIT OUT

Hollywood; Feb. 2.

Jacques Deva}, author of^Tovarich/
winds Hvt his :20th Cenihiry-FOx 01m
writing contract- when he completes

, 'Rings on Her Fingers' for Simone
Simon, after which he heads "for

Broadway and production of his new
play, 'Heaven' and Return.*

; Deval's 20th-Fox stint Is over April

.301 Accordingly this halts the
French playwrjght*s Indie production
idea for Darryl Zanuck.

Smudge-Pot Blackout

Hollywood, Feb, . \

v Standard gag r among >' the
country gentlemen of the stu-

dios since the freeze eskimoed
$60,000,000 'in citrus orchards

is
' greet ' ' fellow sucker-,

•Hey, buddy, wahha buy
orange grove

'Premier^

Shanghai Via Shortwave

Premiere, of 'Good Earth,* at Astor

theatre, N; YVlast (Tues.). night was
picked up from y^N,'New York, via

short wave, by WXLB,. China Press

station at Shanghai. This was the

first time that: U.S. metropolitan

motion picture had been
broadcast in Chi
Henry E. GeHermann, New York

correspondent for:thex CHbja Press;

spoke>to>Sbar.ghai jisterters :first.'in

English and then in Chinese oyer

WHN outlet.. Jay C. Flippen,';Jimmy
Jemaii arid Radie'\^
picture .of celebrities attenahig^ini-

tial performances of Metro ieature;
/ "' —

.

•

NOW

PLAY QUEEN VICTORIA

' London* Feb. 2. .

Anna. Neagle will play \the role of

Queen Victoria .• Victoria the

Great,' film to be produced and di*

rected by Herbert YTiicox. Film is

being figured for release oh' June 21,

imjnediately .afte? the? expiration .of

the Lord Chamberlain's ban on use of

the character in entertainment.
Tests are; being made for a male

lead to-act' the; Prince" Consort role;

with; no one set yet H.' B. Warner,
however, will play Lord Melbourne.

Wednesday, February 3, 193

1

KEN MURRAY AND OSWALD
Nelson Bell' 6* the Washington.

Post says.;.''AKien Murray .
;Is.a riot on

the . Earle staee this^ week. Mr.
Murray is one 6f the theatre's forer
most contemporary buffoons, whose
basic humor is sound, and versatil-

ity, great. As his chief foil he has
with him Oswald the "Oh Yeahl" of

the radio broadcasts who, in addi-
tion to. his chatter, plays an ac-
cordion solo and practically tears
down .the?: house.".

Fred Waring'^ Penrisylvanians will
receive. $150,000 from Warner; Bros,
for rtheir one picture chore. It's a
record high for a band 'in a film..

WB made two features with Rudy
Vallee and has been on-and-offing
a third filmusical.

'TOP MUSICAL SCORE

Hollywood, Feb. X
"Universal has assigned Kyrill de

Shishmareff, erstwhile Foreign
Legion officer, to write an, ori inal

Legion story. />:-.;"

V

Waiter recently completed original

and screen play of ;'#arcft ' Die.'

Ellen fretcm'itigw

men, Rre^c^,jec^i^ *to)ed:at
20th»Fox, hi^keft heri^bHBn.riW^:
yp and M^Z^

. ^ e<r ifw' iiori:.

Etiennei qura£c£ tjfep riftas iibeen,;

added, to, th?)C^$fcoi
*>rfJ no v.rfi:JS

KRASNA'S m fiSTITIALER

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

Luise Rainer will "top. the cast in

an untitled picture at Metro Which
Dore Schary is concocting.

It will' be Norman Krasna's first

picture as a producer on the lot.

Prevln's Footoge en Town' Runs
About 8,9M Feet

Hollywood, Feb. .

Longest musical score ever writ-

ten has been completed by Charles
Previa for Universal-sTop of the

Town.' Footage runs more than 8,000

icture will be the first to use the

lectrical Research Products,; Tncn
push-pull sound recording system
throughout for both dialogand music,

according to Homer G. Tasker, head
of ITs sound department

Team Raymond-Sothern

In RKOV/Take It Easy
Hollywood, Feb. 2.

' Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern

have been teamed again at RKO for

leads in 'Take It Easy,* which will

nit the cameras this month. .

Francis #nd , Marion Cockrell did

the original. Al Lewis produces.

WB Pacts Q'Connell
.' !

'xiblIsn!^od( ''Feb.'- l

Hugh O'Cphnell goes under an

acting contract to Warners.
Comedian received the covenant

it result) of* his- Work in the te-

cently ^ptitrt t^W^M
and AWe'jf aif^ tne studio. <

ARRIVALS
.- Julien. Benda, Manuel. Quirogo,
Harry A. Cahill Gertrude- Ruenger,
Zavatta Zoppe Circus, Sarah All-

good, Marlene jbletrich, Lou Hbltz,

Gina Cighe, Atiilio Lamponi, Gus
Eyssell; Glen MacWillianis, Eleanor
Mindling, Kari .;Branzell, Chayele
Grober, Mario Armatore, Rudolf
Friml, Swana •Wjanda, Maggie Teyte,
Arthur Fear, Mr. and Mrs: Albert
Lewi , F'dele Koenig, . Jeanne
Gauthier,' Clyde Hager, Eddie Owes,
Melitta Brunner^ ^

SAILINGS
11 (London to; New York)

Irwin Dash (Manhattan).
Feb. 10 (New York to London)

William. P. Carney (Queen Mary ).

Feb. 2 (New York to London) Tul-
lio Carminati . (Bremen).
Jan. 30 (West Indies Cruise) Mr.

and Mrs. Leh Libbey (New York).
. 30 (New . York to Buenos

Aires) Jose Maria Reynal (Southern
Cross).

Jan. (New York to London)
Rebecca West, Leon. Gordon, Ben
Thau (Aquitahia).

. 29 (New York to Havana)
Jerry J. Karpf (Lafayette)';''

*

i; Jan. 2f ! (New'Yor^of&ftgP ^atte\,
E£pagno) (De\itscn1a9idft3J ^

, .fastniiy

V; Hollywood, Feb. 2. .

. Ninth annual Academy of .Motion
Picture .Arts, and Sciences' awards
banquet will be held, in the Biltmore
hotel, Los Angeles, March 4, ac-

cording to Frank CapTa president of

the 'organisiation. George Jessei will

toasiinaster.
' In meantime, committee of 50
members is discussing - achievements
in ofder to Vote upon the nomina-
tions for 10 productions, five actors,,

five actresses, five irectors, five

writers, five supporting actresses and
actors. Each member will vote
upon 'the nominations by tomorrow
(Wednesday).

. Committeemen held a meeting last

week and nominated six original pic-

ture songs, five filmusical scores and
nine recording achievements to apr
pear on the final ballots ori which
the general membership will Vote.

Nominations for the best songs of

the year are:'

'Di Remember?' authored by
Walter Donaldson and Harold Adam-
son, and used in 'Suzy' (MG).
iTVe Got You Under My Skin,' by

Cole Porter and used in.:'Born to

Dance.' (MOi)i4,VMv.L-nc sH.

i;^A^MeiodyrFjrom^e^SkjQV by Sid-
n^'Mitdh'elliaqd Louis >1Alter, used
ih ^Trail 1 ofc; the) t Lonesome Pine'
(Wanger^ParOtit b-t^d fra*
fe'it^Pehntey -riRm" mirJtHeaven,' by
Aj^tlrur^Johns'tofl 4md>;Ubhn' Burke,
useH inr pjicturebof the same, name
•(Col)j ; " .'•>••;<' K
'The Way You Look Tonight,' by

Jerome Kern and Dorothy Fields,

used in 'Swing Time* (Radio).
'When Did You Leave Heaven?' by

Richard A. Whiting and Walter Bul-
lock/ used /, in 'Sing, Baby, Sing'
(20th-Fox).
Musicat scores from the following

films' were nominated:
'Anthony Adverse' (WB).
'The Garden of Allah' (Selznick-

Inter.).

'The General ied at (Par).
'The Charge of the Light : rigade'

(WB).'
'Wintereef (Radio).

: Following list -of productions was
nominated for the award in sound
recording:
'Banjo On My Knee' (20th-Fox).
'The Charge of the Light Brigade'

(WB).
'Dodsworth' (Goldwyn-UA),
'General Spanky' (Roach),
«A Girl From Paris' (Radio).
'Mr. Deeds Goes to Town' (Col).

'San Francisco' (MG).
'The Texas Rangers' (Par).

>'Three Smart Girls '(U).

Nominations for the best film edit-

ing jobs of the past year were made
last Week by the Academy commit-
tee. Tie in fifth place necessitated a
sixth selection instead of the usual
five.

Editors and their pictures
Ralph, Dawson, 'Anthony Adverse,'
WB; Ed Curtiss, 'Come and Get It,'

Goldwyn; William S. Gray, 'The
Great Ziegfeld^^G;^ Sahara Mc-
Lean,. 'Lloyds of London,' 20th.-Fox;

H)?ad. Nprvigl, 4ta& •HtWo Citi

Niih!

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

With numerous Irish writer?;

,ph the Warners lot, Pat C. Flick*

and Aben Finkel were :

picked to

write Three Cheers for the
'

Irish.'

v Earl Baldwin, associate

ducer, id' the picki

Rosita (and Ramon)

Settles Her

Suit Vs. Warner Bros;

Settlement of the suit brought .by
Marie Louise Hanrick Reacjhd against
Warner Bros., for an accounting, of
the profits of the picture, 'Gold-
diggers of 1935,' was announced in

N. Y. federal court Saturday 0!0).

Details of the settlement not, re-
vealed.
Mrs. Reachi, the Rosita of the for-

mer dance] team of Ramon (Reachi

)

and Rosita, claimed that Warners
had advertised the team- as a fea-
ture Of the ' 'Gplddiggers' icture

Without her consent, the, team not
having appeared in the film.

Ih its answer, to the. action Warners
claimed plaintiff's husband, Antonio
de Reachi (Ramon) had iven them
his consent. Ramon appears with: a
new partner since his marital split

from the brigiriar Rosita, and in the

WB filmusical he billed himself Ra-
mon and Rosita. Si then is

femme vis-a-vis is known as Reriita.

HERB POtESE MADE
PAR PRODUCTION AIDE

: •
' BTollywood, ?^; 4; ;

Herb Polesie has been boosted
from Paramount's writing staff to

assistant to Benjamin Glazer, pro-
ducer.

Polesie, former • roadway pro-
ducer, was handling the Shell-

Chateau radio show for J. Walter
Thompson before joi ing

Whether Hollywood will snare
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontahne for

one film during their -visit to the

Coast ih 'Idiot's Delight' Is question-

able. Duo, however, would listen to

propositions, it has been indicated.

Lunts expect to be tied up wHn
rehearsals of 'Amphitryon' .

(luring

the tour. Show will star them in

New York next season.

N. Y. to L. A.
Constance Bennett.
Joe Bigelow.
Bertram Bloch.
Russell Crouse.
Irving Dashkin.
Chris Dunphy.
Florence FJdridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Fairbanks.
Jesse Goldburg.
Lou Golden.
Joe Laurie, Jr.

Ted Lesser^
Fredric March.
Boris Morros.
Doris Nolan.
Norma Shearer.
Robert E. Sherwood.
Sol Strausberg.
Gloria Swanson.
Mary Young.
Adolph Zukor.

White, picture Companies were"
highly satisfied with results of

first Bureau of
;
New Plays contest,

which ended - Over the wee^-end,
New York managers were inch
to

.
sneer at it' as practically mean-

ingless. As result of the contest five

fellowships *and scholarships totaling

$8,750 1vere set up, going to

college. boys who had. not. previously

had plays produced.

Columbi
, Metro, Paramount,

20th-Fox, Universal and Warners, put
up the coin, and started the Bureau,
idea being to find riev/ "playwrigbjts.

Manuscripts submitted totaled 2.12.

Whole thing started while the man-
agers and writers Were feuding ioVer
a new contract last summer. ' With
the managers now lined up on the

writers' si , and the two ' factions
opposed by- Hollywood the tsOn-
tract rules; it' mear.s that of
the plays submitted in the contest,
none of the. plays which won the
contest and none: of the plays likely
to be. written under the fellowshi -

are likely to be produced.
Filmites are still bitterly opposed,

so they say, to the contract whereby
managers and dramatists are satis-

fied to produce legit plays. JBut if

th 0 plays are to be produced by any
reliable, managers it- means the -film

companies must accede to them be-
ing produced under this ,contract." . If

the ' film companies give in on this,

they give in on the whole fight.

Only,alternative is for the film com-
panies to set up new legit .producers
of their own. These producers would
automatically find themselves black-
listed by the dramatists' Guild and
might have .' trouble with ^Equity and
other organized legit sources,

SIMONE AND PETE HAVE

THOSE HOMELAND BLUES

1 f • '*!ri' '

L. A. to N. Y.
Jean Arthur.
Raymond Bond.
Jackie. Copgan.
Cheryl Crawford.
Lou Diamond.
Marsha Hunt.
Horace Jackson.
Herman J. Mankiewicz.
Floyd .Odium.
Fred Pelton.

Nat Perrin.

bjorothy Peterson.
-Daphne Pollard.

Juanita Pollard.

Sylvia Sidney.
-Luise Raiher.,

Harry Takiff.
,

Joseph WalkeV*
• Hehry Wilcoxbri.

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

As if current influx of flu were
not enough, . two serious cases . of
homesickness have hit the 20th-Fox
lot. Simone Simon,' having stayed
almost two years after coming for
initial 8-month period, wants to get
back to> Paree and is demanding
French leave. Studio suggests a
month in March or April, after

'Seventh Heaven' is washed j)p, but
Miss, ^imjon^is holding Out iof chance
to stay away until the fall.

Peter Lorre. is asking for, time out
to go back and visit village of Ro-
senberg, in {Carpathian . mountains,
where he was born, and to which
he has hot returned since age of six.

Chances -are he'll be free to make
trip after finishing work in 'The
Slave Ship.' But the European men-
ace has a way of getting cast i

plenty of pix which may stand 4n
his way. ^

Equity Suspends Brent

George rent is the latest Holly-

woodian to be suspended by Equity
for not joining the Screen Actors'

Guild. Charges were filed against

hinv about a mohth previous, actor

failing to make any defense.

Such suspensions are apparently

only effective if and when 'those so

listed desire to re-enter legit

stage. Before they can be reinstated

they must pay the accompanying fine

of $100 annually.

;vi

Broderick-Moore Teamed
Hollywood,

ictor Moore and Helen Broderick

have been set as tops for RKO's 'Mrs.

America,' formerly titled lady Av-
erage,', which Jack Townley is screen

playing. Jack Goodman and
bert Leventhall did the ori

Pair also team in radio.

Al-

RKO WANTS HITA JOHNSON
Baltimore, Feb.

RKO dickering for Rita Johnson,

currently in an ingenue role ih the

George M. Cohan starrer, 'Fulton

of Oak Falls.'

Arthur Willi caught actress' troup-

ihg . and, ,is, now ;
^egotia

(

ting Wj)h

f̂
f9tam,'M6tr|s.^ffipe,',wpffrKandres

tl -A' (;..'.' .f.i.
'
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Key to abbreviation*: PC (pictures caught), B <rIffht), W (wronffV,

O (no opinion), (percentage),
B W Pet.

48 12 .800

.781..

.771

'.707

.700

.688

80 35 Ml
110. 65 .628

55 ;604

PC
ABCHEB W^$TEN (Post). 60

KAXE-CAMERO^ -(News ... .„ ... ... ,v-

HOWABD BARNES (Herald Tribune)

BOSE PEtSWKCK ;(J.ournal> . > . ,»,• . .?

BLANP JOBANE$iON (Mirror) ;. ... ....

BEGINA CBEWE . (American) - . . v.. .

FRANK S. NUGENT (Times) *....v;:i'..
;

* .93

EILEEN' CBEEIiMAN (Sun) . i ,
.'.

. ... 121

JVUXIAM BOEHNEL (World-Tele.).. , 175

B6BBBT GARLAND (American.) ; .

.

\ . ,. 91

12
24;
13.

14
50
26
26
35
65

Variety (Combined) 324 275

(This score based o'h 324 pictures)

-" Note—Robert Garland is a new name,- having joined the American,

where he is. splitting film coverage with Miss" Crewe, formerly alone

On . the job;.'
'

CHICAGO

« ' • % s • • t • k, • t i

DORIS ARDENt (Times)
MAE! TINEE* ^(Tribune)

CAROL FRINK • (Herald-Examiner)
CLARK RODENBACH (News)

B W Pet.

139. 103 36 .741 .

131 92 33 .702

119 81 21 .880

106 20 .660

t Eleanor Keene
Frances Kurner

(This score based on 156 pictures)

Winsten, N. Y. Post Newcomer,

Would Necessitate; Compro-
mise on 'Book and Score—i-

Just One or Two Major
Arias — Lib era 1 Film
Adaptation: -With Op-
erettas *-.

MAYBE IN * YEAR

; Arden in Chi

Once more a newcomer heads the

box-score on film criticism as the

1936-37 season passes the . hall-way

mark. This time it is Archer Win-
sten of the N. Y. Post. While Win-
sten displaces Howard Barnes of the.

Herald-Tribune, also picking pic-

tures for the first time, Barnes has

moved into the spot held by Win-
. sten's redecessor the Post,

Thornton Delehanty.

When the current season's box-

score was last computed, at the first

quarter, Bartie's .ah
;

d ' Wi 'had

caught merely 23 pictures each.

Barnes then Was in first place with

a percentage of .826 and Winsten in

sixth with percentage .739. At
the time the computation was made,
it was mentioned that, in both cases,

the scores were not really indicative..

As proven at present, when Barnes,

qh 57 pictures, has a - percentage of

.771 and third place, while Winsten,

on 60 pictures, climbs way up to the

top spot with an even .800.

Kate Cameron of the News is still

in the second spot; a position she

has held almost all the time, except

the couple of seasons she won
but. She is crowding Winsten with
a score of .781 this time. It was
second spot and .780 on the quar-
terly: And it was second spot and
.791 for,, her exactly a year ago.

Chi Almost Per Usual
In Chicago there is little switch-

as usual. Doris Arden of the
- Times (Eleanor Keene) who has led
the parade constantly in that sector
for the past five or six years, is still

up there, with a score of .741. Mae
Tinee (Frances Kurner) of the
Tribune has moved up a notch since
the quarterly, Carol Frink of the
Herald-Examiner, moving up With
her and Clark Rodenbach of the
News being shoved into the cellar.

This trio constantly, shifts back and
..forth, but Miss Arden usually a
goodly distance ahead.
\ .combined this
ime is a rather good one, ing
the best average for the paper' in a
number of years. And all those
wise-cracks about the paper tabbing
itself still go.

In the runner-up positions in New
York there has been little fluctua-
tion since the tabulation the
quarterly score for the season, ose
Pelswick of the Journal is down a
notch to fourth at .771 with Bland
Johanesoh

f
and Regln'a Crewe fol

lowing her,': as they' did then,' Frank
S. Nugent of the Times is up a notch

(Continued on page 27)

Damaged .Goods' Remake

Hollywood, Feb,'

U. S. government will co-operate

with Phil Goldstone on the produc-

tion and release of a. remake of

'Damaged Goods' in a drive against

social diseases. Upton Sinclair is

adapting the Eugene Brieux play.
,

NeW version
.
puts heavy

:
emphasis

on the yarn, whereas the silent films

{•layed up Arnold Bennett the

eading:rdle,! v

MARCH HEADS CAST

OF S-I'S 1ET ME LIVE'

Hollywood, Feb.

redric March is set for the lead

in 'Let Me Live,' Selznick-Interna-

tional production, which will be
handled by E. Lloyd Sheldon. Pic-

ture is slated to start shortly after

March returns' from New York,

where he is vacationing.
Film will be produced i-

color, William A. Wellman, who will

direct,' also wrote the on ihal with
Robert Garson. John Lee Mahiri is

scripting.

.; While ' several major picture pro-
ducing companies still -

.
attempt-

ing to decide: whether 'grand" opera:

is ripe for the screen, few talent ex-
ecutives believe that, entirely purist

operatic^ Versions will be- ready for

the market for a 'year or moire.- - And
none will: definitely commii them-'

selves as. to the exact time': such a
production is* to be started,
• Although many- of~the majors have
operatic divas on their payrolls, not
one has been daring enough to pre-

sent them in out-and-out grand op-
eras. . There are.four outstanding' ob-
stacles to. pushing forward, with old-

time opera.
First is the necessity of selling the

merits of such pictures.to the masses,
Second is the need of simplifying
the stories and eliminating some., of

the more sombre moods for which
many operas are noted. Third point
covers the full rights to. book, and
muric so that no litigation, w.ill turn
up subsequently. Fourth factor is

the need of getting voice talent that

Will '"photograph suitably for screen
features.;'

Some.
I
production; executives feel

that the need of • getting around the
present unfamiliarity of the general
mass of potential patrons is the
greatest thing to be overcome.. How
ever, a few. feel that, the film: thea-
tre audiences have .been fairly well
educated in recent years to appre
ciate outTOf-the-ordi or better
things in plays and screen fare.

:This is in line with the recently
expressed opinion of a talent official

to the effect that grand opera, is not
palatable as mass, entertainment in

its present form. He arrived at this

conclusion after ldofciiig*i(Xver.* pbs*
sibilities of all WellVknowri. bperas*
that might catch), ton » ati theu box
office. He glimpsed and heard them
under the most favoteble? oircu'm

stances at the Metropblltahran NytYo'

Feeling now is -that the Industry
will be able to handle grand opera
versions by simplifying them so that

(Continued on page 71)

2 Marriages Cold

Hollywood;; Feb. .

Two film marriages hit the rocks

Feb. 1 after a few days, ave Gould,

Metro dance director, was granted an
annulment from Frances Paxton,

screen "

, and Helen Burgess,

film player, called it quits with Her-

bert Rutherford, iario instructor,

after 10 hours.

Betty* 'Easy Going'
Hollywood, Feb. .

Betty Grable will be the femme
topper with Bert Wheeler and Rob-'

ert Woolsey i RKO's 'Easy Going.'

Nit Perrin scripted from Avery
Hopwood's play.

PASTERNAK'S PIRANDELLO
Hollywood, Feb. 2.

As Before, Better Than Before'

will' be produced by Joseph Paster-

nak fii Universal;
" P. Hugn Herbert Is scripting the

Luigi Pirandello play.

HARRIMAN BANK'S 37G

AWARD VS. BLUMEY

A judgment for $36,967 was . en-
tered Thursday (28) Federal
Court, N. Y., '

• favor of Frederick
V. Goess, receiver of - the Harriman
National Bank &. Trust Co., against
A. Blumenthai. The claims in

voive two notes for loans which
Blumey had endorsed in 1933.

One of the notes calling for a loan
from the bank for $25,000 was en
dorsed by Blumenthai Jan. 19, 1933
i favor of the Mercantile Arcade
Realty Corp. The second, for $3,560,

was on a note for $1,301 loaned to the
Lucinda Shops, Inc. The: judgment
included interest on the loans. Lu-
cinda Shops, Inc.,. was a former ven-
ture" (modiste) in which Peggy Fears
Blumenthai Was interested.

ZaSu Tells 'Em

Paris,, ?24,
ZaSu itts ; was hone ' top

pleased with her Paris visit.
.

.

Despite her visit ' here being
her first, and despite the in-.

'• viting shops every ' non-native
visitor flocks to inspect, she. let

the Paris' press know in so
,

f many words -that all this did
I hot interest, her so much as her
family back' home; in Holly-
Wood.

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

United Artists is angling for-

Charles Laughton for the lead in

the next Goldwynner, 'Hurricane,'

which John Ford will direct for

them. Difficulty is to squeeze Brit-

ish star's: commitments' between the
'm u s t s ' surrounding 'Hurricane.'

Picture has a four-months shooting

schedule in the South Seas as part

of its setup. Maritime stri still

unsettled means uncertainty from
that end. Weather too has to be -con-

sidered.

Goldwyn wants it to be a better

'Mutiny On the Bounty' and has his

heart set on Laughton for that rea-

son. Shooting script by Dudley
Nichols was turned in Saturday (30).

Nichols is not expected to go to

Samoa with the unit.

» OF VARIETY TO

WRITE FOR GOLDWYN

;;• JoeABigelow (Bige), long, on the
•hojaxe-rfnee edrtoifM siffif ofwttiEtY,
leaves tor ' »(&3h~<fo1^?4wrttm ,

co^m . {pr" SXm''Gbi&faA? ' Bige1-

•ilowW^first chore will be to scrip"t

,c6me«Jw,.material With !BeTt Kdlmaf
and Harry Ruby on the 'GcAdH*yh
Foliiesv': for which George and Ira
Gershwin did the score.' (Grummo
Marx set Bigelow with the studio.

.
Bige is;' of the young 'old boys' on

this paper, growing Up into a news-
man from an office boy. On Variety,
besides his regular news and edi

torial duti Bigelow
,
distinguished

himself by a light ' writing flair

which previously got him attention,

both from films and radio. 'This is

the first worthwhile, contract he has
accepted, however, being offered a
deal he couldn't refuse.

Bigelow leaves for Hollywood Fri-

day (5).

Washington, ;

Annual > gabfest about alien talent

will be staged by the House Immi-
gration Committee Feb. .17, when
hearings occur ;on usual proposals

to deny admittance; to foreign film

and stage actors and musicians.

Oratory was assured last week
when Representative Charles Kra-
mer of Los Angeles put a stop to
planned rush act which would have
put the^. legislation

;

on the House
calendar withqut delay. Protesting
that film, producers have arguments
to present, and amendments to sug-
gest, -Kramer induced the cpmmltttee

:

to grant time to repeat arguments
agai

.
an airtight prohibition.',

Kramer is - sponsor of alternative
measure . which -.embodies the recip«
rocal idea, fixing the number of
foreign performers : admitted here by
the number of American entertain-
ers allowed in .other .nations';

The hearing will be confined, if

possible,' to a single day, since the
alien actor subject has been thor-
oifghly threshed out for several ses*
sions. Last year, for instance, hear*

.

ings dragged, on for three days, with,
same individuals presenting the
same views as before. In the event
all gab cannot be accommodated on
the 17th, the committee will put the
matter over until the following
Wednesday.

BEATRICE LILLirS 3

PIX FOR MANNY COHEN

. Hollywood, Feb. 2.
With Beatrice LUlie tagged to a

three-picture contract by ^manuel
Cohen of Major. Pictures, first pro-
duction tentatively selected is 'Eng-
lish Derby,' a musical, Trio of pix
are to be made within the next year.

Actress, currently in The^ Show Is
On/ in New York, will arrive here
in July. Dearwith Cohen prevents
the comedienne from making
stage appearances during her

..
pic-

ture commitment, but she, -may. re-
turn to England for visits between
productions.

'

PAR'S 2 ANNUAL PIX

'Biff to Joined by
& M.'

Winninger Loanout
Hollywood, Feb. 2.

Universal has loaned Charles Wi
ninger to Samuel Goldwyn for spot

in 'The Woman's Touch.'
Miriam Hopki , Joel McCrea and

David Niveh- cast.

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

Paramount hopes to make -Artists

and Models' an annual musical se-
ries: akiri to its 'Big Broadcast.' Thus
far Jack Benny is slated for. both
the new 'Broadcast* and •A & M.'
As a result, it's currently a ques-

tion whether a registered idea with
the Hays office of utilizing Benny's
radio gag title, 'Buck Benny Rides
Again,' ill still, be fresh by the time
the.radio comedian gets through
both film musical chores. An effort

to keep the phrase alive will be
made, however.

Farrow Directs 'Bandit'
Hollywood^ Feb. 2,

John Farrow will;,direct » Boris

Karioff i 'China BandiV for War-
ners. Crane Wilbur is scripting.

Production is slated" for Feb. 8.

TITLE SWITCH
.
Hollywood, Feb. 2.

Gagged version of 'Wake Up and
Live,' 20th Qentury-Fox's starrer for

Walter Winchell, with ^everybody
sagging under grippe" epidemic, is

'Lay Down and Die.'
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VARIETY

M. H. Aylesworth steps but of the

amusement business in which, he has
been prominent for. more than 'a

decade into another field, as a mem-
ber of the. general management of

the Scripps-Howard Newspapers,
CUP). ..

'

Aylesworth resigns'*: from the

chairmanship Radio-Keith-Or-
pheuriv and, cease ' association

with this firm before March ' He
severs also all associ ' with' the

Radio Corp. of America.

.

Long an intimate of Roy W. How-
ard i. Aylesworth becomes associated

with Robert P. Scripps, William W.
Hawkins, George *. Parker, William
G. Chandler, JpKn H. Sorrells -and

Paul Patterson.
' Aylesworth came to 1the show, busi-

ness frbm the. electrical arid utility

ends. He organized' and wa» the first

president of National Broad-
casting-Co., holfli that post for

W: years. For several years he held
simultaneously the .presidencies of

NBC and RKO, serving RKp with-

out compensation;
'" He resigned from the •' presidency
of NBC in January, 1936 and became
vice-chairman of the company. ; so

that he could devote; , is time to

iRRO, then undergoing reorganiza-

tion.

Aylesworth came to RKO,- when
that firm's financial position was
growing more precarious right along.

Both NBC and RKO at that time
were dominated by RCA. Aylesworth
has staged with RKO long enough to

see- .that firm regain - its financial

strength .under his administration. It

was hot until he resigned the presi-

dency of NBC that Aylesworth re-

ceived a salary from RKO, This was
around a, year ago. v

Fop several years he .administered

the affairs, of RKO, without pay.*

Aylesworth; was instrumental . arid

possibly-
.. ,

. ief factor in the ne-
gotiations . whereby Atlas Corp.
•(Floyd Odium) and Lehman Bros,

purchased control of RKO from RCA,
for; #h aggregate sum of $.11,000,000.

Atlas, and Lehman Brris. purchased
'''liaIf:-

;H' :.:RClA:'s'.,.holdi^gs in RKO,
forthwith, holding ' the balance on

• option.

Prior to joining NBC, Aylesworth
achieved. a= record as chairman of

the Publi ^er^eHConimissibn of

Colbri^p^It^Was through Owen IX

Young,' primarily:'/ that
.
Aylesworth

came into BC; ' His, success -at NBC
led 0hb \RCA' :

p.e6pie/.to,!rt!urti
: y;b^r:

i^e^ri^nisiiratipri of RKO 'io Ayies
1

-

worth.
It Was chiefly through Ayles-

worth that the RCA film equipment
end, known as Photophone,- received

its impetus and a new lease of life

in .the trade. Aylesworth was the
' chief factor that opened up the major
compapy recording business and a

good part of . •th# ;reprbducing .
busi-

ness, additional to : RKO, for RCA
Photophone.

'

Aylesworth. resigned the. presi-

dericy of RKO,and became chairman
of that company board shortly after

the Atlas-Lehman group gained con-
trol of the film and theatre company.

It was generally felt in the trade

and in financial circles that Ayles-
worth might' 'resign; from RKO' upon
that company's reorganization. There
is a reorganization plan for RKO
..now pending before Federal Judge
William Bondy, in N., Yv
Aylesworth's action would seem

to indicate that RKO is set for re-

organization under a feasible plan,

therefore! Leo Spitz is now presi-

dent of RKO, buf who Aylesworth's
successor as chairman of ; RKO will

be is not indicated. Post may not be

filled.

FILM BIZ SCOUTS BURLESK

Paramount Reported Screen Testing

C«ople «f Strippers

PI CIHKti
GladysGeoree &>Me$

MGWs&nlykellegs
Hollywood, Fee. -2.

Gladys George, back, from New.
York, is preparing for Metro's 'They

Gave Him a Gun,' which W. S. Van
Dyke will direct. William Cowan's
orig was scripted by Cyril Hume,
Richard Maibaum and Maurice Rapf.

Franchot Tbne and Spencer Tracy
are male tops.

Wednesday, February 3, 1937

Chicago, Feb. .

: Despite the fact that Milt Schus-
ter added Airiy Wong, Chinese
stripper, and four girls to the Billy

Watson Beef Trust for its current

Chi engagement, he's plenty wor-
ried. Seems that- the icture com-
panies are about to raid the bur-
lesque business. .

.' Paramount -has .offered picture

tests /to'i both June St. Claire and to

Dorothy "Dee. Test6 win come after

June St. -Claire finishes her Mareb
engagement at Colisimos, and Dor-
othy Dee after her additi 10

weeks at the N, . Y. Gayetyi

HollyWood, Feb. .

Gypsy Rose. Lee's contract with
20th-Fox ' / for one picture with
options. Pact signed in Hollywood
Jan< 30 through her attorney, J.

Robert Bsoder, provides fcjt her to

arrive here June for .fWe-week
production period.

:

. Brbjder carried the contract back
to Chicago, where ' Miss Lee is ap-
pearing

1

and then 'will-"' to

New. York!

20TH EXPERIMENTING

WITH COLOR PROCESS

.
Hollywood, Feb.

Comprehensive experimental
gram, testing , latest innovations iri

color, is reported being started here
by 20th-Fox. Probably won't install

any color system until convinced, of
its. merits and then maybe only for
shorts. '

.'.

'•''

\

Airiong tinter systems that will be:

given the once-bver is Dufay, which
heretofore has confined its activities

largely to still, photo work and With
16 millimeter negative.

ANNA MAY WONG NOT

TAKING H'WOOD VEIL

.
Hollywood,

Anna May Wong
,
will turn femme

detective in a series of crime stories
Fulton Oursler, editor of Liberty
mag, ill do for the Halperin Bros.

Deal involves si ictures annually
for seven years.

This tends >jiulliftj gpubucity^HjOl
bri MlsfcWqn.gte rejjjremejit

,
inj C^itnfl,

although bfljft^ th,e^. B^y. K v^ff
i'i:

,(v.<ii(ST«--^rT5r^nT7^pr" v-B'iey

hu>.<><,(> t# *;! C '

"».b -
y i:; .'r,£ v:

Friml Donates ipar vFiJmusical' Score
As Wedding, Gift

AT

BABA' INITIAL

; FOWLER YAM

Hollywood,

'Ali Baba Goes to -Town'/ will be

title of. Eddie Cantor's first picture

ai-^Pth-Fox.. Story, an orig by Gene
Fowler, formerly was tagged 'His

Arabi Nights.'

Yarn was- moved up ahead of Can-
tor's scheduled 'Saratoga Chips:'

ir seals mi,' gargan
Hollywood, Feb. 2.

Williarn Gargan's contract With

Waiter Wanger has been sold to

Universal. He. will go ; into \that

studio's 'Wings Over Honolulu.*

Gargan had been at the studio for

leads in two recent; ulnis, 'Flying

Hostess
7 and "Breezing Home.'

Hollywood, Feb. 2.
.

Paramount's purchase of" 'And
Then Came Spring' for $25,000 reT
veals that Rudolph Friml godfath-
ered a newly married couple. Mar-
garet Aryan, protege of Friml, -

thored the piece and, " *'

ihg.

present,
,
the veteran composer pre-

sented her with the score he wrote.
Boris Morrqs heard it. and recom-
mended a quick buy. Authoress last

year wed Robert Sherwood, Coast
radio announcer. Yarn' is about the
perfume industry " and
goes

Chicago, Feb. 2.

Drop in sales: of accessories .has the

picture industry sitting up and tak-

ing notice; particularly bf the trends

toward buying more newspaper
space, -arid in -co-operative buying on
the part of the exhibitors. National

sales for^the/ eight jhajor picture

companies dropped off about 80%
last year; sales formerly, being

around $125,000 a month and falling

to an average ef $67,000 a month last

year. . Chicago branches ! show the

least loss because ' exhi itors *here

were already small buyers, using
more newspaper space and other
methods of exploitation .than the
average, and hence going ' only
lightly for accessories.

Exchanges are/taking every possi-

ble means ' to bring up the sales,

even to having their salesmen work
on ^accessories especially, and to fight

cooperative buying by every possible'

means..
''

FAIRBANKS ON COAST

TO START 'MARCO POLO'

Hollywood, Feb.
Douglas Fairbanks and Robert E.

Sherwood, accompanied, by their'

wives, arrived in Hollywood last Fri-

.

day (29) to prepare for the pro-
duction of 'The Adventures of Marcq
Polo' which Fairbanks; will co-pro-

duce with Samuel Goldwyn. Gary
Cooper has the title role.

Sherwood will script Fairbanks
original yarn.

PAR'S FILMUSICAL

AUDITIONS IN N.Y.

Sedgwick's Joe E. Brown
Hollywood, Feb. . .

. 'Flirting With Fate,' next Joe E.

Browri starrer David L. Ldew will

make for RKO release, will be. di-
rected by Edward Sedgwick.
He was borrowed from Hal Roach.

FLOODS AND THE MARTJI GRAS
New rleans, Feb. 2.

For the past few days ' cancellar
tions of hotel reservations, for Mardi
Gras have been coming in heavily
from persons in ° the flooded areas.

Hotel operators said this is due to

the fact that they will not be able
to get here because of the flood; in

their own territory arid not because
they fear a flood here.

Hotel men say, however, that
there are five requests for every
cancellation; arid that the Madri
Gras crowd this year will be the
biggest in the . h istory of the Carni-
val,

Adolph Zukor, Harlan Thompson,.
Boris. Morros and other studio pro-

ductionK ,; j*xee^forfj group-auditioned

likely.-f-.film • talenti itwhile^ here i last

week.
Talentj ^as. /brought in as con-

V^riifi"r^^.is,,pfls?i4le, for Zukor and

#teVft<W«?£ aiprior to their de-

parture, ^slir pver-; the week-end.

METRO SIGNS RUBY MERCER
.
Ruby Mercer, songstress, last in

'Forbidden Melody* -in N; Y., has
been signatured by Metro after ex-
haustive tests conducted by Al Alt-
man for company's Eastern talent
division.

Mercer iri first attracted atten-
ti, by operatic work with St.

Louis Municipal Opera
. Cornpany,

and was screen-tested only after sevr

era! months of careful groomi

U. S. Figures Overcstiffiated?

Glowing reports of gigantic pick-up in nibtlon picture attendance,
emanating from Washington, are tabbed by trade associati

experts as being at least slightly embellished with the prosperity
motif that has glossed so many recent New Deal publicity releases.

Recap made by trade organization statisticians this week indicated
that previous estimates of 120,000,000 weekly .attendance in film the-
atres for 1929 were

1

considerably -overboard in view of the actual
revenue subsequently reported by houses and film distributing com-
panies. Coriservative trade leaders- believe that this figure may have
thrown off some of nation's capital estirhaters since 'film trade associa-
tion men say that, Washington estimates Were off several million dol-
lars ori a weekly basis.

Trade organizations employ two means ef\ascertaining attendance
estimates, taking a mean figure between the two estimates. One is

based on the theory that the average major picture company takes in

twice .as -much on a feature as it requires to produce, the ..average
percentage paid on the film arid the average atfariish priee. ther

'

to get the full gross figures for:a particular picture.

lira,.! ,1k a

ptrnifSHC

CONTR0LLED INTERVIEWS

Kansas City Radio No Like Holly-
wood Editing of Celebs Talk

Kansas City, Feb. 2.

.

,
Local io stations are squawk-

ing because film
:
studios, MGM in

particula.r, demand * 'supervision' of

interviews with .their personalities.

A goodly riumber of these pass
through Kansas City and stations are
usually in a. mad scramble to mike
•'bm.

Stations argue that studio super-
vision kills most of news and human
value of players, latest pic. "Turns
interview into a preview. What sta-.

tibns want to know is does Sophie-
Sophie intend to get that divorce,

and if so, who's next?

FLU ON WANE,

SKEDS NEAR NORMAL

Hollywood, Feb.
Picture production picked up in

all studios .; last week and' normal
schedules were agai in order .after

heavy inroads made by the flu epi-

demic. Medical authorities believed

that the scourge was on. the wane
arid studios reported a

.
general

diminution in the number , of layoffs.

On a few, sets it was necessary, to

shoot around players but generally

production is. back on, a 'fairly even
keel.

CONNIE BENNETT WILL

BE 'TOPPER' FOR ROACH

-MM®!® DUSTS HOME
Hollywood, Feb. .

"
:

. Following twp-morith stay at. the

studio mulling, over Paramount's
short subjects. Lou Diamond pulled
but for New. York.
Herbert Moulton, in charge of the

productions, last Week signed the
Three Rio Bros., currently at the
L. A- Biltmore Bowl, for a one-
reeler, 'Hollywood Star Reporter,"

G. K. YOUNG'S SHORT
Hollywood, Feb.

Columbia has spotted Clara Kimr
ball Young, ex-silent, screen star, in

art untitled short,
'

Charles Lamont' directs.

Lonsdale's Desert Siesta

Hollywood, Feb.
Following a rest at Palm Springs,

Frederick Lonsdale will hie himself
to New York for an additional vaca^
tiori/

He'll . return !
- here to write the

screen pl$y for ..'kiss in the ' Sun.'

Gary • Cooper starrer for Samuel
Goldwyn.

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

Hal Roach tagged Constance Ben-
nett for lead, in 'Topper;' which will

be produced and directed by Norman
McLeod. Deal is. for one picture with
options. Roland Young also has been
c: with production start slated for

March 1.

ie Macpherson and Jack Jevne
screenplayed ' the Smith
novel.

FRISCO'S SHIP CAFE

After Par Gets Through With 'Souls

At Sea' Shooting

San Francisco, Feb. 2.

inland,': one of the last

of the old sailin
.

ips on the Pacific
Coast, was towed into port here last

week after \ having been used by
Paramount in the filming of 'Souls
at- Sea,' the new Gary Cooper-
George Raft picture. Formerly oper-
ated out of this port by the Alaska
Packers' Associati the shi was
lent to Pararriourit. , the provisp
that she be returned

, here intaiet.

Plans are on foot to . turn the ship
into a cafe and to have it anchored
off . the 430-acre manmade island be-
ing built for the 1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition.

Although a new all-time hi

attendance at picture theatres was
reached in 1936, according to tabula-
tions, of leading trade associations,,

the average admission price iri the
past year only rose 3c. above the all-

depression low of 20c. per ticket.'

Average attendance in film houses
in the past '52 weeks was* 80,000,000
people per week. Based ph this ratio,

the Hays office estimates that nearly
4,160,000,000 persons attended U. S.

picture theatres duri / the past
year.; This is 10% above attendance
in 1935 or close to 3,700,000,000. Pre-
vious peak Was approximately 3,900,-

000,000, figure established ih 1929.

"Oddly enough, the increase iri at-

tendance in the final quarter was not
nearly as great as anticipated iri

some quarters, in the opinion of

Haysian theatre experts. While'some
financial •statisticians placed the in-

crease in attendance for the final

quarter of 1936 over the last three
moriths in 1935 at. 10%, the actual
check by trade authorities reveals
that the hike was only 5%. .This is

hot so di icult to comprehend When
..it is realized that business in the
picture houses was definitely on the
upbeat in the closing months of 1935.

Of about 19,000 film theatres in the
United States at the end of last year,

about 16,000 actually were in opera-'
tion. The Hays figures show that

only 12,000 houses, were operating a't_.

the worst period .the
.
depressi

although there ' were nearly
,

theatres. This, narrowing in the
number of operating theatres as com-
pared wj.th thb .

aptual riumber in
existence, was regarded as a favpr-
iable si'gftj being iridicative of a hike
in public speriding ability. Actually
only 3,000 houses were dark at the
close of 1936 as" against 8,000 at the
low ebb of business in the ,

last seven
years.

27c. Average at '29 Peak
Figures compiled by trade organ-

izations reveal that the actual admis-
sion price decline was from 27c. at

the peak level in 1929 to' an average
of 20c. During the past year, this

price structure lifted to 22c, and
finally rounded out, 1936 with the

average fee. estimated at 23c.

This was viewed as a, healthy i

crease considering the obstacles en-

countered ih efforts to boost prices:

Prirriary one is still regarded as the

federal tax on. admissions above 40c.

which automatically/iristalls
:

a line of;

dernarkation, keeping ,the scale down
all along line. However, trade

associati ieftains acknowledge
that double features arid unre-

strained cornpejitibn also haye
ured largely in holding batik a larger

admittance boost. And one, trade or-

ganization spokesman this week
stated. that it was" doubtful if the old.

27c. average':' per ticket

would be reached i thi

MCCARTHY'S WB SHORTS
Clem McCarthy has been signed to

make a series of sports shorts for
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone at Brooklyn
studios;

^
New . sort of commentation

technique will be used with nearly
all fields, of athletics covered.
McCarthy will not start on these

pictures until he returns from the
Coast, where he is broadcasting the
two ace races at Santa Anita for

National Broadcasting Co.

HEME ON 'THIN ICE'

IN HER NEXT AT 20-FOX

Sonja Heriie's picture at

20th-Fox will be iri Ice,', which
Melville Baker is scri Laurence
Schwab will produce.
Production start is ted for

March with Miss Henie expected

~back from her skati tour, by that

time.

LeRoy's Merman
Mervyn LeRoy has signatured

Ethel Merman to a. pact calling for

her appearance in one picture a year

i productions he Will make for

Warner Bros.
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owns

San Francisco, Feb. 2.
.

\ By putting television oh' the market how; RCA would freeze, the aft,

Lenox .R. Lbhr, NBC prexy, told local newspapermen in. an interview

last Saturday (30). Although admitting that television in its
.
present

• state of development has high entertainment value, Lohr pointed out

the fact that, receiving sets sold today would be . worthless tomorrow
should any further developments be made. In addition, any change

would necessitate the scrapping of all transmitters,- which cost a quar-

ter .of a million dollars apiece to build, he declared.

Lbhr, who spent two . days here prior .to departing for the Pacific

Northwest for ah" inspection of NBC, facilities;, to be followed by a
;

visit to the ' web's Hollywood studios, , declared that, ho city of less'

thah 100,000 population will -have television • transmitters, due to their

high cost.
.

While 95% of the country, geographically, will continue to depend
radlb/hesaid^television

'populated sections so that1 about 50% of the people will be able to use

yteio receivers,^ which iek up television signals only within a

radius of '30 miles.
rders In

Many sections already have placed orders television equip- ;

: rrient, Lohr stated, which they will purchase the moment it is ready

for the market. A year is required to build a transmitter.

Lohr discussed the problems of program production for television

broadcasting at considerable length* and also various technical diffi-

culties which must be mastered.
Also told newsmen that a power increase to 50,000 watts will be

sought for KGO, NBC-Blue Network outlet in San Francisco and key
stations of the Coajst Blue web. Was to have delivered an. address,

on 'Television' at the luncheon meeting of the Commonwealth
of California here Friday but did not' arrive in time, his train being

several hours late. Don E. Gilman, NBC vice-prexy in charge of the

Western Division, substituted on short notice. Oilman is accompariy-
"
ihg Lohr on his Coast tri

Televisioli in Atnerica Now
Seen as a Reality in 1939
-—But Strictly Home
Proposition — And, Like

Radio Its Infancy, a
Costly Domestic Hobby-
Huge Cost of Co-axial

Cables Curbs Its Big-Scale

Commercial Advance

3 SYSTEMS

UndoaFihs; Drops Sam Smith Bid

LondonI Feb.

Sam Smith's deal with Alexander
Korda to make cheap 'bread and
butter pictures' in partnership, all

set and ready to go, has suddenly

gone- cold. Understanding is that

United Artists blew down the house

of cards*

UA angle, it is understood, is that

if Korda gets mixed up in produc-
tion of minor ictures, whether as

fillers or otherwise, it might endan-
ger his V/orld Telease prestige. UA
distributes the Korda films.

Start of the deal, however, put

Korda in the father pleasant position

of forcing UA to kick in with the

understanding that the American
company will make some definite

cash investments in future Korda
films. That was Korda's price for

dropping his deal with Smith.

As lined up now, the understand-
ing is that UA, for the first time,

Will finance Korda's films on a 50-50

basis, with ho picture to cost less

than $300,000. Previously Korda had
to. dig up his bankrolls himself, with
UA merely distributing and not in-

volved in losses.

With United Artists .now definitely

haying a financial interest in Korda
pictures on the production end; plus
the old world-release interest oh the
distribution end, Korda's future film

activities seem to be assured, with
no more financial headaches.

Smith is hot especially perturbed
about the deal .flopping. He has gone
along for a long time making moder-
ate priced films and can continue
to do so at his Beaconsfield studios
without trouble; Smith's outfit is

:Lioh Fil

Wurtzel Has Nine to

>, Then Vacash Abroad

oilywood,. Feb. .

ictures remain on Sol M,
Wur.tze.l's. production schedule of 29
which he is making on the 20th-Fox
1936-37 program. ince June 1,

Wurtzel has completed 20. three are
in production, and three more are
slated :

to- go in work duri this
month. Last trio will hit cameras in
March.

roducer plans to go to Europe '.at.

that time, returning here June 1. to
start on. new production sked.

Wurtzel was handed a . new term
contract at,20,th-Fpx last wei?k,' He
has b&en , associated .Witii' .'the Fox
concern 'for '23 years. '

'
'

5
'

New Indie Outfit

Los Angeles,
Atlas ictures, Inc., has been

formed , with Andre Carbe as prexy,
S. M. Kerner, vice-prez, and Martin
Adams, secretary-treasurer.
Carbe, formerly a producer with

the Fox-British concern in London,
will make 12 shorts-.

HUTCHINSON BACK

AFTER WORLD TOUR

Walter Hutchinson, head of the
20th-Fox foreign department, is back
in New York after a trip around the
world, his first for that company.
After a lengthy stop-off in Austra

lia, where he made a thorough sur
vey of ' conditions, Hutchinson went
on to the continent and England
Francis Harle, 20th's British man-
ager, returned with im from Lon-
don arid will look over New York for

a couple of weeks.

. will be a reality in the.

U, . on a modified' or'localized scale

by the end of 1938 or early in 1939

at the Jatest. That is the opinion of

conservative laboratory experts . and
contact men between the television

interests and radio companies who
have recently surveyed the situation.

It will be; strictly a home proposi-
tion, much the same as radio, even
then. s such, television will be an
expensive domestic hobby, again
falling into the same category . as

radio in its infancy.

While; undoubtedly,, promoters
may attempt, to" beat the gun by
trying to crash the market with
makeshift televistic equipment or

plans, and such trials are expected
to be expensive propositions both for

the promdters . as well as any in-

vestigators who are inveigled into

putting coin in such attempts. That
is the way research men. view the
situation.

The reason they summarize it in

this manner is that television is too
serious a problem and far too ex-
pensive to be juggled around like a
quickie film production. They real

ize that such attempts to beat others
into the field will catch some over
anxious experimenters going out
without . transmission stations ready
or

.

receiving sets, fitted for adequate
reception, prepared for service. Such
wildcatters stand to lose their shirts,

but, of course, • there's • always the
danger that the innocent 'stockhold-
ers' also will be enveloped.

While television may be used lo-

cally, much in the same'^^nrier as

radio originally -only was' broadcast
on .a limited scale from' the 'principal

key cities, it will be some years
hence before transmitting Over dis

tance greater than 40 to 50 miles
will be possible." That's a question

(Continued on page 67)

Zanuck Extends Earl

Carroll at 20th-Fox
Hollywood, Feb..

Earl Carroll's contract with 20th

Century-Fox has. been extended for

another year. rstwhile legiter

functions as - associate producer,

director, supervisor and production

assistant. New pact becomes, effec-

tive Ajj^ii'Su:

. rodo£"» will do a solo on 'Sally,

Irene and Mary' and two other mu-.

sicals under his new ticket.

JR. LAEMMLE

TALKING THAT PLAY

,, Hollywood. Feb. 2. ;

aemmle, Ji:,.
;
makes, his bow

j

as a roadway producer with' the

European stage play, 'Ni

| Will put it into celiuloi

I run is successful. .-.

'Xaemrnle optioned the
.
piece by

George Frazier on- is ree'en^t . Euro-

pean tri

Insiders in radio and television cir

cles are freely suggesting the Baird
television system will be jettisoned

by the British Broadcasting Corp.,

which will then concentrate on the

Marconi-E.M.I. set as its standard
transmission channel.

Governmental Advisory Commit
tee has held meeti consider the

choice, but their decision is expected
to be delayed till after the corona-
ti , when

.
it-.

' likely the West
minster Abbey ceremony will, be re

layed as well as the procession.

Final decision -rests on actual per-
formance of the two systems, which
have been wor alternately side

by side since B.B.C. station

opened at Alexandra Palace, and
technicians declare Ihe choice can
admit of no"

Concentration on tfric system will

provide the B.B fC witTY. greater studio

space and aljow ah extonsidn- of tele-

vising
1

tihie. also "A fci
vmlt I i 1j.^ : cheapen-

ing and simplifi6ati6ri bi.'ifecciving

sets:
>...., ,,,,-,. .

,1

Grosses, Sent S
1

ow Bizs U. S,

Zukor Glad ItV Over

Having been iried, praised

and broadcasted in Hollywood
and Washington, D. Adolph
Zukor told his : associates at

Paramount he was glad his 25th
anniversary celebration was-
drawing to a close.

'I am anxious to get back to

.

work,' he said.

He arrives at the studio;

day..
jf*'„

'

The ; proposed participating con-

tract for Adolph Zukor authorized

by the board at its meeting Thurs-

day (28), which, was attended by
Zukor, would be for two years and
grant to ;the chairman of the direc-

torate a cut. of the net profits from
production and .distribution of film.

It would not include any profits from
theatre operations or other enter-

prises which are included the

profit and loss statements.

Thus; ZukorV participation would
come from profits 'on rentals rather

than from the net of Paramount PiCr

tures, Inc., which takes in theatres

and Other interests, as well. Since

Zukor's duties are; confined, to pro-

duction, any -cut oh profits would
serve as additional compensation di-

rectly traceable to the pictures he
turns out on which rentals for profit

are realized, but including however
rentals on Par product from Par's

own theatres,
.

Understanding ia that the two-year
contract for Zukor would be retro-

active to Jan. 1 this ye&v 'when the

new books were opened. 1 Zukor's
salary is reported >to be $100,000 an-

SmcSnV oikMS5n
n
i!??A^Tental

he will get under the proposed new
deal - for''him; Votes 'toy''directors

largely because of the faith held in

Zukor as studio boss and as a result

of the great improvement in produce
since he's held the reins.

The board will submit the propo-
sals on the new contract to the stock-

holders of Par Pictures, Inc., at an
early date for their approval.

Washington,.

Whopping December recei ...

ried Government's take from admis-
sion tax for 1936 far aboVe previous

levels and produced a rise of nearly V

$2,500,000 over the prior year.

Supplying evidence of an unprece-
dented late fall comeback after av

-

cou minor slumps,; Internal

Revenue Bureau Saturday (30) an-
nounced, December collections, based
oh November box office business, ag-
gregated $2,194,534. This is the largest

single-month take -since before the

depression started and nearly $350,-

000 better than any month since the :
;

beginning of 1934.
* With the Treasury's, split reachi

such high levels in the final .stjtiiza,

1936 .receipts zoomed to a. tup of
S18,457,475. This is $2,417,755 beUor
than 1935, a jump of approximately
12%. Also $2,444,158 over 1934.

The December haul by the- Treas-
ury is far better than for., the same
month in several years. Closing
frame of 1936 dumped $439,525 more
into Government coffers than
1935 and $528,524 better than last

month of 1934.

'Likelihood 'that the Government's
share on a fiscal

,
year basis: will ex-

ceed, 'even ' revised estimates was
seen in the. year recapitulation. For
the second six .months of 1936—first
half of Federal period 1937-—the haul
was $10,220,173, which- . almost
$2,000,000 more than for the first

half-year. If the trend keeps up.
Treasury will rake in around $20,-

500,000 for 1936-37, against estimates
of $19,700,000.

BRISKIN SETS 9 RKO'S

FOR FEB. CAMERAS

Hollywood, Feb,

S. " Briskr "RKO "'production

chi , has listed ine pix for Febru-
ary shooting* ilrris and associate

producers handling them are:

'Satisfaction Guaranteed,' William
Sistrom;' 'Easy Goi ,' Lee Marcus;
'Goi -Going, Gone,' Maury" Cohen;
'New Faces of 1938,' Edward
Small; 'Women are Poison,' istrom;

'Mrs. America,' Al Lewis; 'Gunga
pi ,' Small; 'Take It Easy,' Lewis,
•and 'You Can't Beat Love.' Robert
F. Sisk.

Film conventions
tically all to be held on.

this year, most of them are
scheduled a month earlier than usual.
Thought behind the latter seems to
be to get the selling started in June
or July, rather than in August or
September..
Probable dates are Universal. May

17; 20th-Fox, May 30; and RKO,
May 23.

riskin has 37 writers working at

RKO. Scriveners are clear! ' decks
for the next season's slate worked
out in exec confabs last week.

PHIL SELZNICK'S PIX

DREAM COLME ADMITS

Cleveland,

.

Phil Selznick, itery owner v/ho
motored to Coast with a pocket full
of scripts to sell and a dream of
forming production company of
his own, is driving back wiser and
willing to stick to the night club
business here.
A brother of the Lewis J.

Selznick and uncle of David O. arid
Myron, he planned to organize the
Phil Selznick Pictures Co. Backers
were two nephews, Max

; Young of
Canton (O.) and Sol Meltzer of
Jersey City, who went along for the
ride. ...

Promoter, one time manager of old
local Selznick exchange, also hoped
to sell his optioned western novels
by John Alden Seltzer to studios.'
After three weeks in Hollywood: he
decided there wasn't anything there
for him.

Al Lewin Back
in, former Metro producer,

'.'•e.tufns. today (Wednesdays from a

j
iwo-mbnth vacation 'abroad.'

He. checks in at' the Paramount
I'^tU'diJ'' liivder ''hi ' he\("' contract

'Marcli f."
1l " >,u

Mandel to Prcduce

Muncals at War«^rs

Hollywood. Fob .

Mandel, for . Bi-onHw,"

producer with Lawrence Schwab,
joining' ..Warners as an associate on.
pro notion. ' ' *

He will make filmiisicals' .and-' ret-

pbrts the studio' IVIarch l;;
' '

'
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Exchanges Tiring of Haggling Ovct Percentage* on

a Flock of Films—-Just 6-10 Deemed Enough,

but These to Get Fancier Terms

ex-
in

, Feb.

Trend Is growing against

percentage pictures. At first it was
strictly the exhibitors

r
who objected

.-T-and how'— against percentage

; so much so that in many, cases

exhibitors/invent into boycotts,

ihst exchanges . which were par-
ticularly hot for percentage con-

tracts. In every case the exhi itpr
j

believes it's unfair fof
:
an exchange

[

to demand a share of the gross on
the. admittedly strong,pictures while
ihsi ing on a , flat surn for the, pic-,

tures which are just 'program'
,

ma-;

terial;'

But now
;

istributbrs are be-
' see eye-to-eye with the

in the matter bf sharing
arrangements. They are worn out,

in the first place, ;from the constant'

haggling ith the theatres to get

percentage deals, and some
changes, have sought, .to':';-

.

ahead of their competitors
fering houses flat terms.
Move, throughout the film business

at present: is to cut down sharply
on' the number the percentage
pictures, but to increase the sharing
terms of those pictures which are

in for a piece, of the Metror

Goldwyii-Mayer 4 led\j ,
way this

season in that .regard with four pic-

tures oh sharing, terms, with the
othe'r. flickers, flat;

'Other ,
exchanges, which ' to

Insist on 12 to 18 pictures out of

40-tOf60 oh percentage, have signa-

ture^ deals which call lor 6-10 flick-

ers on sharing basis. In. most in-

stances, the home' offices were afraid
' slice" do>yn tob, sharply on the

amount of sharing pictures.

5-l&% Split Tfiit

But in these -hew. deals where: the

number of pictures were cut, the
amount of the percentage was, raised

from 5% to as high as 15% above
previous demands, yniere the per-

centage figure previously was .25%

30%, the new. contracts -call for
- sharing setups of 35% or 4Q%. Some
pictures were sought at 50% deals,

but is ing price was ixed
practically universally. . :

So general has become the decision

to 'cut down: on the number of
:''

centage flickers, that even those ex-
changes, which have .contracts call-

ing for eight or 10 flickers oh per-

centage, are not checking the entire

list, but are putti checkers on
houses for only the top three or four

pictures.

Exchanges in most instances- have
learned that.it doesn't pay to check
the weaker, percentage flickers,

pecially in the. small theatres in the

outlying. : towns, with the -expense

eating up what extra coin there is

in it. Exhibs have plenty of angles

to connive pn the receipt figures, and
it's tough enough trying to check on
topflight flickers, without attempting

to comptometer every percentage

picture.

Decrease hi the number of per-

centage flickers has also resulted in

a bettering of relations between dis-

trib and exhibV
"'

the, theatre

owners have always , . resented : the

snoopery aroma of a b.o. checker. So
that indications for the coming sea-

son are for more contracts calling

for an increased rate of percentage

on a fewer number of pictures.

Skouras Huddles N. Y.

Execs on F-WG Policy;

Auto Crackup Mars It

Los Angeles, Feb, 2.

, Spyros Skouras . group of

Fox-West Coast Theatre execs from
New York are-, holding series of

circuit operation conferences here
following similar confabs

:

- in other
F-WC and Skouras operating centers,

Sitting in from the eastern -end are
attorney W. T. Powers, .Ed Zabel,

Milt Hossfeldt and others.

A.. .Gambee, v.p. of National
Theatres Corp., and George Balsdon.
short subject buyer for^thb. circuit,

members of the Skouras party,

figured in a fiVe;car smashup oh the
highway just outside of Stockton,
Cal., last Thursday , night and are in

a. Stockton hospital, .along with Nick
Turner, circuit, district^manager. All
suffered serious injury, but, their re-

covery is expected.

. ; Stockton, Feb.

A. Gambee, v.p. National
Theatres Corp., Nick - Turner, Fox-.

. West Coast . district manager, and
{Jeorge Balsdon, member: of the film
k

buying ; department of the N. Y; offce,

'were hurt in an automobile, accident
five miles east of Stockton Thursday
(28). Seven tyere injured and- one
killed in the 'crash with a . Pacific

Greyhound bus. Turner was driving
the third car which, was struck by a
machine driven by Peter Clausen,
Tracy rancher, -who was . instantly
killed.

-

Gambee . a member the
Spyros Skouras' .New

.
York coriti' -.

gent now on the Coast He has three
broken ribs and a possible puncture
of the lungs. Balsdon received head
and internal injuries, of a serious
nature/ Turner broke 'a collar bone.

The attempt made by a woman to
pass the bus is said to. have caused
the. accident. Vision' was obscured
by a heavy rainfall,

Spyros Skouras is staying with- the
injured F-WC execs until they are
out of danger.

75C Judgment Vs. E&S.

Judgment by default was entered

Thursday (28) '., Y. Supreme
court for. $75"; in^favor of. Elias

Mayer and against the* Greater M&S
Circuit, Inc.

Mayer sued to recover oh a series

of promissory notes for loans given

to the defendant corporation in 1930

totalling $54,000. Judgment includes

interest at 6%.

Minneapolis,- Feb..

movement has started

among Twin City exhi itors to try

to iiimit the.scope of night club en-

tertainment unfair, competition.

Legislation - be sought to .
curb

the vaudeville and other shows being
offered by the .night clubs...

7

.'- Those behind the campaign declare
that, night club: entertainment should
be limited ;. .

band; and orchestra
music and simple singing .and danc-
ing specialties as well as dancing by
patrons. Many of ;the

.
Minneapolis

and St. Paul clubs are advertising
regular vaudeville ills. .

It
[
pointed that the ight

clubs are not subject to the numer-
ous restrictions imposed upon thea-
tres .relative to ; the elimination of

fire hazards,' etc., .ap.d yet have the
advantage able

#
to serve

liquor with entertainment;
Many feel that present . slUmp
in theatre busi is due to the in-

roads being made. 'into patronage . by
night clubs as well as to weather
conditions.

Pittsburgh's Judge. M. A. Musmanno, storm center last week of the AUe*
gheny County bench, is known in show business, having co-authored
original story for Paul Muni's coal mine flicker, 'Black'Fury.' MusmannoV
removal was not f7rojn bench itself .but from head of six-month presidency
of Criminal Court a post ladled but to each Common Pleas jurist during
term Of office. Game just three: days before his tenure was up and high-
handed methods of colleagues in taking this action has been laid to jealousy
over Musmanno's ability to crash front pages so consistently,-

Waging bitter -warfare agaihst drunken drivers during last three months,
he made page 1 practically every day with is unusual methods, and -

removal came last week when he was ordered hot to hold court at night
as he had been doing for some time in order to clear docket of all cases
before 1

his Criminal, Court term expired. Fact that son of President Judge
Ambrose Reid, who ordered removal, is an attorney who has had several
clients get rough treatment from Musmanno recently didn't make action
look any too kosher .either.' Press without exception rushed, to Musmanno's
defense and feeli is that his political star is now higher than ever before.
Showmanly Musmanno, in his campaign against alcoholic drivers

among other things.. (1) made prisoners take the pledge over 'a victi
grave; (2) taken prisoners to morgue to view battered remains-
auto casualty; (3) inspired the 'Musmanno Highball,' straight ginger ale
and (4) led cab companies to offer an extra driver to take care of inebri-
ated motorist's own car for just 'a buck more than taxi fare.

When "The lack Legion' was previewed in Hollywood opinion was
general that the most sensational scene in the film, which is an expose of
the hiethods of the Michigan anti-social,, secret society; was the trial se-
quence towards the end of the picture which showed members of the
society qualifying as jurors to pass on the murder charge against some
of their own members. When the film irt its final release torn? reached
Broadway, for national: first run, the courtroom scenes had been switched,
around considerably, and

'
the jury box was filled with honest citizens^

properly hn^ duty. Warners' home Office di
hot know whether the; change was to avoid some production code viola-
tion or because" Archie .Mayo, the irectbr, believed the preview version
too strong.; Those ;who saw original form it: had a dynamic kick.

Eleanor Gates, author, need not" appear in court to be examined
trial nor is it necessary for her to submit a deposition to questions asked
by Liberty Pictures, Inc., in? connection with the-writer's suit for $120,000.
damages: for the Use by Liberty of her name; for advertising, purposes
without her consent. N. Y. Supreme Court Justice McGebhan made tbi?
decision: Thursday (28), when he also denied. Liberty's requests that Miss
Gates submit further bill ofI particulars;

Thei plaintiff1 is. suing on the grbund. that Liberty without consent used
her name and that of one of her novels, 'Search for Spring,' in exploiting

'

the picture, 'Once to Every Bachelor.' She- claims damages mainly on the

,

basis; that the inference that, her story was related the picture mi
depreciate the motion picture rights of her hovel.

Fuller's Restraint. Suit Due
New Orleans, Feb. 2.'

The suit of George E. Fuller,
Pensacola exhibitor, against major
distributors here charging Conspiracy
is expected to get. underway

[
within

10 days,-, with exhibitor executives
rather than local exchange managers
answering interrogations of Judge
Borah of Federal Court.

HPTOA Cw,v. H«.hligl,l

George E. rowne, president of the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, who recently resigned asa member : of the executive
council of the American Federation of Labor, was elected to the council
last summer by the other three members, of the body when William
Hutchinson of the Carpenters' Union quit the body because the AFL did
hot back'Alfred M. Landpn for President .At that, time Browne protested;

claiming his time was .required by . his organization. . His retiring
1

from
the council post has no effect, oi* his relationship with,-the AFL' or the.

IATSE; as . at ho time has he or the members of , his organization had any/
leanings toward: joining John; L. Lewis' Committee of .Industrial Organiza-
tion i • fight on the: AFtr.

Announcement of the .'settlement and discontinuancei of the $50,000 suit,

brought by Bruce .Grant, writer/ against Jack Lait, Paramount Pictures,.

Charles R. Rogers and Mfdtbwn Theatres, Inc., was filed Thursday (28)

in N. Y;' Federal Court Details of settlement were hot revealed; ..».

• Grant alleges that in 1929 he. wrote, 'The Girl Without a Room,' and
that in 1931 he turned the script Over to Lait to be Used in serial form by
King' Features. . He claimed Lait turned the story over to Paramount
which subsequently.' produced' the picture, -Girl Without a Room.' Plaintiff

did not claim stories were similar but based suit on title.

AUTO TENSION EASES,

MICH. GROSSES BETTER

Detroit, Feb.

Slump In show biz grosses here

eased, somewhat this week, with re-

turn of around 50,000 workers to jobs

'

in auto plants. Although month-old
strike, is still unsettled and although
another 50,000 workers still

affected, renewed
.
optimism that

difficulties will be ended soon; t

ing reflected at -the wickets.

While have perked up
some, it's expected to be several

weeks more before grosses are back

to anywhere near normal. More de-

lay in settling strike, however, will

further impair takes.

Meanwhile, downtown, first-run

theatres are taking- a cue to build

up attractions. Effect is a consider-

able Upswing currently at the b.o.

Complete fteta^
leaders hope to place the Concila-

tipn Plan into effect this year will be
given. itors

_
the

Motion Picture Theatre of

America annual convention in Miami
March 16-18. By that time, backers
of the system, .which is part; of the
MPTOA 10-poiht , program, hope to
have preliminary reports oh how it

has worked . out "in trial tests in one
or two communities. Such tests will be
used to prove the workability of con-
ciliation and s6 that mistakes made
can be remedied when the plan is

installed throughout the nation:

is portion of the program at the.

conyention , is only one of several
features expected to mark the JVIiami
sessions. The confab is being framed
to catch the eye of exhi itors

throughout the nation. While inT
volving the loss of . about .week
fr.om actual theatre operations, eyery
attractive feature has: been stressed

to . secure record exhibitor attend-
ance. One thing that already has
caught the fancy of exhibs

'
''. that

the conclave is to be setf-suppoirting

and. that no money-raising schemes
are contemplated or are to be foisted

on gathered delegates..

Besides reduced rail rates on 18-

day and 30-day tickets, which are to

be l'A and 1% times the regular
rates for the round tri MPTOA
convention /officials., have obtained
rates of $4 to $8 per day for indi-

vidual ' exhibitors at the Casa Loma,
Roney-Plaza and . Miami Biltmore
hotels. These rates have been
promised convention committee . deV
spite the fact that there will be more
than 100,000 out-of-town winter

' visitors
!

!irt Miami before the pi
ventioners'..arrive.':'-
Because of the increased modern-

ization, 'remodeling and rebuilding of
theatres anticipated for this year,
the showing .; and demonstration, of
the newest; and .. best ' theatre
equipment, construction materials,
accessories; :etc.,. will form an inter-
esting part of the convention pro-
gram. Reservations for display
booths

. probably will be accepted
starting at the. end of this ' week..

Zukor to Attend,

is-year's cphvention will, be 'dis-..

tingui^hed hot only, by the expecta-
tion that more important executives
in

:
the. industry will attend' than ever

before, but - also by the fact that
Adolph Zukor has decided- be
among', the big shots^there: He has

;

written Kuykendall that he will be
amphg those present/
The sales • managers of the major

producer-distributors, together ith

advertising heads, theatre depart-
ment executives and technical ex-
perts, are . expected and: ill prob-
ably make the convention the most
representative held to date. Kuyken-
dall's policy is to welcome all

branches for interchange. infor-
mation that. ' valuable not only : to

the exhibitors, but also to those with
whom the; . ib deals. While

;
hot

known what active part Zukor may
take at the conventi v the fact that
he is comi is considered of vast
importance.
Mitchell Wblfspn, Miami' theatre

operator, is general chairman of the
Convention Arrangements Commit-
tees, and Jack; Frost, of the S. A.
Lynch-Paramount enterprises, will
chairman the Reception Committee.

rodUcer saw one' of his prize 'sees coming down, the hall and as his ace
writer passed her, he observed the wrijier , slapped herVCin^the Jiip. ,

hi"

timacy so burned' lm ' he 'fired ; the sec. She asked why. and he told he?
it was because she hadn't slapped the writer's face. She asked him in that

case why he didn't fire the writer. Producer said he almost .di but
couldn't afford to.

Writer learned about the riit and went the. producer and had the

thing .squared. Sec was "rehired a They salute now when
passing.

K. tinder contract to Universal for 'Hippodrome,'
devised a. new ehsemble .effect which will permit girls to- walk on water.
Girls will wear costumes of the stage type and will make formations,^ while
swimmers dive under them. .

*

It is
[
possible; that the novelty will first be Used on the Coast, probably

in films. Propositions have been made to show it . in Paris and also Miami,
The effect was reported slated for the Cleveland fair next summer, under
other auspices, but Foster has not released the device which he controls.

.; J. Walter Thompson advertising agency has been offici

to handle. all Universal Pictures ad matter. Will include newspapers, iuV

boards and magazines, as weli .as ;radib. Cochrane, advertising-.,

publicity chief executive for U,,.who annpiiriceo' new set-up, said that both

the;N.;Y. and Hollywood offices: of aid company w.buid be used. Thompson
has been doing so :more or less "uhpfficially ever since the J. Cheeyer.

CoWdin entree, into U; is- is the first official announcement.

Heaviest newspaper coverage in history of Hollywood preerhs was given

opening of Metro's 'The Good Earth' at the Carthay' Circle., In addition to

individual service of correspondents, wii'e services and national .

i-

cates, 112 periodicals in this .country and abroad received special wired
reviews of the' picture from Rupert Hughes, P. G.« Wbdehouse and Jim
Tully. Coverage, arranged by Howard trickling, exceeded that given

•Romeo ,and Juliet,' previous topper. icture opened last night, iiesday,

in N. Y. at the Astor.)

In- the releasing agreements which it has with Emanuel. Cohen and

B,
;
P.- Schulbergi' Paramount has. a

: clause under which' it may exercise a

right to a 50% interest in the contracts ith talent held by the: producers.

The first contract on >yhich Par may exercise this Option for a half i
.

r.C.st.

is on John Trent,; held by Schulberg. Trent!s first ' picture, .;
'Doctor's

Diary,' will shortly be released by Par. He is presently on a p^a. tpur

for buildup. '
;

'

. .
Complete- laboratory is beirig rigged up. so ' that the Samuel Goldwyn

troupe going to the 'South Seas to film 'Hurricane^ will be a self- .

ined

unit. Goldwyn. hopes to get the troupe away March 15, depending upon

the .shipping strike. Producer has asked naval authorities, to allow use of

navy' wireless at Samoa for .transmission
ihg permission from the department to. bring'several Sampan
the U.'S. for exploitation purposes.

James Whale used ree acres of trenches for, war scenes Ur:ivcr5nl s

•The Road Back.* Technical crew of 120, incltiding 87 electricians.'-handJea

(Continued oh page 32)
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RAP MECHANIZATION OF BIZ
U.S. Judge Caffey Assures Roxy, N.Y.,

Creditors Full Hearings on Reorg

federal Judge Francis Caffey, in

court, has assured creditors of

exhaustive and impartial hearing

on the Roxy Theatre's reorganiza-

tion plan which is how pending. On
Friday (28 > this plan was presented

formally to the court by /attorney

Carlos; Israels, of the downtown firm

of White & Case, representing more
than $2,000,000 aggregate amount of

fir^t mortgage bonds, or around 59%
of the aggregate amount this

issue. •

'

Judge Caffey Monday (1)

igned the formal order directing

that copies of the Roxy plan of Re^
organization be sent to the 18,000

bondholders, "but stated that regard-

less of the holders' assents or dissents
' he would' not' hold them bound , not

to object to. the plan.

ress/no opinion on the Roxy
.insolvency ' which the proponents
claim is the reason the stockholders

and general itors are excluded

from participation,' he wrote in the

order., in regard to this - 1 do not:

consider that the prospect of stock-

holders defeating the. creditors'
;

-

. sertions of the insolvency of Roxy is

shown to be strong enough to war-
rant" the Court in imposing on the

trust; estate the expense of appoint-

ing a committee to represent the

stockholders.' The .first hearing on
, the plan will' be. held on March 5; at

2 p.m.,' in room 705, Federal Bldg.,

N. Y.

Under this plan,- 20th Century-Fox
. company would acquire control . of
the theatre' for $850,000. Present first

mortgage bondholders would receive
"new 20-year principal amourit 3%-
4% bonds.

There were intimations in court
that opponents Of the plan- might
seek - an extensive inquiry into, the
affairs 'of the theatre -and its man-
agement during ..receivership and
bankruptcy: Attorney Harold Selig-

son, representing the Tipton bond-
holders', committee, asked for .such
an examination of the theatre affairs.

,,' Additional indication that creditors

Would seek a thorough airing of the
Roxy theatre situation came from
the fact that opponents of the pend-
ing plan jnade it a point to , reveal
partially the high fee's taken out of

the theatre as administration charges
by Fanchon & Marco associates.

. Sc. M.-Cohen's Fees

was revealed that in six

months, the Artco. company, . sub-
sidiary of F. & M., took out of .the
theatre $41,000 in fees, as admi istra-

tion charges only.. This sum appar-
ently does not coyer stage sJiqw
charges' which being made by
F. & M. Averaged on a yearly
basis it could mean that Artco has
been receiving around $80,000 yearly
Jh- admi istrati fees- from the
theatre.

For the 27 weeks ended Jan. last

the Roxy shows a net around
$97,000,

" •>;;;'

For the year Of 1936, the, estimated,
net profit of1

.the theatre is approxi-
mately $160,000.

Fees taken out by Artco, which is

a combination of. Fanchon & MarcO
associates and the- estate .of the, late

. Si ney . Cohen, are exclusive of
fees..for lawyers the Roxy situ-

ation or fees to Howard, S. Cullman,
as trustee, arid estimated to average
around $25,000 annually.

'

Attor ' representing various
upon the court certain

proposed plan. One
particularly that .the

be paid on the hew
ised from 3Woto 4% or

2fl Bondholders' ignis

rious of : the attorneys gave
opinions: that ; the second, mortgage
bondholders' -rights ,as creditors in
the situation are open to question!
Considerable importance was put
upon this phase of the* iloxy situ -

tion also nd a fight over the second
mortgage, noteholders! positi n.der

be in the' offing,
lie position taken by . such -

sent,ers to the pending plan is that
if the second mortgage noteholders
are not. entitled to that consideration,
Which they .getting under the

(Continued on page 27)

Dating 'Horizon

Griffith Grey, who has been
placed "in charge of roadshowjng of
Columbia's 'Lost Horizon;' has ar-
ranged three two-a-day dates for .the
picture 'so far. They are the Geary,'

San Fraiicisco, March 1; Chestnut St.

Opera House, Philadelphia, March 7,

and the Erlanger, Chicago, March' 14.

While - the New York 'opening is

being figured for the end of Feb-
ruary, no theatre has as yet been set.

It may be the. Criterion, operated by
Harry L. Charnas...and B. S. MOss,
which has a capacity Of 1,662. De-
tails on the New- York and
others." are-partly awaiting the return
to New York tomorrow (Thurs. or
Friday (5) of Abe Montague! and:
Nate Spingold, who made a hurried
trip to the Coast Sunday (31).

5TH AVE ASSTi

Decision of the Court of Appeals
in Albany N. Y., last week approving;
application of three prospective
theatre builders , on Fifth, Madison
and .

: Park : avenues, overruling
License Commissioner Paul Moss, re-
fusal of licenses for same, has
formed a strange alii of the
Fifth Avenue 'Association, which in-

stigated the .opposition, and., the
license recipients. Both groups un-
til the ruling,: enemies, are now
fighting on the same side of the fence
to rush through a building zone reso-
lution prohibiting; further theatres
on these avenues, but for different
reasons.

.

'Association has chucked its .first

idea of regulating theatre construc-
tion in all parts of the city without
anflO.% favorable vote of neighbor-
ing landlords and. retailers. Aim how
is to rush . through 'the Board of Al-
dermen its amendment which will
permanently prohibit theatres on
Fifth Avenue from 23rd Street to

96th Street and for the same
mileage along Madison: and: Park
avenues. Parts not labeled resi-

dential districts will get new tag

of super-retail. Between 6th and
Madison avenue, 57th street is also
to be included. Ruling will include
night clubs or any other theatricals
with exception of restaurant and
nitery facilities of hotels;

.Interest of the projected theatre
owners is to thwart "any additional
buildi the vici ' of the. al-

ready approved enterprises of the
Phipps . Estate at 62d street and
Madison. Walter Goelet at 53d street
and Park .(entrance on side street)
and 85th street and Madison Corp.
A new law would not affect them
because their precedence is already
established to enactment of
any legislati In assisting the for-
mer opposition now they help el i

nate any future competition in these
sectors;

MENGER, N. 0, STUCK

UP FOR $1,875 MONDAY

New Orleans, 2,

rmored car and guard were held
•up at 10:45 p. m. Mo'nday • (1 ) just
outside the office of the.Saenger the-
atre, oh the balcony, arid fobbed of
night's receipts, $1,875, Two bandits
escaped in a car stolen from a near-
by par ing lot. The guard. Stanley
T.rahan.37, employe of Armored Car
Service. Inc:, was ..taking the

.
money

to the waiting car outside when the
masked bandit got up from a rear
seat and pressed & gun in his back.
Second bandit, took! the money bag
and both escaped.

It's the second theatre robbery
here, in five days.

:

Nation - Wide Campaign to

Force Employment of Mu-
sicians by Crippling
Mechanical Substitutes for

Live Music Will Be Pro-

posed at Miami

Competitive Aggressiveness and

Kayoes 'A.?' Idea

AN OGRE

. New York Musicians Union Local
802 is prepared to ask the national
executive board of the American
Federation of Musicians, when it

meets in Miami Feb. 22, to issue an
edict banning its members from en-
gaging in any form Of. musical re-
cording.' If the proposal, as drafted
by Local 802, is passed, there will be
a complete withdrawal of union mu-
sicians from Hollywood, arid other
picture studios.

Local 802 had previously it-

self with the Chicago local in favor-
ing an AFM regulation which would
bring the phonograph record and re-
corded program businesses within
the 'licensing control of the. union.
Extension of this campaign to coyer
motion pictures has a two-fold pur-
pose: one; is to circumscribe the re-
sort to dubbed soundtracl and
secondly; to increase the employment,
of musicians riot only in the studios
but . in, the picture theatre through
negotiations which the union expects
to stem from the withdrawal edict.'

Jack Rosenberg and.James Petriilo,

president of the New York and Chi-
cago locals, respectively, are of the
joint opini that the problem Of

musician unemployment can not be
solved until they are able ' to ex-,

ercise control over the . uses of re-

corded rinusic. Each of these union:

leaders believes that, although this

has been done with, the inception
of sound pictures and radio, the time
is not too "late, if the AFM can be
sold on a program of drastic action.

In going after the picture producer,
Rosenberg and Petriilo figure the'

union; will be placed in a position of

being able W ca&h up wt|b^the the-
atres, or at least those

a
eiretiits con-^

trolled- by the
<f
film companies.. If

the produce1* Wiaftts union mljjs'iqAads?

he will be placed un^fi^eiobJIig^-?
tion of not only* cutting flown on the
use of phonograph records and
soundtracks for dubbing purposes
but to negotiate contracts which will

guarantee the employment of a cer-

tai number of musicians in the
various theatres. Union points out
that its relief rolls show no signs of

decreasing and contends that the

(Continued on pape 69)

IPs 'Grainger Month'

Universal is occasioning James R.
Grainger's fourth year as general
manager of distribution for a sales
drive.

. R. inge*,Monih will be ush-
ered in in April, signalized by re-

lease of Top Of the Town/ March 28.

ANSWER U. S,

Answers .will be filed by defendant

corporations probably-, this week in

the federal action against iriterstate

Circuit, Inc., and Texas Consolidated

Theatres, (Karl Hoblitzelle

operations New Mexico arid

Texas) istributi companies

serving these circuits.

The suit filed by the U.S. is not

regarded as involving a question of

conspiracy, but the case, will be

watched with unusual interest by ex-

hi distributors ali -

cause protection question

raised;

Legal lights in N.Y. believe that

the action will definitely determine
whether a first-run' exhibitor must
be protected against cut-throat com-
petition ' in subsequent runs. The
case has been brought to test the
legality of such protection against

the competish offered by subsequent
run houses.
The matter of' whether it is illegal

to^put a provision into a contract,

stating that a picture cannot be
<&tffSitt pn a double bill also/inay be
raifc£cl% a^Seconttt-yassW-' Film
leaders in W# '4ms%*1leiw4 that this

Will receive minor attention because
so few contracts with a double bill

provision have been written for the

district involved in the suit.

The case will be tried in the U.S.

district court at Dallas. Attorneys
here will make no estimate of when
the case: goes ' to trial or when it

would be concluded.

orV Pix So Poor, Some Exhibs

Dual Oldies with Strong Casts

Annoyed' by the quality of some

of the Class
'

and 'C pictures available as first-run

produbt, in

Greater- ;New York and along the
eastern '.seaboard have resumed
'playing- «reissu last year's pro-
grams or even features. Some
hbyses, ith twice weekly or three
times per week changes, have been
playing two and three weeks solid

with reissue subjects.

Attitude of many exhi itors and
bookers for indie circuits is that the
new product, most of it admittedly
classed, as B pictures, is so weak
that two of them on a dual set-up
will not provide the necessary box
office draft.- They figure they could
:npt fare any , worse: with, the reissues,

with a good chance that customers
will go for the oJdie films because
bulk of thei used contain name
players and at one time wer ace
attractions..

The question of cutting down- film

rental costs also intri (ues exhibs

and bookers. In many cases,

hi itor* turns in his first-run picture

for two, reissues^ shelving the:, new
product. However, is means pay-
ing only for one .film instead Of two,
with; of course; ., new product
definitely off the theatre's, list.

In some localities i
' ' Y., busif

ness actually has shown real im-
provement with the dated pictures.

This is true, in downtown spots and
some roadway and 42d street

theatres where they have been
booked of late. In other neighbor-
hoods, reissues do not mean a thing
but at least they have not hurt busi-

ness.

Another factor to be • considered
by the indie exhi itor ''.is his con-
tention that he is not furnished
with better grade or Class A films
second- until so long after their

competition plays them that they fail

to bring jn an extra cent at the box
office. This leaves the so-called ace
feature weeks old and a meaning-
less Grade B or Grade C film with
which to drag in patrons.

The- plan' 'Associ .ress..

of Newsreels* terrific beat-
ing i the Ohi river valley flood
coverage -during the

,
past . 10 days.

Not brie 'of. the five, major, newsreels
agreed, to co-operate ./covering
the. flood' story, newsreel editors
concurring at the outset

:

that it was
.

such a major news event arid, in-'

corporated so many chances for a
slip-up some place along the line
there. was : no sense .in attempting to
get together, on any sort of a cov-
erage pact;

One newsreel defi decided
against even attempting -get to-
gether with other companies, though
it has . the

.
past, because of its

experience last year in <handli
floods in and around Pennsylvani
when an agreement was made. ,

Execs of that news weekly' cited
their reasons,; which, fundamentally,
were that they failed to see. how
they- could i benefit, iri covering this

major disaster.
' was that they

felt the brunt • camera, work
Which fell on theiri last spririg^ Or
at least they claimed that the prize
shots were supplied by them while
other sectors were only given a
lightweight treatment.
Newsreel chieftains viewed; current

disaster's coverage,
. much the same

as daily newspaper editor's.. : ^Hiere.
daily ' papers : depend on. a city iiewi
and national press associations for
normal- or routine news, coverage,
they send out their own staff

star reporters on big yarns. In 'this

instance each, newsreel withdrew as
many cameramen as it could within
a radius of 500 miles of the^flooded
territory, arid , threw, them into ^the

flooded district.

^
Newsreel executives variously

estimated that each company 'had 15
to 20 cameramen and freelanca
grinders ori the high-water yarn.
Even though this necessitated extra

.

expenditures in salaries as well as
outlay for transportation, . there were
few newsreel editors who regretted
the move;' They figured it was tough
enough trying • to "keep tab ori de-
velopments and' movements of lens
crews . of their own without -havi

the added worry of not. being sure
of prints, arid release .'dates under
any

.
joint-coverage arrangement. -

The countless chances for a. slip-

up ori coverage of a single area or
community and the ambition to ob-
tain the best scenes first un-
doubtedly further swayed the news-
reel hoirie offices. The assignment
editors also

:
appreciated the risks

being taken and hardships endured
by cameramen and other members of

the technical staffs in order to get:

completed prints through.
Perhaps every reel had one

more instances to cite in which a
daring and persistent cameraman
waded or swam through deep
water and used every conceivable
means ' of . transportation to rush
completed negatives from the flood
.scene;

Old-time rivalry betweeri camera-
men, reached a peak during the past
few days in .handling" the; flood; and
few of the ' photographers would
have, relished the idea that the film
they fought

. for and struggled
against numerous Obstacles to get.

would have gone into any. pooling
arrangement. Company editors ap-
preciated this feeling arid realized
that" slip-shod, coverage might have
resulted from •*•' ' pacti
plan.

s flood waters receded about Ohi
arid Kentucky communities and re-

lief agencies were surveying the loss

in lives and property caused' by, the
gigantic overflow,, newsreel execu-
tives were attempting to summarize
the additional cost the catastrophe,

meant to them. Conservative, esti-

mates this week were that the sweep-
ing floods had cost the five newsreels"

$50,000 to $75,000 in added expenses,
not including Usual expenditures'for
cameramen salaries, negatives;
mal transportation costs, etc.

All reels chartered two, three or

(Continued ori page 04)
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Smash Opfflin?

Los Angeles, .. .

Seasonal rains on. the Coast have
broken .the protracted bold spell .that
sewed up biz for couple of weeks,
so that the better pictures currently
are garnering : satisfactory, returns.
Trade is still off, however, with room
for improvement.

. Long-awaited 'Good Earth* made
its two-arday bow at the Carthay
Circle (29), getting away to capacity
and holding strong over the weekend
for substantial initial week. ' Metro's
'Camile' is dayrdating at. the State
Chinese, where combined take shows
neat profit on the stanza..

Business is spotty in the downtown
area, with Warners Downtown and
RKO Hillstreet just about holding
their own, although Paramount took
a spurt.

Estimates for. This Week
Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518;. 55-68

1.10-1.65).—'The Good Earth' (MG).
Necessity of taking care of long list

of first string critics, plus other de^
mands, kept $5 pfeem take down to

$5,300, instead of a possible $6,000.
Healthy advance.
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40?

55).—'Camille' (MG) and 'Off to the
Races' (20th), dual. Hitting better
than average and will wind up with
around $13,000. Last week, 'Love on
vthe Run' (MG) and 'Laughing at
Trouble' (20th)* fair $10,200.
a Downtown (WB) (1,800: 30-40-55-
65).—'Beloved Enemy' (UA) and
'Woman in Distress' (Col), dual.
Trade continues in the doldrums, here
with 'Enemy* not so good at around

. $6,000. Last week, 'Charge of Light
Brigade' (WB) . and 'Smart Blonde'
(WB); weak at $4,300 in five days.

; Four Star (Fox) (900; 30-40-55).—
•Man of Affairs* (GB) (2d wk).
GeOrge Arliss doesn't mean a thing
at this b. o. and pic will be yanked
(2) after five days on second week
for meagre $1,300. First week had. at

$2,900.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-

65). ^ 'Beloved Enemy' (UA) and
"Woman in Distress' (Col), dual. Just
so-so at around $7,000 or over. Last
week, 'Light Brieade*. <WB) and
'Smart Blonde* (WB), dove to $4,800
on five-day stay.
.Orpheum (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35-
40).—'Secret Valley' (20th) and 'Fu-
gitive in Sky' (WB), dual, and vaude.
Dual nothing to rave about so Benny
Rubin, topping stage show, gets credit
for bulk' of oke $9,500 draw. Last
week. 'Let's Make a Million' (Par)
and 'Crack-Un! (20th), below expec-
tations,at $6,800.

Pantajfes (Pan) (2.700: 30-40-55).—
•Condemned. Row' (RKO) and .'They
Wanted to Marry* (RKO), dual. - Very
little interest in this brace, of flickers
as $5,000 indicates. Last week,
'Plough and the Stars* (RKO) and
'She's Dangerous' (U),. several .hun-
dred below anticipations at $5,800,
bad. . .

Paramount (Partmar) (3,595: 30-40-
55WSecretarv* (Col) arid 'Bulldog
Drummond' (Par), dual, and stage
show. Fairly strong names in 'Sec-
retary,* plus Ethel Waters' all-colored
stage unit has house heading for
strong !lil9,500. Last week, 'Plains-
man' (Par), second week, held to
big 316,000.
RKO (2,950; 30-40-55). — 'Con

demned Row' (RKO) and "They
Wanted to Marry' (RKO),. dual. Will
have to be satisfied with slim $5 500.

Last week, 'Plough- and the Stars'
(RKO) and 'She's Dangerous' (U),
disappointing at $6,500, though profit-
able-

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024: 30-40-55
75).—'Camille' (MG) and 'Off to the
Races' (20th), dual. Combination of
Garbo, Robert Taylor duck soud for
downtown acer and at $16,500 is.

highly acceptable. Last week, *Love
on Run' (MG) and 'Laughing at
Trouble' (20th); just fair at $14,200.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2.100;

30-40-55) 'Love on Run' (MG) and
'Laughing, at Trouble' (20th), dual.
Oh moveover from State-Chinese for
continued - first run should garner
weak $4,000. Last week, 'Garden of
Allah* (UA) and 'Career Woman'
(20th). isapDointirie at $3,900;
Wilshire (Fox) (2.296; 30-40-55-65).—'Love on Run' (MG) and 'Laughing

at Trouble' (20th), dual. Crawford-.
Gable combo doing better, at this

riabe continued first , run and;,while
below pace of last few weeks, will
wind tip with $7.fl00; which is oke.
Last week, 'Garden of Allah' (UA)
and 'Career Woman' (20th), very bad
at $5,700/

Pix Can't Overcome Ice

In K.G.; 'Lloyds' Oke 7y2G
..Kansas City,

Icy streets indicate a slim week
and again it's all up to the weather.

'Lloyds' at Uptown doing swell biz

in spite of weather.

Estimates for This Week
JVIalnstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40W

•Champagne WaltzV(Par). Pic played
capacity At Uptown at New Year's

preview. Opened here to nice biz
and should •do okay. $9,000. , Last week
'One in Million' (20th ) , caught swell
$14,000. - - :••

'

Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40).—
'Live Once* (UA) and 'Cover of
Night' (MG). This dUaller won't bet
ter so-so.$10,500. Last week 'Beloved
Enemy' (UA) and 'Woman '"

is

tress' (Col), $8,500, bad.

Newman (Par) (1,900; 25-40 ).r-

Ohe in Million' (20th) , (2d run)
Moved from Maihstreet and holding
up to nice $6,500. Last week 'Love
Song' (FN), $4,000, an off-key yodel.
; Tower (Rewot-Fox) (2,200; 35).—
'Join Marines' (Rep) and vaude.
Good $7,000.; Last week 'Holy Terror'
(20th) and vaude,; $7,100, good.
Uptown (Fox) (2,030; 25-40).-.

'Lloyds' (20th ). Holdover in the bag
at fine $7,500 pace. Last week 'Smart
Girls' (U) (2nd run), moved : from
Mainstreet, $5,900,

-St. Louis,

Despite ah all day " rai Saturday,
(30 ), Fanchon & Marco's string of
deluxers continued to-" enjoy swell
biz. Ambassador, with 'Champagne
Waltz' and MaJ. Bowes* all-gal unit,
is running away with town and head-
ing for a $19,000 week, biggest in seVr
eral months.

. 'Lloyds of London,' at
5,000-seater Fox, also doing great biz
and should finish with $17,500.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,018; 25-40-

55)—'Champagne Waltz' (Par) and
stage show. Stage shows boosting
biz. here ahd . big $19,000 is in sight
for this week.' Last week 'Secretary'
(Col) and stage show, held down by
bad weather to $15,700, fair.
Fox (F&M) (5,038; 25-35-55)-^

'Lloyds* (20th) and 'Man of Affairs'
(GB), dual.' Points to swell. $17,000,
best in weeks. . Last week, 'Great
Guy* (GN) and 'Crack Up* (20th),
dual, finished with $12,800, trifle un-
der expectation but okay.
Loew's (LOew). (3,162; 25-35-55)--

'Man of People' (MG) and 'Danger-
ous Number* (MG), dual. Nothing
here to expect better than $10,200.
fain Last week. .'Beloved Enemy*
(UA) and 'Mad Holiday* (MG), dual,
dented by weather and ended^with
$12,000, fair.

Whlters^St^^. aM^sWu^Like
tt* (20th>;'li(udl.^ Another fine .week,
$12,500. 'XM^weelt/1 •Abput 'tb Die'
(RKO) and 'Gold Diggers Of 1937'
(FN)','dUal;

0
s^tisractory at $10,

,

lu
,

6V
St. Louis (F&M), (4.000; 25-40 )r^

'Rainbow on River?; (RKO) and stage'
show. Perkins "on 'stage, plus Breen
on screen, will get $9,700 for sock
week; Last week. 'Banjo' (20th) and
stage show, ended with $6,000, aver-
age.

Thin Man,'

Plenty Fat in Lincoh
-• 1 ;

-

.. . Lincoln, Feb.

<After Thin Man' is the fi>st big

winner -of the season here at the

Stuart. Will do $4,000 better.

Comedy- has been stressed i

' irl From Paris* (RKO), With Pons
deleted altogether.

. Slightly inclement weather still a
b.o. deterrent.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 10-15)—

'Trail Dust' (Par) plus 'Road Gang'
(WB), split with 'Bulldog Drummond
Escapes' (Par) plus 'Dark HoUr'
(Ches). Total possibility $1,000, oke.
Last week 'California Mail' (WB)
plus 'Annapolis, > Farewell' (Par),
split with 'Under Cover of Night'
(MG) plus '13 Hours' (Par), just fair

$800.
' — \

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
?Girl From Paris' (RKO). Comedy
possibilities

.
emphasized, all the . Lily

Pons stuff whittled completely from
trailer. Heading for $2,500," nice.

Last week 'Polo Joe' (WB) went b.o.

blind after the second day and was
replaced'. with 'Sing Love Song'
(WB,). Got $2,300 altogether, bit

above average. . . .

Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20-
25)—'Winterset' (RKO) plus 'Happy
Go Lucky' (Rep). House has for-
saken Vaude; temporarily. Slow pace
at present and $1,500 likely the top.
Last week 'Woman Wise' (20th) plus
Kit Kat Klub, revue on the stage
three days.

,
Remainder of the week

'Romeo and' Juliet' (MG) on road-
show basis (55cr$1.10). two days, then
'Dr. Bull' (20th) two days. Total was
$3,100, good enough;

Stuart (LTC) <1$00';:" 10-25-40)^
'Thin Man' (MG). A distinct win-
ner;'. First pic of the year to touch
$4,000. neat. Last week 'Rainbow on.

the River' • (RKO ) so-soed and let

the house slump. W^s. helped by
Wendell McMahill and his television*
display, or fate would have been
worse. Poor at $2,650.
Varsity (Westland); (1.100; 10-15-

20-25-35)— 'Man of Affairs' (GB).
Arliss does fair in this house and
Assured of $1,000. Last week, 'Devil
Playground* (Col), was slow, about
$900. y

FORWIT

'Champagne/ $16,000, Very Healthy

Denver, Feb. %
•Three Smart Girls' goOd

biz at Denver and moves to Broad-
way for a second stanza. 'Beloved
Enemy* gets only five days at the
Aladdin and 'Rembrandt' three at

Brbadyj^ ish-

ing. theiweek at ithe latter.

^Chjampagne- Wfiltz' doi icely at

Denhjjmv '
>": : -

'
,'• ^Estimates for This Week

Aladdin (Huffman) (1,500; 25-40)—
'Beloved Enemy* (UA). Not so forte
at $1,500 in five days. Last week
•Rembrandt* (UA) did nice $3,500
and went to Broadway for second
week.
Broadway (Huffman) (1.500; 25-

40)—'Rembrandt' (UA). Following
'

7. .
.

.

Okay, But Wash. Pix So-So;

Washington, Feb. . .

:

. Town reached something of a new
high for bally this week, but it 'was
all for the President's Ball.. Mobs
packed, two benefit midnight shows,
but the. film temples will have to be
content with so-so grosses. Propor-
tionate leader is 'Plainsman,' al-
though that's far from a wow.
Most advance interest was cen-

tered on 'Black Legion,! due partly
to- screening; which drew heavily
from. . Congressional and :Official

circles , ahd got raves in press; Pop
debut, however,, was disappointing,
Pic is drawing almost exclusively
male trade and they're going for the
cheap seats.

.
Keith's ' and Met cutting each

other's throats with Sylvia . Sidney
on both screens in 'Women Alone'
and 'You Only Live Once,,' neither
clicking: big enough to .mean much.

Etimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.424; 25-35-60)—

'Beloved Enemy' (UA) ahd'< vaude.

.

Jarreti arid Holm helping on stage
to fair $20,000. Last week 'Stow-
away' (20th ) and lackstorie got
good $23,500.
Columbia (Loew) (1.583; 25-40)—

'One in Million' (20th) (2d run).

Second downtown week after big
stay at Capitor getting good $4,800.
Last week, 'College > Holiday' (Par)
(2d run), oke $4,000.
Earle (WB ) (2,424; 25-35-40-60-70

)

—'Black Legion* (WB) and Vaude.
Reser band • not enough to cohvince
ferns that pic with such a title is

entertainment. Advance bally and
critics raves getting masculine trade,
however, for fair $15,000. Last week,
'Man of Affairs' (GB) and Ken Mur-
ray took oke $16,500.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25^35-60)—
'You . Live Once* (UA) and March
of Time.

.
May get meager, $6,500.'

Last week 'Smart Girls' built to sur-
prisingly swell $ll,O0O after week
st3rt*

'

Met (WB) (1.853; .25-40)—'Women
Alone' (GB). Should get profitable
$4,500. Last week 'Mind Own Busi-
ness' (Par), oke $4,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-35-60)—

'Plainsman' (Par). Good at prob-
able $17,000. Last week 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par) $16,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1,100; 25-30-40-55)—'Scarfare' (WB) arid 'Tillie and
Gus' (Par) (revivals). Ought to see
fair $2,000. Last week, 'As You Like
It* (20th), good $2,000.

a week at the Aladdin, stays three
days here with 'Doctor 'Bull'- (Ind)
finishing week; $1,500, fair. Last
week .'Romeo and Juliet' (MG), on
three-day roadshow, and 'Secre-
tary* (Col) and 'Find the Witness*
(Col)i dual, three days; good at
$4,000.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35
40)—'Champagne Waltz' (Par). Swell
at $7,000 pace. Last week 'Mind
Own Business' (Par) got fair. $4,000;
Denver (Huffman) (2.500; 25-35^

50)—'Smart Girls' (U). Going great
guns; big $9,500 indicated. Last- week
'Beloved Enemy' (UA) did ice

$8,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600: 25-35-40)

—'Plough and Stars' (RKO) and
'Racing Lady' (RKO ), dual. Good at
$5,500. Last week 'Girl FrOm Paris'

(RKO) and 'Sinner Take All' (MG),
dual, nice $5,300.
Paramount (Huffman) (2,000: 25

40)—'Smart Blonde* (WB) and .'Fugi-

tive in vthe Sky' (WB), dUal. Biz at
nice $3,000 canto; Last week, 'Charlie
Chan' (20th) and 'Crack Up' (20th)
got $3,000.

RainWi

Kz, But 'Legion

Good at

Philadelphia, Feb, 2.

Return of heavy rainfall Sunday
and Monday put a crimp in chances
of most of the downtown film houses
to live up to their recent average,
which has been high. In fact, indi-

cations point to weakest seven-day
period in several months,; pix them-
selves aren't b.O; magnets and a
couple of holdovers among them
don't look particularly strong.

Both 'Men Are Not Gods' (Aldine)
and '3 Smart Girls* (Stanley), held
over on last-minute decisions, aren't

headed for anything exceptional in

second-week grosses. Former won't
get full seven-day. hold-over.

Estimates for This, Week
Aldine (1,200; 40-55-65)U'Men Are

Not Gods' (GB). Held for second
week, although biz. wasn't-: any tOo

hot; fair $6,500 indicated if film gets
full seven days; unlikely. First week
saw $10,000, better than expected.
Arcadia (600; .

25-40-50)—'College
Holiday* (Par) (2d run). Should get

okay $2,400. Last week, 'Go West
Young Man' (Par) (2nd run), dis-

appointed at $2,000.
Boyd (2,400; 40-55)—'Champagne

Waltz* (Par). Crix liked it, although
noting similarity to 'Girl From
Paris' (RKO). Fairly good $13,000

seen. Last week 'Camille' (MG), in

eight-day second week, got mighty
sweet $18,500. . . M . . ;

Earle (2,000; 25-40-55)— Criminal
Lawyer' (RKO) and vaude, Roscoe
Ates headliner. Good $15,000 week
indicated unless rain, dents it a lot.

House back on feet with return of

vaude. Last week. 'Mind Own Busi-
ness' (Par) and Waring band, put
things, across for walloping $20,000. .

Fox (3,000; 40-55-65)—'Stolen Holi-
day' (WB) and stage show... Paul
Draper headliner. Only fairish $14,<-

000 seen. Last week, 'God's Coun-
try' (WB) and stage show, nice
$15,000.
Karlton (1,000; 25-35-40)—'Career

Woman' (20th). First run for a
change, but won't get much; rriebbe

$2,200. Last week, 'Girl From Paris'
(RKO) (2d run ), little Over expec-
tations at $2,700;

Keith's (2,000; -40-50)—'God's
Country' (20th) (2d run). Only about
$2,000 indicated; Last week, 'Plains-
man* (Par) (2d run), nifty at $2,900.

Stanley (3,700; 40-55)—'Smart
Girls' (U).

;

Built, enough to warrant
holding for second week, but isn't

doing a great deal now; fair $12,000.
Last week pic got $16,500. good.

Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50 )-^'Black
Legion' (WB). Crix lauded, it and
after lively advance campaign should
get good $7,000. Last week, 'Chan
at Opera* (20th), $6,200, okay.

Studio Plasterers, Painters

Iii Move for Closed Shop

Hollywood,

Studio Painters local 644 have joined

the move for a closed shop. Members
adopted ing around

12 ,/ic. hour increase. General

membership will vote on proposition

Feb. 7.

.By that date Studio Plasterers, lo-

cal 755, is expected , to^
file .-. similar

demands with the Motion Picture
Producers* Association.

San Francisco, Feb. 2
Looks like the Golden Gate is pa

'y

Ihg the way for higher prices for
houses in downtown area. After a,

number of .weeks at top for
some of the bigger pi from RKO
and Grand National, Gate is making
a stab at getitng same prices for
'Condemned Row.'

It is possible that rst-runs
may Up admish when the stri

, cold
weather and flu are out of the Way.
San Francisco was the last city tolower the box office tatiff during the
depresh. ,..-•'.

b
•

Estimates for This Week

oe
Em'iassy (RKO-Coheh) (1,512; 30-

35-40) -Torb id d en Adventure*
(Dwain Esberg). Sold from a sen-
sational angle, this one is . doing all'
right -by itself. Sponsored bv the
Adventures Club; of Los Angeles, it
was first released, in 1907 and- has
been in the can for a number of
years. Film has been given a good
sound track and cut to eliminate the
dark spots.

. Good $5,000 in sight.
Last week 'Mysterious Crossings'
(U) and 'Conflict* (U) hit a new low
at $1,700.

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-75)^
'Stolen Holiday* (WB) and 'Bulldog
Drummond' (Par). Kay Francis has
always been a fair draw here, but
not helping much this week. Looks
like two bad weeks in a row at $14...

000. Last week 'Black Legion' (WB).
and 'Mind Your Own Business*
(Par), dual, hit a new low since-
F-WC took over house at less than
$13*000. ,

:'

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 35-55).— Condemned Row' (RKO). As at-
tendance held up last few months
during several .boosts in price from
40 to 55c, decision made, to continue
with: top prices for this One. Last
week . (2d), 'Great Guy' (GN),
$12,000.

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 30-35-40)
—'3 Wise Girls' (U) and 'Find the
Woman' (Col) (3d week). Several
previews thrown in during, final
week to bolster biz. Finishing to .

good $6,000. Last week fine $8,500.

Paramount . (F-WC) (2,740; 30-35-
40)—'Champagne Waltz* (Par) and
'Career Woman' (20th). Swarthbut
bringing in some good matinee trade.
Jack Oakie also well liked; Should
do healthy $16,000, which will mean
a holdover. Last week (2d) 'God's
Country' (WB) and 'Crack-Up*
(20th), n.s.g. at $8,000.

St; Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 30-35-
40)—'After Thin Man* (MG) and
'Hats Off' (GN) (4th week). Still

going strong after two big weeks at
the Fox . and two stanzas at this
smaller house. Expecting . $6,000.

Last week magniflco at .$8,000. <

United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 25-
40)—'Allah'. (UA) (3d week). Mixed
reaction to story, but plenty, of salvos
oh tinting. Slipping off fast, at less

than $5000. Last week nice at $7500,

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-40-55)

—Lloyds' (20th) and 'Off to Races'
(20th). Although a class pic 'Lloyds'

is -doing nice biz. Jones family series

building fast. 'Off to the Races' is

the best of the lot. Flu, strike and
rainy weather will hold take down
to $17,000 okay. Last week (2d) 'Ca-

mille' (MG) and 'Let's Make a Mil-,

lion' (Par) disappointed at less than
$10,000.

Snow, Flu in Portland

Cut Grosses in Half

Portland, Ore.,

Terrific snowstorm and ' -flu epi-

demic bumped grosses considerably..

Biz. down in some spots as much as

50%. .;

stimates for This Week
,

Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-40)

—'Smart Girls' (U) and 'Mad, Holi-

day' (MG), dual (2d. wk). Snow cut

this b:o. in half to $3,700. First week
registered well and closed to good

$6,600.

Mayfair
,
(Parker-Evergreen ) (1

(

-

400; 30-40)—'County Gentleman
(Rep) with Weaver Bros, and Elviry

oh stage. Nice biz chiefly on the

stage attraction; $5,500. Last week,
'Here Comes Carter' (FN) and 'Ari-

zona Mahoney' (Par), got $2,000, so-

s6.

Orpheum , (Hamrick-Evergreen).
(2,000;. 30-40)—'Banjo'^(Fpx) and 'In

His Steps' (GN ), dual, second week.
Snow hurt and will do only $3,500.

;

First week better than expected at

strong $6,000. :

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,000: 30r

40)—'God's Country* (WB.) arid 'Find

the Witness* (Col), /dual, second

week; Indicates $3,800, fair. First

week ran up nice score at $7,000.

United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

40)—'Stolen Holiday' (FN). Reg'S;

tering okay to good $4,000. Last

week 'Sinner ' Take All' (MG) poor-

stuff and cooled its heels for fair

$3,000.
'
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Flying High; 'Charnpagne,

Be,' 25G, Biz; 'Banjo' $21,000

Chicago, Feb. 2.

So there's a flood in tpe Ohio Val-
ley? Tsk, tsk. They're sitting down
in Detroit? Well, well. ..California's

unusual weather is kicking a fuss

with the citrus growers? Waddaya-
knowaboutthat Here in the Loop
the Chicago will gobble 45 g's; the
United- Artists will snatch 25.000

smackers; the Oriental will gallon

|o $21,000. And that's plenty good.

Veloz and Yolanda :on the stage,

plus 'Champagne waltz' on the
screen, make up the top-notch com-
bination which is bringing shekels

in a steady stream to the Chicago
cashiers.. Layout is a holdover, if

there ever was one.

Garbo, Taylor arid 'Camille' make
|t a threesome which has? the United
Artists sidewalk taking plenty of
punishment from the standees.- Even
the tiny Apollo and Garrick are do-
ing7 zip biz, the first with 'Rem-
brandt' on the Charles Laughton fol-

lowing and the latter with a repeat
pf 'After Thin Man.'

Palace fell off a bit this week on
its holdover of '3 Smart Girls.'

which snagged swell $27,500 last

week, with Jane Withers on the
stage.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 25-45-65)—

*Rembrandt' (UA). Opened Saturday
(30) and will do trade on the Laugh-
ton name; heading for around $9,000,
swell. - Last week 'Plainsman' (Par)
finished fourth week in Loop to fine

$5,300.

Chicago >(B&K ). (4,000; 35-55-75)—
'Champagne Waltz' (Par) and stage
show. Veloz and Yolanda team on
stage arid again smacking 'em. Team
has been sensational in this town for
?ast three years. Upping into:mighty
15,000. Doing 37 snows this week,

five daily .and Six on Saturday and
Sunday. Last week 'Great Guy'
(GN) okay at $24,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900: 25-45-65)—
'After Thin Man' (MG), In here
after four hotcha sessions at United
Artists and continuing to magnetize
•em at $10,000, good. Last week
•One In Million' (20th) took nice
$7,100 on holdover.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 35-45-55)—
•Banjo" (20th) and vaude. Picture
accounting for nearly $21,000. high
tide. Last week 'Smart - Blonde'
<WB), poor at $14,400.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
--'3 Smart Girls' (U) (2d week) and
vaude. Indications for $17^000, okay

. as a gross, but a disappointer after
big $27,800 last week, when Jane
Withers was on the stage.

Roosevelt (B&K). (1,500: 35-55^65-
75)—'God's Country' (WB) (2nd
wk). Touched okayish; $15,300 last

week and will stick around $10,000
currently. Goes out for 'Black Le-
gion' (WB). of which much is . ex-
pected by Warner office, desDite pre-
vious playing in this town of 'Legion
of Terror' (Col), which was ex-
ploited plenty by B. & Kr

State-Lake (Jones) (2.700; 25-35-
40)—'Join Marines' (Rep) and
vaude. Another winning session at

better than $16,000. Type of picture
this house eats up. Last week
•Counterfeit Woman' (Col) topped
$16,500, fine.

United Artists (B&K-MG) (1/700:
35-55-65-75 )~Camille* (MG). Stand-
ees alLday long. Zooming into high
brackets on. strong femme draw
night and day. Around $25,000, dyna-
mite. Last week 'After Thin Man'
(MG) finished four great weeks to

$10,600, zippy.

Prov. No Like Fix

'Lawyer,' $5,000, Poor

It's the toboggan slide this week,
the .first off week in many a stanza.
Largely responsible is the anemic
picture fare in town. Best bets, seem
to be Strand, where 'Champagne
Waltz' tops twi ill, arid Fay's, only
vaudeville in town. Latter
house has doing rather well
lately.

: Estimate* for This Weelc
Fay's (2,000; 15-25-40) — 'Secret

Valley' (20th) and vaude. Looks
like

, another, good > week; .opposish
rather weak, hence nice gross of $7,V
300. Last week, 'Woman-Wise' /(20th)

Bowes amateurs, got swell $8,-

Loew's State (3,200; 15-25-40)—
Man of People' (MG) and 'Woman
In Distress; (Col), dual. Nothing to
indicate this one will go over $10,-
000 mark,. if that; so-sb. Last Week,
Beloved Enemy' (UA) and 'Killer
At Large' (Col), started well, but
fell down to fair $10,500. ;

.
Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 15-25-40)^-

God's Country*. (WB) and 'Once A
Doctor' (WB), duaL Another weak
sister;

, not likely to hit over $7,500;
fair. Last ; week 'Smart Girls' (U)

and *Crack-Up'. (20th), a sweetheart
at $11,500.
RKO Albee (2,300: 15-25-40)—

'Men Not Gods' (UA) and 'Criminal
Lawyer* (RKO). This spot is taking
it on . the chin even more than the
others; best house can hope for is

only $5,000; poor. Last week 'Plough
and Stars' (RKO) and They Wanted
to Marry' (U), another disappoint-
ment at $6,800, ri. . g.

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
'Champagne Waltz' (Par) and 'Ari-
zona Mahbney' (Par). . Going strong
with every . indication that gross will
cross $11,000; swell. Last week,
'Jungle Princess' . (Par) and 'Let's
Make Million' (Par), okay at $7,300,
considering everything.

.

Detroit, Feb. 2.

Town in spending mood again this
Week, with return of some 50,000
workers' to auto jobs. Although a
like number is still affected by the
month-bid strike, general tension has
been relieved somewhat and curve
should continue, up.

Big disappointment is. lack Le-
gion,' based on hooded cults here,
which hit ' a snag at the Madison.
Ballyhooed as. 'more, startling than
the trial,' ith which town is per-
haps too familiar at present. Flicker
isn't helped by being booked in the
Madison, which is. having plenty
tough times lately. /
Tops curreritly is 'Lloyds of Lon-

don,' at the Fox, which got off big
and is holding up well.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balabari) (1,700; 25-40)—

'Mysterious Crossing' (U) plus 'Three
Smart Gilrls' (U ), dual. Deanna DUr-
bin starrer moved here from Fox.
Nice $5,400 coming up. Last week
normal $5,000 on 'Pennies from
Heaven' (Col) (3d week) plus 'Man
Who Lived Twice' (Col) (2d wk),
following a fine $7,000 first session.
'Captain Calamity' (GN) and 'We're
in Legion Now,' dual. Holding oke
at $2,900. Oke $3,200 last session on
•Great Guy' (GN) and 'Hats Off'

(GN), former film moved here from
Fox.
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Lloyds' (20th) plus Ben Marden's
'Riviera Follies' unit on stage. Will
coast in for hot $35,000, a big sur-
prise in view of dough scarcity.
'Smart Girls' (U) and King's Varie-
ties unit brought in good $20,000 last

Madison (United Detroit) (2.000;
30-40-60)—'Black Legion' (WB).
Based On hooded cult which ran riot

here the; past year, flicker . was . ac-
corded big buildup, but is layirig an.

egg, at $7,500. Play made for femme
patronage, but house can't seem to

draw in patrons with any picture;'

Bad $7,100 last stanza on 'Plough and
Stars' (RKO).
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65)—'Champagne Waltz' (Par)
and stage show: Good at $25,000,

following a good . $24,000 gross last

week on 'Rainbow on River' (RKO)
plus Don Redman band pn stage.

State (United Detroit) (3,000; -..

40)—'God's Country and Woman'
(WB) and 'Fugitive in

;
Sky? (WB),

dual. Coritinues at riice clip, $10;r

000, Good $9,000 last session on
'Bulldog Drummond Escapes' (Par)
plus 'Plot Thickens' (RKO).

.

United Artists (United Detroit)

(2.000: 30-40-65)—Thin Man' (MG)
(3d wk). Clicks off oke $7,500 on
third session,' following beaucoup
weeks of ,$19,500 and $13,500. Will

move but Thursday. (4).

WB Moves to Dismiss

Warner ros., the United Research

Corp., and Albert Radke, inventor,

bri Friday (5) Will ask the N, Y. Fed-

eral Court to dis iss the suit brought

by Virgil C. Crites, who seeks ah
injunction to restrain the defendants

from using certain sound effects

which he claims he invented.

Crites ims that Radke, while

workin his assistant with the

American Development Co. in 1916,

copied certain patents relating to mo-
tion picture sound effects and that

after Radke joined the United Re-
search the company obtained patents

on his ideas.

1st Runs on Broadway,
(Subject, io Change) —

.. Week'ef FeWs.
Astpr—'Good Earth* (MG)

(2).

'Capitdl-^-'Cami (MG) (3d
wk).

Criterion—'Great (MG)
(6th wk).
Music Hall—'On the Avenue'

(20th) (4)..

Paramount— 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par) (3).

Rialto — 'Si All'

(MG) (2).

Rivoli—'You Only Live Once'
(UA) (2d wk)..
Roxy—"Three Smart

(U) (3d wk).
Strand — 'Stolen Holiday*

(WB) (2d wk).
Week of Feb. 12

Astor — 'Good Earth' (MG)
(2d wk).
Capitol—'Camille* (MG) (4th

wk).
Criterion—'Man Affairs'

(GB).
Music Ball—'On the Avenue'

(20th) (2d wk).
Paramount'—. 'C h a m p a g rie

Waltz' (Par) (2d wk).
Rialto—'We're On the

(RKO) (10).

Rivoli—'You Only Live Once'
(UA) (3d wk).
Roxy—'Head Over Heels iri

Love' (GB)..
Strand—'Green Light' (WB)

(13>).

'Champagne/ $7,800,

ID

> Omaha, Feb. 2.
List of. new films opening this

week is. shortened, by closing of the
Paramount after some three months
of operation this fall, and winter.
Means returning the top .films to the
more centrally, located Omaha arid
.Orpheum, sister houses, and' a likely
resumption of the string of good
grosses that streamed into these
houses last summer and spring, nota-
bly the Omaha,

•:/.•' Estimates for This Week
Brandels (Singer-RKO ) (1,250; 25-

35-40)—'Plough and Stars' (RKO)
and 'They Wanted to Marry* (RKO);,
dual, with current March of Time
thrown in and extra ad space going
to ; the Pathe' flood pictures. From
several possible angles, program
reaping creditable returns and may
reach $5,000. Last week 'Love Song'
(FN) and 'Once a Doctor' (FN),
dual, got $5,000, good.

.

Omaha (Blank) (2,100; 25-40)—
'Champagne Waltz' (Par) and 'Under
Cover Of Night' (MG), dual; with ex-
tra attention to 'Waltz' in connection
with Zukor jubilee. Headed, for swell
$7,800. Last week 'Black

.
Legion'

(WB) and 'Luckiest Girl . in the
World' (U). dual, lagged to $5,700,
weak.
Orpheum (Blank) (2,976; 25-40)—

'Mind Own Business' (Par) arid
'Sinner Take All' (HGVdual. Weakie
for a jubilee bill, but 'Ruggles'- al*

ways a fair draw, .'here/ «
' Fairi: at

$7^000: Last week '(Sod's Country'
(WB) and 'Let's Make , a Million'
(Par); dual,- started at a mild tface',

but gained some momentum itoilgbod

$8,000.

Brisker Weather Aids B'way; 'Only

Best of New 'Uns; 'Plough' NSG

:» )

'

Better theatre weather has re-
turned with the; cold that set. in Mori-.,

day (1 ) and that day business perked
up after the dip that had been taken
through Sunday's allrday rain. The
least hurt of the houses on Sunday.
(31) were the Capitol with the heavy
pull of Garbo in .'Caniille' and the
Roxy which ..- has the redoubtable:
'Three Smart Girls.';

•. These attractions •• are leading the
street,- with 'You Only Live Once,*
which opened Saturday (30) and
'Plainsman,' latter on . holdover at
the Paramount i' closest pursuit.
Kay Francis' new starrer, 'Stolen
Holiday' is running a pretty good
third and lesser houses such as . the
Rialto, Palace, State 'and Criterion
are all doing okay, while the Music
Hall is trailing with 'Plough and the
Stars.'
': Plough'

.
unable to ..cut a deep

enough furrow to produce $68,000,
gross looking this side of that figure.
Sunday's rai hurt here more' than
at some other spots and probably
interfered with carriage trade.
'You Only Live Once' arid 'Stolen

Holiday' both opened Saturday (30).

The former, brought into the Riv for
a likelv three weeks run, may get up
to $30,000 on *its first seven days,
while the Francis item at the Strand
might build to $27,000. 'Holiday'
also holds over.

. A trio of stout holdies are. 'Ca-
mille,' 'Smart Girls' and 'Plainsrrian.'

The Garbo picture may reach to ;

$40,000 on its second week,- While
'Plainsmari,' at $32,000 on its third
week ending last night (Tues.) is

plentv of bucks on the right side of
the ledger. But for the fact that the
Par ' committed to open Fred
Waring today (Wed.) with 'Cham-
pagne Waltz,* it ' would have held

:

'Plainsman'; a fourth stanza. /Smart
Girls* built : to $59,800 bri its first

week and -is going strong enough
this week (2d) to look a possible
$50.000. " It remains a third week,
with Borrah Minevitch -on the stage,

figured aiding the draw. .'

The Criterion is continuing 'Great
Guy' for a sixth week on strength
of sufficient stamina this week X5th)
to suggest a possible $11,000. 'Crim-
inal Lawyer,' which, finished its

week at the Rialto: Monday night
(1 ), ; got $9,000 and was succeeded
yesterday morning by 'Sinner Takes
All.' '

.

"

.'College Holiday,' at' the State, to-

gether with vaude, on six days will
be around $20,000, fair. The house
goes to a Thursday opening tomor-
row (4), which means that pictures
in the future will not be moving; in

here overnight, from the Capitol. The
dual bill of 'God's Country and the
Woman' and . 'Holy Terror' at the
Palace may be aided somewhat by
the Louis-Pastor fight films on pace
for $9,000- or bit over.
'Good Earth' reopened the Astor

last night (Tues.) on roadshow
basis at a $2 top. <•

' Ustlmates for foitW&L^. 1 '-

A^tor (i012; .&%iAV4ftJ&1(&i!Sl~'
'Good : Earth' (MG), '.HM jits" xfre-

riiiere last night. 4Tu,es..>,. '
*j , ;

Capitol (4,620; i|3T35^55-8^j|L25^^

esin

; Thin Man,' 2 Spots,

, Boston. Feb. 2.

'After Thin Man,' single, at the
Orpheum and • State is a solid sock
arid almost certainly a holdover.
Next best action for the money is at
the Par and Fenway; where a sec-
ond run of 'One in a Million' on dual
bill with 'Man of Affairs,' first run,
is packing 'em in oh the heels of a.
two-day personal of Spnja Heriie at
the Garden here. Miss llenie drew
about $30,000 in two performances of
an ice show built around the skating
pic star.

'Rainbow on the : iver' is blah
and 'Champagine Waltz'- is under ex-
pectations..

Estimates for. This Week .

Boston (RKO) (3.000; 35-55-75)—
'Flyihg Hostess* (U) and 'Mardi
Gras' unit on stage. No great shakes,
aiming at about $20.000.. Last week
'Plot Thickens' (RKO) and 'Moulin
Rouge. Follies* stage show hit rnedium
$22 300

''

Fenway (M&P). (1;400: 25-35-40-50

)

—'One in Million' (20th) (2nd run)
and 'Man of Affairs* (GB). (l«;t. run),
dual. It's a hop combo at $8,000 gal-
lop. $6,500 last, week for -God's
Country' (WB) and 'Mind Your. Own
Business' (Par), dual. okay.
Keith Memorial (RKO)' (2.900 . 25-

35-55)—'Rainbow on River' (P.KCH
Panned right and left by ; local crix
and given the swerve by cash cus-
tomers: lucky to hit $12,000. poor.
'Great Guy' (GN). slightly puny lqst
week at $15,400, but okay, on the not.
Metropolitan (M&P ).< (4.300; ?

r>-^-

75)—'Champagne Waltz' (Par), and
Ray Noble band On stage. Not big
but okay at $24,500. This is

Noble's second appearance here arid,
although figured a help to a pale pic-
ture, his following has simmered
down somewhat within past year.
'Maid of Salem' (Par), most touted
film to play here in years because of
local angle, and Hollywood trip for
crix, was $27,800 last week;
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000: 25-35-40-

50)—'After Thin Man' (MG). Shoot-
ing for high $23,000 on strength of
hefty , matinee and evening trade at
this downtown spot. Looks like cer-
tain h;o; 'Pennies from Heaven'
(Col), oh holdover last week, satis-
fied ith $12,500. : .

-•

v Paramount (M&P) (i;800: 25-30-
50) —'One In Million* (20th) (2nd
run ) and 'Man of Affairs' (GE) (first
run ), dual. Looks like a big $14,000,
'God's Country' (WB) and 'Mind
Own Business' (Par), dual, pleased
last week with $10,500.

Scollay (M&P) (2.700; 25-35-40-50)
—'Gold Diggers' (WB) (2nd run)
and 'Caffe of the Black Cat' (FN),
first run,: dual . Just fair $7,600.
'Stowaway' (20th) (2nd run) and
'Plainsman' (Par) (3rd run) turned
in socko S9.700 last week.

State (Loew) (3.300: 25-35-40-50)—
'After Thin Man' (MG).

.
A -winner

here, promising big $19,006. Expected
to stay at least one more stanza. Sec-
ond week of 'Pennies from Heaveh'.
Col) drizzled • disappointingly last
vi-e-jk at $9:600.

'Camille' (MG) (2d week). Rolling
along swiftly to a possible $40,000
this week (2d) after, mighty first

seven days' take of around $62,000.
Holds a third week.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55 )—'Great
Guy* (GN) (5th week). Holding
firirily at arourid $11,000 and remains
a Sixth week. Fourth week report-
ed at $12,000.

Palace (1;700; 25-35-55)—'God's
Country arid Woman' (WB) (2d run)
and 'Holy Terror' (20th) (1st run),
plus Louis-Pastor fight pictures.
Business over average. $9,000 or bet-
ter. Last week's duet, 'Girl from
Paris' (RKO) (2d run) and 'Woman
Wise* (RKO) (1st run), $12,000,
cellent.
Paramount (3.664; 25-35-55-85-99)

-^'Plainsman' (Par) (3d week) ' and
Nat Brandwynne orchestra, doubling
from the Essex House (1st week).
At $32,000 dh final (3d) week good
enough to have gone . fourth but
management unable to do this be-
cause "of commitments ,to bring in
Fred Waring today (Wed.) with
'Champagne Waltz' (Par); . Second
week of 'Plainsman' (Par), with the
Ray Noble band, $43,000. big.
Radio City Music Hall (5980: 40-

60-85-99-$! .65)—'Plough and Stars*
(RKO) and stage show.

. Okay no-
tices but week will probably be this
side of $68,000. disaonointi Last,
week, secbrid for 'Lloyds' (20th),
$70,000, very good.
Rialto (750: 25-40-55)—'Sinner Take

All' (MG).
.
Opened yesterday morn-

ing (Tues.) after nice week of
'Criminal Lawyer' at 89.000. In-
ahead, 'Under Cover of Night* (MG)
finished at $7,800. fair;*
Rivoli (2,092; 25-55-75-85-99)—'You

Only Live Once' (UA). Opened
Saturday (30) and off well, first week
looking . possible $30,000. House fig-

uring a run of 'at least three weeks.
Final (2d) week of 'Men Are Not
Gods' (UA) $14,000, skimming
through.
Roxy (5,836; 25-45-55-75)—'Smart

Girls' (U) and stage show (2d week).
Pushing its way last week to a
mighty $59,800. picture together
with: stage show includirig Borrah
Minevitch may nudge up to $50,000
on its second stanza Currently. Holds
a third, 'Head Over ijReels in Love*
(GB) being next here.
Strand (2.767: 25-55-75)—'Stolen

Holiday' (WB). Much more activ-
ity around this house than lately,

maybe $27,000 the first week of the
Kay Francis picture,. -which remains .

a second. Last week.', second for
*Black Legion* (WB) under $15,000,
disappointing;

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'College
Holiday' (Par) (2d. run) arid vaude.
This show goes six days on .pace
suggesting $20,000 for that period,
with house moving to Thursday
openings tomorrow (4).' Last week
'Pennies from Heaven' (Col) (2d
Tun) and Benny Davis revue, $25,000,
o. k.

Indpls. Forgets Flood, B.C.
Spurt; 'Champagne/ $5,500

.
Indianapolis, Feb.

After staying at home for alrnost
a week to

:
listen to the radio broad-

casts from the flood areas in the
southern part of the state, the
crowds apparently needed relaxation
and forgetfulness arid they sought it

at the downtown houses over the
week-end. with good results at the
b.o.'s of the first-run .spots;

Estimates for This. Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave) {LlOO; 25-40)

—'God's Country' (WB). Brent fea-
tured along with technicolor angle
Take is okay at $5,250, Last week
holdover sessiori of 'One In Million*
(20th), very good $4,500.
Circle (Monarch ) (2,800; 25-40)—

'Champagne Waltz' (Par) and 'Doc-
tor's Diary' (Par). Former stressed
in campaign and responsible for
good $6,500. Last Week dual of 'Mart
of Affairs' .(GB) and 'Woman Alone'
(GB), was drab $3,800.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,600: 25-40)—

'Secretary* (Col) and 'Counterfeit
Lady* (Col). Twin bill features for-
mer picture and Jean Arthur. Gross
moderately good at $5,750. Last
week 'Beloved Eneriiy' (UA) and
'Man Who Lived Twice' (Col) fair
at $5,000. :•

Lyric (Olson) (2,000: 25-30-40)—
'Woman Wise' (20th) and 'Your Hit
Parade' unit.

.
Latier's title stressed

heavily in ads; Results very good at
$9,400. Last week 'Black Legion*
(WB) and vaude $7,500. fair.

Republic's 1 st Serial

Horiywood. Feb.. 2.

Republic has set Ray . Corilgan.. to

in its first serial of the . now
.season. 'The Painted Stallion/ 12-

chapter. icture deali ith western

wagon supply-trai pioneer

,

time..

Ray Taylor Han James
co-direct from Evai;ts*

eyepost yarn.
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Pittsbur '2.

With the - flood; scare over arid the
tension generally

.
eased, biz every-

where is bouncing back as expected.
For the first tiine in six niohths,: flesh

is out of a first-run situation, . with
Stanley dropping stage shows this

week for string of 'A' pix, but exr
pected to resume :

presentations by
spring. • ' ..

' '•

; -

First of WB ace site's on-its-owns
is 'Black Legion,' but doing on!v fair

despite tremendous build-up and
rave notices. That the femme angle,

however, may be. missed .only, in the
kgy,-city situatioris is

1 indicated by
the.fact that this one opened simul-
taneously in several spots throughout
tri-^tate district, and in smaller towns
has. been . doing record-breaking
biz.' In Johnstown, over week-end,
'Legion' smashed through to two bi -

gest days. WB has had there in some
time. '

..

Smash of: the week ; is .
lainsmari*

at Penn, first Par offering to do
standee iz si the. second Mae
Wester.,

Estimates for This Week
, Aivin (H^trisy. '(2,000; 25-35-40).—
'Great Guy' .(GN). .Cagney's come-
back after year's absence may be
big.news elsewhere, but it's doubtful
if Pittsburgh ever knew:he,was awayi
Evert in his. hey-day with' Warners,
star, has never been particularly big
around here. Prospects aren't so hot
and;; house will; be lucky to clear
$6,000, just fair. Last week, second
for''One • Million' (20th), a nttle
better thah' that 'despite ' flood. scared
giving Heine flicker pretty close to
$20,000 on fortnight. v

' Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40).
.T-'Grack-Up'

. (20th) and 'Accused'
(UA-). Lot of marquee power turn-
ing trick, and Sunday (31) was best
house has all year with a dual.
Should have, no \ trouble , collecting
$3,500. Last week 'Love Letters' (U)
and 'Caii>, This. Be Dixie' (20th). be-
hind the eight ball at $2,250. That
wa§ in six days, .house, having shut
down for 24 hours jtb dry damp elec-.
trical equipment.

.

PehnY (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-
50 ).e-'Plaihsman'. (Par ). Smash of
•the- first water. Did better than
$10,000 first three days and should
have little difficulty snatching $20;000
on week. It's first out-and-out hit
Par has registered on a first-run here
in years. Last week 'Allah' (UA) in
doghouse at $10,000. >
"Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50).—

•Black Legion' (WB ). Great build-up
for this one as well as rave notifies
can't entirely overcome the hard sub-
ject matte* ; arid lack' pf .;names;
£
h25£es won't' go beyond

$12,000, .just fair. Elsewhere in ter-
ritory, however, flicker's mopping up.
Last wfiek

(JGirl from Paris' (RKO)
and .Eats Waller's, band turned in
3im^dahdy -$X7,000. despite fact house
w-as closed last Tuesday night and
Wednesday afternoon.
Warner (WB) (2,000; . 25-40).—

TVTake .Way for Lady' (RKO) and
•Mad Holiday' (MG). Fifth avenue
aualler has been coming along rap-
idly in last few months; .pushing up
its average around $1,000 weekly and
turning neat profit. Looks like $5,300
or better for current stanza. That's
about $300 under last week's 'We
Who.Are. About to Die' (RKO) and
'Smart Blonde' (WB).

B'KLYN LIKES 'LEGION'

Ferns Help Good $19,000; "Mil
lion,* Flte Pixy 20G

Montreal B. O.'s Slide

With Skiing Weather

Montreal, Feb. 2.

First ski-able; weather since No-
vember is- nicking grpsses. An ail-

new, lineup of films currently gives

lots, of choice and plenty of competi-
tion.

'

.- Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) <1.6p0; 50)—

'Wings o£ the Morning" (20th-Brit).

North American p*remiere here Frir
day (28) brought big crowd and pic

should do $6,000, good; Last week
Forget Me Not' (Brit), and 'Trapped
in the Air'. (Brit),. $4,500, fair.

Palace (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Cham-
pagne Waltz' (Par) : and 'Straight
frbm the"; Shoulder' (Par). Looks
like $8,000, good. Last week very
good $10,000 .

ori ' in a Million'

(20th)/
Capitol (CT) (2,700; .

50)—'3 Smart
Girls' (U<) and. 'Flying Hostess' ; (U).

This may top town at $9,000. Last
week, repeat of 'The Plainsman*
(Par); good $6,000. '

.

Loew's (M. T. Co;) (3,200; 60)—
Let's Make a: Million' (Par), and
vaude. Should be good for .$11,000.

Last week the same on 'Smart
Blonde' (WB) and vaude. ,

Princess (CT). (2,300; 5p)-r- 'Be-
loved Enemy'.. (UA)' and .'Can' This
Be Di ie' (RKO)! Good $7,00d. Last

^QMj&aBL Paris' (RKO) and
Jane Tur^ern^KO), $6,<W0/ good.
Cinema* de Paipis (France-FiliTi) .

.(600; :.A50.)^-4Gliib,;;.
:dev; Fejmriies!^.(3i^

week). Expect $1,600 after fair $1,-

800 last week.
St. Denis (France Film). (2,300; 34)—4
Toi, 'e'es't: Moi'v and 'Notre, Dame

d'Amour.* Estimate' is for $6,500;

after an excellent $7,500 on 'Michel
Strogoff' and 'Ouverture Paris'

last week.

Buff. Nice to All

(2d wk), held on for nice $8,000

Pix But legion;

Buffalo, Feb. 2.

Current grosses are showing sub?
stantial figures, although business
seems to be fairly well divided
among downtown houses. The Buf-
falo,, with 'Waltz,' and Jesse. Craw-
ford in person looks set for a nice
anniversary week, with 'Great Guy'
at the Lafayette trailing not far be-
laid..

'

v-'

'Black Legion' at the Lake looks to.

get only average business.
Estimates for This Week--''' 1

.

Buffalo fGSiheai).v.(3#00; '30-40«5&;)w-.

'.ChampagiDAfW^iteJ.f Kflari) and? Jesse

Craw|9Kd\h^JW;^^

tor
Own —
000, average. Last week 'Camille

(MG) (2d run), average at $7,000.

Lafayette Ohd) (3,400; 25-35)—
.'Great Guy' (GN)/ Going strong to

probably. $11,000. Last week 'Three

Smart Girls' <U) (2d run) and 'Mys-
terious Crossing' (U), bettered ex-

pectations for fine $9,500.

EVEN 'R0IE0' CAN'T

AROUSE MINNE., $5,000

Minneapolis, Feb. .

Roadshow engagement of 'Romeo
;arid Jviliet' at Alviri at a $1.10 top . is

lone important loop event currently
.arid, from a box-officerstandpoint, -it.

doesn't stack" up as'" barn-burrier by
a long shot. Off to a mild start, the
Shakespearean film is unlikely to

pick up. much momehtuni.
. 'Garden of Allah' and 'Champagne
WaltZiVat the .Qrpheurn and Mirine?
so'ta, are receiving some attention,

but extremely moderate grosses, ap-
pear to be in prospect pretty much
all along the line for another week,
with *S Smart Girls,' .-" its ' fifth

week, making the best comparative
showing. Adverse; weather condU
tioris seem to be the main monkey
wrench in the box?office machinery."

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Steffes) (1,600; 55-83-$1.10):

— Romeo and Juliet' (MG). Twice-
a-day- arid all seats reserved. 'Scried-,

uled for a single week,, despite
heavy -advertising outlay and fine

exploitation. Will get around $5,000,

fair, at best. '-"".-.•'.
.

.....

-

Aster (FublixrSinger) (900; 15.-25)

—'Old "Hutch' (MG). and 'Smartest
Girl in Town' (RKO). (2d ruris).

split, and ..'Mysterious Crossing'
(20th) and 'North of Nome' (Col),

dual first-runs, last three days of

week. Pretty good $1,000 indicated. .

Last week, 'Reunion* (20th) (2d
run), and- 'Bengal Tiger' (WB) arid

'Man Who Lived Twice' (ColV dual
first-runs, split,- $900, fair.

Century , (Publix-Singer ) (1,600;

25-35-40 ^Secretary' (Col). Having
plenty . tough sledding. .Looks like
light $3,500. ; Last, week, 'Camille'
(MG) (2d week), $4,200,. light.

Lyric (Publix-Singer) (1,300; 20-
25)—'Born to Dance' (MG) (2d run).
Pretty good $2,600 in- prospect. Last
week, 'Pigskin Parade' (20th) and
'Pennies from Heaven' (Coi). (2d

runs), split, $2,000, tpoor. -

Mihnesota (Publix'-Sihger) (2,890;
25-35-55)—'Champagne Waltz' (Par ).•

Heavilyf explbited and' exciting some
interest, though critics' only luke-
warm. May reach fair $8,500J Lasjt

week, 'Beloved Enemy' (UA), $5,500,
poor.
Orpheum (PublixrSinger) -(2,890;

25-35-40)—'Allah' (UA). Big adver-
tising arid . exploitation . cahipaign,
but reviews: oniy moderately favor-
able and wbrd-of-riiouth comrnent
mixed. ' However, heading for good
$8,700. Last week, 'Light Brigade'
(WB). $8,000, good.
State (Publix-Singer.) (2,300; 25-

35-40)—'Sing Me a Love Song' (FN)
and 'Mad-'Holiday' (MG), dual. No
cast narnes. in either of these pic-
tures to bring in customers, even
when both are tossed together for
one price. Will be lucky to top
light $2,500. Last week, 'Career .Wo-
man' (20th) and 'King of Hockey'
(WB). dual, $2,000. bad.
TimeAf|CBergeO)«(290; 15-25)—'Pace

Oping Plages
By CeccOa Ager-

for fine $8,500: • Last . week. 'Sinner
Take All' (MG) and 'Here Comes
Carter' (WB ), average $7,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.600; 30-50)

—'Black Legion' (WB). Nothing ex-
citing, with indications for $7,500*

fair. Last week 'Plainsman' (Par)

Kay Francis'

Amongst the hordes of picture actresses entitled by their respectivVpu

licity departments 'The Best ressed Worhan of the Screen,' there is JVIiss

Kay Francis, notable Vfpr her courage in accepting the title while at th

same time refusing to. accede tp the^
current standards fbr the form divin

'arid' make -niburiteihs. but of-'-fnolehilis; „

Miss . Francis' /contentment ith her structural . qualificati uite as

they ai^e' has -never ,been more apparent than iri her latest picture, 'Stolen

Holiday.' Actresses less honest might seek to disguise a lack of -opulence

in their .silhouette,; but. Miss Francif makes, this, very lack a spectacular

asset, cracking out with a series pf low decolletages terrific In the territory;

they reveal, since there is little to.prevent it. Not only, are her evening-

clothes slashed open to' the waist in. Wont; she's also got ' Hollywood
inter retatiort of a peasant C9stuirie;;suitable for., tramping in Switzerland;

With any .hint of peasant propriety thaf rhight be; contained in its icc.Qr- :

dion-pleated print skirt promptly scotched; by the sheer white .silk,,:

sleeved blouse likewise open to the waist in front. «A white flow

tucked ; in the belt where diaphragm meets skh-t, to .emphasize the inno-

cence Of the love idyll that's going bn while Miss Francis is, wearing tbi

little number. But if
.
doubt as to its innocence persists, the auQiehce need

only' listen to the pretty little shrieks of !' that interlard the rigorously

gay dialog during it; and ponder the signi " nee of the two white doves ;

that are; flitting abbyt;. -(Miss Francis gets' only^whijevdoves and Ian Hun-
ter ' for her''-idyll in the country; Miss Garbo, .

up the street, gets cow ,

chickeris, geese, sheep, a bridge over a pond, blossoms, and Robert Taylor.

)

1

,

r

The native costumes of Turkey and : Indi ' ire. Orry-Kelly, Miss
Francis' costurne designer,. ite as they have preoccupied Alijc and, Rob-
ert Piguet... Mr. . Kelly goes to batjfbr draped '.harem skirts,; lame tissues,

Oriental swathed turbans as^headdresses for evening. clothes,. with flp\virig

draperies and veils appended -:-that, become part of
,
costume. He

eridorses' the Turkish "fez; labors over
:
it to. lower -its

'
crown, cord

.

fringe over the side in an adaptation . its traditional tassel,
,

raps
.

the. same cord round the ,high neck of the; dress accompariying' it to prove

he sees a :.cb^ dribs and drabs. He sticks to the

Orient even" for Miss^ Frantis' ..wedding dress, .wresting .from, it a .iini ue

idea for\a>. bridal ^yeil, a cloak of white tulle caught, under a white Hi

turban. Miss Francis; carries"? prayer book with this costume:

Patriotic 'French Casino Folies'

A noble patriotic fervor has overcome the rench Casino Folies,*

ering its. girls with national costumes of startling abundance, which turns

out to be jW as good a way of knbcki ' the folks from back home as

ever uncovering them used to be. ' , today it's
:
far more dar-

ing and very much more piqu - <

For it isn't only the sweep of their patriotism that makes the entrepreneurs

of the French Casino dress their girls with a prodigality to match. What

with whole chor'uses now. practicing the .;. Of stri -tease- i every

burlesque show in town, they realize that stripping is no longer- news.

Not on $2.50 table d'hote. And so even the girl who carries the white

fox muff in the 'French Casino Fplies* is wearing a most conspicuous

G-string, and the girl who is 'The Ambassador of Great Britai ' m The

Nations Answer the Call of France' has placed the three white plumes

of the Prince of Wales at the focal point of hers; while Mile. Adalet, who

in a less exalted envirohrrtent' would be a cobch dancer, is swathed i

rhinestone mesh, arid Una Wise,, the pearl in ".the oyster in 'A Drama

the Bottom of the jSea,' is continuously bathed with magenta light

never gets up to leave her shell anyway;. , .

A static bared bosom: occasionally punctuates a tableau for build-u

but never, as iri the olden days, for climax. Climax in the. current show

is reached when the last sequin and the last feather and the last bead

and the last wisp of gauze and the last scrap of tinsel have finally been

(Continued on page; 31)

Tha1ffiB»s'Aa«*)l(2d week). Holding
u/fVW weirSrm moderate $900 in-

'Theodora Goes Wild' (Col). First

habe showing and looks like very
big. $4 t0Q0. Last, week, 'Love on Run'
(MG), $3,000, Okeh.
World (Steffes) (350: 25-35-40-55)

—'Smart Girls' (U) (5th week). Still

very much in the money and en
royte to fine $2,800; Last week, sarrie

filrii.^S-.OOOvbig.

Brooklyn, Feb.
Practically all houses in Boro Hal

sector featuring icker fare

B»z heavy at RKO Al-
Million is ,draw.

ing customers, and Fabian Para-
mount, with lainsmah' nbw in sec
bnd week., ! ian's Fox also in

, chips
.
with lack Legion,' appaiv.

ently pleasing both sexes here.
Estimates for This Week

.Albee (2,500; 25-35-55)—'One in
Million' (20th) and 'Off to Races'
(20th), plus Louis^Pastor lite pics.
Will snare fine $20,000 ,,nd h.6. Last
week 'Carnival i Flanders' (Ind)
and 'Holy Terror' (20th ), $15,000,

Fox (4,000; 25-35^55)—'Black Le-
gion' (WB) arid 'Once d,

:

: Doctor'
(WB). ' Dual brightly exploited and
looks to get excellent $19,000. Last
week 'Hideaway • Girl'" (Par ) arid

'

'Smart Blonde' (WB). $17,000. good.
Metropolitan (2,400; 25-35-55)—

'Rernbrandt* ,(UA) arid 'Under; Cover
Night' (MG),' p"lus. Dearina Durbin

,.short, Latter getting- heavy . billing;

house will giet .peachy $.16,000. Last
week .'After Thin Mar.' (MG) (2d .

week), $14,000, .okay.
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55 )—

•PHrtsman' (Par) and 'Let's Make a

Million' (Par) (2d wk). Continues
sttone' as ever, arid will

;
bring in fine

$20,000, Last week $29,000;

Stvijntl (2,000; 25-35-50)—'Man Be-
traved' (Reo.) and 'Counterfeit Lady'

BeneSts, FDR's

(Col). }bod $8,000. . Last week
•Cciuitry',: Geritlemah

, (Rep) and
^.luidra' (BT), $7;000, mild.

Flood reli ith one every

night, arid Presi irthday Ball

last Saturday ivorting plenty

of money away from iheatre b. b.'s.

George White's 'Scandals' is-, hyp-

iri 'Woman Alone' to town's top

position at Palace, getti corking

$25,000 or better. ' Secorid best is

'Beloved Enemy,' bulling State up
to $21,500.

stimates for This Week
Alhambra (Martin Printz) (1,200;

20-30-35)—'Counterfeit Lady' (Col)
and 'Join Marines! <Rep ), dual. : A
noticeable pick-up, $1,700 for four
days, but leaving more to be desired.
Last week 'Beloved Vagabond' (Col

)

and 'Luckiest Girl' (U) took an un-
explainable toboggan, barely $1,000*

Chevalier idri't' sell.

Allen (RKO) (3,000; 25-40.)—
'Criminal Lawyer'. (RKO). A come-
back fo.r Lee Tracy, aided. by favor-
able .notices^ and. star's personal at

president's charily ball. .Good $5,-

000. Last week, 'Ohe in Million'-

(20th), in second stanza after Shift

from Hipp: did some fancy figure
skating for big $7,500.

ipp
. (Warner) • (3,700; 30^40)—

.'Black Legion' (WB). Backed by
socko exploitatiori, plus unanimous
raves, yet not catching the - femme
biz. Will do, nice $17,000; but may
go over that; due rto presence of six

Warner stars in toy/h. dbirig charity
persoriajs. Last week 'Lloyds of
Loridpn' (20th) hurt slightly by drab
title arid unconventional theme, $14,
500 bei only fair.

Palace (RKO) (3,200; . 30-60)—
'Woman Alone'. (GB) and George
White's 'Scandals'. Unit on stage. Pix
ri. s. g.; but 'Scandals' four-sheeted
town enough' to offset it. Certain
of fine $2.5.500, disregardirig warm
weather and sb-so attitude of cricks
Last week 'Great Guy' (GN) with
Art Frank iri .'Riviera .Folli ,' was
surbrise. $18,000 being okay.

State ' (Locw;s ) (3,450; 35-40-55)—
'Beloved • Enemy' . (UA). Smart
build-up for Oberori-Aherne team a

magnet- for qals, with mats being
rushed. Excellent $21,000. Last week
'Plairisman' <Rar> slowed down in

mid-week because; of flood competish
in Ohio, but $17,500 was still forte.

SNOW BURIES SEATTLE;

-WALTZ' DUAL NICE 7G

Seattle, Feb. 2. .

Seven inches" of show' closed the,

schools and is sloughing the.'b. .'so

Following visit, of Spyros Skouras
and group of high Fox-West Coast
officials, town's lone singlerbilled ace
house, Fifth Avenue, starts on daul
policy.

Estimates for. This Week
lue Mouse (Hamrick) (900; 27-37-

42) 'Camille' (MG), moved from
M. H., with 'Along Came Love'
dropped, so it's single billed.

Weather holding down
.
Garbo-Tay-

lbr combo; $3,200 will be fair. Last
week. 'Girl From Paris' (RKO) and
^Luckiest (Par), dual, h.

at $2,600.
' Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 21-
32)—'Come Get It' (UA) arid 'Re-
uriion* (20th), dual. Snow slowing
this down to $1,500;. n. s. h. Last
week. 'Ziegfeld' (MG), $2,900, fair.

Colonial (Sterling) (850; 11-16-21)
^'Coming RoUrid Mountain'. (Rep)
and 'Too Tough to Kill' (Col), dual.
Combo, drawing.- good $2,000. Last
week, : 'Bulldog Edition' (Rep) arid

'Heart of West.' (Par), dual, . split

with 'Televisibn' '(Col) and 'Tugboat.
Priricess' (Col), dual, big. at $2,000.

Fifth Avenue (2,400; 27-37-42)^.
'Champagne Waltz' (Par) and 'Sin-

ner Take AH' (MGM), dual. Mark-
ing new policy at the town's lone
holdout for singleton}* combo draw-
ing $7,000, good considering weather
handiciaps. Last week, 'Smart Girls'
(U) and 'Tundra' (Ind), 5 days of
second week, $4,800, nice.

,

Liberty (J-vH) (1,900;- 27-37-42)—
'Secretary' (Col) and 'Woman in
Distress' (Col), dual. Expect. Okay;
$5,000... Last week, 'Allah* (UA) (2d
wk), six days, $4,400..good.
Music Box (Hamrick ). (900; 27-37-

42)—'One in" Million' (20th) (5th
wk), Still, holding upr $3,800, good.
Last week. :same film ; big at $4i800.

. Music Hall (Hamrick) (2.300; 27-
37-42)—'Man- of : Affairs' (GB) and
'Night Waitress' (RKO), dual, 1 Very
poor, $2,700 indicated. Last week,
'Camille' : (MG) arid 'Along .Came
Love' (Par) dual, got $6,800, big..

Orpheum (Hamrick ) ( 2.700 : 27-37

)

—'Plot Thickens' (RKO) and 'Laugh-
ing at Trouble' (20th) dual, with
vaude. ' Only fair . at $5;000. . Last
week. 'One Way Passage' '(WB) and
'White • Legi '

' (GN), dual, with

vaude, Eddie Peabody headli

responsible for okay $5,200. ,

Pklomar (Sterling) (1,450; 16-27-

37)—'Love on Ice' (WB) renamed
frorii 'King of Hockey,' ..and vaude,

Majbr Bowes unit, doing big $5,000

and holding over. Last week, 'Lady

from, Nowhere' (Col) and vaude,

$3,300, slow.
v ,„ , nis

-Paramount.^ (Evergreen) (3,106;.

27-37-42)—'Winterset' (RKO) arid

'Woman Wise' (20th), dUal, ; looks

like $5,800, big. Last week,; 'Great

Guy' (GN) and 'Under YoUr Skull'

(20th) dual, $4,800,- fair.

.Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—,

'Polo Joe' (WB) and.'Don't Turii 'Em
.Loose' (RKO), dual.. Only^ slow

$2,000 in sight. Last week, 3 Men
on Horse' (WB.) and 'Magnificent

Brute" (U). dual,. $2,300, slow.

'PLOUGH'-TWAY JRS.,'

Baltimore; Feb. 2.

In the van this week is the vau
film Hipp again, with 'Plough

Stars* and unit 'Broadway Juni

holding rapt attention. Pic pulli

most stoutly, but stage-show tu

too. Elegant $16,000 in offing.

Stanley * very stocky- with Cham-
pagne Waltz' gliding up to $9,000.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3.000; 15-25-

35-40-55 ).^-'Camille' '• (MG) (2d wk);
Shouldn't have held oyer: gunwales
shipping red', wash: at $6:700. Last

week very swell at. $13,800. but

wavering wi up tipped oft h.o. pos-r

sibilities: .

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.300;

15-25-35-40-55-66 ). —,'P 1 o ugh arid

Stars' .(RK^O) ' arid; 'Broadway, Ju-.

niors' unit on stage. Dandy $16,000;

majbr" magnetizing credited to cellu-

loi with flesh added fattening. Last

week close to $18,000. wow. iot

'More Than. Sec'. (Col) and N;T.G-

revue on stage.' '
; -

Keith's (Schanberger) (2.500: 15-

25-30-35-40-55).—'Men Are Not Gods
(UA). Opened last, night <Mon).
Last week second stanza of 'Sinma
Girls' (U>- shortened to •' -day)?,-

snatching solid $4;500;
New (Mechanic) (1.400:

40-55)—'Lloyds' (20th)
Stalwart $3,000. Last session,

$5,000.
Stanley (WB) (3.450: 15-25-3r>-40-

55).—'Chariipagne' Waltz'' (Par), Nijty

$9,000i • Last week 'Drumrripncl Es-

capes' (Par) deep in ditch at $2,400.
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Amencao Distrits Get a Break

Down Under on Anzac Quota Law

Sydney,

American film companies got a

distinct break last Week when ?

New South Wales State Cabinet' was

called into special session iscass

film matters and decided to be kind

to distri Decision', amounting to a

pleasant bombshell, was to the effect

that the Australian government has

no present intention of forcing U. S.

distribs to produce films heve and

that there would be. no penalty for

such American or Other distribs \vho

failed to comply with the quota law

during the": past year.

Government has, however, re-

quested conference the near

future etween . officials and the

Film Advisory floard (distribs) to

. figure things Out. more clearly and

get distinct rulings ' in well-danned

language as to the (1037

)

yean
Difficulties come from the fact

that the quota law -here is somewhat
ambiguous. Law states that distribs

must handle a certain amount of

local-made product Wording is- that

the distribs. must 'acquire' certain

number of pictures for distribution.

However, there were insufficient

pictures made locally to fill the

quota demands. .
Americans ducked

by saying that they cannot •acquire'

pictures when there are hone. Co-

, lumbia produced one film .
here in

conjunction with local producer

but the other U. S. majors preferred

'to argue about the meaning of .the

law's language. Such local pictures

as were made, however, were picked

lip.

Some officials here held that the

word 'acquire' quite obviously meant
that distribs must produce if they
can't purchase. It was around this

^argument that the battle started and
' Americans, though somewhat . fearful

of results, stood pat. With, now, a

pleasant 'victory.

London,

G. C. F. Corp-, financing associate

Of the C. M. Woolf-Universal /set-up,

has completed a giving it. half

Interest in a circuit of theatres in

Wales and the West of England, ag-
gregate of which is ut at

$2,500,000,

Fifteen theatres are involved in

the deal, with G. C. F. taking a half
share in the various operating com-
panies controlling them.
Board pi the G. C. • unit con-

lsts of Lord Portal, J. Arthur Rank,
Lord Luke, Paul Linderiburg and L.
W. Farrow, and it is aiming at build-
ing a national circuit an o'utlet

for the Universal-General Fiims run
of American and British

J. Arthur Rank, who re-
signed his

.
irectbrship of ritish

National Films, Ltd., has disposed, of
his interest in that company.
Rank's decision, to terminate is

association British National
Films does not in any way affect his

other interests in the film industry.
He is director of General Cinema
Finance Cor General. Film Dis-
tributors iversal Corp.
chairman of PineWood StUdi

PLAN FILM

ON SAINT CATHERINE

Film
Rome,

the. life of Saint Cathe-

,. is now
to become a reality; production
company has been formed and once
the preliminary work work
oh film is to start.

Great question seems to be' that
of a leading lady, as lack of stars—
especially' of;, ini ' * r*—in-

Italian filmdom is acute.

,
iovanni

. Papi is author of the
scenario, and Jules Duvivier, French-
man, irected 'Golgotha' and

religious subjects, is

to discuss .details.

ill stress
i the,spiritual quali-

ties of Saint - Catheri against a
background of violence, bloodshed
and political intrigue.

ANGLO-HUNGARIAN PIC CO.

Lord ?s Considering New
Traduction Setup

Hastings, interested in mo-
tion pictures through a concern
called Flickers, Ltd., which produces
thumb books of : continuous- action
photographs, visiti Hungary
with plans , an Anglo-Hungarian
motion picture ti

Idea is to get advantage from nat-
ural scenery of the Central uro-
pean country in pictures shot on .'-the

spot for international distribution.
Concern would hope for an outlet in
America as well as i reat Britai .

Flickers, Ltd, is reported to have
backed F. W. Mumau and Robert
Flaherty when they produced 'Tabu.'

Berlin,

Out of about 4,i)00 actors belonging
to 4he State Actors

.
Ass'h,. only about

2,000. found employment in the past
two.years. Supposing $37.50 monthly
to be a bare minimum for existence,
out of these 2,000 actors not even
200 reached that figure.

Two other ways of earning money,
stage and air, present no better
chancesi' Out of 867 extras regis-
tered ith the film exchange hot
even 100 earned as much as $37.50
per month. Only 290 men managed
to get up to $19 and only 270 women
were able to draw $7.50 per. month.
Altogether 1,134 performers got

over $1,000 yearly.. Number of
actors getting, bigger salaries natu-
rally decreases with the increase in
monetary ciphers until the maximum
salary possible In Germany for an
actor, $25,000 yearly, is reached.
This falls to the lot of only 15 actors.

MEXICO'S CLASA FILM

CO. FOLDS SUDDENLY

Mexico City, Feb. 2..

Blow
•
to the Mexican film produc-

tion ustry is the liquidati of
Cinematografica Latino Americana,
Si. (CLASA), which got off to a
fine start on an' international' scale
in 1935. Company was only able to
finish and release one of the 12 fea-
tures it planned, 'Vamonos Con
Pancho Villa' ('Let's Go With Pancho
Villa' ); Enterprise did some releas-
i in Mexico CE.l.F., ish
producer.
Settlement of pay claims totaling

several thousand dollars filed , .by
players and other employees is being
arranged

Marion Sets Rio Deal
For Columbia '37 Pix

Rio de Janeiro, Jan.
Margon. gen. of Colum-

bi in South America,
,

left for
Buenos .Aires after closing, deal
with the i>e CastrO theatre
Consists of the laza, first-run,,and:

eight, nabes. and takes in the . entire
Columbi '37 product.

Jessie Matthews' Next
London,

Jessie Matthews' next film for
G. B. ill be 'Gang Way,' which she
starts on return from her convales-
cent trip to Rio de Janeiro.

.

Company has gone into production
with 'Non. Stop New York.' story of
racketeers and detectives on a trans-
atlantic ir li Oscar Homolka,
John Loder. Desmond Tester. Anna
Lee and Liili Pal ith

Robert Stevenson

New Mexican 4,500 Seater

Mexi ity; Feb. 2.

Class nabe is nearing completion
:;n the fringe of the downtown 'area

which will seat 4,500.

Is .to be cal led the Ci ;

Stafford's Quartet

Londony. Jan.

Premier Stafford Prods., Ltd,;
nounces that four big scale features
are set for production in early 1937.
These will be 'The Man with Two

Faces," adapted from a Hungarian
play by Rudolph Lothar; 'Tradition/
which is being made in cooperation
With is ..Majesty' Brigade of
Guards; 'Bad to the Wall;' a story
based upon ie/lti Marshall Haig's
order to the British Army, an 'Lady
Precious Stream,' from the stage
play.

Simultaneous Preems,

For 'Pastures' in S. A;

To Avcid Kickbacks

Rio de Janeiro,. Jan. 10, .

reen Pastures' (WB) probably
faced, the most formidable hurdle: -of

its career when shipped to ultra-
religious South Ameri V countries
Brazilian censors held it .in -quaran-
tine; for months.

First it was not passed oh sacri-
legious grounds. WB officials here
kept insisting it would be passed
eventually.

. Picture finally got stamp,
of approval but. not taking any
chances bh repercussions, such as
occurred in Ensland, WB is attempt-
ing to release it .simultaneously
throughout South America.

Paradoxically; although objected
to on the grounds it is sacrilegious,
the picture will have, its debut on
Easter Week: In Brazil it, ill be*
shown simultaneously at Al-
hambra

,

: and rst-ruh
houses ' Alegre, and
Sao Paulo.

. Arthur Abeles; . ir. for WB in
South America, has just left Rio for
Buenos Aires, where he will try to
put over the same deal in Chile and
the Argentine.

UNION'S NET PROFIT

UPPED BY $1,500,000

, Jan. 24.

Circular issued to shareholders of
Union inemas, new consolidated
unit in which all sUbsi iaries have
been merged, declares net profit of
the be about $1,500,000
more, originally estimated by
David Bernhard, chairman, at the
recent annual meeting.
New estimate of the consolidated

profits is given as $2,186,150. Even
at that, .the statement declares,
profits have not covered the full op-
erating year of all the theatres in
which the company is interested.

Goetz Grabs Three More

G-B Prodiictieii, lUiiicss

London,'

Ben Goetz. has taken three more'
production names from Gaumon it-

British to join Michael Balcon in
Metro's new British set- . Angus
McPhail becomes scenario editor, H.
G. Boxall administration assistant,
and S.C. Balcon (brother of Michael)
associate producer.
Metro is still weighing studio pos-

si ilities, with no decision taken yet
as to. where the unit will be located.
New Pinewood is the likeliest bet
however.
Goetz declares the unit will be in

production ' two months, with
'Rage in Heaven' and 'The Wind and
the Rai ' first to go. Stars from the
Culver City roster will be shipped
here for leads in each.

1st Mexican Tinter
Mexico' City,

First Mexican-made film in colors
is now oh exhi ition here to good
trade../ It is ^Novillero' ('Novice Bull
Fighter'); based song of
the same name.
Features Lorenzo Garza, ranking

Mexican matador; Produced b£ Rob-
ert A. Morales, j*ew€;st local 1c-

making enterprise:

BILL FAIR'S U. S, VISIT
William Fair, until two years ago

general manager for United Artists
i . South America, .and ince that
ti is.tributor - inery for
beauty parlors, is corning to N. Y. to
see old film friends around March 1.

Fair located ' Rio de Janeiro
after retiring from the UA post. He
then decided to go into the beaut biz.

ens

Named to Tobis Board in Reich

Mme. Stavisky Set

lit French Picture
Paris, Jan.

Stavisky, . widow of. the
notorious ;Swindier, and whom Clif-

ford C- Fischer took to New York as
an attraction for hi$ French Casino,
has made a break in

French cinema.
Jules Berry,: pop screen actor here,

made it possible for her to appear
i the last scenes of 'Arsene Lupin,'
picture he is making Under the di-
rection of Henrii DiamentrBetger.

,;

Berry asked the
:
irector if a.

friend of his could appear as -

tra' in these scenes, not mentioning
any names. When the extra . ap-
peared oh the set she turned .out to

be : Mme. Stavisky. Berger is how
so satisfied with the developed film
that; he : has decided to incorporate
the scenes in which Madame
Stavisky appears in the icturei

'

IN ENGLAND

London, r

. ritish exhibitors .. have scrapped
their plan to demand Government
intefvention in motion picture, busi-
ness, . bearing ; out recommendations
of the QUota Report.

inematograph- ;
:

itors. Ass'n
Jhias

: turned down proposals for a
state controlled panel, but instead
now urges a trade commission re-

sponsible to the Board of Trade,
which can enforce decisions made
by the former body.
Plan is to set up a trade commit-

tee representing ;exhi distributors
and producers, with an independent
chairman, and the distribs, through
the Kinematograph Renters Society,
will' be asked to support such a plan.
K.

.
S., supporting sUch a . prinr

ciple, still resists the proposal to

give the government powers of en-
forcing the committee's rulings^ with
the ' C. E.. declaring that, Uhiess
some such compulsion is agreed on.

there would: be .possibility of
making, the decisions operative.
\G,- E. A. is certainly 'more conoili *

tory than heretofore; • it how sees
hopes of collaborating with the
K. R. S.—a great victory' for, trade
gommbnsense;, .if and ^he-nV"

io Ties Up

Talent, to Keep It Away

From Competing Lots

Prague, Jan. 22.

.
To: offset the cbrnpetiti two-

hew 5tudids, the Foi rague-
Radlice and - the Host rague-
Hostivar, the A-B studios has tied,

up' several of the country' leading
players, installed new equipment on
its Own properties and lowered its

rentals.

Actors and actresses 'of the
;
inde-

pendent producers have been tied
up during the last month to prevent
their working in other studios. Grab
also included ireclors. Engage-
ment, of; the. artists by A^B is in-
tended to facilitate matters for pro-
ducers usi its studios also, of
course, keeping them from working
for the oppositi .

During the contract period actors,
et al. t are permitted to take foreign
employment, but will hot be allowed
to enter any native activity other
than that controlled by A-B.
Up unto the time that the two

new studios were built A-B was the
only one operating here.

Goldman's Col. In P.
Edmund Goldman has been named

branch manager of the newly opened
office of Columbia Pictures in Lu-:
zon; Philippine Islands.. He. formerly
was at Shanghai.
Ndv/ branch in Phili ines will be

known Columbi ictures of
Phili Inc.

'

Berlin, Jan. 24. .
...

For several months rumors of an
impending revolutionary change
Tobis :were making the found,
just what this change was to be re-
mained idl6 guessing until learned
here that Willi Forst, Emil Jannings
arid Gustaf Grundgens had been
elected members of the Tobis Board
of irectors, ,with Director ritz

Mainzl Dr. rnest Scrieffler and Sen-
ator igmund Jung completing the
roster. Within tb's board . Forst,

Jannings and GrunH^ens p^e to form
ah advisory committee which is to

work hand in h^nd with the various
business heads, on matters of; produc-
tion and the shaping of their artis-.

tic style.
''

At sartle .time Tobis also will

centralize the distribution -of Eu-
rbpa. Rota and Syndikat Films uri"

der one head> and further has foun-
ded a department, which is to con-
trol the; various i iyidual. produc-
tion units of these three produci
units. Different dr?maturgical

.

oartments are now focussed i

".ingle group and. additionally, a castr ;

ing denartnient has been set up
which, to supply the complete .

prodUciion.
Of the three- new.heads, only Willi

Forst belongs exclusively to films.

His receht meteor-like rise from'
star-actor to star-director puts him
in^he first line arid, beinT Viennese,
his almost exclusive domain will .be

Tbbis-Sascha, Vienna, where he will

also continue to "direct.

Jannlnfs

Emil Jannings, though one of the
old-timers' from silent days, has see-

sawed considerably since talkers

came hi and only reoently was
named a member

. .. the Cultural
Sepate. Up to now. his name has not
officially appeared on any directors'

list, though it is announced that he
will try his hand, at it.

Gustaf Grundgens has been on the
Berlin stage for nearly a decade and,

('Continued Oh page 64)

- Vienna, 22,

Producers having' finished their

respective pictures, Tobis' Rosenhue-

'

gel and Sievering studios have closed
down for an indefinite period. With
the shuttering, over 100 studio hands -

have . become unemployed, but there
Is hope that producers will start
work agajin within a short tim«v

Trade figures that TObis' ids

could be used for films annually
for German exports on the trade,
agreement, but it is doubted whether
this figure will be reached in 1937.
Reasons are that^: Tobis studios

50% more expensive ..than thos in
Hungary and Czechoslovakia and
that governments of latter tWo; coun-
tries offer added concessions to prbr

'

duccrs.
]

Strict censorship :in ustri
which frequently results in com-
plete "taboos; or fancy scissoi ings,
arid makes films hard to sell outside,
is another of the handicaps that
front the local studios.
E. W. Emo is skedded to work here,

on 'Happy .Marriage' with Hortehse
Raky, Wolf Albach-Retty, Holly
Pitt and Leo Slczak, music by
Anton Profess. Rudolf Forster also
plans a Paula Wessely film, 'Tin- Big
Mistakes in Life,' Marianne An-
gern.

New Mexican Censors
Mexico City, Feb.

Film censorshi has been put
charge of the new Federal publicity
ind publications department, which
does, the job gratis:

Department is conducting parleys
with native producers to get. idea
of their ideas about i rovi

industry.

Edward L; Klein Sails Back
Having marketed several Britis

films- over here* Edward L. Klei
sailed for London: Friday (28).

Klein is taking back with 1 him to
London several ihdi

films, for
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"A stirring, eloquent and profoumiy humorous screen

transcription of Sean O'Casey's/The Plough and the

Stars' has come to the Music Hall. The work has- been

fashioned by the brilliant craftsmen who made 'The

Informer.1 Once more they have created a notable and

beautiful photoplay/' —/V. V. Heratd Tribune

"High above the average motion picture and should be

marked 'Must/ . . . The drama is exciting in its dramatic

movement, grim in Its intention and relieved by lusty,

virile comedy . . . The acting is superb."

—AV. V. Daily Afewa

"Romance, robust humor and emotion all play a part lit

Sern O'Casey's 'The Plough and the Stars' .. . It is splen-

didly acted." —A7. V. Dally Mirror

"Correctly has Maxwell Anderson referred to 'The Plough

and the Stars' as 'the greatest play of the Twentieth

Century/ Now, with courage, imagination and a sublime

faith in the picture-going public, RKO has transferred

the Sean O'Casey masterpiece front stage to screen ... A

meritorious melodrama." — Y* American

"That same quartet . ; • which a little more than a year

ago gave the world mercilessly bitter and burning

film, 'The InformerV has done it again . . . An entertain-

ing, stinging, beautlfuliy acted version of Sean O'Casey'i

powerfully realistic, ironically humorous play."

—AT. V. World-Telegram

R K O
RADIO
POURES

Directed by JOHN FORD
Associate Producers

CLIFF REID and ROBERT SISK
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"Draws from the deep well off Irish violence and humor

an exciting tale off the Irish Rebellion off 1916 . . It is a

splendid production off the play . . , It has the Irish Abbey

players, who are too wonderful for words/*

-HIT. V. Post

"A distinguished production, directed and photographed

with the same care that made 'The Informer' one of last

year's memorable films." —AIL V. Suit

"Few iff any directors can give greater breadth to an his-

torical narrative or more splendid scope to the camera

than Mr. Ford, who in this film, as in 'The Informer/

utilizes the background off Irish rebellion with excellent

dramatic and pictorial effect."

—Brooklyn Pally Eagle

"An eloquent production whose cry is not 'Up with the

Rebels!' but "men must fight and women weep/ • It is

a gripping, tense and lusty melodrama."

—Brooldyn Times Union

"A picture in the better mold off 'The Informer'. . . a dour,

grim, relentless picture off Ireland . . with its dreams in

the stars and its hopes in the mire." —Liberty

"A production off outstanding artistic, literary, educa-

tional, and social value." —Scholastic Magazine

"Will probably head some off those debatable 'ten best*

that we annually have with us . . . It contains all the ele-

ments that make a great picture . You really must

see it." —Park Avenue Social Review

THE NATIONAL MAGAZINES:

"A dark and ferociously exciting melodrama, well worthy

off comparison with Director Ford's 1935 contribution to

the same subject, 'The Informer'. " —Time

"A valuable, important item in screen fare."

—literary Digest

THE TRADE PAPER EXPERTS:

"A signal success ;; » . Pictorially a masterpiece . . . wide-

spread approval aroused for 'The Informer' gives this oho

a head start . . . It is superb." —Hollywood Reporter

"RKO Radio adds another fine picture to its laurels .

A fit companion to "The informer' . • . Will probably be

more popular-" —Hollywood Variety

"Artistically produced and capably acted . • . Distinctive

class entertainment." —Motion 'Picture Dally

"Splendidly acted and directed . . . Wili exert a powerful

effect." -Film Dally

"Exceptionally well produced, acted and directed . . . Tells

a human interest love story . . . Will receive highly favor-

able notices." —Motion Picture Herald

"A distinguished and stirring film." -News-Week "Unquestionably a film triumph.tf —Box OHIce

PROFITS BUILD ON PRESTIGE AS RAVE NOTICES IN-

CREASE BUSINESS AT RADiImTY MUSIC HALL AND
IN DOZENS OF OTHER CITIES ALL OVER AMERICA!

BARBARA STANWYCK

THE
with

PRESTON FOSTER . . una O'Connor
AND PLAYERS FROM THE FAMOUS ABBEY THEATRE OF DUBLIN
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YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE
United Artists release of -Walter Wanger

production..' Sims . Sylvia Kidney, Henry
Fomln. i<"caturos Barton MacLunej Jean
Dixon, William Gargan, Chdvles 'dhlc'

Sale. Directed by Fritz Lang. Original
story, Gene. Tow-ne, Graham Baker: camero,
Loon Shnmroy.' .'At HUyoll; N;- Y,,, com-

!!0, '«7. Ilunnlrig time, 85nietiohiff Jan
mi n.s.

Joan Crahai . .. .

.

Eddie Taylor.
Stephen Whitney.
Bonnie GraTiam.

.

Father Dolun. . .

.

^ ugssy
.Eth.-m
Hester ..........
Rogers
Dr. Hill
"Warden
XUstrlct
Guard .

Policeman . ..

Kozderorias .....
Girl Stenographer
Messenger

.. . . . ; ;Rylvla Sidney.
.

'. .Henry - Fonda
. . . , Barton MaeJUine

. . i .'.Jean Dixon
. /William Gargari

Warrcm Hymer
.Charles

-

.'Chic' Sale
• Margaret tla lltoh'

... i .Gulrih . Williams
.... Jerome-. Cowan

. . . . . .-.-John Wray-

. i . . . .Jomi than Hal.o
Ward Bond

.
'. i: . Wade'-.'BoteHcr

.-.'Henry Taylor
;'. ,'. . ; ,'Jean Stoddard

,. .; .Ben Hull

Fritz Lang has followed - his.

'Fury' with another wallop, fifou

Only Live Once' . is ; Walter Wanger's
first under the United Artists banner,
and the bow is ah "auspicious one:

Added to the combination of good
directi ",- trong scripting and an ar-

resting production, there is strength,

in the' Sylvia Sidney: and Henry;
Fbrida combo. ' Their screen stature
is.. perceptibly "upped by the per-
formances they give in this one. -

"" Narrative is full of stark and. bit-

ter moments, butv these bite no more
deeply than deftly, wrought scenes
of tenderness, r Though Lang plies
the caustic liberally the film derives
its strongest appeal from the roman-
tic sequences. . ; The . self-sacrificing

love of .the. girl- for. the; ex-convict
reaches a' high level ofI : hear.trtugging.
during theft flight '. as "fugitives from
the law.... ;Tfeatment of this flight

stacks up as' memorable . stuff - and; is;

crack sales . ammunition ; for.' the
femme. element._

v ; . .. 7
Papirig of the picture allows no

room '. for fault • finding. It moves
• fast and ; only slows down, as it

should/- wherl dealing with the ieyv
moments of '.domestic bliss .that- th'e

couple can .snatch. One incident
' which ,will ;

:. likely. . cause " eyebrow
lifting among adults,. ••' especially''

;worheh,, but still, reaps plenty' in
sentiment, involves the birth of a
child to the girl. The . everit*

s

obvi-
. /ously without - medical, attendance, '.

takes place in an abandoned shack.
Lang's penchant for mob scenes,

receives - indulgence in • only, one
sequence . staged outside- the court-
house-after Fbnda has. been found

^ guilty , of -causing ;the death >of ; six:

men iri a -holdup/ On the spectacu-
lar"-" side, are? the . gas bombing, of
-money-truck guards in a one-man
•robberyv the guile used vby Fonda in
getting 'out of. the deathhouse, and

; the .bartering
;
which"goes on between

the: escaped convict and the warden
' just Inside the prison gates. This
Jast , ; episode ' is - ,

given •: dramatic
7. eniphaais wheh :during this bargai -

ing for the life.of the prison-surgeon,
Whom the: armed Fonda has in tow,
the. Warden receives word that Fonda
has been cleared and pardoned. In

: his v state of mind Fonda scfbtris this
information and shoots ' down the

. prison chaplain (ably played by
William, Gargan) when the latter un-
dertakes- to' show him the report is
correct..

"TFithT contains little humor: but that
doesn't militate against the enter-
tainment value. What laughs are
present are effectively interpolated
by the late Chic Sale as a tavern
keeper with a yen ior

;tfoHowing the
crime mags, Warren .Hymer, as a
punchdrunk trusty who helps effect
Fonda's, break, and Henry Taylor in-,
a Greek bit.

Fonda follows through brilliantly
in. showing the morale degeneration
of a three-time con condemned to
death for a crime he did not commit.
Miss Sidney likeWise counts strongly^
Turning in telling support are . Bar-
ton MacLane, as the public defender,
who, despite his love for Miss Sid-
ney, befriends Fonda, and Jean
Dixon, as Miss Sidney's critical but
loyal sister.

.The film's ending has both Fonda
. and. Miss Sidney shot down by pur-
•; suers: It is a logical, if not con-
ventional conclusion. Odec.

The Plough and The Stars
RK0-KadioRelease of Cllit Held and Bob

fllsk production. Stars Barbara Stanwyck
and Freston Foster;, features Una O'Connor.

.
Adapted by Dudley Nichols from play ot

• . ratine n£me. by Sean .O'Casey. Directed- by
..John lord, assisted by

., Arthur Shields.
Musical score,- Roy Webb; camera. Joseph
August. AtJRadlo-: City Music Hall, N. Y„
K*ek-'iaRv 28"' a7' Bunnlntr.time, 07 mlns!
Nora - Clltheroe. . . ; ... . . .Barbara Stanwyck

will attend and applaud. And that's
about where it belongs; in a
seater for a run.
7 So many changes have been made
in adapting this O'Casey play to the
screen that the tragic original has
been: modified' into a : romantic, melo-
drama. Primarily the screen version
is a woman's starring picture calling
for an actress of considerable, more'
gifts than Barbara .StanWyck ;

here
indicates she possesses; The altered
story is. the familiar theme that - the
men do. the fighting and the women
the weeping.
The opening, shows the struggle

and grief in a young bride's, heart
when her husband is selected by the
citizen army to be the commandant
of the. fightirig;forces in Dubli She
has no interest in . the uprising to
free Ireland; Her world is her home.
She has no pride " the groom's
military : honors—only a terrorizing
fear that he will be killed. She does
everything to dissuade him from
battle,- but he gdes to his troops,
fights gallantly and escapes a sniper's 1

death at the finish by returning over
housetops to his bv/n -flat, and,
masquerading as a. non-combatant;
All .of ... which; puts . it Up. to ..the

spectator : whether 1 to sympathize
with the wife or line up on the side

;

61 the. youths who sacrifice their
lives.' Audiences have,.been trained
to go along with martial music. .Arid
•these. Irish > boys, are good looking,'

earnest arid sincere, They take 'a

tough licking but they're , riot quit-
ters. Sympathy ' therefore is With the
iais,. which is one of the reasons
Miss Stanwyck has such a hard time
holding up her end of the story.
' jri. between there is humor and
amUsirig characterization.' Barry Fitz- ;

geral'd has joyful.'.time iri:,the"rble :

of Fluth'er,' an Irish braggart,' ready
to back up any;argument With his
flsti'He is tearried with J> M. Ker-
rigan who is up to his. usual high
standard. • ,

:
r

Ford has. a particular, flair, for this

type of' story, and he gets over all-

comedy points^ ' The scenes' of the
siege, and recapture: of the postoffice

are exciting, realistic arid tense; The
r

escape , of the . remnant . bt. the army
over house' tops is well photographed
and' daringly played, although -mUch
like, similar scenes - * 'Beloved
Eriemy.*
One of the best directed scenes, is

the execution of the Irish general
r

played by Moroni Olseri. The camera
swings from the dooiried man. 'in a.

.slow, panorama along a garden '
wall

towards the firing squad, whose 30b
is finished just befbre they come into

focus. -
:

."
•"•

' .

•
r

~.

,

Preston Foster, opposite Miss Stan-
wyck, fits .riicely and . . his brogue
comes easily. Only Miss Stanwyck,
of the. entire cast, does not go; Irish.

She holds to her .natural speech.
. . Bonita . Granville (the- brat of

'These Three' ) excellently, plays a
small part bf a sickly teriement child

who dies during the battle. A part of

more importance is well played by
Una O'Cpnnor, riiothier of the child.

Two ' splendid pieces of work are
furnished by Erin O'Brien-Moore, as

a street walker, arid Eileen Crowe,
who. has no sympathy for the ,iri--

surgerit cause arid says so in no uii-.

certain • terms. All smaller bits are
well ' casfc- • Hunnirig -trine is only- 67

minutes, but the story substance im-
presses: chiefly as an .

episodic re-'

counting. • .

"
.

.

,

Because 'The Plough. and/the'Stirs'
is. the ...RMb;UQt

:

,Qi, ,the.>sarii>°%r^ifp.

Mimatwre Reviews

Toil Only ' "Once' :<UA).
Crack - blend . spectacular
drama and; romance on prison-

break theme. Co-stars Sylyi

Sidney and Henry Fonda. Okay
for coiri. .

'The Plough and the Stars,'

(RkO). Irish Abbey Players,
'

frbiri Dubli supporting Bar-
"
; bara Stanwyck and . Preston
. Foster, Well .made picture [but

strictly lirriited for money.
'Stolen Holiday/ <WB). Kay

Francis starrer. Production ex-
cellence, and writing
help good bbxoffice
lure.. :

'April Blossoms' (Metro).

. British.. . made with Richard •

Taxiber," German, terior. Hasn't
the stamina' tp do solo b.b.

'Once a Doctor' (WB). Jeari

Miiir arid Donald Woods rising

above familiar, ' melodramatic
. yarn, of medico 'life; dual opera-:

-tibns:

'Criminal tawyer' (RKO)..
Xee Tracy bffers -brilliant,

•performance in a trite theme.
'MyetQrious ' Crossing:/ (U).

Obvious whbdurii(;- For. the
lower end of twins. .

'-.. 'Empty Saddles' (U).
Jones, rides
slowed- down.
volved plot.-

'Laaghing;: at Trouble' (20th).

Amusing small-town comedy; no .

marquee draft, but- wholesome •

' eritertainriient'

'Off to the Races' (20th).

.
Humorous. Jories' family farce,

1 with Slim. Summerville coming '

/ through \as-. an , added starter;
.

family houses and dpublerhar-
: ness grpUp. .-

'"

Jnclf Clltheroe.
' Pluther . . . . . . .

The ' Covey'/. . ...

Bessie Burgess
"Brenjian
Pearse
Mrs. GoganJ ...
Qen. Connolly.'

,.Wter
'Mpllser ;...;..
/Roale .

.Lnngon , . . . . , ,

,

Barhian . , ; ... ,'.,»

BOV .... ... . ;..; .

• «.,-..,....,

..Preston Foster
. .Barry Fltzsrernld
......Denis O'Dea
.....Eileen Crowe

. . J. McCormlck

....Arthur Shields
. . . ...Una O'Connor.
. . „Moroni . Olaen
... . J. M. .

Kerrigan
., Bonita Granville
rln. O'Brleh-Moore
..; Nell. Fitzgerald
.Robert Homana

. . ...Wesley Barfy

Some of the Abbey Theatre play-
ers, from Dublin, in Sean O'Casey's

play which has been made irito a
film via John Ford, the director of
'The Informer;' Skilfully made but
not impressive as a money entry.
Story is an account of the. Irish

rebellion in 1916, a sanguinary out-
burst which failed of its purpose be-
cause the people were

.
divided in

allegiance; many Irish at the time
fighting in France. It' depicts the
"Irish chajractef If*, Various shadings
'*S»f •cdniedjr; tragedy, sacriflce, selfish^

ontrsual film^iBut i-fijue- sciite
the demand for-a *appy teHti

the consequerit'lg^itth^gi
the original ;: play ::,mtem'\

J h^fe-
tended to diffuse interest.; There also

remains, the open question of to

what exterit the American public is

interested in Ireland's troubles.
Flin.

STOLEN HOLIDAY
Warner rbs/ release of First National

production. Stars Kay Francis. Features
Claude '.Rains, lan Hunter. Alison : Skl^
worth, . Alexander D'Arey. Directed by
Michael Curtlz. Story, Warren Duff and
Virginia- KelloKK: adaptation, Casey Rob
inson; 'film edltbri Terry Morse; camera
Sid -Hlckox and Fred Jackman. ..At

Strand. N. T.. week: Jan. 30; '37, Run
Jilnir titne, .70 mlns. ™-

>Jlcole Plcot ., , ...

Stefan-' Orloff. .'.'....;.-....

Anthony' Wayne ....
Suzanne /v.... ,v.;v;;»'.:

i

Anatole . .......... . .

Helen Tuttle .........
Francis ' Chalon .

.

all. characters are fictitious, etc.

Miss Francis has again put the
studio -gqwn designers to. work cre-
ating, a . lot of faricy - clothes. The
gowns fit. both the- star and the
story*. The fashion .show sequence
is, however, unnecessary except -that
it '..'tends' to accentuate the. swanki-
nesS , of the modiste business in
which 'Miss Francis has been set .up
by her swindler, admirer. •':

*
•' Miss . Francis is cast as a model,
the opening finding her (in 1931)
as just one of the callus-footed
girls :. of the establishment. The •

writers involve her With Claude.
Rains in a rather fantastic manrier,
•but- after the action begins rolling
and Miss Francis meets another
man, it begins to< get places. '

\
-.. Several years are glossed' over up
to 1936; when Rains .is gettirig
deeper and' deeper into not swirid*
ling water. The crumbling "of the
man until his suicide has been de-
veloped with bold effect.

:

Riots
which follow the expose are ex-
pertly handled arid serve to in-
tensify the pressure against: Miss
Trancis out 'of ' an 'association wfi? ?h',''.

to her, was innocerit in motive. The
scene which, the ;,star has. with Rains
just. Jtiefore-Jiisjsui#d<i; iis( tense and

A&m*WWtfimpi good throughout,

mum- Pfe*K s4li>ve scene in the
icquntijy <b§M/ejn1 j Miss Prancis and
fii^ndmffiit&t. least-.impressive

.^iwfta'J3iejiwfoj|n^erit of the romance
etljerw^^drfteRliive^ Michael Cur-
•t«««Mft- f*Wfi«W|»/<niay be forgiven
iM9»»b«Yf^o^teyt for all its idyllic
beauty .-;

t. . j
.

•

The star arid Hunter are opposite
each other for the third time. A
good . combination, - Rains gives the
swindler-romancer . a high polish.

.

Comedy is derived largely from Ali-
son Skipworth, who is excellent as
Miss Francis' friend and advisor.
Others are not important, but. good.

Char.

LeOrande
Ranler
Dupont

.Kay. Francis.
... .Claude Rains
.... .-.Ian .Hiin.ter

Alison : Skipworth
Alexander -D'Arcy
..; Betty Lawford

..Walter inpreford
. , .Charles Hajtph

. . . . .Frank ;Relchei
Frank Conroy

Pursuing its. hobby of following
the headlines, the Burbank plant has
added another such- exhibits Here,
presumably, it plucks the drama from
the Stavisky - scandal in France. As
a story, 'Stolen

.
Holiday* isn't -pos-

sessed of the strongest dramatic or
romantic pull. It ' is i the production
values, the unusually good dialog
and the superiority of the cast
which combine to raise the picture
to where it is more than ordinarily
entertaining..

Fortified' by the Kay Francis
name, the support value of Claude
Rains ahd Ian Hunter, and a neat
title, 'Holiday,' should do all ri^ht.

It is boxoffice in many ways but
explbiteers Will be wary of any too
broad a Stavisky angle since pro-
ducer-distributors are, now very
careful about identity 'of names. -As
in <many ^ehf^^icttires this film

r
*feesV arid- stnpidily.

,1
Trie critical select * opens > With er vrtote'^indidatingi ;that:

to provide a background of inter:
mltterit musical tableaux for . TaUr
ber's singing. Tauber sings best in

German. All of his songs except one
are sting' by hirriC in EhgUsn. The
songs' he sings in the picture iriclUde

'Faith in Spring,' ..'Red Roses,' IThirie

Is My Heart,' and 'Hark; Hark, the
Lark." .

How they figure; at title' is Some*
thing else again, 'v;
"In the story, Vicki falls for Rudi,

a* titled member of Archduchess
Mari .Victorians dragoons. This is in

Vienna around 1820. The dragoons
are: forbidden to, marry "commoners,
The Archduchess, .however, once
herself loved her music master. This
gent is" rtbw a friend of . Schubert's.

'

Although Schubert loves Vicki, ;he
yields to her' persuasion and com-
poses a lampoon which the girl sings
to gain' an audience with the Arch-
duchess in order to plead, for per-
mission for her marriage • to Rudi.
But the" police, .arrest Schubert in-
stead and ' he plays* on the ruler's
old-time love for her music master
to get Vicki what she wants.
'•:The- picture opens with . Schubert
as a schobl master:'-.Whose .songs are
known throughout yieriria but who,
himself, is' scarcely known. 1- His
friends help him; arrarige a concert
at which his fariie becomes assured.
In this sequence, Tauber as Schubert
sinps his own triries .wheft the

;
;sirigei;

who' was* to • have appeared; succumbs
to laryngitis.

*

The-fadebut is a sentimental one.
Schubert goes back to' his :^iano,.

alone. - In ::the -meantime, however,
; the Archduchess has found :^er old-
time; music master again, at . Vicki's'
wedding tb- Rudi,'-
1

"Carl-Esriiond plays Rudi. Esmond's
accent is more nativevthari Tauber's

and both their accents claslvstrohgly.
With; the English

.
accents ;.bt,.th;e. t.et:

.'mairiirig. hiembersi of the' cast. The
recording is not : all that could be
desired. •;

.

' '

.

'But the fllrh is . riot Without its-

charm; at intervals.. Most of this ele^
ment 5 \ the .picture is provided by
Jane Baxter as Vicki.' Some rribmen-
tary bits are also offered by the
camera with snatches of - Vienna; of
1820. \Shan..

Ol^CE A DOqtOR
Warner Bros; release of First Natlonnl

production. Features Jean Mulf and Don-
ald .Woods.. -Directed by William

.Clemen's.'
Screen play, by ..Robertson Wlitte aiid Ben
Grfluman. Kolm from ,^tprir by- Frank'
Daugherty and Paul P'erpV.; dialog director,
Gus Shy ;, camera,. -Ij. Vftn: O'GdimeUr At
Fox, Brooklyn', week Jan. 20,- *.17,- oh '4ou--<
ble bill. Running time, r>0 mlns.
Paula; NordJand . , .-; . v ; ?, ; . . ; . . . . Jean Mulr
Steven Brace. . t ,v. . , k ; ,. t , . ;•. Donald Woods
Jerry Brace. ; . . . . . . . .Gordon Oliver
Dr. Brace, Sr .

.

; ;-. . . . . ,Joseiph King
Dr; Nardland ,

.

:
. 1 . ..... ... .'.

. Henry^ Kolker:
Dr.. Lewis.: ,-. .'. ; , .... . . •

. . ; . .Gordon JHart-
Gaiptain. Andrews..,..; ;. .'Joseph Crehan
Ruby Hortoh. Louise Stanley
Dr. Burton. . .... .David Carlyle
Dr., Deardpn . .... . . . ; ; .".

.
.' Cy

;
Kendall

Dr. .Adams. ;;. . . . . . .•. .>. . ,:. .Ed Stanley
Magistrate.-, .Hoiisley- Stevens, "Sr:
Rrosecuting- Attorney, . . . ; .Hiarlan Tucker
Warden . . ; . ; ...... ^ ... .... Guy Usher
Dr. Artimus Dade.;.,. ;'. Thomas Pogue
Capt. Littleton, .'.

. ;-.-,'•;• . . . ; . . .Ed Keane

Talking Shorts

LOUIS-PASTOR : FIGHT
.29 Mlns.
RKO Palace, N. Y.

. Had the Joe LoUis- ob Pastor fight
been half way exciting: the picture
would have some value, but it is
merely retelling in film the story
that the. dailies viewed as one of the-
worst heavyweight contests in- ring
history. As for its theatre draw, this
added attraction ^3 ust ' * Palace
N. Y., usually does okay

. on Satur-
days and so does the Rialto, where
the picture was also exhibited in the
Tirnes Square zorie. At the latter
house it was staited that trie-film drew
but few extra dollars*

point the picture does not
bring put prominently is the fact that
Pastor almost continually backed
away; -There are shots which would
make it seem that both men got i

some heavy slugging, but that was
not true of the event.. Photography
is fair but it is here evidenced anew
that - outdoor fights are better ma-
terial for the camera. Sound effects
topped

,

:
the. ring action itself, and

there .
is no

: doubt • about : the rumble

'

of excitement during the contest, al-
though soriie of. it may be dubbed.

.

-V As: the match drew closer to its
10-round limit the hoodwinked fight
bugs grew louder in their expres-
sions of amazement, closing bell of -

each round bringing on a cheerj
probably for Pastor, because -he was
the Urtder-dog; . Next day the fans;
who paid over $100,000 to sit in,
realized they were jobbed and that
is why few will care to see the pic-
•ture. If the out-of-town dailies car-
ried yarns like those iri New Yqrk
•.the ..total^ross'. on ^the ..pictures ^will
hot begin to measure lip to. the fig-
ures of: other, fight films in which
the vaunted Louis figured.

Wheh a boxer runs away from an
dpporieht his actions are referred ta
as /getting on a bicycle.' The shuffler
from Detroit never caught up with
his man, or too .'rarely; and .then
nothing happened.- Ibee.

APRIL BLOSSOMS
(BRITISH MADE)

(MUSICAL)
Metro release of Alliance (BIP) produc-

tion. / Stars Richard Tauber. PeatureB
Jane 'Baxter. Directed by Paul L. Stein.
Screen play, dialog, and lyrics',: Pranz
Schulz, ..John DrJnkwater, Jtoger B.iirford
and G. H. Clutsam; special music adapta-
tion, Clutaam;: settings, Clarence Elder and
David Rawnsley; camera. Otto 'Kanturek
.and, Bryan- L'angley. At -Belmont, N. V.,
week Jan. 28, '87. Running time, 80 mlns.
Schubert ...V. ,.....,;;.'..,

R

Vicki ........

Rudi ........
Archduchess.
Wlmnassliiiier
Lafont -.-..,;;

Baroness ....
Meyerhoffer .

Schwlndt -. ...

Bauernfeld- .

,

Hutteri "Brem
Vogl .......:.

Will ........
Colonel
The Police. Captain

lchard Tauber
, i Jane Baxter
• Carl Esmond
Athene Seyler

. . . , ... . Paul , Graetz

.1 . . . Charles, . Carson
Marguerite Allan

... . .. . .... Efiward Chapman;
t .>.'...... ; Lester. Matthews
..... ...... .'

, , Glbb 'McLaughlin
" ... .Ivan Samson
...Cecil Ramage
.'Hugh Dempster
..Spencer Trevor

. , ......... . .'i

...«...«

rederlck, Lloyd

There should be room for this pic-
ture on the, uppers . and lowers.
Stands little chance to gait the b. b.

even along the artie highways. No
punch, ichard Tauber's rich, tenor
voice is its chief asset but that isn't

enough. The story is episodic. This
British-made, bought by Metro, for
the XL S. market, has been out on
-.release. for some months prior to its

Broadway showing,
-•' ifyahzV/; Schubfer-t's frustrated ro-

:

mance with Vicki, pretty' daughter of
a -Viennese dancing master, is used

.'.'i.'i :':•!.( 1.'';*):
1

, . ightly and at times aliribst bril-
liant performances by Donald Woods
and Jean Muir r.re tossed away on
this age-wornrstory. <«Eour^wfiters*
struggled to iiripart some original
slants to the plot, but it still remains
only the venerable tale , of a doctor's'
devotion • to:-' his profession,'' 'despite'
all odds.

In the
.
attempt to . bolster melo-

dramatics of story, both the scripters
and director seem to have thrown
away what chances the picture had
of amounting to something other
than another secondary feature. As
such .it will glean most popularity
doubling with more important pieces
on the same bill.

Newspapermen, doctors and nurses
have been writing about the trials
arid tribulations of siirgebris for the
screen during the past four years or
more. But here the weakling son
of a great medico, who wants him
to follow in , his footsteps, is held
up as the motivating link that nearly
wrecks the career of ariother youth-
ful doctor.
Glaring Weakness to plot structure

is how the smart physicians and doc-
tors would permit the machinations
of a stupid, drunk-sodden son to. con-
tinue under their eyes, Audience is
asked to swallow plenty of incredi-
ble inciderits before the heavy cli-
max loom's. ;\ •

•

':-.

Once all the central characters
have been put out to sea at the same
time and a storm brews, the blow-off
is telegraphed to the fans.
Donald Woods emerges in this pro-

duction as a clean-cu'. cinematic actor
deserving a better break. Fitting the
role :bf ambitious youthful surgeon
with fidelity, he never overplays.
Jean Muir, a looker as ever, cashes
in heavily when she gets the thespian
opportunities. She is the ' daughter
of a noted surgeon here, whose hand
in marriage is sought by Woods and
the weakling interne. Gordori Oliver,
in the

.
latter role, shows promise of

building into a top all-round villain
type. ;

'"''

Henry Kolker provides a clearly-
defined characterization as the vet of
the medical world, Joseph King,
Gordon Hart and Luise Stanley give
well-rounded performances as tops
of large and capable supporting cast.
William Clemens does fairly well

.as director considering the story ma-
terial on tap. L, William O'Corinell
displays nice sense of proportion
with his camera work, except in his
miniature shots whic .'.look just 'thdt.

•
'

Wear.,

of

MARCH OF TIME
21 Mibs.

RKO-Radio-
February release March

Tiriie; (listed as No. Vol. 3),

taining three topics,, maintai
balance, between the -serious prob-
lems and lighter', subjects such as
midwinter vacatioris: .Consequently,
it puts': the Tiriie-Life screen release
back iri its old robust stride. Trio
of themes treated • have more than

. the customary share of timely inter-
est, winter vacation resorts being
only one iristarice; .

The Mdrmbnism of 1937 is handled
historically and then - as something
tied up with; the prevalent -issue of
uneriiploymerit. Stresses plan used
by Mormon church in taking 20,000
members' of that, faith off the govern-
ment relief rolls. Problem of handling,
shirkers among unemployed, adapted,
here to this one group, also is given
deft treatriiierit.

- Lightest rhatter of reel covers the
winter, vacation front, and .. h'ow
trjarispprtation.cpriipanies have cashed
:in j.on>>the- new; trend .t

:

<in American
haTjitS during"wintry -rhbriths. . Aside
from the usual tropical scenes in
Californi , Florida, Cuba, Bermuda-
and other southern spots, editors
point out that rail companies have
added to their revenue by running
snow trairis and ' specials to resorts
Where winter sports prevail. Cites
one instance.'. Where employer has
given workers chance to -vacation in
the winter when schedules permit. -

Finishes with the most serious
note -iri picture—drive among medical
students and authorities to conquer
cancer in the XL. S. Paints the
brighter side; of a generally recog-
nized, gloomy picture by pointing
out that more . than 24,000 cancer
cases, treated in time, have been
peririariently cured. Forceful manner
in which the number of fraudulent
cures and quack doctors are exposed
pictorially makes this a truly
Humanitarian subject that is . bound
to attract more than passing interest,

;.:; Wear, ~

'EVERT: SUNDAY"

.

With Uearina. Durblri,

;

Musical Dramalet
12 Mlns.
Rialto, N. Y.

Metro
Just slender. *n

Deanna Durbi operatic and

a swing number, reprising the latter

with Judy Garland. Well voiced and

nicely staged, though in obvious
fashion. Marquee name values now,
unsuspected when this ' short
first made, give it distinction.

' Rather conservative musician
,

making a flop of his park band con-

certs with classical programs. He is

given notice, but his granddaughters
persuade the committee to give him
one more charice; They seek to raise

an audience^ but no one comes. Then
Miss Durbin goes in for an operatic

air and follows with the swing,

packing the benches and rousing

such enthusiasm that the old man is

retained.. Miss -Durbin displays an
excellent 'voice in her '-straight num-
ber and also handles the .'swing with

spirit and intelligence. , Felix E. Feist

directed:-
'' Betters than Must a filler.

,'• -> Chic.
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SPAIN IN FLAMES
Amkino release of Tlliti Historians, Inc.,

7

production,-' comblplng^fftoja.1; Spanish Gov
ernment and So.vlet-iUAot.jBlin,. .Introduction
by Fernando de LM Klos, Spanish am-
bassador to United States. At Cameo,.

N. Y., "week Jan. 28,. Running time,
63 mlns.

While 'Spain in Flames;* a careful
compilation of material on the His-
panic conflict, has a propagandic

• flavor in favor of the loyalists and
the future of the workers, it is, a
feature-length of sufficient, interest

to suggest pretty fair possibilities on
this side; for the sure-seaters. '-. The
Cbmmunistically-minded fans, the

laboring element and the Spaniards

wi it. be most interested,
' Much secrecy surrounds the prep-

aration of the feature and the h. nds
that have toiled to make it possible.

Except for an introduction by Fer-
nando de Los Rios, Spanish am-
bassador to the U. S whose diction

is poor, there are" no credits. Avail-
able material is that, Amkino and
Film Historians, Inc., are; releasing

the picture, a part of which was shot

by Soviet cameramen in Spain, the
balance bv official Spanish > Govern-
ment photographers.; Two different

narrators are used, but the names
of neither can be obtained from
Amkino..

First half of 'Spain in Flames was
filmed by Soaiiish Govt, men and is

subtitled . "The Fight for Freedom,'
while . the other half, the Soviet-

filmed material, is labeled 'No Pas-
arah' ('They Shall Not Pass'). While
the running narrative is good all the

way, discounting the propagandic
leanings, the commentator on the
• itial half is much better than the

unknown spieler -accompanying the

Soviet-shot film. The latter tries to

lie too dramatic at times.
Opening some years back when

Alphonso was still on the throne, and
later when Spain was declared a re-

public, the action is quickly taken
u« to the noint where war broke put.

Frarica's rebel army gets the- worst
of it in 'Spain, in Flames'; the. opr
posing side receives all. the breaks.

A program note dedicates the film 'to

the heroism of those who today are

giving their lives that Spain may
be free.' The word 'workers'—so
dear to U. S. S, F. film-making—is
frequently used, while, now and then
there's a stab at Hitler, Mussolini,

fascism, etc. The clenched fist of

Sovietism is very prevalent. ..

Most of the material used is famil-

iar to audiences seeing newsreels,

but given in considerable .detail in

this compilation. A good deal of

footage is burned up showing men
shooting; but no hits are photo-

graphed and at no point do the

cameras catch both sides fighting it

out. Some harrowing scenes of the

siege of Madrid, with children among
the victims, are included. A few of

these shots are very gruesome and
startling. '

Photography Is generally good.
Char.

staggering under gruesome makeup,
produce the chUls. Rollan is fair,j>

Lucjeri Baroux an4 Raymond Cordy
are supposed to supply, the comedy,
but this department is well- igh
Bathetic. It was dragged in by the
eels, apparently, when the pro-

ducers felt that something had to,
be done to balance up the horror
end, and so the Messrs. Baroux and
Cordy draw as uncharitable assign-
ments as could be imagined. They
can't do anything with 'em, and
neither could anybody else. .

Direction and. mounting aren't
nearly as bad as the idea behind the
film. : Camera work is passable,
Germairie Sablon's special song is

purely for background. Edgd.

CRIMINAL LAWYER
RKO release of Cllrf Rled production.

Features-, J«ee Tracy. .Margot Gnihnme,
KduardO Clannelll. Erik Rhodes. Directed
by Christy Cabaririe; Story, Louis Steven-
son;- Screen vlny, G. V. . Atwater. • Thos.
Lennon; camera, David Abel; editor. Jack
HiVley; song, Jack Sterna Harry Tobias.
At RiaUo. N. Y., week Jan. 20. Running
time 72 Ins. .-

Brandon. ... . . . ..... .

Madge Carter . . . ; ...

.

Larklri.,... v......"..,
Bandlni; . . , . . ;

Molly Walker..
William Walker
Brandon's Assistant. ,

Dlst. Atty. Hopkins,.

.. .. .. ..Lee Tracy
; ; Margot Grahame
Muardo Clannelll

.Erik - Rhodes
. . . . Betty Lawford
rank M. Thomas

. ;
.-'.'Wilfred Lucas

. ... . William Stack

Les Mysteret de Pant
('Mysteries Of Paris')

(FRENCH MADE)
(WITH SONG)

Franco-American releaser of-Fellr Gan-
dera, production. Features Constant Remy,
Luclen Baroux, Henri Rollan.;- Madeleine
Oze'fay. Directed- -.and adapted by-F^Ux
Gandern, from novel by Eugene Sue:^sojtg

by Germane Sablon', music, George* Aurle.

At Cinema de Paris, N. Y., *eek Jan. 20,

•8T. Running time,. 85 rrtlns.

Rodolphe. : ........Henri -Rollan

Marie. ... . ..... ..i; i. .Madeleine Ozeray
Le Maltie d'Ecole;..,..... .Constant Remy
La ChoUette.,.............-Marcelle Genlat
Le Chorlneur.. Raoul Morco
Sarah; . ... . ,. .Luclenne,l*:Marchand
Tortillard . . . .

.'. . .. Francois Jtodon
.-..Plpelet.-;..'.'. . .......... . . . ..; . .Luclen .

Baroux
.Cabrlon. ...... ;._.:. ....... ,. .Raymond Cords-

Yin French with English Titles)

Gandera's adaptation iand produc-
tion of Eugene Sue's novel has re-

sulted in a horror pic which doesn't

quite jell; Comparable to U. S.

grade B celluloid, class circuit

patrons will adjudge it as minor
importation, whose attempts at pro-
ducing goose-pimples frequently
get entirely too macabre.

Original of the yarn
, was a

lengthy affair with many threads
plaiting up to a father-daughter
climax,, but why Gandera should
have picked this setup to evoke a
chiller is a mystery. It would have
made fairly good costume ., film

otherWise. As is, the patrons are
treated to Henri Rollan inside , a
foul sewer full of rats, a Negro doc-
tor blinding a bully, to render him
harmless, the blinded guy choking
a woman to death, ith the death
rattle clearly audible, arid other as-
sorted torture, mayhem, and dirty
wbrk. The idea .evidently;' was to
capture a bit of Hugo's Paris as sub-
sidiary highlight, but the - intention
developed into landslide dirhensioris.

Plot , revolves on . a count (Henri
Rollan) meeting his daughter in the
Thieves

.
Quarter in Paris without

knowing her (Madeleine Ozeray).
Mother of the. girl (Lucienne le

Marchand) had been chased away
before the girl was born. and. still

aspires to be reunited with her ex-
hubby to get back her crown.
Count mildly falls in love with his
own daughter, while the jealous
mother, Without' knowing who . her
rival *

, has her kidnapped .'. and
nearly murdered. : Winds up with
the count making the young lady a
princess while the mother is shooed
out of the country.

, ,
,
MadeleineJQieray as. the cinderalla

gal does good work. , Marcelle
G/emat and Constant Remy, both

Trite repetition of the standard
theme of the. criminal lawyer who 1

devotes his time to the defense of
gangsters, but experiences a change
of. heart 'when he: gets to be district,
attorney. Such strength as it pos-
sesses derives from the adroit. play±.

ing of L$e Tracy a.:la' well-chosen
support,, though Tracy is required
to carry it most of the way him-
self. Strong fronter for a dual,
but can go solo where -his name
will draw. Has other good names
for the marquee,, but an indifferent
Writing job and trite situations keep
it out of the- top flight. Script sags
now and then with the introduction
of a. banal bit or hackneyed lines,
and some very indifferent comedy:
further clogs, notably a Chinese ser-
vant and an effort to burlesque a
crooner; • Material is too patently: in-
troduced for a laugh, and the Orien-
tal overplays terribly;
Most of the punch: comes at the

end. Tracy, promoted to- dJa.,

through the efforts of Ciannelli, his
best client, is called upon to prose-
cute the latter for murder. Release
of . the criminal hangs upon the- tes-
timony of a girl he has befriended
and with whom he-has fallen in love.
Her testimony is patently perjury,
but he guesses that she is lying be*
cause Ciannelli has threatened to rub
the d.a. out if her testimony is not
instrumental in freeing him.' Tracy
exposes the set-up, : admits his for-
mer subversions of justice,, and re-
signs, his position and . his hopes to
make a fresh start with the girl. The
edge has been taken from this, by
similar scenes in: earlier offerings. ;<

. Tracy turns in a brilliant and fin-
ished performance' except in a few
instances where the lines get him
down. He works hard, but without
the appearance of effort, and almost
makes, the final moments convincing.
Margot Grahame is the girl, not al-
ways at her acting best in an arti-
ficial character, but looking tops.
Ciannelli is suave and certain as .the
gangster, avoiding overaction save
when the script forces him, and turn-
ing in the best average performance.
Erik Rhodes gets some smiles but
of the crooner assignment, more from,
his pantomime than his lines and
handles well an indifferent song, 'To-
night, Lover, Tonight,' which is not
put : over very well because of in-
terruptions. Betty Lawford does well
as a society girl on the make for
Tracy, but there is not much chance
for her. . It's, too rubber stamp to
stand, but. Chic.

'

Les Visages de France
('Aspects of: France')
(FRENCH MADE)

. Franco-American release of Fred d'Oren-
Rlanl production. Directed by D. Klrsan-
o(T. Camera, Marcel Grlgnbn. At Cinema
de Paris. Y.; week Jan. 20. '37. Run-
ning- time, 34 mlns.-'

(In French With itles)

More of a travelog than anything
else,.though long on running time fdr

such fare. Interest is entirely; in the

pictorial — i.e., camera -r. qualities,

which means that distribution oh the

arty is most feasible. As an
example of lens work, some meri-
torious results are produced; but . if

the narrator and the titles didn't tell

you. it was France, the temptation
might be to think it was hear Osh-
kosh. It's' that vague on the trivia
that identify a locale.

Idea that binds the' various ends
,

together is a tour beginning in Paris,
arid leading around the .coast from
Normandy to Marseilles. • Shots, even
of city life, have a tendency to get
away from -candid' depictions, and
roam

.
entirely •

i the pictorial do-
main. Some beautiful results are
produced by an adept use of filters

which tone down the immediate sub-
ject matter and give weight to clouds,
sky, etc. : The trick of fading out
one scene while fading in another
is, however, overworked to the point,
where it wearies.

.
Camera nuts and tyro film makers

might absorb Grignon's style, as
worthy textbook stuff; but the gum
chewers will consider it all pretty,
screwy, Edgd.

v^a^™«ii»t Trouble
20th •entury-Fox release of Max'.Golderi

production. Feature.? Jane Darwell,: Sara
Hadcn, > JjplB AYllsdn, MarBaret Hamilton;
Pert Kelton, John C:»rrndine. Irected by
Frunk R. : Rtmyer. Scrc'pn . p)nv. . Robert
Ellis and. Helen Losan from oriBinal by
Adelyn Rushnoll; earner. Knrnoy McGiH;
At Colonial, Y., twin bill,: J« n . 20-28,
JI". Running time; CG. mjns.
Glory Bradford ......... . . . . .jnne Darwell
Jennie-Noylns...... ... ... .... . . .Sara Haden
Alice Mnthcw. . . . . . . .•;

. . . . ,. ,T,ois AVllson-
Lizzie Beadle... • ixr.et Hamilton

-

Jliiry Bradford. ...
. ; . , . Delnui . Byron

'Jfh.n CampbeJI.
. . . ; Allan Lane

E lu Mc-Shane. . . . . . . : . , . ; . .Pert., Kelton
Aloe Brady .... . .-. ., : ... ...John, Cnnvulino
Bill: Norton. ....... . ; . ..Tames; Bulrke
Cyrus Hall . . . . . ...

. , . ... . , . t . Russell Hicks
-

Jam le Bradford ... , . ; . . . ; . .... KOwartl Aruft
Dr. -.Larson.-. ./. ;-.\.'. . ; ., .Frank Relcher
Wilbur ... .... ... ,. ^viniam BenedictHa rvey ,

,

; . . . . . .... ^dv. ai d McWade

Although a too familiar type of
story, objectors to this good, clean
wholesprne comedy of small-town
life will be few. Picture makes no
pretense to. greatness and that is. one
of its charms. It's , a small-time
show, without marquee names, but
wherever played it ill amuse all,
adult arid child.

Woman editress, as played by Jane
Darwell, a pleasant, motherly woman,'
untangles an unfortunate small-town
situation in which her niece's fiance
has become erisnarled innocently.
There is the 1 hereditary character
sheriff who is .sentimental about, the
bid girl without being mushy, and
his deputy.,who hankers to .replace
the old boy as sheriff. Also, a small-
town mob which undertakes to settle
something most of its group knew so
little, about. AH of this makes for
romance and action and it is well
handled.

.
.-Margaret Hamilton plays a frozen-

faced old maid who is a bit hard
of hearing to heighten the comedv
end. Edward Acuff also Guilds much
«f the fun in the filrii, as the editress'
pokey brother. Miss Darwell fit*her
editress- role admirably; Frank
Reicher as the town doc and James
Burke as the sheriff are fine.

: Photography,
. mostly interiors are.

good, and ; the. ' chatter is okay '

throughout.' Shon,

CAFE COLETTE
(BKIXISH MADE)

London, Jan. 19.
Associated British Film production. Stars

Paul Cavanagh. Greta. Jfissen; features
Sally Gray. Directed by Paul "L, Stein..
Original. Eric Maachwltss, Walford Hyden,
V<al Glelgud; screen play. Val Valentine.
Katherinft Strueby. Eric ; : Maechwitz;
camera, "Ronald L. Neame. At Piccadilly.
Loadon, Janr 18, *3T. Running time, 73
rains. ••

herein will get by; Lloyd Hughes'
stream-lined tailoring,, though he is

supposed to be a young missionary
just back, from Africa, a mad-dream
train escape ,of two convicted crimi-
nals, and Hughe's' development into

a . first-class pugilist, . although re-

quiririg some salt to take,, also add
a little pepper to the basically banal
dish.
Not unlike Olivia de Havilland,

Kay Hughes, is easy to look at,

though not very, experienced in
thespics. She and Nugent turn in mod-
erately good performances. Hughes
latter loolcs a little unhappy in his

cleric role. Wray does the best all

around job of the crew, Hurl.

CODE OF THE RANGE
Columbia' production and; release'.- Stars

Charles Starrett; features Mary Blake. D1-.

recied' by G. C, Coleman, Jr. Story,. Peter,

B, Kyne: screen play, Eord Beebe'; cameras,
man, Georpie .Meehan; editor. William
Lypn. At Chaloher. N. T.; duals. Jan. 3Q,.

',•17. Rainnfng time Ti8 mlns.

•Lee Jamison : , ... . .... ... . .Chartes St.irrett

Janet Parker...... .Mary Bliike
Angus McLeod, . . . . . . . . . ... . .E<1ward Coxerl
Parker . . .......... Allan Caven
Barney Boss. . . ...,.';,.;. : . Albert J. Smith
Sherlrt I2d Pell. Sr.

Ed Randall... . ... .... ... . . . fldmund. Cobb
Adams ..... ............ : Edward. Le Saint
Qulgley . .... .Ralph McCullough

Ryan......,;;
Vanda Muroff
Jill Manntng.........
Roger Manning......
Ethelred Burke. . , . .

.

NlClta a i- m »••»•••'« * » » • *

BuniM*
Petrov.
Compere. .....

.i,...Paul Cavanagh
...Greta Nissen
.....Sally Gray
.....Bruce Seton
.....Paul Blake
.Donald Calthrop

•V-. • > • .Dlno Galvani
Fred Duprez

Cecil, Raroage
Denier Warren

' • • • • • • • •

• »ltli»l*i

Excellent specimen of tried and
approved

. machine-made interna-
tional spy stuff. Nothing left to
chance. - Production is on an . elab-
orate scale, having, ah excellent cast
of principals. • Director makes it ap-
parent he knows his business; and
the "same may be said for the
cameraman; Picture should make a
splendid feature for England, and

the gov^t*rierit i^hHel/wM%U
for Russlan0^rihcesse^,,fa're'ent^si
with such valuable ' secret formulae.
It is never made clear what is to be
gained by placing these chaps in
possession of the secrets.
Then there is the lazy; lolling,

lounging, good-for-nothing, hand-
some hero who turns out in the end
to be the head of the secret intelli-
gence bureau, and saves the situa-
tion. Cari't that ever be changed?

Jolo.

A MAN BETRAYED
Republic release of Nat Levlne produc-

tion. Directed by John ' H. Auer. Fea-
tures Eddlo Nugent,- Kay , Hughes. Lloyd
Uughfs. John. Wray. Original and screen
play by Dorrell and Stuart McGowaji. At
Strand. Brooklyn; N. Y.. : dual, week an.
28, *37. Running time. 08 mlna.

The hero and he-bine of this piece,
Nugent; arid Miss Hughes, are actual-
ly betrayed when along about the
second two-thirds of the film John
Wray and his hoodlums turn ' de-
tective in an attempt to solve the.
frameup of Nugent and thereby solve
the film's . destiny.: Fortunately for
all. concerned, the : screwy tale is
almost forgotten ^hile Wray and his
gang reign. Instead of sticking to
the long since pensioned plot; stress
is laid on its surroundings, which
makes for plenty of humor plus a
little novelty. However, even with
the belated salvation, film lacks the
sinew to go it alone, but does make
for a close second to a str.onger twin.
Detail of build-up angles have

either , been cut or omitted to speed
up matters. Why and wherefore of
things is occasionally unanswerable
until further unfolding. Looks at
first like jagged edges, but in the
long runi.it's .undoubtedly for the
best. Direotor vset a pace after the
preliminaries *nd kept it up there-
after. -ihi^J ' >.-

few audiencestisit >back to analyze;,
so several implausibilities contained

Columbi ' lizard turned
plainsman;: Charles Starrett, although

minus saddle leaping and other

cowboy .calisthenics .
added

glory of a star steed, is slowly build-

ing to a hariie among the cactus-

minded fans. By acting, his roles
with conviction arid an aplomb that
is frequently/ absent among, the- cow-
boys whose background is really
more authentic, Starrett manages, to
give out more "entertainingly. Bet-
ter grade stories, as in this instance,
also help. 'Code' should do ds welt
as, if not better than the next west-
ern.

Starrett needs little support and
gets less than needed, particularly

'

from -Mary Blake. •' Might, be ac-
;

counted -for in her newness to the
screen. Albert J. Smith and Allen
Caven, -as 'the; menace arid hero's
sidekick, respectively; help some.
-.:• Peter B. Ryne penned a good yarn.
It concerns big-hearted Starrett help-
ing a sheepherder invade the cattle
lands to the chagrin of his fellow
cowmen. Smith as keeper of the.
town bistro thwarts Starrett by hav-
ing a dishonest bank clerk hand over
the mortgage on Starrett'S ranch.
Move prevents sheepman from cross-
ing the property and ultimately re-
sults in the slaying of a stage coach
driver, the banker himself arid a
trial in a barroom for Starrett. Lat-
ter clears himself and pins the didoes
on his adversaries.

Romance is kept plenty in the
background, fortunately. Speedy
action of the film, wherein something
new, is always popping to keep Star-
rett clear of the femme and on the
go, rates a nod for the director;

,

'-

Hurl.

AREN'T MEN BEASTS?
(BBITISH MADE)

London, Jan. 20.
Wardour release: of - Associated British

Pictures^production. Stars Robertson Hure,
Alrred Drarf«np»irec<exl ; by GRtham Cutis.
ScT>ertofj>la*n« Mwjerief) . Deans, William

erious sing

''^Yii'.
J
ff

ii?6ii • Mi ^f. vBunnlng time,

•HeftArt''TfittnyWlili .UW-il'^fobe>tson Hare
Tht>ro*b Polte»r,&iifi(r«ai,.vJi-Alfred Drayton

lass«mte:s^'.^.,.«k.........Ruth Maitland
The Vamp. ....;..».... Ellen Pollock
A Poyceman..v....:. .. ...... .Frank Royde

,..>. . .Amy Veness
Harry Harper .Victor Stanley
Detective. ... ........... ..Charles Mortimer
George Deck........... ..Frederick Morant
Loutoe Baiter..:; 1

. ...'... ...... Anne Bovd
Yvette Bingham ,.;

'.

. . Judy
. Kelly

Ann|e ; . . . . Ku thlcen Harrison

Practically a photographed, version
of

v
the stage farce which has just

concluded a seven months' success-
ful run here. Purely local type of
humor, and doubtful whether . it
would draw in either play or cellu-
loid form in the U. S. Yet the laughs
are plentiful arid, at times, hilarious
for the locals.

.

Rather unsavory beginning: young
man's wedding is held tip. because
fatherV (Robertson Hare) is accused
by a foreign female of assault in his
dental surgery. Papa was about to
leave to give his parental blessing,
when an exotic, mysterious patient
is announced. -With mysterious utter-
ances about the wedding riot taking
plaice, she tears her clothes off, sheds
her garter, flees from the place
screaming, arid the bewildered victim
is taken into custody.' He escapes
arid flies to his son's flat for pro-,
tection, which delays the groom's de-
parture, and the rest of the story is
composed of police,- harassed would-
be-bride ith antagonistic aunt,
sympathetic uncle popping in and
but, concealing and unearthing father
until the whole thing is cleared up:
June Clyde, .miakes an attractive

deserted bride;, Robertson Hare.' is

Robertson Hare; Alfred Drayton and
Ruth Maitland give the' best per-
formances as the. girl's uncle and
aunt, with Amy, Veness making a
comfortable,, helpful housekeeper.
Production is smooth and speedy.
•• •With the popular local names, and
practically thersame cast as the play,
pic should cash in locally.

.

.
lrnlyer»alv production and. .release, '"Pea*

tures. James .Dunn; . Jean ' Rogers,^ Andy De-
vlnel Dlreated by Arthur Lubin. .-S.'ry,
•Fred .Maclsaacs: acreen '.'play.. ..rJefTerKpn
Parker and John- Gi-ey:'- camera; Mn'on
Krniiner, At Globe, N. Y.. twin bill, iv.eek
Jan. .10. *57. Running ,time. M mlns.
Murphy. . . . janies Dunn .

Yvpnner Fontaine. . . , * i ; .Jean R W.erjj
Carolina .

.

;

, Ant\y Dc.v-lne
Rrland . ^ ........ .

.'
; . Jobn - KUlrciige.

Stebblns.:.-. . . . ; ... , ..; . ., .Holmrt Cavanaugli
District Attorney. ......Herbert Rawllrisoti
Chief Buliock. . i..... . Fnrrpll MacDo.ald
Lincoln . ... . .

.'
. . ,..';.:. ; -. , i.C-la'rencC Muso

(Jarlund. ; . ; . . . ; . . ; . .... ;-. ; . ..Toriathah Hale
Wilson . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
-, .. . .Loren . H;> leer

Hattle;
. , . . . . . . ........ ; . . . . . .Llbby T^iyior

Plalnsclothes ....... James Flavin
Sergeant. . . . . . , ; . . ..... . . . .Pat O'Ma.Jley.

Forrnula - newspaper plot, but
amusing ' enough perhaps for the
palates of the ; duplex ' b.o. horde.
Worthy of. the lower end of the up-
pers and lowers.

i James Dunn .is a tramp reporter
who slides , into r

« sensational mur-
der case, accidentally, on. a train
feiry across the Mississippi. Per-
han«:- that's how the picture; gets its

name. The rest of the action for the
most part is on terra firma.
New Orleans is the locale but the

town is never shown. It's in the
chatter, only.. . Dunn alibis himself
into a job on the strength of the case
and gets banged around by -some
roughnecks: but manages- to deduce
who the killer is, with the help of
Andy Devine. Devine plays a half-
wit guitar player, a hillbilly with-
out the accent identification. ' .

Dunn shows up the cops because
the cops never show. The reporter
is ' the whole works and, of course,

.

lands the platinum orphan daughter
of the murdered rich man, in/the
finale. As is usual, the killer is the
girl'si: local flarice and her dad's best
friend.

'

Devine shoulders the comedy end
nobly, Dunn is too good for the role
given him. : The dialog doesn't help -

the lads much. Jean Rogers as. the
heart, interest is the only white girl
in the cast Thus there's no com-
netition on that end and she looks
like a. casual player. Shan*

O. H. M, S.
(BRITISH. MADE)

London, Jan. 21.
Gttumont-Brrtlsh production and . release;

Features Wallace Ford, John MJIIs.
Anna Lee. Directed by Raoul Walsh.
Screen play. Lesser Samuels, . Ralph Betfln-
son; scenario and additional dialog, Austin
Melford. Bryan AVAilace; camera, Jloy
Kelllno. < A't Tlvoll .theatre. London. Jan,
SO, '»7. Running time. 67 mlns.
Jimmy Tracey ............ ..Wallace Ford
Corp. Bert Dawson..... ......John Mills
Sally Brlggs ....s... ...........Anna I^ee
Jean .... ......Grace Bradley
Serg.- riggs.... ;Frank Celller

: This picture is entitled to praise
from many co-ordinated angles. It
is as near 100% entertainment valt|e
as can reasonably be hoped for
without the employment of a super*
star, super-cast, super-production
and super-director.
Outside -of Wallace Ford, there

probably isn't a heavy salary in the
cast, and if the director received a
stipend equivalent to the combined
salaries of the five featured players,
he probably deserved it.

.

Production assistance was given
by all ranks of the army, through
permission of the British Arriay
Council. Utilization of an entire
company, barracks, building of pbnr
toon bridges and every form of mili-
tary manoeuvres. is so unmisakably
genuine that it cannot fail to im-
press.
.Then there Is a first-rate story,

starting with a murder and ending
'

in China after a Vivid fight between
the British soldiers and Chinese
bandits. Respective situations are
original only in their treatment, but'
are so skilfully blended and slickly
perpetrated that there isn't a dull
moment
Comedy arises and persists

through the medium of a small-time
American racketeer, wrongfully
suspected of murder, taking the dead
man's passport arid finding himself,
through a chain of humorous cir-
cumstances, enlisted {n the British
Army. His reactions to the strict
regulations and discipline of such a
life are very funny.
Picture can't fail, ither here

in America. jolo, .

EMPTY SADDLES
vUnlvofwii . release of Buck Jones, pro*
ductlon. Htars Buck Jones,' Directed by
Les Sclandcr, Screenplay by Frances Gul-
hi!" fr0

.

m *tor>; hy Cherry- A\')lKon; camera.
Allan Thompson and H. Klrkpdtrlck, At
Arena, NV y.,: jah, n~T;\ti. % "il, double
bill. Running time. 05 mlns.
Ruclr Devlin . . ; . .. . . , ,

,

; .Buck Jones
l.oots Boone. » . Louise •B'rookfr-

^V ''M> Jloonc, ................. .Harvey Clark:

V:'"
1

- }} h,tc
> r . .Charles Mlddlelon

Kit Kn-SH.
, . .. . ;Frank Campeau

Jim Grrtnt, ..Lloyd Tngrahain
JrndBo. Grant.-. .;. . . .... . . . . . .Claire RocJielle';.

fc-lol«e Hayc*.'. ..>.:„ ......Gertrude A^tof.
Jasper. Kade . v i ..; . . . . Niies Welch

.

' v'?
1b; '•'*•••*• ...... . ..-Mary CherrlnstOri

MiH.'. Hilton. .. ..... . , , .Rutli ClverrlnKtcn
Mr. Hilton. . ... . . . . .Oliver EcUimrt
Kzra Bltfgers. .

.
'; , . ,.. . . . Robert Adair-

Mace • . . . . .... ... . , . Charlie LeMoyne
Vegas. ... . . .... . ...... .... ... . . ; , .Ken Corliett,
bain.

. ,i , , , i . . , . ...Buck Moulton

Buck Jones conti to be am-
bitious. And his western epics con- •

tinue to suffer. 'Empty Saddles'
typifies this tendency. It strives for
originality, quaint touches and new
twists. Not one. of them clicks.

. The
regular Buck. Jones fans will come
in just because it is one of his sage-
brush sagas. But cactus of this, ilk
won't heighten his popularity.
Another 'weakness is. that Jones is

(Continued on page 29)
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AND THE FUN AND

FIGHTS BEGIN . .

.

in this roaring,

rollicking ro-

mance of a Coast
Guard crew with

girls by the score

along every
shore!

*
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Hollywood, Feb. 2.

production, activity, on the Coast continues to move along at a healthy

clip by maintaining the high level ofAl features before the cameras during

the past week. Every indication points to a continuance of this level for

several weeks to come asAH features are in such shape as to get under way
as soon as space and the necessary talent is available. Nine new features

got the starting gun last week while eight ' taken' from the cutting

rooms and previewed. This leaves a balance of 78 in the editing stages

yet to be previewed and shipped east for general release,

:Check-up on the number of features already completed and shipped on

<he 1936-37 program shows a total of 162 out of 512 promised at the outset

of the season. Added to this there areA1 in work and 78 in the cutting

rooms, which leaves only 225 yet to go before the cameras to complete the

quota. *

"

Two in workr 10 editing:, 3 preparing. In work:
•RACING LUCK,' reported Variety, Jan. 29, and 'A NEW TRAIL

AHEAD/ reported-Jan. 27. No new. pictures started last week.
Readied to start; THE DEVIL • IS DRIVING,' "VENUS MAKES

TROUBLE/ and 'HONEYMOON PILOT.'

Five. In work, 6 editing, 10 preparing:. In work:
•A DAY AT THE RACES/ reported Variety, Sept. ; 'CAPTAINS

COURAGEOUS/ reported Oct. 7; 'PARNELL/ reported Nov. 18; 'LAST OF
MRS. CHEYNEY/ reported Dec. 2, and 'ESPIONAGE/ reported Jan. 6.

No new pictures started last week. .

Readied to start: "MADAME WALEWSKA/ 'BROADWAY MELODY OF
1937/ 'THE OLD SOAK/ 'SARATOGA/ 'THEY GAVE HIM A GUN/ 'THE
FOUNDRY/ 'SKIDDING/ fNlGHT MUST FALL/ 'FIREFLY/ and /SONG
OF THE CITY.'

Paramount

Ten in work, 7 editing:, 8 preparing** In work:
'SOULS AT SEA/ reported Variety, Nov. 18; 'HER HUSBAND LIES/

reported: as 'THE LOVE TRAP/ 'INTERNES CANT TAKE MONEY/ and
'WAIKIKI WEDDING/ reported,Dec. 30; 'DANGER, MEN WORKING/ and
'HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME/ reported Jan. 13; 'THE YEARS ARE
SO LONG/ reported Jan. 20. Started last week:
THE GIRL FROM SCOTLAND YARD,'- produced by Emanuel Cohen,

directed by Robert Vignola, original by Coningsby Dawson, screenplay by
Doris Anderson and Dore Senary. Cast: Karen Morley, Robert Baldwin,
Katherine Alexander, Lynn Anders, Lloyd Crane, Milli Monti, Odette
Myrtle.

Story is mystery melodrama against background of. foreign intrigue.
Young- American;reporter en route. to. cover coronation gets message to aid
an old friend whose husband is mysteriously missing. In husband's effects
is photo of a beautiful, girl the reporter met in a plane.

.
In searching for

the
.
missing husband reporter runs into episodes that convinces him he's

involved with the power that has been destroying
,
armaments in inexpli-

cable fashion. He manages to team up with his acquaintance of the air,

discovers she is a British agent, and between them they smash the ring.

' MET HIM IN PAWS/ produced and directed by Wesley Ruggles,
based on story by Helen Meinard, screen play by Claude BihyOh. -Cast:
Claudette C°lbert» Robert young, Melvyn Douglas, Mona Barrie, George
Davis.

Story shows Colbert as American heiress tired of the social humdrum
of America and decides to go to Paris for rest. There she meets American,
they fall in. love; both go to St Moritz for winter sports, when romance
is abruptly interrupted as Miss Colbert is called home: Upon, her return
she learns the man she left behind is married, his wife living in America
Through hysteria caused by the disillusionment, she marries for conveni-
ence and returns to Paris for purpose of. haunting her lover. While in
Paris she learns he had divorced his wife so he could marry her. Learn-
ing, of this, Miss Colbert, through rhutual agreement with her husband, has
marriage annulled.

Readied to start: TURN OFF! THE MOON/ 'KID FROM PARADISE/
'MOUNTAIN MUSIC/ and 'EXCLUSIVE/

20th-Fox

Ten in work. 6 editing-, 8 preparing. In . work:
'SEVENTH HEAVEN/ reported Variety, Dec. 9; THE SLAVE SHIP/

reported as 'THE LAST SLAVER/ Dec. 30; '50 ROADS TO TOWN' and
'DEAD YESTERDAY/ reported Jan. 13; 'THAT I MAY LIVE/ 'CHARLIE
CHAN AT THE OLYMPICS/ 'WEE WILLIE WINKIE/ 'WAKE UP AND
LIVE/ and 'CAFE METROPOLE/ all reported Jan/27. Started last week:
'MIDNIGHT TAXI/ produced; by Milton Feld, directed by Eugene Forde,

, based on magazine story by Borden Chase, screen play by Lou Breslow and
John Patrick. Cast: Frances Drake, Brian Donlevy, Alan DirieHaft, Gil-
bert Roland, Regis Toomey, Harold Huber. .

Story deals with government activities in tracking down narcotic run-
ners. Donlevy plays a taxi driver in order to get close to .the gang. In

his association with the traffickers he comes in contact with Frances Drake,
secretary to the ring leader. As their romance develops, Donlevy is much
relieved when he finds that she is also a Federal agent, and both go
through many harrowing situations, to clear themselves and land source of

supply • of the dope.

Readied to start: 'MARRIED LADY NEEDS A HUSBAND/ 'PRIVATE
ENEMY/ 'SARATOGA CHIPS/ 'THINK FAST, MR. MOTO/ 'UNTITLED
JONES FAMILY' series, and' last of current series for Jane Withers.

United Artists

None In work, 2 editing, 9 preparing-. . .

Readied to start: In the Walter Wanger unit are; 'VOGUES OF 1938/
'CASTLES IN SPAIN/ and 'SUMMER LIGHTNING/ In the Samuel Gold-
wyii unit are: 'THE WOMAN'S TOUCH/ 'HURRICANE/ and 'STELLA
DALLAS.' In the Selznick-Inte'rnational unit are: 'PRISONER OF
ZENDA/ THE WORLD'S OUR OYSTER/ and 'ADVENTURES OF TOM
SAWYER.' .

' '. V;

Universal

RKO-Radio

'^irwork:ive in wbrk, ll editing; 1U pi

THE TOAST OF NEW YORK/" reported as 'ROBBER BARONS/ THE
WOMAN I LOVE/ reported as 'ESCADRILLE/ Variety. Dec. 23; 'STEP-
PING TOES/ reported Jan. 6; 'WINGS OF MERCY/ reported Jan. 20.
Started last week:
•OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT/ produced by Robert Sisk, directed by

Christy Cabanne, based on Bret Harte novel, screen play by John Twist
and Harry Segall. Cast: Preston Foster, Jean Muir, Van Heflin, Margaret
Irving, Virginia Weidler, Frank M. Thomas, Alec Craig, Paul Guilfoyle,
George Irving, Billy Gilbert, Si Jenks.

Story takes place during period of California goid strike in 1849. Pres-
ton Foster, eastern gambler, sets up gambling hall where he later becomes
boss of the town as far as. the sporting element is concerned. A irl is

born to one of the dance hall girls. Being the only baby in the community,
the citizens take it upon themselves to' adopt it, with - Foster, the boss,
directing how :

it should. be.reared. All is quiet and serene for the gambling
element until a minister and a school teacher move in with intent to im-
prove'living conditions in the gold-mad community. Friction and war set
in between the religious and sporting groups With the former gradually
gaining control and ordering the gambling boss and his confederates to
evacuate. From, there on it depicts the hardships of the outcasts in their
struggle to reach the next mining camp.
Readied to start: 'SATISFACTION GUARANTEED/ 'EASY GOING/

'GOING, GOING, —GONE/ 'NEW FACES OF 1937/ 'WOMEN ARE POI-
SON/ 'MRS. AMERICA/ 'GUNGA DIN/ 'TAKE IT EASY/ 'YOU CANT
BEAT LOVE/ 'BORROWED TIME/ and 'RADIO CITY REVELS/

Two In. work, 6 editing', 5 preparing1

. In work:
. Started -last week: 'STEEL/ produced by William Berke, irected by
William Nigh, original by Owen Francis, screen play by Stuart and Dorrell
McGowan. . Cast: Grant Withers,: Beatrice Robbins, Judith Allen, Pierre
Watkins, Ranny Weeks, .William Newell, Roger Williams, Georgia Caine,
Edgar Norton, Qreta Myers, Eugene Ki Eddie Anderson.
Story is backgrounded against .

Pittsburgh steel : mill whose owner dies
from heart attack. In his will he leaves the mill to' his son, who is study-,
ing painting, in Paris. Provision in will, specifies he must work there a
year before becoming eligible to the estate; Son starts as ah ordinary
mill hand and goes through the. various ; departments until, he reaches the
white collar ranks! Romance is the v. p.'s secretary.

.
'MAN FROM TEXAS/ produced by A. W. Hackel, directed by Sam

Newfield, original story by E; B. Adams, screen play by Fred Myton. Cast:
Bob Steele, Lois January, Ernie Adams, Charles King, Frank LaRue, Lew
Meehan, Dave O'Brien, Horace Murphy, Lloyd Ingraham, Jack Smith.

Story depicts Steele, as fast shooting, two-gun man from. Texas who
drifts/into Arizona/looking for new thrills. He finds it in a feud between
two bands of cattle rustlers. He joins One side because leader has beaiiti*
ful daughter. Steele takes command and does a lot of damage until the
girl, averse to the marauding, threatens to marry the leader of the losing
band if Steele does not give up the fight. This Steele, steadfastly refuses
and. when he learns the girl means business, he rides to town and arrives
.lust in time to ..prevent the marriage, kills the leader, and peace is brought
aboUtWr the^ime being. ,

. Readied to start: 'SPECIAL ORDERS/ 'LEGION OF THE DAMNED/ arid
•E-V.ER since Adam.'

Seven In work, 9 editing-, 8 preparing. In work:
'WHEN LOVE. IS YOUNG/ renorted as 'CLASS PROPHECY/ Variety,

Dec. 23; 'WE HAVE OUR MOMENTS/ reported Nov.. 30: THE STONES
CRY OUT/ reported Jan. 20; .'NIGHT KEY/ reported Jan. 27. Started last
week:
'SHORT HAUL/ produced by Trerii Carr, directed by Arthur Lub'in,

original story by Herman Boxer, screen play by Scott Darling. Cast: John
Wayne, Louise Latimer, Emerson Tre'acy, Grace Goodall, LeRoy Mason,
Theodore von Eltz, Olaf Hytton. Harry Allen, Bruce Mitchell, Henry Syl-
vester, Roger Imhof, Tully Marshall, Allah Caviii, Monty Vandegrift.

Story dramatizes competition between, the railroads and trucking trans'
pOrtation of freight. Wayne, traffic superintendent of transcontinental
trucking company,, is threatened with 10ss of certain big contracts by
money.'powers behind the railroads. To save these, he sets about to prove
that the trucks can get. their, cargo through across continent with greater
speed and time than the railroads. To prove this a- race is staged with
the trucks winning against all' obstacles and political influence that the
railroads had piled up,

'THE ROAD BACK/ produced by Edmund Grainger and James Whale;
Whale also directing, story based . oh the Erich Maria Ramarque novel,
screen play by R. C. Sherriff. Cast: John King, Andy.Devine, Larry Blake,
Slim Summerville, Louise Fazenda, Noah Beery, Jr., Barbara Read, Jean'
Rouverol,: Maurice Murphy,. Eugene Garrick.

'

Story is sequel to 'ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT/ and with a
niner-week :working schedule the .company plans to make, it a. road-show
special. Story starts out where 'Western Front' ended, showing how diffi-

cult it was for the German soldiers, who survived the war, to- readjust
themselves to their former social life when they returned home. Under-
lying the dramatic erifoldment is a moral lesson that war does not pay.
WINGS OVER HONOLULU/ produced by E. M. Asher and directed by

ivHenry C.jipttej
screenpr
Gargarij

Story
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stand tradffiohs and reqiifcemml^u^ this mis-
understanding continually keeps^the officer's ..rating with the/navy in

jeopardy. Her mind is changed when the husband is transferred to the

.(Continued on page 23)
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PRODUCTION TABLE
(This tabic shows number of features promised to be delivered

to exhibitors by the major distributing organizations, and the index

pendent producers contributing product to their producing organiza-

tions for the 1 936^3 7 season.)
Balance

Plx to be Stories
Number Plx . now placed in

'

Number now now in the before
of plx com-. in cutting the ara-.

promised, pleted. work; rooms, cameras, lion.

i • . • • • •

Producers and
contributing:
companies.

COLUMBIA
Larry Darmour. ...

METRO .. :

Hal Roach. .

.

PARAMOUNT ..........
B. P. Schulberjj. . . . . ..

Emanuel Cohen, . . . . .

.

Harry Sherman. .... .

,

. Frank Lloyd.. . V; . . . . .

,

rko radio:
David Loew
George Hirliman
Sol Lesser... . . .

REPUBLIC
A. W. Hackel . . ....

20TH CENTURY-FOX. ..

Sol Lesser. . . ..

UNITED ARTISTS:;
Samuel Goldwyn. . , . .

.

Walter Wanger. ... .

;

Selznick
E. Berger.
Criterion
Korda London. . . . ,

.

UNIVERSAL
Rue]

war:

50
8

11
.. Z
12

9
1

6

21
5

25
2

14
5
4-,

5

1

I
10

i . • • • • • * . •

21

4
4:

3
1
2
6

23
7-

i<» • • • • < 512 162 78 226
loyer*

Hollywood, Feb.

Frances Wright, Beth Hartman,
Paul Wagner, Jeanne Marteil, Har-
old Kass, Henry Jordan, Bill Arnold,
Charles Darwin, . Ray Stewart,
WheatOn Chambers, Henry Martin,
George Cooper, Lew Kelly, Stanley
Blystone, Ralph McCullough,' Jiiri

Ince, James Farley. Heenan Elliott,,
Eddy Chandler, Dudley Clements,
Valvene Stevens, 'Wings of Mercy/
RKO.
Harry Bowen,

RKO.
Bryant Washburn, Tom Brower,

Edith Craig, Joe Bernard, Carmen
Bailey, Earle Ross, Frank Hammond,
Ivar McFadden, Bradley Page, 'Out-
casts of Poker Flat,' RKO.
Howard - ,J... Green, . scri ' 'New

Faces of 1938,' RKO.
Bob. McClung, 'Toast of New York,*

RKO.
Lionel Houser, screenplay, 'In. the

Mexican Quarter/ RKO.
Mona Barrie, George T

Met Him in Paris,' Par.
Ward Bond, 'Soul At Sea,' Par.
Spehcer Chan, Donald Kerr, 'Swing

High, Swing Low,' Par.
. ;

,
Billy Bletcher, Paul Kruger, Jack

Clifford, Lucien Littlefield, Gerte
Lockhart, Irving Pichel, Emma Dunn,
Charles Arnt, Helen Lowell, 'High,
Wide and Handsome,' Par.
Granville Bates, Victor Wong, Lee

Tong Foo, Henry Roquemore, BOdil
Rosing,

; Emma
v
Dunn, /Waikiki

Wedding,' Par.
v

Charles Arnt, Emma Dunn; Ruth
Warren, Kitty McHugh, 'The Years
Are So Long/ Par.
Eduardo Cianelli, Katie Richmond,

COlin Tapley, 'Girl From Scotland
Yard/ Par. > .

Bernard Schubert, screenplay, The
Barrier/ Sherman-Par. .

Frsinz Schulz, developing.
Marlene Dietrich, Par.
.
Edward Harvey, 'History Is Made

at Night/ Wangeir
Georgia Caine, Bud Wiser, Eugene

King, Harry Depp, Greta Meyer.
'Steel/ Rep, :

*

Edward Brophy, Marjorie Gateson,
Helen

,
Eddy, Lucie Kaye, Tom

BrOwn, 'Special Orders/ Rep.
Madeline Ruthven, screenplay

'Michael O'Halloran/ Rep. f
7Fred Spencer, asst. director tb

John Cromwell, 'The Prisoner of
Zenda/ S-I.
Robert North Bradbury, irect

'West of the Rockies/ GN.
Albert Treynor, Jeff Moffit, script,

'There's Always a Woman/ Col.
Harry Davenport, "The Devil

Driving/ Col.
Arthur Martinelli, letiser; ita

Cansino, Tom Kenne, Ray Bennett,
Jay Owen, 'Louisiana Purchase/ E.
Derr. .:

Katherine Alexander, Karen Mor-
ley, Robert Baldwin, Odette Myrtle*
Grace Hale, Agnes Anderson, Lloyd
Crane, Bud Flahigan, Phil Sherman,
Major Farrell, Don Brodie, Eddie
Featherstone, Charles Prince, Art
Rowlands, 'End of Adventure/ Major.

Billy Beyah. J. Farrell MacDOnald,
Eddie Dunn, -Slave Ship/ 20-F.
Billy Wayne, Emmett Vogan,

George Chandler, Selmer Jackson,
C. Henry Gordon, Edward Keene,
'Charlie Chan at the Olympics/ "20-F.
Eddie Hart; Norman Willis, Lee

Phelps, Harry Semels, Russell Simp-
son. Gilbert Roland,. 'Midnight Taxi,*
20-F.

h

Bennett Parker, 'Wake Up
Live,' 20rF.
., Bill Benedict, Katherine Sheldon,
Frank McGlynn, Jr., 'That I May
Live/ 20-F..
Robert McWade. 'Private Enemy/

20-F.
Ferdinand Gottschalk, Metro-

pole/ 20-F.
Victor Sarno, Laurie Beatty, 'Wee

Willie Winkie/ 20-F.
Ward Bond, Frank Hagney, Charles

Huber, George Humbert, 'Night Key/

Dorothy Granger, *

U. . A.-

Clara Blandick, Louise Beavers,
Margaret McWade, Samuel S. Hinds,
'Wings Over Honolulu/ U.

.
Benny Bartlett, 'The Stones Cry

Out/ U.
Robert Addison, Robert Dalton,

Phyllis Dobson; Janice Jarfatt, Emily
Lane, Martha O'Driscoll, Betty Jane
Rhodes, 'When Love Is Young/ U.
Austin Parker, screenplay 'Life Is

Sometimes Funny/ U.
Al Martin, treatment untitled

Boris Karloff pic, U.
'

Jane Brian, 'Kid Galahad,'. WB.
; Addison , Richards, Jane DarwelL
'The Singing Marine/ WB.
Al Herman, 'Talent Scout/ WB.
Glenda Farrell, 'Fly Away Baby/

WB.
Eddie , 'Public Weddi

WB. ••

Harry Beresford, 'Prince and the
Pauper,' WB.

Patricia . Walthar.
untitled western, WB.
Margaret Lindsay. Leonard Smith;

Gus Kahn, lyrics: Dr. William Axt,
music; Walter DePalma, 'Song of the
City/ MG.
Vicki Baum, writing: orig, MG;
Spring Byington, 'Skidding/ MG.

. Kathleen Harrison, Merle Totten-
ham, Jimmy Aubrey, Emerson
Fisher-Smith, Henry Mowgray; Ray
June, lenser, 'Night Must Fall/ MG.
', Jay Owen, . Reginald Owen,
'Madame Waleska/ MG.
Mary Gordon, 'Parnell/ MG.
Lew Harvey, 'Dead- Yesterday/

20-F.
Arthur Aylesworth, 'Fifty Roads to

Town,' 20-F. '• - 1
'
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A FLAMING TRIBUTE ...
TO COURAGE. ..AND WOMAN'S LOVE!

Thundering with the crack of sails in the wind...the

clash of steel on steel... the pounding of hearts as

brave men fare forth into battle for the nation they

love... the nation they mutt save for the sake of the

women they worship! Proudly Alexander Korda pre-

sents this thrilling drama!

"'Fire Over England"

is one ofthe greatest

dramas ever to come

from a film studio"

-says BOXOFFICE

An ERICH POMMER Production
Directed by WILLIAM K. HOWARD with

FLORA ROBSON • LAURENCE OLIVIER • VIVIEN LEIGH
LESLIE BANKS • RAYMOND MASSEY • TAMARA DESNI

A IONDON filM

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

City MUSIC HALL MARCH 4t4
.W.Wi">AVi'iVAW.W. .Wi
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WHAT WALTER WANGER'S FIRST PRODUCTION FOR UNITED ARTISTS

DID AT THE N, Y. RIVOLI IS iW*^ 2?»wW...AND THE

ABOVE ADVERTISEMENT TELLS THE STORY,, .HELD OVER INDEFINITELY!

Loew's Midland/ Kansas City, has cyclonic opening... then second day mobs boost

business $300 above opening day. Third day the panic is still on as receipts hurdle to

$600 over opening 1 . . .Wanger's first for U. A. astonishes Atlanta as Loew's Grand con-

tinues the box-office parade by almost doubling house average for opening day...then

accomplishing the impossible as second day's receipts top opener by more than $5001
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XPLOITATIO *1+ By Epes W Sargent

Smart Work for 'Girls'

Harry Brown, JrV;working with
Eddie Shea, Jr., and other members
of his staff, hatted 'Three Smart
Girls' over to near-record business at

Shea's theatre, Newport. Campaign
was topoed only by 'My Man God-
frey,' with a Labor Day to help, yet

it cost only $68,75.

Somewhat unusual was the pro-
motion oi 1° 24-sheet locations from
the local bill poster/ five of which
were lighted. Given free in con-
sideration of the business tossed, him
by the house on road shows. Brown
also used 15 threes, mostly on house
boards.
Merchants had been promoted on

a giveaway of a radio bar, and the
' award was set for the opening Mon-
day of the picture, getting a literally

packed house to go out and talk
about it. Also helpful was the use
of a three-horn loud speaker, in-

stalled for bank nights. On such
nights, with the street in front of

the theatre jammed, frequent an-
nouncements were made, but the
speakers were also in use at other
times to good effect. WJAR donated
15 announcements and 10 -trail?

scriptiorts. without charge, and more
broadcasting was done by Brown to

the members of the business clubs to

which he belongs. As he was there
as a member, and' not as a tout, he
was able to slide, this over: nicely.

Two sets of envelopes were used;

•one Tor men only' arid the other for
women. Foriher was signed by 'One
of the three smart girls' and offered

a gate : at the theatre. The other
warned wives and sweethearts to

watch the boys while the smart girls

were in town. Town was . small
enough to let this hit on all cylinders.
Several thousand miniature photos
were, distributed, and plenty of ad-
vertising inside the house, with 12

store windo'Ws to' help along*.

Two Durbin Stunts

. Sonny Shepherd, of the Lincoln,
Miami, crashed the front_page_of the
"l)a1iy^News^fi/x a-iour iJommnt"haff;
page spread on Deanna Durbin and
"Three Smart Girls.' Same day the
pix opened he made a telephone
connection, with Hollywood and a
sob sister interviewed her in' con-
nection with the picture, the payoff
being the enrolment of the young
star in the newspaper's kid organiza-
tion. Two column- cuts; each of the
sob sister and Miss Durbin, the latter

a: wirephoto of. the phone, conversa-i
tlon.

Up in Lowell, Mass., Sam Torgan,
of the RKO Keith, landed a co-op
page with nine merchants hooked to
the idea that smart girls patronized
their stores because of specified rea-
sons. Page 1 made an exceptionally
attractive display because of its good
arrangement. 1

two Good Angles
Spartanburg.

Carolina used fingerprints arid a
broadcast warning 'She's a wild, Wild
woman' to work up further interest
in 'Theodora Goes Wild.' Film had
been ' shown iri some nearby towns
but special build-up made, it one of
season's top biz producers. .

The
fingerprints were, used with 'warn-'
ihg' notices in newspapers,, etc., and
attracted wide attention.
Houses: "playing local istorical

angle strong in explbiting George
O'Brien in ' advance of his Daniel
Boone film in these parts. Script is

mainly concerned with, the expedi-
tion of 30-odd Carolina families
across trackless forests and Cumber-
land mountai into Kentucky..
Schools, colleges, etc., being tied-in

for historical appeal well in advance.

Fine for Utah
.Salt Lake City.

John . Taylor, manager of Fox-
Orphetim here, cashed in .all the
blue checks on the table Feb. 26
when he held a special preview
of latest 'March of Time/ featuring
the Latter-day Church (Mormons).
Headquarters of church is here.
More than 100 religious moguls,

civic and business . leaders attended
the show.
Film which featured, the, church's

make-work program arid showed
candid shots of prominent leaders
drew appreciative comments 'from
everyone. Taylor, had a secretary
take down voluntary comments from
guests, which, will be basis of ad-
vertising campaign;when shown Feb-
ruary 11 for a weeks' run.

Sold Cut?

Norfolk.
Special discount to civic club mem-

bers was used as a means of packing
the audience to 'Romeo and Juliet'
at the Loew's State Theatre. . Nor-
folk.

. This initially successful ex-
ploitation clicked because of perfect
timing on. distribution of discount
slips at luncheon meetings the week
before the presentation of the pro-
duction on d road-show basis.
Schools came in on special student

prices, with whole classes that were
Studying Shakespear '* works jour-
neying, to th"«a>jf^

Planting
--Often'- the best .results come not

from, newspaper stories written by
the manager or his press, agent,
but from a story written by some re-'

porter from a tip given by. the man-
agement. Planting stuff is a lost
art ' to many theatrical rahirodders
arid something others never . knew
about* They do not realize that a
story; written by a staff .man will
have'; a freshness of appeal, -the
theatre's own stories may lack; And
itr

is: very simple ; to . plant if. only,
the manager takes the. trouble to
cultivate the legmen, on the papers.

This; is another poirit where many
managers, are lacking. They make
a heavy play for the editor arid the
motion . picture, editor, but ignore
completely the humble reporter who
legs it. about- town looking' for what
he can see, Arid yet often more:
stuff; can be planted through the leg-
men thah over the regular desk if

cordial relations are maintained.
'

'

. The alert manager makes a poirit
of feeding the reporters material
whether or not it concerns the f\puse.
If he knows a"bit of gossip he passes
it along. He offers suggestions for
other stories, and in between he
shoves in something about the house.
These stories may not concern the
feature being run, but create a more
permanent interest in the theatre
itself as a place entertainment.
People, for instance, are interested
in just how much electricity it takes
to run a feature through the pro-
jectors, They seldom realize that
smoothness *of performance is. due
to the efficiency of the change-over
signals. There are hundreds of
similar, items, everyday to the man-
ager, but interesting to the : lay
reader and which the reporter will
be glad to work into a story. Play
up the theatre as well as the feature
and it will be easier, to sell the lat-
ter. :

'

Auto Stunts

- •Most.^managers get... the. namesJ.oi
auto owners from the state board of
.registration, but one theatre conducts
its own. compilation; All auto buy-
ers, of

.
both new and . second-hand

cars are advised if they register the
car with the theatre they will re-
ceive a pair of tickets. Names and
addresses are given, and this spe-
cial list is. Used for mailing out ad-
vertising on automobile pictures.. Fig-
ured that it gives about 90% of auto
owners,- which is close enough.

.

In another town a list of buyers is

obtained from all dealers and' each
new owner gets a special form letter
reminding him that the theatre offers
free parking space for those, attend-
ing the theatre. House has a large
lot near the theatre and the parking
fee is \ merely the purchase, of. one
admission ticket. . Park is kept Open,
"until midnight . for the benefit, of
those who .want something to eat;

after the picture.

Following the recent exploitation
of . new models a theatre gave its

rather commodious lobby over to the
display of a line of popular cars,:

specifying that the cars would not
be shown until unveiled at the the-

atre. Cars were paraded to the house
carefully covered with signs stating

that the cars would be on view that

evening. Display was made inside

the ticket gate arid represented a
smart profit, to say nothing of the
value of the parade. Useful only
where the fire department will pass
the stunt; but. permissible where the
cars will riot block free exit.

They Still Won't Talk
Detroit,

Special previ lack Legion'
flicker by the four cult prisoners in

Michigan state prison, provoked
reams of free publicity in dailies

here last week but failed to provide
a 'stamp/ of approval' of film's

authenticity by the convicts.
Fearful lest other prisoners 'cut

their throats', because they were
getting a special privilege, the four
Black /legionnaires sat. clustered to-

gether with prison officials during
the preview arid afterwar/is pleaded
complete ignorance of Black Legiori

activities. One of the inmates.serying
a life v.term for cult ; murder,
ventured the opi ion that, while he
thought it

vwas a good film, he
couldn't vouch for it's authenticity
"because 'I don't know nothing about
the : Black Legi.

'

Champagne Party

Balaban & Katz took advantage of

the title to the 'Champagne Waltz'

(Par ) to promote a champagne party
for Veloz and Yolanda, in the picture,

who happened :fo be in town the day.

before the picture opened at the
Chicago theatre.
.. Party wa's held in the theatre's

studios, the press, turning but. in full

fore*, and. the radio net going for.it

to the extent of an afternoon shot on
Columbia, and a hVidnighter on Mu-
tual. Prank Veloz appearing on both.
Papers gave picture plenty of pub-
licity, the next day.

Penny Sundaes
' New Haven,

Bob RusseU had some nifties for
his run of. 'Pennies from Heaven' at
Polis..' 'Used, two different angles for
five-and-teri-cerit store plugs. First
was a Birig Crosby sundae, topped
off with large candy pennies in gold
Wrappers. Second was a window dis-
play of s6rigs,.;with stiingF of gold-
wrapped, candy hanging- from
'Heaven' (ceiling).

Another good stunt
, was worked

the week before opening. Customers
receiving, change at box Office were
handed ten pennies in wrapper. On
questioning the: idea they were told
the package was just some 'Penriies

from Heaven.'

. John Hesse put .on heaviest cam-
paign in weeks for 'Black Legi ' at:

the Roger Shcrrnan. In addition to

magazine and newspaper inserts,

Hesse went to town with an eight-
character radio sketch taken from
film dialog; A lobby display, showed
,two wax dummies. Legion garb,
standing beside a mammoth repro-
duction of organization's oath.

Most effective . stunt was a tiein

With New Haven manufacturers assri.

and local factories in Wh'ch execs of
firrhs advised employees they must
see the picture. . Further reminder
was handed fhem 'on printed • inserts
in their pay envelopes.

Be'ir*C6heri used a couple of differ^
ent ideas for his. campaign on 'Gay
Desperado' at the College. First was
a preview for -representative Italian
citizens who passed the word , along
by speeches and announcements on
their own hook.

. Gag was'' effective
because of large local Italian popUr
lation.

Aribther. angle was developed; by
loaning working script of filrn to
Yale • drama students who studied
both' the: script and film itself.Cohen
also landed

:
a flock of windows by

using everything* in the film from a
jewelry display to a Leo Carrillo hat.

Direct mail campaign to a list of
opera .- symphony'" "subscribers also
bore fruit.

Selling an Artie
' ' St.

The exploitation for 'Plou j arid

Stars', at Farichbn & , Marco's 5.000-

seater Fox, engineered by Marvin
Casmir, p.a.; was chiefly through
special groups who would get; behind
a pix of the

:
more artistic type and

promote'it With their own orsp.riiza-

tioris; A talk of the Abbey Players
Was delivered to the Better Films
Council of St. Louis .-which has fep- :

resentatives from about ninety Wom-
en's groups.

.
Casriiir .made the iriitial

address arid the. representatives of
the women's groups, iri.. turn, talked
to their, bodies.'

Erilisting aid of local high schools
was accomplished by invi.tirig teach-
ers of English and History to a "pre-

view and, based on' their favorable
reports, permission, was. granted to
enter high schools with announce-
ments of the feature. Student iden-
tification cards were made available
and these allowed students- to re-

deem cards at theatre b,o. for regular
tickets at student rates.

Local parents' organizations also
aided. Letters were sent over presi-
dent's name' to .'entire membership; of
Child Conservation Conference* ex-
plaining film .and urging support' iri

other groups ,arid. suggesting . attend-
ance.. .Newspaper ads also Were of a
higher type ..than generally used and
campaign was on a more, artistic

plane than the usual run of mine ex-
ploitation in these parts.

Pram'ed 'Black legion*
Greenville, S.

Only outstanding stunt in exploi-

tation here last week was fostered

by Dick Lashley, Carolina, in con-
nection With 'Black Legion' pic. ....

Lashley had streets patrolled by
men in 'Legion^ regalia and sold

,
pic

in local papers from horror angle

by bordering all ads with traditional

heavy black lines. Whole business
smelt strongly of press book stuff,

but the b.o/ receipts smelt of big
mbney; so regardless of wh'erer=-fclea

came from it was a natural.

Canton,' O.
Recent ownership changes include

the Pastime at Brbokville to. S. L.
James; Little Playhouse, Dayton, to

W; X. Keyes. arid the DelyA', at New
Straitsville, to C. E. Davis.

. Ohio, Baltimore, has been reopened
and the Pastime at Brookyille is

again operating while the. Family at
Adelphia is dark.
Tom Schrader, named manager of

the Granada, Beaver Falls, Pa., suc-
ceeding F, 'Bridgi * Weber, re-
signed.

~- Spartanburg* S. C
, red-.Reid delegated to write spe-

cial show scripts for stage presenta-
tion's and other) hoXpse, build-ups at
State.. " :f TlfSn-t •

'

Hollywood at YorkJ 9%f&afe& by
fire last Thanksgiving, will' $e r«J
opened soon. ', - 'lye; . ..- .?

Ushers under 18 in S. (Jijtooking
for the few jobs' that come under ,the

law since passage of S. .0. iron-clad
child, labor law appears assured in
General Assembly. v

ine Bluff, Ark.
Alamo which has been closed for

several months, has been opened
again under the management of Wil-
liam Clark and Herman Zappe.

. Bridgeport.
Michael Carroll, aide to Edgar

Lynch at Cameo (WB) goes to Lake-
ville to manage Stuart theatre. New
Lynch' assistant ' is Charles Obert.

New Orleans!
Henry Thibodeaux, former booker

for Paramount, named manager of
the Southern Film Exchange.

Springfield; . . ..

PKIr*6hakeres, pr«ident Chakeres
Theatres, Inc., signw- a 20-year laase
for Bijou, Xenia, Jr., largest cinema
^hpuse in Greene eminty. . Possession

. Jwn3^£.and theatrtfclosed for 60 days
during »which tune approximately
$25,000 will be fpent In remodeling,
redecorating and refurnishing. :

The Bijou is No. 11 in Chakeres
circuit, company having nine thea-
tres in operation nowJn Springfield,
Greenville,. Wilntington and Logan,
O., and a new one ready to go into
construction at ;. Hillsboro, P., this
spring.

. -Troy, N. Y. •

Fifth Avenue, 750 seat neighbor-
hooder; had it formal opening last
week after being remodeled. Double-
feature policy, with four changes
weekly.

Charlotte* N.
Before leaving Raleigh for- a re-

turn to Mexico City, where he rep-
resents the United States, . Ambassa-
dor, Jpsephus Daniels, turned ., the
first spade on the site, of the. Am-
bassador, theatre at Raleigh on which
work: has just

,
been started.

. Forsythe. Winston-Salem icture
houe, opened Jan. 13.

Contract for new. house at reen-
ville, being built', by Dr.: Fletcher.
Jordan, owner, awarded Morris-
McKoy uilding company, Green-
ville, general; contractor.

Lebn, Iau

.. A cement garage housing the thea-
tre at Weldbn* Iowa, was "destroyed
by fire Jan. 23. Loss $3,000.

Sunday shows are • Arnold,
Neb. -

. -Bill Knight drew the. house mana-
ger's job at the Lincoln, succeeding
'Gus-. Nelson;- who was promoted to

personnel manager. Knight's spot at
the Orpheum went to Kurth Nelson.

•
n.Boj--ton,

Tom Spry, retiring Warner Broth-
ers exchange &&^ t$tfp.i> ftfs

given a testimonial dinner (28) at
the Hotel Statler by friends in the
film biz. He is succeeded by Nate
First, former branch manager at New
Haven.

Window Stunts

Years ago they used to stop traffic
With, stocking .parades iri store win--
dows, and they could encore the fol-
lowing week, if desired. The shade
was drawn do.wri to expose only the
lower portion ' of the window . ar.O
girls in Various shades of the stock-
ings to be advertised paraded up and
down, only .the stockings showing.
It is still a good idea; though but

v

little used in spite of its value,, sine*
the: drawn: shade was given almost

,

wholly to an advertisement for. the
picture -being 'touted;
But here is another, arid . .simpler-

idea.: The same layout is used, but
only one girl is employed. The re-
mainder of the window is filled with
the lifelike stocking models now in
use. A sign states that only one pair
of the legs is animated and chair
lenges the spectator t«? tell .' which
one. The girl is selected because "of.,

her. - ability , to remain absolutely
quiet, and with a properly -trainee1

girl the effect is baffling. The girT

:gets a 10 riiiriute. rest ' in each haK
hour period, which also serves to.

disperse the. crowd against the col-
lection' of a new audience.
Another stunt that, cuts an even

wider swath is the girl Who spends
three days or a week

,
in a stpro

window, presumably on a bet or a
dare. An electric range permits her
to. prepare her own meals and she
can irivite friends in.for a .visit or to

dinner. The curtains are drawn only
When she :

is dressing, and she sleeps
Under % dim blue light. Best worker!,
in a furniture store - window,' with,
advertising for the fittings as- well .

a

r

the picture, but no matter where' i*

is wdrked, it will keep them in frbn^
of the glass all day. If desired, the
girl can wear a half-mask ' to make it

mysterious. Best iri small towns, but
it will work irt the cities, too.

. . St; Louis.
McFerren's Theatre, Hoopeston,

I1L, was among several business
structures destroyed by fire

cently.
F. V. and L. A. Merciier,

ville; Mo„ planning - iri

Salem, Mo.
The Film Exchange Bldg., Inc., has

received , articles . of ..• incorporation
and willsconduct theatrical real es-
tate: and /investment business. Incor-
porators are Nat. Koplar' and Irwin
J. Meyer, St. Louis, and Sol E; Kop-
lar. Chicago.
RKO Radio ictures, Iric, New

York, .has been authorized to Operate
iri Missouri as rioh-resident corp. It

is to use $52,512.26 of its capital in
Missouri. Russell T. Keyers. Jeffer-
son City, will: be principal Missouri
agent.

.

,;
:

Hollywood Amusement has
been incorporated to engage in. gen-
eral; theatrical business for ublic
entertainments, including motion pic-
tures. Incorporators are Al and
Dorothy Rosecari, t. LouiSj and
Walter Vbracek, Overland, Mo.

ittsbur
,
Sam Lubell, Mai ine salesman

for Columbia exchange here, to city
salesman in Cincinnati office; George
Tice moves, up to Lubell 's post . and
Harry- Roriey upped from assistant
booker to the office managership.
R^esityiing af|er. rnpre than five years
wiw'tiarriV Amu. Co., Robert Kitri-.

nieltrian ' flbes. ' with • Got to take over

Changed the Forinula
Chicago.

Throw-away which Balaban anfi

.Kats.: zo&^yp,J<>r- jtee.iKjUh^-awil^-
versary of their Soufhtown thealrf^

"
offers something a little different,

from anything in its class, being de-
voted almost solely to institutioria'

advertising, instead of plugging trip

pictures for the date of the anni-
versary celebration, and even those
plugs, were pictorial.

First of the four pages, all printer1

on smooth stock, was devoted to ?
picture of the theatre, with smalle)
cuts showing Burns and Allen and.
Shirley Temple in stills from 'Col-
lege Holiday* and 'Stowaway,' the
double feature then playing.

inside spread , was mostly picture
explanations of the services rendered
by the theatre, with: very short ar-
ticles of each. Lost and found de-
partment, parking and tire changing,
aquarium, and kid checking; were al'

plugged both with pictures anr"

squibbs. Last page consisted of six
cuts, all stills, from the two pictures.

Campaigned the Clergy
Pittsburgh.

. Joe Feldman, publicity director for
WB, mapped out smart campaign for
Stanley's 'Black Legion,' selling i*

heavily to district's clergy for weekr-
ahead of opening. Had screenings
two or three times, a week for rabbi-
and priests and as a result got more
pulpit praise for meller than any
flicker has received around here ii i

years.
Men of cloth

N
. almost without ex-

ception based at least one Sunda:
sermon on 'Legion' and in some case

-

a few of them followed it UP with
still others, Heads of Catholic, Jew-
ish,arid foreign, organizations in city
were also guests at a couple of pre-
views and they were instrumental ir»

spreading the gospel back amori&
their respective groups. ^

Smart Idea

.

' The Hague.
In order to boost the premiere in

Amsterdam of M-G's 'San Francisco*
the Dutch branch ,-• office of Metro
Gbldwyn at Amsterdam ordered*
from one of the Amsterdam paper;;
(Algemeen Handelsblad), a replica
of that paper of the 19th, of April.
1906. A big headline opens the firs';

page ith: 'San Francisco Hit b;-

Earthquake' and ihner page
photographs, >

100,000 copies were spread iri Am-
sterdam that . day. Stunt .paid, be-
cause for days this paper, was topir
of the day arid it surely -worked iv
boosting the box-office.

lobby Signs

Many theatres now make two and
three plane, displays for. their lobby
wall signs, raising the illustrative-

matter with blocks above the backr
ground. The result is ^ generally . wel-
worth the extra trbublej arid gi

a real distinction to the display.
One of the best of .'recent display."

showed cutouts from the small pos
tens mounted on plaques: against

.

silver tinsel backing which gave at

iridescent halo around the display
This was achieved through pastinr.

(Continued on page 67)
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CALENDAR OF FOREIGN RELEASES

(Most of these available with English titles)

Abvssihia (Russ) (Amkino). War record. 63 mins. Rel. Dec.
aHa en Ranch© Grande (Sp) . Mexican musical. Tito Gulzar.
* de Fuentes. W mins. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Dec. 2.

Dec. 16.
Fernando

de Fuentes. 90
Ama Te Sola (It) (NuoVo . Mondo).. Love

,
under handicap.

tiotl. -75 mbs/ Rel. July 15. Rev. July 22.

Amour de Toni, Les (Fr) (Metropolis). Heavy drama.
mins, Rel Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 18.

Anna (Russ) (Amkino). Love and intrigue on the steppes.

"rniW Rel July 1. Rev. July 22. ...

Anna und Elisabeth (Ger) (Casino) Heavy drama, Hertha Thiele; Dorothea
Wiecke. Dlr, Frank Wysbar. . 70 rriins. Rel. June 1, Rev. July I,

Asl Es La Mujer (Sp). Frothy romance. Jose Bohr.. 70 mins.'

lr. Mario Mat*

Jean Renoir. 80

00

Semi-historical drama. Dir, Gaal. mins.

Szoke Szakall. 70

Bauge.

rlc

lling.

Georg

1.

60 mins.

At UJ Foeldeser (Hung)
Rel. Sept: 15. V

Baratsagos Arcot Kcrek (Hung) (

mins. Rel. Oct. 1.

Barbler de Seville'; Le (Fr) (Francb) Rossini's
v Jean Kemm. 80 mins. Rel. Sept, 15.

-Barcarole (Ufa ) (Ger j . Offenbach's opera. GustaV^ ' Neussei. 83 mins. Rel. Oct: 15. Rev. Oct. 21.
Befehl 1st Befehl : (Ger) (Casino). Army farce. Weiss Ferdl.

7a mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

Betterstudent, Der (Ger) (Ufa). Millocker's opera. Mari
Jacoby. 75 mins./ ReL Dec.\15./ Rey./Dec. 30..

Irobldjlan (Buss) (Amkino) . Life In Soviet's Jewish colony.
Sablin. 84 mins. Rel', Oct. 1. Rev. Oct.:. 21 ,-.

Bolek and Lolek (Pol). Musical comedy. Dir. J. Rosen. mins.
Rev. Dec. 16. /.

Calandria. La (Sp). Romance of singer.

Rel. Oct. 1.
"

;:.

Calvarld de Una Esposa, El (Sp), Mexican sentimental drama.
70 mins, Rel. Sept 15., v >.

Campo Di Maggio (It) (New World). Story by Mussolini about Napoleon. Dir.

G Forzano 100 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev Sept. 16.

Capello a Tre Punte, H (It) (New World). Mario Camerlni. 70
mins. Rel Sept. 15. Rev. Sept. .30.

Clboulette (Fr) (Franco). Operetta. laude Lara. 60 mins. Rel. Sept. 15.

Cieca dl Sorrento, La (ft) (Nuovo Mondo). From Mastriani's classic. Dir.

Nunzio Malasomma. 72 thins." Rel. Aug. Rev. Aug. 5.

Cielito Llndo" (Sp). Mexican hiade romance: 6'Quigley
• Nov. 1.

rel Blaue Jungs (Ger) (Casino).
Rel. Dec. 15.

Edet Mostoha (Hung) (Danubia). Kid's yarn.
• Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec 16.

Bin Auto und Kein Geld (Ger), (Germanla). Musical farce.

; mins Rel. Aug. 1 . Rev Aug. 12. ' .... •• „ .-.
,

"

In Lied, Ein Kuss, Eln Maedel (Ger) (Germanla), Cinderella again, with
music. Gustav Froehlich. Martha Eggerth. Dir. Geza von Bolvary, 98
mins. Rel; Dec. 1. Rev: Dec 16.

lint Frau die Welst Was Sle Will (Ger) (Casino). From Oscar Strauss' operetta.

Lit Dagover. Dir. Viktor Jansen. 82 mins. Rel. July 15. Rev. July 22.

Ember a Hid Alatt (Hung) (Danubia). Heavy /drama. Dir. Laszlb Vajda. 75

mins.. ReL Nov. 15. Rev. Dec. 2.

Fahrt in die Jugend, le (Ger) (Casino). Farce cpmedyi 80
mins. ReL Sept. 1.

flat Voluntas Dei (It) (Nuovo Mondo). Talky comedy. Angelo Musco. Dir.

Amleto Falermi. 80 mins. ReL July 1. Rev. July 15.

VriesennotudBerJu Nazi propaganda.- Dir. Weraer__Kortwiclv ...102.. mins.. .Rfil.

Oct. 15. Rev. Oct 28. " "
' '

•"•'•;•••--•••

(Ger). Mystery-romance. Charlotte,

80 mins. Rel.

70 mins.

95 mins.

85

Ganze Welt Dreht Sich, um Liebe,
Susa. 80 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

Gesuzza La Snoia Garlbaldlna ' (It). . Italian Joan
mins. . ReL Oct. 15. Rev. Nov. 18

Glueckspilze (Ger) (Casino), Drama ot adolescence.
80 mins. ;ReL Oct: 15.

renzfeuer (Ger) (Zwlcker). Intrigue in the. Alps,
mins. ReL Dec. 15, Rev. Dec, 30.

Gypsies (Russ) (Amkino). Saga of collective farms.
Goldblatt. 85 minsi Rel- July 15. Rev. Aug. 5.

Harom Sarkany (Hung) (Danubia). Romance of collegiates.
1

, 90 mins. Rel.,Dec. 15, Rev. Dec. 30.

elsses Blut (Ger) (UfaK Romantic drama. Marlkka Roekk.
Jacoby., 60. mins. 'Rel/ Sept. 15.. . . ,

'

•roes del Barrio, Les (Sp). Kids do. some acting,
mins. Rel. Dec, 15. /

Ich Sehne Mich Nach Dlr .(Ger) (Casino). Backstage operatics. Louis Graveure,
Camilla Horn. 90 mins. Dir. Johannes Riemann. Rel. Sept 1. Rev.

• Sept. 16.
' /•

frma, La Mala Marital mixups. Dir. mint.
" .Oct. 1../ - ••

.

1st Main Mann Nlcht Fabelhaft ( Domestic comic complications. Dir.
- Georg Jacoby. 76 mins. Rel. Rev. Dec. 9.

Junge: Graff, Der (Ger) (Ufa). Light comedy with music. Ondra.
Karl Lamac. 90 mins. .Rel. .Dec. 1. Rev. Dec, 16.

Ralcqs Dromos, O (Gr).
' Heflvy drama. . 7Y mins. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Opt. 28,

Kampf. Der (Russ) (Amkino). German-language story of Hitler cruelties. Dir..

Gustav Wangenheim. 86 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 16. ;
\

-Jacques Feyder. 95

lassettL 75

A..Stemmle.

-Gadeoi 85

vgenl Schneider. M.

ir. Laszlb Vajda,

Georg

80

Herbert Maisch. 80

.
Matarazzo.

Karl

Istvan

illar.

86

Rel, Sept. 1.

Kermesse Hirolque, La (Fr) (Tobls). Comedy, spec.
mins. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Sept. 30.

Koenigwalzer (Ger) (Ufa) i Operetta. Willi Forst.
mins. Rel. Oct. 15, Rey^Nov. 11..

Lacrlmme e Sorrlsi (It) (DuWorld). .Martial mixiiiK.
57 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev; Dec, 30.

La Paloma (Ger) (Casino). Musical, . Chas. Kullman, Leo.
.

Heinz Martin. 85 mins. Rel. Oct. 1.5. Rev. Oct. . 28,

Legy. Jo Mindhalalig (Hung) (Danubia). Life in a children's school.
*

, Szekely, 75 mins, ReL Oct. 15/ Rev; Oct. 28.

Letzte Rose (Ger) (Casino). Operetta based on. 'Martha.' Karl Anton.
90 mins.-' -Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 21.

Llebesleiitc (Ger) (Tobis). Drama of modern life. Mueller, Gustav
Froehlich, ir. Eric Waschncck. 95 mins. Rel. Rev. Oct. 7.

Liebesronian im Haiise HapsbUrg (Ger.) (Casino) ir.' Willi

:
Wolff. 81 mins. Rel Sept. 1. Rev. Oct. 21.

LiedI Gent um Die Welt (Ger) .(Tobis). Musical. Joseph Sch
ard. Oswald. 60 mins: Rel Sept. 15 Rev. Sept. 35.

Lucl Somnierse (It) (Nuovo Mondo). Raffles lives again..
.72 mins. 'Rel:. June . 15. Rev. July 1.

Hadres del. Muhdo (Sp). Romance, made in Mexico:
mins: Rel . Aug. 15.

Mahewry Milosne (Polish). ina-Przybylski. .70 mins. Rel
Nov. 1. .Rev. Nov. 18.

Mater Nostra (Sp) (Mexican drama). Dir. Gabriel 70 mi
Meln Liebster 1st Eln Jaegermann (Ger) - (Casino). Old-fashioned- farce. Leo

. Slezak/ Dir. Walter Kolm. 85 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev; Sept: 16.

Meseautb- (Hung) (Danubia). Cinderella in Budapest. Bela Gaal/ 90 mi
.

Rei; Nov/ 1, Rev. Nov. 18..

Miserables, Lcs (Fr)- (Franco-American). , Hugo's
Raymond Bernard. ' 162 mins.; Rel. Oct. 15.

Mueder Xheodor,\Der (Ger): / -Weiss
Ian. ;•>. Rel. Oct; . ,28:

Mujer del Puerto, (Sp).Life In Mexico. ReL
...Aug. 15.

-

Mtijeies de Hoy ( Melodramatic love story, ir.- Ramon. ins.
•"' Rel. Dec 1.

'

Mutiger Seefahrer, Der (Ge'r) (Casino). 90
mins, Rel; Nov. 15. Rev. Nov-. 2.5^

Mysteries of Notre Dame (Fr) (DuWorld). Probably a
. travelogue.. 65 mins. Rel. Oct. 15. Rey. Nov. 4
lka' Poltavka . (Russ) (Amkino); Ukrainian musical. :

75 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev Dee. 30. i

Ne Slrj Edcsanyam (Hung) (Danubia);: Faith-healing at the/Lourdes Shrine.

I Dir. Bela^Ralogh. 60^mins. Rel. Nov. '.15.-
:
Rev'. Nov. 25,

Nightingale (Russ) (Amkino); First .Moscow'.-'color-film;- - Dir. 95
. mins. Rel. Nov. L Rev. Nov. 11..
Pa Solsidan (Sw) (Scandinavian); Romance; Lars Hanson.
_ lander. 90 mins. Rel. Aug, 15 Rev.- Sept/16
Passapprto: Rosso- (It)' (New. World). It's a hard life. Isa Miranda. Guide
- Brignone 90 mins. Rel, Aug. 15. : Rev. Sept. 9.
Porteuse de -Pain; La (Fr) (Leriauer). -Weepy -rncller. Rene Stl.

Rel July 1. Rev, July 8. ,

' "

'

rince .Jean, Lc. (Fr) (20th). Royal intrigue. Natali ir. Jean de Mar-
:

guenot. 90 niins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 16.
rivatsekrctaerln Hclratct (Ger) (Zwicker). Romance in Dolly

Haas. 85 ,mihs. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 9,
Bakoczi March (Hung) (Danubia). ' Military drain 82

* nuns. Rel.. Oct, 15.. Rev. Oct, 28
evolutionists (Russ) (Amkino)/ History of early Communist regi 100 mins,

•. Vera Stroyeva. Rel. Dec: 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

Jack Belgian New Head
Of So. Cal. Exhibitors

Los Angeles, Feb.. 2.

Independent Theatre Owners of
Southern Californi? and Arizona
elected .new officers and a board of
directors for 1937.

•Officers include: 1 Herman,
prexy; Irving Carlin, . p. and exec-
utive chairman; A;; Feri;

y, ..p.
and treasurer, , and Harry Vi icbf,

v.p. Board, members are Ber n,
Carlin, Ferry, H. W. Bruen. J^y Sut-
ton, Lou Bard arid E. S. Cafve.

ers

U. S. Sup. Court Nixes

3 Par Reorg la

Claims for 100G

Washington,
Claims of three attorneys seeking

compensation for their, part iti rept;.
gahizatign of -. Pa.rain.Qunt were'
jected Monday *( 1 ) the Uv S*.

preme Court.
Agreeing with the New York Fed-

eral District Court, the ighest
bench refused to review unsuccess-
ful efforts of : Archibald Palmer,
Louis Boehm and Samuel Zii'n of
New York to collect $100,000 from
Paramount for, their work 'repre-
senting a minority group of stock
and bondholders. The court did riot
express, any opinion on its own ac-
count, merely denying petitions for
a review of the original proceedings.
The three, attorneys, insisted' they

had played important parts in events
which led up to adoption of the
eventual reorganization plan. Palmer
and Boehm insisted their activity
was instrumental in slici interest
rates charged by banks, ing a
saving of $117*184, and bringing
about moire representation on the
board, for various interests. Zirn
said he prevented 'drainage* of the
estate, encouraged institution of
suits, against former officers and di-
rectors, and fought excessive allow-
ancesTto" receivers" ~ ~ "

atfei*neysV
putting in . 800 hours' time on the
mess. '-

':'

Each lawyer was turned down in
the initial instance. Zirn claimed he
was entitled to $75,000 as pay and
$1,207 for expenses, while Bdehm
claimed $10,000 Palmer de-
manded $15,000.

Par in Mpk Cures Tm of Any Dual

Yen by Coupling 2 B or C Pictures

'Winterset' Ban, Then

Reversal, Hypos Biz

After the joint :cehsur for

Manitoba and Saskatchewan banned

'Winterset* and a film
;

board reversed

the deci of

Maxwell

pacity Rex theatre,

Marti loom, manager of the inde-
pendent, theatre here, states.;

censor board banned it be-
cause it showed details of murder
and crimi

on es

Washi

Hollywood group, Using the nafrte

of. ilm Studios, , Monday

(1) was
1

cited by the Federal. Trade
^

Commission. Prompters were grant-

ed 20 days to answer the Gdyern-

ment cbmplaint.

In allegation of unfair trade prac-

tices in violation of Federal statutes,

Trade. "Cbj£nffiisfc:im^

vues, Inc., West Coast Discount Corp.,

Ltd., Royal Film Studios, and L. H.
and W. C. Hyde bit 6655 Santa Mon-
ica blvd., objecting to certain trade
practices

:

with, theatre operators
and. merchants involving, exhibition
of trailers plugging certain lines of

business.

Schlussakkord (Ger)
Rev. Sept; 16.

Schuesterne Casanova,
. Lamac. . 60 mins,
Serpente a Sonaell (It) (

Matarazzo. 85 mins
She-Devil Island (Sp) (FD).

rama. Lll 100 riiins.

(Casino). Romantic comedy.

4.

Carl(Qer)
uff. 1.5.

,

Mondo). Murder In a girl's school. . Rafaelo
. Aug. 15. Rev. Aug. 19.
Mexican-made, drama.- Dir. Raphael Sevllla. 65

Arnold Fanck. 67

ilde-

mins. Rel. Aug. 15. Rev, Aug.' 16.
Slalom. (Aust) (DuWorld). Life and love in the Alps.

mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 23.
Soderkakar. (Sw) (Scandinavian). Musical. Edward Person. Dir. Weyler

brand, 80 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 23 •

Soldaten Karemaden. (Ger) (Zwlcker). Teutonic propaganda.: ir. Turn Hup-
pertz. 90 mins. . Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 7.

Song of China (Chinese) (MacLean). -Drama in the Orient. Lb Ming-Yau
60 mins.. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Hoy. 11. -

Son. of Mongolia. (Russ) (Amkino). Propaganda of the Mongolian sector. ir
I. Trauberg;; 105 mins. Rel. Nov, 15. Rev. Nov, 25.

Stntzen der Gesellschaft (Ger) (Ufa); . /
Detlef Sierck^ *,80 mins. , Re). NcV.

). Heavy drama.
§t>t. 15. Rev. Se|»t,

Domes'"
Rel. Juhi

ir.

Traumulus (Ger) (

105 mins. Re
Ungdom Av I Dag (

P. A. Branm
U.S.S.R. Newsree!

mins Rel;
Varan Pojke (Sw

Bornebusch, 93 mins.

Par).

Len's oldie in a new version.
lev. NoV. 18.

EimkJannlngs. Carl Froehlich.
23
comedy;'' Ahne-Marle Bruhius. Dir.
',5. Rev. 'July 1.

tews events spiced into feature. 87

•maacerEdvard ir, Arne
Oct. l.A «e*" Oct. 21.

Veriorene Tat Das (Ger) (Casino). Love In the mountains.
berger. 100 mins. Rel. May 15. Rev. July 1.

Wackere Schustermeister (Ger) (Germanla). Farce. Dir. Carl Heinz Wol 90
mins. Rel. July 1. Rev July 15.

•

Waldwinter (Ger) (Ufa); Love in the Silesian 90
mins. ReL NOV. 1. Rev. Nov. 18.

Walzer fuer Dich Ein (Ger) (Casino) i Musical fantasy. Louis Graveure, •

. milla Hovn. Dir. Georg Zoch. 90 mins. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Oct.- 7.

Welberregiment (Ger) (Ufa). Military comedy. Dir. Karl Ritter, 90 ins
Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Sept. 16.

Wenn Der Hahn Kraeht (Ger) (Casino)/ Comedy, romance..
lich. 60 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

Yellow Cruise (Fr) (Taperhoux). Travelogue, partly in Leon
Poirier. 90 mins. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Nov 25.

Harold Auten, 1540 Broadvvay.
Amkino. 723 Seventh Ave.
Bavaria Film, 489 Fifth Ave.
Casino, 240 E. 86th St,
Danubia, 729 Seventh Ave.
DuWbild. 729 SeVentti Ave/
European. 154 W. 55th St.
Garrison Films, .729 Seventh
Franco-American, 66 Fifth

General Foreign Sales, 729 7th Ave,
Germanla, 22-33 19th St., Astoria, L.
J H. Hoffberg, 729 Seventh Ave.
Ihter-Contineht, 50 E. 42nd. St, :

Kincmatrade. 723 Seventh Ave.
Jenh. Lcnauer, 202 W; 58th St.
Martin Nosscck. : 326 Audubon Ave.
Metropolis, 260 Fifth Ave.
Scandinavian Films. 220 W 42d St.
John Tapernbux, 126 W. 46th St.
Ufa, 729 Seventh Ave -

Minneapolis, Feb. 2.

Local film exchange heads who'
want to see double-featuring wide-
spread iri the

,

territory'- charge that
John JV Friedl, general manager
the Publix circuit, is hot giving the
policy a fair initial, tryout ' in! the
four. Twin City houses where' it re-
cently . was launched. They claim
that the: public's failure to respond
satisfactorily is due to the fact, that.:

the. weakest R and C pictures', have
been" combined for. dual bills, instead
of linking an and a B or C film
as is done in other territories. .

As a result of film fans' continued
apathy, "S. D. Kane, Northwest Allied'

States' executive secretary", declares'
it is .a .certainty that indepedent ex-
hi itors.V / the territory will

adopt- -the .'double-featUre policy.
Twin City exhibitor members of
Northwest Allied have until March 7
to reconsider a decision hot .to

double-feature; and when that date:
arrives there'll be ho reconsideration,
according to Kane, who asserts that
the independents' opinion that' it's an
unwise policy has been confirmed by
the "Publix. results,

Friedl, i his first statement re-
garding: the trial of double features,
says he has no plans, at this time to
.extend the. policy beyond the four
Twin ' City, houses now Using dual
hi ; He i. admits that the -public's
'reception. of the . policy, has been (ex-

tremely.; cold with' business 'at the
lour.double feature.theatres poor.

Relative to the 'squawk arising be-,

cause " of the calibre, of pictures
double-featured, -opponents; of . the
policy point but/that grade A films

have -been '-showing ah ' ability to
make good singly at the territory's

box: offices. So why dual bill them,
4heyuask^—^

Exhibs Must M9K%

SecifAcctii

For Part-Time Labor

Advance Production Chart
(Cohtitiued from page 17)

naval base at HOnolultl and reconciles- herself to the ideals that her hus-
band has fought to uphold,
'Universal has secured the co-operation of the naval, adthor.ities. to make

this
1

dramatization authentic as possible insofar as- it concerns the nava.1
aircraft -^'activities; .-

.

' v'

Readied to start: 'BE IT EVER SO HUMBLE,' 'DELAY IN THE SUN,'
,'THE

;
COP,' 'GOOD AS MARRIED,' 'PRESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE/

and 'SMOKE TREE RANGE.'

Warners

Six in work, 21 editing, 8 preparing-. In work:
'THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER/ reported Varietv, Dec, 16; 'DANCE,

CHARLIE, DANCE/ reported Jan. 20; 'TALENT SCOUT/ 'PUBLIC WED-
DING/ >KID, 0ALAIfAD7"aftd .'THE . SINGING MARINE/, all repotted Jan.:
27. No pictures stirrled.. last' week.
Headied to start: 'MIRACLE MOUNTAIN/ 'EVER SINCE EVE/ 'THE

STORY OF EMILE ZOLA/ WAZURKA/ and 'LUCK OF THE- IRISH.'

Washington,
; Feb.

Theatre owners are : liable tor so-
cial security taxes on 'compensation
paid, substitute employees regardless
of union regulations and even if the
substitute worker is not directly
paid by. the exhibitor, under an :

In-
ternal Revenue Bureau ruling last
week.

'

The decision putting the bite on
exhibs was made in a controversy
growing out of failure of a Union
grinder to put in his full week. Tak-
ing the view that both the regular
and the relief operators were house

.

workers, the government said the
theatre owner must chip in for both.

In the case laid before the bureau
the regular worker, under* a 36-
hour-week. contract, was on the job
Only 30 hours. Full pay was. given
the regular, hand, /who turned in to
the union, the cash received for the
time he id not work. The, spare
operator was paid by the uni . Al-
though the' extra hand did hot get
any envelope from the house, the
exhibitor is liable for the 1%
tributiori .from his wages, the bureau
held, and the buck could hot be
passed to the union.

The , decision stated that op-
erator must .'deduct from; thie wages,
he pays Doth regular and; relief
workers the tax due: under the So-
cial. Security act, making 'a; proper
allocation of the tax to cover the
wages received by each.' The. house
m ust record both the regular and
the spare grinders as its. employees
and list ;.both its returns to the
Internal Revenue collector's, office. ./

Va. MPTO Meets Feb. 11

Motion Picture Theatre Owners 0f
yirginia hold midwinter convention
at Richmond, Feb. 11, ith. Edward
Kuykendall, Of MPT.OA, andi Abram
F. MyerSi . of Allied,- as principal
speakers. . Col/ Robert T/Barton, Jr.,

counsel for MPTO of Virginia,, will
be another prominent spokesman^
with 'Social Security and the The-
atres', as. his. topic.

:.The association; will .elect a new
board of directors; and officers fo*r

th injj year. A trade showi
of numerous items of equipment wi
be' featured in the large John Mar-
shall hall with some 22 firms repre-

-4M4'«ented.
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Paramount's "MAID OF SALEM

IS AS POWERFUL A PICTURE AS

I'VE EVER
Director of "Cavalcgde"

Mutiny On the Bounty-'

tot Hi

*7 ft

you'd better read the rave reviews,

screen the picture, make early bookings for the film the critics acclaim

one of the finest of the year and q box-office sensation. Frank Lloyd's

MAID OF SALEM11

, starring Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray
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Washington, Feh, 2.

A battery of screen and radio

name944nore than Washington usu-

ally sees in the
:
course of ah ordinary

entertainment: seasons-threatened to

steal the show from Mrs. Franklin

D. Roosevelt when the town

prated the President's birthday Sat-

(30)

Doubling proceeds from last year's

birthday balls, the city's

foremost hotels were jammed with

merrymakers-^-attracted by twin op-

portunity to give the First Lady the

and maybe get near enough to

touch Robert Taylor or Jean Har-

low.

Harlow-Taylor combine was prin-

cipal drawing card, as 15,000 Wash-
ingtonians fought their way from one
hotel to the next for another look,

and many a Government clerk went
to work on Monday with Hollywood-
itis. Marsha Hunt and Mitzi Green
caused considerable heart-trouble to

male fans,' the kid star showing
promise in grownup .'evening togs.

John Trent, new film juve, furnished

an extra thrill to fluttery females.

Radio, variety and opera also re-

ceived attention from diplomats, gov-
ernment officials, blue-bloods and
city; toilers who rubbed shoulders in

congested ball rooms. List of hot-

shots included Frederick Jagel of the

Metropolitan opera, Mme. Maria
Gambarelii and Benny Fields, Radio
contributed Irving^ .Caesar, Don Ze-

layo, with Amanada Snow ('Spirit of

Minneapolis^X^nd-tap-dancer Charles

Barnes i^dlng to "the entertainment
program.
While the President Celebrated

quietly at the White House, with a

birthday party to which his 'old

birthday gang' had'been invited, Mrs:

R oos eve I t circulated tirelessly

through each of the seven ballrooms

and wound Up at the George Mason
hotel in Alexandria, Va„ to show her
appreciation of the big, turnout ac-

corded the 'paralysis parties.'

Trailed by Washington cops, Mrs.

R. arid the film and radio stars were
protected from mobbings by enthusi-

astic throngs. Supt. of Police Ernest

W. rown accompanied Mrs.' Rqose-
while part of his force of 1,300

men was assigned to. save Miss Har-
low and Taylor from hungry admir-

According to a local rag 'women
screamed hysterically' at the ap-

proach. Taylor. Miss Harlow—
swathed an errni wrap—re

.ceiyed .
usual share of goggling, and

applause but males were better, be-

haved and refrained from trying to

tear star apart.

Joe E. Brown's fans were cast

down over comedian's failure to ar-

rive in time for Saturday's frolics

Frantically trying to reach Washing-
ton by plane, Brown sat down sev-

eral' times at,:various points east of

the Rockies and finally gave up try

ing to make the Capital.

With everyone from highest official

bi igs to government workers who
bought tickets on the installment

plan, attending one or all of the par-

ties, hostelri reported take of

$44,000 for the evening. All proceeds

will
,
go into the fund for infantile

paralysis victims who are helped

each year by nation's efforts to give

the President what he calls his - finest

birthday present.' Washington hotels

.
contributing ballrooms were the

Wardman Park, Shove' am, May-
flower. Hamilton, Willard, Raleigh

arid Washington..
Film stars, besides calling at Cap-

itol for pics with Congressmen,: in-

cluding: shot of Miss Harlow kissing

Senator Reynolds of . N. were
luncheon guests , of Mrs. . D. at

White House.. Hollywood crew also

was on hand in President's study to

watch him. make speech and' stuck

around while he posed for newsreels.
Big event for the upper, strata was

snooty breakfast at Carlton, .hotel,

starting at :30 m., at $25 per
plate, which drew : around '500;

Abe Lyman was only imported
band, making rounds of all hotels.

ir Guy Standing,
.

' influenza,
Was another of film contingent who
failed to show.
Two vaude theatres, Capitol and

Earle, sold put and stood 'em up for
midnight shows at $1 a head. Shows
offered combined bills of each
house plus p. ,'s by visiting stars.

Harry Greenman Takes
4

Slnbert-Riako, St Loo

St. Louis, Feb. 2.

Harry C. Arthur, Jr., v.p. of Fan-
chon & Marco interests here, lias

subleased Shubert-Rialto to Harry
Greetuhan, head of Greenman The-
atres, Inc, who will operate- house
on a low price scale . using revivals
of all companies. Deal was closed
last week and takes from F&M's
hands phe.: of two: theatres, obtained

;

in settlement of troubles with WB
last year. Shubert-Rialto and Or-
pheum were, shuttered last month
by F&M after failure to obtain Con-
cessions from IATSE in personnel of
union employees. Lease on Shubert-
Rialto expires next September and
whether Greenman renews it. will
depend qn success in conducting ' it

on. low price policy,

Oscar Dane, veteran local show-,
man, is trying to find angel to back
him in taking over Orpheum which
also was* closed by F&M last month.
Lease oh this house has three years
to run at $35,000 rent per year. Dane
contemplates putting on colored -en-
tertainment if deal goes through.

Incorporations

NEW YORK
-

•

':"r . Albany.
: manor Theatre. Corp.. Rockland; gen-
eral theatrical and motion picture busi-
ness; capital Btock, 200 shares, fl'66 par
value. Incorporators: Carl Bogner,
Monticello. N. T.; Joseph li. Kutcher,
Montlcello, Js\ T.; Samuel Cohen,
Montlcello. . N. T.
Dewey- Theatres, Inc.; Kings: theatrical

business; .capital stock, 200 shares. $100
par value. . Incorporators; Harold Davis,
233 Beach 136th street, Belle Harbor,
N. TV: Benjamin J. Rosenthal, 57S East-
ern parkway, Brooklyn; David Davis, 233
Beach 136th street. Belle Harbor. N. T.
Vabed,

.
Inc., Manhattan; theatrical

business; capital, stock, 200 shares, S100
par value. Incorporators: Leonard R.
Spelss, 2111 72nd street, Brooklyn;
Bernard Klein and Bllas M. Fellg, both
of 1457 Broadway. New York City.
. Scblne -Franklin Corp.. Qloversvlllet
theatrical business; capital stock, 10
shares, no par value. " Incorporators:
F. D. Thompson. M. Gldckner, F. Barter,
all-of 40 North Main street, Gloversvllle.

Eddie's Amusement Corp., Kings; gen-
eral theatrical and' amusement business
in all Its branches; capital stock, 100
ishnres;' $100 par value. Incorporators:
Esther Monks, 310 West 80th street, New
York City ; Ruth : Fine, 2626 Church ave-
nue;' Brooklyn; Irene Levine, '1410 West
Fifth street, Brooklyn.
Tudor Films, In*;. New York; deal in

motion pictures and motion picture films
of all kinds; capital stock; 100 'shares;
no par value. Incorporators: Thomas B.
An Alstyne, 17 East 89th Street, New
York City; James G. GalliKan. .

46
Gramercy park, New York City; Frank
K. Sanders, Jr., 17 West 64th street, New
York City, Subscribers: Paul E. Rdbb,
16 Hudson road, Bellerose, N. H. ; Frank
K. Sanders, Jr., 17 .West 64th street, New
York City; :

James G. Galllgan, 46
Gramercy park. New YorK City.

Blackstar Pictures, Inc., New York;
deal In motion pictures and motion pic-,

ture films of all kinds; capital stock, 100
shares, iio par value. Incorporators,
same as - above. '

'

Pilgrim Pictures Corp., .New York: deal
in motion, pictures and motion picture
films of air kinds; capital stock, 100
shares, no pat- value. ' Incorporators,
same as above.'' '''..

Coronet Pictures, Inc.* New York;
deal- in motion . picture .Alms and.

machines; capital stock. 100 shares, no
par- Value. Incorporators: Emanuel Red-.

Held, Beatrice Byrne; Malcom B. Stark,

all of 60 Wall street, New York City.
.

A Point of Onor; Inc., New York; gen-,

eral theatrical and amusement business;

Capital stock, 200 shares, rip par value.

Incorpbratprs: Lillian Schorr. HaroldJb.
Horowitz. Franklin .

Walsh, all of 1270

Sixth avenue, New York City.

Time Abroad, Xtd., Manhattan: operate
broadcasting.stations; capital stock, 6,000

shares, $1. par value. .Incorporators:

Kenneth E. Ryan. John D. Garrison, H. C.

Blacklston, Jr;, all of 25 Broadway, .New
York City.

Two houses will lay down approxi-

mately $6i000 as their contributions.

Planes Stall Stars

Cleveland, Feb.

Snowstorms stopped plane in

Which Lee Tracy; Mary Brian and:

Florence Lake were flying from

Coast to Cleveland for personals in

local President's charity birthday

ball, which finally had to go on

without its guest-stars.

Trio started butJast Triday after-

noon (29) ..but storm first forced

them down in Las' Vegas, • Nev. A
second! stop six hours later had to

be. made at Salt Lake City and a low
ceiling stranded them in Iowa City,

la., Saturday midnight (30). All of

them suffered from lack of sleep

and nervousness. By wagon and
train they eventually reached Chi-

cago, where they^ decided to entrain

for Hollywood after
.

sending , apolo-

gi Nat Wolf, . head of local enter-

tainment committee, flew over, to ex^-

press thanks despite the disappoint-

ment,
.

Ball in civic auditorium, was .still

a sell-put, .drawing approximately

10*000 at $1 per head, Seventy
,
per

cent of the net, about $3,500, goes to

local infantile; paralysis clinics .and

rest to Wai'm Springs Foundation;

Hal Kemp's nd Jimmy Dorsey's

orks doubled with talent from May-
fair Casino and other niteries to. off-

set absence of stars held up.

Anti-Block, Anti-Chai

Bills Proposed by CaL

Rep. from Culver City

Hollywood; Feb., .

Next session of the California
State Legislature, which convenes
March 1, will present a. double head-
ache for film industry in . the

'' form
of two new bills.. Bills, sponsored
by Assemblyman Ernest Voight,
would prohibit block booking, in the
first measure; the other would pre-
vent producers istributors from
controlling, or operating icture.

houses.".".'

VOight; Culver City representative,

home ground, of Metro, proposes in

his measures to ban- the sale of two
or more pictures in a blocks unless
sale is accompanied by complete
synopsis . and detailed information
regarding dialog and: action. In event
that the released product differs

from submitted data, exbib would
be privileged to cancel the- film
booking without liabi Exhibs are
also permitted under proposed
bill to bring legal action themselves
for contract breach.

Penalties involved ior infractions
of booking bill by distribs are steep
and call for a maximum fine of $5,-

000 or one year's imprisonment; or
both. Superior Courts would be
vested with the jurisdiction to prose-
cute such* violations.

.

Legislation on the producer or
distrib ownership of theatres is

tougher than the block booking
measure, and contains more severe
penalties for violations. Such
lations would, hot become effective

until one . year after enactment and
carry a $10,000 fine or one year, im-
prisonment or both.. In addition, vio-
lators would 'forfeit right to further
engage in production or distribution

in California.

CONVERSION OF

PAR'S 1ST PFD.

Modified NRA Has No Child-Labor Problems for

Amus.— Hours and Wage Scales Also OK—
Stringent Control for Other IndusHers, However

on

More ' Liberal Peniuy?

Harrisburg, Feb. 2.

With a liberal Democratic legisla-

ture in session, backers of .pari-mu-

tuel racing bills, Sunday fishing and
Sunday basket ball measures are
concentrating their efforts more on
Governor George H. Earle .than on
the legislators. They are confident

the bills can be passed,, but not so

sure about the executive action on
them:
Two years . Earle- said hie

woUld not sign such! a ' bill. It was
passed by the house and failed by
one vote of passing the senate.- Pres-
sure to - have him approve the bill

this year comes from many places.

Principal supporter, is John B. Kelly,

secretary of'revenue and Democratic
leader of Philadelphia. He is also a
brother of the Virginia Judge. Kelly
tan see nd reason Pennsylvahians
should spend their money in Mary-
land, New York and other states,

Next spring the Wilmington track

will open in Delaware and the rail-

road fare 'there qui of Philadelphia
is but 28c. As a revenue-raiser, at

a time when the state heeds funds
for relief, the bill has the support of

many legislators.

Anti-Billboards
Detroit, Feb. 2.

ill, limiting sites 'for commercial
billboards, has been introduced in to

state legislature by Senator J. Neal
Lamoreaux. Designed to preserve
scenery and prevent traffic hazards,
bill would strike hard blow on the
atres in Michigan. Proposed law
Would decision on proper
places for display signs in the hands
Of various communities, some of

which are far from favorable to

show biz.

Program converting Para-
mount's first preferred stock into,

common continued unabated last

week as the. number of outstanding
common shares rose above 2,000,000

shares. Campaign of conversion was.
marked by" rise of the first pref-
erence issue to 200%,. new 193$
peak,. While this quotation
sented a rise Of 141% points froj

low figure of 59 in 1936, the
the 200 class was hot a suri

Wall Street since traders l\$y<

reports that this price wasl&he im-
mediate goal for the stock. '

The common shares in. the mean-
time rose to new high level\0f 28%,
maintaining the old 7 to 1. ratio,

which: is the. basis of converting the
first preferred into common. Art in^

dicatl of how far the conversion
program has progressed is shown by
the fact that originally the common
totaled 1,587,000 shares outstanding.

Means that more than 60,000 shares
of first preferred have been -

verted.
Shift of the first preferred into

common shares is understood to be
part and parcel of Par's .financial ad-
justment arid economy campaign, in

as much as a healthy conversion of

disappearance of .the preference
stock will considerably trim divi-

dend outlay for the corporation.

This preferred pays $6 annually, so

that with the removal of every 100,-

000 shares the company effects a

$606,000 yearly saving, and also

[pla'ces the common in better position

to 'share in earnings. With the first

preferred out of the way,. Paramount
will, have dividend require-

ments oh preference:

stock standing in the' .Way of . cash

distributions to common sharehold-
i,ers. Currehtly, .these are reported to

amount to only
.
abojut $360,000 an-

nually.

The problem of cutting down in-

terest payments on the 6%. deben-
tures, of

;
Which, about $25,000,000

worth are still Outstanding, still con-

fronts the company. , It now appears
dubious if the entire

1

issue would
be:, refunded and liens bearing a

smaller interest rate substituted.

. Louts Censorship Blues
St. Louis, Feb.

ilm houses preparing to fight bill

creating a board of censorship of

three members; fixing a fee of lc for
each foot of film shown ih city

50c fee. for censoring each . folder,

poster and advertising matter per
tai ing to pix:and stipulates that any
film found to be immoral, in judge
merit of censors, would be barred
froni being shown. There ..would be
no appeal froni decision of censors.
Alderman L. E. Couplin, who an-

nounced intention to introduce bill,

said censors would be appointed by
* :&»ayor; would receive $3,000 per

antwmfeBrid their salaries and inci

icpenjf^s would be paid from
fees collected wliich are expected to

total $150,000 annually. Couplin said
measure will be introduced primarily
as means of raising revenue for uh-
c iployriient relief.

Minn. Ill Looks
Minneapolis, . 2.

Attempts .to; legislate against fur/

the : theatre, construction here ap
parently have failed. Even a modified
ordinance that- would leave the mat
ter to the aldermen's looks
to be dead.

The, ordinance is back in the -ordi

nance , and legislation committee for

reconsideration for the second time
and indications now are that it Will

be burieti there. Committee has. met
twice, since the council returned the
proposed measure and on each occa
sion failed to take it up.

Washington,

,

Plotted hew .labor laws reviving

fundamehtai the NRA
probably will not much,.,

any, of the film industry.

With the . New Deal determined to
'•'

take action which wi

eral supervi business ac- •:

tivities, this was the outlook i

ernment circles last week as Presi-

dent Roosevelt and the brain

continued to study formulas for. im- ;

proving condition of worki

pie and stamping

practices. The
v
Administration pro-

gram probably will not be set, or

transmitted to Congress; for some
time to come.

Although the White House and
various departments had not made
up their minds, indications were that
only a select group of lines will be
singled out for. stringent Federal
control. The bulk of industry, on
the other hand, will be left free; to
handle its Own labor matters.

The Administration expects to lay
before lawmakers ' an ambitious pro-
gram, including new statutes fixing
wages, limiting the work week*
prohibiting .. child labor, insuri
strengthening present laWs on
lective bargaining, otherwise
promoting the .'general welfare
workers. In addition. Secretary
Labor Perkins wants the right
force bosses and workers to lay their
grievances before her, although she
has; not . proposed any . measures
bringing . compulsory

. acceptance of
Labor Department decisions in em-
ployer-employee tiffs.

Labor Dept's Supervision

The hour and. wage propositions
are expected to resemble the Presi-
dent's Reemployment Agreement
which was one of the NRA ideas,
but they will hot extend' to every
industry. Instead, only those lines
where workers are forced to put in
excessive hours arid paid uncon-
scionably low Wages , will' be hit.

Some government outfit probably
the Labor Department, would have
power to investigate: and determine
which, trades heed

;
such remedies.

The law probably Will lay down out-
lines and authorize the Labor De-
partment, after investigation, to
promulgate hour arid wage regula-
tions for 'the business Which are
found exploiting their workers.

Under such circumstances, films
probably would be molested only
slightly. Exhibition might be rapped,
but production unquestionably would
be in the clear. This is especially
true since the studio end had the
highest wage scale arid the most
liberal hour arrangement of. any

'

dustry brought under regulation
through the abandoned: code system.
In view of the repeated labor trou-
bles in exhibition; it * possible;
however, that the Labor Depart-
ment will recommend some ..stand-

ards be put ' effect for theatre
employees.

Cops Censor In B'ham
irmingham Feb. 2.

The office of city amusement -

spector has been abolished by the
city . and .

the duties of .censoring
theatres and amusements has been
turned over to the police department.
This action was taken a recent
riieeti ' of the city commission after
a move tO; appoint Mar?-
zoni, veterari newspaper" critic, as
head of the office was defeated.

CHAS. GOLDEEYER BR0XE
Charles A. Goldreyer, manager of

the Hub Theatres Corp., operating a
moti icture in the ronxj

N;
,

Saturday (30) filed a

petition bankruptcy in federal

court.

Chi Film Board Plans

To Meet Every Month

Chicago, Feb. 2.

With a new regime in the Film
Board of Trade following the elec-
tion of Allan Usher, chief . o* Para-
mount exchange here, as president,
there will be regular monthly
meeting of the associ

,'hile there
1

aven't been any spe-
cial problems up recently, the rha-

jcr : ty of the exchange men -feat that

they should get together at least

eVery four v/^ks talk;

Trans-Lux's

:

rans-Lux Daylight. Picture Screen
Corp. declared a dividend of 10c. per
share oh Capital stock at meeting of

directors last week, . This is the first

declaration : this year and. the initial

one since the company Issued an
extra divvy of 5c. late in- 193G. The
new payment is .to stockholders on
record Feb.. 13 and payable March J.
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AS THE FELLA SAYS. IT'S A PLEASURE TO KNOW THAT ALWAYS... AL-

WAYS... NO MATTER WHAT THE CONDITIONS... NO MATTER WHO MAKES

THE PICTURES... NO MATTER WHAT THE SUBJECT.,. OR WHEN YOU PLAY

IT... SPOT BOOKING... OR BOOKED WAY AHEAD... NATIONAL SCREEN

SERVICE IS ON THE 10B AND RARIN* TO GO...WITH A SWELLELEGANT

TRAILER TO BRING HOME THE BACON...YES SIR, YOU GOTTA HAND IT TO

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
-PRIZE BABY OF THE INDUSTRY
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s mayor

To Legally Test Bank, Bingo, Etc.

Philadelphia, Feb.

FoUowing conference between

Mayor S. Davis Wi ibs

representing 150 indie houses, it was

decided to extend -the two-day truce

between city'.officials and exhibs for

four weeks, during Which time Bank

Night, bl lotto and other-

games will be permitted to run. Last

Wednesday police ordered the is-

continuation of banks and the

other, games '
.

,' but after a

committee of exhi had conferred

with Director Safety

Emanuel the two- was

granted,

Duri that time, arrangements

were made: with mayor,

who has been busy Oh the flood re-

lief problem, who showed during

today's meeting ." surprisingly;

shrewd knowledge of the situation;

He declared that hie, personally,

had rib objection,, in fact was favor-

able to such games provided the cus-

tomer had full value for his admis-

sion price because; he added, he
realized that many small exhibs were
handicapped in being unable to pro-

cure the kind - of ^pi necessary tp

meet; stern 'competUipn.

However,' the mayor sai 'we will

take action to prevent racketeers,

gamblers or professional organizar

tions. from taking aU part of the

proceeds.'

He said he believes that it is a

case for the courts -to decide, and it'

.V definitely understood that some
tirne during the four weeks' truce, a
Jest case will be arranged between
the ' exhibs and ' the district attor-

ney's; office that may decide the is-

sue. This case may be that of Ray-
tna'nd O'Rourk, who runs the Viola,

• m .. West' Philadelphia. lot-

tery, racket charge, he>was up be-

fore. Judge William Ri. Lewis, on Dec.

7, but "the case was held for fur-

ther, hearing, which was dated for

yesterday. In view of the police de-

velopments Wednesday, Judge Lewis
again postponed, and' it is generally

believed that this may be the -

quired test case, although this is not

official.

Morris Wolf, attorney for Warner
Bros,, - which uses none pf these

^ games in ; any ipf its local, houses,

came put vigorously at the * meeting
in the mayor's office against bank

; ight and all the rest of them. He
asserted that thes° were 'controlled

games'; arid that the dealers, or pro-

moters, get big royalties:from them,

and added that he believed that the

film people , should stand oh their

feet and not become entangled

... these gambling interests.

Jerome Rarr, New York t
attorney

for 'Luck ,' answereC Wolf, saying
that the game dealers made only a

small' and reasonable . profit pn the

cards • whereupon Wolf replied that

the card., sold at 100 times their ac-

tual value.

The mayor, several

times during conference, in-

sisted- that during the truce the po-
lice had positive instructions to close

immediately theatre where,
money was being paid for chances on
th lottery and -pt for

$1,000 Weekly

He also explai why his atten-

tion was first called to the whole
thing and the exhibs present were
greatly interested and mystified by
whi- i: He" said. He narrated that three
strangers from out of : town, names

; mentioned, had approached his

Cietary, Lou Wilgarde, recently

vy'.th an offer to the city of $1,000 a
week for the establishment Of a reg-

ular headquarters or 'parlor' for

these games. There was no mention
p( thjeatrVs in this case nor was the
off

. made in any way as an attempt-
ed bribe accoi'ding, to the mayor's
statement. informati how-

iet personal inves-

mat-

Incidentally,
;
Mayor Wilson t

clared that he was perfectly agree-
able to havi .churches and frater-
nal organizations run these -games,
as they have been- doing here for
some time.
The - UMPTO, ich will co-op-

erate with the city Offici on the
matter elected the followi cpm-
mittee for the occasion. Lewen Pizbr',

Norman Lewis, Ernanue" -Lewis, Herb
Elhott, Sam Kantor, Sam Somersori
and Dave Milgrim.

(Continued from page 7)"

plan, then more rights should accrue
to the first mortgage bondholders.
Undoubtedly- the court may have

to render some- decision on this

point.

Present talk of amendments tp the
proposed plan, however, look . offside

as Attorney Israels indicated in re-
buttal, since 20th Century-Fox Film
company's consent is . required to

change the plan. The film company
is a free agent and there is nothin-.*

anybody can do which can compel
the film company to, make amend-
ments. to its own offer.

Attorney Israels alsp pointed out
the necessity for an early reorgan-
ization of .the theatre and that it

was for the best interests of all to

work for
.

early reorganization.

The ; TiptOn commi -
:
arid others

seem to figure postponement
might work out more favorably for

creditors.

. 20th-Fox's Film Deal

;
Another thing Israels dwelt upon

was the advisability of clinching a
film deal with 20ttt Century-Fox be-
fore the 1937-38 season gets under
way. Failure, to do this could en'

danger the theatre's b. "o. chances:

Spme. of . the . lawyers asked the
court to order a new appraisal Of

the property . but this may be done
in the regular course later, as the

court conducts its expected examina-.
tion of the estate and its administra-

tion.

There was a time when the sec-

ond mortgage
.
noteholders' group

was contemplating presenting a re-

organization plan of its own, in asso-

ciation with Fanchoh & Marco, or
vice versa. This idea Went into a
fadeput when the proposed plan
came into being and talk arose that

F, & M. was endeavoring to- get 20th
Century-Fox to continue F. & M; in

the operation of the house. There
has been no official dictum on this

thing, as yet;.' however..
However, with approximately

$180,000 which will be required"-for

interest charges and amortization ex-

penses annually, under the plan, it

is felt that 20th Century-Fox .will

pay considerably less - for admi is-

tering the theatre operation, no mat-
ter whom it employs to do .this.

"*

AGENT CAN'T COLLECT

EXPECTANT COMMISH

Hollywood,

of the expectancy of

commission was ruled no gp ih Su-
perior Court, where John Zanft,

signee, sued for $7,164, as 10% of

salaries accumulating to Paul Scho-

fteld on his five-year contract.

Court limited the attachment to

$360 as the. amount assertedly due on
moneys already earned by Schofield.

Judels Plans 4 Indies

Hollywood,
tour of his midwest

N; Judels, " ie

here to produce
for the

Followi
exchanges,
operator,

four

indie market.
Judels will spend a month in Chi-

cago, Milwaukee, Indi and
St. LOuis.

HAYSITE'S 2,000-FOOT 0. 6.

, Arthur Dicki , of Hays
office exchange and : technical iyi>

sioh, is on an extended inspection

tour of key city exchanges throughr

but the nation. This is is initial

visit many;. since dis-.

tri utors installed new equipment
for handling 2,000-foot reels: This

week he .'• in''. ,V deans and
Texas metropolis;

Dickinson -will return

16.

ANNE SHIRLEY IN STELLA'

has borrowed
Anne irley from RKO for the

daughter role in 'Stella Dallas,' part

played in the ilent version by Lois

Mdran'.
King Vi

.

•. director, 1 okayed ac-

tress after he had given her several

tests with Barbara Stanwyck, who
has. title role;.

Armenian Rug Dealers
WB Libel Suit OverName
William^ Pfatt, Los Angeles at-

torney, was named Wednesday (27 )

by N. Y. Federal Judge Bondy to
take the depositions on the Coast of
Robert M. Lee and Peter Milne,
script writers,, and William Dieterle,
director, and Hal Wallis, producer,
in connection with the suit for
$100,000 libel against Warner ros.

The plaintiff is Mihran Andresian.
Armenian, rug dealer,- who claims
WB used his name as a character in
the picture, 'From Headquarters' and
that in so doing had damaged his
reputation. The character in the
film was depicted as a thief, black-
mailer and murderer. Defendants
entered, general denial to claims.

Par Have Its Official Attitude

s I-Pdii

Hollywood,
Needing, additional studio space,

Selznitk-Internatipnal is leasing

Pathe studio in Culver City from
RKO-Pathe for three years, with an
option for two more. ; Con' ract be!-

gi March 15. '''..

Selznick will start erection of ad-
ditional stage space . fOr his produc-
tions immediately. David L. LpeWi
who is making the ; Joe E. Brown
series, .for RKO, and Dougla^ l£ac-
Lean, producing, for Grand National,
will remain pn the lot.

.. . Sol > Lesser, George Hirlimah and
General . Pictures, of which Robert
Welsh is head, will Vacate. their space,

when the S-i pact is effective. G. B.
Howe remains as general manager.

Crosby's Track Licensed

For 25-Day Summer Meet

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

After many months of squabbling,
which , finally led to a pending- legis-

latiye investigation into the activities

of the California' Horse Racing
Board, the Del Mar Turf club,

headed by Bing Crosby, has been
granted a license to hold a 25-day
race meeting at the new ..Del: Mar,
Cal., track. Season starts July 3
and ends Aug. 7.

Other film names identified with
the venture include Joe E. Brown,
William LeBaron, Pat O'Brien .and
George Raft.

Fix Box Score

(Continued from page 3)

to seventh; ileeh Creelman down ;a.

notch to eighth, William Boehnel
still in ninth, but saved from the

cellar position by' another newcomer
in film reviewing, Robert Garland.

American's Twin Reviewers .

' Garland's first appearance in

t score, he .
having barely started

on the .American when the last com-
putation was made. It also the

sole situation where twP reviewers
for a paper are tabbed, general rule
being to omit the second-stringers.
In this instance,, the editors of the

American have failed to issue a clear

statement as to whether Garland or
Miss Crewe is

-

the first-stringer.

Garland, at " present, is. reviewing
more films than does Miss

.
Crewe.

However, she had, accumulated: a

considerable Us| of reviews as first-

•

stringer wheh'-she' was. alone on the
job and, to date, ' has caught more
on the season than has Garland. Oh
107 films. Miss Crewe is' consider-
ably ahead of Garland, with a score
of ,700, while-Garland, 91 films

has scored .604.

, Garland, in his- short berth on the
American, incidentally, has taken
over the undisputed hemming and
hawing championship, having turned
in 18 no opinions. That's worse than
Rose Pelswick, usually sheading the
yes-andrno column, who has only 12

no opi ions on the entire season.
These no ppi ions, for bpx-scOre; pur-
pose, are counted as wrongs. Winsten
and Miss Cameron, the winner and
runner-upper, have no no-opinions,
avoiding that. by. the use pf a star
and clocking system. Barnes and
Boehnel

. also have consistently said
yes or no about films through . the
season, • though without the. use of
gadgets.

GINGER'S RKO 'VIVACIOUS'
Hollywood, Feb. .

Ginger Rogers will be. the solo
starrer ' RKO's. '.Vivacious" Lady'
which Anthony ' Veiller and Anne
Morrison Chapin arei screehplaying.
Story is an ori ' ' by .Ivi^A^K
Wylie.

. ^Ki'Y
George Stevens ivill direct;; Pa^«(ro.

S. Berman produc'Mi/^'.:-^^^>^''*

Autry Back for Pic
Hollywood,

Completing a personal appearance
tour of the south and southwest,
Gene Autry has returned to the
Coast to start ' Republic's 'Get
Along Little Dogi .'

Smiley Burnett is also cast.

, DORIS NOLAN BACK AT tJ

A ;
Hollywood, Feb. 2.

Doris. '.N^olan:Vhiis'^^!^^|d'l- from
New'.-Ybrk- to:$03$jf'
Ijifajiiedf.-.at ;ttni*ig¥»

^••••£:L:'-'-: :^-'^Bl

lans for launching a nation-wide
drive to interest

.
department stores

arid" leading merchants the ex-
hibitor move for more, extensive film-

news in newspapers have been tem-
porarily delayed awaiting more con-
crete action on the. part of industry
leaders and , trade associations. Sim-
ilarly there has a delay in

Greater New York because the com-
mitted representing the retail stores

in thp midtown area has not com-
pleted its report for presentation to,

daily paper publishers:

While enthusiasts for plan to

get more space in daily publications
about picture product, its stars and

;

plays apparently are thoroughly 'old

on. the project in- Nev ; York City, :ho

concise been framed' by
which managers throughout
the could be shown how to

follow ' ' ividual communi-
ties-

Where the . committee
representing the merchants - in N.Y.
had planned to confer with publi -

ers early this month, it now looks as

though it would be several weeks
before any tangible action will be
taken.

In scattered key cities, where: ex-
hibs have taken the*i itiative on the
matter, they have approached daily

publishers with the idea of, " -

i the newspaper executives that

the film theatre and news about it

and the picture industry should be
recognized the same as pther news.
Instances have been reported where
failure to accomplish this has: -

suited i theatre managers and . cir-

cuits going in for competitive forms
of advertisi siiph as billboards,

radio and direct mail ads; Billboard
,

and radio costs have been taken care

of largely .by. » istributihg compani .

Wants Flesh
Baltimore, Feb. 2.

pf retail stores grooved in

same downtown block with Loew's
Century are ing custprhers to
sigh petitions beseeching theatre to

restore flesh, to its stage as a regular
policy. Stores started stunt as . own
idea, campaign being under way be-

fore theatre learned of it. Mer-
chants figure stage s^hows regularly

in house will draw rnOre people to
the ' ' ity.

The which, has been
straight- Sept. , has a
stage show • coming in Friday (5).

;

headed by Johnny . WeissmuUer and'

Lupe Velez; also show for week fol-

lowing;..

House will then go straight-film

again, later on bringing in occasional

vaude to bolster B pix.

Parampiint,
.

-the majors
from whom any decision the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America 10-point program ex-
pected (Warners refusing to consider
the trade practice reforms urged)
inay have ' its answer ready today
(Wednesday). Ed L. Kuykendall,
president of the MPTOA. reaches
New York in two weeks, and he will

confer pronto with Republic, Grand
National and possibly Monogram.
J. J. Mllstein, sales head of Republic,

has indicated that he wants, to dis-

cuss the 10-point program with
Kuykendall. •

.

This company- TV and W. Ray
Johnston's revived Monogram which
begins tp tabe contracts', this spri

or early' summer, are not members
of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America,- thus being
classed as. .indies, but each of these

companies is set up nationally. Pre-
sumption is .that the MPTOA rriay

.

get better concessions frpm the

smaller
.
companies on the ground

that if their sales policies are .
more

jnviti they will be in a better

position to cimpct . with, the larger

distributors. This, in. turn, may force

the majors tD greater; lenience than

they are ;
promising , so far.! The

MPTOA is dissatisfied that its victory

with the majors isn't greater,

It isn't known what Paramount
will grant in connection Vith the 10-

point program but reported that this

company has delayed its answer to

demands so long because it has been
revise'd several times; Absence from
New :York ' of distribution arid legal

executives has also contributed to

the delay, however.
When Par's answer is in. -ahd ne-

gotiations with" Repub, GN and Mono
are completed, it/ expected that-

WB may reconsider its original stand

not. to participate in/any way. If not;

question Which arises, is whether, or.

not WB will try . to compete with
other distributors, all of Whom, are
throwing "exhibitprs some kind of a
bbhe in order to get. their business.

, Columbia made its position known
Saturday (30) in a letter from Abe
Montague, sales head, to Kuykendall,
latter now in Coliimbusr Miss; While
the decision from Col : does hot differ

from other companies in any im-
portant

.
way, the MPTOA ' im-

pressed by the explicithess of the

-Montague letter. It is at least clearer

oh, some points than others.
• Among, o t h e r thi ,. while

Montague, is illing to eliminate

score charges, his company is the
first tp suggest how it will be elim-
inated. MOntagUe stated .

that Col
believes score charges are a part of

film rental. 'Therefore,' he wrote-

'when satisfactory percentage jterms
are agreed upon, we feel lhat the
score charge can be eliminated. On
flat buy contracts we are agreeable

; to: discontinue the practice of sepa-
rating the term's between .film rental

and score charges, and in the future

have one space for the insertion, of
complete film rental terms.' He
quotes the words, 'filrh rental terms,'

inference bei ' that score charges
may still conti in certai cases

though listed as part of the regular
film rental.'

Col. enforces, a new restriction on
cancellations. Agreeing to a 10%
cancellation clause if the exhibitor
contracts for all the pictures offered

him at one time, Col restricts any
cancellations exercised to ictures

in the lowest price allocation groUp.
Cancellation must be given ih writing
10 days, after mailing of notice of

availability. It is also provided that
if exhibitors desire to buy, selective:

oontracts at the time, of the negotia^
tioh*: they take their elimination at

that time ahd are not entitled tp any
further elimination.
Col is opposed to overbuying by

an exhibitor, ir competition
between exhi itors. non-theatrical
bookings and a uniform contract:
Col,; however; is in favor of develop-
ing a shorter form ' contract .that

is practical.

. .Company also favors conciliation

boards if proper machinery can be
set up but does hot think that there

can be a uniform clearance schedule,

position ' taken
.
being that clearance

must be local between thc.exhib ahd
distri with other cornpanies,

Col is on the fence so far as .forcing,

shorts is concerned, declaring that

'because' of economic operation, it i

apsplutely' necessary to license short

subjects at le.same time , that fea-

tures are licensed.'
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Just Opened to
World of praise .

•i-J •.(•::
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.'i

u
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;•«.(••;.• li.ri. .

,

3&Wrahg£M2 G -M Roadshow starts on

its history-making career. Again the famed

name Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer resounds through

' the amusement world. Again your patrons real-

ize that they are getting the best in films because

you bring them M-G-M Stars and Attractions.

"THE GOOD EARTH" is now playing Twice Daily at $2

admission at the Astor Theatre, N. Y. and the Carthay Circle

Theatre^ Los Angeles. All Seats Reserved.
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EMPTY SADDLES
from page. 15).

obsessed with the idea that dialog is

his meat, The outdoor enthusiasts

come to see him do typical cowboy
feats of daring .and spout a few
strong cowhand phrases.

Despite ardent efforts -of, original

story writer and the scripter, this

still is the old yarn of the battle and
sheepmen range war done up in

fancy garb, In the attempt to dis^-

guise the basic theme, the story staff

and director have badly muddled the
continuity and plausibility of the
plot. So badly, in fact, that average
devotees of western fare are likely

to be a little bewildered until Buck
Jones starts riding agai , . ...

Production has been handsomely
mounted. It has a

.
strong cast, even

down ' to minor bits. The picture also

is enlivened by a comedy string or-
chestra that seems out of place' on
the dude ranch Jones builds up. to
attract eastern visitors.

Looks like Jones muffed, a grand
opportunity to cash in on the enor-
mous radio plug Jack Beriny gave
for 'Buck Benny Hides Again,' es-
pecially after his appearance on one
of the broadcasts. No doubt but that
will help Jones' draw at the. hJa,—
but it woa't be .sustained after, see-
ing, many like this.

,; Jones aDpears as rugged and ath-
letic looking - as ever. In the truly
brusque, outdoor scenes and in the
saddle he is as good as usual. Louise
Brooks, cast, as a poor trader's child,
is not flattered by the camera, but
does a good bit of acting. She . is

the outstanding femme player in the
slight romance.

: Realistic western characters • are
portrayed skillfully by Charles. Mid-
dleton, . Prank Campeau, Harvey
Clark and Lloyd Ingraham. Camera-
men Allan Thompson and H. Kirk-
patrick have done, full justice to the
outdoor grandeur. . '

•'•

. Wear..

TRAIL DUST
Lincoln* Neb., Jan. .30.

Faramoii --release of Harry . Sherman
production. .

... Features BUI Boyd. ' James
Ellison, '.("Jeorge ' Hayes. Directed ' by Nate.
Watt.' ' Based dn.atory by Clarence E^-.Miilr
lord; .screen.- play, Al

. VMnrtln; .caihei". >

Archie Stout. Running time. 70 'mlhj;
....William Boyd
. . . .James Ellison

:

... George ' Hayes

..Stephen Morris
Gwynne Shlpman
..;i..BuUt Wood

. . . ; i' . Earl .Askam
. . . . t ..lohn JBeaoh

, i . /l'ed "Adams
. . Ai-St.' John

•Kenneths Harlan

HopiilrtnK "Cuasldy..

.

• Johnny ' Nelson.

.

Windy...;.....,..
Tex...;.'.-. . ;

Beth
Lanky.

,

Red. .,'.-, .

.

Hank.:-.
Wilson...
Al,>...'..,
Otttcer.ii.

»••••••

The Mulford brainchildren;. Hopa-
.
long Cassidy and Johnny Nelson, go
modern in this opus. Join in a drive
of cattle from the grasslands to the
drouth area, where relief committees
are waiting to buy the stock for food.
Trouble in this case is not so much
with boohdogglers as With competi-.
tive trail drives /trying to beat into
the market.
Boyd and Ellison, joined by that

vet of rhany of these bronc specials,
George Hayes, are top form,
although the . ifAcuity in
moving.

Trail ... herd starts when ; a cattle
combine threatens to starve the pov-
erty-stricken farther north. The

; cattle combi , in the hands of the
unscrupulous, ' attempts to ' halt the
march in several ways, imally trying
to pass the drive and arrive at the
goal first. There's a good deal of
gun blasting, and a. few knives be-
tween! ribs, before the ic is con-
cluded.

Ellison gets romantic the hard way
twice—by singing. Both times the
camera pulls away.

;
to conceal his

embarrassment, or that it's being
dubbed—:6r both. The laughs lay
.with George

.
Hayes,' and he gets

everything out of them. 'Dust' is

good shooting. gallery fare.. Barn.

OFF TQ THE RACES
(WITH SONG)

Sftth •..Pentury-I'ox prodruction .
rtticl .re-.

Jeuse. IViiinVes. • Jill Summervillc. .Ted

Vrouty, 'Spring" Hylnffton. .Directed by
Frank "R.-' Sira'yer; Original ., and Screen
pTay by Robert '. Hills and Helen lfa%tm,
based' oh characters created by Kothnr.lne
Kavaiiau'gli. Sung,'- 'Meet Xh%. Family' by
L. Wolfe. C.lllicfl and Felix Bernard;
camer.'i,'- Barney" McGIII. . At Alhe'e. Brook'
Tyn. weel? . I'll. '!

Running liiri'e,

Uncle .(ipni-Ke •. ;-. .

,

.Toll n Jones . .. ,;..;.
Bonnie Jones'. -.'. .'..'.

i . »V
Mrs. .Tiiliit -.Joiipk ,'. . . . i

.

Herbert 'rtioiupsun-.'. -.-'..

.

•Tjio.lc Jo'ne. '. ;'.:. ..',;..;.,
K.okVm- .Tone. .

.'. ; ... . ». .'.
,

Lucy "Jones. :
. ..... ...

.

Oniony .lone's.'. ... .

.

Bobby ...........
H'lnnie "

-Kohl.*.

•

>S|wil<e-. ..... . ... ...
Uosn.r> t>iii.; ; . .

.

: , ; . , .

each year for the rural fair. Story re-
volves about him, his trotting horse
and efforts to win the crucial race. De-
velopments would hot be complete
Without somebody having to substi-
tute on the ride for him, so they
pick on Father Jones to"be comedy
hero but eventually

. victor.
Tempo is considerably accelerated

by pertinent dialog that at times
seems a bit too sprightly for the char-
acters involved.. Robert Ellis and
Helen Logan deserve nice share of
laurels for their smooth writing job.
Frank R. Strayer aided vastly with
his even-tempered direction, though
the task was considerably lightened
through haying many people he's
had in other Jones epics.
Aside froth . Summerville'sV un-

usually strong trouping in the chief
comedy role, Jed Brouty probably
hogs acting honors. As Pa Jones
he makes a perfect picture of the
pestered head of the family. Spring
Byingtoh is effectual :as ever as his
wife.. Agai George Ernest slides
"in. with a sparkling performance as
junior, the money-saving youth. Ann
Gillis, as the: little offspring of the
visiting uncle, is a newcomer to the
group but a good one. June Carl-
son, again the younger Jones girl,
heads the support, with Russell Glea-
sdn making an excellent wistful
suitor to the older daughter. Shirley
Deane is Weak as the. oldest Jones
gal. Her dramatic declamations
seem out of place, alongside the
others.

. Kenneth Howell is too
much ^the effervescent juvenile as
the older Jones. boy. Wear.

RIO GRANDE RANGER
..... Li

•'. Columbia production and release: Fea-
turea Bob

. Allen. Ir^ Meredith. -PHUl siit-

I.?,?.' i
Hl» I Taliaferro; Robert ' Henryr John'

jvlllpt. Directed by Spencer " Gordon Ben-
het. .'Screen play,

. Nate .Gaf/.ert : storv.
Jaccjues and Cella Jaccaril; camera. James-
4.' Q^ZI-i-' ^vL .'«*H^. .VWtgK Caldwell.Running t(me;"M mliis.

giPi-'* • t < ' : • v. ... i ... v ... . ..; ; . Bob Alfeh-
^.anara> ..>,,. i>..., , ... . ... ; ; . . . .Iris Meredith
Ji. : .. .. ...i i.. . j, , Paul' SuUoh
nSlVu' •••>......... ; ...Hal Tullrfferro

'* • »
•
*

•
•'.•'• • • • •.•'•."J ,-vRob.ert Henry

'2»If5*
; ' ; '*"

'* *
'
•»-.>'•'•>•* *>»>.'. • .-. John: Elliot

T«ii - • : ..>.......Tom London
*w 1

V; * • '"<
'

•
' < • <•-• Slim Wh Ittaker

Capt. Walter ... , . ; jack Rockw-eil

on double bill.

iSlIm Suiiime'rvllle
. i

..»'.'. - Jed. P.routy
;'.

:

. i Shirley JD.ciine
, . .Si/ring. Oylngton

..Husselt Glcason'
.. : Konnefli ^Howell

.'
,.i .. George' 'Ernest

, .
.'.

. .June Carlson
. .Florence Roberts

. . .Billy Mmhnn
. .. ; .Ahn .GIHls

, Fred Toohes
. .Chick .Clinniller
... . . ;Rutij (Jiiiettft

Homey.'/incidents in lives- of. the,
Jones domestic brood -re- treated
lightly anc humorously in this latest
in the Jonesy group that 20th-Fox
continues' .tp build up. Differs little
from previous films in series exceot-
ing that the pace is swifter, the plot
more sensibly developed and the
humor hot as exaggerated; Then,
too, there's, a county fair sulky K6ss
•race for a thrill" finish. 'Off to the
Races,' ill appeal to family • trade,
as

.
have others in . this group,

especially in neighborhood housss.
BuL for the most pari exhibitors
probably will grab it for the lighter,
comedy section of a double bill,
where it should be satisfying.

. Producers have borrowed Slim
>umrnervillfc,and given him top bill-
ing, as the uncle who visits the Jones

A few more tries like this and Bob
Allen, formerly Robert Allen of the
more sophisticated prints, should
give up his horses and cow country:

S?3^^ get ba6k t° his original
calling, before it's to6 late and his
fans who've been wondering what
became of him find out what he's
doing. Certainly, as a two-gun toter,
he s unconvincing,. *.,''

The.law is being'baffled by a state
line handy to outlaWiS; Committing
various brands of plundering, they're
always able to scampeirback out of
range of punishment either "from
local enforcement agencies or the
rangers. Allen hands in his star and
goes .bver the line to join up. As a
tailender he lets them find out who
he is, makes a scamper for the right
side Of the sanfe state line, where
his pals await him and trap the
others:-..'

; , , "
-•'

With more than the usual clumsi-
ness, a girl,; Iris Meredith; is inserted
into the piece, that there may be a
clinch closer. As westerns go;: third-
rate, ^ Barn.

GYPSY
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Jan. 14.
•'. Warner Bros. - Teddlngton production and
release. Stars

. Roland Young; features
flilll oucliler.. Directed by Rov Wllllnm
Nelll. Screen, play, Brock Williams. Ter-
ence Rattlgan; adapted liom T„adv Eleanor
Smith's novel, 'Tzigane/ At Piccadilly

Running time. 77 mins;
. . . .. ....... Roland Young

./CtiUliBouchier
.......>. ugh %llllanis
..... derlck Burt well
.. . . ........ ... .Glen Alyn

/ v. Brian : BucheI
rea MalahdrJnOs
Victor Falrley

theatre, London.
Alan Brooks. ... ,

,

Haxslna
Urazii;.. .... i-.,
Plnj...>..f,,....
Mil . : ... .. ,

.

Vlcot.
. ,

Hunyndl
Strauss.

. « • . *..« • i

...,...'.•«

Splendid, feature for England and
an excellent programmer fOr Amer-
ica..; Production, acting, dialog and
photography are such as even Amer-
ica's west coast need not be ashamed
Of.

; ';,

Gypsy dancer betrothed to a'
lion-tamer, who leaves • Hungary to
join a circus in England and marry.
Girl follows him to London, but lion-
tamer's bookings have been ; altered
and they miss: connections!
She faints and. is . picked up by 'a

bachelor who takes her to. his flat.
When he hears her story he en-
deavors to locate her lover for her.
Girl hears her fiance has been killed
and marries the kind bachelor.', later-
discovering that her former lover is

still alive. She tells her. husband
that she is in: duty-bound to go to the
lion-tamer, and he' permits: her to
depart. But: the lion-tamtir, too,, has
been married, so all is well;; .

:
: .v.

. Sounds, conventional, but it's noth-
ing of the sort. It.- is excellently
acted by .the three - principals, well
produced and so closely" cut that
much of the dialog is lost in the
laughter with the situations gener-
ate. '.;,'

^Roland Young
:
is' the cultured,

quick-thinking Britisher! Chili BOu-
chier gives so thOroueh art interpre-
tation of. the lively Romany that it

is difficult to believe: this English
girl is not a product of the. continent.
Frederick /Burtwell, plays one of

those
. immaculate English butlers

without making him a caricature.
Jold.

Nacht Mil Dem K»iser
(INilM^^ Ihe Emperor')

;

'" Jl .
^\\'^*--;

\teM^;-jiib'.ui
ToblsrRota release of Klagemano'-Filnv

production.
. Directed ". by Erich - Engel.

Book. Ernst Marischka; production chief,
Eberhard Klagemann; aeta,. Bruno Mondl;
music, Hatis .Otto Borgniann.

.

Llmi GroBslnger. ... .Jenny Jugo
Thomnn KellermelKter. ichard Roriiahowskl
Heinst Heckniftnn ; . ..Friedrich . KentVr
Napoleon I ... ... , .;. ,. . ...<•„>: .Hans- Z ch-Ballot
de Brusset ... t ...:,..;.....; .Werner Scbarf
Mayor. . . i . . ... Mm, xeibelt
Director. ... ;. . * . . ..... .Walter

. Steinbeck
Manager. , ;

-. .... ... . . ;. . . , v pa «i Hencket*
King of Saxony. . . . . . . . .Ernst- «. Schlftrier.
Czar of Russia. . . ; . . . ... ,>, . . .Otto Ayoegerer.

(In German)
With its combination of indifferent

directing, actors who gesticulate and
declaim, in a ridiculous manner .'and.
a NapoleOn who is only recognizable
through the wisp of hair . drawn
across his brow, this pic will die a
quick and natural death. Stressing
,of heroism, sacrifice and the union
of the nation may have enough ap-
peal in the Germany of today" to
keep it around..at the smaller houses
for a brief space, however. :

Napoleon is to hold a confab in
Erfurt. Lisa Grossinger, a ; young
actress with more ambition than
talent, has a brainstorm—she Wants
to meet old *Nap' himself and sell
him the idea of persuading the Er-
furt theatre director to give her a
part. So she gets herself a donkey
and cart,, fills it with cabbages, and
leeks, dolls up in a peasant outfit
and, with her eyes crossed as she
confronts the frontier inspector, she
gets through as a vegetable vender.

: Heinz Beckmann, young \ painter,
has something patriotic up his
sleeve^ . So he drives off to Jena on
a big load of hay. On the road he
makes the. acquaintance v of Lisa
when his - wagon gets tangled up
with hers. Whereupon they tell
each other their secret plans.
Then the story gets really screwy..

:
The few good situations which the

play has become absolute wash-outs
through banal dialog, arid antiquated
acting. Even Jenny Jugo, who is a
good performer, is not a recompense
here.' '

*-'

JADZIA
('Jenny')

(POLISH MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

J. S. StnrczewBkl release ot Blok-Muza-
fllm production. Features Jadwlga Smo-
sareka. Joaef Orwld, Ziutek Kudla. Mie-
csfyatawa ; Cwlkllnska, Aleksnnder Kab<;ayn-
akl.

. Michel ZnJcz,. Stnnlsla\v /. fflelanski;
Directed by Mteczyalawa Krawlc-ca. Story,
K. Ja.rassegb; music, Fred. Scher^: Af
Miami. N. Y.. week Jan. 2», '

: Running
time, 82 'Ins;

both operatic excerpts and specially
written material. . His voice registers
effectively, but his playing is stiff

and the makeup on occasions is not
altogether flattering. . The comedy
trio, consisting of Fraulein. Jugo,
Hei Ruehman and Ralph A.
Roberts, which surrounds Graveure
does yoeman service in carrying the
picture. The story starts thining out
even before the half way mark is

reached, but : the ' good histrionic
touches that Ruehman and Fraulein
apply account tor many a. situation
being dragged out of the. rough.

: Dialog and musical doing revolve
around , a 'Cinderella theme; Most of.

the turns, which the script takes are
farfetched but they, fit in with the
picture's mood. Frauleirt Jago first

meets the opera singer while she's
.vacationing . in the country. She .in-

vites herself into his' entourages and
even though he manages to shake
her at a railway station she flhds his
city home and settles down; there
as a member of the family; From
that point on the .film, goes farcically
haywire and shows the young dame
interfering with his . love, profes-
sional and business affairs in a dumb
way and her attempts to get on the
operatic stage, by becoming a ballet
chorister. The inevitable happens:
Graveure realizes, that the

; tolerance
of such co'nsisterit! dumbness,. Tnust
be love and

:

he marries her. Odec.

TOMMY
(HUNGARIAN MADE)

Budapest, Jan. 17.
ICnrpat production. .Directed: by- ""Beta

Bal.<(gh.
. Scenario,- > ria. Orsll' -biised on

poerii
.
by Joseph Ho'tvosrr miistc, Victor

Paplr;
.
camera, Lnjos Berend.

Cast: Annie Dobos, . Ell/^beth
. Slmor."

Serena .S>;iklay. Julius. Csbrtos/ Lajos
Hastily,. *lzy Pechy; Klair Adam.

(In Polish, Na English Titles)
A, romance with songs- and some

•pretty good comedy starring the so
called Queen, of Polish screens, Jad
wiga Smosarska.. ~Although ' the lack
of English titles makes it difficult to
follow the story for those not under-
standing Polish, for whom the pic
tiire has little entertainment appeal
from' an arty or any other point of
view; with the Poles 'Jadzia' will
probably stack up okay. The ..title,

translated as Jenny, is the character
name of the part played by Mis?
SmOsarska. . ,

'

Background of the story is two
rival sports shops, the son of one
owner falling for the daughter of
the other. After various upsets and
setbacks, their romarile r|6ches . the
desired conclusion, f^jrpgs
spotted here and tBterel Ipsl Sm
ska doing the first as a salesgi
hind a counter. It's a catchy llltle
tune well sold. The romantic lead
opposite her, Aleksander Zabczyn
ski, has three numbers td carry.*-He
puts them over interestingly, forti
fied. by a screen personality that
probably makes him ' an idol in his
native Poland. '

.

Comedy includes an 1 Brendel
type and some situations around a
statue: that is made of the girl for
display in the rival sports store. The
girl, trying to get . the statue out at
night, is nearly caught in the act and
has to pose as the statiie herself.
This " makes for . several comedy
angles that are amusing.

'

: The direction appears - even, the
recording is suitable and. the sets ' at-
tractive, Photography is consider-
ably under the Hollywood-average/

Chdr.

Es Gibt Nur Eine Liebe
("There's But .One Love')

(GERMAN MADE)
(WITI SONGS)

Caclno release of LPr. Badal. -.production.
Siara I.ouIh Graveure. fcnluren T.Iejriz Ruch-
rftan.

, : .T.enny Jugo, Kalpb. A;.-. Robcr-ls. Di-
rected by. Johannes . Mnyer." Mu,«ic .by
TCduard KurnheftV. .'-lyi-lcs,' U-iri'si . nrtln
fii-ciiior. ,'Casl: .JOva ' ir»v, f>Lt;(> S'tfipcltcl,

Miirlh! . . /Cleglcr. '
IJr.uV.6 Zichi'i', :M!ii'giil

Kdcclillh, Will KauTiTiiin;. KrTciliMVh Ktlcl.
At Ciislno, J<: .Y..:-week ' J;i 1!'-',.- M7.. '

liin-
ning -t'ltne, 08 mlns. ;= '.

.
(In German; No English Titles)
Obviously tailored

-

: to hitch the
singing Voice of Louis Graveure to
Jenny ; Jugo's flair for. playing the
role of. a dizzy; dai

1

, 'Es Gibt Nur
Eine

. Liebe'. (There's; But/' One
Love') proves ,a- little hard on -the
back, It?s too windy. The laughs
are many, but they're crowded into
the first 20 minutes; But despite its

devious course this, filmusical stacks
up as fair imported fare and should
get a few extra shekels in the Ger-
man nabe. It was first reviewed in
Variety

.
from Berlin, Dec; -26, 1933,

which gives an idea of its antiquity.
Graveure is cut in frequently for

(In Hungarian)

;
Sentimental story of > orphan

child, cruel grandfather, arid loVe-
lorh aunt who, at last, gets her way,
marries the man she wants, adopts
the child and makes it happy; - Last
bit of emotion is squeezed, out of the
audience's heart by a scene i which
the little boy is almost frozen on his
mother's grave, goes to 'Heaven in
his dream, and is rescued at the last
moment. Not a first-rate production
by any means', but with an appeal
for -the provincial, public',

Gizy Pecsy and Klari Adam, two
child -performers, . especially the
latter in the part bit a little gypsy
girl, are very gobii. Grown-up mem-
bers of the cast are rather at sea in
inadequate^ parts; -Annie 1 Dobos, a
very attractive actress, being par-
ticularly unhappy in the sentimental
part of the;dying mother.. Jacbbi.

SARGA CSIKO
('Son of the Pasta')

(IN HUNGARIAN)
. (WITH SONGS

)

Danubla release of Kovaca and Faludl
production in the Hunnai- Film Studios.
Directed by Bela. Pasztor. Kiom'.pjay bv
Ferenc Caepreghy; adaptation, I.ajoH
Pasztot; music, r^aszlo AnRyal. Cast:
Julius CHortos. Juliuska. Komnr, Ferenc
Kiss. Marcsa Sliiioh. Ferenc Hoyko, Kal-
man Rozsahesryl. Ferenc Pethes, La'jos Mar-
donyl, Joseph C'selenyi. At Modern Play-
house, If

-

." y.. two weeks, slartlnja?- Jan
'37. Running lime, 80 mlns..

UNDER FALS FLAGG
('Under a False Flag')

(WITH SONGS)
(SWEDISH MADE)

Scandinavian Trilkl nR, I'lctures-
and releii.Mp. Features Tutta' .

Allan r»ohlln. Directed by Gustav.
der. SUiry

.
by Solve Cedeist rand :

Jules Sylvalri. At"I'liieiiiii ilM'urK
startlnK. Jan. J». '37. Rupriliic
75mips, .

..'-... "
*

Karl ilnmmhr. .iiinker
Mmnot. his' diitiKbter.
lHink :cierk.
PjrtlVs Friend. .

Hrltto I^undpien

,

StehoBraphei-; -. . ; . . 4 . ; .

.

Ounvor Bansfi. . . . v .

.

Mann(;eV.-: ..i ..'.'..'.
.

.

:
. . .

; . , .rn««t Eklund
.Tutia; itoif

.'..'-;.; Allah Kojilin.
;...NUs. -E.rlcson°
,,Karin' Oirlssoh
. , .Anna 'Jjlndahl'

;>farln-^w.e»;>-on-
Bullen Berprlu iid

(In SweMsh, viith-English titles)

... 'Under a Filse Flag' is perhaps the
brightest ciriernati.e • effort to be
turned out by the Scandinavian pr
ducers. As such it. may get nice
business in foreign language and.
arty houses. But it till remains a
leisurely copy , of second . arid third-
rate features made in America, with
story, situations and action the same
as have been done, countless times
with better effect by U. S. ind;e
producers. Fairly intelligent Eng-
lish: titling should help the film g£u
entree to additional so-called surev
seater (art) theatres. .

.
Film devotees understanding ' the

Swedish language doubtlessly will
rave with understandable pride over
the acting and personality of Tutta
Rolf, She possesses a certain amount
of verve and vigor generally sought
in screen femme candidates. Make-
up and camera, however, fail to
fully bring out all her beauty. Miss:
Rolf romps through her role as the
banker's daughter .(who masquerades

-

as a poor v/Orking girl to be near her
sweetheart)

. as. though she knew
what it was all about. This is more
than can be said for the others.
Although the fable of the charm-

ing but spoiled daughter who stooDS
to conquer may have impressed the
foreign producers as original. "it is
old to the American scene. And at
times, it seems doubly, familiar be-
cause no new twists have been per-
mitted to creep in and because it is
overboard on e dialog.
Two tunes. 'Margita' and 'Some-

thing Sini*s .Within Me,' while melo-
dious, will not cause any jealousy
among

. American composers. Tutta
Rolf and Allan Bohlin make faint
stabs at singing them but it's dubious
if the dUbbed voices are theirs.
Ernst EklUnd, the best male actor

of the troupe, is the banker, cast
in an elderly role, although apDar-
ently as young as the sprightly lead.
Allan Bohlin takes the : latter o-».rt
but fails to carry it far.;. Mug? too
mucho and acts a bit camerp-s^y.
Aside from a fair portrayal by
Kari Carlsson, remaining support;
is mediocre.
There is a disrobing scene, eausht

with fidelity by a clever camera
-Grinder, that may cause comment,
though only a flash. Lool:s liTc» a
couple, other attempts were mad* to
spice up situations but thev ^>ed
*£» iell. ' Wear.

'Sarga Csiko' plies vigorously
tW teardiwts^ and^^houW

3KKI^y^f1^Gofluctio_
from away back, but that won't stop
the understandees .from suffering
akmg with young love, which is torn
asunder by the sins of the fathers
What^ ferw<'"llghteTr riftte^fuUe^ there
are in the picture are those provided
by a wisecracking pair of blackmail-
ing beggars, a male choral /group
cast as bahdi ' nd ' offside
crooner.
Most, effective player in/this- setup

of heavy emoters is Ferenc Kiss.
He spends 15 years in prison for a
crime

.
he didn't commit.. Marcas

Simori -is cast : as his wife, and she
spryly takes up where Kiss drops
off in the threnody .of weeps. Their
son is. played by Ferenc Hoyko, who
can be depended upon to pull no
emotional punches, either vocally or
facially, 1 to show how he has been
humiliated by his father's shame.
The little blonde that intensifies
Hpyka's^suffering: is Juliuska Kohiar,
whose penchant for wide-eyed ex-
pressiOns of naivete makes it im-
possible to mistake her for anything
but, the PustaV darling. The Pusta
refers to the plains of Hungary,
which are-tantamount to our western
prairies.

The Villai iece is not made
to pay, because, as it develops, it is

the girl's own father. He once got
Die-eyed and to get a horse he liked
knocked off a: plainsman, and it is
for this hriurder that Kiss had been
jugged. Coincidence has it that the
very day that: his son is scheduled
to marry Juliuska the"old man comes
home from prison. -The local sheriff,
whose son has also "a'- yen for the
4i rl, breaks up the marriage gather-
ing by exposing the sin of the father.
But even . after Kiss does some
sleuthing arid ^uncovers the. real mur-
derer he refrains from peaching ( and
the boy and the girl are reconciled.
The bits by the male choral group

are lively and melodious. Most of
the direction is elementary, but the
least tolerable defect is the lighting.
In some scenes night is denoted by
almost , completely , blacking out the
players. Odec. J

AUGUST DER STARKE
('Kin* August the Strong')

(GERMAN MADE)
"C'asjrjo release

i of A. Nerthur production,
Dlrectejl by. •. p*ui . Wegener. Features
Michael Bohnen. Lil Dajfover> Marie. I.oulae
Claudius. Miistc. Dr. Hans Krdmann. At
Ca«'no, N. T. Jan. 2ft, '37. Running tlms
J 01 mlns.- '

*

August der : Starke: .:

Graefln ICoenlgrsmar
Graefto Coast:....,.
Karl XII,
Flemmin«r..*....\...
Rraf Sauihagen.;...
Ebcrhardfne. ........
Taen'/icrln. . ..,.'. ^

Fuei-Hiln Jablo
Jaslu. .', .".':,';

. . ... ...

,

Oraf; Hoy h. . .

AdelsririarschaJ. . .

,

I»olhlHcbe Wlrtin...
Llebmedlcus. . . . . . . .

.

—... ;. Ichael Bolinen
. ...'; . .-. . .til. Dagover
. arle XoulHe ClauOftis
. .'. .tfuenther Handnck
. . . .Franz KchafheHIln
. . '.i . . : . .Krnst Liijral
...... ... .Maria Krahn,

. ; . . . ... Haniala
. .Maria •I'als'.nr'.ciewJea
Tamar WfschnleWHka;
. ... . ... , Kurt .Luk-in
. .'.

. .'. . ... Brodnei^vich
,

.".
... I, .-.

.

.

. JarBchwe.',-a

:

. ....Eduard Schundler

(In Gerrhqn; No English itles)
'King August the Strong' is a really

fine production and has the added
asset of a couple of names who
mean something to German audi-
ences. There is where its chief
strength lies. Because of the in-
volved story knowledge of" the lan-
guage (or English titles) becomes
necessary. Since it has no titles, its
appeal to other than natives is
limited only to the better costume
scenes and occasional pantoniimics
that, require nothing but eye appeal
Bits of Polish dialect add to the con-
fusion. .,

;'".''

Michael Bohneri, opera inger,
the SaxOri King, renders a fine per-
formance, overshadowing

, nearly
everything and

. certainly everyone
else in the film, Lil Dagover, as one
of his mistresses, carries much of the
weight allotted to the femmes, but
that's never enough to lighten : the
load of Bohnen, who is the entire
Picture, practically; Marie LoU-'se
Claudius, blond looker, enters the
King's life as a young, beautiful
mental, lightweight, who soon talks
her way out of his -favor., but not
before leaving the impression that
she might be brought to Hollywood
for faster film company.
Length of the film, although it has

obviously been, cut already, is an-
other drawback; There are still parts
that might have been deleted to mnke
for more speed. Story is One that
requires much detail arid must of -he-'
cessity .be a lohgie, but that 101 mlns.
is still too long.
The fight between King.Charles of

Sweden and the Saxon August with
the then very, receptive Poland as
the prize is the basic theme; Au*
gust wants the crown of the Poles by

(Continued on page 31)
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AUGUST DER STARKE
'.{continued tfph) 29)

oeace; his cousin, the Swede, is less

^rnbdest in his desires,- extending his

ven to the Saxon provinces; Lit

Daeover fits in here as an emissary

of August between the two .rulers

who eventually come to terms. Carl's

ultimate defeat by the ' Russians

leaves the door open- for August's

. coronation as sovereign of the

Poles
Throughout the story, August heads

everything. Court scenes, festivals

(one that borders on the bacchanal),

feats of strength, and in the boudoirs

of his flames,
- he is literally monarch

of all he surveys. His ego takes him
to extremes i his . petticoat pursuits

•arid leaves him'a broken man. When
practically an invalid he thinks he is

'still attractive" until a yoUng Polish

girl cruelly infgrms him that he is

too old. , , . .

Action for the most part is the

usual court intrigue, with the excep-

tion of on6 minor battle scene when
Carl ' defeated by the Russians.

There is nothi; g in it to warrant ex-

citement since it depicts nothing but

his demise in" the arms of fellpw-
.: officers.; Light smatterings of Bach s

dancing, etc., Will sate the

was all a put-up job, staged by the
lawyer for 'the sake of getting the
woman. Wife nurses trie doctor
back to life, and his memory , is re-
stored when the whole situation, is

reconstructed.
Acting of both Pager and Raday is

admirable. Zita Gordon, too, is

above average.
She. is the first woman here who';

really . dresses well - and looks - well.
Bela Gaal's directing is , good, in

the French manner. Not an inter-
nationally important' picture, but
distinctly above the. local average.

JacoVi.

The Man Who Smiles
('L'Uomo Che Sorrlde')
(ITALIAN MADE)

Rome, Jan. 19.
EJa-Amato production. - Directed by Mario

Miittoll. Scenario. BonelU and DeVBene-
dettt.

"

--.music,

culture hounds. Hurl.

Dunaparti Randevu
('Date by the Dannbe')
(HUNGARIAN MADE)

Budapest, Jan. 16.

Phoebus production and release. Directed

1>y
" istvan Ezekely. Story. Elizabeth

Kuhn, Snhdor Fodor; adaptation, - ChnrleB

Noti : music, - Imre Hajdu ; camera,. Cliortes

TfII1*2 111 ftV©T*

Carit: *«U Perce),*- Imre Badayv 1-W2le

Balla, JuUus Kabos. Llvla Dotyy. Judlua

Caortoa, Lilly Berky*: Serena ffcHslay,

(lit Hungarian)
'Date' has tempo; charm,, and real

humor, verging sometimes .

the

burlesque, but always Within the

limits of good- taste. -Literati back-
ground is a change from the usual

screen comedy rmllieu and photograt
phy is good. Altogether a thor-

oughly enjoyable picture.

•Date by the Danube* is the< title

of a novel written by a gifted young
author (Raday), who is in love with

a rich girl (Zita Percel). Her iather

(Csortos) wants to see her married

to a good business man instead of a

. good-for-nothing writer, but prom-
ises to give his consent if the book
is a best-seller. It ultimately proves

to be just that, and a happy ending

.is-achieved after many complications

Of an amusing sort.
.

Kabos, popular local comedian and
the greatest standby of Hungarian
films, is brilliant this time. He
has threatened to become rather

stereotyped of late, but has ereate<

•in this picture a new. original and
r vastly amusing type. Serena Sziklay

ably seconds him iii the femme com
edy part. Jacoibi.

EVORDULO
('Wedding Day')

(HUNGARIAN MADE)
Budapest, Jan, 16.

Reflektor production and .release
Directed by Bela Gaai Scenario. Iklos

Vltex. ;> i,.
;

T
. Cast: Antat -Pager. Gordon, Imre
Raday. Gabor Rajnal, Toronyl, Julia

Koniar.

(In Hungarian)
Very few attempts at drama have

been made in Hungarian Alms* pro
ducers' opinion being that neigh
borhood and provincial audiences
which make a film pay, have no in

terest in anything but Cinderella

comedies ',. with music. 'Wedding
Day' is thus a new departure,

psychological drama catering for an
intellectual public. Both press no
tices and word-of-mouth are very
good, so picture's career in Buda
pest is assured.:

Story is about a young doctor and
his wife who are celebrating the an-

niversary of their wedding when
the doctor is called away to a

patient. Telephone call warns the

wife that she can catch him in the
N
act of deceiving her if she

I

.-hurries

to a, given address. She. .finds him
in a woman's arms. Heartbroken
she sues for a divorce in spite of the
doctor's protest. He almost goes
crazy, loses h is recollection of events
since the wedding day, and attempts
suicide When the divorce is

; .
grantee!

and wife is about to marry her
lawyer. Newspaper man follows up
the mystery and'- discovers that it

(In Italian)
This, is another example of theat-

rical play simply transferred from
the stage to the screen, for which
talian films have gone in strongly
recently. Only local appeal.
Story is that of a modern taming

of the shrew.
In this case the shrew is Adriaha,

daughter of a very wealthy indus-
trialist, Who thinks she should have
everything her way. Husband is Pio,
who accomplishes the taming - with
the aid of a notebook,, a dictaphone,
and a perpetual smile. In the note-
book and the dictaphone he finds
valuable . -means of recording his:

wife's wishes, 1 which are: not only
many, but'- alio 1 contradictory. And
the. perpetual smile and polite, com
pliance with her wishes finally ex
asperate her . so; that she 'asks her
uisband to be. stern' and unrelenting.
Not, however, until: he and she have
been trying to • each other in many
ways, and Adriaha . has even - run
away from her! husband arid asked
her former fiance to live with her.
But she comes back quickly enpugh
when, the former fiance shows him
self horrified at the idea, saying he
considers himself very lucky -that
he wasn't roped into marrying her.

Heln.

. i _A—. _

CONTRACTS
^v

;HoJ0y:woQd,

?# six-month ticket to

. /i
f;*etress; .Frank Wil-

son, Arnl^tt -cpllegiar), termer, and
Martin J^fkeley, writing contract.

Mitchell Leisen received five-year

'

directorial contract at Pari.

ickie Moore, little theatre; actress,
termed by RKO.

K.. Lauren' writing
termer at RKO.
.. Metro renewed its pact .with Dr.
William !Axt of -the' music department
for another year. .

Robert E, Cohen picked up writer

,

contract at Columbia, '

'

William Gar n given new termer
at Universal;
John ;:Litel termed at Warners.
Frank Morgan' and: Julie Haydon

given, new pacts'. 'by Metro.
Hugh Wedlock,. Jr., and Howard

Snyder given writirig contracts at

20th-Fox.
Metro gave new Dave

Goulds-dance director.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood,

Her Husband Lies' will be the re-

lease tag on B. P. Schulberg's 'The
Love Trap.'

'Personal Property' is new tag for

Metro's 'Man In Possession.'
Paramount has changed 'End of

Adventure' to 'Girl from Scotland
Yard.'
'Freedom Sale' becomes

Parole Racket' at Columbia..
Universal changed 'Short Haul' to

'California Straight Ahead.'
""*

Title to Columbia's 'Raiding Guns'
altered to 'Trapped.'

.

STORY BUYS
' Hollywood,

'Loser's End,' Matt Taylor yarn
slated 'for Collier's soon, purchased
by Metro.

'There's Always a Woman/ Amer-
ican mag story by Wilson . Collison,
taken by Columbia.

.

David Garth's original 'Don't For
get to Remember,' taken by RKO as
a Gene Raymond vehicle.
'Mexican Quarters,' Cosmo- mag:

yarn by Tom GilL purchased by RKO
with Robert F. Sisk slated to pro
duce.

Indie Exh^in N. Y. foginning

To Tire of Giveaway Gag; No B. 0.

Cash prizes, bank ' ites and other

kindred contests incorporating .
the

istribution of money to audience

members are on the: way out •in

Greater .New York: That admission

was made by prominent independent
exhibitors this week, although origi-

nally they
1

were most ardent advo-

cates of the stunts as a means of in-

creasing business.

With ' attendance tending to in-,

die in recent weeks, nO matter .what

sort Of a giveaway gag was employed,

many indie: exhibitors were placed in

he predicament of having an addi-

;io'nal operating expense for their

louses/ without added intake, to com-
pensate for the'added attraction.

General belief among numerous
ndependent exhi , as well as

with .some major officials, was tfiat

the cash giveaways were not making,

money for the theatres. Though no
concerted effort may be made to

abandon the monetary distribution

stunts immediately, there was no

Going Places

(Continued from page 10)

collected and put together: with good old-fashioned realism to mean some
thing good and concrete.
The 'French Casino Folies' accepts the universal truth preached by

Ziegfeld: that beautiful ladies need beautiful clothes; that if you're going
to have a. parade of perfumes, it's wiser to- dress the girls like perfume
bottles and add a clinching Christmas tree headdress to 'Christmas Night/
rather than get the audience all confused' trying to express instead the
mood of the scent; that for 'Furs,' for instance, there's nothing more con
viricing than furs; that in the United States when you're doing a Parade
of All Nations, the gracious thing to do is assign the best looking show 'gir

the job of 'The Ambassador of the United States,' that in a show designed

to sell femininity, the more lavish the surrounding fripperies the more
precious the femininity becomes/ arid therefore, when the Tiger Hunters
ih the reit^ of India' shoots off their guns, I

audience see they Use lovely soft white ostrich plumes fp^ buf\et$.$

mistaking the attitude

exhi itors are, 'fed up.' . .

fact that Virtually com-
peting: theatres have been ;fbreed i

using some form of giveaway
puts therri all in the same boat, or
in much the same situation 'as double
bills.

.

Only-: material differerice
'

that the cash' distributions ' represent
a fixed outlay ^ach week if they are
operated on the up-and-up while, fiat

rentals, and cheaper films often, can
be pushed ; the breach.. - dual
set-ups.

Wichita, Feb.
Bank nights have been discon-

tinued in the four, leading Fox thea-
tre ': ir. Wichita^ the Mill --, Palace,

Orpheum and Uptown:
.
.After the : Kansas Supreme court

decision of Dec. 12, 1936, that bank
nights were illegal, the. Fpx manage-
ment's, attorneys announced that the
decision would be contested.

306-

Prolonged negotiations toward

merger of Local 306 and: the

Allied Operators, consummated -with,

ratification of the .plan Saturday

(30) by 306's membeiiship, will, put

about 200 extra mehf to work in

Greater New York ' booths. These

jobs -will go to 306 men who are now
among the union's unemployed,

Under the terms of the agreement

reached between 306 arid.Allied, with

cdricurrerice of theatres which em
ploy Allied bps, additional manpower
is provided for the booths now con-

trolled by the independent union

While no Allied operators presently

employed are to be taken off their

jobs,: the extra men to Work ' with

them will come from the 306 roRs.

The agreement under, which ,
306

absorbs Allied is for 10 years ' but:

carries the provision that every two.

years negotiations are to be entered

into for the ensuing two years on a

basis that.viriakes increases iri scales

mandatory^ With agreement effective

immediately following 306's ratifica-

tion of the absorption, Allied-manned

theatres will increase booth scales

Atlanta, Feb.
Cameo theatre, downtown

:
second-:

rv . indie and last^stronghold of

bariko in Atlanta, announced its in-

tention pi?, becoming law-abiding arid

last week tossed out giveaway, re-

cently outlawed by Georgia high
court as lottery*

mfi and rj

/ losTQ I wi

ive leflfrAsjlii i||rUr

r's heal-JllePglve:M Me

Realism, Plus, in 'Live 0nce'

The story-tellers of 'You Only Live Once' have
looking for vicissitudes to pile on Sylvia Sidney
works. So it's lucky Miss Sidney is actress enough to take it, .to.tri^.

a series of mounting tragedies that might have become ludicroiis wi
monotony of their accumulatiori, into an absorbing picture of inexorable

doom credible every step of the way, even if varying greatly in degree of

credibility..

As misfortune dogs misfortune, it's remarkable that Miss Sidney is able

to go on projecting any conviction into them at. all, but her quality of

intensity and the scope of her emotional range create the. feeling about her
that, because she feels deeply, it shall be her fate to suffer deeply^ and so

she is a match for the story. She comes out on top.

Miss Sidney is thinner i 'You Only Live Orice,' which is -all to the
- good, since plump little girls, are not pathetic, and she has a neat new
coiffure which, being brushed up. hi a roll; around her head, makes her
look ethereal,

,
bringing out the delicacy of her features and, adding to her

air of fragility in general. A fragile looking heroine also helps a story

like 'You Only Live Once.'-

Appropriately," Miss Sidney is dressed simply and unobstrusive for her
role of working-giri-with-ideais. Amazingly, she is photographed actually

working when she is supposed to be working,, and Jean Dixon, .who. plays

her practical sister,- and Margaret Hamilton, the irikeeper, have also been
given some business :--ironing clothes, knitting, cleaning house—to add to

the illusion that they too are real people arid not just actresses standing

arOund the studies being photpgraphed actiAg.

'Get Away from Me Boys, You
Bother Me,' and 'That's All

Brother,' Now '• Internationally.
Famous.

'Laughter Over London*.
London

Exclusive DiMcttoo^ -

WILMAM MOBbY^ AG6Vf;«

Margot the Magdalen

Arrested as a,Magdalen in 'Criminal Lawyer,'. Margot rahame, looking

like Magdalen, leaves night court with , the bibulous Robin Hood lawyer
who rescues her from what ttirns out to be all ,too false a charge, gOes

with him to his apartment, him some delici tomato .juice, fixes

hirri a; mess of scrambled eggs, and leaves him straightway for an apart-

ment .he's meanwhile: engaged for her on a decently different floor.

The next time we see her, Miss Grahame, off like a Mag-
dalen, is ensconced as his efficient secretary, encouraging him to better

deeds- to getting on the wagon, etc. It is all a cruel waste of Miss Gra-

hame 's especial quality, a fundamental allure that has nothing to do with

reform or efficiency, and so, clinging instinctively to what she's got, Miss

Grahame keeps her, very blonde hair loosely fluffed out throughout the

very most business-like doings in the office, her full-curved mouth bright

and shiny, and slips into a whole-heartedly backless, black satin dress

the first time he asks her out.: This triumph of Miss Grahame's over her

sissy, characterization adds, a little to the conftuuba: ,th^ picture, it is

true; but nevertheless an actress ought to stick orRadr T$$fa&£h6's got.

Betty Lawford, viUainess'of the piece and thMMDH
the same role she's playing currently i 'The^Wrmen
snatcher at other women's men.

e hours from 64
an.

agreed that should apy
'Mk they will be set-

trfi through accept-

fk0 such handling of

^ are that the Em-
which virtually re-

le,

disputes.

pire State union \

stricts itself to certain Brooklyn the-

atres, will not become a part of the

306-Allied combination. This was
considered some weeks ago but ap-
parently has been dropped. The Em-
pire union is Bow no source of trou*.

ble to 306 although originally it and
306 engaged in a bitter battle, several

years ago.

A final obstacle towayd culmina-i

tion of . peace plans between Local

306, Moving 'Picture Machine Opera-
:

tors of New York, and the Allied
union was removed Monday after-

noon (IX when Supreme Court
Judge Callahan dismissed the plea
of .the Harry: Harris circuit for an
injunction which would upset th£
applecart. The Harris chain, operat-
ing' seven houses in New York arid

employi 'Allied men, sought the
following:
To ehjpi the Independent The-

atre Owners Association from allow-
ing Allied to join 306; from allowing
Allied to disband and from perjnit

ting the ITOA to eriter into a con-

tract for a merger with 306.

Attorneys for .Allied were arrayed
with counsel, for 306 ' irig

against the Harris 'circuit in in-

junction proceedings.
Union sources, point but that the

argument, of the Harris interests may
be interpreted as the first actual ad-
mission' that'the Allied union was a
creat.ure of the ITOA ith which it

had 10-year contracts.

Following disposal of the Harris
court action, both parties to the

/drefeed, ^iayitprop^
n unsuccrtsful^e*^ yestWdayV/Tues.r to sign the

contract.

IN THE

THEATRE GUILD'S

'BUT FOR THE

AT THE

GUILD THEATRE
NEW YORK

The Critics id:

JOHN MASON BROWN,
N. Y* Eve Poit : . .

'EXCELLENT*'

ROBERT COLEMAN,.
N, Y. Dally, Mirror;

^OUTSTANDING.1

DOlTCIiAS GILBERT,
N. Y. World-Telegram:

'A TALENTED YOUTH;
BROOKS

- ;n.. y.
ATKINSON,
Times:

Pungent acting/

ROBB BENCHLEY,
New Yorker: '

'E8PECIALLV GOOD/

JOHN ANDERSON,
N.: Y. Eve Journal:

'AFFECTING, SHARP,
IMAGINATIVE.1

BURNS MANTLE,
Dally News:

'REALIZES PART A8 COM-
PLETELY AS A UT HOR

COULD DEMAND
'VARIETY':

'SPLENDID JOB, ASSIGN-
MENT CARRIER KEEN
THROUGHOUT EVERY
PAGE OF THE ACTING
BOOK—HE TAKES EVERY-

THING IN STRI

IRECTION t

-

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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SOUTH AFRICAN FILM,

SHOW BIZ, VERY GOOD

Capetown, 11.

Biz. all over South Africa ; was very
good over the holidays, films, legit

and niteries all reporting favorably.
Films as usual were sarly all

American.
In Capetown, the film, lineup is a

Yank corner. Alhambra (ACT), has
•Littlest Rebel' (20th); Plaza (U)
'Romeo and Juliet' (MG); Royal ( )

'New Moon' (MG) and 'His Majesty's'

(ACT) 'Show Boat' (U).
;

Johannesburg differs a little, with
one Britisher, 'Land Without Music'
(Capital) at the Coloseum (ACT).
Others, are Metro (MG) ibeled

Lady* (MG); Palladium (ACT) 'Show
Boat' (U); Plaza (ACT) 'Sd Red the

Rose' (Par); Bijou (U) *San Fran-
cisco' (MG) and Prince's (Indie)

'Here Comes Trouble' (20th).

Cameo (Indie) i Durban is play-

ing 'Without Regret' (Indie). Play-
house (ACT) has 'Swing Time'
(RKO); Criterion (ACT) 'Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town'. (Col); Prince's (U).

'Gorgeous Hussy' (MG); King's (U)
'Broadway Melody of '37' (MG);
Alhambra (ACT) 'Circus Clown'
(Indie).

Johannesburg had two legits

ing the festive period, 'Panto -:

derella* at the Empire and Jimmy
Hunter's 'London Follies' at. His

Majesty's,:

All cabarets, , ., pulled in

good coin during the .same stretch.

Par's Blowout in N. Y.
.'A Paramount annual banquet-
dance, first to be held since the com-
pany went into receivership in .1932,

has been scheduled tot the Hotel
Astor, N. Y., Feb. 19.

As in the: past, the affair is spon-
sored by the Par Pep Club.

PETROFFS AVIATION PIC
Hollywood, . 2.

Boris Petroff, Grand National
producer, has bought an ori inal,

'Young Wi ,' from Lawrence
Thiele.

Yarn, concerning the activities of

the Junior irdmen of America, is

slated for early; production.

RESUMING

ENGLISH

TOUR

MARCH

29TH

ENROUTE TO

HOLLYWOOD
FORM-G-M's

'BROADWAY MELODY OF 1937'

•
Just , completed 16 weeks throughout England
with his Own road show, "TUNE INN "—
ONE OF THE FIVE BIGGEST AT-
TRACTIONS IN GREAT BRITAIN...
ALSO TWO PLEASANT WEEKS AT THE
VERSAILLES, NEW YORK.

London Rep.:

CHARLES TUCKER

American Representative

:

NAT KALCHEIM
William Morris Agency

Radi City, New York

Inside Stuff—Pktnres

(Continued from page 6)

lights and explosives.. The largest background ever built for p|x, 50 feet
high by 250 feet long, was erected behind the trenches to simulate a shell-
torn sector. Immense screen was constructed in panels, operating inde-
pendently to safeguard, against possible destruction of the whole from a
storm of explosives.,

'

Settlement of the Mrs. Margaret Ayer Barnes-Edward Sheldon, sui
against Metro for infringement of their play, 'Dishonored Lady,', by the
film 'Letty Lynton/ has reached the stage where attorneys for both sides
and the special master in the litigation, will journey to Hollywood for a
peek at Metro's books and to .gather testimony of employees regarding cost
of the film.

Arthur F. Driscoll, attorney for the plaintiffs, J. Robert in of Metro's
law staff, and Gordon Auchiricloss, referee, will probably go coastward
around March 1. Both sides have been: wrangling over the settlement
figure for three months with no decision..

, one of big 10, who died recently, left his wif* with a new
house unpaid for and a $10,000 insurance policy which just about covered
expenses, of funeral, etc.

Friends figured he must have been in the big money and left her well
provided for, but inside, is that- while his home studio was loaning director
out at $3,000 a week, is take was only $600 weekly.

Loaded with information gleaned from the various color photography
plants in the New York area, Tom Baily of Metro's publicity department
has returned to the studio to give execs pointers on the layout of equip-
ment for the. proposed laboratory tp .be built on the lot. When lab i

erected the studio will be able
.

supply newspapers throughout the
country with properly tinted images.

rand National will resist plans of Sam. Goldwyn make a picture
with Helen Jepson, Met opera star; claiming- GN has priority the
singer to make^bne picture, with ah option for a second.' While no contract
had yet been signed officially with Miss Jepson when Goldwyn announced
the ' star would work" for him, GN ^claims it has . telegraphic and' othej
confirmation of the deal; including terms, etc.

'March of Time' ims a, total, of more than 9,500 accounts after two
years of production as contrasted with around 5,000 for arty of the leadi
newsreels. Making room for 'March of Time' has hpt necessarily taken
accounts away from regular i-weekly newsre'el distributors but is still",

competition. .. In providing room for M. of T., where played, it has, how-
ever, knocked put that many shorts

The. Association, of Motion- icture Advertisers, whose future has been
wobbly for some time, has reached an agreement with the Astor hotel,
to which it went deeply in the reel on last year's Naked Truth ball, paying
the hotel! $250 in cash and arranging to pay balance over an extended
period. With the down payment made during the past week, the balance
to the hotel now is $750.

Although the film itself carries no credits and Amki , the istributor,

does not provide them on inquiry, it is, understood that the nar-
ration for '.-Spain, in Flames,' a propagandic Loyalist feature now at the
Cameo, N. Y., was written by John Dos Passos and. Ernest Hemingway.

Despite fact that Metro's 'Captains Courageous' is still .in the process of
production, Modern Screen, fan mag, in its. March issue has a detailed
review, including commentaries

.
individual/performances and awards

its monthly prize to the all-male cast. . Mag recently reviewed 'Lost Hori-
zon' before it was completed and awarded the 'medal of merit' to Columbi

Janet Gaynor,: through her printed suggestion that the Academy, of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences should include an award for the best
supporting player of the year, claims credit for having inspired the or-
ganization to include recognition this year of the best bit player, male and
female. 1

i . The Ostrers may be visited soon ;by A. C. Blumenthal in reference to

h.is compensation, for efforts claimed to have been expended on behalf of
Gaumont-British's recent negotiations with American companies. Presum-
ably, Blumey's claims might have to do .with the original Metro-GB-20th.
Century "deal which flopped.

Sam Sax, head . of Vitaphone (WB^ shorts production in Brooklyn, takes
exception to" the irresponsible chatter items in the dailies anent this or
that artist 'starring' in Warner Bros, shorts.: Sax has had to round-robin
editors calling attention to Sidney Rechetni " the WB home-office as
the most responsible source for checkup.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS !

!

Herman Bernie invites your ATTENTION to

IRVING
JAFFEE

MOST VERSATILE and GREATEST SPEED ICE

SKATER OF ALL TIMES and PRESENT UNDEFEATED

THREE TIME OLYMPIC and WORLD CHAMPION

ONE THOUSAND AND ONE SPECTACULAR TRICKS ON ICE

IRVING JAFFEE
Winner of ttiree Olympic skat-

ing championships for the United
States and present world's cham-
pion skater. Among Jaffee's
many titles are: 5.000 and 10.000
metre Olympic champion In 1932
tind 10,000 metre winner in the
1028 Olympics. e also holds the
one mile world's record, live mile
world's record and 10,000 metre
U. 8. record. Recently set a
world's record for the 10 and 25
mile distance...

HERMAN BERNIE
1619 B'way, N. Y. C.

9132 Sunset Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD,
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11 Show Biz to Rood

Springfield, O.

L total of more than $4,000 has
;n turned over to Red Cross -''chap-

s', for flood relief funds by
akeres Theatres, Inc., circuit op-
ting company' of which Phil

akeres is the head.
Approximately half of the sum
; contributed by fans through spe-

[ collections taken at each per-

mance for six days. Balance rep-

ented gross, receipts from special

inight flood -benefit shows, the
hpany's own : contribution and a
mtion of 5% of their week's sal-

all employees.

-Denver, Feb! 2.

leneflts ,for the flood sufferers are
order of the day in Denver. Most
the theatres, night clubs, and
er places of entertainment are
ding them, with all services, de-
ed and ail the receipts going to
American Red, Cross; The Den-:

• theatre had ,15 acts on its Sat-

lay midnight show, and besides all

admission money, close to $1,000

9 raised through the radio broad-
t and appeal from the stage. The
ire stage show was.broadcast, sta-

i YLZ staying on the air overtime
do the job. The Victory put on
eneflt show Monday, and the Fox
atres in Denver joined in a city-

le benefit show at all their Den-
theatres, with free-will coi-

tion provi ing the funds donated.

Indianapolis^ $4,000
' Indianapolis,

'heatre-owhers,' ".film
.
exchanges

I talent, joined in a city^wide flood

ief benefit show to' gross $4)000

jrsday. (28)" for . the
;
Red Cross

The - ' shuttered Indiana was
ned for the one performance," and
cets priced at $1 were, on sale at

iry theatre. V in the city;
:

Musi-
ns,, stage, hands,

.
operators, : and

formers .donated services and. the
:hanges donated a .feature film,

ether- with , short subjects. The
>w was planned on Tuesday aft-

ioon, but local showmen got be-
d it solidly in ' a hurry. Three
lies .each donated:, half-page ads

I both, radio stations flooded the

with plugs, for the benefit. The
•formance, which started at 7:30

m. and lasted until 2 a. m, the
lowing 'morning, attracted an. au-
nce that filled the theatre's 3,200

and jammed the aisles. Extra
eipts were gained from, the sale

flowers at the show.

And in Brooklyn.
Brooklyn,. . .

'lood relief show to obtain funds
the Red Cross .has been scheduled;

the Fox Brooklyn theatre. for. next
day (5). Full .proceeds to the
i Cross since every section of per-
rriance is to be donated. Will start

midnight.

Middletown, O., Carries On
Hamilton, O,, Feb. 2.

Vhen nearby Middletown, p., - a

)00 situation, went completely
k last week, putti seven ttie-

es out of commission, by shut-

down of flooded plant, • Union
? &. Electric Co., Cincinnati, which
iplies contiguous territory. R. E.

TJey. city manager of Southi
mined . 'the,show must go on.' He
operating booth, house, lobby and
rquee with; both alerhating and
ect current from two generators,

ven by gas engines installed on
cks in a lot beside the. theatre. A
iiler. unit is furnishing power for

p '.ectric- stoker to heat the house,
nvs are given, on regular grind,

edule from 1.
' 11 ith

iiness at Capacity^ .

Except for hospitals, radi fire

I police stations and newspapers,
aince' of burg saw the light only by
of candles and oil lamps resul-

ted
:
from attics and antique shops.

Providence, Feb. 2.

first benefit show for flood

ferers was put- on at the Strand
urday night, all proceeds to Red
>ss.

" Employees donated services,

I Paramount contributed prints of

rginian' and 'If I Had a Million'

the occasion.
tesponse Was gratifying, although
inight show was staged on short

Spokane's 20<J Quota
Spokane, Feb. I.

-ocal theatres helped Red Cross
id drive for flood sufferers. H. D.

McBride gave 25% of gross receipts
at Granada for five days. Evergreen
will donate theatre and film for spe-
cial late show, all proceeds to go to
fundi Local quota is $20,000.

.

Detroit's $75,000

Detroit, Feb. 1
With the local Variety Club in

charge, flood relief collections' were
made in 200 of Detroit's theatres
oyer , the weekend, Estimated , collec-
tions will total around $75,000. After
showing flood films in each of the
houses, lights were put up and do-
nation envelopes passed out by
ushers to ail patrons, Envelopes
carried an identification number,
and boxes were placed in lobbies
for depositing of donations.
Houses participating included

Michigan Allied theatres, United De-
troit chain, and vthe Fox theatre.
Numerous benefit vaudefllm shows'!
were also staged by independent 1

houses throughput this section.

Des Moi , Feb. .

Pioneer Theatre Corp., is the first

to start flood shows in this district
The Iowa at Jefferson held a mid-
night show on Jan. 27 and the Earl
at Carroll had one Feb. 1. Tentative
arrangements are also bei made
for midnight shows in three other
Pioneer houses in Iowa towns.

Films, electricity, etc., were con-
tributed, and even the churches in

the' towns furnished home-baked
cakes to be auctioned off at the
shows, all proceeds to the Red Cross.

Wheeling Paralyzed

,
Wheeling, W, Va., . 2.

The Ohio River flood practically
paralyzed the show business in

Wheeling, although only three the-:

atres, the Liberty, Colonial and Rex,
were directly in the flood. Water
covered the pits of the Liberty and
Coloni , from which the seats had

been removed) to a depth of 'L
lk feet;

and inundated the lower part of the
pit of the Rex, whiqh had closed
hours before the flood had reached
it.

ftowever, with more than a third

of. the city under water and resi-

dents of another third- marooned,
business at the Capitol, Virginia and
Court theatres during the two floods,

one almost .immediately following
the other, .and reaching a higher
stage, hardly justified remai ing

open.'

Lincoln Rallies

incoln, Feb. 2.

Amusement biz is rallying to help
flood area. Milton Overman, city

manager, of the Westland Theatres,
did a Saturday morning 4-show
schedule of short subjects, one hour
each show. Lincoln Theatres Corp.
gave 'Lloyds of London', on a mid-
night preview and proceeds went to
the fund. R. H. Pauley, manager of
the Turnpike Casi , is throwing, a
dance at his.spot tonight; Small town
theatre owners all over this territory

are joining the drive. Floods txm
well known but here and southern
Nebraska is just pulling out of one
a year ago, hence is unusually cog-
nizant Of the need..

Rensselaer, N, Y,.

Mayor Wright lifted Rensselaer's,
ban on Sunday shows to permit the
American Legion to sponsor . the
Bright Spot theatre's -flood-relief
benefit show.

25c Autographs
Spokane, Feb. 2.

Rose Bampton, .Met Opera star,

sold autographs at 25c each after her
concert here on Friday (29) for the
Red Cross flood, fund: She raised $100
that way.

Coast's 25% of the Gross
Holl, wood, Feb. 2.

ie theatre . owners, of south-
ern ia Will donate .25% of
their, gross receipts Feb. 11 to the

flood relief campaign of the Red
Cross.

.

Local radio stations iding in call-

ing matter, to attention of exhfbs.

"An actress* throat is naturally

very important to her* After expert*

menting, I'm convincedmy throat is

safest with a light smoke and that's

why you'll find Luckies always on
hand both in my home and in my
dressing room* 1 likei the flavor of

other cigarettes also, hut frankly,

Luckies appeal most to my taste*

An independent survey was made recently

among professional men and women— lawyers,

doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc* Of those who said

they smoke cigarettes, 87% stated they personally

prefer a light smoke*

Miss Colbert verifies the wisdom of this pref-

erence, and so do other leading artists of the radio,

stage, screen, and opera* Their voices are their

fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke
Luckies*You, too, can have the throat protection

of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain harsh

irritants removed by the exclusive process ^Ifs

Toasted"* Luckies are gentle on the throat!

STAROF PARAMOUNTS FORTHCOMING
"MAID OF SALEM"

DIRECTED BY FRANK LLOYD

'4 w

THE FINEST TOBACCOS—
"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Li

AGAINST IRRITATION—AGAINST COUGH

I:

i

#1

'£

"'I!"

i

Copyright 19S7. The American Tbhafco Comply
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"Variety' Correspondent in L ville,

Describes Horror; Theatres' Aid

By George Wiederhold
Louisville Feb; 2.

Editor, Variety:

I am giving you the story of the

conditions here-. have been

working without sleep* on relief duty,

in the water; and out, and have also

gone into the flood district several

times. Yesterday it took me all day

to get from my home and point

where I have been working in the

Highlands, into downtown dis-

trict Had to walk and wade through

water 10 miles, going and coming.

The only method getting into

town is over a pontoon bridge, about

one mile long. Will make, a com-

plete Check of the damage as soon

as the water recedes. Impossible to

reach some of the theatres now, only
in boats, and those are only used
for relief work. The whole thing
here is a tremendous mess, . and I

never realized that things could be
so terrible. Thousands are evacuat-
ing the city, and no telling how many
dead. Take it from me, it is as bad
and worse than anything the papers
may have printed. We have been
without lights until yesterday (29).

Army men and policemen are here
from many outside cities. The sec-
tion where I live looks like wartime.
Latrines in the streets and army
armored cars running up and down
the streets. Myself and family are
okay, and we are al! doing relief

work until the thing clears up some-
what. There is plenty of food here.

Wiederhoid.

Louisville, Feb. ,

A further check on the Ohio river

flood situation Sunday (31) as it af-

fects theatres and show business, dis-

closes that the -.damage is greater
than was first supposed. Water is

about three feet deep in the section

on Fourth avenue between' Broad-
way and Chestnut streets. In this

area are located the Kentucky, a 900-

seat subsequent house owned by
Switow Bros., who control a string

of 15 houses in Kentucky and south-
ern Indiana. The owners anticipated
the rise of the water to some , ex-
tent, and had all seats removed to
upper floors. The damage will only
affect the basement and/ heating
equipment.
Water has come up 'into the Rialto,

Loew's State, and the Mary Ander-
son, in all instances about half, the
rows are flooded, and no seats have
been removed. However,

.
rugs and

some other furnishings were taken
to the upper floors as a precaution-
ary measure. All employees of

Loew's State were called for duty
Sunday (31) in a radio message
broadcast Saturday.
There is no water in the house at

the Strand, although it has come into

the orchestra pit With the stage of
the river falling steadily, there is lit-

tle possibility of the water overflow-

4<ing on to the floor of the house
proper.
At the Ohio, Manager Tom Much-

more is situated a little more fortu-

nately than some of the other
houses. In this particular area of the
downtown district the land lies

higher and there is no. water in the
street. However, the basement is

well flooded, and will have to be
pumped out as soon as this can be
done. The National and Drury Lane,
both dark, are in dry territory, and
hut for water in the, basements, have
sustained little damage.
The National was scheduled to

Open w.fifi the Marcus Show Feb. 5*

and had ads running in the two
local dailies when the full force of

the. flood was at its worst

I SOME COLLECT

Chicago, Feb. 2.

Floods through the Ohio valley
have revealed thai a , few far-seeing

theatre owners took the precaution
some time ago to obtain 'receipts in-

surance,' the policy insuring them
against any situation which prevents

" them from giving a show. This pol-

icy pays 'em if for any reason the

house is unable to operate, and pays
the average receipts of the house for

that period. This takes in flood, fail-

of prints to arrive, power fail-

, strikes, etc.. It does not include

flre, since most houses already carry

fire insurance.

In the instances noted, the theatre

owners seemed to feel that the pre-

miums .were not too steep for the

protection allowed. One
.
theatre,

which grossed around $1,000 a week,

has a premium of $74 annually..

Loew's State and Rialto, although
they all have flooded basements.

8-10 Feet «f Water
All neighborhood houses in the

West End section of Louisville are
flooded, isome under as much as eight

and ten feet of water. The East
Broadway, located hear Beargrass
Creek, which overflowed that sec-

tion, is under about 10 feet of water.
The Uptown, in the Highlands, and
the Crescent, located in Crescent
Hill, are open and being used for the
temporary care of refugees.

Home-Offices See Rood Losses

froth

32 THEATRES

IN 28 TOWNS

Some 35,000 flood refugees are be-
ing evacuated daily from Louisville,,

most of them escaping from the city

oyer a hastily constructed bridge
which i« their only means of leaving
the flood area. They're departing
the downtown hotel ana theatre dis-

.

trict, into the Highlands and
Crescent Hill, the two remaining
high sections of Louisville. .

Your correspondent has been in

telephone communication with man-
agers of all downtown theatres, and
has just made a ;tour of the down-
town area, checking on the flood sit-

uation as it affects Louisville houses.
When the seriousness of the rise

in the Ohio first became apparent a
week ago Thursday (21), all houses
in the downtown district felt rea-
sonably safe, and were confident
that the waters would rise only in
the low sections of the city, and that
but for a little- seepage in. the base-
ments, little damage would b« done.
However, with ' the tremendous

pressure on -the power and water
plants, located on the river's edge,
it became a matter of necessity for
the Director of Safety to order the
shutting- down of the power plant,
and the rationing of water. This
left the city without lights, and so
every theatre was immediately closed.

',, Shortly after, flood refugees were
being evacuated from the flood area.
When it was found necessary to find

places in the downtown district in
which they could be housed tem-
porarily, until they could be moved
farther out into the higher sections,

or moved out of the city to surround-
ing towns, where they could be
cared for, the National, Drury Lane,
Kentucky, and Ohio Were thrown
open, for the refugees. Although no
provision was made in the way of
cots, food, etc., they did spend the
night resting as best they could in

the seats, and the following morning
they were taken out and cleared
through various relief depots. Tom
Muchmore, manager of the Ohio,
scoured around for some volunteer
talent, and entertained the refugees
while they were his involuntary
jguests.

Forced Out of Treatres

This situation went on for about
two nights, after which the water
began to come into the downtown
district backing up from the sewers.
This made the theatres undesirable
for the relief of 'refugees, as; water
was coining into basements.
As the water gradually rose in

various sections of the downtown
district your correspondent made a
check of the theatres and learned
that . the Kentucky (Switow Bros,
house) on Fourth Avenue, Louis-
ville's principal business and theatre
street, had a basement filled with
water, covering the floor. The
Brown, located in the Brown hotel,

with entrance on Broadway, was un-
der about four feet of water, and
had suffered a collapse of the stage.

The tremendous pressure of the
water from beneath the stage had
cause the concrete and steel to
buckle, and completely wreck that
portion of the house.
The Ohio, located on Fourth be-

tween Walnut and Liberty, has no
water in the house, although there
is considerable water in the base-
ment. I tried to get there to make
ah inspection, but was barred by
soldiers, who had roped that section
oft' to pedestrians because of the
threatened crumbling of a large de-
p- rtment store. Fourth Street* how-
ever, was free from water at that

point. There is also no surface Water
around the- Drury Lane, National,

. Louis, Feb/ 2.

Activities of 32/ theatres in 28

towns in southern Illinois, Kentucky

and southeastern Missouri have been

curtailed by flood conditions of Ohio
and

;
Mississippi rivers and when ,

they will resume is problematical.
Theatres served from here and
Memphis are located in Cairo, Rosi-
clare, . Shawheetpwn, Cave-in-Rock,
Galconda, 111., Paducah, Bardwell,
Wickliffe, Morganfleld, Dixon and
Marion, Ky., Senath, Kennett, Hor-
nersville and East Prairie, Mo.
Immediate needs of refugees has

resulted in ban on shipments of
anything but medicines, clothing,
food, etc., and film deliveries will be
curtailed until victims of flood have
been rehabilitated.

Fred Wehrentoerg, pres. MPTO of
eastern Missouri and southern Ill-

inois, has appointed a committee to
raise minimum of $5,000 for flood
sufferers. Committee composed of
Louis^AnseJL Dave Nelson, Clarence
Kaiman, C. D. HilL Ralph McGowan
will meet'with Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,

of Fanchon & Marco , interests here,
to work out benefit performance to
be given in 5',000-seater Fox. Ten-
tative plan calls for general admis-
sion charge of $1 per person and a
gigantic stage, show talent from St
Louis and Ambassador Theatres and
niteries will supplement a flint fea-
ture. ....

Fox Midwest Theatres in 96 cities
in Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas
and Nebraska plan similar benefit
shows.

.0.; Physical

No. 1 Flood Yarn

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

First Original yarn based oh
the midwestern flood disaster
has: been registered with the
Screen Writers Guild.

It's 'Water Over the Dam,'
by Arthur W. Levy.

RELIEF SHOWS HURTING

CLEVE. B. O.'S, STORES

; Cleveland, Feb. 2. :

While
. not hit by Ohio's floods,

closest One of which is only 200 miles
away, theatres and stores are being
directly affected. Localities, worried
over relatives in hard-hit sections,
aren't shopping and avalanche of re-
lief-benefit shows is drawing atten-
tion away from downtown.
Nearly all nabes running bank

nites, legal here, are taking up to
50% of banko funds with okay of
patrons to turn over to flood author-
ities. Martin Prints of Alhambra
contributed highest amount $300, out
of pot to Red Cross. Associated
Theatres Chain pulled $750 out of
bankos in 16 houses for same.
Hymen Kapkin's Southern and
Meyer Kaplin's Crown also gave
flood charity performances with half
the proceeds for Ohio victims.
Sidney'Andorn, WGAR commenta-

tor, started another ball rolling With
radio campaign for contributions that
has almost reached $10,000, and
other stations are following suit.

Downtown theatres here are doing
their bit toward Ohio flood relief by
a midnight charity show Saturday
(6) at RKO Palace.
Benny Fields and Buck and Bub-

bles who open at RKO house Friday
will be among topliners, with for-
mer as m.c Tamara Geva, Ray B61-
ger and Luella Gear from Banna's
current 'On Your Toes* contributing
their" services and radio stations are
doing same. Metro branch exchange
will donate pix. All proceeds at $1
per head to Ohio Red Cross.

Pitt's Mbe Spielers Broadcast

on

ittsburgh, Feb. 2.

Golden Triangle breathed easy

again over weekend when river, at

Point dropped to five feet below
flood level and weather bureau re-
ported that danger "was definitely

passed. Water had Just begun to lap
the edges of the business section
When break arrived and fears, which
had been mounting for more than a
week, were allayed.
Theatres in 'downtown section suf-

fered only minor damages during
high water siege and only money
loss was in fading grosses and pay
for extra crews, working in three
eight-hour shifts daily to empty fill-

ing basements.
Two of the first-run sites went

dark, but only for a day. Stanley
refused to' take any chances last
Tuesday (26) and closed in order to
rip up chairs and rugs On first floor,

but put them back again 24 hours
later when water started to recede.
Same day water poured into Fulton's
cellar, damaging electrical equip-
ment to such an extent that house
had to close its doors until early the
following evening. «
The others kept open, but . stood

ready to shut down on a moment's
notice. For

.
couple . of days Loew's

Penn Was on the verge, With base-
ment filled and laden

:
seWers push-

ing into backstage, but kept going,
as did Alyi , Barry was fortified

with hundreds of sand bags, but
water's recession came just in time,
since Water was Within an inch of

coming up ' first floor. This
house was one of the several that

got it worst in the 1936 disaster.

.Normal Again

In surrounding towns conditions

were practically normal once more
yesterday- (1). .In McKeesi Rocks,
right next to Pittsburgh on the river,

Shea's Orpheum resumed after a
week's shutdown. House was in the
flooded lowlands, but got away with
little loss, while in both Wheeling
and Parkersburg, W. Va., the boys
were digging in and expected to get
going again within a couple of days.
Both WB houses in latter city were
closed.

Everything considered, show inter-
ests are counting themselves pretty
lucky at getting away so easily this
year. Last spring damages to the-
atres alone ran pretty close to
$1,000,000, and everybody was set for
a recurrence last week. End came
in nick of time, however.
Scare cut in deeply on business,

with night clubs also joining in the
general wailing, but there's no com-
plaints, general feeling being that of
thanks because it wasn't any Worse.
While radio distinguished itself hi
the Louisville catastrophe, the broad-
casting boys stuck their heads out
here and dished out a lot of misin-
formation that proved pretty costly.
Every other day during week's
fright: the loudspeaker personality
boys had another theatre closing,,

all of which added to the general,
confusion.

Got so that theatres had to deny
in their advertisements false radio
reports.

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

Gus Meins is directing Republic'^
top' budget picture to date, 'The Hit
Parade.' Frances Langford and Phil
Regan have top spots.

.

Sammy Stept and Ned Washington
wrote the songs. Harry Grey, studio
music director, returned this week
from New York, where he completed
preproduction shooting.

The Ohio and Mississippi flood
which is causing theatres and dis-
tributors tremendous losses through
inability to operate, this loss being
greater than physical damages, still

has all theatres closed in Louisville.
Cincinnati, Evansville and some
minor points. As waters have
started to recede in these; points and
rehabilitation plans are being laid,
theatres farther south in Arkansas,
Mississippi and Louisiana are
menaced, but so far none of the
major chains, according to home
office checkups, are affected below
Evansville, Ind.

A total of seven RKO theatres in
Cincinnati, threei LoeW houses in
Louisville and Evansville; three
Warner houses in Kentucky, three in
Portsmouth, O. and two in Parkers-
burg, W. Va^ plus scattered inde-
pendents are still closed, but some
of these will probably reopen by
the end of this Week. Para-
mount which has returned to op-
eration in the towns where this

chain was affected, are feeling some
fears for theatres in the M. A.r Light-
man (Malco) and Saenger circuits

in Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisi-

ana. There was some apprehension
concerning Memphis, where dis-

tributors also have exchanges, but
dangers there are now not keenly
felt.

Reopen Clncy This Week
RKO hopes to be able to reopen

all of its seven theatres in Cincinnati

by the end of the week. Much de?
pends on the ability to get sufficient

power and on the attitude of the
health authorities, who, it is felt
may prevent early reopenings of all

places of assembly due to danger of
the spr,ead of disease. ' Exchanges in

Cincinnati are crippled, but with dis-

tributors shipping prints to Cleve-
land and other points, including as
far south as Atlanta; all accounts are
being properly served. New Orleans
is alsc an exchange point, but be-
lieved that city is pretty safe against

a tough flood.

None of the RKO theatres in Cincy
were flooded, lack of power and the
general situation forcing Closure.

Houses in* Louisville, Evansville,

Marietta, O; Portsmouth, and
various points in Kentucky will suf-

fer heavy damages from flood

waters, but in Pittsburgh, a dan-f

gerous spot, the damage to Warner
Bros., Loew's and other operators

is comparatively slight While some
water seeped Into theatres, the losses

are mostly in minimized attendance,

the hiring of crews for protection

and the moving of rugs, etc.

Paramount is more fortunate than
other major chains. The five houses
which it was forced to close In

Wheeling, W. Va., and Middletown,
O., are all back in operation, the

Rex, Wheeling, being damaged the

most. No one can estimate damages
until later on when construction de-

partments conduct a complete check.

In Middletown Par was forced to

shutter its four houses there for lack

of power, but by rigging up special

equipment for juice it was enabled

to reopen one (the Paramount) after

only three days of darkness. A sec-

ond Middletown houst reopened Sat-

urday (30) and the other two Sun-
day (31).

Altoona's Sunday-Law

Nix on Flood Benefit

Altoona, Pa., Feb. 2.

Fearing the . establishment of

dangerous precedent' regarding Sun-
day shows, city ministers refused to

permit benefit showings, of films at

local houses Sunday (31 ). Charity

for flood refugees, arranged by the

iBiair County chapter of the Red
Cross, but nixed by district attorney

on insistence of residents and min-
isters.

Local newspapers, Altoona Tribune
and The Mirror, supported the the-

atre managers and rebuked the. ad-

ministration and church for ni ing

the shows. Protestors said there were
other legitimate means of raising

coin without violating the law. May-
or's permission was overruled.

. Nearby Johnstown okayed Sunday
benefits with Embassy, tate and

Cambria theatres, doing capacity biz

night and evening.
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Martin Gosch, Warner home office

radio contact out here, takes a film-

recorded radio program audition

east next week to show it to New
York advertising agencies. A Man-
hattan film theatre may be used lor

audition with entire/broadcast trade

invited- Don Becker who wrote and

directed radio series will accompany

Gosch. .. _ . .

This is the first program effort re-

sulting frpm the active coordination

of Warner-financed Transamerican

with the Warner film studio and

using Warner film talent for tran-

scription purposes.
•'.: Frankness of the Warner monopoly

enjoyed by Transamerican is the

tipoff of the big studio yen to share

the radio coin. Now that the exhib

thing seems to have died down to a

whisper it revives rumors of other

film studios making radio deals.

Metro is the object of such rumors

again in connection with an auto-

maker. , . M
If and when several exclusives for

film studio tie-ups are consummated

it will probably end several guest

star trariscontirientals that could not

function if lrozen out of the largest

celluloid centers because of other

advertisers signing exclusives.

KOY, Phoenix Goes CBS,

Brand-New Market; Now

100 Stations on Web

Columbi last week brought its

station list back to an even 100 by

entering into affiliation contracts

with KOY, phoenix, Ariz., and

WKBB, Dubuque, la. Both outlets

will become part of the basic sup-

plementary list, KOY, Feb. 14 and

WKBB, March 1. Rate in either case

will be $125 for a night time hour.

Affiliations open hew market for

CBS. KOY, which was acquired the

latter part of last year by Burridge

Butler, owner of WLS, Chicago, and

Naylor Rogers ' operates .1.000

watts oh 1390 k.c. WKBB is on 1500

k.c and licensed to operate at 250

watts days and 100 wktts nights.

AFFILIATED LAW SUITS

FOLLOW THE BLOW-UP

icago, Feb. 2.

Post mortems are being held over

the suspended Affiliated regional net

in the form of law suits. First was

to come today (2) with the. Reuben

^. Donnelley Corporation, publishers,

as plaintiff.

. Also almost ready for court action

is that of Rpessler & Howard, pro-

gram agents, who subleased ABC's
New York office, and found a three-

day notice pinned to their do Jr de-

ite the fact that they had been

paying rent to Affiliated ever since

they moved iii the office.

RCA Show From KSL

on

ib trade is . referred to

Lenox Lohr's statement on tele-

vision made last week in San
Francisco. Lohr believes tele-

..

vision will be limited to cities

above 100,000 population.
Story appears on page 5 of

the flim
:
section ' this week.

Jury Award of $2,000 for Idea

CHURCH'S VISIO SCHOOL

Court Shut KMBC Boss Oat
Former Television Project

of

Kansas City, Feb.

Arthur Church of KMBC is bank-

rolling the town's second television

school. is •Television Institute

of America/ Church owns a size-

able slice of stock in the other local

school, First National Television,

and has since its organization. A re-

cent court' effort failed to give him
control First National's station,

KXBY. «
G. L. .Taylor and, Norm G

Souther, formerly of First National,

head the new school as prexy and

vice-prexy. Technical, staff is headed

by C. L. Foster and Charies Curtis,

At present staff is concerned with

textbook preparations. Latter part

of this month" Taylor will take a

circle through the east an

.equipment buying
.
spree. School,

which will have an. extension divi-

sion as well as . resident classes, ex-

pects to be in Operation about

middle May.

Admen in Hollywood Think
Their Eastern Brethren

Are All Wrong About the

Situation

HARD WORKERS

Taint so.

That's the ;

agency radio

Hollywood,

UNION CHARGES WHK
RENEGED ON SALE

Cleveland, Feb. 2.

Auto workers' i which

bought a WHK' series of 10-minute

spojts to talk about the local Gen-,

era! Motors stri ing to

sue the station for allegedly voiding

its contract; Several broadcasts had

been made by officials of Local 45

of the Automobile Workers' Union,

interrupted by two of

studi censorship. 'Following last

one, is F. Spisak, its prez, said

he received a letter from C. A. Mc-
Laughli WHK's sales manager,
canceling the contract which was in

the form of a 'memo agreement.'

'We endeavor to serve the public

interest of bur community at all

times,' McLaughlin's letter read, 'and

we feel we have discharged this

duty by broadcasting this series. We
believe that the situation from your
standpoint has been, adequately

covered.'

Spisak in public statement charged

that 'this act of WHK is not only a
breach of contract with the union

but a cyhical violation of public

rights arid liberties, and for the

breach of contract we will have
legal recourse.' Protest' is being

taken before radio, commission by
Senator Robert J, Bulkley.

Salt Lake City, . 2.

RCA Magic Key will ori inate in
local Mormon tabernacle on June 13

when regional the
Pacific Coast Advertisi is

held.

John B. Kennedy will arrange
show, in conjunction with KSL, over
which pumps into the inter

mountai ion.

Earl lade, general
manager, P. A;

,
A. conven

tipn official, already, selecting per
formers for hour-show.

J.H. ns

Packard; Senews Astaire

Hollywood, Feb. 2.

Another 13 weeks goes to the
Packard program. All members of

cast included.
Fred Astaire and Charles Butter-

Jvprth tops with Johnny Green or-

chestra.

J. H. McKee last week handed in

his resignation as radi irector for;

Cecil, Warwick & Cecil. He's been
with the agency four years.

Among the programs he has been
responsible for are the Vick Chemical
series which -used such names as

Grace Moore, Nelson Eddy and Igor

Gorin, the old Gulf Refining setup

which had the late Will Rogers, G.

Washington Coffee's; 'Uncle Jim's

Question Bee' and Sherwin Williams'

'Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the

Air.'.

'

Kenneth McLeod, formerly at

WBRY, Waterbury, and WELI, New
Haven, how development engineer at

WDRC, Hartford. Fred King of

WATR ( Waterbury, succeeds McLeod
at. WELL

reply advertising

producers, now 'on

location' here, v» cispel the impres-

sion* among/ their brethren in the
East that they've gone social: In fact

they're pretty emphatic in denials.

Agency; lads point up concrete ex-
amples of their grind. More than a
handful of them insist they haven't
the slightest idea what the . Santa
Anita track looks like. Although they
admit they make an occasional bet
on the oat eaiors—but 20*miles. away.

1

Those colored tile swimming pools
where cocktails are sipped they've
heard about but hone .. will admit
haying dipped a tootsie in one.
There's just hot enough hours to go
around, they say. And .with a;

straight face.

Take Sam Moore of the William
Esty office at Hollywood and Vine,
dead center of all the activity. His
recreation tennis. 'So 'elp me/
moans :; Sam. haven't been; on a
Court in weeks. Just can't find time.'

Sam's aid, Bob Redd, -who holds
rein on the Camel show* points to a
bag of golf sticks in the corner.

'Last time I played was a week be-
fore" Christmas.'

Stan Holt's Best Cure

Esty boys will tell you that after

a few weeks out here to set the
Camel show, Stan Holt beat it for the
Michigan woods to, as he puts it,

'get some rest.'

Put in Redd, 'T-was trying to figure
out,, after that story broke inVariety,
how many hours we really put -in
each week. Of course it varies but
even .the lowest week would make
that 40-hour week seem like a kin-
dergarten session.'

: Tom Harrington . of Young &
Rubicam resents the implication that

they've gone social.

'If I could do all the things they
accuse us of and still turn out. that

Jack Benny show each week with
the hours that are left I would rate

a miracle man, no less.'

Carnation Not Fresh
But Tom wasn't through. . 'Lookit

at Joe Stauffer. When he landed here
from the East he was a fashion plate

with .a fresh cut flower in his lapel

every morning. That carnation he's

wearing now is at least .four days
old.-' And he could use a shave right

now. Oh, they don't have to take
our word for it. just let 'em buzz
Bill Stuhler or Don Stauffer.'

Practice with the agencies has
been to send the young bucks West
•to get some experience in building
radio .shows. It . was with great zest

that they itched "
. Arid if there

has been any letup in the steady and
unbroken application of their talent

and time, it has hot dawned on
Everard Meade, newest of the

rookies
Far Into the Night

'Some fun, eh,' grinned Meade.
'Raise your-; sights, toward our office

about midnight any night and you'll

see the mazdas burning, Arid we
won't be playing pinochle, either;'

Dianna Bourbon, who produces the
Burns and Allen show for F. Wallis
Armstrong, doesn't subscribe to the
eastern theory of the gay times, in

Hollywood, 'Work is' fun with me;
offered Miss Bourbon, 'so maybe
that's what they mean.' ..

Other, Armstrong producer, ill

Bacher laughed it off. He even had
time to. get a haircut. (He never did.)

'See you later/ chirped Myron
Kjrk of Ruthrauff & Ryan. *I.'m off

for Al .Jplson's swimming pool at

Encino.' But under his arm he r-

ried a script. It developed that most
of the rehearsals for the Rinso-Life-

buoy show are held at Jolson's home
artd that Cecil Uriderwood, producer.

Pleasantly Surprised

Josef
Nelson
House'

Kansas City, Feb. •

Pasternack, here for

Eddy's ' Vick's Open
irshow, which is being

broadcast over KMBC as Eddy
in for p.a., wanted an ar-

rangement made, of a tune to

be used on show. Station of--

fered the assistance of its mu-
sical director, P. Hans Flath.

. Pasternack explained just

how he wanted the opus scored..

Flath suggested tha as Paster-

nack explained it the thing was
okay, but the fiddles were all

playing;; same notes, and
wouldn't it be better if arranged

to include some harmony.:
Pasternack replied: 'Sure,

would, but I didn't know
could get any ' Kansas City/

DON DAVIS ON SKATES

That Kansas City Guy Keeps "Hatch-

ing. By-Prodacts

Kansas City, Feb. 2.

Don Davis, station WHB prexy,

still nurses a yen to be a producer.

Yen has been incubated several

times before; Latest hatch is an ice

carnival which will be held at the

Pi:.-mor rink Thursday and Friday

of this week. Ostensibly the venture

is under the guidance of the Kansas
City Skating Club. Talent is re-

cruited from the amateur champion
clazs arid will hit the rink as a mu-
sical production on painted ice.

Davis is getting a $2.20 top.

He staged a similar carnival last

Winter and last spring his pet of pets

blossomed forth; in the form of a

travel show. He had his nails down
to the cuticle befor that was over.

At present Davis is considering an-

other go at the travel show to be

held early this spring.;

BRITISH MUSIC SCALE

FOR BROADCASTING

London, Feb.. 2.

After four months .of , negotiation,

British bandleaders have accepted

what the British Broadcasting Co.

had termed its final offer. New scale

affords a moderate increase.

Contract calls for $12 a player for

broadcasts of from 25 to. 35 minutes,
$12.50 for 40 to 50 minutes and $15
for 50 to. 65 minutes.

had been there since ? a.m. Nate
Tufts, the other . & R] rihgihasterj,

uses the Taft building quarters to:

dress up the Joe Penner opus. At his

elbow can generally be found a lunch
tray with the leavi

Ed Gardner came out for the: Rip-
ley broadcast and didn't loiter long
after the scene shifted back East.

Lou Dean oh the Irv Cobb show
went for a home in Newhall and the
-missus, hot the complaining kind,

either, talks about being a radio
wi . Lou can generally be found
at which, isn't, exactly what
one would call a haunt of the play-
boys.

What Did You Say, Mister?
Ken Fickett barged in for Barton.

Batten; Durstine & Osborne to handle
a Stokowski broadcast and beat a
hasty retreat back East when it was
over. But not before, he let go with
'and they say you come to Holly-
wood for a rest-

Bill Lewis, Columbia's program
director, during several weeks-so
journ here rarely left his Bevhjlls

domicile. Pin him down to it and
he'll admit he spent most of his

time ' a lounging robe, up to his

ears in scripts: and auditions. Dana
Noyes of N. W.Ayer and Jack. Hasty,

doing the National Biscuit opus
didn't have ariy heed for social sec-,

retaries, either, they'll tell

Playboys? bah!

Jury verdict of $2,000 was awarded
in N. Y. Fed'! Court last Thursday
(28) to Dorothy Stone (not the

actress) after an action in which she
charged the,McCann-ErIckson agency
with accepting a number of

""

from her for the Ford Motor Co.

speculative basis, tout without payi

her for preparation, and submission

of the plans: Ford Motor, originally

a defendant with the agency, was
dropped from the litigation by muf
tual consent of counsel.

-. Case is regarded as setting, some-
thing of a precedent in that the plain-

tiff argued that the agency was en-
hanced in the eyes of the client 'by

the mere fact that they brought up
the ideas presented by her. 'Follow-
ing submission of the idea,' said the
complaint, 'the agency broached the
subject to Ford executives, and find-

ing them interested, requested the
plaintiff to prepare a detailed plan i

cooperation with persons on their
staff familiar with Ford truck prob-
lems?

Plainti 'admitted that these
.(plans) were submitted on a specu-
lative basis' but that there was 'an

understanding that; she was to be
paid for preparation and submission
of a plan.' Judge Murray Hulbert
charged the jury .that Whenever serv-
ices are .rendered at the special in-
stance and request of another, there
is implied obligation to pay for
such /services, Unless rebutted by
proof of a special' agreement.
Idea Miss Stone, had given the

agency , was a tie-up between Ford
motor trucks and the Industrial Sales
Committee Caravan.; Latter is a Fed-
eral Housing Administration-spon-
sored piece of promotion.

Idea Salts Touch
Suits of this nature are admittedly

rare, 'idea* people generally figuring
on payment only when their ideas
ate actually accepted. Plaintiff in
this, instance banked on three con-
tentions: (1) that her ideas, Whether
accepted or not, were an, asset to
the agency as goodwill builder with
the client; '(2) that she had been
promised payment for the expense i

drawing up and submitting her plans;
and (3) that a value can be placed
by court on the alleged sums due for
this work. McCann-Erickson, in de-
fense, contended that there had been
ho agreement to pay whatsoever.
Plaintiff was represented by Max

Chopnick. Defendant's side -was
taken by W. W. Nottingham of Hays,
Nottingham .& Combs, Usually
Supreme Court is the tribunal
such instances, but. this one was
shifted into Federal jurisdiction be-
cause of the diversified citizenshi
of the litigants.

HIRES FIDLER

TO SPILL FILM DOPE

Hollywood,
imiriie Fidler terminates his Luden

contract after. 20 weeks March; 2 and
the

. following Tuesday goes to
Procter Gamble; which will use
the gossiper on the Drene shampoo
broadcast. Fidler's deal calls for
$2,250 for the first 26 weeks and hits
peaks at $2,750 on the final stretch.

Fidler also had deal on with;
Canada Dry , but prior' right was
exercised by the soap makers. Chat-
terer keeps his same spot on National
Broadcasting red web without a

:
missout.
In Compliance jth sponsor's re-

quest rib change will be made in the
Fidler routine.

.

Joe Laurie Joins Cantor
Joe Lauri

, Jr., is going to Holly-
wood today (Wednesday) to author
comedy material for Eddie Cantor's
Texaco show...

Veteran comcdi -author may also
align writing for ictures while out
there,

'
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GABY COOPER*-JEAN ARTHUR
with Lionel Stander
*Mr.': Deeds Goes to T«wtf
60 Mins.
LUX
Monday, 9 p. hi. EST
WABC, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
Repeated reviews of the Lux

gram appeared, i Variety ; during

1936. Some these merely re-

ported the simple facts of perform-

ance. Others, found individual ex-

amples of the Lux formula resilient

and irresistible springboards from
which "to dive into informal essays

oh that garrulous theme—showman-
ship. This, the first of the 1937. pro-
grams to be.reviewed, affords one of
the intermittent .opportunities for
Extended, remarks.

.- < Gary Cooper and- Jean Arthur in
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town' must cer-
tainly rank as a zingy booking for
Lux. First because/ the stars are
•hot and popular. Second because
'Deeds' . as a film was a saga in the
idiom of these states that, whammed
home a smash hit everywhere. Third,
because of a certain topical endorse-
ment as a film critical group's 'best'

picture of 1936. On any radio pro-
gram log the combination of play
.and players, was certain to draw
dialers. '

'-'

: But does' the responsibility of the
agency-soonsor collaboration

: rest
there ahdt.how safe is it to rely upon
a good title and a good brace of
names? What would the finding be
if C- A. B. asked also:

Did listen- to full pro-
©ram?
Did it meet your expectations?
Was '

,. in your opinion, a good
show in performance as ' was oh
paper?
^ Fot 'Mr; Deeds' hi the unfolding
was not top-flight radio production.
It was neither artfully excerpted nor
adroitly directed. Transitions of
mood were frequently abrupt Lines
that* should- have 'had value got the
throw-away treatment Throw-away
delivery is okay for Broadway so-
phisticates but radio usually knows

:
Better . Be>ause ;

it has less time and
fewer narrative devices. It cannot
neglect or pooh-pooh emphasis.
Light and shade is everything. There
was .singularly little change of pace

• in the Lux doing of 'Mr. Deeds.' He
••" didn't; in. the obvibus ever
rreally-get to town; ;

.?

This is. not a question of an adap-
tation from one medium failing to
please in another because of a fixed
prejudice, like -Gilbert and.

, Sullivan
nuts who won't tolerate putting in

' taking but a grace note. Its' just
everyday failure to make the

most of material, of situations, of
openings. And On top of that a none
too. conscientious kmtting together
at . rehearsals. Where were the
laughs? The 'sharp bite of pathos?
The film had both—built in lovingly
and carefully, step by step. The
radio version wouldn't be expected
to enual the screen with its re-
sources of time ancl budget, setting,
visualization and direction, but still

the story
-
was supposed to be com-

edy, Yet there were few snappers,
' few punch-lines, few laugh moments
in the action. .

y
It seemed (a guess) that the suc-

cess of the film haunted the radio
production. % Sufficient allowance
wasn't made for the -difference. It
was played and it was directed too
much like the picture. And radio
can't ignore its own characteristics
'•that wiy.^vif.* .. J ':";?'>*>

A fault, of script shows of any
length on the radio is often the sus-
?>ected- neglect' of weighing in every
ine. Too much waste. Too many
minutes ticking off without self-

justification. Words without results.
Line-reading without characteriza-
tion. Story without illusion;
The answer to 'all this may be

that Lux does very well; thank you,
On a policy of big stars and w. k.
titles, and that within the realities of
rehearsal allowances, etc., a passable
performance is an acceptable' result,
while polished perfection- is neither
necessary \hor expected. Neverthe
less 'Mr. Deeds' was below what is
custoniairily expected from Lux.

Land.

ROCKY CLARK
The County Courier'
Commentator
5 Mins.

INSURANCE AGENCY;
Daily 6:30 p.m.
WICC, Bridgeport

Difficult .to make much of a dent
in five minutes, but the Pierce Insur-
ance . Agency has. ballyhooed this
five-a-week offering so shrewdly that
program ought to be effective.
Rocky Clark, radio ed. of the

Bridgeport Post, who had been
WICC-sustainirig a weekly 'Names
,in the News* show until the commer-
cial came along, smartly fits into
his limited .vehicle a comprehensive
survey of the day's goings-on in
Fairjield county, populous Connecti-
cut sector of which Bridgeport is the
seat. Choice of material shows the
local interest slant always impor-
tant in communities of this type and
is a sensible follow-up to WICC-s
iribre generalized news coverage
some *minutes .before.
Sponsor, via announcer Joe Lopez,

offers child health chart to listeners,

which is a check on reception as. well
as a lead source. Elem.

SHOW BOAT
-With Lanriy Ross, Molasses 'n' Janu-

ary, Mary Small and Juvenile
.Revue, Modern Choir, Al Good-
man's Orchestra

Variety
60 Mins.
MAXWELL HOUSE
Thursday, 9 p.m.
WEAF, New York :;

(Benton & Bowles)
MaXwell House Show Boat, feeling

the pinch opposition Major
Bowes amateur program on CBS, is

going i novelty to circumvent

further into its listening

audience. break along these

lines was the booking of Mary
Small's Juvenile Revue, ah aggrega-
tion of talented moppets gathered
together for this one broadcast They
may (and should) stay on indef. -

Thursday night (4) Mary Small's
crew were ori the last 20-odd minutes
of the show and were unquestionably
the sock of the program. . Routine
prior to their appearance at the mike
was along the same old? rather gushy
Show Boat lines, with the presenta-
tion too obviously, aimed at a special
kind, rather than all, listeners.

Lanny Ross continues to top-line
the show, the script giving him a
saintly aura that must irritate some
folks. It won't do him over-much
good in the end. Molasses 'n' Janu-
ary provide the comedy, and okay
in both their minstrel and strictly

two-act portions; Modern Choir's
singing Is good and Al Goodman's
music is all that can be desired from
a band on a straight variety show.

In Mary Small's portion of the
broadcast the program showed some-
thing that could enable it to reach
into a more, popular sphere. The
kids with Miss Small (only 15 her-
self) were strong clicks in. their in-

dividual talents, three of them even
surmounting a weak .-.-<

courtroom
sketch. These were Wright Cramer
and Jimmy and Andy Donnelly.
Others were Trumpet Twins, sing-

ers; Demarco Sisters Trio, voeal-in-

strumehtalisfs; Stewart Canin, vio-

linist, and the Seven Loria Bros.,

Mexican troupe ranging in age from
four to 15 and surefire with Spanish
music, singing and (strictly for the
studio audience) rhumba dancing. ''.

Kid programs over the week-end
afternoons have achieved large fal-

lowings. There's no reason why a
half-hour or so could hot be given
over to the moppets .on this, show
weekly* .

Commercials remain same;
okay for the product Scho.

SOAP CREEK CORNERS
With Mabel Locke, Helen Behmlller,
Harry Canidale and Gordon Ray

Comedy
IS Mins.
Sustaining'
Toes., Thurs. 10 A.M., CST
WWAE. Hammond, Ind.

Comedy act based on rural

tions! Founded cn proverbial set of

rural characters; the lazy good-for-
nothing, the hard-working woman,
the widow too attracted to men, the
half-wit girl, etc. .

Episode reviewed showed the folks

butchering, and besides being funny,
would be instructive to city listeners

who know nothing about farm
butchering. Showed uses for differ-

ent parts of carcass including the
filling of the animal's bladder with
beans to make a rattle for the: kid.

Script packs punch, and charac-
terizations are good, but whole could
Stand more rehearsal, especially with
sound-effects which were off cue sevr

eral times;

'ADVENTURES WILL-
IAMS'

With .John Connor, Cornelius Peo-
ples, Marjorle Hannan, Graydon
Goss, and Edwin. Burke

Transcription
15 Mins.
HOLSUM BREAD
M-W-F; 4:30 p.m.
WOWO, Ft. Wayne,

' (W. E. Lona C&l
Transcription show which is

dently aimed to get the kid audi

biit has considerable adult appeal as

well, because of the odd angle which
it takes presenting adventure.

Gets • away from .the fright wig ef-

fect, to bring out the humor of kids
when they're treated as kids. ,,Never
gets above the kids' heads while do-
ing' it, however,, and moves fast

enough, to satisfy the devoted listen-

ers of the keeps-em-awake id

shows.
Based on the adventures of a news-

reel cameraman gives it an but -tor

almost ' anything to happen, and
should- prevent the show from be-
coming slow at any time.. Cast arid

production, .are okay, with the dia^-

lbgue leaning to naturalness. Present
setting is. in South America with
camera man, kids, and a secret
service agent wrapped up in some
sort of a mait tampering deal.
Throughout the dialogue is twisted
to develop unexpected angles which
holds an audience tight. End of
script should have been built up bet-
ter, however^, to get more of a carry
over. Particularly is this important
where a show doesn't go on daily.

,

Act should click with no objection-
ables for the committees to yelp
about, and yet having speed enough
so that the kids won't fee] it's sissy
stuff.

Follow-Up Comment

Last year was, the 25th anniver-

sary of Irving Berlin's 'Alexander's

Ragtime Band' this year marks
his 30th celebration as a popular
songwriter, perhaps the No. 1 song-
smith all time. However, this

phase is bei saved for a major
network basis' in > its entirety. For
the Eddie Cantor-Texaco show, Ber-
lin's guester was chiefly in the in-
terests of his forthcoming 'On the
Avenue' (20th) and its premiere at
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., on
Thursday (4). ..

"

Cantor, Sunday (31) night, was
celebrating his own birthday but
so far as Berlin was concerned the
red-letter day was Feb. 4 and that
Music Hall date. All : of which
made for some neat byplay to offset
the sentimentality of the • occasion.
Still, Cantor, appropriately

,
enough,

was not to he denied his nostalgia
for their boyhood days on the side-
walks of New York.

'Alexander' was the theme song,
thence Berlin's introductory to sing
in his mild little voice an excerpt
from the film, 'You're Laughing at
Me,' arid Cantor topped this with
'Slumming on Park Avenue.'
:

- Incidentally, the Berlin-'Averiue'
score has been getting a pretty
good ride already on the air, in ad-
vance of ? the film's release, and it's

highly listenable.
Herman Birig was scheduled for

the Cantor show this Sunday to re-
place Parkyakakas, but latter was
still in, presumably as the blbwoff
as he arid Cantor are splitting pro-
fessionally.

Gelett Burgess, humorist-author
guesting on 'Heinz Magazine of the
Air' over CBS, did an eight-minute
dissertation on 'How to Be Young,*
which sounded serious, arid at times
deep, despite his sprightly literary
style. As a matter of fact, it seemed
to contain several Contradictions; A
talk on remaining youthful would,
according to Burgess' definition of
subjects to be avoided, appear . dis-
tinctly a sign that the speaker was
ageing.

. Young people would not be
likely to discuss such a topic. Too,.
Burgess' voice did not sound youth-
ful, despite his emphasis on Cultivat-
ing and maintaining a 'telephone
girl's voice' as a mark of youth. It
would require a discipline and self-
control,

; practiced constantly from
the. 'teens, to abstain from some of
the habits and mannerisms which
Burgess, listed as certain indications
of age. Few persons, great or small,
are free from all of them, listeners
probably thought as they heard
Burgess. His spiel is an oral version
of a piece by him in the current Cos-
mospolitan.
Like many contributions re-

cently offered on .the Heinz Mag-
azine, this one carried a lecture-
tinge. Stream of 'names' apparently
is thinning. Waldemar Kampffert,
science editor of the N. Yf

- Times, an-
other of last week's, message-bearers,
spoke on 'Why Man Can Not Be Im-
mortal.' Interesting but heavy for
radio. - Helen Woodward, . author,
chatted on Southern cooking;.
Walter Hampden is one of the

guests Who brought solid entertain-
ment to the . Magazine. Actor, in a
scene from 'Cyrano de Bergerac,'
displayed a superb voice, perfect dic-
tion,, and the classical manner,

Jessica Dragonette farewelled
gracefully . after seven years broad-
casting for Cities Service over NBC,
her. final appearance being on the
548th program the utilities concern
had presented. At the conclusion of
her first number, the melodious 'In-
dian Love Call,' Ford Bond pre-
sented Miss Dragonette with a gold
plaque. She responded in a vein that
combined, dignity with sincerity,
speaking voice being clear and pleas-
ant, though a trifle high pitched.
Miss Dragbnette's other selections,
all sung splendidly, included an oper-
atic aria, 'Old Kentucky Home,' a
duet excerpt from Offenbach's 'Tales
Of Hoffman,' with Eliot Shaw, bari-
tone of The Revelers, and the con-
cluding 'Street Song', from 'Naughty
Marietta.*

Missr Dragonette thereupon intro-
duced .her Cities Service successor,
Lucille Manners. Miss Manners dis-
played a, fine speaking, voice in a
brief talk. Hugh Herndon, Jr.,
round-the-world flier and head of
CS's aviation department, had a spot
for remarks on the current National
Aviation Show. For- an aviator he
handled himself well before the
mike.

'King Features Presents' (WINS,.
Sunday, 6:30 p.m.) offered 'Abie
Kabibble,' by Harry Hershfield, With
Hershfleld himself as m.c. King Fea-
tures is using series to showcase for
potential, sponsors its . syndicated
features available for radio.
Sketch was well cast, riicel"

scripted and neatly played. Many of
the gags that have made the news-
paper strip famous are retained.
They are projected in a human, life-
like story. Teddy. Bergman plays
the title role with understanding.
Brice Disque, Jr., who- usually

writes and! produces Sketches on this
broadcast, does : well as producer of
present skit He is first, aide to
Fred Smith, radio supervisor, for
King Features.
Last few minutes of broadcast

SIDNE? SKOLIKT
Gesslp
• Mini,
tux
Monday, f p. mi. EST
WABC, New York

.

(J, y/alter: Thompson}
Hardest problem' for a guy like

Skolsky trying to figure out a honle-

and-flreside problem like radio is

what role shall he play, Cute?
Dynamic? Like sbniebody else, or
like one of those disembodied spirits,

'The voice' of, this, that or what-
are-ybu-selling, In Chicago, back in
darkest .1931, there was even a - Voice
of Sausage.'

• Skolsky' flashy spurt for Lux
crowded . in; a lot of names arid
oddities. Names are what LUx dotes
on and most advertisers cherish. So
he gave them nairies: Nor was an
ingenious stri to hang them to-
gether lacking.

Verdict on . Skbisky's mi style
isn't unmarred by suspicions of what
the reaction may be here and yon
about this wide land. He sounded a
little too flip, A pat formula for
dishing his, stuff was not yet dis-
covered—that was the impression.
His choice of material was spotty.

No revealing insight. Shallow gags
and puns and twists. Apt to suggest
that it's smart made-up patter rather
than

. honestv -lbwdowh.
. Naturally

hard to. criticize such a personality
or his work. Or to guess at the pop-
ular, reaction. He seemed riot on the
firmest possible ground.
.
Cecil DeMille didn't, help by the

introductory • crack, 'He's always
willing to hold back a story if the
story would hold back .a career*
Which tended to make a press agent
put of Skolsky pronto. That's a bad
slant—keyholing is keyholing and
introducing 'ethics' is a nice way to
remind people" they shouldn't enjoy
gossip so much anyhow. It was a
boner. . Labelled Skolsky as a guy
that was holding out. Land.

ST, PAUL WINTER CARNIVAL
With Louis Rowen, Brooks Hender-

son, George Putnam, Roek Ulmer,
Bob Murphy and Corlrine Jordan

60 Mins.
Saturday, 9 p.m.
KSTP, St, Paul-Minneapolis
Perfect example of foresight sav-

ing the station's heck was KSTP's
handling of this. NBC blue network
coast-to-coaster.
So jumbled, confused and crowded

was the parade line of march that
lulls of packed humanity between
sparkles of action would have killed
this broadcast had not station heads
prepared copy before starting time
on all floats and marching units in
the parade.
,

Louis Roweri, in from NBC's Chi-
cago studios, covered goings-on from
the reviewing stand, aided by Brooks
Henderson and Corinne Jordan.
Other three announcers were placed
at strategic points along the route to
pick up comriient and color, Pickup
point at the ice palace came in
handy; too, with ' old-timers being
called on for 'way back when slants
comparing 1937 carnival to the one
of 1886.
Whenever parade came to a stand-

still, martial music was provided by
a band Which KSTP had tucked
away back of the reviewing stand
(another .happy foresight, since
weather was so cold most of the
parading musickers didn't feel like
risking putting their lips against cold
metal, so there' was little playing);
or one of the announcers would
launch into a snappy description of
this or that brightly-appareled
marching club (reading from pre-
pared copy) or describe with ap-
propriate ohs and ahs some beauteous
float (also from paper).
Considering the combination of

tough; obstacles, station played the
thing adroitly, using foresight and
showmanship right up to the hilt,
with no one the wiser. Those ' who
'saw' parade via the dials instead of
in the flesh were lucky, no fobli V

Rash.

VOICE JERUSALEM
With Moishe Nathanson, Art Quartet
Songs
15 Mins.
JUNKET FOLKS
Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
WMCA, New York

(Advertisers Broadcasting)
Aimed strictly at the* Jewish ele-

riient 'in New York,
,
this program

probably suits its purpose. Hebraic"
chants, each with a legend behind it,

should hold sentimental appeal for
the orthodox Jews.
Junket is a dessert product, with

the air blurbs stressing the fact that
it's kosher. Copy is read first in Yid-
dish and then in English, but kept
brief arid subdued in each instance
by the femme announcer. She' also
outlines the. story behind each song
by Moishe Nathanson and quartet.
Hebrew .music is strictly of the

chant, variety, therefore limited
mainly to people of the race. But,
considering that there are more than
2,000,000 Jews in the Metropolitan
area, audience/ for this program
should be plenty large. Scho.

served as sort of a preview of new
King Features Personalities show
which starts this week on the same
station. Fred Smith introduced
several International News arid Urii-
versal News

,
service departmental

chiefs for quickie interviews.
Tenth in the current series,

THRILLS'
WIUi

.
M»rg»ret Brayten, Barbara

Lvidy, Frederick Shields, Lou
MerrllL Frank Nelson, Michael
Fltomanrlce, Nlok Angelo, Verha
Felton. Joseph Franc, Lee Millar,
Gayne Whitman

3t Mins. .

UNION OIL CO.
Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
KF1, Los Angeles

(Lord & Thomas)
A neat offering that has enough of.

the, elements, to make it worthwhile
dialing. . Ii

:
s, built around an idea

which is something of a tioveltv
along these slopes. Jack Runyo'n
has produced with a showmanly
touch and has given it a strong
backup, both musically arid in its
dramatic passages. -

;

Themed to the line, 'life holds a
million thrills,', program* is a series
of panels tiepicti:ig thi big mbments
in everyday life. First off was the
chance audition of Joe Benton, who*
made the Met as a standby in 'Paglii
acci.' It gave Runyon the oppor-
tunity to bring on Nic» Angelo for
an operatic aria.
Second thrill was dramatized in a

poignant, touching bit by Michael
Fitzmaurice arid Margaret Brayton,
as Tom Moore, the Irish poet, and
his wife. Her big moment came
when he penned the Verse, 'Believe
Me If All Those Endearing Young,
Charms,' as renewed faith i their,
loVe after her beauty was threatened,
by a pock fever. Pair did a nice job
and made it ring true.

Thrill of swing music brought on
Drvid Broekman's ork in a typical
Broekman arrangement of 'Alex-
ander's Rag Time Band.' He took it
in stride , and made it hum. That
lad's not long for Coast radio once
the easterners get a load of his
stylized music. Then into a brisk
march to give Off . the tingle of sol-
diers afoot.
Recreated was the heroic deed of

a Captain Scott, who wedged his
body into the jagged hole in the side
of a rammed .ferryboat to save the
lives of hundreds. Thrill of sim-
plicity was the reunion, of a young
wife and her soldier-husband, horne
on furlough from' the war.
Narration by Gayne Whitman . was

clean-cut and concise. Carlton
KaDell handled the commercials
crisply arid ^yith restraint. Forest
Barnes rates a curtsy for his script.
Show is a welcome relief from the

run of noisyi swingy, unfunhy pro-
grams now cluttering the Coast
lanes. No matter which member of
the. family tunes it in, it'll stay put.
There's something in it for everyone,
arid that's aiming for a vast audience
which this one rates. Helm.

'RADIO EXTRA'
With Ole Foerch orchestra, George
Rector, Eugene Kerekes, Mart
Matthews, Jay G. Hayden

Music, Talks, Drama
3t Mins.
Sustaining
Thursdays, 7:3t p;ni*
WWJ, Detroit

'

If-the newspapermen on this stanza
realized they, were on the air arid
not writing a news story, this new
halfrhour program could be ; a sure
thing.
Buildup stirit for station's parent,

the Detroit News, has plenty of good
music by Ole Foerch's band; the idea
is there, and program has a come-on
tag. But it looks like it may take
time and effort to convince the
sheet's writers that radio requires
different treatment than a regular
news story. And isn't as simple as
newspapermen habitually fancy.
Only person on show caught who

exhibited radio showmanship was
George Rector, the fbbd man, who
was in town on another engaeement.
Rector, interviewed by Florence
Davies, did well what he's been
doing for years and will soon do on
a network commercial.
Other sections of the 'radio extra'

covered were the music dept., with
Eugene Kerekes warbling, coupla
gypsy tunes and explaining folk-lore
in connection, with songs; the public
service section, handled by Fred
Thorton, and the political situation,
given by Jay G. Hayden, paper's
Washington correspondent, whose,
talk was piped in from capital. Mart
Matthews handled the m.c. duties oke,
and realistic touch was giveri pro-
gram at . end, with a flash on local
strike, troubles.
' Opening and close simulates a ki
shouting 'extra' on crowded street.

Pete,

'JOLLY JIM'
Music, Contest
15 Mins/
Sustaining
Daily 4:30 p.m.
WXYZ, Detroit

This. 15-minute shot is

little helper.' And there's a
test; for the kids, plus a 'talki
besides. ' -

. Although kids may or may not
relish playing 'games' of 'helping
mother,' they at least should go for
the -speaking kittie' arid, the contest.
Latter requires . letter of 'don'ts*
mothers tell the kids, and winners-
get chance to appear in 16 mm.
•flicker made by a local producer.
. 'Mother Eve' plays the piano, while
'Jolly Jim', hiakes the pussy talk and
peers through a 'magic telescope' to
check if kids are helping their
mothers with the housework, etc.

Withal a good show to snare juve-
audience. Pete.
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Threats of litigation

,
by Words &

Music, Inc.,' publishing firm, against

the American Tobacco Co., for con-

tinued failure to include 'the Night

Is Young, You're Beautiful' in the

.Lucky Strike Hit Parade broadcasts

removed yesterday (Tuesday)

following. conference between

W, & M's . counsel and Lord &
Thomas' office \ ' lawyer. Agency
recognised the probable vali ity of

the publishing firm's claim arid as-

serted that the commercial's system

of computing the current popularity

popular tunics would be com-
pletely rechecked to see whether

there were any loopholes which

could account for unfair ratings'.

V Get-together of A. Walter Socolow,

W & M lawyer, and Clark Miller,;

L & T's resident counsel, came after

the former had been instructed by
Johnny O'Connor, president of

Words & Music, to start equity, pro-

ceedings against the cig maker.

O'Connor charged that he had col-

lected t
data showing that " tune

had for several weeks been worthy
of- inclusion in, Lucky's top seven

and that the delinquency oh the part

of American Tobacco had produced
an unfavorable affect on music
.dealers when ,. came to handling

sheets copies of 'Night.*

Technical Angles

.. During - the meeting between
Clark and Socolow the former ex-

plained how the Lucky system of

popularity rating functions,- It was
noticed by Socolow that the sales of

phonograph records were made part

of the computations, and he took the

occasion to point put that as a rule

it takes weeks for the disc sales of

a tune to get started and because of

the isparity
.
between sheet and

record sales as. created by . is cir-^

cumstance the disc angle ought not
to be included, Socolow also pointed
out elements in the Lucky
Strike system which he thought
were not fair, and Clark agreed that

there would be an immediate move
to realign the :method of popularity
computation with a view to eliminat-
ing any other unfair elements.

N. Y. Union Prohs Leaders' Charges

That M. C. A. Deducts Extra Fee

Persons' Grief

For Lambert; CBS Says

No; lest Another Idea

"Missing Persons' program, which
Lambert. Pharmacal wants to get' on
the, air * behalf of Listerine, is

again but on a limb, Columbia last
week turned down the program be-
cause of possible legal complications,
NBC had previously taken; similar
action due- to Procter & Gamble's
having type of show, 'Personal Gol-

_^umn of the Air,', on that network.
' CBS felt that 'Missing Persons!
contained elements that might lead
to frequent controversy and that it

would; rather pass up the program
altogether than be constantly on
edge, aboiit. possible repercussions.
In 'Persons' Lambert proposed to
present - actual cases of missing
people. As Columbia, saw it, even
though the account obtained clear-
ances from the seekers, there was
a question whether those, sought
after couldn't make it legally hot for
the network on the ground that no
one had authority to broadcast their
names •

ir

acquiescence.
Listerine testing another idea

over WHP, Harrisburg, Pa. It's a
new, slant oh child psychology, with
the authority woman.

Considers H. Biiig

Eddie Cantor had not up to yes-
terday afternoon (Tuesday) picked
a comedian to replace Parkyakarkas
(Harry Einstein) on the Texaco
show over CBS Sunday nights.
Herman Bing, lm guttural comic,

was ' among. tho:<;e being dickered
with, but no deal, appeared to be in
the immediate offing*

Parkyakarkas' ired
Jan. 31.

AMERICAN CAN
(Tu.9—WJZ)

.. 9—Ruby Keeler.
A. & P.

(Th. 8—WABQ)
Feb. 4-^-H e n r y Youngman, Jose

Ferrer Frank Albertson, R ob e r t

Griffith, Eddie Albert, Ezra Stone,

Robert Foulk, Carrol Ashburn.

AXTON-FISHER
(Spuds)

(Sa. 6—WJZ)
Feb. 6—Hildegarde.
Feb. 13-^Josephi _ Aritoine.

BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT ...

(Su. 5 p.rn.-
uWABC)

Feb: 7-^Alice Reinhart, R o b e r t

Regent.
BRISTOL-MYERS
(Wed. 9—WEAF)

Feb. S—Judith Lawto.ri, tuar.t

Canin.
CAMPBELL

(Fri. 9—WABC)
Feb. 9—Dick Powell, Madeleine

Carrol*
Feb. 12—Victor; McLaglen, reston

Foster.
FIRESTONE

(Mori. 8:30~-WfJAF>
Feb. 1—Richard Crooks, Margaret

Speaks.
,
FORD

(Su. 9—WABC)
7—Richard Bonelli.

14—Lotte Lehman.
FORD DEALERS

(•T«: 9 p.tn.—WABC)
Feb. 9--Walter Gross and Milton

Kraus. Third guester notbooked yet.

GENERAL MILLS
(M.-F., 10 am.—WABC)

Feb, 5—Sarah Pennoyer.
GENERAL MOTORS

(Su. 10r-WEAF)
Feb. 7—Gina Cigna.

GULF
;

(Su. 7:30 p.m.—WABC)
Feb; 14—Harry Richman.

HEINZ
(M-W- . 11 a.m.—WABC)

Feb. 3—Mrs. W. Hale Harkhess, Jr,

Feb. 5—Sarah M. Lockwood,
Feb. 8—Albert Payson Terhune.

JELLO
(Su. 7 p.m.

—

WEAF)
. 14—Ben Bernie.

KRAFT
(Th. 10—WEAF)

Feb, 4—Basil Rathbone, William
Frawley, Marion Claire.

KOLTNOS
(Tu. 8—WABC)

. 9—Blanche Yurka.
LOCAL DEPT. STORE

(Th; 9~o.m—WOR)
.. Feb. 4—Abe Lyman, Sam Jaffee,

Rosamond Pinchot.

Feb. 11—Carl Hoff, Grant Mitchell.

LUX
(Mon. 9—WABC)

Feb. 8—Gene Raymond; Anna
Sten.

MAXWELL HOUSE
(Th.9—WEAF)

Feb. 4-^-Walter Hampden.
Feb. 11—Ruth Etting, George Jes-

MILES LABS.
(Alka Seltzer)

(Sa. 9—WJZ)
Feb. 6—Not booked.

NAT'! DAIRY
(Sat. 8-WEAF)

Feb. 6—D ona 1 d .Dickson, Lucia
Graeser.

NASH
.

(Sat: 9—WABC)
. 6—Charioteers Quartet, Lau-

rence Stallings.

ROYAL GELATINE
(Th. 8

—

WEAF)
Feb. 4—St. 01af Choir, Paul Lukas,

Edgar. Bergen, Fred Ardath.
' RCA

,
(SU. 2—WJZ)

7—Dr. Walter Damrosch,
Davi and Goliath,' Kersti

borg.
R. J. REYNOLDS
(Th. 9: 30—WABC);

Feb.; 9—Block and Sully; Donald
NoviSi

SHELL
(Sat. 9:30—WEAF)

6—Not booked. .

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
(Su. 3—WEAF)

7—Rosa Ponselle; Sally Pest-

coe, ichard Hale, Helen A. Dopley.

Atop Agent' and NBC Ar-

tists Bureau's Deductions

Young Writer Would
Have Been Tied Down for

10 Years

RESENTMENT

Writers here are peeved oyer the

reported way that NBC's Chicago set-

up is. going about the ^business ol sig-

naturing scripters. Cited as one. of

those curious • examples is the deal

which had been offered Bob Bryar,

18-year-old writer. Contract would
have tied Bryar NBC exclusive

for unlimited term of years at what
would have been a net salary of $23

a week.
Bryar binder contained no provi-

sion for 'raises and: no conditions of

release other than a 30-day notice,

with, this privilege restricted tc the

network. Contract not only made no
allowance for cut of. the money
paid by sponsors for Bryar's service,

but is said, to have obligated h>m to

post a $2,500 bond to cover his spe-

cific performance of the covenant's

provisions.

Young ryar had a three-a-week
serial on the . Affiliated regional

which Frank Lyphs, radio agent,

happened to hear and like. Latter

contacted NBC officials, who, after

proper formalities, auditions, etc., '
of-

fered Bryar the Contract calling for

a fivera-week sustai ihg spot for the

show that NBC performers did.

This also .caused local resent*

ment, as the actors - had done it

for eight months on Affiliated and
were deemed partially the means of

NBC becoming interested.: Salary
for the five shows pier week was to

be $4Q, less the NBC Artists Service

Charge of 10%, less the agent's

33 1/3% on the original $40, leaving
slightly less than $23 a week for the
five scripts, "and with the terms call-

ing for 10 years at that rate, and op-
tions, thereafter, to suit NBC's con-
venience; Nothing additional was to.

be given in case of the program (go-

ing commercial, according to the
contract, which was offered by Sid
Strotz for NBC.

Kid's folks squawked at the terms
and refused to r o-operate in any
way, thinking to* end the mattes.
Miss Dickenson, NBC casting direc-
tor, thereupon offered the 18-year-

qld a job as staff writer, to turn out
a. minimum of two 15-minute scripts

a day. Salary offered was the same,
$40 less deductions, as noted, and
under the same 10-year contract,

and with the same stipulations as .
in

the original.

From a Statistician

John J. Karol, CBS research
direc tor, told the Montreal Ad-
vertising' Club in a talk

.
last

week that
,
type has nothing to

do with the popularity of a'

group but that the element of
showmanshi is still ; the all-

important ingredient.
'Radio program research,'

added Karol, 'is no substitute
for " brilliant showmanship or
creative iusj; but it some-
times -can useful, tool

'

the buildi successful pro-
grams.'

s-npwaros

for Capitol Bump

Into More Disinterest

_
Washington, . 2.

Scripps - Howard lost another

round in. its determined fight to get

a radio outlet here when, the Federal

Communications Commission last

week refused to hold a rehearing, on

the transfer of WOL from 1310 to

1230 kc.

Partially simplifying the compli-

cated fight for the. 1310 berth to be
vacated by .the Capital's only local
transmitter, dbmmish denied a plea
that the WOL. shift be delayed until

hearings have: been , held, on one 'of

Continental Radio's applications for a
station

,
in this vicinity. Continental,

a...SH subsidiary; is after .both :the
present and future WOL spots, but
while, its requests have been pend-
ing for months the Commish never
has investigated them. ',

Scripps-Howard plea was based on
contention that it has been deprived
of an opportunity to present its case
by the speedy way in which the
WOL move Was rushed through the
Commish mill. Result of the Com-
mish refusal is to kill any hope that

Continental may be able to win 1230
and to intensify the fight for 1310.

Scrap over WOL's present place on
the dial was eased further during
the Week when one of the four' re-

maining applicants pulled Out. Eu-
gene Meyer, publisher of the Wash-
ington Post, yanked back, his plea

for 1310, leaving Hearst Radio and
William Dolph, former Democratic
Committee worker, in the field with

;
Scripps-Howard* The Post publisher

still has a live application pending,
since he is . after a : station on ' 1570

under the nam* of Mid-Atlantic
Broadcasting Co.

Jack Rosenberg, presi

New York Musicians Union, is in-

vestigating information submitted by
band leaders . allegedly that the
Music. Corp. of America is .charg-
i ah added fee of 2%'% to
cover its use of CBS wires for sus-
taining broadcasts.

.
Rosenberg as<

setts, that if this info is confirmed
it . will tend to prove that Colum-/
bia, by obtaining a set fee through
MCA. is still in the business of band
booking. CBS, along with othef
broadcast outlets, was forced out of
band booking by edict of the
American. Federation of Musicians
last spring.

. Information as relayed to Rosen-
berg was that band allied with. MCA'
were under obligation; to pay this
extra 2Vt% whether they used a
CBS or not This , 2%% ,/ as the
union has it, was tacked, on to the.

regular fee of 10% for steady dates
and 15% for road stands after MCA
had discovered that it would have,
difficulty .in making the yearly
guarantee of $50,000 ' the book-
ing organization* had to depend on
the commissions eollected for 10
name bands which 'the network had
tagged when the contract With MCA
was made last year. Under this deal
an income of $5,000 annually was ex-
pected by CBS; from each of theMr

:

--

bands.

yiolatlen

Rosenberg takes the view that the.

imposition a unipn member of
any sort of fee for broadcasting pur-
poses is ,a violation of the union's
regulations and that it is also con-
trary to the latter when commit
sioris exceed 15%. .

Still more seri-

ous, as Rosenberg sees it, is the coir

,

lection of a fee for something that
,

the band leader does not use.; If this

arrangement prevails then MCA,
Rosenberg points but, netting ah
extra 1%% for itself, since through
the deal with CBS the network is

granted 3%% of the band's earnings,
What MCA has collected for the use
of the same wire Is actually 5%,
2%%^ from the band not using it

and 2%% from the unit actually
broadcasting over iii

Author Kelland's Character

Set for West by Wrigley
Chicago, Feb. 2.

Wri ill put the 'Scattergood

Bai script . show on the Coast Co-
lumbia network starti ' about
three weeks.

Gum company had been interested

in
,
doing the Clarence Budington

Kelland show for its regular coast-

to-coast program earlier this season
before finally decided on- its present

setup of 'Poetic Melodies' and 'Morti-

mer Gooch.' Coast shots are much
in the nature, of a test, and if a- click

will likely become the Wrigley na worm

tibnal ir show next season.

RENEWAL UNCERTAIN

ON 'ACTOR' NOVELTY

M. Aylesworth, one-time NBC
presi joins the board' of man-
agement of the Scripps-Howard
newspapers on March 1. Appoint^
ment immediately started rumors^ It

appears definite that Aylesworth's
connection does not in any way con-
nect ith the newspaper chain's
handful of radio stations. - Less than
a year ago Scripps-Howard showed
its first interest ih: radio. Only first

rank stati . it owns is WMC, Mem-
phis, acquired, along with the Mem-
phis Commercial-Appeal in recent
purchase.
Best information Ayles-

iritment- will

Jimmy Colgan, WATR, Water
staff pi istj back on, the job
after serious illness that for

threatened his eyesight,

function on. the advertising end. His
reputation as, a. crack salesman is be-
lieved to have appealed tb Scripps-
Howard..- Aylesworth has contacts
through big; business. Among these,

ins with General Foods, Mellon. Rex
Cole, are mentioned.

Standard rands hasn't decided
whether it wants to pick up its first'

13-week option on Haven MacQuar-
rie's novelty, 'Db You Want to Be
an Actor?' Deal with KFWB, Los
Angeles, owner of the act, requires
that notice of renewal be given it

foiir weeks before the expiration of'

the current 13-week cycle. Notice
period for the present and i itial 13
weeks expires Feb. 13.

J. Walter Thompson, agency on the
account, last week flew A. K. Spen-
cer, of its production staff, out^to the
Coast to get in oh the ti ith

the program.
A report from the Coast last, week

had it that Thompson was consider-
ing teaming up Parkyakarkas with
either Joe E. Brown or George Jeeset
for the Chase &. Sanborn coffee spot.

Preston Back to WBBM
icago, Feb. 2.

Walter Preston, formerly program
director for WBBM, Since then with
WINS, KRNT here, and . lately
tional sales manager for WIND
returned to WBBM.
To date, he has hot been, given

title, but \t is understood that ,he
:

is

to completely reorganize ..th .^.-jpro--

duction department of the key Co-
lumbia stati

WGAR, leveland, ing en-
larged by John Patt, who js shifting

offices to. get more room. Another
audition ro'orh and- hew studi to be,
addecl.

i
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CONGRESS READYING FOR A FIELD DAY
i35 Deals in All Reported to House of Representa-

tives—All Transactions Above $50,000 Listed

Herewith--KNX Tops—$290,000 for WOWO

Washington;

A 99-year lease broad-

casting station which never b
certain of operating; more than

six months came to light Mon-

day (1). Transmitter is WKBV,
Ichmond, bid., a lW-watter.

Station, which Is owned by
William O. Knox, is leased by
Knox Radio Corp. for $16,000 .in

stock. Agreement dated Aug.
1934, runs until 8003.

Hitherto confidential details about

sale 135 broadcast stations at

prices ranging from $1 to $1,250,000

in the oast 30 months, previously

shielded' from public gaze under

secrecy policies of the Federal

Communications Commission, were
thrown open Monday (1).

Revealing purchase trans-

mitters, at huge profits, House Ap-
propriations .( Committee .

published

first list ever issued showing the

•'value* of stations and the actual

price-tag at which they were ac-

quired. Data addd fuel to the fire

.under the FCC, providing whole
-arsenal, of anuuunition for "use; by
{crusaders demanding probe . of the

Commish.
. With the $1,250,000 paid by CBS

for KNX, Los Angeles, still the rec-

V ord outlay, the recapitulation shows
. 30 separate transactions involved

bundles of cash of $50,000 or more.

Jfi an even dozen the sales' were
purely nominal* involving payment
of $1,00, while 28 of the transactions

J involved payment in stock.

tiMany deal* were revealed. For-

instance, the Coirnmish: showed the

; four properties, in the Southwest net-,

work bought by. William Randolph
Hearst and Elliott Roosevelt—KTSA,
KOMA, WACO afld : KNOW—were

' auctioned at an aggregate sum of

$446,000 although the replacement
value was only $127,800, Columbia

paying a total of approximately

$1,250,000 for its lease on'WEEI, Bos-

, ton, which has a present worth, un
der $500,000.
:' Consolidation of holding com
panies to avoid heavy taxes on com-
plex corporations was one factor in

the large number, of transfers, the
' statement revealed. Columbia gave
-each of its subsidiaries nothing for

the licenses which were-transferred
to the parent company two months,

instance, while the McClatchey
interests in California, publishers of

several newspapers, paid $4 for the

, franchises of four stations formerly
owned by the individual rags.

Ft. Wayne; Frier
. U. B. Corp., owner of the Cleve-

land Plain Dealer, gave 'stock in

substance* in taking over WJAY and
WHK; Amon <>. Carter; prominent
Texas publisher, put $105,000 on the

fr4hne for K0KO,-which he has moved
from Wichita Falls to Fort Worth;
WBAL, Baltimore, drew the second
largest amount, $452,500; Westing-
house coughed up the third largest

amount ever paid for a transmitter

when it gave $290,000 for WOWO,
Fort Wayne.
Many write-ups in station valua-

tions came to light. Among these
was an increase of more than $31,000

in the price of KRFU, Columbia, Mo.,
which went through two sales be-
fore ending up in the hands of the
St. Louis Star-Times Publishing Co.
for $91,277; KRQU, Santa Fe, which
was upped $13,000 in two . transac-
tions; and KTAT, Fort Worth, which
was boosted $10,000 oh the way from
one owner to the third; there were
numerous instances where the sales

price was far in excess of the re-

placement value
:
and of the

' total • claimed worth ing

tangible assets.

The following the list of other
stations which sold for more than
$50,000 together with the price tag;

WIOD, Miami, $250,000; WFIL,
iladelphia. $60,094; WHIO, Erie,

Pa., $85,000; WLAC, Nashville, Tenn.,

$75,000; WSM!K, Dayton, !, $52,396;

KLZ, Denver, Colo,, $104,000;

WHOM, Jersey City, N. J., $92,750;

WNBR, Memphis, Tenn., $50,000;

WOV, New York, $239,005; KFVD,.
Los Angeles, $65,000; KMMJ, Clay
Center, Neb* $60,000; KOIL, Coun-
cil Bluffs, Ia ( , $110,00dr-KOMA, Okla-
homa City, $171,000; K©¥; Phenix,

Ariz;, $50,000; KTAT, Fort Worth.

Two Were Gifts;

Washington, Feb. . 2.

Only two broadcasting sta-

tions have been given away
since the communications law
went into effect in 1934; One
is a local and the other :

ional.
.

List of 135. station transfers

revealed in Congress Monday
(1). included only WCAX and
WDBJ as gifts; Former, a 100-

watter at Burlington, Vt., valued
at $15,000, was handed to Mary
Jackson- Forbes by Bertha Jack-
son', while : the Virginia plant, a
1-kW station, was donated to

members of his family by J. B.

Fishburn. / In both cases the

Santa Clauses owned control of
corporations which hold the li-

censes..

their stations 97% of all the full-time

broadcasting power authorized by
the Communications Commission. I

understand; moreover, that no inde-

pendent full-time station is licensed;

to operate at night "with a power of

more than 1,000 watts, in contrast to

the 165 or more stations controlled or

operated by the 'Big Three' many of

which . are said to have- power of

50,000 watts and one of them having

500,000 waits/

Tex., $170,000; KTSA> Sail Antonio,

Tex., $180,000; KVOR, Colorado

Spri , $80,000; WACO, Waco, Tex.,

$50,000;. WCHS, Charleston, W. Va„
$200,000; WCOP, Boston, $57,000;

WCPO, incinnati; $53,500; WEBR,
Buffalo, $120,000; WELL West
Haven, Coiin., $57,000; WNBC, New
Britain, ..' Conn., $51,000; WNOX,
Knoxville, Ten., $77,500.

Demand for sweeping probe into

regulation of the broadcasting indus-
try was voiced by Wigglesworth on
the floor of Congress Monday (1). He
assailed both the industry and the
government agency ' a sensational
speech which was loaded with
charges of law violation and criticism
of individual members of the FCC

Pointing to the goal set by Con-
gress, Wigglesworth charged the
Commish has tolerated trafficking in
licenses, neglected the public inter
est and failed to eliminate evils

which brought about enactment of

the 1034 statute.

The record indicates that under
the policies pursued by the

: .Com
municatiohs Commission virtual

monopoly is at hand, the renewal of
licenses has become largely perfunc-
tory, and the transfer of licenses has
been approved upon terms which, in

the absence of further explanation,
appear be without justification,*

asserted the Bay Stater,

Web. Monopolies
.'The three big broadcasting com-

panies, National, Columbia and Mu-
tual, have:.acquired so many broad-
casting stations and licenses that to-

day it appears that to all intents and
purposes they control all of the 40
clear channel frequencies as well as

other highly desirable frequencies
and stations. How nearly complete
the control—monopoly—must be is

suggested by a recent statement by a
former member of the Federal Radio
Commission (Harold; A* LaFount) to
the effect that the 'Big Three* use in

EXAMINER OKAYS MERGER

WJR-WGAR- Into One Corporation
Held in Poblle: Stands*

Washington. Feb. 2.
n

Revised tariff schedules designed

to cut line charges for radio program
transmission were on file -with the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion and effective last week through-
out the Bell System:
New rate cards, submitted by all

member companies, conform to prin-
cipal features of 'the master schedule
submitted - by the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co. last Septem-
ber. Only essential difference is a
uniform local rate, for infra-state

service.

Subsids proposed a standard charge
for hookups- within the

:

respective

states which are served by individual
Bell System companies, Under
Schedule F the operating companies
propose to transmit programs be-
tween stations in local territories for

a minimum monthly bill of $2.50 and
an . actual cost of 75c, monthly per
quarter-mile for each channel. In-
stallation charges are ; $10 per ter-

minal for hookup involving all local

channels and $7.50 per terminal for
block or drop wiring. Any inside
wiring will be billed according to

the size of the
. job and . the costs in-

curred, while equalization charges
will be based on the amount of work
involved.

Washington, Feb. 2.

Merger of . companies controlling

WGAR, Cleveland, and WJR, De-
troit; both under common owner-
ship, was. recommended to Federal
Communications Commission last

Week by Examiner Ralph L, Walker.
Based on conclusion that public

interest would be served by put-
ting all eggs in one basket, Walker
urged the Commish to ratify plan
for swapping stock in WGAR
Broadcasting Co. for paper issued
by WJR. Exchange is on basis of

one share of WGAR for 20 pieces

of WJR. Principal stockholder in

both outfits is George A. Richards.
Besides pointing Out that owners

are identical, Walker gave as rea-
son for advocating the consolidation

the fact that services of engineering,
program and other departments of

WJR. the bigger station, Will be
more readily available to WGAR.
Analysis of financial positions of

the two companies showed WJR
well-heeled but WGAR also not
hard up for cash. Walker pointed
out WGAR balance sheet Aug. 1,

1936, showed current assets of $111,-

247, with $89480 ot ; the total in

cash. Fixed assets were $77,922,

making total resources of $191,570.

No allowance was made for license

or good-Will. The WJR ledger re-

flected total assets bf $1,022,109,

with $714,657 in current assets, of

which $393,367 represented cash and
$285,104 being the value of land,

buildings, equipment, furniture, etc.

ax

Dusted Of by

F.C.C. PROVOKES

Washi

Accusation that members 'Of the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion are either woefully ignorant

about what goes on in the broadcast*

ing industry or are trying to mis-
lead Congress were fired Monday (i).

by Rep. Richard B. Wigglesworth of

Massachusetts.

Irked by numerous 1 don't know'
answers of Chairman Anning S. Prall
during hearings on the FCC appro-,
priation for 1938 and further excited,

by omissions and inaccuracies i

tables supplied by the Commish,
Wigglesworth publicly declared in
the House that something is wrong at

the Commish.
•I think it is fair to state that the

testimony of those appearing before'

your committee (Chairman Prall and.
Commissioner Sykes) prior to the
submission of the figures referred to'

(regarding chains and station . sales)

clearly indicates either complete ig?

norance of the facts which should
have been within their knowledge or

a desire to withhold these facts from'
your committee,' Wigglesworth
beefed.

•As a matter, of fact,, the informa-
tion embodied in the table is far.

from complete. There Is reason to

believe that a further scanning of its

records by the Commission or your
committee would be helpful.'

LLOYD THOMAS^ MEETING

Seeks Formula for Salvaging Part or

AH of Affiliated Regional

REP IN RADIO

Small,. Spencer & Brewer, news-
paper reps, has established a radio
department, with Harris Hanson in

charge. Stations on the .firm's list

are all in Wisconsin and consist of
WCLO, Janesville; WIBA, Madison,
KF1Z, Fond du Lac, and WSAU, Wa-
sau.

Of the foursome KFIZ is owned
by a newspaper, the Commonwealth
Reporter, which SS&B also rep-
resents.

ationson

Washington,

reallocation scheme^ con-

forming to recommendations of Fed-

eral Communications Commission

engineers
:
has been mapped out and

is due for formal presentation this

week. Suggestion would involve
shuffling of four stations.

Openi ' the scramble im-
proved assignments, KVOO, Tul6a;

WWVA, Wheeling, and WOWO, Fort
Wayne, are set to ask FCC consent
for a redistribution bf berths on
1140 and 1160 kc. No power changes
will be requested : at present, al-

though all transmitters probably will

ask more juice when Commish puts
the reallocation scheme into effect

and authorizes increased wattage on
various channels.
Scheme would .not reach the pro-

portions of a major reshuffling since

the plan calls only for redistribution

of two Of the four transmitters,

WWVA WAPI. ' Furthermore,
the last-named transmitter has hot

ratified the suggestion and so far
does not figure directly in the con-
templated swaps, although the other
three license-holders will proposition
the Commish to include WAPI in the
hearings.

What is proposed would permit
simultaneous full-time operation in-
stead of hour-sharing which cur-
rently limits operations of all the
stations involved. Plan is described
as engineeringly, sound accord-
ance with the standards laid down
by Chief Engineer T.'. A. M. Craven
in the reallocation report.

This ' what is contemplated:
KVOO, now using 1140 with 25 kw,
would hot shift; WAPI. which is on
the same frequency, with 5 kw, would
move to 1020, now used by KYW,
Philadelphia; WWVA, how operating
With 5 kw on 1160, would go to 1140
and operate simultaneously with
KVOO, and WOWO. which is

WWVA's present
.
partner, would be-

come sole occupant of 1160, -remain-
ing at 10 kw for the present:

•

Washington, Feb. 2.

• Imposition of fees or royalties for

broadcasting licenses is a lively

topic again, following attacks by
members bf Congress .on the radio
industry.

Following up the line taken a year
ago, Representative Richard B> Wig-
glesworth had prodded the Federal
Communications Commission about,

failure to reach some decision on the
subject, while Monday (1) he advo-
cated a fee system in a speech in the
House. In his talk, the Massachu-
setts Republican took the view that
'those who today command an an-
nual income which exceeds $100,-

000,000, an income derived under
licenses granted by the Federal gov-
ernment as . a gratuity, can. and
should,.through license fees or. other-
wise, make a substantial contribu-
tion to the Federal Treasury.'
During quizzing of Chairman E. O.

Sykes of the FCC Broadcast Di-
vision, Wigglesworth showed impa-
tience because no action ever has
been taken to force broadcasters to

pay for the: privilege, it was dis-

closed Monday (1). Reminding
Sykes that a year ago the House Ap-
propriations Committee was' told the
matter was under, consideration;
Wigglesworth suggested the idea of
levying a tax of 10%. of the gross..

'SINGING SHOPPER' JAILED

Failed, to Account for Advertisers'
Payments, Station Charges

Akron, O., Feb,
Vincent . Shannon, the. 'Singing

Shopper,' of Radi station WJW
here, is i jail pending action by
the grand jury on a charge that he
embezzled $483,25 from the station.

Entertainer, who is 34, pleaded
guilty to the charge when arraigned
in . municipal court, this week and
was held to the grand jury under
$1*000 bond.
Shannon, was arrested on a com-

plaint signed by Sam Townsend,
the station manager. Singer alleged-

ly failed to account for funds re-

ceived from station advertisers. Be-
sides; entertaining, Shannon also

was a salesman and sold commer-
cials for the station here.

Davidson at Mathes
Jack Davidson named radio direc-

tor for the J. M. Mathes agency,'

stepping into ' his new berth last

Monday (1). Previously, had been
with Young & Rubicam for two and
a half years, and before that with
Ruthrauff it Ryan.
Rest of the Mathes radio person-,

nel remains unchanged.

Chicago, Feb. 2.

New move has been made by
;

Lloyd Thomas, manager of WROKY
Rockford, representing Ruth Hannah
McCormick, to revive idea of a re-

gional network among the member
stations of the now dead Affiliated.

Thomas sent the stations letters

three weeks ago, advising them that

;

he, representing Mrs. McCormick,
would like an option on the setup on
the net providing that ABC shut
down that week, which was the week
which ABC did clost-

Move to start the ball rolling Was
a meeting held last week at Rock-
ford, which was attended by 12 man-
agers of the former net Only de-

cision reached was that ar indi

gional net was a good idea.

Network Charts

NBC NEW PROGRAMS
GrisWold Manufacturing .

(aluminum ware): J. Alden Edkins,'

soloist and organ accompaniment,
Sundays, 8:45 to 9 a.m., beginning

Jan. 31; for 13 weeks. WJZ, WTAM.

NBC RENEWALS
. T. Babbitt Co.: 'David Harum,'

beginning Feb. 22; for 26 weeks.

Basic Red except KSTP.

MUTUAL NEW PROGRAMS
Macfadden Publications: 'True De-

tective Mysteries,' 'Tuesdays, 9:30 to

10 p.m., beginning March 9; for 26

weeks. WOR, WLW.
Social . Justice

,
Publishing

1

Co.:

'Father Coughlin,' Sundays, 3 to 4

p.m. and 8 to 8:30 pirn,, beginning

Jan* 24; for 26 weeks. , On 3 to 4
p.m. list are WAAB and the Colonial,

WKBW, KOIL, WHB. On the 8 to

8:30 p.m: schedule are CKLW,
WBAL, WWSW, WFIL, WOL,
WGAR, KSO, WMT, KFEL, KWK,
SAI, Don Lee, WCOL; WSYR,
WABY. On WOR the show, hits the

8 to 9 p.m. spot via
:

wax. •

. Owens-Illinois Glass, in : conjunc-
tion ith various local coffee

Toasters: 'Coffee Club,r with Richard
Himber's orchestra, Gogo De Lys,

Stuart Allen, red Uttal, Fri-

days, 8 to 8:30 p.m;, beginning Feb.

5; for 13 weeks. WOR, WAAB, WGN
(KFEL, KWK to 10:30 p.m,)

(WBAL reached via : wax );,

(Note: New programs or renewals
for more than. 13 weeks are gen\
erally cancellable in cycles of 13

weeks on 30 days' notice).

Jack Latham on Road
Jack Latham, spot time buyer ,

for

Young & Rubicam, left last weekend
for a five-week trip, through Dixie.

Jaunt is for biz purposes.
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CROSSLEY SURVEY
OF

A TOUGH LIST OF NAMES

—

Only Radio Time-Buyers or Budget-Controlling Executives

in the 72 leading agencies that in aggregate spent $38,-

762,089 for radio advertising in 1935. T

A SIMPLE, FAIR QUESTION
'Do you read ?' 'Variety

1

and two other trade papers

nor the field

the purpose of

were named. Neither the persons

Workers conducting the fact-finding

the survey.

THE FINDINGS—
IN CHICAGO— Out of 37 designated radio

time-buyers and Executives interviewed, 37 read

'Variety,
1

I I receiving it in their own names on sub-

scription, 26 receiving it on office route list.

IN NEW YORK—Out of I I 1 designated radio

time buyers and executives interviewed, 101 read

'Variety, ' 27 receiving it in their own name by

subscription, 74 receiving it on office route list*

-THE AGENCIES INTERVIEWED IN NEW YORK-
Albert-Frank-Guenther-Law Fuller & Smith & Ross Maxon

N. W. Ayer Federal McCann-Erickson

Anderson, Davis & Platte Fletcher & Ellis J. P. Muller

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne Lawrence C. Gumbinner Morse International

Benton & Bowles J. Stirling Getchell Neff-Rogow

Biow Co. Gardner Newell-Emmett

Blackman Hanff-Metzger Pratt &-Davidson

Blackstone Advertising Agency Husband ft Thomas Pedlar ft Ryan

Brooke, Smith & French Ralph H. Jones Paris ft Peart

Brinkerhoff-Cornell Arthur Kudner Peck

Campbell-Ewald Kenypri ft Eckhardt Frank Presbrey

Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Joseph Katz Ruthrauff ft Ryan

D'Arcy Kelly, Nason ft Roosevelt Schillin Adv.

Donahue ft Coe Lenhen ft Mitchell J. L. Sugden

Dorland International Lord ft Thomas J. Walter Thompson

William Esty Marschalk ft Pratt Tracy-Locke-Dawson

Erwin-Wasey J. M. Mathes Young ft Rubicam

THE AGENCIES INTERVIEWED IN CHICAGO
N. W. Ayer Chas. Daniel Frey Needham, Louis ft Bi

Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Hanff-Metzger Neisser-Meyerhoff

Blackett, Sample ft Hummert Henri Hurst McDonald Rogers ft Smith

Leo Burnett H. W. Kastor Ruthrauff ft Ryan

Russell C. Comer Lord & Thomas Stack-Goble

Erwin-Wasey McCann-Erickson J. Walter Thompson

Mitchell Faust Hays MacFarland Young ft Rubicam

.NOTE—This Crossley Survey, dated Nov. 20, 1936,
copies of full report suppli

ilcd to trade generally. Extrai
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to Elaborate

Extremes in Re iver

Chicago, Feb. .

taki its part the

situation seriously, and

that' the spotlight is

focused on themselves, lot of the

work bei done is practical. All

three major nets, NBC, Columbia,
and Mutual, are spending a lot of

money, and. iving plenty of time to

both direct relief, and to agencies

needi money carry field

work.
Columbia's set-up, while less elab-

orate is intensive, with two minutes
^eUcri half hour devoted to flood news,

15-minute periods- five or si times
. iven to the Red Cross, the

American Legion, and other rescue

workers, and WHAT operating 24

hours a day difecti rescue work.
Columbia is also a part of the inter-

city network of volunteer stations

Operating to facilitate first, ai , and
' news of the flood situation. .

NBC taken, immense pains to

CERTIFIED
SUCCESS STORY

NO. J

4

1410 Oil Burners

Sold in One Week!

General Utilities Corporation,

solePhiiadelphia distributor for

/Williams Oil-b-Matic Oil

Burners, started on WH*ioi$r

years ago. Still on today with-

out missing oneweek, proud of

selling4 1 6 oil burners through

WIP in one week alone last

year, THAT'S: TYPICAL
WtP ACTION

!

maintain a full coverage of the area,

using mobile transmitters, telephone

lines, and regular "
; broad-

casting from airplanes, ; and
rooftops, even air expressing gaso-

line generators down to replace

those put out of commission. Every
field engineer from the Chicago of-

fice, and a good many of the an-

nouncers, are in the flood area.
;
Di-

rect wires from Portmouth to Mil-

waukee cover that district, WLW and
WCKY cover theirs and WAVE in

Louisville has had a hectic career

during the past few days, being on
and off, gasoline generators' coming'

from Chicago by plane,' wattage cut

from 1,000 to 500, an 1 wires run up
the outside of the Brown hotel to the

studios on the 15th floor.'

Useful Amateurs

Mobile unit in Cairo, ill;, feeds

KSTP in St. Paul; WMC has two
planes flying over Memphis; Carle-

ton, Ky., is rebroadcasting :;amateur

stuff to great advantage, this form
of communication being

.
possible

where, rib other means can be set up.

Two NBC engineers who have ama-
teur Stations have been assigned to

stay- • i their vEvanston homes . to

operate, them, rather than work at

the studios. j
: Mutual net has arranged broad-
casts of flood-situation interest every
15 minutes of the day, each station,

taking at least two. periods. WGN
has , cancelled most. . of • .its . ,dance
bands in the evening fOr flopd news<
with other Mutual stations following/

suit: Mutual flood' stuff . comes
through WLW. .

All nets arid stations have been
broadcasting hours of programs from
every part Qf . the U.S., and with all

the name talent they could master,

for the purpose .of raising funds,

even cancelling commercial pro-
grams to do so when necessary.

station, with transmitter in Jefter-

sonville, Indiana, was flooded as

early as Thursday (21) and an ef-

fort was made by Alva Smith, chief

engineer, to put it in working order.

He arrived there in a boat and was
unsuccessful. The station has been

silent since that time.

Towns of Jeffersonyilla and New
Albany, Indiana, are completely

flooded, and most of the inhabitants

have evacuated to points farther

north in Indiana.

,Cansas City, Feb. 2.

Outstanding local radio effort in

behalf, of flood stricken areas was
made by station KMBC. Station in-

vited talent from other' station to

appear oh a three-hour KMBC show.

All stations went for the KMBC ges-

ture with exception Of . the Star's

WDAP, which preferred to lone" wolf

it ''; Program of course pulled for

contributions and got about $3,000

while show was on the air. .

All stations devoted plenty of time

to Red Cross announcements on their

own. .

Louisville, Feb. 2.

reat credit is given the staffs of

both WHAS and WAVE. Executives
Credo Harris, Joe ..Eaton and Lee
Coujson were' on the- job day and
night for WHAS, Announcers Fos-
ter Brooks,, Pete Monroe, Bill Bryan,
Joe Wheeler, Leland Brock, and
technicians- Bill Blanton, Emmet
Graft,/!). C. Summerford, Carl Neil-

son, Karl Schmidt and others worked
until near exhaustion to keep the far

cilities. working and speed the work
of. relieving and rescuing the .flood

victims.

WGRC; the George Rogers Clark

. Louis, Feb. 2.

Merle Jones, announcer for KMOX,
StjrLouis, and crew are in flood dis-

trict i vicinity Of Charleston, Mo.,

where govt, engineers dynamited

levees and flooded .
135,000 acres of

Spieler Own Pilot

Washington, Feb.

Arthur Godfrey, WJSV an-

nouncer, last week accomplished

the longest remote broadcast

ever attempted by a Washing-
ton: transmitter when he flew:

to Memphis, via Louisville to';,

put on interviews . with Mem-
is flood refugees.

CBS stpffmah cut in on short-

wave transmitters * and con-,

ducted a direct line broadcast

from WRJEC, Memphis, to WJSV: '

In addition
1

to airing talks with

flood victims,
1 he conducted, an -

appeal for more funds for the

Red Cross. Gbdfriey. piloted the

plane used; the
.

trip, with

Bob ' Asburne, manager of

Beacon Airport,, ilot.

Missouri farm land to ease pressure

on dikes protecting Cairo, 111, across

river. Jones and his crew augmented

another ground crew and -early. Sat-

urday (30) started a ;' network de-

scription of flood conditions from

boat in Mississippi river. ' Station

which has been on scene for more

than 12 days is broadcasting from
boats in river to airplane and thence

by short wave to St. Louis station.

Besides Jones and his crew U. S.

Marshal Fahey and Clyde Miller,

representative of Dept. of Commerce,

IN granting to TRANSAMERICAN BROAD-

CASTING AND TELEVISION CORPORATION

the exclusive radio rights to the library of mate-

rial written and compiled by the late David

Freedman, and heretofore unpublished and un-

produced, I feel I have put his work at the dis-

posal and his name in the keeping of that broad-

casting organization which is best prepared to

perpetuate them today—through radio—and

tomorrow—through television.

MRS. DAVID FREEDMAN.

Detroit, Feb. 2.

With headacht and embarrassment of last year's, flood benefits too
fresh in mind, local stations are shunning relief programs in the pres-
ent disaster and devoting time to other avenue's of help for victims.

Major stations leaped into relief
,
battle last year with one sumptu-

ous show after another, trying to collect contributions for which
donors got their names read over the air. First of the long series

last year got hefty response. Then; the headaches started.

Publicity-mad listeners, who'd kill their grandmother to get their

monickers read over the ether, started flooding relief programs with
money pledges. Latter would average anywhere from $10,000 to $25,000
on a threerhour show. Final checkup usually cut the total to about
one-tenth in actual dollars and cents, making station's face plenty red.

Pranksters also got in their lick, by pledging sums in the name of

others. Big firms and bigwi ies often were embarrassed by meager,
amounts pledged by funsters, despite special precauti taken by
station officials.

So local outlets are confining themselves is time to broadcasting
Red Cross appeals, airing bulletins for help, or furnishing talent for

public doings, .where admish goes to flood sufferers.

made up KMOX's second expedition

to troubled territory, -

KSD, owned and
.
operated by St.

Louis Post-Dispatch, . also has been
furnishing up-to-the-minute news,
via air, on flood conditions, haying
sent crews to vicinity of Cairo, 111;,

in addition to reporters.

Cleveland, Feb. 2.

WTAM discovered it ' will have to

get- some announcers with marine ex-

perience if it wants .the flood area

in mid-Ohio covered properly.

Tom Manning and Bromley .House,
staff announcers, were sent down to

Portsmouth, O., with a
.

' portable

short-wave length to broadcast flood

damages and relief work. Town was
completely under water, so they bad
to hire.a row-boat.
Then they found neither one Of

them'knew how to run a boat. After

blistering hands, nearly, sinking the

scow oh roof-tops, both sent but an
SOS for * experienced rower.

Tunny' Porter, owner of roller rink,

volunteered to do the dirty work but
couldn't get over the fact that radio

meggers didn't know how to handle
an oar the right way.

Cincinnati, Feb: 2.

is is bow-taking time 'after the

big performance. In Cincinnati's In

such cities as Louisville, /Nashville,

Knoxville, Mephfc, Indianapolis, the

stations did. a swell job. Everybody
worked terribly hard under condi-

tions Of teiise arid anxious crisis:

Frank Smith, Bill Hedges, Bob
Kennett and other Crosley chieftains

were in downtown hotels during the

siege to be near the studios, -Dra-
matic staff doubled to help handle

the news bulletins, etc. Lee . Mac-
ewen was in charge; of this service,

with Bill Bailey stepping in as his

number one boy.

WCKY lacked regular power for

eight
,
days, but kept on, with some

interruptions^ under Diesel equip-

ment* loaned by International Harr
vester. Elmer Dressman, Lee Gold-
smith and the staff confronted ex-

haustion .levera tines. (L. B. Wilson
has been in Miami all wi ,• so es-

caped the, flood). I.N.S. and XJ.P.

equipment moved theatres in

Covington during emergency . con
tinuation. Mabel Fields, pianist, and
Buddy Spenleh, guitarist, -filled in

between news flashes.

WKRC, WCPO, and WSAI—in fact

every station in whole flood area—
di. plugging . job. Cincy Post, in

recognition of extraordinary physical
strain and hours, gave all employees
ah extra week's salary;

. That in-

cluded station WCPO.

WSM's Ions Ordeal

Nashville, Feb, 2.

Station WSM is gradually getting

back to normal. Was hooked to

WHAS, Louisville, continuously from

Sunday, Jan. 24, to 4. a.m. Thursday,
Jan, 28. It's probably tops in public

service. All commercials wer«
ditched.

Staff went through grueling ordeal

with little sleep and sustenance taken

oh the run. Girls worked at fever

pitch side by side with male staff.

This NEW brochure tells

the COMPLETE story of

WDRC arid the RICH Con-

necticut market it cove rs.

If you have not received a

copy, write for it at once.

HARTFORD* CONN.

<

FLOOD AID UNITED

HOSTILE PRESS-RADIO

Charlotte, N. ... Feb. 2.

lood and a resulting effort in
the Carolinas to raise relief funds
did something that for five; years
no other force has been able to do
in Charlotte—put the local radio
stations back into , the daily news-
papers. Sheets have long had a strict

ban agai mention of their ex-
istence^:

Press and radio were brought: to-

gether after a long breach, to the
extent that they co-operated i rais

ing funds for the Red Cross., The
stations mentioned, the- press and
the press front-paged the stations.

Too, they combined in prompting, a
big relief party at the armory.

w s o c
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Located in the heart of the Caro-

li and coveri on* of the

ri most/ responsi , and—
i short—one of the best mar-

kets in the world*

An WC Affiliate

in Baltimore
irs prove trs

WANTED
k'OSTINliiTV. l'ROnLCTION MAN
|t<> taUc 'oniplete charge program «<'-

limHinrnt i»f nt'tlve ritrilo npency,' I"

New York City. Applicant inust l«v

I trained In U5|;li powered eomwerrliil
|<'0|>y iinrt nniht lie capable illrcelnr.

I Write In Yletiill nboiit yourself. Strlit-

lent . coiiflileriro observed^ BOX 40.

1 Variety, New York.
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•Rated by station reps as having the thickest skin among advertisers

is a cigar manufacturer with national distribution who tried to buy
time lor. spot announcements of his product which were to. be plotted

between emergency broadcasts for flood victims, it was stipulated

that the business go to stations Which were devoting practically all

their time to rescue activities.

Had the cheroot toller- had his way the following might have been-

a sample of the .interpolation: 'Calling the second rescue district,

send a boat to Main and Fourth streets. ; , .lour people stranded on
the roof . ...Main ' and Fourth streets. . ; .four people stranded

roof . . .•.and don't forget that the Flatashay Cigar is the. best ci

you can buy for the money. .,.'

Announcement offer wasn't even consi

Stress Non-Union Character of Aims

Two-day meeting was "staged, at

the Rooseyelt hotel, N. Y., over the

weekend, by a batch of news editors

•from; radio ' stations and. press :serv-.

ices in an attempt to form a trade

association, for this fraternity. Group,
after -setting up

:

a governing board
arid ia rough constitution, issued a
flock of stattfments' denying that it

was in any way a union. Evidently
thought that it might be .

confused,
with . the Newspaper Guild; Also
stated that press, agents and news-
paper" columnists would, not be iri-

'ciuded.
;

.
;'r

Guiding light behind the group, is

John Van Cronkhite^ WBBM, ChU
cagb, who was narhed. .

.prexy
.
pro

tern. Constitution tentatively ' drawn,
up defines the outfit's purpose as *to

'foster developments and. progress in
[the new art. of radio' neWs writing,'.
:Some significance was attached by
the trade to Van Cronkhite's po-
sition in the group, since WBBM' is

CBS-owned, and, like most 'CBS-i
,owried stations, harps .heavily on
newscasting. Van Cronkhite denied,
however,; that he in any way repre-
sented the web.
Other officers of the association

are: Kendall B^ McClure, WOAI, San
Antonio, . first v.p.; H* . McEwanl
WLW, Cincinnati, second^ v.p.;' Ted

Christie,- Universal,, News radio
editor, secretary; Willard,J.. Heggen,
United Press, treasurer. Exec board
also includes, Dixon Stewart of
Transradio; Johnny Johnstone, WOR,
New, York;- Walter Paschall, WSB,
Atlanta, arid John Hughes, KFRC,
San Francisco;

,
Dues were arbitrarily fixed at $1 a

year as a starter, to attract member-
ship,, McClure, Van Cronkhite. and
Heggen came in ./from out-of-town
for ; the meeting.

LQwman In, Lewis Off
Lowman,-.y-p in charge

of program operations at CBS, gets

back this week from his .three-week
vacash in Trinidad, W. I./

Bill Lewis, head of- program r
partmertt, leaves bri arrival of Low-
man. Lewis, Just back from the
west coast, leaves for Miami for a
fortnight.

P. K. Ewing Buys Station

. New Orleans, Feb: 2/.

:P. K. Ewing, commercial manager
of WDSU, has purchased WGCM,
the Gulfport and Biloxi, Mississippi,
station.

Fayette C. Ewing, his son, will be
in! charge.

Mutual's Meeting

Chicago, Feb.
General meeting of mutual mem-

bers is being held here today_(Tues-
day). Serves as first get together of

new members of chai
.
Discussing

general business plus election of

officers.

Understood present slate, ill be
reelected for most part..

INSURANCE STATISTICS

FIRM'S RADIO JOB

Joint Committee Radio Re
search has elected the. research firm
of Hooper- olmes, Inc., to do . a
house-to-house questionnaire test in

Hartford. The questionnaire,' which
the doorbell-ringer ill carry, was
deyised by the committee's technical
group and seeks information about
station coverage and listener habi .

Among the questions are those per-
taining to , stations brought '

, the
hours during which the sets are on
and who is at home at the time.

'

Hooper-Holmes, which outbid other
research firms looking for the job,

has specialized in the insurance field.

The bidders included Anderson-
Nichols, -Inc., and Clark-Hooper.

Reynal Winds Up Visit

Jose Maria -Reyhal,- visiting chief
announcer of Radio Belgranb,
Buenos Aires, sailed .for home Jan.
30 . after three ;

months in U;, S.

During his stay here he Visited

Hollywood and ; Chicago, and; con-

ducted special broadcasts from Y-.

and Los Angeles, to .'Belgrano'.-^Trip

prirnarily was to study Yankee
broadcasting methods; ' He will .do

a. special jbroadcast, from Rio de
Janiero, before reporting at Belgrano
around Feb. 18...

Jules Alberti Bankrupt
Jules Alberti, manager for Benay

Venuta, filed a bankruptcy petition

Wednesday! (27) in U. S. District

Court in New York
Listed liabilities at $990.51; no as-

sets...Among creditors listed is the
Airtone Recording .Studios, $25 for

services.

Now Okay for Radio Discussion

Rubber-Inner

Charlotte, N: C., Feb. 2.

A newspaper editor known in

North.Carolina as a wag, ended
a letter to WBT with a char-
acteristic query:
'Please tell me what resources

a toothless; baldheaded man has
against programs which adverr

tise hair, tonic and tooth soapsi

When a fellow has nbthi to

. comb and. nothing to rub, he
ought not to. be reminded- of

often!'.

NBC PROGRAM ON WGN
VIA MUTUAL LINES

Ireene Wicker, the Kellogg- Sing-

ing Lady, started a bicycle act Of her
ether stint .

Monday (1), and is

now. shuttling between NBC and
Mutual Broadcasting because :rot the.

wire rates to Chicago. "On a renewal
of contract .for the stanza, N. ;W.

Ayer, Kellogg's agency, dropped a

couple of NBC midwest - outlets, but
wanted ; to /keep WGNj ; Chicago,

which is not an NBC station, -tor" '.-

broadcast '' purposes. ' Line .' price

quoted, by, NBC looked a little" high;

so WOR, New York,-'was^dr^fted into

sending the re-broadcast to WGN on
Mutual wires.

. Result Miss Wicker now airs

from NBC at 5:30 p.m., and then
hops over to WOR for a re-broadcast
to WGN I at 6:30 p.m. NBC has
given an okay for Charlie Warbur-
ton, production man, to hike with
Miss Wicker into the Mutual bali-

wick.

Social diseases, previously unmen*
tionable on. the radio,.. are now the
subject of serious discussions in vari-

ous eastern communities' and oyer,

sundry stations. Medical associ

tioris, backed .by big shots arid prom-
inent business men .in each commun-
ity, have united with the more lib-

eral clergy ' cracki the

taboo.

'New York State has been active i

this/corinectibri. Couple of years ago
...

several censorship incidents under- * '™

lined the issue. • Idea of mentipni

the names . the diseases

broadcasters goosepimples.

the case of Philadelphia the

Record seems to have nursed the

conservative Philadejphian mind
with a series of Sunday.,feature ar-

ticles. Now station WCAU, with' its

50*000 watts, is scheduled to start

spreading the verboten words right

out in public. Plai and unriiistak-

able language is promised by the

Medical Society which will send

speakers. Broadcast at. 10:30 p.m. is

to avoid ittirig the younger. Chil-, .

dreri. First broadcast tomorrow (3).

i

,;
.
Parky-Thelma Leeds to Wed .-.

Hollywood, Feb. '2.

Harry Einstein, radio's Parkyakar-
kus, announced and .Thelma
Leeds, film actress, will be married
Feb. 7.

JN NEW YOUK.

E. Y, Flanagan, -WSPDr Toledo.

Ray Bright, KTRH, Housitpn.•

Spl\n
t̂

^EB^^^S-'. . .
n

Edmund Hoffman, WMIN, Minne-y

apolis-St. Paul.,; •<-
)'

: v

George BisseU, ,WMFF, 'Plattsburg,

N. Y. .

"
.

"

IN WASHINGTON

ilbert Freeman, WTAL, Tallahas-

see; Fla.
'

, .

.

Tilford Jones, KTRH, Houston.

J. W. Woodruff, WRDL; Columbus,

Arthur E. Seagraves, (applicant)

Lewistbn, Me.'

'.j

J'4

m only WLW, but WLW
it
through hell mi

WLW advertisers cheerfully made their time

able for the mass of flood bulletins

official dispatches originated by

we of the Nation's

and

And

pride in the fact that only one sponsored

program out of a total of 238 was cancelled

at the advertiser's request.

y.S
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Washi

In a formal squawk to Secretary of

State Cprdell Hull, the National in-
stitute, of Manufacturers and Pis?
tributors asked Monday (1 ) that the
State Department close the Mexican
border to users of bootleg broadcast
stations.

Declaring that transmitters in
Mexico are being used to 'dissemi-
nate political propaganda to citizens

of the United. States, and for unfair,
if not illicit, competition with loyal

Tterac and tax-paying business and profes-
sional, enterprise in this ' country,'
Curtis P. Cecil, institute secretary,
squared off

; particularly against a
group of dry leaders who are piping
propaganda into the states through
XERA. .

Pr. John R. (Goat Gland ) Brink-
ley, of Pel 'Rjo, Tex., operates the
Mex transmitter, XERA, Cecil
pointed out, *by the Use of 'passports'

which they infer are' issued to them
by the United States department of
State.'

'

a

Manufacturers and Distributors,
' Inc.—whose corns are being stepped

' by the ; bluenpse orators—listed
the goat gland specialist himself as
one of the offenders using XERA,
Miss . Ethel of Los Angeles,
editor of a dry paper, 'The National
Voice,' and '

\

astrologer, a patent
Medicine concern, and a purported
real estate organization.'

: :;

y \ 'We have reference particularly to

statements made bjr the fRev.*. Sain

.
Morris; of Del Bio, Tex./ Cecil added,
"s^lfrsb-led; 'Voice of Temperence,'
Who broadcasts thrice daily from

; Villa Acuna, Mexico, appeals for ,fl-

:hancial support; for his purported
campaign to restore prohibition. He
gives his hearers' to understand that

/•/.../•his broadcasts are sanctioned by the
U. S, Department of State by declar-

.
ing 'that he 'carries

,

*.. passport rto

cross the border to and from Del
BiP,irex* and Villa Acuna, Mexico,
to broadcast hu program.*

• VWlJip, GiiiT itidie,

Weed 8e Co. sales reps.;

has. named

DRAKE U GIVES PRIZE

Holds Open Contest For , Original

Radio . Scripts—$» Prize

.Pes Moines,
A $50 prize .

contest for inal

radio dramas is under way by the

Drake University radio department

of which Edwin G. Barrett is direc-

tor. Contest is open to everyone in

the United States. Performing length

of script is to be either 13 or 26

minutes and a signed declaration of

originality must accompany each
manuscri ,

Judges will be Thomas Puncaii,

Iowa author, Prake faculty mem-
bers and a 'nationally known radio

script writer.' Contest closes Monday,
March 15.

GUEST RELATIONS DEPT.

PERSONNEL CHANGES

Realignment of executive staff in

guest relations ' division of .
National

Broadcasting Cp„ ' effective this

week, pushed Gordon H. Mills, .for*

mer manager, up into sales depart-

ment and lifted others all along the

line. Charles H. Thurman, formerly

chief aide in guest xelatioiuvnow be-
comes manager while W. {},. Martin;

formerly in charge of tour' promo-,

tion, becomes Thurman's assistant.

Virginia Blackly; . secretary to

Mills, goes te the press relations de-
partment, while Barbara > Biermatm
becomes secretary to ThUrman. '

March of Time* on BtB«C<
London, Jan. 28y

'March of Time* made, its- first ap-

pearance on the air tins, side Satur-

day. Accomplished sec6nd-handed>y
B.B.C. through a sound track ser

quence from the latest issued: film

reel. •;

Subject chosen being the Veterans
of Future Wars item.

IJiBpO FLOWERS,

araiivelyNew Comedians
SEar-, 11 This Week

new comedians

—

this week. Rela-
are guesting on

Radio's rarity-

appear in threes
tive newcomers
variety shows.
Henny Youngmah, better identi-

fied with ight clubs, makes . an-
other appearance bh the Kate Smith
stanza on Thursday (4). Pirectly

opposite, on the: NBC Red slot for

Rudy Vallee, Fred Ardath is guest-

ing. Used to be in vaude. On Sun-
day (7) RCA show uncorks a
comedy team^-Pavid and Goliath
(Bert Snoor and Lou Lubin)..

WOAI TO STAY

IF-

HUgh Hal ,
mgr. . of WOAI,

San Antonio, has been in New York

the past week dickering on an affili-

ation' contract with Columbia and

also talking things oyer ,
with its pres-

ent network, alliance, NBC. Discus-,

sipns at neither place has approached

the signature-exchange point
Impression at CBS is that WOAI

will play along, with NBC if the
latter web will guarantee the station

exclusive local clearance of both red
and blue commercials; Under such
circumstances "WOAI would get ' 32
or 33* houts of network business,

While the,, best 'that Columbia can
make it at the present time is 22
hours a week,: •

Columbia is leery about
,
trying to

work but a leasing or partnership
cleal oh WOAI, fearing that any such
proposition might get a reception
similar to that, received from the
Federal Communications Commission
when CBS tried to buy the station.

Aii examiner's report attacked the
financial implications of the contract
and recommended that the transfer

be tabooed.
'- At no time during the negotiations
with CBS did WdAT cancel its con-!
tracl . with NBC, which calls for a
year's notice from either party.

Experimental broadcast stations," television transmitters and cei
other types of plants could be operated by individuals not holding gov
ment licenses' under terms of a bill proposed in Congress'' Thursday
by Congressman Clarence Lea of California.
Easing provisions of law which stipulate only holders of a license

operate a licensed station, Lea proposed to grant the Federal' Comni
cations Commission the right to waive or modify these requiremenl
its discretion. The obligation would not be lifted, however, from stal
which are required to have licensed operators under international ag
ment, stations where licensed personnel is required for. safety purp
regular broadcast transmitters, and stations operated as common car:
on frequencies under 30,000 kc.

The measure would be most beneficial police departments, airl
and -similar, station owners which would be able to use personnel wit
tickets.

Contacteers in the New Y.ork office of Lord & Thomas were grima
last week at the effect that a story out of Hollywood was having on
bargaining tendencies of concert and stage names in the east. Story
told of film stars collecting $5,000 for lending their testimonial talenl
Lucky Strike on the air and ,in print.

Before the appearance of the story the L & T testimony gatherer
the New York end had been tieing* up the operatic and legit figure
between a grand and $1,200 a throw and finding 'em glad to get it. R
ing about the five-grand payoffs oast a different glow oh the possibil
.and .the, agency -men, on >making their subsequent approaches, have ha
encounter clippings, and remarks to the/effect that if the cig account c
afford to make it $5,000 per testimonial oh the Coast there shouldn*
any objection to coming somewhere within reach of that figure in the

;

Campaign to divorce broadcasting and newspaper publishing got u
way in earnest last week with introduction, of legislation which w
prohibit any interlocking between radio and the press.

; With Senator :Burton;K Wheeler still waiting fer ian option from
Federal Communications Commission on the subject. Congressman 1

D, Wearin of Iowa took the lead by proposing an amendment to the C
municatioris 'Act 'designed to prohibit unified and ,inionopplistic*Contr(
broadcasting facilities and printed publications.'. Measure would forci

present Iicense-holdlhg newspapers to surrender^ their properties
piratiori of existing franchises.

y'-

Capper Publications own stations WI0W, Topeka, and KCKN, Ka
City, Kan., both donate a quarter hour : a month tp Governor Huxma
Kansas to be used for 'fireside chats.' Huxman is a Democrat, Cappi
a Republican. :

* ./ \

, However, Senator Capper has his aces backed* He takes a quarter:.i

on the stations once a week. When Capper is in WashiiigtotL he waxei
talks to keep the odds at four to

Arde Bulova, owner of WNEW and WOV and other' properties, does
contrtl WRAX-WPEN, Philadelphia. John Iraci, former owner of «
has asked F. C. C. for consent to acquire stock in companies owning
two Philly' transmitters,' but the' application has not been' acted upo
Washington.

Gene Fromherz, who has taken over the. spot biz it the Chi office ol

X Walter Thompson ad agency, billed $60,000 so far this' season; agi

a total for last year of only $10,000.

'

Ym^A; ^V^l a« 'Boston; wFy»i

AtianWo WEAF
vmAM. Jtochester,,vr^

WCAV
New York Ti«»*»-J«n'

l7,b
'
W3/

50,000 W
pkiUtLalfnU

SIM -it mm«v m won
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CMRSMMODfMT
to keep a waiting world informed

THE first flood broadcast was made by

NBC at Kennett, Missouri, on January

20th. It was the only one that day—and the

first of many NBC broadcasts during the

week that followed

!

From every point, NBC Microphone

Crews—announcers, commentators and en-

gineers—kept a waiting world informed.

They broadcast from 'planes from boats

in the tide-washed floods of Main Streets . .

.'

from mobile units which often replaced the

crippled radio transmitters in the cities of

the affected areas.

More than 100 Pickups from 21 Cities

in 11 States

Over the great NBC Blue and Red Net-

works of 116 stations sped more than 100

broadcasts in that one week. Broadcasts
.

ranging from 10 minutes to 1 hour described

conditions as they developed. American Red
Cross appeals brought instant and generotis"

response to the stricken. Crisp news sum-

maries crackled into ,the air from coast to
1

coast. America heard the news—NBC was
on the scene.

This map shows how;

NBC Microphone Crews

covered 1800 miles of

flooded areas along the

Ohio and Mississippi

Rivers. On the scene from

the very first, their swift

and vivid accounts
brought word from every

section.

/b\ NBC Crew at scene

\J of flood broadcast

Z/4V

THREE MEN IN A BOAT ... on Main Street 1 NBC had 9 complete crew*

on the scenes of the flooded areas within 24 hours. Here are NBC engineers

and commentators giving the world a first-hand eye picture of the calamity,

the worst in our history. NBC not only carried the news, but helped in

rescue and relief.

•.•.:::y,::::: av.v.v.vv.vav.v.v.w.v.w, ' .* .v..v......v.'.*^-•.*.^v.•-

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
4 Radio Corporation of America Service
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Agencies—Sponsors
four agencies, with Campbell-Ewald
to^BSaS»**^' b«infc tops among
IBSm[ TiTahTottit df"GM and DuPont
billings.

Kastor agency in Chicago has been
appointed advertising reps, for the
Fahrney Medical Company, Chi. Will,

do considerable spot ether; placing.

Chicago office of J. Walter Thomp-
son arranging to spot Omar Flour
'Mother Randall's Open House' script

on additional stations, 11 carrying
the program at the- present time.

General Foods would like to move
its 'We the People' program from
its 'present Sunday matinee spot on
NBC to a night-time schedule. It

has An. order to that effect with, the

network, Young &
Rubicam.
Program is tied up with Calumet

Baking Powder, and is now on its

second 13-week cycle.

Wife and daughter of George .

Nelson, of Leightbri & Nelson agency,

have been quite; ill in a Schenectady
hospital.

General Motors and DuPont
interests are reported to be arrang-

ing to set up their own joint adver-
tising agency. If move goes through
it will affect the business of at least

Kelly, Nason * Roosevelt has

changed its name to Kelly, Nason &
Winsten, Inc. Roosevelt, son of the

President, was formerly a member
of the setup.

Frank Dahm, formerly of WGN,
Chicago, has been appointed radio

director of Lugdin, Earle, Inc., ChU
cago agency.

Sussman, Wbrmser & Co., through

Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,

inaugurates the S. & W. Junior News
over basic coast NBC-Red net-

work 19. Thrice-weekly

£7

HIM
AND HIS ORCHESTRA WITH STUART ALLEN

'> *SS}- Z 'fc •«« %ffi»".me,

**« Wo'"'

. w It- -X i+t» T. fa*

ter-hour airers will be handled by
Caryl Coleman of the agency atid

will have Eddie Firestone, Jr., juve
actor, Charles MacAlister, Lois Aus-
tin and other adults, as. well as

juves. Presenting dramatized news
for children, shows will originate in

NBC's San Francisco studios.

McKee, Albright St Ivey, formerly
McKee & Albright, has opened a
New York branch.

Fellows Medical Mfg. Co. has ap-
pointed the Nelson-Gilliam agency
to handle its radio end.

7). Louis E. Wade agency is host,
with the following to-be1 in attend-
ance: Ambro agency^Cddar Rapids;

:

Ralph Dalton & "Associates, Trby i

(Ohio); Carr Liggett, Cleveland; Ju-
lian J. Behr, Cincinnati; Hoffman &
York, Milwaukee; Hugo Wagenseil
and Associates, Dayton; Oakleigh R.
French, St. Louis.

H. Tobacco 's Sports
Forum over KPO, San Francisco, is

being shifted from Monday to Fri-
day ights at 6:45 p. m. PST. Ira
Blue is the anonymous 'Voice of the
Forum' on the programs, handled
through Charles R. Stuart agency.

Golden Nugget Sweets, Ltd., is

sponsoring a weekly quarter-hour
Sunday evening musical entitled
'Quick Melodies' over KGO, Sari
Francisco. Warblers Betty Kelly and
Robert Stevens, organist Paul Car-
son and Edna .Fischer are
used rams, which began
Jan.

Wander has shifted its 'Orphan
Annie' discs from KYA to KFRC,
San Francisco, effective Monday (1).
Quarter-hour broadcasts, five nights
weekly, were signed for one year
through Blackett- Sample & Hum-
mert.

Union Pacific Railroad will place
its 'Romance of Transportation'
transcriptions KYA, San Fran-
cisco, once a month for a year, start-
ing Feb. 14. Caples .of Los Angeles
is agency. Union Pacific is also
using KGQ, San Francisco, for a
similar series.

William Diener, formerly prexy
of Diener & Burleigh firm, Chicago,
now with the George Hartman 8t
Co. (formerly known as J. L; Sug-
den agency.)

Allied Service Agencies—an agency
web with members helping each
other out in securing -and servicing
clients—is staging, a meet in Fort
Wayne on Saturday and Sunday (6,

Lambert Pharmacal is trying, to

buy a half hour before or after

either 'First Nighter' or 'Grand
Hotel- for a program to plug the
manufacturer's . new brand of tooth-
powder. Both

.
of ; Campna's. shows

are on the NBC red (WEAF.) link.

We show on WGN,
Chicago, . . itches next week to

Libby, McNeil & Libby. Previously
had been pounding the ether for
Munsingwear.

New York, New Haven & Hartford
Bailroad is buying an early morni
quarter-hour strip on WABC, New
York; to plug commuter trade.

s
Ac-

count will use United Press bulleti .

Dowd 8t Ostreichcr, of. Boston, is the

agency. Railroad has a similar news
series on WEEI, Boston.

International Silver, through N. W.
Ayer, will renew the 'Musical Cam-
era* stanza (Sunday, 4:30, NBC Red)
for 13 more weeks, and probably re-

turn it next fall with the same cast.

Latter includes Josef Cherniavsky

and orchestra, with Willie Morris.

Advertising Women of New York
staging their 25th anni blowout at

the Hotel Biltmore, N. Y.

March 19.

GOING UP!
KXBY advertising rates ad-

vance February 15.
•• Up to 52-week contracts ac-

cepted at old rates until that

date.
Join the other bandwagoners

who are discovering that station

KXBY gets the best results!

THE SPORTS STATION

Kansas City, Mb.

Jascha Heifetz

Jose Iturbi

Rubinoff

Albert Spalding

Josef Hofmann
Mischa Elman
Fritz Kreisler

Mischa Levitski

Harold Bauer

and

Thanks Radio Editors for numbering me among
these ten distinguished classical musicians

It is said that a man is judged by the company
he keeps.

JESSE CRAWFORD

ON TOUR
PLAYING EITHER PIPE ORGAN
OR HAMMOND ELECTRIC ORGAN

CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS, INC.
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City

r > r..< f tf % 1. *
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"IT HAPP
TO CALL 91

,1

Just published are the two nation-wide newspaper polls of radio editors. Among

the results, these facts about Young & Rubicam radio shows and artists are sig-

nificant:

JACK BENNY and FRED ALLEN were voted the

two leading comedians on the air.

. N. Y. Wbtld>T&legram and ffeorst Polls

JACK BENNY'S JELL-O SHOW was voted No. 1 of

all programs on the air.

N. Y World-Telegram Poll

FRED ALLEN'S "TOWN HALL TONIGHT" (for Sal

Hepatica and Ipana) was voted No. 2 of all programs
on the air.

N. y. World-Tekram Poll

HARRY VON ZELL and DON WILSON were voted
the two best studio announcers on the air.

JV. Y. World-Telegram and Hearst Polls

(Note: Harry Von Zell and Don Wilson
announce the following Young & Rubi-

cam shows: Fred AHen. Stoopnagle and
Budd, Phil Baker, Ed Wynn, and Jack
Benny.)

STOOPNAGLE and BUDD (for Minute Tapioca)
were voted the second best comedy team on the air.

Hearst

FRED ASTAIRE'S PACKA
new program of the, season :

t<|

teen best shows on thi air.

N. Y, World-Telegram Poll

HELEN HAYES IN "BAMBI" (for Sanka Cdffee)

was voted the best night time serial on the air.

Hearst, Poll

"WE, THE PEOPLE" (for Calumet Baking Powder)
was voted the outstanding new program idea of 1936.

Hearst Poll

The New York World-Telegram Poll was conducted

by Alton Cook. The Hearst Poll was conducted by

Dinty Doyle of the New York American.

YOUNG & RUBICAM, INC. Advertising
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • MONTREAL • TORONTO
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Attention^Getters, Tie-UpSf Ideas

Outstanding Stunts:

BASKETBALL FORMULA
CHARITY PLEDGES
WHAM, ROCHESTER

WHAM Charity 'Basketball' Idea

Rochester, N. Y.
Joining newspapers lor first time'

in fund-raising 'campaign for major
disaster, radio stations ...WHEC and
WHAM demonstrated plenty, of pull-
ing. power. WHEC put on two im--

prompt* programs oh successive
nights with entire staff participating
and running to 1 a.m. Phones and
adding machines kept busy tabulat-
ing the pledges. Musicians .union
furnished Sax Smith's 11-piece band
and other station talent included Bob
Hemming, Connie . Gange, Lowell
MacMillan, Mordeh Buck and Ken
French.
WHAM tabulated its' pledges as a

basketball game, of the air between
East and West high>schools. Coaches
were on hand for preliminary pep
talks, whistle • blew and each dollar
pledged counted as a point., Nearly
$3,000; pledged in two hours.
City officials gave • talks, and enter-

tainment included Siverson's orches-
\

MARIO BRAGGIOTTI
WITH HIS OBCHESXRA

,
Recently Headlined at

•Paramount Theatre, New
York, and Featured at Cor-
inthian Room, Hotel Pierre
(HEARD ON lillC NETWORK)

M|t. CONSOLIDATED RAD 1 3 ARTISTS, I Be.

CCUBIfcAIiC*:

tra, Inez Quinn, Ken Spencer, Irene
Gedney, Ruth Benedict, Mrs.. Jack
Malloy and General Oteri; midget

Lead's Illness Exploited .

s Chicago.
Fast; one was pulled by Basil

Loughrane, Lord & Thomas radio ex-
ecutive, on the NBC Mary Marlin
serial. Joan Blaine, femme topper
of the show, has been heavily built
up around here, the housewives
going for her In a big way.

.

She fainted after a recent broad-
cast, and the next, day's script was
rewritten to leave her out, announce-
ments being made that she was ill.

On following day, the script show
was Omitted, and period of or-
chestra music dedicated to the star
substituted.

Resourceful WKBB
Dubuque, la.

Instead of
.
mourning when the

ABC midwest •network got tangled
up and wore out, WKBB, member
station, went . to work with a
vengeance and laid remote control
lines all over town arid now is work-
ing local stunts to the limit.
Daily entertainment and educa-

tional potpourri from Columbia col-
lege and academy class rooms and
twice weekly features from Clarke
college are now on the program list-

ings! Church choirs are getting a
heavy play and most athletic pro-
moters have given WKBB a welcome
nod: The latter include all ihter.-i

collegiate contests held at Coluiribi
all. Senior High blowouts as well as
the semi-monthly CYO boxing ca^ds.

Surrealism its Phllly
Philadelphi ...

Capitalizing on beaucoup publicity
given surrealism art exhibit re-
cently, in

.
New York and: now

here KYW aired the 'surrealism'
programs last Friday (29) and Fri-.
day before. First one was aired as
experimental stunt, . but' station
claimed such response that it was led
to.' try another.

Initial sound picture was titled
'Love on Wheels.' It used full
orchestra, several names, and gave
the sound effect man plenty of
chance to go goofy. Opened with
chug of : a locomotive faded ' into

jazz soft , music panther screams,
thunder, and cries of terror.
This was interspersed with poetry

and reading of - 'Love and Memory'
by Sp&nfeh -." surrealist, Salvador
Dali. Climax was an. auto crash.
Program, department credits brain-
storm to Jim Harvey.

Extracting the Femme Angle
Baltimore,

WFBR will this week debut new
commercial tagged 'Women's News,'
and it will be just that. Elite
laundry here is sponsor,
Nancy Turner, femme fashion's

spieler of staff of WFBR, will handle
the newscasting. She will edit
Transradio service, which station
subscribes to, and use only stuff
which is deemed strictly feminine
in interest. Periods will ride
quarter-hour gallops each week-day
at 9 .a.m.,. at which time' is figured
housewives will b? cupping the ear.

Valentine Tie-tip
New York.

Jessica Dragonette .was chosen as
America's Miss Valentine' for 1937
as a result of a tie-up with George
C. Whitney. Co., one of largest val-
entine manufacturers in this coun-
try. Radio singer, presented with c
giant valentine; 5 by 7 feet in size.

:

made by the company in recogni-
tion of honor.

"

Tie-up with Whitney company
made by H, Elliott Stuckel, head of
CBS exploitation division, and Helen
Strauss, of Benton & Bowles;

WHK's Prairie Schooner
v« Cleveland/.

Novel auto-trailer- equipped as a
complete broadcasting studio is be-
ing built for WHK, Cleveland, as a
new pick-up. program experiment.
Expected to be finished next rhonth,
trailer will have a short-wave trans-
mitter, of its own besides facilities to
tie it 'up with wiring systems. Sta-
tion will use it for educational school
broadcasts, outdoor stunts and re-
port! in flood sections.
Carriage ' built in form of ain

old-time prairie schooner, following
WHK's slogan ' of being town's
pioneer station.

ramatlzes 'Public Service'
New York.

NBd has- put out a promotional
niece showing how it covered the
flood. It's a map of the United
States, with mikes marking the spots
whence the web carried.on its broad-
casts. '

.
'

•

At cither points there are illustra-
tions of buses, planes and pack
transmitters.

OH Gold Outbids Drug

House for WGN Baseball

Chicago, Feb. 2.

Baseball on WGN, Chicago Tribune
station, will not be bought by Wal-
green drug chain this year, accord-
ing to present indications.
New sponsor looks like Id Gold

cigarettes through the Lennen &
Mitchell agency. Understood, that the
price will be $95,000. - This is con-
siderably higher than the Walgreen
price, but is necessary to include the
15% commission for the agency

<

JUST DON'T BOTHER,

SPONSOR TELLS WGBF

Unique sponsor gesture during the
flood made by Oyster Shell Products,
running spot announcements through
Husband & Thomas. Dave Evans,
account exec, told WGBF, Evansville,
not to bother runni its spots, or
figuring up how many had been
missed; "'..

Exec said he realized that the sta-
tion was busy with flood stuff, so just
send through the bills and Oyster
Shell would pay 'em whether the an-
nouncements had gone on or riot.

'Flyin* Tim** Had Enuf
Chicago, Feb. 2.

'Flying ime,' kid serial, to be
dropped by NBC . Feb. 13 after
rrfar#-than a year's attempt to build
up and. sell.

Will .replace ;with- a new scripter,

tagged SDon Winslow,' to run in con-
junction with " of.

same natrie.

Rae Eleanor Ball on WCAU
Philadelphia, Feb. 2.

Rae Eleanor. Bally violihiste, will

be aired on a new series of semi-
wfeekly progs over WCAU.

.
starting

tonight. She'll fiddle every Wednes-
day and Friday at 7.30. Heard with
her will be 'Sandra,' local ' warbler,
and Doris Havens, organist.

Miss Ball is the ex-vaudevilli

F.C.C.'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

DECISIONS
Washi , Feb.

Alabama: WMSD, Muscle Jfhoals roadcasting
Corp., Sheffield, renewal, of license to July 1, 1420
kc with 100 watts.
Arizona: KUMA, Albert H. Schermann, Yuiria, re-

newal of license tp July 1, on 1420 kc. With 100 wat
Arkansas.: KTHS, Hot. Springs ^Chamber pf Com-

merce, Hot Springs, National rPdn^^fgl^^ted^.e^tension
of special experimental authority to operate Yo^;-Jp60 ,

k.c.;With 10 kw,
v simultaneously with WBAL, Baltimore,

from'; 5-«a>in» '.tp local sunset, for the period endi
Aug. 1; KCMC, North;. "Mississippi Broadcasting Corp.,
Texarkana, granted renewal of'license on 1420 kc with
100 watts to July 1.

"' ;

Colorado; Southwest roadcasting Co., La Junta,
granted new station to be operated on 1370 kc with
100 watts, Commission sustai ' Examiner P. W.
Seward.
' Connecticut: Hartford, granted extension special

authority to. operate simultaneously With KRLD,
Dallas, Tex. on 1040 kc with 50 kw, until Aug. 1.

District of Columbia: Eugene Meyer . (doing
business as the Washington Post), application for new
station to be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts nights,

250 watts days, dismissed at request of, applicant.
Florida: WTAL, Florida Capitol Broadcasters, Inc.,

granted, renewal of license on 1310 kc with 100 watts
to June 1.

'

Illinois: Abraham Potkin, icago, application for
new station to be operated on 1600 kc with 100 watts,

• ights, 250 watts days, dismissed at request of

cant. '

Louisiana: WWL, Loyola University, ' Orleans,
granted extension: of. ecial authority to operate, un-
limited time on 850 kc with''10 kw until Aug. 1; :KWICH,
Shrevepoiti present license extended "on temporary
basis to March 1, pending action on renewal applica-
tion, 850 kc with 10 kw.
Nebraska: WJAG, Norfolk Daily Norfolk,

granted extension of authority to operate on 1060 kc
with 1 kw,' to Aug. (also granted renewal of license

on a temporary basis for the same period). .

''New Jirscy: WMBI, Newark, granted renewal
license on a temporary basis, subject to action, by Com-
riiish on renewal application arid, further, t6 the con-
dition that nothing contained in the extension, shall be
construed as a finding that operation of station

'

will be in the public interest beyond the express terms
thereof.'

New WESG, Cornell University. Ithaca,

granted extension of special temporary authority to

operate on 850 kc, days, at New Orleans, La.,, with
1 kw powc, until Aus', 1 (also temporary license

renewal for same period).

North Dakota: KRMC, Robersl MaCNak Jamestow

n

granted day increase from 100 to. 250 watts. >.

Ohio: ; A. Rowley. Ashtabula; granted new. station

to be operated on 940 kc ith 250 watts.

Gommisb upholding Examiner John
regon>r-KWjj, Portland,

-rial temporary authority to

Aug. 1 temporary license renewal for same
period).
Puerto Rico: WPRP, Julio M.. Cortesa, Ponce, ex-

tension of license on a temporary basis to March 1,

on 1420 kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days.

Tennessee:
:
WSM, Nashville (auxiliary), temporary

license extension to March 1, pending Commish action

on renewal application for 650 kc with . 50 kw.
Texas: Voice of Marshall Association, Marshall, de-
ied new station to be operated on 1500. kc with 100

watts, specified hours, Commisrr upholding Examiner
,;George H. Hill; Gulf Coast roadcasting Co., Corpus

' CKflsti,! Tex., granted new station to be operated pin

1330 kc with, 250 watts nights, 500 watts days, Exam-
iner Hill sustai Voice of Greenville, Greenville,
application for renewal of license on .1310 kc with 15

watts dismissed, Examiner Seward upheld; KFPM,
new Furniture Co., Greenville, application for vol-
untary • assignment of license from Dave Ablowich,
doing business, as the New Furniture Co., to Voice of

Greenville^ Examiner Seward sustained.

SET FOR HEARING
California' KIEM, Eureka., power boost frorri 500

watts to 1 kw; KRE, Berkeley, change frequency from
1370 kc to .1440 kc, increase power from 100 watts
ights, 250 watts days, to 1 kw at, all times.
Georgia: WSB, Atlanta, boost power from 50 kw to

500 kw and install equipment and vertical
radiator.

New York: WSVS, Elmer ,S. Pf re-
newal, of license on • 1370 kc with 50
Pennsylvania: WSAJ. Grove Grove

, renewal of license on watts
specified. ...

West Virginia: WH1S, Daily Telegraph Printing Co.,
Bluefield. night power jump from 500 watts to 1 ;

WCHS, Charleston Broadcasting Co., Charleston, boost
ight power from 500 watts to 1 kw.
Wisconsi WKBH. La Crosse, renewal of license

on 1380 kc with 1 kw.

NEW PETITIONS
Indiana: WTRC, ruth Publishing Co ; , .. Elkhart,

change hours of operation frbrn simultaneous daytimes,
sharing with

,
WLBC, Muncie, to unlimited; WBOW,

Terre Haute, change ^frequency from 1310 to 1290 kc,

power from. 100 watts nights, 250 watts days,, to 500
watts ights. ,1 kw days.

Louisiana: WBNO, Coliseum Place Baptist Church,'
New Orleans/ voluntary assignment of license to

WBNO, Inc., change frequency frohi 1200 kc to 1420
kc. increase power from 100 watts to 100 watts nights.

250. watts days, hours of operation from sharing with
' W.IBW. New rleans, to unlimited.

Puerto Ralph Perez Perry, Guayarna, hew sta-

to be operated on 630 kc with 250 watts.

Texas: KTEM, Temple/ change hours b£ operation
. from. 100 aits.to 100 watts nights, 250 watts days.

irginla: Arlington Radio -Service, Inc., Arlington^-

new station to be ^r^*^ on 8^0 kc with 50 wait/,

.lays only.

FREE GIVEAWAY TESTS

ON SUSTAINING SHOW
WOR, New York, has offered

number of sponsors and agencies
cuffo free offer rights to its 'Let's
Visit' program in an attempt to plug
the latter and get story ori its
pulling power. Stanza is similar to
the man-on-the-street idea, but in-
stead of open air interviews, the
mikemeri take their ipment into
people's homes and
gabfest.

Proposition up by
WOR allows agencies on its prospect
list the right to stage a give-away on
a single show. Different agency and
sponsor will get the program on dif-
ferent Sunday nights. First taker is

Miarschalk & Pratt which will
plug a free offer Sunday (7)
in bejialf of TDomi (Larus).

'Marli Changes Sponsors
Chicago, Feb. 2.

Dropping by one client ort one day
arid picking, up immediately by a
new sponsor will shift 'Mary Marli
five-a-week. scripter on NBC froni
its present Kleenex sponsorship to
Procter & Gamble on March 15.

Blackman- agency is considering a
:

possible red and blue hook-up for
the P. & G. account, which is Ivory
in this, case; also may do a repeat
show for the West . Coast.

THE ORIGINAL
SMOOTHIES

WWJ, The Detroit News,
Six Times Weekly
Since ^March, 1935

1936 Winners
.
Clitnaleiie Carnival

Popularity Contest

NBC Red Network

"THE MEADOWUKOOK"
Cellar . (irov*, N.'-'Jt

Per. Rep.—ARTHUR T. MICHAll D
1775 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.

Migt.-^M.C.A.

CARL
H OF F
LUCKY STRIKE

"Your Hit Parade

Saturday,

WABC -



Helen Hayes in 'BAMir— sponsored by SAHKA^COFFEE- WJZ - 8:00-8:30 P.llr Mondays * NBC

Phillips H. Lord's program 'WE THE PEOPLE'—CALUMET BAKIHG PflfflER—WJZ—5:00-5:30 Sundayi^NBC

lack Berch on the FELS-NAPTHA PROGRAW-WABC every Tuesday and Thursday at 1:00 Kit*- CBS

THE BLUE VELVET ORCHESTRA with guest ttirs- every Tuesday nlgtrt

* * * ******* PARAMOUNLSHORTS *. A

-VYABC-CBS

* * * *
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sbnal Representative: ROBERT F. BRIODY Publicity Director: DAVID 0, ALBER
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Every CBS Station Mgr. a Cynic ,

;

That's the General Idea of Instruction Book
—Teaches Boys to Be Tough on Statistics

. Market . research department of
GBS today (Wednesday) is issuing a
manual of. instructions iti mimeo-
graphed form to all station managers
as a .'suggested outline for handling
coincidental telephone calls.' Web.
has in the past not been too enthusi-
astic-about -this type of suryey, and
the current

,
dope sheet is obviously

intended to keep station . managers:
from sopping lip too much 'water in

such ferreting out of statistics.

Market sharks in web headquar-
ters aornfe : station managers that the

following breakdowns should be
available from any coincidental work
they do: ( 1 ) number of homes where
call, received no response; (2) num-
ber of homes where busy signal was
received; (3) number of hpmeis

where telephone service , was out of

order or disconnected; (4) number
of homes where respondent refused
info; (5 ) number of homes having
no radio; (6) number of homes where

COOPER
KRUEGER BEER
Mondays at 10:80 PM..
WEAF - NBC
DRENE SHAMPOO
Wednesday* at .7:45 P.5I.
'WEAF - NBC
Thursday* at 1:
WJZ - NBC

Management
COLUMBIA ARTISTS

BUREAU

; STABBING IN

''THE SHOW IS ON"
AT THE

WINTBB GARDEN. NEW IORK
BxeL Met. HERMAN BEBN1K,

; > Kit* Broadway^

LEON

And His Warnef Bros, -

KFWB Orchestra

(

Ctt*SE and SANBORN Coffee Hour

Sunday 8-9 P.M.

'The Miittk-nl Toast of the Southland"
—NICK KENNY

N.Y. Dally. Mirror

T RAN C IS
AND: HIS ORCHESTRA

«BC Jg. SSEfSr WSM

radio is on the bum; (7) number, of
homes where radio, is hot in use; (8)

number of homes reporting radio
listening. Latter category should be
broken down, say the instructions,

into stations or programs reported.

.,
Manual goes on to show how per?

cehtages can best be figured and
then cautions that large enough
sample must; be taken in order to

get ; a decent set of results. Three
points' to be observed here, says the.

guide, are: (1) is the . sample large
enough? (2) ' it representative?
and (3) have biz telephone numbers
been eliminated?

In summing the advantages
and disadvantages of coincidental
work, CBS finds that the latter pre-
dominate. Disadvantages are given
as follows: data limited to listening
taking place at time of call; surveys
extending over long periods are ex-
pensive and tend to exhaust listen-
ers available for interviews; surveys
are restricted to larger cities; data
cannot be obtained before 9 a.m. or
after 10 p.m.; phone audience can't
be regarded as typical x>f whole au-
dience; difficulty of classifying data
by income levels, age, sex, etc7 ex-
cept that phone ownership generally
indicates a , fairly high income
bracket and street-address serves to
identify income level still further.
By way of advantages, CBS ad-

mits the following: coincidental
work involves no memory failures;
results can be obtained in a rela-
tively short period of time; a tele-
phone call is almost certain to reach
a radio home; cost per interview is

lower than house-to-house stuff;
question! easily be stand-
ardized.

.

CBS itself generally favors per-
sonal interviews with memory recall
aids as the best type of survey.

RING SEES TELE

BUMPS SMOOTHED

Pacific Pride-Piniiten

Seattle, Feb. 1
Two Western Washington radio

stations held official ceremonies last

week celebrating expansion moves,.
KRKO, in Everett, gave hallelu-

jahs on Saturday (Jan. 30) over
renovations costing $20,000. Two new
studios built, one. with stage for
dramatic productions. Lee Mudgett
is manager.
KRSC, Seattle, raised its voice in

thanks yesterday for brand new
studios, transmitting tower, and
power increase. Half dozen stations
round about fed congratulatory line
programs to KRSC in commemora-
tion of Manager Bob Priebe's happy
day.

POLLS ADD UP

TO MEXICAN

.Washington, Feb.

Solution of the chief technical
stumbling-block, for commercial tele-

vision is almost within sight, A. D.
Ring, assistant chief engineer of the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion announced Monday (1)1

Crediting specifications set lip by
the Radio Manufacturers Associa-
tion, Ring said substantial progress
was being made toward standardiza-
tion of television equipment and op-
eration,-. Synchronization »~.b«4wa*n.
sending and receiving units is the
principal problem holding.; up

_ ti
hobu«ed <m>mm

'Cjonimeaffcal fae of^ele^y?%
still 'just around the corner,'

'

F.C.C.'s assistant chief tinkerer ad-
mitted, addin'g',...-howe'ver, that engi-
neers and radio equipment manufac-
turers are on the. right track. 'Steady
progress in experiments has enabled
us to see the light of our goal,' Ring
declared.

WHAM Appoints Reps
Rochester, N. Y.,

Station WHAM here has appointed
the firm : of Hollingberr.y Craig; as
national representatives,

Norman^ Craig will handle the
New York rep biz with George Hol-
lingberry holding down the Chicago
fort. i. .

THE O'NEILLS'
..!v jANE WEST
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i-AA/ULY BRINGS YOU MOREj
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NBC. . and. Columbia put their re-

spective 'research departments to

work on the radio popularity polls

of the New York World-Telegram
arid the New York American, both
of which came, out last .week, and
the resulting interpretations had
each network giving itself first place.

NBC's analysis of the subject made
much of the fact that NBC stars
scored lots of votes on the World-
Tele 'poll. . Jack Benny ' came . in as
top comedian "arid, best program,
with 325 votes, Fred Allen was next,
with 183 ballots, while Rudy Vallee's
stanza drew 118; votes and Bing
Crosby's 113 votes. But to CBS the
Telegram accorded firsties to

dance orchestras (Guy Lombardo),
female pop singer (Kate Smith), op-
eratic singer (Nelson Eddy), and
dramatic program (L,ux theatre).
Radi eds who took part in the
Tele's probe also gave top billing to

Ted Husirig (sports announcer),
Leopold.. Stokowski (symphonic
chestra), Yascha Heifetz (instrumen-
tal soloist), and Boake Carter (com-
mentator).
N. Y.

.
American's poll, conducted

by its radio ed, Dinry Doyle, found
the Hearst scribblers rating 'We; the
People'.. (Calumet ing Powder)
on NBC as the. sole new idea in pro-
gramming. Same group ; consider

;

Burns and Allen as the No. 1 com-
edy team, Andre. Kostelanetz (Chesr
terfield cigarettes) offering the
best all around musical show, and
peanna Durbin as a coming star.

Columbia's self-figuring gave CBS
12 firsts on the Tele poll for 'its own
network, four "firsts for the red
XWE^T rmft"aha"'tfifw'fi7its for the-

biue (WJZ). When it comes to
^o^e's';Wffdii|gs4CBS alftrtsc itself i4
firSs, thfs, the. r,gd,.

(
s>veh firsts, and the

kfiVe%r!ts)
~ - «*«

Smith Steps Ahead
Omaha, Feb. 2.

Emerson Smith has left the Omaha
studios of the Central States Broad-
casting Co. to become commercial
manager of WOMT at Manitowoc,
Wisconsi Past three years Smith
has been an announcer and news-
caster for both/ KOIL and KFAB,
both Lincoln and Omaha. Mrs:
Smith, joins her husband in Wiscon-
sin later in February.
Departure of Smith makes way for

some part time announcing by Phil
Allen who has been writing conti-
nuity for KOIL past six months.
Expected that

.
Allen, will- become

full time announcer when a new
writer takes 'oyer' script work.;
Ndrvai Schneringer is new mem-

ber of News Bureau. Comes to
KOIL-KFAB-KFOR from a copy-
writer's desk at Buchanan Thomas
agency here.

Pacific Coast Radio Notes

OHIO REVERSE BRINGS

WRIST SLAP FOR DOLPH

Washington,; Feb. 2.

William Dplph, big-shot Demo-
cratic politician: and radio man, had
his nose tweaked by the Federal
Communications Commission last

week, when Commisb Examiner
George H. Hill advocated dismissal
with prejudice for two new station
applications in Ohio.
Objecting to Dolph's tactics in at-

tempting to pull out of a hearing
which had been set on his requests,'
Hill refused to contenance a motion
to dismiss the applications without
prejudice, introduced by Dolph's at-
torney.

Filed under the name of United
States Broadcasting Co., the two
pleas, were designed to upset the
plans of Continental Broadcasting Co.
—Scripps-Howard group—for new
stations at Toledo and Columbus. A
daytime smallie to be operated on
1200 kilocycles was requested by
Dolph for Toledo, arid a second 100-
watter, operating on 1310 kc. with
unlimited hours, was asked for Co-
lumbus.';'

Continental's failure to draw a
favorable examiner's report on its

Ohio applications was given as
.
.the

reason for United States Broadcasts
ing Co's desire to withdraw froiri the
field. Facilities asked by Scripps-
Howard, and duplicated in the Dblph
applications, were not available* ex-
aminers said./

WQXR, N.Y, Ups Rates

Station WQXR, N. Y.'s high fidelity
outlet, Will up its rates about 65%
starting Feb. 15. Experimental rates,
instituted when station '

first ° went
commercial about six months ago,
are . unable to carry the overhead
load now.

Station is now on the air nine
hours, daily arid 13: hours on Sun-
days, increased from original four.
Basic rate will be $250 per hour as
compared to old rate of $150.

Station has recently added a sports
and straight news program.

bit

t- '•
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Philco's All-Girl Show
Charlotte, N! Feb.

Johnny McAllister ilco Phil')

has been replaced on the WBT
schedule by a new program titled:

'Philco Morning Melodies,' which act
is composed of

aJane- Bartlett, violin-

ist and soloist; Marie Davenport, or-
ganist, and Martha Dulin, announcer.
It is . an allrgirl show.
Philco has had McAllister on the

air regularly for two years.

KYA, Frisco's Music
[

rancisco, Feb. 2.

New Musical director at KYA, -

cal Hearst station, will be Walter
Rudolph. He succeeds Cy Trobbe
Feb. 7. Rudolph, at one time a the-
atre musician, Was formerly at
KTAB (now KSFO), where he was
associated with Bob Roberts, re-
centfy appointed manager of KYA.
Under Rudolph the KYA ork will

do less; concert music and more pop
numbers than heretofore. Eight mu-
sicians will be on a one-hour daily
basis and 12 on a two-hour scale.
KYA has been given a special

classification in network rates by the
local musicians' union because it • is
using more men than required.

Benavie Joins Jam Handy
Detroit, Feb. 2.

Samuel Benavie, musical director
at WJR, this week joins the Jam
Handy Picture Co. as head of the
only staff of writers and music ar-
rangers in the commercial film field.

He'll double between new position
and work, at WJR.

]':. Sleepy Hollow Gang on WCAU
Philadelphi

, Feb.
Sleepy Hollow Gang is how airing

its program twice daily on WCAU.
Heard first

, at 8.30 a. m.,
"

peated at 4 p. m»
Gang consists of Newman family,

Murray Sisters, and announcer Mort
Lawrence.

Walter CasselL eastern radio
warbler, being tested for pictures at
Warners.

Harry Hall now chief barker at
KFWB (Hollywood), .taking over
from Cliff Howell, who adorns Bill
Bay's production staff.

Victor McLarlen has the guest
spot on Hollywood hotel Feb. 12.

Hell do a bit from 'Sea Devils/

. Hagh Barrett Dbbbs has revived
his Ship of Joy broadcasts for the
California Radio System, with the
weekly

. shows originating at KYA,
Sari Francisco, whose sustaining
talent he uses,

. Pat Bishop handling the news
broadcasts on KF1-KECA (Los An-
geles) for Jose Rodriguez.

Charlie Haiup doing the 'Early
Bird' show, six times a week for
Drug Trades on KF1 (Los Angeles).

Bill Paley, Columbia prez, ducking
Coast trade press on pretext that he
is 'resting' and not in 'newsy
mood/

Dean Maddox (Buddha) seeks em-
ployment for; the unemployed in a
hew sustainer billed The Other Man!

(Continued on page 59)

Fred Allen
V

Portland Hoffa
in "Town Hall Tonight"

HEPATICA-IPANA
WEAF—Wedneadayi PJI. E8I

•t V^ALTEB. BATCITELOB

THIS
GREAT

AMERICAN
E P I T O R

GULF REFI N I

COMPANY
SUNDAYS

1:30-8 P.M., EST
WABO
CBS

MYRT
AND

Colgite-Palmolive-Peet
2:45 P.M.—Moni,Tue6., Wed.,

Thurs., Fri. .

WABC - CBS

THE

THREE MARSHALLS
MONDAYS

;.
;

13:jr> p.m.—WJZ
Exclusive Management

.

N B C ARTIS X S ER VICE
30 ROCKEFEIiIiER PLAZA, N. Y.

Norman Boggs Joins WGN
Chicago. Feb 2.

Norman Boggs, sales, manager for

WAAF, has resigned, effective Fet>:

15, to join the sales force of WGN.
Boggs has been, with WAAF for

the past Aye years.

THANKS.
Radio Editors of the United States and Canada

ram

E appreciate your high opihi
and your kind votes which:

in 5th position in the World

-

Radio Poll,

R regard this a double honor, sid-
ering the. -fact wij are only on one pro-

gram weekly, and ..that we. sing but on
song on this program ; . . . In. addition: to this,
the program does not reach 'Chicago or the
Pacific Coast.

li

ED SMALLE AND HIS 7 G'S
On the PHIL BAKER Series
for GOOD GULF GASOLINE
CBS Every Sunrtny at. 1:30 P.M.
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IN 50 KW. SUN

Washington, Feb. 2.

Details of multi-station reallocation

which would pave the way for a

full-time, clear-channel outlet for or-

ganized labor are under discussion

following collapse of efforts ; to get

WCFTy Chicago, to move to another

frequency., . f.

With the belligerent ion faction

refusing to back down in its crusade

tax a SO-kw station, Westinghouse has

taken upon itself the chore of cook-

ing up an alternative method which

will clear the path for promotion of

WCFL. Idea would require shifts by

four stations spread from New Eng-

land to the Pacific Coast.

Plotted formula -wras under discus-

ion this wek after Ed Nockels, gen-

eral manager of the. Chicago labor

transmitter, nixed .a proposition

which would bring about a frequency

exchange with. KYW, Philadelphi ...

Nockels declared the. 1,020 frequency

now occupied by KYW would not be

acceptable to the .American Federa-

tion of Labor and insisted 970 be rec-

ognized as the ribbon especially re-

served for union' groups. Idea of tag-

ging any ribbon as the property of

any single faction is repugnant, how-
ever,; to the Cornrnish.

Clearing the Band

Newest attempt,to placate the labor

forces would force shifts by KDKA,
Pittsburgh; WBZA, Springfield; WBZ,
Boston; and KJR, Portland. If these

transmitters took new spots oh the

dial, WCFL would remain as boss of

the 970 roost, which currently it

shares with KJR, both stations oper-

ating unlimited time with 5 kw. y

r In order to vacate enough space for

WCFL to go to SO kw, the stations

on nearby bands would have to be
shifted so sufficient clearance would
be provided. Conforming to this re-

quirement, Westinghouse is mulling
transfer of KDKA from 980 to 990

and WBZ-WBZA from 990 to 980,

which would allow the necessary

spacing; and harmonize with Corn-
mish mileage-separation tables. It

would also be necessary for KJR,
which has resisted WCFL's effort to

jump to 50 kw, to take another as-

signment, and the promoters have
tossed out the idea the Portland
transmitter might crawl into the
same room with the Massachusetts
outlets, 980 kc.

This idea would be acceptable to

labor, according to local indications,

but might not prove especially pleas-

ing to KJR, which is just as anxious
to keep its present assignment as is

WCFL. Westinghouse group, how-
ever, is hoping that under pressure
any. objections can be smoothed out

. and the reallocation put over in satis-

factory manner.

KANSAS CITY RATES

IN GENERAL PUSH-UP

WPR0 ON THE UPBEAT

One Month of Network Service
Starts to Chance Providence" ;

Kansas City, Feb. 2.

Radio time fates, with.KMBC do-
ing the trail breaking, have taken
an upward slant locally. With the

town crawling with, time salesmen,
mostly getting in each others .way,
and with .the local • advertising pic-

ture generally more or less bottled

up, each station with its own pets
and steady clientele, the tilt looks to

be a cinch.

Arthur Church station, KMBC,
got up a detailed analysi of local

import and export, wholesale and
retail sales and graphic charts illus-

trating general Upward trend in this

area; Among other astonishing in-

formation was this: that 62% of all

department store sales i state of

Missouri: are made i Kansas City;

The brochure amply backgrounds
KMBC's ' ...... increase which
amounts to 20% with discounts re-

mai ing 5%-10%-15%. Spot an-
nouncement rate unchanged.

Station KXBY, whose new -rates

start Feb. 15 are up from 50%. to

75%. .Quantity discpunts have also

been raised, being from the old
5-10-15 to 10-15-20. S. Q. Noel and
Sam>Pickard now control KXBY.
Third station to hike the ante is

the Cook Paint, and Varnish outlet,

WHB. Rates . here will take" on a
25% increase sometime this month
with discounts remaining • the same,
5-10-15.

KCKN, Capper Publication station

on the Kansas side, increased rates
last winter but ' signed most of

.
its

yearly accounts previously:, at! the
old rate. Consequently the bulk of

the accounts are in for what
amounts to an

After a month under the new re-

alignment of network affiliation it

seems generally agreed that Cherry
& Webb is now .in a position to. make
WPRO stand out locally,; Long con-
sidered the most showmanly station

in Providence by instinct but han-
dicapped by its previous network
disadvantage against the other two
stations WPRO is but in the clear

now with CBS. service.

WEAN, -Shepards' peeper, hasn't
changed much in the shifting and
its about the same with' WJAR,
which has been NBC for years.

Changes may not have . hurt the
others: but WPRO has itely

benefitted. Lot more wprd-pf-
mduth comment how heard around
town about station.

Dance Parade, nightly on WNEW,
N. Y., from 9 p.m. until 2 o'clock in

the morning, added Mai Hallett from
Hotel Commodore and Abe Lyman
from Hotel New Yorker.

KWOS Starts Out in Life

Kansas City,. ; 2.

Station KWOS, Jefferson City
took its maiden, ether voyage Jan
29. Station was

.
formerly the state-

owned: WOS located in the capital
building. Now- owned and operated
by the Jefferson City Herald-Trib-
une. Pemberton Gordon is general
manager.

Station, WHB staff talent was in
vited to participate oh initial broad
cast. . Commercial commitments
stalled this but WHB lab cut a spe
cial wax job its staff cavorting
and. shipped the skimmer and Nor-
veil Slater, WHB program director,
to Jeff. City to glad-hand the new
KWOS.

Testimony Heard on Httt Springs Sale

Value of KTHS Iiivclvecl— Former Local

Broadcaster Brought in as Witness

Robert Hall, bankrupt
Robert C Hall, radio performer,

giving his address as 116 Park Lane
South, Kew Gardens, . I., asked
the Federal court in Brooklyn Mon-
day (1) for permission to liquidate
h*s debts by the bankruptcy route.

Liabilities were given as $4,841.
There were no assets listed.

NBC Staffmen on Leave
San Francisco, Feb. 2.

Leaves of absence have been
granted Ned Tollinger, producer, and
Cliff Engle, announcer, by NEC in
order that they may fill special com-
mercial assignments.. Tollinger will
emcee the Carefree Carnival, bank-
rolled by the Signal Oil during the
weekly Friday night broadcasts over
the Coast NBC-Red network. Engle
has been signed by Owl Drug as the
'Voice of the Exposition* on its

'Treasure Island* programs which
debut Sunday (7) .over the Coast
NBC-Red chain.
In addition to handling the broad-

casts, Engle will author the scripts
in collaboration with: Art Linkletter
of the radio staff of the; Golden Gate
International Exposition.

KJBS P.D.Q. Hove
San Francisco, Feb. 2.

Transmitter of KJBS Will be dis-

mantled Thursday night ,<4) and re-

assembled, at the stationV new loca-
tion before ,6:00 a.m. the following
morning, when the new studios and;

offices, will be ready for occupancy,
By permissi of : FCC. Station
KQW ' San Jose, KJBS's sister

station, will broadcast the KJBS all-

night Owl Program starting at mid-
night Thursday while the local

transmitter is off the air.

Ed Cullen Wins a Cup
Buffalo, Feb:

Cullen is winner of this

son's Mike and Jerry Hi's cup for
the best local announcer. . It's an an-
nual presentation by

1

Ills Ad-
vertising: Agency.

Cullen "'
staff announcer, and

drama director for WBEN.

MEET IN CHI

Hot Springs, Ark^ Feb. 2.

After hearing . evidence for two
days in the suit instituted by the

Chamber of Commerce to cancel the

contract for the sale of radio sta-

tion KTHS, Hot Springs, to Colonel

T. H. Barton of El Doradd, Chancel-

lor Frank Dodge Friday (29) took

the case under, advisement pending
submission of written briefs by at-

torneys for the two parties. His de-

cision is expected within ten days.

Among the many witnesses intro-

duced by the Chamber of Commerce,
was Howard A. Shuman, commer-
cial manager for station KFDM,
Beaumont, Texas, who until a few
months ago was manager of station

KARK, Little Rock. Shuman testi-

fied that at the time the station was
sold to Barton for $75,000 it was
i is opinion worth between $200,-

000 and $300,000. Shuman was* re-

placed by Larry Meinert as KARK
manager last June by Colonel Bar-
ton when Ed Zimmerman was made
general manager of Colonel Barton's

radio enterprises.

Chamber of Commerce maintains

Regional broadcasters group held
another meeting here last Saturday
(30) and decided, to continue their
present campaign for the' preserva-
tion and betterment of regional sta-
tions.

Particularly the group is seeking
for the Federal Communications
Commission to provide the maximum
use of isting ether facilities and
frequencies. Regiohals see no rea-
son why more stations cannot be
placed on the same frequencies, as
long as there's: no interference from
the additional stations^ They are
seeking the abandonment of exclu-
sive classifications, and the spotting
of regional stations on the clear
channel wavelengths Where there
would- be no harm to the reception
of stations already on those wave-
lengths. They object to stations on
the, two coasts having clear chan
nels; seeing no reason why a clear
station oh the Atlantic coast couldn't
have a station on the west coast or
in the far west on the same wave
length. ;'.

Among those in for the meeting
were John Shepard 3d, Herb Petty,
Walter Damm, John Henry; Gene
Dyer, Ralph Atlass; William Hutch-
inson.

that in their opi ion the market
value of KTHS at the time it was
contracted for sale to Barton oh
April 11, 1936, was: around $300,000.

Former officers and members of

•he : old board of governors of the

chamber agreed with Barton to sell

lim the station for $75,000 of which.

$25,000 was to be pai in cash and
the remainder to be paid in annual
ustallments of $10,000, the sale

>e subject to approval of the Fed-
eral Communications Coirunis^&Sgi

Sale was repudiated last November:.
24 on the grounds that the chamber
membership had not been informed

'

of the sale. Board then resigned and
a new board inaugurated and"
present suit filed...

Add: Boys Will Be Boys

Kansas City, Feb. .

WHB continuity Chief, M. H,

(Mouse) Straight. had a birthday last

week. It cost him his nickname
Mouse. tation's funny-guys pre
sented Straight with a healthy white
mouse at 15-minute intervals until

12 of . the rodents had been de
livered. The mice represented a

$3.60 investment. Straight kept them
long enough to have his pic shot
with the namesakes, then he sold

them to a pet shop for 50c.

Funny-guys insist he ratted so

now it's Rat Strai

Gene XaVelle appointed hew dra-
matic director of WHK-WJAY stu-
dio, Cleveland.

WCAU Opens at 6:45
. Philadelphi , Feb.

WCAU began daily operation a
half

,
hour earlier, starting Monday

(1). Previously opening at .7:15, air

iugs now begin at 6:45. Shut-down
time remains at % a. m. and Sunday
hours continue at 9 a. m. to. 1 a. m.
New schedule provides 1.5 minutes

of pop tunes at 6:45, interspersed

with U. S, Department of Agricul

ture dope; 15 minutes of songs and
'philosophy* by Chic Martin; 15 min-
utes with the Singing Parson and 15

minutes of United Press news.

Store's Asst Buyer Gets

Job as Sports Spieler

tittsburgh,

Joe; Tucker has been' named, sports

announcer for WWSW, succeeding
Jack Craddock, who left radio; work
recently to go in tor evangelistic

work! Tucker has had no previous
radio experience, haying, been -ah as?

sistant buyer in a department store

before he itioned for Frank
Smith, station manager, along with
200 others, and won. the spot.

WWSW has lined up broadcasts of
Carnegie Tech . basketball games and
hockey clashes,, both pro and ama-
teur; at

.
Duquesne G a r de n and.

Tucker's handling them all.

cwu&tmoot
Let us acquaint xfiW^

with our work

1

'i'j'jUiJ j;i'u. :!.«::! '1/-_ m i

.'iV.fW
.

•
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What Is The

M-R-N?
Group of Eight Stations

Operating Si mu Itan-
eously from Morninfl to

Midnight Sign-off.

WBCM
Domi
and

ity
arkets.

WFDF
Fir»t

;

Choice in the big

Flint Market area.

WJIM
Supreme i

WIBM
D o m i nates Jackson
area.

WELL
First in

WKZO
Domi naces K a Ia mazoo.'

WOOD-WASH \

Leads i rand Rapids,

WXYZ
Detroit (Key ion).

WOOD-WASH
The only station in Grand
Rapids—and definitely pre-
ferred by the large audience

the big, rich Granci^
Rapjds territory.

ONE OF THE EIGHT BASIC STATIONS OF THE

EFFECTIVELY COVERS A TERRITORY OF OVER
FOUR MILLION POPULATION

KihgJrendle Broadcasting Corporation
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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THIS YEAR'S KISSES
(the country's next No. 1 song hit l)

tsYOU'RE LAUGHING AT ME
(Berlin's greatest ballad. Compares With "AH Alone",

"Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody" or "What'll I bo")

ME WARM"
(You'll like it as well as"CheekTo Cheek"or"Top Ha)

THE GIRL ON THE POLICE
GAZETTE" (Another"Easter Parade")

SLUMMING ON PARK
(The dance hit of the season I)

Ji m mm a

»'t> Th# Lonesomest Man In Ttwn''

(A new Berlin Rhythm tune that will sweep the country l)

All these songs published by

IRVING BERLIN, Inc
799 Seventh Ave., New York

DICK MADELEINE

and

*fllfi

ifh

RITZ BROTHERS

- GEORGE BARBIER
ALAN MOWBRAY CORA WITHERSPOON

STEPIN FETCHIT • SIG RUMANN
Directed by Roy Del Ruth

Associate Producer Gene Markey
Mi/sic and lyrics by Irving Berli

Darryl P. Zanuck in Charge of Production
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W6 Breakdown of Radio Loop

In the folloWihg tabulation ich Warner Bros, included.' a protest

to the ASCA^ directorate a breakdown was riiade of works performed
from various catalogs during the past year. Analyses cover radio logs

for four separate weeks in 1936:

Key to Interpretation

irst column contains the availability poi

Committee.
Second column contains the quantity of standard musical compositions

used during week August 23rd to. 28th.

Third column contains the quantity of standard musical- compositions

used during week September 20th to 27th.

Fourth column contains the quantity of standard musical compositions

used during week October 25th to 31st. ...

Fifth column contains the quantity of standard musical compositions

used during November 16th to : 21st.

Sixth column contains average per week.

Publisher. r—— -Columri-

BERL1N.'
ABC STANDARD
HARMS'
FEIST. . ..

SHAPIRO
CHAPPELL
•MARKS
ROBBINS .....

WITMARK ........

MILLS ...i.......
CRAWFORD
REMICK. . . .

.DONALDSON
T. B. HARMS
NEW WORLD

500
450 ;

450
425
425
425'

425
400
330
350
225

200
30

36
22
18

21

49
. 34.

20
36
4

24-

11

(Aver.)
' 6
23
2

37%
:23V4
ny4
17%'

13%
38%
27%
•17W

A

10

Schirmer and ischer are not included i these analyses because it. is

impossible to determine from the Radiolog what arrangements

copyrighted work have been Used.

Mills Music, Inc. has acquired the

publishing rights to . the score of

'Love of Kisses,' Maurice Conn pro-
duction, which Pinky Tomlin wrote.

TfVO TOP
TfMPOTi'Nf*

SUMMER NIGHT
Wfirren nnd iibln

I'LL
•. THOUSAND

lilt!

SWELL

YOUR EYES HAVE
TOLD ME SO

MUSIC
1260 SUth
CUABLJE

PETRILLO SETS

icago.Feb:

; General meeting with the record-

ing organizations which platterize in

this town
. will be* held here within

the next two 'weeks , by James C.

Petrillo, chief of the , Chicago Fed-
eration of Musician's^in.regard to the
local unions ban against recordings

of. any Jtfndlr is ban' officially went
into effect yesterday (Feb. 1 ).

As yet there has been.no direct

restriction of 'present recordings be-

ing.' made in Chicago since they are
all contract jobs, and the Petrillo

ruling - has exempted present . •con-

tracts from the ban. However, when
current contracts ire the ban
takes hold.

At the meeting, which will be held

arou Feb. 15, Petrillo the

various heads of the recorders will

discuss ways and means for the oper-
ation of the union ban, plus the set-

ting Up of rules and regulations for

the guidance of recording organiza-
tions future platter work.

New York Musicians Union : pro-
poses to ask the national executive
board , of the American Federation
of Musicians to bah. union members
from doing musical recordi in

Hollywood and other picture studios.

Campaign is directed- '.reduce the

amount of dubbing -from phonograph
record and sound tracks -and also to

force film company controlled thea-
tre circuits to treat with the- ion

on the employment of musicians in

the pits.

Details are contained in a- story in

the film.
'•

Gordon & Revel's Greatest Score . From 'Head Over
Heels In Love' . . . A GaumontrBritish Picture

'May I Have the Next Romance With You

'

'LookiiT Around Corners forTou
1

'There's That Look In Your Eyes Again

'Head Over Heels In Love'

LEO FEIST, Inc. 1629 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Another Burst of Indigna-

tion as -Self-Perpetuating'

Clique Vote According to

the Values in Points They
Assign Themselves

SAM FOX'S PROTEST

Latest revolt to break but i the

American Society of . Composers,

thors and Publishers has a majority

'of the small pubs pledged to refrain

from taking any part-in' the sched-
uled 'election' of the new publishers'

availability committee. These ' -

surgents take the position that since
their ballots would prove of negligible

import in determining the final re-

sults they could by ignoring the pro-
ceedings altogether; project more
effective protest at the whole method,
of measuring availability, or the dol-
lars and cents value of a publisher's
catalog to the Society,

Ballots listing the nominees were
sent to publisher ^me.m.bei's-' by
ASCAP over the past . weekend. In
the accompanying letter the pubs
were asked to vote for four pubs on
the popular-production list and
three on the standard The let-

ter also stated that it was assumed
that the previous method, of counting
the votes would be used. Under this
method each vote is; counted at the.

value equal to the number of classi-

fication points which stood credited
to each publisher at the end of 1936.

In other words, if .a pub was cred-
ited with 400 availability points his
ballot would be worth 400 votes.
Likewise, a pub who held a rating
of 30 points would have his ballot
treated as worth 30 Votes.'

At a recent open meeting of the
publisher membership in ASCAP it

was charged, and not refuted, that
the present members of the availa-
bility comn^ijtee /' .have ...allotted

among themselves *and cbntrol $4%
of the enWf tuninraf
points. Smali* p*&bfisM>rs'

tend that there is nothing to ,pn
vent this 4&m av*Ka*ilfi!y ftSrtfftl

tee from getting together on a prop-
osition to rerelect itselfv .

However*
(Continued on page 67) ,;-

Fpllpwing, verbatim, is the table which Warner ros. tagged Exhibit II

and incorporated in its ASCAP brief in support of its contention that the
availability-point grants;made by the publishers' Availability Committee
are radically out of line with the uses made of' various catalogs:

(Availability ratings for third quarter of 1936 of the most ° Important
publishers, and analysis of users of their, respective catalogs during 1935,

as shown by published Ascap program listings for 1935.)

The first column contains the availability points fixed by the AytSShlAlity

Committee.
The second' column contains the Quantity •musical compositions

ing more than 1,000 performance credits - each.
The third column contains the quantity of .musical; coniipbsitions - hav-

ing between 500 Shd
.
1,000

.
performance' credits each. '

'

The fourth -column contains the quantity of musical compositions hav-
ing between 100 and 500 performance credits, each.
The fifth column Contains the quantity of .musical compositions having

between .50 and 100 performance credits each.
'

column contains the totaL quantity of musical compositi
haying more' than 50 performance' credits each during 1935..

BROS.

BOY IN MARIO

Max and Louis Dreyfus have taken
over the Mario Music Co., giving the
brothers

.
ownership of three music

publishing houses oh this side of the
Atlantic. Mario outfit, will continue
to operate as. a separate, entity, with
Henry M; Spitzer, gen. mgr. of the
Dreyfuses' Ghappell Co. of America,
as; supervisor. Th ird Dreyfus firm
is the Crawford Music Co., which
the brothers acquired several months
ago; Larny Spi is opera ti that.

George Mario, founder of the cata-
log, moves oyer to Chappell, leav-
ing Al Porgie as general professional
manager. Eddie. Wolpin," .who. with
Mario and Porgie revived; the Mario
catalog on a partnership basis at
the end of 1936, will join Crawford's
professional staff. All three were
formerly ith the Warner .'

publishing group.

Buddy Morris to L.A.
Edwin . uddy) Morris, head

of Warner Bros/s music publishing
group, left Sunday (31) for Holly-
wood. While, there he will confer
with Warner studi execs on. forth-
coming musicals' arid also look over
the exploitation '* and sheet music
situation along the Pacific coast.

He figures on returning to New
York Feb. 22.

' ;

Publishers.

BERLIN, IRVING, INC.. .......
FISCHER: CARL, INC"

Arrangements of non-copy-
rights

HARMS. INC.
SCHIRMER, G.,

Arrangeni

rCOLUMNS-
(Total)

2

68

rights • . . . . .

.

331 470 831

FEIST. LEO, INC. ;• 156 376

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN 107 . 249

CHAPPELL & CO., INC.

.

118 309''

MARKS, BOW. B. . ... 52 153 362.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP 73 177 393,

WITMARK. M,, & SONS .... .

.

.425 57 175 40ff

MILLS MUSIC, INC. 400 69 173 38frv

CRAWFORD MUSIC CORP.. ..

.

350 54 66 203?

REMICK MUSIC CORP. -
. 350 54 117 253

DONALDSON, DOUGLAS 225 26 29 73

HARMS, T. B., CO.. .'.
. . . j , .

.

200 24 180

A B C STANDARD ... . . . .
.'. 100 1 &NEW WORLD MUSIC CORP. . 30:

CCBBENt' FAVOBITES
OF THE ItfiAIjLINEBS

YOU DO THEfAfiN OEST

under Stttt*

A.

Si

court Friday (29-).,v*b*

Record Corp

,

recor

vealed wh
rriotjpn tp;

of,, par4ici##$f-

claims.

Tracy alleges: that on Nov. 14; 1932;

he made the records for Brunswick
under a contract whereby he was to

receive one cent a record royalty.

He received only $3,000, he claims,

instead of $10,000 he was entitled to.

In November, 1933, hp entered' an-
other agreement with Brunswick and
made 26 disks for which he was to

receive two cents on each. He only
got $2,700, he avers, instead, of $17,-

300 due on the contract.

Brunswick in . its reply states that

it paid the singer $3,925 in. advances
and that the royalties on the records
cameVto less than that amount. On
these grounds they ask dismissal of

the action.

lifchtly ferriflc*

Love I'm AfteV'

'The Balboa"

Al Beilin's New Job
icago, Feb. 2.

Al Beilin, formerly with Chappell
here, takes over, management of the
new Hbllywood Music office locally.

Hollywood is rrri.

Europe'* No. 1

Son* geniation!

SERENADE

M THE NIGHT

SUPPOSING
From The Cotton Clob Parade
COFFER COLORED GAL
TUATH WHAT VOU MEAN

TO MB
ALABAMA BAftBEQUE
DOlV THE gPZI-Q >

Another WUI Da«m>n Hit
THE MOON IS ORINNINO

AT H'Z-.

.

To paraphrase the saying—"Good Things Qome in As"
For example, here are 4 big songs from 4 big pictures:

A THOUSAND DREAMS OF YOU
the Walter Wanger production, "You Only Live Once"

SMOKE DREAMS
rom the etro-Goldwyn- Mayer producti

"After The Thin Man"

GOODNIGHT MY LOVE
From the 20th Century«Fox product! , "Stowaway"

THERE'S SOMETHING IN THE
From 20th Century-Fox piroducti anjb On My Knee":

ROBBINS MUSIC.CORK • 799 7th AVE. • NEW YORK
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Jacques Abervach,

Music are

watchi with consi i nterest

the " curious legal byplay ' which . is

going on between several major pic-

ture companies and Jacques Aber-
vach, French composer, and cur-

rently, here, as representative
for; Francois; Salaberfc, French pub-
lisher. One major producer, it is re-

ported, has already made a settle-

ment :with Abervach,; who under the

Presents

" -Score

With Plenty of Money

and You
(Gold Dlggero Lullaby)

- All's Fair in Love and War
Lot's Put Our Heads Together
Speaking of the Weather
From "Gold Diners of

Cafe Continental

When Old Friends

Meet Again

Earo0en»

Vienna Dreams

Trouble Don't

like Music
' From
9.VK£(AP*. lyil'if'ING

too Marvelous

For Words

Just a Quiet Evening

Sentimental and

Melancholy
HARMS, INC., RCA Bldg., N. Y.

MACK GOLDMAN, Prof. Mgr.

• MUSIC PRINTING •
DIVISION OF

THE AMERICAN
DECALCOMANIA COMPANY
4328 W. FIFTH AVE,, CHICAQO; ILL.

quality muile * tltlt wJntlni ,f, eBW*v,n»
AT RBASONAlSl/K VUK'KS

'

Wark Dmi By All Pr»ee»m
atitnates Furnished WltJiout,Obl|B»tlon

horn de plume of Jean de la Roche,
has had himself involved ith the

cuesheets of scores of film shipped

tp Eurjope.

With a New- York publishing house
acting as go-between Abervach, who
is. a member of both, the French and
Itali performing rights societies

some years, ago entered
, into an

rangemerit with several film com-
panies whereby his npnii de plume
would be used 'the compositions

of studio employees to collect royal-

ties from these two societies.. Deal
was okay with .Abervach until he
found out that he wasn't getting his

just share from fees . collected

by the forei for the oNew
York publishi

Legalistic Twist

Abervachv ing at what he
terms ^ be rooking,' has ap-
proached these same film companies
m the -United'' States with the claim
that he is the owner, of all this mu-
sic;.. He admits that -while, he isn't*

the; composer of this music, as .af-

firmatively set forth by the cue-
sheets,, the producers have an obli-

gatio.n .to. him. ;'As the. cuesheet-at-
tested owner of . theanusic .he.has hot
been, paid, the required - synchroni-
zation, fees, Abervach now claims,

:
and he has served notice on the film:

companies involved that .he expects
such payment on ail numbers dating
as far. back as 1932.

ilm- companies find themselves on
the horn of a dilemma. If they don't

.

pay. him and try to beat, him in the
courts they will have to admit that
they did somethi that wasn't
above board, while in

tf Europe the
story -"would ' have * a more serious

'

repercussion. Unclaimed royalties
for performances go in France into
a -public fund which is used for re-
lief purposes

.
among composers and

writers... The French government, it

is realized, would regard with dis-

favor American business ' -

ganization which by some devious
practice had obtained money which
otherwise would have gone to this

fund.
Music publishers, on this side seem

to be getting ick out of the- Situ-
ation. To them . it's a case of ironic
retribution. Picture companies, the
American pubs poi out, have
brought it all on themselves not
only by trying to avoid paying copy-
right fees to domestic' publishers
with the added, hope of building up
their own musical security in Holly-
wood but in crashing the business of
another industry by the backdoor.

Jack "Mills acquired ' 'the'

^number ij frpmniCampbeUjConnelly,
>both"BTrWfirnis\; "' K : V

"
I-

st PUiyed on Air

.^v Tdmn&ilarize the trade with
* the

a nines 'most on the air

around New York, the follow
ing songs were most played on
the fretworks last week. Com-
bined, plugs on WEAF, WJZ
and. WABC are computed for

the toecfc from Sunday through
Saturday niflht, Jon. 24-30.

With -Plenty Money
'Goodnight My Love
Pennies from Heaven
When My Dreamboat Comes.
tNlght Is Younr
Keep Me |h Your reams
On Little Bamboo rldpe

Gee, But You're Swell
Chapel .in. the Moonlight
•There's ' Something in the
"'Summer Night
fit's De-Lovely
"May I Have Next Romance?
">Gone

,

Trust In Me
I've Got You Under 4My Skin
There's Frost on the Moon
This; Year? isses

Rainbow
Easy to Love
^You're Laughing at Me
tRidjn'.HIffh

One Two . Button Shoe
You Do the

Indicates filmusical song.

.^Indicates stage production
.song. The others are pops.

20TH-F0X GENERALLY

DENIES PIX SONG SUIT

Twentieth Century-Fox Corp. filed

answer Thursday (28) in N. Y; fed-
eral court to the $1,000,000 suit for
infringmeht by the Foreign & Do-
mestic Music. Corp., Sarri Cummins,
Societa Musicale . Bixio and Cesare
Andfa Bi io. Plaintiffs claim, song
'Midnight in Paris,' featured by Nino
Martini,, also a defendant, in the
20th-Fox picture, 'Here's To Ro-
mance/ (Jesse Lasky production)
was lifted from the' plaintiff's song,,

'Passa L'Amdre.' Besides Fox. and
Martini, other defendants; are the
Movietone Music. Corp., Sam Fox
Publishing Co., Con Conrad and Her-
bert Magidson, publishers and au-
thors of the infringing number.
Twentieth enters a. general denial

of the plaintiff's claims and specifi-

cally deny that Conrad and Magid-
son,. who composed 'Midnight in
Paris,' had -infringed on plaintiff's

piece.' They also want to know
whether 'Passa L'Amore* was ever
copyrighted in this country.

SQUIRES, WHALEN QUIT CRA
. -Harry Squire^, band, booker, and
(F^iaji^.iWh^lei^ riptfi Resigned from

.QWPjyiffa*^'-?to.^.:Airtists this week.
! Squires was.replaced,)?y BiHy Shaw,
forme'riy, .with Mitis, Artists...

. .^quires ,w
i

ilL
J

resume . independent
jbahd Rooking.

,
.tyhalen,. formerly, in.

the., club and hotel department of
CitA,.has left for a Florida vacash
with no immediate plans.

1

V

IRVING BERLIN'S GREATEST SCORE

ON THE AVENUE'
(20-lU Century-Fox Release)

^:MM YEAR'S KISSES

mwmm ilaughing at miYf@e 9EH ILAUGHINC3 AT
JPWE QOT " MY LOYE

. !?© ICEEP ME WARM

Lennle Hayton, Mai Hallett and
Bunny Berigen have gone under the
management of Rockwell-O'Keefe,
Inc. Berigen, has the 'Saturday Night
Swing Club' program on CBS.

Robbins Acquires Millers

j

Youmans' Songs Notable Items ofPublishing
House Financed by Late W. H# Woodin

Robbins Music Corp. arid Metro's
acquisition of Miller .'Music, Inc., is

all set and -Charlie Miller, founder-
head of the firm, will probably go
into the Metro studio as a music edi-

tor and arahger while Will Rock*
well, present ' jprofesslonai" head, will

continue ' running this subsidiary as

well as supervise its business direc-

tion.

This makes the -: ird musi pub
buy-up by the Robbins-Metro combo,
the -others being the Robbins Music
Corp. and Leo Feist, Inc., firms,

apart from.,two major filmusical tie-

ups with 20th Century Music Corp.
(starting next August)- and the re-i

ceritly consummated Universal Picts

deals..

Miller Music, heretofore publish-

ing much of Vincent Youmans' mur
sic, owns some 175 published ^orks
arid 200 unpublished^ compositions by
Youmans, Gordon and Revel,- Peter
DeRose, Barry Triyers, the late Wil-

liam H. Woodin (Presiderit Roose-
velt's first secretary of the treasury

who had financed Miller up to $400,-

000), plus flock of production
scores. •*•

.

These scores, include 'Great Day*
which Metro will film shortly; also

'through the Years/ some 1931 Zieg-

feld Follies . tunes, /Smiling Faces,7

'Smiles,'' 'Fast and Furious,' 'Come
of Ages,' 'Little Racketeer,' plus such
pop song hits as 'Time on My
Hands,' 'J'ai Deux Amours' ('Two
LoyeS Have I"), 'Masquerade,' 'With-

out a Song,* etc.

J. T. Abeles, acting for Robbins-
Metro, consummated the deal last

week which Jack Robbins and he in-

cepted .during the music publisher's

recent visit to N. Y.
.Per usual, Jack Bregman and Abe

Olman, respectively general man-

DASH AND CONNELLY

DUE FROM ENGLAND

. London, Feb. 2.

Irwin Dash, London, music pub-
lisher, sails from here. Feb. 11 for a
visit in U. Sf He is bringing over
several hew tunes with him for U.S.

placement. Due to arrive in N. Y.
on Feb. 18.

Reg Connelly, head of the Cairip-

bell-Connelly Co., arid a director

of Dash's outfit, is also, preparing
for a trip to U. S. Not accompanying
Dash, he will follow -shortly there-

after.

Dash, while here, will- also align
new- song material, for London pub-
lication.

Simon Van Lier in charge of the

sheet music division of Keith

-

Prowat, Ltd., Is also due.

Shep Fields, booked at the Harbor
Island Casino, Wilmington, N. C, for
Feb. 3.

Louis Bernstein, head of Shapiro,
Bernstein. & Co., left last Saturday
(30) for Hollywood where he will
spend the month of February.

THE GIRL
? ^

^IiS ,*?€IJvsICE GAZE1! iCli

B7LI

m MM'l^ GOT RHYTHM
.J CUHRF N T POPULA R H ! T

B

I,. :vq Ymi From C®mt io Coast

"si 'here's IProsu; on the Moobs

TS'aer^- a Snlver Moon on the GoSdeai Gate

O^VING BERLIN, Inc.
i-'^S'j Sevsivifi five.. K. Y. C. HARRY LINK. Sen. Proi. Kor

K|

Last Week's 25 Best Sellers

[The trade, will be interested in comparing the selling relativity to
the most-played-on-the-air tabulations, shown elsewhere in this
department.; Song title and. publisher of the best selling 25 are
included; only the title of the song is recorded in the air plugs.]

Chape/in the Moonli . . .

.

; .

.

*Goodnight My Love .'
. .

.-
.

.".

.

"Pennies From Heaven . . . . . . .
..

When My Dreamboat Comes
Rainbow on the River . . .

One, Two, Button Your Shoe.
*With Plenty Money .and You. .

tNight Is Young .
"...

. . . , ..

,

""There's Somethi
'

trt's De-Lovely ; ;

I've Got You Under My Ski .

Serenade in the Night. . . , . . . .

.

Timber ,

I'm in a Dancing Mopd.i . ..... . . . »

,

Sweetheart, Let's Grow Old Together
Trust in Me ;

.''.".-
; ; . . . . . .

.

Who's Afraid of Love.

.

Someone to Care For Me. . ............. ; . ... . . . . . . . .Feist
I Can't Lose That Longi . . . . . . ....... . .Donaldson.
*Hey, Babe, Hey . i; . ... ...... ...............»,».,..,, -Chappell
"One in a Million ... . . .. ..... , .

.

u . .....Hollywood
*Moorilight and Shadows . .';....>.', ...... . . . . . . . .... . .Famous
°SUmmer Night1

v. . -.
. . . ....... ............. *.Remick

Ori { a 'Little; Bamboo Bridge. .> . . ... . . . . . . ... . ; . . . .Morris
ii ; May(;T Hfttylfe«t"he>.Ne*(ct: Romance? . . ...

.

;

. . . ... ..... . Feist
'

f
^*ll^^^^^^ica^ • song. 1 1ndicates stags production song. The

1

'ptHcfi are pops.''

»...'.. ... ... ; . ...Shapiro*
.'..*. ... .

... ... . ... ... ... . . .Robbi
. . :.. . i ....... . >...;...... . Select
ome

. , ..... ... . . . , . , i .Witmark
*.• •'»*••*••«•••••••«« Feist
• •"* *«••••••••••• • • • • Select
• • '• • • *••.«« « • • • • • •«*••• Hsirrns
. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... .... .Words & Music
• •<•..• •••.•.« • • * • • • • • • •tHobl^ins
• •.•.••••.•>•'«•• • • • « • • • • . Chsppell

.

• •••••••••'«••••••••• «Chcippell
«*••*••»•'•«• # » » • f * • • Trills

•. ••»•••• i » • •

. . ..... . . . . . . .Crawfor
. • • . . . •

.

f • . . . ...Robbi

. . . ........ » • ».«..*.'. ... . « . Ager
. . . . . . • . . . ... k .. ...Hollywood

agers of the Robbins and Feist firms,
Will supervise the new acquisition's
business management, until Will
Rockwell takes more or less com-
plete command. Latter had a piece
of Miller Music and receives a con-
sideration

. contract for hi
holdi

, Orchestrations. ; 50c

RADIO C ITY, N Y.

Songs. For the

"ONE IN A MILLION"

"WHO'S AFRAID
OF LOVE?"

'THE MOONLIT
WALTZ"

"WE'RE BACK IN
CIRCULATION AGAIN"
Featured In the 30th -

tury-Fox Picture—

"

In a Blllljlon"

HOLLYWOOD SONGS
RCA BUILDING-RAMOCITY-NEW Y0RK.N.Y.

PHILKORNHEIfERi Ctn.Mqr.

Vie Sensational Ballad

When My
Dream Boat
Comes Home

From "CHEROKEE STBIP"
Starring ^>lck Foran
"ihe 'Singing Cowboy^

My Little

Buckaroo
M. WITMARK

1250 Sixth Ave., RQA Bldg., .

CHARLIE WARREN, Prof. Mgr.

FLASHES

THE
WORLD
IS MIKE

(TONIGHT)

NOW THRILLING
THE WORLD
sam fox;,

PUBLISHING COMfiANY
I ISO 5IXTM AVENOt

nCABUILOlNC . RADIO C 1 TV I

HEW YOPK
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wnon

encies;

iladelphia,

A: on unlicensed booking-,

agencies "is under way hefce by Penn-
sylvania Department', of Labor and.'

Industry. One agent was- fined $33.75

last. Thursday (2SJ and seven were
forced to get licenses.

Victor.Girard, department'e inves-

tigator' of employment . agencies; is

running the: one-man- crusade. In*

eluding the seven new licensees, he

said' only 12 of the city's 117 bookers

have licenses. All the others will be

forced to get the wallrdeoprations or

will be run out of business, Girard:

declared.
Bookers have been operating so

long without licenses and without

being bothered authorities, the

investigator sai has difficulty

convincing them they are violating

the law.
Girard stated that the department

is not so interested in the $100 which

the license cost as in having a means
of regulating unscrupulous iselers.

Although, there is no state law which
limits what the agent may charge,

the Labor Department feels that a li-

censed operator of an employment
agency is less likely to take advan-

tage of clients.

The; booker fined was Edward Bie-

ner. "Girard testified, before Magis-
trate Elias Myers that, iener ran the

Variety Theatrical Enterprise. Bie-

ner denied connection with the or-

ganization, but was .fined when
Girard .produced a company contract

•with Biener's. name signed to Hi and
' magazine advertisement in which
ieher's name appears as 'manager,'

Rita Roberts, 22, hoofer-singer,

testified that iener got
.
her $25

a week job at the local Paramount
Grille arid she paid him $5 commis-

Laski Brothers, a dance team,

that the agent got them en-

gagements at the Casino and Sun
Ray Gardens. At the former they

got $351r week, of which $5 went to

Biener, and at the latter $50/ of

which the agent took $10.

RITZ BROS. IN CHICAGO

AT $5,500 PLUS SPLIT

Hollywood,

itz''Brother's have pulled put for

Chicago to work the RKO Palace

theatre beginning Feb:-; 5, .

with.

Palace, Cleveland, week following.

Other p.a.'s may be arranged be-

fore they return here for film work:
Loew!s is; dickering for them to play

the State, N, Y.
Chi and Cleveland dates.. at

$5,500 weekly salary plus per-
centage of the gross over ipulated

figure.

Tiger Claws Proske

Capt. Roman Proske, animal trainer,

received a mangled shoulder Jan. 29

when one of is sis: tigers attacked
hirh during his act at the Orpheum
theatre. Prosltels •shoviii .

.piece

. meat at the and then
itljdrawjng it rapidly, as part of his

act, 'infuriated the cat.

.Hjis. assistants arid stage hands
rescued him..

HOTEL NITERY STICKING
2.

Again the lackstone has
changed its mind about closi the
Mayfair Room. Will keep ' ing
through to spri /anyway.
Next week it replaces the current

Al Kavelin orchestra Hugo
Mari. i's band.,

Louise Beavers on \Tour

Hollywood, Feb.

Louise Beavers has lefit to start
p.a; four in Boston Feb. , then

jumping, to the Apollo in . N. Y.'s
Harleni to partici in a Negro
ttSVUe,

'"

T

She?ll spend eight weeks in the
South before returning- here.

Baltimore, Feb, 2.

Current . oh stage of Loew's.
Capitol,, Washington, -are El-
eanor Holm and - her . husband,
Art Jarrett Loew publicist • in

the Cap, Ray Bell, held press-

?eption for pair arid had the
sports scribes on hand to. draw
out Miss Holm.

Bell made a: faux; pas, when
Jarrett came in, by intro'ing

singer to sports writers as 'Mr.

Holm/

Rio de Janeiro, 21..

Niteries hereabouts have been,

stepping up their music and. shows,

at a dizzy pace with Carnival in the

offing. This yearly binge; which
takes place the four days preceding

Ash y^ednesday, is worked up to

gradually, first indications being :the

establishing of the most popular'hew
Carnival songs around Dec. 1. Grand
wind-up "comes this year' Feb. 6, 7

and 8 in a series of street, dances,

parades of Costumed Carnival clubs,

floats, fancy dresV balls and street

battles with confetti, streamers and
perfumed ether,. ;which either cools

you off or strikes you out.
' The Atlantico and Urea casinos

have put on the best shows of the

year for the preliminary, hysteria.

Under Jimmy Shore's, direction, the

Four Comets, a roller skating act;

Hacker and Sidell and Ray Royce
are at the Atlantico, and Masters and
Rollins,. Gaylene Sisters ..and the

Hudson Wonders, also under Shure's

wing, . are at the Urea.
'

This year's Carnival music is vast-

ly' more pleasing to the American
ear than that of last, and if one of

the American tearns 'don't learn' the
Brazilian samba and take it back to

rhumba-ridden patrons in the States

they are missing a sure bet.

Carnival songs are not born in a

Ti Pan Alley; Their sway and
tempo are born to thumpings of

drums u in the hills back of Rro. As
early, October a dark-skinned
Brazilian comes, down from the

mountains with a song, in his soul

arid a straw hat as his only instru-

ment. He goes to the discers,. where
he pours forth his song, beating time
on the straw lid. . There it is put to

music, orchestrated,
1

finally

emerges for Carnival,, possi the
hit song of the year.

.
No, American

music is played during Carnival^ its

attempt being; booed or hissed with
true Latin ardor.
Two . arid three, orchestras are oh

tap at ail niteries'.'' Soon as one stops

another begins and one .orchestra's

trick.is not timed', to a taxi turn. The
music goes oh and on and the samba

:

goes, up arid down and the morning
of Ash Wednesday reveals a popu-
lace glad to be good and quiet for

another year.

hm* Selling Talent for 'Out-

side* Conventions; Private

Gathering* From Own
Niteries—No Extra Com-
pensation for Acts-
Cutting Into Agencies

NO SALARY PROJECTION

B&K's Chi Bookings

Include F. C: Show

Chicago, Feb.
Balaban &' Katz has set the Benny.

Davis unit for the. Oriental week of
Feb. 12, with Belle" Baker coming
Feb. 19 and the 'King's Scandals'
unit March 5. Bbrrah Minevitch is

dated into the Chicago for Feb. 12.

B. tt K. is also negotiating for the
Casino Parisien show for the Chicago
for week of Feb. 26.

Previous Clifford C. ischer shows
from the French Casino in Chi and
New York have gone into the RKO
Palace here.

icago,

Growing practice of hotels to go
into.< the act booking business on
their own, by making acts booked
for their nite clubs and cafes also

work special clubs and convention, is

causing a rising yelp of protest

among 'the. . performers arid . agents.

Acts claim that they are hired only
• to . work in the specific nite club of

the hotel and that they should re-

ceive, additional compensation if they
must play in other rooms before spe-
cial gatherings.

Hotels are . buying acts on. the basis

of 21 shows a week, and are using
these acts for only about 14 .or 16

shows in the 'nite' clubs; forcing the
"performers to fill in the remainder
of the contracted shows with what
the acts call 'benefits,'*

/ But these, special, shows in the up-
stairs private rooms are hot benefits

in that sense, sinc6 the hotels .are

getting paid for this talent by the
conventions and parties, with the
result 'that the hotels often make the
total cost of the,nite club show from
these outside bookings.

Hotels' Answer
Acts have done some .squawking

about this practice, but the hotels

have answered 'em '( by saying that
the acts are all Ued for 21 shows a
week apyway, ile in theatres they
do 30 shows regularly, and sometimes
as high as 37 shows weekly.
Whole situation has-become loaded

with electricity; with"the agents also
taking a hand. They claim the hotels
-cannot act'as pbtH buyer'and -'seller;

Especially 'if A.thelp-uW '''musicians;

since the MUslciaWs! tJriibri ha's^'&fWt.
rules against? slich* pricticeV \ \

Hotels which
,
are 'also ''aVtiifg

''

;
as;

bookers have protected •'tHems'elves:

legally' taking out. 'a -'regular
agency license and have set up a spe-
cial: office and personnel to handle
this department. Result has been a
sharp drop in club bookings by the
small agents. Hotels are riot even
holding up the prices of acts, but are
selling them for 'outside' dates for
whatever coin they can get, figuring
they are ahead no matter how much
the acts, bring.

ituation has become so that the
smarter acts are now insisting on a
clause in -all hotel contracts, calling
for their appearances only arid -

clusively in the specific nite club or
cafe.

Par's, Mezz Steinway1st

Teri Josefoyits, pianist, opens at
the Paramount theatre, N. -Y., today
(Wednesday), as a special attraction
in the Music Room' on the.rmezzariine:
floor nightly for / two and one-half
hours.

D.S. Acts

rom Variety, Dec. 30, 1936.)

London,
Americans playing Germany

are having a bad time- collect-

ing their salaries despite prom-
ises made that salari will be
paid in full/

Latest Gipsy
ina, who just' returned being

owed $1,000, which she is not

likely to get back for some
time, and Hart arid Holland,

dancers, who managed to col-

lect week's pay for si

weeks'; work.
Walter .'Dare' Wahl is . due

open. at the Scala, Berlin,; Jan.

1, and is ducking out on
date, claiming that his parthei;,

despite being Italian,

Jewish-looki

VAUDFILMER FOR

LAGUNA BEACH, CAL.

Laguna Beach, Cal., 2.;
'

Lou Metzger, indie ex.hi in Los
Angeles, Pasadena and San Diego,
and' Oscar Qldknow, one-time opera-
tor of the Fox-West Coast Theatre
circuit, announced plans to erect a
1,400-seat house here.
Theatre will be equipped with a

stage; it. being planned to run, vaude
during' the. summertime, bring in

artie shows as Veil as class, films for
this resort, the home of many artist

j

London, Jan; 21..

Editor Variety:
With .reference to your article of

Dec. 30, page 43, I enclose herewitli

eepy oi' * letter received from the*

Scala Berlin today-, .which is self-

explanatory.'

I do feel that, .as the representa-
tive of the Scala Berlin in London,
that, these attacks, which * occasion-

ally . appear.' in your paper, ab-
solutely unjustified.:

"

The Scala is an extreinely useful
date for American artists visiting

Europe, particularly at the . present
time, when thierV Is so little . Vaude-
ville work in the ; United. 'States, but
these untrue statements, . which app.

pear, in your papers have the effect

of making artistes nervous' about
playing ' there. If you will- take the
trouble to contact ' any

.
American

acts that have1 played this date, you
will find that' they have, nothing but
praise.

. the treatment received
from the 'management
There, is. doubt whatsoever,

that the ^salaries have, all b6en paid
in full, arid it really . a; great tri .

ute to Mr. (Eddie ) buisberg thatr

he is able to -arrange with the Ger-
man government to obtain sufficient

currency for. this purpose: Natu-
rally should the time arrive w'nlft

such currency would riot be avail- .

able for the payment of 'artistes'

ari we .would then take such
steps as might'be necessary to re-
view our position in sending acts^ to
play that date. ..

I think if would .be only
•you gave as much publicity, to this
letter as you di the article about
the noh-payniant of salari

Hjirry Foster,

FOSTER'S AGENCY*

and
i
Hollywood picturje

^
jpeo^|e,,

dt Act S^s FPI
For$4,50(TMjCoiitmc

it of Dorothy Magna against
Fanchon Marco for' , alleged
breach " of contract expected tp
be heard March 1 i Supreme
Court, of Westchester County, N. Y.
Suit alleges that the agency failed
to live up to its agreement with Miss
Magna, who acted as representative
for Helen Magna and Irving Doug-
las, midget team. Latter is former
member of Petti t and Douglas act.

One-year contract with ,F. "•& M.V
si June, 1936, guaranteed a
maximum, salary of $125 weekly .for
each of the two midgets for a.period
of not less than 20 weeks.

claims it received no monfey
from & M, ; during the period the
contract was in force and seeks;
judgment of $4,500 and cost, of suit;
Lou. Randell is counsel for the plai -

tiffs.

Mary McCornuck, Chi Morns Office,

Harry ' Foster,
Piccadilly House,
Piccadilly. Circus,
London,, W.I. .

Re: Article . Varietx, page 43,

edition)DeK^O 1936.

'WWtfffiJ*i r pur telephoni
y.er6atu»n<on the above article we
agatfi' ajtffibtiy -tp be forced to point
out triat \ Varieiy is' misrepresent^
ing the* facts. In their report dated

21, they say that
*

bad time iri collecting
their vsalarj' i despite promises made
that salaries will be. ' id in fulL

r.• (Continued 'pit page 56)..^i^v

^Xffnaon^'.DSc.
tistes have a

icago, Feb.
Morris Silver, of the local. William

Morris office, and; Mary McCormick
are planning a vaude road show,
six acts plus Mary McCormick, to

be called the 'William Morris Varie-
ties of 1937,' and to play towns of

from 15,000 to 25,«00. Show title

and Miss McCormick aire to be given;

equal billing. Both' the Morris office

arid the star are interested in the
show financially.

Will carry acts beside Miss

McCormick, towns not

havi yiaude regularly, asking a

guarantee of $300 per ight, plus

percentage. Plans are to furnisblan

hour show for picture houses^Bf
oyer 1,800 capacity, and an ho

tenQM. also alleges that Hollander
jivWgl^itty^
t#t« ItiWhbe strictly a vaud^r

tMi&iWMftne. "
.

'
,

;

j
,;

It will be the first show to go into

the sticks from Chi In some time.

EX-AfiEjNT; ACC'IING

In a suit filed Friday (29) in N. Y;
supreme court, Conrad Thibault. the
singer, was named as defendant by
Harry Hollandei*, agent, who seeks
an accounting ,pf Thibault's earnings
during the period from Feb. , 1932
to Feb, 3, 1935, The inti/T claims
that under an agreement with\the
singer he acted as thibault's busi-
ness manager during that period arid
he. was to receive 20% of the .ging-
er's income from all sources, •stager'
radio, screen, etc: Not only did Thi-
bault run out on the contract, but ,

#»ve: performances without
the plai Consent, it is claimed.
The agent asks the court to order

an accounting because of the dWi-
culty to determine just what Thi-
bault, earned during the years
covered by the agreement; Plai
tiff estiriiates • he has riioie than
$7,000 coming to him.
' Thibault has entered a general de-
nial to the; agerit's claims, lie de-
clared agreement in question
was! twice amended since 193 and
that he had pai the agent every-
thing that was coming to him.

as a' theatrical employ-
^men^: agent' >w^|hJp(ui

:

;tf. .license qhd
4«s' such has rib' right.io sii* Q'ff^t j%he
singer asks the coUrt to dismiss the
suit because of insufficient facts.
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Reviews

MAYFAIR CASINO
(CLEVELAND)

Cleveland, Feb. 2.

Vaudeville^type of new stage revue
at Mayfair Casino doesn't- quite jibe
with, sumptuous atmosphere of this
theatre-restauranti nor with its pre-,
vious policy. It hits too low ,a. stand*

Srd'.for. heavy' spenders . who want
ash.< as well as more flesh.

Business off badly in the last fbrt-

. night, partly because of inept, shows
booked .by Music Corp. of America.
It's' also a reflection of ; garbled staff

conditions. Too many managerial
'.'shifts, two many policy changes, un-
,
depmined clientele's confidence a bit.

- pharles Muehlbauer's recent no-tip-
pirig iSjiSHi adding 10% to all checks,
was as disastrous- as stunt -of soaking
J&ah extra.- tax on. preferred ringside
viablesi'^''-''- ' .

•'

•/Sa jnany loud kicks from waiters
--odd to say, customers also beefed
£^that these ill-advised experiments
-wer^bouncediOut. With them went
;Duiress (Duke) Crane, a Ralph-Hitz
^ofel'man. (who had leased spPt ) arid

^TacK Walsh: its last manager. Orig-
inal^ Pwners holding chattel, notes.

hiBiVie.' brought back Harry Prppper,
its founder and first proprietor, to

,
straighten out difficulties. •

" Propper's straightrshpoting rep is

already building up biz, .Prices be-
ing lowered to $1.50 minimum daily,

'$2.50,week-ends. Finding name bands.
tienciled in by MCA wouldn't go
ere, Propper is soon going back to

glorified girl and flesh frolics backed
:py4 "nredium-priced. bands. That pol-

icy! clicked' big
.
during casino's first

.'r Currerit shindig, in for only an-
other/week, may be last of* its kind
:i»efore.:^ew set-up: George Duffy's

.band lis its. chief asset.. Local, outfit
' Has- a 'wide air! following, :whteh is

.heeded fey swell blues pipes of solo-

ist;' Blanche LeBow. Both good in
smooth, youthful rhythm for dancers
On stage. Not so hot in cueing show.

: 'Team of Ames and Arno are re-

sponsible for most laughs. ' Girl ir

tight gown' has pair of collapsible

le>s, a flair for burlesque, plus abil-

ity to mugg. Her partner does neat
acrobatic stuff, but her pratt-falls

jg}ve,3jP banging freshness to their

•travesty of ballroom-adagio dancers,

She winds it up by knitting when he
VWhirls/her ; on 1 a shoulder.

,

'^ter them; another dance team
"

Is spotted, Fawn and Jordan, who
do just the things that are ribbed by

i »»••••!•

> '

After 39 Weeks at

Cocoanut Grove, L. A.

Ames and Arno. Here's poor judg-
ment on somebody's part, like lead"
ing with your chi . And the F', & J.

combo take it—without stirring up
one hand. Just conventional glides
arid swirls.

,

Paul Olsen is a lean six-footer
doubling in a fast dance with a
dummy and a Frankenstein number.
Novelty in latter is his horror,- mask
and grotesque costume, • which' gets
femme shrieks at midnight perform-
ance. Charlotte Van Doe. uncorks
oply a fair voice; much more pleas-:

ing tap-legs. Muriel Kretlow's line
of twelye. is

..
smart ; one ' that in-

cludes some good-lookers,. ' with
clever costumes in a modernistic
dance. Allen Rogers tenors for them
excellently. Pullen.

EDDIE LeBARON
. With Hit ORCHES.T.P^iw

,

NOW 13TH

WALDORF-

HOTEL, NEW YORK
(Sort and Empire Rooms and

Cocktail Lounge)
. .-kl. Munanement
WSlC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

CHATTERBOX
(PITTSBUBGH)

ittsburgh, Jan: 29.

Nobody can say Gerry* 0*^11,- the
William Penn * hotel's boss, isn't' in
there trying. He khOws vthe; nut's
to6 stiff, these days.xm the big name
bands* and that radio's keeping most
of 'em in Manhattan, so he's taken
the bull by the horn's and opened up
the swahk, usually Staid Chatterbox
to a colored crew for the first time.
It's the, Count < Basie+crew, first, col-,

bred band MCA has taken under its
wing, and heralded in .all blurbs as
the personal discovery of Benny
Goodman.: . : •• •

-.' A hot, swing organization js cer-
tainly, out of/the beaten path for
the cold, formal. .Chatterbox, : but
there's': just: enough /daring and nov-
elty in the idea to Suggest a definite
click For one thing, ,Basie will
bring the college crowd back. By
that, peculiar grapevine system com-
mon only to the dormitories, the
raccoon coaters were out in full
force, for the opening and it's the
first time in years that the kids have
hung around the bandstand, prefer-
ring to pass up the hoof -for a ses-
sion of sound and sight.

:

, Basie himself is at the piano and
delivers keyboard fireworks, ' set-
ting the pace for some of the pash-
iest rhythm ever dished , out on a
dance- floor here. If swing's in to
stay, Basie's bound to be heard from
plenty because he has what it takes
and the radio build-up -he's destined
to !get here is going to be of end-
less help as well.

. What's more, they're a clean-cut
looking crOwd, and that's always in
the favor Of a dusky bandy particu-
larly in a spot that up until a few
weeks

.
ago -wouldn't : have even

countenanced .such a proposition.
But Chatterbox hasn't been faring
so well lately and in getting Basie
to help galvanize trade, it looks like
O'Neill has hit upon a winner.
Only vocalist , is James Rushing,

big, comic-appearing
: 250-pounder,

who swings it hot and lowdown and
has a good-natured; winning per-
sonality, that should put him in solid
with the . ringsiders,

'

Chatterbox has no show for Basie
engagement, first, time since! the tsbdt
reopcrfed' this ^**%ha1^i¥^as54>eeYi
without 1 floor, entertainment. , .Since
that'* soy' it.niightvbe/ajgQQd.idea.for
management to let

J
a* few* r1ar the

;boygi '^t.-Qut 'oh;.the -floor for -some
jamming!^half; : .way;, ;f through - t tHa
eiWg^w : bl^lc' ,up^,,the .steady
dance sessipns. , , .,

No cover here,' with a minimum.' of
£t week nights and $1,50 oh Satur-
day. Chatterbox has a capacity of
800, which it hasn't seen since Kay
Kyser left, but if Basie . doesn't fill

those vacant chairs when word gets
around, nobody will. Cohen.

Another frbriif picture's taking a
fUng^a* floor ;shows is Win! Shaw,
WacnSr featured player who brought
with her to the swanky East Side
Versailles a load Of personality , and
song-selling ability. She is a natural
for night; clubs and between pic-
tures, if permitting, the solons of the
floor show , world might use her. to
good advantage..

.

.Miss Shaw, when caught here, did
a routine' of three numbers, scoring
smartly. She works at a mike, cus-;

tbiriary for everybody now! except-
ing jugglers, and they'll be there
soon, too. ,

'

. . Two : . other new • attractions with
Miss Shaw oh the show art Larry
Adler- and the dance team of Manya
and Drigo, all under New Acts for
the flies. . The Manya-Drigo com?
bination . opens with two nicely
executed numbers, followed by Miss
Shaw,' The ' harmonicaist, Adler,
closes. He- has ' also,had some pic-,

ture experience, ' having, 'been in
Paramount's 'Broadcast of 1937.'. He's
a very different kind, ofvan act. for

floor shows ' but* .strong entertain-;
merit. His 'Bolero' is excellent but
may be considered a; little overdone
oni the theatrics, Adler, among other
things, sticking his fingers in the air

so that they look like they're aching,
New bill has a whole gang of bar-?

moriicaists, headed by Borrah Mine-
vitch, to be reviewed later.

Changing its talent frequently, the
Versailles maintains a. pretty steady
patronage for whom- there's-' fre-

quently something new here. Place,

is one of the mere inviting of ,.tne

East-Side swankeries and, aside from
the excellent service which prevails,

the floor show" is visible from all

points, Chon

The THEATRE of the STARS

IRA'S SUPPER CLUB
Miami, Jan. 29. .

Cute and cozy, this spot plays 'to

carriage trade offering the ultimate
in food and atmosphere. As for the
show, it has name talent and seems to

get along okay, but doesn't look as
good on the floor as it does oh paper.
Georges Metaxa, singing star of

many legit production^ as well as a
featured player in pix, has. a warm
Latin charm that pleases, but his at-

tempts at quippery while acting as
m. c. could easily be dispensed with.
His ad lib remarks are unfunny and
if he'd stop chiding fellow; members
of the cast and merely announce
each act; he'd help speed -up ' the
show, which ~ drags dreadfully
throughout.

.

Luba Malina, singer, is the real
star of the show, offering songs that
are different in several languages.
She is an exotic-, personality and
works' with verve and enthusiasm.
Goff and Kerf do a nice harmony
turn. The boys possess good voices
and work straight, which helps a lot.

Ramon and Renita seem cramped on
the small floor - but turn in a neat
effort.

Val Olman and his band are okay.
Thorn.

NEW ACTS

MINNESOTA TERRACE

«4i
isJJan. 3Q.

Ms band
iry i

J H L U B I N
GENERAL M AG E R

H.

(MINNE
•]Mih

lith
.
Benny Mel

the attraction,' thi$"%ce ^lifers' in 'the

Nicollet hotel, . advertised a 'chil
dren's' matinee^ iIfst/Sa1toHfajr>^ *nd
had' 'eitr

' stand^iiMitsi- b.- tf' It

^as'.ta.flevv JstdSjj^fri ft^isttRwn' and
pulled 'plenty - of juvenile' trade, ac-
companied for the most part by
mothers, or dads, or both.
Room is a beauty; modernistic to

-the last letter and with maroon and
gold the color motif, the latest in
concealed

. .
lighting

. arid . lighting
effects has class bulging out all over
the place and garishness is entirely
absent. Approximately 400-seating
capacity leaves a fairly large floor
for dancing. 7.

Since the Hitz . management took
over the ' hotel arid opened this
room several months ago, spot has
been attracting .the class trade arid
doing a bang-up business, providing
the first real Minneapolis

,
competi-

tion for the St. Paul Hotel Lowry,
which, with its succession . of name
bands, had been having: things
pretty rriuch its own way. Merbff
aggregation is the third to play
here, its predecessors - having been
Bob Crosby and Leon Belasco's.
During its three weeks, the Meroff
band has been breaking all records
for . the room.
There's no cover charge, but a $1

minimuiri week days and $1.50 for
Saturday and holiday nights; , Din-
ners are $1.25 and upward, with
dinner guests permitted to remain
and dance and witness the floor
show without additional cost.
. Meroff's band plays sweet music
for dancing and then goes into the
madcap' tomfoolery that featured its

vaudeville work. . Leader is a lively
m.c. The musicians number, a first-

rate glee ' club of some ' eight mem-
bers and

.
the assemblage also in-

cludes a topriotch girl and man solo
singers and Jackie Marshall, a really-

funny singing comedian. The band's
slapstick funmaking registered with
old and young alike.

. Also along with the band is Toni
Lamare, who, make's crepe suzette
desert to the^ laCcotnparilment of the
band; An 'addedi Jattraction is Miss
.Suzanne,

.
>2iy|ear-61d vocalist, ' prot

tege of -Merle -Pqfcte^w Journal film
and dramaj editor,, who. ,s|ngs grand
opera arjd pop selections , with all

.'the assurance 1 and. poise 'of a vet-
eran. Rees.

WIN! SHAW
Sonts
8 Mins.
Versailles, N. T.

A Warner" ros. featured player
who is fairly well known to film
fans, Wirii Shaw, is at the same time
an excellent selection for floor show
work. r Latter, while something for
the nitery " impresarios to 'consider,

also won't hurt Mis& Shaw so far as
her screen future is concerned. She
should pick up a goodly number of
admirers * via the floor - show : route,;

either through the -engagement here
on or at other spots later on.

Miss Shaw has a good singing: tech-
nique arid a flock of personality, as
already evidenced from the WB
fllmusicals, both blending -Well for
the results that are , demanded Ph
floors.. At the Versailles she did three
songs, 'De-Lovely,? 'Under -My Skin!;

and 'Lady in Red/ latter from one
of her pix. ' 'DerLovely' and 'Lady
in Red* . i-ore her 'type, but in
going dramatic and teary pn, 'Ui>der

My Skin' Miss Shaw fills the, pill

satisfactorily, also. Her vivacity is a
tremendous ' asset . Miss ..Shaw, . is

hardly-the type from whom the tears

are '.expected, although' she can get.

away with it pkay. ' , •
;

.

Again her Helenmorganesque hair-
dress and wistfulness in the song.,

salesmanship assert themselves, al-

though Miss Shaw is bit more
willowy. ' Char.

NAT BBANDWTNNE BAND (15)

With, Maxtae Tappen, Dick Stone
Paramount;.N. %' '

.
-;

Doubling from the Essex, House,
where he provides the -dance music,
Brandwynne is on his first' Broad-
way theatre r date at the : Paramount.
He has an excellent, musical aggre-
gatibn, but sticks to music. This
house made up for its deficiency in.

other departments by booking in

three outside specialty , acts.
-Brandwynne's . unfamiliarity with

the stage and obvious nervousness
the opening day showed up in form
of- garbled mike: announcements, and
yet the leader has a pleasant per-
sonality which will assert itself the
more when he acclimates himself.
He doubles between the baton and
piano, and On the latter he does some
interesting .solo work* without at-
tempting to take anything, away from
the band as a unit. He is Duchin-
esque in general suggestion.-.

Vocal department consists of Max-
irie Tappen and Dick Stone, both sat-

isfactory in the customary band ac-
companist manner. . Both, are from
the Essex House also; Bige*

HILDEGARDE (1)
Songr.
8Mins.
Paramount, N. T.
When last around

, arid that was
when the Palace Was still two-a-day
Hildegarde was doing Dutch in a Gus
Edwards act Since then she has
been in

;

England and quite a success
over , there, and returned here re-
cently to go the air for several
months.

It's how an. altogether different
Hildegarde, one whom few will rec-
ognize as a familiar face, for she's
no longer doing Dutch, but singing
straight. As a^ femme dialectitian,.
Hildegarde once looked as though
She was going places. Why she made
the change, and whether she's going*
to go farther this way, will remain
questions.
Hildegarde is a good looking girl

with not: so-stron.g pipes,, so she wise^
ly. sings lullabye style, On the radio,
where Volume does not count, she
registers:' ' On the Par stages even
though-using- a mike, she doesn't- do
as Well as on. the air. Although on
this - engagement her selection of
numbers may have had something to
do with it. Her encbre item, a
comedy idea with the orchestra join-
ing in vocally in spots; was described
by her as popular on the other side,
but it does not seem to be a theatre
number for this side -ot the pond. *

Hildegarde carries her own piano
accompanist and at the conclusion: of
her act she introduces hint to ; the
audience as her 'musical advisor/
That's 'something they rarely hear
from singing singles - nowadays.

PAUL FLEMING
Magic
Full Show '.

Academy^ of Music, Brooklyn.
Paul. Fleming is a professor of

econoihics at the University of
Pennsylvania, who satisfies an^itch
to do hocus-pocus on infrequent oc-
casions during the college term and
also goes oh tour with a full even-
ing's length magic- show during the
vacation, periods.
His show here was an engagement

for the Brooklyn Institute of Arts
and Sciences, arid one in a series of
programs With a subscription audi-
ence. .The house was a sell-out for
the One night starid and included in
the audience a large number of
local qUicker-than-the-eye workers,,
among: them Hardeen, brother of
Houdini; Vernon, Spencer, Frederick
Eugene Powell, dean of American
magicians; Ducrot, Elmer Ransom
and: others who always- turn out to

(Continued on page 59) •

SEVEN LORIA BROTHERS
Singing, Dancing
10 Mins.
Michigan,

Seven Loria boys;. . ranging. ,from
our to 16 years, provide a relief from
the usual entertainment to say the
least. They're by no means a flri-

ished act, but they pack plenty of
appeal.
They've had some radio experience

on 'Showboat/ etc., arid can handle
their native Mexican instruments
well. Cbupla of 'em can terp a mean
rumba, and all of them can carry a
tune both in English arid Spanish
Besides Mexican melodies, group
also does nicely, with American
numbers.
. Youngest merhber of septet, around
four, is the . real sock. Kid's cuteness,
warbling arid rumba dancing bririgs
down the house.

Entire group is togged out in typ-
ical Mexican garb, including som-
brero, boots, rough pants and silk
shirts. They range in height from
5 feet down to 3, and their appear-
ance is nice. Kids' modesty is an
added, asset. Pete.

Appearing ightly.

ST. REGIS HOTEL
NEW

Irectloh: ft SMITH

WORKING? ALWAYS !

(WHITE*)

AL. ROBERTS
" ing the American "

DICK, DON and DINAH
COMEDY, DANCING and ACROBATICS

-WHAT "COHEN" OF 'VARIETY' SAID-

ree kids, two boys and a gal, hold their own
tart off in regulation hoofing fashion

-the nut knockabout stuff for solid lau
agile aha funny; and femme, while not a looker, has a farm
personality rojects even In, an act of such an impersonal
nature.

For a finish, they got themselves Into one ,bf those comic
tahgles that winds up in a shpulder-to-shoulder pyramid.
No. 3 spot for them here was a cinch and; they knocked . off

biggest hand

OPENING LOEWS STATE, New York
(WEEK FEBRUARY 4TH)

Direction; LEDDY &, SMITH
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(PHILADELPHIA)

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

In the early 70's there was Gilmore's rand Central theatre (at

Walnut above 8th), ;then there was Fox's New American (now the

Chestnut St. Opera House), then there was the Bon Ton on 8th street

(sort of free and easy"). The International Comi Trocadero,

Lyceum, Harts, Auditorium and - National theatres were the variety

houses of years ago. Then came Keith's Bijou (the second theatre

that Keith built), Victoria, Palace, Globe, William Penn, Cross Keys,

Forepaughs, Lubi , Keith's Chestnut. St., Girard, Nixon Grand, Fox,

Earl, Fays (formerly the Knickerbocker
),; Germantown, Dixie Opera

House, the Broadway, Alhambra,, Alleghany, Keystone,; Nixon; Frank*

ford. And not forgetting. Bradehburg's. Museum which also had va-

riety acts. ;

The variety artists would stop at Mike Toller's, Mother O'Brien,

Flossie paVan's, the Hurley House, Dad Frazer's (remember the pea-
rnuts on the floo)r?)i the Bingham, Zeises', Carlavan's, Iryi House;

Sylvania, Walton, St. James, Adelphi and the Vendi

The outstanding vaudeville agents of Philadelphia were Norman
Jefferies, Bart MeHugh and Buck Taylor.

For food the gang would gather at Bassett's and Springer's at the

Reading Terminal tip the waiter a dime and get 50c. worth of food.

Then came Horn ft Hardart's ; (first one to be built), Bqqthby's, Kru-

ger's and Kelly's Oyster House. .;

'

Some of the actors born in Philadelphia are the Barrymbres, ;

Johnny. Gordon arid Rae Dpoley, Lester and Allen, Tommy Harris,

Cartmell and Harris, Ed Wynn, McDevitt; Kelly and Lucy, Frank

Ti ,
George Kelly; Al White, W. C. Fields, Needham and' Kelly,

"
Clarence Marks, Vaughn Comfort* Kellar Mack, Herb Williams,. Stan

Stanley, Florence Reed, Al Dubin, Frank Dumont, - Bobby Heath,

George Monroe, Eisie,LaMont (Kraft and Lamont), 4 Schrode: Bros.,

Max Arnold, Murphy arid Morton, Tom Brady, Oscar Shaw, Miller

•arid Macic^ Jim Kelly (Kelly arid Pollack), Billy Evans, Jack Nor-
.

worth, Harry C; Bryant, Pierce Bros., Ed Morton, Jimmy Conli
• (Conlin and Glass), Mosconi Bros., Florence Moore, Ward and Weber,

Clarence Gaskill. McMahon and Chappelle, .Jeariette Hackett, ; Lew
Gblder, Jim Mullen (Mullen and Coogan), Margie Cassi Lizi

Mulvey, Harry G. Richmond, Tom Phillips, Fox . and Ward, Charlie

Reynolds, Ford Sterling, Harry Fern and Frank Orth, ^Walter C.

Kelly, Ann Periningtori, Cole and Emerson,, Margi Coates, Tom
Moore; Harry Mayo (Mayo and Tally); El Breridel (Breridel and Bert),

• Flbrrie LaVere (Holmes and LaVere),. Charlie Hill, John Wv Kelly

(The Rolling Mill Man), Joe Burke, Emmett Welsh, Edna Leedom,

Leo Donnelly, Rose Eytinge, Grace Filki , Laura Nelsbri Hall; Fram
cis Wilson, Hugh J. Ward, Adele Ritchie, Effi llsler; Lou Anger,

Tommy Dugan. Harry and John Kernel'l, Billy Carroll, Suydam Bros.;

.Joe Mitchell and Fitzgerald and Kelly.
t

A vaudeville act could work in and around Philadelphia for a whole

season; Mr. Jordan of Keiths and Joe Dougherty were the deans of

the managers. Charlie Fleishman at .
Keith's Chestnut St. was the.

'first stage manager to ever don evening clothes and not handle

scenery or props—he was the first of the 'directors.' -

And dWt forget when you thought everything, was 'dead' on a

Sunday—rthere were hundreds of 'clubs' running where beer and

song fan freely. One of the really great vaudeville show towns of

the country and the only city to have a permanent minstrel, show^-

Dumont's arid Carncross. (They contributed many variety
.
acts.)

Boy Re*' sonators

GAG CRACKS 2 RIBS. n

Will Osborne Hurt li| FloorVS|«nt,
With Eddie K«ver ''

;.•<„{,.

Louisville; :Feb.

One of the parties refugees

which evacuated the Louisville hotel

was the 'Gay Boy ' Revue,* a com-
pany, of feirime impersonators, under
the management of Fay Norman.
Variety's correspondent here, who is

stationed at a refugee depot for the

purpose of transferring sufferers to

points of safety the state, no-
ticed the ' group crowded in.

ner of the building.

The manager, Fay Norman, ad-
vised that the company . had been
ordered to evacuate the hotel, where
they had been playing for the past
nine weeks at the Club Paddock. All
were furnished coffee and soup, and
buses were procured and '•hey were
transported to Elizabethtown, Ky.,

from which poi they had an op-
portunity to board buses or trains for
northern or eastern points. Miss Nor-;

expressed her great apprecia-
bf the wonderful spirit of the

lbcfel people, who had done every-
thing possible to care for her com-
pany arid arrange for their transpor-
tation to points of safety. They had
been without food or heat for three
days.

Posner's Unit Revamped
For B'klyn Reopening

Lee Posner's Harlemania unit, re-
cast,- ith the columnist as m.c^ is
set for a return- at the Folly, Brook-
lyn, -March: 1. Gil Boag is now as-
sociated with the colored revue.
Company of 40! has Buddy Logan's

band as musical basis; otherwise it's

almost all new. talent by
Posner in Harlem.

Minstrel., Man Eyes Radio
' reenville, S. C, Feb. 2.

Oldtime minstrel man . Hamlin
'Ham') McBee is readying show. to
be aired over WFBC soon. McBee
Uncovered an array of local kid
talent and has knitted ,'env into a
Kid minstrel show* Show will rUn
half hour. •

'...*;

Idea definitely new here.

Det Law Would Curtail

Penis in Niteries, Saloons

Elimination of nitery hostesses arid

barmaids is sought hy a bill,, intro-

duced in the Michigan legislature

last week,' which also proposes' mini-

mum wage s t a n il a r d s. Since

measures incorporating latter stuff

are in general favor, it's li -

posed bill will be. passed.

Under the bill, a commish of two
men. arid one woman would be cre-

ated to supervise work for femmes.
Hearings would be held to establish

proper wage and hour standards,

arid special attention would be paid

to occupations involving physical or

moral hazards. A second measure
proposed would set midnight as the
closing hour for all hite spots in the

state, and would raise -the age limit

for drinkers to; 21. Present curfew
hour is 2 a. m. in Detroit arid 1 a. m.
outstate.

Saranac Lake

; New Orleans, Feb. 2. .

Will Osborne, who with his band
is appearing in the Blue Room here,
suffered two fractured ribs Wednes-
day night (27) during the floor show.
Eddie Kover of the . dance team of
Miles and Kover, got Will onto the
floor to give him a spin and while
letting him down, injured the lead-
er's side.

Examination by a physician proved
two of his ribs had been cracked.

once in a while from the
Bronx comes a mess of 'good cheer'

things to ,the Actors' Colony from
Mrs. "footsie* Heimlick.
Chris Hagedorn, after a three-

month: tryi ward off

pneumoni and di ings, is

up and around again.

Alice Carman, in Los Angeles try-,

i to find the right kind, of ozone,

reports thrit she's doing well. She's

an ex-NVA-ite who saw 10
'

ozoning servjee up here.

Mrs. Gordon Wrighter now in St.

Petersburg, la. The snow that isn't

in the Adirondacks got her. nanny.
After a run at Camp Intermission,

Mrs.. W.m. Morris left for the Big
Street. Got disgusted waiting for.

snow.
' Four major conventions due here,

with carnivals, fights and entertai -

.ments being arranged.
WVICe t« those you kniw In Saranac

and elHewhere who are sick..

Baltimore, Feb.

.
Music Corp. of America- ,

-

stituted a new ruling on booking- its'

bands for validates. Agency will. ' -

sist henceforth oh also supplying the
other acts on any bill a band under
its guidance plays in any theatre. Any
spot that shies from that stipulation

will not be able to get an MCA band
for vaude. In brief, theatres can
no longer buy a band from MCA;
must 'buy a whole show.
Stand taken by the agency is that

oftentimes ' past houses have
dipped deep in the poke to lay it on
the line for a fore-front name band,
and then filled but the with
cheap supporting acts so as to. keep
within confines of the budget. The
MCA idea is that its band, in those
instances, , had its prestige bruised
in public estimation because the
show as: a whole was often bad—
what with -.so many soUr acts de
feating the band's fine points.

Another angle which MCA doe's

not seem to be stressing in its new
booking formula is that innovation
also gives .agency opportunity to. se

cure work for the many acts agency
has been taking under wing..

' First show to be put together by
MCA under new. policy for vaude is

a unit composed, of Eddie Duchin's
crew, 4 Moderniaires, Florence and
Alvarez, and Virginia Lee and Lath
rpp Bros.
That layout has been peddled for

$8,500 net. Opens at the Fox, Phila.,

on Feb. 19. Then plays the Earle,

Washington, following week, and
comes into the indie Hippodrome
here on March 5.

e (or Term of Years from Stein

LOOKING FORWARD

Weaver . Prepare for Time
When Vaude Won't Pay

Seattle, . 2.

Mrs. . Frank Weaver (Elyiry ); of

Weaver Bros, and Elviry, was out of

the show for five days of their en-

gagement' here at the Orpheum, due
to minor operation. Nancy, ife of

Leon Weaver, understudied.
Weaver Bros. :are a good example

of vaude folks who look ahead to

the time when the footlights will no
longer pay. Leon was distributing

automobile trailers the past summer
out of Detroit, and Frank (Cicero)

has a • business, in his. home town,

Springfield, Mo., istributing bev-
erages. •

iladelphia, Feb.

Sam Stiefel keeping customers and
trade ' irierry-go-rpund

.
herie,

changing policy at his Lincoln and
Nixon's Grand every time you turn
around.

'

Latest is colored flesh the Li -

eoln stage after a four-week trial and
a straight pic policy.' The Grand
will add 'Bonus' game to its present
pix and cblbred stage shows.

'

. Until start <of the present season,

the Lincoln was city's, sole caterer to

the Negro clientele. Then Toiri

Burns, ' backed by - his father-in-law-.

Bob Lynch, local Metro manager;
opened Grand ' with same policy

Competition for acts got' so fierce

(and expensive) that Stiefel bought
Burns out, continuing with colored
names and bands at the Grand and
straight pix at the Lincoln. About
Jan. 1 he tried running colored acts

in both' houses, but laid an egg at

the Lincoln.

After much litigation, Cli

Fischer, producer • of the French
Casino shows, . receives exclusive

right to the 'Folies Bergeres' title,

in America, from the Folies Bergeres
Producing Co., Iric., which claims
its ownership in the U. S. After
Fischer's deal expires: in about four
seasons, the ' title reverts to the

:

holding company wherein he and J«

C. Stei . (president of Music Corp. ,

of America), are co-partners.

,

. Originally Fischer ' wanted the use. .

of the 'FBV title- for what is now
the 'French Casino Folies'

and • •was willing pay a ' weekly
royalty fee. He sued. Stein and the
FB Prod, Co., Inc.] to restrain them
from siny interference,

;
the. case

was settled; this ypast:- week .and
Fischer pays 'the. holding company
an agreed upon' fee.. Title- will- prob-
ably be the tag of the next revue at

.

the French Casino, or 'may be 'alter-

natingly switched as. the handle for'

one of the F.C. units!

This deal also settles a number of )

existing .minor differences between

,

Stein and Fischer. Stein (MCA) and
the Shapiro-Blumehthal ' manage^
ment of the French! Casino theatre
property are still, in a state of stress
over some booking fees which Music
Corp. of Am.

.
claims. It's about $6,- •

000. This claim has nothing to do
with Fischer ' and Stein's personal
deal in the Folies Bergeres Prod.
Co., Inc.

. Reported that Fischer
present partners, Jules Shapiro arid

Louis F; BlumenthaL have also- had
some difference of opinion,
other things, such as policy pertain-
ing to the recent Riidy Vallee bbok^
irtg into the F.C. (which was a hap-'
less venture), plus the first shows
at the Hotels Ritz-Garltori and
Pierre; in N. Y., but these have be&i
mbre or less adjusted of late.

"

Detroit, Feb. 2.

Prolonged auto strike here is start-

ing to take ' toll among local

niteries, with one better class spot

already folded and several others on
the verge. Curtailed spending for

liquor and food, as result of month-
old strike, has been brutal and spots

minus sufficient reserve are getting

out before everything's lost.

Peacock Alley, adjoining / the

Detroit-Leland hotel, folded last

week, a£ have, several minor spots in.

the outlying districts and in nearby
towns, which depend wholly on their

respective auto factories.

Slump comes in the midst of best

year town's niteries have known for

several years; " With this . auto town
humming with upturn of car. biz up
till first of year, nocturne spots

flourished and few . shuttered during
the . usual after-New Year's decline.

But. 30 payless days in a row for

100,000 auto workers is provi too

big a nut for lot of spots to

1st N.O. Vaude in Years

Skedded for Indie Spot

, Feb.

This, city ill see entertainment
in the flesh at pop prices for the
first time since vaudeville went out
a. few years ago. . Miles Pratt, col-

lector- of customs, who owns the , St.

Charles theatre, has bopjfed-xj-^pjjjiejf

Caprice' unit, for- week-iistertingf

Thursday (4).. ..'{.. :i;'.yv bio-riB.o

The unit includes FrariWe Fh'^iAk
band from WLW, Cmc»n^ti?;Trpu^e J

comes here from Florida^
t?

'
):

'
"

3 Mgrs. in 3

At Cleve. Casino, But

ijti): fl^ttiK ui'iiiursiy yell's

»'><4

•H'lLV.: y nrnh (
C-iiT >u ;.->'rj.- >'>-,. n '

)fIgT,hree i]ftW ;wsuuigeM ut less .than
iu)ajt'4nany^imontHs . is a;mew •'shake»up
recced held by 'Mayfair' Casiho since'

its
•'

-bankruptcy . and reorganization.;

Another . novel angle is that, after

several experiments with different

policies and managers, the theatre-

cabaret is bringing back its original

manager to iron out its - difficulties.

Harry Propper, who founded spot

two years ago, was reappointed
general director <last week after

three months' absence; Prior to bank-
ruptcy action, when bwtted by Nate
Weisehberger,. Propper resigned be-
cause of ill health:

Charles Muehlbauer, hotel man,
succeeded him. Then Jack Walshr
assistant manager of Neil House in

Columbus, O., was a pinch-hitter

for a spelL He has returned to the

hotel business. Duiress (Duke) Crane
of the Ralph Hitz chain of hotels

has been casi ' operator, .but an-
other change of ownership

'

mpred sirice return of Propper.
Propper plans to' re-install large-

scaled floor' shows next month with
name bands..

Pitt. Show Boat Hit by
Flood 2d Time ; Damage Nil

ittsburgh, Feb..

ingle nitery in town to get socked
by high waters here last week, Show
Boat, was open for business again

yesterday (1). Spot, regulation

boat anchored at wharf ' Alle-

gheny, escaped serious damage, how-
ever. \

'

Show Boat, during water's crest,

was floating around dizzily near
^fxth^syree^hhf'dge,

'

|jG»st:^ndhftafe| stuc'

tojtgekiiway fo'

i&W^th'e. sa»iei dose

:|nore;;ih&h;:;^ifeel hi

Now V Then Shows

In New Ibvdi Nixed

By DiKWi^ Tooters

New Haven, Feb. 2.

Failure of musicians' local to get
together with Paramount manage-
ment has resulted in -killing a plan
for once-a-month stage show
proposition here. i

Idea was to bring in . one band,
show nionthly, which, would mean
stand-by pay for house, orch. -Here*
tofpre, a standby jifej was one-half
.stale,,l

<q)t;^ew
r
BgiP^

1
'

1 "

WQ$ fpy(ftrtl,pay, wi
to: the- rtosiciai

ganizationpi ,

•-•'Nego'tiaYIbns

.

,Rudy,f!ValJ&:L,

off,,., , : ,vv! :i

set 'hy union
•half going
to the or-

for the
jifetblan-
it a stand

%r
''

t ropes held

tii

spring, but.

water was'

M

I

i-J -i

)

WB Shifts Show-Quality

At Fox, Earle bl Hiilly

PhUadelphia, Feb,
..

Change of-policy for its tWo down-
town vaude-film houses, Earle and
Fox, has been instituted by Warner
Bros. Earle, v which has been get-
ting second grade pix, and top live
shows, is now slated /to have > grade
B stage bills as well.' Fox*. continu-
ing A pix, also to get ma^or stage
draws. Lineup at Fox stage for liext
four weeks offers |na Ray Hutton,
Eddy Duchin, Mary Lewis aniiI Shep
Fields.

'
;

Fox lias always been class house : .

of pair;. During recent musicians'
strike it did satisfactory business on
straight pix policy, while Earle is
understood to have run consistently
in red during that time. Draw at
Earle has always been live shows
rather than pix and screen fare.
Houses are about same size, ith

Fox admish slightly higher. Herman
Whitman is house manager at Earle.
Harold Sidenberg Is at Fox.

LUCAS 0EK DT CHI SPOT
Clyde Lucas goes into- the Drake

hotel, Chi's smart spot oft Feb. 12 as
Consolidated Radio Artists first band
booking in that spot Hotel has been
a Kenlglvay account for nine years
with* Qfoasional deals with Music

m'ericai '/ \
tesa the French Casi v

e*. fhe Chi date. V Paul j*"

M

1
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Niiery Placements

Marvin Fredericks'"rime-piece ork
moves into the Book-Cadillac hotel's
Casino, Detroit, Feb. 14, replacing
Carl Ravell's band." Booked by Del-
bridge-Gorrell agency;

Dagmar , and Sigfredo Nordstrom,
femme singers, set at Larue's! N. Y,,

beginning Jan. 29.

Minor and Boot dance team, for
two-week stay at Colony Club, Palm
Beach.

Ruth Wynn, tapster,: added to show
at

:

Park Central hotel, N. Y; Stuart
and Lea, dance, team; Marion Melton,
blues singer, arid Kajar, magico, also
featured.

Jimmy Whalen's band .. at Berto-
lotti's, N. Y., how augmented by Rita
Renaud, • chanteuse* Carol Vance,
dancer, and Fran Craven, m. c.

Teddy Grace, femme vocalist, has
rejoined Mai Hallet's band the
Hotel Commodore. N. Y. .

Joseph Zatour's band installed at

the Shelton hotel,. N. Y., replacing
Phil Darcy.

Dee Lloyd McKay, pianists-songster

and the Ebony Rascals, comedy qui -

tette, added to Harlem Uproar
House's show.

Sharri Kaye is new vocalist with
Al Donahue's band at Netherland-
Plaza hbteir Cincirinati. ?

Luise Reriee, dancer, in N. Y. debut
at Nick Bates' Merry-Go-Round,
N. Y. ' \ '

'

Roger Burke arid band in Persian
Room of Hotel Sir Francis Drake,
Frisco; ' . . .

..; .

/•Virginia Haig, former singer with
Tom Coakley and Carl Ravell bands,
is now on the NBC artists' staff in
San .Francisco. . .

.

, Gus Van is in the Bal Tabarin,
Frisco's class nitery* for six, weeks
at 'a top. salary for. this spoil
/ Berme Cummin's band folded at
the Palace hotel, Frisco, Sunday
(31). Paul Pendarvis replaced Cum-
mins, who goes directly to the Gib-
son Hotel, Cincinnati, providing the
hotel isn't under water.
Nick Long, Jr., has gone to Miami

to open a dance engagement at the
Palm Island Casino. He recently di-
rected dances in Universal's 'When
Love Is Young.'

Tic Tock Girls are singing at the
Club Casanova. Hollywood.
. Oh March 27 the N. Y. Waldorf-
Astoria's Sert Room gets a new show
comprised of Leo Heisman's orches-
tra, • socialite-singer, Eve Symington;
Georges and Jalna, dance team; Ed-
gar Bergen, Ventriloquist, and
Xavier Cugat's band for rhumbas.
Spot closes Feb. 8 for the Lenten
season. ,

Don CasanoVa, singer; La Gitanilla,
dancer; La Sultanita, dancer, andLa
Carita, rhuma dancer, featured in

4

AGENTS
Everyday, Convalescent.-

. Greeting Cards
In Bored Assortment!!.

Very. Liberal Coirimisslpna .

W?lt« -for particulars

Df'prtOTHEA ANTEU
.

220 West 72nd St. New: tork, N. t.

new floor show of Care Valencia,
N; Y. . Don Juan band musikihg,
Yanyego Voodoo Dancers and

Elisha Turtle's band top new lineup
at Le Mirage, N. Y. Billy Haywood,
Cliff Allen, Virginia Fair, Marie
Almonte, Wanda Goll, Ginger Sutton
and Siboney Rhumba Quartette, com-
plete show, 1

Paul Wniteman, on closing his one-
niter tour, opens at. the Biscayne
Kennel Club, Miami, Feb. 20.

Les Brown band signed for Decca
;

series..

Charlie Barnet's crew doing New
England * three weeks of one-
niters. . .

Ozzie. Nelson remains at the Hotel
Lexington, N. Y., until next May.
Dawn "and

.
Darrow, dance team,

and Jean Kirk, specialty dartcer,
joined Mai Hallett's aggregation at
the Hotel Commodore, N. %

Neil Golden's band the
Brass Rail* N. Y,

WHITEMAN, RAMONA

SPLIT COMES TO HEAD

Long pending legal battle between
RamOna, pianologist with Paul
Whiteman's orchestra, and the- Paul
Wniteman organization, Artists Man-
agement Bureau, Inc., and .Jack

Layihv. was brought to a head this

week with her - acceptance of
;
a

week's engagement at the Nixon
Grand theatre, Philadelphia. She is

suing Wniteman'—and Lavln (his

manager), and the AMB (which is a
Whiteman-Lavi venture) to ter-

minate her - employment, and man-
agerial contract which dates from
March 1, 1924,

' Two years .ago Miss Ramona
sought to - leave the Wniteman 'or-

ganization* to
r'go with Columbia

Broadcasting System exclusively.

Whiteman at that time was at NBC.
Also she had some RKO • vaudfllm
dates lined up, away from the White-
man organization* The maestro in

both instances served formal notice

Of exclusivity of contract and both
deals were terminated, as neither

CBS nor .RKO wanted to become in-

volved legally.

There were also union charges at

the time, as there are now. The
American Federation of Musicians,
after hearing both sides, represented
legally by: counsel, acknowledged the
validity of Whiteman's exclusive
termer. There are . AFM charges
anew "'for alleged contempt of the
original order.
' Ramona's contract of March

,

1934, calls for $125 weekly when she
works arid is in periods of 17 three-

month renewals. She's guaranteed

$1,125 annually. Whiteman and the

AMB doesn't collect on Outside en-
gagements until- in excesfij/iO^

and thefr.the cbntmish is 20%<>OfJ'the<

Mmiiml^fdm fc^itidnte
N Y. Supreme Court thte*w3%k*<6r „

Whiteman's interference with- mer^ !jj

peeking 9utsid,e; bbolfihgs. 'Sfife;)y&rlt^;
y

SHet contract breached because of al-'

leged lack of "mutuality. Noah L.

Braunstein is her attorney;' J.' T.

Abeles for Whiteman, Layin, ef al.

Unit Reviews Berlin Denies

HIPPODROME THEATRE
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

MY HATS OFF TO YOU QRANISY:
I don't know liow you do it, but you do.

You played my Hippodrome Theatre in Baltimore last week
for the third time in nine months, and you riot only broke every
record 'Vou set, but<;a, few others too. We slopped selling tickets

at the first show opening day and again -at night, and any tiriie

we stop selling tickets It breaks our heart. :

But beyond this my patrons were tickled to death. Your show
Is by far. the best you ever had. The 3 Sailors are . great. . I have
never heard people laugh - and scream as they did at your show.

You cfiri play for me three times a year—and that's saying
something.

This letter happens tp be on the level and I doubt if any thea-
tre operator anywhere ever paid for. an ad himself to let the world
know what he thinks about, an actor.

But, I forgot-^You're not an actor. I can't figure it out.
Sweetheart—you're the {ops, BUT WHY? 0;-

i?zy: rappapqrt;
Hippodrome, Baltimore.

BROADWAY JUNIORS
(HIPP, BALTIMORE)

Baltimore, Jan.

Produced by NBC, idea of assem-

bling group of sons and dotters of

w-k's wouid seem to bear out well.

Stunt is novel, rife with publicity

value and Of the sort that can titil-

late the ticket sale many a spot.

Some rough edges to be smoothed
out before show hits its capable pace

but likely the vet stager and song-

writer Harry Carroll, who is produc-

ing unit for NBC, can wrestle suc-

cessfully; with those details.

Sock of the layout is Joe Dorris,
Jr., whose papa Was a pro,- but on
a baseball field and riot a stage. His
loose-limbed eccentric hoofing, gag-
ging and comedy business far out-
points anything else trotted out for
inspection. He's the of the
show, on twice.

Joe Cook, Jr;, does about same
stuff as essayed last April in Gus Ed-
wards' ill-fated 'ShO-Window' stab
oh Broadway.'A ringer for his sire,

young Cook' pedals, a unicycle, jug-
gles three clubSi hoofs, gives the
squeeze-box a workout; as well -as

recites one
;
of the long rambling

stories which are his dad's stock in;

trade. Boy has quite a personality;
what hinders him now is that while
he's very versatile, nothing he does
is really outstanding.

Eddie Leonard, 2d, is a trim-look-
ing tenor,, who. sings ditties, o.k. En-
rico Caruso, Jr., is, of Course, under
considerable handicap trying to fol-

low in pop's footsteps via the vocal
route. He is rather an adenoidal
;tenor, with plenty volume, but when
caught he was doing . /Without a
Song,' which is really a selection for
a baritone.' Also told a very amusing
anecdote on his father.

Eddie Foy, Jr., is . doubtlessly the
most experienced, of the second-gerir
eration group; went over swell,
working in and out Of the show, and
getting some help from that albino
stooge, Whitey Stewart; who was in.

Charley Foy's 'old vaude act- for
years.

.

Frank Tinriey, Jr., is on for just
a few moments at the finale. He has
a grave irianner of doing dedd-pan,
quiet-toned, gagging that could be
used somewhere to more advantage
than, in vaude; pix .might find a niche
for him.
June Carroll, dotter of Harry, has

plenty. She m.c.'s the show, works
with Tinney and Foy and does a lot
to keep the pace speedy. She's an
excellent straight wOman and very
swell ori appearance.
Ruth Howard, . Torn's dotter, - ori

briefly duririg firiale for a flurry of
jokes and a gentle little song. Lois
Lait, dotter of editor Jack.,Lait, was
out of show due to hasty trips to
Philly, where tier husband had un-
dergone emergency . appendectomy.
She si

Tpf b^a^(i^/.;t]hig;lunit, quartet of
tfo(ur I|ds .j^a^irig: label of Roy
Campbell'sjCflorjus^work nearly half
( dozen tiinesv'abackirig tip Leonard's
afynxirig/'Jtfrie' Cftfroll's slick ren-

n * '6f :a 'srficr!!Spanish-song and
le fcharit's^'in other spots. The

lh)e Of J2^fis.si6s ^Satisfactory.
(Rosalind 1

-is; apparently, without
illustrious parents, but sljie's a ; yerr
satile dancer. First on for a solo-terp
that isn't interpretive for the arch-
browed, but plenty in the groove for
the average vaude-goer; lovely cos-
tume sets number off niftily. Legger
later does some featured ' scorchy
squirming in front of the line's Span-
ish routine.

,
The vaude vet Primrose Seaman

works a bit. with her husband, Dor-
ris, straightirig ; his stuff; also tries
the tonsils at singing. Young Cook
is carrying along

. Fred' Sweeney,
another vaudevillian from back the
years. Sweeney, still affecting the
grotesque getup and makeup, hasn't
much to do. What licks he has he
gets, in handily.

Plenty on the credit side are the
sets; ,ail don't look new, but all are
splendidly conditioned and craftily
selected..

The finale, when sighted here at
the Hipp, was very uneven and too
protracted. Tinney and Miss How--
ard don't entrance till then as now
stands. Would be better to thread
duo into show up ahead.
On . screen, 'Plough

(RKO).

f 15 YEARS AGO «
' iFrom Variety end Clipper).

Knickerbocker theatre, Washing-
ton, collapsed because of weight of

snow on roof. Killed 95 and. in-

jured scores. Favorite riabe. house
for socialites.

rnst Lubitsch went back to Ger-i

mariy with a mad ori. ..Felt he had

been unkindly treated over here. Still

an

.

: anti-Germanic sentiment holding

over from the war.

(Continued from page 53

)

,
' * -

»

Holland and Hart managed to col*
lect one week's pay for six weeks'
work.
The facts are that Gypsy Nina re-

ceived the following amourits on the
following dates:

October 26;

November
December

: 65 0;o

50.0.0

160.8.0

Warner Bros, guaranteed Strand,

N. .
Y., $25,000 on Wesley Barry in

'School Days.' Producers took next

$5,000 arid split remainder, If any.

William bought world rights

to 'The Two rphans' from the . au-
thor's estate and tied up D. W. Grif-

fith's- world sales on .'Orphans of the
Storrii.'

Thelma arid Marjorie White, just

kids then^ clicked With a sister act

at a N. Y. tryOut

Johnnie Burke at the N.Y. Pal-
ace and at 11:30 the audience still

wanted more. Show ran three hours
and a half.

Helyen Eby of the new Bill Rock
act got attention for her hair. Plas-
tered down' ..lick,- and something new
then.

Nora Bayes toplined the N. Y;
Winter Garden, but Fred Allen ran
he- a close second. Allen had next
to closing and no nearby comedy
opposition. He laid them in the
aisles.

Milton ' Berlc" Was Working with
Elizabeth Kennedy arid telling 'eiri

he was' 14. At the Riverside.

Music Box claimed some, sort of a
record With a bank deposit clip five

feet lorig to list.260 Checks received
in one day. And all for advance
sales.

First of the old-timer acts Was
'Stars of Yesterday' with. Coririne,

Barney Fagan,
?

Tony Williams .and

Joe Sullivan.

timm

w
Pi

1

$
^1

Srtt.SMi.tl^linmUttKri /

$fk 50Dinn«r*«3Oto1OP.M

m Supptr (Food & B«v.

DANCING
k
Clyde Lucai »nd Vlnctnty

Travert Dance

Detroit Agencies Merge

Detroit, Feb. 2.

; Abe Schiller, formerly with De-
troit Artists Bureau, ' has merged his

nitery and convention biz with Del
Delhridge-Ray Gorrell agency. Mer-
ger will lead to extensive expansion
of agency's quarters and gives agency
complete entertainment coverage.

;
Agency; <• ''which books most Of

£h ajof ^ ^i>ots "hereabouts, has also
added M^.bel^e', V^h. to take charge
of; production; - Sol' BernS continues
with thtfit^ end;

:
: with Delbridge

arid Gorxell handling the band book-
ings.

Walter J. Salmon bought the upper
end of the: triangular block on Broad-
Way at the top of Times Sq. Was to

build an office, structure, but the
old buildi is still standi

Loew circuit had 37 weeks of

vaude time with acts playing 26 in

28 weeks. Fortnight lost in travel;

Chicago kick -was that the booking
agents infested the' try.oiit houses and
sought to break up the neWcomers.
No managerial effort made to stop it.

Long Island towns strong for one-
day vaude. One agent booked 235
acts for -Thanksgiving day ' the
noW 'n' then spots.

from which you Will see that the
balance of £160.8.0 was paid withi
19 days: after: she left. ' -•

The case of Holland and Hart- is

the following. (They received pay-
ment as below,):

• Noverriber 11

December 12,;...
December
January 6... ......

r " January 12.

£100.0.0

82.0.0

78.0.0

60.0.Q

175.0

about five Weeks is

due to that Mr. Hpllarid
told cashier that he was in
way in a hurry- and- not afraid,

not
;
getting the money.

Speaking generally we recapitu-
late that though being the greatest

bookers of foreign acts in this coun-
try we do not owe money to any-
body. We do not deny that on ac-

count of the formalities we have to

go through with, the local icials

there may ;be a delay now and agai

Of a few weeks : until full settle-

ment can be effected, but I do not
think that the artistes we are book-
ing are starving if they get the re-

mainder of their salary a few weeks
later.

:

:
' Therefore the. tendency of the ar-

ticle in Variety is again misrepre-
senting* the real' situation which is

the more surprisirig since I, as you
know, . and the Scala in general, al-

ways have been one of the staunch-
est and truest . frierids of American
acts. But of late, mainly due to,the
aritagonistlc attitude of Variety,, we
have repeated reasons to be dissat^

isfied with ,
the attitude of American

artistes who played the Scala.

VAR1ETE-BETMEB
GESELLSCHAFT

(Scala Theatre, Berlin)
(Signed) Duisberjr.

Harry Foster . (Fosters' Agency,
London ) and Eddie Duisberg, man-,
aging director of the: Scala, Berlin;

adiriit that the pay-offs io the acts
Were made after tKey left Germany.
VARiEfy story,, cabled at the. time,
reported that acts were not paid in
full, while fulflllirig the engage-
merits. --.

Invariably^ a full pay-off occurs,
but owing to the legal formalities
in. the Reich,- as showman Duisberg
of the Scala concedes, there's usu-
ally a- matter of; some weeks after

the act leaves 'Geririany.

Sdow People All the World Over Will
Be Interested to Know That

SIDNEY FISHERS
(formerly at 29, Wardonr Street

V

U Now Located at More Commodious
Premlper at

75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue
PICCADILLY. LONDON. ENG.

MARGIE DWIGHT LARRY

Ehroute to Ri de Janeiro to fulfill ah Eight-Week
Engagement the CASINO DEURCA — and then

Four Weeks in Buenos Aires.

OPENING IN LONDON IN JULY
Permanent Address Poughkeepsi New York

N 0W - - - CO L O NY CLU B
PALM BEACH, FLO.RI

PROVEN THE BEST AND IT NOW COSTS YOU LESS !

!
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NEXT WEEK, Feb. 8
THIS WEEK, Feb. 1

Numerals in connection With bills below indicate opening day of

show, •Whether full or split, week.

IttS

Leon Erroll v .

-Codkie .Bowers
12 Girls ."

Louise Beavers
• (28)
.Carroll's Mardl
Bert Walton

;

Lewis. & Moore
CHICAGO
Palace

vicbarles Carrer; \- ;•:

Vox & 'Walters
'Harris Claire & P ,

W$9)
jgjlttla Ballet :.

Emllee Adrepit
-•Stevens. Sis. • v..

BUCK & Bubbles
James Melton
Tacopl Tr .

; ..

CINCINNATI
'.'.' Puloce (5)
reenw'h Village 'Co
ltchell .& Durant

CLEVELAND
Pulnce (5)

Ellda Ballet :

Emlloe Adreon
Reynolds & White :

Buck .& Bubbles
Benny ; Fields.'-'

Great YdcoplS;' (29) .

Geofgo White's
DAYTON*

Keith's (20)
Gr'eenw'h Village Co
Mitchell & Durant:
MINNEAPOLIS

.
- Orpheum (5).

Count Bornlvloi Rev
ROCHESTER •

. Keith's (6 only)
.

Eton Boys
. SCHENECTADY

Keith's (4-fl).

Duthers Joan & J
Embassy Boys
Fred Llglitner:
Sailed Puppets

TROY
Keith's- (5-8)

Glorified Follies
,

Premier . .

6 Clevette Girls
Geddes Bros.
Caroll Levis
EDOWAKE ROAD

-. Grand
,

Colllnson & 'Dean
Sonla & Tarila
Pasco . & Dorothy .: .

HAMMERSMITH
Pnluce :'

Phillips
Bennett & Williams

.. 1LFOKD
. Super .

.

Ybunkmah's Bd-
ISLINGTON

. Blue Halt
1st hall (1-3)

Mayer & Kltson'
Brnsellos

2d half (4-6) .

.

Marcelle.&. Sills
'

Claude Williams..
KILBURN .

Grange
Colllnson .'& Dean.
Spnia & ;Tania
Pasco 4s Dorothy -

USYTONSTONla
Rtnlto

Blum & Blum"
REGENTS PARK

.'

. Pnlit.ce.
.

Mahtbvani Ore --:

Loew

NEW YORK .CITY
•. State 44)

.

•WHlle Maiiss. .

'Dick,, Don & Dinah
-Bert Walton Co
Leon Navarft' Ore

'

. BALTIMORE
Century (f!)

•Arthur LaFleur . Co
iMarty.May'

Veless &'" Welsmuller
Clyde McCoy; Ore

NORFOLK
- Stute. (5)

Blnckstone' Co
> WASHINGTON

Capitol (5)
Rublo Sis "

Lowe, Hite &
Ray Noble Ore-

Paramount

NEW YORK CITY
. Paramount (3) ,

Fred Warlng's Co .

. '. BOSTON
Metropolitan (5)

Belle Baker.
.Powell & Nedra
Stepln Fetch It

Harstows -
.

Ward&.Mtlfor
."4. Olympics
• " CHICAGO

Chicago (5)
jVeloz'& Yolanda

' Oriental <B)
Rebras
- DETROIT

Michigan (ft) .

ehny .Davis Co
MADISON

.Paramount (0)
udy Vallee.Co

MONTREAL
. Loew's (5) .

King's Scandals'
NASHVIT.LE
Paramount (K) .

Dave Apollori •Co"

ROCKFORI)
Paramount (7 only)
Rudy. Vallee Co.

SO. . BEND .

Indiana (0 only)
Rudy;Vallee Co .

SPRINGFIELD
tllTnol* .<8 only)

Rudy .Tftllee Co •

: Paramount (5)
SlumsV nf; Paris .

TORONTO
Shea's Hipp (5)

Marden's Riviera Co
Uptown UJ)

Maxlne

LORAIN
. Palace (10-11)
N :T G Rev
" PHILADELPHIA
• Allegheny. (»J10)
Melva Sis .

'

Abbott & Rohey
Youthful Rhythms
• (llrlS)

i Bell lng'ra
' (-1-6)

lm Wong Tr
: , Eurle (5)
Honey Fam
Paul Gerrltz
Donatella' Bros & C

',
, . (29)

'

Shooting High
Roscoe Ates

'... Fox (5)
.Ina Roy Hutton Or
Jack Gilford'

.Ltazeed Arabs

.Buster Shaver Co..
Paul Draper

• Nlxcn, (10rl2i
Fenwlck & Cook
.Arthur Boran :.

Byrnes Si Rev

•

.

(3-
!*} Curtis
O'Nell :& Manners
Frank & Pete Trado
Youthful Rhythms

. Oxfor*! (11-13)
Melva S|s .

Abbott & Robey
Youthful Rhythms

(4-0)
3; Deweys
Fields .& Georgia.
Byrnes Sis Jt'ev

READING '

Astor (5-8).

Buster. Shaver Co
/WASHINGTON

Eurle (5)
Bred \v Ins
LePaul
Rachel Carlny
Mattlson's Rhythms

(29) •
Keene 2, Vic & LaM
Paul Gorrlts
Harry Reser

YORK
Strand (2-4)

N T G Rev

CHICAGO
State Lake (0)

,Gray Faw .'

-Paul Duke;
:Croel Allan.

.

Edith Griffith
Ross Wyse,"Jr. . 06
INDIANAPOLIS

Lyric (5)
owes- All-GIrl Rev

Elrtlhp Doxvllnjr
KANSAS CITY,

Tower (5)
ifess' I,lbonat|. 3
Mickey Klnjr
The 11 ii rlem u n lacs
/l'ed'.'OooU

:

;

MEMPHIS
. i'l»lieum (4)'

'

J)uve Apollon Co

Week of Feb; 1

• Canterbury M'. II
.1st half (1-a)

Mar.celle :& Sills
.:Claurte. Wlll'lnms.

v 2d- half (4-G)
Mayer & Kltson
.Bras'eJ.lps

- Doitilnhm .

won .Mp(3ivne.v
; New Vh'.iorlik
rsythe. S'am*ii.&

• Trocadero Rest.
Max MJller
Dauvlri
P^rey Manchester
D'AlW
Clauao Chandler
Maurlco

Victoria Palace
Daniels.^ Lyons

'

rNellle -Wallace. '

.

O'Donnell & Blnlr
Ollvei' AVdkerteld'
Blck Henderson

F

.Thrklfe Heller
Mtilo Fred ;

ICellx. the Horse
Tiiihifjc

—
Robinson ^ Virginia
V«ra. ^n'rgo

CHADWELL H'TII
". Palace :

f, .Ole'yctLe-' Girls
Oetlcli-s Ui;os

chklsk;.
. Paluce''

Renrira
4 E«sedl'»H ;

CLAI'TON
Kink

r.or'a nnit
Tliorp- & 55tanton
OuH.Eltoii V
3 I'orteiH

EAST IIA SI
' Griiiiuda

4 lleiinaiis

SHEPH'RDS BUSH
PavUlon

.

Ernest Shannon. ;

Dlnkle Denton 3 '.:

STAMFORD HILL
Regent

Mantovanl,Ore •

STRATFORD
Broadway. :

Younkman's. Bd
STREATHAM

.'Astoria .:'

Anton Bd
Mlto 3 ; .

l.lptonettes

TOOTING
Granadit

C Belling Co
B Carlton Sis

TOTTENHAM
Palace.

Loi-ahna.-. .?-'

Thorpe & Stanton
Gub Elton>
3 Porters
TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD

-

.

' . Paramount
: Harry Fry.eiv lid
Br.o\Vnihg .& Starr.
W'ALTHAMSTOW

Grunndn ;

Teddy Joyce Bd

Provincial

Week bf Teh. 1

ASHTON UNDER"
' LYME "..

Empire '
.K K Stanley & G Sis

Raymond Bennett
Keith & C.ortez.

CAMBRIDGE
"• Cinema

Stanelll'js Stajr P'rty
. DIDSBURY :

Cupltol
Roy Fox Bd'

ECCLES
.

- Broadway .

Clapham . A . Dwyer
Beryl Orde
u Step Sis
Fred Hudson.
/EDINBURGH

Recent
..1st half. (1.-3)

Webster. Gibson.
2d half: (4-C)

Al Wright's Circus
GRAVESEND

Majestic
ZIgano'B Ac Bd
K & J Wlnnon
Daley 3 - •

':

HASTINGS
Regal

Z " Leslies
.

O'Shea '&
- Joan

Anna' Rogers

HCDDERSFIELD
.... Ritz .

Lucan *& McShane'
Teddy Bamberger
Carson's-

'

IPSWITCH
Bltz

Pantzer's Midgets
Victor Moreton
Susan . & , Pat , /

,

LEITH
Capitol

' .1st half (1-3)
Al Wrlghfa. Clrcua

2d halt (4-6)
Webster /Gibson .

• LIVERPOOL-
: Shakespeare

Leslie's Scholars
Geo Betton -

Harry Carlton
Tommy Kenny -

4 Smith Bros
OXFORD
• Rltx

La Palette

,

Arconas-
Jack Daly
Tony Gerrard " •

SOUTHVORT
Palladium

Jack Bernle
YARMOUTH

Regal
Sanger's Circus

NEW T0EK CITY
, Beftolottl's

Rita; Renaud
Carpi Vance.
Fr Craven
Jimmy Whalen Ore

.Ill's.flay 00'ii, .

Rudy Madison'
.loWeph. -E, Howard
Ted Beyer .

Rthfi GllVert
.T.vette Rugel
Gus Wlcke

.

Black' Cat
Kitten Korua
Rlondle Scott
Evelyn „OHver
Amanda Randolph
Jimmy. T'lomas
Maxle Ar;nstrong •'

Amy Spencer
Billy Datlels
Cora . La Redd
J.a.ck & J.lil :

t.onny Slni ions Ore
russ Rail -

Nell. Golden dire

Cufe .Ball
'

Yanyego. Voodoo Co.
Virginia Valley
Jack Arnold -

Gub Howard.
Pamela .CllfEor
Phy.lls Avery...
Violet Carson
Nell Bilz
Ronnie Bock,
r.llllnn Carson
"ChiC" farmer
Polly Plckert,
Sid ' Hawkins
Roger Steele Ore

Cafe yitlencla

Don Casn.ivov
La. Gltanllla
La Sultahlta.
T;a Cnrlta .'

Do'n'.Juah!Orc.
] ; Cnllente

Jcati Gordon
Dorothy Maxlno,.
Johnny Powell's Bd
Chuitenu Moderne

'Maryo'n' pale
1>T McFarlane Oro v

Gnuclio

Dlmltrl & Virgil
Sylvia St. Clair
Ync.z La. Vail
'Itatnon Car.rosco i)i

Ga;uehos :

' Club Yumurl
't'ellp.e de ''-Fibres.

Consueib Morono
Ellseo Gi-enet Oro
-Uoiilta Ortega
Rene Eatcla. :

Roldnn
Don Hllberto

Cog

.

Irwin Gilbert re
^Tlsddle' 3 •

Cnttonj

Avis Andrews

Berry Bros
Kaloah
Henri Wessels
TCatherlne Perry...

Anne Lewis .

Dynamite . Hooker
Tramp Bd
Whyttfs Mania'ci' "

Br.oa<lway- Jone*
Wen Talb"ert;s Chotr
Bahama Dancers -

'

Arthur., Davy .rtrc

Cab Calloway Oro

Jack bempseyY
Phil Romano"' Ore

El ClilcQ

Chita
Lon Rancheros
Adellna ..Duran
Carlos Montoya ..

MacloVIa: & Caiidtdb
Roslta Rlos.
Los Habaneros
Don Alberto' Ore

El Morocco
Ernie-: Hoist .Ore

El Toreador
Los v.'.1edas

Pedro Via Bd
French Casino

Adalet" ;

Feral Benga
Betty Brlte.
Betty Bruce
Florence Chumbecos
Hilda : Elfonte

Xavlcr Lemercler
7 Maravillas -

Rekkofs : :

Rhoenruds
Florence .', Spencer

'

Tullah. & ,Myl
Irlsv Wayne -

Vega; Asp
Clyde Lucas Ore
V Travers Ore
C ' Cromwell Oro '

Greenwleh: Village
Casino

Eileen Cook -

V'cra'Dunh
Ted '.Maza.
Bill Dureya
Slg, Ramon
Jeanne Jordan
Carlos Lopess
Elba &. Jlmni
Marengo Ore
Wallace- Milan. . ev
Terah >?oah

.

. Harlem L'pronr

Ersklrib IlVwUlns Hd
Lillian: FUzgcrald
Edna.: Mao Holley
Eddie Jlarron
Ii, CaJitlo & Scott
Mae : Drown
Wlillo Jackson
Tiny Bunch'.

'

LoVey Lane
.Fairbanks Sla
Deo L MrKny.
Ebony Rascals
Froil: & Ginger

Edwards . Sis
Pauline Bryant
Thelma Mlddleton

Hickory .IfouKe
'

F Trumba'uer Ore
Chas Teagarden
Adele Glrard ,

Bunny Berrlgan
H'lyw'd , Restaurant
Eddie Noll
Marian Nblan
Letty Kemble
Josephine '.Houston
Paul Barry

'

Tempo Kings
Ada Leonard
Demltri
Karele & Andre 11

.

Paul Remos
2 Daveys
Lcnnle Hayton Ore

Hotel Ambassador
Dick • Gaspairre' .Or.

Coblna Wright .

Jack & Juno Blair
Heather Hallday ,

Rohert - Bard
June SJllman
Robt Relnhart

: .

if rs.
: H 'W; Thomps'ii

--:' otel

V.i rice rit Lopez Ore
Fred . to-Wer-y.-
Melba Melslng
Emily Van .'Loosen
Chas Hoffman. ;

-

.•...'.

Stanley Worth,
Robert Lytell
Florenzos

: otel . Kilt

Horace VHeidt
Lysbeth Hughes
Bob McCoy
A & Y :Klng-
Larry -.Cot ton.-.

Art Thorsen .

Jerry ':Bowhe"
Dicier Mai'gan'.,
.Burton. Pierce- ,

.-

Hfltel Commodore
Mah Hallett Ore
Collette & Barry
Teddy 'Grace .

Dawn & Darrow.
Jean K.lrk' ' ::

Hotel

.

Bobby Hayes Ore
Gypsy Lee .

Muriel Byr
Bob BeVry-^ ' - ,-

.

Hotel ENsex Hooiie

N' randewyiine Qr
Maxlne Tapplh
j||Iotel.: Firth Ave
Roy . Strum

Hotel Governor
Clintonv

Stuart Jules .

' >

Ray O'Hara Ore
Hotel Half Moon

(Brooklyn) '

Marlon Kaye
Ken Casey Ore

- llOtel Lexington
Ozzte Nelson Orb'
"Shirley Lloyd

_

otel i<lncbtp

[sham Jones Ore. •

Hotel McAlpIn
Enoch Light Ore

. A : Gonzales • Ens_
Murlal Sherman
; liotel Montclulr:

Coral Islanders
Juanlta Wayne
Joe Pontee
Clay Bryson .;'

Happy PoWers
Nick Fisher
John Zellner
Ben. Blum
Hal Hope Oro
Bill Lincoln '

Waneta Wayne- ; .

Hotel Murray Hill
(Fountain .

Room)

'

Dolores Farris •

Ruth Kldd .

Frank McCor
Will. Oakland
Eleanor Dowers
Ray Sadler
MlHhel Gorner's Ore
Santlon.a & FairC Id

Hotel New -Yorker

Abe- Lyman' Ore
Arthur Ravel Oro.
Tess Gar'dell
.Marion Wllkins
Jack .Walters.
Rose- Bi'alne
Tiny . Wolf
Sonny Schuyler
Park & Clifford

Hotel Park Central
Tie Toe Girls
Jerry Blaine' Ore
Marlon Melton
.Kaiar .-.

"Ruth Wynn
Stuart & Lea
Rpbln 2.
Dell. Arden
Claurte : RlngWald
Nubl
liotel Park Lane"

Junior Raphael ore
liotel Pennsylvania
Heriny Goodman Bd
Bernhard ft'Grah'm
Frances Hunt"
Hotel piccndlliy

•Trent Patterson
Arno & Zola-
Jerry Stewart
Dave Scliooler Orc_

.Hotel, rtuzo
will. McCune: Ore
Hal Atkinson "

Pariohd's Ore
Hartmans..'

Hotel. Itoos.cvcH

3 Esfiulres
Guy l.ombardp Ore
Hotel Itz-Curlton

Edna Janls
Senor Wchcea
'4' -Kraddocks :

Xbska '

Sciior
Durc'lle
Afrlnue
Basil Kbmecn Ore ''

Hugo . Maria ni Ore
Arman Vecaey 'pre

Hotel Suvo) •PlH«n.

Endor & Farrcil
Bin I le : Pet t i Ore
trabaneras ; Oro :

I'egf?y Dolan;
Joseph! Zatour Ore

Hotel St. C.eorge
,
(Brooklyn)

Ell Dantzricr Ore .

Alleh Leal'cr Ore
Juliana
Beatrice IIoWcll
Elton Rich 2 .

X Elton*
Jay: Johnson

Beth Reyburn
Hotel Sherry
v; Netberland

Tuijfa ft'lCirsolt
Qsn Lodljensky
Raphael:
Lubov. DoublagO
Nicholas Zorln
Serge Sergey
Catherine Grey
Alex Buncb.uk Ore

Miaco
Roger • Stearns
Alex Bothln Ens
Jack' Sh err Ore'

Hotel St. Reels
'Merry-Go^Rourid''
Horatio Zit'o. Ore
Boris Koretzky ISriS,

Lulse Renee
(Iridium )

Envll Coleman Qr .

Mr Williams Co
Readlhger 2 --'

:

Jack ' Po^vell -

liotel Ta ft

Geo. Hall Oro '.
.

lihlly Pawn •
.

Em'Perbrs of "R'yt'm

Hotel- Vaiuiorbllt

Held le -Lane . Oro
'Jean F.a'rrles..

"
Dean. Goodelle
Dee Luryea'

'

Otel Wiildori-;
Astoria

Mario & lorla
Eve Symlngtbri;
Eddie- LeBaron. Bd
Leo Relsmah Ore •

Mlohaer Zarln Qrc
Hotel Weylln

Alex Fogart'y
Charlie \V t ight"

'

Jimmy Kelly'-s

'.\lfl.ry Barton.
4 MOntmartre Boys
Junior Costelld

'

Chiqui ta. / '

'

Tnga Bo'rg
Elena McCoy
lAe'ggy LaPlanto
Tanya
Mary- Lane'
Joe Cappello Oro.

. Kretch
Simeon . Karayaeff-;
Porla.-Blr60;-
Vllena Ga brieHe
Mlcliael Mlchon
Nadla '

A Stoyanovslt
.MlsChia:
5 Bartnovsky
Nicholas Matthey Or

Ed Fur/man
Billy -Lorraine-. --.

D & S Nordstrom -

.P.eggy Strickland
Edd^e Dav|s Orb

Lnnrel-ln-Plnes
(Lakewood, N. J.)

Terry Green
Mona & Marina
Fred Berhens Ore .

I^on & Eddie's -'-

;

Eddie. Davis
.

Vivian Ray
Ta'clil
Zee-Zee
Jal-Leta
Billy Reed
Newell & Thorpe
Wm Farmvsr.'B- -Oro
•Betty. Benson
Ruth Craven
Royal 1 2

Dr.Arthur x

Carmen
Johnny Pickard

-.-i- Le Mk-oge
Billy Heywood
Cliff- Allen
Ginger ^Button
Yanyegfo Dancers
Jerry KlrklaiidV-
Virginia Fair
Wanda Goll
Marie Almonte
Grace Brlskln
Ellsha T.utt)e..Orc

.

Slboney Rhtfrnblr Bd

V'er8a<tle' -'3<:

Gene iFi>,<dtc« Or«.(»;
>aurence .White » .

' eidy, S^ Wilklns'

Onyx ; '*
,

"

'

Lillian Kahnes
Lopis Kovao
Gypsy Roslka Orb
EUdie Ashman Ortf
'..:'." Ubangl

'"•

Gladys Bentiey. Rev
Broomfleld & G
Avon'. Long .

Evelyn Robinson
Edr.a Holly
Oble Austin Ore

Valhalla

Doris Reed
Peter & Conf l's

Versailles

Glen. Ope •

B Mlpevltch Co
Sylvia Frbos .

Maiiya & Drlgo'

Meadowbrbok Bov»
Hawaiian Ser'n'd're

Village Bars r

a^ibfta 'Vestoff- f
Larry. AIcMahon
Milt Manp Oro
Serrannos
Helena Milter .

Ruskln & Norman
Wayne Kennon
Zeb CHr.ver Co
Mike Bollero

Varht Club
Terry Green ';.-

Frances Faye
Lillian Lovey.

Wllkins & Janfes'

3 Iplomats.
Dan Prlne's

:

Stan Carter

^ Yacht Club
• J«rtT A Turk -

.

Nlrto. Rino Id'o Oro-
Peter Hlgglns
Sunny Shaw

Satch & Satcheli
Lee Purdy

^ . ,J8& Club
.'CaVrVll'A Gor
Paul Keebler
Belva While

PHLLADELPHLA

los Angeles
Ball

Jeanne: Teller

.

C laren ce Lawrence

Beverly Wtlshlre

Ruth Robin
Larry Lee' pro

litmore Bowl
Fritz & J Hubert
Eddie Rio Co
Kn.nazawa- Tr
Dick Webster
toy Hodftes
Edltli Davis
Rhythm asc'als

Harry ; Stock Well .

Enrico Rh'ba Ore
l l.tnmy tier Ore

...

lue Room .

Kearney'.' Walton. .

Mnrjo'rle Raymond,
'Jack Pettis pre

Oiife Cnsnnova ;

Mary Martin
. B Grey & J Bergen
Herii-y San trey Ore
King, King & King

..... i

Cute I.a Maze
Parli Ave Boys
Stan Clair Oro

Clover Club

Bob Grant Oro
Rhumba :Bd

Curb de Paree,

Dorothy Roberts
Duval & Tregg
Jack Allen Oro

('ofoiiniit -Groye
4: iayhoys .-•

Ray Hendricks
.-Dawn. Roland'
Billy Wilson ;

Col Manny Prager
Ben Bernle- Ofc

, E)l Mtrndor
Lurllne .

Waliy Vernon-; '-

.

Don & B. Rbherts,
Marjoiie Lane «'

.

Slim .
Martin Ore

Club "Esquire"

Joe Frisco
Lynn Hayes
Vickl Joyce
Ben Light
4 Esquires. .

Famous Door
Louis Pri

Little Clu
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
Helen Warner
Rose vaiyda

Melody Grill

Art ;Taturn.;

Janet 'Sis

Maria Mbntcrez
GagnOn & Br:ught fn
George Redman Ore-

Pacllto Sunset Club

Sugar cane- ':-

Frank Farr'ell
Gypsy-Glenn

.

Carolina Mason'.
Lucille Lehman.
Ray Hall.'.Oi'c v

I'itlo

Gasca Fam
'.i Im'my-' -Ray :';"

Stanley Hickman,
Muz/.y. MarceflllhO"
3 "Debutaiitch. '

liud.ob.fl MeUKer Gls
Ted Fi

.
Uo.

Pari* lii

Judy Lane.-.
Gabriel J Candlno
Hugo .Marchelti''-'
Thora MalthaJson'
Carmela Moritero
Peggy. Stanford
Marguerita del-: lo

Juan de -Martinis'
Patsy Marr
Thora Mathalson
Pete Contrelli . Ore

.

Seven Seas
Ray klnney-.
Lily Gibson
Lonnle Mcinflre r

" omerfict House
Bill Zerker .

William Markowltz".

- • TBpsy'
Pat O'Sliea .

.

Arnold Sift... -
•

Marjdrle -Keeler .-

Leona- Rice. ..

Agnes Johnson
Al Eldredge pro
Joan Lee .

•

Joy Williams
,Trocndero

Phil Ohman Ore
^•Gene's

Barbara Back '-'

Frank Gollagher
Tommy Howard

CHICAGO

Avon, J^p^nson -
1

,-. ...

.Don- Lambert .

.''"

J'

6 Spirljts of Rhythm
^tutr Smith Bd

Paradise
Virginia Verrlli
Paul Sydell •

Julie Jenper
Jimmy Richards
J & Nora Bell
Marie Hollls
Joyce Dusitlu
Jahls Andre
Edna Mae
Glenn Hutton Ore
Jay' Freeman. Ore

,

Place Elegante
Joyce Miller
Toto Canglosl
Will. Farrell
Larry Maddi Orb;

Kuliilton Grill

EijVery .Dcutach Ore
tivalyn -Tyner..\
4 Deauville -IJoys
Dr Sydney Ross.

- RiilnboW . Kon'

(Sleii -.Gray
Casa Loma Ore
Peo'. , Wee ' Hunt
.Kenny' Sargent^
Sydney- -Ross
Maurice & C'rd'ba
Olympic ,3
EValyn ;..Ty ner .'

Don: Azplazu Ore- ..-

. Royal
\Joe Zelli
^Rachel Carlay
Pearl' 2

'

RuhhIu

Dora Boshoer

,

.
Alex' Bolshakoff
Manollta
Jnnya Pbbedlna
Antony Groslicft
OJga -Mosko.Va .

ZacHar ' Ma:.rtin:o(T '<... •

Vasha Datsko Ore

Sapphire
Vernon Rlckard' :

-

.Ann Scton
'Barry Win ton

t.o'rk" CI"

•Sonny Keridls ,Orc
Gus 'Martel'-Or.e-'-:

•Tbkity i
J

i

Mmo llbnacffjvur ;:

Johnny Cajrteft t .

Dorothy. 'Dekrirfi
r.ou .Hogcd^a ./.

Bela-K»iea
Merrill <St;7lMi&:

lackhawk
Mildred Bailey
Red

.
Nor.v.o. Oro

BJackstone .Hotel

.Radio Rouges.
Georges ' & Jalna-
Corrln'a Mtira :

Al Kavelln's Oro
Cbes Pare*

Harris & Shore. :

Everett Marshall
Ella Logan .

.

Emily. VoriL'osseh
B & Beverly Bemls
Henry . Busse Pro

.Club Alabom
Virginia- J,iimeir>''

rEmej/"iBifiiton'> Oi: N'- •

H<|rnard & Henry
MUllcent DeWltt,
.Ar't^WIlHairrtfttPriPV

% ;-CJtibiWWuej{:A
: Howe,A, JJerrln-

;

BlU^Wagfier^
.

Cl'allrj'Powell^ 1 •*»'•>(:<•

u yirglnia.,.Audrey
'

'Ruth Desha .'.

Jerry Glidderi Oro .

Colony Club
Pat Kennedy
Trudye Davidson

' Lewis Sis
Etta Reed
Ruth Howrieh
Puulette r.aPlerre
Jack Flsehman Ore:

Coloslmos
A'da Ledriard"

'

Tracy, Gale :&.. L
Robinson 2 ,

Mildred Rock
;BcrnIce Buca'ns
Bobby Danders
Bankoff & Cannon

Congress Hotel
-'; (Cuslno)

Stan- kavanag'h-.
.

Bernhard t & Gr'h'm
Hob Hall' .

Gus Arnhe.l

Gay D0>
Jules Novltt's Ore •

Colleen
(j. Pe - Costa
New King.':

:

. Grand Terrace
FleUe'r'.Hend'soh Or

-. Harry's N.
Cabaret

Buddy Walker
Melba Brian
Jane ..Ruby

,'
BMd'dy .& Sclma
Dorothy Johnson

Ill-Hut

Wil l le Shore
t'helps 2

Mildied T0II9.
'Ffrin'ces McCoy-
liyd.br Sis

,

. Hotet Itlsmarck
(Walnut. Room)

'

Phil LeVan t Orb
Gcorgo Wald'
irvc'tehcn I.ce
MrN'ii/IIle Sis ..

Do' '«t::S Jennings'
Ura l G ran off

Tod Llebllntf.
Terry Howard ..-

Hotel. Ur6voort
°

JaroS'iSlS.. ..
'

,
Jlmin».Cft*1s"tfe'>
Whltolu Neumah
( l)Ske H
(aim

Sli'olIoJ-JBa

Rthei. Dixon .

Paur t^orena Glria' Wd

Pat O'Malley
Gp.wer .&

' Gene .

pick Jurgens Ore
Hotel Edgewater

Beach
(Marine Room).

Geo Olsen Oro -.

Perry 2
Carlton Emmya Pets
Marque & Marq'ette
Edith Caldwell
Lelghton Noble .

.Harriett Smith's Gls

otel Lasalle

lue Fountain -

Room)
Bob' McGreW, Oro

•'

.'rHntei: Morrison:. ..'-.

(Terrace Room) ^^

Audi - Gr*»i<j;i '

^ T
. ,*.Sara Ann McCabe; .

•'-fAiiderson- fr&Wn ''

.War* Raye A • v;

Grace -& N led
Naldl

. .

Carmen Romero
Jack Whitney :

Jerome Andrews-
Jimmy Garret Oro
Lou B'reese Oro
Hotel Palmer House

'

( Empire Hoorrti

.V?\6k'& Yolanda
Ray & Trent-
Dick Bennett
June Taylor
Geo Hamilton Orb
Lester- Cole
Paul Roslni;
Abbott Dancers -

.

Hotel Sherman
(College. Inn)..

Oertl-udo Hoffman
Howard Nichols
Lois Still :

Calgary Bros
Roger Pryor .Oro

Hotel: Stevens
(Continental Room)
Maurlne is No.rva
Carman. Castillo
Lorraine Sis
Ina Scott

.

'Frahkle Masters Or
Parody Club

I'hll Kaye -

'

-
Molly Manors.
CiraHyne. Baker
Radle- Fahrnler

'

Horiry Simmons
Freddy-'JnnlB Oro

ii le Frolics

Anchorage Inn
Don ' Nichols . Ore

.

George Clifford
Xadlne Wayne
Patsy Merkel
Louise &. ' Ca,rd:ozo
Alice Seymour
Betty & V Lar.oux

Arcadlii Iiit'l

Emerson GUI Ore
'"'

Marian . Mann
Johnnir -Drake
Jack: Bliss. - -.

Spec & Spot
Elleens."

Emily Sedgewick
Monroe & Grant
Peplno & Beatrice
Bellevue-Strtitfnrd

( Planet Room) .

M'e'ybr.'PA vis.' Ore. '

Ben Frunklln Hotel
(Georgian Room )

.

Moo Jaffe Ore
enriy the Bum's

Abe Salinger Oro -

Lillian .Carmen
Serge Flash
Waltz 3
Adagio Foursome .

Fil Steele
Patsy Ogden.
Kathleen Qui
Edith Hall

.

Ray Slivers
Earl Penny

Chez MlVhuiid
Jonny Graff Oro

l)Unsy . Club
Billy Rl'clii

Elaine. .'.Mrty

Anna Berden
MlHy Warwick
SallyWarren
O'Connor SIS
Cliff "Hall.

Frank Pulumbo's
Eddlb Whito
Bob Ridley
Barbirro & Crtrllta
Condo & 'Alleri •'.

Phyllis .Stbrllrig r—
Bobby Mbrro; Ore

•Adeluhla
MurgUery)

Ruth Laird >

8 Texas Rockets
Pierce & Harris
Jean Travcra. '.-

James Evans Co
Grace &: R McD'h'ld
Halllday &. Clark

'

Charles Carrier
'

3 Waltbns '

Eno Troupe
John Tlo
Evan B Fontaine
Hotel Phliudelplilan

(Mirror Boom)
J Frasetto Ores (2)
Walter Donahue
-Rolando & Verdltto
Sandra :AVard
Mia Miles Co
V Hayes & 1 Lee
Lenora's Debutantes

Kit Kut Kafe
George Scottl
Barnett & Parker
Long Sis.

Pattl Crawford
.Arr-O^Way 3

Bltz-Cnrltoii ;
(Crystal Room)

Van Levis Pro

Silver Lake Inn
(Clementon)

GIna & Glano
°

Norman Duke
Mildred Tolley
Mickey Famllaiit Or

1214 Spruce
Bay, .Prince & Cl'r
3 Pressman . Sis
Julia Gerlty.
Jimmy, Blitke

ioth Cent u'ry 'Ta vera
Barney Zeeninn Ore
Godfrey &' Manning
Franklin . . 'Hy.res
Hazel' Harman
Williams Is:

Esquires

. 21 Cluliv
Tomrby Ly-man
Helen Heath

,

Sally vLiiiMurt'
Ann Rush".
Mary Lee .

Nancy - Barry
Ubangi Club

Doc Hyder.'s Ore
Johpny, HudglTts
Ether Frsiy'e .-

Bits of Rhythm..
Victoria- Vlga I

Charlie. Bank
Bobby -Evans'-'

WebJr's Hofbran
'(Camden) - .

CrOpley. & Violet,
Ernestine & Job
Syd Golden. ...

G.Qiilnri Hi BaV'H'ns
DePaul'h Tavern

J5uez &/Mein
Leon flarvey ..

Mildred Boyer
Lillian. Russo :

Teddy Gbh'/.ales.
Freddy Brooks'
Earl Baxter..
D Ovdell Qi-arlet .

Jack Fisher's Ore
Purrhii Cute.

'

Gladls Ellf
Ted Miller .-

Lee "Allen' & Lucille
Tony Murrny!8 Cufe
Jim Dougherty's Or
Cbrtez .& Peggy
Murry Lee •;;

' '<

Marvin ' Nelson
Sharrl O'Dea
Emily Read
Celta :SHefHel
Billy Joy ,

81 Club T

Dob Dougherty Oro-
MarJ1 Hubbard
Osborne '& DeMarco-
Nick Galluecl . >

,

Marcella Mar'chano. .-,

Melvin Evans
Dutkln's KathHkeller
Viola Klatss Ore.'
Jen; Jane -& Joan :

Evelyn Barnes ''

Frank Pontl.
Mildred GUson ,

' Venice Grille
Marty Barton's Oro
Vivian Fox
Kay Crandall
Lou -Stevens
Agnes -Nichols'.
Joe Rellly -a-.-

Estelle LeRby '

Lolette Glrard
Streets of ParU .

Jerry Fine's Ore
Harry Aldrldge
Pen Raymond Co
Ruth Templeton
Amanda Gilbert
Jimmy Solar
Cocoanut " Grove

Jack Osterman
Margie. Coates
'Kathleen May,
6 Rhythmettes
The Kennedys

.

A .
Donoghiie'a

Betty Madden .-

Margie Norrfsf
Geraldlne Cdstello
Helen Lorraioe-

-i-Horry Meyers
Ed Delehanty

Audferice Org*

inslitutionat

sei vice to tlfe

Thfe

be given
jkly' news
irrvber orV

and organs.

Dolly Kay
.

Kid :T6m.ack'
Bill Ansbh.i;
Hy'nies & Swaneon .

.T«n -& .-N- Bell
Vivien fie Newell
Peggy. Mbbre '

Jack Hllliard,
Henri Llshon Orb .

Chds.-.Engola Ore

;
Trpcndero

Francisco & Mario
4 McNallies
Violet Love
Pat- Chandler
Don Fernando's Ore

Pdlth

,A.c>^-i^*l<fhtf.
* ? V,a.'>..

attend that

which meets witIf^di|aWroval, To
further this, the executive board,

comprised of two reps of the member
organizations, will request screening

privileges (not necessarily 'private

fot^ themselves) and; the permission

to ' read questionable scripts. " Panel
of the executive board will

tatihg..

News service, will Include

items, production, notes, reviews,

commentaries, etc., printed in the
weekly bullcti of Film Audiences.
Same will go out to organs of the
associated organizations for reprint.
- liocal chapters of the organization

will be -charged a fee of $15 annual-
ly. Organizations' of a national scope
will pay $25.: • Persons not. connected
with ariy of the associated orgariiza*

tions, and .seeking membership; will

pay an annual fee of $3 for the
service. -

Literature .. issued to non-member
groups has: been .signed by some of

representatives', of the following
groups'; who also attended the
.first mass meeting: The Ameri-
can Federation of. .jMusicians,-

American Jewish
can. Youth
Peace Campaign,
cil of Churches
bership of 20,000,000), Flushing
Peace Society, Inter-Professional As-
sociation, League of Nations Assocui-
tion, National Association for the
Advancenieiit of Colbred People;

Natiorial^ouncil to Prevent War,
Natiohdi^tudent Federation/ Nation-

al UrbaE League, New Films. Alii-,

ance, twed Textile Workers, Wo-
men^ I^dwCtti^fl League^ Women -s

Trtide- A&i&J^ld Peaceways and
UiK Yoinig jwdmef?s Christian Asso-
^Ci«il6te .rtl02 'v !->:* '

i>i,iS< ?v

Ameri-
Emergency

Federal Co;uh-
(with mem-
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ies Ice Follies' dick

Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.

Maybe there is nothing new in
show

.
business; hut • 'Ice Follies of

1937' comes closer to that distinction
than anything to turn up in years.
An elaboration of the old outdoor
ice carnival idea, this is a spectacu-
lar entertainment that, has every-
thing—color, production, novelty and
thrills, the latter galore.

.

It's Sonja Henie' who can be
thanked for opening a field that for
the past couple of seasons has been
purely experimental. But when any
enterprise can pack Duquesne Gar-
den (capacity. 5,200). '.for five con-
secutive performances at $2.50 top,

it's ho. longer : an experiment—it's, a
safe and sound investment. And
this is where Henie comes in: less

<than two months, ago, this same. 'Ice

-Follies' played the Garden for two.
nights and virtually starved. Then
the lass *from Norway . hit town for
a personal, jammed the arena; .her
picture. ('One in a Million) came in
later and gave the Alvin two rousing
weeks, and 'the town was ice mad.
So the 'Follies' comes back arid has
'em fighting for seats.

Even where . Miss Henie doesn't
show in person,, her flicker will, and
that's bound to make the country
ice-minded. And wherever there's

rink big enough, the Tollies*,
should be- a pushover.- It's owned by
Eddie Shipstad arid Oscar Johnson,
both of whom double in the. actual
performance, and they've assembled
a corking company of 30 people -who
can do everything; and more,: on the
silver blades that the average enter-
tainers can .do on their feet. ' And
pack it with excitement to boot.

Unfortunately,, there are too few.
*tages Wg enough to accommodate
the leers*' or' a. unit such as this
Would flft-an immediate sensation in
the theiires. As it is, however, there
should be enough hockey rinks scat-
tered about the Country, as well as
regulation sports arenas, that could
readily commandeer a frozen sur~
face, to give entertainments like
these as . many weeks a season as
they want to play.

For. two hours Ice Follies' tosses
down a barrage of thrills that never
lets up. Show carries a chorus of
16 gals, and all lookers, too,, most of
whom participate in some of tf»e

specialties, and they have two nn •»
tiers, particularly, that are corkers.
First climaxes the opening -stanza, a
routine .called *Paetrjr in- Motion,' in
which, teamed with- inate- partners
they fly over tbV icHIm a ballet
that's an eye-filler. Stooped things
cold here* .tonight: ami they had "to

Come back for five encores. Second
is a military number,, done with Al-
bertina Rasch precision — and on
skates, remember. It's amazing what
these kids can do on a-glazed stage.
ancT as for the customers* they'll

never, be satisfied again with bal-
lernas in slippers.

If the boys on the Coast are look-
ing, for more Henies, they should
give this gang the once-over,. par-
ticularly to Bessj'Ehrhardfc „She:hss
s.a. galore* look-p ^|ke a,Aw face and

jAgly^NisSskates breathi
does every-jthi

and spUfe iani

only a MWM
champs. GaT£y
riet Hoctor^tiuc'
performs her 'st

Ehrhardt
wheels, spins
a gracefulness
Tj^tiifeowot'idr.

{nation Har-

,

e on ice and,
a.cfaarm that

penetrates . tp, the. uppermost1 'reaches
of the gallery;

.

In fact this whole thing could be
screened as is and make a swell fea-
turette. Highlights tumble oh top of

each other in profusion. Roy Ship-
stad himself does a spectacular fiye-

miniite top-spin, and then teams up
with Miss Ehrhardt in an exhibition
that's the Astaire and Rogers on
skates. Next-to-closing produces
Shipstad and Johnson in a comedy
Bowery dance that's a wow and tied
up proceedings cold. Troupe, by the
way, was generous with' encores and
kept show running half hour beyond
regulation time:

• There's plenty comedy here,
too. In addition Shipstad and
-Johnson, Heinie rock is present
and\a stunt marvel. He's on near the.

:
opening 1 with a drunk bit. climaxed

v by his flying leap.over seven wooden
[barrels, that tears down the. house
and .

- in the second- act, garbed in
-ballet -costume, does a burlesque of
"Miss Henie's 'Dying Swan' that is

sensational. \ -Brock has as much
grace aS any , of the femrnes, and
with a good sense of comedy and. a
pair of feet .perfectly at home on
skates in addition, hes practically a
one-man ice carnival on his own.

. ... Among the others, standouts are
' Papez and Zwack, .

Austrian pair
champions, who demonstrate Ty-
rolean skate fashions, of 20 years ago
with those of today* presenting a
slick adagio turn; the mercurial
team of Everett McGowan and Ruth
Mack, with a frenzied apache num-
ber: Lois "Dwdrshak, .who does a
rhythm number that Includes samples
of the. "suzy-O. and truckiri' as it can
he done on ice, and the Nelson Sis-

ters, pretty foursome who flirt dan-
gerously with cracked skulls in. their
acrobatic tricks. *•»'" >

• Perhaps 'Ice Fdllies* cdite*j under
the strict heading ^of -noVeUy^i but

Costumes are good-looking and in
excellent taste and with the future
for this type of show certain, it can
be even more of a spectacle, with
the production end being empha-
sized. Whole, thing, by the way, is:

staged on painted ice, which makes
a colorful sight when the. multi-col-
ored spots hit iE
That ;jts future in show biz is cer-

tain can be found in the fact that
'Ice Follies' has already. been bookeS
back by Garden for two nights in
March . and the entire New Year's
week oi 1938. Cohen.

MUSIC HALL, N. Y.
Radio Gity Music Hall is dull.' oh

both stage and screen this week, al-
though the rostrum portion shades
the feature, 'Plough and the Stars'
(RKO).

'

Regular Leonidoff presentation,
'High-Lights,' is preceded by ah In
Memoriam tribute. to Anna. Pavlova,
observing the sixth anniversary of.

the great ballerina's death. Hudson
Carmody, singing Handel's Largo,
gives it an appropriate if secular in-

troductory, and- then. Margaret
Sande, backed by the- regular bal-
let, does the immortal Pavlova's con-
ception of^The Swan.' Miss Saiide's
terp technique: is all that the memo-
rial tribute called for.

Again it's the Rockettes who save
the day and the stage show, with
their second and fourth <flnale)

numbers, the latter a reprise of the
expert Gene Snyder Staging; of the
'Parade of the Wooden Soldiers.'
This is one of the troupe's high-
light routines of all times, with
their precision work arid military
formations presenting a socko stage
picture.

Selections from 'Faust* is the or-

chestral tee-oft by the symphonists.
with Viola Philb as vocal soloist
'Swing-High' does that very thing

under the Rockettes' zippy terp en-
semble style. 'On the Levee,', med-
leying 'Deep River' and 'Old Man
River/ seems a bit too reminiscent
of the Ohio valley flood disasters to

be glorified in song on the rostrum,
although from the timely aspect it

has some values. The glee club,

with Robert Weede soloing, makes it

a nice choral presentation, of course,

especially as Lionidoff has; staged it

A -Disney short and the newsreel
round out an unsatisfactory com-
posite program this week. Abet.

.

PARAMOUNT, N. Y.
Previous bookingselsewhere forced

the withdrawal of Ray Noble's band
after a single week here-arid* neces-
sitated a new pit tenant for the home
stretch of the holdover picture, 'The
Plainsman' (Par). Nat Brandwyime's
band, doubling from the 'Essex House,
has the assignment. It's Brand-
Wynne's first theatre date and-"the
band is under New Acts. v -

Three specialty actsymore than the
usual number tfoundliin 1 the^Pari
abbreviatedi billB^iwere neededW
cause of the band's stage :shof*com> >

ings; in : linef(lote,tten s^aaght i^
strumentatiop. :

- .But . jBraar r

c&w*Stakes 'careertl&. 'itibB&m-
right, and the 6'UttidcWI make it *

f

• Hildegarde (New Acts) is the top-
per in the billing on her first Broad-
way stage date in several years, and
a much different Hildegarde than
when last around. Her selection of
numbers is against her here and they
make it a fight to get over rather
than easy sailing.
The Duffins are- a boy and girl in

a rag doll dance,/cleverly done. Their
timing is extraordinary, and the girl
makes every bend look like a finish-
ing . trick. Nothing else, on the bill

rivals this mixed pair in. garnering
applause.

Closers are the -much improved
Radio - Ramblers, whose series -of
takeoffs on air programs gets away
from the usual through quality of
singing' voices, and - the pace-chang
ing clowning by Sid Rice. Latter
tries for: laughs in all of his aping,
in contrast to the more or: less
straight work of his two partners,
and Rice is developing into quite a
comic. The. house lets.them close the
show, rather than leaving it to the
band, and that's a good arrangement
in this case, for the show gets away
when at its best.

'

Business still holding up in the
second week of 'Plainsman.* Bigg,

ST. LOUIS, ST. L.
. Louis, Jan. 28.

New m.c. Johnny Perkins and a
new baton swinger, Joe Winters, re-
cently of Park Plaza Hotel nitery
here, plus extensive biling all over
town,- attracted largest opening audi-
ence Thursday (28) to St. Louis
theatre since it reopened several
months ago. Perkins was imported
from New York When Freddy Mack,
band leader and. m.c, decided- to
invade dance band field. After- • one

twice as spectacularc-frM 'thrilling.

which,-when' fitted together jig-saw
fashion, form a big pic of Perkins.
GalS do nice stair rhythm. Perkins
comes on to - introduce line indi-.

vidually, kid a few late comers and
builds up Wilkey and.Rae, youthful
tap; comedy and acrobatic 'dancers
for next slot Red Donahue and Uno,
in which a trick . mule . and -a; col-

lapsible wagon figure, come next.
Customers enjoyed seeing Donahue
being kicked in his heavily padded
pantaloons by the equine. The line

next comes on for speedy tap routine
and Perkins calls, on Vivian Rhien,
Florence Parsons. Frances Bennett
Bobby Tomson, Betty Lewis, Betty
O'Neil and Dotty Egner for. solos, all

of which are okay.
Next are The Labonati .father,

daughter and son, xylophonists, who
bat out some :

good melodies. Young-
ster? polish off act with a tap routine
that is as skillful, as it is fast. As
they retire, from aoron Perkins re-

turns to warble 'Where Is My Gang
Tonight?' and it clicks. Frankie Con-
ville and Co; go. to town in next-to-

shUt Frankie, after some amusing
trick falls, wins crowd with

:
his

interp of a strip teaser's routine arid

clicks again : imitating Charlie
Chaplin. Sunny Dale is his assist, a
looker. Line closes the show..
'Rainbow on the . River' (20th) (2d

run) on Screen. Biz fine. ' Sahu.

ALHAMBRA, PARIS
Paris, Jan. 25.

rdrh a French poirit of view, .this

might be called a bill that will pull,

but .taken from a -broader aspect this
offering could: hardly appear under
the same Cloak.

1

Carolyn Marsh,
booked here as 'Sweetheart'.Number
One of America,' tops the bill, Wal-
ter 'Dare' Wahl gets second place,
and Con Colleano, probably because
he has been seen too often lately in
Paris, is down with the French per-
formers.

All-French chorus, which, usually
opens and closes the -show,, has been
dispensed; , with. Although their
routines w^re never extraordinary,
girls did give the added something
that is now missed.
Les Freres Plattier open the show

with some, clowning- of a French sort
that catches fair results.
Badiolo and Questiau, .two. French-

men, glean a good hand, with bur-
lesques of French radio .announcers
and mimics of French stars,
Hamilton Conrad,- with ;his trained

pigeons; pleases.- y Handicapped
by a very limited knowledge of
French and having- to. order his
pigeons asound in English;
Three Dorvils Sisters follow with

some acrobatics. Girls do well be-
cause they . give the appearance of
trying so hard. Their*s would be a
much better act if the routine were
smoothed but and shaped to better
working, order. One of the girls fell
twice on a complicated leg spin,
which did not hem.
Next act is all French. Robert

Rocca, young singer, who has been
popular in Momartre nighties; His
repertoire- includes the usual jokes
on politicians and ' music-hall arid
revue personages. Like many other
acts of this kind, over well with the:
French.

i ftWflJP1 Marsh closes the first

IrticietVith three numbers, two of
iWjhich^aje done in French, which is

entirely 1 .understandable. Despite
gpw^;shii>^^anih4p that one would
expect ; to \C«cVwe French did not
^abk a's .JwfeU as; ber songs deserved.
Asos' usually; the' case with an Amer-
icarivartist of this sort, the- French
are divided in their opinions, some
liking it others not. Noticeable dur-
ing her singing was conversation in
different parts of the house.
Some .' good juggling, presented

with good showmanship, by Paolo.
Working wth balls and hoops, this
young juggler does nothing out of
the ordinary, but has the knack of
putting things' over.
. Old hands at the gatne,: who went
from bottom to the top and then slid
back down the ladder follow—the.

Isola' Brothers doing a mystic act
First item is a mysterious cabinet

whose sides are made . of paper. Built
on legs and standing on a platform,
it is first shown that -it is empty and
lights thrown on it from ail sides.
Then the; hands and afterward the
profile of a ,wbmaA appear in shadow
form, to end With a young woman
bursting from the interior.
' Interestingly presented by these
now aging men, the act was well
received: For many years, they ran
the Mogador theatre and presented
the French version of American mu-
sical comedies there to good biz.
Then , they toppled. ;

.

Tina Meller, Spanish ..dancer; and
Mignone, split their numbers. . Miss
Meller - offers what might be termed
a folk . dance first and a straight
Spanish dance afterward. Mignone,
seen recently at the- Bal Tabarin,
does graceful acrobatics With supple
legs.

Walter 'Dare' Wahl does excel-
lently for best returns of 'he second
half.' His routine has been changed
a bit for the better.
Con Colleano still gats good re-

turns with his wire walking, but has
been seen a bit too : often ..here late-
ly. Real showman as always, his of-
fering.still has a lot of appeal.
!l^euim-Taffahi Close. Four riian,

toomanifrkoy and girl acrobatic act
moXf(sVSwift? M is well presented.

STATE, N. Y.
Despite unorthodox -routini , the

current State bill strikes a good
enough entertainment average. It

has some slow spots, but these will'

be forgotten by the time Jimmie
Lunceford's colored . band gets

through tearing them apart in the

closer.

Technically, with its first three

turns, show , doesn't get much- be-
yond the deuce spot. There's a

:

dance act opener, singing sister team
No. 2, and The redwins, acrobats,

in third . position. According to,

Hoylej the Bredwins are . an open"
ing act, and yet they don't do badly
either for themselves or for the show
as a whole in this late spot As the
booker who found out that placing

an acrobatic act third doesn't start

a revolution, Sid Piermont must feel

like Benjamin Franklin after he dis-

covered lightning was electricity, or
the first, guy that ate an oyster.

Jack Seymour arid Co. (New Acts)
is the full stage dancing starter, a
youthful company of five—four girls

and Seymour. The act was liked

here. Frazee Sisters are second,
singing through the mike out on the'

extended pit platform and using the
stage proper for their entrance and
exit only. The Frazees are good
looking brunets with satisfactory
voices. They have all the attributes
and do fairly well, but not as well
as they should. The singing style

is to blame for the impression of
sameness. More novelty and change
of pace in delivery would make a big
difference in the general result, and
there's no reason why the Frazees
shouldn't try it. Just' now they're a
singing team with plenty of appear-
ance and the singing itself secondary.
In their past • performances on cafe
floors, the looks - appeal in the ' nit-

eries is of course a dominant factor.

Fred
.Llghther is fourth and next-

to-shut following The Bredwins, in
the bill's first attempt at verbal com-
edy. In fact the only laughs up
ahead :are for the acrobats' tumbling.
With Lightner is his competent foil,

Roscella McQueen, and between
them they manage a .fine job -of coin-
edy Operation on the customers
Lightner shows more progress on
each visit and now looks ripe for
better things.

Lunceford's band is speedy, per-
sonified and a swell musical aggrega-
tion, specializing in heat Only'pne
specialty act carried with the 15 men
and Lunceford, but nothing,more is

needed, for the bandsmen fill out
the running time with plenty to
spare; Specialist is Mabel. Scott,
singing . twice and getting off with
some hoofingi and a fast little worker
in "both . departments. The arrange'
ments are -mostly swing, even . with
such a time as fMy Blue Heaven.'
and every number is highlighted by
pickouts by individual musicians,
most of whom , get solo chances at
one time or another.

Film is. 'College Holiday^ (Par)
House played to pretty good_ busi-

ness Friday evening.: '

TOWER, K. C.

package." ' It's a; > return engagement
for two of acts Crbel and Allan, and
Allep and Kent Foursome. Groel
and Allan wrapped this house uD
something over a year ago and with
the help of lots of newspaper copy
for current appearance, the spendees
remember.
Pic is. 'Joiii the. Marines' (Reb)

with a Warner pictorial, a Universal
cartoon and Fpx news. House was
well filled first showing Friday ni«ht
with everybody

. apparently satisfied
with the resluts.

Croel and Allah, coming on after
a tremendous buildup by Ted Cook
lived up to a good share of their

'

Vance. The bland Al Allan smacks
trick piano and puts the tricky

Miss Crqel.through some slick patter
faces. She also pipes a couple of
unes, with Allan heckling tb good

returns. Her .tap. routine is passable
Their style and gab is ready made
for this house. The gal clinches the
act. with a bit of ludicrous business
throwing a rope ladder over the tall
Allan to climb it and kiss him.
The Allen and Kent Foursome

consists of a, young boy and gal and
ditto oldsters. It's all hoofing from
rhythm taps to buck and wing. It's
also

.
one of those semi-sympathy

things, with the nicely costumed boy
and gal on first with the' faricy taps
arid making way for the rather
colorless older team, who were in
the biz when night clubs were some-
thing a. cop swung.
Paul Duke, who looks like a

Hollywood gentleman detective, is a
magician. He works with white
gloves and does the usual card palm-
ing routine. His specialties are
cigars, cigarettes and pipes handled •

in accepted ^legerdemain style.

:

Horn and Frank are a couple of
lads who hoof and toot harmonicas.
Lester Harding stays- on and on here.
Ted Cook gives his smoothest per-
formance to date in the m.c. harness.
The line (12) have three innings,
with a toe number .in ballet rig a
bell-ringer.

Somewhere along the route an
amateur ballroom team gets .mixed
in, and up.

week yat > /downtown- ' Atnbassadorr>
)ikuklnsf Jumpe*flnt» tb« Sfaf&auisX ^

,

;He .qertoujly. ,tiyes^ rPwJo^gg&r, seen earlier alone, is— onf Pfil^Princlpals in, this act also.

Serge Glykson in the pit: Mile,
Colette yivia announcing. Hugo.

ORPHEUM, SEATTLE
<

Seattle, Jan. 27.

ie Peabody'returned' to Seattle

as headliner/' on this week's Vaude
billing, to take right up where he
left off eighty years ago in wowing
'em. In the days when ni. .'s flour-

ished like dandelions but were treat

ed like orchids, Peabody set this
town on its ear with a Iength-of-stay
record that still remains untouched,

Seattle has changed in the years
between, and many of its theatre-
goers had forgotten the magic of the
diminutive banjoist's personality.
His appearance this week recalls it,

and re-demonstrates his ability to
bring forth encores. Essentially, his
stuff is still the same. With a stool
in the center of the ' stage as ' the
focal . point, Peabody bounces about
as. bountifully as he did in the old
days. He's 1 showman • enough to in
elude • some of the latest pop songs
in his act—and riot to forget the
staridbys that brought him popular-
ity;

A wizard on the banjo, Peabody is

good; too, on his .-' riiany-stringed
gmtai? and on the violin for novelty
stuff. Some folks, -however, regard
his singing as poisonous, and it's

fortunate that his instrumental abil-
ity, plus his personality, overbalance
this. His speaking voice is another
thing. It's-' improved, greatly in
Clarity arid enunciation since he was
last here. Arid

k
he uses it well in es

tablishing a nice, homey relation
ship with his audience.

This show marks the second week
since the Levey-booked vaude was
shifted into the Orpheum from the
Music Hall, where it had been run
ning since last November. Change
was smart, sirice.thename 'Orpheum'
has an intrinsic value' for vaude
shows.

Retfiaining four acts on the bill
are o; k. and well balanced. Indian
club juggling arid hat sailing, both
comic and serious, by Johnson and
Deal is good. York and Tracy's
slapstick cavorting is funny in spots

De May, Martin and Moore, two
guys and a gal, .offer something a
bit out of the ordinary, burleskirig
the white-tie-and-tails type of waltz.
Some clever horizontal bar stuff arid
strong-arm balancing is offered by
the Gilbert Brothers. Trcpp.

KEITH'S, BOSTON
'Boston, Jan. 28.

..' Norman Carroll's 'Mardi Gras' unit,

opening here today* is long, on pro-

duction, short on punchy talent.

Standouts in this lineup are the prch>

duction numbers and 'a mixed line of
16 gals and eight

,
boys who, in ex-

ecuting Various sightly routines, lift

the - show at vital spots when it be-
gins to Isag seriously.

Best bet is the 'Afterglow* num-
ber, opening with a modern chore-
ography and high-lighted by a nud-
ish specialty in purple spot by Na-
talie and Danielle. Their nicely de-
vised exotic routine has for a sur-
prise finish a very spectacular adagio
catch that puts this act in the top
class.

Show's opener, a festival grouping
with colorful costumes in the Mardi
Gras spirit beautifully sets the
theme of *he unit. A 'Heebie Jeebie*
number in -green costumes, later, is
climaxed by a solo tap on a 12-foot
pedestal by Eleanor Etheridge that
adds zest to the entire number.. A
reprise by line in strobolight finishes
off. Finale production has a zippy
musical comedy flair and a novelty
climax. In front of an heroic facial

outline, three show . girls are flown
ip full view of the audience and their
head-dresses form : eyes and nose of
a clown. Another girl on a low ped-
estal forms the mouth' with her head-
gear; and the chorus lying around
the base of the face on their backs.
With feet in air form the neckline
ruffle of the figure,

"

Mack Bros, and Rita help mat-
ters along admirably in the deuce
spot with their comedy aero turn;
and Sammy Lewis and Patti Moore
in hext-to-shut get .fair duke, din for
their hoofing, Which rates high in the
eccentric department A military tap
on stairs is a good finale.: Their gags
are of the. pancake ilk.

Mildly received half-way in the
Unix . is the Unique. Violin acrobatic
turn of the Arnaut Bros., followed
by : their oft-seen bird whistling act

(with Nellie Arnaut) that got tepid

reception.

Bert
,
Walton and . pasty-faced

partner, Michael Spri , do a mara-
thon of gagging about Sprins al-

leged imminent death. Walton is a
perennial here and clicks on his per-

sonality. The long talk about death
and sickness is most monotonous and
depressing, rioweVer, . after five min^
utes, and Walton worked nearer 25

on this show. With a sheaf of cheery
quips, Walton could have walked
away with this show. Sprih's voeal-

ing at the finish registers, but this

pleasing element arrives too late for

the good of the act.

Talbert Haslett handles the vocals

for production numbers, and al-

though he first appears to be one of

those tfenors who take, themselves
too seriously, he soon dispels that

impression by his excellent singing

and quick exits. Sue Chrysler is the

other featured Vocalist
'

It's a picturesque, colorful girh

show that needs more support than
it's getting from the film, Tlying
Hostess* (U). Fox.
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EARLE, PHILAD'LPHIA
iladelphi

A'betfer^ejn^Verage show, noted

rjnost pariicidStlyoiot its exception-

ally flne .hlountirig ahd "costurning,
1

is

ibition at the Earle this' week
with Roscoe Ates. as headliner. Film

'Criminal. Lawyer' (RKO).

•'.Show
' -.opened the Sixteen,

qckets, better looking gals, than the,

these ensembles' and

irinijy .gowned i crinoline with par-

,
doihg-a.familiarj; but effective,

It's- riot a- hot' getraway, but

ictorially. well . above
.
par, ith the

gardenv background; also easy oh the

eye. '

'

.

:

-

.
• Y .-:' ..'

,The Oehman Twins come next,

starting with a conventional tap ac-
- ceptably performed and'ending with

a bit of ballroom irling.

' In the next spot are Reynolds and
^yhitei using most of their ojd ma-
terial, but still okay as far. as the

customers are concerned. This man
and woman team, with their hobo
costumes and their circus clown gags

that include all the old-timers, in-

cluding the red-light nose, clicked
nicely at the opening show. :

Doris Rhodes, a warm-voiced con-
tralto

4

.and a good looker; Warbles
'You Turned the . Tables on .Me,'

x a
combo of 'Body and Soul" -and 'I've

Got You Under My Skin' and 'Shoe
Shine- Boy;' Audience was cordial;,

Rockets re-appear Miss;

Rhodes finishes >her last number
dressed ' as shoe-shiners and do a
Bowery roUti with an unpro-
grammed boy contributing a fair tap.

This number ends with the Oehmans
- doing a Bowery dance that doesn't

register very strongly.
Ates comes next -arid -

; rather;, sur-:

wises with the quality of his comedy
; patter; Working with, a stunning
femme stooge— strictly of the
straight' and dignified order and
taking no rough-stuff—Ates coaxes
plenty, of laughs and winds up his

act by playing the trombone arid Vio-

lin well enough to warrant, passing
notice';; :

'

. The Rockets—they work, hard iri

this show—deliver a waltz in front of

a mirror set, and Ruth Pryor per-
forms a ballet solo that is okay, but
not startling. '

*

Mills, Kirk and Howard, second in

the billing, follow. They ate best in

their imitations of Hitler, Mussolini

and Haile Selassie. Their knock-
about clowning is strictly p£ the regu-

lation variety. E.Staniloff contributes

a characteristic Russian dance in .the

show's finale. Waters.:

MICHIGAN, DET.
Detroit, Jan. 29.

Sock show current at this spot is

just' what a psychologist might order
for 'this strike-ridden burgl Its

tempo is snappy, which whisks the

mind away from- serious matters. It

• has plenty of', bellyrrolls, which,
never hurt anybody. And it trots

out more sure-fire talent than town's
able to recall for a long time,

Response is all the. more startling

ln'^view of fact there's no big mar-,
quee lure in the bill. This. deficiency,

however, is taken care, of by the

flicker, «,
f6hampa£ne Waltz* (Par),

•vwhich .
is^igettingv'em inside.

,

In the 45-minute show are the.

Seven Loria Bros. (New Acts), Mex-
icans, whose youngest member* about
4, is a natural for- rocking applause;
Sol Grauman and Co., whose musi-
cal stairs still offers plenty of en-
tertainment even though it's not
exactly novel any more; Calgary
Brothers, slow-motion comedians; the
Six Canestrellysj swell ladder bal-
ancers and Elinor Sherry, whose
contralto pipe's get over nicely;
While not lavish, settings for the

most part are ifty; especially for
Graumah's closing turn with the
musical stairs. M.c.'irig by Organist
Merle Clark is .okay.
Top honors at the late evening

show caught unmistakably went to

the: Loria Bros. Their, tunes, per-
formed on native Mexican instru-
ments, aren't superb, but; their - ap-
pearance' arid delivery are. sockaroo.:
; Six Canestrellys, ex of Folies Ber-
gere,' get show off to a fine start with

>a' round of swell feats. Four femmes
and two males, garbed in sailor togs,
know their biz.. Climax is a. human
pole of- three persons balanced on a
free ladder. Elinor Sherry makes, a
neat appareance and garners plenty
of attention with her pop songs,
Next-to-shut, the Calgary brothers

get over, big with their 'English
music hall' comedy. Their slow-
motion fight is a honey, and their
pantomime turn brought a call back.
Grauman, plus his four, terping gals,
have benefit of nice costuming.
Eduard Werner's pop-tune over-

ture is embellished with a trio of
local young gals, known as the
Sweet, and Low; Trio. They handle
Violins deftly and combine for some
different warbling. Voices are es-
pecially good.

Nice crowd on! hand at late show
Friday evening (29). ' Pete.

EMBASSY
(NEWSREELS)

... .. ifty per cent, of the Emb's hour
Is flood stuff. And that bid saw
about one picture being worth thou-
sands of .words is well illustrated
this wjeek.. With all that's been pub-
lished and. all that's been so poign-

antly and graphically etherized from
the scenes of this catastrophe, it still
remains for the screen to really im-
press the horror of it all.

' Y
,

.All the reels have done a. great job
of it. Lensers have 'manifested con-
siderable showmanship in what they
shot, ' Bird's-eye views from the
planes and regimentation

: of succor
are corking, but almost as nothing;
compared -to those simple flqoded
street scenes, showing the 1

tide up. to
the marquee of a cinema,., or just
under the height of a traffic light on
a -main highway. Then the rela-
tivity of comparison asserts, itself and
brings it forcibly home. Main hotels
inundated, so that one can literally
row into the lobbies and register.
That's punch stuff. What attacks the
normal waterfronts is dwarfed when
the tidal , wave's .attack is shown hit-
ting- the more cosmopolitan midtown
sectors of each city.. Then the fan,
sitting: in a -Broadway picture house,
starts to think. It's as if the Hud-
son '

; . or; the East: River ' were
to oVerfiow the banks, of 12th avenue
or. Avenue D, on- the west -and east
sides but it's, something, really, if the
marquee of the Embassy, : theatre on.
Broadway were to become the
water-level. '". 1

' ;

Next to. the floods, of course, comes
the /auto' strike stuff. *

, Par's ' Goering-Mussol.ini news in
Rome is excuse for a European rUn-
arqurid with -the

:camera showing
England'sAnthony Eden and France's
Leon Blum, and their ' relations to

the fascistic countries' alliance. ...

Not a little s.a. this week's Com-
pilation. With Lew Xehr's Florida
beaut stuff netting the pace; fashions
•for the: South (meaning swimming
suits, always • surefire ) - arid: :

^ girls,

on motobike's, also in.; Florida. 'All
by Fox Movietone and good;. Metro'
arid Fox -split, the:

.
sports coverage

with'amateur glovers arid; Pathe. does
Hialeah.

.

Presiderit's birthday is teed off by
U (Bea Lillie clip), theri : Howard
Chandler Christy's poster (Par),

Pathe's -shot . of Carl Byoir (a pub-
licist) speaking, and Fox's scenes at

Warm" Serines, Ga.
Only 21 clips in all, but; the flood

news is a medley of a scbre within
itself. Featurette . is . . No. 28 •. of

U^Lowell Thomas' 'Going Places.'
'

->v- .Abel;

ORIENTAL, CHI.
Chicago, Jan. 30.

Disappointment is due the Oriental
customers this} Week, going in to see

a Hawaiian act and. not seeirig any
grass skirts. Milton . Douglas is

there, however, . teamed ;with > Milton
Charleston, doirig.the same things

Ken Murray , used to; do with the

latter, including the phenomenal Rus-
sian dancing, bit at: the 'finish that

Charleston has always done'. Act
clicks; it's fast, lusty, well timed,
and Douglas is . the master of the
situation at all times. Gags come
fast,, aire fresh as a whole,., and the
act builds right from the .opening
gun.
Dorothy Hild Ballet opens the

show:, ith a routine that wasn't
staged any too well; but there are.

only • 12 girls in the li now; and
it's hard to make so few fill a stage

as large., as the Oriental's.'

'

: Db'cart
wheels arid taps, then finally go off

after introducing hoops into, the
routine as a sendbff i for Howard
Nichols and his jugglirig act. He
does a lot of fast stuff, oVer-shbulder
rolls; hoop returning, whirling and
other novelties, either tapping or
balancing all the time he works.
Landed a. whole lot . more solidly

than an opener Usually does at this,

house.-
Number two spot holds Ames, and

Arno, man and girl knockabout act.

Just rough enough, to go socko with
the Oriental crowd. Comedy adagios,

acrobatics, falls, and the ventrilo-

quist dummy bit make the act seem
shorter than it is.

Ballet appears agairi prior lo

Douglas arid Charleston, two of the
girls doing specialties which, aren't

bad. The; two Miltons, plus Douglas'
wife, and a stooge who comes on for
just. a-.', it, lop off any .stray icicles

that might have been on the '-

tomers' palms.
Hawaiian . Follies carries nine en-

tertainers, an iri.e. who should be
deported for singing, and no grass:

skirts. Definite routine worked out
here, with a song, a dance, a sprig, a
dance { breaking it up some' by team-
ing the .various instrumentalists into

a number of combos. .. Start but with
the ..regulation Hawaiian dreamy
music and 'ceremonial' dances, work-
ing up by degrees Until three girls

are doing taps to 'Top Hat,' and
weari sparigled dress coats; arid

black silk trousers. Transition in-

cludes the hula as the?0>iental stags

know it, torturous twisfings and all..

Show was stopped ' two: spots

on the opening matinee, once on a

chorus: riumber and once on the
dancing of a youngster illed as

Baby Joy, who -does, sorrie really

difficult taps for a kid.

Picture ' 'Banjo On My Knee'
(20th). House three-quarters, capac-
ity on the: second of four shows
opening day. Loop.

Prudence 'Penny Wise'
Hollywood, Y'eb.

Petfe, Smith has signed Prudence
Penny, ' home economist,, for a Metro
orie-reeler, 'Penny Wisdom,' Which
will be made, iri technicolor.

. Gertrude Short arid William Tsfew-

ell have featured roles.

Victoria Palace, London
London, Jan; 26.

Things are riot too easy for Kurt
Robitschek and his Vicpalace alli-
ance. Fact that . this is a General:
•Theatres house, through the Moss
Empires-GTC ..' connections, '.' with
Robitschek having leased the place,
.does not mean he has carte-blanche:
to the GTG vaudeville: plums; Iri

fact; the ex-Germari producer holds
quite extensive barring, list;

•which occasionally, is 'relented! some-
what. '

"

But. with
:all the

. ifficulties,' it

•seems- amazing how well he . gets
through; Current week's ill, for
instance, in for a fortnight, prior to
his big show, which generally runs'
around eight . weeks, undoubtedly
has talent and boxoffice value.

.
Headed by Bebe Daniels and Ben

Lyon, conceded one
. of .the; few,

teams of film sta'rs who really have,
a - vaudeville vehicle. DariielsrLybri
cpriibo socks 'erii with ease.;

Jacki * Heller, doubling frorii the
Grosyeribr house, is . the . problem, /of
.the bill. Heller undoubtedly has an
Arherican reputation. He had every
chance here, coming into the tail end
of the Lou Hoitz show and replac-
ing Carolyn Marsh, who was rushed
to Paris to make the opening; of the
Alhambra Jan. 22. Heller's troubles
•are. -his songs. He .tried out a good
riumber, and should have, been per-
fect for- the - official opening. Did
fptir numbers, and.was getting away
-With quite a reception, then gave an
encore, , with a portion of the house
resenting his, overstay.: *" :\.

;

Florerice .Mayo and - Felix the
Horse, also from the. Grosverior, is

vealiy Pansy, but -that word has n,bt

•yet been' .accepted into the English
langUage, h^ncei the billing -change)
This' sbi-t of thing has . been done by
the .Griffiths Brothers for decades
here, and yet it is still okay.

O!borieil and ' lair, only ' direct
;Robitschek importation from Amer-
ica/have a good offering, and with
enough riovelty to make if . 'different.

Tough, lUCk again, haying tb . follow
Pansy, as the latter also uses a prop;
horse for big laughs. Team should
make the grade in other spots, And
closing spot does hbt help for
an act -of this type.

Oliver - Wakefield, inconsequential
gabber, is always , a laugh, but will
have to dig .in for new material
pretty soon., Sherkot registers his:

full quota of laughs, desDite they did
; not Understand - him . iri Ne^r. York;

Of the lobals, the iggest hit is

Dick' Heridersbrif who can still sing
a .'song and has a new line of .funny
gab;- ,-.

,

,

'

.

Nellie
.
Wallace, an ' bid-timer: Xith

a reputation, has mcdernized her
work by injecting blue material, but
at times too blue.
Robinson and Martin, two . Ameri-

cans who have/been adopted by the
English, are a classy tearn of dancers,
and ripe for a return tri to Amer-
ica.

Opehing spot goes tq Lalage t here
with Cliff Fischer's last London Ca-
sino show. Girl is about; the best-
looking aerialist • around, working
in an arid nonchalant manner'.

? J t . ..
:p'ai©' 54)

Ps'ee w^at visiting' magis haye- to Of-
'

fer; eyeri: though they know all. the
answers.
Program is ivided. into three

parts, two of which' are •;• devoted
to the Usual run of . old-fashioned
hocus-pocus of the Thurston - and
Kellar. type show. Included: are silk

productions, disappearing of a. bor-
rowed watch, money catching, rising
cards,.. floatirig ball,; and a couple ;of

illusions thrown '

. The, middle
part of - the program is' divided b'ef-

tween apparent mental.
.
phenomena

with readings by Mrs. Flemi , th- :

rapping ..hand and ,
the .bid spirit

cabiriet with tambourines ringing
bells- arid the like. Mrs. Fleming
makes an Unusual and dignified as-

sistt.nt in a. magic show as a rrien-

talist V,\.. '•'•.-
,

''":.
. -,

.'-;

One of the features of the pro-
gram is the growth of flowers,
after which roses are tossed but to
thev audience. This effect, ..as. per-
formed l?y Fleming, is believed to be
exclusive, with. him;, as he acquired
it many; years ago from

,
Karl Ger-

main, long since dead. Fleming was
associated with' Germai as a boy
and was his assistant. r

'.

'
:

Professor Fleming is the only
wbrking- magician entitled to that-

hill; „ though many have Claimed
it. One/

;
. backgrbund : and slow

presentati ; while definitely- .dated
and more of the last* century than
of the- present;' are nevertheless
oleasirig because of. the professor's
CUltured address, which is even
more agreeable than that of the
late v Tliurstori's. Fleming's gentle-

With
this Ween!'_ _ _ ^ _

included a^^eq0dedtb^
grandi6se;Vp^tbW«: ^fkoii i«r^
bert melodies .offered as,,oyerture by
house band/;

If rest of bill is only ordinary,
however, Paul Draper's . tap dancing
more - than compensates. Turn con-
sists of four routines, all brilliantly
conceived .; and magnificently per-
formed.- Draper's style is so unique
it might almost be called classical
tap dancing and his easy grace is

deft and showriianly.
To accompaniment of lone pianos

Draper opens with rbutine to fJust
One of Those Things' ill moderate
tempo. . Unusual riumber :to old-
fashioned ' French gavotte follows..
Then hot. session , with 'Christopher
Columbus.' As that had . 'em begging
for more. Draper finishes with -strik-
ing routine to • lue Danube' waltz.
Since, his .last appearance here two
seasons ago. Draper has begun an-
nouncing own numbers. Has casual,
modest mariner. :

;'-

: Opening . act of show is iazeed
Troupe of eleven ' tumblers. Only
thing, that distinguishes them from
any other capable acrobatic outfit is

size - of act. In second split are
Bustier " Shaver. ith Olive and
George; midgets. Okay turn of
dancing and patterJ

Picture is 'Stolen Holiday' CWB).
Bus' less fair. Hole.

Pasckall Runs I^orum
Atlanta, Feb. 2.

Walter Paschall, for 13 months
WSB's newscaster, has been given
six-month leave of absence to head
Atlanta's Federal Forum project un-
der supervision of U. S. Commis-
sioner of Education.
Douglas Edwards, from, the an-

nouncing side of WgBrAvill fill in for
Paschalli while; HerWnt /Harris/ lor^
merly with WN05^«*. Knoxville;
moves iritq, the : ^p' 1 treated' ' by^'trte

drafting. rbf EdwaVdS Tot Paschairs
post •••

-;
:,>,^v

Pacific CoastNotes

(Continued from, page 48)

qVer KFRC, $an Francisco. .Program
consists; of interviews.

Ben ernie Jack Benny
swapping' ., shots- on , each other's

shows. Jellq ;Virtuoso bafidys' quips
bri maestro's March 2 airing.

Myron Duttori goes on .
NBC pro

duction staff in Hollywood.

Stan Holt' in Hollywqqd bn mi -

sion for William Esty agency.

Amos ' ' Andy dUcked put of Palm
Springs after their .broadcasts to

escape the desert freeze.

lock and Sully earned an ericore

for their recent Camel broadcast.

Reprise Feb- 9 with Donald Novis as

guest canary..

rrianly manner arid erudite English
is very 'satisfactory, for this ' type of.

audience*and there are few, if any,
in the' deception racket today who
do as. well. It's probably the last
pld-fashioried magic show left in the
United States today and-' is of .rripre,

interest as a .museum' piece, than as
a boxoffice attraction for theatres.
This doesn't worry the profespr,

:

however, who knows his econpmi
as well, as-, his: magic, arid has' ;ari

all year-round .teaching job and sh 1
-

.ary which the show business doesn't
guarantee.

(of the
Careys,

VERNON RICHARD
Tenor
8 Mihs.

'

Sapphire Room, N. Tv
Guido . and . Paul Carey

Grand' Central station J. P.
in' N. Y.) have a chi-chi atmosphere
in the Sapphire Room (nee the Em-,
bassy Club) and a personable tenor
iri Vernon Rickard, who is seeiming-
ly . starti to

(

mean somethic&
r
-,

prbntb, despite his, short' sbjpUfn at-

this spot. :

;

Rickard is a Mortondowneyesque
Irish tferibr, . of svelter proportions,
who sings anything that'll please the
customers;' On the night caught- it'

devolved priricipally around 'Empty
Saddles' and. 'Mother Machree,' the.
latter, one . understands, in deference
to Boss Carey, arid the former by
preference, since Rickard sells it in

.

•nice style/ .

.
Considering that the tenor/ be-

speaks more of the Noel Coward
type ; of sorigalbg, " this is a bit - of a
paradox, although it doesn't gainsay
his,, .coriimercial .: qualities. .... On: ;

the
contrary, Rickard seems to please
'em handily and he responds harid^
somely—perhaps a bit too gener-
ously. ' ':' -.,' ;'..•'.'

.

''

. A white-tie^aridrtaiis sort of a
spngsteri he could really ejihance his
personal qualities by giving some
serioUs . atteritiori . to an •exclusive
number -or two. Theri, the pops; BUt
as is, the gamut ranges from 'The
Way You Look Tonight' to 'Pennies
from. Heaven,' plus the others men-
tioned. .;

;

:-
' :

-.^
"

:

That; he registers as well as^-ha
does with .these obviously dated pops
is the more to his credit, considering
that , the Sapphire Room (on- .East
57th

t
in the Sutton sector) dtaws the

Mor6ccorStork club type ,of cus-.

tomers, and. already is said to be
making itself felt by these joints.
Guido and Carey have the advan-

tage of a. large capacity, no couVert.
a spacious ante-bar (in itself a bit of
a bonanza, from 11 indications) . arid
a convenient location.
: Augmenting Rickard is Barry Win-
.ton

?
, with a sUave but; sriappy style,

of 'syncopation. Ann Setbn, part-
a Cherokee Indi ,, 'songstress, is the

ypcar chorus giVer-r'OUter.
" Abel.

Swallow, NBC Hollywood
riianager, assigned standbys for all

studio shows as . precaution against

last minute flu deletions

Chester . Laiick .(LUm arid Abner)

M&$f&. VP;;^^HoIlywood gang at
"'

golfijdAincl -itmiiiie BSp^ei/rhashfes
•Witfc*n^itf.Kdier;r.~.<Wr.

s'u* >* ul

*»{»V,I>: n'ln'-Hij .'».-f.f lc; jy.;

-1 'j^W&i^V'^Mi T-'iintVitber

—
'..oil*.

JACK SEYMOUR and Co.
Dance Act -•-•'-•

10 Mlns ; FuU
State, N. T.
Only one boy with the four girls

in. this act, so the. boy must be: Sey-
mour, It's a dance flash withbul
much flash, but -plenty of dancing,

.__ -'arid as iln';P|«ner at the State it more
!« :+'(Hah -fills:Wibill; •

" j^ey.k^mk' Y6\ith with.good long
legs'and- W'&i&httic dancing "style
and WTz %h^t

4
Remind of the late

•H

Iblrywoodf) jacij ^

bar. 31
';Umm&<&%Sm here.'

,, ., .
?W&pwgfi8i^ <

(rt: a sister team, solo

Wel«< has a- ^fe^a a girljvho .stayjLgf

Feb 18 He'll gab *tt6 Plano' tlt«>Ughput the act. Sistfifrteb. xb. nen gan
look^like and they're small

and cute and tastefully costumed,
which makes up for the ordinary
quality of .their dancing. Soloist i|

a blonde acrobatic-control dancer,
with one number nicely done.

It looks like Somebody sees some-
thing in Seymour, with that the chiel
reason for the production. Mean-
while the act will please.. Bige.

Lewis, Allen
date iri Frisco

about 'Big Names in Radiol

WiUet H. rown, KHJ (Los An-
geles) ass't manager, heading east to

see about clearing time on Mutual
net for Coast shows.

Irvln S. Cobb revamped his Olds-

mobile broadcast so he could cheer

up the .flood refugees with tales of

his youth in Paducah, Ky.

Fairmont: Hotel, San rancisco,

has shifted its darice broadcasts from

NBC to CBS, which ' ivirig the

Henry King ork more time oh the

air. CBS now has the Fairmont and

ihe Sir Francis Drake, with NBC re-

leasing dance programs from all the

other top ine and dance spots, in-

cluding the Mark Hopki , St. Fran-

cis, Palace, Deauyi and Bal

Tabari

Charles MacAHster, NBC reader,

has. beeri signed for the garden talks

starting Feb. 7 over KPO, Sari Fran-
cisco, and KFI, Los Angeles, under
•the auspices of . the Pacific Guano Co.

Gertrude Atherton gets, the guest

spot on. Martha Meade's Household
Headliners program ^Thursday (4

)

over the coast NBC-Red web frorn

San Franc isco., Sperry Flour Spon-
sor, ^ ing its efforts to get
'names'- in the news for its; twicej-

weekly matinee

Carlton Coveny^ sales, managert
for KJBS>.' Franeiscp, will be
guest' speaker

:

at' iPebr&ary meeting
of the radibUe^atthVeW

;,

of * tfie 'San
1

E?ah<isc6. AdVertising Club.. '
'.
1
.

£"";'

If he can talk, he's

LARRY ADLER
Harmonica
18 Mfns.
Versailles, N. Y.
Larry Adler, billed as 'the har-

monica champ of the world,' created
something of a sensation abroad. He
is not whiat might be considered a
strndavd type of attraction for the
cafe floors, but there's no mistake
a out him belonging, whether fancy
east side or Broadway environment.
Adler works in tails and with that

harmonica has the showmanship to
figHt for attention, which he gets..His
'Bolero' is one of the specials, but on
this he goes a •" bit too theatrical,
straining himself to be dramatic; but
good, however. 'Small Hotel/ an-
other of his numbers, is a very
swingy thing, exceptionally . well
done. This number produces the de-
sired encore. Chan

MANYA arid DRIGO
Dancing
8 Mliis.

Versailles, N. Y.
A slick team of ballroom expo-

nerits who are very adept at their
work ahd rate high ori precision^ The
Manya and -Drigo combination, prob-.
ably Spanish, has the class demanded
by the better niteries, but for picture
house units should also prove, more
(thari. satisfactory. . -

•The routine embraces three riuiri-

bera,>aH done with a. flourish of flash.

rTjji» - third- lp a wiggly creation ex-
pejjtly. executed, ' ' Char.
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Key abbreviations: SR. (shows reviewed), R.
W. (wrpBf)/0. (no opinion expressed), Pet. (percentage).

SR, r» w.
ROBERT COLEMAN (Mirror)
GILBERT W. GABRIEL ( American). .,

JOHN MASON BROWN (Post)

JOHN ANDERSON (Journal ) . . . . . . . .

.

RICHARD LOCKRIDGE (Sun)
BROOKS ATKINSON (Times) ...

RICHARD WATTS, JR. (Herald Trib.).

BURNS MANTLE (News) . . .

DOUGLAS GILBERT (World-Tele.) ..

49
53
50

•45.

48
44
44
44
34
42
34
31

2

5
6

(rJffht),

,905

.880

.846

.830.

,829

.792

.629

£20

(Combined). . , . . \
.-.

.

(This Score Based on Shows)

A hew name heads the first-string

it- critics' score as the half-

way mark is reached. Robert Cole-
man, ri. Y. Daily Mirror's prpgnosti-

cator oh .the; merits and chances of

the. Broadway show's, thus hits finally

succeeded in breaking' the strangle-

hold oh first place held interchange-
ably by Gilbert Gabriel (American)
and -John Mason Brown (Post) for

a number, of years. His percentage-
"

,918.

Mid-season box-score is predicated
. on 57 new shows. Of these, ' Cole-
man reviewed 49, called 45 correctly,

' two wrong and failed 'to make -up
his mind one way or the other on
.the remaining twp. These are added

"*TO' \he.^rong column.

'Curious
, point is that Coleman is

tl\6
v
only "reviewer tabbed who is.

not a member of the "Drama Critics.

Circle; falter Winchell, member of

.that group which' allegedly takes in

; all the flrst-rstringers, has a contract

v with the N.'.Y. Mirror whereby he is

Acknowledged as the play critic but,

thus far this season, he has had time
scan only three productions. He

: is currently on . the. Coast making a
feature Aim for 20tli C,ehtury-Fpx.

Gabriel, top1 maii at; this time last

year, 'slips down to. second 'place

,with
,

percentage of .905. Gabriel
reviewed 53 shows and called five, of
them; Wrong, butv unlike Coleman,
carried, miry. " -opinion.

Brown, for the first time in quite
a.while, slipped. below* the .900 mark.
He caught 50 shows since the start

of the. season, called 44 correctly and
wound up with ah .880 ranking-.to,

and Gabriel. John Anderson (Jour-
nal), with .846,^

(Sun), with to$partdJBrWMi Atkin-
son (Times), w#hi8J!9JI:arik fourth,

. -fifth^ahd^xth re^pWIHely.

~<ri' NewcomersN.
.. Newcomers fo - the corps of New
York first-string play-viewers . did
not fare. s6,welL On the basis of the
mid-season 'total of shows caught,
Richard Wattg, Jr., who succeeded
to the late Percy Hammond's mantle
on the Herald-Tribune, finished up
in seventh place with .792. He called
42 shows- correctly, 'nine Wrong and
tendered two. no opi ions. Douglas
Gilbert, Who took over Bobert. Gar-
land's spot oh ' the .

World-Telegram;
dropped into last place, with a per
centage of f.620. Along with Gar-
land's berth, Gilbert seems ,to have
inherited the latter's predilection

for nb-opinions, being scored with a
total of ijyevin 50 shows caught. Be-
sides the five yes-and-rio's Gilbert
called 14 shows wrong.

Burns Mantle: (News), dean of. the
daily .dr'ania :

commentators,' is

;:^unher-up .to Gilbert for last-place.

:TSiantie's mid-season percentage, is

.629; He tops all the others in num-
ber of shows caught, having viewed
54, but called 20 wrong.

. Vaiiiety, is natural .with any
seif-scorekeeper, is still - doing all

Tight
,

itself. .Muggs caught 57

shows and : only juggled five, for a

total of .929.

TREASURERS NAME

R.

idney R.. Fleisherr associate of the

late Joseph P. Bickerton, ., in the

practice of law, has .been appointed

counsel
,

which post Bickerton held . a.

period of years; There were two
other attorneys considered but, after

a. .vote of the board, it was
pointed: out that Fleisher. had fre-

quently acted for the club When his

former associate was otherwise en-
gaged and was more familiar with
the club's functions than the others.

,
Although. . was made . counsel,

club deci against ^ honorary
life membership, which was
corded to Bickerton. When he .died

last August, Bickerton's estate was
given $1,000,

:
which, sum is payable

on demise "of. all .life members.
Others - receive $500.

Treasurers'' annual benefit, show
Wil be held Feb.'. 21, it the ^
Amsterdam, N. Y;, proceeds to go to

the organizati . ' sick and , burial

fund. New president, "*•;Alien
;

J.

Schriebbe tLyce^lrh), presided at a
pep meeting phd beefsteak Satur-
day (30), for 'the purpose 'of speed-
ing final work 1 in compiling' the jour-

nal, 'sale of tickets and securing of
taleht.::

Current Road Shows

V (WEEK OF FEB. 1)

Ballet Rosso, Civic Aude, San
, Cal., 1; Civic Aude, Sacra-

mento, 2; Civic Aude, Oakland,
3; U. of .Oregon, Eugene, Ore., 4;

Paramount, Portland, ; Moore, .

Seattle, 6-8/

'Boy Meets Girl,'
.
Auditorium,

Long Beach, Cal., -2; layoff 3-4;

Savoy, San Diego, 5-6.
[

'Dead End,' Cass, Detroit.

D'Oyly Carte Repertory,
ittsburgh.

'First Lady' (Jane Cowl), Har-
ris. Chicago.
'

' 'Follies,' Grand, Chicago.
'Fulton of Oak Falls' (Geo. M.

Cohan), Shubert, Newark.
'Great Waltz,' Auditorium, Chi-

cago.

.. 'Hamlet' (Gielgiid),

Washington.
'H am l e t' (Lesli

...
Howard),

Paramount, Salt Lake City, 2;

Biltmore, Los Angeles, 5-6.

. 'Hey Diddle piddle;'

Philadelphia.
'Idiot's Delight' (Lunt and ,Fon-

tanne), Forrest, Philadelphia.

'Jane Eyre' (K: Hepburn),
langer, Chicago.
'Leaning . on Letty' ('Post

Road'), Selwyn, Chicago.

'Masque of Kings,'

Boston,
Nazimova Repertory,

Madison, Wis., .1-2;

Milwaukee, 3-6.

'On Your Toes,' Hanna, Cleve-

'Petrlfied Forest,'

Hollywood..;
'Point of Honor/ rlariger,

Philadelphia.
'Pride and Prejudice/

Boston.
'Reason for Youth,'

righton Beach,
'Reflected Glory' (Tallulah

Bankhead), Chestnut, Philadel-

'Return of Hannibal,'

San Franciscp.

ial,

'Rooaty' for B'way Roost
Hollywood, Feb. 2.

•Roosty,' play being scripted by
Prank Thomas, film actor, and Mao*'
tin Berekley, RKQ wrifcr„for;3roa<fe:

way production .next fall. > ',
• i ipv i

iuystenous-'jM»mq«wvq

Action on the scheduled sale of

the rights of the estate of the late

.Charles B. Dillingham in 125 plays,

operettas and musical comedies, was
postponed Friday (29 ) by Referee in

Bankruptcy John E. Joyce until

March ,12,' after a score of attorneys
arid representatives of theatrical

producers and speculators had . ap-
peared . in the. Federal. Building for
the hearing.

Chief reason for . the adjournment
of the hearing was. that a mysterious
chest- which belonged to Dillingham
entered . into the arguments of ; the

attorneys.

ThiS? chest, which had been, turned
over by H. Burnside, former .Dill

ingham partner, to Frank Furlong,
one. of the estate's executives, is be-
lieved to contain • .papers • which
Would clarify Dillingham's interest

in. the property in question. .Furlong
placed the chest in. storage and is at

present in Havana.

Although attorneys for the Irving

Trust Co., trustee for the estate, i
-

sisted that the -sale be held forth-

With, William > Hamilton Osborne,
represent! Dramatists Guild.

Inc.,
.
protested that the. -contracts

•which Dillingham made after 1925

contained a clause prdhi iting 'the

producer, from assigning his rights

to other parties without the consent
of the author.. These contracts,

Osborne claimed, stipulated, that in

case of bankruptcy, receivership or

other - proceedings involving in-

solvency, all rights to the play or

Stanford sNew $500,000 Model Campus

Theatre; U.S. Preimere of 1

Oscar Shaw Gambles,

Saves Himself $1,500

In Suit by Etna Ross

. Oscar Shaw, comedian; saved him-
self at least $1,500 on a gamble Fri-

day (29) when he- directed his at-,

torrieys to settle for ,$3,000 the $50,000

suit for assault :
brought against him

bV Etria Ross, dancer, while a N.; Y.
Supreme Court jury was deliberat-

ing on what amount the girl was en?

titled to. It was reported later they
had practically decided to awatd-her
$4,500 damages.

,
;^Miss>ilpas auedi on;.the claimi that

Shawx pushed?.Dh^r idown a. flight of

backstage steps at a San Diego,
j^lV;irtteatreA'bfitween the

!h»W„ iiOfy.Tbee* j>Sing'v in- which
ihaw plaxBd.aav ]?r^sident .Winter-

;r^en. nGirlVJclaimed that she was
^eribusly.i iniuredv'and• that her in-

juries - interferred with her danc-
ing. She .is now appeari in , 'Idiot's

Delight.'

When the jury had been out nearly
three

.
hours, Shaw apparently be-

came nervous: He conferred with his

attorney and the latter ' talked with
counsel for -Miss Ross. As a result

both" attorneys informed Judge
Nopnan that the defendant had
agreed to ..settle the matter for

$3,000. Court
,
accepted the settle

ment .and consented to Shaw paying,

tbe damages in installments based on
his future ings.

Uncle Sam Presents

It's no secret that 'Glory for

/ forthcoming political satire

by Nat Perrin, is something of

. altruistic- production under

the combined auspices of

George Jessel; Jack Benny, Bert

Wheeler, George N. Burns (and

Allen); and a couple of. other

Crossley-rating guys.

; Altruism lies (1 ) in the direc-!

tiori :'. of perhaps creating some
jobs for living actors, and (2)

to themselves in investing ex-

cess income rather than have to

ive it' up -as taxes to the gov-.:

ernment.

Loop Legit Shortage

Has Preds; Worried;

To Build New Houses?

icagoy Feb. 2.

Such a scarcity of legit houses in

the loop at present, that the Shuberts
have gone to Balaban & Katz in an
attempt to lease either the Apollo or

Garrick, former; legit spots, but now
grind picture houses.
Shuberts would prefer the Apollo

because of " larger seating ca-

pacity, but would be .(satisfied with
almost any house in order to have
another legit outlet here. BJcK.,

however, has nixed all offers.

All lease deals offered to B.&K
have' been oh . short time • arrange-'

menis, running for five or. six

months in the heart of the regular

theatrical season. While the winter

season is the best for legit, it's also

best:, for pictures, . arid B.&K. can't

see itself giving up the houses dur-

ing the top winter months, to legit

and then having them back in its

hands for the summer doldrums.
Another point which miist be

taken into consideration is the fact

that B.&K. has itself tied to a good

many picture commitments, having
made arrangements for product - for

the spots early in the' buying reason.

Even without these commitments it

would still, heed the houses to take

care of the growing flood of films.

Only ' s61utiori to the problehrv of

legit housing in the loop seems to be

the building of hew theatres. Hasn't

been a new theatre in the loop in.

niore, than 15 years".

New Party System
• •

Farewell party given in honor of

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne by
the Theatre Guild on the eye of their

departure to the road , in 'Idiot's De-
light,' led to the query of why a cele-

bration at the the end of the run.

Theresa Helburn had. a. ready
answer, .

pointing out that too often

there are parties on opening nights

of shows which, shortly after, are
found to be flops.

Lunts' party was gay and may set

a .' new managerial style in such
affairs.

ell's Half Acre,' comedy by Paul
Conlon and Ted Hamilton, to get

spring .production by^ Hammerstein
and DuFbr.

-rh

In Legit Shows

Whether

sively

clearly

it

plays must be Iretfurhed to the authbr-

I '6pbbhen4 jti> {ne^a'lCc^aim ffiaV

shows is not

Equity has.

adopted^new rules covering that pos-

sible situatioh.- Adoption Of the reg-

ulation jwas made with the idea of

keeping up employment of actors

and choristers:
:

Hereafter no producer miy use re-

cordings, .except :by permission of

Equity, of any , singing, chant-

ing or; any business \vhere living

actors could . be used. If recordings

are- permitted, thk -people used.; to

jhake tn'e^v must be members of

Equity or Chorus Equity*
r

EqtiitV 'tboif
f
this"acti6h after 'The

' -
,U"M,<^^', '*•* "\e Manhat-.

and it was

disclosed that most of; the score was
recorded on film and used through
ampli Recordi also included,

some ensemble sihging and it was
claimed by Chorus Equity that-more
of- its members might have^beeri used
i the spectacle.

There was some recording use. in

effects, for 'Othello,' which, closed at

the New Amsterdam Jan. 23, and
some in Equity figured that this

might indicate a trend, With -man
agers supplanting actors for jhe-
chanical effects.

As. for 'Road/ it Was -also

tended that fewer choristers are in

the show thah originally in the. lihe

UP last season. When the spec ran
short of money and the, show .was
abandoned,'

Paltb Alto, Feb. 2.

Stanford University's dramatic de-
partment walked up and took a plum
right out of Broadway's hand last
week When it announced that- it

would present the American pre-
miere of Talbot Jennings^ play,
'This Side Idolatry,' as the ' first

Campus production of 1937. Leslie
Howard and Gilbert Miller produced
it in London in 1933, ith Howard
playing the, leading of Shake-
spea.re. Since then—when the play
was. an instant hit even among
ardent Shakespeare specialists—no-
table-. Broadway ,

' showmen.,
angled to get the play for
York run. But. Jennings, now with
Metro in Hollywood, has held off.

Last fall,', however, Gordon LahgCj
a personal friend Jennings,
stepped into the head director post
at Stanford and induced the author
to' give Stanford the first:'American
production of This Side Idolatry.'

Both, Jennings and Lange got dra-
matic training with G. P. Baker arid

his famous Workshop 47 at Harvard
and later at Yale.

Stanford's- scoop . is

of a reorganized Campus drama,
up.. Later in the spring the. uni-

versity's; new $500,000. model theatre
will be finished, and Lange hopes to;

go through with his plan, to present
campus talent in new plays, at least

new to the West.

Leslie Howard is opening in San:'

Francisco in -Hamlet' Feb. 15 and
Will probably arrange to. attend one
of the' two nights of 'This, ide

Idolatry' at Stanford, Feb;
13.

It was through his connection with
Howard in London at the play's ini-

tial Lyric theatre run, that Jennings
came' to the attention of the. late

Irving Thalb'erg at Metro. Thalberg
brought him to Hollywood, where
Jennings . spent two years working
on ' the script for 'Mutiny

,

Bounty.' He then soloed the adap-'
tion of 'Romeo and - Juliet' and has
since screehwritteri 'Good. . Earth,'

and 'M*arie Antoinette,' latter primed
for Norma Shearer in the future.

New items in campus ^production
connected with !This Side Idplatory*
at Stanford are a revolving;,

enabling quick-scene changes.
Lange ' has . worked in with : seven
lighting companies—notably Kliegl
in Boston, Century and Monroe . W.
Pevear in New-York—to Experiment
hew ^rick lighting ..arrangements.
Tlie university will purchase for -its.

new theatre the one which proves*
most satisfactory.

Metro 'has lent Lange > '.oosturaes>

from its forthcomihg -Life : of Shake-
speare' for the Stanford production,
and Jennings is personally interested

in this premiere, staging.

The Coast -has .awakened to the
fact that

,
Stanford is going ahead

with its drama plans to make the
university's drama department mean
as much out here as Yale's does in

the East. Metro and Republic have
already arranged to scout the com-
ing production in a search for talent.

'Dress' NIed on Coast

Over Matinee Miss-Out

, Cal.,

After four performances
scheduled twbrweek ruri, Al. :

presentatipn of Aben KandeVs gang-
ster comedy, 'We Dress for Dinner/
was pulled by Gilmpr, Brown, man-
aging . irector the Community

,

Playhouse. Closing -was ordered by.

Brown after; most of the cast, re-

fused: to ;.shpw for a Saturday mat-
ihee, saying they were told by Rosert

there would be no afternoon work.
Brown substituted. 'Beach House' for

the remainder of the run.

Show ran into early -difficulties

when . Rpseii posted only part of the

Equity bond and
f
at dress rehearsal

time, could not be ;reached to make.
Up the deficit. Kandel covered the.

bond -When it appeared that the .
show

might be cancelled;

: .
Cast arid Playhouse

plenty burned' Rosen's
'Dress' drew Only mild

"Sun Kissed,' by Kenyoh Nicholson

and Raymond Van Sickle, will be

first production of Helen. G. Boijfils .

and her husband, George Spmnes, as.,

hew. producing twain.. Starts re-

hearsals iri abput . Somnes di-

recting.
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'Eternal' Gets First Profitable

Management ,?nd backers of
.
the

world's most costly production, 'The

Eternal Road,' Manhattan: H.y

N: Y., Were heartened last week
when the attendance the big

spectacle markedly jumped up. For

the first time since its premiere the

show operated out of the red. While

the week's profit was not material,

the jump in gross was around $8,000

for an estimated total .of over

$32,000.

Production, which cost,, around
$500,000, has more backers than any
one

.
stage venture in history of the

stage.. There' are 40 such investors,

some being .in oh the ori inal pro-

motion. No show was ever financed

along such unique lines. Persistence

of its. promoters to raise fresh cap-

ital after the original activities were
halted last year, ' also unusual
stage history.

Oyer $250,000 was expended be-

fore a money shortage forced a halt,

a goodly portion of the coin having
gone into changes to the interior of

the .theatre; Meyer W. Weisgal,. one
of the original promoters, refused, to

abandon the venture
.
and, when he

joined with Crosby Gaige to raise

another, bankroll, The Eternal Road'
agai took -

form.

Public spirited men were asked to

subscribe. None of them were called

oh to • put up'" cash immediately,
"however, By arrangements with a

bank the backers' sighed notes for

the amount of their investments,

bank providing the, actual coin- for

the production. Notes are in vary-
ing denominations. .

; Most ara • for

sizable figures, but some are for

-moderate amounts. Lowest of the
investors signed up for $500 each,

there being but three such.

.It is expected that the notes will

be paid off through profits earned
by the show, otherwise the signers

will be called on to refund to the

bank. In that event, however, the

signers of the notes may pay off in

20% installments covering a year's

period.

•Only after the attraction takes

care of these notes can there be any
money refunded to the original

backers. When and if the latter are

taken care of, all the Investors are

to receive equal portion of

profits on a pro-rata basis.

Management is still working on a

inking fund plan whereby $75,000

may be secured so that the show can
be carried over lean weeks. Weisgal
has gone to Florida for that pur-

pose, Maurice Lfevin (Hearn's .de-

partment store head) .other

backers being down there.

There has been some adjustment
of the ticket scale for the spec,

especially at the mid-week matinee,

top now being $2.20. Last Wednes-
day the matinee came nearest to

capacity si 'Road* opened, orig-

inal scale ing. in use.

Jones Bows Out On

Miss Ni

To Present It Solo

iddle' will come, to

the. aegis of Anne
Martin

Of • the hewer showmen,
Was to have been brought in on the

Hollywood satire;
;
after the deal

Was-, agreed
, changed, his mind.

Check for $5,000 Was tendered by
Jones, who, for spme unexplained
reason j then stopped payment.

iddle* was to ..have been spotted
in the Vandbrbilt, N. Y., which Jones
operates, ith; Hehry Qimstead his
ilent partner, but that booking is

now doubtful. Play ' * Philadel-
phia this Week and is due into town
next week.
Morris Green brought the. Bartlett

Cormack script on from Hollywood
last summer and was to have been
associated in the presentation at first.

Differences with management
changed his status, with Miss Nich-
ols handling the show solo.

ANTI-SMOKING LAW
NEW LEGIT WORRY

Proposed ordinance, which
has passed a second readi before
the Board of Aldermen; New York,
would place stringent restrictions on
smoking in legit theatres. Although
different types of. theatres are .not

mentioned, new. law, Would prohi it

smoking in theatre lobbies and. the
stri ing of matches in foyers would
bring ' about a fine, possibly as high
as $250. /' %

Legit
.

managers take the position

that, this ordinance, and others, are
discriminatory, because . smoking is

permitted in
:

the balconies of picture

theatres but denied in legit houses.

Pointed but that between 50 and (J0%
of legit audiences exit during ' -

termissidns for a smoke. In former,

seasons the habit of .smdkingfdid not
include women .but, since that vogue
came in, they have caused jams in

lobbies and foyers: Picture audiences
rarely dally in the lobbies and go
directly to the street./

New ordinance is a precautionary
measure, since there have been; few
accidents through smoking reported,
in legit theatres. Several managers
attended last week's, hearing on the
measure but whether their protest
will ' be heeded questionable. .. In
such matters the managers were .for-

merly represented by. the Theatre
League, minus a head since the pass-
ing this winter of Dr. Henry Mbs-
kowitz.

The Women,' ich Max Gordon

has at the Barrymore, N. Y., and

which has developed into one of the

season's smashes, may recapture its

high production costs sooner than
anticipated. Show cost approximately
$75,6o0 to put on, of which $40,000

went to production and the balance
to costs out of town before the

Broadway entry. ... j >

Last week the gross went close to

the $22,000 mark, but weekly operat-
ing costs are also high. Backstage
there are 30 stagehands and the all

woman cast numbers 38.

Gordon has several: partners in the
show; including George S. Kaufman
and Moss Hart. Latter duo helped
get the show into shape when it- tried

out in Philadelphia and are sai to

be in on the managerial end for

34%. Counting profits to date, the
sale^of the film rights has virtually

placed the show in the clear already.

Price paid was $125,000, which
$50,000 went to the management and
$75,000 to Mrs. Luce, u. the
Dramatists' uild 60-40 spli -

ment.

For Belasco, Washington

is..- negotiating
with irt ros. to take over:
their Belasco film house
Washington' to add to his circuit of

legiters. Old house was former'
legit.. converted by the Radins,
who operate the Cameo, N.
Acquisition would give' the.;

posed/circuit a total of four houses.
Leventhal already has the Shubert
in Newark, ; is associate. Jack
tinder, .operates the Brighton thea-

tre, righton, N. Y., and. the Locust
theatre, Philadelphia.' Englewood
theatre, Englewood, :N> J.,, until three
weeks ago a part of the chain, is now
dark.

Several'. Productions by Un-
knowns on Broadway—
Jessel, Benny, Burns,

Wheeler a Comic Combo
—Other Ends of Profesh

Coming In

RUSH PLAGIARISM

SUIT ON 'DEAD END'

MORE SOCIALITES, TOO

abduction list for late winter ,and
spring indicates fresh money com-:

ing into the. legit field from sources

riot previously figuri roadway
presentati Some- of the

ing is from professional'
,

notably comedians are

backing ' for All,' to be pre-

sented by George Jesseli Associated

with him are- Jack- Benny, George

(Nat) Wheeler, all

four having put upV$5,00Q each.

Included in the newcomer group'

is Thirsty Soil,' Which being

backed by E. John Rrandeis of De-

troit. It will be. presented by Leila

Bliss, and Harry Haydem Coast little

theatre - operators. Show called

'SUn : kissed' Bonfils and
Somnes as a new managerial duo.

Latter Was a . stage • manager, former
being his wife, heiress to the Denver
publisher's" fortune.- ;

Revival of

'London' Assurance' .introduces Bar-
bara Rbbbi "

, actress*; '''ra.^'.mahv;

ageress. .

Marc Connelly, who "went* to .-.

don for his debut legit presentation,

will bow onto Broadway a man-
ager ith 'Having, a Wonderful
Time.' Michael Todd, another new*
legit name,, is a vaude and tab pre-
senter. He is readying 'Call Me
Ziggy.' Luther Greene, who was
interested in the Nazimova tbur last

season, ill offer 'A Point of Honor.'
John C. Wilson, who* is presenting
Noal Coward, will pitesenfc.'Excur-
sion'. >:

-';•...

Some of the best-known' producers'

have already: called it a season, but
others are readying new plays. That''

group includes
:

;John . 'Golden' with;
'And Now Gbbd-Bye' (opened this

week), 'The North Star* and 'Susan
and God'; Anne Nichols with 'Hey,

Diddle Diddle'; Theatre Guild with
'The Masque of Kings' and 'Storm
in a Teacup'; Gilbert Miller with
'The Amazing Dr.. Clitterhouse';

Brock Pemberton with 'Now You've
Done It' ('Me Third'), 'Chalked Out'
and perhaps' 'Red Harvest'; Brown
and Henderson with a book musical;
Dwight Dere Wiman with 'Babes in

Arms.'
Richard, rich and Richardson

Myers, most active of the . socialite

showmen, haying withdrawn 'Aged
26' have several additional plays in

preparation. Their '; 'Tide ' Rising'

opened; last week • • the Lyceum,

'TONIGHT' . EXTENDED

Announced for Only 12 Weeks, But
Will Stay On Indef

ight at 8:30*

will extend weeks
ori road-

way engagement. ickets at the Na-
tional aire now on sale until Feb; 20
and it is not unlikely that the three
series of, playlets cpnli

if hot through, March.
Management

. the
booking contract is indefinite, elastic

enough to permit indefinite con-
tinuance. It has one unusual fea-
ture, however, for a straight attrac-
tion (although a 19-piece orchestra
is in the pit). That stipulati is an
$i8,000 stop limit. Attraction' has
never fallen . -the $24i000 mark
thus far, '••

';;,.

' 7inal weeks have not;
;beeri. an-

nounced, but it was claimed that
1,000 persons were turned away last

Saturday afternoon and around 500
at the Wednesday matinee.

iarism it concerning 'Dead
End,' written

"'"

.. Sidney Kingsley,
Will shortly: be tried, having been
given preference by Judge John C.
Knox in the U. Si District Court.
Case was marked for trial after Sid-
ney Fleisher, counsel for kings-
ley, told the court that he would be
willing to submit the scripts of 'End'
and .unproduced play called
'Money' rest his case. Suit was
not -due for hearing for another year
or "more. Judge Knox assigned
Judge Woolsey to the cas<?.

'

Claim was made by Edna Buckler
to the effect that her drama'-'Money'
had been/ submitted to the late

Joseph P. Biekerton, Jr., Fleisher's
former law associate,: her further
contention being that Kingsley; subT

sequently came forth with a similar
story 'Dead, End,' which Norman Bel
Geddes produced :

" the Belasco;
N. Y. (still current): .

.

It "was stated by the late Bicker-
ton that he hadn't become acquainted
with Kingsley until after Miss
Buckler made her claim. There also
is claimW'.tb be a discrepancy , in
dates, indicating that Kingsfey's play
wag Written before the complainant
.submitted her scri

the : ird time, the Theatre

.

Guild appearei^/ore ^iii^^lbWj ;

mottfW'iw as* applied' to' aWeh ac-

fc^itfttgs^s^ use in 'Storm in

a Teacup.' ritish actor! currently

in 'The Country Wife,' was granted

permission to play 'Teacup' but

thereafter cannot appear; it

show over here for- one year.

Tuesday (2), the association's

offices, the Guild advanced further

reasons why its request, for an ex-,

emption ivesey should be
granted, especi of the

fact that Equity favored similar ap*
plications in two other instances re-
cently. Those given 'exemptions were
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, who
peared in !Promise' .and is jehearsing
in 'The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse,'
and Wilfred Lawson, was in
'Prelude to Exile' and is appearing

'A Point of Honor,' Both are
English actors, not resident aliens.

Principal Guild argument is that
Lawson was exempted although he is

enacting ah American role in 'Honor.'
Guild states that the 'TeacUp' play's
chances depend on catching the
spirit of the presentation, as done/ in
London, where Livesey originated
the lead. Fact that he left it before
the end of its London run ridt

materi , the Guild argued;
'Teacup' was tried here long

ago by Harry Moses, who used a
different version 'Sturm /• a
Wasserglass,' German play, but with-
drawn after a try-put.

. That is an-
other point advanced by the Guild to

Equity to .emphasize- its plan for the
London version.. ^
Guild still, has «the problem of

producing one more play i New
York to complete its six play

.
guar-

antee to subscribers; four having
been presented- to date. 'Jane Eyre/,

which would have been the .sixth

Guild entry, will be held out until

next season.

committee . of managers

authors, which,- Was formulated last

Spring when .
• '; new Dramatists

Guild contract was negotiated With

the managetvmembers of the Theatre

League, . last

week. '. major
rules covering sale of film ri

produced plays was adopted.'

pertai

of plays backed icture firms.

.

Regulations prdvi the author

to have the film end name the

amount it is Willi the

ri .If that

satisfactory -, author he may
then seek higher figure

frbrn another flrnii

It was discerned that is rule i

inequitable i the form bri inaily.

adopted and' provided a •loop-hole "for

possible ' sharp jiractise.

therefore been, changed to stipulate

that the author, cannot sell the . rights,,

to another picture firm at the same
price offered by the company which
backed his!

.
play. If the

s

author is

unable to secure a higher figure, the
ibacking; firth may secure the, rights,

at the price first named.
V Understood the. original rule . Was
one of the pbints objected to by
'Hollywood," film people figuring if
would lay fhem open to the whims
of authors.

:

Revi "'

;

' m the filni/

rights procedure - may lead; to
change in viewpoint of film execs;
who declared -Hollywood- off of.

financing legit plays.

Joint committee functioned with-
out friction: That will iron out
other possible points to come up in
the contract-. ' -and : supplementf.ry
rules, to which the: ftlm people ob-
ject, was indicated- by. the smooth-
ness of last; week's Session.

BiBy Ros|iff Be Ex^m.

s

^MriW Radio Suit

illy Rose must submit to exam-
ination before trial in the suit
brought against him by Ben' Heclit
and Charles McArthur, playwrights^
for breach of contract, N. Yf Su-
preme Court Justice McGeehan de-
cided Thursday (28).

The plaintiffs accuse Rose and
Billy Rbsev

s Jumbb, Inc., Hanff-Metz-
ger, agents; the Texas Co.* and John
Hay Whitney with having failed tb
pay them for material they supplied
for. . the show, 'Jumbo,' which they
used ori radio programs without their
consent^ They ask $2,300. Defen-
dants deny material written by
Hecht and MacArthur was used in
the air programs. No date has b sen
set for the examination of Rose.

Ford's, Balto; Seeks

Return of Guild SVws

Baltimore, Feb. 2..

Likely that the Theatre Guild will
revive its subscription series in Balto
next year, John Little, manager of
Ford's, UBO site here, goes to N; Y.
tomorrow (Wed.) to huddle with
Warren Munsell, Guild boolc.r
plan of restoring series in Balto:

Legit biz i Balto has been on the
bounce this year.

,' satire on radio by Lou
Gerson and Nat

.
rpwn, takeh by

Liwfe.nce Jacobs for immediate pro-
duction. Jerry Cbbper in lead.

? t
the Cat's Away/ musical bjr'

Larry^ Johnson. and Beulah Kih)?
t
bro*^

posed by Albert Banriistet and J. Ed-
mund Byrnes
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New Quiz Into L A,

r

i

Los Angeles,

An-
ivision ot the Federal Theatre

rojecf, this time into the adminis-

trative angles of the
;
project, will

be launched this week, it was an-
nounced officially by Mrs. Ellen

Woodward, assistant administrator

of the Works Progress , Administra-
tion, during a brief stay on the Coast
last week;

... JJtlrs. Woodward, to whom Admi -

Istrator, Slarry L. Hopkins referred

the-: complaint : of Representative

Thomas P. Ford Los Angeles,

,,^slipped into Hollywood secretly,
<" summoned here by the illness of her

son,; Abbott. Woodward. Inquiry at

her hotel brought replies that she
had returned to Washington, but she
was here until last Friday (29), oh
which date she conferred with Col:

Don Connelly, local WPA chief, and
W.:-'-Hk

:

Kiiiler,. Jr., WPA rep from
San Francisco) who. is conducting
the 'present probe uf the L.A. proj-

ect,, cbvlering technical and any pos-
sible criminal angles.

Kinler probe;" "it .
Was announced

late last week, is to be .continued,

despite.- new investigation that
has been ordered. Mrs. Woodward"
failed, to announce -before leaving for

Salt. L>ke: City: whom she had .

-

sighed, to tjie admi. istrative inves-
tigation, excepting' to state that the
investigator would be here early this

week.
J, Howard Miller,, western regional

j. and the man chiefly under

l
.-:''

V,,--

i

IT'

-I

+.

fire i the Li . muddle, is believed

headed coastward after, several
weeks in Washington, where he con-
ferred with Mrs; Hallie Flannagan,
director . of . the national project.

Congressman Ford,- in his demand
oh Hopkins, for an. impartial quiz
of Los Angeles conditions, advised
interested local parties that he made
it clear to the administrator that he
considers '

the. present state _ of af-
:

fairs 1 in the project: deplorable. He
reached., his conclusions, he . stated,

after careful study of the report of
the Los Angeles County Democratic
Central committee, which conducted
an exhaustive probe into charges
that .Miller has

.
mismanaged the

project locally and that he should
be replaced by some person of more
mature years.

Washington, Feb. 2.

Investigation of management of the
Federal Theatre Project in Los
Angeles was ordered last week fol-

lowing: squawks /from actor groups
there and members of Congress from
that sector.

.
Responding to bleats transmitted

through Congressman Thomas F.
Ford of Los Angeles, Works Progress
Administrator Harry. Hopki in-

structed a
:
headquarters .

.
agent . to

make a first-hand check of charges
of discrimination, favoritism, politi-

cal intrigue, and inefficiency. Mrs.
Ellen Woodward,, assistant admini-
strator, said a regional director will
leave for the Coast this week ; to
make

.
'immediate' and thorough

analysis.'

the-belt tactics to see that it is never
born.
•': Climax comes when hooded riders .

descend on an organization meeting
'

to shoot several ring leaders; With
the ruthlessness of his master at last

made clear to Jackson, he alters hjs
stance to embrace the cause.
Ludicrous logic of the Old school

Negro is caught by the author with
the tragi-comic Jackson as a pro-
tagoriist. There are dance scenes,
occasioned by . revelry, that are well
done, and with a dash of showman-
ship.

Sets by Wood McLean are also
Worth-mention. They are sometimes
s'tri ingly reminiscent Of props in

'Tobacco Road,* however.
Acting pf Green is A-l. Alvln Chil-

dress, as his 'murdered pal, and Frau-
line Alford as Green's Wife, Betty
Lou, are equally good. Remainder of

the cast, with the exception of the
white actors; do good work. Latter,

never convince. In trying, to live up
to the roles of hard-as-nails land-
lords they, tend to overdo' : the assi -

ment.
' Choir, the pit, for incidental

music is excellent., Leonard Pu Paiir

directs, the 30-odd singers (without
instrumental accompaniment) • in a
series of Negro spirituals? and folk
songs. during scene changes to good,
results. Hurl.

NATIVE GROUND
/ ..

,

Trilogy In eight act* /presented at -Majes-
tic. . rooklyh. Jcth. .2?, '37; toy Experimental
:Theatta :6T Federa.1 "WFA- Project; Written
by :

Virgil- Geddesi directed .Tames Light;
aettlnKs, Howard Bay ; 55c; top.

Lora Bentley . .-. ^ .£;:.... i « .'iGeOrRtn rta Bra nil

. Lara Behtley.. . . .-.Allen. Magle
Tod'.. . : ... , . ...v. . .'. . ; , .Frederick GluHrvnn
Myrtle Bentley; . ..... .Alfreda Sill

• Hawkins. ,v: .-.«;.. .'.'
. ; « . orace." Casaelbefry

Milton So^rs:;.. .;. Josef Draper
Oscar Holm'.'....;.'..- ..Michael Clsney
-.HegUr •'.'.- '.

.'.. .'. uidy' GoVrlch-Elennor Scherr
Stivers: i". . . . .Ingnll Hammer'
Mr.. Roberts;. ..;,'... ».;... .Leslie Hunt
Mi'. . "RobertH ............. .Aqnes G IIdea
Rubv Roberts;.* ..Rose Conner
Polly.-.Roberta. ;.; . ;,...;».'».. ; Dorothy . Nolan
Mr. : Henohiw; .;....... . . . . , .Sidney Vt reker
Mrs',' Henibrtwi .'-.v. . . .

.

'.'«; \ .Hattle Cllne
Xiuke ^enph'i>v. y. . ; v

-. . . .Charlea. .Th,ompson

.

A Farm Boy .:. . .......... ... ;, . .Curtis Parker

This is a bad play,, poorly acted

and staged. Has nary
,
a,, laugh, ind

nothing to recommend it .ltJp *bp,ut

the supposed^ cockeyed morals of our
own farm folks; :tH^^ittdl.e West..

If the rilay. is intended as-Va: preach-
ment it misses! by considerable, .Sets
are like crftssrWord puzzles, They've

fjgoi tb be: figured.
"It's a bucketful of neuroticism and

looks to bs a good . demoristratroh of
th«. ineptitude in, the F.T;P,

Thrf.e parts, to it," first hart titled
after ths play's own handle.

Ills^itirhate daughter "makes her
apDeararce immediately. . Man who
balieves he js Her father reallv isn't;

Alont, comes ma's old lover and uo
crbos the situation ,of the real oabpv
and the ^irl. ^yftle, falling for each
other. ;M3 r-?uawks but .it's no .use.
IWyrtl?. sun* her real daddy, Milton,
run off. B^ntlev. who .thinks he's
the pirVs father, khowi nothih?!. lie's
just a farmer.

. scond op>-t. 'The Plowshare's
Gleam.' has Myrtle and Miltnn liv-
ing totether. 10 years latar. Myrtle's
mother has died of a- broken heart.
Btnf^y . .^'H doesn't krnw that he's
not MyrtlVs oanny.. Alon* c^es a

with an lri«h •brogue; Mvrtle
tells hirh that, although she lived
with /Milton 10 years^ thev're not
married and that she and Milton are

>,as babes'. Myrtle persuades the
Swede into sinning.

,

; Copies th» th'rd . mrt. -titled 'As
the Crow Flies.' Milton has died
and it is three years later; Myrtle
has had a child by the Swede with
the Irish brogue., although he: never
knew it. He returns with a fiaxen-
haired dumbbell. He and Myrtle
plan to Ret married, but thiriK*? ,go

awry because the . flaxen-haired
He^l'a gives birth to an ille«riti nte

child by the Swede right In Myrtle's
home.. •

•

'

.

While the hired men talk about
the qualities of American Indians
and bld;man Bentley still thinks he's

Myrtle's pa. the Swe^e
.
reneges oiy

Myrtle and runs off ith Hegla.
leaving • Heetla's child bv hi wijth

Myrtle, - That's the finish.

Among the characters in the play
half-wit farmhand who, as. a

b'abe. was found in a gttnny sack
by old man Bentlev and whn is the

apple of Behtley'S e.yeP entley

never learhs.that Myrtle ff not his

da'ught; ,'but ; by that 'time, ing
much matters.
Gebrgiahha Brand does a pretty

fair job as Berttley's wife and, after
Alfreda Sill goes - normal, she han-
dles the grbwri-up Myrtle much, bet-
ter than. -the adolescent Myrtle.

,
'Rest are the/ usual small-town or

farm-life characters, Michael Cis-
ney, as. Oscar, the Swede, looks to
have. posSi ilities if properly han-
dled. '

.

'. Play has been published in book
form ..and' was once, owned by the
Theatre Guild, . which dropped it
after a couple of option: pickups be-
cause of alleged difficulty in casting.

Shan, v

SWEET LAND

nnd dlifiijicd by VenpeUa; iTone^ii^tilngR.
Wond Mi-Lean: .'dances. MabeJ H3rt.:""^At
-Lafayette'- theatre, N.. T.. Ja'n.'.IO; '37; '55c
ton

Chet ,7ac
Sum Tu'cU
George. .

.

Mahtmy .

.

KUa.w..

.Doe Doe Grtcn
. . . . . i AlvIn Childress
. .-. .., . . . . Hugo - Fordc'
; . . . . Mary Davenport

'

...Rosebud Washington
Morse Russell. . ; . . . ,; William Gumberbatch
John..';... Loulis Smith
R»c!;y Tjou .Tnekson. . ...... .Fnmllne Alford
Nlr. Noll.......; ...Gordon Hamilton
Mr.Hn?)!; ,Jamen S. McT.au thlln.
Biinny..., ,.. .Dorothy .Tones.
Manilw. ... .-. ... .

.

; .i;nura Phauls
Dnnlol Lee C herokee Thornton
kppj?. , ......... .Tholmh MacOueena
Rppy a . .limma Coiiins

<Jlmaetla. , . . . .Fanny Peele
'?.''

1

ucv
.~
Bp,le/ • • ;'...,.. Ruby Harris

Sheriff I :in Ine ,'..... . . . . . , , . . Edwin B. Piatt
Deputy Rogers , .... . .. ... . Grorge Golan
Jake Grahnm. . . . . . ; . . .T-.eroy JenkinsTom Crawford. . . . , . Wilbur' Derouge
Kdnn ...... i . . . .

;'. . Or» Ajrxa ndor
Hann:-'j. .. . . .Mary Barnes
Mr, Glover. . .; . . ... . . . . R<Jmond Morris
Bmey Wllllartis. . ; .James Williams

Within These Walls
icago, Jan, 30.

Drama In three, acts (seven scenes), pro-.

lOR. and epllosr; . \Vr|tten by. Marcus; Bxch;
staged - by Knv Kyvlnn: sett lngs designed
by Cllvo Rlchabaush; assistant dl r'or.

Sidney Blockstoneii -technlcat director, ; nrr
bid KoneU .

Hjshttriff. DMrtcnn. : Whiteside;
presented by Federal, Theatre at. lackf
stone.. Chicago, Jan. -

.28,f
-3".

Cftaries Cahtreli. !To Mcbermolt
Father. i . William Sexton
Mother. . . . ..... .Klare A lmonte Tinpreert
Tberese; . . . . . . .<;< ( Betty Baumbach

/"Sllnry I.n<tlse : Burke
Father 'Prior. Father Cleirieut; Alfre-1 Clarke
Father Guestmaster, Father Stephen. .

•

;........'..•.».,... .-yie.tor Sutherland
Father Confessor. Vincent.,...

..... . : . . . ... . . i . . . . . . .G^ant Foreman
Brother ledlctlne. .....Pat Devlin
Herbert. ........ . ;••'; . . . .Herbert Slade.
Brother Fnincls... ;.;,....:,; Ben H. "Howe
Father AM>ot.; ..Ge.oi'ne H. Hoskyn
Gatekeeper., ... . . . . ... .WlllLam E. Hilllard

This play "about a Trappist
' onastery and the mental turmoil

of a iiewcpmer within the confining

walls of it. Show is remi iscent of
'First Legion,' which Bert Lytell
toured : around the country three
years ago, portraying the conflicts,

of emotion due to privation and- re-
striction, and working out in the end
by the tormented ones finding peace
'at last

Play moves with extreme, slow-,

ness,- failing, at any time 'to build to

dramatic or theatrical punch.. Oc-
casionally, therer is an indication of
an impending strong situation,- but it

soon levels off into the . uneventfui
continuation of the : story,

...There; is considerable fuss made,
over the fact that, the newcomer is

in a mental .fog and doesn't 'under-
stand/ but no explanation 'or reason
given for his lack of understanding.
He is seen entering the monastery
with full faith and conviction, having
heard the call distinctly. Yet,, once
^PSide^h^ybecojme* Immediately ber

nical makeup of the scenery. Ricka-
baugh has worked out -niftily the
changes of scene, switching quickly
from one set to another.
' Georgfe Hoiskyn stands out with his

portrayal of the dying Father Abbot.
Victor Sutherland and Herbert Slade
both make the most of their roles.

Gold.

'Sweet Land,' despite fact
that it is a rather ambitious produc-
tion, ism is a problem, ' the
combination of theatre and problem
is seldom ice. Task of pro-
jecting sociological themes is u-jually'

that Of a martyr, as. the Negro Youth
Unit of the FTP is likely to find out.

Presenting the trials of Share-
croppers (white arid black) in the
south, Author Seiler has gone. back, a
little further into history in select-
ing his central character. Instead of
a modern, day Negro (sharecropping
came after slavery) audiences must
accept a lead who is, actually, a
throwback to the feudal days. '.. No
one , could be as naive or r loyal to a
brutish master as Chet Jacksori; it

seems, Doe Doe Green, - who played
Gabriel in 'Green Pastures,' gives the
role his all, but it's still hard to be-
lieve.

Running from. the. conclusion of
the Great

.
War. and the return to

the farm, story portrays the squalor,
poverty and abysmal hopelessness of
the .cotton 'growers; Laborers are
railroaded for. merely, asking about
their accounting at the 'store.' Doe
Doe Green rebels at the thought of
crossing the boss to join a union.
His bosses, even, more anxious to
nip it in the bud, resort tO ; below-

YIDDISH

KAYTEN
'• ('CHAINS')

.

(IN YIDDISH)
:, r^ni'a. In three nets presenled at Artef
Theatre. T.: written by H;; I.eivlck;
direction, Joseph riuloff.: settlnss, '

-.SaIq-

tiiroff : music' arranijeil by Ben ' Jan
21. -• fli.-iO lop.
.Lev Ino I

YoKfe'r

Grlpo ;. ......
Peter.
Hereta ......;.:.....
•Sinner- .....C...'.;.-,.
Nukl-..
Solomon ';';-.

.

Daniel
y.nzuii-. .

ICoverzlihlko.V" . . i . .;

Gtriridrn' . ; . .-. ;',
; .

.'

.

.

Druz.hl.nln, ' rden.;
Doctor .. .,,

First Giiiir'il. . .
;.' .-.

Second Guiird. ; .
.-

.
.'.-

Third. ..Guard'. .......
.Volodia. » Worker...
Grlshn.- a Worker

Goldstein
Friedman.

..M-i K1rsh
..A, Hlrshbeln
....S; Anisreid
. ...A. Korwuii
.-;Ch. Brlsnian

Frelllcii
I, VVvllihansky
.M;' J'Usehbei'K

.S. I.pvln
...... . Cohen
;

1

NuKoshlner.
... . ; H. Render

. '. A'< SlialJiro
1>evenRteln

.-.''. A', . -SendrOlT
Schneldcrinan

S. Itedner
in the liioss: scene: D. Dinte, -1. (lewlrt?

mart, K.. 1MW-; T. Tortvln; A.. HendrolTj' 'G.
GoldiiUi DV' toyhu,'' Sllberberg, '.X.

Rymer:

Artef Players Collective' i this
revival, of H. Leivick's revolutionary
observations, offers a profoundly ab-
sorbing periormEince. Women have
no place in the play, and it is ro-
mantically stai-ile, but the worthy
delineation given by the Artefs gives
the play warmth. Play concerns Will
of man to be free.

Leivick's ' observations are of
Russia, aroUnd 1905. Scene is a
Siberian prison cell in -which a dozen
or so inmates are harbored. Majority
are political victims. Two or three
are offender's in crime. ', Eventually
'th'ey : attempt freedom arid receive
assistance in their efforts from
miners of the particular district, but
Russia's military forces

;

recapture
control Of the victims and the jail.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Amateurish show billed as musical revue and titled 'Pink Slips on
Parade' was given at the Adelphi, N. Y., Sunday (31) evening. Partici-
pants were said to have been recruited frorii WPA ranks, but few in the
proceedings indicated professional experience. Skits and numbers su
posed to spoof the pink sli of dismissal from the Federal Theatre Project
were generally depressing.

Affair was under the auspices of the New Theatre League arid' was
on as a benefit performance, with a top of 83c. Equity was asked to
the Sunday performance and complied, but stipulated that 15%
gross must be paid to the - Theatre Authority.

Continuation of 'Eternal Road's' ig spending splurge will see an un-
usual tieup next Saturday (6) whereby the legit spec will take a l,500r-jnch
back page display ad in the N. Y. World-Telegram's weelc-ehd rotogravur
section. Front page- of the same section will carry a full-page picture 6f
Rosamond Pinchot, of tqe "Road'. <fast. After the daily -is completed with
its . run,- it will print off 50,000 special single sheet roto pages with the
front and back pages used, that reprint to be- used by 'Eternal. Read's
management for wide mail distribution. Reminiscent of filny. company
splurge attempts, it is an unusually, hi exploitation expenditure for a
legit show.these days.

Before it 'was tlecided to hold over 'Dead. End' for the second ' (current )

week in Detroit, because of flood conditions in: Cincinnati, :Equity okayed
a request for a lay-off without salaries; Ben Washer; press agent of the
drama, looked over Cincinnati first.

He. came back by train,, it being necessary to motor about 20 miles- from
the city, .where the cars were detoured. He also ,weht to Louisville by
plane.

ino Manzbrii, . Italian actor, Whose uriele is a physici is -going
hair-growing nostrum'.bizj. Manzorii came to New-York several

:
years'

uriable to speak any -English, but quickly absorbed enough of the language
to appear , in a ' road show company of ''Strictly Dishonorable' and also
handled a couple, of Coast film assignments.

However, no sooner, oro the jail door
chains clang, shut than a new cbrir
spiracy to break but of jail takes root
among the inmates.

There is only one set in the play,
a prison cell, and it is a good one.
It retlects immediately < the coldness
of a jail. Costumes are good and ah
air bf activity both within the jail

and without is expertly maintained
throughout.

Lighting is good and the direction
is reflected directly from the worth-
while performances of the cast as a-

whole.
Repetitious and cheap references

to the mothers of men . which is

made by one of the criminal type
characters of the jplay is unnecesr
sary. 7 ' Shan.

ENGAGEMENTS
Sarah Allgood, torm in a Tea-

cup.*
...

Ralph Theodore, Cyrilla Dome,
Robert Williams, William Hackett,
Stanley Jessup, Barbara Barton,
William Foran, Charles: Ellis, Jack
Hasler, 'Call Me Ziggy.'

Cynthia Rogers, Rex. O'Malley,
Ruth Hairimond, Walter Greaza. Ray-
mond Bramley, Florence Edney,
Richard Rauber, Leo Kennedy, Jo-
seph Sweeney, Mary : Gildea, John
Hamilton, Theriese Wittier, 'In a
Nutshell' (complete cast).

Sheldon Leonard, Ann Brody. Mu-
riel Campbell, Louise Reichard, Ann
Thomas, Helen Golden, Irene Win-
ston, Frank Gould, Henrietta Kaye,
Ben Krariz, Wolf Barzell; Solon
Burry, Janet Deutschman,. Shiriien

JRuski , 'Having a Wonderful Time;'

Louis Calhern, 'Still Life/

Jerry Cooper, *Do or Die;'

Franklyn Fox, 'Hey Diddle Did-
dle.'

:

Edith Tachria, Judith Barry, Jane
Dewey, *In Gold We Trust.'

Nicholas Joy, Boyd Crawford,
Charles Bryant* 'Yes. My Darling
Daughter.' :

Leona Powers, Ruth Holden, 'Meal
Ticket.'

Ruth Weston,
mans.*

Hope Williams,. 'Amphitryon.'

. Albert Van. . Dekker, Marjorie
Jareckl,

.
Dodson Mitchell, Allan

Nourse, Albert Bergh, 'An Enemy of
thife People/

. Stephen Courtleigh, Robert Adams,
Ferdinand Hast, Randolph Echols,
Betty Jenckes, Laurerice Murray,.
Julia •. Lathrop, Neal Barry, Samuel
Danzig. William Howell, Cathleen
Cordelf, Walter Williams, Alfred
Paschall, 'Richaid II.'

Cecilia . Loftus, Kate Warriner,
Donald MacBride, J. Ascher Smith,
Clarence Oliver, 'Glory for All,'

Grover Burgess, Curt Conway,, Jo-;
seph Taulane, Hester Soundergaard,
Frances Bavier, Stanley Wood, Man-;
art Kippen, Pass Le Noir, Alfred
Herrick, . Edward Everett Hale. Rbb-
ert Reed,. . Amelia Romano, Lester
Lohergari, Jr., Lester Lonergari, '3d,
Walter Beck, . Richard > Barrows,
'Marching Song.'

Enid Markey, 'The Women.'

Future Plays

'Fore-nitctiin', by Thurlow Weed
Hoffman rid Charles Zig-Shye, an-
nburtced for production by Marthe
Stedman.

'Still Life/ melodrama by
dore Reeves, being readied for pro-
duction by Sidney Harmon. is

Calhern will star.

CRIX CRUCIFIED BOTH

LEGITS IN BALTIMORE

Baltimore, Feb; 2.

Pair of legits laid low last week.
George M. Cohan in 'Fulton of Oak
Falls' snagged only faulty $4,100 at
$2.78 high at Ford's and, Opposing
the Anne Nichols ' tryout of 'Hey
Diddle Diddle' at the indie Audi-
torium limped in with but $2,800 at
$2.20 top.

Crix crucified
Which resulted i

tionis:

All . legit houses shrouded . this

stanza. Opening next Monday (8) at
Ford's is premiere of 'In a Nut-
shell/

Estimates for Last Week
'Fultpn of Oak Falls/ Ford's (i.f

988; $2;78). Withered at $4,100;

Geqrgie Cohan badly off as a draw,

as badly off ' form as he
hibited here.

'Hey Diddle Diddle/ Maryland (1,-

700; $2.20). Tryout encountered uri-

encouraging notices; 'came in With
only $2,800.

More Hits

(Continued from page 1)

enough .attractions on this list

satisfy willing buyers. At Leblang's

the nightly jams in the basement

quarters of the cut-rate agency are

additional evidence of the trend.

Standees at all performances at

half a dozen Broadway legit theatres,

throughout last week clearly indi-

cated the surge theatreward in late

January. Not only Was the limit in

Standees admitted to the final per-

formances of . two outgoing successes,

but the standouts which are at the

heights of runs, were favored .
far

over capacity.

Standee Recor

; Record was claimed 'Ha

(Gielgud), on its. final two cfortn-

ances at the St, James, There wev
308 perso ris standing a t .the Satu' r

(30) matinee, arid 243 at ni for

total of 551 on the. day.

standees in at all performances
ing the final, week, although,

lower- floor did not sell- al

times, the $3.30 top being a. factor;

House removed the last sev^rar rows
in the ..center section downstairs;'

which: formerly ranged to the. wall;

However, some of those, who. stood

Were spotted iri the balcony. ther

departing play which jammed 'em i

was 'idiot's Deiight/ where 122 were
standing Saturday night.

'You Can't Take, It, With
Booth; 'The Women;' Barryi
'Tonight at 8:30,' National; d
Show Is On.' Winter Garden,
other % attractions where
room has bsien frequently, i

dence. While that; is. usually . true

of 'Tovarich.' Plymouth,
vor.ites. top, had/:

staridees over the r

ends.

'Can't Take It' has been goi

capacity si its initial week.,
foyer limits the., umber
Booth, where last weekv

s, average was
47 per. performance. Several theatfes

hive set their own limit on the nutri'-

ber of staridees admitted;, such as

National ('Tonight at 8:30').
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Chicago, Feb, 2,

li s; just a question of how many
seats here. This is the finest legit

season in many; a. year. ' Customers
are falling-over thetxiselves frying

to squeeze into the : theatres; only
trouble Is there aren't enough houses

to take care .of the demand. \

r \

"' Again it
; Was a four-way smack-

erpo list last Week::. The .'Follies,'

'Jane Eyre,' . 'First Lady*, and the
Charlotte Greenwood long-runner.
'Leaning on Letty' ('Post Road').- all

dpi well. And into .'town last .Fri -

day' returned 'Great Waltz* for a

shirt stay at the Auditorium,, .'..-.,

, TWO"of the
:

; smash hits close, their

local runs on 'Saturda.v..;.(6), /'First

Lady' going out of /the Harris to ; be
replaced by a new company .of 'You
Can't Tak ;

:
It With : You;* while

'Eyre* scrams after a truly : sock biz
gallop at the Etlanger, making, way
for- the p'Oyly rCarte Gilbert
SoUiv.ah ga.nK - .. .,

Capacity, signs are -still up at. the
Grand;;. . Gertrude. Bromberg of the

• Shubert office here has been, doing
9 walloping fine: job - on press and
.exploitation,

.
ihg' full pages . -in

the-tpp dailies, with photos
. and. fea-

ture yarh$,- '
.

..
'

.

WPA opened a new show. .'Within
These Walls,' for a fortnighter at the
Blackstone, and will replace with.
'Good Old Summertime' on Feb. 17.

Musical, '0, Say Can YoU Sing?' has
perkejd steadily at the Great Nor-tti-
ern'arid,isTipw'|urni

'!

a pleasant
weekly gross.

.
...

-
; '' -''

.
Estimates for Last. Week

•First .Lady/.--ftarris-'.-.(l,0'00;:''«2.75)

(6tb-fitial-week). Finishing to.prvti-
•cally capacity business, having been
a sell-out from the start. Around
$15,000, great.
.'Great Waltz/ . Auditorium" (4.000; :

:'$2.20). In for 12 performances, from
Friday (29). Opened well over the
week end. ";

'Jane Eyre,' rlaneer (1,400; $3:30)
(4th>final. week').. Goes but Satur-
day /6 :), after" holding over an. ad-
ditional week. . Did capacity, from
start to finish. Hit over $22,000 last

week. D'Oyly Carte troupe in Mohv
day (8). -

•Leanirtg on Letty,' Selwyn (1,000;

$2.75) (11th week). Can stick into'

Spring' without difficulty; getting-' a
steady play and powerful: profits*

weekly. Agai over . $13,000 last
week, magnificent..

'Ziegfeld Follies,' . rand (1.300;

$3.85) (5th week). Need a shoehorn,
(here regularly to pack 'em in. To.
the walls again with $28,000. Top
admish brice in years for this town
not hurting biz in any way.

..: wpa.
; Say Can You ing?', Great

Northern.' Building steadily and
grossing nicely, how, around ? $2,500
last week. This is money when com-
pared with the $300 and $400 grosses
most 'of the WPA legit projects
handle. ...'

''Within These Walls,' Blacksone.
Opened last Thursday (28) for. a
two-week stay . Pipy . about ; Trann.!

monastery will be replaced on Feb.
.17 by Martin Flavin's 'Good. Old
Summertime.'

For Hinterland?

Pittsburgh. Feb. 2.

inning Of 'Oh Your Toes' tbur
;

.
pretty disappointing at the

ixon last week and makes the
roadway musical hit of last season

look like a doubtful road "property.
Of «ourse,. the flood scare had a. lot
to do: ith the .'mediocre gross of
$17,500, which represents plenty of
red on both ^ ends, but that doesn't
entirely tell the story. V .

•

^Critics re-echoed the lavish praise
of Manhattan reviewers, but it was
the general feeling that 'Toes' is too
smart for the hinterlands. Satire
Jfras going over most of the heads

.
throughout .the week and -customers
didn't know when ballet was being
kidded and when it was done sen-1

ously.

.On account of the flood in in-
cinnali,- 'Toes' went from her to
Cleveland, but length of the tour is

Problernatical. in face, of the local
showing. Producers only expected
tp keep it out until April; , when
Ray Bolger must report to MGM on
the coast, but from the, looks of
thl* gs now, it may not get ,. even
that long a run.
Nixon has the D'Oyly Carte com-

pany current for.: one -week of reper-
toire, with- the Savoyards opening
last ni.«ht U) to a -tremendous arU
vance sale.

Estimate , for Last Week
On Ydiir Toes' (Nixon; ;

$3.42). First road stop; fqv the-.-.rniis 5 .-

cal hit after' 10 ..months' on Eronrl-
wnyv a dteappointnieri-t. Flood 'senro
kept some biz away, but ' couldn't
entirely be blamed for week $17:500.

FRISCO SHOW DISMAL

FLOP- $5,000 AND OUT

,
an Francisco,

;. 'Battle Hymn' was presented by a
cast - of 100 Federa 1 Theatre Project
Players " ..Cbiumbi. ;.

' theatre

Thursday, Jan. 28, to a packed house.

Reception ublic " arid press .; was.
excellent. Advance sale indicates a

healthy

'Cocktail -Bar'; closed a 17-day run
at the" Geary' theatre Saturday (3 ...

Show w.as a dismal flop and id
terrible biz. There is talk of changing
some of the top persons- in the cast
and mbying it. on to Los. Angeles.

. Estimates for Last : W~ ak
'Cocktail Ear' Geary (2nd wk)

(1,750; $2;50). -New Lloyd Chase
operetta did a flbppb. Lucky to have
picked up $5,000 on the last. 10 days,

;
WPA

ymn/ Columbi C4 per-:
formances) (1.80,0; 50c.);; - FTP . has
turned in a firte production and is

getting : nice: biz. Did' a little under
$2,000. on three night , and one matir
nee performance on midweek., open-
ing.-' '

...

v

5TH TOBACCO' SHOWING

SOCK $8,000, NEWARK
. .

'"' Newark, Feb. .

Surprise of the season was the re-
turn, engagement of VTobacco Road*
at the Shubert. Theatre last week.
This marked the fifth showing of
the. rama in Newark territory in
less 12 months, : and an $8;000
b. p. ,

week, with only the f'rst
.two nights of the week cut-rate.
Looks like. Newark will get 'To-
bacco', again;
Current attraction is 'Fulton of

Oak; -"Falls/ tarring George M.
Cohan, before. Eroadway.. .

-

Estii >.(e for Last' Week .

/-Tobfvcco Racd* (Shubert; 1.970;
50p-$1.50). This hardy drama has
taken root hereabouts, ; :apparentl,y..
arid in its fifi'r appearance garnered
a splendid S8.000.

."'

Broadway List Strenglisp Agam;

m

Los Angeles; Feb. 2..

Following the three weeks healthy

run 'Boy Meets ... itl,' which
closed here Saturday. (30) ilt-

moire is. dark until Leslie Howard
moves riday (5) for; a limited

Stay with is . version of 'Hamlet.'

'Boy' currently inaugurates a tour of

One and two ighters that will take!

it back to the Atlantic seaboard/
Henry Duffy brought 'Petrified

Forest' into thei. I Capitah last

Week, using the same : company he
presented in Sari Francisco several
months ago.

Estimates for Last Week; :. .

• 'Boy. Meets . Girl,' Biltmore, Los
Angeles, (C-1,656; $3.30) (3rd-final
week). Lack of outstanding names
failed to dent this one and. final,

stanza neatly •profitable at $10,000.
'Petrified Forest,' El Capitan,

Hollywood (D-1,571; $1.65) (1st wk).
Fair interest in this Duffy opus, with
trade probably held down through
the fact that picture preceded it, At
$.6,000, initial stanza okay.

WPA
'Revue of Reviews,' Hollywood

Playhouse. Run again extended, this

time to Feb. 21, with trade holding
consistently.
'Roaring Girl,' Mayan. Opens

Thursday (4) for four Weeks. Origi-
nal newspaper meller by John C.
Moffitt.
• 'Help Yourself,' Musart. . Another
holdover, with Feb. 14 now set as
the closing date.

'Ladies of the Jury,' Mason. Wind-
ing up Sunday (7), after a healthy
run.

'

'The Jewel :Tree ?
; (mats). 'Marion-'

ette Varieties' (nights), Marionette
theatre, indefinite.

Washington. Feb. 2.

Second- stanza of . the D'Oyly
Carte troupe hopped up to. approx-
imately $26:000 at $3.30 top as against

$20,0dO fbr the opening: seven dayi at

the National. -Figure is;being hailed

by .the localites. who were pretty
sheepish about the first week, as

proof that the Capital really ' ' a

two-week stop. . .
...

Same thing happened with .'To-

night at 8:30.' only other."'"two-week-

stand this season, second week being
.well above the'- first' ..With Coward,
the explanation Was'-- that. 'customers'

were:, waiting to. choose which ..shows

to . see. With . 'the Savoyards, it ' is

agreed that the Inaugurati ' kept
the carriage trade ..busy" of-

ficial functions.
.Current is Giel'gud's 'Hamlet..- -ith

Tullulah Bahkhcad's •Reflected
Glory' to follow. Latter should draw
the swank -trade on strength of the
star beiim a .(laughter of the Speaker
of the House, how in session;

Detroit, Feb. 2; .:

loods, playing havoc with show
biz arid everything else ' along; the
Ohio Riyef; are

;
displayirig. a silver

lining ;hei
;
e.' currently i

• 'Dead ,End,'-

bdbked.iAto.Ciricinhati fbr thii? .week,
was forced 'to cancel arid stayed here
for. a second: session, thereby splvirig

two problems n icely : provided the
Cass with, something to fill its 'first

scheduled dark' week this season, and
saved pay checks for the 'Dead. End'
cast.

Manager.. McKee,. of the'

Cass, didn't guess- Wrong, either, for
the play's first session, at $15,000, is

plenty beaucoup for" . town; that's

been plagued for a month with 100.-

000, workers forced but of jobs be-
cause ..of strikes. And the, second
stanza started off icely, which
should mean a little extra cash "all

around.
; On"a wave of rave reviews, 'End'

got a heavy play from the start. Pop-
price matinees were virtual sell-

outs last week and the ights filled

well. Booked to follow 'Dead
. End'

into the Cass, 'On Your' Toes' opens
a brie-week stand next Monday (8),

Estimate for Last Week . .

, 'Dead End' (Cass; 1,400; $2.75 top).

Got rave riotices and given a hefty
play at $15,000.. Sticks for a second
session, due to forced caricellaitiori of

engagement, in Cincinnati because of

flood.

. Boston, FeBi
Maxwell Anderson's t 'Masque, of

Kings,' with Henry Hull; • .Margb,
Dudley ,

Digges and Pauline Fred-
erick, easily led the town last week,
with the help of a juicy Theatre
Guild subscription list. Although
rated a possible hit, the third act is

undergoing some, re-writihg. Top-
flight cast should carry this blank
verse historical piece a long way
when' it hits Broadway.

'Pride and Prejudice,' . another
Guild subscription play, holds over
for fourth weelt. 'And Now Obod-
bye' folded Saturday (30) after two
tame weeks. Nothing booked into

the Plymouth this week to succeed
it. x > ,

v '"'.,, '-
•

"'.

. Gielgud's 'Hamlet' is booked for
the Shubert for one week, Feb. 8,

and 'Idiot's Delight* comes to the
Colonial Feb. 22.

WPA's 'Help Yourself continues
for a third; week at the. Copley.

stimates for Last Week
'Masque ;of Kings' (Shubert; $2.75;

1st week)—Clicking, handsomely, to
over $15,000 for the opening frame.
Received 'warm ' critical ' welcpmie.
One more week;

'Pride . and Prejudice' (Colonial;
$2:75; 3rd week)^-Holding . its

own. Ai'ound $11,000 last week. One
more.'tarizav
'And Now Goodbye' (Plymouth;

$2/75; 2nd week)—Left Saturday
(30), ,with not too promising future
after $9,000 final frame.

Kins'sberry to \N. 0.

j-'N-CW; brieans, Feb;- 1

in Imerit of .Jack Kirigspcri-y
as diroct

.
-qf the Federal Theatre

here was announced Thursday (2.8)

by James Yutcher. state WPA
.adnlihistrator.

- .::Kingsber);y -director'

the Feder, . Omaha and
succeeds 'raven, 'who -

sigriQd to become a full-time asso^.

elate dirfector of tho Group. Theatre
of New Orleahr.

roadway's attendance strength-

ened again last advancing to

the peak of the:-season.- •Having ab-

sorbed the. hpli . Vcjau'cl. . ve hits,

show business: looks' :'f^ry;.ard' to .the

incoming attractions; there ;being 10.

carded thiWweeJcla.pd\'iiext.:

of legit- 'patronage "
i T

cated by the.-fact 'iWa,t there are rib

carded closings this. •w«ek.- •

Aside from the. general prosperity
of most , attractions, on- the list, ;the
jUmp'Uri .business last week at the
Manhattan Opera House for 'The
Eternal Road' was the ..outstanding'
feature. Management is now - talk-
ing of presentations in -London and
barer,..- centers over; here, . also "eon-
sideiririg ~ cooling ' system for the
Manhattan, in anticipation: Of span-
ning next, summer.- Gross went up
about $7,000 for a. total estimated
Over $32,000.

." There are now .three 'shows' top-
ping the $30,00a mark--!Show Is On'
holding the lead at $40,000, and
'White; Horse .Inn' the runrier-up at
$34,000. !Red, Hot and Blue' upped
its pace and ' was rated at $28,500.
Straight show set-up ' has eight at-
tractions 'getting nibre than $15,000
arid, of;that group, , three are topping
$20,000 regularly..: 'Sbme of the other
successes would doubtless have sirri-

jl^::-iharks •-'•b«t-'lor'-Me
:

-- iiinitedr
'

: ca-
pacity .of the theatres in which they
are' spotted! ..

' '' ''.'..'

'Tide .Rising,' last ^week's solo pre-.,

nriere at the Lyceum^ drew a weak
press but got. $5,000 . and may move
to/another house, dependent .on this
week's going, There are. four shows
arriving this week. . Next week's-
card; -Masque of : Kings.'. Shubert;
'Fulton of Oalc Falls,' MOfosco; 'A
Point of Honor,' Fulton; . 'Yes, My
Darling Daughter' ('All About
Love'), Playhouse; 'In Gold We.
Trust,' Little, and 'Call Me Ziggy,'
Longacre. 'Howdy Stranger' is slated
to • move from the latter spot.
Business improved so much that

'The Country Wife' remains two
weeks more at the Miller; it was
slated to,' close last . Saturday; . a:-"'

'It Cari't .Happen Here,-' WPA show,
is announced to clbse. at the Adelphi
this week.

Estimates for Last Week
'And Now Goodbye,' Golden (1st

week) (C-789-$3.30 ). Presented by
Jbhn Golden; adapted frprir VJames
Hilton's novel . by, Philip Howard;
opened Tuesday (2).

'Boy Meets Girl,' '. (63d week)
( -l,059-$3.30). Holdover laugh show,
in the money every week; business
around $8,500; ridt costly to operate.

'But for the Grace of God,' Guild
(4th weejc) (D^91.4-$3.30). Slated for
another week, which .ends the sub-
scription, period; around $11,000, all
from that • source.

.

'
'-.-.' -..

'Behind Red Lights,'. Mansfield (4th
week) (D:l,097-$3.30). Shows activ-
ity and may make, the grade; im-
proved- tp atfoynd $7,000 last week,

sbtri.e.-cut.-xfite ,aid..
* '-.;-

'Brother 1 Rat/ Biltihore "(8th week)
<:CD-991-$3.30): Settlin'g dbwn ,fbr
a run after slow start; laUgh show
around. $15,000; excellent figure for
non-name cast. .

'Dead End,' Belasco (67th week)
(CD-99l-$3.30). Another long run
attraction that holds to steady
profits; paced around $8,500; using
some cutrrates;

.

'Frederika,' Imperial (1st week)
(0-l,468-$3.85). Presented by the.
Sh.uberts; operetta with score by
Franz Lehar opens Thursday (4).

'Hiffh Tor,' Beck (4th week)
(D-l,214-$3.30). Strength of draw
indicated by excellent figures: run-
ning around $15,500; nearly all : dU
rectly at box office.

.
-Howdy Stranger,' Longacre (4th

week) (C^l,019r$3.30): Better than
first indicated, bUt modest grosses;
last week estimated around $5,000;
moves to ,46th St.;. 'Call Me 'Ziggy*
follows here.

'Red, Hot and Blue.' Ivi (15th
week) (M-l,355-$4;40). Went, up
$1,000 for a gross of around $28,500,
although agency buy expired;
brokers handled as many tickets as
before.

,- 'Show Is On,' "Winter: Garden (7th
week) (R-1,671T$4.40 > Broadway's
leader and going around capacity, at
all performances, .with- gross quoted
at $40,000. -

.
W

'Stage Door,' Musid bx (16th
week) (C-l,013-$3.30). izable hit;

though under pace of earlier going,
is faring well:;lasi.week's gross easily
tonped $16,000.

"

-The Eternal Road.' Manhattan
O.H. • \ . (5th , week > (M-2.780-$4.40 ):

Jumped up tb around $33.Q00, : show-
t,' art operating profit; f/>r the first,

lii'iie.
.

..'

.
• 'The Windless ictoiy,' Empire
.(7th .week) (D-l,09!)-$3,..l0). Among
rlra utic leaders arid' aimed Into
)-|jring:.: last week the grbss approxi-

\ mated $17,000. •

'

'The. Wonjeii.'.. Barrymore (5th
week ) (e-l i048-.$3.30). Leader of the
hew sbcko attractions, ith capacity
hi us standees, in for fill perform-
'oces; $21,900. -

ifle Rising,' Lyceuril week)

(D-957-$3.30), - May move; IHaving
Wonderful Tirrie' booked in; around

$5,000. bkay considering weak press.
.'Thh'sty. Soil,' :48th" St. (1st week)

f D-969-$3.30). ' Presented ; by Leila
Bliss and Harry Hayden, 'written by.
Raymond Bond; :" " ' tbhicht
(Wednesday ). -.-

'Tobacco Road,' Forrest , (165th
week) (D-l,017-$l.C5')'. A'rbUhd '$6,000;'
=*?ood .figure for .\biig Iruri d.'-ftma; vnb
telling how Ion.*- it- Will stick.
•Tonight at -8:30* Natioriai (11th

.

week). (C-l,132-S4.40). One of- .sea-
sbri's

: strongest draws, with,, capacity
the rule; grbss rarely var ' with '

takings last week over $25,000; u?,
.; 'Vovorich ' Plymouth . (17th week)
(CD-1.036-$3.30). Another comedy:
smash, with: figures that add up tb
$21,000 and better weekly.

'Victoria, Regina;'. ' Brbadhurst '-(^ns^
sumed. eng. ) (49th. week) . (D-l;ll0-
$3.30 ).. Another' excellent grbss;. $1 8,'-

P00„ which topped recent weekly
figures.-..

'-'.."'"' "• ' " r
'

, 'White Horse inn^. Center (19th
week) (M-3.321-$3:85>- -Commands a
big. slice of patrbria^e from- visitors;
business around $34,QQ0 last week.
'You Can't Take It with You/

Booth : (8th - week) (C-704-$3.30). •

Strongest of the laugh plays; limited
size theatre nrakes , .for '-standee
trade regularly; over $15,300 was
new high. '

• .-.

'

Revivals.
'King Richard;' St. James •

Week ) ,: (D'-a,400-$3.30 ).- Revival of
rarely played Shakespearean work;
opens Friday <5),
'The Country Wife,' MiUer (10th

week) ; (C-944-$3.30 ). Business in}-'

prbyed $1,000 to ; over - $11,000 and
engagement extended two weeks.

'

'Naughty, Naught/. American
Music Hall; old-style meller in -

former church drawing excellent
patronage. •

WPA
'Dr. Faustus/ Ellibttv :

'Iolanthe/ Daly's 63d Street. .-.

'Sweet Land'/ Lafayette, Harlem.
•It Can't Happen Here/ Adelphi;

closes this week. .'.
.

•Native Ground/ Majestic,;
lyn..

Philadelphia, Feb. 2.

Looks as .if some kind of celebra--
tiori Ought' to be the order of the
day. This week, for the first time

-

this season} Philly has four regular
legit shows on at the same time;
Town's had; four shbws : runnirig-

once" before this season, but one of
'era was a pop-priced offering at the
.Locust. ,Thig week, that house has
Anne . Nichols! '

4Hey Diddle, Diddle/
Which Has 'a Regular $2 scale, with-
out cut-rate ^Attachments. Booking
.was ma^j^uddenly last Week and is
for a single y^eek only.
;

: Etianfeer^i itf-'ilso open . again, after
a/coublS 'eff•'datk weeks, with a .try-'

6Uf,"RA Point of Honor.' This is
also in for one week only.
Forrest has 'Idiot's Delight,' which

was almost a total sell-out for its

entire two weeks before it opened.
Show is oh subscription (6th and
last of . this year's series) and that;
of course; handicapped public , sale
and will keep the gross from be'rig
close to a modern record here. Too
bad show can't play a week or two
on its own after the subscription
fortnight.
Fourth show here this week is

'Reflected Glory/ playing its second
and last week at the^Ghestnut,
Next week, is skedded to find

quartet Of shows - also, with the
Locust announcing "Mulatto/ the Er-
langer set with George Jessel's
'Glory for All/ another try-out, and
the Chestnut getting a return en-
gagement of 'Pride and Prejudice,*
which opened here last year.
Last week's biz was fairly good.

With 'Frederika' picking up to hit
the $22,000 mark in its second and
final week at the Forrest arid 'Re-
flected GlOry' managing to pull «ut
a $10,000 week at the Chestnut.
'Lady Chatterly's Lover/ in for

single week the; Locust, took an
unmerciful panning at the hands of
the.crix and after a little biz due tb
curiosity at the start., faded to noth-
ing. '

. ... .

stimates for Last Week
'Reflected Glory' (Chestnut. 1st

week). Good notices and Bankhead-
follpwi hfilbed ;win' $10,000, with
so'me,- in'-atioji' of a. bigger second
week.

'Frederika' fForrest, week).
Pulled up

.
t-i S22.000 in . se.cbnd

and. firiai
.
v.-, ^k, which was a long

wa .n om- .\-''acity ; at' $3" top. but
'

'gnrte;nUy .sfattory; 'Idiot's De-
light' thi: ^C'jk.-

"
'

;.

'Lady Ch.Uterly's Lovfer* (Locust).
Ci'ix l.nughed it off. .

• Some interbKt,

ft
the' .^tart/ but: lucky if it passed

3l.gOO '.on the week. 'Hey Diddle.
D ; -'d

(
le'" this week. ;'
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Out of Town

The People's Choice
", Jan. 25.

;

Comedy in three, acts (four." scene?) "by
Howard J. Green and Raymond Leslie Gold-
mart; directed by Shlla Wanjall; ait dlreo
tion. Eleanor Hall; presented at Laboratory
theatre of Community Playhouse, Pasadena,
Cal.. lor week's run, opening! Jan. 2,*», '37,

Daniel Webster Flick. . .William Ebenhardt
Joe 1

Scott ...... .. . . .Claude Wisberff
Emmy Stevens ........... Marjorle Manning
Attendant , ...> . ;..'; . . . ......v. .William Pullen
Klein....... . ... tV.. Ichard Williams
James J, Qulllen Alfred Wrigstaff
U. S. Senator W. O. Tardle... .Ned Brlstow
dale Price. ........... .Catherine Lewis
May field. . . . ; , . .-.John. RIdgtely
IV T. Masterson..v.,;.«i*..i..;Oval Wylle
Sidney Oscar Pllok. .......... Richard Odltn
Hobart. . . . . . ... . , ......Jack . Nelson

We Dress for Dinner

Farce -In three
.
acts-' by Aben Karulel.

Directed by Maxwell Sholes In association
with Kandei; tillmor ..Brown supervising
director. '.' At Pasadena Community Play-
house,,.Jan. 2d, '37.

Butch Marone. ........... ....Eddie Nugent
•Bosco.

.
'. : .Samuel E. Hlnes

Monk.; .., i ........... . .Highe Lewman
Violet PaJInskl Peggy Shannon
Patsy Mulligan . .... .Russell Hoptoh
Chick Doogan. . . . , . .Matty Fain
Harry, the Penman., ...... ..Ted Thompson
Baggy Gordon ................ .Don Barclay
Tom

. Crane ... .................. . Jack Egah
Amy BenBbn . ........ . . ; . . , . .

.'
. Claudia' Cell

Sam . Sachs. ,.. ..i .......... . Sam' A. Burton
Mr. Wilcox.. ..Ferdinand Munler
Chkdle Marone. ..... . , . .-. . Malcolm Graham

Strictly in tune with the current
Interest in things political, 'The
Peoples Choice' is a rollicking com*
edy with a good romantic trend. It

moves at a fast pace from the time
the curtain goes up until the final

scene, and gets plenty " of hearty
laughs:

Authors Howard J. reen and
Raymond Leslie: Goldman have kept
their comedy

, well within - the lines
of decency, without surrendering the
slightest opportunity ; for play value.
Slightly, on the burlesque side, it is

nonetheless so close to the actual
facts that it is heavy in realism.
Show seems quite capable of profit-
able legitimate production and holds
definite-film possibilities/.

Story is built, around Daniel Web-
ster' Flicks small-town ' Democrat,
who is suddenly, plunged to promi-

-.' Hence because he is a descendant of
- a famous governor. A political boss,
James J. Qulllen, elevates Flick to
the governorship, but only, after a
campaign ful£-'of excitement; par-

:

ticularly when Sidney Oscar Flick,
a :

cousin, escapes from an insane
asylum to., join '. in the movement
Balmy' cousin shoots the candidate,
but his identity is finally concealed*
.the slightly wounded Flick is afr-

claimed a martyr and elected.
- Boss Quillen's chief, ally" ' Gale
Price* beautiful young wbman who
knows all the

.
answers.. After Flick

goes to the capital, she becomes his
secretary and sees beneath his naive
shell. . Blunder after blunder nearly
wrecks the administration until
finally, to relieve drought, the gov-
ernor signs up with a rainmaker,
agreeing to pay so'much for every
day : it rains. Rain refuses to stop
and the populace is 6b the verge of
revolt, even to hurling stones
through the windows of the gover-
nor's mansion.
.Governor has one great quality,

that of being able to make a .down-
to-earth .speech. As the .rain sud-
denly stops, he. . faces the mob and
wins it over with his Moratory, then

' shyly turns to win Miss Gale with
a kiss and a hug as the bewildered
QuUlen tries hard to make himself
realize that the day. has really been
saved. .

Presentation here suffers some be-
cause the cast was obviously picked
from among available players with-
out particular regard for age; De-
spite this, the play itself stands out
as «?«»tidedly meritorious.
; William Ebenhardt gives a good
.performance as Daniel Webster Flick,
and Catherine Lewis is beautiful, arid
intriguing: in the role of Gale Price,
Alfred Wagstaff is in. character as
the fast-moving; faskthinkiflg^p&ti-
cal boss; Others desefvihi: or men-
tion are John Ridgely and Jafcfc .Nel-
son as newspaper renortersY Richard
"Odrtnr who shows decided talent as
the insane cousin,, and P. T. Master-
soil as a scheming capitalist who
buys his way into a high state ap-
pointment.
'IrTanrUine of the Stage sets, under
the art direction of Eleanor Hall, is
good enough to take away the lone>
liness of a little theatre.

.
Shila

Wardall. director, although handi-
capped by several players sornewhat
oul

. of character, manages to turn out
a smooth-running production.

i Muff.

Gangsters, their molls, and all the
tainted gents of the racket world,, so
familiar after a long line of gangster
plays and film productions, are taken
for a ribbing ride in this effort by
Aben Kandei; Billed as 'a farce to
' rid all gangster plays/ piece is broad
and. fails to - solidly jell/ This, in
spite of a capable cast of experienced
players, most of whom have attained
various degrees: of attention on the
screen and stage..
Author hasn't Omitted any of the

personalities .customary in the past
run of gangster dramas and each
comes in for lampooning. ^However,
the digs lack-sparkle, leaning toward
burlesque treatment,

*

Play is about baby-faced killers

and beetle-browed mug'gs who at-
tempt tuxedos and class in order to
put over a real estate phoney. Lights
go on and ; off and the characters get:

bumped off. Then the head gangster
decides to turn G-man and solve the
crimes by the 'reconstruction'
method: Everybody is under suspi-
cion and.the butler finally, confesses,
that he is guilty. Entire thing works
out strictly to formula. But the
formula, as well as the gangsters, is

supposed to be put on the spot. 7 .

In addition to the mob, there is a
sucker with .the. million bucks, a
thrill-seeking society girl and her
boy friend, a newspaperman who is

writing the killer's biog, and a gang
mouthpiece.
Although, presented in three acts,

production is practically a one-act
play stretched out. There is no time
lapse between first, and second acts,

while a bare few minutes in time
saparates acts' two and: three. All
action takes place in one set, Butch
Mansion.
Eddie Nugent gives a fair perform-

ance as the. fast-talking gang boss
and vain trigger man. While his moll,
Peggy Shannon, is satisfactory. Rus-
sell Hoptoh stands ''out among , the
mobsters, .who include Matty Fain,
Ted Thompson. Don Barclay; Samuel
E. Hines and Highe Lewman. Claudia
Dell is well cast as the. thrill-seeking
deb, while Ferdinand Munier is the
sucker, and Sam At' Burton the.
mouthpiece. Jack Egan is the hews-

;

paper biographer. Barr.
(Show closed after 4 perform-

ances.)

BEACH HOUSE
Pasadena, Jan.. -22;

: Drama in <' three, acts-, (four, scenes) ' by
Robert Chapln, presented at Laboratory
Theatre - .of ' Pasadena ' Community P^y-
hpuseiijPABadepav iGal.jidlreflJed bx^Chaptn..

Mrs. Wilklns. . .
.'.

. ... ... ..Juliette ItyplnskI
Bobby . Wilkins.: . , . ;.'. . . .... . .David Brady
i'uaan Srownlee... ...... Anita Dennlston
Rutli "Davles (Squlilge)'. . '.Carmel White
Te4- Wtlklns . ; . . . .*. ... .',Jamea»Gu3ton
Julie. Wilklns: ,....<..... .....Audrey Smith
Brenda Holllst'er
Larry son.
No Yen Too.
Thornton Cabot- ....

Arthur Harrington
Messenger... . . ... i .,

..Julie Courtney
. .Wardo Darnell
....Richard Loo
.William Wright
i.. ...Tack Nelson
...Charles Wood

parted from the field of realism, a
point which makes his play the more
intriguing, Nor has he had to go far
to find comedy relief, human treat
ment of family situations being
enough to cause laUghter.
Story has its setting in a modem

beach house in Southern California;
summer residence of Dr. and Mrs.
Wilkins and their three children, an
adolescent son; a grown lad. attend-
ing college, and a daughter of the
marriagable age.
Over the last week-end of the sea:

son, they have as house guests a tal
ented but sophisticated girl friend of
the daughter, and an old friend of
the family, who has been traveling
for more than 12 years in foreign
lands. Daughter is ' engaged to a
righteous neighbor lad, but has a se-
cret yen for the ne'er-do-well son of
a rich promoter, whom she tossed
off because of his drinking. Oldest
son has, as his house guest, his. col
lege sweetheart. .Adolescent son is

greatly admired by a. little neigh-
bor girl but does not return the af-
fection,, preferring, the manly com-
pany of his sister's, jilted sweetheart.
Whole play leads up to the last

night of the season, when they all

gather around the fireplace for a 'last

fire' ceremony, wherein they come
forth with confessions. And confes-
sions are -a-plenty, with the sophis-
ticated girl iriend revealing that she
has been propositioned by the

.
old

family friend and the son telling the
world that he and his college sweet-
heart have been sinning. To

;
top it

off, the jilted sweetheart tries to kill

himself by jumping from a pier just
outside the house. It is. a trying, time
for Dr; Wilkins, who has a. great un-
derstanding heart.
Crowning scene, handled so .deli-

cately by two kid actors that it tugs
at the heartstrings of the audience,
comes when the adolescent. son: dis-

covers . love and finds . himself in the
arms of" this little neighbor girl he
has long scorned.

! With seemingly unimportant roles,

the children, Anita Denniston and
David Brady,' emerge as the real
stars of the show. r They handle their
parts, like real trouDers and both, dis-

play exceptional abilities as perform-
ers. Victor Zimmerman and Juliette

Rypihski, as Dr; and Mrs. Wilkins,
are fine, and Carmel White, as the
son's inamorata, comes through . a
difficult, part with honors. Others
who do okay are James Gustoh. Au-
drey Smith. Julie Courtney. Warde
Darnell, Richard Loo, William
Wright and Jack Nelson. Murf.

The Return of Hannibal
Sah Francisco, Feb. 1.

. Costume' comedy In . three acts '(10 gcenes)
by Amory Hare; presented, by Farmor,- Inc.,
at Geary theatre, Sah Francisco, Cal;,
Feb. l;: '37; staged by Harry Mtnturn; Bet-
tings, - Norman Rock; costumes, .' Florence
Locke.- -

Mrko. ; ........ ... ...... ...Reginald Sheffield
Imllcea. . . ........ . . .... . .Helen MacKellar
Hannibal . . , , . .............. .Jerome Lawler
Serving Woman .......... . .". . . Anne Wifetort
Spclllus .'. ...... .'-.

. . . .Eduard Franz
Runner. ..v..... . . . . . .Hnrold "Wilson
BOstar . ... .'. . . . ; . . . . . . Charles O'Neal
Adherbal. ............ , .George MacQuarrle
Maharabal ........... *Harry Hollingsworth
GIsco. . . i . .,.(...". ; ; . . ; . .David MacDbnald
Campanlan Guide. ...... .....Stanley Price
Interpreter. . ^

:

, . „•;, ..... .;. . Earl Jamison
Arab Horsemany. , ; .Nestor Aber
Corlnna. . . .>...;,, ........ . . ; .Louise Brlen
Sclplo.

.
, . .

.

\\. , .William .Tanneh
Roman Crlep/w ^ .'.V. . .

J

. . .'.
.'.

';.-.James Earl
Olil Rpman'tJlt, :U . ! .Alec Harford
Fablus...;;.... .'.". -Herschai, Mayall
Applus. Claudius. . . .Vr;.". ; /.Pumell Parker
Meteliw. i k . . t ; ,\,\ .Ray . Clifford
FurJlu^. Philua. .4^. . .. .i-, , .Lane Allen
Hapna. : .

-. U.t ..... ....'Harrv B. Stafford.
Bartrtocar,v»!.... .'. .Harry .Holden
Murcor.*. .'••'. v . 4> . ... ;•,.'; .Albert Gandero
3ypbalus.. . t. ...Dominique Fafnler
First Judiciary ; . ; William Harrison
Second Judiciary........Edward A. Paulton
Third Judiciary......;.. . .Francis Hampton
Hannibal's Son. . . . . .Kenneth Craig
Claudia. ...... ... . lalhe Barrie Barrymore

Reels on Flood

Accurate in its portrayal of aver
age American family life, and deli
cately handled in its more unwhole
some

.
situations, , 'Beach House'

emerges as a fine piece of entertain
ment, with potentialities deserving
further .consideration.
' Author Robert Chapin has not de

SEMI-ANNUAL

Further reductions on

thouspnds of pairs of our

finest shoes from regu-

lar fall and Mid-season

stocks. Splendid selec-

tion of colors, patterns,

materials and

49WEST 34th ST.

450 FIFTH AVE.

Ingepu*" and
"I. Miller Beau-

tiful" models-..

.

for rly

8.75 to 12.75

I.Miller Beautiful'4

De luxe" . models . . .

formerly 12,75 to 16,75

562 FIFTH AVE.
1552 BROADWAY

World preem of Amory Hare's
first play, 'Return of Hannibal,' gave
firstrnighters at the Geary two brief
views of the much-publicized Elaine
Barrie Barrymore and little else of
any great interest. Jerome Law-
ler, in the title role, is the star, but
unquestionably; the Barrie name in
the cast is the chief draw at the box
office.

Miss Barrie appears in only
,
two

short scenes near the end of the
third act, which gives her little op-
portunity.

Lawler and'some others in the cast
destroy

,
the 'effectiveness of numer^

oils lines through faulty enunciation
Woifien in Hannibal's life are por-
trayed by Helen MacKellar. Louise
Brien and Miss Barrie, with Miss
MacKellar outstanding.
Dramatic interest: fails to build

during any of the 14 scenes. Con-
stant repetition of incidental, music
>etween scenes accentuates the slow-
ness of the plot.
Ralph Kettering produced the

show capably. Staging and costum-
ing, are modest, but adequate.
Show is set for a Los Angeles run

following two weeks here. Also in-
ended for Broadway, but from pres-

ent, indications it will: never leave
he Coast.

. Milt.

'London Assurance/ by Dion: Bou-
cicault, set by Barbara Robbins,
tress turned producer, Feb.. 16.

Raymond Bell directi
*

'Feathers Up/ musical by William
Hurlburt, announced for spring prod,
by Harry Cprt. Frank D'Armond
and. Walter^ Copper'.will do the score.
Dmitri Ostrov will direct.

. (Continued from page 7)
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more commercial planes to fly

posed negative out of the stricken

areas. This was esential since there

were no regular airplanes operating

from the flooded districts.

One company sent its chartered

ship to Cairo, Evansville and Louis-

ville and then flew the newsreel ma
terial to Cleveland for connection

with regular plane service. Memphis
now is included as a. stop by these

special airplanes.

Tales of daring, heroism the

old adage of 'get on the scene and
grab the story - were enumerated this

week by principal newsreel editors.

Since the di iculty in obtaining boats

of any description, majority of news-
reels depended on aerial views for

coverage on worst gutted spots". This
was particularly true of Louisville

and Cincinnati
Because metropolitan da i 11 es

throughout the country devoted so
much space to the reproduction of
flood photographs, it was virtually

impossible to fake any scenes or grab
them from library material. News-
reel editors tempted to insert such
views were held back by this very
fact.

The Real Thlng»

Situation about Louisville is an exr
ample of this. Any close-up shots of
building had to be the real thing or
else, because the waters rose higher
than, even the 1887 floods when news
reel views wete riot in istence.

Closeups showing the water 10 feet
high in the Brown hotel, Louisville,
had to be taken by cameramen on
the actual scene.

Newsreel . chieftains admitted that
it was .either a question of 'you've
got the story, or you haven't.' And
there •was . considerable moaning by
some editors who fan into unforeseen
difficulties of failed to get the breaks
that rival reels did.
Because of the heavy loss of life

and enormous property damage, ma-
jority of the reel editors concen-
trated on Louisville as indicating the
most graphic material. Universal
claimed that it obtained the only
pictures made last week in Louis-
ville proper of on the ground floor.
Max Markman, cameraman at Jef-
ferspnville, climbed over the super-
structure of a bridge into the Ken-
tucky metropolis in order to carry
out the films.

'

First clash with civil authoroties
at Louisville was reported - by one
newsreel Saturday (30). Cameraman
photographing local gendarmes car-
rying liquid supplies from a liquor
shop was seized by the cops and his
camera taken away; Could not get
his camera back until he had surren-
dered the film he had just shot.
Officers claimed they were confiscat-
ing the stock but the newsreel home
office still is Wondering why the pic-
tures were if such was the
case..

Daredevil Lensers
Acting on a hunch, Pathe News ed-

itors sent H. G. Germann to Ports-
mouth, Ohio; the day before the
flood became bad; Result was that
he was there when -the retaining wall
broke. Obtained graphic shots, in
eluding 50 feet of water roaring
down streets. Pathe cameraman also
secured closeup views of actual res-
cue from raging torrent by firemen
at Portsmouth.

Efforts to use sound equipment by
nearly all feels failed from the first.Now many of them have sound orews
at points where water has receded
suffici

. permit its ,transporta-
tion, Even other equipment was
used precariously, as Pathe found to
its sorrow. Oscaf Goodman,: shoot-
ing near New Madri , Mo., from a
light boat lost all his equipment ex-
cepting his camera when ship turned
over in 12 feet of water.
Tales of battling against heavy

Movietone was shot from the*a(r/al-
though some was taken so close to
the water that it looked like land
work. Special Plane, carrying Cam-
efamen Jack Kuhne and Al Gold and
piloted by Charles Stoffer was used
to secure the aerial views. . Gold was
landed to grab ground^ shots, plane
being brought down whenever
half-way dry landing spot could be
located. After hours of photograph-
ing,, the airplane visited principal
key cities picking up completed films
in those communities and flying them
back to N. Y. This was necessitated
by fact that ':. railroad trai were
packed with, refugees and regular
planes were not servicing these
cities.

Shots of the vast exodus of entire
communities on army orders in the
region about New Madrid, Mo., and
Cairo, 111., furnished some of the
most unusual footage obtained by
Metro's 'News of the Day.- -By get-
ting in back of the flood via a

'

cuitous route through Indiana and
Illinois, Jack Whipple, cameraman
f Metro, obtained comprehensive
views of this mass movement, rated
altogether different from anything
before shot in previous flood stories.

As the scene of operations for the
newsreel crews shifted almost daily,

th'.,cost of maintaining contact with
the lensers mounted this' week; Wire
tolls and: the -nprmous amount
negative being used also added to the
expense list as the big flood neared
its third week.

Plays in Rehearsal

The Amazing Clitterhouse'->
Gilbert Miller.

/Now You've Done It' ('Me Third')
^rBrock Pemberton.

Yes My Darling Daughter' ('All

About Love')—Alfred de Liagre.

'Glory For Air—George Jessel.

The Meal Ticket'/- Aldrich and
Myers.

'Brother BaV (road) — George
Abbott.

'Having a Wonderful Time*—Marc
Connelly.
In a Nutshell'—Charles Stewart.
'An Enemy of The People* (revi-

val)—Walter Hampden.
'London Assurance' (revival)

—

Barbara Robbins.
In Gold We Trust'—Lawder and

Skinner.
'Marching Song'—Theatre Union.
'Call Me Ztggy'—Michael Todd.

Tobis Reorg
(Continued from page 11)

since the political Upheaval, has
risen to the top theatre post under
Prime Minister Goring's protection.
His versatility as both actor and
director has already stood many film
tests and, unquestionably, he ill
prove a sound film contact man if
the Prussian prime minister should
ever be in need of such a person.
What interested Tobis most in thi

sweeping change is undoubtedly the
marquee .Value of Forst, Jannings
and Grundgens. But what interests
the rest of the German film world
most is the radical melting down of
all competition. There are practically
only two film firms left in Germany
now, Ufa and Tobis. That means that
unless a director; actor, scenic de*
signer or

;

camefamari gets a job at
either of these, two companies he is
left out in the cold; no' other place
to go to. Same, of course, with the
distributor.

All the changes, above mentioned
are liable to be the forerunners of a
ihore serious reorganization of Tobi

nAAa « i i-
- - •- -— ^

i

internatiohally, with the two com-
odds to get negative out of stricken parties above mentioned (German
area after actually taken were re
ceived from all newsreel compahi .

Jimmi Sedivy,. froin
:

U's Chicago
office,, waded in water nearly to his
neck to take film safely out of the
flooded Kentucky istrict. Pathe
ensmen used a power boat, a horse
land automobile; to carry newsreel
film from a community in
Ohio. to

.
the nearest airplane;

As a new week, started with cam-
eramen still out in the field shoot^
ing flooded areas at Jowef points in
h Mississippi -valley, assignment
editofs and news ed.s of the various
companies had additional headaches
to handle. Most field operatives
were running, not only short of film,'.

>ut also money, and the difficulty in
trarispbrting and transmitting each
further complicated their tasks.

Best flood stuff obtained by Fox

and Austrian) eventually to be cut
off. and dropped from the parent
Dutch organization.
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its Healthy; 32

in the Profit

. London, Jan. 22.

Rumor is very-, dangerous, espe-
cially, when it comes .to :

:

show, . busi-

ness. .
.

..' .•••':..

Quite a number of people ' identi-

fied with show biz are talking very
loudly about all West-End shows
being flops,' and, in some instances,

creating quite a panic. Knockers
base their arguments on,-,two recent
big shows in the .West-Erid-^-Coch-

ran's 'Boy David;' arid Mascwiteh's
'Balalaika.' They argue that if such
important shows, which got a good
press, are not doing business, how
about the rest? •/'.'.

In the case, of -Boy David;' the
biggest squawkers are the libraries.

They /saw the show when it opened
at Edinburg, and thought so much
of it that they made the biggest :buy
for a straight

.
play , in years.* Arid

it's a flop^ In the case of 'Balalaika,'

it started out losing money the first

three weeks, but is picking up, and
now seems to have a chance;
But which ever way it is, two.

swallows don't make a summer, and
a few flops in over 30 plays run-
ning, with lots- more . to follow, .do
not mean that West-End biz is so
terrible. Firth Shepherd;- for in-
stance, has three.shbws running con-
currently, all hits arid making real
money, and a fourth; coming, along;
Also knockers seem to forget that

England has been under a 'flu cloud'
for weeks, with doctors writing long
articles in the * papers, telling the
masses to keep out of .crowded
places..
Show business, as a whole, has

been neither better or worse than
other years, experiencing the usual
after-Christmas lull. And, with mil-
lions of people having booked ac-
commodation here months ahead for
the Coronation, business actually
looks very healthy.
Most obvious fact known is that

producers with new shows in the
making are having the greatest pos-
sible difficulty getting houses, and in
some cases are actually lining up on
the doorsteps of theatre owners. If
that is not a sign of prosperity,
what Is?

Approximate Grosses.

,.<At rate of $5 to the £)
•After October,' Aldwych (40th

week). One of those Sunday-night-
produced plays deemed worthy of
moving to a. regular West-End thea-
tre. Show clicked and, with small
overhead got money, oh some
weeks as high as $7,000, which is
plenty. Now exhausted. In last
week, to a probable gross of $4,000.
Jane Eyre;' from the Queen's, is
transferring here.

'Balalaika,' Adelphi, (4th week).
Musical by Eric Maschwitz and
George Posford was done some years
ago by the late Julian Wylie under
the name of 'Gay Hussars,' but didn't
reach town. Has been entirely re'-
written, and received glowing no-
tices. Promoters found a new an-
gel; a mystery man, who put up
$60,000. Despite that, show had lost
$9,000 in three weeks and was given
notice to .quit; Now, in fourth week,
piece will play to $1,000 profit, hav-
ing picked up considerably. Pro-
ducers are worried looking for a
suitable house, which they are find-
ing very difficult. Shuberts have an
option for America,
'Anthony and Anna*' Whitehall

(2nd year). Still on co-operative
scheme, with actors having to dig
into reserve occasionally. As a
whole, has made money. Now doing
around $4,500, which is okay.
, 'Bosnian's Honeymoon,' Comedy
(5th week). Doing quite well; break
figure around $3,500, which it has
always exceeded, doing closer to.
$4;500. As a two-for-one can go
along for a while.

.
'Boy David,' His Majesty's (5th

Week); This is the Bergner-Barrie-
Cochran show which suffered ,many
postponements, due to the star's
sickness, and then committed to pic-
ture work. Much was expected of
the combo, but show has not lived
Up to it. Losing $2,500; weekly, but
not for Cochran or the owners of the
theatre. Libraries are taking the
punishment and squawking plenty.
Will fold next week.

. 'Careless Rapture,' Drury Lane
(18th week). This is the Ivor No-,
vello one-man effort, which proved

.
strong enough to forego the house's
annual panto tradition. Over ith
a bang, and one of the season's
smashes. .Has. long since paid off its
production, cost of $60,000. Around
$22,000 week, which is $7,000 on the
tight side of the ledger.

"'.

'Charles the King/: Lyric (14th
week).' This, show* despite splendid
acting: and press eulogies, never
made money. Nut' is- around $6,000/
which is pretty hefty for straight
play with limited clientele. Doing*
around $5,000, -which is. red, Trans-
ferring to the Cambridge on. two-
for-one. with general cut all around.

'Cinderella,' Coliseum. (4th week).
Of the four. West-End pantomimes
current this is the real moneymaker,

and a surprise. Doing, heftily at both
shows, arid real coin rabber for
Prince Littler and Oswald Stoll.

Looks good for- 10 weeks Or longer.
Steady $25,000, which is easily $10,-
000 profit.

'Aren't Men Beasts?' (36th
week), Had fair run' for farce and
made profit, although no's big, with
Robertson Hare, Alfred Drayton arid
John Mills commanding a following.
Now slipped to around $5,000, which
is just above even break. Folding
Jan. 23„ with 'Front of House,' by
Charles Landstone, West-End man-
ager, replacing.
'Okay for Sound,' Palladium (20th

week). Opened as smash, but halted
after .about eight weeks, with 'flu and
Bud Flanagan's indisposition - putting
dent into biz. Since Flanagan's re-
turn has picked up considerably, and
is now doing $25,000, which is $7,500
to the good.
Trench "Without Tears,' Criteriori

ClOth week). One of the surprise
hits of the season. Practically no
overhead, nut being around $3,500.
Has grossed capacity for months,
which is just .over $6,000. Best thing
housed at this theatre in years,

'Heart's Content,' Shaftesbury (5th.
week). Diana Wynyard definitely
has a hit in this one, although it does
riot compare with 'Sweet Aloes.'
Doing steady $7,000, with getting-out
price near $5,000. . .. /:

;

.\
'Housemaster/ Apollo (10th week).

Ian Hay product, sponsored by the
season's lucky producer. As in the
case of Firth . Shepherd's other two,
in the hit class. .Doing steady $7,000,
with . getout price about :. $5,500;
Should be in the money for months.

'Hell for Leather/ Phoenix (12th
week). Got a fair press, but . re-
sponse .has been weak. • Around
$3,500; Which, even with small over-
head, is ii> danger zone.

'Jane Eyre,'. Queen's (14th week).
Did fairly for a couple of months,
bottom then falling out. Has been
lingering lately to around $6,000,
which is slightly above even, break.
Transferring to Aldwych on two-for
one basis.
'Murder In the Cathedral,' Duchess

(11th week). Small house, no over-
head, no nothing. Just lingers to
small change. Top is not above
$2,500.
'Mother Goose/. Hippodrome (4th

Week). Surprising flop. Was figured
to be the smash hit of the Yuletide
season, house, and spot being ideal.
Response has been heartbreaking.
Around 1 '• $16,000, -which is about
$8,000 below expectation. New Jack
Waller-Bobby Howes musical comes
in middle of February. Would come
in sooner, but not ready.
'Mademoiselle/ Wyridham's (17th

week). Adaptation from French,
helped for a while . through Noel
Coward staging it. Has now Jived
this down, and malingering. Around
$5,000, just about even.
'Night Sky/, Savoy (2d week).

Very cloudy, and looks like a fade-
out any minute.
'Over She Goes/ Saville (1.7th

week). Smash at lead off* and doing
as high as $15,000 some weeks. Has
been dropping. 'Flu stemmed going,
and now nearer to $10,000. As only
big money goes to Stanley Lupino
arid Laddie Cliff, who is also the
producer, there is no immediate'
danger.
Tarnell/ New (11th week). Some

money on strength of its Broadway
success and local censor trouble, but
only for a while. Doing around
$7,000. Not likely to stay much
longer.
'Puss in Boots/ Lyceum- (4th

week). Pantomime at this house is

an annual institution, which has al-
ways raked in the . shekels. Figured
that the boys made enough on these
annuals to enable them to keep the
house closed all the year round.
This ' year ; not so hot, however.
Grossing near $20,000, instead of the
usual $35,000 arid instead of running
into spring, will fold early i Feb-
ruary, .

'Sleeping Beauty/ Vaudeville (4th
week). Andre Chariot's: conception
of . modern pantomime is doing bet-
ter than last year. Around $5,000
and profitable.

: 'The Frog:/ Prince's C40th week).
'Hoke' meller picked from the late

Edgar Wallace
,
shelf. Made barrels

of coin, with small overhead. Still

in the $12,500 class, and looks like

running forever.
'';'"

•This Will Make You Whistle/
Palace (18th week). Doing Well
enough to worry Lee Ephraim, who
is- waiting to get into the house with
his American production of 'On
Your Toes.' Still bettering $12,000.
which means no move. .

.

•Till the Cows Come Home/ St.

Martin's Q2th week).. Jogging
along at slow pace; just , above even
break at $4,000.
'Swing Alonff/ Gaiety (20th week).
A Firth Shepherd and Leslie Hen-
son gold mine,, with Henson also
starring. Affected very little by-the
'flu, and topping $15,000, which is

about $5,000 profit each week. Good
for many mote months.
'Storm In a Teacup,' Garrick (50th

week). Transferred ."here- some"
month? ago. ^Little overhead arid,

at $4,000 out nicely. Folding Jan.
23, however, to make room; for a
new show;
'. The Astonished Ostrich/ Duke of
York's (5th

:
week ). Called good en-

tertainment by most Of the press,
and not expensive, to operate. ;Can
stick around for a while the
$4,000 weekly take.

';' 'The Amazing , Mr. Clitterhouse/
Haymarket (24th week). Steady
money-maker; how betteri $8,500,
plenty okay.
'The Two Bouquets/ Ambassa-

dors (23d week). Has made money,
but now on the doWri grade. At
$4,000, just manages to avoid danger.
'Wbiteoaks/ Playhouse . (40th

week). Little to pay
. out and' can

struggle along oh $2,500.

Melody That Got Lost
'"

? London, Jan. 23.

.

Fantasy In 22 scenes by Kjeld Abel],
adapted by ' Ronald Adam end Frances
Sinclair; music, .Nancy tiofjah; lyrics, Kay
North;: .choreography. Catherine - Devlllier;
produced by C. Denis Freeman at Embassy
theatre, London.
Singer . . . . . .. .John Gatrell
Johnson .................. .Esmond Knight
1st Mies Miller. .......... ...Oily Christine
2nd Miss Miller, ... . . . ..... .-« ......'Kay-'. Walsh
3rd, Misa Miller, . ....... .Peggy Willoughby
Chief "."...Wilfrid (Grantham
Lord Wynnforth. . . ... .Cyril .Butcher
Edith .... . i ........ . . ;. Victoria Hopper
Mother ' . .............. . . . . . v. ... .Lady Tree
Father- . .-. . . ; .Christopher Steel?

Modern
.
fantasy with an very-

man' plot, and original in . treatment.
It ' still running in Copenhagen
after more than 500 performances,
and there are nine touring: com-
panies in Denmark. It won't run
anywhere near that: long here.
Show is an epitome of the life of

the ordinary white-collar middle-
class suburbanite' who leads a drab,

existence, working -all his life at a
desk and never succeeding .in lift-

ing himself out of the rut Alter-
nately pathetic, wistful, humorous
and human, the same proposition is

presented from various angles for 22
scenes, with only one interval.:Some
of these scenes do riot contribute to

the story's progression,, and all of

them: are too verbose.
Despite a company which contains

the names of several w.k. West End
Slayers, the acting is not on a very
igh plane, and after a couple of

performances there Was still con-
siderable hesitancy arid stumbling on
dialog. • , ^ .

Considerable ingenuity in :the lm
pressionistic scenery, which probably
is a reproduction of the original.

One or two moving passages .but,

on the whole, a tirespme bit of stage

writing. Jplo.
^

Puro Siccome un Angelo
('Pore M an Angel')

ROme, Jan.. 19.
Comedy in three, acts by A. .MoBcarietto,

at Fllodamatlco theatre.
Paolo Vltale . Sfgnor Vfviahl
Madalena ..........'..•....Lutsella Vlviahl
Aurora ... . . . .

.
'. . .. iefnortria ', Melldpril

Comedy is about Paolo, rich bach-
elor, aged about 50, who never looks
at a woman and is/pure as an angel.'

His main interest in life is his study
of entomology; ariy kind of strange
bug will excite him beyond words,
but women never at all.

Signora Aurora is the merry
widow who enters the scene, and is

so annoyed by Pablo's reputation that
she takes him on for a bet. He suc-
cumbs to her charms, but doesn't
dare to do anything about it. Then
he has the bright idea of having a
sort of dress, rehearsal with a lady
of shady reputation who lives in his
house. '

.-

'

,
Dress rehearsal goes off very well

and has the advantage, besides hav-
ing given him confidence, of havirig
made Aurora jealous. She started the
Whole thing as a joke, and now finds
herself genuinely interested. When
she reproves Paolo for having gone
to the other woman, ' he says, 'But I

did it for you!' And that is the end
of his exclusive interest 1 in insects;

.
Italians like stories like- that.

1 tieln; .

Coronation Prize

... London, Jan. 24.

.

Chancellor of. the Exchequer
Chamberlain will be asked

'

the House : of Cbmmoris if

Treasury will- consider arrang-
ing for temporary abolition of

entertainments' duty on all

'flesh' shows during . Coronation
week.
. Purpose would be to encour-
age maximum employment in
such shows, duri the, period.

m
, Jam

Total of 22 theatres will have the

pleasure a $100,000 pie

doled . the Paris Municipal

Council duri coming year.

Of these* thie State theatres get the
lion's share, which.is over and above
the credits given' them by the State,

which rah $326,666 higher this year
than last.

Credits have fol-

lows:
The Opera, $31,500; Opera-

Comique,..$35,000; the Comedie Fran-
caise, $15,750; the Odeon, $10,500. To
this is added a sum of $26,250 which
is to be divided between the. four
houses for •' the purchase of tickets

for school children.

Chatelet will receive $7,350,. the

National Popular theatre $5,250 and
the l'Atelier

. $1,575, while a sum
equal to one-fourth of each of these
will go for the purchase of tickets.

Other theatres include:

L'Oeuvre, $350; Theatre du Petit*

Monde, $35; Schola Cantorum, $350;

Cesar Franck School, $350; Concerts
Basti , ; $280; Concerts BIdndei; $280;

Salon des Musiciens, $140; Petit Con-
cert Mozart, $35. Among these a sum
of $2,100 will be divided for the pur-
chase of tickets.

CLIMBING
London, Jan. 20.

Comedy :In three acts'.by. Marten Cumber-
land, produced by . Malcolm Morley at 'Em-
bassy theatre, London, Jan; IP, .'87.

Mrs.-. Eaker. . . v'.. .Katie itchnson
\A.nrile . ... .;. . . . .

.".
. .Monica , PtlrJ:ng

Jpnh : Bnker'. , . . . .. . . . ... Kay Astor
Alfred .Raker . Andrew L^lgh
Mr.«. : -Staunton. . . .. . .Molly Hamley Clifford
Willie; Kaker; . , . . . . . ; . .Sk'elton- .

Kriapgs
Fred .Wilson ... . . V. . . . . , .

;

:, ..Arthur Powell
Leonard 'Gray. ; ;

,'. ..Hugh Metcalfe
Andrew . s. Meath .... ..,•'••»

.

'.-; . Aubrey Wpjt tcr
Di'i ,Hart'.'. .IDoriald I''crgu«son
Jullii* Klttoe. ... , ..... .... .Edward ,.Stirling

Rather new idea in satire, poking
fun at the system of paid testi-
monials from celebrities;. Play . is

plentifully supplied with' situations
which evoke laughter, and there' is

a reasonable likelihood that ;it will
be accorded a West End presenta-
tion. -Whether it has a chance in
America depends On . how many
variations of the plot have . been
utilized there in recent years. Films
have.: negatived its ba iic idea.
Conventional middle-class family

residin iri a suburban home. Father

Gjqtiy Markoff in Rio

Rib de Janeiro, Jan. 19,

Casino Copacabana, which has
been laying back on floor shows for

the past year, while the Urea and
Atlantico bettered theirs with every
boatload, will, have two gala nights

on Jan.
.
26-27, when Gypsy Markoff

of New York and a company arrive.

They'll go on from here to Buenos
Aires.

has received a month's pay and dis-

missal from his job, after 19 years'
service. Daughter works an of-

fice- and is engaged to a. young man
whose future is not guaranteed. On
the day of father's loss of employ-
ment, the son, a sort of nitwit with
inexplicable flashes .of sound com-
mercialism, has been residing in a
tree for six days and nights, thereby
attracting a lot of attention. He
comes down and has no, sooner en-
tered the house than he is called
upon by the representative of a syn-
dicate of papers and offered. $500
for his life story. He replies he
doesn't want money. Mother pleads
with him that father needs cash
badly, whereupon he .tilts; the price
to $1,250. Directly the' serial story
starts, he is besieged by all sorts
of firms desiring his endorsement
and cleans up, thereby saving the
family.

In the third act he refuses $25,000
to appear iri, a film, and the mother
is heartbroken, but the youth, after
the departure of the film producer,
says, he is sure the man will, return
with a better offer. Surei enough
this happens, just as the boy has
re-climbed the tree, with the film
producer endeavoring tb reach him
via a ladder..
For general, theatre-going as-

similation it is riot easy to under-
stand :why the author made the
youth a character of ; such doubtful
brai capacity. Perhaps he figured
he could get more comedy that way,
but utilizing a deficient mentality
to be laughed at might be question-
able taste..

T
Jolo.

Zay

}< . 24.
.

.

government thinking

seriously of going into the

busi ' itself.

Some 5.6 municipal theatres located

in all parts of the country are in-

volved hi a plan Minister of Na-.

tional Education Jean
. is s^dyr

ing
.

asking the Chamber
approve its measures.

Plan calls for the reopenir.

these houses, which have been fc

to close because of. b. o.

turns:

Project being studied by
points out . that the government is

presently paying; exactly twice
amount lost iri the theatres to

employed, artists by way of unem*
ployment ' Insurance,
Whether the measure will bQ

adopted hinges on Whether the "mi
ister can show< that, by subsidizing
these theatres to the extent, of their

deficits, the unemployment Of artists

would fall in- similar proportion.
Measure, is an exterision of a para«

graph of a more elaborate plan onco
drawn up by the. French Federation.'

Of Labor when it reviewed the en-

,

tire amusement .field and, with the.

blessing- of the .Communists, got a
great deal of publicity by telling

what it thought, was iwrong with
that particular industry in this coun-
try.

'BEHIND YOUR BACK'
C

LOOKS WIN LONDON

Loridon, Feb. . ..

'Behind Your Back' opened at the :

Strand .Wednesday (28). It is a
clever comedy with a theatrical at-

mosphere;
.

Was warmly received and looks to

be i

London Winter Gardes

French Casino Policy

London, Feb. 2,

Clifford Whitley has become a
director of the Winter Garden The-
atre Co^ which includes Sir Foster
Todd, former,

r
Lbrd Mayor of York,

arid Wiljiaro Cooper, owner of the
theatrfe arid, a former stockbroker. .

Hous* iS' opening in time for the
Cororiati according to present
plarisr an eatery-restaurant, a la
the iFrenc'h Casi in New York.
About $300,000 is being spent .;(»•-

reconstruction of the theatre.
London Casino, already estab-

lished here, operates like the French
Casino, N. Y., arid under same man*
agement

isb Tower of Babel

Berli 24.

Edward P. Melotte brought to his
English theatre here St. John
Ervine's. 'Anthony and Anna,' which
has been running on the London
stage for over a year. Berlin cast
was competent under Melotfe's di-
rection, with himself holding down
a good part in the show. English
theatre is an old Berlin standby and,
incidentally, has official support.
Notwithstanding the hearty recep-

tion of the piece, the various twangs,
cockney, Oxford English and ' Ger-
man imitation of a Middle-Western
burr all rolled into one, must puzzle
the average German with his ni

regulati years of Ki
English.

Dutch 'Success Story*
The Hague,

Lots of legit premieres in Holland.
Locally John Howard Lawsbn's 'Suc-
cess Story' was presented by of- ;

stadtponeel ' its Dutch language
premiere. .

Others were French, play,, 'Trois'
Pour Cent ('Three per; cent') by
'Roger. Ferdinjirid .in. Dutch -version
by Cor Ruys and staged by his com-
pany,

.
Municipal theatre offered a

new Dutch play by Antoon Coolen
I titled 'The . Bell-Founder.'
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K. Y. World-Tele GuildiNefotiatlons
Management of the -N. %t, Wbrid-

Telegram, through Noel McLeish,
acting publisher, ahttS tee, Wood,
executive i tor, clajt-iffed|f ifs (stsjrid

in negotiations with
.
employees/ of

the, paper by issuing a statement on
Jan. 29 to the effect that it hoped
the 'negotiatioris would result in an
agreement with a contractual status

and- 'at the same: time definitely and
speoificaliy- recognise the; Newspaper
Guild of 'N. Y... as- the chosen bar-,

gai ing agent, of the WorldTTele-
gram -eriiployees.'

Statement followed passing ;.a.

resolution by the W-T employees
cailing'.for a definite answer to the

question, on which the . m^nagemeht
has heretofore hedged. Guild repre--

sbhtatives\ were under definite /
'

-•

strUctions'not to proceed with nego-
Jiaitiohs until the management an-

nounced Us, intention.

Guild representatives were ap-
parently satisfied with Ithis statement
and negotiations were taken up at

e .meeting, concerning the 'flyerday

; weeky Overtime pay -arid: preferential

; shdpj : ith no decisions .reached.

Discussions between Guildsmen
and -the management on these ques-
tions We're.- resumed last night X2). :

MuUi-CopyriKht Libraryv

i A national library ; s^ystem, con-
taining " duplicates : of ill matter
registered for copyright at the Con-.

,. gressiohai'- ibrary,-.is" proposed; iri a
' ;£ift introduced ih Congress by - R<?P-
^re^ertt^tiye Ross Collins of Missis-

Collins; who sponsored V. S. pur-
chase:"of the Gutehburg

,
Bible, .sug-

''•gested. regional reading centers he
«estab^ishe'd• at Nefr; YOrk>

,
Memphis,

Chicago, DehVer.and San Francisco:
Each Would be.-a depository for gbv-
erhmerit/ document^ as well as all

:^.priy^e';iyoHt^-.:/' '

'' ';•''

:

r "Ahjeridmeht : to, the copytight 'tew,
designed to facilitate expansion of
the regional -library- collections,

_ „would require all individuals seek-
' ing ' copyright to file 12 complete
copi instead of two as at present
when-making application rfbr protec-
tion.

.
Requirement would; riot apply

limited . e^iUons. under 300 copies
^^ridVcdsting more than $50 apiece.'
Bill proposes , an, appropriation of
v|5O^O0,0OJi to $10,000,000 for . each
•l&ra'ry;.

1

./;.:'';
' >

•

; Sl^lajky'a Film Annual
.
Sidney. Skolsky, whose Hollywood

column appears in! more than 60
Newspapers, will edit for Random
House an :ahhual volume oh pictures
/similar , to Burns Mantle's series on
the New York theatre.

// BobW wiMv be titled 'Best Pictures
Of 1937/ Will contain the complete

• .^tory! of ,the year's best films, with
• much of the actual: dialog. Also in-

ide: 'stuff ' behind' productions and
shootl ' : TherVwill alsb be an in-

dex- containing the, complete cast [of

*yery production "invH^^wbdd ,and
''vab'road.'...'

'•'^vp.- >
.->'"' ,:

.

'*

\
jDeal' Was closed, byj'.Ben^ett Cerf

on Skolsky's last tri^pJNew York,

New Yorker reaks . Radio' Taboo
' Unofficial, taboo by magazines, iof

articles and-' fiction 'giving, radio, a
•_ heavy play was broken last week by
"...the New Yorker's Reporter-at-Large
/piece by George • Weller, which
described WMCA's ..non-commercial

; Street forum, Worked at Times
Square.
.Weller is here. on. leave after four

years'
:. headaches with political cen

sbrship in Greece as the N. Y, Times
correspondent. Greek dictator Me-
taxas forced 'the resignation of Well-

^substitute on Jan. Weller is

; .Remaining here, however,, his leave
.haying been indefinitely prolonged.
His; play /•Diplomats in -Dresses'

satirizing .Balkan
. .-censorship and

writtenf during
;
his

; sojourn off duty
'

is how being read by MGM..

Dramatists FirstsDuo
irst two plays to be published by

the Dramatists Play Service will be
Marie Baumer's arid Martin Berke-

ley's 'Seen But Not Heard' and Mar-
ti Flavin's 'Around the Corner,'
which are expected to be out March

Special typography selected to

combine utility for. nonprofessional
producers with ah attractive format;
Several/ other publications.

:

are
planned by the Play Service for the
early

.
spring.

Ashton Stevens' O.O.
Ashton Stevens, drama critic on

the. Chicago Americahi has gone to

Rochester, Mi for a .consultation

With' the Mayo, rothers.

. Second time since the fall that

Stevens has been Off the paper, .jjav-

J^ng spent five weeks in the hospital

"recently and coming back to -)«ork

fo^. ynly a.b.qut three weeks, before

'haying to leave for the -hospital

again.

One Excuse :l'<( ;»

Newspaper Guild started pick-
eting;, the North

, Shore News,
published at Flushing, L. I„ last

week. Guilders on the N, Y.
Daily : News; Were naturally in-,

eluded in the picketing assi .
:

ment, ut Harry Forbes, a.,

young ,reporter on. that daily,:

dec!ihed to act,

/. Asked" why, explained,
...that; ,his -father publishes the

.

Long. Island daily and esti-

mated what the, old boy.ihi
''do im.

Ferry PhiJIips i)les
;

ip: Percival Phillips, 59, American-

;

born war correspondent for The Lon-
don Daily Telegraph, died at a Lon-
don nursirig home on Jan.,29 Of acute!

nephritis. He had been active Until

two weeks, ago; covering" the' Span--'

,ish rebels, and later/was ait Gibraltar

and ^Cangi Two weeks before his:

death he was taken sick, and was
brought back to London.
.

> Sir
- Perciyal's assignments .during

his 42 years as a newspaper corre-

spondent took him to every war and
reyblution in the world from 1897. to

date. He had a peculiar knack for

anticipating news,-and was often on
the. spot long; before other corre-

sponderitst Iri. 1935 he scooped the.

world: on the oil deal which. Francis
Hackett, British promoter^ negotiated
with Haile Selassie, He was wait-

ing in Belgium in 1914 with the first

German coritirigerits ° came through.
He was vacationing in 'Jamaica dur-
inl . the earthquake- in 19.07;. He was
in Ethiopia before Mussoli i started;

branching but. '
:

His/ first job- was counting wrap-:,

pers -
! : the, rMonbngaheIa Herald/

After", working / :
. the ; Pittsburgh

Times a short; time, he saved $76 and;
started. out for Greece to cover the
war against Turkey. He had rib idea
i,t the time to whom he would sell,

his. stories, but on the- train to New
York met H.' .H. Kohlsaat, publisher
of the Chicago rlnter-Qceari, who was.
impressed by, hirii- arid contracted for
the yarris. ^ - v,v /
v' He covered ttvis war on a bicycle,

.

then covered the Spanish-American
War,/ and then the: Boxer Rebellion.
In 1901 when the London Daily Ex-
press Americanized its.news treat-,

ment, he was -taken to London with
several other reporters and remained
with the Express for 21 years.;

Phillips' was' : borri in .1877 at

Brownsville, .Pa/ - He never married,

and his. only known relatives in the-

U. S. are a sister-in-law and tw*o

nephews in Phoenix, Ariz. /

Conn. Quits. Salt Lake Telegram

, Kenneth S. Cohn has resigned as

managing ^ditOr of the Salt 'Lake
'

Telegram (evening) to join the exec-,

utiye^ staff- of -the Gardner Cowles].
Publications in De^ /Moiri'es, 'lo^a;' .

.' His successor/ Will KW. :Bbwmari,:

formerly, .held down a ,sim'ilar'<;PQst

with the Ogden Standard-^xariiiner,-
Ogdeh, Utah, v '

,v"-' ;
'

,,

1/ ; Cohn joined . The Telegram ' 'Octo-
ber 1, 1933. His new duties will be
with Look, new picture mag.

Moore and Riblett Switch

C. A. Moore, business manager of
the El Paso. Herald-Post, has been
named for the same, spot ori; the.
Denver News;.
He succeeds Merritt Riblett,

transferred to'.Dallas; where he takes
charge of ScripipSTHoward 'national

. advertising -for that region.

Uhl and Lloyd

Al Uhl, Madrid bureau , chief for
the ;Associated Press, for two years^
and iri .Spain since the fracas broke
out, has gone to Paris for a rest.

John Lloyd, chief of the Paris bu^
reaui replaces hirn - on the Madrid
assigriment. Lioyd bas worked for
the. P. in Moscow, "Rome and
Mexico City.

Brbpklyn Times : Shakeup

Staff, of , the Brooklyn Times has
beeri^rifbriried. of a/shakeiip which
Will drop .15 meri. Among those, re-

placed is Roland Field, drama re-

viewer who was with the paper 14

years, and covered shows for the
past 11 years. His spot will be given
to Lou Schaeffer, who Was covering
the borough of Queens - the:

Times.
Sheet Was receritly bought by the

Brooklyn Eagle . and eventually :the
"Times will be published in that

plant.

.....Kent's

.. .. Ira -Rich Kent, editor-in-chief of
Houghton-Mi liri . Co., is

[
in Holly;

wood conferring with Lloyd Douglas,
author of 'Green Light/ 'White Ban-
ners,' and other: books, and with
Warner Brothers execs. Studio .re-

cently completed a picture oh 'Light'

and soon will do one ' .'Banners/
Kent also discussed new toriies

with
.
Lee Shippey, Los Angeles aur

thor arid coluriinist . the V.L. . A.
Times.

.

Shippey has. authored, several,,

books with Southern Californi set-

tings.

Marg. Wlddemer's roadcasts

Margaret .Widdemer, novelist and.

poet, will conduct a series of weekly
radio broadcasts: over NBC's Blue
network starting Feb. 17; Prograrii,

titled. 'Do You; Want to Write?' will

go but Wednesdays from 3 .to 3:15.

Idea |s based old theory
that everyone has a riovel iri him'.

Siubst?.nces of the broadcasts will be
published later in book form by Far-
rar & Rinehart.

Joe Barnes to Moscow

;

.. Joseph. F*.' Barnes will leave next
month for Moscow to head the New-
York Herald Tribune's bureau there;

He is at present, a general reporter.

On the N. Y. staff of the daily.

Joseph B. Phillips, who heads the

bureau there' at present, wants to re-

turn to the U. S. He will join the

general staff in N. Y.

. . Eddie Brietz, sports writer, for the

Associated' Press, Has pneumonia and
is in a- Critical . condition. ; He writes

'Sports Roundup,' a gossip column
Which gOes to more than 500 papers.

'Scotty ? Restbn, former B'way
columnist, is pinch-hitting for Brietz.

Inquiries ' as to Brietz* condition

came from so many quarters; that

the A. P. now serids out bulletins on
his condition. /

-.
m

Chapman Yarn on Kaufman

:.. John Chapman, drama editor of

the N; Y.' News has been commis-
sioned to write an article oh George
Si-Kaiufmari for the Saturday Eve-
ning Post. It will be the first; per-

sonality -sto^y. that .weekly has used
in'yeaf& Expected the

:
Post will use

a numbef Of other' articles : of similar

;

type:,'

Eleanor Barnes to Wed
Eleanor...Barnes, drama itor of

the L< A. Illustrated Daily News,
has resigned 'to marry Lieut. Comm.
Anthony Mara of the U. S. Navy.
Harry Mines, her assistant,, takes
over.

Paul's New Termer

. Maury H. Paul/ Who ./writes

under the name rof
1

Cholly Knicker-
bocker' for the N. Y. Americah and
other Hearst papers, has been signed

for a new five-ryear. stretch,

Salary involved is said the

highest eVer paid fo, any newspaper
society scribbler.

Vice Fry

Robert Baker, formerly, associated

With
v
Current ' History, "replaced

Variari Fry this , week as\ editor of

The. Living Age, 'Fry left because/of

differences. Of opinion with the pub-

lisher, Archibald Watson, • poli-

cies

Best Sellers

est Sellers for the week ending Jan.
American News Co.,

'Gone With the Wind' ($3.00), ... ..... ; . .... Margaret Mitchell

'Drums Along the Mohawk' ($2.50) . .. . ; . , . , . ... .By; yr. Edmonds
'Late; George Apley' ($2.50) ., ........... . . , ..... . .By John Marquand
'Street of Fishing Cat' ($2:50) ;

.

"; ......... . .. •> •/• .By/ Jolan Foldes.

'Yang and
:
Yih''-($2i50)..;-.\- i .'......^>.-..;'

,

..--v'i.-- Alice T. Hobart
'Dumb Gods Speak' ($2.00) ..... . , illips Oppenhei

Non-

'How to Win Fri ' ($2.00) .
: Carnegi

;An American Doctor's Odyssey' •• ($3.50)
: By Doctor -, .ictbr. G. Heiser.

Live Alone and Like It'/ ($1.50^ ...... .By Marjorie Hiliis

'Lancei- at Large* ($2.75.)"
:

"
' > . . . . . By Francis Yeats Brown

'Nine Old Men 1
($2.5Q) ........ rew Pearson and Robert S. Allen

'I Was a Probationer' ($2.50) . ........ . . , . . , . .w , . V> . : .By C. J. Kern

By JOHN CHAPMAN

(Following columiii by John Chapman, is a ' travesty on the Broadiooy
columns. Rated the most conservative of the tabloi fourth estatersi
arouridriou)n, Chapman's stuff appears on the same page with Ed Sullivan
and Sidney Skolsky in the Monday..e^diiions ofthe NexosS i

(Reprinted front N. Y. 1937)

Your Third Avenue ami My Etr&r
The Joes, (he's /the ice -man iri , the basement) anticipate ^another

pounds ;, v . Elwyn van. TvverP of the Park. A've.' twerps is holdi
with—himself . ; That Fellow iteriied that the -Harry Handsoriies the
flicker set are preparing a ;Mexican chill when they aren' even married
yet. The same item appeared in this pillar on the Ides of March, 1066,
so I had it wrong 'first '. President" Roosevelt: : Nice goiri^, id;. I'm proud'
of you . ... Bulova Watch Time has jumped^ to"794 ;in/the Crpssley report
;'/. .. Greta Garbo is hiding : at. a certain hotel: disguised as :

a chambermaid
with fallen arches . . . J. P. Morgan; Okay, pal . . ; A. year ago today
was a' Saturday and I'll be. dathned..

'

"Who was that lady I seen yott with last night?" queried George S
Kaufman, the other, "ho hiivy at Abe's/''Do':;Roo.m. /'That way no lady
that was my wife" quipped rthur. Murray ~

Note to Mayor
LaGwrdi :s Your shirt il's hangingrout ; The only thing a mug
ever gets on Broadway is a.knife in the back. Nobody is your pal but

.
they'd all love to be your pal-bearers . . . Skip it. Jfs probably bid
anyway but, i tylght as weUm^ -.'/: Arthur Murray says a
penny saved is

^ a .penny earned . . . . Tootsie Whoops, the new baritone
at Murphy's Rcthsfceljer, is clicking . . . She pulls her knuckles and; I

wish to God;. she's stop . ... Jbbn :

D>" Rockefeller; Nor . thanks,. k[eed /•;.

/

A <n\6del'.-is/.o small -imitation of " the teal , thing *and, he .knou;.*' who I

mean .. ./There's a', broken :heart for. every light ^ Broadway, or. did
somebody

:
say that. before? :. ... .. Recommended: Tom- McNaughion's hot

platter, ",N6 News or- What Killed the Dof?' ... There's a big deal on
to; merge Mi G and M but i can't say anything about -it.

Shirley Lastfogel* the/hat check girl at the Dive, is ; Weariijg .the Cuiiinari
diamond . . . Broadway used to be a cow triail which accounts for. all, the
funny things you see on it i ; Butch, the gyp hackie Who waits" for
drunks outside Rafferty's hot spot, • is courting Delight Delovely, who's
iri charge of the powder room ; Katharine- Hepburn may wed Howard
Hughes , La Hepburn may . not wed Le Hughes .

1

Well, as Arthur
Murray says, What the .hell, that's life v Bishop Manning: Ah-ah-aht
V "., Fingy Fink; newsdealer at the cprner of Third,, and Dotty dot Dope,
the trash-parrel prowler, are readying* a Page/Orib Flash . . Broadway
is all right when ybu are going up but wheli you're going, down they
hope it's for the third, time ... Noite to Henry Ford: How'm I doin'?

The Joes (he's, the ice man in the basement) Short-weighted them-
selves and got only a five and a half pbunds, but you'd expect, that
Sort of; thing of Joe . . . Sherman Blllirigsiey- may veto free loading

\ and the. panic is on . ladys Gleep, lO-yerir^oid nitwit of the Park
^ Avenue set, and Horace van- Gldpby., Sapp III (whose only good point..

is that Horace van Giobby Sdjpp.il has eight billion dollars and no con-
trol over his son) got stinking, wah-wah drunk last night at' Seventy

-

and didn't dash out to get married. ' The genial • proprietors of-

the dump were fit
' to be tied at such a violation- of the rules and.

Gladys and Horace will be .
barred . ; . 'Wow's things?" a press agent

asked.Arthur Murray the other oh dear - at Wimpy's hamburger stand,.

^ ^Everybody complains about the weather but nobody ever does any-

thing about : '' quipped Mur.ray i
:

. Perspnal ta Aimee SempU Mc-
'Pherson: Sure. .

'••

Third Aye. novelette: e loved her. She loved hi|h. He str.-j

She still loved him but she wept. So now she's the blues singer at B
Sub-Basemeht, fettinr $4831000 • week, and the hell with hint.

The tunes 'from "Gold Diggers of 1941" are ail Wows; You'll be

to hear theni if you live that long, arid don't you wish you Wuz me?
Arthur Murray says, nothing succeeds like success . . . Eugerie O'Neill:

wouldn't if I were you . Milton Berlb. is clicking .at Lbaw's State,

which is a record ;
,'. •'. As Dotty Parker put it the other riite, the lov

affair between That Fellow and That FelloW will go dowri as one of the

great romances of all time . . . Whisper to the Duke Of W.: Thass all

right, old fruit, I understand . : . Four years ago .today a Republican

was in the White House and doesn't that beat all?'. . .

'-'

Candid Camera. Shots, Ail Out. of Focus: The loose cobblestone at
the cprner of Third . . . The cop helping the old lady across .the street

like she was his mother. She was, too . . . The cab driver saying "I'm
engaged" and Arthur Murray saying "I hope you'll be very happy"
The blind1 dog -with a tin cup on its back leading a healthy beggar . ...

Shirley LdstfOgercOming out of a pop shop without the Cultinan dia-

mond . . . The store at the corner of'.-/Thirdi that isn't, being picketed
.. The skyline . . The doorman at Seventy-Five, who owns the
Boston Red Sox, two Park Ave ; apartment buildings and 15ft00 shares

of Tel and Tel—but who keeps right on being a doorman because he's,

got the soul of a doorm '.

'(Copyright. 1987 by Chicago Tribunc-N. Y. N6wa Syn icnte Inc.)

...-.CHATTER.
Harlan Hatcher's new novel titled

'Central Standard Time.'

Associated Press has nine portable
transmitters in the; flooded areas.

Louis Untermeyer will be a 'guest
lecturer at Knox College next/month;
Associated Press, in N Y.:' Will ih^

stall a partial .five-day week' shortly.

Sid Desfor appointed photographer,
for. special events and spot news at
NBC

Katherine Albert on the; Coast dig-
ging ' data for, personality,
yarns.

iking, will publish a. short novel
by.H. G. Wells

-

'The Croquet
Plaza..'-

;

/ WilliamA. Brady's memoirs, 'Show-
man:' My Life .Story,' ill be out
Feb. 23.

..Meyer;
' . , film critic for Es-

quire, has; written a novel titled 'The
Old Bunch.'

.
Pierrepont B. Noyes has writteiv a

book bri the Oneida Community titled

'My Father's Hous ,'

Robert Hale has bought the Eng-
lish rights to Desmond Holdridges
'Escape to ,the. Tropics; j-;

Edgar Snow, now in Peipirig,
:

has
ediied a symposium of modern' ChU
nese writers titled 'Living/China

1'.*"

Sean -O'Failain is in' a Dublin jail.

His book 'Bird Alone' was 'suppressed
in Ireland a couple of months ago.

Robert Nathan for ica

on, Feb. for a
: month:' He. will

work on ; is new novel .there;

out in the fall.

:
Beth Campbell, formerly bri the

Oklahoma City Times,
'

ing Mrs. .Roosevelt and the Presi

. tial family for the Associated; Press.-

Replaces. Bess Furmari,
;

.
Angela Thirkell is her .

frorii England for her -first visit her
Will spend most of her. time iri Bos-
ton. Her new novel 'August Folly'

(Knopf ^, is due March 15.

Dee Lowrance of Young America;.:

-has/ a.'walk-on part" 'Tide Risi

She is the wife of .

;

drama critic for Cue, who rites the

Herald Tribune's news of the theatre.

L. D. Heywood has left the copy
desk of . the N. Y, Herald Tribune to:

join . the . A, P; "feature service desk.'

Foster 'Hailey.y fbrrtierly the

A. desk, /has Y.

Times,.

A..' Cassan French poster

artist, .. ing, a .series of covers foi":

Harper's Bazaar.
Both Haynes rebcir, managing

editor, and Robert. Patterson, city

editor of the North Shore ('Flushing.

L. I.) Journal, where a strike is' in

progress, refused -to go through the

picket lines oh Mori, fl); Leaves T.

Harold Forbes, publishei-;

out the paper single handed.
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the remaining 16% voted could only

be considered as so much futile mo-

Want System Reformed

Insurgent group holds that it

would be best to let the availability

committee ,remain as is and that, in-

stead of trying to electioneer against

it direct the efforts of the small pubs-

toward effecting an entirely new
system of availability classification.

Leading the attack on the present

availability setup the Warner

Bros, publishing group, which,recent-

ly in a brief filed with the ASCAP
directorate demanded that the rating

of its various firms be upped. This

brief charged that the ratings as

•they how stood were to a major de-

. gree unfair and in support .
this

claim advanced statistical data: com-
paring the use of various catalogs

and the availability ratings granted

these same catalogs.

Excerpts from the "Warner presen-

tation of the critical view showing
rsuch comparisons are contained in

adjoining boxes. :

'Sam Fox's Squawk
Protest against the electoral sys-

tem which the ' publisher . faction' of

irectorate of the Americap. So
ciety. of Composers," Authors; and
Publishers Wants to use in selecting

'the new availability was ined

in a letter which Sam Fox, head of

the Sam ; Fox Publishing Co., ad
dressed to the Society: yesterday

' '(Tuesday ). Fox demanded that the

Society, put this election on a. more
democratic basis: or that it postpone
the event until " method of

conduction^ the. estab

lished.
' Fox's ' letter follows:

''We" ish to vigorously
.

register

pur protest to the method of con
ducting the election of the Publish
ers' Availability Committee, as in

'dicated in your letter of January
28. 1931

'In the next to the last paragraph
of your

,
letter, you state the follow-

ing: -'].
.

';.
.

'It is the sincere, desire of the di

rectors and officers, of the Classifi

cation Committee that the choice of

persons to serve upon the Publishers
Availability. Committee shall repre-
sent the preference of a majority of
our entire membership.'/

'If. it is actually the sincere desire
Of the directors and officers, and of
the. Classification Committee that the
choice of persons, to 'serve upon the
Publishers' Availability Committee
shall represent the preference' of a
majority of the entire membership,
then we ask that the directors and
officers arid the Classification Com-
mittee be given copies of this letter

arid, protest, and that it similarly be
distributed among' the ^membership
of the' organization.
The letter ciisariy ,\

though it is
."' uncertai

.
always,

that the method' of counting ballots
will he each vote at a value equal to
the number of. classification points
to the credit of each voting rriember
at the close of the year 1935; If that

is so, it certainly permits -rib prefer
ence. by a majority of the entire
membership. The present few rriem-
bers of the , Publishers' Classification

Comrnittee, undoubtedly ' have an
overwhelming majority :of the classi-

fication points at the close of the
year 1935. This is true whether
termined Upon ayaiiability points or
seniority points (which is also not
made clear in' your letter). It is

therefore phyib.Us that the \ Publish
ers'f .

Classification Cbirimittee' con-
trols the electiori and that the mem-

Uproar in Fein Crisis

Ends with the

Posing for the Camera

Baltimore,

.

to let

the Baltb Symph.

ivienne Gardera

Feldiriari,

the jJymph along
femmes- after ore

ility

SING—TALK IDEA

Public Seems Receptive, Thinks Ex-
emplar of Formula

two women in

Pair of music i

Conn Mrs.

were chosen by
with some pother
decided to drop the bar dh eli

of women.
Union nixed the duo because they

were riot, members of organization,

but applied for cards when tabbed
by Symph. Barred ladies told they
could play i Symph next season if

joined u ion now. Union's idea was
that pair would not have wanted to

belong to craft if could have, worked
in: Symp without unionizing.

got in dally papers, with re-

sult union got sort of a bad press,

and a' lot of the burg's most ardent
feminists demonstrated.. Laugh of

the week was fact flock of 'era gath-
ered at musical .union quarters when
a board meeting last Thursday (28)

was/ deciding final fate of banned
duo. Musical bosses latched
the door to ing so feriii ists

could hot . come in, arid the edps were
called, y; Wheh the blue-cOats arrived
they swung ajar the door and the
demonstrating ladies thus entered

bership other thari thdse constituting They had hardly time to: scrape their
w-. cunifc^o. 1 shoes oh the floor wheri an Evening

Sim photog bounced i and asked the
demonstrators to step' outside build
ing and poise for a pic. Avid as usual
for publicity, the ladies trooped

the; Publishers' Availability Com-
mittee cannot urider ' circum-
s'starices fairly partici the
election.

'We therefore- demand, in the
terest of the Sdciety and in fairness

|
While they were grduped for the pic
the union bosses took ppdrtunity of
locking 'em out agai ; and they didn't

I' get back.

to the membership at large arid riot

to the top few* that a fair and de
cent method of counting votes be es
tablished immediately, and that such
method be explained to all publisher
members. We also demand- that the
election, be postponed until a fair
method of conducting the election is

established and that such method is

explained clearly to the members
and ; that they be iven an pppor-

arid colored light, which.gave the de-
sired effect; of motion.
•Many managers feel that the lobby

display does not matter so much,
since if they get that clpse to the
theatre they are. pretty' apt to come

but it

,, ChicagbV Feb.

Reiriald Werrenrath in Chicago fpr

a continuance of the lecture-concerts

in which he gives an allrAmericah

program of ' songs, and; a iscussibri

of them and their composers, reports

that the road receives recitals

welli

Has given • 14 recitals in 18 days,

covering Troy arid Utica, . N. Y.,

Wheeling, W, Va., Royal Oaks and

Detroit, Mich., Warren; Ohiid, Beaver

Falls, Pa., and Oak Park, 111:, giving

a good cross section of the road from

the East to the Central West.

CLEVELAND SYMPHONY

TOURS EASTERN AREA

hini+v *n rs^a*;^^ V„ AiZJS? ~«-.rin «"-'but it. is just: at this- moment
S,c\if'%r L

n el
?
ctlon that the final appeal should be made,such

,

as you state to be the sincere
| and this can best be done with well-

desire ' of the directors and: officers
|

and of the Classification Committee.'

Television

(Continued from page 5)

All three have switched over 'to
higher standard line pictures in
their experimental work. Up to the
first the .year,. Radi Corp. had

vague asot economics,
engineers view it.

. The chief reason for obstacles be-
ing, in the way of framing an inter-,

state or -, national network is almost
entirely one of economics. The traf-

fic, simply will not bear the cost of

f expensive, co-axjal cable networks at

the present rtjrne^ Unlike presently

used telephone: cables, -which carry
numerous calls, the. co-axial cable

designed as suitable for television

program broadcasts thus far are

capable of carrying only one pro-

gram at a time.

Aside from this angle, which
means that a separate cable must
be employed for every broadcast
going- but simultaneously, the cable

li themselves are extremely, ex-

. pensive. The American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. estimates that it cost

at least $540,000 to lay one from New
York to Philadelphia, distance of

90 miles. This means, that the cable

needed for- televistic, work will cost

about $6-000 per ; mile, ;. which is

viewed as far. ' excess of what in-

dustrial firms are able to pay at the

present time for any . network plan

for television broadcasts.

An additional .factor that perhaps
will, hold back television "on* any-

thing resembling a national scale is

the program
.
study and work that

must' be - done before a typical tele-

visioh program can be adjudged
anywhere near perfect. [National

Broadcasting Co. (RCA) has i'ts best

"program, department personnel in-

tensively studying televi
.

pro-

gram requirements. They hot only

through the routi measures.

.

such as timing, perfect .projectiori. of.

a full 15-minute "program both as to

sight and sound, but have been mak-
ing a study of films that are em-

1 ployed ori- test broadcasts. Television

authorities estimate that it will re-

quire eight to -nine years to get any-
thing like near perfect results for

television programs ones' that,

would measure ' to the present-'
""'

national radio network Stand-

Uniform 441 Lines

RCA (National Broad-
•iing), Philco nd Phild Farns-

worth have gone ward in their
' ion test in hand..

studied displays and the "suggestion
of up-to-dateness; A; sale is .never
closed until the patrdn is past the
box office.

For That Twainer

v • ,. . „ • - I With Huck Finn arid Tom Sawyer
been using 343-lme pictures sent out

| about to make their return to the
from its experimental station atop

Artur Rodziriski taking is

Cleveland Symphony orchestra out

on two weeks' Eastern tour Feb. 7,

after which the director is going to

New York to act as guest-:Coridiictdr

of the New York Philharmonic. Rod-

zinski will take' from

Igor Stravinsky, now . guesting . for

Manhattari's • symphbriy, for ight

weeks starting Feb. 25.

. During '
,

.jhg

Cleveland orchestra's return from
tour, Stravinsky" is coming here to

pinchThit as conductor in Severance

Hall Feb. 25 and 27. Samuel Dushkin
to be his violin-soloist. Georges

Enesco, violinist-director, will dp

same March 4 and 6; Vladimir Gol
schmann,. on March. 25 and. 27; Hans
Larige with Nathan Milstpih as solo

1st on April 1 and 3. Rudolph Ring

wald, associate conductor, to direct

March 11 and 13.

Local symph also set to play, for

Monte Carlo Ballet Russe in civic

auditorium March 19 for three days
Tour is taki it on Feb. 7 ;to Buffalo;

Feb. ; Jamestown, N. Y.; Feb. 10,

Albany; Feb. 11, Schenectady; Feb
12j Williamstown, M^ss.; . . Feb; .

13,

Northhampton, Mass.; ^Feb. 14,

Springfeld, Mass.; Feb. 15, Wellesley

College at Wellesley, Mass/; Feb. 16,

Providence, . . I.; i'eb. .."Hartford,

Conn.; Feb 18, Princeton University;

Feb. 19, Allentown, Pa.

Philadelphi

Schima Kauffmart, for several
years, second Nfiddler with the Philly

Ork, is no longer playing with the.

symph, it was learned this week. but.

will continue to pull his $80 per un-
til his coritract expires in May. He
is still officially a member of the prV

chestra.

rchestra
.

ing to
say on the matter. It was rumored
that Kauffmart had difficulties with
Eugene Ormandy, new conductor,
but this,was denied by the Union; r;It

said the trouble arose with .the; man-
.

.

agement during the transcpritinental

tour made last spririg.

Kauffman is in New York working
for a publishing, house and writihg-
bn musical subjects for magazines;
He has -> done much writing during
the past several years.

BALLET ESPAGN0L SAILS

FOR CASINO DE PARIS

the Empire State buildi Since
then,;, the company " has shut down
the transmitter in order to change
over to the new standard of. 441
lines. Philco and Farnsworth also
will make the change the larger
iiriage image.

When RCA (National
ing Co; ). goes, oh the again, it

will be following the new standard
of 441 lines. This should be in the
next two or three mpnths. New
larger line picture has twice the de-
tail of the 343-li icture.

All of which indicates how seri

ously Radio Corp., Farnsworth and
Philco are treating the problem cur
rently. In other words, these com
panies are striving to make tele

vision as near perfect as possible be
fore it is offered to the: public.

Incidentally, the standard of 441
lines is the one recommended by the
Radio Manufacturers Association to
the Federal Communicatidns Com
missi which has not acted on the
matter thus far. In the meantime,
Philco, Farnsworth and RCA are
conforming to the suggestion's with
out awaiting official confirmation.

With the three principally inter
ested U.S. rms conforming to such
ideas, is- means that . television will
have a uniform-type of transmission
in thi country, rather than havirig
to adapt sets to the peculiar variety
of transmission offered.

screen, a host of previous stunts will
be remembered. One of the best
worked a;, number of years ago was
an essay ' contest ' ' which school
children expressed a preference for
either boy as the rhore interesting
of the pair, and gave rea'sohs for this
partisanship. If it can bepprbmoted
through a newspaper, 'there 4s ;a.good
chance that froMBoap.: Publico and.
Constant;Reader -wi^ nprn--,inr^9r the
stunt through, the regular hews,,cpl-
umns and amplify the linage. '

?

Another swagger
t
.stunt was a win-

dow in which' tw"6
;
g^frTsf^'dressed as

the juvenile heroes,- fished-ift'a tin

pond in a store wihddV fdr three

days ahead and during the run of
the picture. Boys can be used, but
the girls get more attention.

Most df the old fence stunt for the
lobby are out, due to a more care
ful supervision by the .'fire depart
ment. but if there is a vacant lot

nearby the whitewash incident can
be repeated with a sign later let

tered ori the white surface. It is too
cold for impersonation contests un
less the stunt is held on the. stage,

but this can be done to advantage or
can be laid off to a store with ah
auditorium, particularly if it special
izes in children's wares.
But the wise. manager will not con-

centrate bri his juvenile appeal, The
characters are equally appealing to

the adults, who pay more for their

admissions, and library drives, con
tacts w.ith lodges and societies, arid

a hook
,
to. other Twain books, will

bring in bid' and young alike.- Top
much stress on the juvenile ariele

will cut down the adult appeal. Get
everyone.

oitation

(Cdriti ued from page 21)

Ballet' Espagnol sailed Paris
Jan> 27 for an erigagement. at the
Casino de Paris. Troupe had been
in. N. Y^ for a 10-week concert date:

at the Bayes theatre.

Negotiations for the ballet to make
some film house appearances around
N. Y. were dropped for the European
date. " : yC
Manager Ed Perking and Carlos

Montoya, "guitarist with, the show,
did not sail. ; Perkins left for Holly-
wood to visit his mother whb is ilL;

Montoya accepted an. engagement at

EI Chicb, nitery, ' Greenwich
Village.

Sir Julian Cab B. R.

in

London, Jap.

Sir Julian Cahn, . retired banker
(who is financing the English cricket
team's tour . to . India), 4s bringi
over Feidor . Chaliapin .to do', a series

.

of. concerts, • starting at Coyent Gar-
den, Feb. 18, and then one night-
standing Glasgow, . Liverpool,
Manchester, C a-r d iff, . Edinburgh*

DETROIT'S OPERA'S TOPPER |
Newcastle arid- Bristol. Sir Julian
will bear entire expense, with profits

Line Up Well Known Names for |
to go to the devasted areas in Eng-

Motor City Culture Spree land,
.

Second project is to import the
entire Philadelphi Philharmpni

« xi; t- s i» i: I
Operatic Company, to follow its

<^$t
l-

V

al
f^?y..,.>

een Paris engagement: during month ot
sijgjp^d :.g4f>^y,iP^pVt tfyfe ^Qpeza |.'May;' : Cdrripaiiy will: appear either

Society's ibth aittiual.fieaadn, ingd at the Coyent Garden or London

•*!»*^eth- RetBbergi

,

:ATmand;: Tor
| hand}in^

f

t
<

!'" '
*'~

~

erg, •Armand'':
;Tor

katyan^ Mane vpn Ess.en,,Ni .Ruisi

and Helen Kaskas, new Met me?zd-
sbprand.

Sbloists . for the opening opera

Verdi's 'Requiem!! i hortor of the

late Ossip Gabrilowitsch, include

Rose Tentohi, Bruna Castagna, Paul
Althouse, Ezio . Pinza. Franco
Ghibne come from Miian to

conduct the. series of five operas

Which are 'Lucia di Lammermoor
'Madame Butterfly,' 'Cavaleria Rusti-

caria' arid 'I Pagliacca,' arid

'Requiem.'

New officers of the soci are

Mrs. Fred T. Murphy, chairman;
Mrs: Wilson W; Mills, Mrs. C. K.

Chapi , r, Clifford F. Brurik, Oliver

Spaulding, and Thomas Cf. Wade

own

deal for Sir Julian.

'Benefit for Arbos
St. Louis, Feb.

rbximately , $500 has been con-
tributed by members of St. Louis
Symphony: Ork for E. Fernandez
Arbos, conductor of Royal Orchestra
in Madrid, Spai . who was guest
conductor of St. Louis symph several

times during 1929 and 1930 season arid

whose personal fortune arid home
have been .wiped out by civil war
.in Spain. Arbos' St. Louis friends
report that ' horrors of war have
caused-, famous ' eyesight'

i
to; fail ......

After Arjios' home in San Sebas-
tian, was destroyed he fled country
and now is living in southern France.

small, bits of various colored tinsel
around the edge of the back of the
plaque, and '.using. 'a- flasher light in
the ^center, the plaque, being ised
about two inches above the backing.
When the light was . on, the .colored
tinsei was reflected onto the silver

backing; giving a rich .effect and rais

irig the display value.

In a somewhat similar display a
straight, silver tinsel was used on
the, underside of . the plaque, but
three colored globes were mounted
on . a wheel which was slowly re-

volved, contact being made Witih

each lamp .as.it passed over twd con-
tact points, with, the result that there
was a continuous alternation of white

Feeding Benny

Merchandising ti -ups were Used
,td good advantage by Walter F.

Davis, at the Capitol, to boost grosses
on Jack Benny's 'College Holiday.',

General Foods built an elaborate
display in the foyer of Jelld and Max-
well House coffee, using a radio broad-
casting atmosphere. Hot demi-tasses
of coffee were served afternoons
and evenings. Each of more than lOO
stbresr' used- theatre advertisirigj tied

in: with, the General .Food material

ori Jello arid coffee.

Eugene rmandy, conductor of

Philly' Village- Band since last Oct.

1, ill be awarded the honorary de-

gree of doctor of music by the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania at the mid-
year convocati , Feb. 13.

ill. be host

eral musical personages during 1937.

expected by Sir Dan
Godfrey, British conductor;

yille Bantock, Arnold Bax» Sir. John
McEwen, former head of the Royal
Academy ^of Music; and Jean Sibe-

lius,. Finnish composer-conductor.

Cadman Opera Produced
Detroit, Feb.;.

Charles Wakefield Cadmah is' slated

tp; attend performance of his opera,
!South iri Spriora,* which Opera Guild -

of Detroit will produce Thursday
night (4) at Temple aude here.

; Local group, non-profit maki
directed by Kitchihg Cordes:

Cheyele Grober Back

diseuse. arid folk'

songster, . S. last week

Serkin Subs in St. I.

St. Louis,

udolf Serkin, Bbheriii

will appear as soloist with

Symphony Orchestra at concer

Feb. 26 and 27, replacing Vladimir

ist,.

after touring Europe and Asia for the! Horowitz, Russian, pianist, who has

been forced Id cancel entire
past seven years. \ Miss ..Grdber gave

over 50Q. perfdrmahces during her

trip abroad.

With a .new.reper.tbire, Miss rober

dpens at the Adclphia theatr Y.,

Feb. 21.

Arnerican engagement fpr

son. because of illness.

.

- Orchestra's management announced^
that Horowitz* engagement has been"

transferred to concert series for

1937-38 season.
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Broadway

from

comic;

George O'Brien in town.
" Jack Mclnerneys back.from Miami
by car. • r .

George Daws* is back at the War-
ner h.o..

Julius (Bluteh) tone downed by
influenza. . .. , .

.

Ted Lesser in from Coast and back
after five days. .''-,'

.

• LoUColder back to the Coast after,

a Broadway o.o.

. Kay Francis remai ing east under
doctors' care. Flu.

• Jean Durante, recently
Coast, is indisposed.

Billy (Spike) Harrison,
wintering in Miami.
Al Steffes, Minneapolis >

In town for quickie Visit.

. Joseph Phillips; prez of BuriesqUg"
Afctists . Assn., laid up last week.
', Beth Brown writing short stories

while she blocks out a drama idea.

Tito Guizar at the Merry-Gor
Round, Maisonnette Russe, East 54th

i.treet. / . -v. '

:

•

'

Clem McCarthy going to Coast in

a few; days for Santa Anita racing:

sc&son* *

Helen Hayes received an
:
auto-

graphed' photo of Queen Mary of

England.: . .

.

••<', Herman "Bernie submitting Irving
Jaffee, ;•Olympic ice-skating champ,
for films. v

. Vinton Freedley to Miami; for

week and' then two weeks at Nassau
for fishing. ' \::. ; . ,7
LeonardGayhor has taken a "town"

apartment: rather than battle Jersey
snowdrifts.

C. N.'Odell recovering from heavy
duties i Washington in behalf of 1

Paramount. . t;
:r; v , , ;

-

•

John-Krimsky workmgron details

for giant midway ;and exhibits for

World's Fair, . :.

Valeska Winters ' Seriously ill in
Princess bay Memorial - Hospital,

Staten Island.
Montague Gbwthbrpe, Par theatre

comptroller, sneaked off for Florida
during the past week.

. .. „
. Marvin Schenck off;% .Hollywood,
Fla.

' -Mrss
Schenck ancT;in*laws (J.

H. Lubiris) already: there;
* 'Abe ;(Pat) Kettler; who is in on
theRoxy Grill, is manager of Eddie
Blunt, the colored fighter.

: Herman FallickVpresent of a bill

fold from; Vintori ,Freedley and ,his.

idea of , autographed $1 bills.'
-'"

'Goldie,' sec ' to Louis Lotito at

Center theatre; has patch on eye; but
swears it Wasn't from left hook.
Harry. /.Rice, Chicago conces-

sionaire, in town to talkV business
With Officials of N. Y. World's Fair.
' Jack Miley, of the News, rubber-;
jhg around the Garden the day Louis
and Pastor fought and got a parking
ticket. ..

''";"..' '

Ralph Kirbery, NBC's Dream
linger, has his plane on exhibition
at Airplane Show in Grand Central

Graham;MacNamee suffering from
heavy cold, but still carrying an with
broadcasts and as Universal riewsreel
commentator.
, Francis Albertanti given tribute
for his press work during New York
Bowling Assn. dinner at Villa Venice
Saturday (30).
Monte Proser's

Dorothy KaVets Wihtgr
Balboa, C. Zi, but

"

"

day on schedule^
The Freddie.

Eldridge) back.;iQ«
: day to report 'Jtib\

International assignhi^nt. ...

.,' Meanbr Mirtdling. - aoirless-sister w
^Xou J^inoiljiff^of WtCAr gets back*
from her .six months' stay with the
Moscow"Arts

.
Theatre, Feb. 9.

Hotel:
-

Astor may : open' the North.
Room as a bigger dancery. in, place of,

the
;
grill when the weather .'• gets

warm. Vincent Lopez to continue....
" Charles. J. Freeman, accompanied
•by Jack Klotz and. Maurice and
George Golden; yesterday (Tuesday)

- scrammed to Texas on 10-day biz
trip. '

'

Henry Wilcoxson oh fron> the
Coast yesterday :(Tues.) Goes to

CairO, Egypt shortly, to make apicr
ture for Capitol Films to be called

.... 'Jericho.' .

Cynthia White, mayoress of Green-
wich Village, will 'expose' the Vilr
lage in a series Of eight special Sun-
day stories conunencing Feb. .14 in

N. Y. Daily .Mirror.
David J. Brown, formerly chief

trial counsel for the N. Y. . State
Mortgage . Commission has become a
member of Hirsh, Newman, ROass
and Becker, William Fox's lawyer.

' 4Arlene Judge, 20th-Fox player,
hurried into J^ew York, from .Florida

.'to deny that she was seeking a. di-
vorce.. Probably- will remain in Man-
hattan until called .. back to Coast,
studio.
Because he would hot permit a

woman to go to head of b.o. line

at the Miller, which sold out last

Thursday (28); special officer was
socked on. the chin. Femme disap-
peared in the crowd.
With his wife vacationing pri the

Coast, Mack Millar, Broadway pub-
licist, flies to Miami Friday to

.
o.o.

the. premieres of Wini. Shaw, MitzjL,

Green and Bettriy Fields, slated for

Florida -nitery engagements;': t •»»

Cotton Club biz holding
spite Bill ' Bailey subbing*,
Robinson. . Amount of enta

jjjplause latter, only 22, receift
theiimwfissipn jto, s.oniethat peril

ihe%^mw*iM't -fey**
dtf? between thfirtiw Bilfe-^B?W«

TTE
Bradybury-Pratt fighting flu,

June knight to Paris for a vaca-
tion.

. ; :..

Howell and Harger off to the
States after two years in Europe;

:
;
Carolyn March, the only American -

to televise two weeks in succession,

June . Clyde bidding , .farewell . to
Thornton Freelahdr—Sahara : bound.

Capitol's 'For Valor/; starring Tpm
Walls and Ralph Lynn, hearing.com-
pletion.;
Two Bouquets' goes frbm the Am-

bassadors to the Garrick On two-
for-ones.

Charles. LaughtOn out of the Cap-
tain Hook role in 'Peter Pah.' He
couldn't take it.

Vivien Leigh rehearsing a hew
play with- his leg in splints, follow-
ing a skiing accident.
Frank .Libuse being talked of as

an attraction for orte of the Pal-
ladium' 'Crazy', shows. •

'
"

: Al Bowley on the air again, for
the Lew Stone band and broadcasting
from the .Cafe de Paris.

-

.

Geraldo's big air .feature, .'The
Music Shop,' plugging: three Irwin
Dash, numbers in a row;
New Firth Shepherd show, - Which

completes his. quartet in the West.
End, is titled 'Wise Tomorrow.'

JaCk Oliphaht, Sophie . Tucker's
English publicity man, makes his
first trip to New York, Feb. 24.

Roger. Marchette wants .Harry S.
Marks to return 'to Hollywood, but.:

Marks is doing pretty good here, v
G. B. Cochran, says .his latest

revue,
.'Home and -

Beauty,'' Willbe his
last. -But he's said this before.
Arthur Lesser ill with head pains

ahd attended by tl^ree doctors, with
each giving a different' diagnosis. -

British Lion lunching the Sheffield
exhibs to show the latest Sandy
Powell epic. Star is- a local boy.
, Milton Shubert, who came here to
exercise an option on 'Balalaika' for
the Shiiberts,- can't make " his
mind.
New show that follows •Made-

moiselle' at Wyhdhams will, be
called 'Because We Must.' Appro-
priate?
Emlyn Williams enjoying Swiss

Winter sports before .appearing as
Caligula in . Korda's production Of
'I, Claudius.,'

Milton Shubert here. to see 'Bala-
laika,' Currently at the Adelphi, . oh
which the ShUberts have, ah option
for America.
. London County Council was get-
ting ready to act, hut Lou Holtz beat
them by a day and took that rough
biz out himself.
Dwight Wiman has the rights to

'French Without Tears,' Criterion,
hit, despite three other, bids from
Broadway producers.
?Oh Your Toes' opens at the Pal-

Elstree, where Clark was rushing to

keep an appointment.
Andrew Kramer, formerly pro-

ducer at Victoria Theater,; Madrid,
who staged 'White Horse Inn' and
'Ball at the Savoy,', back from Ha-
vana, He returns, there March 31
to produce a new continental' revUe,
for which he is lining up new talent.

Flu has taken big toll of the
United Artists office here. Besides
several minor officials, Teddy Carr,
head of the sales force, and Arthur
Silyerstone, his, assistant, have been:
away, with Murray Silverstdrie just
escaping by dashing off to Switzer-
land for 10 days.

Paris

show, 'Okay for 'Sound,* wjio
ate in the picture version.

Molly" Picon here, stopping Oft . to
play va week for" the Hyams Bros, at
the Trocadero, Elephant-and Castle,
on the way to play .a season i -South
Africa. . \

'

Leonora Corbett • in bad motor
smash, necessitating postponing of
new play she was to appear in and
hold-up of her- film - 'Troopshi ,' at
Denham.
Alexander Productions doing an

original, 'Three Mad Men,' with Ben
LyOn^ Sally d'Neii and Arthur Riscpe
starring. Diamond Brothers cast for
the madmen.
Bebe Daniels and Ben. Lyon Want

Dave Burns for their Victoria Pal-
ace act, but Burns can't make it as
it clashes with his work in the. Jack
Waller show. •

'

. London- Hippodrome pantomime
Closing Feb. 13 With the new Jack
Waller-Bobby Howes shoW; Which -is

being tried but at. Streathami. replapr
ing immediately.
Jack Egigar is behind 'Front of;

.House/ hew Charles Landstone show
which comes to the Strand after a
Sunday night tryout. Will be called
'Behind Your Back.'

.
Kurt Schmidt, former manager, of

the Commodore, St. Moritz and
Salisbury hotels, brought oyer by
Bradbury Pratt; to' manage his St.

Reeis, hew flat building.
C. Holder-Nesse, for 26 years the

head of I^V.T.A;; which books acts
for the South African • The. tres

(Schlesinger's) has retired. Place
taken by J"ulian Schlesinger,- nephew
of I. W.
Despite paht'omilfnes. as a .whole

having done badly in London, cir-

eii^Asf have been, reaping the usual
anpuai; ha^ves,^ with^deslj^v|s te-

ait- yea*..
. ,\ v . . < \, .

bert i^aVk; J6fihv>Maxwe^_
defrtial J*s*«i»«!ta*y^ artd MWhO^Bfeals

mil
jiappena/t^on. iwoy. *tcv

Ruth Chatterton in town. :

Albert Tavel back from Africa*
Jeanne Aubert at le Grand Jeu.
Fred -Addison on a Swiss tour.
Sol Lesser cocktailing the boys.
Irene Hilda touring in Switzerland.
Gretl Vernon singing over Radio-

Cite.',
-

Mme, Irene Karinsky in from New
York.
Chez new Moritmartre

nightie.
Raimu Henry G'arat off to,

LondOn.
Maurice Lehmanh packing for an

American trip.

Delia and illy Mack lettering
from America,
ZaSu Pitts looking over the town

for the first time.
. Carolyn Marsh scheduled for the
next AlhambraVshow.
Serge Lifar. giving a charity per-

formance in Marseilles.
. Grock held Over for a second time
at the Cirque Medrano.

Elizabeth Gould featured in 'Ju-
lius Caesar' at the Atelier.
.

. Of six new. films shown in Paris
this Week five are French. ... ..

M. Lamarchand and Alexandre
Pineus back from America.

'Christian,'
.
starring Harry Balir,

winding up at Theatre Varietes.
Pierre Lazareff, Paris-Soir editor,

back from an American vacation.
Sterner Sisters signing with San-

drini for the- new-

Bal Tabarin show.
Comedie Francaide celebrating

315th anniversary; of birth of
Moliere.
Varna's 'Ga e'est Marseilles' Tevue

at the Alcazar broadcast over Poste
Parisien.
Jean Murat scheduled to com-

mence. Troika' early in. February;
Jean

.
Dreville megging.

-

. Sacha Guitry's latest film, 'Faisons
un Reve' ('Let's Mtike a Dream')
opening at the Marignart.

. Louis Metayer, president Of the
Distributors' Syndicate, made a
Chevali of the Legion of Honor.
Success Of revue 'Montmartre

s'Amuse' at the Trianon Music Hall
making Mittyf £}oldin .decide to run
reyjjes ^exeaftep the house, instead
of variety bills..,

^Cast^Of X'Etr'ahge Nuit de Rock-
lana» ' ('The Strange' Night of Rock-
laftd')vat- the Deux Masques celebrat-
ing^ 200th 'performance by treating
spectators to champagne. 1

.'Le . Pelican,' Frehch adaption Of
Somerset Maugham's 'The Bread
Winner,' closing at the Theatre des
Ambassadeurs after a short, run.
House goes , back to pictures.

Fred, vans Out of hospital after
appendix op.
Balaban & Katz Employees Club

held their jamboree at the Steuben
Club.
Joey Jacobson, Chez Paree im-

presario, left on South -AmeriCanv
cruise.

: _ . , [.

John Balaban elected director of
State St. Committee,-. Chi business
men's club. /
Eddie Wiesteldt, Milwaukee River-

side manager, chairman of the' Presi-
dent's Ball committee,
Bebe Lupino, dancer, forced to

cancel Youngstowh- engagement due
to death ;

of her brother..
Ralph Bellamy. Chi's favorite, actor,

last week, appearing on four loop
screens, the State-Lake, Clark,. La
Salle and Monroe,
The Tim Keelers celebrated their

golden wedding anniversary yester-

day (Tuesday). Keeler was formerly
traveling representative for Western
Vaudeville and for Keith,

Berlin

Palm Springs

Reardon, . National: League
umpire; now managing the plaza
Sportland. .

'

George .Horace Lorimer. chairman
of the Curtis.^ublishihg Co., spend-
ing ifiPsQi 'hterfr;,'- \

EnVrol5QEs&3-3 ant^ Frederick
"iUt Beaverbrook's

'g,-hSre.

VnoW in London;
rginia" Valli, that
gland Feb, 1 forhe Waii'leavini

•San Francisco' (HG) ak b. o. smash.

Ufa maki Don Cossacks
shorts.

Annual Press ball booked for Zoo
Feb. 6.
••• Maria Rolahd, Bavarian yodeier/ in

'Sweden,-..
Luis Trenker arid wife back from

shoOting -CohdottiereV in Italy.

A. Af Milne's. The Dover Road'
next on English theatre program.
'Der Etappenhase' has reached

100th performance with original cast.

.
Premiere of Hans Kyser's comedy

'Moliere Plays'- at Mannheim this
week. ' ' ':

'

'Inka,' opeta by Swedish composer
Albert Henneberg, being produced in
Chemnitz in April. •

Ralph Benatzky writing music for
hew Carl Froelich pic 'Di Ganz
Grossen Torheiten.'
Artists and actors to make Whoopee

at Reimann ball, .first hop of the Car-
nival season in Berlin;

.

William Furtwaerigler holding the
baton with the Berlin Symph Feb.
10, after a long absence.

, Stravinski's . 'Divertimento,' never
heard .in Germany, to be batoned by
Carl Schuricht in March..

Official Nazi publishing house,
bringing but hew periodical, called
'Art in the Third Reich.'
Hans Zerlett, film writer and di-

rector, contracted . for '37 by Tobis,
First pic . to .be a review.
, German version -of obscure Wilde
play The Horoscope of His Lordship'
big b. b. click in Hamburg.
" Every Tuesday morning is a get-
together hourat Berlin ,Funkhaus for
newspaper and radio folks. .-..;

Hilde Hildebrand off for the Ger-
man sticks in February, playing the
lead in Ibsen's 'Hedda Gabler;' .

'

•Adventure in Warsaw,'- Polish-
German.'co-op pic,, gone to studio in
Warsaw. Carl Boese directing,
Robert Bluethner retiring from the

firm at age of 70. Over 120,000 pianos
sold during his 33 years there,

'

Carl Schuricht to wield the baton
abroad, conducting- in Switzerland,
Greece, Hungary and Rumania.

'

Mary Wigman and her dance group
enjoying big- success. -.-.Four new
numbers inspired by Hungarian folk
songs...

Brigitte Homey hack tb Berlin
after finishing 'The House of Span-
iard' in English for Phoenix Films in
London.
Paul Scheffer, editor of Berliner

Tageblatt, off to the U. S. as re-
porter. Erich Schwarzer stepping in-
to his shoes' here.
Sepp Rist, signed for Eichberg's

two films 'The Tiger frOm Eshhapur'
and "The Indian Memorial,' ehroute
to location in India.
. New opera by Paul von Kleriau,
'Rembrandt van Rijn,' premieririg
Jan. 23 at Berlin State Opera. Robert
Heger at the baton.
Marburg to have 11th festival sea-

son from June 19 to July 18 with
Shakespeare's 'Much Ado About.
Nothing' one of the features.

Paintings and sculptures of the
American Indian by Winold and.
Hans Reiss, respectively, bn exhibi-
tion here. Gallery gets plenty of
visitors.

Guila Bustabo, 17-year-old Amer-
ican girl of Italian ahd Bohemian
parents, chosen to fiddle Dvorak vio-
lin concerto with the -Berlin Phil-
harmonic.
Director Cart Froelich starting, oh

his last two contracted pix for Tobis-
Europa. First will be 'Die. Ganz
Grossen Torheiten,' adaption of a
novel by Marianne -yon Angern.
Paula Wessely and . Rudolf Forster
coupled in the leads.

Hollywood

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Flood scare, got a lot of show peo-
ple. oUt of town in a big hurry.
Ben Washer hitting the road for

the first time ahead, Of. "Dead End."
Ira Conns back from their 18-day

cruise, and Harry Kalmi off on
one.
Joe Feldman's six-year-old son,

Wally, turned out his first piece of
poetry.
Herman Middleman's frau and her

brother off to Miami for a few
weeks. ...

Al and Ali Marfield back at
•-Wixo.h-.--.Gafe for second engagement
of year,

: Alvi featuri W i 1 1 i e Ryan,
.
Checker, champ, ily lounge ex-
hibitions,

.
Baseball writers honoring Jimmy

Long with testimonial dinner Feb.
fourteenth.

,: Ross Hall -turned down Joe Venu-
ti's offer to organize b^nd ' of his
own locally.

• George Jaffee pulling , this
weekend for his annual wi trek
to Hot Springs,
Paul Adams joined ittsburgh

Playhouse's permanent company,
succeeding Franklin Gray.

Forrest Crosman back in town
for second time this season, cur-
rently, ahead of 'Reflected Glory/

jECeht Taylor vacatipmng fli Frifeco.

!

Tala Birell back from Santa Bar-
bara;

Walter Lahtz went for a tonsil
snipping.

Horace; Jackson to N. Y.
new Play.

Jerome Beatty is in town for the
American mag;
Dean Jagger changed his monicker

to Dean Jeffrys.

Benny
:
Baker taking a dramatic

test at Paramount.
Alexander Carr battling flu germs

at Hollywood hosp. j
Kay Francis trained in for

.

i 'Mazurka' at WB.
Delmar Daves, is back from Europe

to start work at WB,
. Nick Stuart around town:
eight-month absence.

Suzanne Kaaren. slit a digit,

sitating four stitches,

"Ed Melcher, Washington
newsman, ogling studiOs.

Jack Shalitt Out from the east to
lense color stills for 'VOgues of 1938,'

Gloria StUart ahd hubby, Arthur
Sheekman, planning Mexican vacash.

Frieda Ihescort and Beh Ray Red-
man celebed their 11th anni Jan. 31.

Edmund Gwenn planning trip to
England when -Parnell' washes up at
MG.

:

Charles MacAdams, head' of the
McNaught Syndicate resting on the
Coast.. ; ,

Nat Finstori went to the Cedars Of
Lebanon hosp to rid himself of in-
fluenza. .;

Tilly Losch bringing her mother
over from Vienna to live here per-
manently.

Vic Fleming making daily visits to
'Captains Courageous' set at Metro
after his op.

Beverly . Roberts spends . odd
moments taking juggling lessons
an aid to grace.

Ladislaus Bus-Fekete is here con-
fabbing with Metro execs concern-
ing picture wbrk;
Vladamir Sokolow,

arrived from London:
Warner contract.

.

. Newest residence taker-upper here
is Louis Cohen, former Fox-West
Coast realty head.

Ned Holmes handling advance for
Leslie Howard's 'Hamlet,' opening at
Biltmore Friday (5).

. Richard Talmadge, Paul Schofleld,
Robert Watson and Ralph Stocky
Writers, have left the Par lot.

Valiarle Merryville, singer in
Doug MacLean's '23% Hours Leave,'
is the retagged Vivian Janis.

.

. Around 20 newspapermen in-

between-jobs were used as extras in
Par's 'Exclusive' by Director Al HalL
Alec RackOwe, Chicago newspa-

perman, *.handed writing contract at
Columbia after selling studio a yarn.
Vivian Fay, ballerina, washed up

her Metro pic chOre, and hopped to
Chi to rejoin 'The Great Waltz' com-
pany.
Bernie Williams, Warners' pub-

licity fan mag contact,; placed in
charge of still and portrait depart-
ments.

S. Jay Kaufman has been trans-
ferred from the Good Samaritan
hospital tb the Glendale sanitarium
to convalesce.
Jack Scholl and M. K. Jerome,

who wrote ditties for WB's Talent
Scout,' will appear in the pic as a
pair of songwriters.
Southern flood caused Cecil B.

De. Mille to cancel proposed research
trek into Louisiana on his forth-
coming 'The Buccaneer.'

Victor -Fleming, recuperating from
an operation, is hopping from the
Good Samaritan hosp to Metro for
daily ogle of 'Captains Courageous*
set. v

. C. Pat Collins, who was injured
when a pistol he was loading acci-
dentally discharged, will not have to
undergo; an operation for the leg
wound.
Aniong those hit. by the flu in-

cluded: John LeRoy Johnston, Harry
Niemeyer, WB publicists; Warren
Hymer, working in U's 'We Have
Our Moments,' and "Walter. Brenhah
acting in 'When Love is Young,' at.

Universal.

New Haven
By Harold M.

Nate Rubi
stand.

'Brother
Feb. 8.

Fire laddies vaude benefit set
Feb. 23.

Yale Dramat Will tour with '—an
for Yale.'
Ben Cohen back from

with 'Romeo.' .. , .
, .

Billy Elder,, piheh-hitti as man-
ager at College. .

'Idiot's Delight'
bert Feb. 19-20.

'Ice Follies' revue
date at Arena (3-4). .

Gertrude Michalove handling WPA
theatrical pu licity, ' ,

.James MTuv\
' "ex-Paris Player of .'

Brahford, di there Jan. 28.
Yale drama d?pt.'s next major pro-

duction will be 'Barche'stei4 Towers
in mid-Feb.
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Ne^^From the Dailies
This department contain* rewritten, theatrical news items as pub*

lished during the week ' the daily .papers of New York, Chicago,

San Francisco; Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit for

these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

N. W/S 'COCKTAIL LAW

BUI Pending In W«shlngt«« Static
Legislature

ers Fail to Get Tip on Raids

last

All 17(000 Kentucky Colonels have

been asked to kick in with five

bucks each tor .flood sufferers,

Howard Hughes awarded the Har-
mon Aviation Trophy for 1936,

Anthony Laudati, who produced
•How Beautiful With Shoes,' is in

again. This time it's 'Deadline,' by
Bob White and Gerald Burtnett, of

Hollywood.
Theodore Streibert, v.p, of Mutual

Broadcasting System, tells a N. Y.

job' clinic that the best opportunities

in radio are to be found in time sell-

ing. :
'..

Joseph Jacobs, of the Parkway
theatre, Brooklyn, and Mrs. Mary
Krumstock, mother of six-year-old

Ruth Krumstock, held for Special
Sessions oh charge of exploiting a
minor without permit

Dr. Walter -Damrosch was 75 years
old on Saturday, David. Sarnoff
of Radio Corp., tossed' him a lun-
cheon.

. Clyde Beatty in town, ahead of the
Cole show, which opens at the Hip-
podrome March 18.

.

Maurice Schwartz to do The-
Frontier' next. Albert Ganzert is

the author. To play mid-week, with
.'The Water Carrier' conti ing on
week-ends;

Mary Young , has gone to Holly-
wood to line up players for her Cape
Cod strawhat next' season.

. Eugene. Q'Neili has sold his home
at Sea Island Beach, Ga.. and plans
to build in northern California.

Book of, the Month Club picking
four authors to .receive $2,500 each.
Must have written books published
between May. '35, arid. September,
'36,. which, while accorded praise, did.,

hot sell more than- 5,000 copies. Vol-,
unteer jury has the list down to 36
prospects.

Copyright office reports 7,704 plays
listed i '36. Gain of 1,554 over .the

precedi year.

Claude Bragdon to do the sets, arid

Costumes for Walter Hampden's
'Enemy to the People.' Did the same
chore ' in '27.

"
:

Aquitaniq in after breasting a hur-
ricane. Mbna Maris, former film

star, reported her bed broke loose
:

arid skidded all over her cabin.

K. Y. Wine and Food Society held
a dinner Friday night at the Wal-
dprf-Astoria'. About- 600 diners ate.

two tons of oysters of 14 varieties;

and washed them down with .17

kinds of wine.
Albany has. a bill to shut women

out" of 'bars. No penalty provided.
Sidney Kingsley wraDS up Bruck-

ner's 'Sickness of Youth' and puts it

back on the shelf. Says it's, too late

to start now.
'

'

' .

.Bill, in Albany ,\y6uld plug the N.
Y. yrorl'd's Fair:, on. .'38: auto, plates.

Figured auto tourists will carry the
menace to all parts of the eounirv.

Waiters at the Loyale cafe; N. Y..

went on strike Sunday tind the cus-
tomers rustled their own grub. Word
got around it was fun and about
1,500' had to .be turned away.
Herman. J. Mankiewicz : in from

Hollywood to attend rehearsals of

his nlav.. 'The Meal Ticket:'
'Now You've Done It.' formerly

'Mr Third.' by Mary Cpylc Chase,
will be the first of three productions
to be made bv Brock Pemberton.
Others are 'Chalked Out.' by Warden
Lawes, and 'Shoot a Grand Duke.'
formerly 'Red Harvest.' Latter is by
Walter C. Roberts. Antoinette Perry
Will sta^e all three.

N. Y; Newspaper Women's club
appoints indues in. its story-writing
contest. Ishbel Ross, Martha Foley.
Katharine Brush, James W. Barrett,
Hevwood Broun. .

Reported Eva LeGallienne will' re-

vert to the Repertory . Theatre next
season.' lias found a new backer and:
will stick, around N. Y.

Jesse Owens: Negro athlete; -stoned
to conduct a .band. Gets $100,00.0 put
of a six months' contract.
Maxwell Anderson, who has had

'plays produced this season;
now wor ing on a Couple for early
fall.

Harry Bannister reported to be
against contemplating beer and
pretzels dramav, possibly using the
Bandbox for .a hillbilly version of a
Greek play..

of the eight survivors of the Mis-
souri airplane crash in which Sen-
ator Cutting of New Mexico lost his
life May 6, 1935, and Mrs. Jean E.
Thayer, his nurse; have filed inten-
tion to wed in L. A.

.. Under foreclosure proceedings, the
Beverly Hills hotel, Southern Cali-
fornia landmark, was sold to a bond-

.

holders' committee on a -bid- of $320,-
000. Committee holds .85% of the
$731,000 unredeemed bonds outstand-
ing. F. ' M. Dlmmick will continue,
to operate .temporarily.

Gloria Swanson successively the
wife of the late Herbert Somborn,
Hollywood restaurateur: Wallace
Beery; Marquis de la Falaise and
Michael Farmer, received legal per-
mission in -L. A.

:

to. eliminate the
Farmer surname.: v

Allegedly deceived by his wife. into,

allowing his default 'to be entered;
to her suit for 'separate maintenance
in L, A., Samuel . .de Grass.e, 61,

character actor; filed a petition to
set aside the default and permission,
to file ah answer and cross-complaint
against Ethel H. de Grasse, 48.

George Burns and Gracie Allen
sent letters of

t
apology to the Mexi-

can embassy in Washington to the
effect they meant no Offense to the
Mexican government recently when
they broadcast a radio sketch, 'The
Wife of Paricbo Villa.' Embassy was
reported to have protested.

Wanted for alleged forgery, Jo-
seph Walker Martin, 58, former char-
acter -actor known as. Jack Martin,
was returned from New York to

Lv ,A. by police. He was held in

connection with the alleged issuance
of. $1,700 in spurious checks.

Jean Hepburn, picture actress,

was arrested in Hollywood on sus-

picion oh burglary after she. alleged-

ly broke into a home.
Gloria and Barbara Brewster;

twins, had their film contracts with
20th-Fox approved in court. Pacts
call 'for from . $100 to $700 weekly
over a six-year period.

Bert Wheeler asserted he had 'ope

of the hardest jobs since five-a-day
vaude' when he had to appear . in

court to testify, against a man caught
prowling near his; home.

Seattle,

No advertising of liquors' would
be permitted in this, state,, and no
gambling at places where wine' and
beer are. sold, if two bills introduced
at the legislature become laws,

other bill would make it a crime
to broadcast crime news in this

'State.

,

New liquor bill is still held back;

hut ill be introduced. It-

would- permit ' sale of ;
hard likker

by the dri in cafes', night clubs,

arid, hotels of "certain' quality and
upon payrhent of high license fees—
$1,000 to $1,560 per annum: It's to

be known as the .'cocktail, law.'.

Hot Springs Equipment Due for Burning—
Lawyers Frantically Try to Save Property

MODELS' EQUITY FOLDS

CovMnH Get Going—Fashioned •
Actors' Equity -Pattern

PASTOR RIDES BIKE

TO STAYWH LOUIS

Models' Equity after floundering

around for months has finally hit the
rocks and closed; its offices.

It started late last summer as a
mutual organization for posers. Ac-
tors' Equity official sat in to assist in

organization until officers dropped
Out; one one and membership
drive flopped. Leaves' prpfesh with-
out any. organization other than com-
mercial guilds.

(Continued from page 7)

. . Al Hansen, singer- with the Beverly
Hillbillies, beaten arid robbed

'

Hollywood by a pair of thugs.
.

'

Eleanor Prentiss, picture player,
"led. suit for

- a, divorce, in L.A. al-
leging; she was beaten by her
husband.
Leah Clampitt Sewell and Charles

Kaley, orch leader and singer, have
separated in Beverly Hills, with the
bride of a few. months announcing
she'H sue. for annulment. Kaley is
going to Europe to work in films
and theatres.
Henry T. cameraman, one

time, has cPnie when it must strike

at the, various sources of mechanical

'

music* to stem this tide of unemploy-

ment.
Ight to Warn

is nati ban on

•recorded music say that have

gone ' over the legal implications and

found ndthing may interfere

with their campai Union has a

right to warn its members from ac-

cepting certain, classes of unemploy-
ment. The employers are still in a

position to engage non-union mu-
sicians: All the union can do if the

member disobeys the decree is expel

him. Circumstances would in no.

way interfere with the Clayton or

Sherman Anti-Trust Acts, the union

officials are convinced. Picture pro-

ducers and recording companies have
intimated that if a national . decree

were issued against them by the

AFM they would be in a position to

tear the union wide open, since any

'

such act would be in combination

and restraint of trade.

Local' 802's adrrii istration gave

the band leaders, an opportunity to

discuss the recording issue at a

meeting in the Hotel Astor last Fri-

day afternoon (29). The sentiment

at this gathering was predominantly

in favor of doin something that

would bring the situation as apply-

ing, the broadcasting, under control.'

The .Leaders seemed to be of the

opinion that they had little tP lose if

the shutdown were applied ' immedi-
ately on the stencilling of phono-

graph records, since a goodly share

of this product is consumed by radio

stations and coin machines,' Heads
of the New York, and Chicago locals

hold that by exercising a licensing

control oyer trie inscribing of phono-

graph record and sustai ing library

the AFM Would be able to increase

the employment of . musicians not

only among stations but " restau-

rants, cafes arid, other 'places where
music has become a requisite.

Chicago local's ban on recording

jobs went into effect Monday (1 ).

If the national executive board fails

to act during the Miami meeting on

the recording shutdown proposal, as

offered by Local 802, the proponents

of the measure intend to force ac-

tion on the floor of the AFM con-

vention when the .national body
meets in June.

By JACK PULASKI
Had a preliminary; match been so

lacking of fighting as was the star

bout between; Joe Louis and Bob
•Pastor at Madison Square Garden
last Friday (29 ), the mob would have
hooted it off As it was, the packed
arena -gave vent tor a prolonged boo
at the finish. That was not because of

the decision in favor of the' Detroit

slugger who clearly "won, but be-

cause:- the; isappointment that

something-, serisational didn't happs .

Pastor, a third-rater in the heavy-
weight ranks, however; hopped into

the big monev by staying 10 rounds
with. Louis. He stayed alright but

backwards. Chasing almost all the

way, the shit ling colored lad could
rarely catch up with him and when
he '

, Pastor Would go into, a hu rt
.

If the encounter' proved, anything, it

indicated what poor in-fighter

Louis is., Max Schmelling discovered,

the same guy is a sucker for a right

sock.

The college bPy had his Starboard
mit, cocked for the lad from the

Alabama cotten fields; Once it landed
and Joe's schnozzle. leaked a bit. On
the other

,
hand, LpUis missed and

missed—with both hands. Any one
pf v those, missed blows might have
felled the scampering Pastor. Interest
in the fight really resolved down to

watching how many times Joe would
fan the air and it was 'evident as

early as the sixth round that Bob
would stay ' limit—many bets

were cashed in on the number of

rounds the affair would go. ;Pastpr
won the: second round by shade,

but that was; about ail.

Aftermath was that Louis will be
easier to match'.-; Thatc'^ill '?rMe^h

ready Coin to promoted "aVid ^sUricfri'''

As for Pastor, Ije cpuJ.d^pbarnstp.Y.mT
ing and might ele'ari .iip^' '.The /grips?

was $111,750, Svith jthe
r

scaier$16.5Q
top. Agencies could- get -$25 eawfi fpr

front row ! location^,- "but had trouble';

getting rid' of pasteboards''bn 'the 'day

of the scrap.

There were several kayos on the
card,, though, and the biggest upset

was the one-round defeat of Jack
Trammel! by Edd ie BlurJ!. That, was
the semi-final event and the odds
were about foiur to one on Trammell.'
the knocker-outer from: Youngstown,

°-
.

..."
,. ;

"

lunt was placed dri the card with-
out even knowing who he was to

fight until a week before the show.
He is a big. 22-ycar-old colored

;
lad.

Trammell had recently 'packed away
Lorenzo Pack with a single right
punch, and; the wise guys thought
Blunt would be easy icki

lunt now wants to fight Louis and
it, looks -like; he.: will get his wish.
Matchmakers find it hard to get op-
poriements for. him. One who had
ducked is Gunnar , whom
Blunt trained recently for one day.
The Finn's manager dismissed Eddie
because he was too rough and serious.

At the; Hippodrome last Wednes-
day (27) another fellow who runs
backward 1 copped the decision—Ken
Overlin of Richmond getting the nod
oyer red Appstoli of San. Fraricisco.

It. was indicated that both judges had \

astigmatism. The Coast mug can hit i

and he tried hard, the result being"
that he has been matched with Solly
Krieger;-

PLUGGING SUN VALLEY, IDA.
Salt Lake City, Feb. 2.

/Joel Priest, Jr., former city editor
of the Salt lake Tribune, named di-:

rector of public relations for Union
Pacific railroad here!

Since Salt Lake. i6 on the main
route to line's new $1,000,000 winter
mecca at Ketchum, Idaho, Priest
will attempt v to plug . resort when
Hollywood personalities passthrough
here for the inter cure at Sun
Valley Lodge.;

Hot Springs,

.Armed: with search and seizure

writs issued by Chief Justice Griffin

Smith of; the state supreme court,

state revenue department officers

early Friday (29) seized gambli
paraphernalia valued at $20,000 from
the swanky Club Belvedere on the
outskirts of Hot Springs and from
seven other places in the city.

Raid at the night spot—-one of ih«g

best-known in the coimtry—-occurr«<S
before patrons' began to arrive.

Equipment was taken from the

gambling establishments, loaded intjej^

iUSe moving vans and taken to Little*'

Rock, • where, according , to '. state

law, they wilF fee burned. Lawyers
tried in vai to find a loophole to

prevent the destruction of the apr
paratus—which ranged from; roulette

wheels to faro tables.

Advance news of the raids failed

to seep out as hone of the operators
had advance .warning. Alt the place?
except Belvedere—were in. opera-

tion, customers being -found at most
of the wheeis and tables.

BIRTHS
Mr. arid Mrs. LeRoy riri'z, son,

Jari. 26, in Hollywood. Father Is

Paramount dance . director; Mother
is former Elizabeth Bryson, dancer;

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Goodwin, a
son; Father is program director, of
WNBC, New Britain, Conn.
Mr. and M^s. Josef Hofman, son,

Feb. 1 in Philadelphia. Father is pi-

anist, composer and director of Cur^-

tis Institute of Music. -

''

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Pleshette,

daughter,. Jan. 31 in Brooklyn.
Father ' of Pararnouht,

N. Y. V '.

MARRIAGES
Helen; Burgess, screen, actress, to

Herbert Rutherford; Los Angeles pi-

anist -in Yuma, Ariz., Jan. 27. Bride
is under contract at Paramount
Margaret Fitzpatrick to ward

Larkin,- 29, in Las Vegas, Ney.,

Bride is a dancer and groom is "a

dance director, both working at
Warner studio.

Juanita Pollard to Joseph Walker,
Jan. 30, i lendale; Cal. Walker is

cameraman at Columbia. Bri is a
writer. /

Mildred King - to Peter J. Meize, at
Millertort, N. Y. tide is conti ity

writer at WNBC, New Britai

Angela M. Dyk to Robert H. Myers;
Jan.. 26, in Yuma, Ariz. Groom is ah
Associated Press sports writer in Los
Angeles.

ranees Heyert Stanley. Krell,
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drummer * with Little: jack Little,

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 29. .

Gregor Piatigorsky to Jacqiieli

de Rotnschild; Jari. 26, in
,
Arm Arbor,

Mich. Groprii is Russian violoncell-

ist,
'

. A. for recital iri Hill Audi-
torium; bride sister Baxoh de
Rothschild.

U
I : ., .
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SPECIAL IGHT SHOW TONIGHT
COMING >— "(i MS ..'Jj'tiirr?'

CAPITOL
HKfJ) OVKR HKCONil WKKK!

Greta GAR B0
Robert TAYLOR
in "CAMILLE"

A S T OR
B'WAY. *t 45th .SI.

All StnU Reserved ,:

Twjce 1>«II>\ 2HS. %
«:l'p. .«.im. Hiil.. V
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STATE n*

"COLLEGE HOLI
4nrk ll«nny.'
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.
Allen,
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II

VAUDEVILLE
"'* Orch.

JAMES CAGNEY
"Great Guy"
•Til SMASH WKBK

PARAMOUNT C1A1KH,
HQVAHK

"CHAMPAGNE WALTZ"

—ON ..THE STAGI«>-
FRED WARING

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

TOU ONLY UVE ONCE'

ith HENRY
and SYLVIA SI

UNITE"
ARTIST*. RIVOLI rUV

?«r MUSIC HALL
"ON THE
AVENUE"

Spectacular . Stage Production*
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i r.n.

HELD OVKR
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GIRLS"
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KOHKAH M1SIC-

VITt'H ANU <iASii
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Bill Rice

By BILL BICE
Santa Barbara Feb.

Dalton Bros., operators of the Fol-

lies burlesque house in Los Angeles,

on irially started in the show busi-

ness as concession operators at Texas
fairs. Ennis, Texas^ was the home
town and met them when
playing ' thfe spbt with my 'Great

Alamo shows.' Pete and his father

were operating the local theatre and
1 *cas astonished to see the? 'Four

Cohans' billed all over the place. It

turned out to be a rep show- that,
*'

addition, to' Cohan's paper, was
- using Lillian Russell and Pick Carle

~iifthe 'Spring Chicken/ 'Ben Hut,'

Hanlon's 'Superba' and;, of all things,

•East Lynne/ Those were the days
when yoii could buy most anyone's 1

paper from, the, local advertising

agents: at,2c.%a sheet. ^e next season

I had out a "tent opera called. 'Cope-

land jBrps;' Stock' and. tMk full .adr

vantage\of ; everyone's paper,v but I

had 2t
color strips ;made for tops, and

bottoms any sized * litho and
streamers lor the stands? -1 at 'least,

did hot use the titles^ We posted and"

h«n^^at leasi;:2^ *he^te for any
viUage. Made country routes same
as ahy citcus.;

J;

Jacjt. JB<|achr the "old-time circus

. banner man who, with
,
his wife

Mayme'; own and manage the Lake
Crest Drive

.
Apts In" Chicago, now

Visiting. ; in 'California, purchased
ground in'Culver City for a bunga-
low court. Work will be started im-
mediately..

"'
' v :;V

• John Fowler's chimpanzee Skippy
that. did such a-good Job in the last

J'Tarzan' picture now playing dates
in picture houses. /Special; truck job
houses .the animal and props.. Makes
a sweU ballyhdp oh the. street

Jake': Neumann; at Baldwin Park,
luting up his advance forces for the
MG. Barnes' Wild Animal and Sells-
Floto Combined Shows. Adding 5

, cars. Will open last of March.
Fat Alton left before !the holidays

to bring his motorized carnival
equipment,from Sparks, Nev., to Los

..- Angeled for the spring opening; , Still

show bound ancl may have to use the
railroad- to get out.

:
Alyce May Brown producing local

amateur shows for the concert with
Polack Bros. Indoor Circus. They
have proven a big draw. Starts the
contest opening night and awards
the prizes on the close. Good idea
for arty show playing week stands.

' Max Goodman, who purchased the
William Glick shows now stored at
Baltimore, surprised mOst':everyohet

" by; closing for some of 4We%e$i%M
in mid-west Goodn^n, »n# ' E.

'

$pcki_ iM^inaiD^i^^^M^ in

'Worst* Burlenk

ifth Ave. theatre, N. Y., ad-
vertises itself in local tabloids
as ^the worst burlesk in N. Y/
Admish is 15c and 25c.

Ads, although come-oris, do
not misrepresent. House has
been caught, twice by Variety
which corroborates statement :"

museums and carnivals for.men only.,

This show gets a play from women
and children; and would get business :

anywhere with proper ballyhoo,.
The finish and feature is. a complete
transformation from a Hop Joint to
a Chinese, Laundry in two seconds.
The owner tells me he played the.
Keith and Orpheum time, years a§o;
Should be on a major carnival. .;

Harry Sebers how operating ' a

lesque show at the lihique
;heatre*on

;
Main, street, Los Angeles.

Sebers is to put out a musical sh6w
under canvas in March. Will be
operated on lines similar to Billroy's

Comedians the most successful one
day stand tent show. Billray's tent

seats 3,000 people. 1,000 free seats,

2,000 reserved. General admission
25c. Reserved seats 25c. Concert 25c.

Their candy sales are said to be
larger than any circus that pitches
prize packages and that means more
than any tent show in the business.

Bill Rice Water .Circus,' featuring
the N, Y. Hippodrome disappearing
ballet will open in i April, Should
get a good ballyhoo for the troupe if

Universal , makes .the super picture

'Hippodrome* hi time for release this

summer. Charles A. Coummingham
formerly with the Orpheum as ex-
ploitation man and with. MGM as
pa. Now mi.c. at the Singapore Inn
on Fairfax- opposite Gilmore's Sta-
dium LAi
Southern California Rod and Gun

Club contemplating a sports show
this spring to take the place of the
free show- .that has been held for
several

,
years at .the Southern Cali-

forni Automobile Club grounds in
LA..

NATIONAL, DETROIT
Detroit, Jan. 28.

More - or less, burlesque has been
a paying proposition ih' Detroit for
the last several, years, . Patrons have
gotten pretty much what they like,

viz, plenty of stripping, and as a re-
sult at 'least- three, : and sometimes
four, houses have been .running the.

year 'round to well-fllled chairs. Po-
lice have stepped in occasionally to
demand a few more clothes on the
iemmes, but except in rare in-
stances, has .the censorship meant
more than hypoed grosses.

- Until, last fall, local houses had
frowned, on wheel shows. Figured
their locally-produced shows . were
oke, but suddenly: experienced ' a
change of mind and all three spots
added some sort of circuit stuff.

National, located in the heart of
old Detroit's Jesh row, got in pn the
ground . floor with the Metropolitan
burlesk wheel. Until recently, cir-
cuit comprised three spots, the Roxy,
Toronto, one in Buffalo, and the Na-
tional, here. Cast at each spot was
then changed completely - every two;
weeks! With temporary dropping Put
of Buffalo, shift of .casts., between
Toronto and Detroit has been length-
ened to once every three weeks, with
a new show, each week.

National, owned by the, veteran
Dave- King, is managed

.
by George

Schiller. Freddie OTJrien handles
production Work at this end of the
circuit with bookings by Milt Schus-
ter, Chicago. House, which seats
.around 1,000 at 35 cents top, is run-
ning on fpur-a-day . basis, with an
"-^a midnight shWl%rfiird|jf^" 11* TTft

ow'- caught (28) was tagged
__je.*r%ife,' just a title. It's chief
forte' 'consisted of snappy costurties
andVifairly pretty gals in theilihe^of
12.- Strippers i (thererwere; five in,

Pf'niany.pt'thejir
•choice dates being lost,;, to 'the"car-,
nival companies, who insisted Pn the

* concessions if their shows were to
A play the date,, Hock, in 1936, put out
.his own show, which was a great
F success; This; no doubt; influenced

Goodman to enter the business.
Veteran Bill Davis

As far as I know W.. Hi (Bill)
Davis is the oldest living showman,
in the number of years in' the busi-
ness. Sixty-seven years. At the age
of eight Davis ran away and joined
the Adam Fprepaugh circus and did
a. carry act with Mollie Brown;- Sea-
son 1870. Has been engaged in every
branch of the amusement business
and - last season was . with Dodsons
World's Fair, Shows arid signed up
again for 1937.

Charles'
. Rernard, . the circus his-

torian; is the same age (75), but not
active in the business* Bernard still

does plenty of writing and has
&5i-:old circus photo business at
Savannah, Ga. : He recently sent me
a photo of 'Bertie Cole, the World's
Champion rick ~ Drummer' ?who
will . be . seen in our parade daily
tossing his drum, sticks higher, than
the tallest buildings while playing.'
This is Bert Cole who was the top
money banner man with any circus.

Banner men are still shooting at his

record season 1928 with the Hagen-
beck-Wallace Circus. His end-net
Was better than $34,000. This was
50% of the nit 'after taking out cost

of painting the banners. Cole was
with Billie Burke's tango shows for

14 seasons. Mrs. Cole was the fea-

ture of this act The. Cpjes now re

'

tired and living at their teatxtifur

dergroimd 'cMn^M. tPurita
quite different Ir«hv the' *Oi ,

Decs and Narcotic Show** #eea lfc

««s, shpwX have 'plenty tp,*eas#w^h,
ut > don t make .,

jhe best -use pi, it
Two

.
cprhediaris, Jimmy Rose and

Billy Lee, not comical:
Latter is probably due to fact pa-

trons of this house have become so
used to Tommy (Scufcy) Miller,, fun-
purveyor here for past five years, that
they can't quite comprehend other
comedians. Miller, who i> also shifts
with other members of cast, is now
in Toronto.
Production as a whole flows freely,

and settings are above average.
Standout is Kitty Ellis, dubbed 'plati-

num princess,' with a million-dollar
appearance, She's spotted only once
in the 90-minute show, and that near
close, but her peeling makes up for
it. • Other strippers, who appear sev-
eral times and take part in several
little skits, are -Virginia Myle, a
shapely brunet; Esther Alger, redr
headed bomb; Barbara Bow, with a
nice voice;

: and Eleanor Coty, a
blonde. Costuming is nice.
A tall blonde gal; Violet O'Brien,

brought but of the line for coupla
strip, turns, has possibilities with a
little more practice. Needs a little

un-stiffening.
Usual bedroom, salesmen and hot-

dog vendor skits put on by come-
dians and their foils. Cracks run
overboard at times,, but audience
doesn't seem' to go for 'em. The sim-
ple, clean ones, hit the spot here.
Shpw could use some good indi-

vidual terpers and at least one first-

class warbler.:; Also the ruriway
isn't employed enough. -Baldheads in
front rows starting to complain."•

:' Pete,

Casino, Pittsburgh
('SWING YOUR BABY')

\r I Pittsburgh, Jan.* 29.

, Four packed houses daily grind at,

wellrlocated Casino. Cutting down
the"tyiteel; shows, to 85 jnmutes, iosfer

j
;
iitg

i:
fti '^ani hour* 6f Aliff^are 'ifiHfkiS.

4y„p «6wsre»ils: *rtd' cartoon*); peddlihi
£*b \M*VBOWtot tot twovbita In *hd!hfteK-

night;>,andtMan andj 40 c*afcs>;Bt
counting up the profits.

As always, one of burlesque's most

puzzling mysteries .are' those titles.

Why 'Swing Your Baby'? Why any-
thing; in fact? Just, the simple word
burlesque " would do and if would
have marquee, wear antl tear.

'Star'- of this one is Louise Stew-
ard. Good! looking, but . mediocre
stripper^ and her single appearance
at the end doesn't justify the build-
up and eager expectancy* Only other
disrober is Diana King, and she, too,
could take a few lessons in her spe-
cialty. Any dame can walk ,around
a stage taking off a piece at a time.
That's no tease, that's merely going-
to-bed. exercises.
Chief comics of 'Swing Your Baby*

are Billy (Cheese and Crackers) Ha-
gen and Harry Seymour. They're
funny, dirty and stick ardUnd. too
long. Rurlesque clowns are still

taking a single gag, sometimes not
even that much, and stretching it out
to deadly lengths.' Hagen's best is a
box bit he does with, a dead-pan'
stooge and putty-nosed comic turns
it into show's high spot.

.. For the rest show's merely pretty
bad vaudeville. LaRue Sisters sing
and dance,-' Dolores' Lelarid is. the
femme interest' in the sketches,
comes out in a Mae West rig .that
starts out in strip fashion, but. doesn't
end up< that way, Dick Vernon is a
listless tenor who does some average
imitations -of Joe Penrier, Ed Wynn
and George Givot and Al Daw and
George Rose straight It for the
comics. Cohen.

CPOH IFOR
'STRIPPING

Pittsburgh, Feb. 2.

'J;

^

"FhisHfed. with swell comeback of
plitlfesque this year, George Jaffe is

having a cooling plant installed at
Casino and plans to operate there all

summer with stock. . At present
Jaffe is playing wheel shows and for
first time since 1931 he hasn't had a
losing week all season*
In past Jaffe has closed , shop for

months of June, July and August, but
figures

' pickings .are ripe for warni
weather trade now. Burlesque im-
presario got a break at Casino When
rival house, Variety, was torn down
early in fall to make room, fbr a
parking lot. That left him without
any competition.

In ent

Week of 1
'Beef Trust"—Gayety. Minneapolis.

. 'China Dolls'—Rlalto, Chicago. .;

'Maids of Manhattan'—Casino,. TorontOi
'Monte Carlo'. Girls.—Open.
'Teasers and Wheezes'—lyric. . Allentown,

Mon.. :Tues.; Majestic. Harrlsburg, Wed.;
Capitol, Reading. Thurs,, FH.; Majestic.
W'llllamBport, Sat.
;Swlng Girls'—Troc.

' 'Bozo Shyder's Show'— Union
City.
'Crazy. Qullt'^-Jacques, Waterbury.

Tiios... Wed.
'Twinkle Toes'—Howard. Boston.

.

,'Toyland'—Empire. . Newark.
'Swlnf? Tour Bnby'-^Goyety. Washington.
'Xothlng But Danves*—Gayety. BaitlmpreJ

. . 'Maids of Manhattan'—Capitol, Toledo.
'Paris by. Nlffht'-r-Gayety. Detroit.

. 'Fads' arid Fancies'—Garrlck. St. Louis.
'Top. Hat Revue'—Casino. Pltt6burtth.
•Crazy. Quilt'—Lyric, Bridgeport. Thurs,.

Frl.,, flat.

'Pepper Pot Revue^—Century,

Mother of Minetta Ellen (Mrs.
Barbpur in 'One-Man's Family,' NBC
serial) .died^ih Oaflclaind, Cat; Jan. 26,

'after ieyeral months' illness. She

^Mo^t^' :

ol\^to'c)i .'ind'- Murdbck
Pemberton 'died in 'Emporia, 'Kans.,
Jan. 30*

FBAZEB COULTER
Frazer Coulter, 88, died in East

Islip, L. I., Jan. 26, after a long ill-

ness. Since his appearance in 'O
Promise Me' in, ie31 he had been a
guest of the Percy Williams home<
Born in Smiths Falls, . Ont., Mr.

Coulter went on the stage in the
70s, making his New York debut ih
support of Mrs. Sheridan Shook in

'School for Scandal' -.at the Union
Square, then operated by Shook 8t

Collier. He was in "Vigilantes' at

Niblos, the same season. He had
played with John E. Owens, Law-
rence Barrett, R6bi$pn and Crane, was
in the original production of .'Hazel

Kirke,' and ' supported . Thomas W.
Keehe in classical repertory.
He put in a season- with 'the Bos-

ton theatre stock and later supported
Richard Mansfield, Margaret Law-
rence and Katharine Cornell.- He
also played in several revivals by
the.. Players.''.,-.,- *".;..

'•'*"

A sister survives. Burial was in

Woodlawn cemetery.

JOSEPH E. FOX
Joseph E. Fox,' 84, hoteii end man

in minstrels and' member of old
Vaudeville team of Fox and Ward,
died Jan., 25 in Philadelphia, after a
brief illness. His partner, William
H. Ward; with whom he trouped for
nearly 60 years, died three years ago.
The team retired in 1927.

Born May 7, 1852, at Ogdensburg,
N, Y„ Fox met Ward as a 15-year-
old boy while working as a bellhop
in the old Adams House in Chicago.
They practiced dance steps and pat-

IN MEMORY OC
Mr Qood. Friead

ALFRED DE MAM6Y
WhO Died

.

February 1,

JERRY VOGEL

ter and went oh the stage.
;
They

made their debut as a professional
team Dec; 27 1868, in the old Win-
ter Garden, in Cincinnati.

.

Since his retirement in 1927, Fox
had lived in Philadelphia. His only
survivor is . a nephew, James Fox,
also 'of that city. Burial was last

Friday in Arlington Cemetery, Phil-
adelphi

KEM YATES
Kem Yates, 45, retired as a vaude-

ville agent for several years' be-
cause of illness, died Jan. 28 in Chi-
cago. Death came in Nhis sleep fol-

lowing a heart attack.

For a, time Kem Yates Was asso-
ciated with his brothers, Irving, and
Charles, in the agency , .and , Vaude
producing business. Arthritis ,forced
him to retire,and remain in Chicago
while his brothers .went to New
York, Where they are currently still

in business. Besides Irving and
Charles,, parents, two other brothers
arid a -sister survive, as well as Kem
Yates' widow and 20-year-old son.

Burial took place in Chicago Jan. 29.

AL M. SMITH
Al M. Smith, 51, founder and

head of the Al M. Smith motion pic-
ture advertisi

:
firm, Minneapolis,

Minn., ied in Minneapolis, after a
brief illness. He was well known in

the theatrical and motion picture in-
dustry and was a promi ma-
gician.

He was a member of in
City Variety Club, the International
Brotherhood, of Magicians, the So-
ci of American Magicians, and
was president of the Minneapolis
chapter of the latter organization.
His wife, two sons and one daugh-

ter survive.

WALLACE SMITH
Wallace Smith, 48, author, scena-

rist, artist; died Jan. 31 in Holly-
wood.
He authored 75 short stories, seven

published books and when stricken
was concocting scri for Republic
musical.

Among his screen Plays are 'Lost
Squadron/ The - Trumpet .Blows,'
'Captai

, Hates the Sea,' 'Border-
town.' His books included Two
Arabian Nights,' 'Captain Hates the
Sea/ 'Bessie Cotter,' 'The Happy
Alienist,' 'Gay Desperado/
He was soldier of fortune and rov-

ing newspaperman after leaving
Chicago. He leaves widow and
mother.

is estimated that she trained mbi-e
than 40,000 persons for her various
productions. At the time of her
death she was superintending th*
President's Birthday Fete at
Waldorf-Astoria.
Jhterment was in Middletown.

N> Y. A brother, Charles Stewart
survives. .

FRANK J. (BUZZ)- LALOR
Francis J. Lalpr, 68, prominent In

burlesque in the early part of the
century, died in St Catherines, Ont
Jan. 21. . .

-
'

'

He had a show on the old Ameri-
can Burlesque Wheel and. was a
member of the Burlesque^ club. He
retired in 1920 and went to his old
home in St. Catherines to live. His
last show was the Aviator Girls.
• He is survived, by. a sister,
nephews and three nieces.

TOMASO TTTTONI
Tomaso." Tittoni,* -'25; v who. had

been in the cast of 'Idiot's Delight/
diect of pneumonia. Jan .29

" after
six-week illness. He, -was a great-
nephew of the. Itatlian-statesmah of
the same name; who .died in 1931.
He was. the son of Major and Mrs.

Renato Tittoni. Besides his parents;
he is survived by' his widow,
former Margaret Nelson.

LILA STEWART
Lila Agnew Stewart, nationally

known as ah organizer arid director
of society pageants, balls and charity
spectacles, died in New Yprk Jan,
28, of a complication of diseases. It

ELLIS R, SMITH
Ellis R. Smith, 84, for many years

Battlp_Creek's . (Mich.),, only- theatre
manager and later founder of an ad-
vertising agency there, died Jan. 27
in Rattle Creek, Mich.
' Smith managed the Hamblin Opera
HPUse in the '90s and the Post the-
atre, for 13 years after it was built
in 1903.

Survived by wife and daughter.

W.. IRVING JOHNSON
W> Irving Johnson, 76< president

of Cluett & Sons, Inc., Troy music
concern, arid friend • many con*
cert artists, including PadereWski,:

died Jan. 31 in his suite at the Hotel
Tioy after a brief illness. Was a
pianist.

• A' daughter, .a sister,-grand and
great-grandchildren survive.

ASBBT SNOW
Ashby Snow, 66, Utah industrial

and railroad magnate, and prominent
in the L.D.S. (Mormon) church, died
Feb. 27 of a lingering ailment; He
had been in. ill health for nearly two
years.

Included ih his vast holdings was
Saltair resort, which reportedly had
the largest dance floor in the. world.

FRED PAltLO
rederick J. Mongeon, 66 (Fred

Paulo), retired actor, died Jan. 26
in Grand Rapids, Mich. He ap-
peared in a Grand Rapids theatre in
1906, was impressed by the beauty
of Reeds Lake near, that city, and
quit the stage and returned to Grand
Rapids in 1907 to build a chateau (

in

which he lived till his death.

IRVING ROSE
Irving

.
Rose, 37, dance orchestra

leader, died in Dallas, Texas, Jan. 28.

He was orchestra leader for. one edi-

tion of the 'Ziegfeld Follies/

,
Survived by his wife, the' daughter

of a wealthy ranchman, and two
daughters.

EMMA VAN GORDER OLIVER
Mrs. Emma Van Gorder Oliver, 66,

former vaude performer;, died last

Week in Canisteo, N* Y. She had
been a cripple confined to a wheel

.

chair for many years;

A. F. ROSS
A. ; Ross, general manager of

African Theatres in early days; died
Dec. 19, in Cape Town. Recently re-

visited South Africa for health rea-

sons. Widow survives.

HAROLD NEliSON
Harold Nelson, bit player in pi

tiires, died from pneumonia at L;

General hospital, Jan.

LORA J. CONROY
Mrs. Lora J. Cohroy, in charge of

dressing rooms at Paramount studi

died Jan. 26 in Hollywood.

VAL DURAN
Val Duran, 41, film bit actor, ied.

Feb. 1 in Los Angeles of influenza..

Mrs. Nellie Brown, 86, died in

Altoona, Pa., Jan. 23. She was well
known to old time professipnals, hav-
ing traveled with her grandchildren,
the Heim Children, later Bud and
Nellie Heim, for many seasons.
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St Paul, 2.

Nearly 350,000 peasants put

froze in near-zero weather waiting

for the parades, when St. Paul's win-

ter Carnival was. ushered in to the

yokelry Saturday (30 J :
night

Nearly an hour late in starting to

begin with* one woman died of a

heart attack from being jostled in

the crush of humanity, while, several

persons were injured when horses

stampeded along the line of : march,

which—instead of being cleared and

kept open—resembled in compact-

ness and density the crowds which

lined Broadway when Lindy came
back home.

•. a few marching clubs and a

coupla bands would straggle through,

then the path jwpuld 'close solid

from both sides, then the. cops and
firemen would push, tug, push some
more, yell and cuss. Delay of 20

inutes, then—if you were lucky—
you'd see another float or trick bair

loon or a sleighful of some one ad-

vertising something. Thing repeated

itself all ing,- with many mar-
chers getting disgusted and whiling

' away the time between waits: with,

impromptu pavement dancing or a

bit of community singing.

Traffic Jam Fierce

Reviewing stand was a joke, with"

people pressed so deep in front of

it the judges might better have been,

spending their tjme playing- pinochle.

Long before the end, paraders, .in-

stead of marching, straggled
.
along

looki like they were trying to,

spell something, la college studes
at football games.
.

Thirtg wound up at about 11 p. m.,

when properly handled, it should
Mve been all over before 9:30. Then
came bedlam. With some loop
streets roped off for toboggan and
sled slides; remaining ones had cars

parked double. Street car traffic was
paralyzed.

Niteries knocked 'em dead, With
hundreds waiting for hours to get in

to practically any place in town.
Dives which might have .considered
folding several weeks ago were do-
ing biz to S. R, O. queues half a
block along. Though likker flowed
like water, little excessive drunken-
ness fwas witnessed, and no street
brawling.

Waste N. C Fair Back

Charlotte, N.
Proposals that the state operate

the State Fair each year has hit leg-
islative hopper*
Senator Clarke of Edgecombe in-

troduced a bill in the senate to pro-
vide for appropriation of up to
$25,000 yearly from the emergency
and contingency fund to meet any
deficit the board of agriculture
might incur by operating the fair
instead of leasing it, as it now does.
The board recently adopted a reso-
lution providing for it to operate the
fair if the legislature voted it pro-
tection.

.

N. B. Nixes Gambling
St John, N. B„

.. An attempt, to legalize games of
^'charice and skill on the midways of
' Nova Scotian fairs, with special ap-
plication to the annual Halifax fair,

' •has failed. The Nova Scotia Ex-
hibition Commission split' 4 to 4 on
a motion calling for introduction of
a hill in the provincial assembly that

- would modify the anti-gambling laws
of Nova Scotia to allow the operation
of; 'harmless' games on the midways
°f the provincial fairs, and the use
of admission tickets, with prizes for
the holders of the 'lucky' coupons.
' City council of Halifax is strongly

"• m vfa'vor of the legislation, the
only Way to take the local fair out
Pi the red and into the black.

Dry and Wet

Detroit, Feb: 2.

Local travel -bureaus start

is week running 'temperance'
snow trains - to Northern play^
grounds.

r
Nothing more potent

than pop will be sold: or per-
mitted the specials,; follow-
ing' numerous requests from
sport enthusiasts.

Regular 'wet' will as
formerly.

WANT DIRECT SUBWAY

LINK TO WORLD'S FAIR

Officials of New York's World's
Fair have launched a concerted drive
on the N;. Y. Board of Estimate to

obtain some $1,200,000 for building

a branch from the presently used
Kew Gardens wards of'the Indepen-
dent Subway system, to the midway
entrance of the ' exposition grounds.

It would land fair visitors at the gate

Which leads immediately to the mile
long midway arid street of a thou-

sand variety shows. This entrance

is being plotted to handle 40,000

visitors per hour, though right now
it is doubtful if one-fourth, that

number would enter the fair, by this

gateway unless the present city

owned Indie,Subway line is extended
nearly two miles.

Seriousness of tnis transportation

problem recently was outlined in a
comprehensive letter submitted by
N. Y. Fair executives to the New
York City estimate and apportion

ment board. Without the branch line

from the Kew.Gardens present opera-

tion,, fair officials fully realize that

the great carnival or show street of

the world's biggSSst exposition could

not be reached irectly by popular

means of rail transportation.

(Continued from page 3)

HCrHT tXOPS; KEAENS STICKS
Detroit, Feb.

Jack Reams' '.. itial Venture to put
Detroit back in the big-time boxing
|ield, the Barney Ross-Al Marifredo
hout i Olympia last Friday (29),

out to be a mild floppo.
earns won't quit, however, as co-

promoter with Olympia and figures
no s broken the ice.

Although paid attendance Was only

L n
6 in an arena that'll easily hold

£.000, the gate was $12,826, at $3.60
«p, which is a lot more than .town,
ws shelled out for a fistic encounter

„A
.

many years. .' Ross, the winner,

fa 00
ar°Und

'y&200 . arid Manfredo

only the plot arid principal arias re

main. Musical, background pro

vided by a large orchestra would re-

tain the -mood of operas without

leaving in the recitative portions.

The major themes would remain for

the big voices of the production plus

orchestral effects. This appears to

be the real out for straight operas in

films.

That in time the film industry will

swing around to such methods of

handling this type of fare is sup-

ported by the trend in musicals of

the screen and former hands-off at-

titude towards operettas. Six or

seven years ago, average picture

company was unable to turn out a

musical production that was a box
office hit But improvement in

technique, and experience has al-

tered the situation. 'Rose Marie'

and 'Naughty Marietta* are indica-

tive of what can be accomplished
with light operas. Some executives

feel that similarly, in time, a' method
Will be found for treating grand op-
eras.

Metro-Goldwyn probably has
given grand opera as serious study

and consideration as any major com-
pany. Indicative of the official at-

titude of this company is the fact

that Mary Garden has been under
contract as operatic talent voice

scout with the entire world as her
field. Her option was picked up last

week, but no mention was made of

operas! She is simply tabbed as

musical talent scout, with policy on
operas to be ironed out probably in :

next few weeks.

Protecting the Title

Detroit* Feb, '2.t:

Investigation is under way to de-

termine legality , *Mt Clemens
baths,' being advertised in New York
and Pittsburgh.

Bathhouse hotel owners in
suburban Mt Clemens are up' in
arms, declaring that efforts ap-
parently are being made. .to ' capitalize

on town's reputation as a curative,

mineral water center.

SHIFTS IN S.F. PERSONNEL

Many Changes, In Staff of 'Frisco's
*39 Exposition

'

Johnson Pic

(Continued from page 1)

pap.ermen, 'my purpose would not be
to capitalize on Johnson's reputation.

After all, went the Borneo
expedition only ' mechanical
capacity.'

Los Angeles, Feb. 2.

Osa , idow of Martin
Johnson, ied from injuries re-

ceived in a recent plane crash and
now recuperating at the Good Sama-
ritan hospital from a leg fracture
suffered, in- the wreck will start a
fourrmonth lecture tour " wheel
chair.

Clark Getts Is her manager.

Sari Francisco) Feb. 2.

Arthur H. Halloran appointed act-

ing director of exhibits and conces-
sions of the 1939 Golden Gate In-
ternational Exposition last week-by
Colonel J. Franklin Bell.

,
HaUpran.

will ,
retain his present post as chief

of electrical exhibits.

personnel department,
pointmerits and transfers announced,
by Bell were:

Frederick WeddleJton, chief of the
concessions ivisiorts, in; charge, of
rules, policies and options.

F. M. Sandusky, executive , Assist-

ant to the director of exhi its and
concessions.

Dr. -A. W. itting, chief of foods,

beverages arid agricultural exhibits.

. R; .F Allen,, chief of homes and
garden exhibits,

Frederick Black; sales - promotion
division of the exhi its ,department.

. 'Emmett Hayden, transferred to

the 'governmental participatidn' ,'d.iyi'^

sipn, where he . will be actively ' ?

gaged in securing foreign^ Federal,
state and county government: ex-
hibits.

'

What die WPA Found

Protecting the Fair
Lincoln, Feb. 2.

irst anti-show biz bill - came be-
fore the unicameral legislature here
this week, anil is a. protective meas-
ure for county , and state 'fairs, pic
nics, and ag shows. ' Bill provides
that no carnivaL tent Vshow, circus,*

or other travelling amusement en
terprise shall be able to show in
or near a ;town where the show
or is to be : up to 30 days, previous.

Idea is to prptect. that amusement
money.

Charlotte, N. C, Feb. 2.

WPA workers; a* their task ol
unfolding ancient county
records for the State Historical

Commission, came across the
. brigi marriage bbrids issued

. when the original Siamese
" Twins, Barnum's ,:\ Chang and
Eng. married the Yates sisters

in Wilkes county, N. C, where
the twins made their homes.
The twins applied for the

bonds April 13, 1843, and the
father of their brides Jesse
Yates, posted the $1,000 bond
required for each marriage.

Good Phbikir/, Bat

Manoesborg Empire

Eipo Cost $375,000

Capetown,

Officials of the Johannesburg Em-
pire Exhibition, have, reconciled

themselves to a loss of $375,000 on
the enterprise when it closes. How-
ever, they feel compensated in the
financial loss with the resulting pub-
licity given South Africa and con-

sider it already marked off the books.

"Failure of the Exhi itiort was
blamed on poor attendance of na-

tives, particularly those, p.* the , im-
mediate district^. Patronage was way
off the anticipated nujmbers:

Long stretches of inclement weath-
er, especially at night, '

* another

factor in the flop.

Virginia Elects

Lynchburg, Feb. 2.

H. Watkins of Danville has

been reelected president of the vir^

ginia Association of .Fairs.
,
Other

officers are: T. B. McCalieb, Coving-

ton, Va.; Charles A. Somma, of Rich-

mond; R. W. Eanes of Petersburg,

and W. L, Tabscptt of Lewisburg,

W. Va., vice-presidents, and C. B.

Ralston of Staunton, sec.-treas.

Signs for Thref wl-akefront Exposi-

r TDrie

Cleveland,,,Feb.

Second edition • of Cleveland's

Great Lakes Expo this summer will

go . in tor super-spectacles which
rubber-neckers will look at. through
Billy Rose-colored glasses. That, of

course, means, the plnV-slzed 'Jumbo'

producer will have more than one
finger in it. In fact, at least three

fingers, living up to his old reputa-

tion, as a promoter.
His appointment yesterday (1) by

Lincoln G. Dickey, . m., as director

of entertainment is most important

fair news up. to date. Working on a
sliding percentage basis, Rose was
given unparalleled authority to make
any changes he wants if they are

sure-fire; 'You can't .bring expo;
crowds back for second year by
just a different coat of paint,' he
said ih selling himself to civic back-
ers. 'Ypu have to change everything
and I'll • give the midway an entire

new face for its reopening May 29.'

Major change planned by Rose
will be transformation of last year's

Marine Theatre into what he calls

a super-super 'Aquacade.' Built on
Iakefront, his newest brain-storm is

to have 5,000 covered seats, ing
facilities for another 2,500 and a
larger stage ih front Of the - outdoor
swimming pool. The Roseate trick

of talking ' terms of thousands
again breaks out in this venture. For
his aquatic , musical revues,' he won't
be satisfied with anything less than
100 swimming Gypsy Rose Lees, 36
Robert Taylors who can do a fancy
crawl, a 16-voice ensemble, 10

specialty acts, a couple ol orchestras
and a nationally known .. swimming

reaih^nSpree:
't'll.-i-.,: Vi ' \>*jr

Chicago,

ircus acts used to be the step-

children show business i the

wintertime, in Reading,

Pa., or Topeka until spring rolled

aroUnd again and the ' canvas was
ready to go up. Those few :

turns which were able to snap up
.some. Vaude. time . i the winter
months were relegated to opening,
or closing spots on the bill, and the

.

rest of the acts often. disdained even
to -talk to 'em.
But today the ugly duckling, has

become the darling 'pf * show business,,

with more consecutive working; time
than any. other type ajct Circus:
acts work the outdoors,, all

through the summer, and then go;

right into indoor arenas ' when the'

show starts to. fly.

In the past couple of years the i

door circuses have become' more and
more important; uhiil this year it

has . reached ain all-time high in. the
number of indoor circuses and the
amount of coin being expended
talent
Expected that by April 30; wheni

the indoor business wfll be finished,

the total coiri: spent on circuse^
under roof will have reached nearly
$750,000. There are "iridpor circuses
scheduled this year which run as
high" as $30,000,' such as the Shriners
Circus in Detroit on afortnight's en-
gagement. "

TV, " ; :'

Budcets Up'W $15,<M«>

- Annual Police Circus and Show
i t. Louis dated: for April 9-18 thi«
year has set up . budget of $15,000
for the nine days, booked through
the Sidney Belnioiit office*

Mystic Shriners have gone fpr
these indoor, circuses

. in a big . way» .

and are finding this wu^r-time cir*»-

cus one of the best means of raising
ihoney. for its many charitable put*
poses. And the

.
Veiled Prophets

Grotto in Cleveland is holding a>

two-week circus in February with
more than $25,00jD| to; be spent on the
show, alone.

.. .
Big Shrine circuses .are scheduled

for Grand Rapids; Buffalo, Roches-
ter, Des Moines, Denver, Minneap-
olis-St Paul. Omaha, Kansas City,
Pittsburgh . and other key cities.

'

Booking of the bulk pf.the midwest
Shrine circuses is.by Orrin Daven-
port through, the Stinson office in,
Detroit, thouglT George Hamid arid'

Bob Morton are also coming into the
field with, plenty of activity.
Strangely enough, the Barnes & Car-
ruthers Fair Agency here, while it

Jarrett for'Kopening- edition^
:

Afteis

them,' several Oryiripic champs.* On*,

of Jfiis'' orks will' be ' top nante band.

What all of this will cost, producer
doesn't know, hut if will cost plenty.

Some of the underwriters winced or
began making hasty pencil calcula-

tions. "What diff does expense make
if it gets the whole country talking?'

was the typical Rose retort that shut
them up.
Transplanting one of his last

year's stunts from Fort Worth Expo,
he is outlining another super-attrac-

tion to be tagged 'Pioneer Palace.' A
glorified western show, it will be
used to hype attendance in old
'Streets of World,' which had a
tough time at first; in 1936. Cast is

going to include fire-eaters, beef-

trust chorines, freak jugglers and
'all the small-time vaudevillians who
would be oh Broadway—if I got a
break, by God.'

Third stunt not yet deAnite,' but
it may be sprite sort of a pageant in

but-door theatre. Last season Ed
Hungerford staged in it a historical

'Parade of Years' which was so

rained out that Hungerford's return

in still dubious.
, As entertainriient director, work-,
ing with Elmpn It Shaffer who runs
Midway, Rose putting his foot
down on out-and-out nude shows.
Peep-shows . are taboo, he says; so is

vulgarity in making a - bid . for church
trade. This ukase was laid down by
backers, . who under-wrote the 101-

day continuation' for operating. ^

penses of $500,000 and don't want
investment jeopardized by attacks

on shows' morals.

Rose also plotting another '37

Every :fcn$ of;jM^iiM'^s mr
der, ^canva|i' is JWWWMe Hi>r the in-
door cm^MWm^int oU

guester, The -only thing.'. i'4niased

mentioning is > submarine; ;*ut thdi\>,

may get around to at.'..

Stars and Bands

Promoter is hoping to get 'e^ther Dick MerrilloivWlb;

Johnny Weismuller. or E)ean'6r^olxn Mffoj(
f
a;r • <shanffetri

be iwiili^g.'.io act

(Shauffeirri?! h& asKedv '.v

are particularly demand for the
winter time circuses.

'

Chicago and New York, strange to
say* have not yet gone in for the
sponsored winter circuses, though
there are indications that liedinah
Temper, Chicago, will shortly -join
the parade with an annual two-week
circus to be held ' December or
January.

Charlotte, N. C, Feb. 2.

Carnivals Will tip longer be forced
to hide behind the name of various
and sundry agricultural, fairs

'

North Carolina—at least so far as
taxation is concerned—under terms
of the new revenue act draft al-
ready approved by the joint finance
committee of both houses of the
legislature, now in session.
The new act reduces the tax levy

on carnivals and strikes out the; ex-
emption from taxation heretofore ex-
tended to those operating 'within the
grounds of agricultural fairs ap-
proved by the state department of
agriculture.'

In the past the of taxation
was such as to render exhi ition out-
side fairs a practical impossibility,
with the state levying $400, the
county having the right to assess a

. like sum, and the municipality
position tb demand what it would.
; Result '^as that every carnival hid
behind, a fair arid was exempted al-

#Mtte;&m : striking out the
'^jn$tingj.c{ause dnd reducing the levy
riiip/fe^o^'ey wii; he

;
collected i^

.the
-^ggcegote.-j^js, tfipufiht by, a)| ,w?i6
late * famtliar

1 JwHh ™k situation:
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CLYDE FREEMAN: Steel-

NervedAuto Test Driver. "You |1

"bet I smoke Camels. Camels J
help my digestion—and they

never get on my nerves."

MRS. DOROTHY POYNTON
HILL; Champion High Diver.

"I enjoy smoking. Camels
whenever I want"For diges-

tion's sake—smoke Camels.

.•»^»w:

MRS.VINCENTMUR-
RAY: Speaks for mil-

lions of housewives,
j;

"Camels are nota bit |

harsh—a quality that

we women especi-

ally appreciate. I can ^a^*^
smoke as many
Camels as I please."

; * 1

LAWRENCET.K.GRIS-
WOLD: Explorer, now
deep in theAfrican gor-

illa country. "On an

expedition Camels are

listed as a necessity.

I find that smoking
Camels is a great aid

to my digestion."

'M

4&: «»M

WHAT 0
teadySmokers
HAVE LEARNED ABOUT

'$EHP'Lmi$:High-scoring

sp%rtiplttg oftfochampion De-
troit Red, Wings. "I smoke
Camels right through the
training season. With the

Constant . strain' of keeping
on my toes and traveling,my
digestiontakes itonthe chin.

But smokingCamelswith my
meals and afterwards eases

tension." At mealtimes Cam-
els aid digestion—speeding
up the flow of digestive flu-

ids, increasing alkalinity-

bringingyou a sense ofwell-
being. Camels are mild—
better for steady smoking.

Camels set you right!

2£

m
TONY MANERO: National

Open Golf Champion. "I have

-v^i a grand feeling of being at

ease afterward.,.when I enjoy

Camels along with my meals."

Corrriaht, 1937. It. J. Beynotdi Tobacco Coopinr, Wbuton-S«1em. N. O.

*'V , r< '"9\

LOU MEYER: Won Indiana-

polis Auto Classic three times.

He'sa steady smoker. "In this

game I need £ mild cigarette,"

he says. "So I smoke Camels."

JSOT.V."

LEEGEHLBACfc&rog-
nizedasAmerica'sNo. 1

TestPilot. "I'm a steady

Camel smoker. Camels

don'tfrazrfemynerves.

When' I feet bogged*

downy it's great to
smoke my Camel and - A
get that cheery 'lift'"

' ><%

MRS. CHARLES SICK-
LES: Busy New York

matron. "I smoke Cam-
elswhenever I feel like

it—and they never get

on my nerves or tire

my taste. Snfoking

Camels adds special

zest tb any meal."

"PAT" PATTON: Oil-well fire- I?;;;

fighter. "I couldn't handle this |f§
job ifI let myselfget thejitters. |P'
That's why I smoke- Camels. §1

They don't get on mynerves." m

WILLIAM FERGUSON:
Salesman, "I'm always

on the go—and smoke
a lot. The cigarette for

mildness is Camel.

Camels give me a 'lift*

inenergy.AndIsmoke
Camels as an aid to

digestion."

SIR HUBERT WILKINS:
Again exploring the Arctic

"Everywhere I've gone,

Camelshavegone.Camels
are my stand-by. They
add gusto to my meals."

MRS, RUFUS PAINE
SPALDING III, of Pasa-

dena, yachting enthusiast.

"I smoke as many Camels

as I' please. I find it's a

happyway to ease strain."

mmmwm

MISS DOROTHY KILGAL-

LEN: Spunky GirlReporter

circledtheglobein24% days,

"Smoking Camels" kept

my digestion tuned up
every minute."

Camels are

made from foer,

More Expensive Tobaccos

...Turkish and Domestic...

than any other

popular brand.

Hollywood cornea.^
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London, 9...

Seen as ah outcome of the reaction

following the abdication of King Ed*
ward, Westminster Abbey authorities

have refused permission tp the Brit-

ish Broadcasting Corp. to install tele-

vision, apparatus for the purpose of

radiating the full "Coronation cere-

mony.
'

. King" Edward, supporter of all pro-

gressive ' trends; lavored such plans,,

but since accession Of George VI the

Government has rejected many in-

novations and restored ancient tra-

ditions to the fullest degree.

Television, companies are gravely
disappointed at the news, anticipat-

ing the 'coronation * transmission

would put the- service on the map
and sell many sets. B.B.C. had
planned the job in detail, fixing

.
camera spots and planning lighting

v.; requirements.

f .
.' Decisions of the authorities 'passes

>/) over : the newsreel companies, which
fchad anticipated permission io fllni in-

^ side .the Abbey* establishing aprece-
£dent. thereby. Television impasse
.littay be solved by putting the news-r

reel on the air same day,

t ... ''

Hake Uncle Sam Host

And Washington, D. C,

Convention City-^Idea

Washington, Feb.
Campaign to put the Federal Gov-

ernment Into the convention-hosting
business in competition with cities

all over the country moved forward
last week, .wh^n Congress authorized
a Capitol Auditorium Commission to
prepare plans for a huge assembly
hall for public use.

Under terms of a bill sponsored by
,
Senator Joe T. Robinson of Ar-
kansas,

,
- group of Congressional

chiefs -and Federal officials would
compose the commission, which

(Continued on page 60)

Tourists Escape Auto
Radio Tax in Canada

Montreal, Feb.
officials in charge of issu-

ing radio licenses have ruled that
anyone paying the annual $2 levy
for a receiving set in the home is

not required to obtain another li-

cense for a radio in ah automobile,
but, if a citizen has no radio in his
home but has One in his car, the
deuce must be laid on the line. Offi-
cials claim this new ruling parallels
the license system of Gt. Britain;

Fact that, many American cars
entering Canada are equipped with
radios was not overlooked. Tourist
travel has become a major industry
Within the Dominion in recent years
and any danger of annoying motor-
ing holiday-seekers by slapping on

two-spot levy for ownership of a
radio has been removed by the new
ruling. Visiting motorists, having a
radio in the car, will not require

:a Canadian radio permit.

Makes It Official

Pix spun, off at the Cervantes,
;

N. Y,, Spanish language house,
-undoubtedly have less celluloid

in 'em when they finish their

run than when they started.

When crix ask for cast and
credits, the . manager, in. lieu of

issuing press books, calmly sni

pieces out of the film.

FDR

. President Frankli Roosevelt
has ' tiirned ; songwriter, and '

i so
doing, has dissipated the. myth that
his favorite song is 'Home on the
Range.* The Prez one night sat
himself down at a piano in the com-
pany of his immediate .family with
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Peabody and
plunked out (one finger system) a
folky song called 'Yellow Rose of
Texas,' while Peabody copied the
notes and lyrics.

The Peabodys have been White
House guests many times for dinner
and entertainments. F.D.R. is re-
ported especially fond of Peabody's
banjo instrumentalizing. It was dur-
ing one of these home gatherings
that the tunesmiths collaborated in
putting the ori ' 'Rose' down on
paper.
The President first heard the song

while attending Harvard in 1904. A
roommate, Charles Shea, hummed
the tune incessantly. Mr. Roosevelt
Was caught by the tune and has
since that time nursed the idea of
getting it on a sheet. A song of the
same title exists, but it is reported
entirely different from the Presi-
dent's favorite.

Song was first grand
scale after in. Wash
ington. the song
for the assemblage,

'

Eva Le Gallienne Coaches
Thespic Prisoners' Play

Hartford, Feb. 9..

.
Coached by Eva LeGallienne, the

Connecticut ' State Prison Piayers
presented The First Legion' twice
last week.
When the prisoners, several weeks

ago, decided to form a dramatic
club, they wrote to Miss LeGallienne
for advice. She made the sugges-
tion to. try 'The First Legion,' and
came to Wethersfleld State's Prison
oh her own to coach them. Regular
direction was Luman Beckett, a lifer

Old Vaudeville Exchanges
of Barbed Wit Not Fig-

ured Appropriate—-Light

Kidding With Essentially

Complimentary Emphasis
Is the Key to the Art. of

Reciprocal Visits

'GUESTS'

Logrolling among performers oh
the air is fast' develppihg into an
AlphOnse-Gaston routine of . gentility;
It is a sharp contrast with the mode
of

.
combat which used io prevail

among the toplihers '

. vaudeville.
Whereas tfie visit of one comic to
another on the stage; invariably
sprouted into ; a hot and heavy rib-
bing fest; the boys of the mike try
to outvi one another i syrupy
compliments. Slap on the back has
replaced the plying of the needle.
Agency men say that is the way it

should be. It is a logical code of
manners for radio. Whole psychol-
ogy of air entertainment is predi-
cated on the theory that the mike-
sters are the listener's visitors and

(Continued on page 60)

'ACT OF GOD' WILL

CLOSE 'STAGE DOOR'

'Stage Door/' which was figured to

last into warm weather at the Music
Box, N. Y., may have to' call it a sea-
son before Easter (March 28). Reason
is that the play's featured actress,
Margaret' Sullavan, Will become a
mother some time next summer. She
is Mrs. Leland Hayward in private'
life. .

First for to be
closed . similar was
'Coquette' which starred Helen
Hayes (Mrs; Charles -MacArthur).
Her child was referred to the
'Act of God Baby' after Equity ruled
the management was not. respon-
sible salary claims during the
closed period nor could the actress
be blamed.

.

Miss Sullavan will tour in 'Door'
next season. Show is now in its 17th
week and rated one of the season's
comedy standouts.

LITEKAEY TEUSTIES
Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Writers in that indie studio which
houses its overset in an auto court
refer to the scribblers outside the
gate as 'trusties.'

Radio %hts for 2 M.
Mammoth Flood Shows; 200G Gross

that's (Dne Way

Budapest, Feb:
Last week Karoly Guttman,

local rep for MGM, and Sandor
Lederer, theatre manager,
fought a sabre dueL
This week the theatre is play-

ing Metro product exclusively.

PLAYS FOR U. a

Milton Shubert has closed a deal
here with Bernard Shaw for the
Shuberts. to control sole rights to all

past, present and future works of

the playwright - in America. . That
takes in all rights for legit produc-
tion, pictures, amateur rights and ra-

dio having gone into effect immedi-
ately.

Shubert sails back for New York
tomorrow (10)*

Variety stated about a year ago
that the Theatre Guild, which had
been producing all the GBS plays in

New York for years, has grown cold

on the! idea- of producing any
more of the. Series. At the time the

Guild stoutly denied it, insisting it

still intended "to do liew Shaw plays

if and when, and laughing off all

thoughts of the 52nd street house be-

ing chary of possible losses
'' -

volved.
There have been no Guild produc-

tions of Shaw .playsVirfhce and Shaw
himself has remained consistently

quiet on the subject.

U.S. Hall ol Fame

Washington, Feb. 9.

Erection of an American Hail of
Fame was suggested last week' by
Congressman :; George Holden Tirik-

ham, of Massachusetts.
Pained at the lack Of a suitable 1

building to house busts and statues

of renowned Americans, bewhiskered
Massachusetts legislator, art, patron,
introduced a bill in Congress re-

quiring a Government commission to

prepare plans and estimates of the

cost of. such a structure. :Hall Would
be last resting place of

sculpture now strewn around the

Capital and bther ' Federal buildings.

New. York University/'s Hall of

Fame, in N. Y. City, is perhaps the

best known of this type*

Radio Station Showmanship Survey
THIS ISSUE—PACES il-3$

Two largest theatrical benefits ever
tendered are scheduled for Carnegi
Hall and Radio City Music Hall in

N« Y„ Feb. 20 and 11; respectively,

to aid the Red Cross relief, fund for
flood sufferers in the ;Ghl& .Valley;
Estimated gross t>f .thev conibfftea
shows is expected to" ^'t^p^DO*
with radio' sponsors of tlV|jw?fents

biting off greatest ;ch^h^^«Briry
:Ford is radio-underwrltini{^e,:Ca.r-
negie show for $100,000 ind pfrifeley
Gum is bankrolling the

r

'Iausic.: 'HaU
;_

gala, for $30,000, in exchange for,the'
radio rightgii^ .

Show at; jthe;Miislc Hail,*a*fahged

bjr. allied * ttieatre interests; will

start on midnight, Feb.. 11,' after

the house closes. Theatre commit-
teemen have arranged for' every
available leading theatrical per-
sonality to perform. Over 100 acts

and stars •have^slgnified their, assent.

Billy Rose', Leonard Sillman and
Leon Leonidoff are planning the
layout.

Program, expected to last four or
five hours, will be . picked up by the
four nets, NBC, CBS, Mutual and
Intercity, on a time-sharing basis.

House is scaled from $1 to $10, which
will bring in about $30,000 more.
Souvenir book will carry advertising.

(Continued on page 4)

9-Yr.-0ld Tenn. Bride

Offered Stage Dates;

Lawyer Acts as Agent

Tennessee's
.
nine-year-old child

bride, Eunice Wistead Johns, and her
22-year-olC husband, Charlie Johns,
are being approached with offers of .

stage contracts.

Lewis Winstead, father of th* girl,

and her hiisbahd, have engaged A.
T. riniion, ah attorney of Morris-
town, Tehn., legal and personal
representative.
>* :Legal barriers have stymied the

:
attempfe of New York agents to con-
tact tfft principals of New York's
own child marriage, Leona Rosha,
12, and her husband. Stanley Backus,
18. Barkis is held • by police of
Watertown, N. Y., and his bride is

in the hands of a Welfare agency.

Kids in Sit-Down Strike

When Giddyapper Stalls
Hundred youngsters engaged i

sit-down strike at a Lewistown, Mon-
tana, theatre When the western
thriller failed to arrive as adver-
tised.

Stayed all day, into the night, and
finally left When Manager Jack Ed-
wards gave them raihehecks.

Hollywood,

Initial yarn concerning
down Romeo . of Excelsior
Mo., has hit the studios.

Charles Kenyonj Universal sce-

narist, is peddling the story. •

'•••
.

i

/
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Washington, Feb, 9.

itterest fight in history over the
question of prohibiting importation
of foreign, talent ;looms on. the Con-
gressional/horizon.

With th6 House of Representatives
Immigration Committee almost cer-

tain to stamp approval on those

perennial alien-actor ills, principal

parties, in the controversy are ready-
ing for an unprecedentedly serious

scrap in contrast to the customary
what-of-it attitude of employers and
listless manner of labor groups.

First: round is carded for Feb. 17

when the house crowd opens hear-
ings on the Kramer and Dicksteih

measures.
A solid-front crusade by film and

broadcasting industries is plotted,

despite conviction of local politics-

watchers that the restrictive legis-
lation cannot be headed off in the
lower branch of Congress. Organ-
ized labor is preparing: to counteract
the pooling of resources by radio
and icture groups.

situation on the alien-actor

front is entirely different from the
past, hbw that films and broadcast-
ing have joined? hands in a coopera-
tive attempt to out-argue advocates
pf stricter immigration rules. For-
merly the broadcasters were almost
100% disinterested, merely* going
through the motions of opposing
such legislation, while the film in-

dustry never has made more than
perfunctory efforts to kill or liberal-

ize the legislation. It is all different

this year.
Joint Campaign:

While there is. no complete agree-

ment, strategy of radio and film in-

terests involves ah attempt to out-

maneuver the advocates of alien-

talent bans by staging a show at the
hearing which will blanket the ful-

' mihations Of the America-first legis-

lators. Pictures and broadcasting
will make a desperate play fcr pub-
lic support by bringing bi^-name
contingent', on from New York and*

Hollywood to grab headlines and
demonstrate that locked doors
against foreign talent would mean
poor screen and ir entertainment.

As usual, battle cry .will be free-
dom for the arts and protection from
Federal bureaucracy.

Detailed arrangements are incom-
plete but general understanding has
been worked out that radio,' legit,

and film interests will coordinate
their fights instead of following an
every-man-for-himself technic. CBS
and NBC are.planning a joint pres-

entation ""for .the sake of their con
cert and artist bureaus. The Hays
organization will manage the de-
fense for the film industry. Legit
managers will send their customary
spokesmen down to argue their case.

"•The only ' unit which is still aloof is

National Association of Broadcasters
which intends merely to submit
written protest against .the whole
idea of alien bans,

A dispute over strategy may re-

sult ih modification of the scheme
to send a number of performers with
widely-knbWn names to head up the
opposition. Some observers feel that

radio in particular would be sticking

its neck out and that all opponents
are due for heckling and razzing by
committeemen who not only like to

make long-winded speeches just for

the fun of it but also are delighted

at. chances to berate films and broad-
casters. The advocates of conserve-

.

• five opposition appear at present,

however, to have been squelched by
individuals who think the situation

is serious enough to risk everything.

This division of opinion results

from the fact, that a preponderant
majority of the House Immigration

'' group is entirely convinced of the
fairness and workableness of the
proposed legislation, has a deep bias

against films and radio, and will not
consider the subject rationally and
logically. Judging from past per-

formances, at least, there is plenty,

of reason for taking this slant.

Must Muster Forces

The strategists who want to make
a serious fight against the bill right

from scratch are staking their hopes

on changes in committee personnel

during recent years. They are par-

ticularly heartened by the attitude

of Representative Caroli O'Day,

of. New York, who has been ener-

getically rounding up votes to head
off the bill when it gets to the floor

«3ftd wjboJws been urging the iridus-

A|inue4 on page 25)

Rain Over H'wood

Hollywood^ Feb.
There are two kinds of rain
the picture biz-Areal and

phony. When Universal tried

to shoot outdoor scenes last

Saturday (6) for 'Wings Over
Honolulu' it rained real rain
so the day's wOrk was . ruined.
What was required was syn-
thetic juice..

Now the . company has . -to

stand by for a sunny day so the
rain scene' can be shot.

- -

Academy Announces Nominations;

Best Pit Players, Directors, Et Al.

COLUMBIA'S CARY

GRANT FOR 4 YEARS

Hollywood, Feb. .

After
\ Paramount,

Cary • Grant has' sighed a four-year

deal at Columbia. Ticket provides
for two pix yearly over that period
and -permits the actor to freelance.
During negotiations for a new Par

pactj studio refused to permit actor
to be loaned out to other companies.
Grant's last picture was with Grace
Moore in 'When You're in Love' v at
Columbia.

Pic troupes on Location

Find Going Too Tough

, Hollywood, Feb.
Two picture troupes location

found the elements too tough , to
buck and were ready to call it quits
unless \ more favorable weather set
in.

.
In Sun Valley, Idaho, Para-

mount's 'I Met Him in Paris' outfit
was virtually isolated by snow drifts
16 feet high and the mercury drop-
ping to 20 below. Dogsleds were
pressed into service to transport pro-
visions.

,

Heavy downpour at Kernville,
Calif;, virtually marooned Republic's
'Git. Along Little -Dogie' company
Bridge went out and villagers had
to pontoon the troupe to safe ground.

in

MARLYN STUART
.Boston Record, Jan. 1, said—
" 'Mama, That Man's Here Again,'

a childish treble familiar ip radio's

millions through the Ken Murray
program is the voice of Marlyn
Stuart, wh6 is one of the prettiest

blondes in the show World."

Opening with Ken Murray and
Oswald, Chicago Theatre, Chicago,
February 12.

^

•Direction;

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Acad'* Stiff Rap

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Film players on the Coast are

burning plenty about the in-

vitation* to the annual Acad-,
emy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences awards banquet March
4. Invitation establishes price

for performers at $5 and guests

•$10 and then specifies that pre-
ferred, or ringside seats, will

cost $25.

Many players and
workers believe the tari is too

steep.

FRENCH PLAYWRIGHT TO

SCRIPT U PIC FOR WIFE

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Henry Ducoi . French playwright,

has been signed term writing
contract : Universal. Studio re-
cently sigged his wife, Danielle Dar-
rieux,

;
and both the actress and

writer will come from Paris early
in the summer.
Ducoin will do a story to star his

wife as his first assignment.

FRED STONE READY TO

LEAVE H'WOOD HOSP

Farewell to Mustangs

Hollywood,. . 9.

Jimmy
,

", who appeared in

the Hopalorig Cassidy pictures for

Harry. Sherman, is being pulled from
his boots and saddles to appear ih

Sherman's production of 'The Bar-
rier,' which goes before the camera
in April.

Russell Hayden, recently con-
tracted hy Sherman, replaces Elli-

son in the gallopers.

Hollywood, Feb.
Fred Stone ' slated to leave

Cedars of Lebanon hospital next
week, after stay of number of

weeks.

.
Following appearance

;
at an ama-

teur rodeo, last fall, Stone developed
recurri .trouble harking back to
his airplane accident of several years
ago. Osteopathic treatment iveri

him only aggravated the" , and
it was necessary for him to enter
hospital, where he has been most
of winter.

Back to normal, yet showman is

expected to be able to resume film
work by next month.

'

Next M-G Ranter Film

From Molnar Trieste-

Hollywood, Feb.
'Once There Was Lady,' an

adaptation Of the Ferenc Molnar
stage play, 'The Girl from Trieste,'

will be Luise Rainer's next produc-
tion at Metro. It will go before the

cameras
;
upon the actress' return

from New York.
. Dorothy Arzner will direct, Joseph
Mankiewicz producing.

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Richard Rowland will produce the
next James Caghey picture, 'Hot Oil/
for Grand National.

'Without Honor' will be a Warners
remake of 'He Was Her Man,' which
had Cagney and Joan Blondell in top
spots.

Setter's 'Latchkey
9

Hollywood, Feb.

William Seiter will direct 'Three
on a Latchkey,' which Edward Kauf-
man produces at RKO. Production
start is slated shortly..

••' Cast includes Gene Raymond, Joe
Penner, Thelma Lee, Parkyakarkas,
Victor Moore, Helen Brdderick, Eric

Blore and. Erik Rhodes.

'Skidding
9 Skids to

Seitz in M-G Switch
Hollywood, Feb. 9.

George B. Seitz is directing Metro's
'Skidding' in a studio switch that

gives Edwin L. Marin 'Married at

Noon' his first supervisorial job for

Sam Zimbalist. Marin previously
was slated to handle 'Skidding.'
•' Lionel Barrymore, Cecelia Parker
and Eric inden top 'Skidding,'

which was partially prepared by
Lucien Hubbard before he moved to

Paramount.

STRAUSS SAILS FEB. 17
. Paris, Feb. 9.

Oscar Strauss sails for New York
Feb. 17 from here. He goes to
Hollywood to write the score for the
next Bobby Breen icture, 'Boy
Blue.' *

Strauss' last film chore in America
was at Paramount four ago
for Maurice Chevalier.

Hollywoodites' Recent Deis to

1 Wav to It

SAILINGS
Feb. (Paris to New York) Oscar

Straus
.
(Champlain).'

Feb.' 10 (London to New
Milton Shubert (Berengaria).
Feb. 10 (London -to New York)

Irwin Dash, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

(Aquitania).
Feb. 10 (London to New York)

Nicholas Bros. (lie de France).
Feb. 6 .(New York to London)

Mark Leddy, Lou Wolfsori, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert

.
Schless, A. K. Mills,

Yascha Bunchuk; Herbert Brenon,
Jean de Cavaignac, Mary F. Mc-
Carthy, Billy Reygl, Marie Hollis,

(Paris).

Feb. 5 (West Indies Cruise) Paul
Larazus (Carinthia).

Feb, 2 (New York to London)
Tullio Carminati, Brian Aherne, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Wilcoxon (Bremen).

ARRIVALS
: Mr. arid Mrs, Joseph V. Connolly,

Sir Harold A. Wernher, E. M. Dala-
fleld, Artur. Schnabelj Milo\ya Nei-
burger, John Brownless, Marcel
Duthey, Lou Holtz.

Hollywood, Feb. 9.,

Typographical stickups, Which
have become the squawk of the town,
are due for the works from .now On,

the stars and dicks agreeing that
runafounds aggravate the is-

sues.

Clark Gable's fast rub-out of an
attempt to stick a paternity pi on
him ' proof, the squarershooters
among the constabulary point put, of

what can be done by following the

sue-and-be-damned technique;

In Gable's Federal men
proved to their own satisfaction that

Gable was never in- England before

they acted inst the mother of a

13-year old girl when the mother
claimed Gable had sired the moppet
in England and under billing of

Frank Billings. Convinced that Gable
was in the northwest at the time, the

gendarmes took the offensive.

Mary Miles Minter's demand that

the county either prosecute her for

the William Desmond Taylor murder
or stop dragging her narrie into the

thing was another case of showing
that put-up-or-shut-up is a better

approach than sh -sh. Cops after 15

years' had to admit that there never
was a nightie with M M M embroid-
ered .on it in .their exhibits as evi-

dence.

Worst forms of blackmail stars

have to face and for which no solu-

tion has yet been found are the au-

thentic ex-mates and
tors. When these hit

living ances-
the headlines

or threaten to, it's somethi else

again.

Robert Taylor's grandfather on re-
lief,: Mary. Astor's parents in a poor
house and Murad-reaching incidents
of similar nature can't be ducked.
Ex-husbarids and, worse, ex-wives,

give stars more headaches than su-
pervisors. One comic was; splitting
50-50 all he had with a wife 15 years
ago. Recently he began getting wires
for succor. He sent a couple -of hun-
dred bucks. Little by little he found
himself nicked till he . was in for
$6,0001 He called a halt and then be-
gan being threatened with 'exposure/
Even his own lawyers were playing
hirn for a sucker. . In the end he had
to call in the bar association, the
d. a., and. badly flopping
courage. exposure proved tci

have ick-backs worth all that
worry. .

But ever since the Arbuckle case
the name-players have -been pub-
licity-skeered, though they now are
beginning to see they needn't have
been so jittery.

If the L. A. cops won't play ball

because of politics or because they're

headline-hungry themselves, the stars

can, they are assured, always call in

the G-men, since most threats of ex-
posure come through the mails, mak-
ing the racket a federal offence.

Hollywood, Feb. .

The Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences has announced its nomina-
tions for the awards March 4 in the
acting, writing and directing divis-
ions. Selections .were made by
50 members representing the five
branches of the organization with se-
cret ballot by general membership to
determine the winners*

, Nominated as the 10 best, pictures
of the year are 'Anthony Adverse,'
'Dodsworth/ 'The Great Ziegfeld/
*Libeled Lady,' 'Mister Deeds,' 'Ro-
meo and Juliet,' 'San Francisco/
The Story Of Louis Pasteur.' 'A
Tale of Two Cities' . and 'Three
Smart Girls.'

The . nominations
_
for best per-

formances by an actor: Gary Cooper
in 'Deeds/ Walter Huston in 'Dods-
worth, Paul Muni in 'Pasteur,' Wil-
liam Powell in 'My Man Godfrey,*
Spencer Tracy in 'Sah Francisco.'

Best performances by an actress:

Irene Dunne in 'Theodora Goes
Wild'; Gladys George in 'Valiant U
the Word for Carri '; Carole Lom-
bard in 'Godfrey'; Louise Rainer i

Ziegfeld'; Norma Shearer in '

meo,'
Best by an actress in a support-

ing role: 'Beulah Bondi in 'Gorgeous
Hussy'; Alice Brady in 'Godfrey';

Bonita Granville in 'These Three';

Maria Ouspanskaya ' 'Dodsworth';

Gale Sondergaard in 'Adverse.'

Best support by an actor, Mischa
Auer in 'Godfrey'; Walter

,

'Come arid Get It'; Studrt
'Pigskin Parade,' Basil Rathbohe,
'Romeo'; Akim Tamiroff, The Gen-
eral Died at Dawn.'
Best direction: .William Wyler for

'Dodsworth'; Robert Z. Leonard for

'Ziegfeld'; Frank Capra for 'Deeds';

Gregory La Cava for 'Godfrey';. W.
S. Van Dyke for 'San Francisco.'

Best original story, 'Fury,' by
Norman Krasha; ' iegfeld/ by
William Anthony McGuire; 'San,

Francisco,' by Robert Hopkins;
'Pasteur,' by Sheridan Gibney and
Pierre Collings; Three Smart Girls,'

by Adele Comandini.
Best screen play 'After The Thin

Man/ by Frances Goodrich and Al-
bert Hackett; 'Dodsworth/ by Sid-
ney Howard; 'Deeds/ by Robert
Riskin; 'Godfrey/ by Morrie Rys-
kind and Eric Hatch; 'Pasteur,' by
Gibney Shendon and Pierre Col-
lings.

Best by an assistant director or
unit manager: William Cannon for

'Adverse'; Jack Sullivan for 'Charge
of the Light rigad/e'; Eric Stacey
for 'Garden of Allah' ; Clem Beau-
champ for *Last of the < Mohicans';
Joseph Newman for 'San Francisco.'

Nominating committees of the art

directors' and assistant directors'

sections of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences have made
their selecti ' for the annual
awards.
Seven films were selected for art

direction. For the first time the pro-
duction is .to be selected from those
nominated by the committee repre-
senting the directors as well as all

other branches of the Acad, rather
than by a general vote of the mem-
bership.

Nominations are: 'Anthony Ad-
verse' (WB), Anton Grot; , 'Dods-
worth' (Goldwyn-UA), Richard Day;
The Great Ziegfeld' (MG), Cedric

Gibbons and Merrill Pye; Xloyds of

(Continued on page 62)

L. A. to N. Y.
Irving Barry.'

Myrt Blum.
Ned Depinet.
Sam Hellman.
George Hirliman.
Stan Holt.

Milt Hossfeldt.
Stan Laurel.
M. H. Lavenstei
Jules Levy.
M. . Machnovitch.
J. J. Milstei

Charles Paine,
Bill Powers.
Spyros Skouras.
Lelah Tyler.
Herbert Yates.
Ed Zabel.

N. Y. to L. A
Marlene Dietrich.

Charles S. Goetz.
Sol Lesser.
Cecil Lewis.
Marian Spitzes
Rogrt Stern.

Harlan Thompson

.

Gene Towne.
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M-G BAN
-On the Avenue/ Radio-Excerptei

Cues Pitfalls of

Unsolved problem of - radiOTfllm.

overlapping concerns the question of

whether excerpts of film releases de-

livered over the, radio helps or hurts

the box office probabilities. There is

obviously something to
;

be argued

both ways. Danger on occasion seems
pretty.real. Example within the'past

week was 4On the. Avenue,' 20th

Century-Fox picture which was used

on the Campbell soup 'Hollywood
Hotel' program last Friday . (5),

just opened at the

io City Music Hall, New York.,

irst half of the hour-long radio pro-

gram was a salute to composer Irving

Berlin and was rated socko (see ra-

dio review this issue ) . But the sec-

. ond 30 mixiutes developed an almost
complete synopsis of; the film's plot;

And that's where., the possible rub
comes in.

Two points may be made:

First, the excerpt was an unflatter-

ing' sample- with which to whet 7 the

public appetite to. see the picture.

Second, the whole story is revealed
in advance and would leave littlie for:

the radio listener to enjoy si

rise or . tension is cancelled.

'On thie Avenue* is in itself prob-
ably good example, of le type of

thing that poses a challenge to judg-
ment: It's a musical which means
the plot, shern of its musical trapr
pings and visual values, is pretty thin

and transparent when reduced to ra-

id continuity. It must almost in-

evitably give a weak approximation
of its celulbid virtues when com-
pelled to stand on a plot never meant
to bear such a critical- weight as the

radio listener—cold-blooded at the
loudspeaker^may give it.

Pros and Cons of the Flu?
Publicity value of the ild-up is

very real. But the over-easy device
of using the actual plot of the' film

seems dubious. Trade may no doubt
eventually evolve a : . substitution.

Probably a line of patter, between
the players using comedy comment
about the story, but without tipping
it off, would keep the publicity ad-
vantages and at the same time side-

step the menaces.
It's practically impossible to ac-

curately gauge the. result of such
splurges as the Campbell soup event.
On. the one hand the transcontinental
ballyhoo for ..the music and its com-
poser, plus the attention-getting array
of personalities from' the cast, must
whip up a lot of fan interest. Against
that, the hot-yery-funny radio ex-
cerpt of what's supposed to be a
comedy cannot fail to have some ad-
verse influence. Perhaps enough to
justify a, warning and a change of
the technique in presentation of film

material over the air.

This matter . is entirely a question
of plot and story values and omits
the matter of star or featured players
being damaged, That has been exten-
sively debated during the past year.
It requires no recapitulation here and
now.

It's True About 4 Dixie

Gals Anyway—'Wind' Tests
Atlanta, . 9. \-

- Well, looks like some of the
ie gals are going to get a: crack
some of those 'Gone With the

Wind' roles after all.

.

Louisa obert, tlanta . socialite

daughter of 'Chip' •Robert, well
known in political circles; Adela
Longmore, New Orleans steno; Susan
Falligant; Georgia U. -co-ed, and
Alicia Rhett, Charleston, S. C,
socialite* had' ..been chosen as ... four
Southern beauti who will be given
screen tests for par in the forth-
coming picturization of Margaret
Mitchell's tome.

Major's Stiff SKirt
Hollywood, . Feb. .

'Man.iri Evening Clothes' will be
made by Major Pictures' as. a Para-
mount release.

re
.
Picard-Yyes Mirande play

Avas given a Broddway staging by
Henry Miller.

Dietrich's Capture'

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

'Careless Rapture/ an original by
Edwin Justus Mayer and Franz
Shulz, is being written into a vehi-
cle for Marlene Dietrich at Para-
mount. Shulz is working on the
treatment.

. Mayer currently is doing the story,

'The Buccaneer,' for Ci B. De Mille.

Announcement1

of aims and pur-
poses of ; the recently organized Or-
ganization Film Audiences
brought unfavorable reaction among
Various groups affiliated with the
Better Films Council program' this;

week because it was feared that the
new outfit would drag in the contro-
versial angle in film reviewing. An-
other angle hit in the. Film Audi-
ences Association, setup was the an-
nounced intention of goi over
questionable scripts since industry,
spokesmen pointed out that obvi-
ously the Joseph I. Breen code ad-
ministration; (Hays organization) Of-
fice: undoubtedly would refuse this

request to an outside organization
set up on a commercial basis.

'

That the public, wants unbiased
pictures arid that it would lose, con-
fidence in screen productions if

swayed by propagandists .organiza-
tions was the opinion expressed by
Howard M. Le Sourd, an educator,
entirely outside the film. Le Sourd,
who is dep" -." the Graduate School
at: Bosi^.i- . iversity . and chairman
on the Committee of Social Values
in Motion Pictures, said he felt that
this new association could, add little

to: the evaluating activities of numei>
bus church, fraternal and club or-
ganizations how in existence for sev-
eral years. It was his inion that
the idea of developing audience in-

terest and so conditioning rhotion
pictures in a constructive . social di-

rection is not new by any means.
The pian of interesting certain pub-
lic groups in films so as to make the
pictures take a definite trend in the
ways the

.
particular ization

thinks is an old one, according to Le
Sourd.

Arthur Ripley's Chores

Hollywood, Feb! 9.

Arthur Ripley, signed by Walter
Wanger to a termer as a writer di-

rector, for his work on Fritz Lang's
•You Only Once' and Frank
Borzage's 'History Is Made At
Night,' added . scenes on
latter production Saturday (9) and
began Monday 'Summer
Lightning*.

'Lightni was ori inally penciled
in for William K. Howard to direct;

but Howard ri.g.'ed tHe. thing, caus-
ing Wanger to shelve it. iece is be-
ing dusted off now for ipley's first

under his new two-way deal.

LAEMMLE'S PEG O'DONNELL
Carl Laemtnle, Jr., dickering

with the William. Morris office:,for

Peggy O'Donheli, currently in ide

Rising' on Broadway.
He'll take her to the Coast.'.for

tests alter the show folds. :

ADLON, JR., TO ACT AT U
Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Louis Adlon, "Jr., sci the
European hotel family, has been
handed a role in Universalis 'The
Road Back.'

Adlon recently personal-repped
for Pola Negri at Ufa.

L. B. Mayer's Move Follows

New York Visit—Chiefly
a Curtsy to the Exhibitors

—B. O. Damage Fetched
Squawks—Metro- Figures

It Won't Complicate Its

New Selling Season Any
More Than Necessary

FEW EXCEPTIONS

RadioV50| Pent

Minneapolis, Feb. 9.

:. The fact that business fell off as
much as

. 50% " local theatres last

Monday during the two-hour all-star

Red Crois, flood benefit radio broad-
cast is being cited by Northwest Al-
lied States leaders here as evidence
of the harm done, to the box-office
by ether enteriairimeht,

'

The local organization has made a

.

demand upon Metro that it prohi it

its stars from broadcasting- on com-
mercial programs.

.

ARTHUR UNGAR
Hollywood, Feb.

Metro has put the ban on broad-
casting by all its contract people with
the . exception -of a-, few who have
this

;

privilege their contracts.

Other studios a"re expected to follow
it and with it ban all free broad-

casting by their people i
' the future.

[See herewith Paramourit's idea of
its own. radio commercial prdgram.l

This[ decision was made at Metro
by Louis B. Mayer following his visit

to New York. Exhibitors' squawks
were responsible for the ban. and, as

result,, two of Metro's most , impor-
tant pictures of current release date

will not hit the ether lanes. They
are 'Good Earth' and 'The Last of

Mrs. Cheyney.'

Metro resisted all of the heavy
pressure brought to give the two pic-

tures the Usual Hollywood free send-

off, Via the ether lanes, and other

studios which have been reluctant to

say no to the free airing are now'pre-
pared to do likewise.

Uhderstobd that strong home-office
pressure has been brought on the

studios to soft-pedal on the ether
problem. With a new selling season

on and exhibs letting out plenty of

steam on the qu.ility of 'B' or slough
product; the sales department does

riot want any more resistance on the

part oi the exhibs than is necessary.

Having been informed by the latter

that there must be a ban . on star

persqiaiitics doing any. broadcasting,

word his been passed to Hollywood
to nix iree air .shows. sr.d to- restrain

contract people, unless they, had spe-

cific contractual provisions to the
contrary, from doing any ether

chores in the near future at least.

Another angle the New York bosses

(Continued on page 60)

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Negotiations; between; Paramount
arid. National roadcasting Co. for

the filming of '.Orie.; Man's Family,',

radio serial, have gone by the
boards. Dori Gilman, NBC Coast
head, called off the deal after sev-.

eral months of huddling when studio

execs held out for their own direc-

tor, screen play and general handling
of the production. Contract drawn
up. gave Gilmari and Carlton Morse,
show's scripter, ah equal say on the
production';
: After the chilling, \Gilman issued

a statement to the effect, that 'it

would, not be fair to the 'One Man's
Family' audience, which has again
and again manifested its loyalty to

the program; to offer a film produc-
tion which might be in any degree
inferior to the standards which have
been set on the air;'

Several of the cast had gone
through plastic surgery in anticipa-

tion of -their film . .bow.

MART PICXFOBD'S OP
Hollywood, Feb.

Mary ickford is recovering from
a gallstone operation at St. Vincent's

hospital.

She is expected to leave, the in-

stitution within a week.

, Sees No ff

Tiffing With Radio-Just Palsy-ffalsy

Hollywood, Feb.

and/ ' itors

have anythi in their craw against

radio's encroachment on their talent

it has not- come to the attention of

William. S^ Paley, Columbia Broad-
casting prexy. He said he knew of

nothing serious in the wind and was
sure thai, everything, would straight-

en itself out so that; even a friendlier

relation with the studios and theatre

operators would result. Paley is

here to look the KNX
layout.

While intimating that the Coast

would Ipse a lot of air shows if the

studios; cracked down with a . ripn-

airing edict to its .acting personnel,

Paley doesn't share the belief of

others that Hollywood would be a

dead duck if the film players re

withdrawn frOm the kilocycles. He
doesn't look for a wholesale exodus
east; but admits things won't be tlie

same.
Whatever acti exhibs: ir

Miami convention may take against

air competition, will come, as a 'com-
plete surprise' to radio, Paley said,

He added that no concessions have
been talked to- square accounts in

the event the exhibs reared up' and
)rolight enough pressure on the

studios to give their players the

air—but not the government-con-
trolled kind.

Sapoliofng—what again?

Another revelation to Paley was
the report that radio bi ies were
overturing the Hays ice and
studio publicists on how best tp.c'am^

paign against possible -adverse- legis-

lat-i
.
growing but . of concerted

squawks. Picture industry came
through a major crisis unscathed arid

if such an. eventuality dawns, on
radio it wants to be prepared. He-
said it was all news to him and that

he thought 'v.e had jur housecleari-

ing some time ago/
Television, he thought, was around

two years; away. Sets will sell for

around $400 and Hollywood will re-

tain its importance as a broadcasting
center.

As long as picture names maintain
their popularity with radio's millions

they will continue .to be top draws,
he opined. ,

He exploded a Hollywood myth
when he said that the average men-
tality of the masses is way over the

accepted 12-year-old level.- Radio
has made cosmopolites out of

provincials, he "said, and. the cross-

roads, are as up to date as the popu-
lous centers^

Paramount is seriously considering
a program of its own. on. the air and s

may reach a decision on the matter
,

shortly, either in the east or at 'the
studio, where Adolph Zukor is in
charge and where a Par program
would o'rigiriate. However, while
the company is erithusi about
going ori the air arid Zukor is known-
to favor the idea, to date nothi
concrete has been worked but.

It is understood that a broadcast
by Par from its Hollywood Studio
has been discussed

.
for - some tirrie:

and that recently Zukor and others
have grown particularly warm about'
developing plans in that direction.'
When Zukor

: was in New Yoi'k a.
few weeks ago the matter was disv
cussed with home

!

(
office executives,

it is learned. Boris Morros, : Par's
musical, director, who presuriiably
would supervise the radio programs,
was here at the same' time and is
;said have figured in the discus-
sions- along With Zukor.

.
Par had'a program of its own once

before w^heri the company was Para-
mount Publix and a 50% interest
was held in Columbia Broadcasting
Co. That interest was turned! back
around seven years ago. At that
time. Par's -own - program was sus-"
taining but if returning to the air
lanes; it : rnay be that a commercial
sponsor will, be sought. This arid
other angles,, including the limita-
tions, have been discussed, includ-
ing, whether the Par studio would
have difficulty, in providing material
for an hour's broadcast each week.
Many of its own people are tied up
for radio, including Bing Crosby,
Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, Bob
Burns, Fred MacMurray, Martha
Raye and until recently Jack Oakie.
now under RKO contract.

Rita Johnson Set
Johnson, opening tonight

(Wednesday) at the Morosco, N. Ym George M. Cohan's 'Fulton of Oak
Falls,' has a deal set with Sam Gpld-
wyn for pix. She'll go to the Coast
after the run of the play.

William Morris office agented.
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ittsburgh, Feb.: .

Check-up over the .tri-state terriT

tory in flood's wake reveals very

Jittle physical damage to theatres.

In most; cases, Josses will be con-

fined almost entirely shutdowns

and expense
;
\bi../I*bor

r:
2reWs neces-

sary to clean, up the debris.

Warners' experience in Parkers-

burg, W. Va., pretty ical.

There, -as elsewhere, managers
weren't caught short, as happened
Almost generally last

,
year; and. were

fully prepared for deluge. WB?s two
houses in that city were under water

but rugs, seats and equipment sus-

ceptible to dampness were all re-

moved to safety in plenty of time.

C. J. Latta, assistant zone manager
WB here, jumped down to

Parkersburg over weekend and also

skirted other towns hit by
.
igh

water and came back with prac-

tically same report from every-

where; Houses are rapidly being

readied for resumption of trade and
it's expected that all of the closed

sites will be going full blast again

by end of week;
Although danger is practically nil

now, town won't really be breathing

easier until after next month. It was
in March that the disaster hit in 1936

and boys have been eyeing the re-

; heavy snows distrustfully, re-

membering that It. was just this that

touched off the fireworks,a year ago.

half of show which ended at 11 p. m.;

and Johnny Perkins, m..c, at Fan-
chon & ; Marco's: St Louis, took up
stint until curtain was lowered at 3

a. m> Besides talent from F&M's
wo houses, performers from every

radio station in- town, KSD, KWK,
KMQX and WIL, irv addition to acts

from! hotels arid niteries, participated.

The band of Sixth Infantry, U. S. A„
stationed at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,

played .throughout ;shpw..

Cincinnati, Feb. 8,.

flood layoff all RKO em-
ployees, including card boys, were
paid, in full for first week and' half

salary for second week, with liesser

help drawing regular pay through-
out.

Charlotte, N. C., Feb; ,.

Objections of Baptist mi isters at

.Greenville, S. C.,. caused cancellation

of three scheduled Sunday shows ,for

funds to aid flood sufferers. Green-
ville lied Cross officials announced
several: days ago films would be
shown at three theatres Sunday -

terhoon at which free will offerings

would be taken.
• .Ministers the reenvile and
North Greenville Baptist- association

rtiet and adopted resolutions disap-

proving the' shows and asking Red
Cross . officials to cancel them.

Hollywood, Feb. . 9.

Picture industry contributions, to

flood relief totals more than $50,000,

$20,000 of this bleared through the
producers' association. Shrine bene
fit sponsored by icture names got
$10,000.

Numerous other benefits being
held this week with Fox-West Coast
affair at Graumari's. Chinese expect
trig ;a $4,000 sellout:

Parkersburg OK Again

Pittsburgh, Feb. 9,

Waters in Parkersburg, W. Vi;,

bad receded enough and damage was
repaired in time to permit Warners
to open the S.moot after two-week
shutdown. .,. WB's other site there,

Strand, however; was still shut, but
circuit expects to have it in opera-

tion -again oyer, weekend.
Emphasizing improved . conditions,

in this territory generally, WB an-

nounced at same time that the
Prince, ;

.
' Arribridge, , .

in

Greensburg, '. and itz in New 'Ken-

sington, have, been put in full-time

operation. Previously they were open
only oh weekends.

.

JUST A DETAIL—THEY

ONLY FORGOT TICKETS

While winter floods have taken

their toll from Pennsylvania to the

upper reaches of the Mississippi 'and
now are endangering the -states of

Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisiana

no fears are felt by operators tha

there will be a recurrence of last

spring's floods later on. This: is predi-

cated largely on the fact that the

winter hasn't far to go and. there is

little likelihood that snow and ice

will ile up as it did last year.

New England operators who were
severely struck last spring when
the big thaw came, accompanied by

"

, are no more apprehensive over,

the possibility of spring floods than

other theatre men. In spite of the

fact that New England, particularly

the upper states, are in the heavy
show territory, this year the flakes

have been few and far between. New
England was for a while gently

threatened by floods last month but
the threat didn't materialize, which
makes this territory much ier

than the Ohio arid Mississippi

leys, it both last arid is

winter.

Fields' Flood Film
Hollywood; Feb.' 9.

While Leonard Fields, Republic
producer, was in the east during the
flood he had hewsreel lensers grab
off a..flock of shots for him. Then
he wrote a story about, the ravaging
situation.

He. is trying . to
.
peddle his property

to all studios, hot . necessarily
public;

. Milwaukee, Feb.
Plans for a city <wide mi ight. and

morning . shbw in an endeavor to

raise $45,000 for flood, refugees, went
awry when mystery- surrounded the
whereabouts of the tickets. •

With the mayor, the chi po-
lice, fire commissioner and school
officials and other ignitaries . co-
operating 100%. with theatre execu-
tives who advanced the. idea, every-
thing was in readiness for the laffair.'

The newspapers agreed to give free

space generously, tickets were to be
sold by firemen and policemen; iar-,

rarigemients' were completed for the 1

film, and every theatre in Milwaukee
representing 100,000 seats was' set

for the affair.

.
Came the day for the ig - ticket

drive, but there were ho tickets. . It

appears that ' the . scuffle arid

bustle • the tickets were forgotten
with the result that it would take
too long to have same printed; Show
was only two days off, so, the antici-

pated,$45,000 never, materialized, v

Parker's Script job
.

Hollywood, Feb.
Austin Parker, is finishing :up script

on 'Something Sing about' for

Grand National. -

This is the story Wallace Smith
was working on at the time Of his

death. The musical will be produced
by Victor Schertzinger.

By GEORGE WIEDEEHOLD
Louisville, Feb. 9.

After the all-time record floor of

1937 has done its worst, Louisville

showmen are feverishly working
long hours,, with crews of men going
at top speed to clean up, repair the
damage done by the flood.* waters,
and get their houses in shape for

opening. Just when they will' be
opened is problematical. City health
authorities - say they' can get going
just as soon as the houses, are
properly cleaned/ and heated, but the
important thing now is that no posi-

tive assurance has. been given as to
power for lighting, projection, sound,
etc.

The Kentucky, operated by the
Switows, was a little more fortunate
than some of the

.
other, houses in

town. By chance, the SWitb'w Bros,
requisitioned a crew of 12' Negro
laborers when- the flood seemed to be

Flood Benefit

(Continued from page 1)

Showmen League's $750.

,
Chicago. Feb. 9.

J., McCaffery, president of the

Showmen's" League of America, last

week presented a check for $750 to

the Red Cross as a donation from the

League for the flood relief

Springfield, Mass., Feb.

Nate Gol.dste.iiv, of Gpldstein Bros..,

Paramount ' partners i. Massachu-
setts, who with Mayor Henry Martins

oi Springfield is bn the flood relief

committee there, arranged three

benefits for sufferers. One .was held

Monday night (8) at the Par, Spring-

field, with the house scaled from $1

to $3 in hopes of raising around
$5,O0Q ori that benefit alone. Gold-

_.45tein made this ' estimate last week
when in' New' York contacting; the

Par home office.

The other two benefits were held

Tuesday night (9) in the Capitol,

Pittsfleld, and the Par, North Adams,
at $1 top;

St Louis' $12,0«0

St. Louis, . 9.

A seven-hour show in municipal

auditorium, sponsored by MPTO of

St. Louis, raised $12,000 for flood suf-

. ferers Saturday (6) and this added

to other donations raises city's do-

nations to $300,192 to date. Show,

which started at 8 p. m.f
attracted

9,000 who paid, from $1 general ad-

mission^ to $5 forbPX ^e«ts,

Paul Whitemari, currently at Am-
bassador, took his troupe for first

Vast increase i the number of.

Class B and program pictures in the
last six months hot only has hiked
activity of eastern talent depart-
ments, but it also has given young
contract players, sent to the Coast
from N. Y., an opportunity they have
not realized in the past. It has
speeded up their 'testing' in actual

feature production work by placing

them in secondary featured roles at

the outset.

.
With, production schedules, of not

only independents but all major
compani considerably increased
and enlarged demand' for pic-

tures suitable for spotting on the
ever-increasing quantity of double
bills, the search for talent along the

Atlantic seaboard has been intensi-

fied in recent months. Consequently,
veteran talent officials in N. Y. are

hot greatly disturbed ,when : some
West Coast executives suddenly - de-

cide there is no .
talent in the east

after s'pendjrig a week in Manhattan.
They figure the Hollywood exec ori

an eastern'junta.won't be able to un-
cover talent easier than a New.
Yorker visiting London would be
able to straighten out Europe's prob-
lems in a week's time.

'

Top West Coast talent officials of

old-line major companies realize that

the snaring of suitable screen talent

in the east or anywhere is the

routi process of assembling and
inspecting 500 to 1,000 differerit

people in hopes of discovering one
suitable performer.

It's a well-known fact that a ma-
jority of major companies are bend-
ing over backwards to encourage

and aid the eastern divisions in their

quest for embryonic talent. De-
tailed reports are received daily giv-

ing the outline of Coast current

casting problems. Grand opera,

burlesque, vaudeville, WPA theatres,

amateur shows, college productions,

radio, night clubs and every walk
of life are combed thoroughly in

hopes of locating suitable.new people

for films. : ,
;

Constantly Scouting
. The average major company's
New York talent Office Is patterned

similar to a newspaper office, reports
being received almost daily from
Washington, Philadelphia, Boston
and Chicago representatives. After
these come in and ate filed, assign-
ments are made to go out ori forth-
coming shows or acts to be caught
in various local fields.

Incidentally, , talent officials

scout the idea that mass tests can
be conducted so they mean anything
either to the actors or the film com-
pany. They figure that a worthwhile
test must permit the thespian to
carry through at least one definite

dramatic or comedy scenev

Idea of shooting through five to
11 tests in a period of 12 to 14. hours
does not furnish the directors, pro-
ducers or cameramen an opportunity
to bring out the ;most pertinent qual-
ities in a person's ability, they say.
In many respects such methods mean
just much wasted footage arid

small chance pt any such tests re-
ceiving any notice whatever

; on the
Coast , Few. ;majpr. companies fol-

low such a plan.

rade B and: i

tions permitted numerous • so-

called ' iscoveries' being sent to the
Coast With, the recommendation to

step up into reasonably prominent
roles soon after their arriyaL It's .a

distinct
;
break, for, both the player

and the filrri company thus, find

out quickly whether the performer
can deliver or approach expectations.
Reports in burlesque circles that

major film companies were consider-
ing several, strip-tease artists from
New York burley shows is rated in

eastern talent departments and by
top burlesque managers as strictly a

gag. Several of the more youthful
strippers • recently were offered to.

film company casting officials in

N. Y. but none was seripusly con-,

sidered even as test possibilities.

Unless the burlesque beauts are

adept at singi ,. dancing and readr

irig li they are not given the

once-over. Talent exevs- are
stantly on the prowl for new faces

and figures in burlesque houses but

they've been disappointed to data.

American. Guild.of Musical Artists

organized
'

; the benefit at Carnegie
Hall for Feb. 20. House is expected to
gross around $40,000 with seats scaled
from $250 for boxes down to $25, $15,

$10, $5, $3, $2 and $1. Radio time
sold to Henry 'Ford for ari additional
$100,000 will bring the who's who
concert figure to $140,000 exclusive of
the souvenir 'program of names, ad-
vertising and contributi

,
Top Concert Nanus .

Guild has arranged, for appear-
ances of 15 of its top names includ-
ing Lawrence Tibbett, Jascha Hei-
fetz, Lotte Lehman, Gladys Swarth-
out, Josef Hoffman, Albert Spalding,
Lauritz Melchior, Elizabeth Reth
berg, Efrem Zimbalist, Jaspar Cas
sado, Jose iturbi. and Sergei Rach-
maninoff. Latter has never played
any type of benefit " is career
Couple of other names: omitted be-
cause of conflicting- commercial en
gagements, but Will appear as 'sur

prises.'

Heifetz, unable to be released from
an engagement, will have his bit

wired from his dressing room in

Philadelphia to Carnegie Hall. Each
artist will be allotted about, eight
minutes which should run program
into two hour's.

. As' in case of Music Hall benefit,

nets will ,iwy time.. Entire pro-
ceeds of both, minus, incidental ad-
ministration expenses, go to! the
charity. Everything from radio time
down the line is on the cuff with
exception of. Carnegi Hail, which
feared establishing a. precedent in

permittirig a cuffo tenant.

Benefit held at the Fox, rooklyn,
Feb. 5, under sponsorship of Broad-
way Flood Relief Committee, grossed
$1,783 on a three-hour show of stage,

fare, plus a previewed film. Admish
was 50c. flat.

. Chairmanned by Dick Gilbert,

.show comprised . Bob Hope, Mitzi
Mayfair, Harry Hirschfteld, Vaughn
De Leath,:Jacques Frey, Mario Brag-
giotti (maestros dueted on pianos ),

Gracie Barrie, Henny Youngman,
Billy Glason, Abner Silver, . Irving
Caesar and Erni Mack.
ShoW was aired by.WMCA for two

hours and relieved by station WNYC
for remainder. , .House previewed
'She Shall Have Music' after the per-
formance.

Grace Moore's Next

Hollywood, Feb..

tephen Morehouse Avery's ori -

inal, 'The Sound of Your Voice,' is

being readied, for Grace Modre at

Columbia to follow 'When You're in

Love.'
• Avery scripting. on Writer- irector

contract but .not set :as pilpt;

Wanger s Lookers
HoUywbod, Feb. 9.

Walter Wanger has signed 11 art-

ists' models for his proposed produc-
tion "of 'Vogues, of 1938/ Posers will

be billed as inost beautiful girls in

the world.
Hal Home lined up the lookers in

the east for Wanger.

DIETZ ON COAST
Hollywood; Feb. 9.

. HoWard Dietz will 'fly
;

from' Miami,
Fla., to Hollywood Wednesday (16).

Due here following day.

most menacing, and had them take
up all seats, carpets, etc., and move
them to an, upper floor. The crew
was then ,

to have moved over to
Loew's State, for the' same routine,
but when they arrived they were
unable to function, George Hunt, Jr.,

manager of Loew's State, states that
the boys sai they were too dog-
tired to take yp any more seats, and
added 'they certainly looked it.' As
a result, about half
Loew's were damaged by water,
the basement was flooded. Hunt was
busy with a crew of men, Working
by the light Of gasoline lamps, re-
placing seats which had been dam-
aged, and making preparati
open. The heating plant had
been dried put, but the house
being dried with, the aid. of sala-
manders, open stoves for heating
arid drying, arid Which burn coke,
charcoal or wood.

Across the street at the
Fred Dolle was supervising
installation : ,of, new, seats. Little-

damage Was done at that house, ac-
cording .to £tolle, for the reason that

seats were taken up, Well
carpets, and moved to an upper
floor, before the flood water canYe

into the house.
-At the Strand, another Fourth Ave. /

Amus; Col house, ; A, J. Kalberer,

manager, was diligently at

supervising the ; pumping the

basement. Two gasoline puirips were
busy belching streams of water from
the basement, and the drying out

process was about . commence.
There was little damage, actually, i

the house. Water came into the or- ;
.

chestra pit,, but none . the- floor.

Some carpets were taken up, ' ' Well

as several roWs of seats, as a pre-

cautionary measure. The house has

its own light plant, and was never
without lights at any time during
the flood disaster.

Libson's Mary Anderson ; .
got off

lightly. Water carne into the base-

ment,, and; seeped intb ttje house,

taking in four rows of Seats. Work:
is underway to pump the water from
the basement, and the house will be
ready "tb resume when given the

word that power is available,

rowri .Hit Hardest

most severe damage was
suffered by the Brown, which Was
waterlogged over the entire lower
floor. The tremendous pressure of

the Water under the stage, caused

the Wood and concrete to buckle,

raising the center of the stage under
the sound horns, to a height of eight

feet. The house is covered with a

layer of mud, and at present no
efforts are being made to rehabilitate

the house, 'ith the exception of

gasoline pumps which are clearing

the basement of water. No one
would attempt to estimate the prob-

able damage, and the future of the

house is prpbleriiatical.

The Ohio, subsequent ruri on

Fourth avenue, suffered little from
the water, although seats and fur-r

nishings received rough treatment by
1,500 - refugees who were housed
there. The Uptown, in the High-
lands, was also occupied by the flood

refugees (colored), for1 several days,

and the Fourth Avenue Amusement
Company is prepared to spend con-

siderable on repairing the damage
done by the flood visitors.

, House completely inundated by
the flood Waters, were the Broadway,
Ideal, Oak, Park, Palace, Parkland,

Shawnee, and Towers! The damage
has been terrific, and an accurate

.figure on cost of rehabilitation ill

be difficult unt|l the actual work
begins. One of : the main items of

expense, theatre operators advise,:,

that Of soap powder, isinfectants,

etc.

The Memorial Auditorium, located

at Fourth and Kentucky, also

suffered from the water. A swift

current, . four, . feet deep, eddied

around the buildi ,
fi'liirig."-

basement.arid coming onto the house

floor back to the 26th row. There

are. 34 roWs in the house. Nazimpva
in 'Hedda Gabler' was cancelled for

Monday (25), the forthcoming

concert by Nelson Eddy, under the

local rnanagement of ji H. Thumari,

scheduled for Feb. 11, will be set

back to a later date.

. Quarantine on the flood area has

been lifted, people are being

permitted to move into their hornes

just as soon sanitary facilities,

heat, etc., are available.

From all ; indications, show busi*

ness is leading the way in the re-

habilitation of Louisville, nd should

play a big part in restoring the

morale of citizens in this stricken

city.
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advices are that Bryan Foy
may move to Republic, succeeding in

the berth made vacant by Nat Le-
Foy is now with Warner Bros,

under ah option deal. His termer Is

stated to be expiring in April.

Additionallyi Wall Street advices

are that Herbert J. Yates is bent on
some kind of financial reorganization

of Republic, but details on this aire

riot known. .

.

Oh the Foy matter, it is. understood
that Yates feels that Foy knows how
to make the type of films which Re-
public wants.
In line with the general reorgani-

zation of Republic, Jack Fi » long
reduction manager under Nat Le-

vineV has resigned and leaves " the
company; It is understood that Fier
will,take a vacation before rejoining.

"Levi on the latter- s new connec-
ion.

Yates got back East on Monday (8)

•and has been home ill since.

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Selling his half interest in Republic
studio for a.figure reported at.$500,-

000. Nat • Levine tendered his resig-

nation as production head to Herbert

(Gonti 27)

U CONFEREES EAST;

PETTI JOINS COWDEN

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Following conferences with Uni-
versal execs, Charles B. Paine, Uni-
versal treasurer, and M. Machno-
itch, representing eastern interests,

trained out for New York^iSst Fri-
day (5).:

. They- discussed next season's pro>.

Suction slate and policies With
Charles R. Rogers, J. P. Normarily
and other studio producers.

Anthony Petti, private secretary, to

J. Cheeyer Cowdin, chairman of Uni-
versal Picture's board, has been
called to London by : the U. Official,

to clean up unfinished business
abroad.
Cowdin has been abroad since the

first of the . visiting principal

key cities.

lb

Spitz Has Aylesworth

Spot Also; Diwy Soon?

Condi t i o n s ' are. fortuitous for
Keith-Albee-Orpheum to resume re-

gular dividends on its 7% preferred
stock, on a regular basis, soon. KAO
Is the ief theatre subsidi of
RKO.
At the same time, Wall Street sees

Leo Spitz, president of. RKO, being
named additionally tp chairmanship
of RKO and—all RKO subsidiary
companies, succeeding M. H. Ayles-
worth. in this post. Aylesworth be-
comes a member of the. .Scri

Howard management board.
RKO's definite officer slate, under

Spitz, upon RKO's reorganization,

is still a .matter . of. conjecture.
No Official, word concerning Spitz*,

return from the Coast as yet. He
has; been on the Pacific slope more
than .a month, . on general studio

Certain personnel changes
company' studi > may be af-

in consequence of Spitz's: con-
ith Sam Briskin, .studio head

factotums. Offi-

ii specifiers
known.
At present there is no indication

:
as to who will succeed the late
"James ieid, as counsel for the
Keith-Albee-Orpheum circuit, ield
came to KAO from, the law firm -

Goldwaier & Flynh, counsel for the
M J. Meehan interests. The Meehan
people . are . said to' own approxi-
mately. 30,000 shar of KAO
ferred stock, of the approximately
63,000 shares Outstanding;

ividend payments on! KAO pre-
ferred were , resumed under the ad-
ministration of Herbert Bayard
Swbpe, as chairman of. the theatre
company.

Nick Schenck Miami-ing

Until Early in March
Nick Schenck will return to his

New York desk from Miami early in
March.

Al Lichtman, who was down, there
a couple of weeks ago for a brief
stay, is now. at the Metro home office.

OVER 1
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Quick NRA, and Pix Biz Favors It

Theatre Managers Formerly
Looked the Ice-and-

Snow as Chaser-Inners for

the B. G. — Now the

Masses Are Ski, Snow-
Train and St. Moritz-i

America-Minded

The month of January for Para-
mount saw rentals leap to the best
figure since 1930, a compilation
showing that this January Was 37%
better on distribution than, the same
month' a year ago.. Rise is partly ,due
to improved conditions but also im-'

portantly reflects . results being ob-
tained by .Par' during its Silver,

Jubilee drive,which was inaugurated
Jan. 3.

During the month, among pictures
which Par has sent on release for
pushing on the sales drive have been
College; Holiday,' -Plainsman'., and
'Champagne Waltz,' plus a few open-
ing dates pn 'Maid "of Salem.'

When he was in New York re-
cently, Adolph Zukor, on the basis
of the first .week's business in Janu-
ary, declared that rentals were
showing an increase of around 40%.
His percentage was based on busi-
ness the first week in January, as
against the business the same week
in 1936.

FETES EXECS;

HEADS PRODS. 7THYR.

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

At a dinner on* the Metro lot yes-
terday (Monday); given by Louis B.
Mayer to members of the Producers'
Associ , celebrating his seventh
consecutive year as president, Will
H; Hays reported pn his European
trip and the condition of film biz
abroad. He told of conferences in
Italy and the status on quotas ..and

restrictions. The two-hour session,

was attended by 35.

J. L. Warner Was reelected first

v.p. for the fifth time, while Charles.
R. Rogers was elected second vice
prexy to fill vacancy created, by
Joseph M. Schenck's resignation.
Fred W. Beetson was retained as
secretary and treasurer. ,

Scheiick resigned because he be*
lieved he would be called away too
much to give service to the job.,

Harold Berg Sent to

Bellevue; Observation

Harold Berg, itinerant film, man
who. recently organized British Na-
tional Pictures of America* and. was
subsequently arrested oh a charge of
writing worthless checks, was com-
mitted to the psychopathic ward at
Bellevue. hospital, N." ; Y., last week,
at request of *his counsel.

udge ohan. of Special Sessions
agreed to a residence by Berg in the
hospital for several weeks, for ob-
servati

Hubbard's Moving Day
Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Lucien Hubbard has cleaned- up his

contract at Metro and moved over
to Paramount, where he will pro-
duce.

His first, Par assignment will be
'Spawn of the North.'

HOCKEY, ETC,

Laughton, Inc.

London, . 2.

Charles .Laughton has registered
his hew production unit, The May-
flower Pictures Corp., Ltd;, With a

nominal capital of $150,000. ^Direct-

ors are Laughton, Erich Pomrher,
F. M. Guedalla, A. T. Chenhalls and
R. Jenks. ;

:;'

Previously/ stated, that the unit will

Operate at" "Denham, releasing

through United Artists,; and will set

sail when. Laughton. finishes. 'I,

Claudi ' Korda.

Chicago, .9.
Show business used to impatiently

await winter; 'because' the .theatres
were convinced that the ice arid
snow, were their best allies in getting
them customers. Ice and show
chased people indoors to. the heated
comfort of the theatres. But all that
is changed now. ;

Theatre managers throughout the
nation have come to regard ice and
snow no longer an ally, but a stead-
ily growing competitor. For ice and
snow in themselves have become
powerful magnets, arid ice; on its

own, is now an outstanding . box-
office inducement.

Ice has,, become responsible for an
annual business running into nearly
$15,000,000, and now rates as an im-
portant part of show business, in
hockey alone , there is annual gross
Of - nearly $3,000,000, and it's gener-
ally admitted that hockey as a box-
office sport is still . in short pants.
In such towns as Chicago, New York,
Detroit, Montreal, Boston, Toronto
and other key cities, the hockey
matches are filling stadia seating as
high as 20,000 people, at $3,30, top.
The games draw the type of audience
that regular theatres have always
had their tongues out for arid a Sun-
day or Thursday evening at the
hockey games brings out the spend-
ers in a body.

Hookey
Hockey is today the nation's ace.

sports draW of midwinter, arid is the
leader, by a Wide margin, despite re-
cent efforts to build up basketball.
Hockey- ' too well organized on a
professional., league basis.

Nite clubs have found a terrifi-

wallop in ice as boxoffice; those
niteries using floor shows on ice have
been big b.o. wiririers. College Inr
of trie Hotel Sherman . here is ari

example. Two years ago put the
ice show on for a six-week novelty
and wound up keeping the ice. show
in for 18 months so great was . the
public response. Other nite clubs
throughout the country have had the

Hollywood, Feb.
Studios: checking up on. losses due

to flu layoffs found all majors affect-

ed beyond the. five figure mark, , ex-
cept Columbi

Metro hardest hit with seven-day
shutdown on 'Captains Courageous'
shooting the budget up another;

$50,000, and 'Last of Mrs! Cheyney'
socked for $110,000 on a two-week
layoff. . 'Parnell' accounted for an-?,

other $100,000 red ink splash.

' - Twentieth Century-Fox counted its

loss around $25,000. .
Paramount

charged. ,pff same amount lor two
days' loss dn 'Souls at Sea.'

'Toast: of New York' idled for a
week with RKO, estimating loss at

$75,000. , Warners nicked for $10,000

pn six -pictures and Universal saw.

$30,000 go up the flue (no pun).

Heaviest :
losses were incurred by

location troupes, and pictures with
heavy extra call. ..

(Conti on page 27)

Schaefer Back Feb. 20
.' George J. Schaefer is due back in

New York from Florida around Feb.
20, a few days ahead of the. return
of Paul Lazarus, head of the .contract

department at United Artists, who
sailed on a: West Indies cruise Fri-

day (5). He is due back Feb. 24.

McNerney, UA's branch
manager at Sari Francisco, is in.New
York this Week conferring on the
Schaefer drive.

No Otterson Deal for Erpi; Talk

Anent Joe Kennedy Also Chills

Move by President Roosevelt to
increase the number of U. S. Supreme
Court justices this week was viewed
by legal lights of the. picture busi-
ness as paving the way for imirie-:

diate restoration of the NRA or some
similar set-up. By setting iip a spe-

cial code operation for various U. S.

industries by this method, fllmlte

attorneys envisioned the re-establish-

ment of the Blue Eagle in some form
i few months'

,
time..

And; riot only are .those; familiar'

ith the old NRA administration
heartily in favor of the latest .na-
tional administration move" but in-

dustry leaders generally have voiced
the opinion that it will aid business.

Figure that it "would better condi-
tions generally.

Those who have watched the eyer-
increasi power . 'of trade labor
unions in various branches of busi-.

ness believe that some Government:
agency such as the NRA find its

code line-up will prove. , the most
effectual protection for the admi
istrative section of industry. They
admit that labor is organized Jjy in-

dustries or trades, with the defin'iteV

right of . collective bargaining while;
business cannot organize collectively

on an equal basis with unions.

Industry spokesrnen is week ad^
mitted that unless business itself is

brought together in some strong or-

ganization or combination of forces
such; as trade unions, it always will

be at a loss to successfully defend
itself " '.' unionism demands.
Obvious . reason for business being

.

unable to organize like unions under
present limitations is because mon-
opoly would be charged. Corise-*

quently, the film industry leaders
as well as individuals in other lines^

of business, think that Governmental'-
effort will .be needed to bring about
changes legalizing such organiza-
tion of biz. groups.

Not only is this deemed essential

as a . matter of self-preservation but
it is also thought it will speed up
business recovery. Veteran former
NRA officials contend that the back-
ground for .,the current recovery
move can be traced to the activities

of the Blue Eagle durinff its brief

tenure of life.

Some sort of NRA.. alignment
Would be welcomed in . many in-
dustrial quarters a$ being a sure
means of eliminating the vast
amount of anti-trust litigation which
has been a constant source of an-
noyance to .film distributing com-
panies ever since the Blue Eagle was
knocked off by the Supreme Court
decision.

With success of the President's plain

for revamping, the entire national
court setup assured in the present
session of Congress, some . industry
observers were looking for speedy
enactment

,
of some sort of NRA

legislation and . its installation by
midsummer.

Banker opinion is that the Ameri-

can Telephone has

nixed an offer from John E. Otter-

son ,to Research.

Products, Inc. There is no indication

of ' the sources 'from which Otterson
(Bright raise: the necessary rnillions in

such . an eventuality. Trade talk has
revolved around the probability, of

Otterson returning to the
.
helrn . of

ERPI but this also is held to be
remote;-,

. Once financial circles and the. trade
believed that the A:T. & T. was
thinking of disposing: of ERPI, but
opinion is definite how that the talk-

er equipment subsidiary of Western
Electric will /not be disposed of to

private interests. Perhaps this latest

attitude of. the A.T. ' & T. . follows

more mature consideration of the

situation arid after long delibera-

tion. Opini is that as ja jXtatter Of

public policy,. . the A.T. & T. would
not do this.

Once the matter reached the -

ference stage when the majors, some
months ago, had been considering

as a group to purchase ERPI for the
industry. The matter reached the
conference stage but faded.
Joseph P. Kennedy's name also

has been linked with a possible pur-
chase of ERPI control, but that's

offside.

Downtown, it is felt that if A.T. &
T. were consideririg severance from
ERPI, . the. phone company would be :

inclined rather to liquidate ERPI. as
that firm is constituted today, then
dispose of -it: private interests:

ERPI as a subsi iary of the A.T. & T.

is 'orte thi but as a private fir

it wpuld be something else,

In its present state, ERPI can draw
upon Western Electric

,
and ' Bell

Laboratory resources for information
and development. * As an A.T. & T.

subsidiary, ERPI has access to all of
the A.T. & T. patent files arid experi-
mentation.
Even if the way were open, it is

inconceivable td financial observers
that the A.T. & T. would for a mo-
ment consider allowing a privately

owned ERPI to be privy to the same
associations and the benefits thereof.

Jessel's Florida Vacash
Before Joiningr LeRoy

George Jessel will vacation in
Florida until April 15, when he joins

Warner Bros. assistant to Mer-
yyn LeRoy on latter's pictures. He
is expected to .• have an important
hand , in the making of a Rodgers
and Hart musical, .'In the Deep
South,' which will star Ethel Merman
and Fernand Gravet. Jessel closed,
his deal during the past week. He
was last on the; Universal Jot. Mix
Gordon also will sit in with LeRoy
oh this production.

'

Actor-producer is now personally
supervising mounting of Nat Perri

'

play^ ' lory for All/
adelphi

Philadelphi
George Jessel- took over

of 'Glory for All' "from
Craven when latter insisted

lcting certain risque lines, but was
balked by the author, Nat

.
Perrih.,

Shdw bankrolled by film people,

including, , besides ..Jessel; Bert
Wheeler,' ;Sa.m Briskin. Fred . Kohlr
mar, Bert Kalmar, Harry vRuby,
Bums and Allen,, arid Nat Goldstone.
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Show Biz Grosses in 46

Upped $125,000,000 From '33 to '35

Washington, Feb. 9.

Grosses of amusements in 46 states

rose nearly $125,000,000 from 1933
' to

1935, with the number of spots in-

creasing almost. 6,000, according to

Census Bureau figures released to-

day.
With data complete, for every, sec-

tor except the N.ew York-New Jer-

sey-Pennsylvania area, the Census
survey revealed an aggregate take

in the remainder ,of the nation of

$476,288,000. This was $123,421,000

ahead of the 1933 total. Declined

occurred in only three states, Illi-

nois, Mississippi ' and Louisiana.

The studies on the East and West
North'-Central groups of states were
published last

:

. week, indicating box-
office hauls in these 12 states zoomed
$36,426,000 to a total of $193,663,000.

There-were l,685 more
;
spots lighted

in 1935 than two years earlier.

The data on the dozen; states of the

upper mid-West did not. result in

any change in the leadership so far.

Californi , , ith a 1935 gross of $66.-

686,000 and & rise of $22,549,000,

sticks .on top. . Illinois slid into sec-

ond place, nosing out Massachusetts,

despite a drop
:
. of $2,114,000 . the

1935 take. Ohio revealed the; third

largest gai yet recorded, with a

jump of $9,165,000.

The following is the dope . the

Central group:
Iowa. 1.016 houses, up 162; $8,502,-

000 gross, up $1,502,000.

Kansas, 774 houses, up 49; $7,740,-

000 gross, up $2,290,000.

Minnesota; -871 houses, up:

$11,881,000 gross, up $2,770,000.

Missouri, 1>212 houses, up 288;

$19.217,000 gross, lip $6,059,000.

Nebraska, 618 houses, down 48;

14.789.000 gross, up $881,000.

North. Dakota, 267 houses, down 5;

,
$1,947,000 gross, up $487,000.
" South Dakota* 306 houses, up 9;

$2,267:0001 gross, ^up $515,000.

IUinoiff,' 1,726 houses, up 190; $50,-

732,000 gross, down $2,114,000^

:

.
Indiana, 1,085 houses, up 230; $15,-.

497.000 gross, up $6,827,000.

Michigan, 1,558 houses* up 348;

$23,728,000 gross; $6,115,000.
•;'"• Ohio, 2,201 houses, up 315; $36,-

846a6QgrossVup $9;i65,00Q.

Wisconsin, 842 houses, up 26; $10;-.

^dQO^grosSi up . $2^21.000.

R£A MET profit up

l^OVER PREVIOUS YR-

orations

NEW YORK.

> Net -profit of Radio Corp. of

America rose 19% in 1936 over pre-

vious year. . stim'ated income, was
outlined by the corporation In a let-

ter to stockholders ihfqrjrting them
. of the annual ' meeting to be held

April 6. These figures showed net

profit to $6,100,000 in the past

year as against $5,126,900 in 1935.

The company estimated its gross

Income from all sources to be $101,-

850,000 as compared with $89,228,900

in the previous year. This is 14.1%
.increase. The RCA net Income be
fore provision for income, taxes, in

terest, depreciation, amortization of

patents and goodwill was placed at

$11,500,000 or 11.2% above the 1935

figure of $10,343,200.

The letter to stockholders pointed

out that this increased profit and
consummation of the recapitalization

plan approved last year by
holders made possible estimated

earnings of $2,800,000 on the com-
mon stock after setting aside $3,300,

000 for all preferred dividend re

guirements.

Loew's Extra 50c
Earnings thus far this year have

been running so far ahead of last

year that directors of Loew's, Inc.,

last week voted ah extra 50c dividend

__>«n the common. This is in addition

to. the regular 50c quarterly distribu

tion on the same stock! giving a total

$1 already declared this year:

oth are' payable March 31 to stock

. oh record March 12.

^ Next quarterly statement of Loew's

Js expected to reveal that the net
'

profit - of the,, company is virtually

double that of comparable quarter of

the previous fiscal year.

LENSEB OUT FRONT

,

Hollywood, Feb.

Charles Clark, veteran camera

mart,
: makes his directi bow on the

Pete Smith short, 'Pigskin Cham
ions,' starring the Green Bay Pack-

ers; champ profootballers.

David Miller, who was to have

megged, is .down with the flu.

Inland Film Corp., Manhattan: deal In

motion picture . film and sound equip-
ment;: capital stock,: J.00 shares, no par
value. . .Incorporators:"-'Nathan E. Percy,:
Lawrence SI Tlmen, Anthony 'K... >lllle'r,

all of 36. West 44th street, New. York
City. -;

'

. .. . .,

Peoples Cinema, Inc., 'Manhattan: deal,
in . mptlon picture film and sopnd equip-
ment; capital stock;. 100 shares,- no par
value: Incorporators, same as Above;.
American Boler Co., Inc.,' Manhattan;

dear In motion pictures: capital stock;.

100 shares, $1.00. par value. Jncorpbra-

.

tors: : George Cascaden, 239 East 46th
street, New Tork City; Florence M.
Cascaden. 239 East 46th' street. New
York C(ty; Oliver C. Macy. 155 East
44th street. New Tork

.
City. . .

Film Historian*. Int., Manhattan; mo-
tion picture business; capital stock, 100
shares, $1 . par value. Incorporators:
David Kltnger;- Myer D. Merrnlr.,

Gertrude .Tarle, all or. 61' roadway, rNew
York City: '

*"*'

Elgin Radio and Television Corp.,
Manhattan; general radio And television

business; capital stock. 200 shares, " no.

pair value. 'Incorporators: Henry M.
Schneiderroan. 1&64 Ocean

.
ayenue,

Brooklyn; Esther Zlns,. Ill Gates ave-
nue,. Brooklyn; Kobert L. Pugh, 40

Nichols avenue. Brooklyn.
Barbara Robbing, ; Inc.; Manhattan;

general theatrical and motion. Picture
business; capital stock, 76 shares. $100
par value- Incorporators: Lewis? M.
Green and Bernard. H.. Cone, both or

621 Fifth avenue. New York City:

Frances .
Weiss. 27 Falrview street,

Yonkers. N. Y,
Clover Cinema Corp., Manhattan; gen-

eral theatrical and motion picture busi-

ness: capital stock, 20fr shares, no par
value.. Incorporators: Joseph AHeritvok,
Leah Tannenba'um," Allan. J. Schneider,

all of 621 Fifth avenue, New York City.
.

Xee Film Corp., . Manhattan; motion
picture ':• business; ^capital, stock,.. 100

shares; ho • pat value. Incorporators;
Frank Wltthun, 4M0V West 36th -street,

Cleveland, O. ;: Grover C. Lee arid Sadie
Frances Iiee,; 1.44 "West -46th street; INew
York"'-GIty

'

Oxford Theatre do., Ine.r Oxford; the-

atrical business; capital stock.; .500

shares, $26 par. value. Incorporators:
Fred W. Seymour.- William E. Waldorf.
Howard ' M,.' Hoffman, all of Oxford,
N. Y.
International Rodeo Corp.. Manhattan;

staging rodeo shows, etc.i capital stock,

100 shares, $100 par value. . Incorpora-
tors: FavRUbln, 110 Anderson avenue*
Bronx? Charles Garflnkel, 110 East 42nd
street. New York City; Noah Rubin, 127 S

Boacobel avenue, Bronx.. ^ •„.'.
Cohoes Theatres , Corp., New York:

general theatrical - and. motion picture
business; capital stock, .260 . shares, .

no
par value. Incorporators: . Simon V
Fabian, Samuel Rosen, Mary Becker, all

of 1501 Broadway. New York City. .
Sub-

scribers, John J. Boyle, Josephine
Palais, Anna Straus*, all of

.
20 Pipe

street, .New York. City.
'

Paradise Productions, InCjr Manhattan
general theatrical and motion picture

business; capital .
stock, .200 shares,' ho

par value. Incorporators:! -Sylvia

Miller, Joseph Ullmanr Helen Sherry, air

of 161 West 40th street, New York City;

Paogulsul Corp.. Kings.? general the-

atrical and . motion ,

picture business;

capital stock, 50 shares, *106 par value.

Incorporators: Florence I* Heslln. 185

Montague street,' Brooklyn; . Gertrude
Davis, 781A East Eighth street. Brook-
lyn; Cella Chainkrri, 1540 Sterling place,

Brooklyn., .

Listeners Digest, Ine., New York; gen-

eral musical, operatrc, " theatrical and
amusement business; capital stocky 1,1.00

shares, 1.000 shares |100; par value 100

shares no par value. Incorporators
Edward A. Byron, 85 ' East 30th street.

New York City; Rosalind . M. Abeles, 320.

West S»tb street, New York City; Sophie
Borkan, 1701 West 50th street, Brooklyn.
Bradmore ProdnctloBH, Intr., Rochester;

deal In motion picture films, apparatus
and appliances; capital stock, 200

shares, no .par ...value. Incorporators
Charles Boketta, 79 Selye .terrace,

Rochester; John J. Maboney, • 82. Colby
street, Rochester; Helen L. Ryan, 240

Elmdorf avenue, Rochester. .

Inter-Globe Pictures. Corp.. New York;
motion picture, business; capital stock,

200 shares; no par Value. Incorpora
tors: Jiilteh T>.. Cornell. William T
Pullman, Henry L. Plerson, all of 1 wall
street. New York City. . :

Statement and Designation
. Condor Pictures, Inc., 100 West 10th

street. Wilmington,: Del.; motion picture

business; capital stock. 1,000,000 shares.

$1 par value. New York office 729

Seventh avenue f New York .City. Frank
M. SnelL vice-president.
Glory for AU. tt*„ i-os Angeles; Calif,

theatrical business-; capital stock, 100

shares ho par value. . New York office,

214,' West 42nd street; Fried Kohimar,
president. ..

See Small Dividend
On Pathe Common Stock
Possibility of small dividend pay!-

ment on the common stock will be
taken up by directors of Pathe Film
Corp., at the monthly session late

this month. 11 taken, such divvy
probably would not be payable un-

til late in March or early April.

The rate of earnings and undis-

tributed: profits for the first two
months of the year probably will de-

termine such aeti with recent

earning rate reported to justify

small cash distribution. Company
only has $7 rate on the preferred;

with comparatively:, few shares out^

standing, to maintain. .

hside Stuf-Pictiires

Film-music bunch, both coasts, can't figure out why the Academy's
nominating committee for the 1936 awards in the picture tune division
didn't include 'Mr. Paganini*. The Tin Pan Alleyites and the Hollywood
savants on matters of this sort concede that this Sam Coslow was one
of the most original special- numbers in film production (from Par's
'Rhythm on the Range') and while no big seller--in fact, very poor—the
Acad awards are not supposed to be influenced by song plugs or sales;

but strictly iii direct relation to the musical context in the picture pro-
duction. As such, it was happy blend of song with Martha Raye's. tal-

ents, then making her film debut, and no question about the 'Paganini
song (dtherwise lqaoWn as 'You Gotta Swing It!') having done much to
impress her with the picture fans.

STOCK ANNOUNCEMENT

UPS WB COMMON 2 PTS.

Announcement by Warner Bros.,

printed' on ticker services about 1

o'clock yesterday (Tues.) afternoon

to the effect that no additional com-
mon stock would be issued at this

time, produced such a flood of buy-
ing orders on the N. Y. stock ex-
change that it was necessary to, halt

trading in. the issue for about an
hour. When trading resumed about
2 o'clock, i itial sale of 20,0.00 shares

was at; 17 or 2 points above Mon-
day's closing level, :

•

Stock later :ran up to ,47^, V: just

three-quarters of.a point from the

1936-37 peak. . The close was 17* 2
points net gain' on the mad scramble.
Reason for the action in suspend-

ing trading was that so many orders
accumulated on the books that spe-
cialists in Warner Bros, had to.

scurry about in an effort, to find

enough ."Stock ort offer so that trans-
actions could, resume. Whole affair

was aided 'by the desire of shorts,

to cover and others' to get in on the
unexpected move. > Interest^ Which
had been -centered on several

. other
•stocks earlier in the day,; suddenly
switched to Warners, figures show-
ing that 68,600 shares changed hands
during the. day, making it about
twice as active as the^'closest picture
stock in poini of volume.
Warner. Bros, preferred was

.
only

moderately higher while the bonds
were off on the day. The announce-
ment several weeks ago that Warner
Bros, intended issuing several hun-
dred thousand additional shares of
common at around $12,50. per share
brought . a - prompt reaction' i price
of the stock, low for move being
slightly under 15 as compared With
17 to 17% price at which it had
been, selling before, plan, to/ offer
more stock was announced..
Play in Warners, brought strength

to " some other; film company issues.

Paramount first preferred spared 6%
points as the common lifted more
than a point. Columbia Pictures
certificates advanced nearly 2 points
while Laew was up 1% at one time.
Pathe Films rose about a point.

20th-Fox preferred went up 1% on
a few transactions. Eastman Kodak,
was off fractionally despite the $1.50
already declared this year ' ivi-

dends.

Warned by Tricolor Corp. that it has filed an injunction suit and art

action for damages in the U. S. District Court of Southern Californi
against Technicolor and a group of major producers for alleged infringe-
ment of patent, exhibitor members of the Independent Theatre Owners of
Southern California have been instructed by association heads, to demand
a release from all exchanges before screening any color films. Position of

ITO is .that as exhibs bought product several months ago they had no way
of knowing about' any infringement action that might be started, and feel-

ihg is that it is up to distributors to assume any responsibility that may
be incurred by the screening of color pictures.

Chronic returner to. place of first crimes . is .John C. Moffitt' (author, of

current FTP show, 'Roaring Giri,' in tos Angeles, and Par contract writer).

. First brought out by Universal, which, discovered him as drama eric of.

Kansas City Star, Moffitt did stretch for Laemmles about five years ago,

leaving under strained- circumstances, Topper to that episode came when;
it was he who was selected by state board of censors to cut 'Ffankenstei

: so as ;to make>it. acceptable, in Missouri. Since then/ on two trips back to

Hollywood, although mainly at Pari Moffitt has always gravitated back to

U, if only for brief stay. Most recent stretch Was scripting of 'Night Key,'

recently completed. Seems like nothing can break him of that U fixation.

, who once had a rep of beihg- regular and then went .the patron-
izing way, found his shots going screwy and couldn't figure a way to get

in right with studio crew without backtracking,on his dignity. Day came,
however, when final take of the day, if delayed five minutes, would run
the shooting past 5:30, in which case crew and extras would get ari. extra

quarter-day ..for overtime.
r: Star took in situation. tripped 1 on his cane coming into scene. Bull

necessitated a retake, giving 300 workers the desired overtime. Star

again rated okay among the downstairs help.'

"A contrast in audience reaction to news pictures is, being provided in the

Canadian theatres. When views of the abdicated King Edward are shown, y

cheers and clapping are dominant. Then, when the switch is made to

pictures of Mrs. Wally Simpson there is a quick shift to hostility, with
hisses and boos and catcalls filling the air. The likenesses of Premier
Baldwin of England are mildly cheered.

The Stars arid Stripes, once hissed and booed heavily in picture houses

here, appears to be . headed back into • audience -:. disfavor to some extent,

because of Mrs. Simpson, she being a citizen, of U. S.

Although RKO has announced it Will begin releasing Walt Disney

shorts this spring, a total of 11 remain to be delivered to United Artists

on Disney's old contract; the last of which will probably not get on
release until the end of the summer; UA is still to get four Silly Sym-
phonies and 11 Mickey Mouses.;

; Meantime work has begun on the Coast toward production
.
of shorts -

based on the Skippy cartoon stri A total of nine are to be sold on the

1937^38 UA program.

Cameraman under contract to an indie producer with a major release

has been, earning around $700 a week, but all coin over and above $250

reverts to the coffers of the executive. Thrown out of work due to labor

troubles, lenser sought only way out by signing a personal management
contract. Deal is said to have made the. producer a nice yearly turnover

on lbanouts. Whether, he grinds for the producer or does an outside job

the check is the same* with the producer more than doubling the camera-

man's coin.

DELAWARE
:WilrriIngton.

CooditWkB Wonder fihow^ Inc.; to eit-

ga.ee lh business of 'Xurnlshlng amuse-;

ment, entertainment, and .diversion to

the public' D. B. Hllllard. B. M. H,ll-

Hard, -J. A: . Twomey, .Wllrnlngton; (Corp.

' Action Movie Flash Studios. Inc.; ,50

shares. M. C. Swearer. .M, B. Pinder,

A T. Poiilk, . Wilmington. (Agent,

Charles G. Guyer, Wilmington.)
Goodwill Theatre*, Inc.; operate plays,

motion .pictures,' etc.. J;00ft shares^ Reese

B. Harrington, Harrington,. Del;i Thomns
E. Ayers. Ge'orpetown, Del. r Atla M . Col-

fen. Mllfovd, Del.) (Agent, Welvin .JTop-

. kins. Dover, Del.) .:

Stinnett Radio Corp.; operate . radio
hroaejcastlng station, $100,000. M. C.

Swearer. - M. E: Binder, A; G. Poullt.

Wllmihgtoh. (Charles G. Guyer, Inc.)

Kuriz-RIcCrork Co.; deal in motion pic-

ture equipment . $26,Q0O and 500 shares.

C. iv Kunss, Philadelphia; C. A. Mc-
l-.Crork, Norllstown, Pa.," M. H.,; Bury,.
Bala>Cynwyd, Pa. (The Capital - Trust
Co; o£ . DelaAvare.)

Television Corp. of America; Ho irn-

prove, develop and perfect the 1 nrts- and.
business of electronics, photography,
-electrics'/ 250 Bhares. ,

Edwin E. Llnd-
gren,: David H. : Jftckman, Charles N.
Caldwell. Jr., New Tork. (U. S. Cprp Co.)

.
Marine Studios, vine; to engage, in the

motion picture business. 100,000 shares.

Robert F, Farngher, Thomas A. McGov-
erh, Frank .G. Wisher, New York. (The
Corp. STrust Co.) v . W. -,

United Artists Cdnservntory of Mnslc.

Inc.: 'to estahllsh 'ach'ooto or studios of

music/ 500 shares. J. W.. Moore, Pitts-

Gen. Film Co. Producing

New Cnme Club Series

Hollywood^ Feb.
General Film Go. has been or-

ganized {.by Lawrence W. Fox, Jr.,

to produce Crime Club
films. Several literary properties
have been acquired from Doubleday,
'Dorari, publishers; Fox formerly
was with. Standard Capital and Led-;
dington, Fiske & Fox.

.
Stories to which film .rights; have

been acquired are: 'The Lady ' ihe
t/Iorgwe' and 'Headed for a Hearsa,'
bcth by Jonathan Latimer;: 'MurtVer
in the Surgery,' by, Dr. James G.
Edwards and '$5,000,000 in Cash,' by
O. B^Ki

Louis . Mayer arid W. S. Van Dyke pinned nurse badges on Barbara

Stanwyck, Myrria Loy, Mae Clarke, Elissa Landi, Martha Raye and Jeannette

MacDonald recently at a. Coast benefit for the California Eorestry Medical

Corps. M6ney obtained will be used to buy a mobile hospital to be utilized

hi forest fires and other emergencies. . Others who appeared and took part

in the festivities were Dixie Dunbar, Jack LaRue, Louis Da.Pron, Arthur

Hamburger, Robert Taylor, Nellie Breen, Lester Allen, Gene Raymond
and Leah Ray, Fred. Keating emceed.

burgh ; ..Franks limbs, Jeannette, . j

deorge C.'. ThaniaH,
.
Itermlnlei Pa.'-.(

ett ••B.'jBortonv- WlliwinBto'W;-)'-
Fori St/nton l*arli', lnc, 2.00Q shares.

S. L. . Mackey, .1. Skrivari,. H. ' Kennedy,
Wilmington. (Corp. .Service' Co.)''

First National Turf AiWoclntion. 2,100
shares. - 3. ' Vernon Pimm.' Albert' <J.

Bauer, PhllaOelphla; R. L. Spurgtoh.
Wilmington:-. (Corporation, Guarantee; and
Trust Co.)

owlinp - ecreutltins. Inc.; operate
bowling alleys. $250,000. .Walter Lertz,

B. R. Jones. J P. Murray,. Wll Ington.
(The Corp: Trust Co.)

Arlingioii Radio Servloe, Inn. ;..owri;
operate and oondnct' a .radio brOadoast-
ln» station. iiO.OOO. C. P. Dickson, J. E.

:

Waddell, CliarieM'.R. Fe'riiv-lck...- Wasn't n'gr
ton, D. C. (Tlje Capital Trust C of
Delaw re.) . , .<

CIIANUE IN NAME
Sterling vPh'tnreH Corp. to Monogram

Picture* Corn., New York. (U. S. Cor-,
poration Co. ).

Xflster.
1 rtiinoH, ., of New Tork, to

F. -A. North Co.. I'htlndelphla. (The
Corp, Trust Co.)

INCREASE IN . CAPITAL
National Advertising Service, Inc., New

Tork, 100 to :I00' f»hare^.. (The Corp.
Trust Co.)

Option of. 40,000 shares of Grand National shares held by ime has

been purchased by Kirk W. Todd of Pittsburgh, who also has become
a director. Understood the option price to Time was $2.50 per. share.

Whether this sale removes Time from all financial interest i GN isn't

known. As far as can be traced^ Time has no GN shares of record. The
40,000 shares were taken up by Tbdd's investment company ,and the amount
figures roughly to around 6% of the 650.000 shares of GN stock

standing.

A Wire from Eyerett Crosby, ing's brother, cleared up the mystery

of why M. J. (Mike) Pecarbvich, football coach, hais not shown up for

spring practice at Gonzaga University, Spokane. Mike has a bit part

in Bing's next film, 'Waiki i Wedding.' When they went to Gpnzaga
together several years, ago Mike, played the lead in the Passion Play and
Bing carried a torch.

RCA Phbtophone has just issued a new loose-leaf catalog of its Hi

Fidelity recorders which gives the users of this system a means of keeping

tab on equipment and parts. Loose-leaf feature, will permit removal of

dead material and insertion' of '--liye. matter. It will appeal to a compara-
tively limited list, but highly useful to these.

v
Metro paid : $100,000 for Fannie Hurst's ' reat Laughter* but so far no

producer has wanted .to take on the production chore. -It was to have

been produced by," Irving Thalberg and had been submitted to , director

for preliminary, discussion. Since, thert it has been sidetracked by thos

tentatively offered.

'

ill Thomas arid Bob Hussey of the Columbi publicity .
depart?

ment are doing ipups iii. order to. keep blurbs Oh 'Lost: Horizon' alive.

Picture, went into production[ several Vmohths ago but encountered several

delays and added scenes were necessary. Studio now believes J

ill be previewed in Hollywood within a weekv

Cui'rent. lull i chriicolor production, on the Coast has caused layoff of

several employes at the film lab. Those remaining on' the payroll had

their hours reduced from 48 to 30 weekly. Two iocal plants are expected

to resume normal production within, six weeks.

•the first time Universal sports its ne\y trademark on .'Top oi the

Town.' Designed by. John Harkrider, it. abandons the familiar irpjane

.encircli the globe"
;
fpr' an .Ultra-modernrstic. design with letfers outlined

i
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Par's Field and Home

To

A mass meeting: of Paramounfs

theatre forces here and. in Canada for

a three-day huddle all matters

bearing upon theatre operation will

be held in Miami, March 18-20. It

will be the first convention- of its

kind si Publix Theatres passed

out of existence in 1932 and the Par

theatres were decentralized.

The conclave* similar -in scope arid
',

'importance to the three annual con-
ventions : which the old Pubiix or-
ganization held in Atlanta, Atlantic

City and Chicago, will also mark the
first attempt, as noted by a Par op-

' executive, to assemble and
inate home office theatre
legal men, field operators,

partners and. associates. With, a

heavy attendance expected, Par may
arrange for special trains from New
York and other, points.

In addition to cementing relation-

ship? between its theatre men, law-
yers, technical experts and others,

•the parleys- in Miami, will be devoted
to serious discuss! of operating
policies, film problems, distribution

relations, taxation; islation, insur-

ance, real estate, projection, sound,
management, labor and other mat-
ters. It is virtually . obligatory

; to
' confirm acceptances of letters on the
convention now: being sent to

small as Well as large . or
partners.

The pourparler's will open on a
Thursday (Iff), which is the final

day of the Motion! icture Theatre
Owners of America convention, also

in Miami., While originally Par had
considered holding its huddles, in

Hollywood, plans were -. revised in

favor of Miami because of the fact,

that many of Pair's operators would
be attending the MPTOA meet there.

On March 18 Par will have a
morning session of its own, While in

the afternoon its group, in a body,
will attend the MPTOA convention
which, that day, will be addressed
by Adolph Zukor. In the evening
the whole Par crowd, including

Zukor, will be guests at the MPTOA
banquet. After Par's own conven-
tion is over, two or three days of

relaxation is planned for its people.

Everybody is being . asked to get into

Miami oh March 17, day ahead of

the conclave.

Y. Frank Freeman, Par. vicerpres'i-

dent in charge of theatres, together
with other topflight executives from
the home office, . including Barney
Balaban, will attend. It is presumed,
also, that the distribution departs
ment will be represented.

While other theatre chains do not
hold mass conventions such as

planned by Par, in operating circles

it is believed to be a good idea and
a vogue in that direction may be set.

3 NEW CALIF. DRIVE-INS

Camden Outfit Erecting Clntdromes
at L.A^, Long: Beach and Glendale

Los Angeles, Feb. 9.

Three new Drive-Ih theatres, cost-

ing $225,000, will be erected in
Southern California by W. W. Smith,
head of the Camden, N; 3., firm hold-
ing patents on such structures. Each
will accommodate 650 cars, v
One in L.A, will be opposite

more stadium. Others will be erected
in Long Beach and Glendale." At
present one 'such theatre is in opera-
tion in L.Av

Fax K. C. Pool to

Be Dropped, But

RKO-Par Talk One

Kansas City;

The Fox ptcture pooling deal
Which includes all first run theatres
with exception of Lbew's Midland is

Slated to discontinue shortly. E. .

Rhoden of /the local Skouras office

said that the pool was never official

but more -in nature of a 'test' arid

would either be made official or
ousted by Feb. 12.

. Pool: • hasn't delivered desired re-
sults. Set-up pointed to. Mainstreet
as key house. Attempt -was made to

build this house to 1

its old standing
but was no go! The Newman was
given

.
double feature policy, the

Tower the 'B' ics and the suburban:
Uptown, Fox catching the
fill-ins.

The Tower probably fared the best
with ' its vaudefilm policy. Fox ac-
quired half interest in this house
last • summer and rumor is it will
purchase remaining stock held by.
the Rewot Corp.

If Fox pool is out RKO-Radio ;and
Paramount ate expected to pool in
supplying the Mainstreet, Newman
and the Orpheum which will prob-
ably be relighted shortly. The New-
man will under this deal again fall

heir to a dual policy. There's noth-
ing definite to date oh the thing and
no one wants to . talk.

S.E.C. Reveals Wm. Fox's

Film Inspection Corp.

Washi , Feb. 9.

Control Of ilm Inspection Ma- :

chine Corp., one of the many sub-
oi'dinate units in which William Fox
was interested, is in the hands of
All Continent Corp., the deposed
film czar's personal holding cbmV
pany, Securities Exchange Commis-
sion reported. Wednesday (3). Latest-

\ SEC tabulation of interests in the
Fox company, stock of which was
delisted last August, showed All
Continent held 36,805 shares of com-
mon in Film Inspection: This was

1935,. when listing was obtained.

Members of the Fox family, who:
resigned as officers and ; directors
during the past 15 months, held rto

in
; Film. Inspection.

William Fox quit

,.. , while Eva Fox and
Fox resigned May 22, 1936.

irectqrs, one officer, and one
officer-? irector likewise- no
stake in the company. These dis-

interested managers are Joe Hart.
Atlantic City; Moe Altman and
Theodore Altman, New York City,

l'd Herbert Leitstei Atlantic City :

Henigson's Story Buys
;Hollywood,

Henry Henigson has returned from
his' four-month jaunt around Europe
with a French novel and a play.

Henri Macorlan's ... . Baheera.'
novel, bbught by Henigsbm Play's
title undisclosed..

SKOURAS EAST AFTER

COAST PRODUCT SESH

Spyros Skouras pulls out for. New
York first of the week, following a
series of product conferences held
here with division and district man-
agers of Fox-West Coast theatres in
California and Arizona.

Sitting in with Spyros and Charles
Skouras from the New York end
were Attorney William T. Powers,
Ed Zabel, Milton Hossfeldt and
Irving Barry.
Film deals •' for all circuit houses

were discussed individually in an at-

tempt to clarify the situation so that
circuit: can proceed with eai;ly

buy of the 1937-38 product.

L A. 2% War Chest Again

.Hollywood, Feb. 9.

IATSE has reinstated the 2% as-
sessment on members for the org's

war chest at executive meeting here
Jan. 20.

Levy was first applied a
year and a half ago and off

shortly after.

'

Right to Control 6.0.

Prices in Texas Suit

Dallas,
,
Feb. ...

,Answers.were filed Monday. (8) by
distributors in the U. District
Court here, to ,the" charge made by
the .Government that provisions in
contracts with . first and ^subsequent
run exhibitors in Dallas, Fort Worth,
Houston and San Antonio, Texas,
were in restraint of trade in viola-
tion of the Sherman Act. Compa-
nies' filing the answers: Paramount,

.

Vitagraph, RKO, Columbia, United
Artists, Universal, Metro, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox.

'

.
The answers deny the Government

charges and state that since all ,the

motion pictures. are copyrighted, the
distributors have the legal right
under the copyright laws to require
subsequent' run exhibitors; to agree
that any motion picture shown first

run .at an adult admission price ' o|

40c shall riot be shown subsequently
in' the same city at a, ight adult
admission price of less than 25c, nor
as part of a. double feature program,
and . that . such .agreements are; riot

in restraint of trade;

The4 question of raised by ..the

,charge. and the -answers ris expected
to be tried . shortly and the; decision
will be of vast interest to the picture
industry.

Educ. Reorg Plan OK'd

Wilmington, Feb. 9.

Reorganization plan of Educational
Pictures, Inc., was approved yester-

day at special, stockholders' meeting
here called by Philip Cohen, special
master, on authorization' of Chancel-
lor Josiah

,;

;

6.';:Wolcptt.
.

Plan provides . italization, -.

change of stock and corporate sim-
plification. Figures ' on the voting
withheld, but Cohen said approval
was 'overwhelming. Almost all shares
voted by proxy. Pian now is sub-
ject, to approval by the; Chancellor.
Report on the reorganization will

be ready Thursday (11) Cohen said,

and will be available for .irispectibn

by parties affected at his office.

Mclntyre, Brod lipped

On Goldwyn Production
Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Bob Mclntyre upped to super-

visor of casting and : new talent deV

partments by Sam Goldwyn. '

,':''"

Sid Brod, from Paramount, moves
i to head the production depart-

ment berth vacated by Mclntyre;
Brod resigned last week as unit niah-.

ager for Par.

Phil Baker, in featured role in the

'Goldwyn ' starts
.
production

this summer.

Additional $15,000 Fees
To Fox Trustee Weisntan
Milton. . Weismah,- trustee...: for.

Fox Theatres, was allowed $15,000
added interim allowance by Federal
Judge. Martin Manton on his request
for $20,000 for his services during
the period from July 13, 1936, to

Jan. 12,- : 1937. Weisman
;
was con-

tinued, as trustee for an additional

six months.
. At the hearing on the allowance
it developed that during the last

six months claims against Fox The
atres totalling $3,861,693 had been
settled for $1,258,391. These in-

cluded that of the Franklin Operat-

ing Co., which received $25,399 on
its claim for $816,666; Ridgeway Op-
erating Co., $11,568, asked $550,000;

Trust Co. of Georgia, got $400,000

on its claim for $1,032,563; the. The-
atre Realty Co. received $773,300

after seeking . $1,073,028, and the

Philadelphia Co., for guaranteeing
mortgages accepted, $48,134 Its

demand for $389,436.

Par s Answer In on MPTOA 10-Point

Platform; Reports Being Analyzed

Dix's Nemesis

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

.. Richard Dix has . established

some sort of a record with his

Columbia pictures. Titles on
last three were 'Devil's Squad-
ron/ „ 'Devil's Playground,' and
'The Devil Is Driving.'

WordWiir Film

Booking Contract Has

Vague Meaning-fourt

temporary injunction to in

United Artists Corp. from supplying
a rival picture house with the film
'Come and Get It' before it had been
shown .its theatre was denied
Thursday .(4) tb Rockbeach, Inc.,

operators of the Gem, at Far Rock-
away, I. Plaintiff is suing for a
permanent injunction to compel UA
to carry but certain terms relating
to a booking contract. ..The Court
held that the word, 'after' in the
contract - has a broad meaning and
does riot specify any particular date.
Rockbeach, which is; controlled by

the : Brandt Theatres chai , claimed
that it signed a contract with United
Artists on 8, last, under which
the film corporation was to furnish
them with 'Come and. Get 'It' after
the picture had been run at Loew|s
Rockaway Park and the Park, both
at Rbckaway Park, L. II Plaintiff

complains that the Century Circuit,

Inc., another defendant in the suit,

conspired with United to exhibit the
film at Century's Cedarhurst, L. I.,

theatre -before the Gem, obtained it.

In denying the temporary stay,

Justice .Cotillo held that the facts

Were insufficient to warrant a. short
injunction and that the plaintiff's case

must be tried.; 'The words 'follow

LOew. arid the Park theatres' do riot

indicate a specific time but merely
intended to mean 'after'

" Park
theatre,' ' Cotillo deci

BOB MOCHEIE RESIGNS WB
Bob Mochri , for past six years a

home office distribution executive at

Warner Bros., has resigned and will

announce a new connection later.

He is first taking a vacation in the

South, returning to New York in

three or four weeks.
Mochrie has beeri eastern sales

manager under Grad Sears. He was
promoted to that post when Sears

became general sales chief, of the

company.

Santa Clausing m Pix

Washington, Feb. 9.

Substantial gi of Warner Bros/
securities by two of the trio running
the company came to light last week
in semi-monthly report of the

Securities & Exchange Commission.
Biggest year-end transaction af-

fecting film paper was disposition of

97,500 of the 6% convertible de-

bentures held by Jack L. and Harry
M. Warner, Identity of the recipient

was not disclosed. Jack played
Santa Claus with 65,000 bonds,
cutting his holdings to 1,652,000,

while Harry donated 32,500, leaving

him 1,436,500.

Sales by other Warner Bros, in-

siders were revealed in the S.E.C.

tabulation. Joseph Berrihard of New
York- .unloaded 500 shares of com-
mon, halving his previous holding,

while Samuel Carlisle sold 300 arid

gave away another 400, leaving him
1,500.

More . sales of 20th Century-FOx
Film paper by Chase National Bank
were reported. Operating under the

escrow .agreement which the' bank
has been carrying Out for several

months, Rockefeller-Aldfich group
peddled 429 common,- cutting the

portfolio to . 352.347. and 858 pre-

ferred, leaving 704;694. idney R.

Kent, through his Berkshire Finance
Go;, swapped some of his preferred

for . common. ing in 5,084 pre-

fetred tickets; iped. is hold-

ings of. this series- and took in their

place 6,355 common.
David Bernstei 100

shares • Loew's common, cutting

his holding to 1,790 in the only other

Santa Glaus transaction reported.

Edward L. Alperson, prime mover
i Grand National, picked up more
common in his firm through conver-

sion of purchase :

rights. Added
15,000 shares of common, swelling his

total to 35,946;

Overdue reports revealed host of

sales; of Columbia, tickets by Harry
Cohn during the spring and sumirier

of 1936. .Comrriish learned the Col
exec unloaded i,4Q0 trust certificates

in July; givi away 100 of the

total; 700 more in June, 600 in April,

cutting his holdings to 68^868 cer-

tificates at the end of July. In

August, he .
acquired^ 1,723 through

stock dividends, raising the total to

70,591. Also in August, he received

585 purchase warrants, making his

batch 23,987.
• Eight directors of St. Louis ArnuS/<

. Co., registered
.
last summer, hold

only single qualifying shares. The
belated staterhents\ shov/ one piece

of Class iece in the hands of H.
Burnet, Ben Chapman, Nelson Cun*
liiff, Tom: Freeman, William. T. Jories,

Otto E. Rugg, E. p; Ruth and G. L.

Wiegand.
Newly-elected director of Grand

National, Edward J. Peskay of New
York, reported possession' 300

common when he took his seat last

September, while : Timothy" F,

Murphy, treasurer of the company
and added to the directorate in De-
cember, has no stake in G.N.

The last of . the majors to -

its answer to the 10-point program'

of the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America, Paramount, is now
i the matter similar con-

si for

various trade practice reforms will

be taken up with lessers

Republic, Grarid National and Mono-
gram. Warners .. from the start,

has been disinterested.

After acknowledging receipt of" the

Par in the,form a letter

to Ed L. kuykendali frorri Neil F.

Agnew, Par's general sales manager,

Kuykendali is expected to make a
general analysis of all the major
distributor proposals with a view

.

partly to campaigning for greater
uniformity and .'further^ .concessions;

Kuykendali is known to be dis-
satisfied that fuller acceptance of' the
10-point program . hasn't eventuated
and in the MPTOA it is believed he
will press the ;distributiiig companies
for. additional: relief.

Among other things, -various
distributors do riot agree on certaih
points. Principal among these is the
score charge question. While Coium-
bi a week ago indicated it would
eliihihate the score charge as a sepa-
rate item, putting everything" into
'complete rental terms,' Parainount
very clearly indicates it Will not cut
this .charge out. Par declares in i

answer to Kuykendali that 'the score
charge is an esseritial part of : our
revenue -and we. cannot afford,

forego it,' The MPTOA believes that
if some, companies' will cut. put the
annoying score charges,, all . of them
should.

The question of designated play-
dates and the 'forcing' of shorts are
other matters on which the. majors
have carefully side-stepped, calling
these things matters of negotiation'

between . distributor and exhi itor.

Agnew, for Par, declares that it is'

Par's policy to negotiate with its

customers for the .use of its short
subjects according to the customer's
needs. 'We, of course expect our
customers;' he wrote, 'according to

their requirements to take at least

the same proportion of our short
subjects as they do of our features/
Par is. thus- clearer this point
than others, in that cites thi

expectation.

On the 10% cancellation' privilege,

the MPTOA has no serious axe to
grind except for a few conditions
that have been imposed, including,
among others "\ that • Col restricts-

cancellations to the lower bracket
percentage pictures.

Par agrees to permit an ibitor

to cancel up to 10% of the pictures
offered provided notice in writing is

given within 10 days after notice of
availability has gone out and that

the exhib is not in default under hi

contract at the tirhe. This is con-
sidered satisfactory.

Par is willing to cooperate in an
effort to set up local ' conciliation
boards but makes no suggestions. So
far as clearance is concerned, the
company does not believe that clear-

ance can be left to local boards, -in-

dicating that this must be a matter
of individual between
distrib and exhi

A standard licensing agreement is

not favored, by Par partly for legal
reasons but also because 'the pro-'

posed standard form which you
recommend certain pro-
visions which are inconsistent with
our sales policy arid for that reason
we could not adopt it' Par believes
the proposed short form of contract
is impracticable.. :

HYDES AND ROYAL FILM

PROMISE TO BEHAVE

Washi 9;

Government ; hounds were called
off L. H. and W- C. Hyde of Holly-
wood, makers of advertising reels
under name of Royal Film Studi
arid Royal Revues, following signing
of a promise, to behave last week;
Within 24 hours after a formal, com-
plaint was issued, Federal Trade
Commission announced the negotia-
tion of a stipulation under which
the Hydes will agree to discont^

unfair methods of competition
connecti . with renting and leasing
of films for commercial ballyhoo
purposes.
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Biz No Better Than Product, So LA.

Grosses N. S. G.; 'Waltz Tops Town,

i; love Song* 15G; 'Earth' Big

Los Angeles, Feb.
Mostly run-of-the-mill pictures

currently is keeping down grosses
with only a couple of bright spots
in the entire town. Loo Its as though;
only three of the 12

' firiit runs cur-
rently will hit five figures, with
Metro's 'The Good Earth' and Par's
'Champagne Waltz' the solo toppers.
Trade is .away off in the two day-

and-date Fox West Coast initial runs,
where 'You Only Live. Once' (UA)
and MG's 'Dangerous Number' are
dualing to just so-sqVreturns. Move-
over' of .'Camille' figures to. give the
continued first . run pair, Wilshire
and United Artists, slightly upped
returns, while the other pair of day-,
daters, Pahtages and RKO, are doing
a little better than they did the pre-
vious stanza,

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55-

83-1.10-1.65)—'The Good Earth' (MG)
(2nd week);.. Healthy advancfi^-for
this opus on its second week. Initial

week, including $5 preem, garnered
smash $16,500, ...

Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40-
55)^'Ydu Ohly Live Once'. (UA ) and
'Dangerous Number' (MG), dual.
Lack of outstanding b.o. names cut
An -heavily so- will have to be satis-

fied with meagre $8,800. Last week,
•Camille' (MG) and 'Off to the Races'
(20th); brdUght satisfactory $12,800,
about as expected.

:

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-
65)—'Sirtg Me a . Love Song' (FN)
and 'Once a Doctor' (FN), dual.
Trade off slightly so at $7,000 won't
spell much profit. Last week, '.Be-

loved Enemy' (UA) and 'Woman In
Distress' (Col), poor at $6,400. ;

. Four Star (Fox) (900; 30-40-55)—
•Men Are Not. Gods' (UA). House is

handicapped by lack of suitable
.product for this nabe sol6-biller,~and
Miriam Hopkins' draw limited, to
slim $3,200. : Last week, final stanza
df 'Man of Affairs' (GB),. on five

days, weak at $1,300.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-

65)-"'Sing 'Me. a Love. Song* (FN)
and 'Once a Ddctdr' (FN), dual. Biz
a little better than average and at

.: $8,000 profitable.. Last week; TBe-
loved Enemy' (UA) and "Wdmah in
Distress' (Cdi), finished with fair
$7,000.
Orpheum (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40)—'General Spahky* (MG)
V
and.

'Beware df . Ladies' (Republic ), dual,
and vaudeville. Pretty disappdinting
and lucky to reach $6,000. Last week,
'Secret Valley' (20th) and 'Fugitive
in Sky* (WB), didn't meah much,
but Benny Rubin, topping stage
unit, credited with most df $9,300
draw.
Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)—

•White Hunter* (20th) and 'We're oh
the Jury' (RKO), dual. Hitting about
normal and $5,500 nothing td rave
about. Last week, 'Condemned Row'
(RKO) and They Wanted to Marry'
(RKO), similarly weak at $5,100.
Paramount (Partmar) (3,595: 30-

40-55)—'Champagne Waltz' (Par)
and stage shdw. Plenty df advance
bally aided the Zukor anniversary
film and at $18,500 plenty healthy,
Last : week, 'Secretary' -. (Col) and
'Bulldog Drummond' (Par) (dual),
heloed materially by Ethel Waters'
unit for smash $19,700.
RKO (2,950; 30-40-55)—'White

Hunter' (20th) and 'We're on the
Jury' (RKO), dual. This combina-
tion doesn't spell much at the wicket,
so $6,500 best in. sight. Last week;
•Condemned Row' (RKO) and 'They
Wanted to Marry' (RKO)., ran few

. hundred ahead of expectations for
fair $5,900. \.

'

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-55-
75)—'You Only Live Once' (UA) and

.. . 'Dangerous 1 Number' (MG ), , dual
' ' This pair, particularly; the Sidriey-
' Fonda topper, strongly plashed: but

; best in sight is fair $12,000. Last
week, 'Camille' (MG) and 'Off to

the. Races' (20th), profitable $17,200.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100:

30-40-55)—'Camille' (MG) and 'Off

to the Races' (20th ). dual. Fdlldwing
its hefty week at the State, mdve-
dver bill continuing to hit steady

Eace and at $5,000
;
oke all; around,

last week, 'Love on the Run' (MG)
and 'Laughing at Trouble' (20th),

within few dollars of $3,900, oke.
Wilshire (Fox) (2,296; 30-40-55-65)

„. ^'Camille*. (MG) .' and 'Off < to the
Races' (20th), dual., Since this' house
became a continued first run it' has
been drawing heavy .nabe trade.

Current bill headed for $9,000, which
is plenty good; Last week, 'Love .dn

•the Run' (MG) and. 'Laughing at

Trouble' (20th), $6,900, as antici-

pated.

Birm. Prefers Indians to

'Waltz'; 'Mohicans,^ $3,500
irmingham, Feb. 9.

'Last of Mohicans! is giving 'Cham-
pagne Waltz' run for the money.
Bite, with the Indian picture,, taking

the coi , while 'Waltz' doi mod^
. erately at larger Alabama, :

Estimates for this Week:

Alabama (Wilby-Kmcey ) (2,800;

30-35-40) 'Champagne Waltz* (Par).
Moderate at $7,600. Last week, 'After
Thin Man' (MG), good $8,300.
Empire (Acme) (1,100; 25) Tfour

Heart' (WB). . Not much this week;
$2,000. Last week, Told Jde' (WB),
$2,500, good.

Ritz (Wilby-Kincey) (1,600; ,25-30

)

'Mohicans* (Uik ). Off ,to great start,

and may better big $3,500, Last
week, 'Smartest Girl' (RKO), not sd
hdt $2,300.
Strand (Wilby-Kiricey) (800; 25)

'White Hunter'. (20th). Looks like,

better than average $2,300. Last,
week, 'Trail Dust* (Par) and 'Sinner
Take All' (MG), split, ndt much,
$1 800
Pantages (Wilby-Kincey)

.
(2,300;

30-40) 'Thank Ybu, Jeeves (Ind) and
'1937 Swing Shdw,' unit. Gdold lay-
out should get $3,400, gdod. Last
week 'Racing Lad^ (Ind) and vatide,

$2,500, fair. Hduse dperates^three
days a week dnly.
Galax (Acme) (500; 25) 'Thebddra'

(Col) (4th wk). Will get fair $1,500;

Last week okay $2,000.

Gale Vice Frisco

r,

1st Runs on Broadway
(Subject td Change)

Week of Feb. 12
Astor— 'Gddd Earth* (MG)

(2d wk).
Capitol—'Camille' (MG) (4th

wk).
"

Criterion—'Great Guy' (GN)
7th wk).
Music Hall— On the ' Avenue'

(20th) (2d wk),
P.aVam 6 u n t— 'Champagne

Waltz* (Par). (2d wk).
Rialto—'We're On the.

(RKO) (9).

RivoU—'YdU Only Live Once*
(UA) (3d wk).
Roxy—'Head Over Heels

' (GB).
Strand— Green Light* (WB).

Week of Feb. 19

AstofV- 'Gddd Earth' (MG)
(3d wk).
Capitol—'Last df Mrs.

(MG) (18).
*

Criterion—'Man of Affairs*

(GB). '..

Music Hall—'When Ydu're in

Lt>ve' (Cdl).(18).
Paramount— 'Jdhh Meade's

Woman' (Par) (17).

Rialto—'Doctor's Diary* (Par)

(16). .....

v
,

Rivoli.— 'Man Who
Work Miracles' (UA) (20).

Roxy — 'Head Over Heels'

(GB) (2d wk).
. Strand — 'Gre at O'Malley'

.
(WB).

Spring in Pitt., and B. O.s Okay;

dailies and should bit swell $11,000.

Last week 'God's Country* (WB) and.,

•Once a Doctor' (WB), n.s.g. at $6,500/
-RKO Alb'ee (2,300; 15-25-40)—'Join

Marines' (Rep) and 'We About to
Die' (RKO ). Off td: fairly gddd start,

but ndt holding up;, ndthing td indi-

cate week will wind up with mdre
than $6,000 in the till; so-so.

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
'Secretary' (Col) and 'Hdpaldrig Cas-
sidy* (Par). Could be a lot 'better,

but anticipated $9,000 nothing to-

sneeze at. Last week 'Chamtftigne
Waltz* (Par) and 'Arizona Mahdhey'
(Par ), great $10,600.

70° in Cleve., But

San Franciscd, Feb. 9.

With three months' marine strike
out df the way, exhibs expected a
swing back to normal biz but were
disappointed when a 65-mile gale hit
town bringing a storm which is last-
ing a greater part of the week.
Four of the seven Market street

houses have holdovers, which means
just passable biz. New pics are
•Criminal Lawyer' at the Golden
Gate; 'More- : Than Secretary' at,

Orpheum, and 'Great O'Malley at
Fox,

Estimates for This Week
Embassy (RKO-Cohen) (1,512; 30-

35-40) — 'Forbidden ' Adventure'
(Dwain Esberg) (2d wk).; House has
been rented out fdr this sex shdw,
which is doing fair enough $2,500.
Last week very good $5,000.

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40)-r<Great
O'Malley* (WB) and 'Dangerous
Number* (MG). Pat O'Brien always
popular in this Irish town;Humphrey
Bogart also coming along. Public
seems to like combo, a good one. for
this hduse which draws heavily on
mugg trade from the Mission dis-
trict. Looks okay at $16,000. Last
week 'Stolen Holiday' (WB) and
•Bulldog Drummond' (Par) skidded
to $12,000, poor.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)—'Criminal Lawyer' (RKO) and
vaude. Lee" Tracy hasn't been seen
here for some time, but pic drawing
only $13,000, fair. Last week, 'Con-
demned Row' (RKO) and vaude, got
$15,500, gddd.

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 30-35-40)—'Secretary,* (Col) and 'The Mighty
Trove- (U). Got miserable break in
weather Opening day. but will cdme
out dkay with $11,000. Last week,
third fdr 'Smart Girls' (U) and 'Find
the Woman' (Col), strong $6,500.

Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 30-35
40)—'Champagne Waltz* (Par) and

'Career Woman' (20th) (2d wk) dual.
Expecting nice $9,000. on holdover.
Last week, swell at $16,000.

St. Francis (F.-WC)
-

(1,470; 30-35-
40)—'Thin Man' (MG) and 'Hats
Off* (5th. wk). Fair $5,000 " sight.
Last week gdod $6,500. .

United Artists (UA-Cdhen) (1,200;
25-40)—'Allah' (UA) (4th wk). Rain
hdldi 'Allah* td fair $4,000. Last
week was around $5,000, good.

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-40-55)—*Lldyds' (20th) and 'Off td the
Races' (20th) (2d wk). Still gding
strong at $13,000. Last week very
good $16,000 fdr same pix.

'Romeo' Hot in Three

Prov. Days, $5,000;

iJoyoV $11,000, Big

Providence, Feb. 9.

Spotty grosses. Featuring first half
df the- week is 'Rdmeo and Juliet'
roadshow engagement at Carlton.
Picture in for three days only.
Regular ""picture houses will be

topped this week by 'Lloyds,* dding
a solo at the Majestic. Other standi
all sporting twin bills.

Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 55-83-$l;10)—

•Romeo and Juliet' (MG). Best road-
show engagement here in sdme time,
largely due td fine work done among
colleges, schools and organizations^.
Big at $5,000 fdr three days.

Fay's (2,000; 15-25-40) -rr- 'Great
O'Malley' (WB) and vaude. Nice biz
here again. Looks like another $7,-
500 unless things go blooey before
week is over. Last week 'Secret Val-
ley' (20th) and vaude, $7,500, okay.

Loew's State (3,200; 15-25-40)—
'Dangerous Number' (MG ) and 'Un-
der Cover df Night* (MG), dual.
Fairly

.
good combo, but no names to

draw; lucky if, biz! will hit so-so $8,-
500. Last week 'Man of People*
(MG) and 'Woman in Distress' (Col),
way behind at $7,600.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
'Lloyds' (20th). Got swell breaks in

Baltimore,

Big disappointment in a week that
reveals no outstanders is the floppo
biz being done by : Loew's Century
with first stage show in six months.
House, with 'Under Cover of Night*
on screen, and ' Lupe Velez' and
Johnny Weissmuller topping four-
act vaude bill costing around $8,300,
will dip deep into the crimson with
gross no higher than $15,000. Nut this
week is around $19,000. Soggy biz
greeting vaude's return may affect
stage shows' future at Century.

Stanley is out in front with 'Stolen
Holiday,' very ' gay at $8,000. Kay
Francis doing .dandy job of pulling
flock of ferrimes in for the mats.

stimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 15-25-

35-40-55)—'Cover of Night'. (MG;)
and Velez-Weissmuller oh stage. Biz
badly off, with $15,000 tops.' Last
Week, secdnd of 'Camille (MG) sans

stage-show, soiir at $6,700.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;

15-25-35^40-55-66). — 'Great Guy'
(GN) and vaude. Solid at $13,500.
Last, week swell $15,600 for 'Plough*
(RKO) and 'Broadway Juniors' unit
on rostrum.

'

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500;
25-30-35-40-55).—'Man of Affairs*
(GB); Opened last night (Monday)
at supper shdw. Last week 'Men Ndt
Gods' . (UA ) Wdund up with wavering
$4,000; nix-notices the cause.
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30-i

35-40-55).—'Lloyds' . < (UA). Second
week ended. Friday (5) with strap-
ping $3,600, and winner holds over
for four days, which will wangle
better than $1,000. Starting tomor-
row (Wed.), 'On Avenue' (20th).

Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-40-
55):—'Stolen Holiday' (FN), Hand-
some $8,000; .

Last week "Champagne
Waltz' (Par) plenty effervescent at

$9,200..

Cleveland, Feb. 9.

Food show; is diverting the femmes
but ndt

:

endugh td dent grdsses.
What's wdrrying exhibs mdre is

rising temperature, reaching sum^
merish heat of 70 degrees Monday.

:

.'God's Country and Woman' backed
by Benny Fields in p.a.; at Palace
are gallobing to week's front line
with- elegant $21,500, 'Champagne
Waltz'" drawing mixed reactions but
still hot enough to get second money
fdr State.

Estimates for This Week
Alhambra (Martin Printz) (1,200;

20-30r35) — 'Man Betrayed' and
'Smart Girls', (U) (2d run) (dual).
Latter is . hiking up biz tremenddusly,
$3,000. Last week 'Cdunterfeit Lady*
(Col) and 'Join Marines' (Rep), dual,
four days, $1,700, about average.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; :

25-40)—'Holy
Terror* (RKO). Snaring Jane
Withers fans and fine $7,000 withdut
help from cricks. Last week 'Criminal
Lawyer' (RKO) rambled aldng td
Cdllect dnly $5,S00.
Hipp (WB) (3,700; 30-40)—'Stdlen

Hdliday' (WB). Ballyhdded td limit,

though below Kay. Francis standards,
it's magnetizing the femme . trade.
Should climb up td a dandy $17,500.
'Black Legion'

. (WB) last week was
a tougher hut. to. sell. Reviewers
used up all their superlatives dn it,

the male draw jwas comforting^ but it

didn't warm up the wimmen. Their
lukewarm attitude resulted in

$13,500, which hurt.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-60)—

'Gdd's Cduntry'. (WB) with Benny
Fields tdppihg vaude. Pix only ex-
cess baggage despite technicdlor.
Flesh show strengthened by Buck
and Bubbles turned tide; bringing
in $21,500, corking. Last week
•Woman . Aldne' (GB) alsb was
needled by stage 'Scandals,* names
df Helen Mdrgan and Hdward Brds.

being respdnsible fdr a sdckd $25,000.

State (Ldew's) (3,450; 35^40-55)—
'Champagne Waltz' (Par). Milt Harris

gave it circus explditatidh, hdtices

were fairly cdmplimehtary, but sum
mer 'weather will held it to $19,500,

which is still sweet. Last week 'Be
loved Enemy* (UA) got. pants kicked
by strong corhpetish. A smart $21,000
was expected but $15,500 was a
shock hard to take.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,872; 25-35)—

'Plainsman' (Par). An extra snappy
$7,000 is easily indicated for third

stanza of this glorified western, after

shift from State. Second week's h.o.

rated $8,500, excellent.

'enemy: big $6,000

in seattle, to h. 0.

Seattle, Feb. 9.

•Wiriterset* got moveover to Blue
Mouse over

.
'Champagne -Waltz,' al-

though the race was a close one. It

was figured former would get more
kale in second week than 'Waltz.'

Two-week run was enough for
'Camille.' . 'One in Million' continues
surprise sbckb . of year, going into
sixth solid' stanza; ; -'Man of Affairs'
weak and couldn't last more than
six slim days.

: ' Estimates for This Week .

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (900; 27-37-
42)—'Winterset* (RKO), and 'Woman
Wise'. (20th), dual. nioved. from Para-
mount for second week. Fair $2,800
in. sight. Last week, 'Camille' (MG)
(2d week), $3,100, okay.
Coliseum. (Evergreen) (1,800; 21-

32)—'Tarzan Escapes' (MG) and
'Hideway Girl' (Par), dual. Okay at
$3,000. Last week, 'Come and Get It'

(UA) and 'Reunion' (20th), dual,
$2,300, slow.

Colonial (Sterling) (850; 11-16-21

)

—'Empty Saddles' (U) and 'Go Get
*Em Haines' (Rep), dual, split With
'Devil On Horseback' (GN) and
'Motive for Revenge* (Rep), dual.
Anticipate good $2,300. Last week,
'Coming Round Mountain' (Rep ) and
'Too Tough to Kill' (Col), dual, split

J
with 'Weekend Millionaire* (GB) anjl

Pittsburgh, Feb.

Unseasonable weather, with spring
in the air and in sdme cases the
codling plants in operation, seems to
be bringing them out these days.
Looks like a healthy session every-
where, with takes in most cases up
over last week, when flood scare
passed and things got .back td nor-
mal. ' ''

•••:•;/

While ndt spectacular, Penn with
'Beldved Enemy* and Stanley with
'Champagne Waltz' are running neck
and neck fdr leadership and should
shdw moderate profit, while 'Plains-
man', is cdhtinuing its ddwntown
smash at Warner. This dne was
ihdved here after corking.

. week at
Penn. and still shdwing surprising
strength.

.
Both double feature sites alright,

too, although few would , know the
Fulton has a dual. House is topping
'Men Are Not Gdds' and barely men-
tioning •Laughing at Trouble* with
billing' suggesting an apoldgy for
running it on the same bill. At Al-
vin 'Charlie Chan' is doing okay
twinned with- 'More Than Secretary.'

Estimates for This Week v

Alvin (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
'Charlie Chan' (20th) and 'Secretary?
(Col). Those Chahners are stepping;
right up as b.o. lures, slowly: but
surely, with. 'Opera' rated best of

recent flock and hyping 'Secretary,'
which at least has star power, into

neat $6,800. Last week 'Great Guy'
(GN) something of a disappointment,
falling away after gddd start td

$6,500.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)
—'Men Ndt Gdds' (UA) and 'Laugh-
ing at Trouble' (20th )< Latter might'
as well hot be there, at all. House
is barely mentioning flicker;

. just in
agate in corner of advertisements as
'accompanying feature.' ' Hopkins;

.

name has something, it's true, but'

ndt
: enough to give this one mor

than fair $3,800. That's at least more
than site nas been doing of late. . 'On
Avenue* (20th) comes in Saturday
(13) and house is hoping fdr a run.
after series df

.
unimpressive weeks.

Last week 'Accused' . (UA ) and
'Crack-Up* (20th-Fdx) sd-so, $3,100.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-
50)—'Beloved Enemy* (UA). Raves
for this one everywhere, but the
Oberon-Aherne- combo isn't quite

endugh td bring mdre than $11,300,

fair. Last week 'Plainsman' (Par)
an out-and-out smash at $20;000.

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)—
'Champagne Waltz' (Par). No raves
for this, dne, but it does have Mac-
Murray and Swarthdut and that's the
difference. . Setting ndthing dn fire,

but will dd all right fdr itself at

$12j000 dr slightly better. Last week
'Black Legich' (WB ) couldn't get the
femmes in and dnly wild-eyed en-
thusiasm for this One . in press and
pulpit can be credited yrith pretty
fair $11,500.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'Plainsman' (Par). Brdught here
after sizzling stanza at Penn and still

showing its heels. Off to smash start

and there should be no trouble at

all getting $8,000. That's real b'i

here.. Last week, 'Make Way for a
Lady' (RKO) and 'Mad Holiday'
(MG), okay at $5,400,

'Mandarin Mystery'. (Rep), dual*

$2,300, good.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,400;

27-37-42)—'Lloyds' (20th and 'On
the Jury* (RKO), dual. Looks like

$10,000, big. Last week, 'Champagne
Waltz* (Par) and 'Sinner Take All'

(MG), dual. $7,000, moderate-
Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 27-37-42)—

'Beloved Enemy' (UA). . Getting
heavy publicity blasts and big $6,000
is indicated. Will hold over. Last
week, 'Secretary- (Col) and 'Woman
in. Distress' (Col), dual, $4,300, good.
Mupic Box (Hamrick) (900; 27-37-

42)—'One in Million' (20th)
week). Swell $4,000 in sight,

week, fifth, garnered $3,900, big.
' Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300: 27-

37-42)^'You Live Only Once* (UA)
and 'Holy. Terror' (20th), dual. Fair
at $4,500. Last week, 'Man of Affairs'.

(GB) and 'Night Waitress* (RKO),'
dual. ' days, simmered to sickly

$2,300.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 27-37)

—'Daniel Boone' : (RKO) and 'Hats
Off' (GN), ; dual, and vaude. Fair
combo, at $5..500; Last week, 'Plot.

Thickens' (RKO) and 'Laughing at

Trouble* (20th), dual, with vaude,
$5.100',> fair.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,450;
37)—'Easy to Take* (Par) arid Bowes'
Ams: holding over. Big at $5,000.

Last week, 'Love on Ice' (WB) and
Bowes' unit,' $5,500, swell. »

Paramount (Evergreen) (3.106; 27-
37-42).—'Stolen Holiday' (FN); and
'Under Cover of Night' (MG ), «nl.'

Expect good' $5,000. Last week,
Winterset' (RKO) and 'Woman Wise*
(20th), dual, $6,100, great;

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32),

-^-'Light Brigade* (WB) and 'Smart-
est Girl? (RKO), dual. Drawing
big . $3,000. . Xa'st week, 'Polo Joe'

(WB) and 'Don't Turn 'Em Loose*
(RKO), dual, $2,100, fair.
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, Only Sour Note

In Gas B.O. Crescendo; Ritz PA,

10. 17C

Chicago, Feb. 9.

There is no mistaking, this' week
"what the public likes, because the
customers are expressing their pref-

erences in cojn at the town's, various
box 'offices. AndVeveurin those houses
Where there way be a difference of
opinion, whether it's the stage or the
Screen that's bringing . 'em in, the
customers, are speaking right out
loud and telling the ushers what
they've come in to see. .

For instance, the Palace will . rise

to big $?.5;Q0O easily this session, but
there is no doubt that it . isn't the
picture, Tlbugh and the Stars,' that's
accountable for the trade,, but, rather,

the Ritz Bros., who are now in the
• •personal appearance' brackets, oh .the

rostrum.
Also big are.'the Chicago, with its

holdover of . 'Champagne Waltz' and
Veloz and Ydlahda, the United Art-
ists . With the. second week of 'Ga-
mille,' 'Rembrandt,', 'Thin Man,' and
the two vaudfilm spots, Oriental and
State-Lake.

.

Only disappointment in the loop's

setup is 'Black Legion,' which is go-
ing .

nowhere at the ^Roosevelt. Get-
ting no femme :pjay, arid even few
male drop-ins. Poor business for this

picture, may be due to previous re-
lease in loop of 'Legion of Terror,'
which., got whirlwind- campaign at
Oriental several weeks, ago.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-45-65-75)—'Rerribrandt* (UA) (2d week).

Turned in bang-up $9,500 last week
and will hold to around $6,000, okay,
currently. Replacing With 'Sing Me
Love Song' (WB) this week. House
goes: into roadshow policy at $1.65

ton Feb. 19 for 'Good Earth* (MG).
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

•Champagne Waltz' (Par) arid stage
show (2d week). Veloz and Yolanda
and pic got $48,700 last week, and
Will stick to better than $36,000 this

session, very good.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-45-65)—

•Thin Man* (MG). Now in sixth loop
stanza and still in money at $6,000.

Got nifty $10,200 last week.
- Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 30-40-55)—
'Secretary' (Col) and vaude. House
hitting excellent stride these days,

and again rides into $20,000 mark.
Last week 'Banjo' (20th) garnered
profitable $20,600.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)

—'Plough and Stars' . (RKO) and
vaude. Ritz Bros, headlining bill and
reason for walloping business; will

top $25,000, swell. Picture getting
mixed reviews and reactions. Last
week 'Smart Girls' (U) fell down in

:

second session and
(
had to be satisfied

with so-so $16,700.
Roosevfelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-55465-

75)—'Black Legion* (WB). Lagging
behind the procession sadly, maybe
411,000, limp. Last week 'God's

Country* (WB) got nice $9,800 in sec-

ond week.
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700,: 30-35-
)—'Lady from Nowhere' (Col) and

vaude.
r

House has steady draw and
getting neat $16,000 currently. Last
week 'Joi Marines' (Rep) hit fine

$16,200.
United. Artists (B&K-MG) (l;700;

35-55-75)—'Camille.' (MG) (2d Week).
Holding pace in splendid fashion for

holdover and will touch $17,000, ex-

cellent. Topped $25,000 in first week.
'Beloved Enemy' (UA) to follow.

B'KLYN STILL ALIVE

'Enemy,' Dual, Nice $16,000: 'Legion'

H. O. Good $17,000

rooklyn, Feb. ...

Bright biz at majority of down-
town deluxers, Albee, Met and Par
holding up strong. Par opens tomor-
row (Wednesday) with Kay Francis,

in 'Stolen Holiday' (WB) and 'Mind
Your Own Business' (Par).

stimates for This Week
Albee (2.500; 25-35-55).—'One In

Million' (20th) (2d week) and
'Plough and Stars' (RKO) (1st

week). Should grab off nifty $18,000.

Last week Henle pic, and 'Off to

Races' (20th) got fine $20,000.

Fox (4.000; 25-35-55).—'Black Le-
gion' (WB) (2d week) and 'Once a
Doctor' (WB). Getting okay $17,000.
Last week, $19,000.

. Metropolitan (2,400; 25-35-55) —
•Beloved Enemy' (UA) and 'Sinner
Take All' (MG), dual. Will receive
Sleasant $16,000. Last week 'Rerh-
raridt' (UA) and 'Under Cover of

Night' (MG), $16,000. fine.

Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55).—
'Stolen Holiday' (WB) and 'Mind
Your Own Business' (Par) due to'r

morrow (Wed.). 'Plainsmari' (Par)
and 'Let's Make Million' (Par ) (2d
week) produced splendid $19,000.

Strand (2.000; 25-35-50).—'Conflict'
(UA) and .'Kidnapped in Shanghai'
(Ind), featuring Phil Regan, local
boy. House will get okay $8,500;
Last week, 'Man Betrayed' (Rep)
and 'Counterfeit Lady' (Col), $8,000,
good.

PORT. DIGS OUT OF BLB;
' BIG $9,000

Portland, Ore./ Feb. . .

Terrific blizzard blocked streets
and took every b.o. in town for a k.o.
last week. Result is soirie pix hold-
ing over, with second week getting
okay, money.

.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-40).

—'Smart Girls'
. (U) and 'Mad Holi-

day* (MG) (3d week). Doing well at
$4,500. Last week, second, hit badly
by weather coriditions, fair $4,000.
First week big $6,600.:
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,400;

30-40).—'Man of Affairs' (GB), arid
'General Spanky' (MG). Clicking
nicely for okay $3,000. Last week,
'Country Gentlemen' (Rep), with
Weaver Bros, on stage, got swell
$5,000.-

. Orpheiim (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(2,000; 30^.40).—'Wintersef (RKO)
and 'Secretary' (Col). Weil exploit-
ed for big $6,000. Last Week, Banjo
on My Knee' (Fox) and 'In His Steps'
(GN), second week, fair $3,700. First
okay, $6,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,000; 30-

40).—^One in Millidn' (Fox),: and
'Counterfeit Lady' (Col), dual. Reg-
istering big. $9,00Q. Last week, 'God's
Country' (WB) and 'Find Witness'
(Col), second week, fair $3,900. First
good, $7,000.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000;

30-40).—'Stolen Holiday* (FN), (2d
wk.). Building tip well and Will
close with $4,000, good enough. First
week hit by bad weather and got
$4,200. •:

'Lloyds/ Baker,

Boston,

•Lloyds of Lohdon,' with
;
stage

show starring Belle Baker and Step-
in Fetchit, is thi week's, winner,
sharing honors with 'After /Thin
Man,' which, is. taking important coin

at the Orph and State on a holdover.

'Maid of Salem,' run, on
dual' bill, at the Par arid .Fenway; is
showing to better advantage, rela-
tively, than in its first-run solo.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-55-75)—

'Join the Marines' (Rep) and stage
show topped by Leon Errol and
Louise Beavers. . Headirig toward
satisfactory $21,000. 'Flying Hostess'
(U) and 'Mardi Gras' unit okay
$19,000 last week.
Fenway (M&P)_ (1,400; 25-35-40-

50)—'Maid of Salem' (Par) (2nd
run) and 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par

)

(1st run), dual. Is surprisingly
strong at gate, aiming at dandy $8,r
500.. . Last week, 'One" in a Million'
(20th) (2nd run) and 'Man of Af-
fairs' (GB) (1st run), dual, with-
stood opposition of 'Thin Man' across
the street and came through with
happy $8,000.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.900);
25-35-55) — 'Plough and Stars'
(RKO). Just so-so at $15;000. Last
week. 'Rainbow on River' (RKO),
dismal $12,000.

1

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,300;: 35^55-
75)—'Lloyds' (20th) and Belle Baker,
Stepiri Fetchin on stage. Show may
scrape very good $32,000. Miss Baker
credited with draw. 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par), with Ray ' Noble on
stage,, quite okay last' week, $25,500.

rpheum (Loew) (3,000; 25-35-40-
50)—Thin Man' (MG) (2d wk).
Pointing to hotsy $15,000. First week
zamrrip $22,300.

Paramount (M&P) U,800; 25-30-
50)—'Maid of Salem' (Par ) . (2nd
run) arid: 'Return Bulldog Drurn-
mond' (Par) (1st. run), dual. Sweet
conibo, crowding $14,000. Last week
'One i Million' (20th) (2nd run)
and 'Man of Affairs' (GB) (1st run),
dual, also healthy at $13,200.

Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-.
50)—'One in Million' (20th) (3rd
run) and 'God's Country' (WB) (2nd
run), .dual. Made to order for . this
stand, lining up good $8,500. 'Gold
Diggers' (WB) (2nd run} ..arid 'Case
of Black Cat' (FN) (1st run), dual,
medium $7,000 last week. .

'

State (Loew) • (3,300; 25-35-40-50)—
•After Thin Man'. (MG). Earned
holdover and Will hit $11,000 groove.
Opening stanza bango $.19,000; best in

many weeks.

Letat Starts

Lent begins today (10), this

being Ash Wednesday, arid ends
With, 'arrival of Easter, March,
28. Duri that period there
are two holidays as offsetters,

Lincoln's birthday is. 'Friday'
(12 ) and Washington's birthday,
•Feb. 22 (Monday).

While , the Lenten season af-

fects gi:dsses<-in' some sections:
• mote' than others, in ,New York
it has made, little;noticeable dif-

ference the -past two years.

Buffalo/

Business at local box offices cori-

ti irig. at a nice' pace. 'Rainbow* at

thJ eritury turned in exceptionally

fine, gross last week and being held

over.

Estimates for This Week -.:

Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-55)—
'Stoleri Holiday' (WB) and Jesse
Crawford at organ. May do around
$15,000, fair, Last week, 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par) and. Jesse Crawford
good $16,300.

Century (Shea) . (3,400; 25-35)—
•Rainbow on River' (RKO) and
'Without Orders' (RKO) (2d week).
Still going strong at $9.Q00, Last
week same pix got fine $12,900. :

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)
—'God's Country* (WB): Probably
$8;500, nice. Last week. 'Black" Le-
gion' (WB), slow at $6,700.

. Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40)—'One
in Million* (20th) (2d run). Looks
to do around $3,000, kay. Last
week, 'Doctor's Diary' (Par) and
•Mind . Your Own Business' .

(Par ),

average $7,100.

Lafayette (Ind) (3,400; 25-35)—
•North, of Nome' (Col) and 'Lady
From . Nowhere' (Col). Okay at

$8,000. ;Last we k, 'Great Guy' (GN),
fine $10,000. - ? '

"

Roxy's $3,619 Net Profit

For the Past 27 Weeks

oxy theatre entertained 2,267,079

customers during the period cover-

ing July 3 to Jan. 7, or a daily aver-

age of 11,995, according td the report

of Howard S. Cullman, trustee,, filed

yesterday (Tuesday) in N. Y. Federal

Court. The total receipts for the pe-

riod amounted to $961,532. Against
this amount $771,664 was disbursed

in operating expenses.
After other debts were the

report states, the, profit. the

period before depreciation arid

funded indebtedness were deducted
amounted to $97,726, Weekly
profiit of $3,619 for the 27 weeks.

B way OK; 'Avenue'

Against the numerous sturdy hold-
overs lingering on Broadway, three
new pictures Which rolled the , dice
this, week all turned up with
naturals. - These are 'Good Earth,', on
a $2 run at the Astor; : 'On the Ave-
nue' Which is iri its' first week at the
Music Hall, and 'Champagne Waltz'
at the Paramount, aided by Fred
Waring's Pennsylvaniahs in person.
. 'Earth' had;. its premiere at the
two-a-day Astor Tuesday ight (2)
and on its .first six days, including
the opening night, is a sellout at
$17,600. This figure discounts the
large number of passes issued, 'for.

both , the premiere arid second night.
Picture has! a. strong' advance sale,
being $12:000 as of Monday (8).

' The. Irving Berli : filmusical, 'On
the Avenue,' is figured: for a«' hearty
$90,000' arid holds a second week.
Considered to be in favor, of this
picture, 'Good Earth' and '.Waltz' is

the: fact that the town has more than
the average number of holdovers.
The "draught of the Fred Waring
name as a bolsterer for 'Waltz'
means $50;000 ori the first: week for
this ,show at the Paramount. Waring
and 'Wait2' go a second week, plan
beirig to bring in 'John Meade's
Woman' and the Guy: Lombard band
Wednesday (17).
Two of the holdies whose grosses

suggest: plenty of stamina . are
'Camille'. and 'Three Smart Girls,':

both iri their third Weeks. The Garbo
picture may reach to a healthy
$30,000 and goes a fourth lap but
'Girls,' though very commaridirig at
$37,000, will hot remain another
week. Roxy is bringing in 'Head
Over Heels in Love' Friday (12). On
completion of. the run of 'Camille' at
the .Cap, the house goes into a
Thursday opening, next picture be*
ing 'Last

,
of Mrs. Cheyney.'

Neither 'You Live Only Once' nor
'Stolen Holiday' are up to hopes on
their second weeks but both are
probably held down somewhat be-
cause , Of the strong

,
competition

against them. 'Live Once' probably
will riot get the. Riv as much as
$20,000 but stays a third week. 'Man:
Who Could Work. Miracles* being
penciled to open Saturday (20).

'Holiday* Will be replaced at the
Strand Friday morning (12) by
'Green Light,' six days on holdover
of the Kay Francis starrer looking
this side of $12,000.
Week on 'Sinner Take All,' ing

Monday, night (8) at. the Rialto was
$7,500, while sixth Week of 'Great
Guy,' which is being stretched at the
Criterion into a seventh week, will
be about $11 ,000. Crit is beirig taken
over by Columbia on March . 4 for
operiing\of 'Lost Horizon' on a two-
a-day run.
While in the past couple years

Lent has left no scars^on Broadway,
it begins today, .

this being Ash
Wednesday. Against that this week,
will be Liricolri's birthday Friday
(12) a holiday for some people, a
half holiday for others.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$l,10-$1.65-$2,00)—

'Good Earth' (MG) (1st week). Pre-
miered Tuesday night (2) but dis-

counting passes that, night and Tiiesr

Det. B.0.'s on No-Coin Strike with Auto

Sitters; 'Sec,' 'Scandals' Big

where past two
months

i

riibre beaucoup
than ordi . continues to be town's

only house unaffected current

auto" stri With pocket- ition of

George. White's 'Scandals' stage,
plus 'More Than- Secretary' on
screen, current take alrribst double's
nearest rival.

With another general layoff of
workers as strike tension increases,
funeral dirge, is being played on
practically all .cash registers in ter-.

ritory. Even if strike is settled
soon, it'll take several weeks before
theatre biz is: anywhere near normal
again.

Estimates for This Week
- Adams (Baiaban) (1,700; 25-40)—

'Lloyds*. (20th) (2d wk.) PI41S 'Mighty
Treve' (U), dual. Biz . on upgrade
here chiefly

1

due to price differential.
'Lloyds,' moved here after bumper
session at Fox last week, will do. nice
$6,500.' Okay $5,800 last week on
'Smart Girls'. (U) (2d wk.) and 'Mys-
terious. Crossing' (U), former, pic
being moved here from Fox;
Downtown (Indie)

;

(2,500; 25-35,)—
'With Pleasure, Madam' (Irid) plus
•Srriashing the Vice Trust' (Ind),.

dual. Resorting . to cheap* flickers,

house won't be able to stand it much
longer, Fair $2,500 currently on low
trade. Oke $3,000 last stanza on
'Captain Calamity' (GN) and 'We're

in the Legion Now* (ind).
Fox; (indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—'Sec-

retary' , (Col) plUs George .White's
'Scandals' on stage. Grosses con-
tinue beaucoup here; big $34,Q00.
Last stanza bumper . $33,000 on
'Lloyds' (20th) plus Ben Marden's
'Riviera Follies' unit on stage.-

Madison (United Detroit) (2,000;
30-40-65)—'After Thi Man' (MG) :

(4th wk). Flicker moved here after
three nifty sessions at UA.and doirig
oke $6,500. Only fair $7,500 last
week on 'Black Legion' (WB), town
turning thumbs down on subject
they've known about for too long.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.Q00;

30-40-65)—'Girl from Paris* (RKO)
With Benny Davis unit on. stage.
Bopkirig gives house, two similar pix
in a row with almost, same actors, and'
result is just fair $20,000. 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par), plus: stage show, took
away good $25,000.

Slate (United Detroit) (3,000; 25-
40)—'About to Die' (RKO) and 'Case
of lack Cat' (WB), dual. This fjpot

also increasing biz with , lower-
scaled prices: nice $10,000 coming up.
'God's Country' (WB) (2d wk) and.
'Fugitive in - Sky' (WB) drew fine
$10,800 despite strike.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-65) — !Camil]e' (MP):
Expects $15,000. okay considering
conditions.

! Third session of 'After.

Thin .Man* (MG) .meant nice $10,000
last week.

day. (3V first 'Six days a sellout at
$17,600. Advance sale stands at $12,-
000. •'.

..

Capitol (4,620; 25-35-55-85-$05)—
'Camille' (MG) (3d week). Possesses
plenty of vitamins, looking $30,000 or
close this' week (3d) and. goes a
fourth. The. second week was just
under $40,000, bad weather last .week
having hurt somewhat.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Great
Guy' (GN) (6th; week). Running
at a pace : around $1 1,000, oke, • and
stays a seventh. Fifth Week; $11,500.
House has another picture • booked,
'Man of Affairs' (GB), before being
turned over to. Col for roadshow
opening of 'Lost Horizon' March 4.

: Palace , (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Black
Legion* (WB) (2d run) and .'Off to
Races' (20th) (1st run), coupled.
This pair may force its way to $10,-
.000. Last week's duo, 'God's Coun-
try arid Woman' (WB) 2nd run) arid
'Holy Terror' (20th) (1st run) $9,100.
Paramount (3.664; 25-35-55-85-99)

—'Champagne Waltz* (Par) and
Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians. War-.

.

irig band furnishing stout support
for third of Gladys Swarthout star-
rers and first week a big $50,000 is

the answer. Show . starts 'second,
week today (Wed.). Last week,
third for 'Plainsman' (Par) arid Nat

.

Brandwynfte orchestra (1st week),
$31,000, very good.

Radio. City Music Hall (5,989; 40-
60-85-99-$1.65)—'On Avenue* (20th)
arid stage show. Off well .and should
come under ..the wire at $90,000, re-
mai inga second wek; 'Plough ahd
Stars' (RKO) opened okay but ended
up sourly, $65,000.

Rialto (750: 25-40^55)—'We're on
the Jury' (RKO). Brought in yes-
terdav morning (Tues. ) after a week
of. 'Sinner Take All' (MG) at $7,500;
'Criminal Lawyer' (RKO > in ahead,
good at $9,000.

Rlvoll (2,092; 25-55-75-35-99)—'YOU
Only Live Once' (UA) (2d week).
Although close to $30,000 on its first

week. good, the chances aren't strong
the second, (currently) will be as
much as $20,000 but stays a third
week. 'Man Who Could Work Mir-
acles' (UA) due Saturday (20).

Roxy (5,836; 25-45-55-75)-^'Smart
Girls' (U) and stage, show (3d week)*
A very fine performer, at the box
office,1 possibly $37,000 this week.
(3d): . The second stanza was $48.-

300. handsome.. Could go a fourth
week

, but isn't due to booking com-
mitments. 'Head Over Heels
Love' (GB) bows in Friday (12).

Strand (2.767; 25-55-75)—'Stolen
Holiday' (2d run). Did nicely
enoueh dh the fitst week, $24,300, biit

against tough opposition , looks this

side of $12,000 on final six davs of
holdover. 'Green Light' (WB) is

opening Friday morping (12) in time
for the holiday. :

State (3.450: 35-55-75)—'Thin Mian*
(MG) and. Leon Navarro orchestra.
Picture is the big draw this Week,
nrobably $32,000. Last Week. 'Col-

lege Holiday' (Par) (2d run), and
vaude bill, oh six days $20,000.

Atns Hypo 'O'Malley'

To $12,200, Indpls.
Indianapolis, Feb. . ,

Major Bowes' units are still doing
a socko business in this sector. His
AllrGirl Revue, the sixth unit to play
the vaudfilm Lyric here in 13
months, is getting heavy trade. Biz
is generally brisk at downtown box
offices as many show-goers have one
last fling before the beginning of
Lent tomorrow (Wedi),

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave) (1,100; 25-40).—'Lloyds'^ (20th). Aided by national

ad campaign, this picture doirig very,
satisfactory $5,500. Last week, 'God's
Country arid Woman* (WB), okay
$4 750

Circle (Mbriarch) (2,800; 25-40).-r
'You Only Live Once' (Par) arid
'Bulldog Drummond' (Par), dual. 7

Former picture given the burden and
take is moderate $5,000. Last week,
dual of 'Champagrie Waltz' (Par) arid
'Doctor' Diary' (Par), did dandy
$7,250.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,600; 25-40).—
'Under Cover of Night' (MG) and
'Women of Glamor' (Col), dual. Only
lukewarm at $4,850. Last week, 'Sec-
retary' (Col) and 'Counterfeit Lady'
(Col), fairly good $5,900.
Lyric (Olson) (2,000; 25-30-40).—

'Great O'Malley' (WB) arid Major
Bowes' All Girl unit. Latter half of
bill plugged heavily and tied in with
Bowes' salute to. this city on air.

Business big at $12,200. Last week,
'Woman-Wise' (20th) ahd 'Your Hit
Parade' it okay $9,000.

Fox Eeel lands Trotzky
Mexico City, Feb. 9,

Leori Trotzky, -Soviet war com-
missar, made is first iel for

riewsreel since . his arrival in Mexico.
He performed for Fox Movietone

at the . home of Diego River
lutionary pai
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Comparative Grosses for January

TolaT "Estimated grasses during January for towns and houses listed

as previously reported weekly. Dates :, iven are the closing days of the
week.

NEW YORK

music hall
(6,089; 40-C0-85-

00-$i.C5)
.

High. $134,800
Low. . , 44,000

PARA-
. MOUNT

<3,6<&; 25-33^55-

86)

High. $103,800
Low. -. : 8,000

ROXY
(5,886 ; 25-45-65-

.; : T5)

High. $173,650
Low.. 5,200

CAPITOL
(4,020; 25-35-G5i

.85)

High. $110,400
Low;; 7;Qoo

.STRAND
(2,707 ; 40-05-00)

! High . $81,200
Low.. 5.000

Jan.. 7.

Girl from
Paris

$111,000
(Stage Show)

College
Holiday
$45,000

(Casa .Loma
Orch,)

(2d week)
One in a
Million
$78,500

(Leon Errol
Unit)

(Stage Show)
After Thin

Man
$44,000

(2d week)

Gold Diggers
of 1937
$15,000

(2d week)

Jan. 14

Girl
$58,500

,

(2d week)

College
Holiday
$18i000

(Mario Brag-
giotti Orch.)
(3d week)
Million
$42,600

(Errol Unit)
. (2d week)

Thin Man
••' $32,000
(3d week)

God's Country
and Woman

$12,000

Jan. 21.

Lloyds of
London
$88,000
(2d run)'

Plainsman
. $59,500
(Hay Noble

1 Orch.)

Million
$36,600

(3d week)

Thin Main
$22,000 .

(4th week)

Black
Legion
$19,000

Jan. 28

Lloyds
$70,000

(2d week)

Plainsman
$43,000

(2d week)

3 Smart
Girls

$59,800 •..

. (Borrah.
Minnevitch)

Camille
$62,000

Legion
$15,000

(2d week)

lOS ANGELES

DOWNTOWN
(1,800; 30-40-65-
-." ' 65> /

High. $38,500
Low.. 1,700

HOLLY-
WOOD

(2,750; 25-35-10-
•• 65) v

High, $37,800
Low.. 2,400

PARA-
MOUNT

(3,595; 80-40-55)

High. $57,200
Low... 5,600

.STATE
(2,024; 30-40-65)

High. $48,000
Low. . 4,900

;Janr 7 .

3 Men oh a.

Horse and
Fugitive in
the Sky
$7,800

(6 days; 2d
. : week )

3 Men on a
Horse and
Fugitive in
the. Sky
$7,500

(6 days; 2d
week) '

College
' Holiday

$28,000
(Stage Show)

After Thin

.

Man '

and
Woman Wise

$24,00jL_

Jan; 14

Gold Diggers
of .1937 and
King of
Hockey
$9,700

;

(9 days)

Gold Diggers
of 1937 and

•

N
King of
Hockey
$9,500

(9 days)

Holiday
$10,800

(2d week).

One in a
Million and
Sinner Take.

All
___$17,200_._

Jan. 21

Charge Light
Brigade and
Smart Blonde

$7,900

Charge Light
Brigade and
Smart Blonde

$8,800

Plainsman
$23,000

Garden of
Allah and
Career
Woman
$16,6Q0

Jan. 28

Light; Brigade
. and
Blonde
$4,300

(5 days; 2d
week)

Light Brigade
and'

Blonde.
$4,800

(5 days; 2d
'.-.;. week)

Plainsman
$16,000

(2d week)

Love oh Run
'. and

.

Laughing at
Trouble
$14200

WASHINGTON

EARLE
,424; 25-35-40-

: 80-70)

High. $27,006
Low. . 6,000

CAPITOL
(3,424^:35-35-60)

High. $41,500
Low. . 11,000

KEITH'S
(1,830; 26.35-CO)

High. $25,500
Low. . 3,000

PALACE
42,363; 25-35-00)

High. $32,000
Low . . 6,000

COLUMBIA
(1,683 ; 25-40)

High. $19,000
Low: . 1.000

Jan. 7

God's Country
and Woman

$18,000
(Herb.

Mundin, Little
Jack Little)'

Maude)
After Thin

Man
$44,000
(Folies

Parisienne

.

Unit)
(8 days)
.(Vaude)

Girl from
Paris
$15,000

Jan. 14

Sing Me a
Love Song

$14,500

Garden of
Allah
$23,000
(Salici

Puppets)

Camille
$14,000

(2d week)

Born to
Dance
$7,000

(2d run)

Girl
$7,000

(2d week)

College
Holiday
$15,000

Born
$4,500

(2d week)
(2d run)

Jan. 21

More than a
Secretary
$17,500

(Benny Davis
Revue)

One in a
Million
$35,000

(Lupe Velez,
J.Weisniuller)

Plough and
the Stars
$10,000

Jan.:28

Man of
Affairs
$16,500

(Ken Murray)

Stowaway
$23,500

(Blackstohe
Unit)

After Thin
Man

$15,000
(2d run)
Camille
$5,000

(2d run)

3 Smart
Girls
$11,000

Champagne
Waltz
$16,000

College
Holiday
$4,000

I

CHICAGO

CHICAGO
(4,000; 35-53-75)

High. $75,000
Low . . $18,500

PALACE
(2,600; 33-55-75)

High. $35,200

:
Low. i 7,000

UNITED
ARTISTS

(1,700; 36-55-75)

High. $43,500
Low.. 3,300

Jan. 7

. Plainsman
$39,000

(Stage. Show)

Gfrl from
Paris
$38,500

. (Riviera .

Revue Unit)
(Stage. Show)
After Thin

Man
.

$31,000

Jan. 14

-Plainsman
$25,600.

(2d week)

Girl
$16,600

(2d week)

Thin Man
$20,700

(2d.week)

Jan. 21

One in a
Million
$33,000

Woman
Alone
$30,200

(Geo. White's
Scandals)

Thin Mart
$15,200

"(3d week)

Jan. 28

Great
Guy \

$24,000

3 Smart
Girls

$27,800
(Jane

Withers)

Thin Man
$10,600

.(4tK'1week)

SAN FRANCISCO

PARA-
MOUNT

(2,740; 80-35-40)

High. $37,500
Low,.. 5,000

GOLDEN
GATE

(2,850;. 30-35-40)

High. $26,000
low.. 5,400

ORPHEUM
(2,440; 30-35-40)

High. $27,000
Low. 2,100

WARFIELD
(2,680; 85-40)

Hlfh. $57,400
Low.. 8,200

Jan. 7

^'College
Holiday
and'

Join Marines
/ $iii0oo
(2d week)
Girl from

Paris
$23,000

(3 Stooges),
(Vaude)

Pennies from
Heaven
$10,000

(2d week)

One in Million
and

Along Caitte
Love.
$18,000

Jan. 14

Sing Me a
Love Song

and
Sinner Take

AH
$10,500

Girl
$17,5.00

(3 Stooges)
(2d week)

Pennies
$5,000

(3d week)

Million
and
LOVe
$12,000

(2d week)

Jan. 21

God'S Country
and Woman

... and
Crack-Up
$12,500

Great Guy
$19,000

i Smart Girls
and

Find the
Woman
$10,300

Camille '..

and
Let's Make a

Million

;
$i6,ooo

Jan. 28

BOSTON

KEITH
MEMORIAL
(2,000; 25-35-50)

High. $43,000
Low. . 4,000
•

. -.STATE V"
(3,300; 25-35-40*

50)

High. $29,000
Low.. 2,000

METRO-
POLITAN

(4;200; 35-50-63)-

High. $67,000
Low.. 11 .500

Jan. 7

Girl from
Paris
$20,000

Born to
Dance
$22,000

Plainsman
$51,000
(Jane

Withers)
(Stage Show)

Jan. 14

Girl
$10,000

(2d week)

Born
$14,000

(2d week)

Gold: Diggers
of 1937
$23,000

; (Major
Bowes"Unit)

Jan. 21

S Smart
Girls
$11,800

Pennies from
Heaven
and

More than a'

Secretary .

$14,000"

One in a
Million
$42,500

(Fred Waring
Orch.)

Jan. 28

Great
Guy

$15,400

Pennies
$9,000

(2d week)

Maid of
Salem
$27,800

PORTLAND, ORE,

BROADWAY.
(2k000;~ 30V40) .

High. $21,000
Low.. 2,500

UNITED
ARTISTS
(1.000; 30-40) .

High. $13,200
Low. .1,200

PARA-
MOUNT

(3,000 ; 30-40) :

High. $16,000
Low.. 3,000

Jan. 7

After Thin
Man and
Down the
Stretch
$7,000

(2d week)
Camille
$7;000

Theodora
Goes Wild

and
Can This be

Dixie
. .$8,700

Jan. 14

Thin Man
and "

Down Stretch
$5,200 .'

(3d week)

Camille
'"

$3,800
(2d week)

Theodora
and
Dixie
$4,500 ,

(2d week)

Jan. 21

Thin Man
and

Down Stretch
$4,400

(4th week)

Sing Me a.

Love Song
$4,000

Rainbow on
River and.
Career :

.

Woman
$5,600

Jail. 28

3 Smart
Girls
and

Mad Holiday
$6,600

Sinner Take
All

$3,0.00

God's Country
and Woman
and Find the

Witness
$7,000

BUFFALO

BUFFALO
(3i«00; 30.^40-55)

High. $42,000
LoW/. 8,300

CENTURY
(3,400; 25-35)

High.
Low.

.

$21,000
3,600

HIPP
,, (2,400 ; 25-40). :

High, $22,000
LOW. .-" 3,600

Jan. 7

After Thin
Man

.:, $27,000

Banjo on My
Knee and,
15 Maiden

Lane
$11,400

Smartest Girl
and

Mad Holiday
$7,600

Jah. 14

Camille
$17,000

Accusing
Finger and.
Down the
Stretch
$7,600

Rembrandt .

and.
All-American

Chump
, ^6,900/:^

Jan: 21

One in a
Million
$18,000

Wanted: Jane
Turner and
King of -

Hockey

V

$6,000

Sing Me a
Love Song

.

and Case of
Black Cat

$6.200

Jan. 28

Lloyds of
London
$14,000

Sinner Take
. All and
Here- Conies

Carter
$7,000

Camille
$7,000

(2d run).

CINCINNATI

ALBEE
(3;30Q; 35-42y

High. $35,500
LoW,\ 5,800

PALACE
(2*000; 85-42)

High. $28,000
Low - . . 4,500

LYRIC
(1,400; 35-42)

High. $28,900
Low. . 1,800

KEITH'S
(1,300; 30-40)

High. $22,100
Low: . 3.000

Jan, 7

After Thin
Man

$26,500.
(7% days)

College
Holiday
$17,500

Gold Diptrers
of 1937
$3,500

(2d fun) .

Banjo on My
Knee
$6,000

(2d week)

Jan. 14

One in
Militon
$17,000

Girl from
Paris.

$7,500

"College
Holiday
$4,000

Mind Your
Business
$3,500

Jan. 21 Jan. 28

ST. LOUIS

AMBASSA-
DOR

(3,018; 25-40-55)

High, $20,500
Low.. 18,000

LOEW'S'
(3,102; 25-33-55)

High. $22,500
LoW. . 11,000

FOX
(5,038; '23-35-5.-1)

High. $17,500
LoW.. 9,500

MISSOURI
(3,514; 25-40)

High. $11,500
L«Ww. 6,500

ST. LOUIS
(4,000; 23-40)

High. $8,500
LOW.. 6,000

Jan. 7

3 Smart
Girls
$18,500

(Stage Show)

After Thin
Man

$24,000

One in a
Million

and Night
Waitress
$17,500

College
Holiday and

Jungle :

Princess:
. $12,000

Go West,
Young Man

$8,000
(Stage Show)

Jan. 14

Girl from
Paris
$16,500

Thin Man'
$11,200

(2d week)

Plainsman
$16,300

Smart Girls
and.

One in a
Million
$13,000 :

Wanted: Jane
Turner
$6,000

Jan. 21

Gold Diggers
of 1937

" $17,500

Garden of
Allah and
... Gay ..

Desperado
$16,500

Plough and
Stars and

Woman Wise
$8,000

Plainsman
and

Girl from
Paris!
$13,000

Charlie Chan
at the Opera

$8,500

Jan. 28

More than
: Secretary.

$15,700

Beloved.
Enemy and
Mad Holiday

$12,000.

Great Guy
and •

Crack-Up
$12,800

Gold Diggers
of 1937 and
We Who are
About to Die

$10,100

Banjo on My
Knee:
$6,000

BIRMINGHAM

God's. Country
and Woman

and
Crack-Up
$8,000

(2d week)
Great Guy

$12,000'

(2d week)

Smart Girls
and

Woman
$8,500.

(2d week)
Camille
and

Million
$10,000

X2d week)

ALABAMA
(2,800; 30r35-40).

High. $29,000
Low . . 3,500

STRAND
• (800; 25)

High. $5,100
Low.. 800

EMPIRE
(1,100; 25)

High. $12,800
Low. . 800

Jan. 7

Born to
. Dance
$8,000

Daniel
Boone
$1,800

Great
Guy.
$2,200

Jan. 14

Stowaway
$7,700

Harvester-
$1,100

More than
Secretary
$2,500

Jan. 21

Camille
$7,000.

,

General
Spanky
$2,200

Theodora
Goes Wild
• $2,700.

Jan. 28

Plainsman
$7,700,

Spanky
$1,600

(2d week)

Theodora
- $2,200

(2d week)

DETROIT

MICHIGAN
(4,000; 30-40-05)

High. $58,100
Low. . 6,600

FOX
(.
r
>,000< 30-40-03)

High. $50,000
Low.. 4,000.

UNITED
ARTISTS

(2,000; 30-40-05)

High, $27,000
Low. . . 2.600

Jan. 7

Gold Diggers
of 1937
$29,500
(Iha Ray

Hutton Orch;)
(Stage Show)
One in Million

$36,000
(Francis
Lederer)

(Stage Show)
Plainsman
$17,000

Jan. 14

Sing Me Love
jSong
$16,000

(American
Pageant of
Youth)

Pennies from
Heaven
$34,000
(Olsen-

JohnspriUnit)

Plainsman
$9,500

(2d week)

Jan. 21

God's Country
and Woman

$25,000
(Little Jack

Little)

Great Guy
. $18,000

(Dawn Patrol
Revue)

After Thin
Man

$19,500

Jan. 28

Rainbow on
River
$24,000

(Don Redman
Orch.)

Smart Girls
$20,000
.(King's
Varieties;
Unit)

Thin Man
$13,500

(2d week)

AVENUE'PAVING

BIG JlW

(Continued on page 28)

.. Philadelphia, Feb.
,JOn.the Avenue,' af Stanley, looks
like, best of current batch of films
in downtown houses.
. Neither the Earle or Fox. two -

downtown theatres with flesh enterX
tainment,. are doing much. Iha Rav
Hutton, who has been an Earle at-
traction for several seasons, is on
the Fox stage, while the Earle has
the Duncan Sisters.
Outstander among last week's pix

was 'Black' Legion;' a surprise wal-
lop at the Stanton where it virtually
doubled the theatre's average week-
ly gross. 'Champagne Waltz' at the
Boyd also clicked neatly. •

•

Estimates for This Week
AldiheMr.300; 40-55-65)—'.You Only

Live Once'. (UA). Grim entertain^
ment, but well enough , received and
may get: second week; First week's
gross should be $10,500. 'Men Are
Not Gods' (G-B), in 6-day second
week, got scant $6,000 last week.
Arcadia (600; 25-40-50)—'Wings of

Morning' (20th) (2d run).. Looks:
floppo at $1,800. Last Week, 'College
Holiday' (Par) (2d run), fairish
$2,200. \ .

V

Boyd (2,400; 40-5$)—'Champagne
Walts?* (Par).- Getting five days" in
second week for about $9,500, with
'Lbyds' (20th) opening today (Tues-
day). 'Waltz's' first week got $16,500,
oyer expectations.

.

Earle; (2,000; 25-40-55)—'Bulldog
Drummohd' ' (Par) and vaude.

,
Dun-

can Sisters oh stage. Combo not very
exciting; $14,000, fair. Last week,
'Criminal Lawyer*.(RKO) and vaude,
Roscoe Ates as headliner, got $14;500.

Fox (3,000; 40-55-65^'Secretary'
(Col) and vaiide. Tna Ray Hutton
band headliner. -Just tepid $13,500
seen. Last week, 'Stolen Holiday'
(FN) arid stage show, a little better
than expected, but hot so forte at
$15,000..

Karlton (1,000; 25-35-40j-^'Men
Not Gods' (UA) (2d ruh). Won't
mean a very great deal, . mebbe.
$2,300. Last week, 'Career Woman'
(20th), very poor $1*300.

Keith's . (2,000; 30-40-50)—'Stolen
Holiday' (FN) (2d run). : Hopes, for
$2,600, fair. Last week, 'God's Coun-
try' (20th ), lukewarm $2,300. . .

; Stanley (3,700; 40-55)—'On Ave-
nue' (20th). Looks, as good anything
in town; should hit $16,500. Last
week, ^ 'Smart Girls' (U), (second
week, got neat $11,500.
Stanton (1,700; ,30-40-50)—'Black

Legibn'(WB) (2d wk.) (G). Figures
on $6,000 after first week's rousi

$9,000.

HENIE CUTS PLENTY ICE

IN DENVER, BIG $13,000

Sonja Henie is proving sensational
draw at the Denver, and 'One.

"

Million' will go to Aladdin for
second week, With probably a thir

stanza at the- Broadway. Film is

causing more word-bf-mouth, than,,
anything in some time.
'Smart Girls' continuing its suc-

cessful, b. o. :week at Broadway fol-

lowing a week at the Denver. It is

slated to stay still another week at.

the Broadway. : 'Man of: Affairs' do-
ing nice business at the. Aladdin arid

will be held nine days. 'Champagne
Waltz' holding up nicely in. its

.
sec-,

ond Week at; the. Deriham.

Estimates for This Week
. Aladdin (Huffman) (1,500; 25-40)—
/Mart of Affairs' (GB). An Arliss
film is

- a natural for this house with
its class patronage. - Good at $4,000
on nirie days. Last week, 'Beloved
Eneriiy' (UA),. following week at the
Denver, went out . after . five daysi
doirig sb-so $1,500. in the short- week.
Broadway (Huffman) (1,50.0; 25,40)

'Smart Girls' (U). Will do around
$4,500, fine, and to stay a second
week at the Broadway. Played; a

. week at the Denver. : Last week
'Rembrandt' (UA), three' days fol-

lowing a week at the Aladdin, .and
'Dr. Bull,' 3 days, got $1,500, on thin
ice
benham (Cockrill) (1,500: 25-35-

40)--'Champagne Waltz' (Par) 2d
wk. Doing nice -business in second
stariza at $5,500. Last week same
pic finished , with fine $8,000.
Denver (Huffman). :(2,500: 25-35-

50)—'One;, in /Million' (20th) and
.stage band. Henie film got close to.

$13,000, big. Last week, 'Smart
Girls' (U), got okay $9,500. :

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
—''We're on the Jury' (RKO). and
'Under ..Cover- of Night' (MG ). clu^l.

Better: than last week at $6,500. Last
week, 'Plough and the Stars' (RKO)
and JRaqing Lady' (RKO); dual;
Closed With $5,000, disappointing.

. Paramount (Huffman) (2.000: 25-

40 )-r'Smart Blond* (WB) arid. 'Fu»i-
tive; in the Sky' (WB). dual. Doing
fair $3,000. Last week 'Charlie
Chan* (20th) and 'Crack Up* (20lh),

i dual, $3,500, nice.
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Parade andMen Duck, Fair $15,500

Washington, Feb. 9:
.

Nothing big this week,, but with

the dough being spread around no-

body is taking it on the chin. Ray
Noble band on Cap stage seems to

be the big- draw, doing the pulling

pretty much unaided and won't roll

up any sock take. .."
.

Earle had high hopes for. Kay
Francis' .'Stolen Holiday/ easily big-

gest flicker name of Week, but critics

said it's primarily a fashion parade
and scared the. males so they
wouldn't go within block of house.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.424; 25-35-60 ).-r-

•Outcast' (Par) and vaude. Ray Noble
band on stage responsible, for fair

$20,000. , Last week. 'Beloved. Enemy'
(UA), plus Jarrett and Holm on
stage, took same figure. <j

:

Columbia (Loew/ (1,583; 25-40);—
•Stowaway' (20th) (2d run). Heading
for nice $5,000. Last week, 'One in
Million' (20th) (2d run), built to
ice $5,200.
Earle (W3) 2,424: 25-35^40-60-70):

—'Stblen Holiday* (WB) and vaude.
Fashion- show angle played up by.
critics and. dames alone won't up
house over fair $15,500. Last week,
'Black Legion' (WB) fair $15,000
from: strictly male , trade.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25i35 i60)>—
'Great Guy (RKO). Caghey in house
for first time and may get passable
$8,000. Last Week, 'You Live. Once*
(UA): and March of Time\ took
meager. $6;500.

Met (WB) (1,853; 25-40).—'Bulldog
Drumntorid' (Par). Should pull oke
$4,000. Last week, 'Women Alone'
(GB), profitable $4,500. .;',

" Palace (Loew) (2.363; 25-35-60).—
'Plainsman' (Par) , (2d week). Oke
$8,000. Last week same pic grit good
$17,000. '

* <>
'

Kialtb (indie) (1,100- 25-30-40-55)
—'Monte. Carlo' (Par) and 'The Ra-
ven' (U) (revivals). Looks like good
$2,500.. Last week, 'Scarface ) (WB)
and Tillie and Gus' (Par) (revival),
climbed to nice $3,000.

GoMng Places
Jfj ; <>VHia Aper

Swarthout a la Strauss

The scene is Vienna and the title is "Champagne . Waltz' and the pro-
ceedings would like so very much to be. madcap and Gladys Swarthout
wants terribly to help but after all she is an American prima donna and
somehow by the. time American prima donnas get recognized as such it's

taken the buoyancy out of them.

.

:

.

The .years of /study and hard work, yields them . fame and person-
ality of a .grind. Which some of them, like

.
Miss Grace Moore, would seek

to keep hidden under a mask of skittishness. Be, grateful then that Miss
Swarthout doesn't stoop to dissembling, or else doesn't know how-. An
American home girl she . is, whatever the .locale, and if American home
girls are not particularly sparkling and light, they are at seripus
and full, of good intentions, which worthwhile : qualities too. And
anyway even^if Miss Swarthout did want to change her spots, what chance
had she playing so many scenes with grandfather Fritz Lieber, who has a
beautiful speaking voice and so lets each syllable come out clear and pear-
shaped and; slow. The way he takes , his own good time would discipline
any surging girlish spirit, let alone Miss Swarthput's, that hasn't top much
self-confidence in the first place. It. is ah abundance of riches, indeed, that
when an American prima donna has the starri ;;rple in a story of gay
Vienna, she at least inspires the costume desi with her plethora of
personal chic. Miss Swarthout does that to Travis Banton, who in turn
rewards her with a consistent bit of fancy: Whatever she wears in 'Cham-
pagne Waltz,' it's got. daisies on it.

Daisies, chrysanthemums, marguerites, it. doesn't matter—they all look
like daisies anyway.7 In her hair, at her waist, on her shoulder;' daisies

and Gladys Swarthout, camellias and Camille. Mr. Banton has also ad-
hered to a line—broad shoulders, slim waist, flared skirt. Miss Swarthout
does better than right by it, submits also, and perhaps a bit too passively,
to" the precise ministrations of the make-up man. Hers is a face that might
acquire more expression were the exact symmetry of: it a little blurred.
yivienne Osborne wraps up a phony vamp, very sexy, white flesh and

black satin, and delivers her right on the dot.

'Great Guy,' Marcus Unit

Okay $13,000 in Omaha
Omaha, Feb. 0.

Orpheum attracts bulk of theatre^-
gders' attention with one of its infre-
quent'stage units, this one the A. B.
Marcus girl show, 'La Vie Paree';
'Great Guy' as screen fare does: its

snare, though getting the small end
of the billing.
' Other houses continue the dual
grind, with 'Holy Terror' first choice
at the Omaha and 'Stolen Holiday'
the main attractiori at the; Brandeis.
Weather has. slackened its telling
sub-zero pace, and grosses corre-
spondingly better.

Estimates for This Week
randeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 25-

35-40)—'Stolen Holiday' (FN) and
'Devil's Playground' (Col). Better
than average twin bill; $4,500 .not
bad. Last week 'Plough and Stars'

(RKO) and 'They Wanted to Marry'
(RKO), dual, had March of Time
thrown * All told got healthy
$5,000.
Omaha . (Blank) (2,100; -40)—

'Holy Terror' (20th) and 'Charlie
Chan at Opera' (20th). dual. Combo
Tinging up fair $5,800. Last week.
'Champagne Waltz' (Par) and 'Under
Cover of Night' (MG), dual, got $7,-

000, good.

.

Orpheum (Blank) (2,976; 35-55)—
'Great Guy* (GN). ir'st Grand Nat'l

film to hit first-run in town;' but. gets

slighted because of the A. B. Marcus
unit, 'La Vie Paree,' on sta*e. Up in

admission fees boosts this one to

$13,000. okay. Last week 'Mind Your
Own Business' (Par) arid 'Sinner
Take AIT (MG), # dual, got $5,600,
poor. '

"'

in •9

"Holiday; Unit 13G; lloyds' 11G, Big

ror' (20th), Looks like $11,500; Good.
Last week, 'Winterset' (RKO) and
'As You Like It' (20th). Constant
plugging for 10 weeks, as .'Winterset'

was skedded for Fox, then Ambassa-
dor and. ended '"at Missouri, .enabled
house to .count fine • $12,500.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 25-40)—
"College Holiday' (Par) (2d run)
and. stage show. Perkins, growing
into an attraction here and take
should be $9,000, good. Last week;
'Rainbow on the River* (RKO) and
stage show ro.c.'d by Perki , swell
at $9,200. .

' ;

MONT'L B.0/S VERY SAD

AS LENT FOLLOWS FLU

lne (Net Blues) Planlstes

... The young ladies of the Music Hall finishing school may as well bury
their intra-mural differences this week. ' It. Won't matter who gets, the big-

ger hand, the. Rockettes. or the Ballet Corps; there's an invading team
within the gates that positively gets the biggest.

Yet let the home-team young ladies take solace. It took 12 concert
grand pianos—count 'em!—with 12 young women in pink and blue, dresses

playing Tschaikbwsky .on- them, to dislodge the Rockettes and the Ballet
Corps from their accustomed rating as the absolute apple of the audience's
eye. No dance, troupe that ever danced as one can he expected to. weather
12 concert grand pianos with 12 young women in pink and blue dresses.

Twelve white horses Couldn't, 12 baby elephants couldn't.

It's tribute to their school spirit that the Rockettes come out brave in

plaid bodices with jagged little black satin skirts and dance .as if nothing
extraordinary had preceded them; that the girls of the ballet corps, slithr

ering hot in silver cloth, long circularrskirted sheaths shaded to mysterious
blue at the hem carry on most persuasively on a round silver turn ttable.

By no slightest outward sign would anybody know that their proud hearts
are heavy, facing an audience that after years of fealty, falls for 12 lady
piano players just because they're 12. Their concern with Olive Brasno,
the dancing midget—that's fair. At least she "dances—hut 12 lady piano,

players. Can any one of them do a ni ?

V.iv
•

St.ljLouis. Feb. 9.

. Fanchon & Marco's three delux-
ers again are headed for big dough
currently, with Ambassador offering
'Wings of the Morning' and Paul
Whiteman's' band and leading way
With take of $18,000. Loew's: dual;
'You Live : Only Once' arid .'Rem-
brandt.' should get $14,500.

;
Johnny Perkins m.c.'ing at St.

Louis is rapidly building house into
money maker after itstaggered along
on border of wrong side of ledger.

Estimates f«r This Week -, ..

Ambassador (F&M) (3,018; 25-40-
55)— Wings of Morning' (20th) and
Paul Whiteman band. Headed for
sock $18,000. Last week, 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par),and MajoivBowes' all-,

girl unit, got $22,000 for best since
F&M took house two' years ago, Pic
was the draw.
Fox (F&M) (5,038; 25-35-55.)--

'God's Country' (WB) and 'Sing
Love Song' (WB). Set for $14,500;
fain Last week, 'Lloyds* (20th) and
•Man of Affairs' (GB), finished w^ith
$17,000, swell but under expectations.
Loew's (Loew). <3,162; 25-35-55)—

'You Live Once* (UA) and 'Rem-
brandt' (UA)..Too much cpmpetish
from Whiteman at Ambassador for
this dual to beat fair $14,000. Last
week 'Man of People* (MG) and
'Dangerous Number' (MG)j only
$9,500, poor.
Missouri <F&M) (3,514; 25-35^55)—

'Woman Alone' (GB) and 'Holy Ter-

Montreal Feb. 9.

Influenza last few weeks and Lent
starting tomorrow (Wednesday) no
help to grosses.
Palace with 'Thin Man* , will be

standout currently, beating vaude-
pix combo at Loew's.

Estimates for This Week
4His- Majesty's (CT.) (1,600; 50)—
iWings of * Morni ' (20th-Brit) (2d
wk.). Will do fair at $4,000, after
good $5,000 first week.
Palace (CT.) (2,700; . 50)AThin

Man' . (MG). . Stars will push this

to $10,000, good. Last week, 'Cham-
pagne Waltz' (Par) and 'Straight
from Shoulder* .(Par), $7,000, under
expectations.

Capitol (CT.) (2,700; 50)—'God's
Country' (WB) and 'Mind Own Busi-
ness' (WB). May gross fair- $6,500.

Last week, 'Smart Girls' (U) and
'Flying Hostess* (U), good at $7,500.
Loew's (M. T. Co.) (3,200; 60)—

'One Way Passage' (WB) and 'Once
a Doctor's (WB^and stage show.
May get $8,000, fair. Last week
'Let's Make Million' (Par) and
vaude, not so good at $7,000.
Princess (CT.) (2,300; ,50)—'Win-

terset' (RKO) and 'Rainbow on
River* (RKO). Doing well at $6,000.
Last week, 'Beloved Enemy' (UA)
and 'Can This Be Dixie' (20th),
$6,000. :-.Y

;'' Cinema de Park <France-Film>
(600; 50) 'L'Appel du Silence.'. Fig-
ured to gross. $2,500, very good, af-
ter drop to $1,400 on third week of
'Club des Femmes.'

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300;

34)—'Mr. Slow' and 'Les Gaites de
. Palace.' Estimated $5,000. very good:
Last week Toi, C'Est Moi* and 'Notre
'Dame d'Amour,' $4,500, okay.

K. C's Duak Under Fire;

'Sec' Hot With $13,500

Kansas City, Feb. 9.

Double-feature pro and con again
getting attention,: with both news-
papers, in town featuring the con.
Midland's dualler, topped by 'More

Than a Secretary,' getting top coin
this week. 'Lloyds' second week at
Uptown turning in fine money.

... Estimates for This Week
Malnstreet (RKO) (3.200; 25-40)—

'God's Country' (WB). Getting spotty
biz, $8,000, fair, Last . week,. 'Cham

(Continued on page 27)

Hoity- 'On the Avenue'

. ity the poor upper classes; on the screen they never get a
Always made out to be loathesome creatures, mean, cold and arrogant;

always humorless, boors , inhabiting gaudy palaces with grand .opera stair-

cases for strutting up and down in fancy clothes; >the women weeping in

Gargantuan bedchambers with satin-draped curtains and ressing tables,

themselves flung face down' on their flamboyant beds" burrowing : jheir,;

miserable,. instakirigly.-coiffed heads, into , bunches little billows—:

Weeping because always, their own chicanery catches up With therh.

Never kny arrangements rnade ih' the treatment, for feeling sorry for

them; never a kind word, of dialog for them' to read; never a gracious

gesture, that , comes -out gracioi^iy;. riever ahy spontaneity to their fun;

never any real satisfaction from ir desperate forays, a.-search for the

.bluebiVd,'-'ihto!/:the pastimes of the rnasses; truly a
:
hideous life the upper

Classes lead in pictures. "Nor has their plight ever been more, cruelly,

deserved than in 'On the s
Av'en ,' the. latest example of their classy ways:

For . instance;. Madelei Carroll, 'society heiress,' gets Dick Powell
in the . end. Miss Carroll, considers that a triumph, such is the: judgment
'allotted. society, girls in pictures; - Nor are 'society girls' even girlsr-they'rp

group-up Wprneri who : shriek in . order to sirhulate young vitality, are only

unpleasantly pettish when th^y try to .be adorably illful, only frigid

when they mean to be grand. They get their laughs but of annoying other

people, such as lunch -wagon iters who . have to put up with
,
theni;

they wear silver cloth bias-cut, .wedding dresses and transparent w hite

chiffon p.eignors. with white fox capes; they're rnad, about; practical jokes.

They're sp heyond beUefV in fact, that even Alice Faye .is licked m hen
she's supposed to burlesque ihern in a revue. All that conscientious Miss:

Faye can fin ithi which ild the lily is a long cigarette holder >yith

diamond snake wrapped around, it; which makes Miss Faye so dej^ctid

.
she broods through the whole picture and is able .to pull h'ei^elf..

together only in time to si 'Slurnming on Park> Avefiue.' .
Thi knowl-

edge that her ,costume for is riumber^-a.'.tight little black ' satin

skirt slit above her pretty knees, and flossy blouse-^just suits her partic-r

ular type, does a lot to. console her.

Cincy Theatres Reopen After 11-Day

Holiday, but Nabes Doing Best Biz

incinnati,

Town men idly after major
flood disaster, leyen-day emer-
gency holiday was' Thursday
(4), when restoratiPn of electric
power and water ' service permitted
general biz revival.
.

First .day was in nature of a
warm-up for trade, and ace cinemas
in downtown section, with activity
allowed only from :10 a. m. to 3 p. m.
and theatres permitted to run Iwo
hours longer. Full-time operations
were resumed Friday t5), but street
lighting ,in. heart of city Was spotty,
encouraging natives to stick near,
home and patronize neighborhood
houses, which have been doing bet-
ter /than normal .since crisis lifted.

Patronage at the first-run houses.
Saturday (6) was light in the' after-
noon . he.avy at ight. Near-
average marks were reached: Sunday
lor :

m*ai stem stands, yet loss was
felt . from custbiners on Kentucky
side of the river, where street, car
and bus service is still crippled;

SliurTlin^ Pf pic bookings will obr
.tain for a fortnight, at end :of whiqh:
regular schedules 'ill be renewed.

..• Returns currently are regarded 35
substantial by exhibs. in face of con-,

ditioris. For reopening; most houses
picked up where they left off when
high water struck.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Be-

loved Enemy' (UA), first half, with
'Champagne Waltz' (Par) opening
Monday ( . ) for seven-day run. Full
week on combination, $11,000;
all right.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—

•Camille' (MG) (2d run). Good, at
$5,000.

, Family (RKO) (1.000; .
15-25)—'I

Cover Chinatown' (Ind) and !House
of Secrets' (Ind), split. Excellent
$2 700
Grand (RKO ) (1,200;' -40)—'One

in Million' (20th) (3d run). Great
$4,000. Will hold over.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; -40)—
'Great Guy* (GN), two days. 'Sing
Me Love Song' (WB), five days.
All/ right $5,000. v
Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 35-42)

'Plainsman' (Par) (2d run). Bi at

$6,500;.

Palace (RKO). (2,600; 35-42)—
'God's Country-' (WB), six 'days, ahc
'Lloyds' (20th ). starting : week's run
Wednesday ( 10 ). For seven days of
combination', $12,000, big.

Shubei't (RKO.) (2.200; 40-00)—
'Under Cover, of Night* (MG) arid

Mitchell and Dura/nt's" 'Greenwich
Village Scandals' unit. Okay $t2;000.

Strand (Ind) ("1,300: 13-25)—'Gay
Desperado' (UA) and 'Come and
Get It' (UA); revivals. Fair- $1,500.

Minneapolis, Feb. 9.

ite. continued sUb-zero weath-
er,, business has been showing some
recuperative powers, particularly at

the Minnesota and Orpheum, where
stronger attractions are

.
the tonic.

'Lloyds of London' is the Minnesota
magnet, while 'Spices of 1937,' the
first stage show to hit the town in
reveral months, excepting stock bur-
lesque,

: seems to be pu+/in? per into

the Orpheum npx-offioe.

. "Three Smart Girls' holds on tena-
ciously at the World, a sixth profit-

able week being in prospect. The
double feature policy- at- the State
and Aster still are pretty much ig-

nored by localites..

.Estimates for This' Week

Alvin (Steffes) (1,600;, 55-83-$1.10.)'

—'Romeo and Juliet' (MG). Finished
two-a-day roadshow engagement to

better box-office results than* origi-

nally indicated, building up as it

.

went along and pulling good. $5,500
in seven days.

Aster (Publix-Siriger ) (900; 15-25).

—'Hideaway Girl' (Par), first run,
arid 'Rose Bowl' (Par') (2d run), split;

and 'North of Nome' (Col) and 'Mys-
terious Crossing' (U ). first-run dual
last three days of week. Point toward
pretty good $1,000. Last week, same
pix, $1 ,100, okeh.

Century (Publix-Singer ) (1,600; 25-
35-40).—'Doctor's Diary'- (Par ). Light
$3,000 indicated, liati week, 'Secre-
tary' (Co! ), $5,200, dor.

Lyrle (Publix-Singer) (1,300; 20-
25).—'Love on Run' (MG) and Theo-
dora' (Gbl) (2d runs), split. Looks
like good $2,800. Last week, 'Born to
Dance' (MG) (2d run), $2,500. good. .

Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4.200;
25-35-55).—'Lloyds' (20th). Highest
praise from critics and customers and
certain to build. En- route to good
$11,000. Last week, 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par ), $6,000. bad.

Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2,890:
35-40-55).—'Stolen Holiday* (FN) an*
'Spices of 1937' on stage. First stage
show mi weeks in upp lcor and
bringing in some sh-ske's. Heading
for big $13,000. / Last week, 'AllahT
(UA), $7/,00, fair.

State (Publix-Singer) (2^00; 25-35-
40).—'Sinner Take All' (FN) and
'Can This Be Dixie' (20th), dual. Fair
$3,000. in prospect. Last week, 'Sing
Me a Love Song* (FN) and 'Mad
Holiday' (MG), $3,500, best yet for
duals here, but still only fair.

Time (Berger) (290; 15-25).—
'Legion of Terror' (Col). Fair $900
indicated. Last week, 'Pace That
Kills* (indie) (2d week); $800, light

Uptown (Publix) (U00; 25-35).^
'College Holiday' (Par). First iiabe
showing. Expect fair $3,000. Last
week, 'Theodora' (Col), $4,000, big.

World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55).
^-'Smart Girls' (U) (6th week). A
smash box-office hit.: Should reach
good $2£00. Last week, $3,200, big.

Lincoln Cool to Irish Pix,

'Enemy,' $2,500, Only Fair
Lincoln, Feb. 9.

Return of vaude at Orpheum after
house did miserably when it was out
a week, is about the best news on
theatre row.
Both 'Beloved Enemy* and 'One in

Million' are doing only slightly better
average.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (LTC) (1.200; 10-15).—

'Ghost Town Gold' (Rep) plus 'Last
Outlaw' (RKO), split with "Seci-et

Valley' (20th) plus 'Show Them No
Mercy* (20th). Looks good for $1,009.
Last week Trail Dust' (Par) plus
'Road Gang! (WB), split with 'Bull-
dog Drummond' (Par), and 'Dark
Hour' (Ches), oke at $900.

Lincoln <LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25).—
'Beloved Enemy- (UA). Irish pics
haven't been much here so far, but
Oberon is worth fair play from the
college kids. Miirht get $2,500. Last
week 'Girl from Paris' (RKO), which
was sold as comedy and without the
mention of Lily Pons, caught fine
$2,800.

rpheum (LTC) (1.350; 10- 15-20-
25 ).—'Larceny on Air' (Rep) arid
vaude. ; Unit is 'Wiriter Garden Fol-
lies.' Last half of the week is 'Rem-
brandt' (UA) plus 'Couldn't Have
Happened' (Inv). Layout worth
$2,700, fine. Last Week 'Wiriters3t,;

(RKO) teamed with 'Happy-Gq-
Lucky' (Rep) for full Week was slow
at $1,400.

Stuart (LTC ) .10^25-40).—
'One in Million' , Lot of talk
about the film.-bi.:! reception so far
only fair. Will do around S3.400.

tittle above average. La.st week. Thi
Man'- (MG);. went at gallop all the
way and got $4,700; best take in three
months.

Varsity (Westlahd) (1.100; 10r25-
35).—'Theodora' (Col ). Print brought
back .tp iakz up .slack and because it

went so strong on previous.two^week
stand. Seems swell so far arid $1,500
is hi .sight. La;,.( week;. 'Man of Af-
•fair.s' VGB), did fair $1.000.:
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WHERE IS BRITISH PIC BIZ ?

'The City Has Cut Dowii on Financirig^Qver-

Inflation and Its Results—-Quota Difficulties, as

Opposed to Out-Americanizing U. S> Product on

Spending, Talent^ Etc.

By Joshua Lowe
'

1 London, Jan. 31.

In the topsy-turvy world of British

motion pictures a situation has
emerged which reveals clearly how
near the brink of' complete bank-
ruptcy the industry , isi Not only is

the entire machine running virtually

at a loss, but the burning question of

the moment in every section of the
trade isrrexactly where are the Brit-

ish' ictures coming from to comply
wi .the quota?..

No money and no pictures is how
the; situation-, squares up, and just

now a vicious circle has been estab-
- iished in" which the producers are
chasing their own tails in vain hopes
of getting some place.

.

The 'City' has frozen stiff; not a
penny is obtainable for pictures,

either by credits or public flotations.

'.Evidence of the' nervousness bf 'in^

. vestors is readily forthcoming from
recent events in the money market.
Ah early index of the changed

public attitude towards motion pic*

ture financing occured late last fall,

•when John Maxwell's $15,000,000 flor

. tation for Associated British Prop-
. . erties,stuck the underwriters'

hands with a margin reported to be
* 60% not bid for.. Subsequent

^smaller issue of Kinemas, Ltd.,

fell even flatter, .while recently an
issue by BlackV Theatres, ;Ltd.,' re-

ceived so little attention that letters

of • application were ' returned to . the
senders ajid the flotation called

off. - Sidney Bernstein, contemplat-
ing an issue at this time for bis solid

concern, Bernstei Theatres, has
sensed the position and withdrawn
his proposed offer. '

.

: The 'Stock Exchange also reflects

the tendency, with Associated British

$5 stock currently around $4.37% : (in

spite of a .12%%' dividend) and Gau-
mont-British $2.50 ordinaries slump-
ing at this writing to $1.93.

/But that's not all. Financial groups
heavily embroiled in production

.,. commitments are wielding the big
stick, demanding a layoff of further
expenditures '., until earnings mate-
rialize in respect of completed pic-

tures. Such an ultimatum, 'City*

reports indicate, has been presented
to Alexander Korda by the Pruden-
tial Assurance Co., with

:
the result

that, after-T Claudius' is washed up,
London Films will go slow on future
productions until the pictures Korda
has already made are released and
the Current and impending releases

begin to ield a goodly return.

Salary Cuts
How seriously the financiers regard

continued flow of unproductive
capital into studios is further indi-

cated in yet another
,
repercussion

^ directly affecting Korda, whereby theA 'City' has suggested a general reduc-B tion in salaries at Denham. It has
W . been.put forward that the scale should

admit no cut on salaries up to $25, a
5% reduction oh wages of $25-$50

and 10% on all over that weekly
; figured

'

Gaumpht-British situation admits
• doubts. •' Isidore Ostrer's state-.

>.
:

. . ment on his return from the U. S,

laicj down as an axiom that produc-
tion' activities will be reduced to a
minimum, if not undergoing a com-
plete temporary collapse. A modi-
fied policy on these lines was actu-

ally put into operation before Christ-

mas, when it was learned the Shep-
herd's Bush studios would henceforth

not have more than two production

units in work at any time.

Twickenham Films, comparatively

Insignificant; . from the. international

Viewpoint, but a major source of

British quota product, nevertheless,

is oUt of "the business, and nothing

..in the offing indicates it will stage a

comeback,
British & Dominions, a former

source of regular product for the

home market, with a loss of over

$500,000 on its last year, is virtually

out as a production unit oft the ad-

mission of Charles M. Woplf, and

there , is no activity at . the lavish

Pinewood studios, in which it has a

50% interest, to Offer hope.

, Basil Dean's Associated Talking

Pictures at Faling has likewise

/been badly bitten and will make no

more pictures apart from occasional

'City' Clamps; Down

.
London, Jan. 24.

The City gave another Set-

back to the motion picture in-

dustry last week when an issue
was made Of $500,000 in 5% first

mortgage debenture stock, and
$665,000 in preference stock of

Black's Associated Theatres,
Ltd., controlling a small circuit

in the sticks.

Response was so poOr from
the public that all subscriptions
made were returned and the is-

abandoned.

domestic' releases starring George
Formby. . A. % P. has lost its big
standby -r- Gracie Fields — to 20th
Century-Fox 1 America.

It can be taken as a not very dras-
tic statement that, practically with-
out exception, none of the British
producers made money, during the.

past year. Ask John Maxwell, even,
if his production activities of late;

have yielded him a direct profit.

Meet Max Schach around, and it will
be found he is more active in deny-
ing rumors that Capitol is on shift-

ing sand than in concentrating on the
lavish , program he originally an-
nounced. (In passing, Schach will
not be found at Denham these days,
in spite of an alleged $1,750,000 three
years' studio rental deal with Korda,
nor at Pinewood, where he has affili-

ations; instead, current pictures are
shooting at Sound City and Welwyn,
where production costs are patently
more modest.

Quota. Worry
The troubles of British producers

are one thing—but the question that
affects every section of the industry
: s just, where are the British pictures
o come from to comply with the
quota?. As the law stands at pres-
ent, every distributor must acquire
and every theatre play 20% British,
footage annually. As 'that per-
centage based on aggregate
footage, ritish and foreign, the
onus on exhibitor and. distributor
alike is to acquire British films
actually equivalent to 25% of the
foreign product they handle. In
short, each American company oper-
ating here must find the equivalent
of one British picture for every four
it releases from its American pro-
gram.

.

If every such distributor here were
to make three or four pictures
in the U.K. annually, irrespective of
quality-^pr lack of it—there would
be nothing like sufficient footage to
comply with the quota demands. Yet
that appears . to be the limit that
could reasonably be demanded from
any of the companies concerned.
Uninitiated would, therefore,

viously suggest using the pictures
made by the. native producers
Analysis already given, however,
emphasizes the fallacy of any such
argument, while the collapse of
Twickenham has made it most dif-

ficult—if not altogether impossible—
for the Makers of quickies to secure
capital with which to continue.
: But even with the American dis

tributi concerns at present
deavoring honestly to cope with the
situation, the cry here, as expressed
through the proposed new quota
enactment,

-%

is for penalizing them
still further. To gauge the existing

situation—irrespective of a possible

further extension

—

Variety queried
the executives of some of the im-
portant American, distributing^ firms,

aski - 'How much did ypU, lose last
• year on quota, productions?'"

Replies varied from, 'We broke
even,' to; 'Over $500,000.' Variety
knows the spokesman for the 'we
broke even' concern was not exactly
speaking : from the books, which
showed ah entry in the red of not
less than $50,000. Another spokes-

man's answer was, 'Oh, we didn't do
so badly ; we only lost about $200,000,

because we didn't try to make any-
thing but junki'

. Can't Ship Stars

Next alternative to relying On
native producers is for the American
concerns to bri over their stars

and directors to produce here. This

is very pretty in theory, but put it

under the microscope what does the

dissection show?
Stars, limited in number as they

are, cannot be spared from their

Hollywood scheduled productions,
and there afe riot enough good di-

rectors for the West Coast activities

themselves, much less enough to

spare so that the tried and true

ones . can be sent ' over here* Same
applies to technical staffs.-

As hypothetical case, a
Hollywood Star to

,
England for a pic-

ture,- A definite.date would have to

be set for her, fit in with the

British studio's schedule, and .
ho

sooner would that be arranged than
it would be found, for countless rea-

sons, that she could not leave the

Coast on time, due to a Hollywood
picture not being complete; Eventu-
ally she. would be shipped to New
York enroute for London^ only to be
ordered back to Hollywood by wire
for a few . necessary retakes. Even
assuming the star got away, every-

thing being completed in Hollywood
to make her, departure of as little i -

convenience as possible, and the pic-

ture was started; hefre—the same sit-

uation would possibly arise on this

side and considerable delay, would
be caused before getting her back.

Again, to take a technical staff

away from Hollywood would eh*

tirely disorganize any studio. In ad-

dition^ directors 'and technical staff,"

not to mention the tetinue of minor
working people, who .would, have to

accompany so' big a location assign-

ment, and everybody connected with'

it, with the possible exception of the

star (who might, or might not, be'

paid per picture) would be drawing
salary and .

living expenses for the
entire journey of 7,000 miles; And
so on, far, fat into the night.

Aside from these aspects 01 such
a plan, the majority of the Holly-
wood studios find they have plenty
oh their hands in endeavoring to

maintain '

.a standard of production
commensurate with modern de-
mands. Weakening of the resources

on the Coast for the sake of bolster-

ing the British end would most cer-

tainly tend to increase the possibility

of producing Occasional boners. But,
whereas in the States inferior

picture is put out to earn what it

can and mi imize the loss, product
of the same .rating made over here
will, have to run the gantlet of a
proposed 'quality clause,' which, if

the picture was rejected, would en-
tail a Complete writing-off of the
entire production stake. No estab-
lished producer deliberately makes
poor .pictures, but. when One comes
along in the inevitable course he
makes the best of it.

High Finance in Britain

London, Jan. .

New evidence of haphazard methods used in British film pro-
duction was revealed when Joe Rock, Ltd., producer, was sued
by Leslie Fuller, comedy star of domestic pictures, for $10,250, Rock
Ltd., countercharged that Fuller made fraudulent statements to induce
them to. engage him.
Attorney for Rock says the company had made three films starring

Fuller, 'Strictly Illegal,' 'The Stoker' and 'Captain Bill.' It was claimed
that , 'Strictly Illegal' grossed approximately $80,000 and lost almost
$30,000; 'The Stoker* cost $105,000 to produce and grossed only
$60,000; 'Captain Bill' cost $90,000 and it is estimated* that its loss
will be $50,000.

Fuller was formerly under contract to British International. Rock's
attorney told the court Fuller had . stated; to Rock the pictures in
which he starred for B. I. P, were grossing from $200,000 to $300,000
on a production- budget of between $75,000 and $100,000. When
Hock's company inquired into the actual B. I. P. takings for these-

films (after making three films) it discovered they were only
$100,000.

British International revealed subsequently that all pictures made
by Fuller for it cost a total of $790,000, and produced an aggregate
gross of $1,260,000;

Fuller was given

Not only does it appear imprac-
ticable but it is flatly : impossible for
major. Concerns to split their pro-
duction between Hollywood and
Great Britai . An answer may seem
to emerge in the. fact that Warners
and, to a lesser extent, F6x operate
set-ups here for the provision of
domestic, pictures, but it needs little

acumen to see these as a liability on
the parent compani just as the
acquisition of independent quota
supplies by other distributors has
been shown to be. a. heavy expense
to pulj out of their rental earnings*

;
But a system which would penal-

ize the. American distributor simply
because he . has the best goods for

sale is indefensible, and was justly

stigmatised by prominent Ameri-
can visiting

: here - as ' ^English/
From, him Variety takes an analogy
between the motion picture situation

and the liquor business as it operates

in the States, todayv
American rye and bourbon is-

tilleries (he id) are putting up
a tremendous battle against im-
ported Scotch whisky, which never-
theless is winning all along the line

—because it is a better product.

Secret is in the water used in the
distilling , which ' unob-
tainable in U. S., but nobody
would dream, of suggesting a law
Which would compel importers of

Scotch to ship tanks of this special

water to save the American industry

from extinction.

Yet the proposals under the mo-.

tiPrt picture quota recommendations
are precisely similar in scope and
intent.

Turning to the third possible de-

ciding factor, the Ostrer-Fox-Max-
weli-Metro negotiations might be
expected to stabilize the situation,

though, at this writing, they are en-
joying an impasse apparently as

thick as when .Sidney Kent arid Joe
Schehck sailed away from these,

shores several months ago. An un-
biased, dispassionate summary, of the

entire situation would seem to indi-

cate that the only solution, if indeed

it , is a solution, would . be the orig-

inally proposed international alli-

ance, in which event exchanges- of •

personnel might be wOrked put on a

less hit and miss basis.

Metro's Invasion

. Meanwhile, Metro's impendi -

vasion here for the making of pic-

tures js being- watched with keen

.

interest. It is understood Metro will

be mpre thoroughly equipped for

such ah experiment than ' anything

yet attempted. Certainly it is going

slow and cautiously, building the

nucleus of an organization from
the best available production per-

sonalities here and testing each pos-

sibility before taking a forward step.

Rumor mongers, linking the project

to -Isidore • Ostrer's slow-down state-

ment, see the, probability of a Metro
production unit wprki ' -at., the.

Shepherd's Bush studios, which, as

its. output shows, is at least tech-

nically equipped for making top-

grade pictures. Such a step might
emerge as the next best thing to

the international already

discussed. On seeking, verification,

Variety was , informed the subject

had never been discussed.

How and whether British and
American production can draw to-

gether for their mutual advantage,

is, nevertheless, dependent oh the
outcome of the quota probe, on
which all sections of the industry

are at this time sitting in judgment.
Exhi itors, concerned purely with
the theatre problem—a guaranteed
supply of revenue-producing British

pictures—have already made their

representations to the Government
department, urgi ' more especially

a trade arbitration panel responsible

to the Board of Trade, which would
be empowered to withdraw, trading
licenses from distributors as a means
of enforcing decisions.

If - the Exhibitors Association draft

had not so' nearly coincided with the
Twickenham collapse and the 'City'

tension that followed, its findings

on the question of finance might
have seemed prophetic. Associa-.
tibn's primary concern, its reply
States, is the immediate possibility of
diminished production if there . is

any withdrawal of financial support.

.

ProducerSj for their part, are more
ciosely interested (as disclosed from
discussions at the Film Group of the
Federation of British Industries) ,in

encouraging reciprocity and urging
quota concessions for American con-
cerns whi. ^ acquire British, films for
the U. S. market. This : appears a
lessi fantastic application of the priri-,

ciple urged by Isidore Ostrer, who
visualizes legislation compelling
U. S. release for' ritish production.
In both cases it is argued that Brit-,
ish pictures cannot be made up to
American standard without Ameri-

:

can bookings.
Further important— and vital

—

angle of the producers' Case is that
they cannot accept the prihcipie~'pf

a quality clause, declaring no body
of judges could; be capable of pass-
ing on .the entertainment rating of a
picture; they would be afraid to pro-
duce entertainment in face of such
a stipulation. Their alternative would
be a minimum cost, claiming, Amer-
ican : companies, if compelled to
spend, say $100,000 per picture, would
automatically labor to produce sale-
able material.

The Distributors
Distributors, in the meantime, the

section most likely to be affected
under any new enactments, have
little opportunity to make any ap-
peal oh. their own behalf, but find

every other section striving to force
the ultimate responsibility on them.
It is no secret that certain of the
American concerns were not sat-
isfied with the manner of presenta-
tion of their case when the Govern-
ment Committee was hearing evi-
dence before drafting its recommen-
dations, seeing the method as a ten-
dency to apologize . for trading in the
U. K.—eyen though they have the
best goods in the world to sell. What
would satisfy these, companies would
be a set-up similar in scope to the
Hays Office, whereby the industry
could be self-.goverhi But in this
they ,are in a bad minority compared
with the phalanxes who are almost
cheerfully prepared to accept Gov-
ernment control.

But while the new quota plan has
further complicated the

.
present

financial imbroglio—attributable in
part to the failure of the existing
quota machine—independent -exhibi-
tors are forced to drastic measures
in the hope of securing their
tion, with plans for provi
own quota product;

4,685 Theatres In U. K.
Latest figures compiled.

Cinematograph Exhibitors Associa-
tion show 4,685 theatres in the U. K.
As near as . statistics can gauge in a
fluctuating field, 2,500 of these are
directly under control of the major
or minor circuits, leaving a margi
of jiist above 2,000 houses, a majori-
ty of them dumps, and practically
negli ible on capacity value, for the
independents.

So long as producers continue to
ride the hobby horse of capturing
the foreign market, so long will they
remain in 'the red—if they don't sink
first. At present they haVe not even
captured the domestic market, with
audiences definitely hostile to Brit-
ish films in parts of the country.
(One exhibitor recently .stated in
evidence when prosecuted for quota
default that he was obliged to bring
police into his theatre to provent
trouble when - he put a British film

On the screen.

)

If; instead of attempting to com-
pete at first go with an established

Hollywood industry^ British pro-

ducers had first concentrated on mak-
ing 'good average . economic pictures

for the home market, the outcome
would conceivably have been differ-

ent. To establish the industry on a
solid basis and produce dividends, all

they heeded was to turn out bookable
second features, which would have
satisfied the theatre men and earned
their cost and more for the studios.

Instead, by a process of putting the

cart before the horse, they have
argued, with few exceptions, 'If we.
force our way., into the

;
wprld mar-

ket, we can afford to make good pic-

tures.' What they should, have aimed
at first was making good pictures-
then better ones—and so developing
logically until the world market
could not afford to ighore them.
But over a period of years—ever

since 'Henry the Eighth' gave the en-

tire industry here a swollen head-^
they have kidded themselves that

they were beating Hollywood at its

own game, when all they actually

succeeded at was topping oily-

wood spending. Now,; all.

appearances, it has come to a case of

Hollywood pulling the British indus-
try out of the mire, or it sinks. That
Hollywood is prepared to do—unless

a Government side-step sends it tum-
bling in as well.

A final opi ion" ori the shifting

uation sees the industries of the
countries as complementary to each
other, in the U. K. market in par-

ticular. It Seems the intention of the

Government, badgered by sectional-

ized interests in the British trade, to

penalize the American companies and
put them under shacklei.

.ovi::.
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Hag-Waving Over in Australia;

fix Must Be Good Now; or Else

,
Sydney, Jan. 19.

Majority of the big city exhtbs

here are convinced that

waving days ot local pix ; are over;

Feeling is that locally-mades in the

future will have to win out solely

on merit and in competition with
product from overseas; Exhibs state

that the public is through buyi
'-

tertaihment for purely patriotic rea-

sons.

Two recent locals/ 'Orphan of the

Wilderness' (Cinesouhd) and 'Bangle
River* (Col-National), although in

their fourth weeks here, have only
rossed average trade, while -the for-

mer in Brisbane barely made but on
a week. Earlier locals id very

Following, his return from abroad,
Stuart F. Doyle realized that the
New South Wales* quota didn't mean
a thing' insofar as local production
was concerned and at once set about
to completely reorganize his Cine\
sound production unit. He cut over-
head way down to- allow pix to be
made at a reasonable .. cost the
home- market.

So far, not one Australian pic . has
roken into the American field, but

a little ground has been, made in
°England, .

principally because of the
quota operating there. jJoyltf pointed
out that the gross expected from lo-

cals could not, in/ his: opinion, go
above $50,000. Therefore, producers
running high overheads could

;
not

possibly expect to make a profit on
production • in the home market.

PIC TITLE REGISTRY

IN ENGLAND

With. .British producers iving
some support to the Federation of
ritish Industries Film Group's plan

for a register of titles, over 60 names
having been registered by half a
dozen concerns in less than a month
since its inception, American com-
panies operating here" are at the
moment laying off, seeing difficul-

ties in the way of cooperation until
an understanding has been arrived
at between the F. B. I. and the
M. P. P. D. A. (Hays office).

Complete workability of the
scheme- is dependent on an under-
standing on both sides of the Atlan-
tic, but the Hays register, in opera-
tion since around 1925, swamps the
hevir British, effort with, a total ap-
roaching 10,000 titles.

Domestically, the F. B. I. register

has already proved of some value,

with title clashes neatly side-stepped
in at least two instances. But as re-

gards its broader application,, dis-

cussions are proceeding with, the
Hays office, through F. W. Allport of

that' organization, in an effort to

reach a basis of mutual agreement.

U. S. Indies Try to Stymie

Hagen's Product Deal

London, Feb. 2.

rising from the collapse, of Julius

Hagen's Twickenham group, Invin-
cible- and Chesterfield have made ap-
plications in the High Court for in-

junctions restrain Twickenham
from handing over .product of those
two companies to Pathe and restrain

the latter concern from releasing

them.
Complainants declare they issued

licenses to Twickenham to distribute

their product in the U.K., and that
following appointment of a receiver

.Twickenham, instead of returning
the product, handed it to Pathe,
which was entering into distributing
contracts; of which they (the Amer-
ican cos.) might not approve.
Motions were adjourned a

week.

en ain

London,
Julius Hagen has formed a private

company which has taken bver the
Twickenham Studio from the re-
ceiver on a long lease. •

He is recruiting all - former mem-
bers of his production personnel, and
will start with a program of. 12 pic-
tures.

He Meant 'No'

London, Jan. 31.

Question was duly asked i

the House of Commons whether
the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer would consider
mitting entertainments tax
all flesh shows during Corona-
tion Week, to stimulate the
business.

Neville Chamberlain an-
swered: *I am afraid 1 cannot,
see my way to adopt my
honourable friend's suggestion.'

IN SYDNEY

Sydney, Jan. 19.

Every
,

.the belief grows
stronger here that an Imperial
Quota 'will be introduced before
very long.

"

:" Leading picture;. ex-;

press the opinion that such a quota
is a certainty; and that representa-
tion will be made by the English
government to the Federal authori-
ties, here for its introduction.
Execs base their opinion on what

has already transpired in reat
Britain oh quota legislation, together
with the fact that the English pro-
ducers themselves are most anxious
to secure a bigger grip of the Aus-
tralian entertainment field" than
hitherto.

Just now, local quotas are proving
more than a headache to the gov-
ernments of N. S. Wales and Vic-
toria. At the present time nobody
knows what the two governments
plan doing to straighten out the
muddle. Nevertheless, the belief
that the. English government will ask
the Federal government to back an
Imperial Quota for Hhe protection
of British producers is very strong;
Prime. Minister Lyons and several

of his ministers, will be leaving
shortly to attend the Coronation.
Whether .the matter will come up
during their visit is problematical.

KORDA'S % CLAUDIUS'

STARTED AT DENHAM

London, Jan. 31.

lexander Kprda puts 'I, Claudius'
in production at Denham this week,
with Charles Laughton as the Roman
emperor, supported by Merle Obe-
ron, Flora Robson and Raymond
Massey, Josef, von Sternberg directs.

Picture is expected to be Den-
ham's temporary swansong, with
production then, taking, a nosedive
until grosses materialize on previous
subjects.

Only other unit in action at Den-
Ham is Robert Kane's New World,
completing 'Under the Red Robe'
and goi .into action with 'Four
Dark Hours,' directed by William
Cameron' Menzies.

Eckman s Par Pbqne

London, Jan. 31.

Sam Eckman, .'
.,. head of Metro's

British activiti , is to receive one of
the commemorative plaques, awarded
by Paramount to exhibitors who
showed 'Queen Elizabeth' ' 1910.

Eckman at that time was .running
the Bronx Centre Theatre with his
father and, at the Zukor ilee
luncheon in London, how
they played the film extended
run—two days—at a top of 10c.

Eckman ill have the distinction
of being the only recipient in the
U.K.

TAMED SANGER
Berlin, Jan. 31.

.

Paramount trade-showed Texas
Ranger* at the. Marmoirhaus Kur-
fuerstendarnm. Pic was recently

nixed and released after

merciless slashing.

Will go over here i ite of that,

howpver

Lord Moyne to Attend
British Exhibitors Fete

London, Feb, % .

Lord Moyne, chairman of . the
Government's* Quota Committee, will
be chief guest .at annual banquet of
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn. at

Grosvenor house, March 9, recog-
nized as the major trade function of
the year.

With him will also be r. Leslie
Burgi M. P., Parliamentary Secre-
tary to' the Board of Trade, at pres-
ent the industry's main Government
contact.

m FILM PACT

France and Italy have signed an
agreement for an exchange of films

between the two countries.

To become effective at a near fu-

ture date, agreement gives France
the right to export 12 films into Italy

in exchange of receiving eight. Italian

films to be distributed in this country.
Agreement, it is learned; was

signed in Rome on Jan. 30, between
French Charge; d'Affaires Bloridel;

and Minister of Foregn Affairs Count
Ciano.

Details, such as the exact length of

the agreement, monetary stipulations,

etc., were not made ilable here.

It is presumed, however, because of

the stringent conditions under which
the film industry is regulated in Italy,

that, money derived from the exploi-

tation of films will be regulated in.

such a way that proceeds of the
French 'film -leaving Italy will not

exceed the proceeds, of the Italian

films leaving France.

HARRY HUNTER GIVEN

PAR ANTIPODES POST

Harry Hunter, branch exchange
manager for Paramount in Washing-
ton, D. C, "has been promoted to the
general directorship of Par interests

in Australia. Will handle both the
Par product and houses in the An-
tipodes.

Unusual for foreign offices to give
an important spot like that to men
but of the U. sales department
(Sydney and London are considered
the two ace. spots in foreign service)

but Hunter has long been under the
eyes, of the Par execs because of

good work in the capital. Will spend
a couple of weeks in New York and
then leave for the Coast, where he
will visit the studios for a week or

two before sailing. He succeeds the

late John E. Kennebeckt

British Techs Squawk

On Korda's Wage Cuts

London, Feb. 2.

Deputation from Association, of

Cine Technicians, studio workers'
labor union, saw Alexander Korda
to protest against salary cuts ^under
a hew economy drive, representing
that reductions on salaries under $87
was. an injustice and could not be
termed, ah economy measure.
Korda, hands tied by his financial

backers, declared the cuts were nec-
essary on the principle that all

grades should share the economy ef-

fort, which he regards purely as a
temporary measure.
A.C.T. had to be satisfied w.;th an

assurance that. Korda would treat

with it on any individual salary or
other labor problem.

Crown to Handle GN
Distribution in S. A.

rand National is laying plans for

distribute Central and South
America.
Alfred Crown, formerly in that

territory for Metro and Columbia,
has been commissioned to look the

situation over with respect to setting

up distribution agencies.

Terra Spread* Out
Berlin, Jan. 31.

Under name of Cinex Film-
vertrieb, a hew distributing firm has
been started for the special' purpose
of placing Terra pi ign coun-
tries.

Also lms made by other corn-

pan i may be distributed through
this firm.

Mysterious Soar of Kucheumeister

Stock Puzzles Hague, While

The Other Twist

London, Feb. 2.

Warners has issued a writ for

libel against the Women's Guild
of Empire and: claiming dam-
ages, as an outcome of a letter

from the Guild to the British

Board of Film Censors regard-
'The Charge of the Light

rigade.'

.

Letter charged that (he pro-
duction involved cruelty to
horses.

New re-fiance scheme covering
.Greater Union Theatres will be com-
pleted by' next month and released
early . in March. Stuart F. Doyle
and Norman' Rydge have been work-
ing on. the scheme ever since the
former's return . from abroad some
months ago-.

Learned that the new arrange-
ments will cover the grouping of the
various holdings in Greater Union
into one complete unit; This was
the proposition put up to Doyle when
he visited England in search of ad-
ditional capital by the financial in-
terests,he dealt with.

In this direction many obstacles
had to be overcome, but matters are
progressing smoothly now and no
opposition is expected from any of
the share-holding groups. There' is

also the possibility that . some capi-
tal will be gplten locally, as well as
from England. ' This point, has not
been ironed out yet, but on good
authority it is learned that Doyle
and Rydge will have no difficulty in
securing the amount required. "..

Certain negotiations are proceed-
ing between Greater Union and
Hoyts on the question of a further
term as General Theatres, but noth-
ing definite has cropped up and the
whole matter is still up in the air.

Actual contract does, not expire
til the end of this year, and. only
informal chatter sessions are being
held noWv In the meantime, both
circuits are going ahead to make
their separate holdings strong, know-
ing that there is every possibility

that a further deal will not come
about.

JACK BUCHANAN'S NEW
INDIE FILM PROD. CO.

London, Feb. 9.

Jack Buchanan has formed a new
film company here on his own with
a nominal- capital of $500,000 but ex-
tensive backing, far above the regis-

tered capital. . Lord Portal is on the
directorate of the new concern and
Rene Clair has been signatured : to
direct two films.

ictures. wiil. be. made at the Pine-
wppd Studios; where Buchanan has
some money invested.

Rene Clair has two pictures t»
make.for Alexander Korda under an
old contract. Whether these have
been dropped or will be made after,

or before the Buchanan films, is not
clear.

Lond. Pavilion Net Up
Londonj Feb. 2

London Pavilion, operated since
rebuilding as the central pre-release
spot for United Artists output, shows
a profit of $80,325 on the last work-
ing year, 'fcbmparing with $70,915 for
the previous period, inal ordinary
dividend of 3Vz% is recommended,
making 6% on the full year, plus a

1% bonus from surplus on sale of
investments.
Company will place $10,000 to re-

serve and carry $29,135 to the next
account; 6% was the payment on
ordinaries last- year.

The Hague, Jan. 29.

Recent.
;
unexplainable rise in

Kuchenrrieister and International
Tobis shares, on the stock exchange
at Amsterdam ' puzzling veteran
stock traders. : Because Kuchenmeis-
ter stock has gone up so rapidly,
while ,Tobis shares have lagged i

comparison, a . most apparent- dis-
parity exists between the two issues
on the basis of the current 5-to-l
exchange for the two stocks.

.

Nobody here seems to know what
is behind this unusual advance in the
two issues because little tangible
news is Out . which might justify, on
the surface at least, . this sustained
bull move:
Explanation in some financial chi-

cles is that the cheap price for which
Kuchenmeister shares could be
bought even' last year probably en-
couraged heavy buying in this issue
once the future growth of Tobis Jn«
ternational was indicated. .

Kuchenmeister stock dipped down
to a level where it was difficult to
obtain eyen a sale quotation after the;
1929 boom. ; However, the high price
it brought in those peak days plainly,
indicated to stock traders -that it was
a highly volatile issue and one which
could easily be moved once the. fu-
ture of interlocking interests was
assured. Only thing that has per-
plexed some is the great disparity i

quoted, prices for this, issue, as com-
pared with Tobis International, espe-
cially when>it is realized that it only
requires five shares of Kuchenmeis-
ter to obtain one of Tobis. :

In more conservative circles the.
most logical explanation is simply
that the K stock has greater leverage
and is more readily moved than
Tobis shares. This.lias been true of
other stocks where an exchange basis
always prevailed.

Vienna, .30.
Ono-third Tobis-Sacha stock-

holdings were taken over by the
Austrian Creditanstalt-Wiener Bank-
verei at the general meeting of
stockholders, with numerous present
officials of the corporation tendering
their resignations.
Dr. Wllhelm Gruen, Marcel Fried-

man, Oscar -Pilzer and Viktor Pilzer
were the executives to quit

r
while

Van Toenh'oven,' of Amsterdam,, and
Dr. Walter Loebl also resigned from
active participation in Tobis-Sacha
affairs. Some of those leaving, how*
ever, plan to continue active in Aus-
trian film production. .

Albert Goering, brother of the
German Premier, was named fidu-
ciary of the Creditanstalt-Wiener
Bankverein group.

'In New York film circles, both
moves mentioned above are figured
to be moves towards splitting->up of
Tobis International, whereby it. is

hoped everitually to cut German and
Austrian Tobis off into a separate
unit distinct and free of the- home
(Dutch) concern. In this respect,
appearance of the German Premier's
brother for' Tobis-Sacha, hitherto,
dependent of Germany except in so
far as both companies stemmed front
the Dutch holding corp., is sign!

cant.'

MUCINS IN PARIS

AFTER NEAR EAST TOUR

Paris, Feb. 3,

Ben Miggins, 20th-Fox European
manager, has just returned from an
extensive tour' of the Near East*
where he. made a study of film con-
ditions. .

Going through Turkey, Egypt, Pair
estine,

,

Syria and. Greece, Miggi
said he found a marked movement i

favor of American and British films.

In Alexandri
,; Cairo, Tel-Aviv and

other cities
.
visited; he stated he .

found and modern cinema
houses which reported business on
the upgrade.*
He. is soon going to Oslo to atend

and supervise the European premiere
of 'Girl in a Million.'

Legion Cross to Campbell
Paris, Feb. 9.

Charles Campbell has been made
a Knight of the Legion of Honor.
He is the local attorney for Para-
mount..
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THE GOOD EARTH
Metro :Goldwyn-Msyer release of Albert

Lewln production. Stars Paul Muhl, Luise
Ralner. Features Walter Connolly; . Tilly

Losch. Charley Grapewin, Jessie Ralph.
Directed' by Sidney Franklin. From hovel
by Pearl S. Buck and piny by Owen and
Donald Davis; adaptation, Talbot Jen-
rings, Teas Schleslnger, Claudlne WeBt;
musical score* Herbert Stothart; editor.

Basil Wrangell; camera* Karl Freund, At
Astdr. N. Y., tor two-a^day, run commenc-
Ins Febi 0. '37. Running time, 140 mlnH.

.

Wang .Paul Muni
O-Lnn Luise Ralner
Uncle v ;';v ... .\ Walter .Connolly

Lotus . . , , . . .:, . . . . . • i .
.'.

> Tilly Losch
Old Father ............ Charley Grapewin
Cuckoo ............... Jessie Ralph
Aunt . . . . .... ...... ..; . Soo Yong

• Elder Son ;K?ye Luke
Younger Son *

Roland- Mil

lilttle Fool ............:..i.<Suzanna-:Klm

Chlng ; .... .-. . . V . . . . . ... . .•» . . Chlnrwh. Lee
Cousin . . . . . .......... ... . . . Harold .Huber
Llii. Grain .Olaf HyUen
Gateman ».. • > WUlnm Law
Little Bride ...................Mary Wong

More minute care and generous
treatment has seldom been accorded

a screen play. The result is a true

technical, achievement with names
enough to send it across: But its

not going to be easy to get this re-

Sorted $3,000,000 investment back,

nd if it does come back it's going

to take a long time. ;
'

.

1 In its.present shape, for two-a-day
showing, film is inclined to tun
slowly, sometimes ponderously. /It,

' runs 140 minutes and there should be
considerable trimming tor the . field

"as a whole. That will eliminate the

slow - spots; and once 'Good Earth
attains pace it will be additionally

.
impressive. _ • /

:

•

*

Transfer of the Buck novel from
page to celluloid, with a stop-off via
the. stage, is a tough adaptation jobi

The difficulty must have confronted
'everybody concerned, .from the cast,

down to the prbp man, for here is
' picture property that is against all

precedent. Giving continuity to a
dictionary would not be much more
.difficult
; Oh the scenario angle it's not so

, much 4 problem of altering the orig-

inal as of assorting the mass of ma-
terial in the book, shaking it down
:for highlights and giving the se-

lected portions the proper cohesion.
These have been picked wisely.

Wheije liberty is taken, it doesn't lose

sight of the novel or its people, and
the essence of the book is never side-

tracked or dissolved. Still, it im-
presses as a tough subject on which
'to sell the public.

x

• The characters are 100% Chinese.
In many scenes such occidentals as

Paul Muni and Walter Connolly are
mixed with genuine Orientals for di-

rect conversational contact, find no
harmful false note is struck. Para*
doxically, the only inconsistency is

the Chinese actors' use: of Oxford
English as against the less precise
/and therefore less conspicuous: dic-

tion of the Whites. Luise Hauler's
Viennese amidst this, mumble-jumble
of dialects is but slightly noticeable,

- find then only at the beginning.
The marriage of Wang and O-Lan,

- their raising: of the family and care
of their land, the drought, Wang's
rise to wealth, his desertion of the
farm and his taking of a second wife,

his return to the farm and the earth
are faithfully transcribed. There are
some"' departures for brevity's • sake
ahd some additions, such as the lo-

- cust pldgue, which is a helpful con-
tributiPn rather thai! a distraction,
but the members of the House of
Wang are Pearl Buck's original cre-
ations without change;

Albert Lewin, who took over the

Ereduction reins where the late Irv-
ig Thalberg left off; Director Sid-

ney Franklin, the stars and featured
players, along with the, writers, all

:.seem to have faced the problem en-
thusiastically and in agreement. This
must account for the smooth-running
effect gained in spite of confusion of
detail that would ordinarily preclude
story continuity, let alone : perfect
productional teamwork.
Paul Muni as Wang with a great

makeup, is a splendid lead for the
film. Role is something any actor
•Would relish, for it's the kind that
gives credit for restraint , and pays
off automatically on just looking the
part regardless of performance.
Miss Raiher has more ' difficulty,

since her features are not so recep-
tive to Oriental makeup. Yet a good
actress overcomes these thingSj, and
Luise Rainer is an actress, waiter

: .Connolly as the semi-villainous and
greedy uncle, takes the few laughs
in a picture which is very sparing
with its lightness. He does a spark-
ling job. .. Tilly Losch, a dancer by
profession, does little dancing, but
plenty of good playing, as the second
wife* and Charley Grapewin is splen-
did as the father of Wang.
Keye Luke, Chingwah Lee and

Roland Lui head the native contin-
gent; all excellent. Jessie Ralph and
Harold Hpber also stand out in mU
nor spots. In fact, there's no sign of

weakness . in the cast at the top . pr
bottom.
Karl Freund's photography: is as

Important in the net result as any.

other factor. Some of his scenic

views are portraits, and in the action
. sequences.he gives the director more
than the customary help. The print-

ing may also , be accountable, but
whatever it is, the slightly tinted and
brownish sepia hues, shading some
pf the farm sequences; give as mag-
nificent an effect as has yet been re-

corded oii film.

For excitement plus photographic
"beauty the three leading action se-

quences—the storm scene, the revo-
lutionary mpb*s pillage , of the city,

ahd the locust plague—are high-

1

lights. All pertain directly to the
story. Herbert Stothart's musical
score is eloquent and .

effective..

Dialog is mostly short and clipped
and manages to create the native at-
mosphere without departing from the
English tongue. This added to. the
general; adaptation makes the. all-

around writing job- one of excep-
tional merit

It is ai remarkable, screen produc-
tion. A cinch critics' picture and ul-
timately an audience picture, too, but
due to the subject matter it's going
to take a bit of driving to get 'em in..

Bige.

ON THE AVENUE
(MUSICAL)

. 20th Century-Fox release of Darryl -F.
, Zanuck-Gehe Markey production. Stars
Dick Powell and . Madeleine Carroll. . . Fea-
tures'. Alice- Faye.Mlitz Bros.';. George.
Barbler..: Directed by Roy Del Ruth. Songs
by Irving Berlin. Screenplay, Gene Markey
and William Coriselman. Dances.- Seymour
Felix; . camera, ' Luclen Andrlot; asst.
director, Wm. . J. 'Scully;.-' editor.' Allen
McNeil;, orchestrations,. Herbert ' Spencer;
.musical direction/ Arthur Lange. At Radio
City Music Hall. N..X, week Febi 4, '37.

Running time, 00 mine.
Gary Blake.......... lck Powell
Mlmi Caraway . ... . . , ... i Madeleine Carroll
Mona Merrick. ...... ; ....... .Alice, Faye
Rltz Brothers. . V . . ; .'. . . ; Themselves
Commodore Caraway. .

.'. .George Barbler
Frederick, . SI .... . . ... . Alan Mowbray
Aunt Frltz;......V,.....Cora Wltherspoon
Jake Dibble...; .... .... ....Walter Catlett
Eddie Eads. .... . .v. . .Douglas ; Fowlev
Herman . . . ; ; . . . , . . . . .Stepin Fetchlt
Miss . Katz. , . .... , , . . ; .Joan Davis.
Joe; Cherry. . . . , . . ; . . . . . .Paul Gerrlts
Herr. Hanfetangel . . .Sig Rumnnn
Joe Papaloupas.. . . . . .. ... . .-.

t Billy Gilbert
Mr. Trivet. . .-.V. i ..Douglas Wood
Harry Morris.. .. ...... . . . ; ... .Paul' Irving
Lulgi ......Ricardo Mandla
Stage ' Manager.-. .John - Bheehan
Oabby ............... E. B: CHve
Kelly 4. ... . . . . .Harry . Stubb's
Potts- v. ... i,.,'. .-. .Edward Cooper

'On the Avenue* should fare mod-
erately well. It's no sock but has
attractive personalities in Dick
Powell, Madeleine Carroll, Alice
Faye, and the ever funny Ritz
Brothers; It needs, however, all the
tuneful support it can get from the
Irving Berlin scpre.

There are six Berlin songs, 'This
Year's Kisses,' 'I've Got My Love to
Keep :Me Warm,' 'Girl on the Police
Gazette,' 'He Ain't Got Rhythm,'
'You're Laughing at Me' and .'Slum-
ming on Park Avenue,' all good and
all currently enjoying a strong,radio
ride. This ether exploitation should
react in the film's favor.

The- ; combination" of yeoman
thespics and Berlin tun.es, plus a big
eague production investiture, are the
major features of 'Oh the Avenue.'
They ' almost overcome the shallow
Story, structure—almost, but not
quite;

Plots in filmusicals are never to be.
taken seriously, of coUrse, but either
the comedy and -adhesive components
are such that it more than nullifies
any deficiency in credulity, or the
negative aspects become so assertive
as to be disturbing to the sum total.
That's the prime deficiency here.

•Avenue' tells of Dick Powell
starred; in his own revue which
satirizes 'the richest girl in the
wprld,' yclept Madeleine Carroll. In
pique, she eventually buys up the
entire production just to: jazz Up a
romantic (stage) scene for Powell
(already established as her eventual
vis-a-vis for the fadeout) but outside
of, a few disturbing shifts in the
screen audience's seating arrange-
ments, the breakup scene of the ro-
mance revolves about the madcap
Ritzes doing a scat, version of 'O
Chi-ChPrnia.'

Ppwell shoulders the vocal brunt
—'Laughing at Me,' 'This Year's
Kisses,' 'Police Gazette' and 'Got My
Love to Keep Me Warm.' The Ritzes
are capital i their opportunities,
handling a Rusian folk song in.addi-
tion to - Slumming Pn Park Avenue*
and 'He Ain't Got Rhythm,' with
Alice Faye's vocal collaboration.
Latter is almost a walk-through as
the Unrequited backstage amour de
Powell but she socks 'em with
'Kisses' and 'Park Avenue.'
George Barbier glares through the

proceedings as the papa of the richest
girl in the wprld whom Powell
caricatures onstage. .Cora Wither
sppbn makes much pf the frivolous
auiitie whp is variously taken up
with a Russian hpek-stepping motif
and later switches to a German acro-
bat. Billy Gilbert, of the old slap
sticks, reaiy makes a Greek lunch
cPunterman count for.something and
ditto E. E. Clive as sentimental
cabby. Sig Rumann the man of
the flying trapeze opposite Miss
Witherspoon. Rest are bits but
effective:

.
Mowbray as an explorer

jilted at the altar; Stepin Fetchit as
Stepin Fetchit, and Walter Catlett as
Jake Dibble, the impresario. Try and
find Joan Davis and Paul Gerrits.

Numbers are more or. less rapidly
unreeled, principally as. revue songs
done from the stage; as part of the
musical within this musical.

The Broadway columnists . have a
field day for billing, and 'On the
Avenue'- is ' Virtually a trailer for:

Winchell. Considering 20th-Fox's
forthcoming Winchell-Bernie fllmusi-
cal, this is a good builder-upper
since the other columnists get col-
loquial mention, - although not to the
same degree.

Musical treatment is deft if. un-
distinguished. That goes for the.

Seymour Felix dance-staging as well
which, for its limited scope, is

nevertheless adequate. His best pro-

Miniature Review$

The Good/Earth' (Metro). A
grand screen y accomplishment
but one which wilt need more
than ordinary exploitation for

box office purposes*
'On the Avenue' ,(20th-Fox).

Irving Berlin songs as much a
feature as the marquee names;
Not socko, but will do all right,

'Champagne Waltz' (Par).

Gladys Swarthout, Fred Mac*
Murray and Jack Oakie in a
mustcai. On the sIpw si , but
should- fairly;

'Beloved Vagabond' (Col).

English-made, starring .
Maurice

CheValier. A weak sister, most-
ly for the duals;
- 'Happy- -Lucky' (Rep,)..

Melodramatic clowning
• Shanghai with Phil Regan and
Evelyn Venable; songs and mu-
sical numbers won't get it past

double barrier.-

'Sinner Take All' (Metro);

Whodunit which, falls a little

- short in spite of gPod acting, di-

rection ; and V treatment. . Can
Single,in spots. -Husky}dual fare.

ductioh chore is 'Park Aye.' arid

'Police Gazette.' Any terp production
flash; is at a minimum, for plPt and
tempo purposes; in. itself a good idea
considering the 90 minutes.- Musical
interpretation high-grade from jthe
prchestratipn. ahd .rendition- stand-
point. ,;X;^

: Abel,

CHAMPAGNE WALTZ
(MUSICAL)

Paramount ..release of - Harlan Thompson
production, . Stars Gladys Swarthout- and
Fred'. acMurray. Features- Jack Oakle;
Herman Bim;, Vivlenne Osborne, Fritz
tietber, Veloz and Yolanda. Directed by.

Edward Sutherland. ^Story. Billy WUder
and H. S. KraftV adaptation, Don Hart-
man and Frank Butler; music and lyrics,
-Burton; Lane, Balph Fried. Sam .

Coslow,
Frederick Hollander. Leo Robin, William
Daly, and Ann Itonnell; dance director,
LeRoy . Prlnz; film editor, Paul Weather-
wax; camera. William Mellor. ' At . Para-
mount, Nv.T., we^ek Peb. 3. 1937. Runplng
time, S8 Mlns. .

Elsa Strauss ... ; ....Gladys Swarthout
Burzy Bellew .Fred MacMurray
Happy Gallagher,......,. ...... .Jack Oakie
Larry .«'««. »..«>, •<«««.'...',.», .;,,•••»,. Veloz.
Anna, .-«•'.. v.. »''•«« '•• .V'. •• -Toln,n'da
Max Snelllnek' .Hermart Blngr
Countess. ....Vivlenne' Osborne
Karl Lleberllch • . . . .

.

w , . . .Frank Forest
Flip Benny Baker
Walter . . . . . , . . ; . .. . .Ernest Cossart
Franz Strauss Fritz Le.lber
Mr. ScrHtner ..Jamea Burke
Mrs. Scrlbner .Maude Eburne

'Champagne Waltz' Is Gl a d y s
Swarthout's third picture for Para-
mount and her best to date. Other
factors in itz. favor: are its production
and fair comedy. It's a box office
middleweight.
Some driving power Is realized by

the presence in the cast of Fred
MacMurray, opposite Miss Swart-
hout, together with Jack Oakie and
Herman Bing. Meanwhile, Miss
Swarthout should develop for pic-
tures, given the proper material. In
this film, she learns how. to chew
gum via MacMurray. Hence, the
mark of the prima donna is less ap-
parent this time and she becomes a
more appealing persPnality.

Stpry is built for a musical back-
ground of Strauss waltzes, notably
'The Blue Danube,1 which have to
fight the encroachment of swing. It
starts in Vienna arid moves to the
U. S.

Sutherland's direction is slow but
the comedy " iloted for the deisired
-laughs.

Miss Swarthout is the daughter of
Franz Strauss, waltz composer,
whose operation of the waltz palace
is finally knocked cold by the inva-
sion of jazz/ Buzzy Bellew and his
jazz band are royally welcomed to
Vienna, and by gently fantastic
strokes the. whole town goes jazz-
mad. As the story ambles along, the
StraUsses are fighting this unortho-
dox competition, the love interest is
planted. This is handled in a re-
freshing way as Miss Swarthout be-
gins to fall for MacMurray, thinking
him to be^the U. S. Corisul rather
than the 'brassy Bellew. The latter
continues cloaking his real identity
until down toward the last when it

isn't so important whether he's Bel-
lew or not, the guy who ruined the
business of the Waltz Palast.

By this time the action has moved
to America and for the final blbwoff,
the Blue Danube: Roof has been set
up for the Strausses iri New York.
The set is impressive and it's here
that Veloz and Yolando, ballroom
dancers, go into an effective waltz.
The girl is particularly attractive and
nicely gowned for this number
which also is well lighted lor. the
camera, They do another dance
earlier.
For a reprise of 'Paradise in Waltz

Time' by. Miss. Swarthout, papa
StraUss (Fritz Leiber) is directing
a flock Pf violins.

.
.This violin por-

tion of- the ending sequence is im-
pressively staged. Taking the strug^
gle , between classical music and
swing as .the .basis, the script has
two bands merging (strings in one
group; reeds and brass in the other)
into one to work on 'Blue Danube'
plus a 'Tiger Rag' counter. As the
two fleets of bandsmen merge it

makes for a battery of about 200
musicians. The stage mechanics are

clever. This closes the picture
minus any (Clinch for the Swarthout-
MacMurray pair. /

In addition to Taradise/ her best
number, Miss Swarthout does 'Could
I Be in Love' as she wanders around
in a garden back home in Vienna.
Many spngwriters wprked en the
gleture. 'Paradise' written by Sam
oslow arid Frederick Hollander,

While 'Could I Be in Love* was turned
out by Leo Robin and William Daly.
Ann Rpnnell wrote 'Merry-Go-rRound
Waltz,' a neat tune, and When
Is a'Kiss Not a Kiss?' is the work of
Burton Lane and Ralph Fried. , These
nuihbers and special arrangements
of Strauss music form the score pre-
pared under the direction of Boris
Morros. !When Is a Kiss'.is done by
MacMurray on two different occa-
sions. His selling . of it is .okay.

Dances staged by LeRoy Prinz and
add backbone to the general produc-
tion.' r •.

.

' .:•

' \ .

Oakie and Bing, aided by sundry
lessers, shoulder the majority of the,

comedy burden. Oakie carries- the
heavier and is addicted to 'double
takes* throughout.

Technically, including the pho-
tography of William Meller, 'Chamr
pagne Waltz* attains a high standard.

, CHor.

DREAMING LlfS
(BRITISH MADE) '

Lpndpn, Feb. .

United Artists, release of Trafalgar
FllmiMoX Sehach production. Stars Elisa-

beth Bergner;
: features .

Raymond Massey,
Romney Brent. Directed by Paul Czlnnerf .

Adapted: from . Henri Bernstein's play
'Melo,' by. Carl Mayer'; technical sOpcr-
vlslon ' and - co-direction,- -Lee

.
Garmes;

scenario and dialog; Margaret Kennedy,
Lady Cynthia; ' Asqulth; camera, , Roy
Clarke.. At. London Pdvllion, Feb. 2, !3?.

Rpnnlng.' time 88 mlns.
Gaby ..... . . . .... ... . . . Elisabeth Bergner
Miguel de 'Vayo. ........

.

;
.Raymqnd; Massey

"Peter. . . . ... .... i. . • • • • ."Romney Brent
Christine, i, ...« . .

.'• ;Joyce. Bland
Mrs. Stanway;:..^.....Sydney Falrbrother
Sir Robert Blaker.. ;F«ltx ;Ayimer
Dr. Wilson . ; .Fisher - White
Butler. ............. ... , . . Bruno Barnabe
Impresario: ., ........ . .Charles Carson.
Philosopher. .. ; »....Donald Calthrpp
His Friend*.. ...... ...^.....Ronald Shlher
Policeman.; ...... .. .Cyril Raymond
.The Rescuer. .', » . . , . . > . ;:, .George Carpey

In many respects, this is phe of the
finest productions ever made in Eng-
land. Story is typically continental
in psychology and progresses to -an

inevitable ending. Every indica-
tion that it will be successful com-
mercially, as well as artistically, but
easily 500 feet could be clipped
front it without impeding the de-
velopment.:'

If this picture were made .
in Hol-

lywood, the story would.probably be
Whitewashed • arid much of its

strerigth weakened. Miss Bergner
made this picture once before, in
Germany, some years ago. That she
would want to make an up-tp-date
English repetition of it is quite nat-
ural, in that .the Teutonic produc-
tion was acclaimed.
Peter (Gaby's husband), is first

violinist in a symphony orchestra
and lives in rhapsodic happiness with
his wife. Prominent international
fiddler is guest soloist with Peter's
company of players, and was his
bosom friend in their student days.
Coming tp Peter's hpme, a triangle
arises, and the husband's friend arid

the wife have a hectic affair. -Friend

.

(Miguel) is bppked fpr a tour of
America and wants to take her with
him, exacting a promise from Gaby
that she will tell her husband. She.
fails to do so, but promises to fol-

low him,
,

Peteri seeing Miguel off, contracts
a had cold, which develops into a
serious illness arid Gaby nurses' him
day and night. Seated at his bed-
side she has a dream in- which she
sees herself giving Peter an over-
dose Pf a sleeping draught, and
wakes Up shouting hysterically.
Meantime, not hearing from Gaby,
Miguel abruptly terminates his
American tour and returns. Gaby
goes to his apartment, telling him
her place is by her husband's side.
Miguel takes her in his arms. She
attempts to push him off, and there,
is a flash showing Gaby's clothes
strewn all over the floor. . Gaby
drowns herself in the Thames, leaving
a pathetic note for Peter, who never
knows the reason for her committing
suicide.
Money was spent lavishly, but

with artistry on this production. Miss
Rergner's English is much improved
since her last film. There is hardly
any accent left, but her attractive
mannerisms and , arresting person-
ality remain.. She has a role giving
her opportunity for the lightest/kind
of youthful vivacity, ascending the
scale of emotions Up to scenes of the
most intense . tragedy, and acquits
herself with, distinction.
' Raymond Massey revels in the role
of a dark-visaged,

,
lugubrious half-

Spanish lover.. Delightful per-
formance is contributed by Romney
Brent as Peter* an ingenious, im-
pulsive, lovable husband who adores
and spoils his little Viennese wife.
There are 10 more players who

have little more than bits—all of
them actors and actresses of local.

• repute,' with, whom no fault cari be
found, There is

. some excellent
music by the London Symphony
Orchestra, most artistic settings,
dresses, with which to quicken the
pulses of the. feminine contingent,
photography pf the highest excel-
lence, scenarip arid dialpg pf no mean
quality, and directipn- by Paul Czin-
rier.

They certainly , can make good pic-
tures in England once in a while,
and this is Pne Pf them. Jolo.

of the
Three

Short Subjects

THREE STOOGES
'Grips, Grants and Groans'
Comedy
IT Mlns.
Globe, N. T.

Columbia
This is Pne of the funnier

slapstick comedy, shorts the
Stooges make for Columbia release*
While it includes many of the slaps
and the like which characterize the
Work of the Stooges, the situations
developed are of a refreshingly en-
tertaining nature.
Comedy trio are hoboes who have

been riding the rails. They get into
a gymnasium arid are commissioned
to <watch over. Bustoff, the wrestler
who has a yen fpr liquor. The wres-
tler gets out of their control and one
of the Stooges has to sub for him i

the ring, results being very laugh-
provoking. Some of the ring action
is in fast motion and effective.
Jules White produced, not stinting^

and Preston Black directed, doing a
good job. Char.

MR. and MRS JESSE CRAWFORD'
With Robert Simmons
Orran Solos, Singing
9 Mlns.
Strand,. N. Y.

Vitaphone No.

The self-styled 'Poets of the Organ;,
assisted by Robert Simmons, tenor,
provide aurarentertainriient of cali-
ber meeting the demands of large or
small houses, Only nine minutes in
length,, short should: serve as very
convenient filler..

The Crawfords are seated at organs
IVhich are backed up; the pair open-
ing with 'Valencia.* Jesse Crawford
alone plays The Rose in Her Hair,'
from which the action cuts to a little

scene for Robert Simmons. Latter
sings the number in fine voice, a
girl. Silently, carrying ou the
scene with. him. Another effective
production build-up is for Mrs. Craw-
ford's solo of 'Butterflies in the Rain,'
with a ballet perfprming upscreen
over her, organ. 'Masquerade' is an-
other both Crawfords play. Char.

'GIFTS OF RHYTHM'
With the Cabin Kids and Bob How-
ard

10 Mlns.
Globe, N.

Educational
Juve singing ensemble Is spotted

for a pair of nifty songs and deftly
interwoven comedy. Additionally a
pair of other youngsters build up
with a cornet solo and a tap for a
balanced finish, Bob Howard un-
ravels sPme intricate

,
pianology,

amid which he delivers one turie in
scat style. All the talents* colored
and:from the air. They've also made,
previous Shorts.
Kids are at a birthday party, re-

quired, to deliver some gift, Which
cues in their vocalizing. Pair of;

numbers is nicely fitted for the abil-

ity arid range of their voices. Small-
est : of the troupe uncPrks the laughs
by carrying on a head-scratching
business and other distractions that
amuse, but without detracting from
the si ing; Edga.

GHOST TOWN GOLD
Republic release of Nat Levlne-Wliliam

Berke production. Features Robert My-
lngston, Rdy CorrlRan, Max Terhunc.. Jiay
Hughes. Directed by Joseph Kane. Screen
play. John Rathmell and Oliver Drnke;.
original story, Bernard McConvlIle; editor,

Murray Seldeen; photography, Jack 'Mnrta;
music, Harry Grey; sound, Harry Jones,

Running' time, 67 mlns.. .'.

Stony Brooke ....Robert Livingston
Tucson Smith. .............. .Ray Corrlgtin

Lullaby Joslln. . ... ......... . .Max Teilnme'.
Sabiria Kay >HugheH.
Barrington ...................LeRoy Mason
Thornton ................... .Burr Canpth
Monk ..Bob Kortman
Jake llburn Morante
Kamatskl .Frank Hagney
Manager. Don Roberts
Catlett ...F. Horrlck Hen-Irk
Champ .Robert C. Thomas
Buck ......................Yakima Canutt

More of the Three Mesquiteer
series featuring the present Republic,
'star' drive, Robert Livingston. His
two companions to make the trio are
Ray Corrigan and Max Terhune.
Latter was a foptlight worker for

nearly. 20 years as a mimic and ven-.

triloquist which he works in here
for some laughs. 'Ghost Town Gold'
was suggested by the book written
by VWilliam Colt MacDoriald, al-

though Bernard McConville is cred-
ited with the origirial story for the

screen; Parallelism between the

Mesquiteers and the. Dumas Mus-
keteers, also , a threesome, is worked
in at the finish of the picture when
the three horse handlers make a
wild ride to return stolen bank
irioney before the window opens and
the girl's pappy's bank folds. Chased
by a gang of yeggs; one by one the

Mesquiteers drop out to hold back
their- progress.
Gob of the footage about midway

is hung on a fight between Corrigan
arid Frank Hagney in a saloon prize
ring. Lots of hammering, but the
scrap goes . about a round too. long
arid gets somewhat tiring. .Outside
the featured trio, Kay Hughes and
LeRoy Mason draw the most atten-:

tion, Hughes girl is a pitty-pat in-

genue and only fair. Mason, the vil-

lage vice man, glowers his part well.

Kids will like and the trio shows
promise.of building into a good thing
as this bronc biz goes. Barn.
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The Beloved Vagabond
(ENGLISH MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Colombia release of Toeplltz production.

Stars Maurice Chevalier. - Feature*; Mar-
garet Ixxttwood, Betty Stockfeld, Des-
mond Tester,. Austin Trevor. Directed by
Kurt Bernhardt. From novel by W, J.

l.ocke; adaptation. Hugh Mills, "Walter
OVeltfhton and Arthur Wimperia; : Bangs,

Mlretlle and :Heymann;' morale, Dartwi Jlll-

liaud; Rim editor. Dub Myers; camera,
Franz Planer. At 'Globe. N.\ TV,. " week
Feb. tf, "SJ. Konirins time, 68 mina.
Parasot • • • »'»'•*> • • • • .Maurice Chevalier
Joanna ....................Detty fitockjetd

Blatiauette ............ Margaret Loekwood
Antlcoi . .-v. • • • • • • « .Deamond Tester
Comte do VerneulI.;,,;.,..

l
;.Aa»tln- Trevor

Major Walter* ...«*... ..Peter Haddon
Mr- Jluwhwojlh ............. .Charles. Csmon-
Madame* Boln ...... . , . . .Cathteen Neabltt
CbnclerjtB' ..,..'. ....... ......Barbai'iv Gott
Citftr PtootI .iAmy . Yene*s

Absent from American screens for
about -three years now, ' Maurice
Chevalier returns in an English-made
which gets release on this side by
Columbia. It will no$ hasten his re-
turn to Hollywood, in case the sing-
ing French star is interested, and in
all probability will not encourage
further American,release of anything
he doe* on. the other side. The
Toeplitz production with Chevalier
and an all-English cast, teasingly
titled 'The Beloved Vagabond/' is

rather shoddy entertainment and will
have dilficulty grabbing more; than
passing notice on double bill*.

Whatever draught the Chevalier
name may still retain is in favor, of
'Vagabond' but its course is still

highly qiuestionable. The people sup-
porting; the former Hollywood Para-
mount star are unknown: on this side
but with better material at least one
may attract sufficientattention toland
in studios here. She isMargaretLock-
wood, who's paired with Cher as the
wandering small town, musician
whom he meets in a French village
aw,thereafter can't lose. ,MlwLock>
.wood Ms a- very pleasing personality
and a voice that is less British than
the average. . .

.'

Her wistfulnes* reminds: of the
Janet Gaynor type.
Of the others, those who irrmress

the most are Betty Stockfeld, a
looker, and Desmond Tester, child
actor. . Latter acquits himself nicely,

. never becoming unnatural through
forced direction, and speaks clearly
though with a: decided English ac-
cent. The kid becomes Chevalier's
pal early in the proceedings and
wanders off to France with him after
an English romance for the star has
gone floppo.
The story opens with Chevalier

singing, to his girl friend front the
street below her window, plot shortly
thereafter throwing her into the
arms of a rich suitor who is coming
to the financial rescue of her father.

' Then switching to Trance, the action
travels laboriously' over considerable
ground, building, up a romance be-
tween Chevalier and the musical
waif he has picked up. The star, the
kid and the girl go about the country
as a musical trio. The boy ©lays the
drum, the girl the accordion and
Chevalier does most of the singing.

. At one point Miss LockWood figures
' in a double with him, setting being a
wayside inn. One number is done in
French by Chevalier, Those songs in
English show the star's diction to be
exceedingly poor,
The Reason is You* is the best

tune, v A Parisian cafe is the back-
ground, and a troupe of girls are In-

fected for the can-can. Plot moves
back to England finally and then
onto a boat bound back for France.
Production is quite ordinary, and

photography isn't up to our average.
Chevalier does okay with the weak
material handed him. He is deserving
of much better.. . Char.

EL ROSAL PENDITO
('The Blessed Rose*)
(MEXICAN MADE)

.Irtrpe Stalrl production. Feature* Gloria
Morel, ' J. Martinez ' Casado, El- Chnto
Orti ;. lwted by J, Busrtliro Oro. Muxtc.
Max ITrlinrn. At Cervantes. N. V., week
Feb..8; '37. 'Running; tlmre> CA mlns.
Artiinnito,. .'J. J. Martinez Casndo
Jjefro Gumensrndo, . ,

'. ...... '. .Chato Ortln
Eva.

.

...................... ..-Gloria Morel
Fray Francisco. > .Mariuel Noriega
Kl Prior-, . ... ... . . . ........ . . . . . .Joaquin CohS
Enrftfue. . .. .. . .... .v.. .. . . . Carlo* VHIatoro

.
AaWel. ....... . .Mnrnartta.. 'Corles

M:u . .V...,. . . .Conauelo Segari-a
Antonio. . . ; '.'.:

. . iV.'.Gulltermo.Camaclio
Can-tftorav. '.'...

:

:

; . . . . ... ; .-. .ttmtlta Benito
Kumbwa . .

.

. Lollta .Telle* Wood
Ija J>badesa.iv. ....... .Peptta Gonzalez
Jose. .

.' .Edunrdo. Perez

(lit' Swriishi No EnoHsh Titles) 1

Acceptance of this picture among
Latin-American audiences may de-
pend somewhat on what the patrons
of various localities, will read into it

by way of religion. For one thing,
the deus ex. roachina that unites hero
and heroine is the . burning of the
conyent by revolutionaries, a circum-
stance that enables the girl to escape
her vows. For another thing, there
is a jolly buffoon of i friar deeply
plaited into the yarn. .. He . sops up
plenty of

1

wine, and otherwise
skirts bn the wrong edge of pious ob-
servances. Pic .is by no means sacri-
legious, but there are those angles
which could be taken as nuances in a
questionable direction. Otherwise,
not bad.

Oro's direction, as well as gener-
ally good performances by the Cast,
keeps a certain conciseness all the
way through; Lens work is of ho
small value, tod. arid stacks up with
the best, especially in the conception
of indoor lights-and -shades.
Threads of the plot weave through

many religious backgrounds. Young
pairiter, J. J. Martinez Casado. makes
friends in a cloister, and Anally

4

gets

permission for, his gal friend, Gloria
Morel, to pose as the Madonna in the
monastery garden, while he puts the
scene down on canvas. Gal has been
something of a roustabout before, at
least to outward appearances, and
from, this juncture on evil luck besets
her. She gets religion, essays to. be-
come a nun, but is reunited with the
boy sfriend ; wheh the revolution re-
duces her convent to ashes.
, :A. mitigating touch in the revolu-
tion scene is that the gun-and-?dagger
boys first allow the nuns to escape,
and even carry out an .invalid woman
of the clo|h, before setting a match
to the place. ;

•..

.' Both Miss Morel and Casado are
handed roles, more nearly in the Hol-
lywood starrer conception than is
usual in foreign pix, notably those
that come from across the Atlantic,
Perform capably arid have an addi'
tional asset, in that both are easy on
the eyes. Chato Ortin, as jolly, friar,

;

cops the comedy chores, and -does a
walloping job in every sense. Laughs
at this point may well help bridge
over the possible religtou* scowls at
the friar's constant yen for wine and
the. Mex equivalent for : hamburgers.
Production and'mounting are okay,

and look like coin -in a number of
places. Edoa.

THE DOMINANT SEX
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Jan. 27.

Wurdour relensi'' of- AsBocInted British'
production. Star* Phillip* HoTmea, Dlano
Churchill. Directed by Herbert Brenori.
Screei* play. Vkia .de- Vepci, John Fcrnaut,
from pt*y by Michael: Egsff, camera,. Jack
Cox; Boy Clarhe. At. Piccadilly ' theatre,
Lottlon, Jan. 2Vr 'Si, Bum>tihr thne, 71
mfns. .

'• ..

Dick Shale. .Phillips'. Holmes
Angela Shale... .Diana Churchill
Gwen Clayttn...;.,.....i../.Ctero.l Goodlier
.Joe Clayton: .Romney Brent
Philip. Car»«i.

.

.... ..»• ;•. . Vs .

.

-.'.'.Hugh Iflller-
Alec Winstnrie. ........ .' Billy- Hilton
Mrs, .•Webster . . .

,
...

. ... . Dora Gregory
Mr. Webster. .v. .".

. . . . , . ; .Charles Paton
Lucy Webster. . . . . . .Ofg* Bttwardta
Mary : ,v. v. . , . . . .Katbleem Relry

. So far as production, acting, and
direction are concerned, this film is
good enough to seelt a hearing in the
U. S*.. Whether it will be accepted
depends entirely on the appreciation
of the psychology which the author
intended.

It isn't often that a film version of
a play follow* the stage script with,
the exactitude of this one. Piece ran
about two years in London, but
America didn't accord it full marks.
Film version is necessarily augment-
ed by additional scenes, and acting is

carried out along approved film tech-
nique. For stage purposes, Richard
Bird was ideal in the leading male
role, but, probably wisely, Phillips
Holmes,, too meticulously attired for
a white-collar workingman, appears
before the camera.
Leading woman* Diana: Churchill,

has the same part she enacted on the
stage, and has admirably adapted
herself to the celluloid. Throughout
it is a splendid transfer of a success-
ful play to the screen, but the cutting
seems, a bit abrupt.
Queer story for, a picture, though

it was also a queer story for a play—
a donjestic problem anent the right
of a woman to have, an individuality
of her own . after marriage. Jolo,

AZ ARANYEMBER
(The Man of Gold')

(HTJNGARTAN MADE)
Budapest, Jan. 12.

Hlrsch and Taufc-Hunnla production.
Adapted froiih Jokafsr nonrel by Alexander
Heyeaf, Bela Gaal; directed by Bc-la.Gaal;
music, Tlbor Polisstr, Georaa! Bankyr cam-
era, Istvan El ben. At Kamara theatre,
Budapest.
Cast: Maria Egry, , Maria . Mezey, Anna

Pozes, Serena.
.
.Szifclay,. Martha Kormo»,'

Fcrehc Kiss, Julius. Stlortos, Theodore .Uray,.
Attlla Petheo.

Hungarian)
After the success of 'New Squire'

last year, local, producers turn with
increased interest to that, treasure-
trove of flctron, the works of Hun-
gary's great story teller Jokai. Ro-
mance, sentiment, adventure arid
striking . backgrounds combine to
make his novels ideal material for
pictures. Trouble is that Jokai yarns
are overcrowded with detail and the
novels are so w, k. that directors
dare,not leave out much.

Setting of 'Man of Gold' is the first

half of the 19th century. Michael
Tiiriar, mate on a Danube tugboat,
saves the life of a Turkish nobleman
and his daughter. He marries the
daughter but of pity, makes a vast
fortune,; but really - loves Nbemi, a'
young girl who grows roses on a de-
serted Danube island. There are in-
trigues galore;- the villain of the play,
a Turkish spy\ is drowned wearing
Timar's clothes, ; Timar is taken for
dead and Is free to start a new life

of happy' obscurity on No Man's
Island, making attar of roses with
the woman he loves.
Bare outline gives no of the

colorful episodes^ and: romantic at-

mosphere;.. Ferenc , Kiss, in .the part
6f. Timar, an ideal character, is first-

rate—a strong and lovable he-man.
Martha. Kormos,. a new. actress, is

charrning in the part of the Turkish
?irl, - but . on the whole the men in

the cast are better than .the women, a
fault of most Hungarian films.

Photography, especially of the
beautiful outdoor scenes, " very
good.
On the whole, it's one of the best

pictures yet made here. Sure to pay
its Way, although its appeal is neces-
sarily limited to Hungarian audi-
ences at home and abroad. JacoM. '

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY
(WITH SONGS)

Republic release of Nat Levihe produc-
tion; Features Phil Regan and Evelyn
Venahle. Directed by Aubrey Scotto. Screen
play by Raymond Schroek and Olive Cooper
from original by Kr)c Taylor, Wellyn Tot-
man and Endre BOhem. Songs by Sam
H. Slept, Ted Koehler. Ne<1 WashtnKton
and Cllft Friend;, camera, Erneat Miller:
mUslcal supervision,' . Hnrry Grey, At.
Strand, Brooklyn, week Feb. 4, '37, double
bill, • Running time, fl!» nilns.

<'Hap1
' Cole; «v j Phi 1 . Repa

n

Bill Lyons. . . ..... , . . . , .
»'

. . . . .Phil . Regan
Mary Gorhai 'velyh Venable
Charles Gorhnm. . ; . v. . .-, i; , ; .

'. Jed Proutv"
Charlie Davis; . . . . . . .William Nei\eil
Bennett ../•; ..... '.

.., . Jonathan lirtle
V, 58. Consut .;. Harlan Brfggs
Matzdorf .Stanley Andrews
Colonel. Wallls ..... ... i ... . . .Claude Kfng
Al . . ... .... .'. .-.'.. Carleton foung.
Porozzl . . . . . . . ; . Karl Hackett
JOe . . . . ... . . ... ., Guy Kirigsford
Doctor ...How; •

. H'lckman
Coolie .......,...;. 'lllie Fung

'

: .
Three tuneful songs—one of near-

hit calibre—'help this odd mixture
of- mellow melodramatics and back-
stage musicellany. But they fail
to. save the picture from the
mire of piecemeal writing and
obtuse direction. Nor is the film-
particularly gifted with brilliant act-
ing. It is acceptable as light mate-
rial, oh a twin-attraction bill though
some bargain-seeking patrons may
find episodes that will be difficult to
swallow. At this house: a special title

switch labeled this filiri 'Kidnaobed
in- Shanghai,' a more lurid albeit
equally appropriate tag.

Phil Regan" has been heard plenty
on the radio, since making his' big-
time dehut with Burns, and Allen.
Hence, he may have something of a
following. Remainder of marquee il-

lumination must be obtained in: the
names of E elyn Venable and Jed
Prbutyi This should give an inkling
of what therexhib can expect -on get^,
ting 'em inside.
Five writers worked bri the yarn.

And it is difficult to discern just,
which one or which pair finally
emerged victorious. The reason is
that rt gets under way as a musical.
Then the plot goes slightly metter
as toe mystery of missing airplane
plans, a lost aviator, . scheming in-
ternationals and a gaitg; of thugs get
in. their few licks. About every other
reel, the film reverts back to the
stage song-and-dance theme.' Idea of
shanghahig an elderly man and his
fetching daughter, arid the hero, too,
is not overlooked. As if this was not
enough/ a secondary story thread
incorporating the amnesia gag and
double identity cuts across other pro-
ceedingsv
Finale has the rnuch-abused musi-

cal comedy balladist (who's mistaken
for a marine aviator) leading a com-,
pany of sailors on the kidnaping-
gangster stronghold. Eventually, the
kfeked-around warbler is signed up
for the airwaves by the rich airplane
manufacturer '.(he runs a chain of
radio stations as . a sideline), That
probably was the original Idea, any-
way. Entire action is laid in Shang-
hai. .

Phil Regan sings the three songs
of the vehicle. His acting, despite
the absurd things he has to do,
measures up favorably with his sing-
ing—and the lad can warble; He is
the musical comedy balladist who
becomes involved in the dire hap^
penings. None of the numbers is
effectively projected. 'Right or
Wrong,' *Happy-Go-Lucky' and
Treat For the Eyes' are all catchy;
Evelyn Venable is a looker as ever;

this in the *face of a trite romance
and only occasional thespian oppor-
tunities. Jed Prouty, as the plane
manufacturer-radi station operator
and her father, wrestles ardently
with stupid lines and more ridiculous
situations. William Newell provides
added comedy moments as the stage
manager. Jonathan Hale,. Stanley
Andrews and Claude King head the
routine supporting cast.
Nat Levine has spent coin on this

production even going to the trouble
of using Chinese girls in ensemble
stage numbers. Spotting of Oriental
beauties doesn't mean a thing be-
cause film makers failed to realize
on possibilities. Same .is true of so-
called spectacular

.. .numbers. Dialog
inefficient for melodramatic story.
There is; a wild airplane sequence

near the climax that is reminiscent
Of the slapstick coriiedy school. How-
ever, it is,the most interesting, funny
episode of the feature. Wear.

SINNER TAKE ALL
t,
Metr

? /eleasrVof I.u-elen ffubbaid nnd
bamuel

.
Marx prtxluci/on. ' FeatarCT TJi uce

Cabot, MaigHiet XlridHay, Jo«epli Caileia.
Directed by .

Krrol TaKgaft, From novel bywhitman ChfltmbexH. Screen play, Leonard
Lee. Walter. W)se; nraslcal score*. . K<lw;inl
Wa»-d

: song. Walter Donaldson, Chet F<>r»-
rest. Bob White: camera/ Leonard -Smith;
edlloivWIIIam S..,Oray.- At Rlalto. N. Y..

Itunrlfnfs; time,. 74 inin)».

Bruce CfilKrt

The sole police bfflcer Is Intelligent
arid keeps fairly abreast of. the story,
That is the only novelty.
The real solver is once more the

newspaperrrian, this tirrie recently
changed to a lawyer's office. It was
done from 'Murder for a Wanton,'
published a couple of years ago. It

is too definitely the type to be saved
by the efforts of the script writers
who :

:
have,' r however, developed a

fluent continuity which the director
moves steadily, to' the destined end.
The sole tipoff is the selection of a
person to play . the suspect who is

too obviously typed, though he is

proven to be. innocent. He's the
lawyer, who would, profit from the

.

administration of the estate of the
presently-to-be lextinct Lampier
family; He looks guilty, but isn't,

the real culprit, as usual, being the
man least operi to suspicion; ..

The bulk of the playing is carried
by Bruce Cabot, who takes his as-
signment places. Not the usual fresh
reporter; but a confident sort of chap
wfio knows his way about. Best
stage reporter in some time. Mar-
garet Lindsay gets plerity chances as
the girl., and takes them all, with
excellent work contributed bv the
supporting players; Stanley Ridges
getting the big.' scene at the finish

for a finely effective bit of restrained
acting. Joseph Caileia runs true to

form as a gangster , and Edward
Pauley does nice work as the head
of the homicide squad. Vivienne
Osborne is the wanton referred to in

the title of the book, but a subordi-
nate character in the fihn. and Dor-
othy Kilgallen gets two brief bits for
whatever sales value her globe-

tirdlhig trip (for Hearst) still pos-

All oi the productional effOTt is

rather wasted on the trite story, but
It does result in a picture above the
usual whodunit average and able

to make its wav alone in the less exT

acting spots. For that matter, the
screen writers almost .succeed. In

making the story believable, which
is doing something. One sons, Un^
important. Chtc.,

Ra«b per S«Wnerinncn

IgewSSx made!
Ewopa relens* of Karl rr«^Jchj^oA\u"

Hon. Features' Max . GuetntOrfT^ Bernimrd
Wlldenhaln. Directed by R.- A. 9taerom»e/
Al Cflatnav H. T., on «o»Me W», wee* Jmn.

1*. "ST. Runnlnst tlm#. 1W m»nir..
c

Cart: Max GaetatorfT. Marh» .
Koppenhoef-

ter, Qse Petri, Mllde Hewah, Man* Brartere-

wetter, Lucl» Hoeflllch, Beth* vim Sehap-
per. Walter WIMenbalri. Trade
bent, Walter Blewermtetn. VUm. OofUix.
Waldemar HiieWer, Keaate Hoy*, J«M>
Hussels. Grete Weuser, Paul Weatermeler,

(In German)
Surefire for Ybrkville—i.e., Ger-

man-American audiences, miodlef-

aged and beyond. Romantic slants

are well in the background, and the
whole business devolves on character
comedy rendered in bangup fashion

by Max Guelstorff and Bernard
Wildenhafn,
Yarn is taken from a legit. piece

by the Schoenthan brothers and
looks ft. But ifs no drawback as
strung together here. Transitions
are smooth arid do not employ the
old standby trick—songs—W hitch
up the works.
Max Guelstorff is a professor

Whose classical tragedy, 'Kidnaping
of the Sabine "Women/ a shyster

theatrical producer (Bernhard Wil-
denhain) turns into a farce comedy
with a tap-dance finale for. smacko
b.o. results. Good touch is the way
the two get together, the professor
being the' head of the board of cen-
sors which has just nixed the pro-
ducer's 'Air of Paris,' semi-hurley.
Yarn fs dated for around 1900, al-

lowing for eccentric costuming.
Supporting cast is well bolstered

with familiar names, turning in okay
chores. Direction ditto. , Edpo,

GUN RANGER
Republic releaae of Av W; Hacicel pro^

ductlon.
:

Feature* Bob Steele, .Eleanor
Steward. Directed by; Robert N. Bradbury;
dtflrry; tlrfmef «ordot»; adar»tatl«»». George
Plympton: camera, Bert f^ongehecker: . edi-
tor,- Roy Claire. Running time; Sift mln*.
Dan iMiton;.... ... Bob Steele
Molly. . . . . leanor steward
Kemper. *. .John. Morton
Wally ... . . . . . ,.. Krnle Adams
Bud'.

.

'. .... .... ;:, . ; . Ea.rl - Dwjrc
•iCarl. ..................... . . . . .'..Bud. BiiHter
Judge. . . .......,; ............. .Frank Ball
Cook.'. ..... ,':". ,;'. .Horace Murphy

I

Ein Walzer urn den

Stefansturm
('Waltz Around the Stefanstower')

(AUSTRIAN MADE)
.(WITH SONGS)

; .. 7.wicker relenHe, Featurea Wolf . Al«
bach-Retty. Olgft Tschecliowa, Paul Hi?ide»
mann: Directed by I, A. Huebler-Kabla,
At Garden, ^. V.. week Feb. 5, 'S7. i Run-
ning time,. nilns,

Sylvln' von PoIOnska Tflcheebowa
Angellka. . ...... ......... ; Gustl Hyliec
Dr. Hartenegg , ,v

rolf Albach-Rj?tty
Melchlor; .... . . .., .... .... . . . r.eo Slez.ik
Pol'df Von Pokwltz... ....... Paul Heidemann
Fritz , ...

.

'; .

.

..... . . . , . , ... ... , Haifa fflchter

.

iveek Feb. 3, '37.
lOriile. ... ,.. ,,>,,,
I.ori-alne. , . . , , .-,

.

Penny. . . . . .. .....
Mncfcelvle;...;...
Alicia... .........
Aaron. . ...'..; , .

,',

Royce'.-..,,..
Stephen..........
Davfd.
Shirley;.,.....,,.
Rnmiomb;'..,. ...

.

Reporter.

.

aocaret .Wndoay
.......... .Joneph CalkHn
...... . ... .Stanley K'ldgca.-

.Vfvlertne .Oflbornc
, .Cnark»y Orapcwln
;. , . . . .. . .'Edward Pauley
....... .'./Georflfc.Xynn

..... . heodore. Von - EIU

. . ..... ..;';.,....KaVTle /.Adams
. ; . . .

'. George ; Zupco
.

..
'.

.
^ . . Dorothy Kl I'ga 1 1en

Mounted - with
. unusual care, in-:

telligently directed froiri a well pre-
pared script; and smoothly .acted, this
is still the No. 1 whodunit plot-^-the
one in which a whole family is to be
bumped off; with the usual misdirec-
tion of suspicion that is maintained
with fair success right down to the
last scene. It differs from the usual,
however, in that there is no clumsy
'dptepKv'* fc'illine, his way thrfiB'H,

Republic's Bob Steele Westerns affr

among .the favorite fare of the broric
fans, and this is another one where?
iri the little man has a busy day. He
starts a ranger and throws away the
star When he finds' his pinches are
turned loose by a lax court, setting
_abput in the remainder of the pic
to bring the panhandle hoods • to
justice by his own gun. Involves
saving the girl friend's ranch' iri one
of those crucial last minute gallops.
There's, no place in the film that

Republic saw fit to include a song,
which is commendable. For some
time, every Steele pic had him doing
more biz with gui than gun,
which never set very well with his
old : customers to whom a bloody
schrioz was far better entertainment
than a lyric.

The three or four fleeting frames
using Eleanor Steward indicate her
a bit better than the flimsy femriie
usage in these opuses. John Mefton
carries the heavy, although Ernie
Adairis is used as a fall guy up until
the last minute.' Formula being very
familiar, and with Steele doing, what
his patronage likes to see, "Banger'
will do all. right in the usual places.

Barn.

(In German; English Titles),

lemerit of charm exhibited in the
acting hauls this otherwise spotty
offering onto a fair 'level, Yarn itself

opens numerous possi ilities . for
adroit situations, but the foundation
on which the framework rests is

leaky • in places; Thus . the 'film
opens with a violent thunderstorm
sans a single drop of rain. Other
discrepancies of similar nature—$nd
not always deriving merely from the
prop department—appear all the way
through. B.o. draught looks fair, but
rather secondary.

Story has a merry widow countess
hv love, with a taxi driver while the
driver is carrying on a flirtation
with, the woman's adopted daughter;.
Not bad for hanging on various side-
lights and musical decorations, which
is attempted to some extent Leo
Slezak, as the driver's man Friday,
with operatic and clowning inclipa- ,

tions, puts up a nifty, and legitimate
series of laughs, plus a good deal of
comic singing, : Paul Heidemann,
serving as secretary to the countess,,
contributes chuckles of somewhat
similar calibre : .There's no rough-
.house m this department. It's all

done pretty gracefully.

WoU AlbachrRetty, the cab driver
with a university; education, is the
real standout from an American
point of view. Lad has looks, tym-
dles bimseif with confidence;- 'arid

can sell, a tune. Gusti Huber, the
femme vis-a-vis, isn't a bad partner.
Her tap dancing is sheer fake, but
the acting; itself has a fluffy quality
that catches on. Olga. Tscfiechowa,
the countess, is okay;

Couple of songs are introduced,
one being, repeated often enough to
be worth a minor production flash
for the finish of the film. Ditty is

catchy,, but lacks starch. Like many*
German-Austrian film tunes, the
basic melody is built on a series of
notes that tinkle as charmingly as a.

music box; but are also iust about
that naively childish; Somehow the
song scribblers .over there never*
seem to write anything but the
chorus. The forepart is always
omitted, with the result that the tune
doesn't contain a good buildup with-
in itself. Undoubtedly due to some
extent to the European tradition of
believing that the lyrics are un-
important to the song. Photography
is pretty blah; while the direction is
as good—perhaps better—as t»»e yarn,
will allow. £Td0a.

LARCENY ON THE AIR
Republic release of Nat Irvine. Sol C.

Sfeiral . production. . Features .'nobcrt.. I.Iv-
ingrrton, .Grace Bradley. Wlllard nohertnon,.
antlley Burnette, .. Directed by Irvliijt: PI- -.

cfiel. Screen play, Endie Bbhem nnd Ttlch 1-

ard English;-.camera. Jack. Maria; editor,
EVlv»ar(J Mann; wound, Harry Jonea; music;
Harry Grey, Running time. 67 rolna.

Baxter > . i ,, .>.; ;..,Ttobert Uvlnaaloh
Jean . Sterlrns. . . . . . . . . ..... . ... Grace Bradley
McDonald, . WHkir'd : Jlofterfson
Kennedy .... .,,.>. . ; .Plerr* Watkln
ProfatMor .i'.ii . . .... , . . . ,.Granv|He Bates

.

Andrew* ; ...... . . ;WIIH*rm Newell
Pet*. ,.,..<;. v., ..;;/,,.,,..,Byron Fotilfcer
THompson ... .-„,,..., t ,

,

'. .
,'. .Wlibwr Mack

Burke.' .... ... .... ........ Malty Fain-.

One of the better
. Republic efforts

lately is 'Larcency on the Air' which,
although low on marquee strength,
wilt Carry its end with no trouble
in the dual bill setups. Photography
is good and Irving Pichel. guided the
story convincingly through a. series
of situations which might easily have
gone foul,

Robert Livingston, not bad as
crusading doctor who starts 'out
expose venders of fraudulent cures
and medical quackery,, romances
with Grace Bradley, daughter of
Granville Bates, a silk-tongued hood-
lum. Miss Bradley,

: who has a lot
of s.a., contributes liberally tb the
yarn both in looks and dress, a:
well as performance.
Story progresses from Livingston's

air broadcasts exposing patent medi-
cines to the point where he flrids but
Bates and his daughter are using
them as a shakedown lever. Seeing
himself stumped to progress further
along that line, he presumably casts
his lot with the syndicate' and tracks
the whole mess tb a cell-cramming
finish^

Several months ago Republic made
a pic called 'Sfttin' on the Moon' and '

evidently liked the tune in it by the
same name. After using it for ex-
tensive play in that first print, it's
now sandwiched in for a specialty
i ^Larceny,' riot a very good idea
granting am audience is apt to have
a memory. Also, that fatleout bit
with Bates , promising to be 9 good
boy is" bad. Had he lifted, some-
body's watch on the way but, every-
body would have felt better,

Richard
: English is credited with

having authored the original script,
besides His coliab on the screen play.
Film's pace is fast arid for the most
part shows careful editing. Barn.
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Hollywood, Feb, 9."

Placing nine new features before the cameras last week keeps the Coast
production barometer at the same healthy , level of 48 pictures in actual

production since the first of the year. Only six pictures were taken from

the cutting rooms last week and previewed, leaving a balance of 83 tn that

division.. Every indication points to continued activity on the same level.

there are 71 features in various stages of preparation, with 40 pf these

slated to get the starting gun within the month.

Two In work, 11 editing, Ave preparing. In work: .

'A NEW TRAIL AHEAD/ reported Variety, Jan. 27. Started last week:
'THE DEVIL IS DRIVING/ produced by Edward Chodorov, directed by

Harry Lachmari, screen play by Jo Milward and Richard lake. Cast:

Richard Dix, Joan Perry, Frank Wilson, Henry Kolker, Walter Kingsford,
Ann Rutherford, Laura Treadwell, Ian Wolfe, Paul Harvey, Nana Bryant,
John Wray, Dara Early, Ann Howard, Arthur Loft, G. Montague Shaw,
Harry. Davenport, Frank Reicher, Raymond Lawrence.

Story based oh drunk driving wherein Richard Dix as criminal attorney
springs wealthy youth from serious , charge. Later Dix is elected d. a. and
has to prosecute many of his old clients. Rather than go through with
this he resigns. Later, through the influence of his fiancee, he is regener-.
ated by .giving up his old friends and becomes a leader and crusader in the
movement for safety on the highways.
Readied to start: 'VENUS MAKES TROUBLE/ 'HONEYMOON. PILOT/

LEAGUE OF FRIGHTENED MEN/ and 'RIGHT GUT/

Six In work, 7 editing, 16 preparing. In work; .

«A DAT AT THE RACES/ reported Variety, Sept. ; 'CAPTAINS COU-
RAGEOUS/ reported Oct. 7; 'PARNELL/ reported Nov. 18; 'LAST OF MRS.
CHEYNET/ reported Dec. 2. Started last week: .

'SONGS OF THE CITY/ produced by Michael Fessier, directed by Errol
•Taggart, original story and screen play by Fessier. Cast: -Margaret Lind-
say, Jeffrey Dean, Nat Pendleton, Maria Sheldon, Edward North, J. Car-,

roll Naish, Charles Judels, Inez Pelange. ;

Story, localed in San Francisco, depicts young playboy who goes through
his fortune as well as that of his wealthy girl friend. Crossing the bay he
accidentally falls overboard but i$ picked up by Italian fishermen. Skipper
of the boat takes him to his home along the waterfront where a daughter
nurses him back to health. Playboy falls in love with her; In meantime
the rich: girl has put detectives on his trail. She learns he is reluctant to

return and. issues a warrant for his arrest oh charges of embezzling $50,000
of her money. While he is in jail, the rich girl promises to drop the
charges if he will return /to her> iWith this inducement he consents and
the couple boards yacht for long- voyage. The Italian girl, learning of
what has happened, is disillusioned and ' gets enough money to sail for
Italy. Eh route her boat catcher pn fire, the rich girl's yacht coming to

the rescue. Playboy and Italian girl become reconciled.

: 'SKIDDING/ produced by general office, directed by George Sejtz. orig-
inal by Aurania RouveraL. screen play by Kay.van Riper trid Hugo Butler.
Cast: Lionel Barrymore., Spring Byington, Cecelia Parker, Julie Hayden,
Mickey Rooney, Sarah Haden and Eric- Linden.

Story centers around Lionel; Barrymore, Idaho judge, up for re-election.
His two daughters come back to town and spring into the headlines over
difficulties,with their husbands. The judge's, devotion to the girls and his

v battle for rejection dramatically leads to satisfactory climax. :•

.Readied to staxt: T^DAME WALEWSKA/ 'BROADWAT MELODT OF
1937/ THE OLD SOAK/ 'SARATOGA/ 'TflET GAVE HIM A GUN/ THE
FOUNTRY/ 'NIGHT MUST FALL/ and 'FIREFLY/

Paramount

Eight in work, 7 editing, 8 preparing. In work:
'SOULS AT SEA/ reported .VARtery, Nov. 18; 'HER HUSBAND LIES/

reported as THE LOVE TRAP/ 'INTERNES CANT TAKE MONET/ and
<WAIHHCI WEDDING/ reported Dec, 30; 'HIGH, WIDE-AND HANDSOME/
reported Jan. 13; THE YEAR§ ARE BO LONG/ reported Jan. 20; THE
GD1L FROM SCOTLAND 'ifARD' fcfid: *I"MET HIM IN PARIS/ reported
Feb. 3. No new pictures started last week.
Readied to start: TURN OFF THE MOON/ TOD FROM PARADISE/

•MOUNTAIN MUSIC/ 'EXCLUSIVE/ and 'TOU AND ME/

RKO-Radio

Six In work, 11 editing, preparing. In work:
THE TOAST OF NEW TQRK/ reported as 'ROBBER BARONS/ 'THE

WOMAN I LOVE/ reported as 'ESCADRILLE' in Variety, Dec. 23; 'STEP
PING TOES/. - reported. .Jan.- 6;. .'WINGS rOF MERCY,' reported Jan. 20;
'OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT/ reported Feb. 3. Started last week:
'SATISFACTION GUARANTEED/- produced- by ' William- Sistrom, di-

rected by Beni Holmes, original by Richard English, screen play by Ethel
Borden. Cast: Anne Shirley, Barbara Pepper, Tom Morley, Dudley Clem-
en's, Grady Sutton, Alex- Craig.

Story depicts young chap, Tom Morley, whose, sole ambition is to be-
- come newspaper - .reporter.

.
Failing to- get nod from the papers around

town, he sets out to. get - himSe^f. acquainted with. leading publisher by
getting job in his household as .trainer of dogs. This leads into apprentice
spot on the paper Where he ajsserts himself by taking the blame for re-

E>rting story that threatens to put paper on the spot. From there on the
d is No. 1 boy and situations that.follow clear him of being a stooge, and

he winds up by marrying, the publisher's daughter and eventually taking
charge of the paper. - Piece is played for comedy throughout
Readied'to start: 'EASY GOING//GOING, GOING, GONE/ 'NEW FACES

OF 1937/ *WOMEN ARE POISON/ 'MRS* AMERICA/. GUNGA DIN/
TAKE IT EAST/ fTOU CANT BEAT LOVE/ 'BORROWED TIME/ and
-RADIO CITY REVELS/

Autry believes drilling of wells will harm raising of cattle. The girl

shows him that in the development of oil a railroad can be built which
would enhance his interests. Autry agrees, but in the meantime the heavy
steps in and tries to prevent the leasing of the ground for the girl's promo-
tions. Action situations; with the girl and Autry winning in the end.

Readied to. start: 'SPECIAL ORDERS/ 'LEGION OF THE LOST/ and
'EVER SINCE ADAM/

'

20th-Fox

Eight in work, 8 editing, 8 preparing. Tn work:
'SLAVE SHIP/ reported Variety, Dec. 30; '50 ROADS TO TOWN/ re-

ported Jan. 13; 'WAKE UP AND LIVE/ THAT I MAT LIVE/ 'CAFE
METROPOLE/ 'CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OLTMPICS/ and 'WEE WIL-
LIE WINKIE/ reported Jan. 27; 'MIDNIGHT TAXI/ reported Feb. 3. None
started last week.

.....
Readied to start: 'MARRIED LADY NEEDS A HUSBAND/ 'PRIVATE

ENEMY/ 'SARATOGA CHIPS,' THINK FAST, MR. MOTO/ 'UNTITLED
JONES FAMILY/ and an .'UNTITLED JANE WITHERS.*

None in work, 2 editing, 9 preparing.
Readied : In the Walter Wahger unit, TOGUES OF 1938/

CASTLES IN SPAIN/ and "SUMMER LIGHTNING/ In the Samuel Goid-
wyh unit are: THE 'WOMAN'S TOUCH/ 'HURRICANE/ and 'STELLA
DALLAS.' In the Selznick-International unit are: .'PRISONER OF
ZENDA/: *LET .ME LIVE/ 'THE WORLD'S OUR OYSTER/ and 'ADVEN-
TURES OF TOM SAWYER/

Universal

Ight in work, 8 edUing, 8 prepartaf.^Jn.work:
'WHEN LOVE IS TOUNG/^tepdrted as 'CLASS PROPHECY/ VARIETY;

Dec/ 23; 'WE HAVE OUR MOMENTS/ reported as 'WE'VE HAD OUR
MOMENTS/ Nov. 30; THE STONES CRT OUT/ reported Jan. 20; 'NIGHT
KEY/ reported Jan. 27, and 'CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD/ reported
as 'SHORT HAUL/ Jan; 27. Started last week: --"S-y

'SMOKE TREE RANGE/ produced by Buck Jones, directed by Les
Selander, original by Henry Gooden, screen play by Frances Guihan. Cast:
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans, John Elliott, Donald Kirke* Ted Adams, Dickie
Jones, Ben Hall, Earl Hodgins, Mable Colkord, Bob Kortman, Eddie Cobb.

Story centers around young girl who inherits ranch from her uncle but
when she takes posession certain factions -wanting the land for water
rights try to intimidate her so she will sell out. --Buck Jones steps in and
finds reputable banker is the man who has used others to get possession
of the -land.--. . -:—^;

::
---^r _ :

±:™-;;: /•*• •

j:.

Readied to start: 'BE IT EVER SO HUMBLE/ 'DELAT IN THE SUN/
THE COP/ 'GOOD AS MARRIED/ 'PRESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE/
and 'HIPPODROME.'

Warners

Six in work, 23 editing, 8 preparing. In work:
TALENT SCOUT/ 'PUBLIC WEDDING/ 'KID GALAHAD* and THE

SINGING MARINE/ reported. Jan. 27. Started last week:
'MIRACLE MOUNTAIN/ produced by Bryan Foy, directed by Noel

Smith, original by Anthony Coldeway, screen play by John T. Neville*.
Cast: Dick Foran, Helen Valkis, John Merton, Glenn Strange, Mira McKin-
nie, Henry Otho.

Story is western, centered ' around highwaymen who rob stage coaches
transporting gold. Band is headed, by Nevada* gambler who takes Dick
Foran, special agent for the government, into his confidence.. Forah
joins bandit gang. Gambler attempts to double-cross Forah; who is about
to be hanged for all the preceding crimes, when the- girl in the case, also a
government agent, comes to his rescue at a melodramatic climax.
'FLT AWAT/ BABY/ produced by Bryan Foy, directed by Frank Mc-

Donald, original by Dorothy Kilgallen, screen play by Don Ryan and Ken-
neth Garnet. Cast: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane, Gordon Oliver, Ray-
mond Hatton, Joe KingT Tom Kennedy, Marcia Ralston.

Story is second in a series of Glenda Farrell and Barton MacLane stories
concerning . activities of Torchy Blane, girl reporter, and tough giiy Mac-
Lane. First was produced by this company under title of 'Smart Blonde,'
which introduced -the title character played by Glenda Farrell. In this
one Torchy takes to the sky in a round-the-world flight • in an effort to
solve ah international murder mystery.
Readied to start: 'THE STORY OF EMILE ZOLA/ 'MAZURKA/ and

•LUCK OF THE IRISH.*

Four in work, 6 . editing, 5 preparing. In work: . .

'STEEL? and 'MAN FROM TEXAS/ reported Variety, Feb. 3. Started
. last; week*/ ,

:

" , ..

"
;

; ; •-
.

,

'JIM HANVET/ produced by Al Levoy, .directed by Phil Rosen, original

by Octavus Roy Cohen, screen play by Joseph Krumgold, Olive Cooper,
Courtland Fitzsimmons and Eric Taylor. - Cast: Guy Kibbee, Tom Brown,
Lucie Kay, Edward Brophy, Ed Gargan, Catharine Doubet, Vercy Oda-
voren, Bruce Mitchell, Oscar Apfel, Wade Boteler, Dwight Fryie, Helen
Eddy, Robert Homans, Kenneth Thomson, Willard Kent, Frank Darion.
Story centers around Guy Kibbee,- international detective, who decides

to retire and become gentleman farmer. While settled in this serene
frame he is approached by representatives of insurance company seeking
his services to locate mysterious robber of valuable jewel. Quite reluctant

to going back to work, he refuses to accept offer until he returns home
that evening only to find his daughter prevailing upon him to : work with
her In solving the crime. There is no peace until, he gives in, only to help
young newspaperman, assigned to the job, to make good and qualify him-
self, for the hand of daughter. Kibbee uv his nonchalant manner locates

the jewels but sits by to see what the chap can accomplish. After many
/ exciting situations, Kibbee aids boy to put his finger on the band of jewel

robbers.-
* 'GET ALONG, LITTLE DOGIES/ producedby Armahd Schaefer, di-

rected by Joe Kane, original and screen play by Stuart and Dorrel

McGowan. Cast:. Gene Autry, Smiley Bumette. Judith Allen, Frankie

Marvin. L; Mi Peterson, Fritz Meisner? Al Rice, Art James, Ken Cooper,

Jean Criswell, Jack Kirk, Al Taylor.

iUrr fociiBed on Gene Autry, owner of big cattle range, and girl owner

of a -radio station, Who Is promoting development of oil pn Autry's land.

PRODUCTION TABLE
( This table shows number of features promised to 'be delivered

to exhibitors by the major distributing organizations, and the inde».

pendent producers contributing product to their producing organiza-

tions for the: 1 936-3 7 season. )
Balance

to be Stories
now placed In
In the before prep-
euttlng the ara-
rooms. cameras; tion.

Producers and
contributing
/companies.

COLUMBIA
. Larry Darmour.
METRO .....
Hal Roach.

.

PARAMOUNT
B. P. Schulberg. . . .

.

Emannel Cohen ......

.

Harry Sherman
Frank Lloyd..

.

RKO RADIO;...
David Loew. ..

George Hirliman.
Sol Lesser.

1

..

REPUBLIC
A. W. Hackel. ....... ..

20TH CENTURY-FOX

.

Sol Lesser.':;..'.-.';.;.''. . . ..

UNITED ARTISTS:
Samuel Goldwyn. . .. ..

Walter Wanger.
Selznlck
E. Berger
Criterion
Korda London . . » ....

UNIVERSAL ...

Buck Jones... ... . ..

WARNERS

Totals

Number
Number now
of pix com-

promised, pleted.
• •• • • * • •

> • • .• • • • •

• * • t

• ••••••

50
8

48
4

4R
8

12
2
13
2
22
1
3

1

5

Pix
now
in

work,
2 10

1
6
1
6
1

2$
5

23
1

14
5
4
5

7
1
1
1

4
1
7
1

3
3
3

512 168 83 216
3 over:

71

Studio Phcements

.. . w Hollywood, Feb. 9.
Sidney Brady, Norman PhUliDs

Jr., Guy D'Enery, Tom Herbert, Lee
Phelps. Hprta Lynd, Jim Marcus.
Paul Graet?, Aileen Carlylen Frank
Lackteenr Jay Marchand, unit man-
ager, 'Madame Walewska/ MG.
Selmer Jackson, Juli Hayden

Walter Soderling, William: Wagner
Barlow Borland, Virgina Sale, Don
Barclay, Pat West; Albert Hill; Ben
'^tei'® ed

,»t°/A
Les White, cam-

era, 'Skidding,' MG.
Spencer Charters. Leonard Pen.

nario, Nat Pendleton, 'Booby Watson.
•Song of the City/. MG.
Will Stanton, Alan Marshall,

Must Fall/ MG.
^Ann Rutherford, 'Love and Learn/

^^Bk«iie P-arnes, 'Btoadway Melody

Dalton Trumbo. adapti 'Three
Men in the Snow/: MG.
Bruce Mitchell, Rosslyn Cowen

George Scholl, Monte Kenny, Will
liam Jenin, .'Steel/ Rep.
Oscar Apfel, Willard Kent, Ken-

neth Thomson, Wade Boteler, Rob-
ert E. Homans, Bruce Mitchell, Frank
Darien, Dwight Frye, Grace Hale,

:'Jim Hanvey, Detective/ Rep.
Edward S. Brophy; Howard Hick-

man, Charles McMurphy, Grace Hale
Harry Tyler, Catharine Doucet, Rob-
ert Emmett Keane, Edward Gargan.
^Special Orders/ Rep.
William Demarest, Pierre Watki .Sammy White, Pert Kelton; Max Ter-

hune, Ranhy Weeks, Mona Barrie.
•The Hit Parade/ Rep.
Ridgeway Callow, scri , 'Legion of

the Damned/ Rep. .

Rita Carlyle, Bert Roach. Paul Re-
nay, Arthur Houseman, Jimmy New-
ell, Fern, Emmett, Sam Wren, Mike
Romanoff, 'Sing While You're Able/
Conn.
Berton Churchill, TuUic Weddi

WB. '. .
'

Soledad Jiminez, Harry Harvey,
•Kid Galahad/ WB.
Kenneth Harlan, 'Miracle Moun-

tain/ WB,
Max Hoffman, Jr., Doc Rockwell,

Rose King, Lois January; Busby
Berkeley, dances, The Singing Ma-
rine/ WB/
Harry Davenport, 'Fly Away,

Baby/ WB.
Ian Wolfe, Prince and the Pauper/

LeRoy-WB,
Alan Joslyh, 'In the Deep South/

Leroy-WB.
--Robert-Mc^
York/ RKO.

Ed. Garden, Frank 0!C6nnor,
*Wings of Mercy/ RKO.
Frank O'Connor, Jack Rice, Lew

Kelly, Harriet Hoctor, Helena Grant,
'Stepping Toes,' RKO.
Jack Carson, ; Dudley Clements,

Grady Sutton, Barbara Pepper, 'Sat-
isfaction Guaranteed/ RKO.
Harry Segall, screenplay* *Women

Are Poison/ RKO,
Anthony Veiller, Mortimer Offrier.

collabing on script, 'Vivacious Lady/
RKO,.

,

s

Joseph Santley, director, 'Radio
City Revels,' RKO.
•.. Burt Granet, S. K. Lauren, collab-
mg script,. 'Mrs.' America/ RKO. •

Fred Maclsaacs, writing orig, RKO.
MarH Kelly, scripting, 'Super

Sleuth/ RKO.
George/ Cooper, rank Cohroy,

Paul Kruger, Frank McGlynn, Jr.,

Lily Malyon, Jack LaRue, 'That I
May Live/ 2Q-F. .

Dewitt Jennings, Regis Toomey,
Lon Chaney, Jr.. Paul Stanton, James
Flavin, Huey White, Russell Hicks,'
Joe Bernard,: Agnes Ayres, Ed Dear-
ing, 'Midnight Taxi,' 20-F.

- Martin Garralaga, Sam Appel, Fred
Gbdoy, Noble Johnson, 'Slave Ship/
20-F.
Mary Forbes, Ray Dove, "Wee Wil-

lie Winki ' 20-F. .

Walter innon, Allan Fox, 'Wake
Up and Live,' 20-F.
William vbh Bricken, Morgan Wal-

lace, Al Kikume, 'Charlie Chan at
the Olympics/ 20-F,
Frank Sully, Russell Hicks, John

Hamilton,, Marc Lawrence, John Tyr-
ell,. Lester Door, Herbert Heywood,
Patricia Farr, Ralph Byrd, Arthur
Loft; Lucille Lurid, Walter Soderling,
Crawford Weaver, Ruth Hilliard,
Rita Cansino. 'Honeymoon Pilot,' Col.
Frank Wilson, Ann Rutherford,

Henry " Kolker, Walter. Kingsford,
Laura Treadwell, Paul Harvey, Nana
Bryant, John Wray; Dora Early, Ann
Howard, Arthur Ldft, C. Montague
Shaw, Harry Davenport, Frank
Reicher, Raymond Lawrence, Jona-
than Hale, 'The Devil Is Driyi
Col.
Walter Connolly, Lionel Stander,

'League of Frightened Men/ Col;
Dwight Taylor, adaptation, 'The

Awful Truth/ Col.
1

Edith Fellows, '

Love/ Col.
Brenda Fowler, 'Racing Luck,' Col.

Mike Simmons, scripting, 'Lady in

Distress/ Col.
Alexander Cross, Rudolph Ar-

mendt. 'I Met Him in Paris/ Par.
Charles Riesrier, directi 'Moun-

tain Music ' Par .

:
George Ahtheil, scoring, 'The Years

Are So Long. Par.
George. Sorel, 'Swing High,

Low/ Par.
Lee Phelps, Donald Kirke, Ben

Hall, Margot Duse, Robert McKen-
zie, 'Smoke Tree Range/ UV _
Robert McKenziri "The Stones Cry

Out/ U.
Mary Phili 'Wihjrj Over Hono-

lulu, U.
Preston Sturges, scripting untitled

yarn, Harold Lloyd.
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"A really outstanding attrac-

tion lor any theatre''

The Hollywood Reporter

nThe performances, especially

of Claudette Colbert, are ex-

cellent" Morion Pictuie Daily

''FRED MacMURRAY'S role is

splendidly colored"

Daily Variety

a
Portrayed by capable play-

ers and studded with star

names Film Dally

IIProduction backg round

startling in its historical ac-

"FRANK LLOYD uses his mobs

both to motivate and to point

5 , ^
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EXPLOITATIO ml* By Epes W. Sargent

Bevived Memories ,.

Spartanburg, S>. C. .

Playing The Black Legion' against

heavy nabe competition,, much of

which included . musicals and more
cheerful drama, Manager Bob Tal-

bert put the film over in great form
at the Carolina. :

,
;

u
Doormen and ushers donned black

hoods and robes, ieminisceht of the

dark years when hooded Klansmeri
wreaked their vengeance fay; and,

near in South Carolina, following the,

war between the states. At theatre;

during evenings, many customers
bought tickets and stood in foyer to

see femmes -shriek' as, the:;.hooded
doorman, standing in the shadows,
took the pasteboards. ' Tall Dave
Garvin (robust six-footer) held the
post at night arid made a terrifying

figure/ even for men. ;..„
.:

Another hooded and black-robed
figure was. seen- during daytime pa-
rading about the city, and attracted

crowds arid much attention, .everi

from blase- northern tourists, Florida-

bound. Theatre was reminded, that
appearance of its 'Black Legionnaire',

on historic Morgan square was first

time a hooded and black-robed figure

had been in that vicinity since the

real klansmeri rode and held night
meetings here more than 50 ; years
ago.

Criteri i
with a smaller .film; ig

House for Girls;' starring Maureen
O'Sullivan, gave Talbert his- only
competition in ,

tricky exploit&tion.

They rigged up a femme dummy in;a;

shroud, put 'her', iri a glass case, in

lobby and placarded exhibit as • >
sutts of crime.' then' had a sensatioriT
ally placarded automobile cruise the
streets to. further; plug the show.

'

Hangers
s

One the forgotten stunts is the
jnail ; box hanger, which is -best

worked oh an ar'rai/geriient with the
post office. Origina/ly it was planned
.for a picture dealing with post of-

fice employees; but it cari be worked
on other subjects.

It is not unlike the door knob ex-
cept that it is larger. The card is

scored about a quarter of the dis-

tance from the; top, enabling it to be
bent back sharply. The upper seer

tion is cut out to encircle the lamp
post to which the box is affixed, not
only holding it in place, but pre-
venting . it from being bloWri away.
A small section of the card is

printed up as a private mailing card,

addressed and stamped, to suggest it

is placed on top because it is too
large for the box. .. . •

-

Milk bottle hangers are occasion-
ally used, generally in . . tie-i ^to
the dairy company, but sashes for

wrapped bread are less frequent,
though' often more effective. Better
than the herald or other advertise-
ment wrapped Within the waxed pa-
per, and not much more difficult to

handle. It has the advantage to the
..locality theatre of being centralized
in the district to which the theatre
appeals. Should be in big type -and

riot carry too much / lettering.

And better than a 'magpie* is a
somewhat similar sash to be placed
around each delivered copy of the
evening paper or a rhagaxine. . It is

bound to get . attention and it goes
to the family and not to the ser-
vants; as do most of these hangers.
That's something to be remeriibered

sections' where servant girls are
the rule. :

;-

Wedding Benefit

Something 'different was the wed-
ding : benefit staged in,, a small town
for a highly popular couple. The
manager tried to coax them into a
stage wedding, but, they were '. too
bashful, $6 he. changed to the benefit
idea.

'•

The wedding party Was timed to
end about the close of the last night
show and the guests Were supposed
to come over to the theatre in a
body, buyirig.. admissiori tickets in
the hall where the wedding was held.
The experise of the extra show was
deducted and the remainder 6f> the
receipts were handed the bride for a
nest: egg. No iriiriiediate profit to the
.theatre, but the young couple were
popular and the action created an
amount of good Will that cashed in
handsomely in the long run.'
The .idea can be . applied to other

airigles, such' as a benefit for. some
deserving invalid, and if not worked
too often (generally it is a one-time,
stunt), can be used to get a; lot of
newspaper and Word-of-mouth atten-
tion. Ticket sales are made by
friends of the '

beneficiary arid the
house is concerned only with staging
the show.

•• Another benefit angle was worked
by a theatre when two local chari-
ties were out after funds at the same,
time: / For one night the regular ad-
mission; was upped a .dime and each
ticket purchaser was

;
.gi.veri a card to

be dropped -into one of the two
boxes just: inside the entrance, one,
for .each of the two organizations."
These tickets Were paid' off ; at the
full 10-cent raise, and in addition
the theatre contributed $25. to the
one eollectirig the largest number
of tickets; That got. the adherents
of both charities plugging for attend-
ance, and the theatre played to two
packed houses at, a cost of only $25.

Cards Fitted In
St. Louis;

With city authorities hammering
.away „in safety cariipaign Manager
.Harold IChick' : Evens' and Jimmy
Harris, p. a. at Loew's expected swell
tieiip with move' in exploiting *Yqu
Live Only Once.' 300 cards bearing
warning 'Cross Crossirigs Carefully—
You Live Only Once' and bearing
nariie of Mayor Dickmanarid theatre
-name and play date .were planted in
swell spots in downtown and ,

:
con-

gested: residential .. distripts' a week
before " pix opened. '

' rive Safely'
cards, 200 of 'em also were spotted in

windows downtown.
Exploiters also promoted 'What

Would You Do In Her Place?' contest
in suburban weekly: distributed

.

50,-

000 heralds via; A&P's large chairi of
retail grocery stores; 300 cards in tie-

up wj.th. Tirrie magazine and obtained
indow .space arid co-op. ads with

several downtown dept. stores.

Ministerial Hook
Philadelphia. ;

. Twentieth-Fox has made ;a . sweet;
tie-up with a local minister who finds
a subject for a weekly radio sermon
in its filriis.

Rev." David C. Colony, pastor of St.

imothy's lEpiscopal. Church, each
week broadcasts a program titled
Sermons in the Movies.' He finds a
biblical text iri each picture. Ex-
change wasn't surprised when . he
spieled on 'Lloyds,' but did some
amused eyebrow raising When he
found the Bible in 'On the Avenue.'
Fox finds the money to buy him

the time and Colony finds time to
review their pix. It's all on q. t., but
admitted by Fox arid station.

That 16mm. Film
Recently there has come a move

toward the use of 16mm. amateur
.film as part of a regular theatre bill.

This is a move suggested by this de-
partment several years '. ago, but it

seems to - have waited ^'"tij^
+be- re*

cent Pete £:.iith -contest i'o gain any
headway... The Smith offer is for a
film to bi blown up to . 35 mm;, but
there is no reason Why theatres with
a seating capacity of around .800 or
less cannot use the direct 16mm. film
if a proper projector is used.
:

; Originally; the projectors were in-
tended largely . for home and

;were limited as. to field, but it is now
possible- to .obtain lenses which will
give a sharp- picture' of a size djs-
tirictly, visible in small capacity
theatre, though it may be necessary
to place the projector in the center
of the house instead of shooting from
the' projection room;
These projectors permit the utiliza-

tion
1

of moving pictures of local
events Where it would not be pos-
sible to call iri a professional news-
reel free-lance, ' There, may be a
slight delay in getting the processed
film back from the laboratory, but in
most sections it is now possible to
have the work done in a convenient-
ly located larger, city. Few ama-
teurs have yet reached the stage
where they develop and reverse
their film, but the proper equipment
is obtainable and most larger spots
can now make 24-hour delivery.
This opens up the desirable local

angle to houses not able to employ
regular camera men; and. will frer
quently result in the production of
a short reel that will sell more tickets
than the. top features. It's* worth
looking into..

The London Idea

London, Jan.
Pointed exploitation used

by a West End furnishing store
as a tie-up with Max
Schach's 'Love Frorri

;
Stranger,' currently at the Lon-
don Pavilion.

Store window shows, an,
garitly furnished bedroom ith

a luxurious double bed as - cen-
terpiece; Alorigside

, stands a
life-size cut-out of Arin Hard-
ing; at her feet, a placard bear*
ing the title of the icture.

Campaigning 'Legion'

Arthur Cohn, of ,'e Queeri, Wil-
mington, Del., made exceptional use
of his opportunities on 'The 7 Black
Legion,' not. a little aided by a state
convention of the 39 labor Organiza-
tions in conference just ahead of the
picture's opening. Unions meet,.cori-
current with ,the biennial session of
the legislature. All were invited to
a special showing of the picture with
the urge that it dealt with matters
vital to labor. Delegates saw the
screening .arid: passed the word along
to the locals, making a pretty solid
attendance froiri :the labor element."

, irilila*''. showings were made to
the heads ' of women's clubs, service

'

clubs, '.fraternities ' arid nearly 40
heads dt< large business enterprises,
all of whOni expressed interest in- the
questions raised. .•*

,\ Cohn also visited school heads arid
gained their co-operation to the ex-
tent of verbal arid posted announce-
ments; Iri all instances 'Legion' was
treated from the angle of its impor-
tance to the coriirnunity, plus its en-,
tertainmerit Value;.

One point Cohri picked up which
has not been reported elsewhere. He
got co-operation frOrri the Ford
agency because that auto concern is

Picture opened..to the best Satur-
day business the house has had, , and
was well sustained.

Back to Normalcy
Warner- s press book on 'Green

Lights' goes back to the old conve-
nient standard siie and brags but one
color, green trim. Which permits
a manager, to .

plan his campaign
without having to lie doWri on the
floor to find room for the book. Also
he cap work without smoked glasses;

Just as good a press book as the
24-sheet stands; perhaps better, with
a raft of exploitation suggestions
(25), some national hook-ups and
some novelty accessories^ All of the
billing and advertising information is

grouped on the first inside page, and
altogether it is a capital example of
what a tidy, press book should be,

Kepublic's Press Book
Republic pictures has issued an at-

tractive and worthwhile press book
on' 'Dick Tracy,'' its 15-chapter serial
based on the comic strip. Not too
large to be handled, arid carrying a
lot of promotional novelties and
trade hook-ups as Well as plenty of
exploitation suggestions, not alto-
gether new, but nicely tied to the
picture and offering -plenty of variety;
It gives the exhi itor some real help.
One notable point is that it does

not go overboard on adjectives. It

sticks to the matter , of selling' the
picture, to the patron iristead of
laboring to sell the exhibitor alrover
agai That's, spniiething different.

Helping Hearst
Atlanta, Ga.

,

Tying in with the silver anniver-
sary celebration of. Hearst's Georgian,
Mgr. Oliver H, Bradbury, of Lucas &
Jenkins*. Georgi theatre, . got, the.

news of the reopening: of/ his theatre
before the public by hooking a cpuple
of admission tickets^to his show to
hundreds of gas-filled silver balloons
released by the paper during the cel-
ebration. . ,

;

No previous announcement of the
reopening had been made.
Georgian hired the Georgia, for a

theatre (free) party Thursday (4)
night and showed news shots of
celebrities here. for. ;the event and
shofep^pa^
This was followed by a couple of
reels of the Adolph Zukor 25th cele-.

bratiori.

Animations
Animating posters is an old stuntj

but falling into disuse, in many spots
because.the.sign room is riot kept up
on its toes. It's too much trouble to
take a poster apart arid put in a
moving arm or other : member, yet
well done, the animation will draw
many times the attention of a still
display and usually sell in propor-
tion..

.

"•

"
.'

Even a figure that . raises its hat or
makes a bow will get notice, but the
more clever the : stunt, the greater
the

i
' attention. - One good animation

was achieved with poster in Which
one character slugged, another. A
practical arm was rigged up and
given motive power . and this,

: of
itself, would have helped plenty, but
the artist went a bit further. The
area of .the poster in the vicinity of
the 'impact of the blow was made
translucent , through waxing, then
blacked Out save, for zig-zag flashes
similar to those used in comic strips
to indicate a : punch. The same
power which moved the arm made
contact with an electric bulb back
of the poster for a fraction of a sec-
ond, with the result that a vivid
.flash accompanied the blow. Just
an idea,

, but it sold a heap of extra
tickets. .

The sanie rig was used on another
poster, in which a red light back of
the poster caused a girl to blush vio-
lently wheri the animated man
kissed her. Here the larnp was held
on a little longer, but the idea Was
the same. , It can be used as well
for. pistol flashes and similar . effects.

Selling Along . the lines of least
resistance may be a labor-saving
idea, but it does, not bring 'in all
possible coin, and it is worth going
to a

.
little extra trouble to enhance

the appeal.
'

He Earned It

Louis Charnisky, of the Capitol,
Dallas, is announced by Grad Sears
as the; winner of the. "Warner Bros,
coritest for the best exploitation pn
its 'Bengal ; Tiger.' Texas manager
copped on the. strength of a stunt
worked last suriimer, when he
entered au exhibition wild inial

arena at the. .Exposition, acquiring
not only, local advertising, but
breaking the

: news associations.
Probably the outstanding sturit to.

have been worked on any contest.
Top prize was $350. .

Other -winners, in;, the contest,
Which closed Jan. 1, are: Sid Hollarid,

Elco, Elkhart; Ind., $250; A. J. Belle,

Tex-minal, Newark, $150; J. J. Bor-
reseri, Strand, Minot, N. D., $100; Jv

T. Floore, Empire, San Antonio, $75.
Warner owned theatres Were hors

coucours.

Plugging a Short
..;" Seattle. :

Exploitation bit for *You Can't Get
Away with It' (U) at Capital (Sterl-

ing) is getting plenty of lookers on
street.

Man with machine gun ready for
action has three yeggy. looking guys
in front of him, all masked, Walking
the streets. Each yegg has placard
with names. Dillinger, Mahan arid

Matson kidnapper thereon respec-
tively. Machine gun loaned by police
department. Although only a short,

the extra attentiori got some extra
biz.

'•

Charlotte, N. C
. r Eugene W. Street, manager of the
Carolma, Imperial and State thea-
tres ' here for : N'or.th. Carolina Thea-
tres, Incv-' transferred to Knoxville
to assume direction of the corpora-?
tion's six theatres there. New man-
ager here is Emil. Bernstecker, who
has had charge of the Carolina the-
atre in Greensboro. ".

Other changes in the North Caro-
lina Theatres, Inc., link include
trarisfer Of Frank H. Burris, manager
of National; to the direction of the
Carolina in Greerisboro; Grayson
Poats. from the Granada, theatre in
Bluefield, W. Va., to the National to
succeed Assistant Manager Spencer
Wester, who becomes manager of the
Carolina theatre in Wilson.

St. Louis.
Russell Bros. Circus, Rolla, Mo.,

has. been incorporated, to engage in.

general circus and entertainment
business with $150,000 authorized
capital. ; Incorporated are C. W.,
Paulirie L. and James Webb, Jr., all

of Rolla.
. i

Certificate of incorporation has
been • grarited. Television Institute of
America, Inc:, Kansas City, Mo.,, to
conduct school for teaching science'

of televisi . It will,have 2,500 shares
of non-par stock, starting w,ith $2,700
paid in. Incorporators are G. L.
Taylor. Arthur B. Church, 1 Wilfred
Wimmelli J. B.. Woodbury and J.

Leslie Fox,', all of Kansas City.
Madison, Madison, 111., reopened

last week by H. Steinberg,. .
-

Atlanta, Ga.
Tom, Read, mgr. Lucas & Jenkins'

Paramount theatre, sneaked out and
got hiriiself married to Ruth Thoriias
in Griffin, Ga., Thursday (4). They're
horieymooning in Miami. Bride is

originally from : G reensboro, N.. C.
George Wilty, operator of Cameo,

local downtown: indie, has acquired
Kirkwood (riabe) theatre.
Lucas & Jenkins will reopen their

Georgia theatre Friday (12) with new
policy, which calls for second-run
and prices set at 10 and 15c.

. Omaha.
Omaha office of Republic Pictures-

Midwest exchange undergoes, a. few
changes as of Feb. 15; Hymie Novit-
sky moves over from 20th-Fox to be-
come local manager. Novitsky has
been on the road for Fox past decade
or so, and of late has held the South
Platte territory. F. E. Judd; who
came : from Des Moines to take over
the office in a change a few months
ago, fernains-; for the time being, but
expected to return to the Iowa office

soon.

Lincoln.
Walter Shuttee, late city manager

with the J. H. Cooper Enterprises of
Puebld, Colo., is out on a private
assignment in connection with 16mrii.
film, it's understood.

Williairi Youngclaus, manager of
the Eiripress and Island, Grand
Island, is planning vaude for two
days of the week at the. latter house.
Bernard C. Hook, Hastings, Neb.,

has established a celluloid circle/ He
has six towns for. one-night stands
and makes therri with a portable pro-,
jectiori machine.

> Spartanburg, S. C.
Coriipletion ; of ,• the Dock theatre

project ' Charleston is .scheduled
within two months. The theatre was
operied Feb. 12, 1776, arid is credited
by . historians with being the oldest
in the United States. Restoration has
been under way for more than . a
year.

State drew a huge crowd and nar-
rowly missed a fire, when a 'stream
of gasoline flowing along the curb-?

ing outside; was ignited by a cigaret.
Firemen extinguished, blaze, ith

considerable excitement.
Stanley theatre at Albeiharle dam-

aged several thousarid dollars night
of February 6 by firei. , Origin under
termined. House was empty at time,

as fire occurred after midnight.
House will be dark 60 to 90 days
.during repairs. Loss, partly insured.

. .. Colorado Springs, Colo. .

Motion picture operators werit back
to work iri all houses when they ac-
cepted the terms offered when they
walked out eight weeks ago. Terms
call for two men with.'.38% hours
each per week, or if the union pre-
fers three men can split the tiirie

and money—$84 per week per booth.

Greenville. S. C.
: Small pic house in St. . Matthews,
S. C., soon to. op.eri, giVirig yokjels pix
after more than 10 filmless

.
years.

During era of 25c a pound cotton Jan
Garber and orqh had . headquarters
there.

Rochester.
Lester Pollock, manager of Loew's

Rochester, is managing :road show-
ings of 'Ronieo and Juliet' in: nearby
towns, including Geneva; . Elmira,
Oleari, Medina and . Lockport. • Asst.
Manager Edmund HoWard

:
runs the

heatre during his absence.

Seattle.
Otto Schiriitt, back from trip to

Shanghai, with vaude act, is new
manager of Beacon (Sterling).

Cohen's Mission

Ben MV Cohen, of Poli's College,
New Haven, was recently detached,
from his job to do a little evangelical
work for 'Romeo and Juliet' through
New England for Metro. He con-
tacted ^college

. professors ;
arid ": high

Scnool' nead^; 'n^
picture, and, in passing, - was urged
to get out a Volume on Radio Appre-
ciation similar to the Hays office
work on picture appreciation. He
was rather surprised to find how
keenly interested educationalists are
in the cultural value of the pictures
and radio and he was able to turn
that interest into ticket sales.
He was almost as much surprised

to learn: that plenty of college in-
structors, particularly those teaching
Eriglish read Variety because of its
individuality of style.

Treating the Kids

, S.' c
• Rivoli, here, last wejek celebrated-

its twelfth year iri biz on same spot
with much fanfare and no end of
newspaper space grabbing. Manager
Edward Petite grabbed off tW6 whole
pages in morning and afternoon
sheets,

. when 15 local merchants
banded together in 'congrats' to pic
house.

House is mainly a fWhodu'nit' and
'horse opera' parlor, so Petite played
for the week to the steady money
clientele by featuring two giddyap
pix. Swell publicity drummed up by
Petite on Autry 'Ride, Ranger, Ride,'
pic, Which was especially billed, since
Tennessee. Ramblers, former WFBC
(local) radio act, appeared iri pic.
This fact played up to hilt in local
papers. . v;

: Best stunt for Anniversary Week,
however, was Petite's idea to bring
to town 75 real mountain kjds who
had never seen a pic.

Two Novelties

Ed Siegal, of the Jerohie theatre,
up in the Bronx, sends in a couple
of novelties he receritly used. Both
are helpful. .

• The first is an adaptation of the
lifesaver " in a coin envelope,- in this
Case a tiny horse, of. composition, an-
nounced on the envelope as the gift
of Frank McHugh, of 'Three Meri on
a Horse,' the picture being adver-
tised. Siegal writes he promoted the
nags, but does riot tell what argu-.
riierit he - used; , which might , have
been helpful.. Charms were attrac-
tive and carried no advertislrig, so;

probably plerity of the recipients'
wore them.

Other, is a little more standard,
though' it has not been used lately.
It's a ticket to a 'Movie Excursion*
similar to the interline rail tickets
with each coupon advertislrig orie of
the dual bills for the current, months..
Uriusual form ;gets atteriti and the
wording will do the ^selli

Carriers Helped
Spokane, Wash.

Manager Russell rown invited 100
mail carriers to' see 'Wanted: Jane
Turner;' at the Orpheum.
Phil Malorie, . mail carrier who

sings iri choral groups, appeared as
soloist during the weekly songfest
program.;.
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loin in qn ause!

TRADE PAPERS • Daily Variety: A cinch heavy money draw. One of the top-

notch offerings of the season* Presents a combination for showmen to embrace with;

open arms!" HollywoodReporter]: "Names, song hits, real story, gorgeous production

to send it!marching to box office victories!" Film Curb: "Sure is in the bag. Entertain-

ment plus and no mistake, theatre Owners ought to cash in in a big Way!" Showman's

Trade Review: "Cast, title and story combine to make it a B. O. sensation, terrific

Whirl of hit tunes by Irving Berlin, Motion Picture Daily: "Should
; prove a treat for any

kind of an audience."

N« Y* NEWSPAPERS • World-Telegram: "Tops of its kind, the most lilting songs

Irving Berlin ever composed." Post: "Can't miss! Bound to hit your taste. Songs

highly contagious!" American: ''Mad, merry, melodious entertainment. The most in-

gratiating words and music Irving Berlin ever wrote!" Mirror: "Hit movie! Amusement

without let-down from opening scene to hilarious closing/' Journal: "Mqre pretentious

than 'Sing, Baby, Sing' and 'Pigskin Parade'; Delightful song numbers smartly worked

into the action." Nats: "Full of fun, lively music! Catchy songs due for immediate

popularity!"

MAGAZINES* TOO ! Red Book and Modern Screen (combined circulation over

1,750,000) name it the picture of the month!

AND IT WOULD DO YOUR HEART GOOD to hear the laughter

and cheers from the crowd of 6,200 {plus standees)]

THE KEYSTONE
OFYOUR FUTURE
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BALCONY SCENE
FROM

siROMEO and JULIET
Have you heard

and Juliet" Road

Results are so

w news!

now playing

-GM
i

of "Romeo
Coast to Coast!

And
OUT

J

•en to this

RST 200 COMPLETED EN jAGE
n. a i RDS!

(Next from The Road-show Company: "THE GOOD EARTH")

\
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Looks Set for Skourases to Take

Over Fox, Detroit, Operation Soon

F iCI E S VARIETY 23

Detroit, Feb. 0
Following months of wrangling,

court heating opened today (Tues
day) on revised plan for reorganiza-
tion of Fox theatre here. Although
a few dissenting bondholders still re-
mai new program" is expected to
be approved by Federal Judge
Ernest A. O'Brien and George A.
Marstori, federal bankruptcy referee^

Plan, proposed by the Colwood Co.,
original owners of the theatre, pro-
vides, for the leasing of the theatre
to Fox Michi Corp,, a new or-
ganization, for a period of 15 years.
Stock of this new organization would
be owned by National Theatres
Corp., headed by Spyros Skouras.
Latter already has a five-year fran-
chise to show 20th*s first-run flickers
here. '

.4

..
Skouras Bros, appear to be the suc-

cessful bidder, although George W.
Trendle; prez of the United Detroit
(Par) chain here, and several others
are reported to be still in the ick
of the fight.

, Even though Skouras
are returned victors, It's held poss-
ible . house might . be turned over

to Trendle to operate. Trendle. at
present is Operating .as part' of his
circuit the United Artists theatre
here, which was added to the UA
circuit (George Skouras ) last fall.
Under the plan ,up for hearing to-

day, the National
: Theatres Corp,

would have to guarantee the prO-
the gross lntoim? u-v -»—:

—

*Jr£L
ited, 15% Of gross income if only

•flickers are shown. Reorg plan also

calls for a $500,000 loan from the RFC
Mortgage. Co., preliminary applica-

tion for Which has been tentatively

oked by RFC's Detroit office. .

Partial separation of the theatre

and offices in building also is asked.

Property owned by "the Kern and
Grey Realty companies would be
rented from them for one-third of

the net income of the reorganized
corporation. In exchange for their

present bonds, ' /bondholders would
,

receive- stock in the proposed com-
pany; For each Unit of $1,000 bonds
and interest thereon they would get

10 shares of $3 preferred and 10

shares of common stock.

Reorg plan, approved by a major-
ity of bondholders, is hotly opposed
by minority groups on the grounds
that it' was too . favorable to the. Col-
wood company; Intervention by the

bondholders was ordered by the pub-
lic trust commish which charged that

actual cost of the theatre, exclusive
of carrying charges, was less than
the original $6,400,000 bond issue and
that William Fox, who was behind
the Colwood company, set up a 'kick-

back' system where Fox got thou-
sands of dollars from various parties

concerned in construction of the
building. These /kickbacks, it was
charged, were made

;
to, . C.

lumenthal, described as Fox's front

man/ who came to Detroit to handle
prelim arrangements for building
several, years ago.

Testimony averred that Blumen-
thal got $52,000 of the $100,000 com-
mish paid Homer Warren ,& Co.,'

agents, in purchase of site; as well as

an $18,000 kickback from fees paid
C. Howard Crane, architect. The
contractor was said to have been
Fox's brother-in-law.
The Fox bondholders' protective

committee was described by the com
mish as not licensed by the state of

Michigan; that, some of its members
were connected with the original

financing; .that cost the project
was, appraised by interested parties,

and that Halsey, Stuart Co., under-
writers of the bond issue, are now
in control, of that issue. Halsey,
Stuart, it was alleged, .had. icked

./.attorneys'" to represent the com
mittee? J .

'

.Other testimony showed that of

the $6,400,000 received , by Halsey,

..... tuart through sale of the bonds,
more than $1,000,000 was spent in

carrying charges.'; Of this amount,
it was testified, $600,000 was de
ducted to pay. interest; charges to

bondholders, or ' irig bondholders
with their Own money:'

GN on Educ. Lot

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

rand National Coast produc-
tion staff is- now housed in new
quarters on the Educational lot
First picture to be filmed in

hew studio will be 'The $1,000
Bill,' starting in March. Glenn
Tryon ill irect, under pro*
ducti

: wing of Zion Myers.

Pitts. Fare Cuts

Prankster's $950 Damages
Against Regent, Detroit

_ Detroit, Feb. 9.
Damages ot $950 were given Ed-

ward J. Seewald, 20, here Saturday
(6) as. a compromise in his suit for
$50,000 against the Regent theatre,
United Detroit nabe, where plaintiff
charged he was beaten by Manager
Roy Miller.

.Seewald was dragged into the the-
atre, he testified, arid beaten by Mil-
ler and two assistants last Oct. 31
after Seewald had pasted a sticker
across the theatre sign as a Hal
loween prank.

.Pittsburgh,
Recent development in city's war

on, ;transportation rates are being
looked upon everywhere as a gen-
eral boon to film trade in downtown
sector; Over weekend bus fares
were chopped frohi 25c. to 10c.; ser-
vice was upped to every 10 minutes,
and m some sections where 7 o'clock
was the deadline, busses are how
gtvailajble until after midnight,
rates. PfftsTjufgffTror ye/A-s'-tAs? ikw
highest cab rate in country but re->

duction by Yellow people gives it a
fare practically tantamount to New
York's cheap prices.

Improved business over, weekend
was attributed in . many quarters to

these transportation' factors, with
both bus and taxi people themselves
reporting, general increases. City is

now opening guns in crusade to ob-
tain 5c. street car fare. At present

it's 10c. straight or three tokens for

25c: ...

General impression is that

atres won't feel the full effect at

once managers are certain that

it's a good step in their direction.

Baynes' 'Golgotha'

•Golgotha,' flfrst foreign-made fea-

ture to be dubbed into English for
showing in U. S., started a series, of
two-a-day engagements, last (Tues;)

night at Academy of Music, Brook-
lyn. Picture, which is ah A. d'Aguiar
production, originally made entirely

in French," * being distributed in

this country by Capt. George Mac-
Leod Baynes, Whb has gone into in-

dependent distributing biz since

leaving Eastern Service Studios.

Baynes expects the film to play in

30 different spots by Easter, most
engagements being in non-film or

typical roadshow houses on two- -

day basis and with $1.50 top.. Re-
ports that the feature Was being de-

liberately kept out of Manhattan
were denied by Baynes.who expects

it will show in N. Y. City early in

March. --\

OK Upped

Ad Rates; No Like Posish

„ •-, Philadelphia, Feb. 9.
Much to surprise Record ad-

vertising-department, nary an exhib
squawk was heard when , rates on
amusement directory upped 3c a line
last week. Loud

. holler is being
raised, however, because daily per-
sists ifi putting listings back in
classified section.. Ad execs claim
Classified rate being paid, so exhibs
must **e- -classified - position. Said
rates.Were lifted because Old figures
based on 220,000 circulation, while
present sales are more than 300,000.

Amusement directory is compara-
tively., new ; here. Ori irially
contained classified, listings all
sorts of entertainment, spots, rac-
tically all pix houses now, however.
Listed alphabetically under sections
of city.

Directory is widely known and

rate considerably below"^°rn]
isrly

Play. •
" '.M^ from

for Worthy

Flip M.C.

J. C, Flippeh, acting; as fh.c.
in the lobby of the Astor, N. Y.,
at the $2 remi /'Good
Earth,' introed celebs and bititt

:
.up the affair, going out ;cver the

over WHN. Then,, for a
wind-up,, he cracked:
'Now that this is , I'll

run over to the Mayfair and see
two good ictures for a

NEW WB POLICY

$100,000 FIRE
Lynchburg, Feb. .

.
Damage, said ; to; run close; to $100,

-

000, . was caused by fire which
stroyed the WB New. Theatre
L\xi '",

.
Blaze turned out to

be . one of the biggest in town's; hi -

tory, and drew firemen from
ighbormg towns.
Blaze started under the stage of

the recently remodeled house.

Skourases Score Point in

$100,000 City (N.Y.) Suit
Skouras Theatres Corp. on Thurs-

day (4) gained the right to examine
before trial several, individuals in

connection With its Suit for $100,000

damages against City. Theatres Co.,

Util i ti Power ; & Light -^Securities
!

Corp., Walter Reade, Harley . L.

Clarke Joseph T. P; Sullivan.

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Church
deci that plaintiffs had a right

to question" all individuals concerned
besides Donald B. Riker arid Clara
D.. Harmsson, City. -Theatres stock-;

holders.

Skouras ;
complains .that in .1931 it

obtained 75% of City Theatre's stock

through an agreement, with Fox The-
atres in return for giving its services

in the, management, of the City and
that the defendants conspired to.

cause the stock to depreciate in value,

thereby depriving the" plainti of

$100,000 in revenue.

.

$5,000 Damage Action

Over RP.-Gan. Pooling
Montreal, Feb.

Charging breach, of contract, a

$5,000 damage action has been started

in Superior court by Famous Play-
ers-Canadian against Standard
Amusements, the figure id to be.

the lOss resulting from alleged

broken agreement. Before filing a
plea, counsel for Standard Amuse-
ments moved to be allowed to ex-
amine the FP-Can secretary-treas-

urer.

FP-Can declaration states, that the

contract in question was signed in

November, 1927, to run for 10 years;

the agreement being that the Park
nabe was to. be jointly operated by
the two companies^ and. the net

profits divided equally between
them, and that officials or sharehold-
ers of Standard Amusements were
not to become directly or indirectly

connected with any, theatre enter-

prise within a radius of one mile of

the Park house, an. exception being
made in the case of the Century.

In contravention of the agreement,
FP-Can claims that 'certain officers

and shareholders of Standard
Amusements: have., become asso-

ciated with a new company called

the Fifth Ave. Theatre Corp. and
that this company has purchased
property for a theatre site within
the area allegedly prohibited by the
contract.

A ne.w policy to be inaugurated by
Grad Sears for Warner Bros., which
may revolutionize the handling of
accessories/ well as increase the
volume on paper and other material,'
calls for a plan, soon to be placed in
effect, under which all accessories
will be rented. Sears, v.p. of WB
in charge of sales. ; has sounded Out
exhibitors on the idea prior to
reaching a decision to make it op-

tures; regardless of release date, on
which" exhi itors will be billed at

prices to be determined later. On
all material taken by : accounts, the
exhibitors, 'ill receive credit for
that which is returned in a service-

able condition within five days. A
maximum credit scale, is being
worked, out in line, with rebating, to

the exhibitor all accessories,

which are returned in a usable con?

dition. Another scale will be set up
to cover .items which are returned
in a damaged or unserviceable con-
dition, whole plan of Sears •visual-

izing ways and means of encourag-
exhibitors to use more ac-

cessories.'
..

The new rental credit plan be-
comes effective April 4, when men
Will be added in all the company's
branches for the handling of the ac-

cessories and details i connection
with it.

Washington, Feb.. 9.
Conti rephotographing of;

motion picture films of historical
value will be launched by National.
Archives in accordance with legis-
lation approved by one branch of
Congress last week.
Anxious to preserve deteriorating

newsreels and educational films,
Archives receives permission under
the 1938 appropriation bill to expand
activities related to motion pictures
and assure a permanent record
photographed matter of great im-
portance. Measure authorizes 'ar-
rangement, titlingi scoring, repair,
processing, editing, duplication, re-
production, and authentication of
phonographic records (including mo-
tion picture films) and sound
cordings.'

Although granted freedom
photograph crumbling pix,
archives does not win fight for per>
missiori to make historical films oh
its own account. Congress took the
view that any current events which
should be recorded in celluloid un-
doubtedly will be lensed by com«v
mercial companies which will, either
sell or give prints to the govern-
ment for preservation for posterity.
Archivist R- D. W. Connor had
loped, however, for the right to go
nto the camera-grinding business on
his,own account as protective step.
The Archives staff expects to begin

culling worth-while -footage from the
14,000,000 feet of films already
viewed and will duplicate negatives

s^films lake*? ^^efMenVf
agencies also is programmed. Experts
still: have around 8,000,000 feet

motion and still pictures to o.o.

Special storage facilities, for reels

of perpetual interest are planned.
Cabinets designed with particular

consideration for fire hazard, ventila-
• ion and preservation of reels are be-
ing manufactured at present and
will be installed during next few
months.

Chi Ops to Reelect
icago, Feb.

. Entire administration
.
slate of

Motion Picture Operators' Union has
been nominated for re-election on
March 4, .Present administration is

headed by Frank Clifford as business

manager. Term of office is for five

years.

Others in the Operators* Union
officialdom are Peter Shayne, presi-

dent; Glenn Sweeney, v.p.; John
Smith, assistant business manager;
Neat ishop, secretary-treasurer.

Strike

Averages 150-200G

Theatre Employee's Fail.

Kansas City, Feb. 9.

H. E. Hennessy, employee . of

Loew's Midland theatre, slipped, from
marquee, where he was replacing

light bulbs, arid plunged headlong' to

pavement.
Miraculously escaped serious' in-

jury, but will be confined to hospital

several weeks.

Between $150,000 and $200,000 is

being lost weekly" by. Detroit's. -250

filrti houses as result Of the six-week-

old General Motors stri , survey

shows. loss during the

duratiori iculties,

Which were near solution this week,

will run the $.1,000,000

mar ill be greatly

augmented, too, through the several

lean weeks after peace, before things

are norrhal.

Nor is lone town in

the state 'suffering dented b.'o's. In

nearby = Flint, town

Where hostilities began and where

martial law is practically
,

all bi ite-

ri Several houses

haye .shuttered; at least for duration
of the strike, and all dri ing spots

have been closed by the state liquor
commish to preserve

.
peace<

Other cities effected include Sa'gi

naw, /Lansing . arid Bay . City, where
several, big GM plants are shuttered
due to. lack of material.

.'"

Lossesi'viri the' various
i Detroit.nabes

range from $500 to $1,000 each, with
the average around $500 weekly.
Slump at the b. o. is figured at be
tween $20,000 and $25,000 weekly in
the .United Detroit ch?.in, which in

eludes five dpwntowh house and 13
nabes. Only one major house in the
district remai seriously unhand
pered by the strike, the first-run

Fox, which has been grabbing more
than ordinary , grosses ; past two
months, due chiefly

tioris.
.

While 200,000 • persons are out of
work due to the GM strike, situation

is! .further, aggravated by genera;
layoff of employes in practically al

lines' of biz., : Advertising agencies,

stores, etc, have added'.thousands to

unemployed ranks.

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Edward Peskay, Grand National :

sales manager, has pulled out for
Chicago and New York after con-
ferences with Edward L. Alperson,
GN prez. He will hold a regional
sales session in Chi.

Scheduled February and March
releases, by GN include 'Romance

'

and Riches,' 'Navy Spy,' 'Killers ot
the Sea,' 'Trouble in Texas/ *tw6
Shall Meet,' '23% Hours Leave* and
'Hittin' the Trail.'

Richard Rowland will hold the
production ifeiris on ^Thief of Taos'

for GN. It will' be company's first

tinter.

Four GN features are. being edited

for early release- They are B. F,

Zeidman's 'Two Shall Meet;' Douglas

.

MacLean's '23% Hours Leave,' Ray-
mond Friedgen's 'Killers of the Sea*
and Edward Finney's Trouble

*

Texas.'

Lincoln Solve* Booking
Jam by Repeating Films

Lincoln, Feb. 0.

H. CoOper, N. Y. head of the
Lincoln Theatres Corp. here, crawled
out of a deep hole With the film ex-
changes here this week by arrang-
ing a way to play eff his second run
obligations in this situation.. Using
Bob Livingston's Capitol as the fa-

vored house. Cooper okayed the .big
pics second time around for that

house, after Livingston guaranteed to
.

go up to 15-20c scale arid abandon
dual features arid split weeks..

Stuart, Cooper's ace spot here,

only repeated about six of the entire

.

1936 52-week programs; The Lin-
coln, second to the best spot, . is also
behind oh its seconds; Livingston
starts out (14) with 'Magnificent
Obsession.'

2 Boothmen Burned
St. Louis, Feb.

Gordon Howard; 24, and Bernar
Carr, 16^ were severely burned last

week when film in projection booth
in film/theatre iri Slater, Mo.> caught
fire. Howard was burned on face,

arrhs arid hands and Carr. on hands
and body. Blaze was confined, to

booth. There was no excitement
among patrpns; all leaving in an or?
derly manner.

nut entry to Knieri-
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,
(Child labor amendment, which has

been approved by 26 states and soon
promises to get the sanction of 10
additional states that, will make it a
constitutional amendment, Is, viewed
as no menace by the picture indus-
try as a whole.-

. Action of the New
York state assembly in ratifying the
amendment; proposal leaves only the
state senate, in the way. of making
N. Y. the 27th state; to place its -

proval On the child labor plan.

, While the amendment ives
Congress considerable leeway; in
regulating the labor of children, it

is estimated by trade association ex-
perts -that currently less than; %%
employed in the U. S, in theatre
operations and exchanges as a whole
are . under 16 years of age- Conse-

,
quently, few spokesmen . for •exhibi-
tor interests could be . found who
consider approval of the child labor
amendment by the -necessary num-
ber of states as an adverse plan, of
regulation.

The Hays organization is fully
izant of the federal amendment

progress towards full sanction by
the requisite 36 states but it is not
regarded as being unfavorable to-
wards the business. It is understood
that in many respects Haysians and
other trade association Officials feel

that the child labor, amendment will.,

dp much in clarifying the. situation.

The child labor amendment will
definitely specify uniform regulation
throughout the nation and eliminate
agitation for similar juvenile labor

- law. etaactment in various states. It

also will put a stop to varied and
uneven laws now in effect in certain
states.

The child labor amendment sets

forth that Congress shall have cer-

tain powers to regulate the labor of

children under 18 years of age. How-
ever, it is believed that the exact
wording of the. amendment would
make it possible for the Congres-
sional body to make the limit 12
years or . some other

,
age limit. By:

the same token, it will enable
Congress to prohibit Child labor in

factories>nd industrial plants alone
without specifying other industries.

Whatever; limits are fixed as to

age or vocation, film executives fail

to see where it will interfere with
their business. : In certain theatre
pperations, ushers come under the
bah if the age limit was specified as

16 but this would occur only a
.few instances.

Foreign Talent

.(Continued from page 2)

tries concerned to give her some
support. Mrs. O'Day's position, is

that she cannot well block the legis-

lation if the film and radio interests

faii to demonstrate their concern.
Although formerly they seldom

felt'it was. worthwhile to go to con-
siderable effort and expense in an
attempt to out-argue the House com-
mittee, the local industry reps admit
this year the threat of restrictive

legislation is far more serious than
before. This is based on several fac-

tors, ..including the early date at

which the. drive . is starting, an -in-,

formal agreement between House
and Senate committees ' that there
will be no duplication- of hearings,
sweeping changes in personnel Of

the Senate Immigration group, and
revision of the bills in' a way which
makes them immeasurably more ob-
jectionable than in the past.

The 1917. version of the legislation

is -identical; with, the perfected bill

which was slipped through the
Hqus.^. last : spring. ' That draft; hur-
riedly cooked up as a substitute for

the less stringent proposal which.
Chairman Samuel Dickstein has
been: plugging away at for five

years,:, has new; obnoxious features,

notably the reciprocity i , a com-
plete disregard for the .contract

labor laws, and . limitations uppn
permanent entry of foreign actors,

musicians and dancers, even for
permanent residence.

New Restrictions
ightening the previous proposals.

- Chairman Dickstein, a New York
Democrat, proposed 1937 law drops
the familiar 'distinguished merit and
ability' loophole which .labor or-
ganizations previously claimed would
take care of all eventualities feared
b.v film and legit producers, tinder
;this year's draft, Dickstein would
shut the door to all performers, ex-
ceptional as well as run-of-mine,
Unless the country from which the
alien comes grants entry to Arnerl-

Churches, Lodges

While Wholesale distribution
of cash prizes has not hit lodge
and church organizations : hold-
ing bingo and screeno games,
the immense popularity of
weekly giveaway contest nights
has cut into film theatres con-
ducting merchandise giveaways;
Numerous instances of these
church society and lodge: con-
test nights drawing 1,000 people
have been reported In recent
weeks.
Nearly 4,000 jammed an Elks

hall for a bingo ight a short,

time ago. ..Most prizes are in
costly merchandise. ' Members
pay 75c. -to $1 for admission,
which allows them, to partici-

pate: in the games for prizes.

Curb Giveaways

If Indies Ditto

Loew and RKO are considering

abandoning big scale coin giveaways
if any sort of concord can be
reached with competing Independent

circuits. While some minor cash

nights may be retained, the wholesale

group contests would be thoroughly
trimmed if current plans materialize.
The all-day banks, conducted re-

cently by both major circuits, are
the greatest headaches at present.
In a couple of instances, the capital
prize offering was placed at $3,000
or more. 'Though the advertising
left the impression that this amount
was to . be distributed to patrons
of 'one .theatre, . say rival indie ex-
hibitors, actually- the larger sum
was divided among the five to .10

houses of the designated, group. This
was possible by holding the drawings
in one theatre, with the winners an-
nounced simultaneously by wire in
other houses of the group. Even this

amount is being regarded as ex-
cessive for that number of ' theatres
when given out in a single day.
Exhibitor leaders: in the metropoli-

tan area now feel that the: coin dis-
tribution gag has gotten but of hand,
With the cream or novelty slant of
the. contest idea eliminated since
everybody is doing it. This, coupled
with the outspoken skepticism of
certain giveaways, has materially re-
duced the returns on the cash out-
lay, made by house managements..

HirlimarTs 3d G-Man
Hollywood,

George Hirliman's third picture of
a series of Federal agent stories star-

ring Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt,
titled 'Gold,' will go into production
Feb. 11.

Louis Gasnier directs.

cans furthermore, unless the
Labor Department decides, the new-
comer Would not throw a native out
of a job. Previously producers Who
could satisfy forei consular and
diplomatic officers of the. !U. . that
their, budding stars had- unduplicated
talent were automatically given the
necessary entrance tickets, but this

would hot be the case under the re-

vised bill;

. Another change wipes out the ear-
lier provision which/required Ameri-
can producers to use their influence

to get jobs abroad for U. Si citizens.

The prior Dickstein bills contained
a section, now omitted from the 1937
draft; which said any agency or
manager allowed to import an alien
actor or musician must 'cooperate'
in opening up opportunities in. the
immigrant's homeland for' American
artists of. similar qualifications;

This year's version, as di last
year's revised text, has a broader
scope than the bills put forward in.

1935 and preceding: years.' It adds
:,o?o 'dancers-- arid solo instrumen-
talists, to the banned category. Which
embraces actors, singers, operatic
warblers and orchestra conductors.
About the only loophole Is for jug-
glers, acrobats and rank-and-file
musici

No Cows in Tastures'

Victorville, Calif., Feb. 9.

Opinion in this cpwtov-ri is that
worst pic error of past year -was
titling of 'Green Pastures,' Range-
hands from miles, around flocked, in
to see it, but squawked when they
found there wasn't a cow or a bit of
grazing-land in the whole film.

Three Denver Theatre

Croups Drop Co-op Banko

...... Debver,

Three groups of theatres/ seven
, in

each, have dropped their cooperative
bank and cash nights. The only co-
operative giveaway how operating in
Denver is the weekly free Ford at
the seven Harry: Huffman houses.
This is the daddy of the cooperative
giveaways in Denver; Huffman is

very fond of it, and hesitates to drop
it. .. ' •:

.

.

The Lucky , with two ' houses
owned by Fox, two by Publix, and
the Denham (first run), have -

banded. . their bank nights, running
two . nights a week; The Denham
will continue, however, with two.
giveaways a week, working alone!

The Civic theatres, all under the
same ownership, have been operat-
ing three bank nights a week, Tues-
day, Wednesday and Thursday/.
Huffman .houses, sevens have been

running cash nights one ight a
week.

All other houses now. operating
Cash nights, grocery store nights, and
Divvy games, will continue.

Indies Lose Injunction

Plea Against the ITOA
Request of Gotham Amus. Corp.

and six other indie theatre" owners
for a temporary injunction to re-

strain the . Independent Theatre
Owners of America from entering
into any sort of an agreement with
any Other organization was denied
yesterday (Tuesday) by N. Y. Su-
preme Court Judge:

.
Callahan.. At

the same time the court set the trial

for a permanent injunction for to-

morrow. (9),

. The plaintiffs are seeking to pre-
vent the- defendant, organization
from consenting that. Allied shall

consolidate With any other labor or-

ganization to disband, or from modi-
fying the agreement made between
the defendant organization and: With
Allied. The, injunction, if granted;
would also prevent the defendant
from entering into, an agreement
with International Alliance- of Stage
Employees and Motion Picture Oper-
ators- Union without the consent of

the plaintiffs.

ames

lints in

Rush 'Meade' Release

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Because the timeliness of its-

theme,- -having to do with refor-

estation as cause of ' droughts - and
floods, B. P. Schulberg is releasing
•John Meade's Woman' two. weeks
ahead of schedule..

Los Angeles, Feb. .

roup of Southern California in-
dependent theatre 'operators are in
rebellion ..against certain trade prac-
tices that have existed in the indus-
try for many years/ and have or-
ganized California Independent Ex-
hi iters' Protective League: to' lend
their aid to secure passage of sheaf
of anti-industry bills introduced into
the state legislature by Assemblyman
Ernest Voight,of Culver City."

New league is headed l?y' ti. ' D.
Russell, oiie-time indie . producer,
who plans to stage a production
comeback after dropping a reported
$1,000,000 in the field some years
ago.

Bills sponsored by the league in-

clude the proposed anti-block book-
ing- measure, a bill -prohibiting: des-
ignated or preferred play dates; and
one that would prohibit producers or
distributors from owning or being
identified with the operation of the-
atres. '

'

These bills are all opposed by in-

dustry tops - and - the. major circuits,

.with indications tKat passage will, be
bitterly contested when the legisla-

ture convenes in Sacramento
March 1.

Another
.
proposed bill to harass

exhibs. has been introduced in the
legislative

.
hopper by Assemblyman

Frank D. Laughlin of Los Angeles
that would prohibit door prizes,

games of chance and gifts of money
or merchandise by theatres or other
places, of public amusement.

Minneapolis, Feb. 9.

, National Allied States is one up in

its campaign, to eradicate producer-
distributor ownership or operation
of theatres as a result of passage by
the North Dakota legislature lower
house by a 76 to 30 vote of a pro-
hibitory measure. Bill will be be-
fore the state senate this week with
indications pointing. favorable
action.

Publix (Minnesota Amusement
Co.) owns or operates 10 theatres in

North Dakota and would have to re-

linquish them if the measure , be-

comes a law and its constitutionality

is upheld.
Under the. measure, Publix could

not even. Own stock in any of- the
theatres.

W. A. Steffes, chairman of .the na-
tional Allied - States'' special commit-
tee appointed to conduct the cam-
paign against producer-owned the-

atres, and Benny Berger, inder
pendent circuit owner and prominent
in Allied States' activities, lobbied
for the bill at Bismarck, N. D. Rep-
resentatives of the Publi it ap-
peared at the House hearing to argue
against the bill. V

Steffes asserts that the. Columbia
University Law School faculty was
employed to draw up . law which
would be upheld in the courts. He
also announces that bills similar to

that of North Dakota will be intro-

duced, in every State in the Union
arid that no efforts will be spared to

obtain their passage.

The title of the North Dakota bill

is 'An act to prohibit the operation

of motion picture theatres which are

.owned, controlled, managed or oper-
ated in whole or in part by produc-
ers or distributors of motion picture
films in which such producers or dis-

tributors have any interest.'

'As condition of the lawful opera-
tion of a motion picture theatre in
the State, the person operating it

shall file with the Secretary of State
-withi 30 days, after the date on
Which the operation of the theatre
is begun, whichever is the latter, and
annually thereafter on or before Jan.
15 an affidavit that, such theatre, is

not owned, controlled, managed or
operated, in whole or in part, by any
producer or distributor of motion
picture films, and that ..no such .pro-
ducer or distributor has any inter-
est, direct or indirect* legal or
equitable, through stock ownership,
or otherwise, in such theatre,' the
measure provides.
The State district court will have

jurisdiction to prevent -and restrain
violation of the act and, it will 'de-

volve upon county attorneys to in-
stitute proceedings against the guilty
party and, restrain, the violation. The
individual irectors, officers or
agerits of a corporation are to be, held
responsible for the '

filing. of a false

affidavit and subject to criminal
prosecution.- The

f
penalty for know-

ingly making a false statement in the
required affidavit is a fine not ex-
ceeding $1,000 or by imprisonment
not exceeding one year, or both.

It is specified that if any provision
of the ; . act is declared unconstitu-
tional the. applicability of Such pro-
visions to other persons and. circum-
stances shall not be affected thereby.

Philadelphi
it . to test legality, of ganxes used

i ix houses here was fited yester-
day; Game companies; deihand^hear-
ing pn petition for injunction to pre-
vent police from ' interfering with
theatres, using the pepper-uppers.
The games were banned last week •

by Orders from .the Mayor, but houses
are now -using thern under four-week
truce pending outcome of court de-
cision,

..
The bill in equity was filed 'in the

name of Sam Sotnerson, operator of
..

the Palm theatre. He is using Dennis
Game; Go's 'Lucky.' Action was
taken by David Malis, attorney for
Dennis, and Dave Barrist, who hari-:

dies 'Bonus.!

Test of Dave Molliver's 'Barigo*
will be made by his attorney, Samuel
Sonnenfeld, in a separate . action in
the criminal courts. The case of Ray
O'Rourke, operator of the Doris the-
atre, who Was arrested more than
year ago, is still pending. It will be
used for test
Scheduled to come to trial the day

after Hizzoner issued ukase against
Barnes, it was postponed by Judge
William Lewis pending outcome of
the ban. New trial date will be set
for within next two weeks,

Different defenses will be used.
Dennis and Barrist , claim their . game
legal because 'anybody can play
free/ whether he is a patron of the-:
atre or not. P; A. systems are set up
in lobby of house using games and
moochers can walk in, take a card
and play. They are eligible to wi
prizes. As long as anyone can play
free, they claim Hhere ,is nothing
illegal.

Molliver says; games legal,
whether patrons play free in lobby
or hot. His lawyer declares 'there is
no hazard for players,* they cannot
lose anything, so game can't be
trary to the books.
Argument is that patron gets full

yalue in pix for his admish, games
tossed in as added attraction. Hope
also to gain sympathy for poor indie
who must use some sort of tonic to
meet prior runs offered by Warner
Bros., as was recognized the
Mayor last week.

.

United -Motion Picture Owners of
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southerri New
Jersey and Delaware/ which bri
nally was going to come to exhi
rescue, has backed but since employ-
ment of lawyers by gamies.
They were going to file 'declaratory

statement—agreement with city so-
licitor on facts without use of fny
speci exhib's name — but Malis
claims equity action offers chance
for wider argument.

Legislation

For a (Very) Liberal Neb.

_ .
Lincoln, Feb. 9.

Initiative petition is being circu-
lated all over Nebraska this week
asking for repeal of all existing
gambli laws at the election, Nov.
8, 1938. / Showmen, not particularly
worried about its chances, are still
much interested in its. progress.
Uses outlandish figures stating that,
should repeal be effected and gam-
bling

.
legalized, revenue from tax

entries in all sorts of chance games'
would amount to $15,000,000 an-
nually,

irculation of the petition is in the
hands of the: National Liberty
League, Omaha, of which Don E,
DeBpw 1 secretary.
.Provides that all machines,

pinball games, racing
, and baseball

parlays, horse racing, punchboards,
etc., be taxed arid the money raised
in that manner turned over to relief
of idows, orphans; arid the aged.

Denver,
The 20% tax on admissions bill,

introduced in the. current Colorado
legislature, has been withdrawn.

Hoot for Tinted Nag
Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Hoot Gibson will play the
male lead in Republic's seri
Painted Stallion,' arid Julia Thayer,
from studio's talent school, will play
opposite Ray Corrigan, starred. Dun-
can Renaldb docs .the heavy.
Allah . James and Ray Taylor are

co-directiiitf 12-chapler cliff-
hanger at St. , Utah.
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Here comes the Coast Guard!

. . . in a rollicking romance

roaring with fun and pounding

with drama and thrills ... as

two of the boys get different

ideas about the same dame—

and she gets ideas of her own

!

...A howl for every heart throb

as girl trouble strikes sparks

in the Coast Patrol.
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PhiDy Ice

Jams !m In; Sun.

Law Jams Mgr.

Philadelphi ,

Twelve hundred prospective
:pa-

trons arrived .at the .Arena Sunday
night to see the Ice Carnival: of 1937,

but found best- they could get a
limpse of : was 18 - cops parked

around the ticket window. 'Some
5,000 others Who had bought their

ducats in advance were allowed in,

but police said purchase of tickets at

'indow would be violation pfvSun-.

Blue Laws of 1794.

Show' went on following arrest of

Arena Manager.' Arthur. Justin. Jus-

tin, got himself out on copy of charge,
appeared for hearing Monday morn-
" paid $4 fine and closed . the in-

cident as far as he was/concerned.
However, controversy raged be-

tween Magistrate Jacob Dbgole, who
.levied the four-spot fine, and Rev.
William B. Forney, who reported
Sunday performance to police. For-
ney, who is well known to amuse-
'ment men for his objection to every-
thing and anything (he gets paid fqr
it, as secretary of 14 church: organ*
izatipns) was criticized by Dogple for

not appearing against Justin after

bringing the charges.
The magistrate observed: 'It is high

time the act should be amended. -to

permit a place like yours, which- is

highly respectable, to .operate on
Sundays, just as movies and baseball

parks , do. And people who make
complaints behind closed doors
should be big enough to appear at a.

hearing like this. I ' would like to

discharge you (Justin) but if id

they would only ..you -

rested.*

Forney later issued a reply stating

he had reported the Sunday, sho.w

to police two -weeks before it came
off and didn't think his presence at

thei hearing Virais necessary
When the wickets were padlocked

several speculators quickly appeared
outside; but were shobed by the law.

Ten per - cent of the proceeds of
the show went to the maternity ward
of the Pennsylvania hospital. Car-
nival, despite confusion, was only
eight minutes late in starting. The
arena, which seats 6,200, was a color-

ful spot. Ice surface was .painted

green with border of red. In the
center" were a circled red. diamond
and four circled figures' of skaters.

Roy Shipstad clicked 100%. was
forced to four encores. Heinie
rock's clowning also tickled spec-

tators. Bess Ehrhardt, better-

looker than ever,, brought roars of

approval, as did Eddie Shipstad and
Oscar Johnson in a. Bowery act.

Whole show went over, uncertainty
of beginning only : adding to fans'

thrill, though certainly not to Jus-

ti '

'"'

J Ice Shows

Boehm on Garbo Pic
Hollywood, Teb. 9.

.David Boehm, recently contracted

at Metro, has joined Salka Viertel

and Sam N.Behrman on the screen

play of 'Madame Walewska,' which
Clarence Brown will direct with

Bernard Hyman producing.

Greta Garbo and Charles oyer

top cast.
, ^.

'Get Away from Me Boys, You'
Bother Me,' and 'That's All

Brother/. Now Internationally
Famous.

CLYDE
, Featured

'Laughter Over London'
ictori Lpndon

iRxcluslv.fl Direction

:

WILLIAM ' AjLORRIS AG

Shea's Buffalo Theatre
45TH WEEK

"Overture has stirring Unit With - Arno
Winninf qreat applauit for. . hi* sol*."
Buffalo- Courier- Express.

(Continued from page 5)

samq experience, with the public
ice-conscious. Acrobatic and dance
•acts which never got anywhere on
the hoof-have blossomed out as fayes,
doing the same stunts oh skates.

Sonja, Ice Ballet, Etc,

. Last year the Ice Carnival and
Ballet at the Chicago tadium
played to eight- capacity houses' in
six

. days. Sonja Henie was
. in the

show last year but not ,the surefire
attracti

,
she is.at\ present. . She is

booked : to repeat the Stadium, here
next week on a three-day stand, and
the Stadium can't handle the, demand
for ducats. And .this situation has
occurred throughout the nation this

season, even on those shows in which
Sonja Henie is not appearing.
Ski meets •formerly were some?

thing that you used to see in the
newsreels, but so much interest has
been aroused in that type of sport in
the past couple of years that there
are several organizations which are:

tryi .to. satisfy that interest, and.
curiosity. • Here in Chicago,, the -tab

Times ,
adopted ..' annual ski

meet as promotional stunt, and
on. Sunday (7) filled the mammoth
Soldiers Field' with curious, ski-meet
visitors.

Having made a big click with its

Golden . Gloves the' Chicago Tribune,
is

.
now; putting extra pressure •'. its

Silver Skates contest, and interest in

this, form of competition is building
amazingly;
•
;; 'Behind; the remarkable boom in

ice as a medium of public entertain^
nient are two important items:. .,

First,

it has become fashionable, and sec-

ond, ice- shows are now held in-

doors wi th plenty of steam heat for

the onlookers. With smartness on
one hand, and comfort on the other,

ice is the public's /new. amusement
baby.

5 Foy to Rep?

National Vogue
All oyer, the country the •winter

sports movement has not only, made
the younger generation',more ice and
snow-minded but the (so far) off-

season in Flori is partially

credited, to the inroads of the skiing

and snow-train vogue. In the- east,

of course, the. weather has been
rather mild so far,: and for a time
the New England merchants, stocked
up with winter sports apparel, were
eryi ' the blues. Recent snowfalls,

however, have helped the situati

Akin to the Chi Times, the K Y.
Daily News' Silver' Skates competi-
tion (its winter counterpart of. the
Golden Gloves) and 'now the N. Y.
Mirror's; three-day ice festival at the
Polo Grounds, Jan. 20-22,. for charity,

are .further civic-newspaper hook-
ups. ... ,

All oyer, in the key cities, the per-
sonal appearance tours of Sonja
Henie and ki ice stars have
upped rink grosses extraordinarily,
and far beyond usual capaciti The
skating ponds and admish rinks are
enjoying a like boom.

All- this, of course,, must cut into
the b.o, of other indoor amusements.

,
CleanrUp ,,old suits: occurred

Monday (8) in N.. Y. Federal Court
when Judge. John C..Knox tossed out
the .actions involving motion pic-

tures because pC non-prosecution.
The cases dismissed included:
The injunction and damage claim

In 1933 by Headline Pictures. Inc.

against Paramount for alleged in-

fringement of the title, 'A Private
Scandal.' laintiff claimed buying
the script bearing, the same title

from John Natteford i 1930 and
spending $50,000 * th? production
of a picture 1

: on the story.

Some time later, according to Head-
line, Paramount, .distributed a film
under a similar title without paying
fOr it. :y:;

ictures Corp. New Jer-
sey, through, its receiver, Paul J.

Duffy, and Morris Levine, one of the
defunct company's , : officers, neg-
lected to prosecute their 1933 suit

for. accounting: and damages involv-
ing the film, The Big Chance.' De-
fendants i is action Were the For-
ward Pictures Corp.; Eagles Prpduc-

;

tiohs, Ltd., parent of the plaintiff

corporation, Empire Labora-
tories, Inc. ">:•..'''

Probably the last of the civil ac-
tions involving 'Betty Boop* occurred
when Judge Knox also dismissed the

. 1934 suit for injunction and: account*
ing brought by Fleisher Studios, Inc.,

against King Feature Syndicate and
the N. Daily Mirror: Plaintiff
claimed paper cartooned 'Betty Boop'
without plaintiffs' O.K.
• Another action dismissed, was ac-
counting action brought by- Ameri-
can Tri-Ergon against the defunct
Talking Pictures Epics. Plaintiff
claimed theft of sound improvement
patents.

(Continued from page 5)

2 and will sever all

connections with the studio March
15. He will receive part of the pay-
ment in cash immediately and the re-

mainder over a thfee-year ; period.

•Washup' came after Levine had
conferred 10 days with . . Yates,

J. J: Miistei , Republic sales man-
ager, and MOe J. Siegel, " Levine
offered ithdraw over. iffer-

ence of opi ion regardi , and
his offer was accepted..

. Before Yates and Miistei pulled

out for New York Feb; 5, the former
asserted that, the nine 'producers how
on the lot would be given their

quotas by him. Under this . unit sys-

tem Siegel is to function as supervis-

ing executive. Siegel has been asso-

ciated -with Yates for a. number of:

years* coming into the Republic fold

from Consolidated Film Laboratories.
Emanuel Goldstein, who came to

the CQast from the Republic h.q. re-

cently * as business man-
ager.

Yates asserted that the company
would continue on a policy of quality

production and that costs would not
be curtailed; He said the firm would
make 32 features this season.

Levine 1 will 'remain tit the studio to

complete production on 'Jim Hanvey,
Detective,' and 'Hit Parade.' He will

. then take a three-month vacation be-
fore aligning with- one of the major
companies as a unit producer.

French-BueH's Sextet

Gottlieb on Coast for

Wanger Ad Campaign
Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Hal orne. production executive
for Walter Wanger and Alex Gott-v

lieb, advertising exec, arrived from
New York last Saturday (6). Gott-
lieb, it is Understood, will take over
special, advertising campaigns for
forthcoming Wanger productions
With ..materi emanating from the
Coast.

Other; Coast-, arrivals included
Gene Towne, Ernest Toler, James
Cagney and Joe Laurie, Jr.

CHET CH1TNEY GRAVE

AFTER HIT BY AUTO

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

itney, 50, director for
Norma' Talmadge and other toppers
of silent films, is in a grave condi-
tion in General hospital after, being
struck by ah auto.
Chitney was a comic with the old

Triangle Co.., before taking' the
megaphone.

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page 11)

pagne Waltz' (Par), okay at $8,500.
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—

'Secretary' (Col) and 'Devil's Play-
ground' (Col), dual. Getting $13,500,
nice. Last week, ' ive Once' (UA)
and 'Cover of Ni ' (MG), di -

pointing $8,500.
Newman

;
(Par); (1,900; 25-40)—

'Dbctor.'s Di
•'

' (Par). -Nice interest
in this " as John Trent, nee La
Verne rowne. was a local. TWA
pilot. Critics panned story but fa-
vorably compared. Trent with the
H'wood greats. Looks to move up to

nice $7,000. Last week, 'One in Mil-
lion- (20 th) (2nd fun), got fine

$7,400. •

•

Tower (Rewot.-Fox) (2,200; 35.).—

'Smart Blonde' (WB) and vaude.
Nice $7,500.

,
Last week 'Join. Ma-

fines' (Rep) and: vaude slipped un_
der average at $6,000. not so ,forte.

Uptown (Fox) (2,030; 25-40)—
'Lloyds' (20th) (2d week). Last
week house - caught, a fine $7,000 and
this week should break ' to the.

$5,000 column.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Feb. 9.

.
Vicki Baum, Dore Schary and

Frances
.
Marion writer pacts

by Metro.
, ;

Douglas MacLean placed Morgan
Hill, actor, under personal contract.
He makes his debut i MacLean's
'23% Hours Leave.'

:

Metro tied Robert Tasker and John
Bright, writers.
RKO lifted option oh John Beal.
Warners extended Milton Krims'

writing pact, K.

Sam Nelson and Cj iff Broughton.
assistant directors' 'at C6lumbia, had
covenants, extended- six months.

.

Mortimer Offner, writer, tagged at
RKO and assigned to the Pandro
Berman unit-
Player options on Shirley Deane,

Dorothy Dearing, Esther Brodelet,
Geneva Sawyer, Lynn; Bari and
Thomas Beck picked up at 20th -Fox.
Republic renewed: writer pact with

Dorell and Stuart McGowan.
Juanita Quigley handed acti

tract at Metro:
Charles Tannen's icked up

at 20th-Fox.
Buster Crabbe picked up new con-

tract at Par.
.. RKO gave new contract to Edward
Stephenson, dress designer, and
picked up options on Diane Barri -

ton and Anne HOvey, players.
Franklin Coen. writer, had hi

lion picked up at RKO.
John Mofley knocked off a termer

at RKO.

Hollywood, Feb. .

' Blackstone Productions has been,

organized by L. A. French, former
general manager of the Hal Roich
studio; ancl Jed Buell, Indie pro-
ducer, to make six features for sum-
mer release.

Buell has been turning out Fred
Scott mesquiters for. Spectrum, hav-
ing -the crooner under personal con-

tract; Company will headquarter
temporarily at RKO-Pathe studio in

Culver City,

•Moon Over Mulberry Street/

stage play which closed in New York
recently, has been .

acquired by
Blackstone and will serve &s the out-

fit's first picture. Indie producer try-

ing to borrow Henry Armetta for

top spOt.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Feb.. 9.

\ 'Flight from Glory,' an original by.
Robert Andrews, has. been takep by.
RKO for a Robert Sisk production.

'Enemy; Territory.' Pictorial -

view yarn .by Mafgaret Bahning, v/a.s

sold to Columbia.
'Three/ Mad Men,' by David. A.

Bader and. David^Evans, bought by
E. Howard Alexander (Alexander
Films), of London. Ralph Spence
will,sqr;ipt;- Mel Brown is to direct,.

'

Mervyn LeRoy has bouiiht 'The
1

Charlatan of Paris/ written by Jo-
seph Fields and Ewart Adams
Paul- Gallico'fj ' Satevepo.sfc yarn,

"Twas the Night Before Christmas/
taken by Columbia.

Steve Eller, Tom Brandon
To Be Exam. Before Trial
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice John

E, McGeehan . decided Thursday (4)

that Stephen H.
.

lief, president Of

the H. E. R. Laboratories, Inc.,, and
of Aladdih Pictures Corp., and Tom
Brandon, treasurer of Garrison Film
Distributors, Inc., must, appear for

examination before trial of the
$68,000 suit brought; against their

corporations by -the Li .Pictures

Corp.
The action involves the rights to

certain pictures made, by Talking
Picture Epics, Inc., which later went
into bankruptcy. The defunct cor-

poration, had turned over 32 nega-
tives to H. E. R. Lab for printing and
Liria now claims ownership to these
negatives tHrough assignment made
by Epics. Plaintiffs ask $50,000' and
$12,000 for rental of pictures for

one year.

Defendants in answering the suit

claim H. E. R. obtained the negatives
through liens against Epics for-work
done on the negatives, This com-
pany in turn . sold the pictures to

Aladdi ., which in turn sold the ex-r

hi ition rl

Blaze on Par Lot
Hollywood, Feb.

Barbara Stanwyck,, irector Al
Santell and 50 extras, escaped, injUfy
when a minor lire broke, out on a

worki set at Paramount studios
this morning, Miss : tanwyck and
others appearing ' picture
rushed^ to safety.

: Fire started when: were
blown against an open arc light. It

was halted by the. studio fire depart-
ment- with but slight damage.

WB TITLE SUIT POE 15G
Federal Judge Patterson yester-

day (Tuesday) signed rdcr
bringing in the. Vitagraph, ., and
Vitaphone, Inc., ,as co-defendants in

the $15,000. brought by May
MacFadden, wi of Edward Es-
mond, author the lay 'Girl

Trouble.
Plaintiff is ing oh

ground that plaintiffij used, the title

of. her husband's play on ictiu'c

without consent.

Hollywood, .

Steering committee six union
officials representing 14 studio locals'
will meet, tomorrow (Wednesday) to
discuss preliminary plans to present
demands for studio recognition at the
forthcoming labor meeting to be held
i - New YOrk next month.

yar.iOus meetings have been held
within the last fe.w weeks to devise
ways for the unions not recognized
by the studios to present plans for
a 100% closed shop for all workers.
Plan is to make this, demand as a
group and not to ask for individual
agreements.

Those expected attend the
meeting tomorrow are Kenneth
Thomson, representing the Screen
Actors Guild and the California
State, Labor Federation; Al Speede
of the International Brotherhood' of
Electfical Workers, local 40; R. D.
Kohl, HpHywood Painters, local 644;
Cliff Mace, studi carpenters, local
946; Charles W. Elrod, of the makeup,
and scenic artists, local 621 and 731,
and Bert Offord of the Associated
Picture Costumers, local 18067.

IN THE

THEATRE GUILD'S

'BUT FOR THE

GRACE OF GOD'

GUILD THEATRE
NEW YORK

Tha Critic* a«i

JOim MASON BJrtOWN,
N. Y. Kva Post:

ROBERT COLEMAN,
N. Y. DaJI/ Mirror:

DOUG r-AS
N. Y. World

-

'EXCELLENT.'

ING.'

BROOKS ATKINSON,
• N. Y,: TltneH!

'PUNGENT ACTI

ROBKRT BKNCHLBY,
'.New-. Yorker:

'ESPECIALLY

.TO'HN ANDKRSON,
N.. Y. Evo Journal'.

'AFFECTI
I

-nir

SKARP,
(NATIVE/

'REALIZES PART AS COM-
PLETELY AS AUTHOR

COULD DEMAND.'

'AniETJf':.,

'SPLENDID JOB, ASSIGN-

-

., MENT C A R R I E R KEEN
THROUGHOUT EVERY
PAGE vOF THE ACTING
BOOK—HE TAKES EVERY- \

THING IN STRIDE/

•

IRECTION:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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ont
By Joe Laurie, Jr.

, Well, here I am, gong to Holly-
wood. I wonder should I have, taken
some heavier clothes; they say it's

cold out there. Ah, maybe it's pub-
licity stuff from Florida. Well, any-
way,,! have enough clothes with me
to last me until they take up my
option, and if they do take it up I

can get some clothes out there. They
fiaveXsome hot - looking stuff , but
tliere, judging '. by the clothes .'. the
guys come back with;

; Welli one thing I .am going to do,
Fm' not going ' for any of that
soci^V stuff. If you got what they
want; they'll buy it without my run-
ihg around with all my bosses.

And: if you get too friendly with
ttjejn; they pay yOu off in friendship
and that ain't what I'm going out

, for. I got enough friends how. I
:"Want those California bucks.

.'Maybe some of. the boys are right
when they say you don't stand a
chance if you don't go. social .. .

thgy tell me you got to go to the
racetracks and gamble, . be seen at
the night clubs and restaurants, and
get Yourself invited: to this big shots'
homes, any jobs come up, they
got you in mind . .". Oh, nuts. Well,
.inaybe for the first week .111 go
ground, they can see me and
know I'm in town. Maybe the col-
umnists will use my name, it don't
hurt . . . Gee, I wonder will the boys
I blew so well back east, that I used
to", pal around with, give me ya

ie? Oh, sure they will, . when
find out Fm; working and don't

^want anything. : v
; I/ donft beUeve vwhat they . say
}&boiit- guys turning Hollywood; why
should a guy act any different but
there than: they do back east? Well,
at tb.at* I • khow. a, lot of the guys
that did* but they, weren't right guys

start with. Ah,, the best thing to
dd is to mind my own business and
stay by myself; And I'm not gbine

:
arpurid trying: tb; be smart and tell

. lot of gags . v . they'll ,cop 'em and
;idd 'em to their flies. Most of those

. tellers write with flies' . . and I

.must remember not to show any-
liody. my flies.

[ Gee, I hope they like me; well,
what the heli; if tfey den't, IH come

.
back with some real dough,

' - Gee, what suckers those guys . are
to stick out here. Who would want to

Jivc>: out there ail the time? Sunshine
- and heat, it gets a guy lazy and you
T 'can't write or do- nothinV. . at that,:

V Jot of them are writing all the
. time. , .but i like; winter and autumn

, j..it
f
s a changei At that, lately, t

can't stand , the cold as much as I

used toi .that hot sun is gbbd for you
.but not, top much of it ... well; it's

;
: cool nights there anyway. .>And
some of the boys have some beauti-
ful bomes and servants and it makes

great flash. . .I wonder what I can
••'::get. ;a Jap to , sort of be a ,valet to

me for? And, what do I want with
a valet? r wouldn't let a guy put on
my socks for anything. ..but he can
serve the. drinks and stuff like that.

Well, I'll find out what they cost-
maybe I'll get one. ..just for a week
or so, and. if .they take up my

.
option

I'll keep him on.

I'd like to meet some of the big

Stars, not that I • ive a damn, but

I'U get a picture from them and
have them autograph it and when
I. show it to the boys back .East

they'll think I was hanging put with
.all. the biggi Nuts. .1 know some
swell smallies to .hang out : with and
ld-to-1 they're better guys than the

;
. . . biggies . .but. it won't hurt to be seen
'.l-':i^ifith--.'the big guys and I may give

them an idea for a picture and you
' can never tell—I may get in that way.
Gee, what if . I don't make good?
-What the hell, there's a lot of guys
• didn't make good, .it's the, breaks.

At that, there's' a lot of big competi-
tion out-there; They certainly got
the; cream of the writers, .well, if I

get a break I'll be as
.
good as any

of them . .of course they can't ex-
pect me to start like a house afire

and burn, up the town with my first

script. I will have to wait to get the
of the land and know what's

. at that, a lot of guys go put
and start , off big/ then they

peter but, they give everything on

: 'their first shot. Well, I'll take things

easy for awhile, that's the best.thing

to do;

Oh nuts, I'm not going start

worrying n .\ir, I know I can write

better than Joe Giiikey, and he's

iriade a living out there .for years,

but I don't think he gets what he :

tells me he gets. Maybe naif,

Gee it would, be funny- if some di-

rector: or producer grabs me on the

street and sez{ you're the type, and

£uts me in a pictufe and I make a

ig ju't. Oh, Doy, wouldn't that gang

back east go nuts? Eh, acting don't

last long, I'd better stick to writing.

Anyway, I don't believe those stars

get the dough -that they say they do;

it's a lot of publicity stuff for the

yokels. At that I know a lot of guys
made big dough but there, they must
or they can't live the way they do.

With a. half dozen cars, big homes
and throw big parties. Well, maybe
they are i debt over their heads; I

think I'll just get a room somewheres
where nobody will bother me. A lot

of the boys told me they hide away
and don't put their phone numbers
in the book, so nobody will bother
them when they're 4 writing. Well
maybe I better' go to a big hotel for

the first few weeks until they take
up my option, that will show the boss
that I got some dough and I don't

have to take any guff from anybody.
Maybe later on I'll get one of those
nice ig homes with swimming
pool, it don't cost so much. . .living

is very cheap out there, if guy
don't fly too high. . .but I hear you
gotta pay for the water in the swim-
ming pool extra 1 . ;that adds "

. ,.

.

well maybe a house without a swim-
ming pool would be alright 'to; start

With. . ,1 guess if you haven't got a
swimming pool they think you're a
louse.; Nuts to them. I'm going to

live my ,own life* I'm
.

going but there
to Work, not to play. 'Of course a
guy has got to have a little fun
sometimes!,' too.'

'

I suppose when they find out I

"can't play bridge' nobody Will invite
me out. I'd rather sit around with
the boys and punch the bag and
get some laughs. There's a lot of
guys out there that can't play bridge
. . .they must do: something, so I'll

stick with them. I. wonder Will some
of my pals call me up to have din-
ner with them? I guess they won't;
top- busy. Wher* I'm ready to leave
everybody will call me up and say
they just heard ! was in town,
know that one. Well maybe I won't
leave; maybe they'll take up the op
tion; then I can look around for a
big house with a couple of Japs.

.. Oh, nuts, I'll say to myself, that's

the best way, if they Want to call me
up alright and if they don't, alright,

too. . I'll bet when they see me in a
big house with tennis courts, swim
thing pools and stuff like that, they'll

come around me.
Anyway I better call up^ a few of

the boys. They'd be sore arid think
I've gone Hollywood if I don't. . .1

doji't know why they should be sore,

I haven't heard from them since
they're but here, and that's years.
Ah, let 'em call me. Well I'll give

An Art in Eclipse

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

Pie tossers in. films have - lost

their art,

After 11 had failed to heave
the custard into Greta Meyer's;
face for a scene in Republic's
'Steel.' Director Bill Nigh came
through With a perfect strike.

them a ring . and see how they act.

That's what I'm afraid of, maybe
they'll just ACT.
Why should I worry? Here I am

with a swell' contract and a fine train

with lovely scenery and. I'm sitting

here worrying what's going to hap-
pen . .; .I'm acting like a kid; If they

don't like my work I'll go back east.

I've gotten along without them so

far, I can do it again... .But if they

do take up the option I'll be all set

and put away my dough. I' won't be

like a lot of those guys but there,

end up without a dime. . .Then I can

get myself a ranch with a big house
with a swimming pool, tennis courts

and maybe:
;

myself a string of

race horses: . . , I may end up with

a supervisor's job .or some other big;

job like; that ; . .say, I'm sitting pretty,

I should worry.
But if they shouldn't take up my .

option. ..

6 New TassMys' Hopped

Per Each at Par

Hollywood, Feb;, .

Harry Sherman will produce six

more 'Hppalong Oassidy' films for

next season under his new deal with
Paramount which has upped the
budget $10,000 for each of the series.

Producer will turn but One a
month with new Writers added to

speed production; Sherman has
three more to go on this year's

schedule.

Local-Coloring in N.O.
... New Orleans, Feb. .

Universal crew arrived Thursday
(4)"to lens scenes of French quarter,

Mardi GraS arid historical points for

pix based on New Orleans. Crew
includes Bruce Manning, former lo-

cal reporter, who is now scripter

and assigned to adapt yarn for pro-
duction; Morrie Ryskind, producer,
and Mrs. Ryskind; Charles Spauld-
ing, production manager; Milton
Krasria, cameraman, and 'others.

Plan to remain here for two weeks.
Walter Plunkett, RKO costume de-

signer, also here doing research for
'Gone With the Wind.' Libraries,

museums and old book stores here
being combed for data on sets and
costumes. Will be in : city another
Week. '-

(Continued from page 10)

SEATTLE

DENVER
Jan.. 7 Jan. 14 Jan. 21 • Jan, 28

DENHAM
(1,000; 29-35-40)

High. $16,000
tow; . i,7oo

Plainsman
$10,000

Plainsman
$7,000

(2d week)

;. Plainsman
\" $4,000
(3d week)

Mind YourT
Business

$4,000

DENVER
(2,000; 23-35-GO)

High. $27,700
LOW. . 3,000

Garden of
Allah
$10,500

Gold Diggers
of 1937
$11,500

Sing Me a
Love Song
$12,000

(Major Bowes
Unit)

Beloved^*
Enemy
$8,500

ORPHEUM
(2,Q0O; 25-35-40)

High. $20,000
Low. . 2,000

After Thin
Man

• and
General
Spanky
$17,500

Thin Man
and

Spanky
$6,000

CamlUe
and

Mad Holiday
$9,000

Girl from"
Paris
and

Sinner Take
All

$5,300

PARA-
MOUNT

(2,000; 25-40)>

High. $22,000
Low.. Ii200

i More Than
Secretary

and
Slalom.
$5,000

'

White Hunter
and

Beloved

.

Vagabond
$3,000

Great • Guy -

and
Case of Black

' Cat
$4,000

Chan at Race
Track -

and
Crack-Up

.
• $3,000

MONTREAL
Jan. 7 Jan. 14 ;

. Jan. 21 Jan. 28
PALACE
(2.700; 50) .

High. $18,000
Low. . 4,500

Born to Dance
$10,000

Lloyds of
London
$10,000

Lloyds
$7,000

(2d week)

One in Million
$10,000

CAPITOL
(2,700; 50)

High. 430,000
Low..; 5,100

College
Holiday
and

Accusing
Finger
$6,500

Sing Me Love
Song
and

Case of Black
' Cat
$6,000

Plainsman
$10,000

Plainsman
$6,000

PRINCESS
(2.300; 50)

High. $25,000
Low.. 3,500

Pennies from
Heaven
and

Man Lived
Twice
$7,000

"

Garden of
Allah
and

Plot Thickens
$10,000

Allah
and
Plot
$6,500, v

(2d week)
.

Girl from
Paris
and

Wanted:
Turner.
$6,000

LOEW'S
(3,200; 150)

High. $20,000
Low.: 3,000

Smartest Girl
,$12,000

.
(Manhattan 1

Scandals
Unit)

(Stage Shbw)

Chas; Chan at
Opera
$11,000
(Cuban -

Revels Unit) .

' Jungle
Princess
$8,800

(Hollywood
Follies Unit)

Smart Blonde
$11,000

MINNEAPOLIS

Jan. 7 Jan. 14
'

: Jan. 21 Jan. 28

FIFTH AVE.
(2,400,; 27-37-42)

High. $26,000
Low/. 2,500;

After Thin
Man'

$13,000

Thin Man
$8,200

(2d week)
(9 days)

3 Smart Girls
and

Tundra
$7,900

Smart Girls
and

Tundra
$4,800

(2d week, 5
days) .

PARA-
MOUNT

(3,100; 10-21-32)

High. $57,800
Low 3,400

Plainsman
'and

Luckiest Girl
in World
$11,400

i - .

Rainbow on
River
and -

Flying
Hostess
$5,300

Girl from
Paris
and.

Mind Your
Own Business

.
; $5*200.

Great Guy
and

Under Your
Spell
$4,800

LIBERTY
(1,900; 10-27-37)

High. $12,600
Low.. 1,700

Pennies from
" Hekven '.

:

:

and
North of

. Nome
$6,000

(2d week)

Pennies
and

-Nome
$3;400

(3d week)

Garden of
Allah
$8,200

Allah
$4,400

(2d week,
days)

MUSIC BOX
(000; 27-37-42)

High. $17,000
Low.. 1,700

Stowaway
and

Chan ait Opera
$3,400

(2d week)

College
Holiday
$2,100

Romeo and.
Juliet
$4,200

One in Million
and

Accusing
Finger
$5,000

INDIANAPOLIS
Jan . 7 .•Jan^.14

.

Jan. 21 Jan. 28

APOLLO
(i.ioo; 25,40)

.

High.. $15,400
Low. . 1,200

Gold Diggers
of 1937
$4,900

$ Smart Girls
$4,500

One In Million
$6,900

Million
$4,500

(2d week)

LYRIC
(2,000; 25-30-40)

High. $15,500
Low.. 1,800

Sing Me a
Love Song

$9,400
(Vaude)

Chan at Opera
$8,750
(Folies

D'Amour
Unit) .

Once a Doctor
$10,500
(Marcus
Revue)

Black Legion
- $7,500

CIRCLE
(2;s00; 25-40)

High. $26,000
Low.. li'OO

Plainsman
$9,250

Plainsman
$3,750

(2d week)

Winterset
and"

Racing Lady;
$4,500

'

Man of .

Affairs
and

Woman Atone
$3,800

LOEW'S
(2.C00; 25-40).

High. $19,000
Low.. 2,000

Camllle
$8,400

Garden of
Allah
>ahd

Come. Closer,
Folks
$5,700

Romeo and
Juliet,

. and
After Tbln

Man
$10,000

(Split Week)

Beloved
Enemy
and

Man Lived
Twice
$5,000

Jan. 7 Jan. 14 Jan. 21 Jair. 28
MINNESOTA
(4,200; 35-40iCO)

High. $45,000
Low. . 5,000

Plainsman
$10,000

After Thin
• Man'
$13,000

Camllle
$9,000

Beloved
Enemy
$5,500

ORPHEUM
(2,800; 25-35-40)

High. $25,000
Low. . 2,000

Girl from
Paris
$12,000
(Riviera

Follies Unit)
(Stage ShOW)

One In Million
$10,000
(8 days)

Come,and Get

$7,000

Charge Light
Brigade
$8,000

LYRIC
(1.300; 20-25)

High. $28,000
Low.. 2,500

Dodsworth
arid

Polo Joe
$2,400

(Split week)

Ladles. In
Love
$1,800

(2d run)

3 Men on a
Horse
$2,000

(2d run)

Pigskin
Parade
.and

Pennies from
Heaven
$2,000
(Split)

. STATE .

(2,300 ; 25-35-40).

High. $17,000
Low.. 900

Stowaway
$4,000

Winterset
and .

AU-American
Chump
$3.00Q

Here Comes
Carter
and

Wanted: Jane
Turner
$2,500

Career
Woman
and

King of
Hockey
$2,000

PITTSBURGH
Jan. 7 Jan. 14 Jan. 21 Jan. 28

PENN •

(3.300J 25-35-40)

High. $41,000
Low, . . 3,800

After Thin
Man

$31,900

:. CamlUe
$25,000

College
Holiday
$11,500

Garden of
Allah
$10,U00

WARNER
(2,000; 25-40)

High, $29,000
Low. , 2,000

Wanted: Jane
Turner
' and
Make: a -

Million
$6,100

After Thin
Man

$11,000
(2d run )

Camllle
$8,500

(2d run)

We Who Are
About, to Die

and
Smart Blonde

$5,600

STANLEY
(3,000; 25-40-00)

High. $48,300
Low.. 3,200

Rainbow on
River
$20,000

(Clyde Lucas
Orch.)

(Staee Show)

Mind Your
Own Business

$14,500
(Benny Davis

Stardust
Revue ) * -

God's Country
and Woman

$15,500
(Hollywood

Hotel Revue)

Girl from
Paris
$17,000.

(Fats Waller
Orch.)

KANSAS CITY
Jan; 7 Jan. 14 Jan. 21 Jan. 28

MIDLAND
(4,000; 25-40)

High. $35,100
Low. .

:

5,100

CamlUe
$14,800

Garden of
Allah
.
and

Sinner Take
All

$10,200

Pennies from
Heaven

'. and
.Counterfeit

Lady '

$13,500

Beloved'
Enemy
and .

Women in-
Distress
$8,500

MAIN-
. STREET
(3,200; 23-40)

High. $35,000
Low. . 3.300

Plainsman
$18,000

3 Smart Girls
$11,000

Girl from
Paris
$7,000

One in Million
$14,000

NEWMAN
. (1,000; 25-40)

High. $33,000
. Low. . 3,300

College
Holiday
$7,600

(2d week) .

Great. Guy

.

$6,800
Rainbow on.

River
$7,500

Sing Me a '•'

. Love Song
$4j00p

UPTOWN
. (2,040; 25-40)

High. $11,000
Low.:. 1,500

Gold Diggers
of 1937
$4,200

(2d run)

Plainsman
$4,500

(10 days, 2d
run)

3 Smart Girls
$5,900

;

(2d run)
ROAD SHOW

PHILADELPHIA

ALDINE V
(1.300; 40-55-05)

High. $16,830
Low, v 2,700

: EARLE

.

(2,000; 25-40-60).

High. $33,000
Low.. 10,500

FOX
(3,000; 40-55-05)

High, $41,000
Low. . 10,500

STANLEY
(3,700; 40-55)

High. $48,000
Low. . 3.800

Jan. 7

Beloved
Enemy
$21,000

Sing Me a
Love Song
$25,000
(Vaude)
(8 days)

College
Holiday
$23,500

(Stage Show)
One in Million

$14,000

Jan. 14

; Enemy
$12,000

(2d Week)

Smartest Girl
in Town
$16,500

(N.T.G.

Holiday
$14,500

(2d week)

Plainsman
$18,000

Jan . 21

Wings of
Morning
$11,000

Crack-Up
$14,000

Girl from
Paris
$17,000

Plainsman
$12,000

Jan. 28

Men Are Not
Gods

$10,000

Mind Your
Business
$20,000

(Fred Waring
Orch.)

Mind Your
Business
$15,000

3 Smart Girls
$16,500
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DRIFTS ANALYZED
re

. ^ , Washington, Feb. t.
Somebody said radio announcers were Just slicked-up versions of

the old time Main Street high pitch salesmen Who did their stuff with
one; eye looking down, the street for brass buttons. This snippy re-
mark has on one hand incensed the radio announcers and on the other
the: high pitch boys. Latter think radio spielers air* phoney Oxford;
parlor elocution anu sissies.

Seeing the ballyhoo possi ilities Station WJSV is putting on a de-
bate. Larry Elliott will argue that the radio announcers have been
insulted, and Harry Maier, super-pitchman, will argue that his breed
has been insulted,. Elliott got a prize once for polished diction. Maier
admits he probably spouts inferior English but claims' he can sell
plenty of goods out of a satchel.

Clash occurs tonight (Tues.).

Another- person who was asso?
iated with Lenox it. Lohr in the

operation of the Chicago World's
Fair has joined NBC in an executive
capacity. Newcomer is Dwight Wal-
lace, named manager of - personnel
in the network's New York quarters.
Wallace takes the spot made va-

cant by C. W. Fitch, when he was
recently appointed business manager
of the NBC program department.
Fitch, like Wallace!,

.
was with the

Chicago expositi , serving as as-

sistant to Lohr. Both Fitch and
Wallace had in the meantime ob-
tained, jobs with the housing di-

vision of the WPA.

MPPA License Fees For

Off - the - Air Recorders

Up for N. Y. Negotiation

Group of off-the-air recorders
have been, invited by "John G. Paine,
chairman of the Music Publishers
Protective Association, to meet with
him in his office to discuss the terms
of the licensing contract which the
MPPA proposes to issue to this

phase of the recording busi
Those Invited rate as the leaders in

the indie field,
' ^

.
Like the arrangements that Paine,

is working out with NBC, Columbia
and the World.Broadcasting System,-
the fees charged the small off-the-

airers will be subject to negotiation.
His purpose in. bringing them in for
a . talk 'is' to find but mainly how
large. business they did during
1936 so that the lump sum they are
to pay as a license for the current
year can be allocated. Of this

amount 50% is to be paid upon the
signaturing of the agreement with
the MPPA. Balance will be forth-
coming July 1.

Copies of the MPPA off-the-air re-

cording license agreement, as drawn
up by its counsel, Joseph V. McKee,
have already been turned over to

NBC. CBS and World. Under this

agreement the licensee must furnish
Paine with reports 'showing the
names of all the musical composi-
tions recorded.

icense form states that the. re- •

cording right granted is limited

strictly to such off-the-air master or
platter and that ho right- of per-

formance;; nor of manufacture, nor
any other right under the copyright
is hereby conveyed.

NOW ITS SIR ADRIAN

B.B.C. Musical Director Knighted by
ing George yi

London, Feb. .

conferred;
, by King

George VI : were • announced Jan. 31.

Only brie person associated, with the
amusement profession drew royal
recognition.

Rank of knighthood was awarded
Dr. Adrian Boult, director of music
for the British Broadcasting Corp.
However, Sir DerWent Hall Caihe,

former Member of Parliament and a
prominent member of the National
Labor Party, was given the rank of
baronet. Nobody seems to remember
that he was once an actor and played
legit sketches * vaudeville in

Am

RENOVATE AGENCY SPACE

Benton * Bowles, B. B. D. AO. and
Lord & Thomas Expanding

Advertising agency business
looked the past week as though it
were in th* midst of a building
boom. Reconstruction operations
were in process at Benton & Bowles,
Batten, Barton, Durstine St Osborne,
Inc., arid Lord . & Thomas.
At B & B it's a general overhaul-

ing of several b£ the ices, while
the principal alteration at B. B. D.
& O. involves realigning -and deco-
rating the research department so
that it will have the appearance of
an uptodate library, and serve also
as a sort of show window .for visit-
ors. Ripping, out and rebuilding in
the Lord & Thomas quarters is tak-
ing place on the 14th floor.

Until recently J. Walter Thomp-
son's layout in the Graybar building
was constantly undergoing some al-
teration or another. Largely respon-
sible for this was the agency's effort
to provide quarters for its expand-
ing radio department. At the present
time the Thompson radio is concen-
trated in one section of the eleventh
floor.

Or How the Fi^it Is Progressing

Amateurs Peter Out—Sports
Tremendous—Negroes Get
More Attention in Dixie
i—Everybody Vox Popping

JOLSON IN DRAMAS

ON AIRSHOW REVAMP

Hollywood,
Al Jolson will get a chance to do

some straight acting on his Lifebuoy-
Rinso broadcast.' In revamping air-
show, Producer Cecil Underwood Is

devoting last -10 minutes to dramatics.
Film names will be used in support-
ing roles;

First, off will be Man . Who
Knew Lincoln.' Cast remains as is,

With musical portion crowded into
first half.

Bergen Starts Something

Pes Moines, Feb: 9.

Click Of Edgar Bergen's ventrilo-
quist act the Rudy Vallee-
Fleischmann show has apparently
opened 1 the door wide tor such turns
in radio..

WHO has Kenneth Spencer, ven-
triloquist, set to do a guestee on the
station's toward Barn Dance Frolic.
The act is billed as 'Kenneth Spen-
cer, ace of ventriloquists;- and . his
boy fri , Jerry.' Bergen intro-
duced the idea of giving his dummy
billing, Charlie McCarthy.

KWK Men in Smash-lip
, Feb. 9l

Three employees of station KWK
are being treated in St. John's Hos-
pital for injuries suffered in ah auto
accident last week near Hayti, Mo.,
as they were on their way to Charles-
ton, Mo., to broadcast flood condi-
tions. Injured are. Charles Stookey,
announcer; who suffered a compound
fracture of right arm and broken
right leg; Tom Dailey, announcer,
cuts on face and chest; and James
Burke, chief engineer, lacerations on
face and neck.

. Other studio employees were
rushed to' flood scene to continue
brodcasting.

.Carlton Smith, NBC's presidential

n'ouncer, signed on and off Jerry
Belcher's 'Our Neighbors' broadcast
Sunday afternoon from the Wash-
ington- home of United States Sena-
tor Ryan Duffy, of Wisconsi

OTHER ITEMS

rends, drifts and now fairly uni-
versal policies are indicated by the
vast mass of data analyzed by
Varieti to arrive at the ratings in
the community, showmanship survey
printed elsewhere in this issue. Fol
lowing summarizes some changes , or
tendencies noted:

(1) Amateur, programs for adults
and using adults arenow passing but.
Left behind as pretty standard with
scores of stations all over the land
are child amateurs—down to two
years young. That makes for family
interest, is easy to sell to local mer-
chants, in ideally mornings and
afternoons. Will probably be per
manent type of program.

(2) Sports has definitely become a
tremendous factor in station opera-
tion and a "rich source of income.
Football . and baseball, the obvious,
have been augmented by hockey,
racing, basketball, golf, tennis and a
variety of obscure and even esoteric
games. Many stations, largely small-
watters with terrific competitive sit

uations, frankly designate themselves
sports stations/and go after, this type
of following and sponsorship almost
exclusively. Sports remotes - possibly
outnumber all others in the sense o:i

local importance, distance traveled
expenses incurred.

(3) Owl programs such as ali-night
revues show a tendency to increase.

(4) Negroes are getting more time,
more attention from stations and ad
vertisers and more opportunity to

speak or entertain over the air in the
southern states. A place.for the race
is being found. WPA has given col-

ored race more spending money than
at any time in history.

(5) -Vox Pop, man-on-street and
similar programs have mushroomed.
This is a local echo of network spon-
sorship; In some' cases the commer-
cials were inspired by the local ex-
amples. Novelties, have a distinct

appeal to stations oh the grounds of
(a) cheapness, (b) attention-getting
publicity possi ilities, (c) strong
local flavor.

(6) Federal government's various
bureaus get more free time.for more,
varied purposes than other
groups.

(7) Broadcasting banquets,
luncheon clubs, testimonials is now a
conspicuous radio example of Ameri-
cana. ' Sometimes it's personal with
management of the station; some-
times because of community promi-
nence of speakers, guests or auspices.
Or at noontime because a bunch of
musical Rotarians are about as. good,
or as bad, as anything else the sta-

tion would have to offer.

(8) Stations, are self-conscious
about phonograph record, boast of
transcription substitutes, go ga-ga
with pride when able to adopt an all-

live talent policy for peak hours, etc.

(9) Newspaper-owned': stations by
and large appear to enforce the most
rigid copy standards on radio adver-
tisers of all local stations (making a
distinction from network-imposed
rules).

(10) An increasing number of ra-

dio, stations direct an appeal to the
laboring classes, and Dlay up matters
of interest thereto. Meanwhile cen-
sorshi and civil liberties remain
under constant scrutiny from a -

riety of sources.

16 Mm. Show at 25c Admish
By Irish Radio Maestro

Philadelphia. Feb. 9.

tanton, manager WDAS,
runs an Irish program. Last summer
whpn on the odld sod he took plenty
of 16 mm. footage. He invited lis-

teners on; his program to come to

Moose Hall last week and see pix of
the old homestead.
He got two bits a head.

AGENCIES ALTER BILLING

Cecil, Warwick * Legler, Now

—

lackman Into Compton,.Inc.

Cecil, Warwick & Cecil is slated to

change its name to Cecil, Warwick
& Legler to account for a new part-

ner, Henry Legler, who recently
came over from J; Walter Thomp-
son, while the Blackmah Advertising,
Inc., moniker has already become
Compton Advertising, Inc. Richard
J. Compton, Jr., has been president
of the Blackman outfit for- three
years.

, lackman, who founded it in 190Y,

hasn't been with agency in 16 years.

WGY SPIELERS GO EXEC

AT WNBX, SPRINGFIELD

Schenectady, Feb. 9.

Krug arid Alan Parker have
resigned as announcers at WGY here

to take execut ive positions under the

new set-up WNBX, Springfield,
Vt. Krug joined WGY early last

fall, will be business manager, and
Parker becomes program manager.
Four additional starters will swell
WBNX's personnel it» the near future.

AH former employees have been re-
tained, George ' Smith, of White
River Junction, Vt., station's

treasurer-accountant, and William
Newman, of an auditing firm, the
auditor.

United Press Service has. replaced
Trans-Radio ajt WBNX; the schedule
calling tor five-minute news broad-
casts every hour on. the hour.

UNKNOWN DRUNKS BUST

SPENCER BENTLEY'S JAW

InjuriesVsuffered by Spencer Bent-
ley, announcer for 'Pepper Young's
Family,' Procter & Gamble (Camay )
show last week, when attacked by
an unknown assailant, will keep him
off the air for the next four to eight
weeks. Blow inflicted by husky un-
identified man as Bentley stood in
front of his apartment on East 53rd
street (N. Y.) broke the 26-year-old
youth's jaw. After he had been
knocked down twice while going to
the aid of his wife, who was being
maltreated by members in a party of'
four, young Bentley was. rushed to
the Lenox Hill hospital, where it
was found that he had suffered a
severe fracture of the jaw and three
or four burns on the face. Burns
were inflicted by tipsy woman in
party, using a cigarette, Bentley's
wife suffered bruises and abrasions
of the head

, and shoulder.

Police are still attempting to lo-
cate those involved in assault. Bent-
ley is a. nephew of Mrs. Harry B.
Smith; formerly Irene Bentley, of
musical comedy, and cousin of Irene
Bentley, Jr„ who. recently returned
to Nv Y. from the Coast, where she
was in pictures. His mother is Alice
Bentley, formerly of the legit stage
and stock.

SPONSOR TRAINING GAMES

Newark Ball Club Warming Up To
Be Broadcast

Regularly scheduled broadcasts of
spring baseball trai ing games will
be attempted tor first time this year
by WNEW, N. Y„ with General Mills
sponsoring coverage of six contests.

These will be the Newark, Interna-
tional League, spring ball games at
Sebring, Florida. Earl Harper will
go south to cover the . contests, and
final arrangements on wire hook-ups
are nearing completi

roadcasts Will be of Newark
games with Cincinnati, .Brooklyn,
Boston Red. Sox, Philadelphia (Amer-
ican League)' and two encounters
with the N. Y. Yankees.

Two days after the ring : fatality

which took the life of Tony. Marino,
the New York State boxing conv*
mission called in sports announcers
from WHN and WNEW, N. Y„
which stations have been most
active, recently in covering local
fistic contests, and 'instructed' them
on proper procedure on fight de-
scriptions. Request for toning down,
some of word pictures was made in .

'friendly spirit.'

Commission made it clear that the
body had no objection to having ra-
dio announcers cover the ring bat-
tles but suggested they tame down
repeated use of word 'blood' and
make sure they gave no opinion on
possible outcome of contest.

Comments of sports newscasters
on the number of knockdowns

*

single round . and reference ' to
condition of boxers is responsible for
the commission's move. - Sam Taub;
of WHN, and Earl Harper, of WNEW,
were the announcers 'instructed.'

DON DAVIS IN

TO N.Y.C.

Kansas City, Feb. 9.

Latest > station showman to spawn,
a program idea for national atten-
tion is Don Davis of WHB. Sev-
eral recent examples in broadcasting
of local stations . putting over- pro-
grams with advertising agencies in-
clude Arthur Church, also of this

burg; Allen Campbell of WXYZ*
Detroit; Donald Flanun of WMCA,
New yYork and station KFWB, Hol-
lywood.

.
Davis, last year the travel king,

this year (on-, the side) the ice car-
nival Barnum, heads east next week
with Capt, W. Moore. Will un-
drape new action serial built on the
aeronautical exploits of Capt. Moore,
speed and altitude wiz, Serial bears
the title 'Howie Wing'' and under-
takes to make the kids whistle and
move closer.

Due in New York Feb. 15 to audi-
tion for agencies.

Heywood Broun on WCAU;

Says Tire Me If Fm
May More to Philadelphia

Philadelphia, Feb. 9.

Heywood rouri, Scripps-Howard
columnist, will start, a . new series of
programs over WCAU tomorrow
night (10) and will 'probably move
to Philadelphi ,' he sai He will air
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
nights at 10:30. Sponsored by Pep
Boys, local auto supply outAt.
Program will be 15-mlhute spiel jn

manner of his daily, column. Sponsor
and station said he will be absolutely
free in choice of subjects and opinion.
Broun told Stan Lee Broza, WCAU

program director, he 'would like to
live nearer Washington.' Also has
son at Swarthmore. College, and it is

thought this may have influenced his
moving here.
Account was landed tor station by

Jimmy Coyle,. who also hooked
Wheaties and Atlantic Refining air-

ings. Reports are that Broun refused
to sign contract, telli station it

could jug him whenever it felt pro-
gram wasn't mrViing,
Bob Street, commerci manager,

said this is first program WCAU ever
sold without auditi ing.

Rlcardo Bondelli, tenor, styled the
'Queen's Minstrel' on the Etro pro-
gram for General . Pharmacal Co.,
during past

.
months on WLW,

Cincinnati, has? returned to New
York, the series having concluded,.
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Chain Income from line Safes

NBC
1937 1936

January . .. Not Reported $2,681,815

CBS
1937 1936

January $2,360,740 $1,901,023

MUTUAL
1937

January ..... .. . , . . . . . .$18>,362

1935

$2,895,037

1935

$1,768,949

1936
$166,266

1934

$2,391,667

1934

$1,405,948

Columbia in Smash Start for 1937;

Did $2MM) in time Sales

Columbi Broadcasting System
started off. the current year with a
gross turnover of $2,360,740 in time
sales. Figure represents a boost of

245% "over the take for January,
1936;. NBC figures for January had
not been compiled by press time yes-
terday (Tuesday); , ,

.-• Mutual bettered its previous Jah-
uahy gross by 12%. For the past
month it was: $1.87,363; while the year
before; the tally January .was

$166,266. .\

Reflected in the CBS • jump to. a
major degree is the strides taken by
the network's daytime business. Co-
lumbia's January total Of a year ago
was $l,90i;023. In 1935 it was $1,768,-

949 and i '34, $1,405,948.

WIRE, IND'POLIS, REVAMPS

Blcbard Morenos, N»n Borland, G. H.
Engelter Join Station ...

Indianapolis; Feb. 9.

Yesterday (8 ) was the first day at

WIRE for Richard Morenus, Nan
Doriand, and George H. Engelter, ad-

ditions to the staff of Eugene C. Pul-

liahi's station here.

Richard. Morenus, agency man-:

with experience in Ft. Wayne, Chi-
cago, and New York, has been placed
in charge of sales by Pulliam, with
Robert Bausman to handle local

sales.

Nan Doriand, who also came from
New York to WIRE with Morenus,
will he in charge of all women's
activities at the local NBC outlet, in*

eluding all women's programs.
George H. Engelter, formerly traf-

fic manager of the Iowa Network,
will handle all traffic for WIRE, and
also will assist in commercial sales.

Lewis 'Reid, of William Rankin
agency, takes! Morenus' place with
Schillin agency, New Ybrk, next
Monday (15). Reid formerly was
program director at WQR from 1929
to 1935.

Nan Doriand is Mrs. Morenus.

Washington, Feb. 9.

Initial; experiment in government-
owned radio broadcasting was pro-
posed last...week by Representative

.
Emanuel Celler. of New ' York with
a bill authorizing erection of a $700,-

000 Federation . transmitter to carry
educational program to Central and
South America.

Assailing private interests which
have tried- to block such

.
develop*

mehts, Celler proposed that the pro-
jected Taii American Radio Station'

uste; three short waves reserved for
governmental use under interna-
tional conventions and pump out en-
tertaining and educational , matter
which would be rebroadcast '. by
transmitters in Latin America. Sta-
tion would be managed by the Navy
Department, with TJ. S. Education
Commissioner serving as program
director.

Bill contemplates a 100% non
commercial venture.

,
With an. annual

fund of $100,000, operators would be
prohibited from carrying any com-
mercial advertising, although private
interest would be encouraged to co-

operate in operation, of the
'
trans-

mitter.. Education Commissioner
would censor all programs offered

by commercial licenses to make cer-

tain none 'directly, indirectly or re-

motely' involve any sponsor propa-
ganda. .

Outlining his objectives, Celler as-
serted the plait has the backing of
responsible officials in many depart-
ments as well as the specific appro-
val of President Roosevelt He listed

the Interior Department; Agriculture
Department, FCC, Pan - American
Union, and National Committee on
Education by Radio among his
supporters.

WLW BACK TO 500 K.W

FIRE DAMAGE REPAIRED

Louisiana Top Court

Reverses Judgment in

Favor of Hello World Co.

New Orleans, Feb. 9.

A $21,250 judgment which the
Hello World Broadcasting Co., for-
mer operators of radio station
KWKH in Shreveport obtained in
Caddo parish district court against
the present operators, International
Broadcasting Co., was annulled and
dismissed by the Louisiana State Su?
preme Court here.
In dismissing the euit, the supreme

court said it was of the opinion that
the jury 'manifestly erred in its; ap-
plication of the law; . well as the
evidence.'

According to the record in the
proceedings, the Hello World Broad-
casting Corp.. in 1933 sold the radio
station to International fb; $50,000
cash, plus $5,000 'time on the station.'

1! aintift* •company contended that
one of the principal motives of the
sale was the obligation on trie part
of the International company ' to
operate KWKH 'upon its licensed
«lear channel wave length of -850

kilocycles.'

Hello Wc rid Co., through its presi-

dent, W. K. Henderson, cohteded that
International .violated terms of the
contract by entering into an agree-
ment with WWL, the 'Loyola station

In New Orleans,
;
whereby the de-

fendant relinquished and assigned
the clear channel wave length of
KWKH on 850 kilocycles, and re-
ceived in turn $25,000 in cash, and
an assigned frequency to go on the
air on the wave of 1,100 kilocycles
full, time, subject to approval of the
Federal Commission.

in Lining

Cincinnati, Feb.

All radio stations here renewed
regular operating schedules last
week, when the flood crisis eqded.
WLW; which was cut to 50,000 watts
for 11 days, due to electric power
curtailment, jumped back to 500,000
watts Thursday (4),

At the same time normal current
was restored to WCKY; which-got
its juice from a Diesel engine for a
week of the emergency, on account
of .

line washouts.
Crosley's studios in the home plant,

on Arlington street, which was dam-
aged by fire.Jan. 24, will be reopened
this week. For the past fortnight all

originating WLW and WSAI pro-
grams were handled in their auxili-
ary studios in the Union Central an-
nex, Third and Vine, in the down-
town section.

Washington, Feb. 9.

Lucky Strikes, is going to elaborate
precautions in its present testimo-
nial campaign :| in Which. United.
States senators will give statements
to. be incorporated in newsprint dis

plays and read over the air on the
'Hit Parade.' In no case will a Sen
ator actually talk, on radio. About
12 solons in all are included.
Innovation of testimonials from

law-makers
.
requires a good deal of

tact in approach and carry-through.
Luckies, through Lord & Thomas,
first sounded high political authority
to ascertain if there could be any
Objection. Senators' fame as public
speakers made them a 'logical group
along With actors and lecturers, etc.,

to tie-in the 'easy on your throat'

emphasis.
Some senators do not smoke. These,

may be asked to
:

visit the American
Tobacco factories arid comment on
whatthey see.

Inside Stuff-Radio

Additional funds for the Federal Communications Commission to cover
increased chores in connection with safety-at-sea laws were voted last
week by the House but no increase in appropriations of the Broadcast
Division was authorized. Next year's allowance is $1,604,000, jump
$154,000 over regular appropriation for the; current period. Y

Although the Broadcast Division attempted to wangle more money out
of the Treasury, the House Appropriations Committee' stuck with the
Budget Bureau which refused to recommend extra personnel to handle
radio matters. Chairman Eugene O. Sykes of the division told the com-
mittee his branch is 'not able to keep as current as we would if we had
more personnel' without getting the necessary cash to"expand the force.
Increased appropriation is due entirely to greater volume of work re-

lated with enforcement of new regulations requiring merchant marine
to carry reliable radiotelegraph equipment. With added funds, commish
will take on 11 inspectors and spend $54,000 for new motoring equipment.

Lord & Thomas last week declared that it. had not recognized the vali
of the complaint made by Words :& Music, Inc., about the non-inclusion
of the latter's tune, The Night Is Young,' iti the Lucky Strike Hit Parade.
Counsel for W & M had conferred with L & T's office attorney on the
publisher's charge that the. passing up of the song from the program's
list of se^ven hits for several weeks had been unfair and had had an
vorable effect on the tune's sale of -sheet music.
Agency also denied that it had promised to recheck the account's method

of rating the hits. All that its counsel .had assured the. W & M attorney,
added the agency, was the publisher's grievances Would be taken under
consideration and a. report of the. conference relayed to

,
agency's

research department. 1

Revision of resolution authorizing Congressional probe of the broad-
casting industry and the Federal Communications Commission Was dropped
in the legislative hopper Friday (29) by Congressman William P. Cohhery,
Jr., of Massachusetts." Latest measure differs from the original only , i

phraseology and is prompted only by reasons of strategy. Chief difference
is that more fire is directed against alleged radio monopolies and attentj

is ^diverted from the commish. This will not prevent the contemplated
committee from turning its . guns on the F. .C..C. as well as on the webs.
In fact, Conriery is just as anxious to grill members, of the r government
agency as he Is to get broadcasters on the witness stand. The perfected
resolution is due to get approval, with Chairman O'Connor of the Rules.
Committee, to which the proposition was referred, saying Connery's re-

quest undoubtedly will be granted in due time.

Reluctance of Federal Communications Commission to chastise broad-
casters who air offensive programs has agitated several members of Con-
gress, With Catholics still mentioning 'Mexican incident* Chairman Eu-
gene O. Sykes. of the Broadcast Division recently received, a short but
pointed grilling about the way the Commish igeonholes complaints about
program quality;

Decline in the amount of offensive material has taken place in the past

year, although the Commish has hot punished any stations, Sykes told the

House Appropriations Committee. Bleats last year numbered 75 to 100.

Sykes said situation is better than previously due to closer tab maintained
by the commish during 1936.

ASCAP Radio Gestures

Baltimore, Feb. 9.

-American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has notified

all regional reps in the areas washed
by the flood to rebate fees to li-r

censees Whose property has been
...damaged to the extent close-down

was necessary. Also to wipe clean

the slates when licensees have been

Washed, out.

ASCAP also donated $3,000 to the

Flood; Relief Fund, and '$3,000 to the

Red Cross;

Olive Sharman to Tour
U.S.A. on Leave ofAbsence

Detroit, Feb. 9.

. Olive Sharman, program producer
and continuity writer at WJR for 10
years, leaves late ; this month on an
extended tour to study radio food
merchandizing. Will return to WJR
in fall, following coupla months' rest
in Maine.
Miss Sharman, who as 'Mrs. Page'

has conducted a ' home economics
program daily over WJR for more
than eight years, will contact sta-

tions, stores, other home economists,
etc., in an effort to find a way to
create a better cooperation, between
food producers and store outlets.

She'll do some work for station by
remote, while on tri

In Right . Mood
•Lincoln, Feb. 9;

KFOR is re-broadcasting one of the
WLW, Cincy, programs called -Moon
River.' Reginald B. Martin, station

manager, picked up the idea ; after

hearing it done in New Orleans on a
recent trip there.

.

Receptiveness to a program of that

type may be directly traceable to. the

trip being his honeymoon.

CHI STATION NEWSMEN

FORM AN ASSOCIATION

Chicago, Feb. 9.
,

Local Chapter of the Association of
Radio News Editors and Writers was
organized here last week under the
aegis of John yon Kronkhite. Some
22 radio news writers of Chicago
were in for the special organization
luncheon held last Friday (5) at the
.Morrison hotel.. •:.

Group voted to join the national
association and to hold meetings
every two weeks to aid in the na-
tional's plan to foster progress and
development of radio news writers
and writing. Committee was ap-
pointed to set up special local by-
laws and nominate slate of officers
for the Chicago chapter. On this

committee are von Kronhite, Julian
Bentley of WLS, Truman Bradley of
WBBM, Al Hollander of WJJD and
a representative of each of the; vari-
ous press associations.
National

,
organization in its two

weeks of life has already, a member-
ship of 100 with the addition of the
Chicago group.

Schlllin Takes a Boat
A. B. Schilli , head of Schillin

agency, leaves this, week
: by boat

for Havana arid Panama.
, He is accompanied by Hy Levy,

of Hy Levy Agency, Newark, and
Henry Wolf, president of . Wolf cos-
metic stores.

. Transfer of KMPC (Beverly Hills) from the, S„ A. Scherer estate to

G, A. Richards of Detroit may have difficulty getting the commissi

blessing in view of the recent fuss kicked up in Washington on fancy

price tags. Sale price of $125,000 against the transmitter's physical valua-

tion of $50,000 would put the commissioners in the middle. Fear another

volley from Representative Wigglesworth of Massachusetts. Understood

that unless FCC okays the .transfer by April 1 the sale is off, which, it is

said, woidd suit the Scherer estate as of late the station has been turning

a tidy profit since Lewis Allen Weiss several months ago instituted a new
operation policy.

Murder of Jerry iBuckley, Which occurred six years; ago when WMBC,
Detroit, commentator, was at the height of his vice crusading, may be

solved at the trial of Leonard (Black Leo) Cellura, which opens i Detroit

next Tuesday (16) in Recorder's Court.

Cellura, Who gave himself up last summer after being sought six years,

denied the Buckley slaying, but promised to tell all at his trial for the

murder Of William Cannon and George Collins, Chicago gangsters, shortly

before Buckley Was slain. Cellura formerly owned the Kit Kat Club i

downtown Detroit.

Monday 'tea party program,* conducted by Betty Hudson of WJSV
(Washington), copped off a Senator's daughter., this week official

pourer.
Catherine Harrison, daughter of Mississippi's Senator Pat Harrison,

chairman of the powerful Senate Finance Committee, was guest of honor

and assisted Miss Hudson in the cup-filling ceremonies, WJSV Studio

teas have become popular in the, Capitol, with listeners invited from

4:30 to 5:30 p. m. Program is broadcast by Miss Hudson between bites.

Frank M. Smith, sales manager of WLW and WSAI, rates some sort of

record in radio for his part aS groomsman. Last week he was second man
for the wedding of a pal in South Carolina. Less than a month ago he

filled the same role for the Wedding of Bob Jennings, his assistant,, to a

daughter of Powel Crosley, Jr; Though still under the 30-year mark,

Smith has played the part of best man at 14 knot-tyingS. He's single.

On inauguration day of President Roosevelt the American Minister to

Holland broadcast from the village of Oud Vbssemeer regarding the

Dutch descent 1 of the President. This speech, sent Out from Town Hall

in that village, where probably the ancestors of the President hail from.

DISCHARGED SALESMAN

PRECEDENT WASH-UP

Tacoma, Feb. 9.

.... With station KMO paying the re-

vised judgment entered in the Harold
Porter, salesman, trial . on commis-
sions claimed due.

.
after his is-

charge by the station in the amount
of $2Q0, the case is closed as far as

both, parties are concerned. Leo
Teats, attorney, advised his client,

Carl Hayman, manager of the station;

to pay the judgment, and forget the
matter, since 'the- Washington. Broad-
casters Association, , which entered
the case as 'friend of the ,'

showed no willingness, to take it up
higher.

Originally a jury found for the
plaintiff Porter in the sum of $500
but the trial, judge revised the
amount to $200 holding 'passion and
prejudice'' was evident by the jurors.

Matter of rights of discharged time
salesmen made case a precedent.

London, Feb.
British roadcasting Corp;

riounces
;
that from Feb. 8 on

Alexandra Palace Television trans-
missions will be;on the Marconi sys-
tem, Which indicates that the Baird
system has been temporarily shelved.
Published protlams and receiving

Sets now in' operation rill not be
affected.

Farley Banquet on Air

Jim Sauter lined , up Lawrence
Tibbett and Helen Jepson for Farley
dinner in Washington -Feb. 15. On
the cuff;

Bob Berger is in Washington han-
dling details Of putting banquet on
air. NBC, CBS and Mutual take it.
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FOR YEAR 1936

«adio stations used to be, rid perhaps to some extent still

are. judged by tini<M>uyers, etc., almost entirely and solely on
basis of wattage and network affiliation. Idea of consider-

ing community showmanship is comparatively new. New, too,
is coinmtinity: showmanship itself which only w is acquiring
certain broad characteristics and 'standard

, practice' aspects.
Indeed, when Variety published its first survey in 1933, it was
deemed pretty radical and possibly not quite sound and
sible to suggest!that there might be factors in station operation
that tended to offset and even to transcend wattage and net-
work affiliation.

It is probably not appropriate to comment upon such con-
troversies as ' these annual surveys tend to provoke except to
say that each

,
year there has .been a conscientious , attempt to

extend, improve and double-check, the findings. This year, for
example, a six-page questionnaire was sent by registered mail
to all the stations involved that they might, fully record their

own story, even down to the smallest details. Some station
managers have challenged the wisdom of going to .time-buyers,
etc... for supplemental opinions. Would not agency execs favor
stations that, hid given them special merchandising,: talent, or

..
other favors, as against the station or stations that refused to

.toss in premiums ? Variety has to the contrary found its anoriy-
mous admen jury inclined to lean backward. But nevertheless
the criticism of the critics has been kept in mind.

,^...to mai points are . notable in. this; present survey. First,

the Pacific coast is .wrist-slapped for not paying attention in

class. Second, wherever showmanship seemed negative., pas-

sive Or standing, still or, reversely, so closely bunched (as in

Memphis) that hair-splitting seemed necessary,, the device of

'no. selections* waS rather extensively used.

AKRON, OHIO

1. WJW
2 . WADC

WADC, last year's winner, wilted

a bit. WJW meantime has blossomed
out with corny, homey stuff cater-

ing to low income groups. Locale is
"" the maelstrom of high-wattage
signals from out-of-town stations.

Albany-Schenectady

1. WGY
2. S WABY
IWOKO

WGY has the showmanship in this

area. Other two stations making
plenty of money but strictly snooz-
ing so . far as showmanship is con-
cerned.

Albuquerque, N. M.

NO SELECTIONS
Contenders are KGGM and KOB.

No decision, though KOB rates a lit-

tle attention in at least writing some-
thing, about itself for survey pur-
poses. May be the 1937 bet. Was
purchased from the New Mexico
State College of Agriculture and Me-
chanical Arts in August, and is mak-
ing a play for coin. Locality is. un-
familiar to trade observers.

1 jWSB
IWGST

2. WATL
WSB is an institution—perhaps at

times too much so from a showman-
ship standpoint. However, there's

little doubt that it is the pace-setter.

A tie to WGST is a compliment to

latter, station's enterprise.

Atlanta, like most of the South-
ern cities, has in former years been
pretty blah, in showmanship. How-
ever, New Deal policies have hypoed
Dixi In particular the Negroes
have money in their jeans through
relief disbursements and the net re-
sult has been to make the area more
attractive to advertisers. That in
turn has encouraged competitive
zeal among stations. Both WGST
and WATL have shown Snap and
ginger and a' considerable sense of
the nature of their problems.
WSB id not answer Variety's
uestionnaire. Other two did. Con-

sensus of the New York artc^UcJne

agency opinion canvassed reveals

that Lambdin Kay is better known
than WSB's specific showmanship.
WSB is excessively Conservative
(newspaper-owned) and has the
prestige and popularity carry-over
of its years of operation. Kay and
Ernie Rogers as friendly personali-

ties have been assets and are. Kay's
long familiarity with broadcasting
itself makes him ah influential figure

in the industry.

BAKERSF1ELD, CAL

1. J KERN
IKPHC

KERN hits the city market, while
KPMC busies itself with the farmers.

BALTIMORE

1. WFBR
2. WBAL
3. J WCAO

lWCBM
In this town they all slug until

they're exhausted. But it's, the kind
of slugging that comes from too

many toes directly on nickels and
dimes. Baltimore has yet to develop
a station that asserts itself in straight

program building., ight is how car-

ried oh largely "with, merchandising,
ratercutting, ballyhoo, and sky-
rockets.

Past year has seen WFBR over-
take, and pass, WBAL, owned by
Hearst. While the latter had some
walloping selling campaigns staged
in its favor by. Hearst Radio, N. Y.,

this is not the kind of showmanship
reckoned with By .current

lights, WFBR gets the nod from
agency experts. Stunts, remotes,
riabe town salutes, and other topical

and novelty gyrations were noted.

WCBM must have been slugged
dizzy. It wasn't heard from.

WCAO, Tommy Lyons' outfit,

meantime benignly turned its back
on its raucous brethren. While they
got their noses inky and their knuck-
les sore from pounding the commer-
cial tar but of other, Lyons
took 8.4% chai .., pocketed- the

lucre, and frankly opined that show-
manship is lovely in theory, but

BANGOR, ML

1. WLBZ
2. WABI

Thompson . Guernsey's WLBZ
has the edge. Neither station plugs
itself to any extent, though Guern-

sey as a personality is known in the
biz. Market is favored by its New
England location for test and starter
campaigns.

BIRMINGHAM

1. WS&N
2. WBRC
3. WAH
to the com-

pletely reversing, last year's rating.

WBRC . WAPI apparently got

smug during the twelvemonth, are

only hazily recognized by trade -

perts, and failed to answer Variety's

questionnaire.

. WSGN* operated by the'News and
Age-Herald, has taken a squint at
Birmingham's population and indus-
try, arriving at the conclusion that
it's strictly a, labor station. Looks
like right figuring. Negroes get some
ether recognition, and- otherwise pro-
gramming efforts are for the masses.
WSGN annexed two wax libraries, a
couple of mikemen, a news service,

and does a bit of topical stunting.

NO SELECTIONS

Yes, there are no numerals passed,
around in Boston this time.

(

Situ-
ation seemed too passive; On one
-hand there was a general upheaval
of affiliations. Continuing rather
than past

r
perfOrmance is considered.

Carry-over would have favored
WNAC. Latter did in 1936 about .the

same things, neither more nor par-
ticularly less, that it did in 1933, 1934
and 1935.; Meanwhile radio broad-
casting elsewhere has kept a sharper
tune on the times. Aggressive rather
than passive leadership and well-bal-
anced staffs rather than individual-
ism is implicit in the sense of this
showmanship analysis. Hence the
rain check for 1936.

WCOP.WORL and WMEX, notably
the latter, came closest to revealing
a sense of showmanship. . All. strug-
gle against real disadvantages and all

did a number of showmanly things
during 1936.

1. WBEN
2. VOK-WKBW
3. WEBR
4. WBNY

There has been a definite perking
up by the Buffalo News radio team.
Has added talent, expanded pro?
gram-building, uses lots of remotes,
ties in with assortment of commun-
ity activities. Newspaper and sta-

tion are smartly integrated. Kid
stuff, housewife stuff, pop,
camera club, theatre amateurs, news
-r-WBEN has spread put to include

a varied schedule. Even prior to

the current spurt WBEN. quietly had
convictions about showmanship.
(For example would never allow
public to witness sound effects On
programs using them; kept the trick

dept. screened off, etc.).

WGR-WKBW have heretofore
ranked No. 1 in previous showman-
ship • surveys. Both .stations (shar-
ing CBS' service) are, as they have
been, showmanly Operated' but the
spurt, of WBEN has made ah im-
pression and tended to take away
the spotlight. In 1937 it will be
possible to

.
get a clearer line on the

competition; Lounsberry pair had
it. pretty easy past so far as

showmanship competition

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

1. WBT
2. WSOC

Both rivals have plenty of prob-
lems, wading into 'erii with show-
mahly determination. WBT—as last

year-—cops first place,' but its mar-
gin over the smaller contender isn't

as walloping as the figures '1' and
'2' might appear to indicate.

. CBS outfit, under Bill Schudt, has
the headache of being web owned,
getting around this hurdle by piling

: Strongly: brought out-—between the lines-r-is the place and,

the importance of the personalities behind radio station show-
manship. Of the 675-odd stations in the United States not very

many as yet really nd out have achieved reputations,

either in or out of the trade. Majority of stations are still just

blurs iii a jungle of call letters.

But in nearly every instance where a Station does stand out

either a lot a little it is pretty consistently a 'coiiicidence*

that one or,more individuals connected with the station: are

among the number of standoiit personalities in the broadcast-

ing' trade.

Martin Campbell is synonymous with WFAA, Dallas; John
Patt stands, for WGAR, Cleveland : Hugh Halff is as well

known as WOAl, San Antonio. Pritchard and Foster for

\VWL, New Orleans, and Harold Wheelahan. WSMB, same
city, are the symbols. KMBC is just a nickname for Arthur
Church. Mention the Twin Cities and Stan Hubbard, Earl

Gammons or Doc Young is the answer. Mention even a small

burg likeIButte, Montana, and Ed Craney is found to be better

known than the station he runs.

There are small stations tiny, obscure markets that

better known than big stations in major cities. Contrast Edgar

Bill- WMBD, Peoria, with- two or three of the ^stations in

Dufctth;

WSOC, Charlotte, beside big stations in big markets and the

contrast is not unfavorable.

Such prominent station personages ias Ppwel Cfosley, Jr.»

Walter Damm, Harry Wilder,. H. K. Carpenteri Johnny GiUin,

Buryl Lottridgei Harry Slavick, Ben Gimbel and Al Cormier,

Bob Maslin, Tommy Lyons, L. B. Wilson. Louis K. Sidney,

Donald Flarhm, Ike Lounsberry, Edgar Bell and Gayte Grubb,

Al McCosker and ted Streibert, Quin Ryan, Don Withycomb,

Harry Stone, Lee Coulson, Allen Campbell Dick Richards and

Leo Fitzpatrick, Don Davis, Gene 0!Fallon, Burrjdge Butler

and Gene Snyder, the Atlass and Levy brothers; to name some,

are certainly integral parts of the prestige of the stations they

own or work for! T

Sightseeing tours of Atlanta point out Lambdi Kay. X'

marks the spot iii Los Angeles where Guy Earl used to sit.

That's the flattering side. Other side of broadcasting is epitoj

mized by the asleep-at-the-switch boys. Sortie of them had

bundles of banknotes tossed in their laps. They just happened

to be.standing around when the mint exploded.
,

up an impressive array of topical

programs, sports, and locally pro*

duced shows. WSOC has to scrap

with a rival having an Overwhelm-
ing wattage advantage, and pulls a

flock or locally minded stunts; re-

motes and tie-ins. The press is hos-

tile to both; Definitely a good show-
manship community, with a pair of

able practitioners.

CHICAGO

1. WBBM
2. WIND
3. J WON

*WIS
4. WMAQ-WEHR
5. WJJD
6. WCBD-WOES-WSBC
7. WAAF
8. WCFL

Emphasizing community show-
manship (not necessarily identical

with popularity) the above sequence
reflects; the net conclusions of all

factors ' weighed and all inions

c6unted.
;
As in .former years there

may be some confusion at the rela^

tively low rankings for the two key
NBC stations, WMAQ and WENR.
Answer is the same answer ,as oh
previous occasions—this survey . at-

tempts, only an evaluation of com*
munity aspects, of station showman-
ship and the two NBC outlets are
primarily Just that—outlets for net-

work shows. They do have, how-
ever, more of community char-
acter than the New York originating
stations, WEAF and WJZ, which are.

as always, not included in the sur-
vey at all.

WBBM, it may be advanced, Is

likewise, a network outlet. But with
an all-important difference. Under
the CBS owned arid managed poli-

RADIO TRAILERS IN

PICTURE THEATRES

Various stations have deals^—usu-

ally reciprocal—with theatres,where-
by advertising trailers on screen call

attention to radio programs. Radi
time In return plugs the cinemas.
Following stations report trailer

tie-ups:

WGST, Atlanta.

WCAO, Baltimore.
WFBR, Baltimore;
WBNS, Columbus.
CKLW, Windsor
;WQC, Davehport.
WHO, Des Moines (all over state).

KSO, Oes Moines,
. KLZ, Denver.
KTAT. Ft. Worth;
WHB<3. Memphis.
WMC, Memphis.
WWSW, Pittsburgh.
WBRY, Waterbury,

cies local stations have a degree of
freedom generally withheld by NBC.
WBBM aggressively and consciously
seeks identification with community
activities to extent hot general,
and perhaps . permissible,
NBC.
Another hard one to figure In Chi-

cago is WLS. This is certainly «;
showmanly station (although did not
answer questionnaire) and third
place may seem low. Actually WLS.
is servicing farmlands outside Chi-
cago rather than the Chicago signal
area itself and this is a community
showmanship analysis. WGN also
neglected answering the questi

naire (sent registered mail). '/
'.' WIND is actually on the map, as
a . Gary, Indiana, station . yet com-
monly is considered a Chicago sta-

tion. It has been the recipient of a
strong build-up campaign, by Balph
Atlass and paradoxically out-
steppi Atlass' WJJD, belonging to

(Continued on page 32)
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(Continued from page 31)

Chicago proper. WIND has special-

ized on sports in a sports-goofy mar-

ket. Program overhead' was in-

creased 35% in 1936 and remotes in-

creased fourfold^ Limits were placed

on foreign language gaby »• Station

has certai zoomed during 1936

and showmanship, is largely respon-

sible.

Gene Dyer's threesome ranked No.

6 is one of those problems in judg-

ment that this survey frankly ac-

knowledges. Dyer is a hustler. He
has united a series of small part-,

time neighborhood stations and sells:

them jointly. That witjii -

fines of his he functions

smartly cannot be denied. But show-
manship? That's a to

answer. Variety would be glad to
have any qualified trade comment
on this and similar situations. Per-
haps it would be fairer to omit such
neighborhood . stations in computing
the showmanship points in large
metropolitan markets?

1.5 WHK
IWOAB

2. WTAM
3. WJAY

Above about summarizes. Cleve-

and. WHK and.WGAR are the most

active in showmanship. WTAM as an

IsTBC network outpost is less active

: n a community sense although per-

haps a good deal snappier than many
of the web's other owned and oper-

ated stations, WJAY is in process
of

;
undergoing a change of character

from its former role as kaffee klatch.

i o the transplanted Europeans of the
Cleveland zone.

CINCINNATI

lv WLW
2, WCKY
3, WKBC
4. wqpp
5. WSAI

Cincinnati is the home field of two
of the broadcasting business' notable
personalities* Powel Crosley, Jr., and

'; Is.- •vB.v Wilson, Columbia-owned
• WKRC has faced a competitive, situa-

tion of special toughness. A solution
Mias been sought ingeniously through
ithe services of another personality,

.Timothy* Goodman.' Latter is polp-
vplaying,- social, .palsy-walsy with big

: .gies.. In a 'quiet, unobtrusive way the
technique and r the system carried
through on . WKRCs behalf is re

: garded by insiders in radio as pretty
slick.

• A fourth contender for attention is

the Scripps-HpwardWCPCv Sensibly
this;station tries to find its ownchan
nel' ih^-the community. Emphasizes
sports, newspaper features. Has side

walk v stuff, tace results, cooking
school, consumers conference, golf

school,: lots of tie-ups. Stresses spe
cial observance of all holidays and
has broadcast city council sessions.

• WCKY invested in new Nether
lands-Plaza studio, ne;w towers,
equipment, etc., during 1936. Has
barn dance, assorted hillbillies, I.N.S.,

film gossip, high school parade. And
as hpss-raclng is an ecclesiastic rite

around this sector, WCKY has lots o
riews, interviews, handicapping and
whatnot concerning nags, jockeys,

trainers and' parley nuts.

WLW has the largest and mps
1 active program-buildihg arrangement
Among individual stations. Repre
sentative number of . its Cincinnati
created entertainments attract; .not

merely local but regional and na-
^ tional bankrollers. During 1936 what
Ik Powel Crosley did, or was expected
H to do, or might do, or what he didn't" do, and why, kept the trade news

columns well filled. Probably this as

much as: anything bespeaks the na-

3 tional significance of the big oak that

grew, out, of a' peep-squeek back in

1920.
,
Weil-rpunded staff ' includes

Frank Smith, Bill Hedges (recently ),

Bob Kennett, ill Bailey.

CLEVELAND
advantage than ticket to the
orphanage.
WSMK, is a small but sharp out-

fit and the race is close. Ties in
with local events copiously, and Sid
Ten Eyck, v.p., cracks up the sta-
tion's story before local clubs and
civic gatherings.

.
Says WSMK of

itself: 'We have no desire for great
wattage or . a great station,' Such
things increase .operating expense
arid pf course the rate card,' and the
local merchant can no longer, pay
the bill.' •'•

'•

DENVER

COLUMBUS

"WBNS
1.JWC0L

WHKC
All stations working against -the

handicap of Cmcinriati to the south

and Cleveland to the north. Dp
their job on about a par basis.

Community npt strongly impressed
on the . mind of agency time buyers.

WHKC caters largely to farmers.
WCOL likes the metropolitan audi-
ence, . WBNS under R. A. Borel
straddles the two population types,

with Bore! probably the best known
name of the lot.

1, KLZ
2. KFEL
34 KVOD
4. KOA

KLZ, purchased last year by the
Gaylord (WKY, Oklahoma City) irii

terests, is bearing down on the shbw-

I

manship throttle. Production budget
is up, phonograph records are out;

and commercial blurbing is hemmed
in by restrictions. •- 'Gene O'Fallbn's
KFEL takes/the No.. 2 post by try-
ing to cop the news-sports field, and
continues with its Colorado regional
web, as well as joining Mutual.
KVOD has gone NBC, and likewise
hammers along news-topical lines.

KOA gathers . its 'rivals' dust;
Failed to report for this survey. Ex-
perts rank it as largely swivel-chair
operated, so far as showmanship is

concerned, with the main emphasis
on NBC stuff.

DES MOINES

DALLAS

1. WFAA
2. K3XD
3. W1B

Ratmg is the same as last year.

Martin Campbell's WFAA is a two-

fisted outfit draws a thumbs Hip

rating from the experts, and keeps

on issuing a stream of locally built

shows that hit the bull's eye. Show?
building budget in 1936 went up
$10,0d0'over the previous year, which
means that the WFAA boys have the
gravy, but aren't, afraid to spend
some of it. —

:

KRLD, owned by the Times-Herald
(WFAA is owned by "the News, and
Journal); 'can't match the No. 1 rival,

but is potentially a muscular bunch,
stacking up okay .with the agencies,

Some of the drawbacks of a news-
paper-owhed station appear to be
still inherent, though the showman-
ship is of a commendable brand on
the whole.
WRR ' city-oymed. That rates

condolences right off. But the .man-
agement is shrewdly inching , into

sports channels. WRR shows an ap-
preciable upswing since the previous
year, and the No. 3 post is not meant
to be a very deep cellar.

Community Sings

Partial list of stations operat-
ing community sings of one
kind or another during 1930
follows:

WJW, Akron.
WBAL, Baltimore.
WJJD, Chicago.
WJBK, Detroit.

"

WMBR, Jacksonville.

WROL, Knoxville.
WIP, Philadelphia; .

WHEC, Rochester.
WTMV, East St. Louis.
WWSW, Pittsburgh.
KALE, Portbnd.
KGW-KEX, Portland.
WBRE, Wilkes-Barre.
KWKH, Shreveport.
WWL, New' Orleans,
WLAC, Nashvile.
WSIX, Nashville.
WFBL, Syracuse.
KDYL, Salt Lake.
KABC, Sail Antonio.

Clearwater,

St. Petersburg, Tampa

1. WSUN (St. Petersburg)

2. TOLA (Clearwater)

3. WDAE (Tampa)

Trio of towns; all together on the

Florida* west coast, is in the farm
area.' Showmanship not as plentiful

as the oranges by a long way. WSUN,
the' ' Chamber of Commerce peeper,

squeezes iiito the lead on the

strength of its list of accomplish-

ments under new boss.

WFLA, using the same transmitter

WSUN* but always in the other

guy's hair, and vice versa, comes in

second ' on a little shorter list.

WSAE had no list at all, and

agency men- ^PH^dn't think up . alibis

for it Ergo, the ceUar> ;

DAVENPORT, 1A.

1. woe
2. WHBF

;
Absolutely ho argument here. First

year that Variety takes a peek into

this community finds WHBF—-really

in Roqk Island, 111.—credited with a
demerit in refusing to plead in its

own behalf. WOC, managed by
Clark Luther, definitely gets the nod
from trade experts, shelling out a
slew of sports, farm and news stan-

zas, as well as such prestige features

as a bridge tourney, trip to the Col-
lege Inn in Chicago for' amateur
winners, etc. WOC's brand of show-
manship is ably attuned to the type
of community the station caters, to.

1. 5 WHO
%tXST

2. KSO
KRNT-KSO >

are separate stations

under common management (Cowles
newspapers), but are ranked as

above in an attempt to approximate
trade evaluations from a showman-
ships calculation, it is KRNT, de
voted largely to farm appeat that
has, in general opinion; given 50,000-

watt WHO the race; KSO has been
the Cowles' metropolitan, outlet.

Des Moines is marked , by plenty
of enterprise between the competing
broadcasters. WHO is an American
institution in the best sense as
Joseph Q. Maland, its g.m., is one
of .the vets of the biz and a strong
factor in broadcasting as a whole,
KRNT-KSO on the other hand, are
also under zingy auspices.

During 1936 ; WHO mcreased its

news rhythm to six periods daily

and hired a special farm news . edi-

tor. Station took an important trade
step in formulating the so-called

Corn Belt wireless network which
N. W. Ayer forthwith patronized, for

Kellogg. Station actively books its

own .

a

Rd °ther .talent in theatres,

etc. Has Barn Dance and artists

bureau and brings in radio perform-
ers from other parts of country.
Has U. P. service, feeds

,
eight state

newspapers on tie-in basis, and has
toured a guy through state for. good
will whooping. WHO through its

owner, B. J. Palmer; is part and;
parcel of both the immediate com-
munity and the area generally. Its.

roots go down deep and hold tight
Meeting the competition of WHO's

Barn Dance, KRNT has popularized
'Tall Corn Time* and 'Hawkeye Di -

ner Time.' Also brings in experi-
enced talent from - out-state. Has
clicked big with a beercap-voting
program, using

,
small town bands on

a contest arrangement. rbadcasts
from traffic jcourt, went to Phila-
delphia for a football game, has a
constant variety of novelties and
'human interest' stuff.

KSO has joined Mutual. Its local

Des Moines offerings have ranged
over bridge. lesson, musical almanac,
film gossip, woman's page, tie-ins

With the Draks University radio

school, lots of remotes and mid-
night rythmn club running to one
ajm., which is, plenty owlish for

Iowa.

Windsor, Ontario;
; side added to the

showmanship rivalry; On a basis
of its intelligent and realistic /fight
against peculiar difficulties arising
put of its . unique : character as a
Canadian-licensed broadcaster ser-
vicing international community.
CKLW ids ranked for the number
twp spot ' This" is an improvement
of several niches since VaiuetyV
last survey published in late 1935.

WJR urider- radio pioneers Leo
Fitzpatrick and Dick Richards con-
tinues, to be of the country's
toppers in showmanship as it is in
earnings. In 1936 talent appropria-
tions, remote pickrup .facilities and
budget, program production and
writing staff were expanded. WJR
does Considerable program origina-
tion and its

.
switchover to CBS has

strengthened that web immeasurably
in the country's fourth market,
. Owned

.
by the King-Trendle thea-

tre interests WXYZ ' notable as a
thinker-upper of radio, programs
from which it derives important
revenues in addition to time sales.

Time-buyers and admen in general
feel that WXYZ under Allen .Camp-
bell tails WJR closely in the matter
of showmanship. A tie for first

place seems indicated for the. calen-
dar year 1936.

Newspaper-owned WWJ has dur-
ing the year launched a pretentious
radio theatre: and broadcasting plant
As , with most newspaper stations

many of WWJ's activities, mirror
features or ': policies of the daily.

Station ke#ps steadily in the fray.

It's a shade conservative which; of
course, is 'not derogatively stated.

Management is smart; it's sports
stuff especially good.
WJBK continues to emphasize

sports and to divert attention its

way.* Operates 24 hours/ a day.
Among its forei gestures (25%
foreign born in area) were, esoteric

tidbits in Arabic.
WMBC did not take advantage of

opportunity to file a statement on
its own behalf and is little known
to the New York agencies.

l. wfiio
2 . WSM

WHIQ, the Cox station, puffs itself

nationally under guidance of

James Le Grate, promotion director

of the Dayton Daily News, owners.
Still pretty new in the community
(the original WHIQ franchise was in

Erie, Pa.), Cox's station. hasn't come
to full showmanship recognition with
trade experts, but attempts in the

right direction are noted. Tie-up
with the paper loolcs more like an

FORT WAYNE, IND.

1. WOWO-WGL
WOWO and WGL located here,

and Westihghouse owns 'em both.
No. choice from showmanship
angle, Time buyers pick their spot
depending on whom they want to
reach. WGL caters to city folk;

WOWO broadcasts to the ible belt.

FORT WORTH, TEX.

and confronted by the same prob-
lems—namely, metropolitan stations
pour into the conununity heftily.

Biz is sought locally, however, from
a series of interlocking communities,
and a play is made for audiences via
sports, contests, and topical stuff.

Oldtime bands tickle the German
palate,

DETROIT

1. J WJR
IWXYZ

2. CKLW
3. WWJ
4. WJBK
5. WMBC

Detroit jn 1936, ,as before, was a

highly competitive radio city. With
new management CKLW on the

1. KTAT
2. WBAF
3. KFJZ

KTAT, as in the previous year,
gets the experts' high sighi Station
has gone in for a load Pf sports and
jauntily beckons to the masses. Quite
active.

WBAP is affiliated with WFAAy
Dallas, and largely rides to town on
other horse.

r

WFJZ, an indie, has let itself be-
come an 'X'.

1. WHP
2. WXB0

Same as last year. Stations not
killing themselves in an attempt to:

gain recognition. Yet city is getting
to be something of a test spot

1. 5 WBBC
IWTIC

2. WTHT
WDRC and WTIC are both booked

more or less solidly; both are heavily

in black. Moderate local program-
ming and remotes^ WTIC has en-
tirely forgotten its one-time devotion

to elegance land pretentious enter-

tainments. Which, makes about
even between them. WTHT is nejiv

and the property pf the Hartford
Times; . It is being mursed along and
is really too new and experimental

to be judged.

.

Agencies feel town has been worn
thin as a test market and Hartford

is less used than forMerly as a

guinea pig;

lvjKPBC
IKTBH

2. KZtZ
Chief contenders are newspaper

owned—KPRC by the Post, and
KTRH by the Chronicle. Consider-

able/use of this paternity exhibited

by both stations. Shbwmanly efforts

are about equally divided between
Rural and city fare. KXYZ not in

the pace-setting class.

INDIANAPOUS

1. WIRE
2. WFBM

Clearcut one arid two proposition,

here, with WIRE again: leaving itr

utility-owned rival asleep atthe ppst
Tlug' Kendrick ran WIRE for pur-

poses of this survey (Eugene Pulliam,

has since gobbled it' up), and identi-

fied both himself arid his airer with

a maze of attention-commending pro-

grams, stunts, tie-ups.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

1. JWJAX
VWMBlt

o

WJAX, city-owned, has shut off its

barrage of political gas, entitling it

to higher. .rating than last

Management shows signs of hauli

itself out from between the quilts

arid getting down to biz.

WMBR, Frank King's station,

lie down on the job, being out-

powered heavily by its rival. Plays

up. special events to the hiltj and
otherwise asserts itself pretty well;

WMBR good money-maker.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

GREEN BAY, WIS.

NO SELECTIONS

No decision. WHBY and WTAQ
are both under same management,

1. WAAT
% WHOM

Jersey City, although virtually

integral part bf Greater New York,

could be more profitably exploited;

Both airers have their share of local

biz, but otherwise act like clams. No
real flair noted here. "WAAT is

vaguely rerivembered by one agency

observer for something or other dur-

ing elections. Vahiety doesri't re-

member, and the stations provided

no. record.
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KANSAS CITY

1. EHBC
i. WHB

WDAP
3. JKCKN

KXBY
4. WEEN
5. X0MO

Kansas City has several personali-

ties—Arthur Church (KMBC) and
Don Davis (WHB) perform more
pinwheels than a whirling dervish to

keep their interests in the public

(and sponsor) eye Church this year
, gets, first place after a loud cam-
paign, in various forms, claiming that

KMBC is going to make its mark in

show production. Agency experts

favorably impressed with this propa-

ganda. Church reports he spent

$100,000 last year for production.
' 'Don Payis knows the citizens of

K.d as well as the Haycenter pastor

knows his flock. Station, while oper-

ating only daytime, has: grabbed off a
vast audience of femmes, and they

stick like glue.. Davis relics' largely

on local biz, but is not without keys
to the right agency sanctums when
.it cOmes to national money. Some
sports carried on last year, and WHB
has subsequently become a Mutual
•link*' Eike KMBC, it; is a very old

station, as station ages go.

WDAP, Kansas City Star outfit

wears a monocle, though pounding
out some competish; Unlimbering
necessary to make it rate any higher

in showmanship rating—not only so

far as Variety is concerned (ques-

tionnaires not answered)—but also in

agency estimation. Dean Fitzer per-

sonally popular with agencies.

KCKN. in Kansas City, Kans,, and
KXBY, nee W9XBY, rate on a par.

KCKN, under Ellis Atteberry, harp-
ing on community* stuff, with a dash
of hillbilly, and a sprinkling of old

sod.. KXBY says it wants to he
known as the 'Sports Station of the
Middle West,' and efforts in that di-

rection are apparently catching on.

Used to be . an experimental high
.fidelity outfit, but has subsequently
got put of the: laboratory status.

Alert bunch.
After long flirtation WREN sold

out to WDAF. General idea is that

WREN was busier with shekels than
showmanship in 1036. — L..'

KNOXVELE

1. WN0X
2. WE0L

WNOX. taken over by Scripps-
Howard, and R. B. Westergard
brought in. Ownership change has
resulted in staflj mcreases, and
emphasis on studio shows With paid
customers.
WROL plays up sports and special

events, with, no rural salve whatso-
ever. What Variety's survey said

last year— neither Knoxville .station

does much outside Knoxville to plug
itself or the market'—can still be
reiterated 100%. Experts have a
tough time recalling this town or its

showmanship activities.

LINCOLN, NEB.

1, KFAB
2. KF0B

Same staff (with Bury1 Lottridge
in charge) manages both' stations

from the same hotel. KFAB gets

first place in catering largely to the
essentially rural character of the en-
virons.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

1. KABK
2. ELBA
3. KGHI

G. ; Zimmerman (KARK) and S.

C. Virisonhaier (KLRA) effectively
wallop showmanship . tom-tom.
Spector KTHS, now in Hot
Springs, being ! moved in some day
gives the boys an additional Incen-
tive to sew up the community.
KGHI is an also-ran, hot having
plugged itself to agency time buyers.
Zimmerman contingent this year

conies out on top, figuring by ratios.

Upbeat since last year is noticeable.
John Cleghorn (ex-WMC) was
brought in as program manager.
News broadcasts were pepped up.
Arkansas regional was formed, and
a play for city-rural audiences was

launched. Station uncorks a flock of
diversified fare, with ingenuity evi-
dent. Nationally, Zimmerman has
also tooted his own horn in agency
sanctums.

Vinsonjialer camp remains show-
manly, and swaps punches lustily;
Margi between' first and second
place is narrow, KLRA's budget for
showmanship was doubled, and topi-
cal fare got a boost.

LONG BEACH, CAL

NO SELECTIONS

Read Los Angeles. is toWn is
the jumping off place.

LOS ANGELES

NO SELECTIONS

Some stations
, were originally

included in the survey. Varuety set
out with its customary audacity to
attempt, to trace, map, and announce
the showmanship topography of Los
Angeles. Climbing Mt; Everest is
easier. Los Angeles itself exemplifies
everything that' has been said or
could be said about the West Coast.
Los Angeles, has always been .rated
as several years behind the rest , of
the American broadcasting parade,
but never, perhaps, was this so glar-
ing as right now.

Briefly stated the reasons, for 'no
selections' are as follows: (a) Only
four of the 13 stations

;
bothered to

answer the questionnaire.; (b) - No-
body, in. New York.

,advertising . cir-

cles has been impressed by any L.A.
station or ional. (c) The false
front of radio activity provided, by
the presence in Hollywood of neV
work programs and staffs tends to

obscure the 'community' showman-
ship,phase which—alone—this survey
is concerned with.

*

As far as any. evidence to the .con-

trary exists in the East, Los Angeles
remains predominently the home of

the phonograph record and the land
of the meat market straight an-
nouncements. True,.'.ofI course, KFWb
ties in with Warners film, studio and
seeks to bait local listeners, with ac-
tor glamour. True; too, that several
stations are in process pf change and
reorganization. But for1936 and for
this' particular •. survey. Its just Hog
Wash, Missouri, on a lazy July after-

noon.

Special mention should be made of
the four showmanshi - conscious
coast guards who did answer the
questionnaire (sent registered mail
to all 13). They are; Leo Tyson,
KMPC; Harrison Holliway* KECA-
KFI; Ford Billings, KEHE, and Ray
Frazer, KMTR. Absence from the
L.A. market of Guy Earl (ex-owner
of KNX) has created a vacuum in
showmanship leadership that has nOt
yet been filled;

In view of the curious situation as
regards this town, Variety's home of-
fice queried the Hollywood . branch
for that office's, ideas* (This is an
exception to the fixed showmanship
survey rule that no local authorities
or representatives are ever consulted
and full responsibility is solely as-:

sumed in and by New York.) L.A.
office sees the arrival of Holliway,
Lew Weis, Don Thornburgh, Harry
Maizlish as promising a burst (fu-

ture tense) of showmanship. •. Again
the name Guy Earl comes up—he's

the model, even, absent, for station
showmanship as KNX is the only .sta-

tion that' ever enjoyed a. reputation
in the. Eastern- advertising., world.
Others .are. and have been blanks',

Opinion in the East is that the Don,
Lee network has the toughest, show-
manship job iii the West. Never
noted for program facilities or cre-

ation now that it's part of Mutual its

Obligations i is respect imposes a
burden it is hot . entirely prepared,
to carry off. jauntily. East has the
impression,, right or wrong, that the
Pacific Coast is about to face the
.consequences of some of its own in-

sularity and provincialism. None of

the stations or regionals have done
much to advance their reputations or
stories in the East. This is true of

Coast cities other than Los Angeles
and appears to be a trait of the boys
on the far side of the great divide.

Characteristic of a lot of broad-
casting in California is the stiff in-

difference to showmanship of the
Earle Anthony, stations. Harrison
Holliway has the sympathy of the
trade in trying to soften up that
aloof proposition.

Put 'em all together and Los An-
geles speils 'so what?*

LOUISVILLE

1. WHAS
2. WAVE

WHAS as written the last fort-

night attracted enormous prestige
due to its flood work. That, of Course,
is not properly a bookkeeping item
for the . present survey, which- is

limited to the calendar year 1936.

However, the station is a pretty: ob-
vious winner, anyhow. An: adjunct,

to. the Louisville
:

Courier .50,000-:

watter • has Varied service ., with a
slight hillbilly arid rural tinge. Lee
Coulson enjoys good reputation as
enterprising thinker-upper among
the agencies.

^WGRC in New Albany; Indiana,
adross the river froriv Louisville, Will

be included in next year's tabula-
tion.; iStarted out rather snappily,

Rah into immediate trouble, how-
ever.. Hatched in "December, it was
flooded out in January. ;

'

NO SELECTIONS

ituation very! competitive. Sta-
tions . very showmanly. Hazard of:

unfairly Slighting the two smali sta-

tions, WHBQ and WNBR, both of
which are aggressively and slickly,

directed largely prompts the decision
to; refrain, from .handing out num-
bers.

. WMC has gotten first place
heretofore and would probably rank
that way again. However, E; A.
Alburty and Mallpry Chamberlin
have earned a claim to recognition.

.

MIAMI, FLA.

1. J WIOD
IWQAM

. .. Contenders pass the wire neck-
and-neck on a track ..that's anything
but easy running. Market is largely
seasonal; and the city's population is

composed pf
.
many strata. WQAM

tries hard with stunts, remotes, puff
programs for the Florida virtues, and
fare of interest to farmers.

.

WIOD, owned by the Miami News,
is coming up since previous

i
year.

Sports stressed. Moire ingenuity
otherwise evident, s

MILWAUKEE

1. WTMJ
2. WISN
3. WEMP

Walter Damm and his Milwaukee
journal plant; continue to reign in
the. city of bratwurst and. stein songs.
Opinion unanimous on this .score.

WISN has failed to live up to its

promise of sockerooing its heavy-
weight rival. WEMP is an indie

which as yet apparently hasn't found
its place in the picture.

1. KSTP
2. WCCO
3. WDGt
4. WTCK
5. WMIN

Lots of local peculiarities lit the
Twi Cities. Newspaper affiliation

part of a complicated pi , KSTP
and WCCO have pretty consistently
been 5the one-two or tied leaders!
WDGY sets out deliberately to be a
labor station in a workingman-con-
scious community. This station also
has an ingenious policy of watching
other stations and trying to do the
opposite bn the theory that thereby
it. will inherit the listeners of defi-

nite likes and dislikes who. shy away
from competitive offerings. Doc
Young, who; Owns the station, is re-
garded as one of the picturesque
gents of not only broadcasting but
the U.S.A., itself;

NASHVILLE

1. WSM
2. WLAC

WSM, the National Life Insurance
Co.'s airer, gets the nod from trade
experts, though failing to speak ill

Sidelights on Showmanship

Just in case it all seeni/s pretty heavy and dead pan serious, it

may revive the giggle habit to cite some of the less academic
and more refreshing comments, Follozving quotes extracted

from the stations' oivn reports.'.

4We're not so hillbilly that shoes, hurt our feet.'

'We ad lib from carefully prepared scripts/

'We keep the town agog wondering what ill do next;'

'Our: station is dedicated to public service.

'Wei have a singing Santa Clatis.'

'Two-girl skit,. ;very refined, other just herself.'

'Interviewed shake charmer with, snakes jobse hi studio/

'Culture—rinterview with Lowell Thomas.'

'Crossley ratings mean nothing in Iowa.'

'Help for needy—a station promptioh at no profit.'

'Broadcast from automobile driven by blindfolded driver.'

'Our aim is to build a -station worthy of becohiihg a member
of the Columbia "Broadcasting system.'

"'We have nothing worthy of being called a publicity depart-

ment.'

'We restrained commercial department from soliciting small

fry.'
-''

, ,
," „

'Remote pick-up from roof of hotel in rain of man sitting on

block of ice eating: ice cream cone in winter.'

its own behalf. Largely favored by
such showmanship 'naturals' as a

ihade-tb-order series of mouthpieces

via the insurance salesmen, who are'

instructed to spread word-of-mouth
ballyhoo. WSM stays on top of the

heap, Program production is also

keyed to a high tempo.

WLAC, run by J. . Truman Ward,

is batting ' a tough league, trying

to. squeeze out a Couple of runs with

local remotes, community tie-ups,

Negro programs, sports arid hews.

It's an uphill pull, but courageously

tackled: Nashville is a Clearcut ex-

ample of where - a station of lower

wattage, and lacking other natural

resources, will have to make its

coverage maps, secondary to

crowding for showmanship limeli l.t.

WSDjC is a newcomer, from Spring-

field, Tenn., arid not rated this year.

Steve Cisler, a personality variously

identified with 100-watt Dixie show-
manship, is at the helm. Augurs a

pushy policy.

NEW ORLEANS

1. J WWL
IWSHB

2. J WDSU
IWJBW

3. WBNO
Creole center £s waking up. Here-

tofore perturbed politics, and a num-
ber of other [distinctly local, condi-

tions,' kept the place somewhat un-
der wraps. MOre showmanship,, and
a little spunk, how evident. Pre-

sages a better outlook for all con-

cerned.
WWL, last year's winner, got a

partner in first place this year in

WSMB, owned by a department
store arid some theatres.: Better at-

tention to programming, plus some
of the tricks of commanding atten-

tion along civic lines rioted. WWL
kept up its standards in par fashion.

Second placers show some promise
in WJBW, now under a new manage-"
ment but still running in the red.

Ingenuity apparent in this airer, plus

a sincere attempt to shake off its

fetters and get into the wind. WDSU
had sponsored sports during the.

year, 12 daily news periods, and its

share of the usual civic-puff stuff.

NEW YORK CITY

1. WHN
2. WMCA

WNEW
3. . WBNX

WQXB
4; WOE
5. S WEVD
IWNYC

6. WINS
7. WJLWl*

8. J WOV
IWFAB

Paradoxically New York with
its reputation the nation's-

sophisticated centre possesses in some
degree many corny characteristics

such as were pointed out in the com-
ment on Los Angeles arid San Fran-
cisco. For example, statistics .

say

that only xmeysut of
.
every 10 greater

-

New Y6rkers* has ever attended a
legit show, although the town is full

of them and only one out of every
12. has ever been to a night club or
cafe. Hundreds : of- thousands in

Brooklyn, Queens/ Bronx, never Visit

Manhattan arid vice versa.

In a radio sense the metropolitan,

market is cotriplicated by the dorii^

inarice of the network stations

WEAF, WJZ arid WABC. These.sta-
tions are omitted from VARnrrx't
showmanship summary lor obviou*^
reasons , and the survey confines it-

self to those stations that! try to do
a commuriity job and possess com?
munity angles.

New York with its 7,600,006 t»opu-
lation (and a couple more in the out-

lying area) is a swell opening for

merchandize, albeit marketing new
productr is nOt. siinple and penetra- -

tion not cheap. Reversely New York
radio stations have tended; to ignore
other towns. They have contented
themselves with solicitation of New
York agencies and revenue sources.

Only, recently has. the idea of going
outside New York for business per-
meated New York station thinking.
E. Katz, for example, is now Selling

WHN in Chicago, Kansas City, etc.

WMCA has Ray Linton in Chicago.
More recently WOR has set, up its

own .Chicago office. ..WOR has here-
tofore been sold in Chicago by Bill
Rambeau almost entirely on a sheer
wattage basis. - (Uriderstood his : %
take was over $40,000 in 1935,) This
definitely suggests the importance of
the New York market and may be
considered as something of an in-

dictment of New -York stations in

general that they have not done %
better job of selling theiriselves out-
side New York. New York is plenty
hot as a mail order centre..

Agency, men have been declaring
for years that New York never had
a purely local station. This is, of
course, an exaggeration. But it mir-
rors the realization of the many class
and income levels and the cosmopoli-
tan clusters that make New York
hard to figure by the standards of
smaller cOmmuriities where the sta-

tion relates itself to its surroundings
in somewhat clearer terms.

In 1936 Certain trends became
sharply niarked. Something approx-
imating a revolution had time to ma-
terialize at Station WHN.' This was
already

,
under way by the time

Variety's last summations were
printed late in 1935, but had not been
in effect long enough to be reflected
in the ratings at that time that, were
retroactive through a year largely
under . the previous regime. NoW-
WHN which was last year in fourth
place is deemed the No./ 1 example
of showmanship on a basis of the
distance covered arid the progress
made during 1936,

This
1 may immediately provoke

some controversy anent WMCA,
which is a sterling example of show*
manship. WMCA also was prominent
and progressive In 1936. Moreover
it's one of the champ money-makers
of the American broadcasting struc-
ture, It closely tail* WHN in show-
manship but: the latter is deemed

(Continued on page 34)
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,

< worthy, of ai\ unclouded title to fit-st

place op .a basis of the sweeping
transformation in enterprise and pol
icies.'

Station WHN is one of a handful
of theatrically-owned stations in

radio.. To its -operation has been
applied -the theatre

.
experience of

Louis K, Sidney. With the Loew .and
M-G-M links exploited to the hilt

WHN has sriappily gone about the
business of making itself a personal-
ity and a forced

' Production activity increased200%,
talent budget notably expanded, sev-
eral personalities, both executive and

.entertaining, added, WHN is quite
%like the WHN that was. Has deal
with !World-Telegram, a remarkable
household hints, program conducted
by Ida. Bailey Allen and tieing in

station, Ziegfeld theatre and partici-

pating sponsors. Has Film club,
Bowery mission, Broadway melody
hourr N.Y.U. forum, camera, club; -

numerable community tie-ups. Ama-
teurs from which grew the Bowes
program, continues here with Jay
C. Flippen. Irving.Aaronson and Don
Albert are studio musical conductors.
Mort Harris heads production. Ex-,

seo-etary Herbert Petty of~F.CC.
joined station in 1930 as promo-
tion mgr. .

(

.. glancing clown the York list

alio - reveal* .-othe*. .-- dt^ic,. changes

'

irbrn previous sl^wmanshlp rjatinlp.

It will M^nate^^a^
an expcrinyntalhJgh fidelity^station,

is grouped /in .tfo. 3 6potwith WNJSW '.

and WBNX. -WtjXB is'now cm a 10-

hour schedule, its uniqueness lies in

:
^he circumstance of Its campaign to

•;'make itself a high-brow station ap-
pealing to the very important ele-

ment in l^nhattan that dotes upon
operavconcert-lecture. stuff; WQXR
has sponsors, of a particular type-
pianos, radios, books, real estate, se-

curities, high cost coffees, etc.
'
It

.
picks up Ethical Culture addresses,

Susie from the Juuliard school, etc,

istinctive policy represents both a
^ smart- advance

.
conception and a

logical consistency in seeking to find

.
.and develop its own, corner in a
crowded market.
WBNX. is ranked third because of

the ag^essive assodations with com-
munity interests it has .built up in the

. Bronx. Here, too, , is. another illus-

tration;of finding a niche and mak-
ing the most, of hV WBNX is En-
tirely, a foreign appeal station, Out-

' standing has been its Life Insurance
forum which exposes abuses of. the
foreigners in WBNX's listening area,

.Station has done fluch stunts as
translating President Roosevelt's
speeches into alien tongues*/ has con-
ducted an elementary school in Eng-
lish instruction, etc.

First , of the all-night stations,

WJflEW .has been buildup b^r ..canny

display of showmanship ,on
v
a wide

frontier; of c^mlJhity .,
tie-ups and'

attention-getters:^:7t
vI^a1ce'Believp

Ballroom,' 'Dance Parade' and 'Milk-
man's Matinee^ account for 14 Of the
24 daily hours: Kaleidoscopic, line-

up of remotes, sttints, ..novelties

range from high school radio clubs,

song pluggers open house, embar-
rassing moments, kitchen kapers to

such choice Americana as Junior
,. G-Men, consulting phycholOglst, and

interviews, with odd-job personages.
WNEW was pretty blah when it first

took to the air but after fumbling
around a long time it started cut
ting ice for itself in 1036. Now uh-

. : derstood to be a nice dividend pro
ducer.
Largely because it has been ha-

bitual to regard WOR (dating back
to 1922) as the premier indie station

of New York its assignment to fourth

position may be challenged. This
has been carefully checked. General
agency . opinion is that in special

events WOR is tops but in other
manifestations of showmanship the
station has been spotty and inclined,

to drift on the bars. Its principal

weakness as sized up by agency ob-

servers is In not developing more
programs and in inability to sell

more of those it has produced.
Man/ individual assets such as

• Martha Deane, Richard Blondell, Al-

fred: Walleristein, Nat Brusiloff, Ed
Fitzgerald^ Gabrlel.Heatter, Raymond
Gram: Swing seem to be offset by
the general uneven quality of pro-

gramming. Habit of rotating care-

lessly; thrown-together stuff in be-

tween item* of genuine merit, the

lack ota specific program policy and

the throwing away of some of its

assets (for , example, Dr. Charles

Courbbfav one of the World's greatest

classical organist*, is hidden at 0 *.m.

on a Sunday,mor^
iion gets littte.pf;the prestige value)

Reprints on Request

is ' showmanship survey is

separately reprinted annually
as a. unit.

ies in reasonable quanti-
ties supplied gratis on request
to stations, networks, agencies,

sponsors or anybody connected
with broadcasting business gen-

;
erally.

are considered in ranking WOR be-
low1 other stations in community
showmanship.
In terms of signal strength WOR

has lots of winning tricks. . Its engi-

neering dept. is generally regarded
as ; among' the best in broadcasting.
Sales promotion of station

4

keen
and full of ginger and ideas. Con-
stant barrage is kept up. JPublicity

is also constantly on toes going after

breaks and not expecting them to
come" about spontaneously. Streibert
on biz end, McCosker on political,

have made station lots of friends;

Programming * Where WOR, >is

thought, to have fallen short of its

possibilities and lagged behind the
local parade..

WNYC, owned"by the city of New
York, is included because of the
merit of its service although it is not
a commercial station. It is teamed
with WEVD, mouthpiece^of labor,

etc., in- ttetffth niche. WNYC is

held- dowii Ton budget, .obliged-by- of-
•flcial? to share -its best ideas with
anybody else that Wants, to hook in,

but still manages to attract some
favorable attention among those who
follow radio carefully: WEVD is also

handicapped financially and in other
ways but does a commendable job in

giving 'the other side* a chance.

1. J WTAH
IWGH

Norfolk's WTAR it flanked across
the bay by Newport News' WGH.
Both moderately <active.

:
WTAR has

the power advantage and a news-
paper affiliation. WGH is on its

own. Showmanship runs from oc-
casional waking spells to protracted
snoozes. Both stations seem to take
scanty advantage of nearby Virginia
Beach. Neither .does much to sell

the Ndrfolk market outside. WRVA,
Richmond, signal comes in lightly.

Plenty of ocean, marsh and forest

hems in this community.
'

OKLAHOMA CITY

3, fKFXfi
1KGFG
•
»•

. -WKY by a mile. Builds, programs,
spawns; ideas. - Stunts,' news/ sports,
vox pop. Elaborate equipment and
studios new in 1936. Active on all

fronts and out to get places.

Omaha

1. wow
2. son.
3. WAAW

Again the same lineup. City and
its stations pretty familiar to the
tirade, and outside opinions on the
situation dovetail. Everybody has
his share of the ordnance and makes
okay use of it.

PHILADELPHIA

1. WCATT

2. WIP
WPEN-WRAX

3. {WFIL
KYW

4. WHAT
5. iWDAS
IWTEL

One-two sequence is same as last

year but' recognition should be made
of WIP's consistently snappy inde-
pendent job.; Ben Oimbel-Al Cor-:

mier station is resourceful and
thinks 'em up and .carries 'em out
proliflcally. ;

!

Solid strength of WCAU makes It

pretty difficult for smaller station to
make dut a clear claim for No. 1.

WCAU v has been strengthened by
dropping KYW, a strange NBC bed-
fellow for the, CBS 50,000-watter.

Latter is now 1

on its. own with both
WCAU and KYW healthier for the
divorce. It was a marriage nobody
expected to last.

*

During 1036 WCAU increased its

local sustainers and withdrew time
commercially where and when de-
sirable. Has stressed educational
and agricultural group stuff and im-
proved facilities for visual audiences.
Copped a baseball prize awarded by
General Mills. WIP now has 64 oh
its payroll and 10 in house orchestra.

Has substantial sustaining budget
and goes after remotes, novelties,'

community attention-getters. Has'
barn, dance, community sing, re-

ciprocal publicity deal With dailies,

vox pop and an array of tie-ups.

WPEN-WRAX do an excellent and
sensible job catering frankly- and
solely to the foreign language ele-

ment. There are 368>625 foreign born
and 219,599 negroes .out of a popula-
tion of 1,359,833.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.

1. ETAK
2. KOT

As above and without comment.

1. WCAE
2. 5 WWSW

iKfty

3. 5WJAS
tKBKA

WCAE hangs onto its leadership

margin for a fourth lime. Hearst
airer upped its budget for local fare

in '36, and set the carbureter for.

more sports and news juice.

-

Ihdie WWSW, the Post-Gazette

property, is driving for mass appeal,

with lots of emphasis on sports and
remotes. Stays nlftily tied in the

NO, 2 slot with KQV, as in 1935.

Latter station is one Of' the two
firennen outlets (other is WJAS),
and, continues to mush through the

competition with local ' fare and
novelties on the ascendant
WJAS needs more showmanship

emphasis to assert itself clearly in

the Iron City situation. Hobbles
along pretty .weakly except for its

web affiliation, which is. relied upon
in lieu of showmanship,things/ Trade
experts not oyer, familiar with the.

outfit.

KDKA, a •veteran In the industry,

is ossified... Community life. appar-

ently is neglected for wire fodder

and . wattage. Has slipped since last

year once more, and agency men
have been outspoken On this situa-

tion,

PORTLAND, ORE.

1. E0IN
2. KGW
3. KEX
4. KALE
5. IKWJJ
VKXI

irst. four stations are mildly,

familiar to east, Portland active and
its .showmanship not inferior. KOIN
stress i^ews has censorship policies

under/ which loan 'sharks, under-
takers, painless tooth-blasters, laxa-

tives, etc., are forbidden. Rotates

its . Art Kirkham, who made, 100

whooperrupper addresses before

clubs in zone during 1936. KALE,
sister station, absorbed former KFJR
and now Has full time. Has ama-
teurs, community sings, theatre tie-

ins; sports, including hockey; gives

transcriptions right-of-way over pho-

nograph records. >

KGW-KEX are Oregonian owned
and very smart. Known to eastern

agencies somewhat. Latter, however,
tend to pick KOIN for first place.

Some local program creation and
mentality definitely to

showmanship.

PROVIDENCE

NO SELECTIONS

Always a slothful town in a show-
manship way, WPRO's promise of

Growth of Vox Pop Programs

Some notion Of the spread of 'inquiring reporter' and similar stunts
of a 'sidewalk interview' character (inclusive of lobby, theatre aisle,

.ditto variations) is gleaned frOirn the list of stations reporting such
activities during 1936. Here they are:

WGST, Atlanta

WKW, Akron
WEEI, Boston
KPMC, Bakersfield

WSGN, Birmingham
WCAO, Baltimore
WFBR, Baltimore
WBAL, Baltimore
WBEN, Buffalo
WMEX, Boston
WCPO, Cincinnati
WKRC, Cincinnati
WQAR, Cleveland
WHK,. Cleveland
WCOL, Columbus
WJJD, Chicago
WBT, Charlotte
WSOC, Charlotte
CKLW, Windsor
WJBK, Detroit
WWJ, Detroit

WSMK, Dayton
KSO, Des Moines
WOC; Davenport
KLZ, Denver
KRLD, Dallas
.WRR, Dallas
WOWO, Tt. Wayne

WTAQ, Greeil Bay
KTRH, Houston
WIRE, Indianapolis
WMBR, Jacksonville
WNOX, Khoxville
KXBY, Kansas City
KRLA, Little Rook
KARK, Little Rock
KFAB, Lincoln
WAVE, Louisville
WNBR, Memphis
WQAM, Miami
WIP, Philadelphia
WINS, New York
WORj New York
WMCA, New York
WHEC, Rochester
WTMV, East St. Louis
KQV, Pittsburgh
WWSW, Pittsburgh
WRVA, Richmond
KWG, Stockton
WORC, Worcester
WBRE, Wiikes-Barre
WBRY, Waterbury
WKY, Oklahoma City
KTBS, ShrevepOrt.
WOL, Washington

going places Under Cherry 8c Webb
needs more time to mature. Only
just joined Columbia. WEAN and
WJAR, latter one of veterans of

broadcasting . biz. scarcely bestir

themselves in showmanship from
one end- of year to other^

RICHMOND

1. S WEVA
IWMB&

2. WPHE
Richmond will shortly be the scene

of a hectic scrap for audiences.

WPHR, really
1

in Petersburg, will

move in. Newspaper outfit will get

a smallie, bringing the town's ether

count to four. Showmanship or

starvation is in the cards, for everyr

body;''

Past year has earned favorable re-

ports for WMRG which climbed into

a tie with Larus' WRVAr previously

inevitable winner. WMBG got a

smart addition to it's staff via Bob
Mitchell, one-time theatre and con-

cert organist (Capitol, N. Y.), later

salesman for WHN and Major Bowes
who was there at that time. Mit-

chell has gone in for swashbuckling
showmanship, stunts, remotes, sports;

and Civic fare—all with an eye . on
WRVA. Which is a compliment to

WRVA, but effectively a lever in

WMBG's bailiwick. On the basis

of this climb, conscientiously per-
formed, a tie is noted.

WRVA; unquestionably looks, over
the terrain with quiet dignity, which:
it. tries to reflect in prestige plugs
for the community. Has. originated
some programs of real merit, and
sticks closely to civic affairs. Barron
Howard known well to the trade.

WPHR, the Petersburg outfit due
for a move directly into the city^

has not given any particular account
of itself.

tie-ins. KDYL leanB more toward
novelty and sttinty stuff, but puts
up a good stiff scrap and is so rec-
ognized.
While not pertinent particularly

to commercial showmanship KSL
gets .credit for suave production' on
Mormon church short-wave pro-
grams.

SAN ANTONIO

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

1. WHAM
2. WHEC
3. WSAY

WHAM . produces considerable
number of programs, has ^the class,
maintains standards. 1936 in-
creased talent budget, created more
programs (one fed on special loop to
Buffalo, Syracuse, Utica and Al-
bany). Has U.P., lots of hews and
sports and high-grade

{
muslc.

Leadership in showmanship for
1938 without dissent.

SALT LAKE CITY

1. KSL
2. KDYL.

Both stations recognized in the
east by time buyers, bespeaking their
activity and horn-tooting. KSL has
slight edge via fairly active program
production ajhd a sheaf of glib civic

1. WOAI
2. 5 K0N0

iKABd
3. KTSA
4. KHAC

WOAI has the edge again. Pfews
and sports are its fortes, and a
weather eye is peeled for the sur-
rounding farm element.
KONO and KABC, both indies,

distinguish themselves by ducking
under WOAI's wattage into the for-
eign language, sports and topical
field.

KTSA, acquired by Hearst during
the past year, is a potential comer,
but changeovers, etc., have left it

mum. Agency men accord it better
chances for 1937.

KMAC is just there, that's all

SAN DIEGO, CAl.

1. KGB
2. KFSD

Has to meet cheap rate cards of
Mexican stations. Not much to re-
port- in showmanshi way—agai
the Californi verdict—but KFSD
has an edge.

SAN FRANCISCO

" NO SELECTIONS

When Vahietv asked some trade
experts about this metropolitan cen-
ter of 700,000 and more population,
the boys said, they preferred to dis-
cuss the radio situation in Oshkosh:
When the questionnaires were taken

.

out of the ice box, Only KRE (Berk-
eley). KROW (Oakland), and KGO
and KPO had bothered to answer.
The

.
two suburban stations listed a

flock of tie-ins> stunts, programs,
etc., while KGO and KPO honestly
admitted they were largely NBC
wire airers without much, of
chance to do community showman-
ship. Sole conclusion to ..be derived
from this state of affairs is that
seven out of 11 stations in the area
believe in provincialism, and have
practiced their doctrines so Vstrictly

that the eastern - agency boys are
guessing.

That certain realignments in web
stations have taken place in San
Francisco, as in other .

Californi

localities, is undoubtedly a cOnti
gency that rates as Something of an
excuse. But only 'something of an
exouse,' In the face of a geographi-
cal barrier to the edst, California,
the home territory Of filmdoni an

(Continued bfl page 85)
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other high priests of showmanship,

has seen fit to let the geographical

barrier become a mental one, with
regard to radio. Community show-
manship, and playing frog entirely

in one pond, is okay, but not when
'that pond might as well be on Mars.

Without lowering ttJe guard and
venturing prophecy of too rigid

dimensions, it might be remarked
that isolation at best a short-

sighted policy. And showmanship,
no matter how good or hefty at the

start, is bound to go stale in circum-

stances conducive to in-breeding.

Los Angeles radio last year was
headed in that direction. And that

goes for the Golden Gate premises

in equal measure.

. By comparison; such localities as

Seattle, Spokane and Portland, far

removed from the glamour terrain

of California and up in the pine and
apple country; do a much sounder

job. They have reps selling their

stations in the east; keep, in touch

With all parts of the U. S., and know
how to spell New York on an en-r

•velope.

1. E0M0
2. KIR
3. KJBO
4. KOI

KESG
KVL
TTYA

5.

Plenty of stations this city of

375,000. KbMO has commanded
agency attention, with KJR oh its

heels. Rest are: more or less on the

tail end of the wagon, distinctive

features being a blur in the experts'

recollection.

SHENANDOAH, IA.

1. KFNF
2. KMA

Strictly farm in both cases,

Agencies give the nod to KFNF al-

though KMA not far behind. KFNBF
.eliminated phonograph records.

News, weather, hogs, stock and pit

prices—anything the farmers are in-

terested in. Swedish, Danish, Ger-
man programs for tillers of those

extractions.

SHREVEPORT, LA.

1. JKWKH
1KTBS

2. XRMD
Stunty town but two stations un-

der one ownership. Less active in

1936 than in previous, semesters.

SOUTH BEND, IND.

NO SELECTIONS

irst time this town's included;

and the answer is .'so what?? WFAM
and WSBT both owned by the Trib.

Stations from surrounding metropoli

claim they can get into South Bend
<like a can opener into a .

tin of sar*

dines, but so far WFAM and WSBT
haven't knocked the chip off any-

body's shoulder.

SPOKANE

2.

KFPY
KHft

3. S KFIC
1KGA

Keen rivalry in Spokane between
KFPY and KHQ. Symons, prominent
in broadcasting as whole, is topper,

for showmanship. Regarded as do-

ing- good all-round ..community job.

Tries to keep station, before atten-

tion of easterners^

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

NO SELECTIONS

This is the town chat never writes
in until after the ratings are. printed;

And then forgets all about the sub-

ject until the next year. Neither
WCBS nor WTAX answered the
questionnaire in this instance and
neither is on record with any of the
eastern agencies ' consulted as ever
identifying themselves or their mar-
ket,

1; WMAS
2. WSjR

.Leaving WBZA, team-mate . of
WBZ, . Boston, out of the picture,
Springfield is summed up vaguely
as. above. Reputations do not. perco-
late beyond the immediate environs
of the market.

SPRINGFIELD, MO.

NO SELECTIONS

KGBX and KWTO are the sta-

tions. Neither the market nor .its

exploiters have left any decisive, im-
pressions on agency minds.

1. KMOX
2. KSD
3. WTMV
4. J KWK

IWIL
Jim Shouse and is CBS-owned

KMOX take, the .bacon home handily.

This in face of Web ownership,

and the supplymg : wire
fodder for the southwest end of the

hookup. KMOX has ilt up a

roster of personalities that means
something, in addition to which it

identifies, itself with pride.

Puffs the Blues city Via a web pro-

gram on Sundays. That's smart.

Some of the boys currently cutting
put niches for themselves include:
France Laux, sportscaster; Eddie
Duristedter, orgahisMeader; Al Roth
and Ben Feld with their orchestra;
Harry W. Flannery, newscaster.
Special events and remotes are fully
utilized, and the rural listeners get
their share •, of hillbilly twanging,
farm prices, barnyard follies, and
how to cure chicken lice.

KSD, set down for No. 2, is the
Post-Dispatch adjunct, It hammers
news and public events, plus build-
ing a number; of local shows.

Across the creek, in East St. Louis,
111., is. WTMV, allotted third place.
It's got 100-watts, and the news-
papers throw its blurbs into the
wastebasket. Which isn't so hot
When you're trying hard, as WTMV
apparently is. Recognition is here
accorded a set of adverse circum-
stances, which the station is trying
to upset with the tools its limited
budget and wattage allow. Aims at

the middle classes, tries to put 'pro-

duction' into its wax-built stanzas,

has some foreign language stuff, and
optimistically maintains a publicity

department. A pat on the back is

in order, all things considered.

KWK and WIL didn't answer the
questionnaire. • Agency experts 'had
'em slated", for various positions up
and down the list; but the. addition,

by arid large, comes' out to fourth
place.: More showmanship should be
forthcoming from airers endowed
with this duo's resources. And that

goes especially for KWK with its

potential power, fiscal arid electrical.

1. KWG
2. KGDM

KWG takes the. of laurel

here oh the basis of a few peeps of

showmanship harmonics. A little

is a lot out where radio's 'lost hori-

zon' begins. More or less one. of,

those unknown markets that eastern,

agencies get confused, ith Straw-
berry Point, Idaho. These California

communities live unto themselves,

and it's a cinch they're not. worrying
about what anybody thinks of their

showmanship which, as delicately

suggested under the Los Angeles and
San Francisco 'comment, is inclined

to salute, the nostrils.

Itemized below are some of the

stations that reported regular broad-

casts from police courts during 1936.

Majority of broadcasts occurred in

mornings and were limited to traf-

fic cases with the 'safety propaganda'

angle the. reason and the excuse.

Such broadcasts are frequently

frowned upon lawyers and bar

associations.

Stations, with court room privileges
include:
WJW, Akron.
WCOP, Cincinnati.

WCOL, WBNS, Columbus.
WBBM, Chicago.
WIND, Gary; ,

WJR, Detroit.

WHIO, Dayton.
KRNT, Des Moi
KLZ, Denver.
KRLD, Dallas.

WATL, Atlanta.
KTRH, Houston.
KMBR, Jacksonville.
KCKN, Kansas City.
KARK, Little Rock.
KFOR, Little Rock.
WQAM, Miami.
WCAE, Pittsburgh.
KVOA, Tucson.
WTAR, Norfolk.

SYRACUSE

1. WSYR
2. WFBL

Harry Wilder's WSYR trebled sus-
taining allowance: Hired layman on
rotating- system (and for cash) to
give station benefit of outside view-
point programs and policies.
Sports, is conspicuous element;, of
diet. Attracted attention with a ban-
quet to its advertisers marked by
complete freedom from speeches.
Stirred up things on its power boost.
In general seemed to have the edge
on WFBL, although latter is alert
and has done some showmanly
things, too.

TACOMA

1. KVI
2. KMO

Not too much detail available, but
KVI has at least kept ihe brass plate
polished. Circularizes the east.

TUCSON, ARIZ.

1. KVOA
2. KGAR

King Whyte's KVOA maintains
first position.

TULSA, OKLA.

3 PERFORMANCES NIGHTLY

1. SKTTJL
IKV00

Tulsa has , some high income
groups, but the stations haven't ap-
praised agencies of their full story'

as yet.
.
Lbbks like the -community

angles will have to be reflected in

the national mirror for complete
realization of this market.

Contenders are pretty evenly
matched, KTTJL has added a full-

time production department and
gone, in for- some program building,

while KVOO upped its . staff, cut
down on NBC wire fodder, arid uri-

limbered the local feedbag. Activity
looks to be on a decent plane, but
more back-patting outside of Tulsa
seems necessary.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

1. WJSV
2. j WMAL
IWBC

3. WOL
Columbi more active com-

munity station...NBC's paid do nice

job, however. Not the walk-awa
:

y
for WJSV it. was a couple of years
ago. WOL has become the prize in;

a series of political, manipulations
and has lost some of its standing in

'Lone Ranger' Repeats Twice
West Coast Stations

-Adds

Detroit, Feb. 9.

Six more stations will be added
to the' chain airing WXYZ's Lone
Ranger' serial Monday (15) when
remainder of Don Lee web On Pa-
cific Coast joins indie hpokup. Total

number of outlets for Western drama
will then be 21, including ten : on
the Coast and 11 in the eastern part

of the country.
'Ranger* expanded 18 to four

Southern California outlets of the

Lee web. H. Allen Campbell,
WXYZ's g.m., last week signed up
the entire Lee network.
Addition of the six hothern sta-

tions of the Lee web also gives the
program three sponsors,, ail bread
makers. In the eastern half of the

country it!s backed by the Gordon
Baking Co., which has been footing

bill for past three years Over WOR,
Newark, WGN, Chicago, WSPD,
Toledo, WXYZ, Detroit, and latterTs

state web of eight stations. Gordon
doesn't, cover western markets, so
the- Western Bakeries were lined up'

for the Coast portion of program
when it expanded Jan. 18. Latter
bakery doesn't cover northern Pa-
cific territory, so Kilpatrick Bakeries
were signatured for that -part of

broadcast. ,
' V .

Present, setup necessitates three
dramatizations nightly of the thrice-

weekly serial, written by Fran
Striker and acted by WXYZ Studio
Players, under supervision of James
Jewell. First broadcast, from 7:30

to 8 pirn., EST, will go but over
WOR, WSPD, WXYZ and its .state

web. Second, at 8:30 p.m., EST, wJ.ll

go to WGN, and the third, at 10:30,

EST, to the Lee web;
Commercials for west coast broad-

cast will, come from Los .Angeles,
ork at this end providing the: cue.

Spielers Torn Writers
Hartford, Feb. 9.

WDRC adds anriouncer Ray Bar-
rett, formerly of WBNX, New York.
Will also write continuity. Gilbert
Bayek is also hew addition to the
staff.

"'

Announcer Harvey Olson has been
taken off some of the programs to

devote more time to continuity writ-
ing.

•'

showmanship during the scrub work-
out.
.. Overlapping of network-national
eapitol stuff and staffs with purely
community aspects makes Washing-
ton an equation hot duplicated any-
where else. NBC struts itself suavely
in the diplomatic relations.

WATERBURY, CONN.

1. WBRY
2. WATE

Wide margin for WBRY (formerly
W1XBS). Its a hustling outfit. Has
barn dance, live talent Italian pro-

grams, amateurs, theatre tie-ins, re-

ligious forum, plenty of stunts, vox
pop, Yale student news and other
university activities.

WMES-BARRE, PA.

1. WBRE
2. WBAX

No change since last time. WBRE
edges into cornmunity characteristics

fairly well.

, DEL

NO SELECTIONS

Showmanships—WDBL and WILM
—there isn't enough to fill out a full

paragraph.

WORCESTER, MASS.

1. W0RC
2. WTAG

Same as last tally. A town of
meagre showmanship activity. WORC
increased mike staff and strived to
remind its listeners at station breaks
of ;choice items to come. TransradiO
and Thesaurus. Sports emphasis and
man on street. Even some hillbilly.

Ties in with Holy Cross College
for debate. French, Jewish a;nd Swed-
ish programs. Easily the . showman-:
ship, leader.

U. S. A. SETS DP

Washington, Feb.
Establishment of ah Educational

Radio Script Exchange, through
which broadcasters will be able to
get scripts, 'especially appropriate
for educational broadcasting,' was
announced last week by the U. S.
Office of Education.

Stepping up its campaign to bring
learning to radio listeners, Govern-
ment education

:
agency dispatched

catalogs listing 53 of it$ offerings" to
5,000 customers, including' broadr
casting, transmitters,- .high : schools
and colleges, CGC; camps and civic
organizations; interested in the sub-
ject, of educational broadcasting;
Other persons desiring catalog
may get one by writing the Office"
of ; Education, U. S. Department of
the Interior, at Washington,' officials

explained.
;

A radio Production Manual arid
Glossary of Radio Terms will sup-l
plemeht the scripts; the Education
Office announced,.-. Manual covers
problems met with . In producing
fadiof programs, While ; glossary
translates radio lingo into English.

Reporting unexpected, success with
its experiments last summer^ . when
a series of six. scripts, 'Interviews
with the Past,* was picked up by
more than 500 differehty broadcast
groups /interested in the educational
angle, the Education office said that
chats covering a wide range of sub-
jects were being offered in the pres^
ent catalog. Broadcasters may find
bits on; history, biography, geo*-*
graphy, music appreciation and
natural; science in the new batch.

More than 600 . additional scripts

have been procured by the hew
Script Exchange, through the coop*
eration of groups throughout the
country producing educational pro-
grams, officials said, some of which
are being brushed up by expert
writers on the staff of the -Educa?
tional Radio Project. Single copies
of any of the completed scripts will
be sent cuff0 to broadcasters who
will them on non-commercial
programs, to individuals wanting
them for 'mock broadcasts' over
loudspeaker systems, or for other
educational purposes.

KFAB BACK IN DENIM;

HIGH-BROW NO DICE

Omaha, Feb.
Coming to the conclusion after all

these years that the cornbelt is just
that, KFAB, with studios here and
in Lincoln, is going to revert to a
farm type station and deliver the
'corn' yia the dial. KFAB, attempt-
ing for many years to give the air
symphony orks, sopranos, high-hit-
ting tenors, intellectual speakers, etc.,

will replace with fiddlers, cowboy
yodelers, expand the cake recipe
times, etc.

Decision was said to have been
reached by officials here after noting
the marked success of the other two
stations in pandering to the ag tastes
of the predominant population in the
area.

Govt Own Air Studio

Washington, Feb. 9.

Construction of first Federal broad-
casting studio Will start in immedi-
ate . future after : occupancy of the
new $13,000,000 Interior Department
takes place.

'

With huge structure, ready for use,-

officials are: putting finishing touches
on . specifications for

.
pent-house

which will be the initial attempt to

provide centralized : location for

presentation of scores of current
government programs. Two studios
are projected, One for dramatizations!

and a small room for individual

speakers.

United Press tap into newsroom,
of WLW and WSAI this week, sup-
plementing INS service. Stations

discontinued Press Radio feeds
couple of months si
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IRVING BERLIN NIGHT ON HOL-
LYWOOD HOTEL

With Eddie Cantor, Fred. MacMur-
ray, Louella Parsons, Dick Powell,
Madeleine Carroll, Alice Faye,
Billy Gilbert, Raymond Paige
Orcli.

60 Mins,
CAMPBELL SOUP
Friday, 9 p.m. EST.
WABC, New York

' (F. Wallts Armstrong)
First half with Irving Berli and

his songs was a. wow. A graceful
gesture . to ..'.' a composer, a iffy
publicity build-up for his latest pic-
ture, a fast-moving sample of radio
production. By contrast, .the; "last
half was a let-down. In. was mostly,
dialog /excerpted from the picture,
'On the Avenue,' and gave the
listener a hazy conception of what it

was all about. Nice question t>f

whether it would whet or dull ah
appetite to see the film.

. Notably the
.listener was not quite set clear on
wflbm to like and whom riot to like,
who was sincere-and who wasn't. A
seriously-developed

. comedy sit-
uation Was thereafter rendered blah
by the smartaleckry in the ham-
burger stand, etc. Just another ex-
ample that what's okay with visuali-
zation may sound pretty silly and
unconvincing when limited to the

Dick Powell, Madeleine Carroll,
Alice -Faye and Billy Gilbert from
the picture repeated- the excerpts.
Not their fault. Nor particularly a
fault of direction. That was work-
manli But the material wasn't
quite suited to radi

'Hotel' now has'Fred MacMurray as
in c. and he is. doing a very likable
job. .Clear; light but not wisecracky,
ingratiating his presence helps the

4

show.. Miss Parsons is the hostess,
the gal who fetches 'em for the
sponsor. She, is . wisely generous
with;

:
expressions :bf thariksv- tb all

concerned, . including studio •••••execs.
Her own conduct before - the. mike
as much better than when, she .was
newer and less secure. Handles her-
self nicely. Her squarer on PoWell's
behalt in giving Jack. Warner a:
mention was effective:

S Eddie' Cantor; who is on a veritable
tnerry-go-rouiid of . all the cdmirier-
iaj ^r98rams, did.his bit fop Berlin

and good old F. Wallis Armstrong.
.-..A* usual, Eddie is slick in merging
.
a

.
touch of seritinient with gagging.

^Ahd,
;
n$yer-faflingly, he cleverly

P?-seeds; in that plug for Texaco. Can-
; tor has been conducting a suave cam-
paign of reciprocal tie-ups and -
-changes, making something of a
science of his travels around the
kdocycles. With the proteges he has
brought^to prominence, he manages

entertainer, impresario, mari of
affairs and American showman de

;. luxe; to keep, himself constantly arid
favorably irt the public eye."

v; SriUp commercials nicely handled.
Purists might object to the slurring
of the word Vegetable:'. Land.

COHAN and! HARRIS REUNION
With George *M. Cohans Sana H. Har-

ris, John B. Kennedy, H. Leopold
Spitalny- Ore

Variety-Testimonial Show
30 Mlns., Sunday, 8 p. m.
WJZ-NBC, New- York
Radio programs of this calibre

have something or other to do with
a recent inclination in these; United
States about honoring the living, and
not waiting Until top •.late.' • That's,
why,

; perhaps, a testimonial pro-
gram, of this type—almost a com-
mercial plug for Cohan & Harris*
forthcoming 'Fulton pf Oak Falls,'
opening tonight (Wednesday) oh
Broadway—is broadly put under the
head of; sustaining, or institutional
programing by NBC. Technically,

|k its a dandy trailer and trail-blazerM for George M. Cohan and Sam H.H Harris' reunion
, as impresarios, re-V establishing, a time-honored tradi-

\ tion in the American theatre.
Deftly, paced by John B. Kennedy,

and suavely scripted by Wade Ar-
nold, the latter—as one writer to
another—makes Incidental curtsy to
Parker Fehneily, NBC character ac-
tor in the current -serial 'Snow Vil
lage Sketches,' as. 6ne of the co
dramatists of the Cohan play.

With the H. Leopold Spitalny or-
chestra and vocalists for background,
the rich arid fertile cavalcade of
Cohan songs was suavely medleyed,
Without overemphasis and with
proper pace; In between aire: brief
dialog sequences between' a pseudo
Cohan and a pseudo-Harris—in .their
4 Cohans and Terry McGovern man-
agerial days—who plant how C&H
first came into partnership arid main-
tined that from 1904 until 1919 (the
Equity strike) with nothing but a
handshake between them to. bind the

^ bargain.
Cohan and Harris come into the

v scene-' about: midsection with, Cohan,
.
naturally,: monopolizing the gab as

"he reprises his theatrical back-
ground; his favorite songs, etc. 'Mary
Is a Grand Old Name' and 'So Long..
Mary-/ 'were his personal Choices) and

* he sang a snatch of another.
Kennedy called him the greatest

living .American; ;
nicely paced the

entire -proceedings to cram a life-

time *>f color arid theatrical achiever
ment : into a too brief period, and
altogether NBC dished up art effec-

tive review of a twosome whose
yesteryears tradition may be a bit

obscure to ^$mo< who kriow
from ;n6thinr *at*^r1cyaikakaff and
Baron Munchausen. Abel.

DAVID AND GOLIATH'
With Bert Swor, Lou Lubin
Comedy
5 Mins,
RCA
Sunday,% p. nr.

WJZ, New York
(Lord & Thomas)

It apparently takes a fancy tag for

a blackface team to get attention in

radi .' Listeners -most likely have,

been conditioned in that direction by
Amos ,'n' Andy, Pick and Pat and
other like mike dialecticians.

Bert Swor and Lou Liibin, each
with a long minstrel and vaude
background, have, been trying to

make a dent in the kilocycles for

some time, but the going was tough
until they took on the billing of

David , and Goliath and appeared
with NBC's WPA show; "Parade
of Professionals.' Listeners and
the trade started talking about the
team, and RCA's make the first com-
mercial date for Swor and Lubin
under their new moniker.

It's the same old. act for either
party; Swor does the straight and
the -undersized Lubin still quails and
stutters. Their material isn't the stuff

that makes stuff or nonsense when
on paper. It all depends on the de-
livery. They take their cue from
current political issues and confound
the listener with heated, arguments
that contain nothing but . strings of
disjointed, incoherent monosyllables'
and malapropisms: It all stacks up
as something different for radio, and
the chances are that. the. pair could
click in a fashion for a While. With
some really , funriy material to go
with their style, the charices would
be considerably enhanced arid length-
ened.,-

••'

Swor once worked, as part of the
Mack' and Moran act, while . Lubiri
has held several vaude partnerships.

Odec..

Guy Lombardo's winning for sixth
time of N. Y. World-Telegram poll
was heavily plugged in continuity on
Bond Bread, Sunday (7). Bread
pointed out that Lbmbardo had been
leading for. six years and Bond had
been pace-setting the.: roasted dough
field for 20 years. As a further
emphasis, the program consisted of
'the , favorite tunes of the radio edi-
tors of the United States.'

Reginald Gardiner, as gue'stee of
the Sealtest- show over NBC Satur-
day night (6) repeated the same rou-
tine that he. had done for RCA the
previous Sunday matinee (31). Repe-
tition indicated , one of two ' things;
either the . English comic is a one-
routiner, or J, Walter Thompson,
agency on the Sealtest account*. Was
of the. opinion that the. sarnie kit Of
oral, sound-effects was. worthy of a
quick, repeat. Routine is

v
in line with

Gardiner's fantastic but polite sense
of humor and has him imitating, the
curious rhythmic effect produced by
a speeding train as it passes over, the
rails; the sounds encountered in rail-
road tunnels, etc.

'

Same show, which showed;,
siderable . degree . of perking up. as
compared to previous, installments,:
also had Lauritz Melchoir,

.
Danish:

tenor* doing a guestee. His was' the'

outstanding item of - the' hour. Tom:
HoWafd and George -$helton were on
again With

. their, aimless bickering.
Donald Dickson, barytonic standby,
showed iricreasing promise, . Stan
Shaw proved a finer exponent of
good diction than a: click personality
in pursuing his m. c. role, while Rob-
ert Enrimett Dolan (formerly Bobby
Dolan ) : accounted for some sWell or-
chestral interludes. The program
was> well routined. •

•HELP iTHY NEIGHBOR'
With Hal Styles
Job' Finding
30 Mbu.
Sun.* $:30 p.m.
GORDON- CREDIT HOUSE
KHJ; £os Angeles

(Milton Weinberg Aoencw)

;

That groping around for soriiething

new and different has brought forth-

a -program here that may get a gen-
erous carborting. Those who dial it

will sit back and:

sentimentally
drink it in. Everyone should like

to hear a jobless worker hop back
on> someone's payroll. That's human
nature and this program' appeals to

the human instincts.

Idea is to have a half dozen or
more unemployed submit • to inter-
views on their qualifications. Hal
Styles, long a special events man:
at KMTR. conducts the proceedings
along^ sober, sombre liries and at his
"side lias a 'Miss Cordial' at the phorie
receiving incoming

1

, calls, from pros-
pective employers. On first broad-
cast Styles brought five;persons to

the mike arid..- before- the signoff
three calls came in offering jobs.
In

.

drawing out' ...their . pedigree
Styles quizzes .the. applicants, on past
experience, why they left their last
job and how. much- salary they ex-
pected^ It would ' have added a
shoWmanly touch if the phone con-
versation was amplified instead of
being faintly heard in the back-
grounds ' Among, those seeking em-
ployment, by

,
the : radio route were

a former mayor, a onetime personal
orderly to President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, a,, woman with a univer-
sity degree who sought to qualify as
a receptionist,; and an Englishman'
who spent '30 years as a steward on
ocean liners..

Program may draw a squawk from
the employment agencies, who get.
one-third of first month's salary for
those they spot on jobs. No obliga-
tion is incurred by those who land
positions, the station even absorbing
the charge on reverse calls from out
of town. If .the show wins wide-
spread favor there's the possibility
that a political protest may be regis-
tered.

Styles handles the program
adeptly and never tries to take ad-
vantage of his subject's misfortune.
He works without script arid keeps
things moving. Credit house. Which
is bankrolling for 26 Weeks, lays off1

the plug; until the finish when Styles
goes into the personality of the firm's
head and what a great guy he is to
do business with. It was a sock com-
mercial and yet Styles didn't have
to go overboard on the sales angle,
Piece opens and signs, off with a

soloist
. chahting .^Love Thy Neigh-

bor,' substituting 'help' for 'love.'
An interesting

. experiment that has
the- trade; talking. Helm.

GEORGE DORN
With Benny Kyie's
Charles Woods

Music, Songs
IS Mins.
ANNIS FURS
Sunday, 6 p.m.
WXYZ, Detroit

George born, who coupla years
ago won the local Kate Smith ama-
teur contest, turns in some nifty
Warbling on this new program,
whose subtitle is 'Songs of Yester-
day.' With -Benny Kyte's band and
some neat philosophical-poetry by
Charles Woods, this show fills a nice
spot on the early,Sunday eve card.
In keeping, with theme of prog,

commercial is choice - and ' shtotr ' •

Pete.

Eddie Cantor, who , has launched
quite a large number of now promi-.
nent personalities to radio,..bowed iri

Harry Savoy on his program Sunday-
(7). And Savoy ought to go places.
Hands, out a different, type of double-
talk; from any thus far used on the
air with an expression ('I'll give you
a; hit on the head') Which might well
catch on.
Whether it Would get rapidly tire-

some, or whether 'Savoy has suffi-

cient change of, pace to stay on the
air, of course, depends bufhis happy
vaude background -would .seem to
take^ care of this. Cantor, inciden-
tally, could stretch kindness (if that
is the word) a bit by giving his va-
rious people billing. No way of
knowing that it was Savoy, or who-
ever, except to those' in the trade
who recognized some of the phrase-
ology. . In the. past Cantor has been
accused of .'over-billing 'his. aides
(Pairkyakas), Rubinoff, Wallirigton,
Bobby Breen, Dearina, Durbin, even
urito the degree of making himself a
straight mari for them.

~

'Moments .You Never Forget,' wax
stanzas,- sponsored by Lariis (Edge-
worth, Domino ) through Marschalk
& Pratt* are currently Working
around to a believe-it-or-not eerie
tingei Didn't do it via dramatiza-
tions oh the' latest sample, however
(ft). .Instead, a narrator < tells the
yarn. Could probably be niore effec-
tive if dramatized, but the narrator's
voice

:
in' this instance was good, and

the subsidiary music, male chorus,
and orchestra stacked up as divert-
ing.'' .

'-. Story concerned the bad luck that
trailed everybody having anything to
do with an- Egyptian mummy case;
Story is. said to be backed Up by re-
liable documentation. In that case
Larus might well turn these Who-
dunits into a contest, with prizes to
those able to send, in a reasonable
solution. Dramatization in . such an
event, of course, necessary. Stanza
currently also has a place for letters
from listeners, recounting hard-to-
believe experiences.

'BORDER VARIETIES'
With Joe Gentile; Trudy Little, Bill

Lewis* Augie Rose, Rick Roberts'
Orchestra

Variety
30 Mins,
Monday, 8:30-9 p.m.
CKLW, Detroit
One of .a new series of programs

CKLW is producing for Mutual, this
half-hour show . lacks only a visual
audience to put it over. ' And since
that's impossible with station's pres-
ent studios; show has at least one
strike on it already.

Otherwise, there's plenty to get
excited about, particularly Joe Gen-
tile; who not only m.C.'s but does
about everything else. 11. swell,
too.
Show runs smoothly' and swiftly,

and embodies plenty Of originality
despite coupla takeoffs from otjier

variety programs. Its chief forte,

besides: Gentile, are several 'minute
dramas' and screwy Chatter. Gaes
are plentiful arid :

;
meritorious, -but

don't click as they should because
there's no audience. It's pretty
tough for artists to pull a good one
arid then have to guffaw so listeners
Will do likewise.
Trudy Little contributes

.
nop

tune in 'nice contralto; Bill Lewis is

a good tenor; the "'Rover Boyis' pull
a. nifty .detective melodrama, and
coupla. novelty stunts are offered by
ork members. Rick Roberts' ork.
ordinarily dishes,out good tunes, but
on - show caught syncopation wasn't
there, Pete.

RICHARD HIMBER ORCHESTRA
With Stuart Allen, Goge DeLys, Fred
utui

Mu9ic, Songs
30 Mins.
HOLLAND HOUSE
Friday, 8 p.m.
WOR, New York

(U. S* Advertising)
Eppens Smith Co. is ballyhooing Its

glass jar-packed Coffee With a Fri-
day half-hour using Dick Himber. It

is good entertainment throughout.
Lush orchestrating and dansapation
is nicely paced by Stuart Alien and
Gogo DeLys, both experienced radio
-birdies,.

.

Fred Uttal holds the commercial
stuff to a restrained tone that will be
welcome. Show is opposite .Cities

Service On NBC, but is strong eriough
to get its share. It should do a job
for the packer. Arid it's a strength-
ener for the WOR program schedule.

; Sponsor carried spotlight ads ori
Opener. Lotid.

'SPECIAL EDITION'
With Gabriel Hestter, Fannie -FUb-

- water, Arthur Frank Psyne^ Janet
Howell ,

30 1 Mins.

.

BORDEN'S
Friday, 230 p.m.
WEAF, New York

(J. P, Muller)
Once a week for a -half, hour; on

Friday early .afternoons, : Borden's
puts on a big radio build-up for its

throw-away newspaper distributed to
customers

. by the delivery men/ . J.
P. .Muller agericy got the radio ac-
coutit in competitive auditions.' Oh
air several weeks When reviewed.
Production formula

: is heavy ih
sound effects but light on music. And
altogether too much talk. . It's ter-
rifically conversational, .and before,
the half hour is, up the result must
fray even very patient, ears,, Qn pa-^

Per it's a food daytime arrangemerit.
Probably the audition was a wow. It
has four speakers, all of whom are
okay. . But music and lighter pass-
ages, 'a yariaticn of tempo and oc-
casionally in the manner of presen-
tation seems constructive criticism:

.

Allowance may be made for the:
fact that the show directs itself en-
tirety and solely, to women—being
so announced at the - very outset—
and fr^m this it may be argued that
flaws that strike masculine, listeners
may not ; -be -so sericus for the audi-
ence involved,.However, there seems
rio particular raason for setting- off
women's ;: programs as irhinune frorii

the standards of judgment applied
generally..

'Special Edition' refers in title to
the' Bdrden doorstep; newspaper.
(Latter is a fair printing job; loaded
With a lot of -reading material that
should get some attention from
kitchen queens between . chores). It

keeps rip throughout • the motif of a
sheet getting : ready . to go to. press.
Opens and closes a la Grand Hotel
with telephone Operator plugging: in :

and out on calls and setting the
scene,, stressing the commercials,
etc. Also a giggle or two.
A gruff editor, a blundering copy

boy/and then,, each in turn, the four
feature writers, Heatter, Fitzwater,
Payne and Howell, who dish out for
the radio listeners in the guise of a'

verbal report , to their boss. There's
sound effects of press rolling, office
Clatter and when each feature writer,
enters'/, editorial sarictum, the door
Slams ostentatiously.
Heatter talks generally of news;

Miss Fitzwater purrs about milady's
suits and frills and mentions Mar-
lene Dietrich every few breaths.
Payne reads the headlines and draws
psychological deductions. * He spieled
When heard on the difficulty of job-
finding for; youngsters and the de-
pressions of adolescents. Probably
helpful stuff for distressed parents
From Hollywood—by the switch-
board arrangement—is supposed to
come Janet Howell's film- star gush.
This young woman lays it on thick;
But, as -tjhat'?, the way the fans like
it and as Hollywood curiosity is com-
monly accounted a sales angle that's
surefire, she fits okay.
Program's, requirements for. im-

provement—and it. needs improve-
ment— are matters of . editing, -

hearsal. direction. Solid stretches of
gab should be broken up. Might
even help to have the specialties of
the four speaker? Written in dialog
pr .semj-dialofi instead of the straight
monoldgs now floated the kilo-
cycles. Land.

YALE NEWS TALKING REPORTER
.5 .Mins;
Sustaining
Dally, 6:55 p.m; .

WBRY, New Haven
What is probably the- of its

kind to hit the air lanes is a Mon-
day^through-Friday prograin pjt on
by members of the staff of Yale
News. It's a sustainer over WBRY
and confines itself almost exclusively
to local campus items. Material is

gathered by News legmen, and edited
and broadcast by Richard L. Morris,
Jr., and Ted Beal, studes, who alter-
nate at mike.

; ,

On two programs Caught, tendency
was to elaborate on unimportant de-
tails, thus reducing the number of
items that might be crowded into the
brief period. Beal,. at mike both
times, fumbled a few phrases but has
a pleasing, voice.
, As a checker, paper offers a week's
subscription to anyorie Writing in
comment on air program. Tirst try
brought a number of responses from
sources outside of campus. Bone.

LEO REISMAN ORCHESTRA
With Eve Syminpton, Ray Heather-

ton, Fred Uttal
30 Mins.
SCHAEFER BEER
Sunday, 9 p.m.
WOR, New York

(B.B.D. & Q.)
During; the past week, tationWOR has acquired two crack dance

bands, Dick Himber and Leo Reis-
man, Brooklyn brewer is the bank-
roller for. Reisman arid cohorts
Sunday nights at'9 p.m. is the hour! .

.Reisirian's music is richly Varied
,

full-bodied, snappy. In fact, he be-
longs to the small galaxy of the dance
toppers. So that part of Schaefer
program is aces; Less effective is
the production motif, the tie-to-
gether

.
chatter. That's a trifle blah;

Nothing, however, that cannot be
more or less easily fixed.

Eve Symington is a . socialite
songstress current at the Waldorf-
Astori . She sings very deep regis-
ter for a woman and with indifferent
diction for radio.- It did not appear
•frorn the first broadcast that she
helped the program. Rather she
tended to slow it down. Of course
there may be angles. .Seems that- the
suds Wants an aristocratic atmos-
phere. Mentidhs the Waldorf-As-
toria with emphasis and is evi-
dently out to plant deep the idea
that this brew is the^mode, ' smart
places. Which probably wouldn't
start a quarrel even though Ordinar-
ily beer and: champagne: environ-
ments are- riot deemed congental
mates. Miss Symington is quite a
nitery draw. She's the daughter of
Senator Wadsworth\ alnd is in the
four-figure class in the smart bbites.
She and Reisman are co-features at
the Waldorf's Serb Room.
Ray Heatherton tenors nicely and

Fred Uttal carries on brightly as the
breezy announcer. Program as is

has Reisman .for strength. But the
interruptions to his music' , are not
self-justifying because they interfere
with something better ithoiit pro-
viding any sock. Lond.

JOHN HELD VARSITY SHOW
With College Talent
30 Mliis.
PONTIAC
Friday, 10:30 p.m.,
WEAF, New York

(D.P, Brother)
This show rotates from campus, to

>

campus to make a show each week
of the harmonica-players,

;
glee clubs

and teachers': pets. Program caught,
third of series. Was from Ohio State.
It': tallied several organized musical
groups connected with university
with; extensive membership, 63
voices, 90 instruments, etc.- There
were also, skits and its by indi-
viduals and a .dramatic excerpt from
Ohio State's own radio: station edu-
cational.

.
All in all. It was a. cinch in-

spire, special tune-ins from the
parents, alumni rooters and possibly
the ditto factions of other colleges
that ither like or dislike Ohio
State* Or are preparing to be actors
themselves. Next, program is from
Columbia University, Manhattan.;
John Held, Jr., the cartoonist,

makes the rounds and acts as m.c.
Straight .announcing although a lit-

tle breeze is injected. There's no
comedy. It's serious and respectful
and everybody's great. There's, a
spiel a la Mayor Bowes salute, to the
college, its president, its traditions.
How many students/;; how many
buildings, . how many acres to the
campus are' itemized. Some illus-

trious students listed. . Ohio State
named just three—James Thurber
among them.
Camel is the other commercial us-

ing college talent. But differently.
Camel incorporates into the regular
program some selected group, usu-
ally brought into New York or an-
other • pick-up point. . Camel is . apt :

.

to. have- the best average from en-'
tertainment standpoint. Pontiac gets
the campus flavor—with all the awk-
ward amateurishness included.
Commercials are in good taste and

not overly-insistent. , Land;.

'THE GRUMMITS'
Script
30 Mins.
Sustaining.
Friday, 8:30 p.m.
WOR, New York
New script show credited tO' Ed-

ward Ford and directed by Roger
Bower, First installment was very
bad. Opens on a family of stupidly
talkative individuals. Characteriza-,
tipns are vaguely suggestive of fig-:

ures on other radio programs; but.
are blurred in drawing and fail to
justify themselves as comedy
strumentalities, '

It seems almost
. unkind, to itemize

all the crudities, unbelievable mean-
dering arid pointlessness of the
script. It is lightly satirical of radio.
Local citizen is readying for his first

appearance over hick town radio
stati He goes to studio, family
at home tune '

,. he finally starts,
then the radio, station, goes off. air
because the •. station manager, is a
Volunteer fireman and has to leave
to rescue a cat that has fallen down
a well,

In the burlesque bit on the com-,
mei'cial program just preceding, the
writer cops some legit giggles. But
it is extremely doubtful that WOR
had many listeners still tuned in by
that time. Land.
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AN ACTION SERIAL THAT WILL GIVE YOUR SALES CHART ACTION

!

CAPTAIN W. G. MOORE
Wartime Aviator,Royal Flying
Corps—Now U.S. Army Air
Corps Reserve—Holder of
American and World
Speed and Altitude

Records

NOW READY
FOR SPONSORSHIP-

THE ARISTOCRAT OF
RADIO AVIATION SERIALS

A SAGA OF AVIATION
Written and Produced by

CAPTAIN W. G. MOORE

EDUCATIONAL
INSPIRING
CHARACTER BUILDING

r. S. ARMY AIR CORPS RESERVE
CO-AUTHOR AND PRODUCER OF "THE AIR ADVENTURES OF JIMMIE ALLEN

National advertisers and their advertising agents are

invited to audition "Bill" Moore's newest and finest

radio serial--''Howie Wing". Basically a "kid" show,
it will appeal to audiences aged seven to seventy—*
with action aplenty, deft characterization and its saga
of aviation, the "greatest show on earth" . . Built for_

five quarter-hour broadcasts a week, by transcription

or live network . . . Priced as a "package," complete:
including script, production, cast, and master record-

ing or network performance . . . A "natural" for cereal,

candy, soap, toothpaste, gasoline, food or health

products Available in 13-week cycles, for exclusive

national or regional sponsorship . ... Backed by a
proved merchandising plan which, over fifty major-

market stations, will produce 2,500^000 club mem-
bers in three months . . . Eour complete recorded
episodes and first 13-weeks plot sequence now

ready for audition.

FOR AUDITIONS, 'PHONE - WRITE . OR WIRE

DONALD DWIGHT DAVIS

Appealing to Boys, .Girls, Men,

Women. A true and accurate

picture of Modern Aviation!

NEW YORK CITY
250 PARK AVENUE
'Phone Plaza 3-7370

CHICAGO
75 EAST WACKER DRIVE
'Phone Central 8744

KANSAS CITY
816 GRAND AVENUE
'Phone Harrison 1161

V
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Agencies—Sponsors
gram- moves into 'Strange As It

May Seem' spot on National Broad-
casting Coast net.

Granat Bros, (jewelers) starts a
combo niusic and whodunit series

tagged 'The'Fourth Clqe' over KSFO,
San Francisco,' Sunday- (14), 7:45 to

8:00 p:m., PST. Earl Towner's ork is

used. Twenty^ week contract

igned through: Long agency.

Chicago ' Engineering Works,
(air conditioning), through Strang
& Prosser, has signed for a 13-week
series of spot announcements on the

'Rise and Shi daily morning shows
over KFRC, Francisco.

Crosby Gaige, Broadway legit pro-
ducer, starts a daytime ' series for the

C. F. Mueller Co. on the NBC-blue
<<SWZ) Feb. 22. < Gaige, whose hob-
bies are cooking and wines,' will do
the 'master chef in the fiye-times-

a-week, 'Kitchen Calvacade.' Kenypn
& Eckhardt is the agency.

Larrowe Buckwheat Flour Corp.,

Cohocton, Y., is scheduled to do
some spot broadcasting ' through
David A. Tynidn, Syracuse.

< Science Laboratories, Inc., (Sperti

Sunlamp) figures to -do some radio
campaigning through Stockton, West,
Burkhardf, Cincinnati.

the Geyer, Cornell & Newell agency.
Network has not been set.-

Buck Jones is waxing 'Hoofbeats'

for Grape Nuts Flakes. Ray Morgan
supervising production for Young
& Rubicam.

Silver icking up 200 one-

minute announcements ' dozen

cities through BBD&O.

Fels Co., through Young & Rubi-

cam, renewing the 'Fels Farm Folks'

yi WBOW, Terre. Haute, for 39

more weeks. Marks the fourth con-

secutive year of Fels flirta .ion

this . stanza. Program, ing

twice-weekly on morning half hours,

is illbilly affair headed up by

Uncle. (Herman Palmer).

North American Accident Insur-

ance, through the Franklin ' Bruck
agency, sponsoring Gabriel Heatter,

news commentator, WOR, New
York, on Sunday eves.

Schaefer rewing, through BBD
&6, starting a 'Nine b'Clock Revue'

next Sunday <7) IVOR, New
York, with Leo Reisman's orchestra,

Fred Utall, Ray Heatherton, and the

Symphonettes. Eve Symington is

guester for the 'first stanza.

Station WQXR, N. has received
renewal from Martinson's Coffee.

Sponsor is one of ;the first to use the
station when * went commercial

Fletcher Ellis, Chicago, adds
L. C. MacGlashari, formerly of

Charles Daniel Frey. :

WCFL, Chicago, baseball renewed
for next season by Texaco, including

the- minutes before, and the 15
minutes< after the game. , Fourth
consecutive year for this station and
firm tie-ih. . Hal Totten will handle
the mike.

rackett Co. .of. Cincinnati, spon-

f apring over WGY, Schenectary, a
twice-weekly waxed sketch; 'Peggy,'

for its products; Wihdex (window
washer), and Drand (drain cleanser );

Kelvinator has auditioned Walter
Huston in a dramatic series through

Procter & Gamble has closed for

the 'Life of Mary Martin* series, re-

placing the present sponsor, Kleenex

,

Mar; 29. Program will remain; on
NBC and will plug one of the Ivory

brands. Blackman agented the deal

for P.&G.

Packard Motors will keep its Fred
Astaire-Charlie Butterwbrth combi-
nation going on the NBC red through
the Spring. .. Account last week
picked up options all around for the

third 13-week, cycle, effective Mar, 2.

JT. Walter Thbmyson expects Nash-
Lafayette to stay on, also through the

Spring.

Eddie Danham of Ruthrauff &
Ryan in Hollywood to produce series

of transcriptions for Dodge. - Frank
Morgan tops cast.

' Raymond K. Margaa agency of

Hollywood is producing a new cir-

cus show for Gilmore Oil Co. Felix

Mills handles the music, and Cliff

Clark is back as the barker. Pro-

efrigerators is ,readying a
series of transcriptions to be used
this spring and summer for an ex-

tensive .spot campaign. Bands and
guest stars are being used, ..each 15

minute recording usi a ifferent.

aggregation. Deal is' being set

through Cramer-Krasselt Co., Mil-
waukee.

"Malcolm Grayson, baritone, With
CBS for three broadcasts weekly on
Tom Breneihan's Western Home
Hour, originating' in Sari Francisco.

Grayson and Roy Russell; tenor, will

be soloists with the male chorus re-

cently formed by CBS musical direc-

tor. Earl Towner.

Wally Buggies from office staff to

sound effects technician at NBC's
San Francisco studios. Keith Wads-
worth is Ruggles' successor.

Metzger, radio program. . chief

of the Ruthrauff & Ryan agency in

Chicago, hopped for Cincinnati for

an o.o. of the LaFendrich .
'Smoke

Dreams' show which has spread
fr.bm a one-station shot oh .WLW to a
10-statioh Mutual hook-up.

Schwlmmer & Scatt agency. Chi-
cago, last. Week snapped up another
new account, Salerno-Mac-
Gowen Biscuit company;' taking it

from Neisser-Meyerhoff.
Sold the account on the basis of a

radio campaign idea tagged 'Bill-

boards of the Air/ which is an an- -

nouncerrient tie-i . . Sample of the*

announcement patter is: 'if you must
eat crackers in bed .be sure that

they're Salerno-MacGowen's.

Adrian Gendot is producing a new
sustainer labeled 'Frivolities* for.

KYA, San Francisco, with a cast in-

cluding Cora Lee Scott, warbler,

George Nyklicek and Cal Jackson,

pianists, Lois Hampton, Lee Vande^
yort and .

Josephine Avis, comedians.

Stanislaus Bern's •Little Sym-
phony,' including Bern, cellist,

'. Sugeni Bern, violinist, Lev
Shorr, pianist, now being ired

from the Clift HoteL Sah ranciscp,

by KYA and the Californi Radio
System.

Ruthrauff & Ryan has spotted at

WNBX, Springfield,
:

Yt., a 52-week
musical clock for Penn Tobacco
Company. Leighton eV Nelson placed

a similar feature ther for William
W. Lee & Company (Save-therBaby ).

Kellogg has signed for baseball

broadcasts on WJJD, Chi, with John
Harrington and ,• guest announcers
from baseball, to handle mike. Lou,

Fonseca to act as tech advisor and
establish playground teams among
kids.. N. W. Ayer agency.

rackett Co. of Cincinnati (Drano)
has signed for 78 twice-weekly quar-

ter-hour morning disc shows, 'Hello,

Peggy/ over KGO, San Francisco,

starting Feb. 2; Deal handled
through Ralph H. Jones, Cincinnati.

X17 ITH this new Presto port-

YY able recorder you can
make records at the stadia, at

;
trifling cost.

'The records, - made during re-

hearsals, will enable you. to
• hear- your own show exactly
' as it will sound on the air.—

* . -.^

'•
• Records allow' each actor and
;
musician in the cast fa near

, . and criticise his own work.

; 'PROGRAM PRODUCERS in adver-
tising agencies and radio statiens tell

« > us that recordings show up the faults

in their productions ' quickly . . . that

they are invaluable In turning pat a.

smooth well paced ©erformance.

PHONE YOUR NEAREST PRESTO
REPRESENTATIVE TODAY ^ ... ASK
FOR A DEMONSTRATION AT
YOUR OFFICE .OR STUDIO.

RECORDING CORPORATION

19 th IMtoitie CHetscaNew Y«wk—139 W
Philadelphia—Sliryock BacUo Co.. Peri

Bldg. Phone. ''Penny-packer 4404.
' U'nMMncton—Homer L. KUt Go.,
' N'WV Phone National 4M0. :

' BoahtMT-Henry. . M. Lane, 4C Cor Phone
Lafayette 0R10. . .

Detroit—Metropolitan ' Sound SyBtei 4C51
' Alter Kd. Phone NiBtrara 7«*«. '

Clilcaco—Richard P. Brock, 327 Webster
Plmie Dlverty 0140.

KttO«a« City—Office Appliance Co., 310 Reliance

Bids-. Phone Victor 4031..' '

n

Lou Amjel*»—-Norman B. Necley, 165C *. Ser-

rano St. Phone Granite 07SS.

The

PRESTO
RECORDER

Kilaatrick Marvel Bakery through
Emil Reinhardt agency, Oakland,
Cal., has arranged for local spon-

sorship of Mutual'? 'Lone Ranger'
shows over KFRC, San Francisco,

thrice weekly starting Feb; 15.:

California Conserving (CHB
food products) adds KARK, Little

Rock, Ark., io the NBC-Red net-

work on the Coast, which releases its

'Who Am I?' shows on Tuesday
nights, effective Feb. 16. Agency is

Emit Brisacher & Staff, San Fran-
cisco.

be

Carry . it any-

makea records
played lmmedi

PORTA
wh'eft?.'

HLNPLE ... . Anyone can. learn;
to make good records' with five -

inln.itte'8' Instruction.

AIX KLKCXKIC . . . lues Into
any . AC "' socket.- (Converter
used for DC). ..

I>EPKM)ABL .... Over 500
Pres'o .owner'H way maintenance
r.osta are nefUgible. •

COMMUTE .... n tire ,re-'

flo'rder lncluditis jnlcroplione,

In one suitcase

JNKXI'KNSIVE •,', ».. C.o.s'ts'

$200.09 less thati: a.ny. inacli|np,

tlVinff :oinparai)l© results.

NEW ORLEANS DAILIES'

RADIO NEWS RIVALRY

New Orleans, Feb. &•

Increase in the number
,
of news

periods by major stations here- dur
ing the past two weeks, is giving the
daily newspapers a headache. Not
only are the stations presenting news
on a 15-minute schedule throughout
the day and night but break in with
flashes. News periods are sponsored
by the city's, leading merchants who
have increased their appropriations
for radio time lately.

WWL and WSMB are using the
United Press service in addition to

local coverage by staff men. WDSU
has local staff, too, and gets its other

news via Trans-radio. WBNO now
is in process of reorganization plans
to use /news throughout day anc

night Several the stations also

have several periods devoted exclu
sively to sports news under the

sponsorship by leading firms.

As result of the competition by
radio, one local newspaper has added
an extra morning edition.-

Frank Silva Joins WHAM
Rochester, . Y., Feb. 9.

Frank Silva comes from WBEN
Buffalo, as Kendall sports, commen
tator oyer WHAM, succeeding
Lowell MacMillan, who went to

WHEC.
Shift has steamed competition

between the stations .sports

angle and WHAM is mapping plans

for . playrby-play broadcasts of In-

ternational League baseball games
WHEC always has had this field to

itself.

John- : Monks, Jr., -author of

'Brother Rat,' roadway stage play
acts in sketch, -The
O'Neills/

EKCapltan in Hollywood for
Petrified Forest,' in which he is
starred, one of the fastest doubling
jobs in this town of fast doublin

Harrison Holliway trying 'Man on
the Telephone' as novelty stunt on
KFI (Los Angeles)..

Connie Boswell optioned for an-
other weeks on Galifofnia's
Hour on Coast

Samuel: B. Dickson, author of

Winning the West,' Tales of Cal i-

forni ' and other NBC script shows
in San Francisco*, back at work after

siege of flu.

Louis Withers added an-
nouncers' staff at NBC studios in San
Francisco. Formerly with KP(f&

111 Warren, KOMO-KJR, Seattle,

program director, is back from two-
month honeymoon tour, of East.

Stopovers included New York,
Washington, D. C„ Chicago and I>e-

troit,

ill Gavin up from California and
into announcing spot on KOMO-
KJR, Seattle. William McMenameft
named new assistant news editor on
KJR.

Lad .Glaakin, Columbia's - Coast
maestro, hopping around from one
audition to another, in Hollywood.

Wayne. Oailard, managing director

of recent .San Diego exposition, heat-
ing up a radio deal, ire Hollywood.

Hamphrey Bacart and Ann Sheri-
dari on Hollywood Hotel in a scene
from 'Black Legion' Feb. 19.

Conrad Naffel, emceeing Cali-

fornia's Hour on KECA (Los
Angeles), signs off show at 8:15 p.m.

on Sunday night and speeds to the

John Kennedy joined announci
staff at KHJ (Los Angeles). on move-
over from KFAC

. (L.A.). joiin
Cohte now chief barker at Don Lee
spot.

Jae Laurie, ., Hollywood to
hop up Eddie. Cantor's radio scripts.

en Englund has joined Jack
Hasty, Paul Gerard Smith >and Barry
Trivers on the Victor Moore-Helen
Broderick air .concocti

Frank Gill has left scripting staff

of Al . Jolson's show for the Bea
Lillie setup back east.

Lewis Allen Weiss, headman of the
Don Lee chain, decked out in top
hat and tails at . 'Good Earth' preem .

in L. A.

Philip Bapp advising on the Camel
script in addition to ishing up.
comedy situations for. ie Cantor
in Hollywood.

Jackie Caogan 'guest

i

Boat' Feb. 18.

Jasef Kaestner, radio batoheer,
fighting off an bp between broad-
casts in Hollywood.

George
:
Jessel will . go

three guest shots on Woodbury
show^

Bob .. Taplinger hitting, up the

studios for. star recipes to be tomed
by A & P for home distribution.

Eddie Holden ( rank Watanabe.)
off for Chicago to do a series

sustaihers on NBC.

Rovere and'. Is singing

waiters at the Paris Inn (L. A.) got

their first transcontinental break
over Columbia after ight years of

local ethering.

Arthur Church, KMBC, Kansas
City, and Charles Meyers, KOIN,
Portland, making the Hollywood
rounds.

1 ^

18 CARAT CUSTOMERS
f . * v / ^ ^v^j- ?£^A

Hi

KGO, Key Station of the Pacific Coast Blue Network,

provides a golden market for the products it advertises.

Customers in this wealthy area spend more per person-

than those in any other community in the country.

Let us help you "stake your claim" in this rich region.

KGO
7,500 WATTS

NIC Pacific Coast Itua Nttwer

SAN FRANCISCO
Completely programmed by NBC
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Candy Co. Can't Disparage Glucose;

Peanut Oil Can't Sneer at Corn Oil

Washi

Radio lecturer, 'Dr.' Daniel R.

Hodgdon, who evidently has been
dividing his talents between si ing

praises of Loft's candy and peanut
oil, was dragged on the carpet by
the Federal Trade Commission early

this week.
In . two; separate cease and desist

orders—one aimed at Loft, Inc.,. and
the other at National Food Bureau;
Inc.—Trade Commish cited Hodgdon
as the principal ballyhoo artist , in-

volved in broadcasts for both com-
pani Both squawks contained the
information that Hodgdon is not a
medico, anyway..
:

Monday's (8) complaint, accusing
Loft, Inc., chain candy group, of con-
ducting 'campaigh of false dis*

paragement' against competitors, was
followed today by a swat at National
Food Bureau, Inc.* ; for making siirii-

lar disparaging statements ' be-
half of goober oil.

Loft people,-were told to quit put-
ting 'Dr.' Hodgdon on the air to in-
form knob-twisters that it was dan-
gerous to eat bon-bons hot manu-
factured by them, and also Ho lay
off claims that the presence of glu-

cose in candy will consumer
-tummi

Glucose

Commish declared that it was un-
able to find that glucose was anything
but 'safe and wholesome,' arid pdbhr
poohed idea that 'use of candy pro-
ducts in generalr other than /those

of Loft, Inc., is dangerous and un-
safe.' Outfit has long contended that
its products . were superior," being
free from glucose.

Hodgdon's other sponsor, a manu-
facturer of peanut oil who signed up
the 'doctor.' to high-power his sales

promotion campaign, was asked to !

cut out radio claims that 'corn oil

'

or cottonseed, oil food products are
cheap commodities which are im-
pure, unwholesome and unfit, for
human, consumption,' while- peanut
oil is tops for cooking or con-
sumption.
Goober oil is of 'about the same

chemical consistency' as the corn and
cottonseed products, Commish said,

and all are approximately 98% di-

gestible;

Hogdon and his sponsors must,
shut up or put up, Commish decreed,
and must quit using words arid

phrases 'calculated to slander or dis-

credit' competitors.

ICE; TAX STUB

Washi

Negotiations between. CBS and
Southland Industries,' Inc., for sale
of WOAI, San Antonio, to the net-
work for a price exceeding $500,000,
have Cooled to the point where it

looks like no deal..

Impasse has been reached as re-

sult of demands of Hugh A. L; Halff
that the web underwrite all taxes
likely to be imposed as. result of the
transaction and F e d e r a 1. levies'

against the corporation holding the
franchise. Columbi has balked at

this idea unless some definite limit

on its. liability is included in the con-
tract,

situation of WOAI is un-
certai . Halff 'returned -to Texas
last week carrying the best offers of

both NBC and CBS to cogitate arid

decide on future course. Meanwhile,
Columbi has resigned KTSA, for

upwards of; year, and is Staking
everything on hopes that the Hearst-
Roosevelt transmitter will be uppcd-
to 5 kw when the Federal realloca-
tion, plan takes effect.

Attempts to work out some al-

ternative to purchase by which CBS
could obtain WOAI as San Antonio
outlet , have., fallen, flat. Web talked
about leasing or provi ing program
service similar to that furnished
Westinghouse

. .stations, by NBC, but
no agreement could, be reached; One
stumbling, block, in the discussion of
other arrangements, it ' rumored,
was Hal demand for annual
guaranty on revenue from the chai .

which CBS refused to
'

Another Dry Law

Washington,

Another bill aimed to keep demon
rum from defiling radio programs

w offered Congress last week;

Sponsor is Senator Arthur Capper of

Kansas, militant prohi itiori advocate.

proposition would prevent any dis-

ti , or dealer to distribute

i interstate commerce advertising

for likker of any sort. .applies

to newspapers,- magazines, newsreels,

photographs, records, and radio_pro-
grams. Penalty would be $100 to

$1,000, with jail seriterices;~ ranging
from 6 months to a year.

WHAS' Record

After, 187.5. hours of continu-

ous broadcasting, WHAS went
off the air early Monday (1) for

the first time since 6 a;m. Sun-
day (24), when the entire

facilities of the station, were
turned over to the work of aid-

ing arid co-ordinating fldod

relief work. Louisville', police

radio station, been re-

stored to service, was able to

take care of the few straggling

flood calls.

Beginning Monday afternoon

(1), the station, partially,

sinned the CBS ^schedule,

though continuing to ir

occasional.' batch of flood: bulle-

tins at intervals, Police cars and
boats still patrolling the city

Were , still being served by the

police radio, and the urgency of

.the calls was being idly

lessened.

.

P. C. C. Jolts Its Docket Division to

End 'Favorite Lawyer Privileges

Washington, Feb. 9.

Personnel shakeup in docket sec-

tion of the- FCC Broadcast ivision

is under way following charges of

laxity, inefficiency favoritism

shown various io attorneys.
With

:

extensive housedeaning
likely and several more transfers in

prospect, Commish placed Examiner
Ralph H. Hyde in charge as acting
chief to direct reorganization of ad-
ministrative methods. Mary Belle
Anthony, former head; is now in the
accounting department/
Overhauling was voted following

bleats: that certain broadcasters and
some attorneys had apparent ipe-
lines into the division and were get-

ti ihfo which was withheld from
their competitors. Furthermore, i

formal protests .were registered that
some applications carded for hearing
were accorded treatment .which was
not given others. Fair-haired law-
yers and broadcasters were able to

get their cases speeded up or slowed
down, they wished, it was said,

arid callers with drag got permission
to see papers, which visitors without
connections could not inspect.

Docket section is . orie of the most
irripbrtarit subdivisions of the . Com-
mish to broadcasters wanting differ-

ent assignments and . riewcomertp
seeking entry, to the business. After
bei set for . hearing, all applica-

tions are sent to . the docket section,

which arranges hearing schedules,

notifies parties, and handles re-

quests for postponements,
uancesr and such.

Donald Flamm, WMCA, New York,
prez, leaves tomorrow (Thursday)
for a southern Same boat
will carry the station's v.p. and
counsel, William Wiseman,

"My voice is my career. It has in*

spired more than five million people

to confide in me their personal prob*

lems. During 25 years, first on the

lecture platform and then on the air,

I have never missed a single engage*

meni because of my throat. 1 am a
steady smoker, and becausemy throat

andvoice are vital to my careerI in?

sist upon a light smoke. In Luckies t

find a light smoke plus the enjoyment

of fine tobacco • * . and that's why
Lucky Strikes have been my choice

for 14 years.*' „

FRIEND AND COUNSELOR
TO MILLIONS OF RADIO LISTENERS

An independent survey was made recently

among professional men and women—lawyers?

doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc* Of those who said

they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they

personally prefer a light smoke*

"The Voice of Experience" verifies the wisdom

of this preference, and so do other leading artists

of the radio, stage, screen and opera* Their voices

are their fortunes. That's why so many of them

smoke Luckies*You, too, can have the throat pro-

tection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain:

harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process

"It's Toasted"* Luckies are gentle on the throat*
THE FINEST TOBACCOS—

"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

AGAINST IRRITATION—AGAINST COUGH
Copyrliht 1937, tlio American Tobacc*) Company.
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Stewart Blasts F. C.C. Colleagues

Calls WOL, Washington, Transfer Violation
of Commission's Own Rules

Washington, Feb. 9.

Complaints about disregard for
service standards, promulgation of

inconsistent . decisions, and favoritism
to . broadcasters at the expense of

listeners were tossed in the lap of

the' Federal Communications Com-
mission last week' by one of its

members. :..

Dissenting from a refusal tb re-
open the case involving transfer of
WOL, local smallie, to a regional fre-

quency. Dr. Irving Stewart, chair-
man of the telegraph ivision.

roasted his colleagues for not stick-

ing by principles established as yard-
stick in determining public interest,

convenience, and necessity. Minority
opinion is one of sharpest-worded
documents ever filed by a member
who objected to the actions of the
majority. '.

Inefficiency Rewarded'
of WOL from a local to

a regional frequency (1310 tb 1230
kc) arid the power boost from 100
watts to 1 kw were denounced as in-
defensible from standpoint of en-
gineering and public interest. Stew-
art declared"'.'the Cbmmish is reward-

'

'inefficient'-.-management merely
iye it a better chance to make

.
money. -

Pointing out WOL oh 1230
will not be operating in conformity
with the Cbmmish mileage separa-
tion requirements, Stewart said 'the
result will be dissatisfaction on the
part of listeners who -will be able to
receive WOL at some times and not
at others. That dissatisfaction can
toe expected to result in WOL seeking

AS & r.

W
1

f** ^

from the Commission some form . of

relief which might let the service
be; more • constant for such listeners
—relief -from, a situation which
should not have been created in the
first instance^

It seems to me that this is hot
the proper . use of a

;
regional fre-

quency. While similar uses have
been authorized in a few cases by
the Broadcast Division, I believe that
the piecemeal breaking down of the
standards of the service which re-
gional stations should render is not
in the public interest; The criterion
is service to the public, not sales of

time to advertisers:

'Regional frequencies should hot
be. • assigned to stations which can-
not render regional service. A
station operating on a regional as-

signment with 1 kw power should
give the service properly be ex-
pected of a regional station, not a
local- service masquerading as a re-

gional service in order to persuade
advertisers who may consider power
as the only factor which determines
coverage. If the area expected to

be served by regional stations* is to

be modified so as to permit such
mongrel stations, I should prefer to

see it done by a change in the stand-
ards followed by the Commission,
not by building up exceptions to pres-
ent standards. Then at least there
would, be equality of opportunity
among potential applicants for such
assignments, instead of an inequality
favoring the applicant who might
succeed in breaking down existing
standards on a particular frequency

'In granting the application of the
American Broadcasting Co., the
Broadcast Division has seen fit to

reward the present inefficient oper-
ation of Station WOL .' ;.' . I thjnk
that such good local service should
have been required to be by proper
use of the station's local assignment
rather than by an inefficient use of
a regional assignment.'

e. i-f ;/ .•

i j c'; ^ 'c L> - c.'.' y
-.>-: ^ -

.
- £.0

I.OO K
Prominent New York network An-
nouncer and program director with
agency experience—rdeelres connection
with station to build up selling pro-
grams. ' Ten -years experience, all
phases of broadcasting. Ability pro-
duce selling commercial programs
and socko sustained. Program, or
commercial - managership. . Go any-
where. BOX 33, Variety, New .York
City.

KFOR Gels a Build-op

Lincoln, Feb. 9.

KFOR is being poked from be-
hind with tf heavy bally campaign
as the 'Voice of Lincoln.' This week
tire covers went on all cabs, a con-
tract was let with the Waller Sign
Co. for 28 24-sheet splashings at

various parts of town, and a cam-
paign of full page newspaper space
once a week was contracted.

Selling is on the KFOR possession
of both CBS and MBS nets.

Radio-Press Equals

Lincoln, . 0.
' John Edwards, spokesman for
KFAB-KFOR here on the uni-
cameral legislation, accom-
plished, recognition for radio
along with the press this week
when - he induced Senator
Charles Dafoe, Tecumseh, to

submit a resolution granting
radio stations - the same' rights

as papers on coverage. Mo-
tion prevailed.

TELEVISION LICENSES

EXTENDED TO FEB., '38

Some 14 experimental television

stations have been granted ah ex-
tension of license for another year
by the RC.C. Renewals run until

Feb. 1, 1938, on exactly the same
basis as the existing licenses.

Stations, numbering virtually all

the Important see-hear contenders,

are: W2XAX, New York, Columbia
Broadcasting System; W6XAO,- Los
Angeles, Don Lee; W9XAL, Kansas
City, First National Television;

WIXO, Boston, General Television;

W2XBS, New York, National Broad-
casting Company; W2XDR, Long
Island City, Radio Pictures; W3XEP,
Camden, RCA; WlOXXy Mobile,
RCA; W9XX and W9XUI, Iowa City,

University of Iowa; W9XAT, Mi -

neapolis. Dr. George W. Young
(WDGY); VT9XD, Milwaukee, Mil-
waukee Journal (WTMJ); W9XG,
Lafayette, Purdue University; W3XE,
Philadelphia, Philco io & Tele-

vision Corp,
"

1932 Agreement a Mistake for Canada

So Declares Gladstone Murray—Canadian
Service Cramped by Limitations

Canadian Broadcasts Corp. offi-

cials are out to get more clear radio

channels for Canadian stations and
American authorities do - not seem
unwilling to discuss this re-alloca-

tion, W. E.
,
Gladstone Murray, gen-

eral manager of the corp., told

Variety.
Canada should never have signed the

agreement of 1932 giving the United
States 70 clear channels and Canada
only eight, he sai

. He . would not indicate how many
channels^ the Canadian radio men
would seek, but Hinted, the ones
sought are how shared channels, used
by low-power stations in the United
States and Canada.
Murray . explained Govern-

ment-controlled corporation does hot
like to accept advertising accounts
for sponsored programs, but as rev-

enue for. the corporation is only,

about $1,500,000, and of this $500,000

is spent for line charges, it is neces-
sary.

Amount o'f money "to be sought by
sponsored programs will depend on
the estimated difference between
revenue from radio licenses and total

expenditures: This . in turn depends
on the number of stations and the
power of stations operated by' the
corporation.

Saskatchewan, for example, has
complained frequently . about its al-

lotment of power, 2,700 watts for
nearly a million people, so /the
Board of Governors of the Govern-
ment corporation will sit' in Regina
during the first week in March to
hear complaints and the board likely
will announce plans for a 25,000 wat-
ter.

Commenting on the difference be-
tween the American

. and British
broadcasting, the former B. B. G. of-
ficial said the average of the B. B. C.
programs was higher than the aver-
age American program, but the
commercial angle in the U. S. A.
made

. 'peak' programs, with the
biggest stars possible. American
broadcasting, he sai , was frequently
trivial. Canada should seek distinc-
tive programs, he declared.

riffin Joins Knox Reeves
Chicago, Feb. 9.

Lloyd Gri in shifts from Cdlum-
bia-WBBM announcer staff to the

agency field this week.
Joins the Knox Reeves agency, in

Minneapolis as head of radio depart-
ment.

KYW Readying to Move

Philadelphia, Feb. 9.

Possibilities appeared, this week
that KYW may move into the huge
Westinghouse plant here at 33d and
Walnut sts. Station is owned by
Westinghouse.

It was operated until' .about -a year
ago by Doc and Dee Levy, who run
WCAU, and is now located in the
WCAU Building. Both the Levys
and the station are anxious to have
KYW move out to complete the dis-

sociation with WCAU in the public
mind.
There is an agreement, however,

that they can stay in the building as
long as they like 'while they are
looking for a new home.'

Legislature on Air

Regina, Sask.; Feb. 9,

Considerable rivalry has developed
between CKCK and CJRM over

broadcasting the opening of the pro-

vincial Legislature, Feb. II, each
seeking exclusive rights in the Legis-

lative Buliding. Premier W. J. Pat-

terson told Variety CKCK asked
first, but he would give CJRM equal
rights

Frank Manob, annoimcer, has

moved from KRE, Berkeley, Cal., to

the San Francisco staff of KROW.

Network Chart

Paramount Theatre Organ Studio

—Fully Equipped With Wurlitzer

Organ and Twin Console—Piano

—Perfect Acoustics. Excellent for

Broadcasting or Recording Pur-

poses. Available Immediately for

Part or Full Time. . .

Communicate With Harry Levine

^Paramount Building — Chicker*

ing 4-7040.

NBC NEW PROGRAMS
C. F. Mueller Ce. (macaroni):

Program to lie announced, Mondays
through Fridays, 10:45 to 11 a. m.,

beginning Feb: 22; for 13 weeks.
WJZ, WB2-A, WFIL, WSYR, WHAM,
KDKA. -

NBC RENEWALS
J..,W. Marrow: 'Henry Busse and

His Orchestra,' beginning March 17;

for 8 weeks. WEAF, WCAE, WWJ,
KYW, WTAM, WMAQ, WHO, WOW,
WDAF, KVOO, WKY, WFAA,
KPRC, WpAL KOA, KDYL and Red
Coast.
Bower's (Dari Rich): 'Adventures

of Dari Dan/ beginning March 8;

for 52 weeks. (Note: time changes
to Mondays, Wednesdays, Friday s, 5
to 5:15 p. m.; 5:45 to 6 p; in; pn re-

broadcast.) Basic Red except KSTP.
(WEAF, WNAC, WTIC, - WJAR,
WTAG, WCSH, KYW, WFBR, WRC,
WGY, WBEN, WCAE, WTAM, WWJ,
WSAI, WIRE, 5 to 5:15.) (WMAQ,
KSD, WHO, WOW, WDAF, 5:45

to 6.)

General Foods (Jello): 'The Jello

Program Starring Jack Benny,* be-

ginning Feb. 28; for 44 weeks, Basic

Red, WLW, Canada, SE, WSOC,
WWNC, WFBC, WCSC, SC, WJDX,
SW, KARK, KGNC, KGBX, KTHS,
KTBS, NC. NW (Red Mountain, Red
Coast, KTAR, KGU, North Moun-
tain, KFSD, KFBK, KWG, KMJ,
11:30 to mi ight).

CBS NEW PROGRAMS
Sinclair Refining: Program to be

announced, Wednesdays and Fri-

days, 10:30 to 10:45 p. m., beginning
April 7; for 26 weeks. Basic : 2L
Columbus, Dayton, Rochester, Wor-
cester,

:
Harrisburg, Milwaukee,' To-

peka, Springfield, Wichita*- Atlanta,

Birmingham .Chattanooga, Knpxyille,

B^emphis, Montgomery, NashviUe,
New Orleans, Jacksonville, rlardo,

Miami. Tampa, Charlotte, reens-

boro, Richmond, Roanoke, Savannah,
Dallas. Houston, Little Rock, Okla-
homa City, San Antonio, Shreveport,
Tulsa, Dav.enport, Minneapolis, Denr
ver, Yankton, Salt Lake City.

(Note: New programs .or renew-
als 1or more than 13 weeks gen-
erally cancellable in cycles of 13

weeks on Z0 days' notice.)

Mobile Unit for Ohio 4
Columbus, Feb. ..

A completely equipped traveling
studio built into, a trailer is being
manufactured for the United Broad-
casting Co.,. to be used by their: out-
lets, WHK-WJAY, Cleveland;
WHKC, Columbus, and WKBC,
Yoiingstown.. Trailer will be fitted

put with a short , transmitter
ith its own power supply, receiv-

ing set and piano, and will be used
to cover spot news events like the
Ohio River flood.

Outfit will, be manned by Larry
Roller, director of special events for
UBC, and Bob French, WHKC pro-
duction manager.

Montreal, Feb. 9.

Domi have lauhchft
negotiations, v|a correspondence,
seeking some solution of the Mexican
wavelength problem. To date noth-
ing definite has eventuated, but Ah
fpnso Gomez.Morentin, radio cw i

the Mexican government's depart-
ment of Communications, has indi-

cated his country's willingness to dis-

cuss the question^

An attempt was made at a confer-
ence in

;
Mexico City in 1934 to. bring

all countries as far south as Central
America into a continental agree-
ment. This failed when the Latins
expressed the belief that they were
getting the short end of the bargain.
Bcause of this dissatisfaction, Mexico;
has not yet signed the International

Radio Convention, an otherwise
world-wide agreement, covering fre-

quency, allotments and other matters.

lit recognition of meritorious

service rendered last year, the

Philadelphia Chapter of the

American Legion awarded its

Annua*, Certificate op
Merit to WIP.

This is the first time such

an award was ever given to a

radi

Whether serving the public

or serving you, WIP is aggres.

sive, forceful, alert!

NEWS AND SPORTS
the

MEAT AND DRINK
For summer fans. United Press direct
ivire Mervice. 1037 baseball exclusive
on KXBY 16r 'third: saccesslvo year.
KXItV is the 6lK fella for spring and
snhimcr listeners and advertisers.
Several, sivell spots open;

'

WIRE FOR RATES

Kansas City, Mo.

j*i Baitimore
SUftSlYS PflOVS IT S



Outstanding Stunts:

STATION NEWS MORGUE
WLVA, lYNCHBtrRG, VA.

Station's News Morgue
Lynchburg,. Va»

steeping into the local news field

in a big^way. WLVA is establishing

a 'morgue* for city celebrities. _ ,

Blanks checking up 1 detail on

eiich person^ -career have been sent

to councilmen, physicians,: ministers,

etc Letter explains that the idea is

to improve the background of Tuck

Young, newscaster, to permit a better

handling of news. . . .

'Although hot mentipned in the let-

ter, the main purpose,, .of course, is

to have data at fingertips when the

local biggies drop off.

NBC's Lighter Touch
New York.

nbo . is giving its sales, promotion

a- humorous turn with a cartoon

sertea-4»x. Dr. Seuss. . There will be

10 mai^g "yieoes of the sort. .

as^tfe cue element to the twoWaw-
ings.

Delivery Boys Broadcast .

Richmond, Va.
'

With renewal of 'Terry and Ted'
series: for Bond Bread (General
Baking Co.) over WMBG, Bob Mit-
chell, station's merchandising direc-
tor, hit on idea of having a different
Bond Bread route-mail make an ap-
pearance on each stanza to do the
spieling. About 70 route-men work-
ing in this area.
Prior to the appearance of the

'route-man before the mike he noti-
fies,vail his customers and invites
them to tune in. Result has been

News' Sound Effect
Baltimore. ..

WBAL has installed a mike in sta-

tion's newsroom to pick rip clamor
of the three teletypes spuming but
copy. Pickup is piped out On air:

afront and aft each news period

WBAL carries.

Sound is somewhat of an improve-
ment over- usual idea of clicking a
telegraph key in between each di -

patch, in that the ; atmosphere ac-

corded by the actual rattle of the

teletypes is so much more exciting.

Electronic Devices for Music

and Speech Will Include

the Radio, Phonograph,

Electric Organ or Pianos

the Talking Book, Sound-

films, Etc

SHORTCOMINGS
.Meets the Duffys

Washington, D.
kriob-twirlers were given a chance

to eavesdrop on a Senator's family.

Sunday (7)T When Jerry Belcher,

NBC blue networker, dropped in oh
Senr F. Ryan Duffy with his port-

able broadcasting equipment. .

As one of the fireside chats,an his

•Oiir Neighbor* program, Belcher
hobnobbed informally with the Wis-
consin Senator and his family; -air-,

ing the results over WMAL. Belcher

pods in on peopte^ejrejai^orriffe"
JifferjMon--^j^*^*ssing 'a variety of
npmely subjects' With his .hosts.

. : CBS' Kate Smith Brochure
• In, an elaborately illustrated book-

let Columbia tells the 'job the Kate
Smith program has done in helping
the A & P stores sell its own brands
of coffee. Booklet, which is on its

way to the trade, is tagged. 'Com-
mand Performance.'
Pictures in the promotional piece

emphasize the hero award angle of
the La Smith broadcasts and the
huge audiences before which she
has performed under the A & P
banner. There are also two photos
of Ted Collins, her manager, officiat-

ing at the mike.

San Francisco, Feb.

'Television is only one of seven
electronic devices which some day
we may. all have in our homes.
These include: four instruments for

music or spefecb ;
-»Uw»a!. -ihe radio,

the phonod*aphf the electric organ

or "piano on which you make your
own musip^d; the talking book:

>^ve statement was made , here

c . Lee McCanne, of
Stromberg-CaTismn--l-ii^lhe^er N
Y.» in addressing the Radio and^kpN
pliance Division of the Western
Furniture Exchange. He went
to declare,' among other things:

• 'The World's supply of wood pulp
for • book and newsprint paper is

diminishing and the day may come
when books and newspapers will be
recorded by announcers, either on a
strip of cellophane, as talking films
are recorded—and a .hew crop .pf
cellophane made from cotton can be
grown every year—or recorded mag
netically on a spool pf . iron wire
which later: can be magnetically

(Continued on page 62)

on

Washington, Feb. 9.

While principal flood effects,

may have been confined to the

.Mississippi and Ohio basins,::

radio people here are suffering:

from frantic efforts to cover

the catastrophe.
Victim of unstrung nerves is

Anne Gillis, publicity rep for

CBS here. Flood news was
coming in oyer her - receiver as

she picked up the telephone to

answer a call.

-

•Just a minute until I turn

the flood/ she said.

Re: Sportsman's Show

Editor, Variett:
^"y^"^-showmanship calendar of

events you have row National
Sportsmen's Show as follows: Na*

Sportsmen's Show, sponsored

icago, Feb. \.

With contingent business rapi

passing out of the radio picture,

tion managers are making their next

elimination direct sales.

Like contingent business, stations

have found direct sales contract!':

to be too full of kickbacks and pub-

lic jam-ups to be comfortable, and.

with general business now pickinf

upthe"station managers aren't forcer

to accept deals which are not . com-

pletely satisfactory.

Those stations, which
ing direct sales contracts: are insi

ing brie ,
one condition: That th»

listeners send their coin direct to tht

advertiser .and hot to .the station

This condition follows flock pi

jam-ups in the past when the listen-

ers sent burn-up letters to the sta-

tions claiming, that they .had for-

Warded their two-bits or a buck and

hadn't gotten their jar of cold cream,

genuine: embroidered scarf or -fpun?

:

tain, pen, whatever the item hap-

pened-***'be.

Stations: were in the middle, With ,

the- 'Customers yelling and with the-tiona | _^
by National Sportsman^ Inc., 366*t client claiming that the stations were
Madison Avenue. New York .City

National Sportsmen's 'Show in
New York is being -run, and has al-

ways been njnV by 'Campbell-Fair-
banks Expositions, Inc., Park Square
Building, Boston, Mass. The date of

the New York Show is Feb. 18th to

the 27th.

While we have always worked
closely with Campbell-Fairbanks
with their sport show? and have had
a booth regularly at their exhibits
and have given them some 'editorial

cooperation, we cannot claim any

pocketing the money and weren't
forwarding the cash. It has been the
cause of: numerous headaches in the.

past, and the station managers, when
accepting . the direct sales deals in
ihe first place, are being plenty care-;

ful how the money is collected.

credit for the excellent shows put on
by this organization;

Cordially yours,
NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC.

William C. Qopp, ...

Advertising Sales Manage?.

/7

WITH APOLOGIES TO

PACKARD MOTOR COMPANY
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Freelance Research Lads See Flaws

In Jointly-Financed Fact Chasing

Guest List

reelance research experts do not

various attempts advertiser

and broadcaster groups to engage in

that

all camps may.; the . sihcerest

- before' projects get

started but it isn't long before indi-

ict and research

AND

Cotgate^Paimpiiye-Peet

2:46 P.M.—Mon., Tum., W»d..

Thurso Fn.

WABC - CBS

becomes icnic ground for. trade
politics.. ;\

What it makes most tough in. ap-
peasing a broadcaster

N who is £art of-

such joint research, venture is that

after all he is the feilow that Is foot*

ing the bill and he wants to . know
why he should pay for. anything that

puts his local operation in an un-
favorable light. Advertiser interest

wants the job done one way and the
broadcaster, cognizant of his station's

weaknesses, is constantly on the

alert to see that this way isn't the

wrong way as; far as his own inter-

ests are concerned.
If an advertiser who spends lots of

money in broadcasting has a market
research head with a penchant . for

pushing himself, the joint effort can,

always be depended , on to cause
friction, .This marketing expert has
cute ideas of his own and these must
je. incorporated in the mutual sur-

vey, or he won't play, a

Then there is also the agency -

search expert who for a long time
lad had ideas which his own agency
las declined to underwrite .hut

Which he thinks ought to be made
bart of the joint endeavor; This
nter-ihtrusion of pet ideas, is what
actually brings on the politics. The
research project becomes a game of

sackscratching and logrolling

get my idea aqce^_
surY^at-juwi-^HTn^ypurs
—On the other side of the fence

where live the broadcasters there's

similar line of pother. A broad-

caster who is loath to have a certain

channel of cover'age<pr listener habit

information probed ge^ts together

with one or more station operators of

a similar miiid arid .they ': lobby,

against the inclusion of the angles,

they fear. It also works the other,

way. If certain broadcasters are

strong in some element' of marketing

value they fight to have it included

in the survey, arid stressed in the

conclusions derived from the mass of

'"questionnaires.

LEON

And Nis Warner Bros.

KFWB Orchestra

CHASE and SANBORN Coffee

Sunday 8-9

our

BB C. Eyes Film Studio

London, Feb.

ritish Broadcasting Corp. is re

ported in a deal with the receiver , of

Julius Hagen's companies to take

over the Triumph Studio. Hammer-
smith, for outside broadcast studio

purposes.
Triumph was origi operated

by the British P. D. C. company^fol-

lowing the collapse of which it was

bought by Hagen to add to his prop-

erties at Twickenham and Elstree.

He made no pictures there, however,

AMERICAN CAN
(Tu. 9—WJZ)

16-—Leah Ray, Julius Tannen.
A. & P.

(Th. 8

—

WABC)
Feb. 11—Henry Youngman, Rhoda

Rainbow, Prof. Quiz.
AXTON-FISHER

(Spuds)
(Sa. 6—WJZ)

Feb, 13—Josephine Antolne.
Feb. 20—Alexander Gray,
BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT

(Su. 5 p.m.

—

WABC)
Feb. 14r—Not booked.

BRISTOL-MYERS
(Wed. 9—WEAF)

10—List not in.

17—Mona Roberti.
CAMPBELL

(Fri. fh-WABC)
Feb. 12—Victor McLaglen, Preston

Foster.

Feb. 19—Humphrey Bogart, Anne
Sherman.'

FIRESTONE
(Mon. 6: 30—WEAF)

Feb. 1—Richard Crooks, Margaret
Speaks.

FORD
... (Su. 9—WABC)

: 14—Lotte Lehman.
. 21—Giovanni Martinelli.

FORD DEALERS
(Tu. 9 p.m.-WABC)

Feb. 16-^Walter Gross and Milton
Kraus. Nick Lucas (probable).

GENERAL MOTORS

FebY 14—Igor Stravinsky^ . Samuel
Pushkin;

1 Chorus o* -th*
' Art of Mu-

•ctftTiussi

GROUP OF BANKS'-^-

-

(Fri. lOjBJJt-rr^f?^^
vrt^».- yrrat&r B. itkjn.

GULF
(Su. 7; 30 p.m.—WABC)
14—Harry Bichman.

HEINZ
(M-W- . 11 a.m.—WABC)

Feb. 10—Antoinette Donnelly.
12—Emily Post.

15—Sigmund Spaeth.
JELLO

(Su. 7 p.m.—'WEAF)
14—Ben Bernie.

KRAFT
(Th. .10—WEAF)

11—Edward Everett Horton,

Dorothy McNulty, Toscha Seidel.

KOLYNOS
(Tu. &—WABC)"

Feb, 16^-George, Basely, Ilka

Chase.
LOCAL DEPT STORE

(Th. 9 a.m.—WOR)
Feb. 11—Carl Hoff, Grant Mitchell

Feb; 18—Ozzie Nelson, Ernest

Truex, Diana Gaylen.
LUX

(Mon. 9—WABC) .

.15—Jack Benny, Mary
irigstori,

;
-

MAXWELL HOUSE
(Th. 9—WEAF)

ll^Ruth Etting, George Jes

Catholic-Protestant Issue in Canada

Religious Angles Beset Gladstone Murray-
Claim Suppression of Free Speech

Feb.
Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

ft

"The MuBlcal Toant of the Southland
—NICK KENNY

F N.Y. Dally Mirror

RAN C IS
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

IIDP RED NETWORK WSMnU^ indtyi. 1130 p.m., CST
"*»"'

Dinty Doyle, the Flyer

San Francisco;

inty Doyle, radio editor of. the

New York American* returns to

San Francisco today, after flying to

Los Angeles to attend a dinner given

by Earle C. Anthony in honor of

Major Lenox R. Lohr, NBC prexy,

Sunday (7). Doyle expects to

spend several days here before going

east again.

Doyle has been back to California

by aeroplane several times since

going east and is probably the No.

1 traveler among radio editors.

.
Toronto, Feb. 9.

In a country where a third of the
population is rench-Catholic, latest
headache for. the Canadian Broad-
casting " Corporation . sees the re-
ligious question brought out, into the
open again, the Protestant Radio
League charging that CBC, by means
of its radio censorship regulations, is
'trampling on British principles ; of
free speech,'

Backing the League is the Loyal
Orange Lodge which, .claiming to be
spokesman for 'tens of thousands of
loyal and Protestant citizens,' has
addressed a protest to: Gladstone
Murray, general manager of CBC,
hotly insisting that 'un-British cen-
sorship' is preventing the giving of
free expression to Hhe beliefs, and
opinions held a multitude of
Citizens/

low-off has followed the reputed
slashing by the CBC censorship of-
ficials of the weekly commentary
broadcasts of the Rev. Morris Zeld-
man,, a director of the Protestant
Radio League, CBC taking the stand:
that, Zeidman is seeking to use the
radio for political purposes.
One of- the first/ actions of the

Liberal administration after taking
office was to put through legislation
forbidding the use of radio for per-
TeSptc tAttaclks^ oh politicians; ir-.

This was ah o^tcoTfI<rWvn4«a»»w*a'-

Mr.
.
Sage?, series . in which 2*rime

Minister Mackenzie Kinff claimed

that he was the subject of personal

and unfair attacks ' by his political

opponents.. It is the interpretation

Of these censorship regulations which

the League and the Orangemen are

stttSLclfiiiiy* '

'

Says the protest to Gladstone Mur-
ray; 'Mr. Zeidman is a Protestant

clergyman, quite capable and willing

to give expression to his views and

to the views held by Protestants gen-

erally, in respectful and cultured

terms. We believe that; as a loyal

citizen, he is entitled , to liberty of

speech and loyal citizens have ai

right to listen to his Protestant mes-

sages.

'We realize that an organized cam-
paign has. been carried on for some

'Bold' Idea Draws Praise

time by a few fanatical ariti-Prot-
estant agitators to have the Prot-
estant Radio League broadcasts sup-
pressed, but we do not, believe that it
is the function of any government
Commission to consent to unreason-
able demands.'

Keith Kerby how announcing at

KSFO, CBS outlet in San Francisco.

Formerly With KOIN, Portland, Ore.

THE O'NEILLS'

Feb.
sel.

NATTL DAIRY
(Sat. 8—WEAF)

Feb. 13—Not booked.
NASH

(Sat 9—WABC)
Feb. 13—Kate Smith, Stoopnagle

arid Budd. .

ROYAL GELATINE
(Th. 8—WEAF)

Feb. 11—Burgess Meredith, Phyllis

Welch, Harold Hoffet; Thomas W.
Ross, Edgar. Bergen, Selinsky Swing
Quartet, Frank Gavy, A. L. Alex-
ander.

(Su. 2—WJZ)
Feb. 14—Viscount Hidemaro K6-

noye, Gina Cigna, Dennis King,
Helen Gleason, Carlos Salzedo, Rufe.

Davis.
R. . REYNOLDS
(Th. 9: 30—WABC)

16—Not booked.
SHELL

(Sat. 9:30—WEAF)
13—Jean Hersholt, E f r e m

Zimbalist, 'Benny Baker, Happy

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
(Su.- 3

—

WEAF)
Feb. 14—Gladys S war tho u t,

Stephen Slepoushki ; Arturo Cheltri,

Maxine Stellmah.
U. S. TOBACCO

(Dill's Rest, Model)
(Mon. 8: 30 p/mJ—WABC)

Feb. 15—Tito Guizar.

iladelphi

WCAU, which began series pf 1<5

talks on social diseases by members
of County Medical Board, says it has

been queried by Columbia Web execs

on pumping it nationally.
: Station

has no objection.

Large quantities of phone calls and
mail poured in following first airing

of 'bold' iscussion. Mostly con-

gratulatory, a few came from cranks.

Germantowh Boys' Club asked
transcript of talk to hang on bulletin

board.

1

nU:d ay ivory Soap • 99
,: i" " P 1-" 1

LISTEN TW,CE DA,LY
•T - NBC Blue NetWork, Mon, to Fri. 11 a.m.

IM NBC Red Network; on. to Fri. :45 p.m.

• • COAST TO COAST
Dir.. BI.ACKMAN AI)VKKTISING. INC.

MGT., ED WOLF—RKO

EST
EST

BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

WJAY to Free & Peters

Cleveland, Feb. 9.

Free & Peters today (Tuesday)
was appointed national sales repre

sentative for station WJAY. All sta-

tions now connected with United
Broadcasting are on this rep's list.

WHK, Cleveland; WHKC, Colum
bus; and WKBN, Yourigstown, are

tied i

Tim Hays Joins Agency
Pittsburgh, Feb.

im Hays, head of Gulf Oil's radio

department for last two years, has:

joined a Walker- irig agency

here ' executive capacity. Elimi-

nation of Gulf's own directed air set-

up brought about the shift.

Former radio editor of the Sun-

Telegraph and. before that an an-

nouncer at WCAE, Hays is concen-

trating entirely on Walker-Downing
radio accou

edges Family Moves
incinnati, Feb.

William S. Hedges, vice-president

of the Crdsley Radio Corp., in charge
of broadcasting, return this

week from a bri usiriess trip .to

'.New Yofk. ;

With him will be his wife and
two daughters; ' transfer resi-

dence to Ci

an

T

A . .completely

hear Radio City . . ,

finest equipment for transcrip-'

instantaneous record^

infls . .: -proofed,
for broadcast! ... handsomely
decorated,

A RECORDING GROUP could nflotd

to give up an outmorlprl latroratoty

tVHt ' S'OT INQUIRE rTBTHEKt
You'll lie BurprlHod ' nt the Teason-

able . i»rbpositlon. Write

Variety, for full details,

phil

THE
GREAT

AMERICAN
15 P 1 T O JB m

GULF rTfINING fCOMPANX
SUNDAYS

f:S0-S- P.M., EST
WARC
CBS

"BARON MUNCHAUSEN*

JACK
RALEIGH and

KOOL CIGARETTES
W.IZ-8:30 P.M. E.S.T.—Mondays

NBC Network

A. * s7

J05EF CHERNIAV/KV

Presented by

1847

ROGERS BROS.

Red

-TO-COAST
Network NBC

MORT LEWIS
48th WEEK AS EXCLUSIVE WRITER

for PICK and PAT

One of Radio's Most Popular Programs
(Crossley Survey)

EDUCATIONAL
SHORTS

. .p^,..^ .- n
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Harvard Classics Join

Air's Free Time Grabbers
-Baltimore, Feb.

Another outfit :»round trying, to

tap radio for free publicity; Publish-

ing firm in New York labeled 'The

Harvard Classics,' which puts out

editions of Doc Eliot's famed Tive
Foot Shelf,' is offering stations

weekly copy for announcers to read

oyer 5-min. routes.

Stuff is anent literary figures

whose pieces are included in the

Harvard Classics. Publishing firm

slips: in couple of plugs for self on
each program. Stations are offered

the prepared material as^ free ;enter-

tainihent handout in return for the

free plugs.

Understood but few stations in-

country, are using the copy, but flock

of small indies are. on the mailing
list and receive the stuff each week.

F.C.C.'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

Decisions

Television School Reorg
Kansas City> Feb.

Staff of First National Television
school has been reorganized, to fill

gaps left by exodus of staff members
to recently organized Arthur Church
school. . New setup has Kenneth
Alexander ief of staff, F. M.
McQuiston, manager, of extension
dept.; Les 'Hotsenpiller, former chief
of TWA research Jab, in similar c'aA.

parity with First Natl.; Wayne Mil-
ler, formerly of RCA Mfg. "Co.,

transmitter instructor. C. E. Salzer,
former engineer instructor, has been
made chief irieer of KXBy,
school's station.

School has about six thousand ex-
, tension studes and 150 attending the
resident school.

Washi
California: KSFO, San rancisco,. granted daytime

power boost,from 1 to 5 kw.
Colorado: KFKA, -Greeley, application

quency change from 880 to 1,450 kc, and change i

operation from sharing with KPOF, Denver, to un-
limited, dismissed at the request of applicants. ..

Illinois: WSBC, Chicago, Commish reconsi
arid granted application for day boost from 100 to, 250

watts. "
"

'/

Indiana: WLBC, Muncie, granted change in time
of operation from shari ighits with WTRC, Elk-
hart, to' unlimited. .

: '

Louisiana: WBNO, Coliseum Place Baptist Church,
New Orleans, application for assignment of license to

Pelican State Broadcasting. Co., dismissed at appli-

cant's request. :

Massachusetts: WCOP,
transfer to Arde Bulova.
Michigan: Lenawee Broadcasting Co., Adrian,

plication for. new station to. operated on 144

with 250 watts days only dismissed with prejudice.

Minnesota: Daily News Corp., St. Paul, application

for new station to. operated on 580 kc with l; kw
daytimes dismissed at request of applicant.

Montana: Peoples Forum of the Air, Helena, grant-

ed new station to be operated on 1210 kc with 100.,

watts.

Pennsylvania:- WIP, Philadelphi , granted extension
of special experimental authorization to .operate; with.

1 kw po.wer. •

Texas: KNEL, GV. . Burns;
juice-jump from 100 to 250 /watts.

/ West Virginia: WPAR, Parkersburg, granted con-
sent to transfer of control of corporation from Harold

i McWhorter, Marion McDowell and Wayne Van Gilder

to Exponent Co.

WIRE Takes U.P. Service
• Indianapolis, Feb. 9.

Yesterday (8) began tie-up be-
tween.WIRE here and United Press
wire service for newscasts. WIRE
.is second Indiana station to get
U P. service. South Bend . stations,

both newspaper owned and under
one management, subscribe.
Eugene Pulliam, Jr., in charge of

WIRE'newsroom, has also had direct
leased phone wire piped into WIRE
from Indianapolis U.P. headquarters.
This gives station immediate flash

coverage on state news, and is . to
:

be given much, usage, according to
plans.

Set for Hearing
-Michigan: Leonard A. Versluis, Grand Rapi

. ,

.

daytime station,
:

to he operated on ' 830 kc with 500

watts.

Nebraska:
,
KGNF, North Platte, increase time

operation from, 1 kw days to 1 kw specified.

Ohio: Ohio ° Broadcasting Co., Steubenville,' new
station to be operated on 780 kc with 250 watts, days
only; Ohio Broadcasting Co., Marion, new station to

be operated days on 880 kc with - 250 watts; Ohio'
Broadcasting Co., East Liverpool, new station, to be
operated days on 1350 kc with 250 wat ; Ohi road-
casting Co., Salem, new • station -to be operated on
1420 kc with 100 watts, .days only; Food Terminal
Broadcasting Co., Cleveland, hew daytime station to

be operated on .1500 kc with i00 watts.

Sooth Dakota: - KABR, Aberdeen, change frequency

from 1420 to 1390 kc and boost power from 100 watts
to 500 watts nights, 1 kw.days.
Washington: Twin City Broadcasting Long-

view, new station to. be operated on 780 ith 250
Watts, days only.

'

Wisconsi : WTAQ, WHBY, „ , day
power boost from 1 to 5 kw, employ i irectiona)

New Petitions
W:

,
Miami, new station to be

Operated, on 1420 kc with 100 watts; W. W. .Luce, Fort
Lauderdale, station to be operated on 1050 kc
with r 1 kw.

Georgia: WKEU, Griffin, change frequency .from
1500 td 1310 kc and hours of operation from days to
Unlimited with ,100 .\yatts.

Kentucky: Louisville. Broadcasting Co., Louisville,
new station to be operated on 1210 kc with 250 watts
.days; ,.

"

Massachusetts: WBZ, Westinghbuse Electric & Mfg.
..... Boston, boost power from 50 tb 500 kw.
Minnesota: WTCN, Minneapolis, ight

power from 1 to 5 kw.
Missouri: KCMO, Kansas City, change frequency

from 1370 kc to 14,50 kc, boost power froni 100 watts
to 1 kw. and install directional ight
use.

.- New Jersey:- Colonial roadcasting Co., Mori-istown,
hew station 'to be operated on. 620 kc ith 1 kw!

. New York: Watertown
. Broadcasting Corp., Water-;

town, station to be operated bri 1420 kc with 100
watts ni , 250 watts' days. \

Rhode Island: WNRI, S. George Webb, Newport,
voluntary: assignment of license to WNRI, Inc.

South Dakota: KOBH, Rapid City, jump day juice
from 100 to 250 watts and install new trahslmitter.

Utah: Dan B. Shields, -Provb, new station to be
operated on.1200 kc With 100 Watts*.

Examiners' Reports
Missouri: Ni, application Hannibal Broad-

casting Co. because of a shortage of spot cash, Ex-
aminer Melvin H. Dalberg recommended to the Com-
mish that a second/application for a new. station at
Hannibal, Mo., receive the go-ahead signal. Request
of the Courier-Post Publishing Co., second applicant,
was tentatively trimmed to include - night operation
only. Station had asked for 100 watts nights and 250
watts days,' hut squawks from WTAD, Quincyi 111.,

led to the conclusion that the rag's, request might set
up interference if granted in toto.

. Publishing company will liay down $19,900 on the
line for the privilege of building up-to-date trans-
mitter. Hannibal Broadcasting Company, with only
$10,000 in assets, proposed to use $7,800 for a new
station-1—or ,80% of its nest-egg. Both applicants asked
for a spot on the 1310 kc ribbon.

Seek Daytime Stations

For Ohio Small Burgs

:.
Washington, Feb. 9.

Ambitions of interests affiliated
with, the Brush-Moore newspaper
chain to establish string of daytime
local stations in Ohio were referred
to examiners last week by Federal
Communications Commission.
Although there are no transmit-

ters in any of the. towns, FCC or-
dered public hearings on four ap-
plications of the Ohio Broadcasting
Co. for the right to set' up low-
bower .outlets in Steubenville,
Marion, East Liverpool and Salem.
Different frequencies .were sought i .

each case, although the power re-

.

quested was 250 watts in three spots
and 100 in the fourth. ,X-

Specific requests jjre: teubenyille,
780 kc, 250 watts; Marion, 880 kc,

250 . watts; East Liverpool. 1350 kc,

250 watts; Salem, 1420 kc, 100 watts.

All stations would be limited, to day'
light operation, with transmitter and
studio sites unselected so far.,,-,

;
Principal stockholder of Ohio

Broadcasting Co. is the Brush-Moore
Newspaper,

1

Inc., - which publish
dailies in six Ohio cities.

WPAR Joins CBS Web

WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va., joins

Columbia f...13 as part of the
basic supplementary sfttupV; Alliance
will give CBS twj^^prts' in that

state, the other beihrW^S, Charles-
ton, whose hodkup also' becomes ef-
fective Febi 13.

Both stations are operated by. John
A. Kennedy.

WMAZ' Newspaper Deal
Macon, Gan Feb. 9.

WMAZ now broadcasts news di-

rect from office, of Macon. Telegraph.
Basil Hall devotes full time to sum-
marizing the reports from the local

newspapers and. putting them on the
air six times dailyT
Local sheets still furnish copy for

the broadcasts.

Luther Hill, KRNT, Des -Moines,
visiting Chicago, Washington and
New York City.

milUOdi for REBUILDIHG !

!

Millions ofdollars arepouring into ,

the Ohio Valleyfor Rehabilitation.

Both employment andpayrolls are

scheduled to reach new highs in

WLW's primary area.

V0UR mduct wMsh*re in

ifyou use the Nation's Station. AndWLW, as

usualy will give you ffmore than your share."

\
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Here and There

KRNT-KSO, Des Moines,, pro-
viding talent for the Ottumwa, Iowa,

_ annual food show the last week in
- Feb. Scheduled for the show are the
Happy Chappies, . Hi and Lo, Betty
Jean and Freddy, Red and His
Ramblers, ; Loa Marti and '. Dale
Morgan as m.c.

.

-Peter MaoArthur, director of the
WHO, Iowa, Barn Dance Frolic, has
added db . and Bill and Jerry* the
Yodeling Cowboy to the artists' staff.

Bob and Bill come from KLZ,
Denver and the Yodeling Cowboy
from WMAX, Yankton, S. Dak. On
the Jan. 30 show Tony Cabooch,
who recently joined the artists' staff

-J** of WHO. will be introduced as guest
artist, rnie and His Boys, a musical
group, will also have guest appear-
ances on this : show.

Eastman, former research
director for Marschalk & Pratt, is

now in the. . research business for
- himself. He has incorporated his

moniker.

'KMOX, St. Louis, upped James V.
Huffman to asst. sales mgr. On
force for four years.

•The SongfeUows/ formerly NBC

MARIO BRAGGIOTTI
WITH HIS OBCHESTBA

W hose Baton You Can
Bet On

(HEABD OH NBC NETWORK)
Mlt. CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS, Int.

JERRY
KRUEGER BEER
Motdni at 10:30 ML.
WEAP w NBC
DRENE SHAMPOO
WedBeRdnyn at 7:4(1 P.M.WEAF - NBC
Thursday* at 7:
WJZ - NBC

Mitnngemeht
COLUMBIA ARTISTS'

BUREAU

and now with WHO, Des Moines,
have a new program for the Curtis
Candy Co.

W. Terrell Sledge and Cyril Wrig-
glesworth have joined the sales staff

of WQAI, San Antonio.

Ed' Voynow back Chi Petry
office after month's trip through
west; Ed Petry into the loop for
some confab with Voynow over the
week-end.

Vlnce Callahan, - commercial man-
ager of NBC's Washington studios,
has knocked off for vacation in the
Pocanos Mountains.

Ray Barrett, formerly at WBNX,
NeW York, hew announcer at WDRC,
Hartford.

Bill Derwln •; of municipal recrea-
tion department, Waterbury, Conn.,
sports-chatting at WATR.

Ted Reams, from WCHB, Char-
lottesville, is new mikester forVWGH,
Newport News, replaci lyde Par-
ker.

Harold Davis, program director at
WDAS, Philly, is peddling a play he
authored about amateurs, 'Going,
Going, vGong.'

; John. Logltf Ralrd;ft
iHverit6r'of 'the'

Baird television system, has been
awarded ' the gold medal of the "Ih-

ternational Faculty of Science in
recognition of his work for tele-

vision..

Angelo Palange, fight announcer,
has joined the Airwaves :

.Corp., N.
Y.j program builders. Palange op-
erated his own office for a time be-
fore undergoing several operations,
which have kept him abed.

Gilbert Mershon, former WIRE
(Indianapolis) \ , how piping
pop songs over WIND, Gary.

Walter O'Keefe, native of Hart-
ford, Was master of ceremonies at a

giant flood benefit midnight show at

the State theatre Friday (5). More
than 1,500 attended at $1 a head.
O'Keefe and his father participated
in a sketch with several other local

residents^.

An Actor's Anecdote

Performer who does a daily
network solo learned last week
how 'closely' the second in
command of the ad agency
which pays his salary follows
the program. Agency official

phoned the mikester, who has
been on the series since early,

last fall, about getting together
for a talk, and suggested making
it also a lunch date.

..'It's okay with me,' the
performer.

'Well, then,' remarked the
agency mogul, 'we'll make
tomorrow at 12:45.'

'I'm sorry,' rejoined the per-
•former, 'but you know I go on.

the air at that time . , , every
day of the week but Saturday
and Sunday.'

,
There was moment of

silence, connoting embarrass--
ment from the agency end .of

the line and then a, 'Oh, yes,

well, then let's make

Indianapolis Protests

Indianapolis, Feb. 9.

Glenn Van Auken's petition on
new station for Indianapolis will "be

up for hearing before FCC in Wash-
ington, D. C„ on Thursday (11).

Local public utilities attorney will

be on hand to present his own case
for . his proposed third station for
here.

Granting of license to Van
Auken was protested by WIRE un-
der old management and it is under-
stood new owner, Eugene C.
Pulliam^.will carry through the pro-
test. Not definitely known who will

present WIRE'S opposition to third
transmitter . here, but probably
P.ulliam himself will make trip and
appear before FCC

day nights from San Francisco over
the Coast NBC-Blue web. Replaces
Elston Wyckoff, who: remains on the

network staff for other dramatic
shows.

Dale Frady.
(Hollywood).

"
now ;KMTR

. Walter Howard, staff announcer at

WBRY, Waterbury, . now handling
bulk of news broadcasti for star

tion.

Bill Derwln, sports commentator
at WATR, Waterbury, back on the
air after several months absence.

Milton Ponder, former WFBC,
Greenville,- announcer, out of radio
to go. into other biz.

Maury differ, KMOX. spieler, and
Florette Kaplan, Corsicana, Tex.,

pianist, announce they're engaged.

Alan Fort, formerly with WRBL,
Columbus,. Ga., is lates; addition to

WATL, Atlanta, announcing staff.

Al Brackman has left and Ted Hy-
larid has joined Lottman office.

Tony Cabooch is inaugurating his

'American Families, .' WHO,
Des Moines.

Morton D. Bolton, formerly as-

sistant to C. E. Midgley of B. B, D.
& O. agency for six years, has joined
Craig & Hollingbery, station reps.-.

Herman Bernie off to Hollywood
today (Wed.) to line up more guest-

ers for American Can.

WSPA, Spartanburg,: ., has
signed with United " Press. Station

also has had Trans- ispatches

for a long time.

VON KRONKHITE TO NBC

Leaves CBS Chicago—NBC Wants
WMAQ Activity increased

Chicago, Feb.
John yon Kronkhite' has tendered

his resignation as chief of news,
for Columbia-WBBM .here effective

March 1.

Understood that Kronkhite will

join the local NBC organization in
charge of news. NBC here has been
•anxious for some time to develop its

news service" 6n WMAQ, red outlet.

In the' six months Kronkhite has
been with Columbia-WBBM the sta-

tion's . revenue from news:programs
has hopped more than 500% , jumping
from a weekly revenue of around
$1,200 to over $7,000, so that today
WBBM rates with WOR, Newark, as
one" of the top news-money transmit-
ters in the country.

WHOM Case Dismissed

Ray Lang, after a leave of. absence
of several months, has rejoined
KLRA, Little Rock, commercial staff.

Failure to prosecute caused the
dismissal by N. Y. Federal Judge
John C. Knox Monday (4) of suit

brought against the Giglia Broadcast-
ing Co., operators of WHOM, Jersey
City,- by Joseph M. Rumshinsky,
president of the Society of Jewish
Composers, Publishers and Authors
for infringement.

Plaintiffs had sued for an account-
ing and damages claiming defendant
.infringed on two of their songs.

RCA'S RADIO MUSEUM
NBC Would Be Port of Exhibit

Devoted to Craft

Jack Meddoffs comment program
on WEBR, Buffalo, only a month
old, will have sponsor ' (Beck's
Brewery) beginning Monday (8).

ita Hudson, conductor of a New
York American column for the last

15 years, started sustaining program
this week on WNEW, N. Y. Prudence
Penny, another scribe on same news-
paper, and Glenna Strickland, of
Brooklyn Eagle, also conduct femme
programs on same station.

GRACIE

STARRING IN

"THE . SHOW IS ON"
AT THE

WINTER GARDEN, NEW
Bxcl, Mfft. HERMAN BEBNIE,

161» Broadway. N«w f»rk

Lowell . and Paul Neal
started a new program on WBNS,
Columbus, Monday, under title 'It

Goes Like This.' Boys challenge lis-

teners to name song they can?t play,

offering tunes on piano-organ, two
pianos, piano-trumpet and in vocal
duets. :C. D. Kenny Coffee Co. is

the srl-nsor/

Tommy . Rlggs, new addition to

Crosley staff, coming from WTAM;
Cleveland, has been assigned to stag-

gered . sustaining spots on WLW,
Monday through Friday. Billed as

Tommy and Betty, Riggs does a trick

vocal for impersonation of a little

girl during a piano, patter and song
routine.

John Wald, senior announcer at

KSTP, St. Paul, (with the station

since 1929), off for a mike job with
KEHE. Los Angeles.

:

Clarice Mayer engaged to Dr ; Jo-
seph Garfield. She's KYW's (Philly)

Woman Reporter of the Air.

Nate Perlsteln of Chi Morris-
She.nker-Roth agency to the Coast
for a couple of weeks o.o. of the
Ben Bernie show.

Gilbert ierros,,Mexican violinist,

formerly with Doc , Schneider's
Texans, is now broadcasting with
the Hi-Boys, Max Raney and Doye
O'Dell, over WGY. For their p.a.

dates, . Florence La Fay and Jane
Conye are also. used.

Montgomery Mohn steps into the

•Dr, Crowley* role in the Hal Bur-
dick serial, 'Dr. Kate,' ired Thurs-

LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK (FEB. 11)

BUDDY CLARK
LUCKY STRIKE

WEEK - NBC 10 P.M. SAT. - CBS
Dir.: COLUMBIA ARTIST'S BtW

Kerin Sisson is doi for
Sweet Caporal cigarets over the
Canadian Network out . of Montreal.

• Paul Whiteman's unit opens Feb.
20 at the iscayne Kennel Club,
Miami, for a two-week stay. "Abe
Lyman follows.

. Rea Hudiberg has joined the sales

staff at WBT, Charlotte, N. C.

Dewey Long, WBT, Charlotte,

N. C, sales manager, has just -

turned from a business trip of sev-
eral days, to- Atlanta.

Rose Chanelle, contralto,, started a
new series of broadcasts over WRC,
Washington, last Sunday. ilent on
local ether for more thah a year,
warbler will be heard from 1 to. 1:30

p. m. each Sunday for an indefinite

period.

.

Patricia Cook starting new one-
woman drama series at WICC,
Bridgeport.

George Engelterr succeeded as

KRNT traffic, mgr. by Dick Teela.

RCA Is giving consideration to a
proposal to underwrite in co-opera-
tion with "NBC a museum of radio
and television. Exhibits would not
only include sound transmitting and
reception gadgets dating from away
back, but the latest mechanical de-
velopments in the. field of television.
Sound broadcasting setup would
take in the various phases of long
and short wave uses. .. Provision
would also be made for the showing
of facsimile apparatus.
Should the idea of the museum of

radio and television arts be ap-
proved, the exhibit will undoubtedly
be housed in the RCA building.
Relics of broadcasting's history . are
at present scattered among the studio
foyers in the NBC layout.

W. W. HILL BANKRUPT
.Weston Whittemore Hill, copy-

writer, with Cecil, Warwick & Cecil
advertising agency, filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy, in N. Y. Dis-
trict Court Wednesday (27).

Liabilities of $1,905 included bill

of $29 owed to American Newspaper
Publishers for advertising. No
assets.

'

; —

for Jay Ray's Widow

Hartford, Feb. 9.

Widow of Jay Ray, local radio
actor who died a month ago, received
$500 from a benefit midnight show
in his honor Week ago at the
Palace theatre.

.
Show Was arranged by a commit-

tee of local theatre managers aided
by Julian Tuthill, drama critic. Ray
was connected with Guy Hudlurid's
WTIC Travelers Players and with
Hartford's ittle Theatre.

In Washington
W. C. Jennings, KGW,

Ore.
Warren Willi WKBN,

Youngstown.
Logan Jones, KVOS, Bellingham,

Wash.
-Ralph Evahs, WHO, Des Moi

LA FOUNTS 1,000 SHARES

Part-Ownership of WNBC,
Britain, Is ReVealed

Washington, Feb.

Former Federal Radio Commis-
sioner Harold A. LaFount, who ap-
peared at the October

hearings as disinterested fri

small broadcasters, was revealed last

week as a minority stockholder

WNBC, New Britai Evidence cited
by a Federal Communications Com-
mission examiner showed LaFount
holding 1,000 shares of common and
100 preferred in State Broadcasti
dorp., which holds WNBC license.
At the October gabfest LaFount

appealed for more power for inde-
pendents, ostensibly acting on his
own initiative. Told the FCC then T
represent nQ one. I have absolutely
ho financial interest in any radio
station.' When he acquired the
WNBC tickets is not known.

"THE MEADOWBROOK"
Cedar Grove, NV J.

Per. Rep/—ARTHUR T. MICHAUD
1776 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.

Mgt.—M.C.A.

CARL
HOFF
LUCKY STRIKE

"Your Hit Parade'*

Saturday, 10 p.m., EST
WABC - CBS Network

Fred Allen

Portland Hoffa
in "Town Hall Tonight"
s'al hepatica ipana

WEAF—Wednesdn 1 9-10

WALTER BATCHELOR

.THE

THREE MARSHALLS
MONDAYS

lS:ir» p.m.—W JZ

.

Exclusive Mahnffeincnt '-.

N BC A RTIST S BR V I C K
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, N, Y.
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THIS TABLE 8HOWS THE LEAPING SIX SELLERS IN SHEET MUSIC AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS GATHERED FROM THE REPORTS
OF SALES MADE DURING JANUARY BY THE LEADING MUSIC JOBBERS AND DISC DISTRIBUTORS IN THE TERRITORIES

6 Best Sellers in Sheet Music as Reported by Leading Jobbers

NEW YORK , CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
Sonr—-No. 1 'Chapel in the .Moonlight* 'Chapel in the Moonlight* 'Chapel in the Moonlight'
Song—No, X 'Pennies from Heaven' .. 'Pennies from. Heaven* 'Pennies from Heaven'

.

Sonr—No. S-
'

'Goodnight My Love' .'When My Dreamboat Comes Home' •It's Ue-Loyely'
gone—No. 4 'When My Dreambcat Comes Home' 'With Plenty of Money and You' 'Night Is Young'
Bong—rNo. 6 , 'It's De-Lovely' •It's De-Lovely' •I've Got Tou Under My Skin' ;

Sonr—No. «
, •With Plenty of Money and You' 'Goodnight My Love' 'Organ Grinder's Swing'

5 Leading Phonograph Labels Report 6 Best Sellers
Side responsible for the major sales only is reported. W here it is impossible to determine the side responsible for

sales* both sides are mentioned:

RECORDS RETAILING AT 7Be
BRUNSWICK—No. 1

BRUNSWICK—No. X

BRUNSWICK—No. I

BRUNSWICK—No. «

BRUNSWICK—No. I

BRUNSWICK—No. •

•Where Lazy River Goes By,' ight or
Wrong' (Teddy Wilson Orch.)

•Night Is Young/ 'Lookln' Aroand Cor-
ners' (Jan Garber Orch.)

All's Fair in Love and Wat,' 'With
.Plenty of Money, and You' (Hal Kemp
Orch.)

'I've Got You Under My Skin,' 'Easy to
Love' (Hal Kemp Orch.)

That's Life, I Guess,' 'Pennies from
Heaven' (Teddy Wilson Orch.)

•I Never Knew/'Crazy Rhythm' (Yascha
Bunchuk Orch.)

'Ranch in the Sky' (Jan Garber Orch;).

'With Plenty of Money and You' (Hal
Kemp Orch.) .' .-

, .
,

,',
.

'Love You from Coast to Coast' (Kay
Kyser Orch;).

'When My Dreamboat Conies' (Freddie
Martin Orch.)

•I'll See You in My Dreams' (Ted
Wolfson Orch.) y

'Smoke Dreams' (Red Nolfvp Orch. ).

'Where Lazy River Goes By.' ' ight or
Wrong' (Teddy Wilson Orch. I

'Night Is Young/ 'Lookln*. Around..Cor-
ners' (Jan Garber Orch.)

Timber,' 'Gee, But You're Swell' (Russ
Morgan Orch.)

'Serenade In the Night*' 'Dear Diary'
(Jan Garber Orch.)

'I've Got Love to Keep Me Warm,' 'Slum-
ming on Park.Ave.' (Red Norvo Orch.)

This Year's Kisses.' 'You're Laughing at
Me' (Hal Kemp Orch. )

COLUMBIA—No. 1

COLUMBIA—No. 2

COLUMBIA—No. I

COLUMBIA—No. 4

COLUMBIA—No. 5

COLUMBIA—No. •

'Serenade In the Night,' 'Me and the
Moon' (Mantovahi Orch.) .

'Mr. Ghost Goes to Town,' 'Algiers
Stomp' (Mills Blue Rhythym Orch.)

'Balleenacy,' 'Barrelhouse' (Mills Blue
Rhythm Orch.)

'Goodnight My Love,' T Wanna Go to
the Zoo' (Hildegarde)

'Pennies from Heaven,' 'For Sentimental
Reasons' (Hildegarde)

'Callia*. Your Bluff/ 'Big John's Special'
(Mills Blue Rhythm Orch.)

•Mr. Ghost Goes to Town' (Mills Blue
Rhythm Orch.)

'Serenade in the Night* (Mantovani
Orch.) "•

'

'Callin' Your Bluer (Mills Blue Rhythm
Orch:)

.

fit All Begins and Ends with You'
(Frank Froeba Orch.) ..

'Za Zu Za' (Herbie Kay Orch.)

'Llorando' (Carlo Molina Orch. )

'When April Shower* Reach Hawaii'
(Andy Iona Orch.) •

:

'South. Sea Island Magic' (Andy Iona
.
Orch.) ..;

'

.

'My Tane/ 'Na Pu»' (Andy Iona Orch.)

"Ride, Bed, Bide,' 'Congo Caravan' (Mills
Blue Rhythm Orch.)

'Big John's Special,' 'Callin' Your Bluff*
(Mills Blue Rhythm Orch.)

'Hawaiian Cowboy/ 'A Wee Doeeh and
Doris' (Sol K. Bright Orch;)

VICTOR—No. 1

VICTOR—No. 1

VICTOR—No. I

VICTOR—No. 4

VICTOR—No. I

VICTOR—No. 4

'Who's Afraid of . Love/ 'One In
Million' (Fats Waller Orch. )

'Goodnight My Love/ Take Another
Guess' (Benny Goodman Orch.)

'Smoke Dreams/ 'Gee; But You're Swell'
(Benny Goodman Orch;)

. .

'..

'Night Is Young/ Trust In Me' (Wayne
King Orch.)

'I've Got Love to Keep Me Warm/ 'Slum-
ming on Park Ave/ (Ray Noble Orch.)

'I'm in a Dancing Mood/. Tea on the
Terrace* Tommy Dorsey)

'Goodnight My Love' (Benny Goodman
Orch.)

'With Plenty of Money and You' (Geo.
Hamilton Orch.) .

'Who's Afraid of Love' (Fats Waller
' Orch.) :

'

- .

•'

This Year's Kisses1 (Benny Goodman
Orch.) :

'Night Is Young' (Wayne King Orch.

)

'Smoke • Dreams' '• (Benny Goodman
Orch.)

'It's De-Lovely' (Eddie Duchin Orch.)

'I've Got You Under My Skin' (Ray
Noble Orch.)

'Goodnight My Love' (Benny Goodman
Orch.).

'Pennies from Heaven' (Eddie Duchin
Orch.)

'When My Dreamboat Comes' (Guy
Lombardo Orch. ) .

'Night Is Young' (Wayne King Orch.)

RECORDS RETAILING AT 35c
BLUE BIRD—No. 1 'Serenade in the Night/ 'Little Old

. Lady' (Shep Fields Orch.)
'Goodnight My Love' (Shep Fields
. Orch.)

'It's De-Lovely' (Shep Fields Orch.)
»

BLUE BIRD—No. S 'Goodnight My- Love/ 'One Never
Knows' (Shep Fields Orch.)

'Chapel In Moonlight' (Shep Fields
• Orch.)

*
'Goodnight My Love' (Shep Fields
Orch.)

'

BLUE BIRD—No. 1 'Mr. Ghost Goes to Town,' 'The Gbdna
Goo' (Johnny Hamp Orch.

)

'With Plenty of Money and You' (Frank
Dailey Orch.)

'I've Got You Under My Skin' (Shep
Fields Orch.)

BLUE BIRD—No. • 'Chapel in Moonlight/ 'You're Every-
thing Sweet' (Shep Fields Orch.)

'When My Dreamboat Comes' (Shep
Fields Orch.)

'Pennies from Heaven' (Tempo King
Orch.)

BLUE BIRD—No. I 'Never Should Have Told You/ Trust in

Me' (Johnny Hamp Orch. ) \

'Night Is Young' (Ted Fio-Rito Orch.) 'Chapel In Moonlight' (Shep Fields
Orch.) \

BLUE BEAD—No. • 'Night Is Young/ 'I'm in a Dancing
Mood' (George Hall Orch,)

'Smoke Dreams' (Johnny Hamp Orch.) 'When My Dreamboat Comes' (Shep
Fields Orch.)

DECCA—No. 1 'Let's Call a Heart a Heart,' 'Pennies
. from Heaven'" (Bing Grosby

)

'Pennies from Heaven' (Bing Crosby) •What Will I Tell My Heart' (Andy Kirk
Orch.)

DECCA—No. I 'What Will I Tell My Heart/ 'Lady Who
Swings the Band' (Andy Kirk Orch.)

'What Will I Tell My Heart' (Andy Kirk
Orch.)

'Pennies from Heaven'. (Bing Crosby)

DECCA—No. t It's De-Lovely/ 'Tea on the Terrace'
(Will Osborne Orch.)

'My Last Affair' (Jimmie Lunceford
Orch.)

"

'With Plenty of Money and You' (Henry
Busse Orch. )

'

.

'
•

DECCA—No. 4 'With Plenty of Money and You/ 'All's

Fair in Love and War' (Henry Busse
Orch.)

'Night Is Young' (Ted Fio-Rito Orch.) 'My Last Affair* (Jimmie Lunceford
Orch.)

DECCA—No. • 'Running a Temperature/ 'My Last Af-
fair' (Jimmy Lunceford Orch.)

'It's De-Lovely' (Will Osborne Orch.) 'It's De-Lovely' (Will Osborne Orch.)

DECCA—No. • 'Chapel in Moonlight/ 'Echo Valley'

(Mai Hallett 'Orch.)

'Chapel . in Moonlight' (Mai Halle tt

Orch.)
'One, Two, Button Your Shoe' (Bing
Crosby)

-musie

Max and Louis reyfus are sitting pat for the time bei in the busi-

ness of acquiring music publishing firms. Deal, for Forster Music Pub-

., has gone cold, ' bid to sell Forster

asked for $125,000, a share in the proceeds from the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers and the right to continue with one of

his subsidiary catalogs. ;

reyfuses now own on this side the' Chappell the: Crawford Music
.. and the Mario Music Co. They are reported to have paid $20,000 in

ca6h for the Mario setup in addition to provi ing all three partners,

George Mario, Al Porgie and Eddi Wolpi ith jobs.

has switched to the Coast office of Rockwell-O'Keefe and brother Frank
Irishman, is an indie rep handli ie Bleyer and several smaller bands.

Henry Spitzer, Chappell gen. mgri, states that the statistical tables which
Warner Bros, included in the availability brief , that was made part of the

argument for rating boosts before the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers; gave a somewhat distorted picture of ChappeU's
situation in 1935. Chappell Co., Spitzer points out, id not actually get
going until the fall of 1035 so that performances it got that •' year . should
not be compared with the availability rati it held at the end of 1936.

Lysle Tomeriin,, telegrapher at the Paramount .
io on the Coast^ and

Andy Iona Long, Chicago ork leader, "are c'laimi song publication'

record! They base mark oh release by Exclusive of six:put of seven tunes

contracted by that firm, while Modern lists three other cleffings i its

catalog, with at least three more to come under contract. Total of 15

songs: .have been/ placed by. team, since their ' itial number, 'South Sea
Island Magic.' RKO has bought 'Tropical Madness* for pic purposies. With
exception of latter

.,
two, songs are. getting publicati ithout show or

icture spotting.

Fishman family, all in the same business, band and re

working but of three different offices. ^All three were in

Radio Orch. Corp.
Frances Fishman is with Radio Orchestra Corp.;. her brother, ish-

itian, until recently with the same office (nee Orchestra Corp. of America ),

All the Irving Mills orchestras are now being booked for hotels, cafes

and dne-nighters exclusively by Consolidated Radio Artists. Mills' list

includes Ellington, Calloway, Ina
:
Ray Hutton, Hudson-DeLangei Lucky

Milli and Mills Blue Rhythm Band/ Tommy TOmpkins, Milt Britton,

Yascha Bunchuk, Jerry, Freeman and Jan Rubi '. Mills' tie-in with Charlie
Green's Consolidated Radio orchestras has no restrictions on any of the

Mills bands for CRA routi

iri 'Dash, head of the British publishing house which is behind 'When
the Poppies Bloom Again,' has

:

settled the claim made by Cramer it Co.,

London publishers, hi connection with the current hit tune. Cramer con-
tended that there was a recurrent strain in 'Poppies' which was similar

to one 'Night Nursery,' a cprnposition which Cramer put out quite a

number of years ago. 'Nursery' precedes 'Sylvia,' another song which- is

described as having something melodically in common with. 'Poppies.'

A holdover song from the 'White Horse Inn' score, titled 'A Feather in

Her Tyrolean Hat,' is currently stepping out on its own in
:

England, as a

'surprise' ' Campbell-Conneily has it.

Robbins Music has two more nitery theme songs: 'Stompj ' at the Savoy*
! and 'Rhythm at the Rainbow Room' how are joined by 'Ri in at the Ritz'

' and 'Waddlin' at the Waldorf as IhematJcs.

I.Y.;

'Unusual' Cold

Aids L A. Sales

New York.

After strong starts the •

music business in January . slumped
badly and stayed there until the last
few days' of the month. Jobbers
asserted that the only thing to which
this drop could be attributed were
the floods in the* Ohio Valley. These
same sources figured that the mar-
ket in January had more, potential"^
song hits, than any other one month
in years.

'

Despite the three weeks of weak
business generally, Shapiro-Bern-
stein's 'Chapel in the Moonlight*
maintained a music-counter pace
that was sturdy enough to nudge the
tune over the, 400,000-copy mark.
Another number that had a substan-
tial overturn vas 'Pennies from
Heaven* (Santly). Song which sky-
rocketed in the space of a lew
weeks from away down on the list

to third place was 'Good Night. My
Love,' from 20th Cehtury-Fbx's
'Stowaway' and published by Rob-
bins. \.

'

"

Sheet runnersrup
. in-

cluded 'One, "Two/- %tton Your
Shoe' (Sanily^ .: 'ijm -iwiye Songs'
(Witmark), 'Night JS ^SSpfe, You're
Beautiful' (Words :

&\''^uiB'lc), 'I've

Got You Under My ^Ski * (Chap-
pell ), 'Rainbow/ on the 'Biver' (Feist

)

t

'South Sea Island Magic' (Select),
There's Something in the Air* (Rob-
bins), Tin in a Dancing Mpedl'
(Crawford)" and TBasy. to; . Love*
(Chappell ). Of the sbc best sellers
i January, only 'Chapel*, and
' reamboat' came! straight from Ti
Pan Alley.

Pop end .of the mechanical just
about held . its own in January, while
the quality , seal contingent reported
one of :the biggest months in years.
Fats Waller proved. RCA' Victor's
white-haifed boy, Teddy tjr/ilson

toppeel Brunswick's best seller list,

and Crosby swung back into first

place fof . Decca,

Weather Aids Coast

Los Angeles,

Bitter cold spell that enveloped
Southern; California during greater
part- of January, plus seasonal rains,

helped create a brisk post-holiday
season demand for discs and sheet
music,, with trade pretty ihuch on i
par with the heavy Christmas busi-
ness/ Record field was particularly
strong. /'

Jan Garber, with a couple of- hits,

topped the- Brunswick catalog, al-

though not, in top spot in January,
while Andy:Jfoha's Hawaiian ork had
clear saili for first, second and
third position \ in the .Columbia field.

Eddie Duchin' recordings held top
and fourth spots for "Victor.. In the
35c. field, Shep Fields had a walk-
away with five of the six first places,
and Bing Grosby led the Decca out-
put with two of the six firsts.

In sheet, music, 'Plenty of Money
and You* and 'When My Dreamboat
Comes Home' became brisk .near
close Of month and look like Feb-
ruary winners. Also the six Irving
Berlin tunes from the film, 'On the
Avenue/

'Chapel' Tops Chicago;

Chicago,

Chapel the Moonlight' re-
mained the top-rung tun<5 of the list,

though indications are- that it will
be shoved out of the No. 1 position
in the February listing; Battle for
first spot in the current month's fuhr
ning will, be between 'When My
Dreamboat Comes Home,' in the.

three-hcle in January, and 'Good
Night, My Love,' which is; com!
along fast. ..

. : Outside of the blue ribbon parade,:
but still strong enough to be im-
portant, were 'The Night Is Young*
and 'I've Got You Under My Skin.'

Discs' were steady: .

MULL PAY BOOST FOR AFPEL
Baltimore, Feb.

Up for a yea-or-hay poll among

.

members . of Local 40 sometime late

this month is the question whether
v

or no Oscar Appel, prez of the mu-
sical uni ill get the pay boost
he is seeking.
Now salaried at $600 . annually,

Appel wants figure hiked to $1,300.

Prez, of course, does npt- depend
upon his remuneration ; as union Of-

ficer for livelihood, but works regu-
larly as a mtisi
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UP IN GERMANY

Berlin.

Annual report of the tagma
(State Organization for Collecting

Music Royalties') has - published the

total receipts for music as being

$412,000 as against $344,400 in the

preceding year. Biggest; item in the

organization's income '"

royalties

from light music.
Stagma points to the fact that

much more music from abroad was
played in Germany than German
music in foreign countries. Royal-

• j^ies paid into Germany came to only

$20,000, while Stagma had to fork

out $80,000.. Annual report alsb

shows that in 1936 the number of

composers whose royalty interests

Stagma: has been taking care of has

risen from 2,669 to 2,935.

Altogether
.
321,000 programs of

lighter music were played inst

19,100 of serious.

'Presents.

The. Sensational

When My
Dream Boat
Comes Home

From "CHEROKEE STRIP"
SUrHnu Dick Foran."Th« Singing Cowboy".

The Greatest Western Balled fn Yeare

MY LITTLE

M. WITMARK & SONS
1250 Sixth Ave., RCA Bldr., N. X.

CHARLIE WARREN. Prof. Mgr.

THE BALLAD
SENSATION

THE
WORLD
IS MINE

(TONIGHT)

NOW THRILLING
THE WORLD
SAM FOX

PUBLISHING COMPANY
I ISO SIXTH AVENUfc

nc« Building R»DIOCITY
NtW YORK

Shifting His Base

. Pollywood, Feb. 9.

Jack Robbins states that in

view of the. discussion at - the
time he headquartered at Feist,

instead ' of his own firm, during
his last N. Y. visit, he'll now
make his headquarters at the
newly-acquired Miller Music,
Inc., and. thus in neutral
territory.

Robbins sidestepped - head-
quarters in the N. Y. head-of-
fice Robbins Music Corp.
because Feist was. theri a still

new acquisition, and now with
the Rpbbins-Metro takeover
of Miller's, the music, publisher
intends to give that outfit his

major attention.

$1,360 FINE SLAPPED

BY BALTIMORE UNION

Baltimore, Feb. 9.

Local with one swat,
slapped' totaling $1,360 on
Harry Carter, 'musical director' and
piaho-plinker employed at the New
Howard hotel. That

.
figure is larg-

est ever plastered a fine ori any
member by musical union here.
Carter . has been given till Feb. 22
to settle. ' Other alternative ' ' to

slice the union, bonds.
.

Penalty comes under five charges,
conduct, unbecoming - a mu-

sician* ($500);-; 'for hiring under,
scale' ($500); 'for contracting with
other contractors' ($250); 'for sup-
plying music under scale' ($100);
'for threatening Ao have ion mem-
bers fired' ($10).

Originally Carter was member of

Local 40 some years, ago, but
dropped out after refusing to pay a.

fine for some minor infraction. He
then, went to work in the New
Howard cocktailery, which was a
non-union shop. Last summer Local
40 revised its scale for smaller spots
around town, and told Carter it

would forget about old scores if he
rejoined

.
organization and brought

his co-workers also into union fold.

Swedish 'Leader in U.S.
Rex Saunders, Swedish band

leader, is in New York with his
missus, former Sonje Leonard, Svehsk
jazz artist intends building a new
orchestra here and. is also cbnsider-
ing opening a night club.
Saunders is part owner of the

Atlantic hotel in Stockholm and also
owns a piece of two niterys in the
Swedish capital.

Charlie Green Touring
Charlie Green, prez of Consolidat-

ed Radio Artists, and Gus Edwards,
g-m, left New York Feb. 6 on a 10-

day tour of Chicago and Cleveland
branch offices of CRA.

. Pair will attend opening! of Clyde
Lucas' band at the Drake hotel, Chi-
cago, on Feb. 13 before going to Ohio.

IRVING BERLIN'S GREATEST SCORE

ON THE AVENUE'
(20th Century-Fox Reiease)

imm TEAIVS KISSES

J\

n"WE GOT MY LOVE
im KEEP ME WARM

THE GIRL ON
TME POLICE GAZETT1

SLUMMING W PARK 4VENUE
Ml AIN'T GOT RHYTHM

CURRENT POPULAR HITS

; I : jVi -: Yow From Coasil: m Co^Si

There's Freed: on the Moosi

> <a. Silver Moon oim the GolcSeira Gate

mWNG BERLIN, Snc
••a. ... a, Y. HARRY UKK. Gen. Ptof Mor.

Delettre-Parish-Mills

Settle Suit Vs. Par's

'Hands Across Table'

The $50,000 suit brought by Jean
Delettre, French composer and ac-

companist for Lucienne
;

Mitchell lyric writer, and
Mills Music, ., against Paramount
Pictures Corp., and Sam Coslow,,

Par songwriter, over songi

'Hands Across the Table,' was dis-

continued Thursday (4) as the case
was about to be tried before N. Y.

Supreme McGeehan.
It was understood a settlement out

of court was arranged, but attorneys
for the defendants denied money
was involved in the settlement.
The plaintiffs, Delettre and Parish,

claimed they sold their composition
to Mills Music for royalties and that
later in March, 1935, the music pub-
lishers granted Par . the right to use
the title of the song for a film, to-
gether with the right to use the song
in the icture. Instead of giving
them credit the song and the
title, Parish and Delettre claimed
Coslow was advertised as the com-
poser of all the music in the film.
Besides asking damages,, the plain-
tiffs sought to. have the: court en-
join Par from ejfhi iting the picture
until the suit was settled.

Paramount's answer to the action
was that it had purchased all rights
to the song from Mills for $500 and
were not obliged to credit Parish
and Delettre as the cdrhnosers of
the song. They admitted Coslow
was given credit for the music used
in the film.

Lillian Dumas Sues

illian Kalen Dumas, songwriters'
agent, who claims to have discovered
the father of the hit song, 'It's a Sin
to Tell a Li ,' filed suit Monday (8)
in N. , Y. .Supreme Court against
Billy Mayhew, the composer. She
alleges he breached an agreement
with her under which she was to re-
ceive one-third of the royalties on
the song.

Plaintiff claims she found Mayhew
in Baltimore after considerable
trouble. She learned he had a hit
tune and agreed to have it properly
put out for him.: She turned the
composition over to Donaldson,
Douglas & Gumble and Mayhew re-
ceived $10,644. Miss Dumas now
wants $3^548 from the writer as her
bit.

DELAY DUES REDUCTIONS

M. P. P. Wants to Know First
About WB Memberships

oard irectors of the Music
Publishers Protective Association
decided at a meeting last Friday (5)
to make no move toward reducing
the membership dues until it became
certain the Warner Bros, publishing
firms would join the organization.
In the event WB does come in the
membership fees .will be clipped
from 30% to 50%.
Other major companies which are

currently not a part of the MPPA
are Irving Berlin, inc., and the
Chappell Co. of America.

Most Requested

(Reported by Mario Brag*
giotti.NBC.)

Pennies from Heaven.
Something in the Air.

Love and Learn.
When My Dream Boat.
Chapel in Moonlight.
Trust In Me.
It's Deloyely.
Keep Me In Tour reams.

Plenty, of Money and You.
Good Night, My Loyei

(Reported by Freddy Befrens,
Laurel-in-therPines,. Lakewood,
N, J.)

Plenty of Money and You.
There's Something in the Air.

Goodnight My Love.
Keep Me in Your Dreams.
If My Heart Could Talk.

When
.
My bream Boat Comes.

Chapel in the Moonlight.
Got You Under My Skih.

Pennies from Heaven.
Love and Learn.

.

(Reported by Al Donahue,
Hotel Netherland-Plaza, Cin-
cinnati.)

Mr. Ghost Goes to Town
Star Dust
Night and Day
Pennies From Heaven
One two, Button Your Shoe
Trust in Me
Something in the Air
Plenty of Money and You
Got You Under My Sbin
Goodnight My Love'

Music Notes

George Olsen and Earl (Father)
Hines will lead their bands at the
University of Michigan annual J-

Hop, Feb. 12. Olsen is from Edge-
water Beach hotel, Chicago. Father
Hihes, master of the piano,

has been leading his all-colored

swing band at the Grand Terrace,

also Chicago.

Ange.Lombardi's orchestra is play-
ing at the Club Petite in the Hotel
Mohawk, Schenectady. Sonny
O'Brien, emcee, Johnny Goodman,
accordionist, Dorothy Lewis, Marjorie
and Helen and Betty and Ann are
also in the show.

Eddie Wolpin has joined the pro-
fessional staff of the Chappell Co. It

has originally been the plan of Henry
Spitzer, Chappell, gen. mgr., to assign
Wolpin. from Mario Music to the
Crawford Music Co.

'Casey Jones' on Release

'Casey Jones* will be released for
general performance on the ir

March 7 as the result of the acquisi-
tion by Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. of
the tune's renewal of copyright Song
was formerly published by the
Southern California Music Co., which
is not affiliated with the American
Society of Composers; Authors and
Publishers. Shapiro-Bernstein, which
is an ASCAP member, proposes to
put the tune on the unrestricted list.

Deal for the copyright renewal was
made with Charles E. Seiber, son of
'Casey's' author, and with Dorothy
Elizabeth Newton, widow of the. com-
poser.

IThe trade toill. be interested in : comparing the selling relativity to
the most-played-on-the-air tabulations, shown elsewhere in this

department. Song title and publisher of the best selling 20 are
included; only the title of the song is recorded in the ah plugs.]

Goodnight My Love . . ...... .Robbins
When My Dreamboat Comes Home . . . . iWitmark
Chapel in the Moonlight . . . ; . . ; . . . .

.
.... ... . . , . . . .Shapiro

Pennies-From Heaven r . : ... , ... ..... . .... .. ....... .Select
With Plenty Money and You... .... ;

.

......... . .Harms
There's Something in the > . . .Rbbbi
Rainbow on the River . . ..... ..... ....... . . ;

.

. , ,

.

. . .Feist
Moonlight and Shadows ..... . ............... . .Famous
One, Two, Button. Your Shoe. . .. . ... . .

.", ......... ..Select
Serenade in the Night. , . . ...Mills
Trust in Me . . . , ......... y, » • . . • • • . . ,Ager
tNight Is Young . . ... .' .......... . , ... . ; ...... .... .Words & Music
I Can't Lose That Longing; . . ; .. ,..........> ..Donaldson
May I Have the Next Romance?... k . ...Feist
I'm in a Dancing Mood . . . . . . ... ..... .... , , . . .Crawford
Someone to Care For Me.i....;...

;

..........,.v..v...Feist
One in a Milli . . . .... ........... i ...... w . . .Hollywood
*TWs. Year's Kisses ..... .... ... ...... ... , . .Berii
You're Laughing at Me. ... .. ... . . , .

.",
. . ......... . , .Berii

On a Little Bambbo Bri ....................... . .Morris

Indiciottes filmusical song,
others are pops.

\ Indicates stage production song. The

Dick Forscutt Returns
As;Salt Lake Maestro

Salt Lake City, Feb. 9.

Pick Forscutt, veteran Salt Lake
band leader who gave'up music sev-
eral years ago to peddle used cars,
has opened new Louvre cabaret in
downtown district. Spot, operated
by Mel Flegal, features a floor show,
starring local dance team of Ivan
Gardeman and Ramona Davis.

Forscutt formerly was leader at
Club Dorado, once town's classiest
night den, now doing vigorous biz
as a sans-couvert beer-and-pretzel
inn. .

"• '

Gertrude Nieseh cut four numbers
from Universale 'Top of the Town,'
for Brunswick in Hollywood.

Orchestrations 50c
ED 01 E LAM BERT—eon. Prof

.

RADIO CITY, N.Y.

'YOU DO THE DARN'DEST

THINGS, BABY*

•UNOER YOUR SPELL'

lightly. Terri

"It's Love I'm After"

"The Balboa"

MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPORATION
Sam fox publishing cc So/pA^m*,

1250 SIXTH, AVENUE
^J.lLT^C :RftOlO CITY)

NEW YORK

Europe's Mo. 1 .

Sonff Sensation!

SERENADE

IN THE NIGHT
> Just Released!— Enoltnd'l Latest I

SUPPOSING
From The Cotton Club rnrnde

COPPER C0L0EED GAI
THAT'S WHAT YOV MEAN

TO ME
ALABAMA BAUItEQUE

DOI2J' TnE StlZIi-Q

Anotlief Will Hudson Hit
THE MOON IS (1KINNING

AT ME '

Ml*
<lt1U5l(
VI6I96WAY

Songs For the Millions

"ONE IN A MILLION"

"WHO'S AFRAID
OF LOVE?"

"THE MOONLIT
WALTZ"

"WE'RE BACK IN
CIRCULATION AGAIN"
Fentured In the 20th Cen-

tury-Fox rietnre—"One
III a Million"

HOaYWQOD SONGS"*

.
RCA BUIUMNC-RAWOCITV-NEWVOBKNY.
PMItKORNHEUER. Ctti.Mqr.
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Henry Spitzer, chairman of the

special committee concerned with

probing the availability, rating

methods th# American Society of

Composers, Authors and publishers,

has received 10 plans for changing

the system from that many pub-

lishers. He plans to. meet with the

other members of. the committee,

Lester Santly and Gustav Schirmer,

for a discussion of these: formulas

within the next week.
For the first time; since the current

method of allocating publisher royal-

ties; went into effect, which was Jan:'

1, *J936, ;
ASCAP members last week

learned how it ' done. Copies of

the formula were mailed to the mem-
bership at Spitzer's request. Pre-
viously only ASCAP board members
knew the exact bases upon which
the coin was split.

Kapp Keeps 'Em Spinning

Hollywood, Feb. 9.
'

Jack Kapp, prexy of Decca, will

spend si weeks supervising record-

ings here.

Discs will be cut by Dick Powell,
Frances Langford, Jimmy Dorsey,
Victor "iToung, Ted FioRito, Ben
Bernie, Connie Boswell, Bing Crosby,
et al.

Most Played on Air

Wnrren find Duliln at Tlielr

In ThcM Two

SUMMER NIGHT

HOW COULD YOU?

GEE!
, Terrlho Hit I

YOU'RE SWELL

from "SING ME A LOVE SONG"
A Cosmopolitan rrodqctlon

THE LITTLE HOUSE
THAT LOVE BUILT

YOUR EYES HAVE
TOLD ME SO

REMICK MUSIC CORP.
1250 Sixth Ave., RCA Bldgv N. V.

CHARMS WAKaEN. Prof. tf«r.

TWO TOP
Tf/nPOTUNf*

Unto* aMOtAOMjiJfyWllMmOH

MR.CHCISf
GOES TO

TOWN

EXCLUSIVE PUBLICATIONS i n C
I 4 I f k R O A 0 W A if N E W t O RUN T

Tp familiarize the trade with
the tunes most on the air
around New Yor . the follow-
ing songs were most played on
the, networks last week. Com-
bined plugs on VfEAF, WJZ
ond jVABC are computed for
the week from Sunday through
Saturday night, Jan. 31 -Feb. 6V

+Goodnlght My Love.
There's Sometblnr in the. Air.
*With Plenty Money and You.
Love and Learn.
*May I Have Next Romance?

. Pennies from Heaven.
Gee, But You're Swell.

On Little Bamboo Bridge.
Chapel in Moonlight.
You're Laughing at Me.
When My Dreamboat . Comes.
Trust in Me.
•I'm in a Dancing Mopd.
If My Heart Could Talk.

This. Year's kisses.

tNight Is Young..
1

One Two Button
Slimmer Night

,

Serenade in the Night;

I've Got You Under My Skin,

fit's pe-Lovely.
Oh Say; Can You Swing.

• Easy 'to Love.
"Slumming on Park Ave.
One in a MHiion.

Indicates fllmusical song,

tIndicates stage production
song. The- others

Texas Tommies and Cowgals

Have Their Own Ideas on
Jazz-Beaus—If the Dance
Maestro* Prove They Can
Take It, They Get Whole-
hearted Support—Alio a

Texas Rangers' Citation

Leaders Security Tax Groans

Echo the Small Differential m

Salaries Between Boss and

, Feb; 9.

Orchestra leaders around .' here
seem to feel that the U. S. govern-
ment was

7

taking a sock at them,
personally, when it put the Social
Security Act . into effect. con-
tractors, they are considered - em-
ployers by the Federal government,

BUT ITS SURE TOUGH

LEO LEWIN DROPS

DEAD; VET MUSIC MAN

Leo t-ewin, 50; veteran music man,
died .Monday' morning (8) in the
haberdashery next door to 799 7th
avenue, N. Y„ housing Irving Berlin,

Inc., with which . firm he was con-
nected for over 20 years.; He dropped
dead of a chronic, heart ailment,
after parking his car, and visiting

the. shop to make a purchase.
Lewin, band and orchestra man-

ager for Berli , -Inc., was with that
firm for all of , its 19 years and prior

to that- with Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder Co. When Saul H. Bornstein,

Max Winslow and. the songsmith
foprried Berlin, Inc., . Lewin was
among the first of the staff to shift

over.

He lived with his three sons at 725

West 172d street, N; Y. He Was a

widower. Murray Lewin, brother, is

sports writer on the N. Y. Daily
Mirror and Hymie 'Lewi is in the

boxoffice of the Hippodrome, N. Y.
Services this (Wednesday) morning
froni Riverside chapel.

Three Teams Concoct

Tunes for 'Hit Parade'

Hollywood,
Three )song writing team's have

concocted tunes for Republic's musi-
cal. 'The Hit. Parade.'
Walter Hirsch and Lou Handman

contributed / 'Was It Rain?', 'Last
Night I Dreamed .of You,' and 'Reach
for a Star.' Ned Washington and
Sam H, Stept did 'Sweet Heartache.'
Cliff Friend and Matt Malneck wrote
'Love is Good for Anything That
Ails You.'

Ellington,, featured in the
pic, contributed 'Rug Cutter.'

"Dash Froni Lpndoii
Irwin Dash, director of Dash Music

Co., Ltd.. sails frorh London, Feb. 10

for N. Y;
He will remain here several weeks

on a combined biz and pleasure tri .

Arrives in N. Y. Feb, 16.

Cordon & Bevel's Greatest Score . . .... From 'Head Over

Heels In Love' . . . A Gaumdnt-British Picture

'May I Have the Next RomanceWith You'

'Lookin' Around Corners for You'

'There's That Look In Your Eyes Again'

'Head Over Heels In Love'

LEO FEIST, Inc. 1 629 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Dallas - revealed such unex-
pected likes, and dislikes among the
various dance orchestras that come
to town that it's worth analyzing
what some " of the qualiflcati for
popularity seem to be. It will be
noted ; that'what the rest of the coun-
try thinks\ has nothing to do with
the reaction, the he-men and she-
hoofers hereabouts may take to a
particular dance bunch.
Presumably this is the prescription

for popularity in Dallas:

(1) Band or bandleader should
have no trace of uptown, white tie
and tails attitude. Some leaders
have literally had coat tails snipped
and ripped off.

(2) Leader should be able to mai -

tain his end in crossfire gagging with
crowd. They love to heckle down
here arid have been known to give
the. bird to baton wavers with comic
rep who declined to demonstrate.

(3) Head guy should 'be a whiz
with the ladies, otherwise their hos-
pitable attentions may prove oner
pus. But both sexes hereabouts dis-
like youthful pretty boys.

(4) Leader should be able to ab
sorb Variety of liquors as strong
men- have been known, to break
under Texas corn. There have been
instances of name bands laying eggs
merely because the leader had gone
on the wagon since last time in this
territory.

. (5) Personality should be able, to
ignore slumber habits as most of
dance public still operate on pro
hi ition schedule when cutting up
was done in hotel rooms. They in
sist on leader attending these alco-

holic jubilees.

It all adds to southern hos-
pitality, If an orchestra leader can
take it, they make him art" honorary
Texas Ranger. That doesn't ive
him the rteht of arrest but he can
start boasti typical Texas
manner.

Example of Reichman
Joe Reichman and his band Is

starting his third month at the Ba
ker, hotel and ' ' unprecedented
situation emphasizes some of the
do's and don'ts for ork leaders in
this section.

A little descri wordage on
Reichman will ive better, under
standing of what the public craves
Where men are men and brag: abou';
it. He sits at piano on stand almos
level with dance floor. He will
swing into a favorite tune of a cus-
tomer and call out his the
minute he spies them enter. ill

stop any tune to. jump to one re
nuested by dancers nearby. He wil
kiss the lady's hand . and pat her
escort's: back' as, the band gets the
downbeat.

'

He will wave, to somebody at a
cross-floor table and call their name
as a number is dedicated. He clpwns
with the band during the whole
eveni ill even climb, pi to di-
rect, gets a heavy chore
by. hopping down for. a prattfall on
the keyhoar During inter issioris

he gets on his bicycle, arid tours the
tables where the customers have
been

.
clamoring.

Reichman confesses he developed
this new personality for usage in

this Section and that customers who
heard him up East would be slightly

surprised to see him work now;

VENUTI-C0NS0UDATED

FRENCH CASINO TIFF

Dallas,

Misunderstanding between Joe
Venuti and Consolidated over a date
at thilf French Casino in New York
likely may reach council • of interna
tional Musicians' union at its meet
ing in Florida this month: Band
leader expects $6,000
damages.
Venuti claims he was set into spot

for Jan. 21 opening and says he has
confirmation of date in telegram. He
says Charles Green told him there
had been mistake about job. *

Squabble has longer history than
this one dispute, origin dating to

time Venuti's contract was held by
NBC, the contract having been shut
fled when, NBC retired from "band
booking business.

- New York office: of Consolidated
explained that it bad wired for

Venuti's confirmation of the French
Casino, New

.
York, date before it

started negotiations but- that the
Casino management had refused to

approve any. contract with Venuti for

the 6pot because the band leader had
previously turned down a bid tp go
into the French Casino, Chicago. It

was also stated that when the con-
troversy first came up Green brought
the situation to the attention of the
AFM headquarters and that he was
advised to disregard Venuti's' claims

and proceed with the placement of

Clyde Lucas in the Broadway spot.

Lucas had 'been okayed by the Ca-
si after it rejected Venuti.

and. hience must deduct one per cent
of their men's money for the Social 1

Security Fund, .and then match it

with another one per cent from their
own salary. To make matters more
annoying, if the aggregation con-
sists of more than eight men*-: the
leader required to add still an-
other one per cent from his pocket
for the unemployment fund. -

Since both taxes are. worked on a
graduating scale, some of the boys
are already crossing the 1A49 bridge,
and finding; that the tax will, then be
nine per Cent of th.e^. totil -amount
they pay their jnen. One leader In
town, witty .a?^adio orchestra; gets
$250; a w*eek, pays his 10 men each
$|40 %w«ek, and flgurej thatjn 1049

will "cost- him exactly5

*$I8' every
seven days for the privilege of wav-
ing the stick, and that the more*men
he adds, the more it will cost him,

,
One thing in his favor Is that his

'employer will have to pay one per
cent to match one per. cent from the
orchestra leader's salary, and thus
make, the latter'^ old age a com-
fortable one, despite the claim that
his middle will * one
poverty.

Differential between musicians* in-
come and the leader is often far
from large.

George M, Colon Sues

For Pre-1908 Song Fees

George M. Cohan will attempt to

collect royalties on 52 songs he com-
posed before -1908, it became kriowri

Monday (4.) when he filed • suit for

accounting and damages against

Maurice Richmond and Max Mayer,
of Paull-Pioneer Music Co.
In his oohiplaint, which was filed in

N. Y. Federal Court, Cohan claims
that prior to 1908 he turned over the
rights, to the songs to Fred A. Mills

under agreement. Mills subse-

quently went into bankruptcy arid

assigned the songs over to the defen-
dants. Cohan claims that since this

occurred the defendants have neg-

lected to pay the royalties.

'H'wood Night Life'

Hollywood, Feb.
immy McHugh and Harold Adam-

son, Universal studio songsmiths, are
cleffing a new tune titled 'Night Life

In Hollywood.'
*

It will be introduced by the Los
Angeles Philharmonic ork.

Presents

Greatest <*C«I4 Score

With PlentyofMoney

and You
(Cold Plffsers Lullaby) .-.

Il
fs Fair in Love and War

. Let'* Put Our Head* Together
Speaking of th« Weather
From "Gold Diggers of 1037"

Cafe Continental

men Old- Friends

lain

Eoxopeua Hit

Vienna Dreamt

Trouble Don't

Like Music

From
UIL11KG ASn ABLE''

Too Marvelous

For Words

Justa QuietEvening

Sentimental and

Melancholy
HARMS, INC., RCA Bldg., N. Y,

MACK GOLDMAN, Prof. M«r.

Benny Alberts and Orrin Schottler

have been added to Shapiro-Bernr

stein's contact staff.

to paraphrase the. saying—"Good Things Come in As."

For example, here are 4 big songs from 4 big pictures:

A THOUSAND DREAMS OF YOU
rom the Walter Wanger production, "You Only Live Once"

SMOKE DREAMS
From the Matro-Goldwyn-Mayer product!

"After The Thin Man"

GOODNIGHT MY LOVE
From the 20th Ctntury- Fox prodMCti "Stfrwaway"

THERE'S SOMETHING IN THE AIR
- Fronf the 20th Centufy-Fox production, "Banjo Off My Knee"

ROBfilNS MUSIC CORP. • 799 7th AVE. • NEW YORK

"5i
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BENNY THE BUM'S
(PHILADELPHIA)

Philadelphia, Feb. .

Regardless of its name, Benny the.

Bum's is one. of ' Philly's swankiest
niteries. Instead of his former; cozy
hotspot on a side, street, Benjamin
the Rogue now occupies a large and
handsome place oh S. Broad street,

with huge and striking, multi-
colored neon 'Sign out front and
horde of flunkeys to open car doors,

check wraps, bow from the. waist
and escort Joe Customer and his

lady to a table. Contrasting sug-
gestion notwithstanding, . Benny the
Bum's now signifies class.

Since his Christmas night opening
^»t which he charged $25 a head and
set up dinner and all drinks), Benny
has . consistently Offered shows to

equal -anything in town. His place,

Which was formerly Piccadilly Club
until prohibition finally closed it, has
been entirely: done, over in excellent
style. Seats 350 i main room, has
intimate cocktail room downstairs
and includes in- its setup, four bars,
air-conditioning plant for summer
and winter, and display refrigerator

in entrance lobby;
But two things tend to cramp

Benny's, chance of clicking. One is

greatly increased. : overhead. Com-
pared to . his old place, in which he
could virtually get by on a pass,

Benny now has 104 employees arid

all the expensive headaches of a big
business' undertaking. The second
drawback, less tangible, that
Benny; the

. Bum's name somehow
went appropriately with the former
5lace. W^Ur'f anV'- "oia-fdstrioried,

rdwristoHe^frdnt^'dwelling^^ • >tJfa£

resembled the speakeasies. And it

was the town's prime late -spot. But
this hew place, with all its glossy im-
provements,. ' eminently .respectable
and therefore less exciting.

In his favor, however, is Benny's
constant presence on the job.' Also
oh the credit side is Benny's food.

As . at the former location,. Sir

^Benjamin serves just about the best
dinner in town—and for a reason-
able figure—$1.50 being average
price. Another thing that contributes
to Benny's chances is- the fact that it

continues: to be THE place for
notables to be seen. Particularly in
Philly, that's a sure attraction for
he spenders.
Current show at. Benny's, about an

average presentation for him, brings
Tess Gardell (Aunt Jemina), who is

socko at every show; Serge Flash, in
fourth week with his juggling; Patsy
Ggden, fair tapper; May McKim' arid

the Swingsters, harmony . foursome
with piano; Bartell and Hurst, show-
marily adagio four, and Harry Rose,
whose m.c.'ing will go: over better
when local audiences catch up to his
speedy . . stuff. Jay King's between?
show piano thumpings are standout.
Music is by Abe Salinger's band,

with Earl Denny 'guest' batoning for
shows. Hobe.

Appearing Ni

ST BEttlS HOTEL.
NEW YORK

MH-.WEEK'V'
irectlon: LEDDY ft SMITH

AGENTS
.
Everyday,. Convalescent

^ Greeting. Cards '..

In Boxed Assortments
Very; Liberal Commissions

Write for particulars
: DOROTHEA ANTE

L

226 West )2hd S£ ' ¥ork; ' .
'•1

9

icture rights to c'-ge plays going
up. As high as $35,000 had been
offered for Applejack' and
'Si Cylinder

v Henry Ford, figuring on
the presidential nomination, planned
free picture shows. Reported to be
making films for campaigning.

RAINBOW GRILL, N Y,
Emery . Deutsch ('Play, Gypsy,

: 'lay,' 'When a Gypsy. Makes His
Violin .

Cry,' '.et'. al;, ' among his own
compositions) is the new daiisapa-
;ion feature at the Rainbow Grill.
Considering that Deutsch's metier
las always been the " strings—he's a
violinist, personally, and, accordingly
partial . to the smoother : style of
music—he has a nifty dance band at
his No: 2 Rockefeller eatery atop
the 65th floor of the RCA Bldg.
And that's all the . show^ there is';?

which should -; be
;
.enoughMor &u$2,

table^d'<hote {from the same kitchen,
that , services;.' the, chiTchi ;,;Rambow.,
Roo'mites) in a niodest but classy en-
yiro'nment;. with Peter, capably han-
dling

.
them at the door. A couple

of other hors d'ouvres in the form of
Evalyn Tyner pianologing the inter-'

ludes :and Dr. Sydney '.Ross, per
usual, giving out with the magic at
the tables, are occasional flller-in-

ners. Doc Ross, incidentally, is one
of the best iritirne workers extant
and*should be a wow for the private
party gag where the class joint tal-
ent picks up the soft coin.
Deutsch has a .full, dance team

backing his violining, and while it's

pretty" music to listen to, which is

in itself no demerit, he also gets .'em'

out on ^ the hoof. . That's something
which can't be said for every smooth
dance combo, as too . often they just
sit and listen. For, to recourse to
one mugg Chi. nite club manager, the
only way he judges a band—arid he
doesn't care what their Crossley rat-
ing is—if the boys and- girls itch to
clinch; that's the penultimate, in o. k.

dance music.
Meantime, managing director John

Roy has built up Don. Azplazu and
his rhumba-tango combo, at the
snootier Rainbow Grill across . the
65th floor, to mean something more
than just another alternating, band
for Glen Gray and his Casa Loma-
ites. Alec Templeton, the blind
pianist, and a singing harpiste, are
slated to follow: Maurice and Cor-
doba in on Feb. 17 in the R. R., but
the Grill seems to be -doing all right
by itself as is. ' Abet.

'S GAY NINETIES
(NEW YORKV -

What starts out Us -a casual idea
somehow, sometimes fortuitously de
velops into an institution.- That's
perhaps the answer to "many ah in-
dustry and while a remote thought
as regards running a saloon, Bill

Hardy's Gay Nineties on East 54th
(off Madison) is apt example of the

Adolph Zukor went West to shake
up Par studios. Every time a scan-
dal broke, Par was involved. Four
in a row were, too many-

First National worried . over re-
ports Joe Schenck would take Nor-
ma Talmadge off its schedule and
go it. alone. He did.

Murder of William. Desmond Tay-
lor had Hollywood battyi Felt it

might even lead to the abandonrnerit
of the town as a productiori center,
coirii it did, atop the Arbuckle
matter.

Charles King,
. working with lala

Rhodes, was a clicker the N. Y.
.CplMj.iaU Doing a Hollywood, come-
back rim, Tops then. .

The THEATRE of the STARS

Wilton Lackaye headed the N. .

Palace bill in .. a French pantomime
written for Bejane. Jack La'it, who
caught the show ' had more to say
about Nancy Weiford's' dimpled
knee's. She was William Rock's new
partner, "''

jFranWi ' wrote. Variety ' to
complain of the preponderance of
souses in the audience now that pro-
hibition was in. Said she never saw
so many in wet days!:

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers planning to
slap vaude houses for $250 a year
each for. performing rights. Settled
on a per seat fcasis. AgCAP mak-
ing real headway.

Four Marx Bros. Opened at 'Frisco
Orpheum and doing better than with
their former vehicles.

Gus Hill announced he would get
back into burlesque. Had three
franchises, but rented them to Joe
Hurtig. Would operate one show
himself, the coming season, he de-
clared.

axiom. In the prohibition era,
towards the tag end, when the boys
and girls were demanding 'ideas'
with their illegal imbibing, the
sundry Bonifaces of the land—or
glorified saloonkeepers, if you will-
went iri for chromiurn and tinsel to
embroider their bootleg with, at $1 a
copy.

Bill Hardy, related to the Jack &
Charlie (21) clarir thought up the
Gay Nineties' motif. In a way it was
a: natitfaJ association of ideas. "Since
tune, iriimemorial, 'Sweet Adeline'
and that mellow feeling have be-
c6me\syrionymous, and thus, under
;
the: influence of the Police Gazette
and gaslight motif; the spot became
quite, an oasis in its day.

'.. Comes the revolution and Hardy
has not only kept pace with shifting
trends but has seen to it that his
idea is perpetuated. Thus nothing
has arisen so that the parade may
pass him by.
Having established a character, the

Gay Nineties adheres to it strictly.
If it's not the Bert Swor. minstrels,
it's something of kindred calibre.
He's staged quite a few 'comebacks'
for yesteryear renowned talent
Joseph E. Howard, vet songwriter-

entertainer, now 73, .is in his third
year here. John Steel started here,
on the comeback trail at $75, wowed
'em later at the Paradise restaurant
on Broadway,/and isnow in the big
money again in Florida. Ethel Gil-
bert (Marks and Gilbert) is in. her
second year here arid clicking with
her sdubret vocal delivery as big as
ever. Yvette Rugel. (New Acts) is
the latest on the comeback trail.
Hardy, from his busboy days at

Reiseriweber's, Healy's, et al., grew
up in. the vaudeville tradition, and
he's now making it pay, perhaps in a
sentimental way, but never lachry-
mose, banal or maudlin because,
basically, the talent's there,
Rudy Madison is a juve tenor; now

being ogled by the film bunch. Jack
West, old-time ', minstrel' man, still

Whams tern. Teddy Bayer, baritone,
used to be a champ, college middle-,
weight, and looks and sings, as well
as he . used to \box. The surefire
minstrel quartet, Jerry White, Fred
Bishop, Gus Wicke and Paul Davin,
are holdovers. . Bernie Grauer tickles
the - ivories in socko manner, as of
yore. .Spike Harrison, ex-Steinwayist
here, is now vacationing in Florida.
Will ' J. Ward, another standard
Vaude and . minstrel name of yester-
year, is another who registers.
. Current show features a punchy
medley' of operetta excerpts, effec-

tively arranged . and maestroed by
Jerry White (of the original Radio
Franks) frOm the piano. 'My Mary-f

land/ 'Student Prince,' 'Maytlme,' et
al., are the shows. In between Ethel
Gilbert clicks with her. 'Yama Yama
Man' (Bessie McCoy Davis) and kin-
dred numbers. West handles . 'Bur-
lington Bertie' for strong -returns.
And all the other specialists likewise
stand out, notably Madison, Wicke
(with his robust bass-baritone), arid
Bishop. Latter understudied Walter
Woolf King in 'May Wine.' Wicke's
'Isle Of Spice* number is another
standout; ditto. Davin's 'My Mary-
land' solo.

•'•

. With it all Joe E. Howard with his
sock songs—a catalog of yesteryear
hits that are even more appealing
today, in their sentimental associa-
tions—continues to wow" the custom-
ers, .considering that Howard's a
young-old, boy of 73. He looks 20
years younger than that.

Bill's Gay Nineties, is by no means
an A. K.-appeal joint but it's under-
standable why. the 'substantial'

people go for this nitery especially—
and are willing to pay well for sen-,

timentality and song. Yet its. down-
stairs *bar is jam-packed day , and
night. Abel.

COCOANUT GROVE
" (PARK CENTRAL. N. Y.) .

•;.'

Out-of-towriers wanted riiore than
straight vaudeville in this hotel spot;
so. the Grove now has returned to a
floor sljow, with a bevy of 14 blondes
and brunettes. Same-moderate added
charge applies to - supper show, . with
no restrictions on dinner/perform-
ance, making the current vaudeville-
revue a nice .downtown touy.

Bill Powers is credited as stager.
Palm goes to him as picker of femme
beauty. Show gals (6) have what it

takes, and the line (8) is. pretty agile.
Aside from the chorines, show

holds Roscoe Ails, of the cinema and
vaudeville, • and Betty Lewis (New.
Acts), tapster. They .are mainstays
currently, finale stepping number be-
ing a: trim display of showrnariship.
Ails goes about his m.c. chores..with
the expected ease of a vet. Material
is strictly ad lib, but good. Does two
dance solos, cleaning up with his
shuffle' number. Then mops up. with
his duo' combinations, 'Truckin' ' and
'Susie Q,' with Miss LeWis.

- Captivating Lewis femme scores
with two tapping efforts, besides
closing stepping with Ails, Toreador
novelty, is her ace solo try.

Stuart arid Lea (New Acts), ball-
room tea, contribute two : efforts,
colorful nuiriber with huge capes
being something out of the ordinary.
Marion Melton (New Acts), stately
blonde, provides the song interludes,
her voice being especially suited for
this type of show.
Jerry Blaine's orchestra continues

to draw favorable response. .Now in
tenth week, band provides sweet
syncopating for dancing and music
for full show. Blaine, who came
east from the Coast, has several nice
vocal and instrumental combos in. or-
ganization. Phyllis Kenny is given
heaviest, plug, charming with looks
and dulcet tones. Clark Rihgwalt's
string quartet provides music, in be-
tween. Nelson continues as affable
maitre. ' Wear.

Nitery Placements

Paul Draper, dancer. Joins Hart-
mans and Pancho's Orchestra at
Plaza hotel, N. Y.

.

Tommy Dorsey's band goes into
Hotel Commodore, N. Y., Feb. 19, re-
placing Mai Hallett.
Diaz arid Dolores, ballroomers, and

La- Corita, rhuma terper, ; added to
show at. Casa Valencia,. N. Y. '.,

Joe. Grey Trio and Lucille, singers,
open Madeleine's new N< Y. nitery
this week.
Dorothy Howe, kid contralto, vo-

calizing with Eddie Lane's crew at
Vanderbilt hotel, N. Y. \
Mrs. Theodore Dreiser will sing

with Enoch Light's band at the Mc-
Alpin hotel starting Feb. 15.

Leo Reisman's band arid Eve Sym-
ington, singer, leave \ the Waldorf
Feb. 9 for Lenten season. Reopen
later with Edgar Bergen; ventrilo-
quist, added to show.
Wini Shaw moved from Versailles,

N. Y., to Hollywood Country Club,
Hollywood, ; Fla. Benriy Fields goes
into same spot Feb. 16.

Alec Templeton, blind pianist, and
Ariel Perry, singing harpist, join the
show at the Rainbow Room, N. Y.,

Feb, 17.

Walton and Joanne, dance team,
and Doris Hare, comedienne, .have
joined Vincent Lopez band in the
Grill Room of the Hotel Astor, N. Y.
. Faith Bacon, fully recovered from
her accident^ opens at Cblisimo's in
Chi, Friday (12), replacing Peaches.
Marion Morgan, burlesque strip-

per, opened this week at Harry's
New York Bar, Chicago.

PUIIy Nitery Operators

Most AI$o Know Their

Marquis of Queensbury

Philadelphia, Feb:
If nitecies here ever start throwing

boxing bouts in with the floor shows
operators of two of the best known
spots in town will . probably get top
billing.- Both figured ih fist-swinging
duels in the past two weeks!

'

Latest* was Benny the Bum (Ben
Fogelman). Ex-Magistrate Eddie
Carney, • known- as 'The Dancing
Judge,' Sunday morning . (7) said
sohiething the Bum didn't like. Fists
flew, but<aims were bad, and dam-
ages were confined to torn clothin?.
At the President's birthday ball

Jack Lynch, operator of the Hotel
Adelphia?s Cafe Marguery. and A. A.
Tomei, president of the musicians'
local, almost gave 17,000 : spectators
more than their dollar's worth.
Lynch went up on the stage and

asked his band—supposed to be play-
ing; a benefit—to strike up. Tomei
flashed out of the wings and. said the
musicians wouldn't hit a key unless
they got pai < Onlookers put a sud-
den stop to the ensuing fisticuffs.

Bert Walton Forced Out
Bert Walton was - -last minute

cancellation out of the. current vau^e
show at Loew's : State, New York,
due to illness. SfcoWeoOup/.' at re-
hearsals opening day (4), but lost
his voice and had to pull out.
George Beatty replaced. Walton i

the four-act show.
'

USHEE-ORGANIST
Greenville, S.C, Feb. 9.

Manager Dick Lasley of Carolina
here, some tiriie back discovered
Robert BrUris, one of his ushers,

be adept at organ playing^ and now
opens the Carolina each day with
Bruns caressing the Wurlitzer.
Bruns is believed to be the only

usher-organist in the country.

'SPIKE' HARRISON

Back from Florida Vacation
AddresA Hotel Bryant

Broadway and -54th St.. N. Y.

OLIVE

ANDREE
SAMUELS
'Well Intended Buffoonery*

Jan. 30th to Feb. 15th
Theatre Dat Verme, Milano, Italy

Feb. 16th to 18th
Corso Theatre

Zurich) Switzerland

Permanent Foreign Mailing; Address
American- Express, Paris, France

Show People All the World Over. Will
Be Interested to Know That

SIDNEY FISHERS
. (Formerly at tt), Wardonr Street)
(a Now Located at More Commodious

Premlpes at

75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue
PICCADILLY, LONDON, ESQ.

AL. ROBERTS
NITJE CLCBS

Trooadtrs, Hollyw* Club Ltd*. Mtntrtil
Brown. Palate, Denver elvedere, Dti Wolnw
Blue Rlkbwi. Racine Aready, St. Chirlti
New Bedferd, Hetel Lobster, Hartferd

AND NOW -

Starting Mar. 1st, Levaggi's, Boston.
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Ffint Mick, Bone Dry as (68 Nitenes,

Bars Stop liquor Sale Due to Strike

Detroit, Feb. 9.

Nearby. Flint, a 100,000-pop. town

which bas been the hotbed in the

current auto strikes hereabouts, went
4bone: dry' Saturday (6), with all its

668 niteries and bars being shuttered

by the state liquor control commish.

Move was designed to forestall fur-

ther violence in the town, which is

practically under martial law with

more, than 2,500 national guardsmen

stationed -around the various auto

plants where sit-down strikers hold

forth. '••
. •

.

'

Orders -were issued byi; V. F,

Gormely, commish .
head, that ,rio

beer, wine or liquor could- be sold

Ethel Watere Unit from
L.A. Acer to Negro House

Los Angeles, Feb.
Ethel Waters' all-Negro unit

closed a five-day engagement at the
Lincoln theatre, all colored patron-
age house here, moving there direct

from the Paramount theatre, where
it played previous week.
This is the first time that a com-

plete stage unit has moved from a
downtown acer directly into the col-

ored section.

Ben Barton's Bath

Ben Barton, former m.c* and band-
leader, filed a voluntary petition in

bankruptcy in Federal Court, N. Y.,

Friday (5) listing his liabilities at

$4,210 and no assets. Among credi-

tors named are Murray Korman,
photographer; Noel Sherman, Will-

iam Shilling and Jack . Roach, agents.

Barton, otherwise Ben Bochur, is

father of Eileen Barton, the 'Jolly

Gillette,' of the Milton: Berle-Gillette

radio program.

Minstrel Revival May

Hold Mclntyre-Heath,

MCA, CRA and R-O'K in 3-

In N. Y., the colored bands at

Loew's State, on Broadway, invari-

until the strike, situation eases. Signs I ably go directly up to the Apollo,

were tacked on all drinking spots
|
colored vaudfllmer in Harlem,

reading 'No liquor until further no-

tice.'
'"•

, ... ^
Closing action came after several

hear riots among strikers, sympathiz-

ers and anti-strikers had started in

!

various bars in the neighborhood

Of struck plants. Even retail liquor
|

stores were shut under the order.

Action has brought a heavy influx

of bootleggers into town.

TO FILL

NEW COMMUTERS LAW

WOULD NICK DET. BIZ

New K. G. Nite Spot

Changes Op and Title

Kansas City, Feb. 9.

Buddy Fisher's class nitery, which

he tagged 'Buddy Fisher's,' is now
the Club Cbntihental and in other

hands. isher's venture lasted but

two arid a half months; Place was in

hot water from start; when Fisher's

partner, Irving Bernstein, gave up
the ghost and went back to his jew

Hff elry biz in Des Moines:

A group fronted by Jack Randazzo

.„ . . . . A , . .,. . I is now running the spot. Policy has
All-star minstrel revival show been changed, with lesser traveling

which Bill Hardy, of; Bill's Gay binds being set for two-week stints.

Nineties, N. Y., is lining up, may in-

clude Mclntyre. and Heath and Frank
Tinney. Eddie Leonard was set until

his recent commitment, to an asylum
and .'the proposed substitution of

Eddie Leonard, Jr., .his adopted son,

is temporarily stymied by the 'Broad-

way Juniors' unit, now on toUr.

Frank Tinney is taking cure at

a New Jersey sari; Jim Mclntyre,

79r is still ill in Florida, but it's

hoped he and Tom Heath, can do
one show nightly. Bert Swor is put-
ting on the' show, with himself, Billy

Beard, Nate Busby and. Tex Hen-
dricks- (femme impersonator ) in the
cast.

:
'

Detroit, . .

Huge, losses for Detroit niteries

theatres is foreseen, if a com-
muters bill, approved last week by
the , Immigratioh Committee of the I Boston, openi
House of Representatives, is passed, a solit
Bill would bar persons living in

1

H

Canada from commuting daily to

work in Ui S;

Would affect about 1,800 persons

who reside in Windsor, across the

I river from Detroit, arid work' here.

Estimated Canadians spend large

sums in Detroit spots weekly, since

liquor prices: aire considerably higher
- across - the border and first class ,en
tertainmerit is. scarce.

Similar ' legislation, which also

would affect Mexican commuters,
has been introduced annually for

several years.

White will cut his 'Scan-

dals' (down •further than its

present condensed vaude version.

Trimming is expected to take place

after its week's booking at Keith's,

Feb! at $10,000

Limited number of theatres capa-

ble of guaranteeing stage' shows
$10,000. weekly 'plus a percentage of
the gross is causing White to tighten

the unit's budget. He's expected to

get it down to where he can sell it

for around $6,000.

Wi iairi Morris office is agenting

Ritz Bros., currently at the Palace,

Chicago, haye 1 been given a $500 in-

crease ill salary;. even before finish-

ing the date. Booked in Chi at a

guarantee of $5,500 plus a split,

which in itself is an increase of

$3,250 over their last salary in

vaude before, going to Hollywood,
. . _ u boys are finding it impossible to go

rvu- * a j j
1"col

1

n
' Je°' ' over the split figure because of a

Ohio floods did a flock of damage
flu epidemic there. Health authori-

ties are forbidding lobby holdouts

and standees in the Chi nouses. As
compensation, RKO signed the

trio Monday (8) for Keith's, Boston,

for the week Of Feb. 25 at a guaran
tee of $6,000 plus a percentage.

Loew's gets the act for .the State,

New York, week of March 4. Deal

FLOODS, SNOW DISRUPT

$150-DAY UNIT ROUTES

to, Wilbur Cushman's eastern route,

Route up into Pennsylvania had been
Open since October and was depen
dent on stops in, Nashville, Ports
mouth, Evansville and others in or
near the flood area to furnish break
jumps.: Detours, inability to cross

PHJLLY AGENTS GIVEN 1

WEEK TO GET LICENSES

the rivers,, flooded houses and brok
en communication systems stymied I

:

££^been "entirely woVked"'ouT^
About five units were up

| to the sput.flgure, but the guarantee
will also be $6,000 there. Lou Irwin

service.

in the territory.

Ed Gardiner's

Chicago, Feb.

Chicago, once the stronghold of

MCA, is now a wide-open territory,

with Rockwell O'Keefe arid Consoli-

dated Radio Artists lopping* branch
after branch from the strong MCA
tree. For the past seven or eight

years practically important
dance spotj nite club arid hotel has
been MCA-bboked, but there is now
a serious battle in progress for

premacy of the town's band,
talent bookings in the nite spots; ^

Consolidated is the big. cbhipetitor,

with two bands in the Casino Pa-
risian (Hotel Morrison), through the

International Casino organization;

it grabbed off the LaSalle hotel last

week and has spotted the King's Jes-

ters orchestra i the Blue Fountain
Room there. , Of latest importance,

CRA has . cracked: into the swank
Drake hotel, snapping it away front

MCA arid putting the Clyde Lucas
orchestra into, the topnbtch Gold
Coast Room. Also with the Lucas, or-

chestra RCA is placing Donald Novis

as vocal headliner. :/

Rockwell-O'Keefe has the Con-
gress hotel's Casino sewed up at

present, taking that hotel away from
WCA, arid has the Gus Arnheim or-

chestra (which R-O'K also took

: 'rbrii Music: Corp, 61 Ahterica ), in the

nitery :..
:

. '"'

V'.:'
Don; Bestor has

.
switched; frpm

management of ; Music Corp. of

America to Consolidated Radio
Artists. estor was one of MCA's
first big three, along iwith Coon
Sanders and Ted

,
Weems, during

firm's early days in Chicago.

Last week . Jack Denny arid

Maurice Spitalny, also two old

timers with MCA, made a similar

switch; CRA has within last few;

weeks also taken oyer Maurie Sher-
man and Ben Pollack bands,, both
formerly on MCA list

Bestor's first engagement for CRA
is at : Netherlands-Plaza hotel, Cin-
cinnati, opening Feb. 20, Marks first

time a CRA band has gone into

Hitz hotel.

'Winter Garden
is agenting the trio, which has more

Veloz and Yolanda for

F^Ues/ makmr a jump here from doub
*
led its salary : strictly on

Wheeling, W. Va., told of
.
boating

th strength of two 20th-Fox pic-
out of Wheeling when orders came

tUres, 'Sing, Baby, Sing' and 'One
for the units to scram west. Gard 1

* *" *"

iner show goes on the Wyoming-
Philadelphia, Feb. I Montana route until things get back

_ , . - . oi I
Campaign of Pa. Dept. of Labor in shape in the valley.

liTaflP J*l£lflS NfiW SnOW and Industry to force agents here to |
Flood, coupled With heavy northwrvw ikhh M"w,f

| get $100 licenses or fold took a
breather this week.

London, Feb. Victor Girard, local investigator
Veloz and Yolarida, American for department, said he is giving the

dance team, are wanted for new
1 117 agerits and bookers, in the city

Cochran show' starring Gracie Until next Monday (15) to get their
Fields, skedded for production some-

|
diplomas. After that he goes to work
on them. • Only 13 were licensed

,
up

to last night (Monday ).

In a Million/

west snows, has been a heartbreaker
for units; Haven for the present is

the signing of the Saeriger time in

the south, which will start taking
units Feb. 15 from Cushman.

time in March/

Lou Wolfson of MCA, who just

sailed for London, will try and
straighten conflicting bookings which

' the team must first set back iri order

to accept the London production.

Win. Morris Skating Party
|

Melitta runner, ietonese, ice

skater, ill attend the North Ameri-
can skating championships to be held

at Saranac Lake starti Thursday
ill) as the guest OfLWilliam Morris.

The Morrises will host a small party
from New York.

Ice star. was. brought oyer under
contract to the William Morris

Minevitch Solo for Pixy

Harmonica Band's Tour
I

's former Torch

Chib Goes Up in Blaze

Borah Mi
. r following is

booking at .
Ambassador, St.

Louis, week of Feb. 26, scrams- to

the Coast to fulfill his,termer with
20th-Fox. William Morris offlee will

route, his harmonica band in vaude
without the niouth. organ maestro.
For his. last two weeks in vaude,

Chicago, Chicago, Feb. 19, and then
the St. Louis booking, Minevitch's
band gets a $250 raise in salary to

$2,500.

Meller May Move From
Hotel to Pitt. Showboat

I

Pittsburgh, Feb.

Old-time ; meller, 'Snatched from
ihe isoose,' now in its third month
at Fort Pitt hotel, figuring on mov-
ing into a nitery for a run. Show;
produced by Morry Fierst, and Clyde
McFall, has been building: steadily,

but management figures they^e get-

ting a tough break because hotel

forced; ''em to move out of English

Room whenever there's, a big party

or dance booked. 'Noose' then goes

on iri another room with consider-

ably less capacity.
. .

Under consideration at the moment
is Show Boat, itery located at Al-
legheny river wharf, with a

stage platforrii big. enough to .ac-

commodate show and seats for around
400. Spot also has a circular bar.

Producers are now dickering with

Furie Ross, operator of boat, but

question of cut is holding up deal.

At Fort Pitt show gets only admis-

sions, with hotel, taking the drink

and food dough 100%.

$7,500 Breach

Suit has been instituted in Su-

preme Court of N. Y, County by
Miltori Douglas, vaude comic, against

Count Bernivici arid Harry C- Green
for $7,500 for alleged breach of con-

tract.'- .

Douglas contends that Green, as

general manager Bernivici,

signed him to appear in latter's unit,

which currently at Orpheum,
Minne^ When the William Morris

office took over the unit, show was
recast arid Douglas dropped: Lou
Randell is representing the intiff.

Pryor's Burke Sisters

Milwaukee, Feb. 9.

Roger Pryor, now bandleader,

motored irito Milwaukee from Chi-

cage, where he is appearing at the

Hotel Sherman, and quietly caught

the Burke Sisters, vocalists at work
at the Riverside.

. He signed them with his band for

a tour.

Philadelphi , Feb: 9.

The '31' Club here put on the hot-

test show in town Sunday morning
(7). Manager George Levi esti-

mated the' loss at $10,000.

Formerly the Torch Club, the place

looked like one. The entire second
floor,, rear of the first, floor* /front

stairway and downstairs bar flamed
to a frizzle.: It took firemen four and
one-half hours 'to douse the blaze.

The name of the place was changed
after a fire a year ago;

Blackstpne
9
ID, Cancels

Richmond, Norfolk Dates

Norfolk, Va., Feb. 9.

Blackstone, the magician, had no
magic for a breakdown that forcec

idleness in Richmond arid a. post
ponement of his engageirient that

was due to open here Friday (5)

at Loew's State.

H6 had coiripleted a Washington
stand and was.diie to advance - upon
Richmond, when illness caught him

Sunday Vande Bid Up

In Conn. Legislature

Hartford,

A bill legalizing vaudeville on
Sundays in Connecticut between
p. m. and 10:30 p. m. if. local select

D j> (r *7CA if *! I
men or boards of aldermen approve

Kaild S $5.1OU Unit has ,been introduced iri the General
'Assembly. Sunday vaudeville
allowed how unless for charity;

Sally
.
Rand's 35-people uriit has Introduced just a few minutes be-

been, set for three weeks by RK0 at for the deadline on new busi ri-

a guarantee of $5,750 weekly plus a
<jay (5), the bill was referred to the

percentage arrangement. William judiciaiy Committee of the Senate.
Morris Office agented

AMBASSADOR, ST. LOUIS,

OK'D FOR FULLER STAGE

. Louis, Feb. 9,

.
Concession obtained by Harry C.

.

Arthur, Jr., v. p: of ; Fanchon' &
Marco's: interests here, from John
Nick, pres. of local IATSE in per-
sonnel of crew at Ambassador,
F&M's downtown deluxer, resulted
in. abaridoriment of pit band show's
for full apron last week. Compro-
mise added one man more' to crew
arid « change considerably enharices
stage^resentations-as^narrbw run-
way lOfofti^ activ-

ities of entertainers.
, ,

Paul Whitein^nvan&group was first

to enjoy full stage, /'f'aiftion show is

skeded for next week to be followed
by Olson & Johnson dnd Fred War-
ing's Penrisylyaniaris.

Goes into the Shubert, Cincinnati,

Feb. 19,, with Columbus and; Cleve-
land immediately following.

'

PLANS BAITO H0FBRATJ
Baltiiriore, Feb. 9>

Ivan Frank, operator of the Hof
brau, New York,; is ing a

Bavarian-type, nitery here, in a long-

dark site that ,
roofed a chow-

meinery, The Golden Pheasant.
Considerable rehabilitation . ill

likely delay the opening till March;
Spot will be first large-scale spot of

sort berthed in. Balto iriciS! pre-war
era.

j, C. STEIN'S TRAVELS
icago, Feb.

J. C. Stein, president Music
Corp. of America, on his way to. the

Coast. Will do some serious ; con tactr
ing of studios on . MCA talerit deals.

Going put with Phil Blborri of the

MCA. ice in New York.
Will be back in the around

March t to sail for Europe; Lou
Wolfson, who becomes co-head of the
MCA Londori office, sailed last week
from N. Y.

MAKE LEDDY'S FIEST TEIP
Mark Leddy made his first hop

acfbss the Atlantic Saturday (6)

Agent is going over to scout the

Londori and Paris vaudeville situa-

tion arid extend his bookings on both the east by Leo. Morrison, who han-

sides. J died the booking.

Withers at L A. Par
Los Angeles, Feb. .

Charles Withers; will top vaude
show at .the Paramount theatre here

week of (18)1

Comic is being brblight" on from

Ben Piennont Booneing

Ben Piermont, foriner vaude book-
er and last with Electrical Research
Products, joined 20th Century-Fox
this week. Went into, the eastern
talent

;scouting department under Joe
Pincus,
His brother, Sidney, is vaude book-

ing manager of Loew's<

Windsor, Philly, OldYaude
Hotel, to Become Auto Lot

Philadelphi , Feb. 9.

Windsor hotel, known to thousands
of vaudevillians as temporary;
home while playing Philadelphi
standi, passed Monday (8) into ob-
livion.

All its furniture and fixtures went
at auction. Building Will be torn
down to provide an auto parking lot*

Det. Debut for WPA Unit

Detroit,

. Local WPA theatre's vaude unit,

comprising 12 acts; will make its

Detroit debut this week at Dexter
Hall. Unit : has been touting the
state for past several months^
Show will be tagged 'Livirig Prip-

pet Show,' and. there'll be a free.

gateV since affair is under auspices

of Jules Rosenwalk Post, American
Legion.
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PARAMOUNT, N* Y,
FredJParing and his Pehnsylvatv

lans are back here, a familiar old
stand, this time offering a full hour's
show; It's the tops in stage enter
tainment of its kind and also'sfibulti
be for pictures. Waring having stoned
with Warner Bros. ' The band 'is'in if

the- story does right -by 'em. Just,
let the Waring . .band,, with its

specialty people,- ive • out what
it's- giving out here this week and
the picture is off to a good start Re-
ported Waring is getting $150,000 . on
a one-picture, deal with . WB
Waring played this house in the

good old Publix days and . he played
it about a year ago under the sure-
shot Bob Weitmah-Harry Kalcheini
pit orchestra policy. Thus Waring
is among the repeats - since the
unique b.o. policy was vinaugurated
here. .'

A hit of the Waring unit is John-
nie DaVis, who, in addition to tak-
ing: part in much of the good-natured
clowning- which' supplies the laughs
and- novelty, is before the mike- on
singing chores. Bis unique style
sometimes remotely suggests a bit of
Joe Penrier. His Alrst song inning, a
speci arrangement of 'Sheik , of
Araby' that hits home, is preceded,
by some .

talk wtfb Waring • that
brings out a few laughs. Davis is
riding highest with the special ar-
rangement of *Sing .like the Birdies
Sing,*: in .which he is assisted for
comic arid novelty relief by •Poley"
McClintic, the drummer. Farther
down McClintic and another musi-
cian engage in ;a' session : that is

. toot-sweet on comedy results. -The
seal bit. and other clowning- hokum
sells like hot cakes,

Warta'k

breaks

Rosemary;' grew?' up* to ber a singer
aind. with Waring is working pretty
hard at it She is bri first, with
'Something In the Air,' ballad, in
which her " sweet wett-dictioned
Voice shows oft* to nice advantage.
Later on she does 'Kid In the Three-
Coxnered Pants,' another of the nov-
elty- type tunes wiriclr Waring has
always liked, A lad iitdiapers gives
it-a chuckle finish.'

Two- numbers from a recent Uni-
versity of P. show are done by Wax*
ing*s band, one of which,. 'An AppleA Day,' indudes a vocal chorus by
Davis, a chorus ot Priscilla Lang and
some singing by themale trio from
the band. It's a pretty ' good num-
ber. The Night Is Young* is picked
for the glee clubbing and this stops
the show. . Thai: glee Club singing
has., always been a stout- feature of
theMarine band.
'Danring Tambourine* an old War-

ing fave for a black stage, the punch
,

of. which is heightened by very-
clever effects,, closes: the show. It
draws an immense suvo and de-
serves_it

. Charles . Newman and
Larry Best, both under New Acts.
.With Waring is 'Champagne Waltz*

f^^ne Gladys Swarthout
Doa Baker's organ recital. Par News
and a Popeye cartoon fill out.
Amplifying the flesh features of its

policy, the Par has installed a con-
cert pianist Teri Josefbvits, to
play for customers in the musicroom
of evenings, while downstairsin fixe
auditorium a singitig plant "has been

-fiX**
t6 *r.,/*oww The .plant,

spotted..^^.audienee, appear* in
connection with the* community-$ing
organ recitals ^f^onsBaker?v,iH&^
Wilson Lang,,wjio, sprigs in c&urcli.on
Sunday. •.»...>;•-•.'

For some weeks the Par lobby
crowds have been entertained by
Frankie Judiuck, accordionist. Jud-
nick will work afternoons -only how
that Josefovits, has been brought

.
in. for the grand .piano at night.

L Latter has a nice style- and was for-
merly featured in theRainbow Room.

Business very good Thursday
ight Char.

EMBASSY, N. Y*
(IfEWSREELS)

General Motors strike and the
floods once again lead in provi irig
the nerve and heart throbs of the
week's collection of . news cl ips.
.Against

, these two events, every-
thing else seems to be shadowed
Into relative insignificance. . What
might rate as an exception is the ex-,
elusive interview which Pathe ob-
tained of Trotsky in his Mexican re-
treat. In a read piece the former
Soviet leader assails the recent po-
litical trials in Russia as the natural
outcome of vicious bureaucracy,
which he makes synonymous with
Stalinism* ••'.-.-

Paramount hits a high level of ar-
resting action with its motor strike
Contributions. Prefacing the pic-
torial report is ah explanatory, title
stating that: what follows is an im-
partial review. Captured, by the
camera is the. rioting and window
smashing which: followed when po-
lice sought fa oust the sit-downers
from the Chevrolet plant in Flint.
Also shown is the National Guard in
action, tearing down booths which
the pickets' had set up as shelter
from tb*1 inclement weather and
mounting h^bin^'-'gbJi&: :

- Some1 of
the boy- gotiitex* helped: the camera
mexr by* -tWsuinidg firlm, business-
like attitudes; Appended to the- ac-

tion clips .are snapshots of some of
the leading personalities in this in-,
dustrialjug-^f+war, such as John Lv
Lewis, William Knudsen, G. M. gen.
mgr.; Homer Martin, auto union
chief; Governor Murphy of Michi-
gan, and Secretary: of Labor Fran*
ces. Perkins.

Pathe. and Universal : cooperate in
picturing the havoc caused by: the
flood, and the relief agencies at work.
It's touching stuff all the ' way
through, adroitly heightened by the
house editor's plying of the shears.
Celluloid treatment includes plane
panoramas of '• stricken areas, . the
struggle to stem the onrushing
waters by building dikes, the vacci-
nating of the refugees against
typhoid, their feeding and .housing,
and the . drive to clean up as the
waters recede.. -There is also a close-
up of President Roosevelt in which
he expresses his gratification of the
financial aid accorded the flood vic-
tims by the country at large and
urges that this help be continued.

'

Current Week's melange goes in
heavily for winter sports. Para-
mount Universal and Pox combine
to glorify skiing, with the first two
showing the snow acrobats in action
at Anaconda, Mont., and Mt, Hood,
while the Fox footage stems from a
chapter of . "The- Adventures of a
Camera Man,' with snowy spalls and
thrills taken in various ports of the
globe, accompanied by some .verbal
narrative about the sport's history.
Paramount accounts for a Musso-

lini .clip, which,, when caught, pro-
duced a mixture of hisses, -applause
and laughter.. ..The dictator is shown
indulging himself i Outdoor play.
One shot has? him tottering around
on skis* -but the. actual fall . is not
included. There's also Lew. Lehr
(Fox) for. laughs. In - this - instance
he comments on a Florida beauty
Rjwade.:; '

.
Qd«*-..:.

!

v:
' :;^Waam>gtonvFek

Another straight vaude bill"in this

week, .with ho attempt to dress it up
until last half hour, which is taken

over ,by Ray Noble. Bed drops,

chandelier and trick! lighting, how-,
eves, give- band act semblance of
speetacle that makes up.two rather
stark opening acts.

Rector and Doreen start proceed-
ings with standards trapeze stunts.
House dicbVt warm up to gyrations
of gal hanging from bars held by
strong-toother with head strap, but
finish,' with girl spinning On end of
floor lamp held, in the uprsidevdown
man's jaws scored. Lowe,. Hite and
Stanley .got giggle on entrance, but
all of business, except final nulitary
tap, hangs strictly on difference: in
size and tended to), drag* .

Noble didn^t get entrance hand ac-
corded him on his debut here year,
ago, but act's polish Had house on
the Britisher's" side from start to fin-
ish. Entire band and vocalists are
on stage constantly - and Work into
nearly each number, making for
variety ..without Overdoing any one
element. Howard' Barry's bariton-
ing of 'Hills of Old Wyoming,' Lynn
Martin's cOoing' " Of 'It's . Love I'm
After;.' and Lynn plus Merry Macs
warbling of -Ginger Jim,' melodrama
burlesque, gave principals nice
chance for demonstrating their in-
dividual talent^ JNoble confines his
participation; other thai* waging the
stick, to ultra-Bntisfti .line)? ;in 'Slum-
ming . on Park Avenue' !ahd piano
medley of own compositions.' Gloria
FjrankUn .'is.ori foj?;. two bt;ef jkap

routines lending variety; Whole apt
gives impression of ease arid re-
straint. w .. Crai

HIPP, BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Feb.

Friday afternoon the Hipp was.
housing but scant gathering* and the
four-act bill draped around 'Great
Guy* (GN) certainly didn't cut any
capers in entertaining the small
turnout. Mob didn't seem to get in-
terested until Prof. Lamberti's broad
comedy , trotted out in the trey trick.
Half the show was' over then.

keehe Twins and Vic and LaMarr
are two girls; : two boys .who . ooeri
with a ' melange of tap-stepping,
tumbling arid acro-hoofing. Ok. on

. appearance, arid their stunts of same
rating. They about got the show off
to a start,

Ramona (New Acts) sort Of disap-
pointed in the deuce.

Lamberti is always a winner in
Balto, and he milks 'em thoroughly
With his hoke arid fancy xylophon-
in&. He should not use a mike;
when caught his playing at times
was so arnplified it became annoy-
ing. This act trouped lor years
without needing a mike, why the
innovation now?
'Songwriters on Parade^ is the

closer. Has been altered a bit since
act's last outing in vaude, m that Al
Lewis isn't along, being replaced by
W-*l t er Samuels. Since I atter
caresses a keyboard, that makes
foiif pianos in a row, with Charley
Tobias, as usual, out in front m.c'ing.
New arrangement an improvement,
giving layout more balance. . Other
three are Al Sherman, Murray
Mencher and Gerald Marks. They
thumped over welt with mob, doing
same old routine. However, these
lads on each visit trot out some new
compositions written since last
around, and; that always freshens.act
up. ..Bert,

MUSIC HALL, H» Y.
Current Radio City Music

k
Hall

stage -show, ranges from Tschaikow-
sky*s B iFlat Minor Concerto <flrst

movement), flayed for the first time
by 12 pianists;' to Florence, Rogge's
version of her ballet doing Carnegie
Hall bumps: The choreography is

more refined than Mirisky, but Hilda
Eckler, capably leading Uie corps , de:

ballet nonetheless gives out in the
bump motif tor the sensuous interpre-
tation of 'Midnight Blue.'
In between, the Rockettes' 'Happy

Feet* is a brisk Gene Snyder routine,
arid the glee club, with Jan Peerce
as soloist, is captioned in a 'Caval-
cade of ' Irving Berlin's: Famous
Songs.' That's a misbilling, Of
course, as it would run too long. Oh
the other hand, 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band/ 'All Alone' and 'This Year's
Kisses (out of 'On the Averiue'> con-
stitute a ;cavalcade. Still, it's an ap-
{iropriate touch in. view of the Ber-
in-20th Fox. .picture oh ihe screen;
Buster Shaver . with Olive and

George are, sandwiched in with their
now standard routine. They're un-
questionably the best midget, act exr
unit, doing moderne" song and dance,
in miniatured
HenriettaI Schumann and Julia

Glass are featured at the helm of
the dozen ferhme pianists in the
Tschaikowsky numberV rising - from
the • trough.,, with the Erno Rapee
symphomsts'' already discovered on
sta'ge^ for a change! Dorothy Pearcy,
Alberta Masiello.^ Diane Bemhard,
Vivian Rivkin, Mildred Victor, Jane
Courtland, Clara Dayton, Louise
Soiensen, Mary Allison and Lillian

Estrin round out the dozen Steui^
wayistes;' all!! looking nke in sum-
meiry rose' frocks contrasted to the
Misses Schumann and Glass, the fea-

tured duo, dad in baby Wu*. .

•'.

* " Dick.Leibert at the console and the
Feb.- issue of March oil Time com-

te the. show; no regular newsreeL
LeenidofX produced the ennrent

•Variation*?; decor, by
Maine. Bi good; evening

tight '

:

'

AbeL

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles» Febv 4.

House resumed its timewom stage
show poKcy for current week>.bringv
inff back Rube Wolf as maestro and
m.e. after a several months* layoff,

and introducing severalnew acts and
a couple tibat have been seen here-
abouts frequently in the past
Jean Lorraine, comedienne, cops

top honors, particularly with her ec-
centric dancing, while,a taine coyote,
used, by BeerHo Gray as a soloist,

pretty hearty steals the. applause.
Four Albee Sisters, first time on

the Coast present a smart comedy,
singing and musical act, while the
Fahchonettes, m an array of striking

costumes especially designed for
their' second anniversary appearance,
present three outstanding; dance: rou-
tines. .

Band is on stage at opening to re-
introduce W

(
OhT, with the house scenic

staff having done itself proud in pre-
paring a pretentious setting for the
occasion. After putting the -band
through: a unique version of 'An Old
Cow Hand,' Wolf doesatrumpet solo
that.caRs for expert lip manipulation,
Fanchonettes are then brought on

for their mrtial rbutrrie, a precision
nuriiber, at which they excel. Miss
Lorraine makss a brief anpearance
for a few gags with Wolf; after which,
the* Albee quartet displays its versa-
tility. Girls are all expert musicians,
harmonize well and click for excel-
lent returns. ..

: Another full-gtage number has the
Fanchonettes perched atop a huge
platform back stage behind a grille,

a la.Venetian,,with an unprugrarnmed
feirime youngster warbling

:
while

girls cavort to stage proper.
Bee-Ho Gray, oldtime vaude rop-

ing and knife throwing act, is now
using a stooge to good effect and
winds up with his singing coyote
while he picks the banjo.
Miss Lorraine, back for an eccen-

tric dance, uses Wolf and Sol Haines
as partners for plenty of laffs. Finale
has the Fanchonettes reoeating their
.cleverly executed roller skating
routine in front of a Dutch platter
effect. Helen Rose draws credit for
the costuming and Carlos Romero for
the dance routines. , .

Screen feature is Par's 'Champagne
Waltz.' with Par News and Col's short
of the Three Stooges for fillers.
Opening rhat crowd slightly above
normal. £du>a.

'

EARLE, PHILLY
. Philadelphia, Feb. 5.

ive-act bill at Earle this week is

an unusual setup. Includes Harry
Reser and his Cliquot Club .Eskimos
on stage, : but. they're present only
briefly, rest of show being played by
house band in pit. Other acts include
Duncan Sisters, Paul Gerrits> Dona
tella Bros, and Carmen/ and Honey
Family.
Headlined, Duncan Sisters repeat

material used here before -both in
'New; Faces' and last date at same
house some months ago; This thine,

however, they .use Topsy and Eva
characterizations throughout. Open
with patter, then offer .'Pennies from
Heaven,' 'Paginini's Dream' and by-
now familiar "Duncan Doughnuts.'
Okay reception.
Reser's outfit numbering 12 not in-

cluding maestro, has entirely aban-
doned* ban-fo - emphasis that marked
its radio work of several seasons ago.
Only strings now are Harry's solo
banjo turn (and even that gets

kidded by boys) and bass fiddle. Go
in chiefly for awing stuff, which is

only *o-»o and fait getting too
dated. Band is flrie for, accompani-
ments, however, giving effective
build-up to itc fertijrie soloist, Lynn
^Gordon, who's pleasing- enough .but

heeds more tone' color and stronger
stage .personality; Her choice of
numbers ,is good '

Band's besjp number is last, lively

and smart arrangement of 'Organ
Grinder Swing.* It's showmanly and
interesting throughout and.it makes
strong finish. But. act should how
out before number has lost effect. By
holding curtain too long after tune is

finished it brings static ending,
whereas faster ,curtain would get 'era

while excitement is still high from
that nifty playing..

. Paul Gen-its' turn is slightly too
fast for local matinee audiences. His
suave manner of kidding his own ef-

forts goes over pates- of hausfraus
who drop into Earle betWieen shop->

ping sessions. But he's good for
plenty

.
respo nse frorii sharper evening

customers. Act includes offhand
style of patter, some neat trick roller

skating, and brief bit of not-too-diffi-

eult juggling.' All in' comedy vein.
Donatella BrosJ and Carmen start-

ing but with two lads squeezing ac-
cordions while cute looking gal offers

acceptable contortions, presently de-
velops as varied musical session.' Gal
takes to tap dancing and then plunks
uke, while ma and pa. ('just i town
on it Visit') work on squealy shep-
herd's horn and tambourine, respec-
tively.
Honey Family, shoW opener, Is

mixed gymnastic sextet.
Film is 'Bulldog Btummond

' (Par). B^nesa fair. litibe,

CENTURY, BALTO.
: . Baltimore, Feb.- 6.

The Loew , 'luxer gets .fiesh- on its

boards again after' a hiatus .Qf six
months. . It's pleasant 'to see the
Century stage peopled^ again, but a
belter . exhibit mrght . have , been
found to usher back vaude.
House will hereafter use occasional

stage- attractions to- bolster .the
weaker cefluldidersv which in this
situation likely means less than half
of. the time. There's a show set for
next stanza r nothing beyond.'
Unfortunately, aside from fact cur-

rent snow, could sport More lustre,
biz could be much better. Four-act
bill costs $8,350, ot thereabouts.
House will have to nudge around
$19,000 to swallow the nut and,
judging first three days" pace, site is

certain- to' roil into the carmine on
the- week. And that speaks bitterly
for the - future . of - live shows, in the
Century. If the return - of vaude- to
house after its only long straight-
film stretch since erection could
have belted out a big- b.o., prospects
for more frequent .flesh lit house
would be brighter.
The flicker is Under Cover of

Night' (MG); Toplining all is Lupe
Velez-Johnny Weissmuller personal,
and pair are not pulling in a man-
ner that inight be termed unresist-
ing. Probably most of the draught
is being supplied by the crarnpaign
house put on to .welcome live talent
back into house.
The show starts off elegantly and

soars through first two. acts. Arthur
La Fleur opens with seven-minute
perch chore, commencing with some
strong-arm control work On ..the

hand rings, ducking intd.wings while
a femme curls herself through some
o.k. contortion dancing, and. return-
ing after a garb change into a
sequin-glittering Suit to cap act with
his jaw-hang revolutions. Really
wowed 'em.
Marty May invested 14 mms. In

the deuce and had 'em beseeching
for more at end. First time vet
grey-locked comic: ever worked as
single here and, incidentally, he
never showed to such advantage as
currently. After introductory chat-
ter, does three pulverizing parodies
on standard types, of the throaty
tenor, the burping" baritone and the
prissy, prima donna. His • hoke fid-

dling at windup could be funnied up
some more for complete sockeroo.

Velez-Weissmuller (New Acts)
next-to-shut.'

Closing, Clyde McCoy's band (10).

A 'vet outfit dating back some years,
but has never, played hereabouts. In
the .final' estimate, , would seem best
spotting, for aggregation would be
nitery, where it has the goods to
groove in well; as stage act doesn't
par the far hrier ones around.
McCoy is an excellent trumpeter

and his band fits around him snugly.
Joan Cavell warbles 'I'm a LadV
and 'Gee,: You're Swell' oJc. ehuff,
but she should give out some
slants when working with a swing
band arid, riot front self so, dernurely.
Wayne Gregg is really a swing singer
who looks like he can improve
plenty, according to indications of
way he did 'Old Cowhand': he huvt
himself, however,' by trying .• to
deepen his tone to baritone bitch
arid essay 'Dreamboat Comes Home'
with as corny a collection of super
dramatic gestures as seen here in
many a show.
Band did 22 mins. first house

opening day; seven shows later it

had its routine whittled . down to 17
mins; incidentally, selections used
are pretty old. Even 'Music Goes
Hound' is exhumed.

.

Harvey Hammond is back at the
console with his organlog sing. He
has long been most popular of his
type to show in Balto.
George Wild's windjammers cele-

brated their return to the pit by
putting on a plain and fancy over-
ture that pleased. Bert.

LOEWS STATE, N. Y.
Broadway's lone vaudfimier went

.to Thursday openings with, this
show,, following the same, policy set

• in the.last couple Of weeks at.Loew's
other theatre* in the Mafropolitan
area; Along w|th the new opening
day, house tyas slipped the high.lv
potent 'After the Thin Man' (MG)
so the vaude end was trimmed con-
siderably; both quantity and
quality.
Biz was okay Thursday night,

which makes it apparent agai that
even in a second-run theatre, the
picture is still the main draw. There
is nothing oh- the four-act bill to
magnetize the wicket; and very lit-
tle to hold them once they're insi
Fortunately the stage end is short
going, on and off in 40 minutes,
v Show^-tpp eiick is the opening
Capt. Willie Mauss. He's a vet
at thrOling audiences th the initial
cog, bis complete revolutions on a
bicycle within a giant wheel holding
the payees on edge throughout His
short turn: No. two standout at this
catching was Bee Kalmus, cute arid
hot singer with Leon Navara's band
in the finale fraihe. She socks an
arrangement in the Ethel Merman
manner, though that's ho intimation
that she's aping the better known
singer's style. Miss Kalmus has
plenty on her own (New: Acts).
Nayara, who started as a pianist-

m.c in picture houses arid then
drifted into vaude as an ivory-tick-
ling single, hasn't got much of a
band hi the 13 pieces behind him
here. Crew is too brassy and only
Navara's piano-playing interludes
provide- any real entertainriient. Miss
KalmUS socks with two songs arid
an unbilled acro-daricing boy also
score*. These specialties are. about
aQ the act holds in its present set-

up. Navara, considering his appear-,
ance, stage presence and pianolbg-
:ing, could do justice to a better
musical background.
Deuce and next-to-closing acts are

both comedy-types, former being the
panto' Pick, Don and Dinah trio,

With. George Beatty following in the
'regulationlaugh slot Beatty is here
with a load of good new material,
even changing the lyrics for. his
drunken sailor bit, but this audience
didn't take to him until his closing
character portrayal. Then they
wouldn't let him go. Beatty Went
into the show as a last-minute re-

placement for Bert Walton, who took
sick at the rehearsal Thursday
morning,

Dick, Don and Dmah act also

starts, stow, but winds up fine.. Two
boys and a girl are knockabout acro-
bats with some swell tricks, their,

finale in Rube Goldberg- formations
being an especially, strong applause-
?uller. They're young, nice-looking
ids and should find a profitable

niche on the nitery circuit.1 Seiko.

COLONIAL, DETROIT
Detroit, Feb.

Coupla nifty acts set off current
show at this 'B' spot, but use of same
stage settings,week after week is be-
coming irksome. Doesn't give turns
their rightful breaks. Lack of spot-
lights, used only spasmodically be-
cause lone operator in booth: has
other duties, likewise doesn't help
matter any.
Despite all the .drawbacks, how-

ever, show when caught early Friday
evening- (5) came off oke. and ran
about 50 minutes. On bill are Elaine
and James, male and female lariat ar-

tists; Jack Mack, tapper; Nick Verga
and Marie Lee, comedians, and Don
Philippe and Co., wire walker, plus
Ralph: (Froggy) Marvel, trombonist
with Boyd Senter's-barid, which pro-
vides background for acts, Sentcr,
Who handles m. e. duties, could iriject

a little more ginger.
Topper of the show is Jack Mack,

a localite who -has bad some nitery

experience. House went wild over
his hoofing and gave him coupla
calls. Tapping isn't extraordinary,
but he has personal appearance .

plus.

In well-kept tails and top hat, Mack
sells stuff to the hilt but should be
spotted near close; instead of deuce
as on this show. t,

Other worthy turn is furnished by
Nick Verga* who,, with Marie Lee,
pulls a round of clean nonsense.
Pair's warbling isn't ^ie best, but
chatter, etc., sets well. They're off

to rice applause, but Verga's forced
patter with Senter, while stage is be-
ing readied for next act, detracts

from the regular turn. .
.

Tight wire: setto by. Don Philippe
needs plenty of polish. He's come a
long ;way, but stuff is tinged with
amateurism. Too rituch, in fact, for
audience to hold its breath while
he's executing tricks. Rumba dance
oh wire has possi ilities,' and costume
is nifty. Opening act, Elaine; and.
James, has benefit of nice appearance,
and could' be made into something
surefire if male.-femfne duo stuck to

the lariats. James, also plays several
musical instruriients, couple at. a
tinie. Oughta learn to play one be-
fore doubling up. Femme-contributes
a nice dance number, with life-size,

drawing of Popeye painted .on urider
part of skirt.
For a five-piecer, Senter's band

does an admirable job with musical
portion of show. Practically every*,
one of the band members can do a
specialty number well.
Nearly full house at early show

caught Friday evening (5). On
screen: *Virginian' (Par) (revival)
plus 'Boys Will Be Boys' (GBl dual.

Pete.
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PALACE, CHI.
Chicago, Feb. 6.

From $1,750 to $5,500 marks the
change of .billing to 'personal ap-
pearance' for the Ritz Bros.. And the

switch in coin and billing enables the
' trio to speak of Hollywood and pic-

tures in familiar fashion; to talk of

doing routines; and bits 'by special

request* and particularly to get away
With stttff that would have spelled

disaster previously.
Arriving in town with a cocktail

party for the press after clicking in

two- flickers, the Ritz boys are doing
the business at the, Jfclace this week,
despite the presence of 'Plough and
the Stars' (RKO) on the screen. If

anything; the picture is hindering
the b.o., since it isn't the type of

stuff that- the knockabout mob likes,

and they certainly liked the Ritzes.

They are about the biggest sock this

house has had in many, many,months,
according to the audience reaction at

• the last show Friday.
They did 20 minutes and were a

genuine riot. They - had to speech,

and then beg off, The speech-beg-
ging itself took at least five minutes.
And they applauded into the picture,

trying to bring the boys back.
And yet, iespite this, tremendous

- click, there are items in . their rou
tine which are uncalled for, and in

excusable in an act of the standing
of the Ritz Bros, today; One of these
is; the Hitler bit, and the uncalled-
for obscenity in the blow-off. An-
othervpiece of bad judgment is the
announcement of the Harry Richman
burlesque. In the picture 'Sing, Baby,
Sing' (20th), it was called 'Harry
Richman goes crazy'; and on the
stage it is labeled 'Harry Richman
.as a' half-wit*. The difference be-
' tween 'crazy' and 'halfrwit' is con-
siderable in its implications. >
Rest of the bill is competent wijth

three standard acts;' all wJc. here
and repeating so often around town
they must be playing the Palace-
Chicago-Oriental-State Lake circuit,

Harris. -Claire and Shannon are in

with the Bebe Barri dancing line,

which makes, three, appearances. The
dance trio, in for two spots, does a
bang-up job of their, two routines.

They always can be counted on for
the best in appearance and ward-
robe, plus genuine dancing.

Charles Carrer turns in his usual
efficient juggling act. Works fast and
with good novelty. Especially big is

a nifty encore bit, in which he tosses
first eight lemons, then eight cubes
of ice and then eight cherries into a
line of eight cocktail glasses. Good
stuff. . :

:
-

'

Ventriloquist acts are back in

strong favor. Vox and Walters have
been long familiar around here; New
setup c of the act works out well,
though the dialog and bits are still

the same. Miss. Walters js surefire
with her crying baby stunt; .

Business great Gold.

KEITH'S, BOSTON
Boston, Feb.

. It .has beehfour years since- Leon
Errol played vaude in this town.
Bandy-legged Errol was greeted
warmly here at his first entrance and
applauded more hotly at each re-ap-
pearance in what has been called in

other towns 'Hollywood Models of
1937.'

Charlie Koerrier booked in Louise
- Beavers from pis and Cookie Bow-
ers to add to a troupe of talented
people.
But to get back tc Errol, who has
;o sure-fire scenes-^one a dancing

school sequence, the other a film di-

rector bit. In the former he leads
.the chorus dressed as dance: school
pupils through a dizzy drunk routine
that climaxes in skids and pratt falls.

One of . the smartest, most novel
chorus jobs unveiled here in many
seasons. In directing a silent film in

which the unit people perform, Er-
' rol stands off-side and gives advice
to the players in the Pete Smith
manner. Pay-off comes when Errol,

exasperated' at the acting in a love
scene, steps offstage and into .the

film, wearing the same rig he uses on
stage. The illusion is socko comedy.
Tricky opening gives the effect of

a transport plane landing onstage to

unload the principals and models of

the show. Johnny Kraft, as re-

porter, interviews tanked-up rrol,

who breathes heavily into the face
of the newsman, who ultimately be-
comes crocked himself 'from the stiff

alcoholic/breeze.
There's some handsome hoofing on

the bill, too, and nods go to Surinie
O'Dea for an extended solo disblay
of smooth, clean-cut taps, and to
Jimmy Hadreas, who. wins himself a
rich reception for his combination of
taps, buck, wings, jigs, vodka and
aero hoofage as a finale, to a swell
sold turn.
,;Miss Beavers, apparently breaking

in some new numbers, opens with a
blah-blurb about Boston being her
favorite, town. Then launches into
a. serious bit from 'Rainbow on the
River.' This was well enough re-
ceived to; justify a few songs ;

that
follow, including, lead song of the
film, 'Old Folks at Home,' 'Some Day,
Sweetheart,' and a cute little num-
ber (best of all) called 'Half of. Me
Says.' possessed of pleasing, talents
and personality, Miss Beavers* hesi-
tant announcements do not frame
them to • best: advantage. First-show

-..trouble, later corrected.
Cookie Bowers is still, doing the

mess of,mimicry ranging from: barn-
yard noises to 'Jewish mama in

bathing'— and he's still clicking.

Frances Peper contributes a short,
but. pleasing, piece of soprano work
bordering on the coloratura. Gresham
and Blake donate a hokum tango that
borders on the humorous.
Local angle is Lou Ashe, serving

capably as m.c, straight man; juve
and tenor. Two seasons ago Ashe
was song-plugging in local niteries.
He has progressed considerably since
then.

.
Lou Gaut (partner of Johnny

Kraft) ordinarily gets an eccentric
dance spot in this unit, but this week
he just gallops through the opening
scene in running pants.

'••

. «!feen, Moi the Marines'
(Rep). Fox.

ST. LOUIS, ST. L.

, .
St. Louis, Feb. 4.

It appears that Johnny Perkins
was the hypo Fanchon & Marco
needed to put this house definitely
on the right pages of ledger, for biz
has been on upbeat since the rotund
Perkins assumed m.c. duties at
Grand blvd. house three weeks ago.
That Perkins is putting stage

shows over was attested by opening
night currently when first floor was
almost filled despite fierce weather
that kept timid natives close to the
hearth,

,
Perkins copped top honors,

although Jte. tried, hard to convince
mob out: front that Ken and Roy
Paige, two robust slap stick young-
sters, were the more deserving.
Fast show opens with Roxyettes,

totin' huge vari-colored flags, foot-
ers,and Perkins marching down cen-
ter aisle' and onto apron, where gals
do an eye-flllirig routine with band.
Perkins tells a couple of new stories,
gags a bit with Madeline Killeen, a
blond looker who does some nice
warbling.
Then Perkins calls the Paige boys

out and they click with their rough
house stuff. Bob Eaton and Co., the
latter being Yvonne Odette, Vander-
bilt U. midget, are in next slot, with
gal dressed as baby in. a perambula-
tor and wise cracking with a woman
stooge who stops to admire kid.
After Eaton does a phone skit,
Yvonne returns for a s. and d. rou-
tine with. Eaton.
Following a fast production num-

ber by Roxyettes, Ray Gonlin, ven-
triloquist, delivers a sock turn. For
an . encore Conlin

.brings Perkins
back as the dummy and it is a strong
piece of business.
In next-to-closing slot is Roy

Smeck, who scores with arrange-
ment of 'Tiger Rag' on banjo; 'Moon
Over Miami* and 'Bugle Call Rag'
on electric guitar. Line, in a jingle-
bell routine, bring show to end.
.'College Holiday* (Par) (2nd run)

on screen. Biz very good. Sahu.

TOWER, K. C.
Kansas City, Feb. 5.

Looks like an off-week for the
house line (12), Ted Cook, m. c, a
male singer and the ork (12). They
move through their paces with, a
decided limp, using showmanship as
a crutch to keep the whole thing
from doing a nose-dive into the pit.

It leans just about that far.
Ted Cook, going into his seventh

week here, marshals the affair with
all the color of a guy reading a
dictionary preface. Fortunately, the
visiting, acts are all oke. Film is

•Smart Blonde' (WB).
Show is opened by the line clut-

tering the aisles brandishing copies
of the Police. Gazette. Cook pipes
the 'Girl on the Police Gazette'
while the line tries to put over a
silly

7

routine, with the paper.
The pint-sized Mickey King makes

short work of her aerialist turn.
Scrambles up the rope, does fifty

armrovers, and that's that. Stunt has
been done oh this stage a number of
times and never gets across.

. ,.

"

Recruited, from, a local radio sta-
tion, Ward Kieth fills the spot nor-
mally assigned to the tyro contest
winner. Does a take-off on Bob
Burns and presents several of his
ether characters. . He's on again
later in a dramatization of Dan Mc-
Grew with Ted Cook, Ernie Rayburn
and the line. They should hang
this opus in the prop .room with a
sign, 'use in case of fire.' It can be
recommended to empty any house
with dispatch.

Jess Libonati and is and
daughter - flay three xylophones with
splendid' results. . The offspring are
speedy tapsters with

;
some tricks of

their own. . .

. Harris and Howell have added a
partner and are billed as the Har-
lemaniacs. The colored group are
good entertainers, but some of .their

gags are pretty hotsy for this joint.

There is some nice uke and fiddle

work and one of them does some
sprightly hoe-down tap work.

'.. The finale has one of the gals

from the line, fronting with & hick
specialty. Lester Harding handles
his cowboy tune okay, but Cook's
weekly plea of 'let's make Lester
happy' is begi " to pall. Hoj/t. ;

Eddie Paul May Go Par
Reported Eddi Paul, former or-

chestra leader of the Paramount,
N. Y.,' and for last few months at

the Roxy, may land at the Par studio

as part of the music department
headed by Boris Morros, Latter, be-

fore leaving last week to return to

Hollywood, declared no plans had
been laid to.: bring Paul out.

The orchestra leader, however,
flew out to studip on a ; mo-
ment's notice on call from the plant.

Unit Review

Winter Garden Follies

(ORPHEUM, LINCOLN)
Lincoln,,Feb. 5.

After laying off a wek due to flesh
shortage in these parts, Orph is back
these three days with Ed Gardiner's
second show of the season for. the
Cushman time, 'Winter Garden Fol-
lies.' Good title and adhered to in
costume theme by the girls for one
number, after that it's dropped and
the audience gets about 52. minutes
of fair trade.
. . Talk material is the bad spot, and
there's quite a litle of it. That which
is fairly new is hampered by being
blue, and the older stuff is away
down memory lane. For instance,
the big comedy act is Moore and
Shy, the bulk of their stuff having
been seen with Olsen and Johnson
for about six seasons, when they
were stooging for the Swedes. They
still do a good family act, but very
often one of those oldies sneak in
which makes the audience fold arms
tight. Even 'Violets are pink' is in.

A few changes and they'd be a sub-
stantial sock.
.Show carries a line of six girls, do-

ing-two Chorus routines and then
breaking into a trio of dance acts.
First number is nice, all the girls in
fur where it won't hamper the view.
Second time they cb sunny clime and
do a hula, best thing about it being
the. togs. In order" of appearance,
the acts are Gilley and Jean, balance
ing act with the gal Understanding;
Gale Sisters, military tap; Moore
(457 pounds) and Shy (49 pounds),
comedy; Huck Round and his orches-
tra featuring Dixie Bennett; Bernie
Nolan, m.c. and . comedian; the Three
Eatons, hoofers; and -White Bros.,
comedy. ;

Nolan's material is eligi for
penciling, almost in the burley vein.
He talks a good entrance for the
acts, but other than that will make
managers squirm in their seats the
first show. Dixie Bennett adds -little

in maestroing the band. Show would
probably go better if Moore arid Shy
traded places with the Whites, who
close, but they're needed earlier to
liven things along the way. Born.

Saranac Lake -

By Happy Benway

Mike Schultz,V N. Y. showshop
manager who is listed as a new-
comer Up here, all on the O. K. side.
Murray Freedman is another man

ager who is a new arrival.

Ben Schaffer again voted the best
.dressed, man in the Actors' Colony.

YoUr correspondent just got an
O. K. report from Dr; George, Wil-
son; told me that I could walk two
blocks and not :worry about it.

Rose Karp left the ozoni burg
for a. little visit to N. Y.
Robert W. Burke, songwriter, new

to this routine of things, but holding
up okay. Ditto Wm. Milne.
John T. Donahue, traveling audi-

tor (Loews), is a new arrival here.
NVA patients and those in the

Actors' Colony here:
NVA Sanatorium: Sylvia Abbott,

Tommy Abbott, Marya Blake,
Marion Cannon, Camile Carpentier,
Fifi Climas, Ethel Clouds, John De-
Giovinni, Alfred DeLorai , Jack
Edwards, Charles Foster, Melvin
Fox, Doris Gascoigne, Harry Gordon,
Marion Greene, Bill Janney,
Dorothy Kruse, Bea Lee, John
Louden, Peggy McCarthy, Ed
McGushion, Mollie Mantel, Armand
Monty, Dick Moore, Mima Morse,
Margaret Newell, Cora O'Connell,
Gladys Palmer, Joe Parker, Max
Pfeffer, Salvadore Ragone, Ford
Raymond, Fred Rith, Edward Ross,
Michael Schultz, Ben Schaffer, Doris
Schrage, Gary Sidgreaves, Brain
Tracy, Pauline Tunicky, Murray
Freedman, Jpc McCarthy.
Claude ; Lawson, 86 Lake Flower

Ave.; Ray Ketchem, 10 South Hope
St.; RUss. Kelly, 19 Broadway; Jimmy
Cannon, Northwoods San; Harry and
Charli . Barrett, Upper Broadway;
George- Anderson,; 19 Broadway;
Mannie . Lowy, Olive St.; Harry
Sodar, 19 Broadway; Happy Benwayi
91 Broadway.
Write to those you know . in Sara-

nac.

NEW ACTS

Hollywood,. Feb.
Special songs Written for Repub-

lic's musical western, Gene Autry's
'Git Along Little Dogies,' are 'In the
Valley Where the Sun Goes Down,'
cleffed by Sam H. Stept and Ned
Washington; 'If You Want to Be a
Cowboy,' Fleming Allen, and
'Honey Bringing Honey to You,' by
Smiley Burnette.
Trio supplements four other num-

bers and medli

Ben Oakland . is scoring 'Honey-
moon' at Columbia under direction

of Morris. Stoloff, the studio's musi-
cal head.

LUPE VELEZ and JOHNNY WEISS-
MULLER

Variety
13 Mins.; One
Century, Baltimore
Pair are seemingly always in the

news and probably there are some
mobs around who would like to glim
'em on a stage together. There is

no doubt they're tugging some folks
through the turnstiles this week.

:

As entertainment, howeveri there's

.

pretty, much to be desired. Teamed
up, they don't deliver as did Miss:
Velez when last around as a single.
Probably that's accountable, to fact
she spends half her onstage moments
trying to sell her husband to audi-
ence. And whoever framed the act
has Weissmuller essaying a doltish
type—hardly conducive to appeal.
What he does get from mob comes
only at end, and that chiefly from
sympathy.
They duet once, and Miss Velez

does a very mild rhumba, plus n.s.g.

impersonations of Hepburn and G.
SwanSon. Rest of time is consumed
by Miss Velez trying to sell her hus-
band; and he doing the big He Man
embarrassment act till it wears thin.
When caught, he explained the only
entertainment he could offer was
swim and play 'Tarzan,' and since
there was no available pool to paddle
in or tree to climb, he was at a loss.

Marty May* who was in the niche
ahead of this act on the bill, came
out midway when. Miss Velez was
clothes-changing and carried , the
weight till her dance brought act to
a conclusion. :

'

Miss Velez also got a bit too cloy-
ing in constantly- telling/audience
how happy she -and husband were to
entertain

,
'em; it grew., .repetitious,

and she <climaxed at entMby saying
she 'prayed to Someone Up Tpere'
to ' make mob as happy as mob had
made her.
Oh yes, Johnny did give vent to

his Tarzan' howl, after May jestingly
kidded him into it. Bert.

RAMONA
Singing
•11 Mins.; Two
Hippodrome. Baltimore.
Long under contract to the Paul

Whitemah aggregation—and, inci-

dentally, now having contract-
squabble with outfit—Ramona's pip-
ing pianology was always an im-
portant item in the Whiteman en-
tourage. Also, she once did a two-
act with Jack Fulton.
Out for first time on solo display,

Ramona doesn't impress nearly as
much as formerly. She seemed to

lack the band background when
caught Friday (5) afternoon arid

certainly didn't stack up as formid-
able an entertainer as she used to.

Audience attitude was chilly, and
she didn't thaw it any.

Selection of songs, 'Pennies from
Heaven/ 'Tony's Wife' and 'Under
My Skin/ not too adroitly chosen,
considering her talents, She might
have used at least one more subtle,

sophisticated piece from her catalog
of specials. Probable reason she
didn't do any straight piano-plinking
was that 'Songwriters on Parade' are
on same bilL and supply plenty of

that.
, . ... .

Ramona would seem more likely

to find a class nitery a more snug
berth for her work than soloing in

vaude. She opens Sat (13) atSavOy-
Plaza N; Y.
As usual Ramona's getup and de-

portment is plenty distingue. She
deuced, on thin bill. B«rt.

CHARLES NEWMAN
Harmonica
4 Mina.
Paramount, N. Y.
Charles Newman, exponent of the

harmonica, is knocking at the doors
which- admitted Larry Adler, re-

cently at the Versailles, and to make
comparisons closer is also doing
Ravel's 'Bolero/ Adler did this at

the Versailles and Borrah Minevitch's
gang is doing it at the Roxy. The
difference between the two mouth-
organ eaters is that Newman is more
restrained in the Selling, preferring
not to be as flashy.

No new addition to the Fred War-
ing bandi Newman is very worth-
while, but his number might finish

more effectively if the band wasn't
so forte down near the end. New-
man would have to blow his brains
out to keep up with the rising notes
of the band as 'Bolero' builds to its

dramatic climax. That's easily cor-
rected, •however.
Newman doe's just this one num-

ber with Waring. Char.

LARRY BEST
Imitations
8 Mins.
Paramount ,

A discovery' .of Major Bowes'.;

Larry Best, is now a discovery of

Fred Waring's and with the Waring
band here is going to town on a
show-stopping express. He does
imitations of Roy Atwell, Charlie
Butterworth, Ned Sparks, Joe Peri-
ner and: Ed. Wynn.
While all are uniformly , his

poorest is Wynn; who
.
been

rubbed ' to death by the imitators.
Wynn hasn't: done the :flre chief
thing the air for a long . time',:

but the imitators still have him in

the fireman's chapeau.
Best is a young fellow with a good

deal of personality arid a fair sense
of showmanship. Char.

YVETTE RUGEL
Songs
Bill's Gay Nineties, N. -

.
-

Yvette RugeL was first New Act-
revieWed in Variety Aug. 26, 1918,
again on April 18, 1919, when she
took a piano accompanist unto her-
self, as was then the vogue with
many- 'sirigle* women, in vaudeville,
and not again until July 25, 1928, in
the fading glorious years of two-a-
day vaudeville that was . epitomized
by the Palace .as the pinnacle
and ultimate of everything. That's
where she was caught-at the Pal-
ace—this midsummer of '28, when,
in the full flush . of her maturer
aspiratioris Yvette Rugel was back
in America after having sung i

Paris and Italian opera abroad.

Now, almost a decade later, the
same ing goes, as it did at the
Palace in 1928^-her voice is socko,
her delivery sure, her showmanship
effective. ;

That Yvette RUgel has had to come
out of retirement and find a new.
type., vaudeville—in nite clubs—rto
display her wares, is only a sup-
plementary commentary on the con-
temporaneous vaudeville scene.'

That's Where vaudeville's gone—
niteries, radio and. into filmusicals.
Strip it of its microphones and its

celluloid, underneath it all .it's

vaudeville dressed up to fit a new
standard,, face a new technique and,
if anything, reach a wider field.

That's truest, of course, on the film
and radio end. Playing in a 200-
capacity nitery is stUl just another
version of. doing a shdw at the Ked-
zie. Chicago, but to fewer customers..
And: Xvette RugeL, in. the hectic

confines of a nitery, meets! the . situ-

ation handily, for she still knows
how to Sell the. numbers ' and still

arrests them .with,a full and .gifted

voice. That she does, it wjth tried-
and-true songs, familiar excerpts
from operettas, is the more to her
credit, as there is no novelty lyric
appeal to hold 'em. She arrests and
cements interest solely on 'vocal de- .

livery.
And Why she's ; not in the mi

field, for radio, Is something per-
haps only a short time will answer.
Her 'comeback' here is but in its in-

fancy. Abel.

BETTY LEWIS
Dancer
9 Mins. .

Park Central. N. Y. (Grove)

Pert little tap dancer who .is also
quite versatile in the modern
'Truckin- ' movement, Betty Lewis is

billed as a newcomer from the
middle-west. Her skill indicates that
she has. been around, but never
caught solo before; Combines clever
whirl with bbth tapster offerings.

Miss Lewis' most involved presenta-
tion is her Toreador fantasia, though
the tap. cleats slow down part of'

stepping.
She is plenty fast and clever When

teamed up with Roscoe Ails in typi-
cal 'Truckin' ' and. 'Susie Q' offering,

Which is the blow-off for the Grove
show. Trim figure and ingratiating
personality are added assets. .

Wear.

BEE KALMUS
Singer
6 Mins.; One
Loew's State, N. Y.

, This isn't Bee KalmUs' first time
on a stage, femme having appeared
as a specialty before, but it's her
first time for the New Act Ales. At
the State currently she's appearing
in front of Leon Navara's band and
practically carries all the weight of
the band act.

Cute little fenune with the Ethel
Merman style of selling a song has
once, been given a radio buildup, but
nothing important came: of it. Be-
sides her infrequent stage appear-
ances, she has' also taken several
excursions into the niteries, and it's

in. the latter, field that she should
make her mark. Has a sock style,
good appearance and is vocally okay.
Did two numbers at this catching

and had a tough- time getting away.
Applause ran into the subsequent or-
chestral effort by Navara's crew.

Scho.

STUART AND LEA
Dancers
8 Mins.
Park Central, N. Y. (Grove)
Stuart and Lea look like veterans

in this ballrdomology business, but
not in the files. Both of their terp
efforts look familiar, particularly
that first, which is tabbed 'Bolero of
the Capes/ This is a colorful inter-
mingling of smooth stepping and
deft manipulation of long, flowing
robes. Requires plenty of dexterity
with arms and legs.
Second dance setto is one of those

tbprhat society concepts; Calls in
walking, stick for male member to
twirl and support his graceful part-
ner. Unfortunate choice of costum-
ing; because it dwarfs really agile
efforts of duo. • Transparent skirt for
femme and lighter colors would do
the trick; ;

Wcor.

Alice Faye, backed up by Cy
Feuer's ork, waxed four sides, of
numbers from Irvi Berlin's 'On
The Avenue', for ick in Hol-
lywood.1
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NEXT WEEK, Feb. 15

THIS WEEK, Feb. 8
Numerals in 'connection with bills below, indicate opening day

show, whether full or split week

BOSTON
Keith'* (11)

isen: ft Joli
••• ;<».)

Leon Errol
Cookie ' Bowers'
12 Girls
Loul.se Beavers

CHICAGO ...

Palace (12) •

S-yl \- la. Mahbri Co
Pops "ft., Louie-'
Ken Murray A* O i.

Dixieland Jazz- Bd
(Two to All)

.. . \ (5)
Bebe .Barrl Girls
Charles. Carrer
Vox ft Walters
Harris Claire & 3
RUst Bros

CINCINNATI
Palace (12)

Park Avenue Rev
(6)

reenw'h Vil Sc'nd'e
itchell & Diirant

• CIJBVKLAND
Palare (12)

Bebe Barrl Gliia
Charles "Carrer. '.

•

Vox 'ft Walters
.'Harris Claire * S
Rita Bros

(5)
Ellda Ballet
Emtlee Adreon
Reynolds & White
Buck *: Bubbles
Benny Fields.'
Great Yacopls

"DAYTON
KeithV (12)

Leon- Errol Rev
MINNEAPOLIS
Oiphenm (ft)

Count Bernlvlol Rev
SCHENECTADY
Helta's (11*13)

Glorified Follies
TROY

Keith's (12-15)
Byrnes Sis Co .

Reynolds ft White
Eton Boys X.

Red Skelton-
Great Yacopls

IRIDIUM ROOM
* ST. REGIS, New York f
I 10th WEEK

JACK POWELL
READINGER TWINS

I Dir.! LEDDY eV SMITH,

STEW YORK CITY
State (11)

Jay C. Fllppen

8- Wiles

•

Miriam: Verha
Buddy Clark
D &.E Bait-stow
Liitzeed Arabs
Blaine 'Arden
DeRbze

Vivian Ray .

BALTIMORE
Century (12V

'Pats' Waller Ore
Ford Bowie & D
WASHINGTON

.-...•' Capitol (12)
Arthur LeFleur Co
Wally "Ward ft' M
Steptn Feichlt,.
.Clyde McCoy.

Paramount

NEW YORK Cm
Pnramoant (10) -

Fred Waring's OreV BIRMINGHAM
Paramount (12-14)
Dave AuoUon

BOSTON
Metropolitan (12)

.Eddie DUehin. Bd .

CaUgary Bros
Bliss Lewis ft A
Power 'ft Jeanne

BUFFALO
Buffalo (12)

Rudy Vallee Orc s '

CHATTANOOGA. '

Paramount (IT)
Dave- Apolloh

. CHICAGO
Chicago (12) ;

t LorJa. Bros '

B ft B Berrils
Don Cumminffs
Rlckard

Oriental (12)
Benny Davis Co

DETROIT
'

• • Michigan (12) .

Broadway Juniors

MONTGOMERY
Paramount (15)

Dave Apollon
MONTREAL
Loew's <12)

Marden'a Riviera
TORONTO

Shea's Hipp (12)
C'mm'nd Perf'rm'ce

vptowJa tm
Maxlne -

,29' half (11-13)
Louise . Co
Gaston ft Helen

: Domlnlo
-Fred . Sanborn
1 Phillips.

New : Victoria
Turner - lay ton

BROMLEY
Palace-

'Don Rico' Bd
: CHADWELL H'TH

Palace
2 Lindners
Delfoiit. & Toko
Harry Coady

' CHKI.SK.
Palace

Jo.se- Moreno
Gall lard 4

CLAPTON
Rink

Harmony Kings
Vedras
Caatellt ft Yorke

EAST HAM
Premier

2 Lindners ;
.

Delfont ft Toko.
Harry Coady
KDGEWARK ROAD

.' Grand -

Dey .4 Alice
Lee Don .

Judd ft Ray
EDMONTON

Empire.
S Ebonites
Geo .Hurd
HAMMERSMITH .

Paln«e
South China;
Renara '

.-' ILFOKD
(taper

.

Colllnson ft- Dean
Flack ft Lucas
3 Van Strattons

ISLINGTON
Bine Hall

1st half (8-10)
Louise Co '

Gaston & Helen
J~d half (11-13)

4- Hermans '

Sonla ft Tania
KILBUKN
Grange

Dey & Alice
Lee Dbnn -

Judd ft Ray

'

LEWISHAM
Palace

Don Rico Bd

, LEYTONSTPNE
. Rtalte

Selma 4
Co as booked ''•'

: NEW CROSS
Kinemu

Loranna
Thorpe ft Stanton' '.'

Blum, ft " Blum
Hals: ft Eacoe
OLD KENT ROAR

Astoria \

Hairy" Freyer- Bd
Browning ft Starr
Mlto 3 -.

PECKHAtt
, Fiilare

Loranna

.

Thorpe ft Stanton
Blum ft Blum
Hals; ft Escue
REGENTS PARK

Palace
"

5 Cleverea
Bennett & Williams
SHEPITKDS Bl'SH

Pavilion' •:
."

Dolinbffa
Renara
STAMFORD HILL

Regent
5 Cleyeres

.

3 Manley Bros
..STBATFORD

Broadway
CpIUnson ft Dean
Flack - ft Luca*<

~

3 Van Strattons
STBEATHAM

Palace
Anita, Chaa, Jack
Bashful Boys
Alec: Pleon
Reggie Rfedcllfte

'

; TOOTING
- - Granada

Bobby Howell : Bd
Anita. Chas, -.'Jack
Bashful Boys
Reggie Redclllfe
Alec Pleon .

TOTTENHAM
, Palace ;

Harmony. Kings. '

Vedi'as^
•'

CastelU ft Yorke
TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD
Paramount -

Anton- Bd
B ft D Waters
Avant Bros
WALTHAMSTOW

Granada
6 Ebonites
Geo Hurd

Protincial

Week of Feb. 8
ABERDEEN

Tlvoil
Herschel Henlere
Ganjou Bros- ft

' J
ALDEHSHOT
Hippodrome.

Max Miller
Mongadors
Thelmlna
Wensley ft bale'
Rlngle Bros ft R
Victoria Sis
Will Power ft Page
AHHTON UNDER

LYME
Empire .

Clapham ft Dwyer
Beryl Orde
Fred Hudson
3 Step Sis

CAMBRIDGE
Cinema

Roy Fox Bd
Low ft Webster
Chris Charlton

' Peter Fannan
' (I Zlo Blondes
Percy Val
Taro Nalto,

PHir<ADEI>PH1A
. Allegheny <15-17)
Fenwlck . ft '. Cook.
BtMinell 'ft Bay Rev
(Two to nil)

(18-20)
Capps Bros ft D
(Three to nil)

(8-10)
Melva Sis

''

M ' Montgomery
Abbott ft Rbbey .

Youthful . Rhythms
: (11-13)

Chandler ftdemons,
4 Vassar Girls
Doyle- ft Donnelly
Swedish Bell Ring's

Ertrte (12) ,
•

Honeyboy ft S'sSTs
:.3 X-.SIs- .

Neila .Goodele .-.

•Chatterbox'
Ben .Gravver
'Geo. .Hicks

- -(B)

•Honey FArn
Paul Gerrits
Donatella Bros ft C
Duncan Sis
Harry Reser Oro ..

Fox (12)
redwlns'

.

eo Beatty

Campbell's Royal's
• ; .

.-. (5) •

Ina ;R Hutton Ore
Jack Gilford

Nixon (11-19)
Peggy Calvert Co
Ray ft Harrison
Dorothy Martin Co
(One. to All)

(10-12)
Fenwick ft Cook
Phil Seed Co
Arthur Borah .

Byrnes Sis ReV
Oxford (1R-2S)

Fenwlck ft Cook •

(Three to. nil)
(11-13)

Melva SisM Montgomery
Abbott ft Robey
Youthful Rhythms*
WASHINGTON
Earle (12)

Balabsnow Rev
Leta "Moore
Radio Ramblers
Cllly. Felndt
".: ''

' (5)
Bredwlns
LePaul
Rachel Carlay
Mattison's Rhythms

GLASGOW
. Paramount

Freddie. Bamberger
LIVERPOOL
Shakespeare

Sobsky's Dogs
Bruce Merryl
Gandy Bros
Bob. Fisher.
Renee, ' Rex 1

. Ron'
Geo Doonan
Faldos

LUTON
-Alma

2 Leslies
Harvard '. Boy'
Joe Petersen
Aberdonlaiis

SOUTHEND
Rlvoll

Pantzer's Midgets
Holmes ft Edwards
Co as booked .

UXBBIDGE
Regal

Tony Gerrard
Raymond Bennett
Arconau' .

La Palette
"

Cabaret BiBs

NEW YOKE CITY

lent

CHICAGO
:

State Lake (13) ^

Mickey. King .

Whltey ft Ford
Duncan Sis
C. ft H St6ne
Revel, Baxter ft D
INDIANAPOLIS

Lyric (12)
Uohell ft Durant
eynolds ft. White

King ft. Sinclair I
Helene Miller
Harry Pollard

MEMPHIS
Tower (12)

Jerry Lawton.
Fred Llghtner Co
Ted Cook .

(One to- nil)
Orpheum (13)

Centennial Rev.
Mile Conine

L

; AMtoria :B. H.
Son|a Tanls/.
t'Jinterbury Mi

h
.Ms

1st
..'4 .Her
Srfnla

Bertolottl's

Rita . Rehaudo
Ca,rpl. Vance
Fran Craven
Ann White
Syd . Ramon
Jimmy Whalen Ore

BlIPe Oaf BO's

Rudy Madison
Joseph B. Howard
Ted Beyer 1

ICIItH Gilbert

,

Yvett>'-.Rugel
Gus Wlcke

Kitten Korus
Blondla Scott
Evelyn Oliver
Amanda Itandolph
Jimmy T'lomas "

"

Ma'xie Ar.nstrong.
Amy. Spe'icer'
Billy Dai lelf
Cora La, Redd
Jack ft Jill

Ldnny Sitiim.ons Qrc
" rnss Rnjl

Neil Golden Qr6.

Cafe Ball

Yanyego Voodoo Co;.
Virginia; Valley;
Jack Arnold
Gus HOwatd .•;

Pamela ClifTor
Phylis Avery
Violet Carton
Nell Bliss .

Ronnie Bock'
.

Lillian! Carson'
'Chic' Farmer
Polly. Plckert;
Sid Hawkins
Roger . Steele ' Ore .

,

Jack. Wallace Ore
Cafe Vnlenrfa

Drtn Casanova
La GiUnllia
T,R Sultaiiiia
I<a' Crti'Ua
Don. Juan Or

Cnlleitte

Jean Gordon

Dorothy Maxine
Johnny Powell's Bd
Chateau Moderns
Maryon Dale
P McFarlane Oro

Clab Dowdy
John-; Adams
Al Benson '.

Shirley Watts
Nell Stone

Clab Gautho
Dlmltrl ft Virgil
Sylvia St. Clair
Ynez La Vail
Ramon Carro ft

. Ganchos

Clab Yn
Felipe de Flores
Consuelo Moreno
Bllseo Grenet Ore .

Roslts Ortega..'
Rene ft Estela
Roldan.
Ttoa Hilherto Ore

..Cog". Koage
iTWln Gilbert rc
Tjsdale 3

Cotton Club
AVIS Andrews
Berry Bros

1

Kaloah .:

Henri ' Wessels
Kstherlne Perry
Anne Lewis :

Dynamite Hooker
Tramp Bd
Whyte's Maniacs
Broadway' Jones.
Wen Talherfa Choi r

Bahama Dancers
Arthur Davy Ore:
Cab Calloway Oro:

Jack beinpM>.v'»

Phil. Romano
BJChleo

Chita
Lon Ra.ncheros"
Adellria Durst n
Carlos' Montoya
Maplovia ft Caa<lfdo
Resits Ribs

Los Habaneros
.Don Alberto Ore

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Ore

El Tereadec,
Lbs - Oledsa '

.

Pedro Via Bd
reach Casino

Adalet
Feral Beng«
Betty Brite
Betty Bruce
Florence Chumbecos
Hilda Klfonle
Rolf Holbein
•Johnny.-, Co '•

Xavler . Lemercler
7..M:irav(llas
Rekkofs
Rhoenrads
Florence Spencer
Tullah .ft Myl
Iris • Wayne
Vega Asp
Clyde..Lucas Oro'
V. Travers Ore
C Cromwell Or

Greenwich' Vllluge
Caslne

Eileen Cook
Vera Dunn
Ted . Maxe,
Bill Dureya
S|g Ramon
Jeanne . Jordan
Carlos Lopez
iUlba ft Jimmy
'Marengo. ,Of« '

Wwllace Milan Rev
Terah Noah
Harlem Upr ir

°

Krsklne H'wklns Bd
Lillian Fitzgerald
Edna Mae Holley
Eddie Harrort

.

B, Castle ft Scott
Mae -Brown
Willie Jackson
Tiny Bunch .

Lovey. Lane...
Fairbanks Sis/'
Deo L McKay :

Ebony. Rasca Is

Fred ft' Ginger
MwardS Sis
Pauline Bryant
Thelma Middleton.

.

' lllrkory
''

' llolihr

F. Trumbauer Ore
Chaa Teaparden ,

'

Adele Glraid
"Buiiny BeiTigan
H'lyw-'d Ke^aomnl
Eddie Noll -

Marian . Nolan-.'
Letty Kemble .

Josephine Houston.. :

Mltzi : Maynes
Tempo King's
Ada Leonard
Demltrl '-.

Karele ft Andre
Paul Remo's'
2Daveys-
Lennie Hayton' .Ore

Hotel Ambassador
Dick Gasparre Or
Coblna Wright .

Jack ft June Blair
Heather Ha 11day
Robert. Bard '

June Slllman
Robt Relnhart
Mrs: H W Thdmp's'h

hotel Astor :

'

Vincent Lopez Orb
Fred Lowery
Melba ' Melsing'
Emily,. Van Loesen
•Chas Hoflman-

'

Stanley Worth
Robert Lytell
Flhrenzos

.

Walton ft Joanne
;'', Otel Biltmore
Horace.' Heldt Ore'
Lysbeth Hughes
Bob 'McCoy.
Aft Y King.
Larry Cotton
Art Thorsen
Jerry. Bowine.
Dick Morgan
Burton Pierce:

Hotel Commodore
Mai Hallett Ore
Collette ft Barry
Teddy Grace

.

Dawn .& Darrow
Jean Kirk

"

Hotel Edison
Bobby Hayes Ore

' Gypsy Lee
Muriel Byr
Bob: Berry -

'• Hotel- Esses House
.N Brandewynne Or

' Maxine .Tappin
Dick Stone
Bswex Troubadours
Hotel Firth Aye.

Roy Strum Ore
Hotel Governor

Clinton

Stuart- Jules "-.

Ray O'Hara Oro
Hole) Halt Moon

(Brooklyn)
Marion Kaye
Ken Casey Ore
Hot el- Lexington

Ozzle Nelson Ore
Shirley Lloyd.

Hotel Lincoln -.

tsham Jone^ Ore
Hotel McAlpIn

Enoch
. Light. Ore

A- Gonzales fins
Mii rial. Sherman

.

Hotel Montiiulr

Cdrnl Isla-nders
Jdanlta Wayne
Joe Pont'ee.
Clay Brysoii
"Ifappy Powers.
Nick Fisher
John Zellner.
Hen ' Blum'
Hal Hope Ore
Bill Lincoln
Wanela. Wayne
Inn Courtney;

Hotv-I urray Hill
(Fountain. Room).

Dolores Farris
Ruth Kldd
Frank McCormlck
Win;Oakland
Eleanor Bowers
Ray Sadler
Mishel Garner's Ore
Saiitlona ft Fairc'ld

llolel New Yorker
Abe Lyman Ore
Arthur Ravel
'IVhs Gardell ;

Maiinii : Willcihs
Jack Walters
Ko.se lilaine
Tiny Wolf :

"Sonny Schiiyler,
Park ft. -Clifford:

11*1*1 Park- I'enlmi
'.Tic Toe Oirls

Jerry Blaine Ore
Roscoe Alls
Betty Lewis.
Hotel Park Lass

Junior] Raphael pro
Hotel PeaasjlVanla

Benny Goodman Bd
Bernhard ft Grah'm
Frances Hunt
Hotel Ptccndllly

Trent Patterson
Arno ft Z6la
Jerry' Stewart
Dave Schooler

Hstcl Plncn
.

Will McCuhe
Hal. Atkinson
Paricho-'s Ore .

Hartmahs
Paul , Draper.
Hotel Roosevelt 1

3 Esquires
Guy liom bard o Ora
Hotel RlU-Curllon
Edna. Janls,
Sehor Wences
4

' kraddocks
Zoska .

Senbf ,. Wences
~

Dtirelle
Afriouei
'Basil Fomeeii Ore
Hugo Marian! Oro
Anna it Vecsey pre
Hotel Siit -Plnca
Endor -ft Farre 11

Kmile Petti Ore
Habaneras ..Ore

' Helei. ShpltoB

Pegsfy Dolan
Joseph Zatour ro

Hotel St. George
(HroQklyn)

Ell Darhtzlg Ore

.

Allen LenTer Ore
Jullanna.

-

Beatrice Howell
Elton Rich. 2'-'.-.

Z Eltohs .;

Jay.'Johnson-,
Beth Reybur

Hotel Sherry*
Netherland'

Tan la ft K l rsoit
Gen -.Lddljenssky
Raphael
Uubov D'oublago

.

Nicholas . Zorln

'

Serge.' Sergey
Catherine .Grey-
Alex- Bunchuk Oro
v

Hotel St.

Miaco
Roger: Stearns
A lex'. Bbtkln . Ens
. Jack Sherr'Orc'.-.
litis Deon
Grlsha-

otel St. Regis -

' (IrMlum Room)
Emll Coleman Or
Medrano ft- Donna
Paul Gerrits

. Hotel fnft
Geo. Hall Or
Dolly Dawn
Emperors of- R'y t'

Hotol Vniiderldlt

Eddie Lane
Jean Parries .

Dean Goodelle
Dee Luryea.
Dorothy ...Howe

Hotel Waldorf-
'

: Astoria

Mario & Florla
Eve- Symington
Eddie LeBaron Bd
Leo Befaman .Ore:

Michael' Zarin Ore
Hotel Wellington
Ed Mayeholf Ore

Hotel Wey
Alex ..Fogarty.-;

Charlie Wright
Jimmy Kelly's

Mary Barton
4 Montmartre oys
Junior. Costello
Chiqui'ta
Inga Borg;-
Elena McCoy
Peggy LaPlante
Tanya
Mary Lane
Joe- Cappello Oro'

Kretclimn
Simeon Karavaeff
•Dorla BCrso
Yllena Gabrlelle.
Michael Miction
Nadia.-
A Stoyanovsky
Mlscha.
5 Bartnovsky .

Nicholas Matthey. Or
Larue

Ed Furmah
Billy Lorraine
Lynne Gordon.
Diana Ward
Peggy Strickland
Eddie, Davis Oro

Laurel-lh-Pinea
. (Lakewood, N. J.)

Terry Green
Mona & Marl na
Fred Berhens Oro

Le Allrnge
Billy Heywodd
Cliff Alle.n
Ginger Sutton
Yanyego Dancers
Jerry Klrkland
Virginia Fair
Wanda Goll .

Marie Almonte
Grace Brisk)n
Elisha Tuttle Ore
Slboney Rhuntba Bd

Leon ft Eddie's
Eddie Davl
Vivian Ray
Tachi
Zee-Zee
Jal-Lcta
Billy Reed
Newell ft Thorpe
.Win ' ra^mi'r'a' .Ore
Betty Benson
Ruth'Crriven
Royal Duo '-

Dr Arthur Marcus
Carnien
Johnny PJckard
4 Rhythyin Girls

Madeleine's
LUcllle
Joe Grey 3

. Merryr(i«»-
Tllo Gulsar
Horntlo Zllo Ore
Boris Koletiiky: IfihS

Lulse Renee
Mon l*nrin

Versatile 3
Oehfi K<i«fllck O.l'c

Laurence AV.lilte-'

Lady S Wilkliis

Onyx Club
Avon Johnson
Don Lambert'

< SplriU of Rhythm
stall Smith Bd

.

Psrsdlss
Irene Bessley
Joey Ray
Richard ft Carson
Atearax
Marti ft Chlqulta
Jay Freeman"Oro

Plsee Elexnnto
Joyce Miller
Toto Cangloal
BUI Farrell
Larry Bladdi Oro

Ralnboiv Grill

Emery Deutsch Ore
Evalyrt Tyner

. Rainbow Room
Casa Lorpa Ore
Dr- Sydney Ross-
Maurice ft. Clrd'ba
Olympic 3 •'

Bvalyn Tyner- .

Don Azpfajm Oro. y.

Boynl
Joe Zelll
Rachel. Carlay
P

t
earl .2

RnMsInn Art
Dora BaHhoor .

Alex Bolahakoff
Mariolita
Jenya Pobedlna '-,

Antony GroHhelt
Olga-'-'Moskova

'

Zachar Martinoft •

Yasha DatsUo Ore
.

: Sapphire Room
Vernpn. Ric'kard/'
Ann S*>ton
Barry - WlntoYi Oro

" tork Cln

Sbpny Kendis Oro.
Qus Marlel Orb '

Tokny
Mme Iloiia Thury

Johnny Carter
Marls Ksrolyl*.-
Dorothy Perry-
Lou Hegedus

'

Bela Zslga
Merrill ft Zona

,

Lllllsn Kahnee
Louie KovSc.
Gypsy. Roslka Oro
Eddie Ashman Orb

V-' ubaoct .. .

Gladys Bentley Rev
Broomfleld ft G
Avon- Long
Evelyn . Robinson
Edr.a Holly .

Obie Austin Ore

.

Valhalla
:

Doris -Roed .

-.

Peter ft Cont'l'fl

Versailles

Glen Hope
B Mlnevitch Co
Sylvia Froos
Mitzl Mayfalr
Raphael -

.

Ben Yost Collegians
Manya ft: Drlgo.
'Mesdnwbrnnk Hovs'
Hawaiian Ser'n'd'rs

t Village Barn
Florla Vestbff
Larry McMahon
Milt Mann. Ore
SerraWnos'
Helene Miller
Ruskin ft Norman
Wayne Kennon
Z«»h-.CnrA-*ir Co :

.

Mike Bollero

./ Vacht Club
Terry Green
Frances Fayai''
Lillian Lovey
Wilkins ft James
3 Diplomats
Dan Prlne's Bd

lirtfMT

Blscayne Kennel
. Club

Ted Lewis 'Ore-

Club Bagdad
Murray ft -Ainu;
Jack : Irving
Virginia Gibson
Ross -2-

'

.-'..•.

Ann Sherwood
enuvllle . .

Baron ft Blair
Sigmund Spaeth
Howard Brooks
Colova

. French. Casino

'

'Follea Parlsienne' R
Jolly Coburh Ore.
Dave Miller Oro

Frolics
Ann Seymour
3 Rays
Selb'ys :

;

Etisl Covato Ore •

Hollywood COtintry

Cliib
Gomez, ft: Winona. .

Wlnl. Shaw
Yacht Club Boys
Xavier Cugat Ore
Hollywood Yacht

Club
Gall-Gall
Lorraine; Manners.
Jeait Sargent
Lillian Roth::'
Howard- Lally Ore.

Irats -Supper Club
Gort. ft Kerr
Georges Mctaxa
Luba Mallnai
Ramon ft Rentta

Val Olinan Ore'

Jack i>empsey'j»
Beck. Melton ft B
Fox ft Ames
Romany 8
Terry' Lawlor'
Gus StecK Ore .

Merry-Go-Rbund
Phil Baxter
Count Bulbwskl Or

Iwmi Blltrobre :

LeBter 'Cole
Lathrop Bros ft. Lee
M Bergere Ore :

Pain Island
Cross ft Dunn-
Eunice Healy
Nick Long Jr
Bob Rlpa
Phil Romano Ore

,

Roney Plosit
.

Georges, ft Jalna,
Eva Ortega
Gwynne" '

Freddy Bernard
Carlos Molina Ore
Don' Qulntano Ore
Royal Palm - Club
Harry Rlchman
Ruth Terry V
Catherine O'Neal
Clemen te Ore
Russ Morgan Ore.

Town Cnslno
Ben Perry -

Roberta Sherwood
Alma & Rowland

. Paul Sabln Ore
West Flagler
Kennel Club

Sally - Rand

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Bruz Fletcher
Jeanne Teller
Charles. Lawrence

Beverly Wlisliire

Ruth Robin
Larry Lee Oro

lllmore Bowl
Fritz ft J Hubert
Eddie Rio Co
Kanazawa Tr
Dick Webster
Joy Hedges
Marlon Daniels'
3 Rhythm Rascals
Harry Stockwell
Enrico. Rh'ba Oro
Jim niy G rler Oro

.

Cafe Casanova
Tic Toe Girls
B Grey ft J Bergen
Casanova Ore
The, Theodoras.

.

Cafe LaV Max's
Park Ave Boys .

Stan Clair

Bob Grant Ore
Rhumbs Bd
. Cocoanut
4 Playboys
Ray HendrlcU
Dawn Roland'
Billy Wilson
Col -Manny Prager
Ben Bernle Ore:

LurHne
Wally Veihon
Ramsdell Girls
Sili Martin Ore

Joe' Vrisco
Lynn, Hayes
Viekl Joyce
Ben .Light
4 . Esquires

Famous Donr-
Bob-Lang-
Louis Priinai Ore

Little Clob
T'lny

Jane .Jones
Paul Kendall
Helen . Warner 1

Rose Valy.da

Omar's. Dome
Yvonne St Claire
Maria Monterey
Gagnoh ft.Br'ught'h
George Redman Ore
Bobby Blxler
Pacific Sunset Club
Giddy Case
Gypsy Glenn

.

Bobble Stewart
Ray Hall Ore

Pnlnmnr
Stearns, .ft Dean..
Charles At-ley Co
.Stanley Hickman
Muzzy Marcellluo
3 Debutantes .

Hudson Metzger Is

Ted Fi.o Rito
I'nrln Inn

Judy. -Lane.
Gabriel J. Candlno
Hogo Marchettl
Thora Maltha ison
Carmela . Montero
Peggy Stanford .

Marguerlta del Rio
Juan. de. Martinis
Patsy - Marr
Thora M'atha'lsbn
Pete Contrelll Ore

Seven Sens
Ray Kinney
Ltly Gibson
Lonnle McIn tire. Ot
Somerset

Bill Zerker,
Canaille Saray

.

Pat O'Shea
Arnold Sis . .

-Herbert Dexter
Leona. Rice
Agnes Johnson
Al Eldredge Oro
Johanne Lee' ,

-

Trocndero
Phil Ohman Ore

U-Gene's
Barbara . Back
Frank G.-illagher
Dave Mack

CHICAGO
Inckliiiwk'

Mildred Bailey
ite'd Nqrv'o qi-

Hotel
Radio Rogues
Georges ft Ja in
Hugo .Marian 1

Corln'na. Mura
Collette ft Barry .

Al KaVe.lln's- pre :

Chez I'nree

Harris ft Shore
Everett Marshall

'

Ella Logan.
Emily . .V.biiLossen
it ft Beverly Bemls
Henry Busse Pre

Club AmbtMB
Virginia James
Effle Burton
Ueinard ft Henry

Mtlllceiit DeWltt
Art Williams ore-

Club Sllii

Howe ft Perrin'
Bill Meagher.
Clair Powell
Virginia: Audrey
Ruth Desha,
Jerry Gild den Ore. .

Colony fjttb

Pat -Kennedy'
Trudy& Davidson
Lewis Sis
Etta Reed
Ruth How rich .

Pauletle l«a Pierre
Jack Fl8chman Ore

ColoMimns
.Ada Leonard
Tracy, Gale ft L
Robinson. 2.

Mildred Rock

Bornlce Bucans
Bobby Danders
BSnkOff ft Cannon
Congress Hotel

(Casino)
Ethel Shutta
Stan Kavanagh
Bernhardt ft Gr'h'm
Bob Hall
Gus Arnbeliri Pro

flay BO'* •

Jiiles Novltt's Ore •

Colleen
.Geo' De Costs
Lew King
Grand Terrace

Fle'te'r Hend'son Or
Harry's N. SV

Cnlmret
Buddy Walker
Melba Brian

.

Jane Ruby
Buddy ft Selma -

.Dorothy Johnson
l-Hat

'Georgia.' Lucky
3 Variety Boys
Marie Austin.
Judith Dean

. Jean .
Wa lker

.

- Hotel Bismarck
(Walnut Kooiii)

Phil LeVant
George Wald
Gretchen Lea
McNallle :SIm

Don ft S: Jennln
Bert Granoff
T«id Llebllng '

Terry Howard '

otel llrcvoort

ja'roa Sis
Jiinmie Christie
Whltey Neuman

Drake Hetel-
(Silver Forrest)

Sheila Barrett
Ethel Dixon
Paul Florehz. Gli-

Pat O'Malley
Oowec ft Gene
;Dlck Jurgens Oro
Hotel Kdgpwater

Beuch ."

(Marine Room)
Geo OUen Pre r

Perry 2 Y
. .

Carlton. Emmys! Pets
Marque ft . Marq'ette
Edith Caldwell.
Lelghton Noble
Harriett.Smith' Is

Hotel Lnsnlle
Ipe Fountain
Room)

Bob MCGv.ew . Oro •

. > Hotel Morrison
(Terrace Boom)
(Casino Pnrlslen)
A Bobbins
Rudl Giaal .

. Sara Ann McCabe '
'

:

Anderson ft Allen
Mary -Rave.

'

Geo- Calnpo

Eileen 6'Conndr
Grace ft Nlcb :

Naldi
Carmen Romero
Jack Whitney
Jerome Andrews
Jimmy^Garret Orb
Lou Breese Ore.

'

Hotel Palmer Uniiss
(Empire Rooin»

'

Ray & Trent
3 Samuels
Harriet ft Haves
Roberts ft White
June Taylor
Geo Hamilton Ore
Paul Roalnl
Abbott Dancers

otel: Sbermaa
.

(College Ian).

Gertrude HorTmao
Howard- Nichols
I,ols Still
Calgary Bros
Roger Prybr Orb

. Hotel Stevens
(Continental: Ruom)
Maurihe & Norva
Carman Castillo
Lorraine- Sis
Ina Scott
Frunkie Masters Or

Parody . Club
Phil Kaye '..

Molly Manors
Charlynin Baker-:- .

Endle Fahrhier
Henry Simmons •

Freddy Jants Ore
Royale Frolics

Dolly Kay
Sin" Toniack
-Bill. Anson.
Byrnes & Swanson
Jan ft N Bell
Vivlehne Newell
Peggy Moore .

;

Jack Hilllaid
Heiirl Llshon Oro
Chas ngels'Orc.
Trocaderb Casino

•Francisco '& Mario
4 McNnllles
Violet -Love-',
Pat. Chandler
Don' Fernando's

Vnnlty Fnlr -

Edith Murray Pro
Logo

Jackie Hamli
Dick Hughes!
Sally Keith
Wallace & Latlshs
Stan Carter.

Yacht Club
Jerry ft Turk
Nino.. Rinnldo Pro
Peter Hlggjhs
Sunny -".Sliaw .

Satch ft Satchell
Lee Purdy '

;

885 Club
.Carroll ft Gorman
Eddie South
Belv White

PHUADELFHIA
Anchorage

r
Inn

Don Nlcnols'brc.
.

George .Cllftofr.d

Nadine Wayne
Gloria. Johnson
Star. Hope '

•

Mario Vlllanl
Myra Ring ..

Carlos, ft Velos
Natalie Gilbert.

.. Arc dla Int'l
Emerson' Gill Oro
2 -Elleens
Peplh.o ft Beatrice

.
Jbnnriy ; Wells
Duval, Marlon ft E
Arcadia .'Tango Bd

Barrltz .Cafe
•Joy'. King-
Jean ScKaullner
Marie Javanello
Fratiltle Harrlgan
Doc Arttpn Pre
Bellevue-Strntlord
(Planet Boom)

Meyer Davis Ore-.
Ben Franklin Hotel
(Georgian Room)

Moe Jaffe Ore
Benny the Bum's

Abe Salinger Ore
Lillian Carmen- '

'

Serge Fla9h
Patsy Ogden
Kathleen Qulnn
Edith Hall .

Roy Silvers . Ore
Teas Garde! la
Bill Steele-:

Carroll's Cnfe
Francis Carroll
Nan Reilly
Flo: Zane :

Teas ft Holley
Chez Mich

Jonny Graff

Embassy
Brook

. Adai
Jill Reese
Colleen .Adams
Sally Mai thews
Elaine " Mriy

'

Anns Bei-den
Mllly Warwick
Cliff Hall

.
Doiioghue's

Betty Madden
Margie Norris
Geraldine Costello.

.

Helen, Lorraine
Harry Meyers '

Ed Delelianty

Frank Vnlumbo's
Bob Ridley
Bobby /Rollins
Trey.es ft Malva
Kay Ha.mlirori

'

Larry Bros- ft Lee
Mickey : lie
Bobby

. Mon o Pre
Hotel Adelphla
(Cafe Mnrgiierj )

8 Texus Rockets :

.Jean. Travei-s
Jahi.es . Bvans • Co
4 Veppers:
L'Amour. ft' Toljbur
Ross McTienn
Agnes Tolle
Vincent. Rlv.zo Ore
Harola Knight Ore
Evan. B Fontaine
Hotel Pliilndelphlnn

(Mirror Room)
J Frasef-to Ores (

2)

'

Walter Donahue
Arthur Ward Co
The Barclays
The/Debutantes

Kit lint kiifo
George Scotti
Barnelf ft Parker
Long »S)s

Pattl Cr.'iwfor
Alr-O-Way 3
Shlrlle Hale.

Lambs T:ivern
Joe Ijandy Ore
Mttle KntliMkcller

Marly BdIiu
Watson Sis

Continental Co
Shirley Maye
'Nancy Lee .

Maud . O'Malley
Jack Griffin Ore

1S23 Loriisc
Bubbles Shelby
Blllle Lee
Grace. Manners';
Linda Ray
•Jean Farrar -..

Kay - Lavery
Little Erny-
.3 Kings

McGee's Cafe
.Toe Lanhlg'an'.
Harry Masbh '. -

Janet Joyce;, i

'

Helen Twesten Ore
Rltx-Cnrlton

(Crystal Room)
Van Levis pre-.

Silver Lake Inn
(Clementoa)

GIna ft Glano
Norman Duke'
Sunl Dail .

Mickey Famllant Or
.

1214 Spruce
Sid Tomaclc
Relss Bros
Jnlla Gerity
Jimmy 'Blake
20th Century Tavera
Barney Zeempn Oro
Godfrey ft Manning:
Franklin D . Hyres
Hazel Harms
Williams Sis
3 Esquires

21 Club
Tomrrty Monroe
Richard Bach
Sally LaMarr
Ann Rush
Mary .Lee..'
Nancy Barry

Ubnngl Club

.

Doc Hyder's Ore
Johnny Uudgins
Ethel Frnye.
2 Bits of Rhythm
Victoria Vigal
Charlie Banks
Bobby Evans
Fay Banks.

' Pnrrlwh
Gladls Elli
Ted Miller

. .

Lee Allen ft Lucille
"Charlie Gaines Ore
Tony Murray's Cnfe
Jim Dougherty's.: Or'
Cbrtez ft Peggy
Murry Lee" :

:

<

Marvin Nelson
Sharrl O'Dea
Emily Read
Celia Sheffield
Silly Joy

81 Club
Doc Dougherty Oro
Mary Hubbard

•Osborne ft PeMarco
Nick'. Gallucci
Billy Herra.ra,
Melvln Evans
Dutkln's Rathskeller
Dorothy. Da'y
Worth Sis ' .

Lucy 'Garat. .

Margie Smith
Viola.. Klalss Orc ;

:

Evelyn Barnes
Frank Ppnli

. Stamp's Cafe
Danny Motnlgoihery
Blckford ft Cr'rtd'll

Orlenta Badla .

Rogerts Sis .

Kahn & DePlnlo
.Fib Hulse
Jack Hutchinson.
Johnny Welsh
Streets of I'arls

Jerry Fine's Ore
Harry Aldridge
Joe Duly ..

Elaine Hinklc
Edding Sis -

Nikl Nikolai
JUne'DeVoe
Jimmy' Solar
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42D C01NG BACK?
Equity Passes

No

Rule tote
of Ass n Can Sue It

Equity has taken V
cautionary measure, time to

protect itself from suits by members.

It is partly the result of criticism of

the administration because, of heavy

legal and court costs. From now on

no member will be permitted to sue
Equity unless all other measures of.

adjustment shall have been
hausted.%

Step was taken principally as the
result of several actions to recover
damages . by Robert Du Roy, who
blamed Equity for the .flop of 'Right

to Happiness/ which he co-produced
in 1931, winning a verdict of $40,000.

Award was subsequently, reduced
and finally the verdict Was reversed
in favor of Equity, but it cost about
$8,000 to defend the actions.

One of Du Roy's suits still pends,
through which he seeks. $100,000 oh
the grounds that Equity's monthly
house organ allegedly libelled him
in stories about the 'Happiness'
actions.

Several years, ago Edith Ransome,
a. Coast actress, sued for $150,000,
alleging she had been mistreated by
Equity representatives. Actress, com-
mitted, suicide before the case Was
tried. That; incident

;
also prompted

the council to adopt the new set of
rules. '

V
'

Two methods of disposing of any
similar complaints are outlined.
Actors may appear before Council,
and, if the claim be rejected, Would
have the right of appearing before
the membership, at a general meet-
ing, if the other members favorably

. consider the claim, a committee shall
be named with its decision to be
final.

;

Other method is by arbitration
and the decision shall also be final.

In other words, Equity does not pro-
•pose to be forced into/ the Courts
again by its. members.
Any member who refuses to com-

ply with the new rules will be sub-
ject to suspension. In addition, he
could also be fined the fulb amount
of the .claim. Clause is considered
one of the most severe in Equity's
history.

SHOWS

Samuel Shipman, who passed
away in his apartment in New York
Tuesday (9) afternoon, was one of

the most prolific playwrights of his
time. Although death was sudden,
he had been under a physician's eye:
recently and intimates were aware
that |Shippy/ as he was best known,
was in precarious condition because
of a weakened h^art.
Author, like some the other

leading dramatists, preferred to col-
laborate rather than write -alone, al-.

though he wrote a dozen . plays-
singly. With. John B. Hymer he
wrote 'East Is West,* probably their
outstanding success. With the late
Aaron Hoffman fashioned
'Friendly Enemies,' i which Sam
Bernard, and Louis Mann, both de-
ceased, starred. With Max Marcin
•there were' a number of collabora-
tions, including 'Cheating Cheaters,'
'The Woman in Room 13' and 'The
Crooked

.
Square.' With Clara Lip-

man he wrote 'Elevating a Husband'
and the 'Kreutzer Sonata.' Other
Collaborations include 'Children of
Today,' 'The Good For Nothing,'
'First Is Last- and • 'Crime.' His last
play, done with Beth Brown; was
'Behind Red Lights,' current at the
Mansfield, N. Y.
Shipman .either wrote or figured,

in the playwrighting of 30 dramas.
A. H. WOods produced most Of those
plays. He was in his 54th year and
died at the Alarriac hotel, where he
resided almost from the time it was
erected.

Just a Little Late

Reuben/ restaurateur, likes to
send greeting cards to people of

.

the theatre. One such was re-
ceived at the Miller theatre, Ni
Y., addressed to the author of
'The Country Wife.'
William Wycherly died Jan.

, 1716.

Won't Let Burlesque Into

New . Amsterdam,' Selwyn
Nationals-Sure of an

Upturn in the Near Future

LEASE OFFERS NIXED

Richard Aldrich and Richard
Myers, producers of Herman J.

Mankiewicz's play, "The Meal Ticket,'
are confronted With the problem of
teaching legit actors to perform
vaudeville hokum.' Players must im-
press as a broken-down vaudeville
family of yesteryear.
Thus; Charles King is learning

juggli ; Ruth Holden, as his stage-

Wife, is studying Indian club toss-
ing; Leona Powers, is a grandmother
who does cartwheels; Joseph Green-
waldj . as ah ex-magician who con-
tinues to do parlor tricks are other
novices. Cast also includes several
other, minor roles of magicos, dan-
gers, etc.:

.

Play opens Feb. 15 at the Erlanger,
Philadelphia, before Broadway.
Harry Wagstaff Gribble stages.

Mank.iewicz arrived from Hollywood
this week.

2 CHORUS EQUITY CLAIMS

Two Days Pay Asked for 'Co-ed,'

Half a Week for 'Eternal'

Chorus Equity has claims against

two , managements, which will be
settled by arbitration shortly. 'One
claim has to do with rehearsal pay
for . choristers who appeared in

'Co-Ed,' musical which put on by
J. J, Leyinthal and . Jack Linder at

Brighton Beach recently, but which
never reached Broadway. Equity
contends that two days rehearsal

coin is due to 30 girls, with each
claim $5.

Second claim has to do with 'The.

Eternal Road' ensemble, which was
cameraed for a newsreel during re-

hearsal! Chorus Equity claims one
half a week's salary for that.

Jones on Way Back

L. formerly associated

with. Morris reen in producing
miisicals (.'Greenwich Village Fol-
lies') -and straight shows, will essay

a comeback, haying announced
'Orchids Preferred,' a comedy with
mu'sicV Score is by Dave Stamper,
book by. Freideric 'Herendeeh;

'

Saul Abraham, is slated to rejoin

Jones as general manager, with Bill

Fields resuming as p,a.

Clearly establishing . its .conviction
that 42nd street will eventually re-
turn to legit faydr, the Dry Dock Sav-
ings Bank; which owns the New Am-
sterdam and Selwyn theatres on that
thoroughfare, as well the Na-
tional around the '*

corner; on 41st
street, has taken a firm stand to
protect all three houses against un-
wanted tenants. Bank is especially
adamant on burlesque and refused
to let it creep into the theatres.

,
New Amsterdam,, ace theatre on

Broadway in the halcyon . days of
Klaw & Erlanger, has been the. tar-
get for burley people for several
years. They offered a rental of $85,000
yearly and there was one attempt
to purchase the property for $1,-

500,000, all such feelers being
promptly

. rejected; Persistence of
the burlesque showmen appears to
haye made the bank all the more
determined to keep them out.

Bank people have set up a unique
defense.. In the event that burley
managers. " obtained possession
through an intermediary, they, claim
it would be regarded as false pre-
tence. Any sale or lease of the prop-
erty /will stipulate that, in such
event, the- mortgage would be due
immediately and the tenants ousted.
Same conditions apply to the Sel-
wyn and- National.

New- Amsterdam was foreclosed
for about $1,650,000 and its actual
value is believed to be about $1,-

000,000 over that figure. In the event
of a ,- the mortgage would easily
amount to the $1,000,000 mark, but
the bank is not anxious to sell at this
time, because realty is steadily on
the. way up" and properties which
were tossed back to the banks at the
price of the mortgages/are expected
to net big. profits.

It would seem, therefore, that the
Dry Dock's, protection policy is not
altruistic but a matter of business
sense.. New Amsterdam has had
mostly a~ dark, season so far and is

at present untenanted, but the bank
is willing to handle the carrying
charges, confident that all that coin
and more; will be recaptured even-
-tually. Bank still figures that 42nd
street will see at least several legit

shows along the block before another
season expires.

Bank's policy in the matter of the
Selwyn was shown when it leased
the house for "grind pictures at $650
weekly. Burlesque people ; had of-

fered $1,500 weekly and expressed
willingness to put up a year's rent
in advance:

WOODS BUYS 'MONEY*
'Money,' play by Aurania Rouverol,

has been purchased by Al H Woods.
Play made i debut recently in

a two-week run at Pasadena
Community Playhouse.

er

Toes' Contract Will Be Arbitrated

,
touring with 'Oh Your

Toes,' has served notice on Dwight
Deere ,Wiman that he will leave the
show on March 20, going to Holly-
wood immediately afterwards, under
contract to Metro. Producer con-
tests 'the actor's right to leave the
show, which is booked well

, into the
spring;, and the matter will go to
arbitfi)ti .

Bolger. has a full season contract
but there are two riders attached.

One sets March 20 as the terminal
tion date, but another makes that
clause ambiguous.
Actors' contracts are made out in

triplicate, one being filed with Equity
under, the rules of that association.

Copy so filed, however, does not
contain the riders. Had Equity been
informed of the added conditions
the contract would have been clari-

fied and the present difference
avoided, it is claimed.

Well, That's Something

Meyer Weisgal, who prompted
'The Eternal Road/ Manhattan

H., N. Y., . returned from
Florida with a fine sunburn,',

but no coi He went south for
the purpose of arranging a sink-
ing fund for the spectacle from
among the show's backers,'who
are Wintering there.

Further financial support for
'Road' is expected to be
ranged: for this Week.

ONE FLOOD IS

PLENTY FOR

ittsbufgh, Feb." 9.

The Lunts aren't going to get them-
selves in the middle of another flood
if they can help it. Guild stars can-
celled the week of March 24 in Ci -

cinriati for. 'Idiot's; DeHght' and were,
pencilled into the Nixon here in-
stead, until they remembered that
it was' just at this time a year ago
that the Pittsburgh deluge left them
high and dry. So the local date was
.dropped, too;;

Excuse was that it would be a re-
turn engagement, but it could hardly
be called that - 'Delight' opened in
Pittsburgh on March 16, 1936, be-
fore going to Broadway, but. played
only four performances. Rivers broke
loose two days- later and the Lunts
continued for two additional per-
formances during the height of the
flood because the Nixon had its own
power plant and kept going. How-
ever, things became too tough after
that and they pulled out, with half
the week unplayed.

It would have been an extra-cur-
ricular oa'ering for the Guild here,
since the Nixon's six-play ATS sub-
scription, series has been played out
this season. .

SCALPERS BURN D. C.

S0L0NS; LEGISLATION

Washington; Feb.
radication of ticket-scalpers from

the National Capital was.proposed in

Congress Wednesday (3) as after-

math of legislators' .difficulties in
buying 'pasteboards at established
prices. •

Fired by premium charged at

newsstands and hotels for ducats to

amusements and sporting events,
Representative John M. Coffee of
Washington (state) sponsored a bill

which would limit service charge on
tickets for any .sort of affair to 5%
o' the printed tariff. Violators
would be. subject to fines of $100 to

$500 for. each offense and imprison-
ment for 10 to 30 days.

ED RICE ILL
Edward J. Rice, oldest living

member of the Treasurers' Club, is

seriously ill at his
,
home on. Long

Island. : He was a box. office man
about 25 yean ago, then went with
the Interborough Rapid Transit
company;' in charge of tickets. When
turnstiles introduced he
switched to the auditing department.

CHAPEL HILL MEET
Charlotte, N. C, Feb.

Fourteenth annual festival and
state tournament of the Carolina
Dramatic Assn. will be held at Cha-
pel Hill March 25-27.

Contests will be held for original

play productions, makeup; costumes,
stage models, posters, playbills and
tournaments.

Operating expense of The Eternal
Road,' Manhattan O. H., N. must
be revised downward if the. religious
spectacle is to continue. . Business is .

slowly developing, but not. fast
enough for the! finances in Sight. Last
week was the best at the box-office-
it is not an agency show—except one, •

.

gross going off, however, the pre-,

vious week.
Weekly operating nut is approxi-

mately $30,000 and the. show missed
that mark by several thousand. Man-
agement now figures that: the spec's

pace will hardly exceed an . average
of $30,000 per week and, if that mark,
is secured, there will, ndt be enough ,

money to pay off.. Only week*
did th^, .show approximate vn. even
break/but it bailed to sliow operating

;

profit even then; :'when 1 'the^ final:

'

count was made. .

First move to reduce expenses was
to attempt a cut-in salaries, which*
are considered somewhat too: higly
although at $9,500 weekly the! actors*

pay is but bnerthird of the total

weekly outlay: Twice, the manage-:'
menf conferred with the Cuts Board*
at Equity* without coming, to ait

agreement. . Understood that Equity
execs regarded reducing salaries as a
necessary 'move, but the "actors had.
their side of it, too.

14 Notices
Meyer W. Weisgal- who heads the

management* appears to have jum-
bled the salary situation by handing
out notices <two weeks) of dismissal
to 14 in the cast last -Friday (5). Re-
sult was unpleasant feeling back-'
stage,

,
With?-, dimmed chances of

agreeing on a cut. Number of stage-
hands in the enormous ..crew were
also let but. He and Crosby Gai
are the presenters.
There are 29 players with speaking

parts or whose salaries are above the
riinimum and therefore, pbssibly af-
fected by. a salary reduction. Most
of them attended the Equity sessions.
They pointed out that there were
other expenditures' Which could be
lowered, such as a $6,000 advertising
weekly outlay. Actors also contend*
ed that most of the show's red was
piled up before opening, the , show
owing about $46,0007: despite the
$500,000 total expenditure.
Management, instead of asking,for

a specific percentage cut, made the
error of putting this up to the actors.
Weisgal sought a one-third cut and
later made it 25%, with the actors
saying they might Consider 12%%.
Weisgal's answer was to hand out
dismissal notices, with the idea of
engaging other actors at lower sala-:

ries.

It is believed, however, that if the
management again puts it up to the
players to agree to a reasonable re-
duction Over a period of. about six
weeks they will agree, provided full

salaries are paid m the. event of the
show climbing, to profitable figures.

Among the items reported not paid
in any measure are royalties, which
are 14%. Understood, the players
also suggested there be a cut in that
direction* too.

There are 382 persons on the 'Road'
payroll.

Equity Nixes Irene Browne

For Irving Cooper Play

Equity refused to exempt Irene
Browne, English ictress, from the
six months lapse rule, between en-
gagements when Irving Cooper ap-
plied, to the counsel, last week, bat-
ing that he wished to engage her
for a play called 'Casa Carroll.'

(Council ixed the idea after the-

young manager stated it was.
American play, located in. a New
York brothel.

Miss Browne came from London
to appear ' 'The Country Wife.*

Equity assented when she switched
to 'Promise,' because of its prin-
cipally British cast. Latter show
was withdrawn after a short engage-
ment at the • Little, N. Y.
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Plays On Broadway

MASQUE OF KINGS
Drama In three acts presented at Shu-

bert,. N. T.,.Fcb. 8,. '37. by '.Theatre Guild;
written by Maxwell Anderson s 'Henry Hull,
Dudley Dieses, Martro, arid . Pauline.: Vi-ed-
eriek' featured; blaged- by-- PJillip- Moeller;
*y.3u top.

'":,''•

Countess (.arisen... .-.v. i*.
«
'.Claudia, organ.

A Maid..... ., .Vi . ,...». .Ca'fherlne. .Xiawrehce"
Count Taiife.. . . . . . .

. '..'.Herbert Yost
Emperor Franz Joseph. . i vDudic-y- DjKgetf
A Servant.-. ..... . v.. ..i

.

Kolnoff.. i.. ...
Empress 'llxnbeth. , ...

.

Count Lurlscn. . .

.

Mnrle
Fritz vott Bremer..;:.,.',
Louise
D'Orsy . . .- .'; ...

.

Loschek. , . ..... .-.;'.»•;. .s

Crown Prince Rudolph..
BratAsh.. „. ........
Baroness Mary Vetsera.
Archduke John . . .\ .

.

Pierre Chiice
. . ...Glenn Anders
auline Frederick

;". .John :Hoysriidt
. ijou

: Fernandez
. . . . .Alan Hewitt
.Elizabeth Young
. . .Benjamin. Otis

ward Broadley
.
'. .-.Henry HUH
.Henry Hull. Jr.

.;>,..;. Miirjjo
Joseph Holland

Seeps. ., ...... ; . .
•. Wyrley. Birch

Ah Officer;-. .-. . .FrariKlIn DowhinR.
-A Soldier ',,;..... .Charles Holden
'A Soldier:-.,. , . I-*-, ; . ; . .v.; ; iHobart Skldtnbre
Count Joseph Hoyos. ..... . . .Lea G. Carroll

Theatre Guild's, fourth . presenta-
tion /Broadway this: season is the
most ambitious yet, but its fine .writ-
ing in blank verse by Maxwell An-
derson is. doubtful of winning more
than moderate popularity.
Author set himself a task in re^

vealing , the inner; workings of an
Emperor,, the power of such a mon-
arch, the drudgery entailed, arid the
cruelties, that go with the sceptre.
First act/ is much too quiet and too
lengthy; in /fact; the script might
well have been shortened to advan-
tage. Second act has some fire, but
the third , act tapers and the play
ends in tragedy. It. is the stage
session of a historic event
Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria

and his son, Grown Prince Rudolph,
are the central characters. Prince
abhors' the iron fist of his father
and. sides with liberals who plan
a revolution. It is their idea to
seize Hungary,: but there are spies
within the young group's midst and
suddenly all the} regiments are sent
out of Vienna to Hungary. .

They decide on. a coup arid Vienna
is taken, the king being placed in a
cell. But that situation, censored
from the press, lasts only a few
hours. Nobles are roused froth bed
and jailed,: several being . killed.
Then the- prince's advisers demand
the death of Franz Joseph, saying
that, is the only solution.
Prince refuses to give that com-

mand. He suddenly realizes what it

means to rule a country arid de-
clares the revolution off. Old man
comes forth with full pardons for all
concerned arid • the offer to make
Rudolph king of Hungary. But the
Prince\iill have none of ruling and
shoots himself in the same room in
which his lover had just suicided.
'. • Baroness Mary; Vetsera was his
mistress and : it is she who Utters the
line that caused talk out of town,
to the effect that; a Prince will not
give- up an empire for a woman
who has been his for the asking.
Mary, was tossed Jrt the Prince by
the King and. reported back to the
throne, until she fell in love with
Rudolph.
Romantic factor in the play may

be' its lighter side, but it is no gay
affair. Rudolph wants to divorce
-and Wed Mary, Franz Joseph will not
countenance that. In the end he be-
rates the girl but. when she dies, he
realizes they , could not be parted
Her death act comes on her .Tjealiza-

• tion that
.
they will be.parted;

Soirie fine acting punctuates
*Masque of Kings;* still another of
the season's costume or period plays. i^edcriW
Henry Hull as' the Prince; Dudley ,—- '='"

Digges as the King, Margo as Mary
and - Pauline Frederick as the

: estranged empress, are featured^
First three are given the heavier
burdens, with Hull arid Digges split-

ting the honors of the. performance;
Margo. piquant: as Mary, counts too.

•' Fairly ' populous cast includes
Claudia Morgan,. Glenri Anders. Her-
bert Yost, Leo G. Carroll. John Hoys-
radt and Edward Broadley.

Jbee.

Which.seems a. complete puzzle when
viewed in its present showing; be-
cause as done here it . is a moving,
exciting and interesting play. All
credit for which goes, of necessity, to
Maurice Evans, a really outstanding
player.

;
"

' When the records for the season of.

1936-'37 in New York are computed,
it will be noted that this was a re-
markable session, i Broadway drama
in that it introduced to these shores
a number of sterling English players
Who will linger. Evans played here
twice before, once with Katharine
Cornell in 'St. Joan' and riot so long
ago the. ill-fated 'St. Helena,' on
his own. But it is as Richard that he
makes an unforgettable stand. And
this, too, of course, is the season in

which Broadway became acquainted
with John Gielgud, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke arid Roger Livesey.

It is Maurice Evans, practically
single handed,, who makes of this an
outstanding propositioii. .-When
Shakespeare wrote this play he was
barely 30 years old and just beginning
to. formulate . a . real style. It is an
ungainly* long-winded work, fre-

quently verbose, more often obtuse.
It is thus understandable why it isn't

seen often" and why .it hasn't been
attempted in New York since Edwin
Booth last tried it at jfoe, Fifth Ave.
theatre. But Evans makes it live and
makes it mean something.
Also Evans makes the title role a

character of real theatrical interest,

It makes pretty dull reading in the
school books. But exciting theatre,

most of the way, via Evans. This
King Richard wasn't much of a. gent;

he was a vain, self-conscious, small
person. Shakespeare doesn't seem to

have had much patience with him.
And yet Shakespeare, as read and
interpreted by Evans, takes Richard
to heart and makes of him a sympa-
thetic soul; as played by Evans, one
doesn't resent Richard's stupidity arid

vainglory; brie feels sorry for his un-
fortunate end, instead. ...

And the best answer to that is that:

Evans manages to make the title role

transcendant, despite the fact that

the play's actually dominating and

.

central character is Henry BOling-
broke: Ian Keith, incidentally, iri that
assignment does iriighty well, but is

swept down,in the Evans tidal wave.
There isn't room for any. other ac-

tor in Evans' . version lof this play.

Augustin Duncan, however, manages
the John of . Gaunt speeches , excel-

lently, "and Lionel Hogarth turns in

a style interpretation of the scatter-

brained Duke of York. There are
practically no female characters in

the play, but Olive Deering has a bit

as the Queen which- she handles
okay.
Margaret Webster has done excel-

lently by the direction, keeping
things moving neatly. There is an
exceptionally .. fine group of sets

which, for some strange reason, is uri-

credited. Whoever devised it, arid

whoever devised the lighting (also

uncredited) deserves bends. Kauf.

only the poet-laureate but also tr

minister of finance. Growing weary
of exacting duties, his thoughts re-
turn to " Frederika and- he goes back
to marry her. Again his plan is

thwarted, for the duke arrives to
offer him the. premiership. It is

Ricky who urges him to accept, and
Who says she will wait for him.

• Historically this
.
may: be correct;

but the play ends there and Goethe's
later marriage to his housekeeper is

riot, shown. _ ..•

. Dennis King gives grace arid
voice, to the handsome young Goethe,
while Helen Gleason is equally ex-
cellent vocally iri the title role. Ern-
est Truex, making his. first appear-
ance in a costume show, has the
comedy .assignment' as Lenz. loyal
friend of Goethe.. He manages to
lighten the story, but there is no
hearty comedy in this operetta, any
more than ' there is . in : most such. :

.

>':; 'Frederika' *

;
made poetic . by Ed-

ward Eliscu, both in lines and lyrics,

it being one of his best stage contri-
butions. Orchestrations .of .

Hilldjn -

Anderson and William' Weaver also
stand out. iThere is a limited amount
of dancing, but one of Chester Hale's
ensembles was encored at the open-
ing. ''

,.

; ... Show has a male, chorus of 18, nc
over Used by any means.

.

.' Miss Gleason's standout number
'One,' is. reprised .several tirnes .dur-

ing the Derfortriance. King'^ triaior;

solo is 'Rose in the Heather/ 'Rising
Star/ sung by King and: George Tra-
bert, 'Out in the Sun/ warbled by
Doris Patston, George Dobbs .and.

Charles Columbus, and 'I Asked
Heart/ handled by Miss Gleason, arc
highlights of the score. Jbee.

BE SO KINDLY
Farce In.' thiive- adts (four «ce'n.es> by Sara'-.

SandbCvg. presented by Richard -. Skinner
and Hope Lawder in: association ' with
Aldrlch and Myers. ..at.Little. N. Y.. ..Feb.

8; '37; staged by Kenneth : WaeKenna:
$3,30 top, ".'

y
Mr*.. Kadan .:' 1

.',

Clarissa Kadan

.

Delia- Kadnn. . .

Mr. Kadiln
George Herzois....
Misa .Payne.
Bert Kadan.

.

Shirley Iief|«bwitz;
Kdith Martinson.

.

David. Frledsaih

.

. . Angela Jacobs

. , Jeanne Oreene,

. .Eva.. LdnKborU
.Franeis-.-PierloV'
...Albert Hayes
,. . .Jdn» Dewey

, . . . ..John Call
..Edith Tachna
. . .Judith Barry

. .Franklin Gray

FREDERIKA
Operetta . In- three acts, presented ' at Inv

perlal. N. Y., Feb. , '37. hy the Slrubprts;

score, Franz Lehar: book and Ivt'cs.

adapted by Edward Eliscu; ataued by Has-
aard Short; dances. Chester Kale; Dennis
Kins, Helen Gleason : and Ernest Truex
starred; ..SU.85 too.

Parson Brton
: MaKda Brlon. . .

Salomea .....' . ..

I'dstillloti

Countess Scholl.

KING RICHARD II

Tragedy .In three acts (if .scenes) by .Wli-
liant.-.' Shakespeare;

•

'prpschted
.

; by ' IPiddie

Dovrlliigr and Robinson Smith at St. JmneS;
Jf* y.-. - Feb. '-6,. '37;

. stni'B. -Maurice. Evans,
features -Ian- -Keith; staged, by; Margaret
Webster;.'costumes, David Ftolkes; Inci-
dental music, Herbert. Mengcs; $53.30 top.

'

King Blchara II.

John of Gaunt. ....
Duke of \York. ',.;;;'

Henry • Bolin^tbi-olce.
'Duke of. Aumerle...

.

-Thomas Mawbi ay^ ..

Burtliy
Bagot
Green... ,i

Earl Of Nprthum
. Hfenrjr Pe'rcy. .

;'. ;-.

.

Lord Rdsg. .........
Lord Wlllduphby . .

.

Lord Marshall......
First Herald.. .......

: Second Hera Id .....

.

Earl Of Salisbury: ..

Sir Stephen Scroop!.
Gardener.-;
Second Gardener'. . . ;

Queen to Richard. . .

Duchees.of Gloucester.
Ladles.

.

. .:. .... Maurice Evnos
. . . . AiigtiStlh. Duncan
... ... Lionel Hosarth

v.
;

. . Jan Krlth
.;'... . Shpvlinc Oliver
. /. .William Tost, Jr.
• 'i

;'*'.-. .John < Hal.lorah-
Everett 'Itlpley

. . .

:

.no)iert K- Adams'
. .Ciinries .'DiiUon

. .... .Randolph . Echols
; . y; Brani'.No.osi'h

,.. .Stetiheri Courtlelgh
.•.....r.Keyn.oWs' Kva.ns.
. . . .Lawrence Murray
,.,i.,..Uhys -.Wllll'am.s.

. . . . . ; ....Lionel In cp

...i Donald ita^dolph'

. i. . .- ."Whitford ' Kane
...VPhmp TruPx

.......Ollye- peering
Irene- Tedrow

a Betty Jenckes, Julia, Lathrop

It's an old theatrical truism that;

the actor makes the play. There has
never been a more complete illustra-

tion of that than in this show. One
of the least known of Shakespeare's
plays, 'King Richard H' has hot been
seen in New York ih alhlost 60 years
(since Nov. 29, 1878/ to be exact).

Jung-Slilllng; . .-.'.

.

Meyer
Ungolbac
-T.en/.. : . .

'.

Veylarid ,

tloethe ..........
Herr Gruenwald.,
Captain Kn'ebel. .

;

Countess Haiin...
I.lseiotte ... . .v. .'.

Lackey. .". ....

,

t.'ount Hahtt. ;..'.-..,

Hortense;'. . .
.';

.

'.
.'

. Jessica Thome. .

.

. Arthur Young
.'Rose Wlpter

.'.Doj-ls Pttston
, Fred Sherman
TJllta. Torgerson

. . . . ;>l ^len' (i lennnn-

. . . . Ueurgc 11
. .Charles ColumbuR
. .•AViHl.arii Ne'wgoi'd

.Kriiest Tviiex
..;';. George Trabert
.. . ... .Dennis Kin-j

, .. . .Karl . cDooald
,...'. .Arthur "Vinton
........Kdith King

. ,. . . .-Diana Ga.vlen
, . i'Weyi'py Bender
,'. . ;AVheelnr. Dr.y.dc.n

• Mary Jane Barrett
. . .Mildred Schroeder

Itpyers of the operetta type of mu-
sical comedy should welcome 'Fred-
erika.' Despite, the fact that it !is

dated, there is -enough that is ad-
mirable in this presentation to carry
i t

.
along moderately welL ;

:

No operetta by the Shuberts has
been so richly dressed

.
in; a

.
long

time. No productibn splurge in. the
matter of settings, but elaborate pe-
riod costuming is. eye-filling and
probably the major item in>preseh-
tation costs.-

. Indications are that Hassard Short,
as the stager, had much to do with
the : selection of the wardrobe . ?ind

the undeniable; class of the show, is

to : 'his.. -credit :also. Book js kept
down, one .factor in favor of the
show. Lehar. score is melodious and
bleasant, numbers being lively - for
the most part, and splendidly sung.
Operetta was done abroad iri a num -

ber . of cities, • originally about 10
years without especially jm-
pressi .

'',..; -

:
. j

'

Story is entirely romantic, hayitir
to do with the early life" of the great
noet Goethe. As a student 'he courted
frederika, lovely daughter of a par-
sort, who wanted her to wed a- rich
banker. Soon his fame develops ajnd.

on the eve .of ' settling down with
'Ricky/ he is summoned to the court
at Weimar. But the court's messen-
ger points out. that marriage is. no
for him at this time. .

''

.Eight years pass. Goethe i

This is a sort of series season oh
Broadway. First there . were three
plays on military schools; two plays
were announced on Napoleon, only
one of which showed up; there were
two concurrent 'Hamlets/ and there
were several other such. And now
comes the first of two comedies on
Jewish life, 'Be So Kindly/ with a
second, 'Having a

: Wonderful Time*
due next week. Except that .'Be So
Kindly' isn't likely to be competition
to anything much for .any. length of
time, .!,

Title was switched at the last min-
ute from 'In Gold We Trust/ and
without much improvement.' Some
sort of switching was obviously i -

dicated, but. it should have been on
the play itself,' rather than merely
its cognomen.
Based on the travails of the mid-

dle strata Jews of New York, those
living on the West 80's, there are. a
number of sly observations and a
few genuine .glimpses of that sector.
There are also a few. genuine laugh
lines. But there are not. enough of.

either to make up for the many dull
moments.
Mrs. Kadan is interested solely in

getting her growing brood well mar-
ried, well, meaning financially, of
course. Entire family lives in one or
another strata of four-flushery with
the notion of catching the wealthiest
possible young men for the: two.
girls and a wealthy girl for. the boy.
Naturally, all the plans go amiss, but
all manages to end well.
Miss Sand-berg. first play

authoress, ought to do worth-while
work some day if she improves on
the strain . shown here and. can
manage to avoid common pitfalls.
With doctoring even this could
have been made okay;
Not only, however; was the play

not doctored, but it was miscast.
Neither Angela Jacobs nor Francis
Pierlot ,as momma arid poppa are
convincing, y Jeanne Greene is ex-
cellently cast as the oldest girl, and
Albert Ha#es as her young lawyer
catch is .ditto. But . no one els£ im-
presses really belonging; John
Call in. comedy assignment does
well despite, the fact it is mighty
difficult to accept: his Irish freckled
mugg as that of a Jewish lad.

It's a one-setter arid cheap to'

operate, with no cast names to worry
about. Therefore it micht linger a
bit to small coin, but that's hardly
likely.. :- <»u/.-

AND fiOW qOODBYE
Ouine'dy drama in three , acts presented at

John • Golden..
- X; Y, (frirrnerly M^snue).

I:>b. 2, '37. by John Goldoh: adapted ,fmm
'Jaihea-.'.Ullt.nh's novel '..or' same' .name by
Philip .Hoivurd: Philip Merlvalp Viatre'd.;
Mfirguorlta .ChiiiThlll .featured; staged bx
.R'relnald '-Bach:

.

' to|>."
'-.

Ttev, 14n\vat' Frppinantle. ;

;

'..PhMlp;; Merlv'ale
.".^"Margaret- Anderson

Mar i p •. Vie B0fk e r

. I .Katliryn .C.o'JIIe'c

. .... i . ...UlclilP' T..ing

Hilda PlowrJiflit
... .v. . . Morn o'o ..Sinclair-

. .• ..... . I-'dgiir Ifpnt
...;.;...:.l>.iiih,Vivliin
'.Mai^uerl fe , nitiirhlll
'.'..-.

, . .
.' .Thiitnas. s-il p

. . . TCdii Helnemann

Inside Stuff—Legit

Rosamond Pinchot and Sam Jaffe on the Thursday morning department
store broadcast over WOR and affiliated stations, spoke for six minutes
about 'The Eternal Road'. Statistics and information poured from their
lips in an interview with Lawrence Grey, emcee. Script tried for a light
touch, but what came thrgugh the loudspeakers, was rapid-fire talking,
perhaps too much so for perfect reception at 9:36 . m. Among the inter-
esting things revealed was that: Max Bernhardt had a production book of
2,631 pages for the musical drama; the score has been recorded on. two.-sep-
arate sound tracks and, for further protection ih case of breakdown, a spe-
ial score is on hand for the small orchestra, which playing tor the intimal
scenes, in a room under the stage of the Manhattan Opera House/
niUsic piped up through loudspeakiers; the stagehands wear black hoods,
robes and shoes, <permitting them to walk out on the stage for scene
changes without the audience seeing them,

'Frederika/ which opened at the Imperial, N. Y., last week, is spotted i

the same theatre as housed several of Broadway's operetta hits, including
'Rose-Marie', and "The New Moon/ Former earned a total of $2,225,000,
inclusive of road appearances,
Helen Gleason of the Metropolitan Opera, who is making her legit debut

in 'Frederika/ appeared last summer with the St. Louis opera company's
'Merry Wido\y' presentation. On the strength of that showing she secured
the present engagement.

.
r

Although 'Frederika' is presented under the name of the Messrs. Shubert,
the show's presentation is strictly J. J.. Shubert's venture; ikewise J.- J;
had no part in "The Show Is On/ Winter Garden, which also has the plural
billing.. ,--

..
./'.'-' !

.-
'•

Lee. Shubert is "still, in Florida recuperating from illness.

George Somnes, who has announced - himself as a producer.; with Helen
G. Bpnfils Xhis wife and owner of The Denver. Post) is

.
former

stage manager as referred to, but a director. He is known in the Middle
West as the director of the Indianapolis Stuart Walker C67 a post which
he held for some eight years. Or so. Following that he spent several
years as a director for Paramount in Hollywood.
Prior to his Indianapolis interlude he was known as both irector and

actor on Broadway. He still acts occasionally,, laist time being in- ' ibel/

Last summer he directed the Elitch Gardens Stock Co. in Denver, where,
he met his wife.

;
His first production, presented; under the corporate, name of Bonfils

Somnes, Inc.; will be Kenyon Nicholson and*RaymOnd Van Sickel's 'Sun.
Kissed.' Somnes will direct it;

" Gilbert Miller production of 'Amazing Dr. ClitterhoUse/ currently in

rehearsal, will, not premiere at the Maryland, Baltimore, during the week
of Feb. 22 as previously planned, but will get its pre-Broadway burnish-
ing in Toronto.

Attraction .could not be fitted' Onto the stage ' Of the Maryland, or the

adjoining indie Auditorium. . . In ' an effort to make certai that it was
impossible to hang 'Clitterhouse* ih either of the two sites. Miller sent

Raymond Soyey,.who designed the production, ..down to Baltimore to check
stage measurements.

:,
.yerdict was no.

Martin Jones, who bought in oh 'Hey, Diddle, iddle/ then: changed his

mind, was summoned to Magistrate's Court Monday (8) to explain the

check transaction connected with the deal. • Case was postponed one Week
at the instance of Frederick E. Goldsmith, representing Anne Nichols, who
produced the show.

Jones gave. Miss Nichols a check for $5,000, it bounced, tank's

notation being that it" was returned on account of, uncollected funds.

Mary JYeemphtle .-.

.

Kllen . „i\. .......

Aunt Vltipy . ... .
.'.

Di'. hlngwimd .........

Mrs, VrfPin ntie.
Wr. ' Trpvls
afi'i Carlit.nd ... . ,

.

Mrs. Garland ....
rcilfcn'bPlh On:-
Waller.;, . . . . . ; . ,

.

Miss Potts.......

Novels: do not fuinish the easiest
material for dramatis's. to work with
and the playiyright i emphasized

Two writers and' three directors on the 20th-Fox lot are financing the

New. York production of Lewv Pollack and Sidney ;D. Mitchell's musical

playi 'Flicker Follies/

Pollack is coming on from the Coast within a Short time to mate
arrangements for a theatre and cast Several film nahies have been pen-

cilled in for the cast;

Harry Levy, former legit box-office man in New York, who went to

the Coast last year, is reported improved after an operation for cataracts,

which had considerably impaired his vision. His brother is of the vaude

team of Shaw and Lee.
Levy was aided by the Treasurers' Ciub, which gives sick members $25

weekly for 12 weeks annually.

Settings of 'The Country Wife/ which closes at the Miller, N. Y.,

week/ will be crated and sent back, to England,; where the scenery was
designed and made. .

Production was brought over under bond and understood the

would exceed the cost of re-shipment

fidelity handicaps its
.
stage effective-

ness too much; That seems to apply
to 'And Now Goodbye.'

. Another barrier for the new
drama's chances is its ;.set of char-
acters, too many of whom are
middle-aged, In the cast of 12, there
are only two young people. De-
spite the skill with which the story
is enacted, it is questionable/

Rev. , Howa.t Freehiaritle, iri his
parsonage at Browdley, England,
leads a placid existence, even though
his /duties are exacting. His wife, is

wprrysome , and not so well. His
only real cbmpanipn is his physician,
who tells the cleric he. should get
away - to .London for a week-end.
That seems impossible to the parson
until a minor scandal about Eliza-
beth Garland is reported. It seems
she was seen enteri in with
a riiari.

•

Parson is
|
berated By the girl's

father, who figures :.- he (the rev. )-

rfiay have been partly responsible.
All the good man had done was jo
teach lizabeth German. Learning
/Of her . whereabouts, "the minister
visits Elizabeth in London. He
quickly, discovers that the other man
was just her violin teacher, and also
ifinds out the why of the German
lesson's.. Girl plans to take more
cpmRlete music lessons |n Vienna.
Maybe the novel makes it all more

plausible, but -; Fre.emantle should
have kripwri. that during these hours
he was the •' girl's preceptor. , They
spend the ' afternoon -and. evening
together, gay in their fashiOrii

:

but
quite innocent... When it comes time
for him to go, Elizabeth wants him
to stay. They talk the night thrOUT'-
and. " the mbrni , the reverend
realizing they in love, plans
elopement.
Back i /his study for the last act,

the solemn cleric is hailed a hero/
having saved five lives in a train

wreck, He fells the doctor the real

story, how he and Elizabeth were
on the, way to get his visas for the
trip to "Vienna, how she left him in

the dining car to get their things,

how there was a crash and fire dur-
ing which she was killed and all

identifications destroyed.
. Wreck is a story, for the play it-

self is much too quiet arid uneventful
to catch popular fancy. Second act.

which • has Philip Merivale and
Marguerite Churchill as the only
characters, except for' few mo-
ments when a waiter appears, is >>e
best. Both are adequate, though riot

especially skillfull in 'Arid Now
Goodbye.' So are most of the other
actors, but the title is nevertheless
better "than the. play. Jbee..

THIRSTY SOIL
Drama.'. In' three nets' presented at'

St.. y.. Feb. 3. *»7. 'by -E; J6h.i
In assoc iation with Bll«s-Ha>den;
by Raymond Bond; staged hy Hhn-y
den.

Silos Warner,\ . .

.

Mrs;- Warner, , . . ; . w .. .. .-.

Mntt "Warner; .. ; . , . . ..

Mlily . Warnci- i . .'.". ... . . ; , > . . .:

I.uUe ' Warner.-. ./'...

Mr; Hurd.. .-.:';.

Prl rose;-Hurd

Last winter, when Broadway was
starti ' its - little Tcycle . of misery'
dramas, Beverly Hills took on one at
the Bliss-Hayden little theatre. It-

was the. same .'Thirsty .Soil'; which
now arrives on Broadway, where"'
has no more indicated chances than
the Others, 1 or its. immediate prede-
cessor at the ,48th Street— Around
the Corner.' .

As a little, theatre play, Raymond
Bond's tragedy of the drou"ht area
is believably effective nd scorns,

possessed of more dcama than .

(Continued on page 62)
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Maurice Evans' ting Richard IF

Ovation, Follows Gielgud Acclaim

of longest of ovations of the

seas°n greeted opening night per-

formance of 'King Richard I!' at the

St. James, Ni Y., last week (4). It

was a surprise all around, including

the management, Shake-

speare play had in

New York si 1878 and was gen-

erally passed up as one of the least

likely (commercially) of the Bard's

opuses.

Show hearty send-off from

the critics and met .
with/ immediate

b.o. response, both Saturday shows

having a number of standees. It was

the performance of the- title role by
Maurice Evans, English actor, which

especially called forth enthusiasm,

making, the second time this season

for that type of demonstration. Ear-

lier in the: season,' at. the same the-,

atre, Jhori Gielgud, also English, ran

up long-run and b.o. records in the

title role of 'Hamlet.* ..

Max Gordon brought.. oyer

from England for 'St. Helena' earlier

.the season. Actor impressed in

that, too, but the play couldn't,make
the .b.o. grade. Gordon was about to

sponsor 'Richard' but: ducked with
Robinson Smith steppi in. Smith
then arranged a tie-up. with Eddie
Dowling, the duo being billed . as pre-

senters, and the show, .going into

Bowling's theatre, the St.. James,
Credits Missing

illing for the show at the, open-
ing did not include credit for the de-..

signer of the sets, which steamed up
= the Scenic Artists' 'Union and nearly
caused a; clash. Fred Marshall, sec-

retary of the Union, made a demand
on Smith that billing must be stuck

;oh pronto, else. It is still , being
argued.
.Understood that Smith engaged Da-
id Ffoiks, an EngUshmah, for the job,

ihce Ffolks does not belong to the

,,. he was credited in the pro-
gram only as the - designer of the
costumes. Union shop .(Alliance Stu-
dio) built the sets and is credited,

that way. Union' now; declares thai
Robert Barnhart of the Alliance Stu
io must be billed as the designer, as

well and it is likely, that , the dispute
.will be settled in that way.

Last time 'Richard' was seen in

New: York,was at the Fifth Avenue
theatre (still up, but burley now) oh
.Nov. 29, 1878, when Edwin Booth
played it. Records available seem
to .indicate that, before its present
showing, it played only 10 perform-
ances in all iii New York; having
been introduced by James; W. Wal-
lack at the Park theatre in 1819 for

one performance ; In England
it, is • seen more frequently- and it has

; been played on the road in the U. S.

on more occasions than in N. ., al-

though, again, not very, often.

'I/Aiglon* Suit Dropped

Old suit involving Lee Shubert,
Eva LeGallienneXArch . Selwyn and
Harold B. Franklin oyer the play,
'L'Aigkm' was dismissed: Monday (8)
by N. Y. Federal Judge John C.
Knox for lack of prosecution;

Winifred Ashton; agent, and
Clemence Dane and Richard Addin-

. sell filed the action i 1934 claiming
the defendants appropriated the play
which7 Dane and Addinsell wrote;
Doubleday, Dbran, publishers, was
also involved in the action as . de-
fendant.-- Frankwyn Productions pre-
sented Miss LeGallienne in the play.

'Diddle' Folding for

Pre-Broadway Revise
Notice: of closing of .'Heyi/Di j

iddle* was posted Monday (8> in

Washington. Show has ;been trying
out for several weeks but its prer
senter, Anne Nichols, decided: that
cast and script revisions' were neces-
sary before bringing it to Broadway.
.
Conway Tearle, who came on from

the Coast46 play the lead, will prob-
ably leave the cast. Lynne Overman
being, mentioned ..to succeed him.

'Cellini* in Hartford
-.. Hartford,

'Celli . chronicle play in verse
by Joseph Lee Walsh, opened a
week's run Friday .(6) at the Palace
theatre here ' as a Federal Theatre

Play had
. its premiere

port about a month ago.; ing
the performance*- here;- ,a mi ight.

reception' for the author was held
at the Hotel ond. Few attended the
opening, due to no advance sale and
poor weather conditions.

.

FTP's Flood Relief

For the. past two weeks col-

lections for the flood sufferers,

have been taken up in all ther-

atres with WPA shows. Iii

some instances the donations
have, exceeded the gross of the
show, especially in spot book--
ings. ... Over $2,300 was so col-

lected in the first- two weeks.
Donations are In sealed; con-

.

tainers,' treasurers, of the. hiouses
turning them over to Lyle D.
Andrews, ageht-cashier of the
Federal Theatre Project in New.
..York, who. delivers the coi

boxes to : the Red Cross
.

morni

STILL IN WIND

American: National Theatre, and
Academy, which secured a charter
from. Congress overv a ."year

,
ago and

nothing happened, has -been reor-
ganized,, original aims of the project
having been revised.. Those presently
interested say it will not attempt
production of\ plays, ..nor compete
with the commercial theatre.: Gen-
eral idea is to form a string of com-
munity theatres throughout the
country, ,with jamateur arid -college

groups involved. ."

A. Conger Goodyear, now head of
this group, proposes a .repertory the->

atre. for * the New York World's
Fair, but the expo execs have not
passed on the matter as yet. Also
mentioned is a repertory, company
for Broadway. ;•/

When the National Theatre Was
chartered, a flock of socialites, were
mentioned,, who, were to raise $1,-

.000,000. No money is known to have
been actually subscribed.

(WEEK OF FEB. 8)

. Ballet Russe, Temple, Tacoma,
-9; Capitol, Yakima, Wash., ,10;

Fox, Spokane, 11; Pihriey, Boise,

12;
.
Kingsbury, S.alt Lake, 13i

'Boy Meets, Girl,' Orpheum,
Phoeni , 8; Rialto, Tucson; ;

Plaza,' 1 - Paso, travel, ;

Paramount, A'usti 12; Tekas,
Sari Antonio,. 13,

'Brother Rat,' New
Haven.

'Dead End/ Nixon, ittsburgh.

D'Oyly Carte Repertory, Err
langer, Chicago.

'Enemy of the People,' (Wal-
ter Hampden), Shubert, Newark,.
11-12-13.

• irst Lady,' (Jane Cowl) Ar-
cadia, Wichita, 8; travel, ,9; Au-
ditorium, Colorado Springs, 10;

Auditorium, Denver, llrl3.

•Follies,'
, Chicago.

'Glory Erlanger,
iladelphi .

.

reat Waltz;' Auditorium,. St.

Paul.
.'Hantlet,': (Gielgud)

.
Shubert,

oston.

'Hamlet/ (Lesli Howard)
iltmore, Los Angeles.'

'Hey, Diddle, Diddle/
Washington.

'Idiot's Delight/
Fontanne) Forrest, •

'In' a Nutshell/,

more. ;•/-

'Jane Eyre/ Hepburn)
American, St.

'Leaning (Post

Rbad), Selwyn,
'Mulatto/

phia:

Nazimova Repertory,.

Cleveland.
•On Your Toes/ Cass, Detroit.

* and Prejudice,' Chest-

nut, "iladelphi

'Reflected '.' lory/ (Tallulah

Bankhead) National, Washi
ton.

•Return
San Francisco^' . : . .

' Ruth Draper, Parkway, Madi-
son,' 11; < Davi, Milwaukee,
12-13.
1

'Tobacco Rbad.' Lynchburg,
W. Va., 10; Roanoke, 11-13.

.

'You Can't Take It With You/
Harris, Chicago.

Shows in Rehearsal

•Storm Over Baikle' ('Storm i a
Teacup')—Theatre Guild.

•Excursion'—John C. Wilson.
•Driftwood'—Eugene Kerry.
•Sun Kissed'—Bonfils arid S.omnes.
•The Amazing:. Dr. Clitterhouse'—

Gilbert Miller,;

'Now You've bone lit' .— Brock
Pemberton.
'The Meal. Ticket'-^- Aldrich arid

Myers.
•Having Wonderful Time',— Marc

Connelly.
. In a Nutshell'—Lawrence Rivers.

'L o ndon Assurance' (revival )-»-

Barbara Robbins. ...':.

•Marching Song'—Theatre. Union.

Film Companies Contend That

'Has at

With the i it,

picture and radio press agents into a

new organization with union plans, a
meeting Was - held' .Tuesday evening
(9 ) at American . Advertising- Guild
in N. Y. It was- proposed to -either

jbi ' with the Newspaper Guild or
secure a charter, from the American
Federation of Labor.

It was known, however, that the
leading show publicists, are opposed
to any labor affiliations. Group of

the better known agents got. together
last week with plans: calling for an
independent organization designed to

handle the pass situation and other
matters pertaining to the p. a. fields

Announcement .'riming the Guild
officers included the names of speak-
ers, who later declared themselves
out arid stated they would not.attend
Guild consists of those employed in
space buying, department store ad
vertising and commercial and indus-
trial publicity.

Guild's plan to' unionize may be
blocked if aniuseriient p.a.'s .are i

eluded, because there is such a union,
formed several years ago. by Theo
dpre Mitchell and others. :Unioh also

takes in .company
.
managers . and

treasurers, but has:not been active.

Theatrical Press
'

"Represetnatiyes'
Association li ise. has; not. beeri a,c

five recently, but may be revived
by those ; p,a.'s opposed

,
to the union

idea.

Laughing Gas

Hollywood, Feb. 9.

William .Perlman, out of Fed-
eral Theatre Project in L.

testifying before Federal
ye^tigators on ouster proceed- ,

ings against F. D. Howard Mil-
ler, declared sirice proceedi
began he's, getting threatening
phone, calls daily. Threats took
form of belly laugh every
tirrie. he picked up receiver and
said, 'hello.'

'

*

Bellylaugher ' hijng
on him, and, says Perlman,

ird degree.;'''' getting him

'Tobacco Road,' Iri its .third season
on tour, will: invade the South for

the. first time. Drama, now in the
166th week at the Forrest, N. Y., was
tested last week Norfolk and
Richmond by a road company arid

drew excellent support.

Show grossed approximately $13,-

000- .on the week. Colonial, Norfolk,
demanded a rental of $900 .for three
days, but the. .show was quoted get-

ting $6,812 ' and the " managemerit
sought a return, date oh sharing
terms. Last half at Richmond was
played on the usual percentage ar-

ragenement.
Reporter, assigned, to ,coyer the

show ' Norfolk wrote that it- was
'the worst thing done . to Georgia
since Sherman marched through.'

. 'Road' is currently playing a split

week, going to Pittsburgh, next week
arid then returning to the South.

Detroit Starts Again
Detroit, Feb. .

'Around the Corner' . reopens the

local "WPA theatre protect Wednes-
day (17), after more than three
months' idleness. Pop prices will pre-
vail at the Peoples Theatre, new
WPA home.

Local project, which has been
Undergoing reorganization, is now
under the supervisionl of Fred . E.

Morrow, former head of the Texas
WPA projects. Cast, under direction

of -Herschell Mayal,. includes Douglas
Wright, Helen Budd, Halbert Brown,
J. Richard N Gamble, Henry Craig
Neslo, Peggy Ferin, Edward Masson,
Alma Brock, Chester Adams, David
Carnes and :John Matthew.

20% 'Waltz' Cut

Chicago, Feb. 9.

; Cast of 'Great Waltz/ at the Au-
ditorium here last week, has taken
a salary slice of approximately 20%.
Cut is in effect for an indef period.
While, business was fine on its rec-

tum trip here, b.o; results have been
spotty .elsewhere, with, plenty of

overhead on the large cast and, big
juriips.

Future fhys

irl froni Hohokus/ musical com-
edy by Arthur Swanstrom, taken by'

Jack. Curtis for production next fall.

•Susan and God/ by Rachel
Crothers, being readied by John.
Golden.

'Periphery' by Fraritifek Langner
bought by Libby. Holman and Leon-
ard Sillman for fall production.

Coast FTP Probe Is Finished;
*.'.

Lbs Angeles, Fe.b\

Widely . advertised investigation

into, the administrative' angles of the

Los Angeles Federal Theatre Project,

announced as scheduled for; the. mid-
dle of last week j Mrs; Mary $.

Ishani, charge p£ women's and
professipnal divisions for the Works
Progress .Adrniriistratipn, to

be pretty much cf an undercover
probe. While execs arid project

workers anxiously . awaited the arr

rival here of Mrs. Tsham, dispatched
by Mrs. rElien S. Woodward, as-

sistant administrator the..WPA,
following a derhand upph Admi -

trator Harry L. Popkins by Con-
gressman Thornas F. .Ford, it de-.

veioped last Thursday (4) that Mr'

.

Isham had beeri here,, concluded her

probe, and departed.
"

. 'interested parties .threw up their

hands iri..cespair' at this annourice-

morit, which Was made by Clayton

S. Triggs, WPA field worker from

Salt Lake, who. lent more mystery
to the: situation by announcing that
on Tuesday (9 ) he would ihake a full

report of the findings
1 brought put

by. Mrs. Isham's quiz and the in-,

vestigation concluded last week by
W. Hi Kinler, Jr; rf the San Fran-
cisco .WPA staff., ..:

This' announcement drew from
Kinler; -statement that Triggs was
in no position to divulge the outcome
of. the. Kinler probe, as he had not
had; any opportunity to see the tes-

timony. '
.

'

Will-b'- -Whi^P
,
probe by Mrs.

Isham has brought a storiri of fresh

protests, with opponents of the J.:

Howard Miller Western irrie how
clamoring for: a congressiorial .? ves-'

tigation;

Meanwhile. Miller, due home from
Washington this week, is reported to

have advised local execs of the

project that he is not. worried as lo

the outcome of- any probes.

Picture companies have; decided, to
stick by the Bureau of New 'Plays,

despite bitter critieism of it in legit

arid academic circles last. week. Bu-?
reau was, started by film companies
last . summer .develop riew play-
Wnting talent, . with' a .number of
schclarships and fellowships set up.
for riovitiate scribes who submit to
the bureau . what ''

. considered
Worthwhile, play, scri , :, irst

.
year's.

contest ended Feb. 1, with six young-
sters, getting the awards. Trouble
started pronto. .. .

:: ; Film compariiesy;chipped-: -,equal
airiourits for the prize moriey, total-

ing $8,750.. Immediately after the
awards were made last week, and
papers sent put to : the various
ners, • complications .arose. Robert

.

Wetzel, a graduate of the University
of Michi ; Who had Won,$2,500. re--

turned the ' check, pointing but that
he had 'been misinfprriied" on terms
involved; . Janet Marshall of the De-
partment of Drama, Yaie, also
lurried her $500 in for the' same
reasons. To top it all, Walter rich-
ard Eaton,, head of Yale's Drama De*
partirient, publicly withdrew his
name as one of the sponsors: of the
annual contest, claiming, he" had; been
induced to be there •

' 'commercial •

chicanery.'
''

Dr. Diatribe
In a lengthy statehient, Dr. Eaton

pointed out that the winners of the
contest could not hope to see their,

plays produced, sirice the terms
*

vdlved were opposite to those of
Dramatists' Guild, He felt, he sai

that motion picture interests thus
had tricked young people into aspir-
ing hopelessly and signing oyer bp-,

tions at 'unreasonable and unrepre-
sehtative terms.'

,

Film company stbry
; . . New

York got -together matter.
Monday night and deci carry
on, nevertheless, insisting ' that their
proposals. ..and terms Were ^above-
board, even though opposed to Dram-
atists' Guild .terms. Film companies
are not friendly With the Guild at
present. They also point out that
over 200 plays were submitted and
that the least they had accomplished
was to smoke out' some new: writing
talent,,whether they or othef theatre
channels profit thereby. ;

"
'

Meantime roadway legit man*
agers continue to. agree with Dr.
Eaton that there is nothing of com-
mercial, valine or theatrical value,
(from a legit standpoint),
whole business.

Clerics to Review

'MM After PWlly

Mayor Bans the Play

iladelphia, Feb. 9.

Skedded for the Locust Monday
(8), Langston Hughes' play, 'Mulatto/
Was banned by Mayor S. Davis Wil-
son after he had been told hi
secretary, Louis Wilgarde,
member of the Boatd of Censors ap-
pointed by the Mayor last season to
judge the morals of legit plays, that
'Mulatto' was 'indecent/ Mayor said
the play, advertised as a 'daring
drama of sex life in the South,' is an
'outrageous affront to decency and
particularly oiitrageoys i is period
of Lent/,' ..

' ;'

,' Stories that the show wouldn't go
on appeared n late editions of Mon-
day papers, but.irrore than 600 per-
sons turned up anyhow.
Today; Mayor Davis arranged for

a special showirig of the play tomor-
row mornijig (Wednesday) for a jury
consisting of a ..rabbi, a Catholic,
priest and a Protestant minister. If

they okay it, show- can open pronto
and will play- an immediate special
matinee performarice.

Mpls. Gets 1st Show
MiririeapoiiSi

Mirineapblis gets, its first legit road-
show dfarria of the: current season'
Feb, 18, .. When . Katharine Hepburn
i 'Jane Eyre' comes into the Met-
ropolitan for three performances, v

Except
.
for

:

re-routi necessi-

tated by flood conditipris . iri the
South, . the town' probably wouldn't
even have; landed this attraction.

However, Ziogfield. Tollies' and
'First Lady' are late winter or early

j spring possi il>tiA>».
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Plays Out of Town

GLORY FOR ALL
Philadelphia, Feb. 8.

)PJay. in three acta (four sccneeV by. Nat
Verrla.-- Presented by George Jeseel. Pro-
duced at Erlaneer : theatre, Philadelphia,
Feb. - '37: Settlngr,; P.'Dndd Ackermait;

. staged by Frank Craven and Jnssel.

.

Dotnlnlck... ......Charles La Torre
Eddie. , . .Hayden Rbrke
Horseface . .Harry Bellaver
Gu& .

.

4 , • « »• ....... ......J. Ascher Smith
Willie. ; . . « . . . . .* • • ; . . • .....James Lane
Hipehey .. . ... . Jack Irwin
Harold Felsteln. ..Theodore ecbt
Peggy Sullivan . , « . ...Kate Warrinex
•Honest' - John Hogan... ,Donald MacBrlde
Fanny - LaMonte. .... .... i ...Ruth Lee
Abe - Felsteln ..... .'. ......James R.' Waters -.

Mayor ./Tobey. . . ., . . ; . , . . .Eddie Hodge
Joe Bailey.. . . . . . , .Roy . Gordon
Winters. ;.-..». — .2 ontgomery Harmon. Jr.
OTa? .MorgRni .

,
'.',

.
-.' ... . . .Cecelia Loftus

Man oC Parole Board. ... .Marcus Jefferson
Lady of Parole Board.... ..Diana White
Newsboy. .- .... ..Hobert Garfield:

" Hlmmelbenj. .... . ....... ierce Longworth
' Aiiseloj... * • *« • . • ...p .-.v.v. * S, LotitO'
Bert. .... . .................... . Larry ' Oliver
Jeff*. • .:• ; :

'» ..... . « v» ««.* ^. .-..'John' Craven

.

'Gunner* Morgan.

.

'.

.. . . ;\ . ^Thomas Dillon
Policeman :>..... j,v.o «> .'. .Frank Colettl

This comedy, highly regarded in
script, and of which Jack Benny,
George Bums arid Bert Wheeler,
among; others, are said to have slices,
was gfreri .a: very rough and uneven
perforroanee here and only inn
pres$ed.taidly, although there is no-
denying its possibilities.
" Playj has plenty of funny, situa-
tions; some actually fn slapstick;
xnoid, but :rm»ch. its dialog needs
polu&iri£!&tf if for noth-
ing ^ '^liti^m^imM^^ from -Md:
..many .trlte/^^^.JMiaa^ed' phrases
and theatrical cllcnes^^ .

.
That; some cast changes^ and some

more direction^are vitally needed.
•-Show wilt-Tieed several weeks of
.jwtoMne on the road before tempt-
ing Broadway.

It's
; political yarn, done In the

fast arid furious 'Boy Meets Girl*
• tempo,, but ' strangely reminiscent;
except /for its broad fines and ma-
chine-gun pace, of that school of
political melds of 25 or more years
ago^ when The Man of the Hour/
The Bobs' and such-like were giving
us crooked politicians; reform can-
didates and election day scenes.
Central character is 'Honest' John

Hogan, organization boss of any
large; city. Scene Is* his private
offices, which- combine such invalu-
able sporting adjuncts as pool tables,
slot ' machines and marble games.
Hogan's followers -axe. aweird bunchy
liorse players,, racketeers arid some
actual crooks. Hogan is trying to re-
elect Mayor Tobey, perhaps brie of
.the;, most fatuous Characters ever
presented on any stage. Hogan.
'makes his big mistake, when he
allows a doting Jewish father named
Abe Felstein to buy (for $12,000) a-

judgeship for . the
.
younger Felstein,

who is 'only a young lawyer.
That makes things very hot, and

the : rival, boss; Joe Bailey, .proceeds
to show up Hogan's acceptance, of.

; the 'bribe. Big, handsome Irishman
also, comes to grief When he tries
to arrange' the release, of 'Gunner*
Morgan, notorious killer, in order
thai Morgan, and his gangsters* may

;. co.w voters on election day.
,
Bailey

beats him to it and Morgan: -raids
Hogan's office arid puts his fraud-
ulent voters to rout.
Tobey is not re-elected but, at the

end . of the ! play, Hogan seems -to
haye escaped, the bribery- and cor-
ruption: charges and be on a way to
more possible political triumphs
With the help of young Felstein; who
turns out to be the most respected
judge in town. There's also a none-
too-believable romance between
young Felstein -arid Peggy, Sullivan;
Hogan's sarcastic but honest secre
tary. ,

Plenty of ' interesting types in the
play, although they are close to cari-

l cature. John Irwin, Harry Bellaver
I arid Charles La Torre are iriost pic-
"... turesque among Hogan's villainous

henchmen. Some of the others didn?t

know their lines at the onening.
:

.
Donald McBride, too, stumbled in

the: leading role of Hogan, but he

gives promise of soon being able to

five a crackerjack: performance.'
antes R.'. Waters is arnusing as the

Jewish father and Kate Warriner is
attractive as the girl, but probably
the best portrayal of the evening, al-
though she only has two scenes, must
be accredited to Cissie Loftus, whose
depiction of 'Gunner' Morgan's bib-
ulous mother is av riunor classic.
Ruth Lee is okay- the mistress
of a disreputable house who- pays
Hogan for protection and doesn't
get it

Single; set is excellent
Play's got a chance but needs

plenty of work; Waters,;

A POINT OF HONOR
Philadelphia, Feb. 4.

Drama lit two act* hy 36 Etelnger and
Stephen Van Gluck. Produced and staged
by Luther Greene at Erianger. Phila-
delphia. Feb. 2, 'ST: Bettlnge and .costutnes,
Kate. Drain Lavaon.
Punch;*.'... . . . ; . . ;. i «';; , .Charles H. Moore
Hannah Arnbldv»*,.i»»... . .Florence Reed
Peggy Shtppen.'. , mian . Emeraon

.

Joseph Reed..v».«irW»i..»»iLewls Martin
Benedtet Arnold..... Wilfrid LawsOrt
DaVid Franka. . .A. J. Herbert
Edward Shippen^tkM*..*^. Malcolm. Dunn
John -'Andre. ..«.,. ar*........Lloyd Gough

Local crix swarmed all- over this
one; Play deserves^« hand on .its
sincerity and on>fhe ease and sym-
pamy of "w^tin&^Rom the box-
dffice .standpoint tMH0i>i it must be
Written down dft'CaW^ risk.
Plays about the Re^olutionai^y War

have long, been been hoodooed as
footlight eritertainmerif and this one
is no. exception. Also it is back
of the eight-ball at the very start be-
cause it deals with Benedict Arnold
arid attempts to patrtially excuse his
desertion from the Colonial ranks.

As. a matter of fact* the young au-
thors of *A Point of Honor' are
.entirely within their rights in their
conception of the. character, despite
the calumnies heaped upon Arnold
in school-books. Modern historians
have pretty well clinched the. fact
that Arnold had great provocation
for. his ill-advised act of treachery.
Nevertheless, Eisinger and Van
Gluck are up against a high barrier
to start with, since the average citi-

zen's reaction to Benedict Arnold is
decidedly unfavorable.

. On top of that, the young; drama-
tists have been, unable to overcome
the handicap that always, confronts
those who write on- historical sub-
jectsr-^ullriess. ' For all their excel-
lent writing and authentic presenta-
tion of historical characters, 'A
Point ot Honor' is tedious. It has
its moments^ but they are fjaw arid
far between. Only avid students - of'

the; Colonial period are' likely to be
willing to overlook the arid stretches
of conversatidn arid be satisfied with
the few scenes in Act II which really
contain trenchant dramatic force.
Wilfrid Lawsori, seen here twice iri

the last two seasons, first as the at?
torney in 'Libel' and then as Richard
Wagner in 'Prelude to Exile,' has
the role of Arnold. His very decided
Englishaccent may not gee with- the
general' conception, of the fiery Co^
lonial General, but there is no deny-
ing that he gives: an authoritative and
commanding performance. c

Authors of 'A Point of Honor*
would • have us understand that Ar-
nold's final act of treason was a
matter of chivalry to shield and pro-
tect his young wife, a famous Phila-
delphia belle, Peggy Shippen. She
and her father are shown as work-
ing, continually and strenuously to
lure Benedict from the Colonial to
the British side.
On the other front, there is Han-

nah, Arnold's,embittered arid vixen-
ish sister, who realizes the plot that
is underfoot and who tries to save
him from any rash step. This /role
is played by Florence Reed arid
there, is no question but that it gives
her. too few opportunities to exercise
her. w.k. footlight talents. Only iri

one scene of passionate outburst in
: the- second act,, does Miss Reed have

any chance to display her histrionics.
Lillian; Emerson is an. attractive

Peggy Shippen and does the best she
can with ; one . of the play's most
Suddled characters. Major Andre is

trpduced quite casually, and well
enough performed by Lloyd- G'ough.
J. Maicom Dunn is acceptable as the
elder Shippen.
Show has been, given two excel-

lent and' authentic Colonial settings
by Kate Drain L'awson. ' Waters.

IN A NUTSHELL
Baltimore, Feb. 8, •

Farce • oomedy la three acts by Lulu
Vollirierj presented by Laurence Rivers.
•Inc.* (Rowlanil Stebbins) : -Rex' 0'M-»l"fey
featured;- staged by Miriam - Doyle; ?et»
Louis KenheH at Ford' a> Baltimore^ week
Feb,.; 8, '37;

. •JI2.22 top.
;

Doctor Bnss. . i . . . i . . . . . .Walter Qreaaa
Claire White. . i ..... .Cynthia Hosiers
Peter . Fogarty . Rex O'Mnlley
Mrs. Whipple.. ............ Florence Edney
OUe. ... ..... .............. . .Richard Rnuber
Belldlapper. ......... .John F; Hamilton
Nettl Dipple.i..,,;.,...^.. .Ruth Hamniond
Jamea Wlleon .Raymond Bran-ley
Ethel Lancaster. . ...... ^. , . . . .Zolya Talma
Inspector Flyhri. .i , , ... ward F. Nannei-y
Officer Brophy ,i . . ....

.

t ... . Leo Kennedy
Mrs. Sharpie . . ............ Terese Wlttlet
Mrs, Gerald.. ........ ...Marlon Sltgrfeave^.
Mrs, Crump., v ... . M&r>' OHder

No more than a fairly., well-
sustained farce; this latesl?*Bowland
Stebbins prodjjctionf ddesnt look
able to:sustain more than a moderate,
stand bri Broadway.
' Play marks the re-entry to. legit of
Lulu Vollmer, whose drama .'Sua Up-
sockeroo'd around 13 years ago. . For
the past five years the author has

.

been; batting out radio scripts at a
rapid rate; that preoccupation peers
through, i the fashioning of this,

piece:

Plot, even for a farce, could have
been thickened; last third of the play •

weakens. , . . Perhaps, some intensive
rewriting, accomplished before the
show , rioses onto .Broadway, • can
hypo it. .

Idea gets off to a lively- start and
interest, suspense and laughs cascade
promisingly till the end of the sec-
ond slice. Intended curtain-line
punch, at this crucial

. point bogs
badly. For those of the auditors
Who aren't mystified by the strange
angle intro'd at that juncture, the
point gives away the story. Up till

that time the progression had been
excellent.

Story has a good foundation,
getting into action when a blithe
young man (Rex O'Malley ) inherits
a private hospital from his deceased
uncle.;. ' Place has ; been slowly ex-
piring for some years, and the sheriff
is ready to attach . it. Inheritor is

broke, but. advertises that he's
operating an asylum to build up
morale arid courage. His ads aren't
ethical, which, rnakes for him a
play-long opponent iri a righteous
medico who. is sole M.D. of the hos-
pital. His methods, of dealing with
the assorted crop of neurotics the
ads harvest make for the laughs*
Amorig the, patients are a droop-

lipped, complaining Communist, a
giddy femme

:
dvpsomani'c, a

crooked financial executor of an or-
phanage, a love-starved woman in
her mid^-thirties, a too-rich- wo-
mari who just wants to s*oul-
scourge herself arid a femme
hypochondriac. There are also a
couple of cops hanging around at the
behest of objections lodged by the

Play does sink some sharp satiric
spears in the types who clutter up
private hospitals . with their pam-
pered and imagined ills, but is in. no
way an expose. Laughs are the
only commodity fished for. There's
the usual romance supplied by the
quack psychiatrist and a clean
young nurse of the standard type.

Half a dozen or so of the lines
border on the vulgar rather need-
lessly. Considering the otherwise
clean-fun

.
script, these blue bits

tend to shock. They could at least
be softened.
Cast is uniformly good... O'Malley

romps off with the honors in the
major assignment. Just had a once-,
over-lightly in films and . the Coast
will probably give him a more thor-
oughgoing trial again after he's seen
in this exhibit. . Cynthia Rogers as
the ingeijue is good. Ruth Hammond
as the lushing" lady stands but. Wal-
ter Greaza as the medico has to do
considerable huffing lh a more or
less blpw-toreh role, but keeps it
well iri hand.
Miriam Doyle's staging is neither

obtrusive nor flashy, but snugly
fits each exigency arising in the
script Two sets par the production;
Looks like a very likely sale to

the screen, Just about every studio
has a juve star who would like to
revel in the lead role.

REASON FOR YOUTH
. Comedy in three nets
George Bryant; staged by
Guy Pnlmerton; -settings,
At Brighton theatre,

.

N. T„ Feb. 2, '87; $1,10
Bert . . * . . . . . .', i.« . . . . «•*

Gwen ..*.'. ...
Anna • ...... ......
Loretta . .......... .. ..^ . .

.£1ai'ah ...«....,> .««^'.

Dora- . .« . ... ••...*•....

.

Llnier * ... .
.

'• ... . v., .-.
»

'•

,

Dr. John Cr .........
Thomas. , , . . . . . ... . .

.

ye . scenes} by
•'rank Lyon and
Frank Ainbos.

rlgbton Beach,
top.;

..John -Ferguson

.Miriam Battlsta

...'.Marie Curtis
, .Joan Sudtpw

...Nancy Duncan
.Helen KlnKsley
Frank; Glbhe'y

.
'. . . Butler Hlson
. . .Kent ' Thurber

presented, has two highlights, both
in the second act. One is when Dora
(Helen Kingsley> undresses Elmer
(Frank Gibney), arid does such a
thorough job of it that Minsky's
strippers could profitably take a
gander; In the same act, a little

later on, Elmer turns the tables on
Dora, albeit incipieritly, for the as-
bestos discreetly leaves most of this
to the customers' imagination. Al-
though it would take only a nickel
apiece to haul the cast to Broadway,
it looks as though they won't get
there, with 'A Reason for Youth' un-
less -Bryant copiously re-writes his
opus, preferably with the id of a
gag man. •

Under the latter .circumstances a
rowdy farce is not beyond possi-
bility. Something more serious is

inherent iri the play, but Bryant has
chosen to. disregard that part of the
idea, so a shellacking of hoke is the
other alternative. Play would lend
itself to this type, of treatrnent read-
ily. Fliclcering of repartee, coupled
with- the boudoir frolicking, - is one
of those tonics that Bryant's w.oriei$-
crying; 'for.

'

As now sJagedV"production is out
of kttt#r"*bn timing, in addition to
-whicn; the first and last acts are
mere adjuncts to Dora's and Elmer's
romp in. garment shedding.

Narrative concerns the rehabilita-
tion oi .Elmer, who is attached a la
silver-cord to his Widowed ritother.
After the kid has besmirched his
mind with foul imaginings over his
sister and her husbarid-to-bei as part
of his psychopathic plight,^ the hus-
band-torbe knocks the., tar; out of
him. This brings out the animal in;

Elmer, who immediately proceeds to
call for. gin arid cigarettes; and
simultaneously spins designs on. his
nurse. Eventually he marries the
nurse before, his sister cops her guy,
and the neurotic mother wilts in the:
arms of the 'doctor. A" tough-guy
grandmother presides over it all.

Cast uniformly; missed plenty of
cues, night caught, and Reeded more
rehearsing. Makeup- was, also very
bad, and the stage settings, ot stock
variety, don't help.

.
; '.

Helen Kingsley is a good-looking
titiari who can manage okay, and
Frank Gibney as Elmer rates pass>
ably. Rest of the players parade by
rather mechanically. Direction is
hackneyed. Edpo*

WPA

ROARING GIRL
Los Angeles, Feb.. 4.

1

elodramri. In three acts (10 scenes) by
John C. Mortit,

.
presented by Federal

Theatre Proiect; directed by . Robert Hehr
derson:' At Mayan ; theatre, Lps' Angeles,.
Feb. 4, '37; 55c.. top.

. Riilph Huston, v ., ........ .Pierce Lyden
Vina Swain Beatrice Newport
Mrs...Effle Swain. ............ .;Lou Polley
Kenneth 'Tod' Swain. ... . Joseph DeStefaiii'
Mr. Ehierson Eadea. . .. . ; . ...Dallas Weltord
Mrfl. Louisa ' Eades. , .Rutb Barden
Doctor' Boomgarten. . .... .. . •.William. Feltz
Springer-.^ . ..... . . . .-. .Paul . Jones
WilHam Formby . . , . .......M'Ulara Vincent

'

Colonel Bogardua.. i .Del Stone Lawrence
Horace Mitchell. . . . ... .Clyde McCoy
Charles GtUette.^. ............John Batiton
•Beak McCardle.

.

'. .^ernle Rich
.lock Franklin. . . ........... .John O'Malley
Rad la announcer. ........ ... Westcbtt ' Clark
Little Amelia... ...ii.,..Mary Lou Lehleln.
Bell boy. . . . . . .Roland WpddruB
Woman Reformer. 1 .Bertha. Stanley
Reporters; Luther AUen. Charles Mil-

lard, Joseph Graham, Patrick Mulcahey,
Charles Alphln, Marvin Loback.

. 'A Reason for Youth* is produced
like summer, stock tryout fare, ex-'

cept that the Brighton Beach climate
is anything but summery iri Febru-
ary.
George Bryant's comedy, as here

Jack Moffit's meller of the fourth
estate is strong newspaperman stuff,

but pointing more to. a moralistic
effect than the usual rowdy goings-
on iri the editorial sanctums. Author
knows his way around, haying been
the picture editor of the Kansas City
Star, before the films wooed him
farther west. In the hands of a
more experienced cast,, show would
have bristled with ; the fury of the
underdog trying to get ahead in-
stead of mild exposition of the
abuses, doled out to these slaves to
ink, '

.

Moffit has done his part in dishing
up a play that . can be best of its

type" since 'Front Page.' It has
plenty of red rheat and lets igo from
the shoulder. To do it full justice
casting; requires such stalwarts as
Walter Huston arid Lee Tracy. Give
it to Broadway with those names (or
similar ones), and. it can't mips.:
Paramount will film it with.; Fred
MacMurray, Charli Ruggles and
Frances Farmer, in leads.. With
Ruggles as the did copy-reader, that
will give it the comedy lackirig here.
It's,: a pathetic part, but . standout.
. It is to. this bid. rim Worker; arid
his ilk that Moffit has dedicated his
brainchild in a program insert.

Moffit's 'Roaring Girl' is riot the
usual sobbie type, but ah ex-^school
marrn who ducks the racket because
the board' of education has a rule
against pedagogs marrying and she
has a crush on a World reporter.
Scene is laid in a Colorado city, so
that takes "care of the mythical sheet
as distinguished from- the N. *Y. rag
of so many journalese legends. It

also pitches the action in what has
long been a hotbed of. newspaner
rivalry—Denver. Disguise is rather
thin and those in the trade won't
have much trouble following the
characters factually.

Story is about an old copy desk
worker whose, daughter has a
romance with a reporter on the same
sheet. They all deplore the short
coin, but stick it out in the inter-
ests of decency and loyalty, rather
than swing over to the rival sheet

Sane Story ia CleVe^

*0n Toimr Toes' Seems

Too Classy; Oily 16JG

Cleveland; Feb. 9
What the natives want for their

money is becoming more of a puzz-
ler to backers

i
and bookers of Hari-

na's tegit. particularly after check*mg the dubious reception given toOn Your Toes' last week. :

'

As first major musical here this
season, they; expected'at least a grand
§32,000 to flow into the boxoffice
It was vgiyen every sort of help4
heavy ballyhoo, unqualified rave*
front cricks—but legit-goers were

.

strangely lethargic, Crowds slow iri-
coming ait start. Downstairs seat sateway oft*. Ray Bolger, Luella ,Gte»:
and Tamara Geva even ddriated
services to.local flbool b^neflt?sho\vi
but nor gb«
^' Trio's marquee reps did pull i
$16,500 for six days and two mati-
nees, That would he swell f6r a
straight drama, but for a $3.30 musi-
cal of 'Ori Your Toes* standard, it
was an off-week; •

.
Estimate tor Last Week

. Tear Toes,' Hanna (1,435; 55-
$3.30).~rFor six performances, $16,500
was good, but not enough. Weather
no excuse.

Eoghmf to Curb Tax

by Foreigners

London, Feb. 9.

Income tax authorities are in close
touch With ;the

; Labor Ministry here
td prevent tax welching by foreign-
ers working in England in films and
legit. Estimated that the annual tax
evasions from foreigners are cldse
to $3;750,000,

'•

Now decided by Tax and: Labor
Ministry/ author it ies that any
foreigners signed here for wdrk will
have their taxes paid by the em-
ployers and the - employees will
henceforth be compelled to sign a
statutory declaration to that effect.

Otherwise labor permits wilt be re-
fused altogether.

ENGAGEMENTS
Joseph Greeriwald, Peggy French,

•Meal Ticket/
Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Ernest Jay,

Alexander Field, 'Amazing Dr. Clit-
terhouse.* .

Roger Livesey,.'Storm in a Teacup.'
Tonia Lawton, *Howdy, Stranger*
Barna Osterstag, 'Stage Dbdr.*
Charles Coburn, 4Sun Kissed.'
Oscar Stirling* Jean Casto, Phillip

Bourrieuff, Edna Peckham, 'Meal
Ticket;'
Ethel Barrymore Colt, Henry Vin-

cent, Lewis Lord Russell, Ellen Love*
Don McLure, "London Assurance/

taken oyer by racketeer. Girl
tries to make them see! the light, that:

it takes coin, to get off that baloriey
diet, but yellow- journalism is their
mortal dread. She. joins up with the
racket mob and proceeds to crack
down on a department store which
won't buy space.
Mob boss has his muscle man do

a tampering . job • that wrecks; the de-
partment store elevator at Christ-
mas tiriie. Old copy reader is shot
down when he tried to show up the
workings of the mob and place re-
"sponsibility for the elevator crash at
the door of the opposition sheet.
Dramatic denouement comes when
righteous publisher sells but to the
racket boss and announces that, he
will do something big for the city.

He'll use the $10,000,000 to build and
stock a zdd.

There's enough irony
make many a publisher cri
check up on his conscience.

Best acting is done by Beatrice
Newport as the femme reporter.
There're fat parts for several others,
but they fail to measure up.

Staging is handicapped; by too
much conflict to- eliminate waits.
Double-decked affair, serves the,

purpose, but characters- running:
around in two different sectors at the
same time, has too much '61 a
tendency to .divert attention from the
focal action.

'Roaring Girl' is stage and
screen material. casting can
make or break it. Helm/
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Loops Sock Biz Continues, 'Waltz

$am Tollies' 'Eyre 21G's

Chicago, Feb. 9.

This will go down in history as

one of the loop's greatest b. o. sea-

sons. Shows *i« doing remarkable
business. Last week there were five

of 'cm, and all capacity or near-
capacity.
The repeating 'Great Waltz,'

which snatched a good $23,500. at
$2.20 top at Qte mammoth Audi-
torium. This was the. second showing
here for 'Waltz' and, could have
stayed another week or so, but
scrammed after Its scheduled 12 per-
formances. Went to St. Paul, and
comes t>ack to Milwaukee before
heading east
Two capacity shows left town

Saturday after long money stays,

'First Lady' out of the Harris, and
'Jane Eyre' out of the Erlanger, with
«You Can't Take It With You' re-
placing at the former house on Sun-
day (7), while the D'Oyly Carte
troupe arrived yesterday (Monday)
at the latter. Advance sale oh both
houses is tremendous. Gilbert <&

Sullivan troupe is in for four weeks
only and looks a cinch.

Estimates for Last Week
•First La*y,' Harris (l,000r$2.75>.

Quit town after six capacity weeks,
taking better than $15,000 last week.
Could easily have stayed longer. '

'Great Walte* Auditorium (4-000;

$220). In and out after 12 per-
formances on this repeat showing.
Did a stdong $23,500 last week for

total over $30,000. in 12 times and
could have: stayed a week longer
without any trouble.

'Jaae -Eyre,' Erlanger (1,400; $3^0).
Scrammed after four weeks, hold-
ing over one week beyond the orig-
inal date. Better than $21,000 oh its

finale, great. Business capacity
throughout, despite weak press,
"teanmg «a fcetty/ Selwyn (1,-

000; $2.75) (12th week). Into spring
without trouble; business holding to
excellent gross week after week;
consistently hitting around $13;000.
•You Can't Take It With You,* Har-

ris (1,000; $2.75) (Ist^veek). Opened
here Sunday (7) to big advance.-
Looks for a long money stay.
'Ziegfeli Follies,' Grand (1,300;

$3,05) <6th -week). Beginning to ad-
vertise 'last weeks' but still in big
coin class. Above $27,000 last week,
excellent

Other Ataractions
D'Oyly Carte Gilbert &. Sullivan

Bep., Erlanger. , Opened yesterday
(Monday) in this 1,400-seater for a
month's gallop. Advance excellent

WPA .

.
'O Say Ca« Y»« Sing,' Great

Northern. Musical holding to good
money pace and fine customer trade
in 10th week.

'Within These Walls,' Blackstbne.
Last half of a fortnight's try for this
monastery play. 'In the Good Old
Summertime': replacing.

mmmn
Philadelphi , Feb. $

Big smash of the week in legit
here was, without any doubt, 'Idipt's

Delight.' Theatre Guild production
started off a two-week stay at the
Forrest with a few empty seats Mon-
day and a few more (very few)
Tuesday. After that it was a case of
try-and-get-in. Tough part of it for
the producers and the local Shubert
office was that the show was on. sub-
scription (ATS's sixth and final show
of the '36-'37 season); Having been
pnce promised, the Guild didn't want
to go back on its word, so the next-
best, thing was done by moving the
engagement. • from the Chestput
(where other,, subscription' shows
have played) to the larger-capacity
Forrest. Even then the subscription
scale held the gross down to $23,000,
whereas, with a normal $3 top in this

house, it could have iled up plenty
..more..'

This week the show has something
of another bad break with Pbilr
adelphi Forum having taken oyer
the house last night and tonight
(Tuesday). This will further cut
down the gross, with plenty of turn-
aways assured all week.

•'A Point of Honor,' costume try-
out at the Erlanger, drew tough no-
tices .and dismal biz on its single
week. It ;opened Tuesday and didn't
hit $3,500 in seven performances.
'Hey Diddle Diddle,' . Ahnfe' Nichols'
try-but at the Locust, also in for
one week only, was equally sad.
with less than $4,000 at a $2 top.
On the other . hand, 'Reflected

Glory' did rather well in the latter
part of its second week at the Chest-
nut and reported $11,500.

Tin's week's newcomers are 'Glory
for All/ George Jessel's comedy pro-
duction at the Erlanger (one week)
and a return to town of 'Pride and
Preiudice,' which plays two weeks
at the Chestnut at $1.50 top.
Also originally skedded to open at

the Chestnut was 'Mulatto,' until

'DEAD END' FINE $9,000

ON 2D WEEK, DETROIT

Detroit, Feb.
When a play can stick for two ses-.

sions .in this town, in face of coin
scarcity caused by prolonged strikes,

and still keep in the black, it's man-
bites-dog. Which is just what 'Dedd
End' did last week at the Cass, snar-
ing $9,000.
Extra week's boojcing, occasioned

by the fact the Tilay was routed into
Cincinnati, where floods prevented
showing, also proved a gift to' the
Cass, which fortunately was minus
a booking for the stanza. It would
otherwise have been the house's lone
dark session this season. '

.

Currently is ^Oh Your Toes' at
$330 top, pretty stiff with conditions
as- they are; -'

Estimate for Last Week
'Dead End' (2d week) (Cassi 1,400;

$2.75 top). Good $9,500 for second
session, in view of prolonged strikes
here. Dailies' rave notices opening
week and after play's extended run.
here, due to flood in Cincinnati,
helped matters along.

ON YOUR TOES'

SMASH IN

London, Feb. 9.

'On Your Toes' opened at tkie

Palace Friday (5) and was immedi-
ately established as an unmistakable
smash. It'll do good "business here
for quite a spell, if first-night reac-
tion and next-day daily criticism
mean anything.: Lads here took to

the American musical with a ven-
geance. Individual hits, were scored
by » Jack Whiting, Gina Malo, Vera
Zorina and Olive Blakeney of the
cast.

'Because
4
We Must* opened at

Wyndham's the same night It is a
domestic comedy of feminine disil-

lusion, splendidly acted, but doubtful
for biz. . Written by a new dramatist,
Ingaret Giffard.

'The Orchard Walls' opened at the
Saint James Wednesday and folded
Saturday (6). Politely received by
the first-nighters, but panned' bru-
tally by the critics. Was adapted by
Mertbn Hodge; author of 'Wind and
the Bain/ from a Hungarian play by

.

Ladislaus Fodor.
' 'Night Alone' at the Embassy,
opened Tuesday (2). It is an amus-
ing, but transparent comedy,, excel-
lently acted.

C. B. Cochran's newest flash revue
opened Tuesday (2) at the Adelphi.
Tabbed 'Home and Beauty,' it is a
spectacular show and was splendidly
received. Written by A. P. Herbert,
with music by Nikolaus Brodzky and
Henry Sullivan. John Murray An-
derston staged it, with (Gitta Alpar,

Binni Hales and Nelson Keys
starring.

Cohan $7,000, Newark

. Newark, Feb. 9.

George M, Cohan in "Fulton of Oak
Falls' did a fair week at the Shu-
bert Theatre last week* hitting ap-
proximately $7,000. .'

Critics. mentioned, long-windedness
of the play, which Cohan is pruning
hard for. Broadway. B. o. came to.

life at the end of . the week, with
good word-of-mouth.

Mayor Wilson
entation. .

Gielgud's 'Hamlet' comes , to the
Forrest next Monday for a single

week and another try-out, .'The Meal
Ticket,' arrives- at the Erlanger.

. Estimates for Last Week
'Idiot's Delight' (Forrest, 1st week).

Riot,, with $23,000 grossed despite, the
fact show is on subscription. Ca-
pacity after Tuesday and this,week
will be just as big.

.'A Point of Honor' (Erlanger).
Opened Tuesday- (2), got razzed and
didn't get over $3,500. 'Glory for
All,' another try-out, this week,-.-

'Reflected Glory' (Chestnut, 2nd
week). End of week brought the
gross up to a nice $11,500 for an
okay engagement, 'Pride and Preju-
dice' this week.
'Hey Diddle Diddle' (Locust).. An-

other try-out nixed at the b.o. . Scant
$4,000..;

D'OYLY CARTE MERELY

S0-S0 $20,000, PITTS.
r

Pittsburgh, Feb. 9.
Take of the D'Oyly Carte troupe

at the: Nixon, last week was a bit dis-
appointing, hitting only around
$20,000, or considerably under the
gross the Savoyards ran up here two
seasons ago. Gallery and balcony-
seats went, fast, but plenty of empty
rows in the orchestra.
General consensus was that this

year's repertoire isn't quite as at-
tractive as the 1934 lineup and even
matinees, with 'Gondoliers'' . and
'Iolanthe/ didht sell out as expected.
Stay was profitable, however.
Nixon has 'Dead End' current at

$2^5 top. Opened to big advance:
sale, despite the fact that there isn't
a single name-in the/cast.

Estimate for Last Week
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co, (Nixon;

2,100; $3.30 ). Not up to the gross of
two seasons ago, but fairly profitable
at $20,000.

HAMLET BIG

, Lbs Angeles, Feb. 9.
Leslie Howard's long-awaited en-

gagement in 'Hamlet' got'under way
Friday (5) at the Biltmore where it

sticks until next Saturday night (13).
Shakespeare opus got under way tq
a . smash start and,' with advance
heavy for the rest of this week,
should do right smartly on the brief
sojourn..
Henry Duffy folded 'Petrified For-

est' after two weeks at the El Capi-
tan, with the house temporarily dark.

Estimate for Last Week
'Hamlet,' Biltmore,, Los Angeles

(S-1,656; $2.75) (1st week). With
sellouts Friday and Saturday nights
and near-capacity Saturday matinee,
Leslie Howard venture into the
realm of Shakespeare brought a
nifty $6,000 on the two days.

'Petrified Forest/ El Capitan, Hol-
lywood (D-1,571; $1.65) (2d, final
week). Stage version couldn't com-
pete with the trade garnered by the
film recently, so folded after a sec-
ond week at $4,500.

WPA.
'Habit,' Mason. New murder mys-

tery by Charles Conger Stewart
debuts today (9) for the customary
two weeks' run. Walter Bernard di-
rected, with the cast featuring Philip
Dakin, Moselle Kimbler, Walter Mar-
shall and George Barnes.

•Revfce «f Reviews/ Hollywood
Playhouse. Musical show continues
to draw and will stick until Feb. 21,
then probably moving to the Mayan,
downtown,
•Boaring Girl/ Mayan. John C.

Mofnt's drama of the press, opened
Thursday (4), showing promise. Is
tentatively set to rim to Feb, 21.
'Help Yourself/ Musart. Winds up

next week-end, making way for 'Lars
Killed His Son/ opening Feb. 18.

MASQUE GOOD

$17,000 IN HOB
Boston, Feb. 9.

Practically sold out before it

opened, John Gielgud's version of
'Hamlet' took off from a single frame
at the Shubert Monday (8). Geil-
gud and company are doing a solo
this week and there is some wonder-
ment that the extra^seats of the
Opera House were not used for the
engagement.
Next week 'Brother Rat' the

Plymouth has the town to itself.

'Idiot's Delight' comes to the Colo-
nial Feb. 22 under auspices of the
Theatre Guild.
WPA 'Help Yourself* stays for a

fourth Week at the Copley.
Last week 'Masque 'of Kings' ended

a two-frame date at the Shubert
with . a very satisfactory take and a
condensed script.

'Pride and Prejudice' quit
,
the

Colonial after four okay weeks, Sat-
urday (6).

Estimates for Last Week
'Masque of Kings' (Shubert; $2.75,

2nd week). Maxwell Anderson's
blank verse play with Dudley Digges,
Henry Hull, • Pauline . Frederick and
Margo, received warm critical rer
ception.' Built up to dandy $17,000
for final : stanza;

'

•Pride and Prejudice' (Colonial;
$2.75; fourth week). Extended be-
yond usual two subscription weeks
(Guild), this, one drew enough extra
trade in the final two weeks to make
the hang-over worthwhile. Finale,
about $8,000.

Generally Good, But Lent May Hurt

'His Excellency/ satire by Leonard
Reade, to be shown by Bushar and
Tuerk. Direction by Edward Clarke
Lilley.;

There are 31 attractions on Broad-
way's list this week, about par with
the same period .last winter. Fact
that there have been few closings
recently attests to the strength ..of
legit theatre patronage, which has
supported the- weaker shows ./in

enough measure to hold them.
:

Business eased off somewhat last
week," but not enough to really dent
grosses. Hotels report heavy book-
ings and there, are many buyers in
the metropolis, most of them spend-
ing money freely. If that condition
continues, Lent, which started today
(10), will have even less effect on
business. However, the income tax
deadlines will probably .bring box-
office headaches.

:
Two attractions which opened last

week may be among the season's
successes. One,' revival, /King
Richard ' (Maurice Evans) at the
St James, which has not been seen
in New York for over 50 years, drew
rave notices after Friday's (5) debut.
Other, 'Frederika/ drew mixed no-
tices but its Chances are fairly good.
'And Now Goodbye,' which lighted
the Golden (Masque) appears to be
in doubt. 'Behind . Red Lights' a
recent entrant, is gaining at the box
office, with last week's gross around
$9,000 or more. Although its . busi^
ness was cot strong, Tide Rising,'
moved ,from the Lyceum to the 44th
Street, .after being announced to
fold. THowdy Stranger' moved from
the Longacre to ; the 46th Street.
Both houses are large and both
shows can cut-Tate to a large extent.
Incoming next week: "Having

Wonderful Time/ Lyceum; 'Glory,
for All,' 48th Street; "Marching Song,'
Bayes <roof); 'An Enemy of the
People' (revival), Hudson; 'London
Assurance' (revival), Vanderbilt.
Only one attraction is slated off

Saturday, it being "The Country
Wife/ which extended its engage-
ment. /Thirsty Soil' will either close
or move from the 48th St.. 'But for
the Grace of God*, is slated off the
middle of ttext week. .

Estimates for Last Week
'And Now Goodbye/ Golden (2d

week) (C-789-$3:30). Drew in and
out press; indications are. for modest
money; first week estimated around
$5,000. .

'Be So Kindly,' Little (1st Week)
(CD-532-$3.30). Presented by Rich-
ard Skinner and Hope Lawder in as-
sociation with Aldrich . and Myers1

;

written ,by Sara Sandberg; first

called In Gold We Trust'; opened
Monday ,

'Boy Meets Girl/ Cort <«4th week)
<C-l,059-$3.30). Hooked up. to oper-
ate to profit at moderate

,
coin; last

week around $8,000 and okay.
"But for the Grace of God,' Guild

(5th week) : (D-«14-$3.30). Due off

next Wednesday (17); estimated
around $11,000, slated following at-

traction is 'Storm in. a. Teacup/
'Behind Bed Lights/ Mansfield (5th

week) (D-l,097-$3.30). Improved
again* with gross now around $9,000;
strong , at boxofflce and figures, to
stick*
'Brother Bat/ Biltmore (9th week)

<CD-991-$330). Eased off somewhat
last week, but dearly in the "hit class
and good for rest of season;. $13*500.

'Call life Ziggy,* Longacre (1st

week) (C-i,019-$3,30). Presented by
Michael Todd; written by Dan Gold-
berg and . presenter; opens Thurs-
day (11).
'Dead End,* Belasco (68th week)

(CD-99l-$3.30). Slated .to stick well
into spring; getting around $7,500;
turning weekly profit.

frederika,' Imperial (2d week)
(0-l,468-$3.85). Opened late last
week; notices somewhat mixed, but
indications favorable for moderate
coin.
Tulton of Oak Falls/ Morosco (1st

week) (CD-961-$3.30). Presented by
Cohan and Harris; written by Parker
Fennelly; George M. Cohan starred;
opens tonight.
Wgh Tor/ Beck (5th week)

(D-l,214-$3.30). Getting excellent at-
tendance," last week's pace moved
forward agai and approximated
$16,000.
'Howdy Stranger/ 46th St. (5th

week) (Crl,375-$3 30). Moved here
from the Longacre Monday; better-
ing an even break, with . gross close
to $5,000. , :

'Masque of Kings/ Shubert (1st
week) (D-l,382-$3.30). Presented by
Theatre Guild; written by Maxwell
Anderson; opened Monday.
*Point of Honor,' Fulton (1st week)

(D-913-$3J30). Presented by Luther
Greene; written by Jo Eisinger and .

Stephen Van Gluck; opens Thurs-
day (11).

'Red, Hot and Blue/ Alvi (16th
week) (M-l :,355-$4.40). Holds to ^ex-
cellent takings, with gross around
$28,000; looks set well into the spring.
'Show Is On,' Winter Garden (8th

week) (R-l,671-$4.40). Still out in
front of the list and may rug into
the summer; pace approximately
$38,000.
'Stage Door,' Music Box (17th

week) (Crl,012-$3^0). Holding to
real money, with last week's takings
again around $16,000; among the sea-
son's good things.
'The Eternal Road,' Manhattan O.H;

(6th week) (M-2,780-$4.40). Eased
off last week, with gross around $25,-

000;. some downward revisi
operating expense necessary.

.

The Wingless Victory,' Empire
(8th week) (D-l,099-$3.30). Again
around $17,000 for dramatic hit:
Katharine Cornell will add 'Candida'
soon, appearing in it three times
weekly instead of 'Victory/

. 'The Women/ Barrymore (6th
week) (C-1,048-$3J0). One of the
strongest draws in town; virtual ca-
pacity at all performances, with pace
better than $20,000.
Tide Rising,' 44th St. <3d week)

(D-l,325-$3.30). Was slated to close
last Saturday, but moved here from
Lyceum Monday; around $4,000 last

'. 'Thirsty Soil/ 48th St (2d week)
(D-969-$2.75). Opened,, last, midi,
week, drawing a negative press;,

chances not so good. .

Tobacco Road,* Forrest (166th
week ) (D-I,017-$l.«5 ). Has been
running ahead of estimated figures,

.

with grosses recently: going arOund

.

the $8,000 mark; amazing vitality.

'Temght at 8d0,» National (12th
week) (C-1,132t$4,40). Length of en-
gagement not definite, but may stick
another mOnth or so because of
clean-up business; : $25,000.

Tovarieo,' Plymouth (18th week)
(CD-l,036-$3^0). Another hit con-
sistently . getting smash business
every week, with gross over $21,-000,

'Victoria Begtaa/ Broadhurst (re-
sumed en.) <50th week) (D-1,110-
$3.30). Holds to excellent flgures,
with last week's takings again around
$18,000. ,

'Wifaite Horse Inn/ Center (20th.
week) (M-3,321-$i«5 ). Not much
change, but slightly under previous
week, with gross close to $3.3,400;

:

looks sure through the. winter.
Tes, My Barlteg Ds«eMer» Play-

house (1st week) (C-878-$3.30). Prer
sented by Alfred de Liagre, Jr.; writ-
ten by Mark Reed; first , called 'All

About Love'; opened Tuesday.
<Y+u Cnn't Take It with Tm/

Booth <9Ui week) <C-704-$3^0>i Ad-
vance sale extends into June and all

performances to standee attendance;
over $15,000.

Kevirals
'King Richard 11/ St. James;

opened Friday (5) and accorded rave
notices. .

•The Country Wife/ Miller (lUh
week) (C-94t-$3J0). Due off this

week; last week around $7,1500; next
attraction will be 'Now You've Done
it' .. .

:

"Naaghty Kdutht,' American Musie
Hall; doing very well.

^tt Caai Hmvpen Bere/ Adelphi;
final week again announced.
Dr. Fa«t«»/ Maxine Elliott,

^Bassa Mmu,' Daly's 63d St
'Sweet Lsai/ Lafayette, Harlem;

SOCK IN

Washington, Feb. 9.
.

With matinees sold out cold and
nights building toward almost SJLO.
on final performance, John Gielgud'*
'Hamlet' rolled up approximately
$26,500 at $3.30 top last week at the
National

'Reflected Glory* is current -at the
National, with Tallulah Bankhead,
daughter of the Speaker of ihe House,
knocking the carriage trade for a
loop. Next on the docket is 'Dead
End.'
Fact that *Dcad End* cast includes

several players under 18 years of
age, but over 16, brings to light a
quirk in the local child lab'T law
which permits children over 16 to
appear only iip to 10 p.m. Curtain
will be rung up at eight sharp to get
the youngsters off by the local cur-
few. '

•

" '
v'

Frisco's Own 'Hannibal*
Under $5,000, And Out

San Francisco, Feb. 9.

'Return of . Hannibal,' new local
show, did miserable .: xz at the
Geary Theatre, where it had its

world, premiere last week. Without
exception, all the crix panned it uri- :

mercifully. , Despite the presence of
Elaine Barrie Barrymore in the cast,
show folded after six days.

'Battle Hymn', (WPA) at the Co-
lumbia, on the other hand, was wide-
ly acclaimed by the press, but the
public is showing little interest. Rairi
perhaps accounts for the lack of at-
tendance.

Estimates for. Last Week
'Return of Hannibal' /Geary) (1st

week) (1,500; . 2.50), —fortunately,
cost of production was shaved down'
on this, otherwise the loss would be
far greater than it is. Claim to have
taken in $5,000, but it was below that.
Folded Saturday night (C).

WPA
'Battle Hymn' (Columbia) (2d wk>

(1,500; 50c). Very disappointed at
the pull of. this one. . Hope for biz.
pick-up now that the marine strike
has been settled. Maybe $2,500.

:
'-
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CAPONSACCHI
Opera In -three-'- act?, prolop nnd epilog:

tionls. Arthur .. Goodrich' :'• '• rouble, ' , • Rlchunl
nfionmn; Hduptetl- rroiii play.ot B(\mt» niune,

l>y Goodrich nnd Rose A. -rainier. liiiHecl on
Robert |->i'o\vnlnK's pberii. 'The., Injr: arid

the Uook'; at Metropolitan Ojieru House,
N. T, Feb. 4: '37; HnRernan concJuetlnK,

..,,-'. .Mario .Ohaiploe
Lawrence Tl)>i>ett

.... . Normun Cordon.
. , ,\ . XouIh d'Anpelp
.GeorRe' CehiVnbvulty
.Giordano Fnltr|rilerl

. . . .... ..James Wolfe

... ; ... . , John Gurney.
, . i . Mas AltRlnssJ

.... ; ; . Arnold GalVor

. ; 'ilfred IflnKel.nian

.. .John Gurhey-
. .G'eorfce Rapely.
.'Norrrmh Covdon-

. . i Jhmes: Wolfe

Cuponsncclil
Guldo Ki-iinc'esit-

Pope Innocent
To in mail '.

. . . .

.

ven.tui'lnl
Scalohl ........
Mnntlnl . . . . . . . . . ... .. . .

.

Giotto -.

Melchlor ...... .

.

A ndre:t ............. .';';•/. <•

Canon Contl. ..'.;; '»

Fletro.- Pom ' '\
Gherardl. ...

The Governor of. Arezzo ,

.

The Archbishop of Arezzo
The Innkeeper at Castelhuovo,

Lou Ia d'Anselo
His -Servant;

.

A Guard, ..;'..

A .Messenger.

.

Pornpllla .,.'.

Vlblante . .-. .

.

.Margherlta . i

.

Marlneltn .

.

. lordano Paltrlqierl
: . .George Cehahovsky,
. iordario • Palt rlnlerc

. . . .;i:'. Helen- Jepaon

:

Doris Doe
. .. . .

:

.

';'. Anna , Ka?l<as
.Loelelle Browning

role, a mite hard to 'believe. His
bald spot and inclination to a paunch
make it none too easy to.accept him
as the lover. But he has a sweet, and
penetrating voice and he is young.
.Rest of the. cast is just about okay,
with the Met standbys, James Wbjfe,
Max '. Altglass and Norman Cordon
outstanding. ' Kauf,

Lumawig e la Saetta
(.'Lumawig and the Thunderbolt')

Rome, Jan. 29. .-.

. Ballet lit : two '; scenes'; music, AndrlAno
T-unlill; book. Maner Lualdl; produced at
Royal Opera House, Romer with Attllla
Radios as .first ballerina rind -Flljppo
Movuccl.as 'first dancer; • Carlo Plcclnato,-
.director; •' Boris,; Romanoff, dance*, director^
sets. : -Miirio Clfo' Fllo'mftrlno/i orchestra
conducted by Tiillld Serafin; costuniea
by: 'Mario.. Clto Fllomarino.

A bit over a year ago .the Metro-
politan-Opera House was in trouble;

not enough business, no resppnse
from the younger set. Big house
announced a new policy—new faces,

s.a. femmes, American talent where-
ever possible, and new works'. For
one season there were steps along
all these lines. And now, in the sec-

ond season of the new regime, the
Met presents a new operar-first pre-

miere of the season—and takes, a
large step backwards.

If any legit producer, no matter
how small or big, tried to put ojn a
new play, no matter how important,
with slovenly second-rate scenery
or costumes Jhe'd be shouted down.
But the Mefc thinks it can get away
with it. At .$7.70 top, the Met -

poses its close to 4,000 seats to a new
show with re-painted drops and flats,

and shabby costumes.
•

. Maybe that's economy* And may-
be it's suicide.

Not' that the hew opera is in itself

any great shakes.
It won't stay in the repertory very

long; BUt there have been worse
shows given a better chance. And
Edward Johnson and the Met direc-

torate ought, to realize by now that

the. days of iive-'em-cake are over.
There is still; and always will be.

probably, a certain percentage/ of
customers who' will go to opera no
matter -where, how or when. But
that doesn't pay. the bills. The bills

are* paid by that, additional mob
•Which fills the pews, who are at^

tracted by worthwhile theatre.
Because that, in the final analysis,

is what opera is—theatre. Highly
sensitized^ perhaps; off in a corner,
perhaps—but theatre. And nothing
proves this contention better than
the current new opera, 'Cappn-
sacchi.' As a dramatic, vehicle for
Walter Hampden, it got a certain
amount : of attention. Transmuted to
operatic regions it is still a creaky(

though occasionally exciting melo-
drama. The musical score* intended
by v the composer (so he , says) tc

merely underline the dramatic ac-
tion, is just about that. . As a com-
posite, the stage antics impress more
than do those in the pit.

Originally, this play was conceived
as a poem by' Robert Browning, 'The
Ring and the Book,' It was a very

. long-winded poem, one of Browning's
poorest efforts, but .'intriguing from
a literary, standpoint because of its

unique and complicated Viewpoint.
The story of .a crime and intrigue,
the. poem tries to present fully the.

various - viewpoints of everybody
concerned. In 'transmuting this to
the. stage, Arthur Gppdrich and Rose
A,, Palmer simplified things consid-
erably; centering the plot. In operp
tic clothes, the plot and action are
the same as in the drama.
Play was produced by and with

Walter Hampden in New York in
November, 1926. Hagedorn, the

:composer, saw it, liked it and started
to work on it here,- finishing- it in
.Miami. But the first performance
•it got was in Germany in 1932.

Vienna also saw it before America
.got a peek at it for the first time
Thursday (4) night at'the Met.
Hageman's music is a puzzler. O

Dutch extraction, he has a decidec
Viennese lilt in his work. Well

. along in years and with a lot of ex
oerience as a conductor and com
-losefi he nevertheless doesn't seem
jure of himself. For moments his

music is very modernistic and in the
heo-Stravinsky school. For moments
'only, however, because most of the
time his. score is reminiscent of the
Italian composers* without the tinkly
components thereof. And through -

out* it is full of artnoyingly reminis-
"cent strains. It totals into more of

an unhappy pot pourri of various
Strands than an original composition.
From a singing

.
standpoint, the

'Met gave the performance its best.

Lawrence Tibbett is the heavy,
Guidp, which gives him all the op-
portunity 'in the world to strut fcnd

swagger around, the stage. (Inci-

dentally, this is a thought for film-

doni, which hasn't quite figured out

what to do with opera singers: the

Met doesn't hesitate making them
Heavies, or character actors, whereas
Hollywood thus far has alwavs tried

to make thfeni romantic leads With,

sometimes, disastrous results.) Helen.

Jepson is a lovely picture as Guido's

wife. fMarld Chamlee, in the title

Both the theme and music
, of this

ballet are interesting, but the dances
are ugly and anything but original.
Even if they hadn't been'podr, how-
ever, their effect would probably
have been spoiled by the . costumes,
which .made everyone lodk as. un-
graceful as possible. They are garish,
unartistic and cluttered up with un-
justifiable gadgets and frills.

First scene plays in a forest on an
: maginary island. Animals are seen

.

playing under the trees and then the
inhabitants

:

; of the island come to
gather, fruits. Storm approaches .-ahd
all the :islanders run for shelter ex-
cept Venka. Lumawig, god of the
storm, passes over the forest in a
>lack storm cloud, and annoyed at
Venka's lack . of fear, strikes him
dead. Islanders return and, finding'
Venka dead, beg the

.
god to give

him 'back, but they are answered
only by the angry claps of thunder.
Finally, spurred -on by Habima, the
wife of Venka, they .become defiant
and go off in a fantastic war dance.
Second scene shows the throne of

Lumawig resting, on a storm cloud
above the mountain top. After one
of his servants does some rearrang-
ing, of the • sky, taking down the
moon and putting up the sun,, the
god awakes to find the inhabitants
of the island' all gathered on top of
the mountain, shouting defiance at
him. His warriors stand ready to
defend him, but -he tells them not
to bother; his throne is impregnable.
Then tiie island women, start to

dance/ Led by Habima, ' wife of the
slain warrior, their dance, becomes
more and more provocative, until it

lures the god and his guards
down - from the cloud throne
onto the earth. Once. Luipa-
wig has comie' down from his
throne, it is an easy thing for Habima
to snatch the thunderbolt, symbol of
his power, away from him. There
is a peal of thunder and the ffod

vanishes. In his place appears Venka,
thus, returned to his people. He and
his wife do a dance of joy and
triumph. .

' Helnl •

BASKETBALL WITH

STRIP-TEASE FUVS

Basketball is no dice for burleycu
houses. That is what the Apollo
(burlesk) West 42nd Street has
decidec after trying to interest the
strip-tease fans for 10 weeks. It cost

the house $1,000 to find out. House
paid salaries of 13 players each week
for the Monday night contest but
regular patrons failed to enthuse.

.

Apollo still retains its Amateur
Nights on Wednesdays- and continues
to. go for novelty stuff op vaudeville.

Has used small toe ballet to get away
from .usual stripping and this week
is using an aerial act (The Santellos)
and comedy team billed as-. Three
Lunairicks.

GIRL IN FISHB0WL

Burlesque House Tries Lobby Nov-

elty—Girls Alternate

Raymond operators of the

Star and Century, rooklyn, N. Y.,

are exhibiting
, the 'Girl, in the. Fish

Bowl' lmmick in the lobby of the
Century as a cuffo come-on. Rights
were secured from Bernays Johnson;
originator*

Gal in glass has been heretofore
confined : to iteries,, haying been
used first in Billy Rose's defunct
Casino .de Paree and later in the
French Casi ' a first time use
in a' theatre.

Raymonds have taken a sixrweek
contract for the use Johnson's
idea. House girls are used alter-

nately... idea was for both houses to.

use .it but Star lacks lobby space.

Monte Carlo, Feb. 1.

With the Monte Carlo Opera sea-

son under way under irection

of Charles Putman more names have
been added to the programs in an
effort to make the 1937 season the

best since the war. Reynaldp Hahn
will appear for the first time here
in charge of the orchestra, on Feb;
3, When the 'Festival Mozart' will
be presented under the direction of
Sacha Guitry.
Henri Rabaud will direct the or-

chestra on Feb. 10 and 12, and Sid-
ney , Beer, will present concerts on
the 17th and 19th. Composer Rich-
ard Strauss will present a concert
on March 12, Bruno Walter on
March . 31, and the Greek Master
DimitrirMitrbpoulous will be * in
charge 6ni March 3.
' Artists on the program include
Charles Pansera; Mile. Gioconda de
Vito, Gaetane Ulimo; Anita Volfer,
Jacques Thibaud, Walther Gieseking,
Umberto Benedetti;. Marjorie Law-
rence, Mine. Eide Norena, Mile. Plio
Palo.

Fritz Kreisler will present con-
certs on March 1.7 and 10 and Serge
Rachmaninbv will play March 24
and" 26. Adolf Busch, April 2; Ruth
Slenczinski, April , and Mile.
Francoise Holnay, will sing April 9.

Others who will also appear, on
programs are

. Pau| Tprtelier, Van
Bocxtaele and Mme. Paulette Mayer,
pi 1st.

Mexican Cleanup
Mexico

,
ity,

Civic fathers have warned
lesque houses' to dirt from
•their programs iii of losing

their licenses,

Several shows
mandate.

the

Lola Pierce 111
1

Billy Watson's Beef Trust played
to heavy business at Rialto, Chi, last

week!
.
^^Lpla .Piercej.' starred stripper,

was forced to leave show because of

illness.

' Pierce girl was replaced by Babe
Davis.

Kpner's Recital

Pauline Koher, American inter-

pretive dancer, signed by Ed Perkins
for a concert seri the west
coast beginning early in March.
Will take in Hollywood. San Diego,

Los Angeles and San Francisco.

D; , just back from the Soviet,

will give a New York recital at

Town Hah before ' westward,

Clause Bars Burlesque

. Louis, - Feb. .

Whatever hopes Oscar Dane may
have . entertained: in introducing a
Negro or burlesk show in shuttered
Orpheum, downtown Fanchpn &
Marco house, closed . several weeks
ago when F&M failed, to obtain con-
cessions from 1ATSE ' relative to

stage 'hand personnel, was .blasted
When representatives' of Charles
Cella,- owner , of property declared
lease specifically prohibited burlesk
in this house.
"- Recently Pane opened negotiations
with Harry C; Arthur, for Orpheum
on which F&M -has a three year
lease. Dane said he wouid seek angel
to help him open hpiise for an all

sepia shpW. However- Dane has been
identified with independent burlesk
here, fpr many years and it was
figured he intended to install that
type of entertainment.

Independent Burlesque

Week of Feb.
.
;China Dolls'—Gayety. Minneapolis.
'X'iUdlea In. Lingerie'—Rialto, Chicago.

--'TeaHe> hnd .Wheezes'—Oasln Torotilp.
'Fades and - Paticlee'—Open.
'Swing Girls'— Lyric. Ailentow.n, Mon.-

Tue;:; Majestic. Harrlshurg, Wed.;
Capitol. Reading, Thnrs.-Frl,

; Majestic r

WI)liamsp6rt, Sat. -
'toylnnd—Tr.6c;; Phlladoiphlai
'Swing Yoiir . Baby 1—Hudaoni Union

City.
'

'Twinkle Tooh'- . /
.. . Tues. . ami Wea.

.'Pepper Pot Revue'—Howard'.
-'Crnv.y. Quilt'—Bhiplre, N'ewarlt,
VNb'Uii But Oniiics'—Gnyety, -

..i.:isrton.'

..: "4'op Hat Rpvue.'^Gayety. Baltimore.
' 'ParlH By Nlgrlu'-^-CaplloI. Toledo.
'Alohte Carl6 Girls'—(4ayej.y, Detroit,
Merry Mnldeliw'—Carilck.. St. Louis; .

.
.'Pardon tho Glatnour'-^-CaHlno, Pitts-

burgh.' ''
.

'

.;

'TiVlnUle Toe's'-r-Lyric, ildgepprt,
ThuiH.y I'Yl. and Hat.:

'Bozo Snyder's —
• Century,

Brook lyh.-

. 'Beet Trusl'-^Presklent, Dea MolrteB.

Burlesque Reviews

ORIENTAL, N. Y.
(STOCK)

Living' Minskys, H. Kay and Mor-
ton,, appear how to be acquiring -a

Ziegfeldian complex tp augment
their predilection for advertising
their ability -to breath. They've got
a long way to go to equal ziegfeld,
but, if they know the secret of life,

they should impart at least a small
portion of knowledge to their show-
stager. From the looks of. the new
presentation which opened on a
grind policy Friday (5)^ the house
producer must be quite inanimate.

Mirtskys are spending a little more
coin oh their shows than the other
Metropolitan exhibitors of flesh and
filth, but without achieving much*
Flesh is pink and young and seem-
ingly firm .(from the loge section),
but in' a frame , that's an audience-
chaser instead of holder. House has
been pretty successful since its

Christmas night opening, but if the
dullness continues it will certainly
start slipping. '

House* with its miniature stage
and off - the - beaten -path location,
must depend on its shows to draw.
This show will not get any word-of-
mouth. support, probably the re-
verse, in fact.
Bpbby Sanford (he operated ' a

showboat on the Hudson) is billed
as the stager; Jimmy Mahr gets
credit for the dances (and npt much*
credit is due): Mischa Salmon did
the scenery, While Russ Kahn batons
the pit orchestra. All of them could
benefit by a trip down to the Irving
Place, one of the city's rowdier bur-
lesk. spots, because , the' only , things
burlesk-y around the Oriental right
now are the strippers and the con-
cessionaires.
Comedy is pretty brutal, with two

of the bits (Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
and the dice game) lifted almost
bodily from two vaude acts, though
not done .nearly as well here by the
burley comics. . Other comedy, por-
tions are typically -burlesque except
for the surprising minimum of dirt,
and all of them are typically blah.
. Strippers do the usual -undressing,
though showing less here than at
most pf. the otherjspots/with a gilded
dancer : and her ' exceptionally well*
educated stomach and thigh muscles
really stealing the show. She's billed
as Little Egypt' and Will probably
wind , up in one of the West 52nd
street niteries before many 'weeks
go by. Other strippers aTe Vireihia
Mann, Gladys Fox, Queenie King,
Julie Bryan; Terrah . Noah, Mile.
Verhe:. Comics and straight men in-
clude Phil Silvers, Jack LaRue, Al
Golden, Jr., Hank Henry, Sid- Stone,
Show's juve singer is Henry La-
Marr, while Ralph Brown and Rol-
land Holder make up a male colored
buck 'n' wing team who ,dance okay
but are out-of-play in a white, strip
show.
This week's show ' title is ?From

Bad to .Worse'—and it?s just that..
Scho,

TWINKLE TOES
;
(CENTURY, BROOKLYN)

Usually boastful of moderately
clean shows, the Raymond Bros, this
week has a' highly spiced Izzy Hirst
wheel portion; Show was caught by
Raymonds in Union City, N. J.> to
permit changes, customary deletions
and building up of weak spots. Ray-
monds admit that 'Toes' was difficult
to ' alter, because of roughness all
through and that little was done in
the way of reform.
House added several 'attractions' to

maintain its show values, which here-
tofore Were not found lacking. Madge
Carmyle, ace stripper and dancer, and
Midgie Parks, stripper and balloon
dancer, are plenty nude but never
attain the bare facts status of the
show proper; Aunt Hattie, 200-
pound, colored gal, stopped the show
with her risque songs and mock
strip . for -an encore. Hefty Hattie
drops her .dress in a quickie to re-
veal ebony; undies. Good for plenty
of laughs.

'Kiki' Roberts, widow of late Jack
(Legs) Diamond, ' the, piece de.
resistance of the house's added fea-
tures.

;
Miss . Roberts was obviously

engaged for the value of her rep
and not for talent. Fan dance she
does at the conclusion of the show
could have been spotted :as opener
and done on a bicycle instead of her
toes With . equal results,

GAIETY, N. Y.
', Abe Minsky and Izzy Herk have
tried a little showmanship in form
of a European finished, nude dancer
(with talent) and the application of a
little soap -and water to good results.
House carries the average number of
strippers (5), augmented by a line of
14 and six: showgirls, to slake the
psycho patrons. There's as much un-
covered as ever, which is' plenty, but
it has taken on a thin veneer that
sort of. removes the raw beef hue;
.
Trick 1

of revealing all as soon as
possible to keep up interest is dis-
pensed with here. 'Same procedure
would probably spell curtains else-
where. Trick lighting, neat costum-
ing and obvious thought Replaces the
short order meat-on-a-dish attitude.
Jane Dobbins, the imported Amer-

ican girl, who actually went to Eu-
rope, on art exchange basis with the

Alcazar to Par s, displays more than
a strip talent in her turn. Clad in
transparencies the girl removes th*
upper half completely during her
wiggle terpmg in first number done
before the curtain in the manner of
the teasers. Second appearance in a
production number, and in the alto-
gether, is also more arty than lpne-
shpremanish. 6

Dorothy Dee, Betty Duvan, Diane
Johnson and the pop Joan Carroll
and Toots Brawner strip in the order
or disorder named. Gals all know
-their business though last two men-
tioned are high-schoolers.

Of the funny men Frank X. ilk is
the best. Npt dependent on his ma-
terial or comic raiment. Silk is of
the school that, really has talent.
Maybe he has too much for Comfort
Of other humorists, ex-vauder Herb
Faye and Walter Stanford.

Situations, although probably an-
tiquated, somehow gather a freshness
here that is not in evidence else-
Vrtiere. Added to this, is the fact that
same are also de-blued. Leon Devoe
and Joe Lyons play straights. Geor-
gie Kaye, singer, is a pleasant change
from the frog voiced' yodeTers of the
profession, •

: Chorus is ho worse, and possibly-

a

little better than the average. Work
is certainly in the latter category,
Better all around performances are
probably accountable in the better
thah minimum pay that Gaiety, insti-
tuted early last summer as an added
inducement when the girls shortage
Was first felt;

. Hurl

WEEK-END BURLESQUE

PROSPERS IN

Reading,

Now in its second 'revival' year—
in the Orpheum last year—burlesque
here, at present in the Capitol the-
atre, is swinging along With a satis-

factory volume of business' thus far.

The house is operated every Thurs-
,day and Friday, matinees and nights,

by L B. Hurst, Philadelphia, pre-
senting IBA wheel shows doing a -21-

week circuit, most of them one-Week
stands. For the rest of each week
the. Capitol is a picture house. Jack.
Beck is manager on burlesque dates.

.. Starting from, a week in the Troca-
derp, Philadelphia, companies doing
burlesque here spend Mpnday and
Tuesday in the Lyric, Allentpwn,
and the rest pf the week in Beading,-
William'sport and Harrlsburg. Each
company carries its own musical di-
rector, 16 girls in the line and 15
principals. -The route covers To-
ronto, Can.; Minneapolis, St. Louis;
Chicago, Toledo,- Cleveland, Des
Moines, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Balti-
mpre, Washington, Union - City, N.

,

J.; Boston, Bridgeport, Newark and
Brooklyn.

Factor aiding burlesque this year,
after less satisfactory results last

season, is a more liberal advertising
policy, Capitol is drawing from
many towns outside this immediate
district.

Gincy Burlesque Lease

Is Ripe for the Courts
incinriati, Feb. 9.

Some ligitation. over the Empress
here, which reopened Friday (5)

after being closed because, of the

flood. Art Clamage, operator of the

Avenue- and Gayety houses, Detroit,

claims to have secured a lease, but
the present owner, Jack Kane,
fuses to vacate'.

Looks as though they'll fight it out

in court.

Canton Burlesque Folds
Canton, .,

Bob Burch's burly stock company
folded here Thursday (4) after 21

Weeks, longest burlesque run .here in

almost ten years. Burch gave no rea-

son for closing the house, other than
he had other plans for the immediate
future.

r

Final week's business was better

than any in more than a month and
settlement here of, a sit-down
at the Hercules Motors Corp.* return-
ing 1,700 men to thejr jobs, would
have helped business further.

Tod Much Stripping

Chicago, Feb.

Milt usteV's Chinese stri

Amy Fong, at the Rialto,

to .d.oubie Colisimo's
scheduled.
Reason, iven by the stripper was

that she couldn't do the 4 a.m. show
and keep up four or five buvlcy
performances at the same time.
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38 Mags Use Small-Size Format;

Art, Class Highlight New Trends

Boys who buy sex magazines don't

have to slip them under their, coat

any more. New desire-inspiriers come
in a size that can be thrust right into

the pocket! And so does every other

kind oi a magazine nowadays, from

the staid American Mercury to the

Children's Play Magazine; There are

38 magazines already out in the new
small size, with many more all

stages of preparation,

These newrsize . magazines coyer

every 'field of periodical. Even the

pulps are represented with ;
one called

Pocket Detective, put out purely: as

an experiment. There are digests; of

all kinds: Magazines,
.
; Pleaders, ' Fact,

World, Science, Current, Health,

Consumers, arid. Women's.
3iit .Digests aren't all. Others-

elude, two which are .boldly ;ern^

blazoned Sex arid Sexology; one ;is

International Detective Cases; . sev-;

era! deal with both from a
"teennical and angle; Current
Contests is another;- more than a few
deal with astrology; one devotes

itself to column reviewing; there's

magazine* -.for '.meri, Hard-
, soon . t6 change its name to

Popular ; there's New iograr

phy;-vPrinterV-/inki'Va.hd, course,

there are Smoke House and Whiz
Bang., All of them come in the new
pocket size.

•\ Also in . the . small size is Coronet
which, perhaps, typifies hetter than
any other, , the new- trend. A three

'month's' ' old periodical, it combines
class with small size; Sales for the

three issues which are out have beeh
tremendous, and a continued • upward
shoot is expected. In Coronet, as in

other, smallies, the stories and fea-

tures are:as many and as. long as in

other large papers. The decrease in

size is obtained without thickness by
using a different type " on thinner
paper.

Pictures

One of Coronet's strong points' is

its liberal use ot pictures. Pictures

are another important trend in mag-
azines today. Today's demand for

ictures is giving even newspapers
more competition than they care- to

stand, in many cases , -making
j
the

camera . department more important
than . the repbrtorial staff. Sunday
papers have suddenly become full of.

color photography, arid even more
space will be given to pictures during
the coming months. Hearst news-
papers are supplying every picture

man with a small film • which takes
colored photographs. Up to now, 120

cameras have
.
been ordered., and

every- reporter is soon earry a
candid camera on the.si

Outstanding example. .
icture

, possibilities for magazines is -Life,

which is trying hard to meet a de-
mand for mote copies' than it can
possibly print on its present equip-
ment.
. Out for its first issue Tuesday (5),

a magazine entitled Look, also de-
voted to news, photogs, is expected
to take a few encores with the first

issue. Look's outlook is particularly
bright because it is heavily enough
financed so that it will carry no. ad-
vertising i its first year;

Class magazines are going in for
more than news photogs, however.
They're going in for. swell produc-
tions of artistic subjects. First to use.

them to any. great extent has been
Coronet, but the ori in can probably
be traced back to Dollar
monthly, startled unsuspecting
world with its first issue, which con-
tained astohishi beautiful pic-

tures and advertisements. Fortune is

still selling at ,$1 per copy, and sell-

ing big.

Fortune and Esquire
Following Fortune, and. along the

trend modern magazines are taking,

came Esquire, combinihg. the class of

Fortune with the ribaldry of Bally-
hoo, .magazine," ich, a "few years

created a momentary, sensation.

squire sales have continued Upward
and this year's Christmas subscri -

tion business was greater than ever,

which is a real indication, consider-
ing that the: price is 50c. per . copy.
These tWo, Fortune and Esquire,

were the pioneers in class, magazines
—pioneers which achieved smartness
ih. mak'eTup,. stories, articles, and pier

tares.- Both catered away: from shop-
girls and true, confessiortists toward
.the elite and " self-spoofers. It has
been largely through the efforts and
popularity of these two that the pres-
ent trend of smartness i cov-
ers started.

.

At the present time, financial mag-
azines are showing greater sales than
at any time in their history, with a

Threat Promise?

Guy Jarrett,. author of 'Magic
• • and Stagecraft,' rah an adver-
tisement in a trade, paper, for
magic reading:

'Only a limited number
copies have been printed. This

.
nip. $5, next mo* $6, and so on,
June 10. Theh; after one month,

ill publicly burn all copies
I have other things to do.'

greater nuihber. on the market. Pic-
ture fan mags, astrology and current
topic periodicals also are. showing a
definite pick-up.

Piilps continue their steady sale,

varying iittle month by month, but
an extremely

.

interesting note is the
very up-li in Western
sales. More, the ever increasing num-
ber of Westerns are sold in greater
numbers in Texas than .' in ..any other
state in the unibn; With other cattle
and cowboy states close/behind.

Stories of . the west are not limited
to the pulps; scarcely a week goes
by .that. Collier's and the Saturday
Eyeni Post' do not feature a cow-
boy or western yarn, and. even the
class magazines are going in for them
somewhat, v

Several price cuts have helped in-

crease circulation;, notably for Scrib-
ner's and American Mercury . Format
of both has .been changed, of course.
Latter 'has gone to a smallie, while
Scribner's increased its size.. Price of
both

i
magazines, has. been cut, and

figures, indicate that it is this action

which,has caused their circulation to

jump oyer . the. increase recorded by
those which changed format alone.

.

interesting also is the fact that sex
magazines sell in larger quantities

than those of any other class in

downtown districts all over the coun-
try, while their sale is only nominal
in heighb^rhobd[ stores.

Hyde's New Newr Mar.
Fillmore Hyde, who the style

for New Yorker's Talk of the Town,
will start his own magazine this

spring. Publication, as yet unnamed,
Will be a novel type of news month-
ly, expected to appear " Readers!
Digest format. Hyde believes he has
found a formula which makes a
'monthly.,, news mag possible.

Publication will be ! largely .a re-

write job, containing readable ma-
terial, '

.
packed with facts* Hyde's

theory being that since Time started

the heavy
:
research type, of journal-

ism, the American public is a'.sucker,

for more and more facts. Mag 'will

carry no ads at first; but will try for
big circulation, costing about four
cents 'a copy to produce, and selling

for a quarter.

New firm, of which Hyde is presi-

dent, is called Enrey Publishing Co.*

with offices in New York. It in-

cludes William. V. Griffin, » Keep
(Fact and Cue), and William 'Hale'

Harkness, who has put in $35,000.

Others interested are Thomas R.
Coward, Gilman Low, Irwin H. Cor-
nell, C. Moore, Eustace Seligman
and E;. . Noble.

ierre Key's New Book
Pierre V. R. Key, music 6ditor of:

the old N. Y. World before he began
to publish Musical Digest, has
written a book called 'This Busi-
ness of! Singing.'

Between, his two jobs, Key came
into confidential contact with • .hun-
dreds, of singers of all grades of pro-
ficiency' arid' studied with them their
problems and, handicaps: ' Thisr gives
his: book,, published: by himself,,.art

inside slant which will be hailed by
the novice.
In only 128 pages he dpvers . the

prospects, ing and study techr
riiques, business angles and promo-
tional, hints.

Wi
Duel between Serge Weber, drama

critic for the Paris l'Intrahsigeant

and .
Charles: Michekbn, newspaper

director, ing out of . alleged

ihsult
;

by ' the latter, resulted in

Michelson's being wounded in the
forearm in . the third round, after

which the , duel was stopped by the
seconds. Weber is said to be .still

unsatisfied, but further sword cross-

ing is not expected.
Peculiar1 aspect of the duel was

selecting by Michelson /of a blind
man for a. second, creating a prece-
dent which had to be put up to big-

shot French fencing authorities, who
decided to okay it.

.

Two Papers,' One Press

Something of record is being
established in American journalism
with the arrival the ' Brooklyn
Times-Union in the Brooklyn Eagle
plant.

.
Tinies-Union, recently

chased by the Eagle, is being
tinued as an' afternoon sheet,, as is

also the Eagle. irst time known
for two afternoon papers to come off;

the press r from a single plant.

Many changes i city and edi-

torial Tooros ,bf both papers. Arthur
Pollock continues as drama critic of

the Eagle. Louis Sheaffer replaces
Rowland '

. ield; as dramatic critic : and
editor Of the T-U. Drama editor oh
the Eagle is. Gould. Cassal, replacing

Alvah Bessi who becomes Sunday
literary editor. Eagle's motion pic-

ture editor is Martin Dickstei , with
Winston. .Burdett as critic and. Cas-
sal as 'second ''string.....'-'Janet- White
become film of the T. U., re-

placing Seymour Roman, who . be-

comes radio. . editor. Hanson
stays as the Eagle's radio editor.

Dicksteih is supervising the. motion
picture departments of both papers
and is also ;ih charge of: motion pic-

ture advertising for both papers. •:'

ity. editor of the/Eagle is George
Quint, replacing Howard Swain, who
becomes the T. U. city ed. Eagle's,

me; is Edward A. Ruhfel and the

T. U. m.e. John W. Smith. -Lyle

Dbwling is executive editor'- of ;both

papers.

Object is tb have; ; C. stress

local news.S while ^ Eagle will

cover the - metropolitan ' field more
thoroughly.

erninisces

, March issue of Cosmopolitan ,

include the first of a series of arti^

cles on sport by Paul Gallico. First

is titled 'Farewell tb; Sport.' It is a.

resume of the era during which he
was sports editor, reporter and col-

umnist for the Daily News, N,. Y,
Author believes he .witnessed the

greatest parade of top athletes ever.

When in stride no event was too

farfrom New York for Gallico. One
evening he covered a heavyweight:

fight championship in New York and
flew, in his own plane .to the mid-
west,; where .,

golf champi ip

tournament started at nine: the next,

mbrhihg. He arrived ' plenty of

time, •' after writing, his ..
end of the

boxing assignment.

Gallico recently returned from
England, where he bought a home
and planned to femai indefinitely,,

writing , fiction, for, -magazines . and
films. He recently sold 'Twas . the

Night Befpie Christmas' . Colum-
bia. Writer sets forth in. his Cos-
mopolitan yarn the idea that events
in the sports world shifted With
'breathless rapidity/ so fast that he
had' hot time for reflection.

Appeal on N.L.BJB. Decision

Permission . to appeal . from an
order of the National Labor Rela-
tions Board ordering , the reinstate-

ment of two. discharged Seattle Post-
Intelligencer employee*was granted
(4) to the Hearst management by the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San;
Francisco. .Discharge* last July of
.Frank Lynch, cameraman, and
Everhardt Armstrong; drama critic,

allegedly for Newspaper Guild
activities, brought on the strike at

the'P-1, which was settled just after

the election last year.

Court denied : the Hearst petition

for an injunction to restrain the
board from enforcing the reinstate-

ment jrder. Hearst petiti " also

asked release from the order to the
N.L.R.B. to.:; desist from, interfering

with membership in the Guild;

: /Appeal will be based on the con-:

tention : that the .Wagner Act is un*
constitutional. Transcript of .the

record was ordered by the court.

Today Merges With News-Week
Merger of News-Week and Today

was announced yesterday (9) by: Vin-
cent Astor, for the purpose of provid-
ing increased circ'ulatipn

.
and "' -

creased reader- interest'. The new
publication will continue the News-
Week format- keeping, the same name
and contain a page of editorial corn^
ment by. Raymond Moley.' First issue

will appear shortly..

Officers are incent Astor, presi-

dent; W. Wi ilds and F. Du-
Sossoit Duke, vice presidents; Ray-
mond Moley, editor; S. T. Williarhson,

.executive editor; Frank K. White,
treasurer; and Charles F. Bom.er;
ass't treasurer.

New capital has-been pai the
corporati and the. magazine .

-

pects^'to maiiitairi a" minimum circu-

lation of 275,000 throughout : 1937. •: It

will continue to be printed at McCall'.s

printing plant at Dayton, O.

,

1 W. A: Harriman, Astbr's associate

in Today, .Will continue ih, the direc-

tion of the new magazi

Best Sellers

for the week ending Feb. 6, as reported by the
American News Co.,

'Gone With the Wind' ($3.00) .....

'Drums Along the Mohawk l$2!50) . . . . .

'Late George Apley' ($2.50) ............

*Yang and Yin' ($2.50) . . . . . . -. ; * ... . '.i . .

.

The Dobr Between' ($2.00) . ;

'Sound of Running Feet' ($2.50) . . . . . . . ,

.

•How to Win Friends* ($2.00) r. i . . . .,

'Ah.' American . Doctor's! Odyssey' ($3.50)

^The Hundred Years' ($3.00) . . , . . ; , . . . *

•Live. Alone and Like It- ($1.50) . . .
;'. * -.

.

'Lancer at Large' ($2.75) -. ... ; ;

.'.'••.':.

'Nine Old Men' ($2.50) rew.

' • • • * •. • f

.

. .. .By;' Margaret Mitchell

;By W- D. Edmonds
.By John Marquand
.By Alice Hobart

, . . . . . . .%y Ellery Queen
: . . ; .By Josephine. Lawrence

. . . . . , . .By Dale Carnegi
By Doctor Victor G<

:
Heiser

• ;By Philip Guedella
. . By Marjorie Hillis

. By Francis Yeats^Brown
Pearson and Robert S.

Baseball Writers' Shindig:

a top hat, Jan.es Patrick Daw-
son, sports expert, of the N. Y.

Times, was interlocutor, at. the min-
strel show presented at the Commo-
dore Hotel 'after.; the^annual dinner

of the Baseball Writers' Assn. Sun-
day : (7 ) night It \was the; largest,

gatberi in. the history of the brgan-
ization.

Dais was 1 studded with star after-

dinner' speakers, who included

Jimmy Walker, Joe Cook, Walter C-

Kelly, Bugs Baer, Bob Ripley and
James A. Farley;
Joe Cook had 'em. laughing with;

a story about the; bid Polo Grounds,
not the bid, old Polo Grounds. Kelly
tripled with hew stories. Jack'

White, who. goes for the. Giants -irk a
big .way, declared there never was a
1936 world's series. \

Dawson read a real .fan's letter

from President Roosevelt, who wrote
that- he liked plenty of . action for his

money and the games where a lot of

runs were - scored are right down his

alley. '"'
....

Affair was virtually a good-bye for
the writers.

:
Lads have to go to Flor-

ida and Cuba to /watch the major
leaguers, tqne up for the new season.

Dismissal

Motion by_Robert H. McBride, pub-
lisher, to dismiss a complaint,brought
by H. S. Bpxiilin, in a $50,000 libel

suit growing but of Edward Levin-
son's book - oh Pearl

:

Bergoff, titled

'I Break Strikes;*
.

grounds, o^
'

sufficiency for cause of action was
denied Monday (8) by Justice. Cotillp

in New York. The judge also de-
clared that the complaint was suf-

ficient tb support a ict for the
plaintiff in libel.

Boulin; the plaintiff, asserts; that
linking him up with characters in

the book (which is. attached to and
made part of the complaint itself),

and the imputation of criminal . acts

in the carrying out of his business is

libellous. .

-

Scribes Elect

.
Walter Trohan

. of the, Chicago
Tribiine's 'Washington bureau has'
been elected president, of the. White
House- , Correspondents Assn., suc-
ceeding Fred Stornv of the U.P.,
Other officers elected were Earl God-
win, of Washington Times^ vice-
president and. Robert Henderson of
the Central Press, secretary. Harold
Oliver of the A.P., Jack O'Brien of
the N. Y. Herald-Tribune and Jphn
O'Donnell of the N. Y. ily News
were elected to the executive com-
mittee.

rieyance Hour'

Book and Magazine Guild will
hold a 'Grievance Hour' for: the pub-
lishing trade on Feb. 17, With Clifton
Fadiman presiding.
Selma Robinson will speak on

'Women Publishing,' Margaret Wid-
demer.' On 'Authors' Grievances,'
Hugo Geilert on 'The Artist and the
Publisher,' and May Lamberton
Becker on 'Congestion and Anemia'
in juve publishing.

Moppets Mopping Up.
. Patience.-'Richard,' arid John, the
Abbe children who authored 'Around
the World in Eleven Years.' - now
over 100,000, lunched ' ith Deanna
Durbin at and the day's
rushes. now want to' write a
sequel, , srid Universal in leveri

Reels.'

Lenser Mag Head Qoits
J, Varhajen, for the past four

years editor of the American Cine-
matographer, ' Hollywood mag, has
re'sigrie'd>\._

"

Will his -entire time to

'Home Movies,' his own; publication.

Beatty's Stories
Sumner Blossom, itor of Ameri-

can Magazine, arrived from N. Y.
Feb. 8 to confer with Jerome Beatty
in Hollywood, latter to do film per-
soriarity stories for American.

Decision Delayed •,.

Decision in the action brought by
the. New York Society for the Sup-
pression of Vice, through John S.
Sumner, in an attempt to suppress
James T. Farrell's novel 'A World I
Never. Made' is expected tomorrow
(11). i Hearings: in the case were ad-
journed last week, after a number
of w.k. writers had testified for the
defense. Magistrate Henry H. Cur-
ran has taken the time in the interim
tp read the book.
" Last important censorship case of
this kind which attracted wide at-
tention was brought agai
Caldwell's 'God's Little Acre,'
the publishers, Vi ing Press, woh<
Farrell book, published, by Van-
guard, has been vigorously defended
ancl a committee ' name writers
and. critics headed by John Cham-
berlain have protested the action..

Dellneator-Ptc evlew Merger
Hearst-owned Pictorial. Review Co.

has purchased the Delineator Maga-
zine fifbm the Butterick Co. 1 Latter
firm will, however, continue tp
manufacture and sell Butterick Pat-
terns. Announcement was made by
Richard

.
Berlin, executive vice-

president of Hearst Magazines, Inc^
but. the sale will not be completely
executed until next Monday (15),
when a meeting, of the Delineator
stockholders is expected to. approve
the sale.

: First combined .issue of two
magazines is scheduled to appear in
May.

W. H. Cook's Bankruptey
William M. Cook, editor of Comics

Magazine Co., Vine, filed a petition
in bankruptcy Thursday (4) in N.Y.
Federal Court Liabilities listed at
$16,486, no assets. ..

Among the creditors named by
Cook: Art Color and Printing Co.,
$1,514; Eddie Toussant (unidentified),
$150, arid to the Federal News Co.,
Inc., distributors of the magazi
Western Round-up, $3,182.

CHATTER
Arnold Genthe in Sari Francisco.
Philip 'Guedella: in' N. Y. from

England.
jjjarjorje Fischer ..ai work

new book.. ,

'

Charles Rothenberg* to do a popu-
lar history of divorce.
Muriel Babcock; ass't ' tb Lpuella

Parsons, planning a trip East
Random House will publish Clare

Booth Brokaw's play 'The Women.'
Lion Feuchtwanger's new histori-

cal novel, 'The Pretender/ due
"

April.

Ivan Goff, Hollywood rep of Lon-
don Daily Mirror; has added George
Goodale to his staff.

Eddie Brietz, sports columnist for
the P., who has been critically
ill", now much improved.
Herbert Kli left last week (6)

for Spai where he will correspond
for a number of publications.

First book on the Civilian
servation Corps, edited by A. C.
Oliver, Jr., and Harold M. Dudley,
will be put next week.

'

Mel - Graff, who draws 'Patsy,'
comii* adventure strip for kids for
A. married Gertrude S.tonehouse,
secretary to Wilson Hicks, photo edi-
tor for/that news association. Florida
for honeymoon.
Jim Tully, ace fan magger,. sbn of

a spji of a ditch-digger and presently
termite, inspector of Tbluca Lake;
near Hollywood, gave his Filipi
house boy a irthday present—

a

brand new shovel.

.

Newspaper Guild unit or/the City.

News Ass! . has succeeded in getting
to the pbi where representatives/
will confer with' the management'
Requests, by the

.. jjld for a confer-
ence have been going on for a long
time.

Special issue of PM, mag for art
directors and production nibn, ill

be devoted, to memory of William
Kdwin Rudge, master printer. Cover
will be designed by- Frederic William
Goudy arid title page by Bruce
Rogers.
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ews From the Dailies
This department contains rcuiritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,

San Francisco^ Hollywood arid London* Variety takes no credit for

these news items; each, has been rewritten, from a daily paper.

East

Lone gungirl held .up Chin -Lee's
eatery in imes Sq. last Wednesday.
Got away with $70.

Air show at Grand Central Palace
did so well it's to be made an
annual.

Cab Calloway, through a proxy,
contributed $5 to uptown traffic

court. ' Doing 54 per on the Harlem
speedway;
National oard of

;
Review, a

three-day session the Pennsyl-
vania Hotel.

Vinton Freedley, in Coral
.
Gables,

tells the world musical comedies
will. be out presently unless a new
crop of comedians develop. All the
old ones, he says, are in Hollywood
or on the air,

:

.

Pearl Buck tells the Nat. Board of
Review that the real menace of pic-
tures is 'the occasionally false out-
look on life' they create.- Thinks

' many' suicides might be traced to

the
1

influence of films.

A. L. Jones , back with a musical,
•Orchids Preferred.' Due ' around
Easter.'

Paul. Berney has doubled with . S.

Ghauncey .Olman ••. for production.
Will ' produce a number of plays,

. most of which have bjsen previously
announced.''' '.,

.

. Mrs: Clara Clemens Gabrilowitsch
in from Europe Thursday "with her
head In .bandages, due to the rough
trip. Widow of the former conduc-
tor of the Detroit Symphony and
daughter of Mark Twain: ,

.-

David Sarhoff lands Toscanirii.

Will plaice him at the head of his

fown symphonic orchestra for RCA
Broadcasting and concert work.' Will
be given time out to take his crew
to Palestine each yean Contract is

for three years.
Lolita Cordoba, rhumba dancer,

'pulled off the Berehgaria by her re-
cently acquired husband, Prescott
Van Wyck. Explained he had to re-

; main In the U, S. 6n account of law-
suits. '" ";.

r Artef Players . (Yiddish) to go on
fbuxl in mid-April. No new produc-
tion meanwhile.
Theatre Union has cast 'Matching

Song' and is Tehear$ing for a. debut
next week (17).
Federal liquor takes for 1936 $110,-

687,158 over the soak for '35.
.

Drama League of N. Y. gave a
dinner at the Pierre Sunday In

honor of Nati Drama Week!
Grant Mitchell was toastmaster.

Gustav Tihlot, coricertmaster of
the Rochester Symphony, out. Alex-
ander • Leveriton replaces.. Reported
to be due to a tiff with Jose IturbL

.

Katharine Cornell Foundation
backing the local run of Remo
Bufano's marionette show at Mac-
Dowell Club.

Dora jeda, hatcheck girl .at 1

Chico, niteryi stabbed Doris Roy in
an argument over Cesar Conception,
trumpet- player, Don Alberto's
orchestra.

•

, Group Theatre offering ' life mem-
berships at $100 to establish a fUrid
for next season's, productions.

Vilhjalmur Stefans'son elected
prexy of Exploiters' club*. Lowell
Thomas is 2nd v.-p.

Will of the late Martin Johnson
probated in N.' Y. court. His widow,
gets bulk of the estate.
Katharine Cornell to revive 'Can-

dida.' Will alternate with 'Wingless
Victory.' Eight performances a week
of the Anderson play too mucji of. a
strain, she says:, ,

'The White Bird,' American opera
by Ernest Carter, • with libretto by
Brian Hoqker, given a single, per-
formance

. at . the Hudson Sunday
night. Had already been done in Chi-
cago and Germany
Uday Shar-Kan to give four mpre

dance recitals at the 46th St.
r

Talullah Barikhead in Washington
for 'Reflected Glory' and be* dad
sees her for the first time in two
years.
.' Press photpgs to hold their annual
dance at the Commodore April 9.

Robinson Smith, who is in with
Eddie Dowlirig on 'Richard II,* is fig-

uring on sponsoring Theatre Union's
production of 'Life and Death of an
ATncric&ii/

.

Chalmers Clifton; of-Columbia Uni-
versity, to take over the Federal
Music project in the N. Y. area. Suc-
ceeds Lee Pattison, who went over, to

the Met. .

Owen Davis working, with Arthur
Tiraih .on 'Mr, Tutt Comes Home,'
play using the familiar Satevepost
character.'

'

Title of<Sam J» Park play chopped
from 'Driftwood in the Eddy* to just

'Driftwood.' Due in March,
•Country Wife*- Co. partied Roger

Livesey and his bride after Monday
night's show. Mrs. Livesey (Ursula
Jeans) 'given a loving cup.
Fortune Gallo, with.. Columbia

Concerts Corp., to re-form San Carlo
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PARAMOUNT 1̂'*".

HEtD OVER

"CHAMPAGNE WALTZ"
-OX THE STAGE

—

FRED WARING
HIS ORCHESTRA

YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE'
with HENRY FONDA
and SYLVIA SIDNEY

UNITE?
ARTI8T6 RIVOLI rWAV (

4tm «i

capitol m
THIRD 16 WEEK !

GARB0 - Robt. TAYLOR
"CAMILLE"

em" MUSIC HALL
"ON THE
AVENUE"

Spectacular Stag* Product;

• sotbt*.

RO XJf

"HEAD OVER
HEELS

IN LOVE"
—ON THE STAGE-
LUCILLE PAOE

' \ AND OTHERS

STATE
WILLIAM POWELL

bTvkna LO\'

'After The Thin Man'

—VAtJDEVILLE—
LEON' NAVARA Si ORCH.

BERT WALTON

KAY FRANCIS
in "STOLEN HOLIDAY"

25c
to 1 pm/

NEW

troupe for a road tour, Opera will
carry a Russian ballet troupe.
Stamford University to hold an-

other Max Anderson Award contest.
Poetic dramas only;
Peggy Garcia's breach suit against

Dave Rubinoff a. mistrial when
called Monday (8). Will: start again
next Monday (15);
Queen Mary made 'French With-

out Tears' .her first play since the
death of her husband. Attended the
Monday performance.

Coast

Civay II 47th Htreal
' UnorK Own 9:30 a.m.

SPECIAL MIDNIGHT .SHOW. TONIGHT
Comiht; Vrl. 0:30 a.m. "Green Light"

William Russell Malcor, editor and
columnist of the Redondo Beach,
Cal„ Reflex, recently recommended
in his column that prospective politi-
cal candidates carry but their' threat
to 'sock him in the nose.' They did.
On the perennial newspaper re-

vival of the William Desmond Tay-
lor murder case in L. A., Mary Miles
Minter asserted that 'I would give
everything 1. possess- to solve, the
mystery of Mr. Taylor's murder.' .

Julius Tannen and his wife cele-
brated their 37th wedding anhiver-;
sary Feb. 2 in Los Angeles.-

. ,

Shirley Seward, - picture
.
actress,

received ah annulment of her mar-
riage to Edmund Garfield Seward,
scenarist, in Los Angeles:
William F. Dugan, 42, who wrote

the radio script 'Death Rides the
Highway,' was convicted of drunk
driving in Beverly Hills. He applied
for probation.
Will of William B. Hogg, radio

parson known as Josiah Hopkins,
was probated in L; A., leaving $5,000
estate to his widow.
Gambling raid on Clover Club,,

heavily patronized by
.
film crowd,

may result in revocation of liquor
license, Board of Equalization an-
nounced. Policy of the board has
been to cancel . liquor .-, permits
where evidences of gambling are
found.
Ring Lardner,

,
., announced his

forthcoming
,

marriage to . Silvia
Schulman, secretary to : David Selz-
nick. Son . of late humorist is on
the Selznick International writing
staff.

Mayo Methbt, actress, filed suit for
divorce in Los Angeles from Percy
.Morgan, charging too much inter-
ference With her career,
Arline Judge* instituted divorce

proceedings against Wesley Ruggles,
film director, charging 'cruel and in-,

human treatment.' Property settle-
ment gives actress $1,000 a month for
support of their soru They Were
married in 1921.
Stan Laurel and his wife, who ob-

tained a default divorce decree last
December, 'eloped' to New York to
start all over again.
Petition to allow Sunday dancing

in Los
.
Angeles submitted to City

Council with request that it go on
the next ballot as an initiative ordi-
nance.
Walter Meyers, agent, won a step

in bis $75,000' damage suit against
Lionel Stander, actor, when L. A.
judge overruled actor's demurrer
contending there was nothing mutual
in their contract. Meyers is seeking
possible commission for four years
of a five-year pact.

'

Complaint was1

filed in L. A, charg-
ing C. Sharpe Minor, theatrical
organist, with forging three checks
for $38.
Humphrey Bogart admitted in

L.. A. that his wife (Maty Phillips)
is returning to New York shortly to
start divorce proceedings..
Ellen Prescptt. stage player, had

her picture contract with 20th-Fox
approved- in the L. A. courts.
Unusual method of photography

has been invented in Hollywood by
Robert W. Coburn, photographer,
and Rowena Thorn Rathborie, his as-
sistant. In what they declare is a
'soul picture,' "the, face alone is dis-
closed, while hair, clothes and back-
ground are entirely eliminated.

. Alleging that L. A. court decisions
against his client made it possible
for an actor's manager to collect on
.his earnings while devoting 'little
or no time to his affairs,' Attorney
Morton Garbus filed an appeal oh
behalf of Lloyd B. Nolan, actor, with
the 'California Supreme Court. De-
cision on appeal granted Ruth
Meyers, Hollywood agent, the right
to collect on Nolan's contract, al-
though it had been broken.
Jewelry and heirlobms valued at

several thousand dollars were stolen
from the Hollywood apartment of
Elizabeth Allen, English film actress.
Unauthorized use of his literary

work for the production of a film
based on 'Crime and Punishment'
by Dostoevski, Russian novelist, was
charged against Columbia Pictures
in L. A. suit for $25,000 damages
filed by David Chagi, who alleges
he adapted the novel for pictures
and that 'the studio appropriated it..

. Gay Matinez, actress, was arrested
in L. A. on a charge of lifting $125
from the wallet of Tonimy Thomp
son, Santa Anita horse trainer.

Pilotless airplane designed by
Reginald Denny as an improved

W CR

JAMES CAGNEY
Hit Nawt'tt and Grcaftil Picluf*

"Great Guy"
OTH SMASH WEEK.

ma
r**Y* 45M, •Optn« •AM.*MIDNITf SHOWS

AST OR
B'WAY. at 45th St.
All Stat* Reurved

TwJre Daily, 2
H:V>. Sun. & Hnl.,
S:00, (J:0lt, 8:40. Mid
nlte 8llo\V Snt. Prices
(plim tux),.' Mats, (ex,

Sat., Hwi. & Ho); i

nOc to tl. Bres, Wc
to $2. Silt; Mldnllt
ti Hurt. 0 p.m. GOe
to fj.no.

target for- army anti-aircraft prac-
tice will be submitted to the u. S,
army officials in a test at San Diego.
.. Adrienne Ames asserted, in L. A,
that she is planning to file a second
divorce suit against Bruce Cabot.
Previously, Miss Ames received an
interlocutory decree against the
actor but later ' they were recon-
ciled.

Betty Miller, picture player, filed
$200,000 breach of promise suit
against Gilbert H. Mosby, L. A.
patent medicine manufacturer.
Barbara Stanwyck issued permit to

erect $22,000 home in Van Nuys, Cal.
Her neighbor will be Zeppo Marx,
who is spending $20,000 for his struc-
ture.
Charging cruelty, Mrs. Elizabeth

Mankiewicz, wife of Joseph L. Man*
kiewicz, Metro producer, filed suit
for divorce in L. A. Cbmplairit asks
approval of a property settlement
giving her $1,000 a month. Settle-
ment also gives custody of couple's
seven-mohtn-old child to the mother
with- $500 monthly for boy's support.
Olympe Bradna requested the L. A.

superior court to determine the status
of her agency contract with Zeppo
Marx, Inc. Actress, 16, asks court to
affirm discharge of contract asserted
to have been,made Deo. 17, 1936. Suit
claims, discharge of agency should
be upheld as she was Under 18 years
of age at the time of sighing. She
asks return of ail monies paid to the
agency.
Two bandits held xvp and robbed

William Lawrence; ic actor, in Hol-
lywood.
Ignace Jan Paderewski ' assertedly

owes the U. S. government $15,3jM in
additional income taxes for 1932, ac-
cording to lien filed in L. A.
Slim Martin, ork leader, ordered

to appear in a L A. court to explain
why he hasnt' paid $6,700 alleged
back alimony to Mrs. Martin; adopted
daughter Of the late Alexander Pan-
tages. Former wife stated he is earn-
ing $350 weekly.
Gastone Usigli has been named

acting director of music- for, the Fed-
eral Music Project in L. A. county.
Aroused over a remark made about

his 'big cigars,' Ben Bernie dropped
off the bandstand at the Ambassador
hotel in L. A. and planted a hay-
maker on the jaw of a naval officer.
Bernie said the ribbing was 'very
annoying.'

Radio Logrolling

(Continued from page 1

)

if this decorous approach to be
consistent -it would ill behoove a
comic visiting another's program to
behave himself in any way that
would be contrary to the expectation
of house guests. What would be re-
garded as still Worse, is any attempt
on the part of the show's regular
comic to put his guest over the
rollers.

Not New
Reciprocal exchange of appear-

ance dates by their comics is okay
with the sponsors involved. The
guests, working either way strictly
on the cuff, manage to sneak in one
if riot several plugs for their pay-
roll's product. Idea of mike log-
rolling started three years ago. Jack
Benny and Fred Allen were among
the first to do it. In due time it be-
came an intra-ggency fashion. Comics
working under the -same agency
banner made it a practice of appear-
ing gratis on one another^ program..
From this arrangement developed
t he you-appear-for-me-and-ril-doi
the-same-for-you thing. In some
cases it helped to' bolster a program
that wasn't doing so well, without
added expense to the advertiser. >

In recent months the outstanding
exchanger of favors along this line
has been Eddie Cantor. Within a
short period Cantor played the I'll-

db-the-same-for-you act three
programs emanating from Holly-
wood; Reciprocities involved Al
Jolson (Rinso), Jack Oakie (Camel)
and Irving Berlin, who appeared -bli-

the" 'Hollywood Hotel's' stanza
(Campbell Soup) when it broadcast
(5) an excerpt from 'On the Ave-
nue.' Berlin, had the previous Sun-
day (31) traded compliments with
Cantor on the Texaco show. During
his several weeks' stay in New York
this winter, Cantor reciprocated on
dates with Rudy Vallee. Walter:
Winchell and Ben Bernie is another
long-standing 'feud,' with consistent
build-up every week.
Benny has , Ben Berni slated to

visit him this. Sunday (14) and* it
:

is

assumed that Benny ill return the
favor on the American Can program.
Others that have done some gadding
about from' one program to another
on the . tit-for-tat basis are Stoop-
nagle and Budd, eatrice Lillie, Ed
Wynn and Phil Baker, and quite-a
number of others. Not all comedians

t

but latter category is most active at
visiting around.

BIRTHS
Mr. arid Mrs. Charles Edward

Midgley, Jr., son, Feb. 2, in New
York. Father is spot time buyer for
Batten, Barton, Dursline & Osbornei

DORIS DAWSON'S SUIT

TO RECOVER FINERY

Charlotte, N. C„ Feb.
Doris Dawson, New York

who spent a short time in Greens-
boro in November, 1935, filed suit in
Guilford superior court against Wil-
liam Comer Covington, High Poi
manufacturer, for actual and puni-
tive damages, aggregating! $30,000,
and for the recovery of the value of
a dianion'cT ring and two
estimated at. $13,400.

It is alleged in the complaint that
Covington, with force arid firearms,
attacked the plaintiff on Nov. 7, 1935,
in Greensboro, arid forcibly took pos-
session of the ring and coats. It is
also alleged that the plaintiff suf-
fered great physical shock and was.
ill in bed for some time by reason
of the treatment accorded her by
Covington.

The complaint set out that 'on
Nov. 7, 1935, the plainti was the
owner of a marquise diamond ring,
valued at $3,400; a sable coat and a
blended mink fur coat, valued at
$5,000 each; that on the above date
i Greensboro the defendant by
force, violence, arid threats* whereby
the plaintiff was put in fear for her
life and great bodily injury, wrong-
fully arid; by force, of arms, seized
and took the aforementioned
tides.

Uncle Sam, Host

(Continued from page 1

)

would pick a suitable site, make es-

timates of cost, and formulate plans
for operation of 'the structure. No
architectural work is in sight at the
present time.

Idea had. its real genesis in the
deluge of rain ori Inauguration Day.
While previously there have been
short-lived drives to bring about a ;

public convention, hall locally, the
present crusade was prompted

.

the lack of space with which to ac-
commodate the crowds, who wanted
to see President Roosevelt take the
oath of office.

Despite the huge Federal building
program, the Capitol lacks a good-
sized hall. . The .ohly spacious pri-
vately owned building has been
taken over by the Works Progress
Administration for office, space,
while the I n t e r i o r Department,
Commerce Department and Labor
Department auditoriums cannot ac-
commodate crowds of more than
1,000 apiece.

MG Radio Ban
(Continued from page 3

)

are also taking into, consideration is

that there might be a little flare-up

at the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America convention in-

Miami next month. They feel that

complaints about inconsistent prod-
uct at that session will be enough to

contend with and necessary to square
off without having the exhibs blow
off a lot of steam about producers*
talerit donation to radio Which the

exhibs claim is a box office menace,

tudio. heads here are glad^ that

New York has taken the ' initiative

in ordering the ban as it leaves them
in a position to carry out the order

Without fear of any diplomatic

tangles with : ir personnel.

MARRIAGES
Juanita Pollard to Joseph Walker,

in Los Angeles, Feb. 4. Bride is .film

writer. Groom is cameraman with
Columbia Pictures.

Nedra Smith to Thomas Knox. Jr.,

i New York, Feb. Bride-to-be
is secretary for^SJdwin H. (Buddy)
Morris, gen. rngr. of Warner Bros.'

music pub'ishing interests'.

.
Rosalind Broads to Sol Immerman

in New York, Feb. 21. Groom 1

is, a

-theatrical artist arid son of Conrii

Irrimermari, night club operator.

. Florence Elaine Smith to Robert
Beresford, iu Hollywood, Feb. 5,

Bride is. daughter of Robert Smith,
manager of Grauman's C h in e se.

theatre.

May Virgi ia lmstead to John
Whitney Sampson, in Los Angeles,
Feb. 4. v Bride is daughter of Ray
Olmsteau, Los Angeles independent
film distributor.

Thelma Goodman to Harry Ein-
stein, Feb. 7, jn Los Angeles. Groom
is, Parkyakarkas; bride, Thelma
Leeds, icture actress.

:
'i till
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Broadway

;

;
Harlan Thompsons back to the

(Coast.
Herbert Bayard SwOpe to Flori

,

Saturday (6).

Judy Kelly ital

fected tooth. •

Jack Pegler due from the
Coast this week. .,'

Gene Towne, writer for Para-
mount, in town from Coast.

Eddie Flynn, ;
of MajckavV ticket

agency, passed rw'ay irt his sleep,

Arthur Block, of . Fulton b.o., plans
presenting a play cal.'r>d 'Recount.'

Frank Hale f>nd . Johnny; \Va5ker
tack from Florida plenty smokedup.
Leon Spachnar back with Chicago

company of 'You Can't Take It With
You/'

"

Walter ( iny). Stewart lias finally

trained down to box Office dimen-
sions, .v : -\ .

Harry Ertle, singer, stuck up and
slashed, by hoodlums in Harlem last

. L. .
ibman appointed' agency

supervisor of Manhattan Life Ins.
Company.

Mort. Lewis, writer, signed by Edu-
cational for series of shorts. One
year ticket.

Radio Ramblers start March 23 on
hew WB short at the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studios;

. . '..Richard Morenus off to Indianapo-
lis, Where he will be affiliated with

'Station WIRE.
Al Burks back from Boston, where

he handled picture openings for
. U" ited • Artists; .'•:'"•

' Mortimer Gold, who Ywhs a- ceme-
tery in Jamaica, going into circus
field next summer.

.

Al Trahan copped another trap
shooting prize : in New York C.
handicap meet Sunday (.7).

Bob Broder back from the Coast
ith a floe*- of play scripts under his

arm. , Went out on legal biz.
Edythe Serai,: former p,a. for the

Shuberts and the Met Opera, on her
:: own as publicizer for hotels. «'

Robert Schless, Warner general
manager in. Europe, sailed for Paris
Saturday (6) to take up his duties
there.
Joe Bigelow's family; follows him

to Hollywood in a couple of weeks.
Variety muggs gave Bige a farewell
shindig.
Lee (Mrs. Hal) Home to Florida

with Rose (Mrs. Al) Lichtrnan; while
Home went back to the Coast and
Wanger production.
Major film companies are planning

to close, down at noon Lincoln's
birthday (12). Majority of them were
open all day last year.
Warner Bros, have Hal Kemp's

orchestra for the annual banquet-ball
this year of the Warner Club, Feb,
20 at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Irying Mills suffered broken
finger last week when Walter
Meyers, agent, accidentally slammed
a taxi door oh Mills' hand.
Byline on Mirror's story of Gar-

den's wrestli show Monday read
'Danno Parker/ On the bill were
Crusher Casey and Danno O'Maho-
ney.

Sol and Fay Lesser back to
Coast after six weeks abroad, during

:
which he signatured Oscar Strauss
for the next Bobby Breen (RKO>
icture.

Herb Crooker left New York Mon-
day night (8) on a contacting trip
for, Warners that: will take in Pitts-
burgh, Washington and Baltimore.
Back in a week.
Gilda Oakleaf, who's in..-'But for

the Grace of God,' threw a party for
Prince and princess Vladimir Krin-
sky. who are here from Russia on
their way to Hollywood.
_
There will be five teams represent-

ing the R. C. Music Hall in the In-
ternational American Bowling Con-
gress, to be held here from March
10 to April. 26. Fred Pikurtz
president of the R. C. Music Hall
Bowling club;i
Sons of Ind i ana, society of New

Yorkers from that state, are holding
a shindig at the Commodore tomor-
row night (11), which means that
George Wellbaum and most of the
boys at the Hays office are now in
training for the affair.

Election iri Mecca Temple (Shrine)
,
id right by Times Sq. Ranney Wil-

son, of the Times; moves into second
s|pt as Chief Rabban.. Max Fuchs,
of the Lobster, made a tworbagger.
Re-elected trustee and rep. to Im-
perial Council. Vaiuety mugg got
executive member, starting his 33d
year on the executive committee.

J. C. Stein off to the Coast.
Max Halperin to New .York.-,
John Balaban vacatioriirig'

'

vana. * •
*

.
Joey Jacdbson on.his way to South

America,
.^George Pihcus displaying is
Florida suntan around the loop.
Frank Schreiber planning to go to

the Coast with; the baseball teams.
Louise Fitch claims to have gotten

on ;a. train to say good-bye to a
friend and, carted all the to
Omaha.

Charlie Blake, star Writer on the
Chi vening American, in hospital
With pneumonia after wrestling with
the flood.

George Ri .Weisberg; formerly with
New. York brokerage firm of J. S.
Bache,. into, show biz as 'assistant
mgr. at the Garrick.

in

10

Fox execs into a huddle.
Perennial ,'Merrv Wi

this year .at the; Plaza.

Maria Roland back" from"
yodelling

:
in Stockholm. ,

. Andrew Marton frorh London to
look: his Himalaya material.

Gerhard Huscn .to song-recital at
the Schubert festival at Beethoven
Hall, " '

Death took Leo Pasetti, one of
Germany's most prominent ic
designers.

.
Sir Thomas Beecham in Berlin to

conduct Gluck's 'Orpheus' at . the
State Opera.

State radio' chamber sending out
six radio-equipped vans to drum up
trade in the .sticks.

Colin Ross back from Spai , giv-
ing a lecture with lantern slides at
Philharmonic Hall. '"-''.':

.
Jung Oschu Diuen; .Chinese ac-

tress, to give performances at the
Behrenstrasse theatre:

>.. Jack Hylton, headlining- at the
Scjala in February, to baton at the
coming Press ball here

r

World premiere of Paul Beyer's
operetta 'Kaiserin Katherina' Feb. 3
at the Admiral's Palast
Emil Jannings off: to Pompeii for

outdoor shots of his hew pic, 'Der
Herrscher' ('The Victor').

. AntOn Hamik's modernized ver-
sion, of Goldoni's .'Liar' scheduled
for the State Theatre, Berlin.

Much: more space being .given over
this year at the Leipzig Fair to
photography and motion-pictures. •

-Every, cinema in Germany was
open at noon on Jan. 30 to give, the
public a chance .to hear Hitler's
broadcast. '..

Karl Ritter. directing 'Patrioten,'
was visited at Ufa by. Dr. Goebbels
and the French Ambassador, Fran-
cois-Poncet

Fritz Peter Busch signed 'by Tobis-
Europa fOr 'Warscnauer. Zitadelle'
from Alfred . Muehr's play 'Der
Weisse Adler.' / . :.

Impressive production of Ludwig
Thoma's 'Magdalena' iven at Unter
den Linden theatre.; honor of his
70th anniversary.

. Paul Lincke's operetta, *Im Reiche
des Indra,' rearranged by Bolten-
Baeckers and Hans Breunecke, to

premiere at the Plaza. :

Tobis signing La Jana. for four
films, beginning v with two Eiehberg
pix, 'The Tiger from Eshnapur* and
'The Indian. Memorial..'

• Hageburg, a castle near Berlin,

acquired by the German Reichspost
Ministry to be Used' as laboratory
for. television research. ., .,

Rudi Godderi, eccentric juve who
put plenty of punch into Tobis' re-

cent production 'Truxa.' has been
signed up by it for a. year.
From the Bayreuth Wagner Fes-

tival of last year. 22 records have
been made by Telefunken, 10 of

which are already on the market;
Norbert Jacques now in Germisch-

Partenkirchen working ori a scenario
for new Terra film 'Eine Frau
KOmmt.'i . die Tropen,' Outdoor
shots ;to be taken in Nairobi, Africa,

in April.
, Joseph Grecpri; director of the the-

atrical department of the Viennese
National Library; is editor of a new
periodica]. Theater der Welt, con-

taining good illustrations and inter-

national lowrdown;

Jack BarnVtyn;

Rita Poulton lini own
girls band; . - .

Richard Barthelmess here on.a fly-

ing visit, from Switzerland.
Jackie Heller, may do. a picture for

Joe Rock Film Prods, here.
Carl Randall escorting his folks, on

first trip here, around West-End.
Mae Wynne arid Zella on a 10-week

English tour of General Theatres.
Lionel Carson, 65, managing editor

of The Stage, died. Had been ill for

months.
Heinrich Fraenkel returned from a

continental trip and back on scenario
writing,

.

Ruth Chattertoh here for a holiday,

but admits she would like t make
a. picture.

;

Mike Middletori is .
.

;. ..
N. Y. to

dispose of Arneican rights, of -Mill on
the Floss.' .

J. Walter Thompson testing Car-
roll and Howe for a Radio Luxem-
bourg pi cgram.
Alex L. Fischer, brother of Cliff,

back, from • Bad Neuenahr/ where he.

underwent a cure.
Carl Bri.ssQn expected here in three

weeks to consider film offers from
three local film cos;

Covent Garden to have an ll-week
Opera season; • Prices are being tilted

for the. Coronation.
Sylvia' and Christian booked by

Cliff Fischer for his next show at the
French Casino, New York.
June Hart and Jack Holland to

€ H A T T E
split. Miss Hart quitting show busi-
ness to settle down in married life.

... Sidney Burns sui ' pick Crean,
orchestra leader,; for;.commission on
his

:
'Blackbirds' bbokirig; and losing;

Collins Music. Hall, one of the. Old-
est in London, reopened ; Jan. 25 as
a repertory theatre tor straight plays.
Jack Waller treating etitire corfir

pany of 'Big Business', to Savoy
luncheon as a break from, rehearsals.
Moss Vernon staging : a' cabaret at

the Piccadilly hotel,; with Alan Shires
staging. In for four weeks with op-
tion.

'

Two successive Sunday.: night, pror
ductions due of different versions Of.

Emily Bronte's novel, 'Wuthering
Heights.'

A. C. Astor now has the freehold
of His Majestys theatre, Carlisle,- ah
1,100-seater, where he ope r a t e s
vaudeville.

''

British National-Corfleld film, 'The
Street Singer,' starring Arthur Tracy,
will be handled by Arthur Dent for
Wadour Films.
Godfrey Tearle iiiarrying for third

time. His last wife died in 1935, and
the future Mrs. Tearle is Barbara
Palmer, access.

In a pre-coronation clean-up of
night haunts, 37 clubs were sum-
moned, with many fines and lengthy
terms of imprisonment.

; . Sydney Cavi'cll reviving 'The 'Road
to Rui ,' written by Thomas1 HoJ croft
in the 18th century. Piece has not
been staged for 45 years, .

.
Max Schach has at last broken

through the Gaumont-British barrier.
GB has booked his 'Love From a
Stranger' for all its houses;

Steve Geray and Magda Kun
signed by Alexander Korda to do
two films, starting in March. William
CarherOn Menzies will direct
Harry Roy to do his second film

for Joe Rock, which will feature his
wife, Princess Pearl, and his band.
Picture titled 'Rhythm Racketeer/
New . comedy by Sheila Donis-

thorpe, 'First Night/ tries out at the
Arts Theatre Club Feb. 21, starring
Beatrix Lehmann and Jack Livesey.
Four OrtOns, just back from Africa

and ready to sail for home when
Harry Foster handed them a contract
to play the Scala, Berliiufor a month.
\ Jack' Yorke, /former booker for.
Bush Sc Joseph's four indie vaude
houses, is out. Joins Harry Kaufman,
who books indie houses the
sticks.

.

*

Kurt Robitschek to produce 'Con-
gress Dances' at the Alhambra, Paris,
May 1, as a Paris Exhibition attrac-
tion. Wants June Knight, with Bob
Ritchie, Miss Knight's representative,
asking for a guarantee.

Paul Colline at the Bobi
Lys Gautry off to London. .,.

Eric Pommer in from London.
Tirio Meller at the Alhambra.
Gretl Vernon at Chez Ray Ventura.'
Jane Rehouardt in from New York.
Louis Lemarchand back from New

York,'''

Walter Circue
d Hiver.
Christian Jaque to make a pic star-

ring a dog. :,

.
Jean Berry, nephew of Jules, to

enter -films,

.

Edwin Fischer piano-recitaling; at
the Salle Chopin.
Theatre des Arts its

100th anniversary.
,
William Wyier throwi

tailsr for the press.
Jim Witteried, welcoming Mary

Glory back from N. Y,
. Leon Volterra throwing a cham-
pagne party at the Lido.
.French, tenor, Andre Burdi off

to London for five, recitals.
Lucien Baroux Off on a provincial

tour starting i Marseilles.
Henri de Ja Faialse in from Annam.

where he made a color film. 'Kliou.'
Gecile Sorel making a screen test

at Billiancourt under Yves Mirande's
eyes.
'Land Without Music,' starring

Richard Tauber, opehi .at the Ma-
rigny. " '- ;'

'

' ' '
'"

Openin^ of the Normandi , inema-
music hall in Champs-EIysees, set for
Feb. 4.

'

'Nous les Fernmes Nues' 'We, the
Nude Ladies'),.new revue opening at-
Concert.Mayol.
Joan Warner commencing work oh

pic, 'Seduction,' Epinay; Pierre
Caron rheggihg;

'LeS Gangsters du Chateau d'lf.'

Marseillaise Operetta,: opening at the
Theatre Varietes.
LUcierine Boyer scheduled to star-

in a musical comedy by Pierre Bay\e
and Jenh Delettre. .

'Tout Paris Chante' ('All Paris
Sings')^ -starring Tirio Rossi, closing,
at the Casino de Paris,

'

Pierre Sandrini •producing the
stage show at . the NOrmandie, new
Champs- lysees showcase.

•Le Roi' ('The King' ); starring
Gaby Morlay, .setting record , of 13
weeks' run at the Marivoux.
'Deux de la Police' (Two from the

Police
5

), comedy, will be produced at
the Theatre Deux-Masques when
'L'Estrange Nuit de Rochland* folds.

Sydney
Eric Gorrick

Hollywood

Mel-

dO

is

'Wild iolets*

bourne^ ..
' .

Clarence Badger
another pic.
Stuart F. Doyle back frorh

yachting trip.'

, Monte Carlo , ill

tour New Zealand.
Charles. Munro, Hoyts, soon taking

a New Zealand trip. . .

Frank Marderi, .boss of 2 UW, tak-
ing a shOrt vacation.
Joe Joel, Columbia, -

pone his American trip.

Cinesound's 'It Isn't Done' will
shortly: be released in Sydney.
Coin still hard to secure for pro-,

duction of lOcaV pix by indies.
Joe Brennan appearing in 'Sleep-

ing Beauty' for Graham Mitchell.
Griffen Foley has replaced Tom

Gurr as film, critic for the. Sunday
Sun. ,

^

Very few. street, beggars here; a
sure si that bad times have ?.

parted.
Brett Randall premiered Ivor No-

vello's 'Full House' ' Melbourne
successfully;

• Perry Bros/ circus completing a
season in Sydney prior to. setting out
for England.

.
Roy Purves setting plans for his

new theatre in a Sydney nabe due
for opening next May.:

Activity continues, in the 'riabes

among the indies. Reported that 1937
will see a real building boom.
Excellent exploitation campaign

carried out by Herbie Hayward for
'Swing Time' (RKO) in Sydney.
Gordon Williams has completed a

Victorian o.o. for B.I.P. Product is

released here by British Empire
Films.
Gordon Conrad turning, out some

corking exploitation stunts for Luna'
Park. Conrad . was for years an ace.
pic explbiteer here.

. City of Adelaide has been packed
with visitors for the Centenary and
the various shows made out all right;
Next year it's Sydney's turn.
Boxing has taken the count in Syd-

ney for the time being. No/impor-
tant fight lined up, and there are no
overseas' fighters of any note here;

Clerics have been taking a slap at
the evils •of Sydney's .night life.

Overseas* visitors have always com-
plained about' the absence of high life

in the city. .

With Japan now.buying wool from
this country, trade all around has
taken a great uplift In due course,
some of the coin will flow into, the
managerial pockets.
Dickers still on for introduction of

Chesterfield product into Australia;:
American indies have found it hard
to secure an outlet in this field, but
reports are that a deal will be made.
JOsephine. O'Neil handling film

criticisms for the Daily Telegraph in
Sydney. Isabel Gulled who recently
returned from a world's .tour, handles!
the pic stuff for-the 'JSurt: and Woman .

:

Athenaeum,' Melbourne/ has been
completely rerh.odelled far, Frank
Talbot and. openedv with ,'Sorig of:

Freedom' (G-J3) rand 'Everybody
Dance' (G-B). Athenaeiim is the ace
British theatre . in Melbourne now.
Hamilton Webber doing the ' friu-

sical score.,'fpr Cipesouhd's -It Isri'i'

Done.' -Webber also did;
. the score'

for same unit's 'Orphartfot thei Wii-
derness.' Twice -daily the conducts
the orchestra at ,

;the State theatre,
Sydney.'
Acts playing Sydney and Mel-

bourne for; Frank Neil include, Jim
Gerald. Willie West and McGinty,
Hadji Ali, De Car & Spotty, Will Au-
brey, Murray and Walton, Patricia
arid Collin. Frank O'Brian. Cressos,
Harry Abdy, Ross and Stone arid
Eddie Gbrdon.

Pete WemfcoH

Claude Riley heads Michigan press
Assn.
Ground for Palmer. Park

theatre;
Wayne tJV, ing series of old-

time /flickers.

/ Federal agents cracki down on
liauor stills here.
Frank Gil!, Windsor Star crick,

Wed to Carol Loring, Detroit,
Nan Blackstone- recuping from

broken jaw suffered in car crash in
Canada.
Gregory Piatigorsky, Russian cell-

ist, marries Jacqueline de Rothschild:
in Ann Arbor: ^

Father of Clyde Beck and Esther
Beck Mclntyre, of the News' .staff,

killed in car crash.
. Wad of local entertainers signed
up for 'Little World Fair,' April 2-

11 in Convention Hall.
Harry Russell, denied injunction

restraining Harry Jarkay from m.c.'-
ing in an opposish 'beef trust' show.
Harvey Croze, of WPA here, or-

ganizes dramatic guild for Detroit
youth, between 18 and 25; instruction
'Tree.- ..' '"; *•

Property owners fighting use of
new Naval Armory for sport events,
expositions, dances, et al, claiming
nuisance. •

Clarence Muse li ing up
Stanley Smith trained in for, pi

work.
Joy Hodges

birthdaj'.
Walter Meyers New York

two weeks. ;

.
; J. ,J. McCarthy imprpvi
Bevhills hOme. '

r Ed Bangs, Cleveland
ed, ogling studios.
Sarah Padden back from tour

'Night of January 16.' '
1

Bill Underwood up from Dallas for
couple of weeks' rest.

Spencer Tracy getting,
at St Vincent's hospital. .

Ed Peskay eastbound after week's'
product pawwow., on. Coast.
William Arithpriy McGUire -

eririg . frOm sinus operation;; ..'. ',
. ,.

'' That Washington trip, sent Jean
Harlow to bed with the flu.

Edna May Oliver will journey to.

England for the Coronation.
Rufus LeMaire trekked to Frisco

to lamp talent for Universal.
s; Kabayana, Japanese - film, . pro-

duction exec,: observing at Metro.
Arnold Van Leer in town working

on pic ties for the Dictograph Co.
Anna Sten isposed of her : Santa

Monica menage and., buildi
:

in
Brentwood.1

. <

Walter Harrison here doing a- se-
ries' Of fashion stories for the Daily
.Oklahoman.
Mae West bought a... ranch near

Van Nuys for her brother's horse-
breeding biz.

Dorothy Mariners replaced Jerry
Lane as one . of Louella Parsons*
studio legmen,
.. Clarence Brown
buying new planes.,
taking lessons. . :, -.. .

Matthew Boulton. arrived . from
New York for part in 'Night Must
Fall' at Metro.
Gloria Swanson reached Coast to

prepare for title spot " Metro's
'Mazie Kenybn.'
Ella Logan in from Chicagd for,

comedy role i GoldWyn's The
Woman's Tjouch;'

Bill Speye^ member RKO'a
publicity staff, sold his ori , 'Certi-
fied,' to the studio.

. Douglas Fairbanks, .Jr., . due at
Selznick-InterriatiOnal Feb, >Z0 to do
'The Prisoner of Zenda.'
Hank Hankinson, prizefighter^

playing role of heavyweight con-
tender in 'Kid Galahad.
Harriet Hilliard has been ordered

back from New York. for. spot' hv
RKO's 'New Faces of 193B/
Arthur Auerbach, newspaperrnan-

actor, floored with ptomaine poison^
ing, . He's in a short at MG. ;

. Norman. Siegal, radio ed Of Clever
land Press...here doing series of yarns
for Scripp's-Howard papers.
Lester. Scott, former Pathe pro-

ducer, now assistant to Larry. Wick-
land. Rep associate producer.
Allen Cummings, general manager

of exchange ODerations for Metro,
visited the studio for the first time..

Universal studio again put up bar's

against the overflow of yokels ogling
sets. Val Paul must sign; the slips

now* .

Eleanor Powell,; Buddy Ebserf>arid
George ?Murphy have started ' terp
rehearsals for 'Broadway Melody of
1037' at MG. , ,

' .AW': . :;:
••

:

T.
E; Aj : Dupoht, par dir«ctoFv bought

th|<ee; nag^w.mn-vtiM: J. W; March-.'
banl( stable was; auciii^iied. off at
.S^nta Ar>ita.
>

~- Henry : Hathaway'.Moist 22. p'ourids

arid Gary' Cooper five iyhite laid -hp
with f111, necessitating'de?is;^ti -Pao
'StfUis at Sea.' ':..'.• '
iMary • Doyle,, ^idowr^pf .

Laj"1

Doyle, recently killed ;
iri' a ©lane

crashv gets, an acting,.rol^ ' Talent
scout' at wb, "

i
Milton Beecneri forrrieriy ' ;m

Metro's publicity department, has
turned talent scout for Bill Grady
in the casting ofAce.
" William Moll, prez: May Stanhope*
Roy Greer, Irrna Bermudez, Moe
Slater and Joe Keenan are pew offi-

cers Of the 20th-Fox studio club.
Franklin Harisen, TOm Reed, Mil-

tori Cashy, Lee Tracy, Donald Crisp
and Walter. Greene are new officers

of the Pacific Writers Yacht: Club.
Sy Bartlett trained to Chicago to

meet Sol Lesser, en route from Eu-
rope, >to mull Bartlett's script, on
'Boots arid.Saddles' ". while breezi rig

westward.
. Grantland Rice helping Pete Smith
watch Lawson Little, HortOn Srnith,
Harry Cooper and Jimmy Thompson
use their clubs for Smith's short,
'Golf Mistakes.'

Mrs, Max Meszesheimer. widow of
Marcus Loew. her husband and two
daughters,; arid Mrs. Ida Mayer Cum-
mings, were stUdio guests, last week
Of Louis B. Mayer at Metro.

Ben Garson down with flu:

Will H. Cohen passing through.
Leo DeVarmi here from Toronto.
Harry Gourfain in from New York.

.

Fariny. Applebaum appointed pub*,

licity manager Of Loew's theatre,
Montreal.

Sally Sage, from Des Moines, Iowa,
opened, at the Mount Royal with
Lloyd Huritlfey.

W* COvert, Canadiari vicerpresl-
dent; Dick Walsh, U. S. Viee-presl-
derit, and Representative Gatlie of
the I.A.TJS.E, cleaned up the stage-
hands dispute here and returned.
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OB ITU A RMS
SAMUEL SHIPMAN

Samuel Shipman, 54, one of
most prolific playwrights of the last

generation, died -,' suddenly at his
apartment: in the Alamac hotel, N,
Y., Tuesday (9). Story in the legit

section.

KEITH VAWTER
Keith Vawter, 64, who . made the

outdoor Chautauqua a "national insti-

tution, died Feb. 5 in Marion, a sub-
urb of Cedar Rapids. He was well
known in the show world because
of the large amount of talent he had
contacted during . his. career.

It was while he was ;
•' connected

with the Redpath Lyceum bureau in

Chicago " 1903 / that Vawter
ceived the idea of bririgirig , high-
class entertainment to the small
towns. He '(' formed ; " ' ' Redpath-
Vawter , system, .

booking • such . nota-
bles as Wm. J. Bryan, Elsie

,
Baker,

famous contralto; former President
Warren G. Harding, Bohumir Kryl
and his band, Swiss Bell. Ringers',

Zouave, bands, etc. When interest

Vegan ib wane in the outdoor stuff,

Vawter produced royalty plays,- -

gaging,many well known jstpck com-
pany performers, • besides 'name'
:5.tarsr''.lino^t.--*»f whom were glad to
Work; for nominal Vsalaries because
of sumhier

/
'e.^^^m

>

ie^t.^a^ahte0s.;
,

'.

Vawter
.
moved . his. paraphernalia

from
;
town, to town'-in,, the same style

as the old wagon, shows,; with fold-
' ing;scenery/. seats and tents. JEiis^pro-
grams were always surefire, as the
nut' for each ten-day stay, was guar-

Caldwell H. Brown, Jr.

1911 1936

picture jobs, For several years, due
to failing health, he was inactive.

JOSEPH SCHWARTZ
Joseph Schwartz, , secretary

of the International Alliance of Bill-

posters No. 33, Brooklyn, N. Y., died
at his home, Richmond Hill, on Fri-
day, Feb. 5th. Death was caused by
complication of diseases.

Schwartz was well known in the
circus: and theatrical world, having
been with the P. T. Barnum

;
clrqus

for nine years, with Hagenbeck-Wal-
lace for five years,': was road agent
for; various leading theatrical attrac-
tions,, such as Mclhtyre & Heath, and
George M. . Cohan road attractions.
For a number of years, he. was. in the
advertising department of the Percy
Williams Orpheum theatre, and later
advance agent for D; W. Griffith's
'Birth of a Nation.'

He leaves a; wife and two daugh-
ters.

and Junius Booth, died in Stamford,
Conn., Feb. 5'\ of a cerebral hemor-
rhage.
He retired several years ago, but

came back to the stage last year in

support of William Gillette in 'Three
Wise Fools.' He had played leads
opposite Maude Adams, Lillian Rus-
sell, Jane Cowl, Florence Reed,
Gertrude Elliott, Blanche Ring,
Grace George, Alice Brady and
Ruth Chatterton.

SCHLUND
,
Carl Schlund, 60, , of the; first

theatrical stage
.
carpenters inCljos

Angeles, died Feb. 5 in .Hollywood.
He was', a member of Stagehands'
local ; 33^ .'• International Alliance v . of
Theatrical Stage Employes. .

, Schlund: built the first rbad. show
production of johnv..S.^Mc^rparty's;
'Mission Play' in 1915 and , also , the

:

first production of 'The Bird of Para-
dise' for; Oliver Mbrdscb. ;Priot. to

: .

his -death he. had worked for sev-!

eral years for Tom Wilkes, Coast
showman; •

:'

Widow and; a, daughter; latter re-
siding in Oakland, CaL,'Survive. Fu-
neral was Vheld in Glendale,. Cal.,

with burial being made in Oakland.

anteed in. advance by local commit-
tees through ticket sales. While his.

programs included preachers and re-

form workers for Sunday Shows, he
Wlis smart enough to use circus pro-

motion methods to ballyhoo his

talent. V

VLASTA MASLOVA
Vlasta ;; Maslova, internationally

known' Russian balleri , died in a

sanitarium at Prague, Czechoslovakia,

Jan. 26, after an operation performed
to. remove abscesses near the base of.

her brain.; had been ill for

three- months. .

: Trained in the Russian Ballet,

Miss Maslova made her first public

appearance at the age of fourteen.

She appeared , as the premiere bal-

lerina at the Frankfort-On-Main
opera house. Year later she was
co-starred with Theodore Kosloff

in productions in the U. S; Forming
her' own company, she tourred the

Keith circuit, where, while playing

at the Palace, N. Y., she was seen

by Anna Pavlowa/ Closing her own
unit she .joined Pavlowa's troupe
and played throughout South Amer-
ica arid Mexico. On ' her return

to this country Miss MasioVa
;

playec

a year's engagement at the Capitol

theatre, N. Yi, then the Greenwich
Village Follies. After that came en-

gagements in the stage productions

•White Cargo' and : the 'Firefly

Ballet.' .

. During /the past three years she

had been in Europe touring with

her own company-
.

Survived by a sister.

- J. G. McMURTRIE
J. G. McMurtrie, technician of

the Canadian Broadcasting Company,
collapsed: and died in Vancouver,
B. C., Jah. 21., He installed CNRV
here .for Canadian National Rail-

ways ih 1925 .and later .became man-
ager of CRCO, Ottawa.
He joined the Canadian Radio

Commission "when it took over"?the

G. N.. . facilities. McMurtrie had
a host of friends throughout radio

in >Canada and was also designer, of

the chimes time signal, 'O Canada,'
used by the CBC. He leaves his

wife, one son arid two daughters.

WILLIAM W. DUBBIN
William W. Durbiri, 71, register of

the United States Treasury and for-

mer chairman of the Ohio Demo-
cratic executive committee, died of a
heart ailment at .his hoirie at Kenton,
0„ Feb. 4.

In addition: to ;his political activi-

ties, Mr. Diubi was well known as

a magician. . In the rear of his home

In Loving Memory Of

YORKE STEPHENS
Yorke Stephens, 74, British actor-

manager, ied iri London Feb. 5. He
made his stage

,
debut in 1879 and

his
s
American appearance in 1882 \at

Daly's. The following year he joined
the Daly

;
stock company and later

toured With John McCullough. He
is perhaps best remembered for his

work in 'Pomander Walk' in 1910.

He made his farewell at the;. Globe
theatre, London, in .1.929.

N. S. MEBBITT
N. . Merritt, 32, manager of the

High Poirit theatre, High Point, J^C:,'
died Feb. .1 of a heart attack. Two
hours later news of the death of his

mother> Mrs. Mary Monroe Merritt,

in a nearby city, was received.

He ' had
.
managed theatres in

Raleigh; Gbldsboro, Burlington arid

Durham* N, Funeral services

were held Feb. 2.

DANIEL B0DDEB
Daniel Bodder, 70, bidtime circus

mail, died of a stroke, at Chambers-,
burg, Pa., Feb. He had been ill

for four years.

He was at. one time or another
connected with R. B. B. & B., Hagen-
beck-Wallace and other ' as

a drumriier in the band.
,

v Survived .by an aunt at whose
home he stfecumbed.

lingering illness of about two years.
He was. a dancer in vaudeville and
unit acts.

> Surviving are his parents, Inter-

ment Saranac Lake.

LEO LEWIN
Led Lev/in, veteran music

man, died Feb.
,
1937, of heart

trouble, in front of Berlin, Inc.,

Where he was band and orchestra
manager. :

Details in music dept. of this issue.

BEE COLE
Bee Rothschild, , known profes-

sionally in vaude, musical comedy,
burlesque as Bee Cole, died Feb. 4
in Los Angeles.
Husband, two, children survive.

GEORGE j. EBRIGHT
George. Ebright,

, 80, many
years secretary of the Wayne County
Fair associatiori, ied Jan. 20 at his
home at Wooster.

children survive.

BILLY
Billy Grant, 44, icture' irector in

the silent days, died Jari, in LOs
Angeles general hospital.

His. widow survives.

RICHARD SMITH
ick

. Smith, x , comedy writer-
director of silent pictures,, died of
pneumoni , Feb. 7> Los Angeles.
. Widow survives.

PIER TIRINDELLI
ier AdoUb Tirindelli, 78, conduc?

tor, composer and violinist, died in

Rome Feb, 6 of a heart attack.

In .1895 he appeared as soloist with
the Boston Symphony and- the fol-

lowing year became concert master
of the orchestra of the Cincinnati
conservatory. He retained that posi-
tion until his return to Rome in
1922.

HELLA MOJA
Hella Moja, . 39, orie of the hero-

ines of the silents, died in . Berlin
recently. ' Beginning her career as
picture actress about 20 years
ago, she. soon had her own com-
pany. Retiring with the talker. . she
became ; scripter. ,

Her last scenario was. in coopera-
tion with her husband Heinz
Paul for 'Unsterbliche Melodi '

:

WALTER AXJMAN.
Walter Aumari; president of Local

97, I, .T.S.E., Reading, Pa., died Of
a heart attack, ' that. city.

Phyllis McCarthy, wife Of
Peter McCarthy, of Loew publicity,
died in New York* Feb; 6.

~Mrs..; essie GUman, . mother of
Lawrence Gillman, music editor of
the Herald Tribune, died in New
York, Feb. 4, of pneumonia. Two
sons arid two sisters survive.

Daughter, Maryl, , of ,Doug
LeaVitt, and Ruth Lookwood, stand-
ard, vaude act,, died Feb. 5 at home
in Bayside, L. ; after a lirigering
illness.

Totheroh, father of Rollie,
camerarnan under contract to Charlie
Chaplin for 15 years, and Dan, play-
wright-scenarist, died in Santa Clara,
Cal.

CHARLES LUNDGREN
Charles Lundgreri, 44, '••;; icago

salesman for Warner, rbthers, died
Feb. 1, of heart • disease. „ Had been
with Warners for only 'six months,
but was with Pathe for 14 years, arid
several other, film compani prer
viously.

Survived by his widow, mother,
and several brothers arid sisters.

MIKE
Mike Coyne, , piprieer Jegit and

picture showman,, died in Southgate,:

Cal., Feb.. 1, after long illWess. He
Was a member of The Agents (legit)

and was widely known throughout
/the theatrical world. He was buried

in Oceanside, Cal., beside his yvite

Who died three years, agp;

: Born in Memphis, Coyne . entered'

the show business as advance for

Eugene Robinson's Mississippi River
Show Boat ' Co. He traveled the

' iff and stuck several

years.
Then he began trouping ahead of

•reper^ire arid minstrel shows, finally

landing n New York. He joined the

staff of Hepry W. Savage and for a

number of years piloted The Prince

of Pllsen' on tour. Later he hooked

up with J. J. McCarthy and went
ahead of .The Birth Of a Nation.'

After beiq? field rep for United

Artists, he was named Southern ' rep

of Vi A;, opening the company's

Atlanta exchange. Deceased went
to . California 10 years ago- and

worked at', various ' theatrical and

Mr. & Mrs. Doug LeaVitt

he constructed a theatre with seat-

ing space for 125 persons. There he
gave shows. . Scores of trunks of

tricks he^ had purchased from
prominent magicians filled a ware-
house at his home at Kenton.

LEON VICTOR
Victor, veteran company

manager and advance man, over. 60,

died Saturday (6) in New York. He
had been a patient in the Elks Room',

Misericordia hospital, for 'several

days. .

Victor started with Sullivan, Har-
ris arid Woods and later handled a

riumber of Cohan & * Harris' attrac-

tions. He also managed the' road
showing of feature films.

Burial was under the auspices of

the Actors' Fundi with the Jewish
Theatrical Guild arid No. 1- Elks
participating.

EUGENE B. FULLER
Eugene Burney Fuller, 51, for

riiariy years, secretary. Of the - Me-
chanicsville, N. Y., local of the Amer-
ican Federation of . .

Musicians,, or-

ganizer; of Fuller's City Band, arid

forriier
.
member of orchestras in

Mechariicville, .: Saratoga Springs,
Troy and Albany, ied Jari. 30 at

the Homestead Saiiitarium after a
long illriess.

Surviving are his wife, mother, a
son, two brothers and two sisters.

Burial< in North Adams, ' Mass.

SYDNEY BARTON BOOTH
.
Sydney Barton Booth; 63, a nephew

of Edwi Booth, and son of Agnes

MAURICE A. WEBER
Maurice A. Weber, stage mechanic

at various St. Paul theatres since
the eariy 90's, died at his home after
a long illness, Jail. 29.

Was chief of the stage hands' camp
at Forest Lake for 25 years. Surr
vived by two sisters. Burial in St.
Paul.

"

Harry reerigard, 71, former loop
restauranteur, died in Chicago oh
Feb. 2. Retired in 1932 after operat-
ing the Green Grill restaurants in
Chicago for 30 years. Had. huge ac-
quaintance, in show business.

. Survived by son, Julius, and daugh-
ter. Burial

'

MRS. FLORA BRAGG
Mrs, Flora Bragg, 52, cashier of

the War Department theatre on Fort
Bragg post near Fayetteville, died
unexpectedly Jan. 28.

She had been cashi ; 6i the Post
theatre for 15 years and in:

this

capacity came into contact, with per-
sons -from all sections of the coun-
try.

NARO LOCKFORD
NarO Lockford, formerly of the

adagio team of the Lbckfords, died
at his home in Washington, D. C,
Jan. 30. He had been ill and in re-
tirement since May, 1935.

He is survived by his wife, Ruth,
and

;two children.

James Mitchell, 78, father of id-
riey D. Mitchell, songwriter, ied
Feb. 4 in Baltimore.

Acad. Maybes

Electro 'Sound

TOMMY KERNS
Tommy Kerns, 29, died at the

N.V.A, lodges Saranac, after a

(Continued from page 2)

Londori' (20th-Fox), William Darl-
ing; 'Magnificent Brute' (U), Jack
Otterson and Al D'Agosti ; 'Romeo
arid Juliet' (MG), Cedric Gibbons;
'Winterset' (R?dio), Van Nest Pol-
glase.

Assistant directors' section picked
25 pictures as candidates from which
five will be voted upon by all as-
sistant- irectors.

Pictures and assistant directors
thereof are: 'Anthony Adverse'
(WB), William Carinori; 'Charge of
the Light ' (WB), Jack Sul-
livan; .'Come , and Get It* (Goldwyn-
UA), Walter Mayo; 'Dodsworth'
(Goldwyn-UA), Edward Berrioudy;
'Follow Your Heart* (Rep.), Jasper
Blystone; 'Garden of Allah' (S-I),
Eric G. Stacey; 'The Gay Desperado'
(PickfordrLasky), Robert Lee; 'The
General Died at Dawn' (Par), Hal
L. Walker; 'Last, of the Mohicans'
(Rel.), ,Clem Beauchamp; .'Sari Fran-
cisco', (MG), Joseph Newman;; 'Show
Boat'. (U ), Joseph MacDonough;
Texas Rangers' (Par), Russell Math-
ews; Theodora Goes Wild' (Col);
William E. Mull; Trail of the Lone-
some Pine* (Wanger), Richard Tal-
madge; .'Under Two Flags' (20th-
Fpx), Ad Schaumer arid A. F. Erick-
son; 'Winterset' (Radio), Clem Beau-
champ and James H. Anderson;
'Lloyds of London' (20th-Fox),
Robert Webb; 'Mary of Scotland*
(Radio), Edward DonohUe; 'Mod-
ern Times' (Chaplin), Carter De-
Haven and Henry Bergman; The
Moon's Our Home' (Wanger), James
Hartnett; ?Mr.

.
Deeds Goes to Town'

(Col), Charles C. Coleman; 'My Man
Godfrey*. (U), Fred Frank; 'One
Rai Afternoon? (Pickford-Lasky ),

Percy A* Ikerd..

Cameramen will be represented
by Tony Gaudio, Warners, for 'Ad-
verse'; Victor Milner, Paramount,
fdr 'General Died at Dawn'; George
Polsey; Metro, for 'Gorgeous Hu§sy.'

(Continued from page 41)

'wiped clean' and used again and
again.

There will also be three instru-
ments for pictures synchronized to
sounds: television, in which you take
What the broadcasting stations send
out; home talking film projectors
and libraries Of films for rental or
sale, arid, eventually^ a home talk-
ing film camera with which anyone
can take pictures, in colorr with
sound-track recording of his ,own
family and friends.
i feel that we will soori see a re-

kindling of interest in home talkers'
with projectors coming on the mar-
ket of a better quality than we have
had heretofore, and with some of
the big / film and motion picture
companies ' libraries of
good films.'

One Common Need
All these seven devices, McCanne

declared, will have one: common
need, a good audio amplifier and a
good Toud speaker/and speaker cabi-
net. In all other respects these de-
vices will differ widely, but he ex-
pressed the belief that it Will be
possible to plug into the phonograph
jack of a good radio receiver and
make multiple use of its amplifier
and. loud speaking equipment. :.

.

The best provisiori for the future.'
he told dealers arid broadcasters, 'is

to buy a high quality radio set cap*
able of. reproducing the . sound part
of the prograin from any of these
instrumerits y/ith true

;
tone quality^'

Most radio' merchants are counting
too much on television, McCanne
stated. 'Some are waiting, for tele-

vision to place new bonanza in
their laps. Frorii the erigirieering

standpoint, television is here,* he
continued, *but 1 forturiately, before
we start, the American mariufac/
tm'ers are; going, to standardize On a
picture of . such a size .arid . quality

that there ; will be little need for

improvement iater, which would ob-
solete all receivers and transmitters
made up "to that 'time.'

.

. McCanne ' d is c U s s e d. television

transmission costs- at -considerable
length,

[
well as the problems of

producirig - sufficient programs to'

meet demands and of paying for

their production, pointing out that
the' service area of each television

transmitter is limited in . range by
Jhe horizon.

'After we. have television, how
much actual use can we make of ;:it?-'

McCanne asked. . 'The radio receiver
can. run all day and the housewife
listens to it as she- does', her work.
With television, one has to. lay aside
all other occupations, pull down the
shades, turn put the lights, sit and
look at the' pictures. It is like an
evening of home films. People may
use television receivers a few hours
a day, but hardly as much as they
use their' radios.*

THIRSTY SOIL
(Continued from page 54)

of the others , of sirnilar theme. But
the . subject matter does not impress
as the kind making for diverting
theatre. There is a good hurricane
effect, so far as backstage effects and
lighting g^esr . makirig for a neat, sec-
ond act finale.

Play's people are hardy or stub-
born farmers of the mid-west, af-

flicted by unprecedented weather
conditions that have caused so much
privation. There isn't enough water
for the cattle, the corn is burning up
through lack of rai . there is no
change, of pace from the dry, hot
winds. .

Added to that is the head Of the
house, . Silas Warner, hard-fisted.-

Bible-spouting, dour. Mother. War-,
ner sees that her man's iriind is af-

fected and he goes mad before the
end of the second act, rushing, into
the 'twister' arid beirig killed, while
the others have gone to the cyclone
cellar. -

Miliy, 17, adopted wheri a kid, has
the .motherhood urge, but the son.

Matt, who is "the most intelligent of

the Warners, doesn't love her. Luke,
an older son, back after three years,

turns out to be the 'doc' of a. medi-
cine show. Right off the wise <?uy

goes on the make for Milly. Then
comes the twister, and three months
later the girl ' wondering when
Luke will come back, for she is

going to have a baby. He does re-
appear and takes her away grum-
blingly. Matt, sweet On the daughter
of a railroad

.
building, superin-

tendent, loses ,her when the road
'

abandoned, but there is promise
better times,, what with the youth's
exuberance.
There apparently, has been little

change in the script. Raymond Bond
,and Maude Allen, of the original
cast, are present, and both give good
characterizations. There -were eight
players on the Coast, severi being in

the present performance, played in'

one set.

George Makinson
. as Matt, Ann

Meril as Milly and Leon Ames as
Luke are best, after the leads. Ibee.
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Marine-Hayburner Novelty Show

By BILL KICE
Long. Beach, CaL, Feb. 9.

An entirely new type of truck

shbw and, for that matter, hew setup

for any type amusement has

been .
originated by Anfenger and

Hoffman, who for several-years have

operated many 'whale shows' on

steel flat cars, it is called a Marine
Wonder Exhibit, combined with hay
eating animals from all over the

world.
The show will be transported On

20 trucks and trailers that have
been built at Long Beach. They
leave for New Orleans,' where the
show will be assembled, and open
there on or about March 20. The
Marine exhibit Is housed in four
glass-enclOsed two-side . trucks . that
placed end to end, - make 110
feet of exhibits. is enclosed with
scenery flats that are in the form
of a large boat Has upper deck,
masts, pilot house, calliope, etc. Back
of this will be a 60 by 180 foot top
that will house the animals and
various side shows, 10 in number,
and operated On the order of ah ar-
cade. Prices of admission range
from 2c to 25c. To see it all will
cost 75c. The Marine Show is ad-
vertised free and is the come-on for
the money take in the big top.

The circus world sat up last week
when it Was announced that Edward
Arlington, one of the all-time great-
est circus general agents, and J.

Frank Hatch had bought the Hagen-
beck-Wallace, Adam 4-Paw and
John Robinson Circus titles from
Sam Gumpertz, agent for the N. Y.
Investment Corp*, a subsidiary of the
Prudential Life Ins. Co.
Everyone knows Eddie Arlington,

but few know J. Frank Hatch. To
start with I Was his general agent

1912 for a show: of his name and
at the time he operated . a cut-rate
film exchange in Pittsburgh. He was
in the money then, but about 1914
he sold the Hatch Show to Hamil-
ton and moved to Newark and
started i the undercover owner
of many picture houses. His ,profits
were enormous.
About 1930 he started to operate

In Wall' Street on the bull side and
went to town, and today has more
cash than anyone, that was ever in
the outdoor show business, with the
possible exception of John Rihgling.
Hatch is a showman who always
kept under , coyer :xi& I don't sup-
pose there are 100 people that know
about his activities since he sold his
show. I have always thought him
the No. 1 smart showman for the past
25 years. It is reported that George
Deagnon will be the general agent.
As an afterthought Clarence
Wortham and I bought old
Hatch show from Hamilton's widow
and operated it as the Wortham '&

Rice show. This show is now the
Hennies Bros. Show, after passing
from W. & R. to Rice & Dorman, then
to Morris & Castle, then the United
Shows of America.
Barnes Wild Animal Show and

Sells-Floto Circus combined set to
open March. 20, but everyone mark-
ing time as no confirmation from
the New York office has been re-
ceived to date.
< When playing Manila, P. T„ with
my Water Circus in 1923, I sold two
Russian wolfhounds, to the Mayor
of Manila for $200 and gave him
their pedigrees. He stopped pay-
ment on the check/ as he had been
told that they had been stolen from
Admiral Starke's Russian fleet that
had escaped from the Red Russians
and were then in the - harbor. At
the time I was arranging the benefit-
for this outfit for Governor Wood
arid of course had the Mayor
straightened out. This show made
net oyer

; $3,000 one night, but it was
immediately followed by another
beef,' His Honor requested that I

eliminate the fishing number from
my. show, . where we caught live
dogs, pigs, fish, turtles, ducks, etc.,

as the natives were, leaving their
work i large numbers and attempt-
ing to duplicate the act' in . various
still water streams. It was no framed
press gag, but it got results. ;

Played opposition there to Harm-
strong's English Circus, that started
its performance at 11 p.m. He had
two wonderful acts that would have
been a sensation in the U. S., but
would never have been allowed to
work. The first was a Chinese fly-
ing act qf four men tHat did all our
regulation

;

; -tricks;- including one
and one-half somersault and twisters
without a net. The other was their
ild animal act, especially the ix

tigers that all worked on a leash in
the ring without a cage.

.

Chas. "Sparks, who was supposed
to have the Sparks Shows and John
Robinson Circus titles, had to with-
draw, he could not finance the
show oh rails and Gumpertz thought
the titles would be cheapened by
operating on

;
trucks. Sparks has a

large truck show operating under
,the 'Downie Bros. Circus* title.

Eddie Vaughn is now the fix with
the big show. Jack Pollit ahead of
the Huttons Whale Show . v . Norman
Shue has the cook house with Archie
Clark Carnival . . . Craft Shows now
in the midst of the biggest battle for
dates ever staged . the Pacific
Coast

. Reported that the 'G' Men ill

look into the carnival, park,
and fair concessions.

i.er

Paris After Biz

Paris, Jan. 31.

Conferences, more than 150 of
them of every type imaginable, is

one of the cards the Expo authori-
ties are

.

using to help draw visitors

here, this summer. .

Every person who belongs to any
sort of club or association has seem-
ingly been approached to ask. if his
organization will hold annual
meeting in Paris duri the big
blowout
Just how successful expo authori-

ties have been in this respect is ilius

trated by the wide diversity of con
gresses already scheduled to take
place.

Beginning with peace and parlia
ments whose advocates will hold a
meeting anywhere any time, the
subjects which will be discussed
here include the technique;of stained
glass, underground urbanism, Espe
ranto arid practical metrology.
Even the International -Union of

Marionettes will have a get-together
While a convention devoted to petro
leurii is expected to bring some 4,000
visitors.

. The city of Nice, however, has
stepped in and grabbed the largest
one of them all for itself. More than
10,000 Rotarians will leave their
wives behind to attend that "impor-
tant meeti " during the coming
summer.

HORSE RACE ANGLE

Lesser Penalties for Bookies, Etcy
Prepuce* In MisMUi

Sheesley Cinches Fair

: Lynchburg, Feb. 9.

. John >

:

M.; Sheesley, midway owner,
is reported to have signed three-
year binder with Lucian Shrader,
Amherst county fair official, to hold
auturim fairs just across the cor-
porate li

Fairs. been virtually out-
lawed the Lynchburg city
limits since the municipality bought
the interstate fairgrounds. Sheesley,
who formerly leased the fair
grounds; held his first fair across the
city line last year and was said to
have been so well pleased (every-
thing goes in the county and no
holds barfed) that he quickly tied
up the lot

Two New Bosses

rancisco,
rank Y. McLaughlin, former WPA

Admi istrator in California; has been
made Director of Exhibits and Con--
cessions for the v 1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition, according
to announcement, made last week by
President Leland W. Cutler.
McLaughli , who resigned his gov-

ernment post in Washington last
week, will arrive in San Francisco
from the East this week and will im-
mediately assume his new position.

Milton. H. Esberg has been made
chairman of Ihe Committee on
Amusements for the fair.

N; C. FAIE DATES
Charlotte, N; C, Feb. 9.

Dates for various North Carolina
fairs have been fixed as follows:

-.Golden. Beit,- Henderson, week Oct.

18; Weldpri,. week . ; Durham,
Sept. 27 or Oct. ; .Pitt County,
Greenville, , week Oct. 1,1;. Catawba
County; Shelby, week Sept. 27; Win-
ston-Salem and Forsyth County,
Oct. 4 or 11; Coastal Plain, Wilming-
ton, week Oct. 18; Greenboro, week
Oct. 18, arid Rocky Mount, week
Sept. 27.

St Louis, Feb. 9.

Betting on horse races, keeping, of
handbooks and operating gambling
devices no longer will be felonies in
Missouri if several .-. ills introduced
by Rep. Michael. R, Kennedy of St
Louis become laws. Measures re-
duce offenses ,to misdemeanors. ..

Kennedy declares it's almost im-
possible to obtain convictions as long
as charges remain felonies. Usual
custom of courts, after cops have
made cases against bookies, is to ac-
cept pleas of guilty and assess a $500
fine. There is slim chance that horse
racing will be restored in State, as
Rep. Hess, , who fostered bill two
years ago that was vetoed by former
Gov. Park, said he was through. Mis-
souri has been without horse racing
for more than; 20 years.

Chicago Revives Annual Show Gag,

Feels Need of Offsetting Sticks

ALL BUT THE OCEAN

Buenos Aires Promoter Starts Non-
Marine; Coney Island

'

THREE BIGGIES LOOM

FOR DALLAS EXPO

Dallas, Feb. 9.

Director General Frank McNeny
pondered overtures this week in con-
nection with entertainment projects

at the approaching Texas-Pah Amer-
ican exposition. Deals involve the

use of auditorium and amphitheatre
on grounds.

Charles Freeman, paramount and
Interstate booker, was in town with
Maurice and George Golden. Trio

has presented idea to expo staff re-

garding
. show itioned

auditorium. ir wants this under-

taking financed by producer. Free-

man expects plan to jell by end of

week. Setup of plant ideal for

theatre-restaurant, but Freeman de-

clined to detail his plan: <

'"

Clifford Fischer also has talked to

management regardi is conces-

sion, and. Music Corporation Of

America representatives have
looked over the

San Carlo Opera Company is eye

ing the amphitheatre with view of

presenting a season of eight weeks in

open air. Charles E. Burk has been
swapping ideas with Mr. McNeny On
this matter. He has sent an okay on
the season to Fortune Gallo.

Buenos Aires, Feb.

Argentine Coney Island with-

out the island sprang into existence

hist Saturday. The promoter has set

it up on the large grounds belonging

to Argentine Rural Society,

where livestock shows are held and

where the British Fair was held some

years ago.

In addition to a large number of

'attractions' which are new to this

country, there is ime a dance'
hall which was an instant success.

The promoter is Gus 'Gem* Meyers,
an American who. started in the
show business at the age of 15 when
he joined Barnum & Bailey's circus.

He came to this country in 1910 with
a show he had traveled many parts
of the world with, including a Ferris
Wheel which caught on here. He has
stayed ;• here ever " and has
started and operated a large number
of carnival shows like flying boats,
Ferris Wheel, etc.

He * to organize Marathon
dance shortly, for which he expects
a large number of entrants.

No Dark Secrets

Norfolk, Va., Feb.
It is day ball or else lor the Ports-

mouth club of the Piedmont League,
according to the 'law' laid down by
George Weiss, -vice-president of the
Norfolk baseball club, blocking ef-

forts of Frank La-vrenoe, Portsmouth
franchise owner, to have nite. ball in

the Ports lot
Weiss has upper, hand in that Nor-

folk has territorial rights for twenty
mile radi , the Yankees having
secured it when the}, backed Norfolk
for a berth in the Piedmont League.

Pollers for Frisco

Realty's 70 Cats

Clyde Beatty will have 70 lions
and tigers in the cage when the Cole
Brothers Circus opens at the Hippo-
drome, N. Y, March 18. Highest
number of cats used when he was
with the Hagenbeck-Wallace and
Ringling outfits was 34.

Cole show will have 40 girls for
ensemble, rehearsals for which have
been started under the direction of
Allen K. Foster.

. Ringli Barnum St, Bailey show
will ' open at Madison Square Gar-
den April 8, which is after Easter.
It was proposed to open at the Coli-
seum,. BrOnx, and play day arid date
with the Cple-Beatty combination,
moving down to the Garden later.

Coliseum, however, declined to book
the big top, not caring, to disturb its

wrestling arid boxing schedule.

San Francisco, Feb.
Admiral

.
Richard E. Byrd and

Frank Buck proposed special exhib-
its for. the 1939 Golden Gate Inter-

national Exposition during several
days spent by both of them here last

week. .;

Byrd, who was here for a lecture

engagement, discussed his proposal
with the Exposition .Division of Con-
cessions. Hei has in mind a re-crea'-

ti'oh of. 'Little America' at the fair.

.
Buck has proposed a complete

Malay Village and jungle camp, with
wild animals, Balinese dancing girls

and other atmospheric touches, as an
attraction.

STRIKE HITS CIRCUS
Detroit, Feb.

With strikes still plaguing this

town, attendance at the annual
Shrine Circus in the State Coliseum
here is lagging considerably under
record mark of year ago.

Chambh'ss-Hamid Lose N. C. Fair

State Cancels Last Four Years of Five Year
Pact—Will Operate With WPA Aid

Charlotte, N. C,
North Carolina has taken, back its

State Fair, four

years of the five-year contract made
last year with. Norman Y. Chambliss
of Rocky Mount and George Hamid
of New York, who have operated the
Fair for the last three years.

Action was - taken after the new
Commissioner Agriculture, W.
Kerr Scott, ined a ruling frorn

AttorheyrGeneral that members of

the Board, of Agriculture would not
be individually responsible for any
deficit, incurred by the State in the
operation of the Fair. Previously,

the board had acted, under a ruling
of the; late Attorney General that

members. . w o ii Id' be individually

liable.

An effort to obtain a contingency
appropiiation of $25,000 for use in

case of a deficit .failed before the
joint committee last week. The
State received $11,000 from the
lessees last, year and -it was indicated
that this would constitute the capi-
tal for the State's re-entry into the
exposition business.

Commissioner Scott, who made
State operation of . the Fair of
his campaign planks, said a Division
of Fairs would be set up in his de-
partment. Dr. J. p. Dorton, of Shel-
by, president of the State Fair Asso-
ciation is expected to be. named its.

head.
The week of October 11 has been

set as the time for the 1937 North
Carolina State Fair.

The new Gorhmissioner of Agri-
culture said he would seek' WPA
funds' to provide new buildings for

the fair, and cited the fact that other
states have secured such funds.

. Chicago; . . 9.

Two years without a summer lake-
front attraction following the amaz- •:

ihg drawing power of the1 Century
of Progress Exposition of 1933-34 has
convinced Chicago fathers, that the
town needs a civic celebration and
show to bring the people of the en-
tire midwest territory into the loop
regularly. V -v.

Under the guidance of Walter SL.

Gregory, head of the State St. Coun-
cil,:a committee is shaping plans fqr
a permanent exposition . and amuse-
ment center on the lakefront site of
the World's Fair of 1933-34.This is

expected to get under way within
the next- three years, and become;
permanent center of national com-
merce industrial and scientific ex-
hibitions, in' addition to regular

.

amusement projects.

But the boys generally can't wait
until 1940 for some action, particu-
larly since they are wary of the
moves being made in New York, San
Francisco, Dallas-Ft. Worth and
other key cities throughout the
country to pebble up some tourist
trade by sli ing some civic exiHH
sitions. In .an -effort to grab oft! some
of that spotlight and trade for the
Windy City, plans have' been set
for a 1937 celebration on the laker
front
This will be titled Chicago Charter

Jubilee and represents the . 100th an-
niversary of the signaturing of the
Chicago municipal charter; - Jubilee-

will run from March 4 until .Oct, 15 .

and will- also
.
occupy: a portion of the

land of the Century of Progress in
Burnham Park on the lakefront, just

south of the loop.

Pull With Ficeaatoi
-Where the Century of Progress

Exposition utilized industrial and
scientific exhibition as its raison
d'etre, plus its carnival midway, thfe:

Jubilee will base Its -hopes oh
series of pageants; parades and con-
tests to get its national publicity and
draw.

Will open with a special gal pag-
eant, staged by Bill' Robsen, as a
starter. This will run for a week in
Soldier Field. When the weather
warms up there will be a number of
contests held: a national beauty con-
test, a dance contest for both truckin'
and ballroom dancers, a national
horse show, agricultural show, a
roller skating derby, square dance
contest, and possibly a general field

gymnastic drill contest in which all

midwest igh schools Will . be
vited^to. compete. .."

, in the fall the jubilee will include
the Cook County Fair, which has
been running annually in town. for.

years, but which has -been located
:On the: far northwest side of the.

bounty, miles away from the loop.

Expected that with the County Fair
held right on the lakefront i easy
access for the entire metropolitan
.area, it will attract 'thousands of

people who never even knew there
was such a thing as a Cook County
Fair.

Because of the presence the
Jubilee it is doubtful that the Ring-
ling Bros.-Barnum Sc. Bailey Circus
will put up;. in Grant Park or In

Soldier Field this year, but will be
forced to find some other location.

There ' some possibility that the
show may play indoors this season,

taking the Stadium for 10 or 14-

day stand.

Selling Mich, to Flsu
Detroit, Feb. 9.

. Michi is going to Florida this

month show resorters, ' through
Color films, why they should come to

Michigan next summer. .

The tour, which'll last, a month
and cover other southern states, will

be made by officials of the West
Michigan Tourist and Resort Assn.,
the Upper Peninsula Development
bureau, the East Michigan : Tourist
Assn. and the Southeastern Michigan
Tourist bureau. Color films, abetted
by lectures, will try to show Michi-
gan's, resort advantages.

Fair and Baces
. , , Reading, Pa.,

Cetli & Wilson Co. has agai

been awarded the carnival conces-
sion for the Reading Fair, dates for

which (Sept. • 13-18) were announced
Feb. 6.

Automobile racing, dates this year
will be Sunday,' April 25, rain date
May . 2, Hankinson auspices; Sunday,
May 30, rain date May 31,. Middle
Atlantic Dealers' Association "aus-

pi Pcnn-Jersey Harness Racing
Association, JUne 3-4-5,. 10 events
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with
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HARRY TATE
STEVE DONOGHUE

PRESENTING THE WORLD-FAMOUS TENOR

JOHN McCORMACK
Produced by Robert T, Kane • Directed by

Harold Schuster • From stories by Donn Byrne

Colour direction by Natalie Kalmus
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Broadway, legit season* Already, a
curiously ..repetitious one, what with
two ^Hamlets, 'etc., may see two ver-
ions' of 'Candida' in the near future,

with? Katharine .;-Cornell and Ann
Harding . as Opposing stars,

'••TMiss ; Harding' opened in
"*

r
ida-

.
in; London last' week -and w?is .

.-

claimed . by the critics there. -
:

Miss
Cornell has ptft the show -into re-
hearsal ' and expects^ to open it in
Ni.

;
Y:\ next month,' ; Thefe " some

legal /questipri ' -Miss Harding's^
mind' about playing'on Brpadway,be«
cause

1

. of the status of< her child and
possible legal' entanglements with

i her 'former -husband; Marry, Bannis-
!•;.

* 5Wiiile lawyers are disentangling
* ,"Miss Harding is holding in abey-
ance her plans for an American ap-
pearance in the Shavian comedy.;'

|; London, Feb. 16.

A Ann -Harding made her London
:$%e.debut Wednesday night (10) at

••;% (Continued pn page; 59)

Music as a Desire

John G. Paine, chairman,
the Iffusic Publishers Protective

Association, called the 'attention

of the trade by way of a circu-:

:lar letter to the fact that not

a single family out of 10;512

quizzed, in a .recent survey gave
music^ as- • immediate buying
desire.; Survey was conducted
by theDePaul University Col-

lege of Commerce ^.in and
around Chicago and sought to

find out what article the wife
or head of the family would
like to purchase next.

.

'As' his moral to this ,
info

Paine urged the music publish-

ing industry as well as the in-

strument makers' t,ov do some-
thing about arpusing desire and
need among consumers, i

Stodfiiits Taflc foycott

#tedr
SclHiotSoiig

f Proposed by Outsider

Salt Lake City, Feb.

University of Utah collegians, as
well. as; local songwriters, .'are irked
at President George Thomas for al-
lowing a New York City music fac-
tory to turn but the . school song.
Prexy .signed contract with Thor-
tp!n W. Allen New York City
to compose, music :to the lyrics writ-
ten by Prof.S., B. Neff.

• Greek tbrtgs fairly burned over
action and hinted that when the new
song is finished it will be snubbed

favor of a many-verse Boola-
ditty, semi-official song, ih

vogue for many years.
Many student song Writers con-

tributed efforts in a recent contest,
but college? head deemed them all

amateurish. Rah-rah: citizens at
same time were envious? : over the

. professor wi ing $250 for the best
set of. lyrics.

,;• School already has Ordered 500
ies at one half the retail selling

England- Will get its first glimpse
of . a strip-tease ' dancer in this Jack
Hyltpn variety show, opening March
29 for a run at the Palladium, Lon-
dpn. She's; Diane Ray, American
burlesque undresser, who will also

be making her first trip abroad.

How' much stripping London will

see, however,. , is problematical, as

nudity,- even : in small' portions, is

taboo in the English metropolis.

Miss Ray, in fact, has been given to

understand that she'll be given pro-
ductional help, to make her strip-

routine look much / more revealing

than it will really he ;

tripper will be one sev-

eral American and. specialties

going over for the Hyltpn show, all

(Conti 30)

Par's M. D. Tie-Up?
Buffalo, Feb. .

In furtherance of Health Commis-
iorter Fronczak's anti-kiss cam1

ign, local houses' are featuring a
trailer demonstrate ef-
fects of promiscuous osculation, -

eluding a lecture on the subject by
the commissioner himself. .

ing gun of the campaign sppt-
•the film on the same' bill with

'Champagne Waltz' at the Buffalo.
Song hit of film is 'When Is a kiss
Not a Kiss.'

Warn PhiUy Cafe Ops

Prohibish May Be Back

iladelphia, Feb,
itibn ill be back ia five

years, unless, cafe and taproom own-
ers organize to fight it, 1,500 mem-
bers of the Cafe Owners Assn. were
told at their first annual banquet in
Mercantile Hall, here, Sunday (14).

Warning was given by seven con-
gressmen, state legislators and city

councilmeri, who were guests. Each
took the same theme: Cafe owners
must regulate irom within if they,

want to avoid regulation from ith-

out. Adrian Bonnelly, deputy at-

torney-general of Pennsylvania,
principal speaker, advocated forma-
tion of a strong body to wage a stiff

battle.

Cafe Owners Assn. was formed
here about six months ago. Officers

elected were: Thomas F. O'Boyle,
Cadillac Tavern; president; Harry
Hahn, Cocoanut Grove, v.p.; Lewis
E. Moffet, The Chateau, secretary,

and Alfred E.- Ehrlich, Ballyhoo
Cafe, treasures.

Picture Business . Admits Ra-

dio's Genuine Merit for

Boxoffica Stimulation—
Sundry Sales Executives

Cite the Relative Worth
of Radio Plugging—Chief-
ly for Pictures with Songs

JUDICIOUS BALLY

By ROY CHARTIER
: Antagonism against radi broad-,
casting,may still exist in some: quar-
ters, notably among exhibitors who
contend that the draught of large
air programs is injuring their busi-
ness, but with quick strokes this un-
friendly attitude, is 'disappearing. Not
only are leaders the producer-
distributor and chain operating fields

getting very, bullish about air values,
but certain

, exhibitors who charge,
that, outstanding radio programs!
(especially" on Sunday night) are re-
ducing gross' expectancies, will at the
same time point out that people now
go to more Sunday matinees instead;
While this added afternoon business
may riot balance the deflection at
night, it is possible that the in-

ference may more than be' made, up
on other days.
This is something about which no

one can be categorically certain, but
regardless of -^how many exhibitors
complain" about radio, or other real
or fancied box office threats, it is the
opinion of a growing majority that
the radio is helping pictures far
more than hindering them.

Objections Fewer Now.
Those Who are reluctant to grant

radio the powers of a hypodermic
are now in a dwindling minority.
.And, as some. distributors point, out,
exhi itprs frequently squawk about
radio, or anything else without basis
unless the. basis is a defense, against
high rentals, preferred playdating,
percentages, etc. There's nothing new
i that, however. The istributing
companies which also operate thea-
tres invariably know whether
squawks are justiiled. They are.
hipre and more convinced that radio
can be a strong factor in - favor of
pictures, both , in their selling and in

exhibition at theatres.

This feeling is largely actuating
Paramount toward a i rogram of its

own on the jr. and has RKQ, 20th
Century-Fox and other companies
enthusiastic over the establishment
of a. closer accord between the jr

ahd films.' Metro recently Was so
Warm about putting itself the
air that it . was con* ie'ering a.-! comr
mercial tie-up with . Ford Motors,
Paramount, however, will not attempt
to interest a commercial for its pro-
gram, which will be a half-hour
weekly from the Paramount studio

and go out over a coast-to-coast NBC
hookup Sunday mornings. Most of the
details have been set arid Par itself

(Continued on page 11

)

So. America Resented Down There

Literary Bally

Knowing radio's habit of . be-
littling authorship and paying
off. literary craftsmen in'postage
stamps, a canny agent, making a

presentation of a script show
to New York advertising ageri-,

cies, adopted a subtle way of
letti admen 'know that the
author - was, ' -priced
hack.. ..

'' ->
".

Included in the presentation
were phptographs of:

a, Author's wife and children,
all dressed in the., height 1

fashion.

b'.. Author's private estate
photographed :at ah angle" to
look' like a castle oii Long Is-
land, i •

'''

c. Author's
.
private, yacht/

Unusual casting problems have
cropped up in production of several

legit plays this season and the latest

in that group is 'Babes in Arms' to

be presented by- Dwight Deere Wi-
man. Book calls for. a number of
specialty artists but the further re-
quirement is that they must be be-
tween 16 and 20 years of age. For-
rest C. Haring, whip-is. handling the
casti for the Rodgers and Hart
musical, stated ' that agents failed to

turn up the "needed youngsters. :'

In" the case of 'You Can't Take It

With You' one actor, plays the
xylophone,, while " the forthcoming
'The Meal Ticket' includes players
who are supposed to do otherrvaude-
ville stunts.

.

''Swing Ypur Lady'
called for a trip of huge actors, one
a femme who Was recruited irom
musical comedy.

ORGAN-ORCHESTRA IDEA

Crawfords, Lew White, .L i n.d'sa'y
McPhall—New Slant

Mr. arid Mrs. Jesse Crawford will
augment their organing with' a 12-

piece band being formed . by Con-
solidated Radio Artists. Pair went
under: management CRA this"

week,
Office is - li up theatre dates

for the hew com'jo- which will fea-

ture pair before portable Hammonds
for solos. Jesse Crawford ill also

play with the band.
Lew White and Li McPhail

are

clipstra.

organ-or-

irectional short wave broadcast-
ing to Latin America conducted
by CBS and NBC for the past couple
of months,; as a- good-Will builder,

with the ultimate* aim of. a wedge,
is falling far; short of -expectations.

Interference,, intentional and other-
wise, lack of adequate receiving; ap-
paratus and. language differences

have all been' conducive to smearing
of the American origination of 'South
Americah-aimed'prpgramSi /
Both nets 'have been informed of

the condition's by their S.. A", reps.
U. S. A. film company branch man-
agers (Warneri hptably) also have
reported to' their-home Pffices on the
poof reception, when* received at alL
Fears of local agents of the S; A.
stations were :dissipated' on adViceS'

from stations th'Py represented. !
:

Disregard- of radio regulations by
niany Central and: South American
station operators can be blamed for'
much, of the! American: nets' head-
aches. Daily changes in power with
consequent, distortions and Wave-
length jumpingr.sp

(
butcher >the Yank

broadcasts, 'when' they are lucky
enough to ''get- through, at • all, as to
make them frequently unintelligible.

Continuity and . consistency are com-
pletely lacking.. Objection to

.
30-

called Yank, competition takes form
of intentional irregularities.

''

Although no accurate gauge Is

available, number -of shojrt wave re-
ceivers in Latin nations is consid-

(Continued on page 30)

Speaker Bankhead

Signs Bill Betwixt

Eyeing His er

Washington, Feb. 16.
Speaker of the House Bankhead

may be a key man on Capitol Hill
most of the time, but - he's just: a
proud papa when daughter Tallulah
comes to town on

,
th> s,tage.

'

Day Tallulah opened local .engage-
ment of 'Reflected Glory' Congress
got in jam over - deficiency bill and
sat until nearly ,0 p.. m. Speaker
ducked out; however, and showed up
in box at theatre in, tinie for 8;30
curtain.

Bill, ich finally passed, was
rushed to theatre by special mes-
senger. Speaker signed it between
acts and sent it pn t White House.'
Senate jMajpfity Leader Robinson
also, . among; 'sizeable congressional'
delegation that slipped away for
show.

Salary Insurance

U , .
London, Feb;

'Newest stunt here, is salary.

ance for actors and . other' show
people. Stunt is on the level, and
sponsored by Lloyds.

Idea is that artists can collect

.

15%
of their pay during any illness, for a
premium of V/2% of salary. No
clai , however, is permissible if i

capacitated less than three days.
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PoDon Coast,

Other Votmg IsV Stuff;

By JOHNC' ELINN
HoUywbod, Feb. 18.:

The great- American game ^f
choosing by ballot 4he 'best' Sof

everything, from baseball players to

light summer fiction, is developed to

its highest point in Hollywood's an-
nual awards for best pictures, best

performances, best .. screen writing,

etc. . Under auspic.es of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,

selections for 1936 are to -

nounced at the annual dinner here

March 4.

[
Anyone.: who assumes that the in-

dustry is fed up . on these annual
voting contests, because of the nu-
merous polls which are conducted by
the trade press and news associa-

tions around January 1, is mistaken*

Put all previous tabulations are lo-

cally considered merely warming up
exercises. While honorable mention
in critics' polls are- duly noticed arid

commented upVm by the studio press

departments, the men and women
who make the pictures reserve their

enthusiastic congratulations until the

Academy statuettes are passed but.

These little gold figures of
;

:

'an

anonymous person; who is cast in a
pose closely resembling the attitude

of 'an exhibitor prayihg for uriset^

tl^d weather on a holiday, are the
symbols of screen prestige. A vote
of praise from* liQO newspaper critics

arid 5,000 theatres , may, have its'

points, but an Academy , award is

tops -around here. .

.

Officials of the Academy this year
are trying put a flew /method of se-

lecting winners for the annual
awjjurds. A committee of 50 was ap-
pointed, composed of 10 each from
the. five divisions of the memberships
Ten *best

;
pictures' ..of the year; have

been selected, but In all ,other clas-

sifications the nominations are liro-.

ited to five. The full Academy mem-
bership will vote secretly, by mail,

from these .nomination lists,, and the
ballots will hot be counted until the

evening, the awards are rhade. This
process ' heightens the

;
suspense and

gives confidence' to the :
participants.

Not a. few wagers are. also made
around town on the results. .

Studio Rivalry

Whiile the Academy's choice of the

best acting,performance by a man or

woman star carries the broadest in-

terest in. and outside of Hollywood,
the rivalry between the studios for

the prize of best production is the

keenest of all the contests. Of this

year's nominations five were pro-

duced:b>MeJtr^ W^erfptid
one each^
lumbia and Uniyersa^

!The .'*

productittn * nominations are
'The Great Ziegfeld/ 'Romeo and
Juliet,' 'Libeled Lady/ 'Sari Fran-
cisco' and 'A Tale of Two Cities*

(Metro); 'Anthony Adverse' arid 'The
Story of Louis .Pasteur* (Warners);
'Dodsworth' (Gbldwyn); "Mr. Deeds
Goes to. Town* (Colunibia), arid

Three Smart Girls' (Universal).
Every studio production staff has

made a careful study, of the commit-
tee's selections 'for-'' the 'purpose of

analyzing the whys ,and wherefores.
Opinion is general/that the. list is

a good one, although' several films

rated among the season's .jbest are
not included because of numerical
limitations..

Five of the chosen 10 are original

storie's; that is, the plot material was
developed by studio screen , writers
from suggestions submitted to. the

plants by outside writers or staff

scribblers. In this category are 'The
Great Zieefeld,' •Libeled Lady,' 'San

Francisco,' 'Pasteur' and Three Wise
Girls.* Adaptations from plays are

'Dodsworth' and 'Romeo arid Juliet'

Those derived from novels are 'Ad-
verse,* *Mr. Deeds'' andTale of Two
Cities.*

'•

The history of these pieces of ma-
terial differs as to,genesis, or the

course followed before reaching the

screen. No general rule apparently

may be applied to the group as a

whole, except that in each instance

some One championed the cause of

the idea, or story, arid persuaded its

production against all resistance. But
these productions as a whole are but

part of the run of the mill. Nearly

500 other features weremade in Hol-

lywood in 1936, and the story ma-
terial of rriost was obtained in the

same manner as the selected 10.

No consideration of box office suc-

cess enters Into thV committee's.

(Continued ev» page 27)

No Thumbing, Either

Hollywbyod, Feb. 18.

Request has gdne but from
the headquarters of the Screen
Actors' Guild for each member
to leave his auto- at home when
going on location.

Guild contends that this will

provide more work for trans-

portation drivers.

Paul Muni to Kelt His

• Parts After His Ports

Of Call on World Tour

Hollywood, Feb. 16, .

1

- After.... finishing current . The
Woman I JjbVe* at RKO.tPaul Muni
returns to Warners for 'Story of

Eiriile £ola, . arid pne more to wind
up his contact at Burbank. After
that star intends to take round-the-
world trip, accompanied by Mrs.
Muni. He wii) be gone at least six

months..
Muni's intimates state that hie. will

extend the length of his trip if any
particular spot catches. his fancy,; arid'

if and when he returns to Holly-
wood and pictures,; it will be for no
term contract, but only for roles that

:

he especially wants to do.

;

BILL GRADY OUT AT

M-G; MAY JOIN AGCY.

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Bill Grady finished up Feb. 13 as
casting cUrector at Metro, after one
year on the lot Reported that he is

negotiating a deal to join the Myron
Selznick agency.
Marcella Napp, first aide to Grady,

takes over the reins at casting office,

with William Koenig, studio man-
ager, looking in as temporary ad-
visor, Several, other casters being
mulled by studio for spot

Korda Tais

OSWALD
(Chicago Daily News says: "Now

that. Ken Murray hasr brought his

comedy show to the Palace stage,

Chicago is having its. "first glimpse
of Oswald, the perfect stooge. Whose
'Oh Yeah' reverberates through tho
country via. radio."
Signed for the Campbell radio

show 'starring Ken Murray begin-
ning March 3ist. over CBS.

AXE FALLS AT REP IN

WAKE OF LEVINE EXIT

Hollywood,.

With Nat Levine, prpductibn head

of Republic, leaving the studio March

15 after selling his in the

studio, the axe has started to fall on

soriie of the employes.

Manriy Frank, in charge of talent

with .the casting office, is lejatvi , and

Bill Perry,,head of the electrical de-

partment received his notice.

So far the producer and supervisor

ranks have not been, affected by the

change in. administration*

WB's Inside San Quentin

Stuff to Be Edited Down

London, Feb. 16.
•

William Kernel! has been sigged
by Alexander Korda to write and
produce a musical;

v

Kerriell formerly: was a^songwriter
at the 20th-Fox studio in Hollywood.

SAILINGS
March 13 (New York to London),

Slate Bros., Frank Libuse, Diane. Ray,
Joan Andrews, Moore and Revel,
Dick Rogers, Georgie Lyons, Helene
Grant Fay Carroll, Gloria Day (lie

de France).
March * (New York to Naples),

Lynn Farnol (Conte di Savoia).
Feb..27 (Los Angeles to.Honolulu),

Leon Schlesinger, Eddie Blackburn
(Malolo).
Feb. 20 (New York to London),

Frank Lawton, Evelyn Laye (Aqui-
tarii'a).

Feb. 19 (West Indies Cruise), Izzy
Rappaport (Lafayette),
Feb; 19 (New York to Paris), Lela

Moore (Bremen).
Feb. 17 (London to New York),

Zasu Pitts, Raymond Massey, Flor-
ence Desmond, Grisha Goduloff,
Marcelle CharitaL Thomas Dodds
(Queen Mary).
Feb. 16 (Los Angeles to Honolulu),

J. P. McEvoy (Maru).
Feb. 14 (New York to London),

Mr. and Mrs. Bernardino Milqnari,
A. Matthews, Patrici Desmond
(Queen.Mary).
Feb. 13 (London to New York),

Sally O'Neill (Bremen).
Feb. 10 (London to New York),

Dwight Deere Wiman (lie de France).
FeK 9 (New York to London),

Frederick Lonsdale (Europa).

San Francisco, Feb. 16.

The lure of HollyWood fastened on
Walter Kobbins, mustached driver of

the prison car at San Quentin Prison,

and led to Warner Bros, getting the
inside shots for. the picture 'Sari

Quentin,' thereby causing a. recent
state investigation at the peniten-

tiary. Directors and cameramen
were warned by prison officials riot

to make any closeups in which any
of the prisoners ,could be identified.

When: the film, execs found that
flattery worked wonders with Rob-
bins, they got, intimate pictures of

the . mess hall, an&;:they almost got
shots- of . the lockup before' the trick

Was discovered.. Warner Bors. have
promised to ••. delete'', objectionable
scenes.

,

Borzage's M-G Swing

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Although his contract had a year
to run, Frank . Borzage, director, has
obtained his release, from Warners
arid moved over to Metro. ..

. Metro deal is an option termer.

Fritz Lang Abhors Propaganda fix,

Favors Originals, and Tens; for Color

Swing Street Pic

Hollywood, Feb. 10.

K. Y/i riitery belt will form the
basis of a new Walter Wanger mue
steal,:

452nd Street.; Entertainers, on
the strip between Fifth and Sixth
Avenues will be used in film, to-

gether with studio names.

Gene Towne and Graham Baker
are shaping up yarn from an origi-

nal synopsis by Hal Home.

Thomson East to Rep

Screieii Actors' Guild

At N. Y. Labor Parleys

Hollywood, Feb.

Kenneth Thomson was designated
at a meeting Monday (15) of the
Screen Actors' Guild as . representa-
tive of the craft vat 'the producers',

set-to with' labor delegates in N, Y.
next month;

On behalf of the Associated Actors
and Artists of America, Thomson arid

Frank Gillmore will press demands
for producer recognition of the group
arid inclusion in the new>studio basic
agreement.

S^G. ball Feb. 13 netted $4,000,

as against last year's $2,500.

TALKING A COMEBACK

FOR MISS BOW AT 20TH

ARRIVALS
Lillian Fischer, Maysie Grieg Ames,

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Ruth Chat-
terton, Jean Sablon, M. Joachimson,
Herta Glatz, Mrs. Paul Csonka,
Emile Boreo, Nicholas Bros., Paul
Bentata, Arnold Meckel, Louis Drey-
fus, J. Cheever Cowdi

Arthur Topper
In Par's TEasy living'

,
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Jean Arthur will be starred in
'Easy iving* at Paramount Ray
Milland gets the romantic lead with
AdOlphe Menjou in a featured spot
Mitchell Leisen will direct from a

yarn by Vera Caspary. Production
is slated to start end of next month.

The Old SoakY Gal
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Lynn Carver was plucked from
Metro's studio stock roster to. enact
the role of Wallace Beery's daughter
in"The Old Soak.'

Judith Barrett, ori loan from U,
and Robert McWade, Uria Merkel,
Eric Linderi, Janet Beecher and Ted
Healy also have been cast

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Clara Bow; iriay be called out of
retirement for the femme lead in
20th-Fox's. She had to eat^ Director
Mai St. Clair is' negotiating with the
former IT girl and if unsuccessful,
will give part to Rbchelle Hudson.

Role was vacated by Arline Judge,
who takes a six months' leave of ab-
sence. Miss Judge may forsake films
entirely as her socialite fiance, Dan
Topping, is. opposed to her barber.

Training a Recruit

Hollywood, Feb. . 16.

; Look for one of those famous Hol-
lywood fights any day now. Socker
is likely to be Bill Haade, ex-steel

worker, in his first picture, playing
champ in Warner's 'Kid Galahad.'
Haade, according to the cameras, is

16 pounds Overweight for a champ,
tipping beams currently at 216; It

is the job of Joe Cunnihgham and
Mushy Callahan to train him down.
Pair follow, hi .\ into restaurants arid

order his meals for him.
Ten days of this and Haade is build-

ing a beautiful Kennedy burn. Cun-
ningham thinks he's in the clear be-
cause of his glasses, but Callahari
hasn't anything to protect him but
his chin. .'i:?--

'

John Farrow's 'Bandit
9

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

John Farrow will direct. 'China
Bandit,' from an original by Crane
Wilbur; at Warners.
Boris Karloff, Ricardo Cortez, Bev-

erly Roberts and Vladimir Sokolow
are cast toppers.

M'CAHEY'S 'DOCTOEV
Hollywood, Feb.

'Oh, Doctor' is the next directorial

assignment for Ray McCarey at Uni-
versal.

Studio has sidetracked 'Love iri a

Bungalow,' also on McCarey's list

L. A, to N. Y.
Don Becker.
J. Edward Bromberg.
Dinty Doyle.
Donald Friede.
Jack Goetz.
Torn Harrington.
Richard Krakeur.
Arnold VSn Leer.
Dick Mooney.
Gertrude Niesen.

,

Spyrps Skouras.
Mprton Spring.
Robert Taplinger.
Pinky Tomlin.

N. Y. to L. A.
Milton Berle.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Steve Hannagan.
Lillian Hellman.
James L. Saphier.

. Lou Smith.
Larry Urbach.

By CECELIA AGER
Did you think/ Fritz Lang asked

the interviewer, 'That Tury'
. was a

propaganda picture?'
'Mriir-no' the interviewer said.

'Ah,' said Mr. Laog, content, for
Mr. Lang dqesn't Kke propaganda
pictures, doesn't approve of their
method. 'If you preach/ .he said,
'nobody likes you. It's riiore import-
ant for a picture if the audience
finds out for itself what's behind the
picture, than if you put the finger on
it. A Picture is entertainment, should
be entertainment, but entertainment
doesn't.mean only a light laugh, it's

something that interests you, inter-
ests you enough that you remember
it afterward. It's like a book you
read, arid, want to read again. You
get more for your money in a pic-
ture if its subject interests you
deeply enough to make you want to
discuss it after.'

What he .means, Mr. Lang sai , is

the public's attitude toward the
comic strips, for instance. .'Did you
see,' people ask each other, 'what
happened to Pop Eye today?' But
they, don't ,go to see pictures with
the same feeling: of concern over the
characters i them that they've got
toward .the comic strips,. For the
most .part they see a picture, and
forget it straightaway. They wouldn't,
if . the / picture had achieved its

function of being entertainment i

the full sense of the word.
When Joe Mankiewicz offered him.

'Fury,' Mr. Lang saw in it the pos-
sibilities he seeks in a picture. 'Fury'

gave opportunity, for an exposition

of mob psychology. .People might
talk about it afterward. When
•Walter Wariger— a fine and daring
producer,' Mr. Lang said—gave him
•You Only Live Once,' Mr. Lang felt

it too had material for later discus-

sion. Women, he hoped, would say,

•Well, I certainly wouldn't go
through what Sylvia

:
idney did for

a man-rbut I. know a irl Who
would.'

Entertainment Element .

For, Mr. Lang reiterated, a. picture

should be an entertainment—made
out of hot only laughter but living

people. It need not parallel the lives

of its audience, but it should dive
into them at some point, touch them,
have a kinship with them. It should
have significance to the daily life of
its beholders.- It should teach them,
Without being preachy; it should
help them by

.
expounding and

clarifying. situatiQri that has.

happened to them, or might happen
to them:
SO Mr. Lang looks for a con-

vincing story, tries to make each
character in it livirig, complete. He
prefers a story written direct for the

screen, because 'novels and plays

have different rules; a novel goes

along on an even keel, a play has
three ascending climaxes, hut a -pic-

ture should have only one. It should

ascend in a smooth, sharp curve. At
the top, bang, finish.* He prefers a

story written direct for the screen

because, 'when you're telling a story

pictorially, you choose different

scenes to tell it with than you'd use

for a novel or a play.' Right now
Mr. Lang is not looking for a story

that has a mob in it

He's interested, though, in a story

suitable for color photography'; He's

got ideas about color. 'Color should

be used as a drarhatic point, as a

narrative moment. Don't photograph

a thing only because it has color.

Make color work. Use it to make a

character unsympathetic, use its sug-

gestion. Play on audience emotion

with Explain to the audience

with color, as you do with the'Sfcpre.'

One has to understand color to use

it so, Mr. Lang grants. Fortunately,

he says, he used to be a pai

Tie Hudton-Kent Again
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Rochelle Hudson and Robert Kent

have been teamed romantically for

the fourth picture at 20th-Fox.

They will go into the next Jane

Withers starrer, as yet

James Tinling will direct

Brbmberg's Yacash
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

J. Edward Bromberg, actor, getting

his first breathing-spell in more
than a year that he has been here

under contract to 20th-Fox, left for

New York Saturday (13).

He will spend a month east,

around ' old Group Theatre

haunts.
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Happens When a Dane Goes Ifwood

Carl risson sailed back home last

week -

' and although . garnered

plenty
' American dollars, the mu-

sic hall favoritei of London and Co-

penhagen was rather depressed that

lie failed to clicK pve,r here.' Danish

actor. and former professional boxer;

well known in that field in Europe,

turned' down $3,000 for a week in a

Boston theatre,- but he Will probably

return and take another ifli in the

American theatre. ~ •'.

After the closi of idden

Melody,' following a short ehgage-
nierit last fall at the New Amsterdam,
N,. Y., Brisson. went to Miami and
meditated over his experience on this

side/ He . received almost $500,000

from Paramount during .the period

in .
which he appeared in Par's films,

.'All the King's. Horses' 'Murder
'aifihe^yanities;' Brisson. was doing

. all right in London' when' a Par exec

signed him at $5,000 weekly. £He was
feted, iyen . suite on -a liner, with
its. private kitchen and Danish cook,

the party including his .wife, secre-

•fejfy*and mai Upon arrival in New
York there were high jinks—a suite

at the Waldprf, the p»rty of welcome
going on all night.

. / Drawing rooms on the train to

the
:

Coast Were supplied for the
party but upon reaching Hollywood
there ' was no one "on hand to greet
Brisson. Hotel accommodations were
mixed up and when he

;
called the

stfidio, ho one seemed to.know what
it was all about. Finally when going
to the studio he was told, to report
for make-up..; Before he knew what
the story was, Brisson Was appearing
in 'King's Horses* scenes.

Otto Harbach, who - is of Danish
extraction, wrote 'Forbidden Melody'
for Brisson. .'Operetta was finished
one year before he could be secured,
however, icture end refusing to re-

lease him, although the actor was
rarely called to the studio; 'Melody's'

quick flop added to Brissoh's disap-
pointment. Show which had a Sig-
mund Romberg score and which Was
presented by Jack Kirkland and Sam
H. Grisman, lost more !

than $100,000.

Of that sum $57,000 went into pro-
duction.

GEORGE STOLL CLEFS

SELF INTO A DIRECTOR

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Georgie Stoll, musical director in
radio and films for several years, be-
comes a icture director .under a
contract: signed with Emanuel Cohen
of Major Pictures.

Stoll, who did the
. musical assign-

ment on 'Pennies from Heaven'
(Major), and

,
currently handling

tunes on Metro's 'Broadway Melody
of 1837,' will switch to Cohen upon
completion of the MG chore. He
has done the scoring' on Bing Cros-
by's pictures.

Stoll will continue as conductor on
the Camel radio program.

Jones Moves to Wanger

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

After 14 years on the Paramount
lot as a writer and producer, Grpver
Jones will leave Par for a writing
spot with Walter Wanger.
. Deal With Wanger is expected to
be signed later this week.

.

Landers Gets 'Time'
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

.

ndcrs will direct 'Borrowed
inie,' ah original by Martin Mooney,

at RKO; '

;

Mopney and T. Horman
turned out Maury Cohen
Will produce.'

FRED STONE'S NEXT PIC
Hollywood,

.
RKO is readying 'House in the

Country' for Fred Stone, recuperat-
ing from his long hospital .siegei

.

Chatterers De Luxe

..HollyWopd, Feb ; 16.

:. Chatter hierarchy getting so •

complicated on . the Coast that
stars and chatterers rarely
meet, all the contacting' being
done , by studio's p.su- and cftat-

' 'terers and legmen. *. Top chat-
, terers sit. in royal sanctums' and
' toss items- away with . regal

sweep unless guaranteed exclu-
sive items. Unit flacks at stu-

dios have learned to hold out
even bii their bosses in order to
slip legman of an ace chatterer
.an exclusive.\ Some- of these
•chatterers have as many as four
flutterers under them.

'.

' Aces of the breed think noth-
ing of sending legman to

cover a preview and then hy-
. lining the' opinion as their own.
While studios don't mind this on
chatter, they resent it when
tried, on their A pictures.

'Any production on which
.been .spent from one: to

three million dollars deserves
better than: a stooge review,' is

the producer opinion on all this

ghastly ghosting.

ST0KI BACK TO PAR

AFTER U-DURBIN TILM

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Leopold StokoWski and Paramount
are in thei midst of ^negotiations for

a, three- contract which WOuld
permit him to work in two or three

films yearly. in the

air for some time, and was .pending

at the time Stokbwski Went to Uni-

versal to do a picture with r.nna
Durbi.

'

It is reported Was perturbed
over the Uniyers?!: deal, inasmuch as
it figured Stokowski Was to stick

with that studio, outside of his con-
cert chores.

.

Conductor of the iladelphia

Symphony will act in '120 Men and
One Girl,' next Durbi starrer at

Universal, in addition to supervising
all music and handling an orchestra
of 100. Stoki and -Miss Durbin are
rehearsing so: -'s for the production,
which is slate I go before the
cameras March 15. Frederick Hol-
lander has been borrowed by the

studio from Par to work on the tunes
for the film.

Lucille Ryman Aide

To Harry Evans at U

Dean Markham, first assistant to
Harry Evans, talent executive for
Universal in the east, has resigned.
Lucille Ryman, talent scout -for U
for about a year,-moves up as aide to

Evans. Markham was with National
Broadcasting Co. before joi ing Uni-
versal.

'

Miss Ryman, former actress,

grabbed Polly Rowles, Carnegie Tech
grad, and Robert WilcOx, actor ap-
pearing, in Buffalo, for U.

Films, Where 'Formerly Ex-

ploitive, Now Sometimes
JSeefe to Be Secretive —
5 1 u d i p P.;A. ' H a y e as

Much. Value * Suppress-

ing Precs Stuff as Dissemi-

nating It

SUNDRY PROBLEMS

Haysites Oppose Anti-Alien Bill;

Visiting Pix Bunch Tells Tin Why

New Sid Rogell Deal

Hollywood, Feb.
id Rogell, RKO studio manager*

received a new tworyear contract for

the job.

Rogell went to RKO from Colum-
bia a year ago ith S.. J; Briski

Readying CagneyY Next
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

James Cagney and Richard Row-
land, producer, are preparing for the

player's second Grand National flick-

er, 'Hot Oil'
'•'

Manny' Seff is doi .the. treatment
from an orig by Layne Britton and
George D. Smart,

By FRANK SCULLY

... Hollywood, i6.

ress departments .have rapidly
turned into suppress departments in

Hollywood studios, according to re-
cent • of. what news muggs
have 'say- about - the Way they're :

being serviced. A good deal more
than half the"; flacks' ..time ' is spent
trying to - get things' not printed or
putting, the screws on such corresf'

pondents as "
, and agai write

things as they see them.
Lotsa flacks say you'll have to get

the producers off the hecks of the

p, .'s before you can get the p. .'s

off the. necks of the muggs. But fact

is that, as flacks love to boast, Holly-
wood, has become One of three great

. American news, centers, along with
New Xork and . Washington. Until,

studios get hep to their new situa-

tion, ill .Will; can be created instead
of good" will for the industry.

.

Old-line. p. a.,. Who pounded out
copy in. the days when it Was a feat

to. get film fleWa iritb- print/ has " been
replaced by non-Writing sort of flack

whose sole job is to keep correspond-
ents and (editors in; line. Oldtime
copyWriters did great jpb pf making
film news headline stuff world, over;
and how new flacks -are: trying to

learn how to handle the situation—
and mostly bungling it.

Can't seem to get.it through their
heads that .hews organs are

*

pendent enterprises not 'in pay of
filrii

: industry; refuse to see neWs as
news,* regard it only as second-line
publicity for sale of films. Therein
lie plenty of headaches for all

'

cerned.

Chief lever iscipline '
is the

Hays- card. Correspondents get these
on presenting credentials to Hays
office. Card is good for 95% studio
entrees and 90% previews—indi-
vidual correspondents have to fight
for the rest. Any infraction to play
ball on the type of copy may mean
lOss of card. Hays office thus has
censorship whip that no outfit in
New York or Washington possesses,
and that accounts for nine-tenths of
beefs against the industry which
Hollywood Blvd. outfit ' spends its

time trying to iron out.

Making correspondents the
rap for editorial Whimsies only
makes matters worse.
Recent hullabaloo about Life and

Look mags, brought out press depart-
ments' ility t6 take it.; Writers
and editors don't ask for leave to
print stuff, but demand editorial

values be considered by the studios
and legitimate reporting accepted as
okay.

Needless Bad Feeling:

Scribes also point put that, due to

importance of' Hollywood hews, at-

tempted censorship * grossly inef-

fectual,- succeeds only in creating
bad feelings, edi-
torial policies or sheets.

Holdback on publications has not
kept them from getting their Own
stills and those of independent p. ,'s,

resorts, restaurants, etc. Banning of
Plai Talk and Film Fun for use of

material considered objectionable
hasn't totally obstructed these out-
fits from getting all. film copy they
needed. If Look backs down,
ported, id. shots of years
back, chances are Metro did the
trick on its own; not any threats , or
.suspension of rep..?

..News . items town :

.

scribes don't need
.
studi coppera-

tion-to get them. Stills, always pur-
chasable . through exchanges; when

(Continued 'On page- 63)..

East Meets West

Hollywood,- 16.

NeW York writer, signed by a
major studio ; work with a
veteran team conebcti a mu-
sical, breezed into the quarters
of his collabers ready to go to

work. For two days neither of
the duet as much as spoke ' to
the newcomer. Finally One of
them broke the silence.

. 'Did you ever have a break-
down?' he wanted to know.

DUST0FF FOR 'ZIGGY,'

BUILDUP FOR BUL0FF

Several film companies are dicker-

i i for the

loff, . iddish actor Who showed up on

Broadway last Week in Me
Zi of the no-

tices. Metro will make a test of him
this of temr
porary iting results-

of
'\'."

for . a number years a

star on Second Avenue, has never

had film tumble before. He ap-

peared' the first

time is season in a play

called lasted

about -
:

: week. That show was
caught only by second-stringers and
film companies paid hp attention to
'Ziggy* which got a first-string round-
robin panning, and lasted but three
performances and unpleasant notices.

But anyway it got Buloff lots of atV
tenti ••••

to

Settle Down on Coast

The Ozzie Nelsons (Harriet Hil-
liard ) plkn to settle permanently on
the Coast. Songstress leaves. Feb; 24
to .start, in RKO's 'NeW Faces,' her
second picture. She's under a termer,
interrupted by the arrival of a baby.
She appeared / ' a Fred Astaire
filmusical.

Nelson, maestroing at the Hotel
Lexington* N. Y., may also wind up
under an RKO film contract. He'll
do his radio commercials from the
Coast regardless, as soon as his N.Y.
contract expires May 1.

Hollywood. Feb.
Rudolph Friml has arrived from

the east to prepare for the musical
direction of his operetta, 'The Fire-
fly,' at Metro.
Val Raset has been assigned to. do

the dance numbers.

FILMS SCOUT RADIO

Couple Chicago)
Actresses .

. Get- -'.

Script
ver

Chicago, Feb. 16.

ilm scouts seem to be ganging up
this week to grab this town's radio
talent; Joe Hoiton of 20th Century-
Fox, Altman of Metro, and Ted
Lesser of Paramount, are all here,

and evidencing much interest i

dio people.
. .

.Looks like pictures possi-

bility for two . Columbia, radio play-
ers; Virgini lark! of 'Heleiri Trent.'

an Louise itch', of 'Mortimer
Gootch.'

Hearings on the Samuel

bill in Washi this week are - at-

tracti' industry

generally, certai Hollywood actors

speci r
, and all trade organiza-

tions, ilm players on vacation i

New York are making the trip to the

nation's capital to have their say

tore the committee.

The attitude of the Hays

wholeheartedly enact-

ment the Dickstein aiien-

measUre into a law. Understood that

the outstanding reason for this stand
is that it stands as a bar to all for-

eign . talerit apd. Undoubtediy ' Wjoiiia

produce a series of ; reptisat'vacta

which would be as harsB on, Ameri-
can picture actors as the V. S. pro-
posal:

Ostensibly, the proposed act against

imported talent is .only set up to bar
undeveloped talent from, other count.

tries but actually it would place

ban on virtually all outside artists

of the stage, screen and radio. That
is the opinion of industry experts
who have studied the law.
Not only would it shut off an

terchange of talent, preventing
American actors and actresses from
taking remunerative .

engagenients
abroad, especially in England, should
expected reprisals, be adopted, but
there also is the possibility that the
foreign film market for exhibition-

purposes might be impaired by *
severely hostile attitude towards for-

-'tariists.-'

Bill Fields Scanning

Script for Next Film
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

W. C. Fields is passing through
successful convalescence while-work-
ing on the screenplay of his next
Paramount picture, 'Bag of Tricks/

He has regained most of the weight
he lost during 1. 3 lengthy 1

ous illness.

Fields has been working on the
script with Jack Cunningham/ who
will supervise.

Dunne's 'Truth*
• Holly v/

Columbia ill star Irene Dunne in

Arthur Richman's edy, 'The,

Awful Truth,'

Fil , i;;ht Taylor,

will be verett Riskin.
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Gives Worthy^

U. S.

Expert Job

n-Made Films a Good In ferr

loots $10,000 or So for ah

America, which has been feeding
dubbed pictures to the world, is

about.-to get a taste of its ^own medi-
cine. Observers in international

film trade think the time is ripe at
last for foreign language films td be
generally released' in the XL S. in
dubbed versions and it is quite
likely that there will be a-parade of

such films in the near future.

First successful dubbed film (in

English) was /Cloistered,', a current
release. Picture, made in French,
was dubbed in New York and in-

troed into arties. Clicked distinctly

and was given a showing by RKO
in its metropolitan New York cir-

cuit. As result, a number of other
circuit deals were made for it 'and

it * estimated that the film can
gross between $200,000 tQ $300,000
in this country. If getting that kind
of business it will set: a new high
for foreign language films in the
,U. S. , (with the possible exception
of 'Maedchen In Uniform') and is

considered to prove the value of
- dubbing.

Actually, 'Cloistered' is not a good
test, however,; because of Its special

subject matter of appeal to secular
interests. Same is true of 'Gol-

gotha^ also French and also dubbed,
which is now being sent out on a
special roadshow basis by George
McLeod Baynes.

On the other hand it Is pointed
but thai- at the same time as RKO
booked 'Cloistered' for its New York
circuit, it booked 'Kermesse Hero-
ique* (French-Tobis). This film,

too, had -run up strong biz in arties

and won exceptional critical ac-
claim, : Nevertheless it did none too
well at the box office in N. Y* Cus-
tomers in .number .of spots, - ob»*

jected to
. the French; dialog Respite

the superimposed ' 'English * titles*

Observers feel that this picture, had
it been dubbed into English, could
have run lip (Iveai higher grosses
than any of iti 'prcdecessoirs from
abroad.
Dubbing Is now accepted in, inter-

national film traoa as., .the usual
thing. All American films are
dubbed into practically all languages
of the. world. Europeans accept

. them easily and without argument
because dubbing haB made such ex-
ceptional strides technically that

^a^S are : the exception rather than
the rule today* Thus, auditors fre-

quently can't tell the difference be-
tween dubbed and" straight screened
product and a number of European
countries, for protection, have or-

dered the U. Si companies to dis-

tinctly brand their product as
dubbed, and to bill the . dub actors

(voices only) as well as the actual

cast/ Only known exception is por
tions of the Spanish market (notably
South America) where natives pre<

fer films in the original, with sub
titles. This is explainable by the

riprge
number of Spanish accents

around the. world and the sensitivity

of the various sectors on their own
patois.

No Real Test for U. S.

No real test of dubbing has been
made in America. In 1932 . Ufa

.
brought over a number of German
films dubbed into English. These
were passed up at the b.o.'s largely

due to lmperiected technique. There
have been a number of attempts in

a small , way. to dub French, Italian

and German pictures and, in at least

one case, a British picture was
dubbed into American, but again the
technical means employed were al-

ways found wanting. After it had
pretty much run its course in the

original version plus subtitles,

'Maedchen in Uniform' was dubbed
and an attempt made to reroute it.

This proved none too successful, but

V largely, due to the fact the film had
run its course. 'Gulliver's Travels,'

a Russian film (Burstyn-Mayers)

was released in the original plus

titles and then dubbed. This, too,

proved none too successful but it is

noteworthy that the dubbed version,

despite limited appeal and playing

time, has practically paid for itself

and is headed for profit.

I. E. Lopert, a pioneer in dubbing
and in charge of thai department for

Paramount in Paris (Joinville) for

a number of years, is. so convinced

that dubbing is in and on the way
that he has established offices and

Boyer's Caution

Charles Boyer. always sticks

a clause into all film contracts
that his pictures are not to be
dubbed. His Walter Wanger
films made in Hollywood thus
cannot be shown in France in
dubbed version, nor can his
French-made films be shown in

.

the U. S. in dubbed version.

Boyer was first brought to

Hollywood by Metro to dub
French pictures, making 'Big
House' and some, others, in
which he dubbed Wallace
Beery's voice. His experience
of those days makes him insist

that no one must see his pic-

tures with anyone else's. voice
emanating from the screen.

studios on his own in New York for
dubbing. He is . also organizing a
distribution organization on the side

and leaves next month for Europe
to line up product
His attitude and angles on the sub-

; ect is that he hopes for only two
or three pictures a year. A feature
film, can now be expertly dubbed
for approximately $10,000. Sup-
posing that the original film can be
bought on percentage with, say, a
$10,000 guarantee (pretty high

j guaranty for foreign language films,

even the best of them, under cur-
rent conditions) the picture would
represent an outlay of $20,000 to

$25,000. It would, however, be a top
European product and in everyday
acceptable English, which average
audiences in nabes and second runs
could be expected to accept. U
finding spotting on double feature
programs alone the returns would,
obviously, be considerable.

OA's Dub on 'Cloistered'

For So. American' Mart

United Artists is making another

try at dubbing for. portions.
of the

Spanish' market Has bought : the

South American distribution rights

to 'Cloistered,' French film, and is

trying to dub it into Portuguese to

New York. If successful, treatment

will be given to other films for this

market L. E. Lopert is doing the:

dubbing of the film, using actors

from, the Spanish colony in New
York.

Spanish market is the most diffi-

cult one to handle, from the view-

point of the foreign sales' depart-

ments. It varies in a number of

spots, with a number of patois in-

Thiis certain South Amer-

ican .countries use Castttiaiv certain

countries use Portuguese, and there

are a number of languages in be-

tween. And all of them jealous and
annoyed at the other. Most U. S.

film companies, for that reason, use
super-imposed titles on their films

for that Spanish market but find' it

impossible to cover the whole field

that way.

Albany No Like Artie
Albany, Feb. 16.

Albany fans nixed foreign-made
film try at the Capitol (legit house)
end after a week the house is dark
again. Announcement said failure

of 'Broken Blossoms' to arrive

caused closing, and the house would
reopen soon.

However, scant audiences for
Carnival In Flanders,' hailed by the
local reviewers as 'one of the best'
and backed by liberal newspaper
space, are believed reasons W. W.
Farley, owner-manager, called the
season off.

DEANNA FIRST JOVE

TO WIN GUILD NOD

Hollywood, Feb.
For the first time in its history, a

juve, Deanna Durbi , was selected

for the best performance in piX in

December by the Screen Actors
Guild. She was picked for her part
in Universal's 'Three Smart Girls.'

Teddy Hart was selected as the

best supporting player , for his work
in Warners 'Three Men on a Horse.'

Its Done with Mirrors

Business of dubbing films is perhaps the most mysterious and
-puzzling of all film technicalities from the average layman's view-
point As a matter of actuality, it's a simple technical job, but one
requiring infinite patience and care.

Nub of the dubbing expert's technical crew Is. the writer. His is

the painstaking task of making, words fit Working with a camera,
a small screen and a mirror, he runs the film through for himself
time after time, slowly, and a scene at a time. Dialog sheet in one
band, translation in another, and two or three dictionaries all about
he then pronounces translations In various word twists into the
mirror, watching vocal functions. Eventually, it is his task to find

a way of making the screen character say things which fit the same
mouth formations as the original. Director's only reply to diffi-

culties entailed is, *It can be done.' And it can, as proven over and
over again for the past few, years.

Really difficult work, of course, is in the screen closeups or straight-

face shots. Most players in almost any film don't speak directly into

the screen, which makes those portions easy to synchronize;
Once the dialog is written, the director has another tough job,

fitting voices. In well-dubbed films an attempt is made to find voices
somewhat similar in timbre to the original so that should customers
hear both,, they won't be disappointed. Also, of course, to contain
some sort of unanimity.
Then rehearsals by the 'Voices into mirrors, at the same time watch-

ing the screen, to make them pronounce their speeches properly.
Then a new sound track is shot It's, as easy as that

Pennsylvania negotiations . and that

prosecution of the All-Continent suit

would interfere with his -operations

settling the estate.

Brock's Underworld'

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Lou Brock will produce 'Fighting

the Underworld' for Universal. Philip

S. Vaii Cize, Denver lawyer, wrote
the original about incidents in his

home city.

It's Brock's first non-musical film

in some time.

Brian-Purcell Teamed
Hollywood, Feb; 16,

Mary Brian and Dick Purcell have
top spots in 'Navy Blues' at Repub-
lic. .

Picture is slated for the cameras
Feb. 18, Ralph Staub directing, Burt
Kelly associate producer.

TPS MAGYAR SCRDPTER
Joseph Joachimson, Hungarian

screen writer, arrives this week
from Europe to join the directorial-

producing team of Koster-Paster-

nack at Universal.

Washington, Feb. 10. .

Review of complicated litigation

over what Is left of William Fox
millions was promised Monday (16)

by the U. 8. Supreme Court . Final
bench agreed to look over court
wrangling between Hiram Steelman,
trustee of the-deposed film magnate's
estate, and r All-Continent Corp.,

holding company headed by Mrs.
Fox.
In agreeing to look over the rec-

ord, the last tribunal continued in

effect an earlier, injunction which
prevents All-Continent from pro-
ceeding in Pennsylvania with a suit

to acquire title to millions worth of

securities formerly owned by Fox
and moved from New York to Phila-
delphi The stop order was handed
down several weeks ago when Steel-

man originally asked the Supreme
Court to o. . the tiff.

Part of an extremely intricate

muddle, the case which 'the nine bid
men' will ponder grows out of con-
flicting efforts of All-Continent and
Steelman to get their paws on secur-
ities said to have value of $7,000,000.
In this phase of the situation. Steel-
man claims the Now Jersey court,
where the Fox bankruptcy matter
started, has power to enjoin a credi-
tor from prosecuting a suit against
him in another jurisdiction. The
Third Circuit Court of Appeals va-
cated injunction arid ordered
Steelman to participate in a Pennsyl-
vania row over title to the paper..
The suit originally was started by.

Steelman, who tried to recover from
All-Continent Fox, and members Of
the family. The trustee claimed the
holding company had no separate
existence and was merely Fox doing
business under a wig. When secur
ities were turned over to All-Con
tinent, the dearwas a deliberate at-

tempt to get cash out of the hands
of creditors, Steelman averred.
All-Continent retaliated in Perm

sylyania by filing suit to remoyfc
cloud from the title to the. papers
Keystone state courts ordered Steel-

man to plead, disregarding his resi-

dence in another jurisdiction. Steel-

man then went to the Supreme Court
with his plea for a stop order hold-
ing up the Pennsylvania vendetta
launched by All-Continent.
The case, according to Steelman's

brief, involves the question whether
we original court where bankruptcy
proceedings began has the power to

enjoin a creditor from pushing a suit

against the trustee in a foreign juris-

diction. Legal points arise from
Steelman's contention that he could
not properly be made a party to the

Atlantic City, Feb, 10.

Hiram Steelman, trustee lh bank-

ruptcy of William Fox< announced

today that his effort to prevent the

All-Continent Corp. of Delaware
from bringing suit against him in

the federal district court of Penn-
sylvania would be reviewed by the
U. 8. Supreme Court The supreme
court consented to pass upon a
judgment against Steelman Issued
recently in Philadelphia by the third
circuit court of appeals.

Steelman in previous action stated
that the All-Continent Corp. 'was
the creation for the bankrupt him-
self and that its funds all came from
Foxv As trustee for Fox, he sought
to gain control of the corporation's
assets. All-Continent, on the other
hand, brought suit in the federal
court in Pennsylvania for the pur-
pose of clearing the title of securi-

ties In the hands of Philadelphia
brokers. .Steelman had sought to
stay this suit hv the? federal court of
New Jersey which adjudicated Fox
a. bankrupt last May 25, but the
bankruptcy action was contested by
creditors at hearings held here be-
fore Federal Referee Robert E.

Steedle as Fox had become a shore
resident.

The Jersey court enjoined All-Con-
tinent from proceeding with the
Pennsylvania action. But the third
circuit court at Philadelphia reversed
the bankruptcy court decree.' Steel-
man then carried his case to Wash-
ington.

LILLIAN HELLMAN ON

'DEAD END' SCRIPTING

. Hollywood, Feb. 16.

'Dead End' will go into the script-
ing stage this week, with arrival of
Lillian Hetman.
Writer is fulfilling her commit-

ment to Sam GOldwyn on optional
contract after adapting her own
stage play, 'Children's Hour,' which
screened as 'These Three.'

McCrea, Margo Toppers

In Goldwyn s 'Hurricane'

':. Hollywood, Feb. 16.

o Joel McCrea and Margb have been
assigned the leads in •Hurricane' by
Samuel Goldwyn. Picture will go
into production next month with
company locating at Samoa.
John Ford directs.

RKO Reties Cliff Reid

Hollywood,. Feb. 16.

Cliff Reid has signatured a con
tract to remain at RKO for another
year as a producer.
Reid has been on the lot for four

years in this capacity.

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Deduction of tax from studio

workers pay to comply with the

Federal old age benefit and the Cali-

fornia unemployment statutes,

ticularly for extras, location workers
and definition of casual workers ex-

empted under the U. S. law, has pic-

ture execs In dither. With the

first payment on the Federal tax due
by Feb. .28, the local office of the

Internal Revenue Collector has been
flooded with requests for info as to

whom and how the duty should be
paid.

Deduction Ot the levy in the case
of an agent selling a client to a
studio and collecting his stipend is

one of the major questions facing
Nat Rbgan, local collector of rev-*

enues. Inasmuch as ho hard and
fast rules have been made, each case
is settled individually.

Hypothetically, an agent sells his
client to. a studio for $1,000. '-Should
the agent deduct the 1% from the
$900 he would turn over to the client
after the comish or should the studio
deduct the tax from the entire
$1,000? And how is the tax deducted
on the $100 the agent receives as
comish? These are questions which
daily confront Rogah.
In regard to extras, location help

and casual workers, Rbgan pointed
out that every worker who is con-
nected with the promotion and ad-
vancement of the studio's business
must pay the tax through his em-
ployer in the monthly report

Deduct On Payment
This tax, however, must be de-

ducted upon payment of the wages.
Consequently, the studio must de-
duct 1% of each daily pay check
given an extra. This also applies to

location help.
Only exemptions are employers of

domestics, agricultural, government
employes, casual laborers not em-
ployed in the course of regular busi-

ness, officers and members of ships'

crews, employees oyer 65 and cer-

tain non-profit endeavors. ;

Any tax less than $10 withdrawn
from an employee's pay must be
witnessed by .two persons. Any

^amount above $10 must be notarized.

Every worker must pay tax on his

income until he makes $3,000,

cept those exempted. If an actor is

signed by a studio for $1,000 weekly
for six stanzas, tax . is withdrawn.,
weekly for three weeks. If is

actor goes to another studio he must
agai pay tax until he has made
$3,000.

Nip Domestic Dodge
One problem already settled con-

cerned a private secretary employed
by a studio producer. Latter listed

her as a domestic, but when it was
shown that the secretary lived 'in

the producer's home, he was forced

to file a tax report.
Another settled concerned a pro-

ducer who has ah actress under per-
sonal contract. At present she is

working at a studio. He. draws $500
weekly from the lot and turns over
$350 to his. client Ruling was that
the tax had to be paid only on the
$350. Latter was termed wages and
the $150 was defined as a payment
for the sale of a contract to the
studio.
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television demonstration

(11) at the (German-

town Cricket ;
Club, Philadelphia, was

retty much of a mishap. Comment

of those who saw the 345-line deni-

August suggested that

the touted advance to 441 lines meant

little. Indeed; whatever the cause,

the August demonstration was rela-

tively a greater prestige, builder-

ilco incident tends to emphasize

chaotic, uncertai and remote

It remains es-

theory of the- future sup-

hazy amount of engi-

neering proof, its advances are offset;

by such unexpected ifficulties as

marred the afternoon at Cricket

Club. it has a long turn-

pike to travel. As an entertainment

form it's impossible on the present,

evidence to guess what it may_even-

tually be like. Certainly there is no

present alarm, from

ither pictures or radio that ia com-

petitive amusement is around, the

corner; Its iscernible level is as a

possible novelty in the home, with

home films (16 m.m*) having the ad-

vantage and probably about as cheap

(or as expensive).
It seemed to impress some that the

second hand of a watch could be
observed in fair detail with nothing

but the watch in front of the tele-

visor, That's pretty kindergarten

front an 'entertainment' standpoint.

Agai trying to put sex appeal into

the proceedings, there Was an Ina
Ray Hutton film short that was a
blur pit moving blotches of black and
white and a fashion show conducted
by Margaret Case of Vogue that sim-

ly didn't register.

Images OK
Admission was made by a Pnilco

exec that 'pretty girls are the easiest

television tests because imagination

-fills in the gaps.' But 'the small

Image's, the lack of individual visual

identify throws the whole thing back
to sound. Television in its present

state of development is without per-

sohaiity save in terms of vocal ef

fects.

Boake Carter, who was televised

ith Connie Mack, the baseball

mogul, Was a personality only to the

same extent he is on the air—because
of his voice.

Contrasts were made by rapid

switchovers between 345 and 441

lines. Differences could be noted,

but seemed less than revolutionary.

If deemed the goal—the arrived state

—of clarity and perception, as has

been claimed, it was a distinct set-

back for television's prestige. RCA
is now working toward 441 lines also

Speculation has been rife lately as

to what and who ..•might be behind

the current gossip on television.

Some buzzing has to do with the

theory that the advance publicity

preparations are; predicated on some
sort of a stock-market killing. Tele-

vision is still experimentally licensed

and controlled by the Federal Com-
munications Commission and unlike-

ly to emerge from that condition

without pretty strong proof. Again,

the Federal Securities Commission
"would probably retard the stock pro

motional angles.

Looks like a question of getting

in on the ground, floor of the whbop-
la. But a. bit dangerous in view of

Philco's indifferent demonstration.

DAVE LOEW EAST ON

BROWN PIC RELEASE

Davi L. . Lbew, who produced
'When's Your Birthday,' Joe E.

Brown, starrer for RKO release, is

in New York for.- two weeks in

connection with the picture's release.

Producer's next with Brown will

be 'All Is Confusion/ which is slated

to go before the cameras March I,

Edward Sedgwick directing.

Japan Hot on Tele

Toyko, Jan. 27
Japan is all het up over publicity

from Europe and U.S.A. on televis

ion
1

intends to do something
about it. Will spend some com per
fecting the receiver developed by
Prof. Kenjiro Takayanagi the;

Ha'mmamatsu H i g he r Technica
School. With this in mi , the Japan
Broadcasting Association, which is a

sftmi-goverhmental , organization: mo-
nopolizing the broadcasting field in

Hollywood, Feb;.

Selznick - International Pictures,

Inc., icially took over the RKO
Pathe'. studio, comprising 60 acres, in

Culver City arid, henceforth the plant

will be known as Selznick-Interna-

tional studio. In addition company,
headed by David O. Selznick, took

oyer a 40-acre location site in Bald-

win Hills nearby.

Forced to expand because; of its

$12,000,000 picture program for 1937

the company will remodel several 0::

the. Studio buildings and add some
sound stages and dressing rooms.

Future productions include:. 'The

Prisoner of Zenda,' 'Let Me Live,
1

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer,
The World's Our Oyster' and 'Gone

with the Wind.'

COOPER'S B. 0/S TO AID

CHARITY FOUNDATION

Feb. 16.

After J. H. Cooper's foundation, a

move announced in Variety a year

ago as a showman's attempt to se

aside a fund of $1,000,000 to aid un
derprivileged children .; in Nebraska
Oklahoma and .New York, seemed to

be stymied and getting nowhere, a

deal was worked Out by Cooper here

this week with Bob Livingston, indie

rnanager-owner' of the Capitol,

whereby his house Operates at a

guaranteed $1,400 monthly for the

foundation.
rigi announcement the

foundation carried with it word tha •

about $100,000 in money and bonds
had been placed in the fund to star

it, and at Various; .times thereafter

theatre properties would be. addec

Besides Cpoper, on the; board are

several Lincoln non-pro citizens who
are biggies in the city's biz. Cooper,

at the time of announcing the

foundation,, announced .
intention 6:!

buying, two theatres in Oklahoma
which would operate for the founda
ti

'

[
Par to 01er Barney Balaban a 5-Yr.

Contract; Prez Wants B.

Horn Banned by Gops—
Dishes Too Mild for Cus-

iomers—-Prize Trips, Even
Season Passes, Only Mild

Substitute's for Coin-Hun-
gry Fans

A FRANKENSTEIN

icago, Feb. .

Following the sloughing the
police of bank night, . screenp and
other.Jcbin. giveaway stunts, the local
exhibitors are their ears
and looking in books in an endeavor
to find some sort of box-office gim-
mick to bring in the customers. Ex-
hibs .have- fo^ that they have
trained, the public around here to

expect more than just pictures when
they walk into a theatre, arid the
public is squawking that they're, get-
ting

.
gypped unless they get that

'extra added attraction' stunt
Just What the stunt should . be is

the -problem that's driving" the; mid-
west exhibs nuts. Some of them
have tried to go back to. giving away
dishes arid

.
kitehenware; but they

have been laughed out of it by the
customers who claim, .first, that

theylve got enough dishes already
from previous giveaways to open in-

dividual crockery stores, and, second,
that the dishes aire too old-fashioned

and too mild. They've gotten accus-

tomed to $3,000 jackpot for the lucky
number, and they won't be satisfied

with a saucer in exchange. The fact

that everybody is a winner doesn't

interest 'em; they would rather have
a 60,000-to-l shot on a $3,000 prize

than be a sure-winner, of a teacup.

And since it can't be money, ac-
cording to the coppers, the exhibs
are up against it, especially, with the
public yelling about It. Some of

them have tried to go into the old-

fashioned contest idea, with the win-
ners getting trips to California and
Florida, but it hasn't the same Wal-
lop. Others are even giving away
season passes; even though they real-

ize the pass habit is Inimical to all

good show business. ^

Japan, recently' appropriated $150,001 1

to carry on experimental work in the

Association's new laboratory, now
under construction.

Professor Takayanagi is work
ing on a daylight television-receiver

which he expects to replace the pres

ent fluorscent-light type now in use

The new method is understood to be

a combination of Takayanagi's ex-

periments, and 'those- of Dr. Vladimir
K.. Zwbrkin of R.C.A. So far the

professor .claims . that hi gadget is

90% successful and hopes to make, it

.100% by this March;
Olympic games to in

Tokyo in 1940 seems to be the cause

.of all this sudden, interest in tele-

. vision. Hope to have things so ar-

ranged that pix of all the events of

the games can be .
televised to all

homes withi a 12 mile radius of the

stadium.

'Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Mervyn LeRoy will make five pix
for Warners' release instead of four,

as previously contemplated.
They are 'The King and the

Chorus Girl,' recently completed; 'In

the Deep South,' next to hit cameras;
'The Great Crooner/ untitled musi-
cal, and 'The Great Garrick,' based
on the life of the actor,,

:

David Gar-
rick..
Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart

are writing, the musical, to star.

Ferriard Gravet arid Ethel .Merman.
LeRoy has added

. Laria Turner, 17,

from. Idaho, to his list of personal
contractees. She will play the
-tragic role of Mary Clay ' 'The
Deep South.'

. Kent. Clark to Miami
m. ' .9 '

: R. Kent and John D. Clark
checked out of the 20th -Fox home
offices Saturday (13) for Miami.
They will 'be back around March

1, Clark to . prepare for. an early

sales confab in March, which means
he may miss is year's Motion' Pic-

ture Theatre . Owners of America
convention:

Wurtzel' Vacash
Hollywood, Feb.

Sol Wurtzel will take a two-month
Vacation in April touring the Orient,

Lou Breslau goes along also.

Wait and See

London, Feb.7.

Here's a Parliamentary, reac-

tion to recent wailing wall com-,

ments on, the attitude of

U.S. market to British films.

Hall Caine, M.P., asked in the

House of Commons: 'Has atten-

tion of the President of the
Board of Trade been called to

the fact that British films have
been given a reasonable

chance in the United States, arid,

in view of the large revenue re-

ceived by U.S. products in re-

spect of exhibitions in this

country; will he take steps to

ensure a greater measure of

reciprocity?''
.

Dr. Leslie.Burgin, represent-

ing the board, told Him- to Wait
and see. Point, presumably,
will be covered wheri the Quota
Laws are redrafted.

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Under a deal that doesn't affect

his Broadway ' stage productions,
Max Gordon has joined S. J. Brlskin
at RKO as a production assistant.

Deal is only until April 1, and then
he hops over to Warners to aid Mer
vyn LeRoy for three months.
Meanwhile, Gordon and Harry

Goetz are holding up their United
Artists production plans until they
can produce 'The Women' as. their

first fllrn. Several members of the
stage cast, now appearing ia the play
at the Barrymore, in New York, will

coriie west for the picture.

Understood . that the Paramount
board of directors will vote Barney
Balaban, company president, a five-

year contract at $150,000 salary, plus
5% of the profits of Paramount.
However, • Balaban is reported in-

sisting that he retain his present
salary arid percentage in Balaban &
Katz. Barney arid John Balaban
collect $175,000 as the . annual salary

i

of the Balaban brothers, against 15%
to 17%% of the profits.

Barney Balaban wants this B. & K.
arrangement to remain as is, iri ad-
dition to his contract as chief of
Paramount, so that he will be able
to utilize this. B. & K!'money to take
care of a good many of his topflight
assistants " Chicago! who have
worked with him and for the firm
for many years. This, takes in such
men as Walter Immerman, Dave
Wallerstei j J. J. Rubens, Nate Piatt,
Harry Lustgarten, Bill Hollander,
Elmer Upton and others.
Balaban himself, wheri he accepted

the presidency, stated that he had
'enlisted' in the service of Para-
mount, and. when he was asked by
the board what deal he wanted,
Balaban answered that he still felt

the same way about it . arid ,
would

set no price. . He has been working
as president of Par for no salary,
taking only his remuneration as
head of B. & K. Now that the board
has tentatively drawn up the five-

year deal, Balaban has added his in-

sistence on the retention of his full'

B. & K. deal for the; benefit of his

Chi associates.

PATHE-Dl)

CROSBY'S REPEATER

FOR COHEN VIA PAR

Hollywood, Feb.
Bing Crosby and Emanuel Cohen

have tied for another picture to be
made this year, Cohen, had a simi-

lar deal with the. crooner last year
on 'Pennies from Heaven,' which was
released through Columbia.
Cohen's Major Pictures hag re-

lease through Paramount now; so the
arrangement keeps all of Crosby's
pix moving through that channel:
Arthur Johnston and Johnny

Burke, who did the songs for 'Pen-

nies,' will do a repeat job on the

next .film.

Sherman's 500G Budgeter

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Harry Sherman's remake of The
Barrier' -for Paramount will be di-

rected by Edward Ludwig. Film is

carrying a budget of $500,000.

Location troupe is looking for a

spot in Alaska with start skedded for

April 15,

Cowdiri Returns Feb. 22
J. Gheever Cowdi irman of

Universal Pictures, returns to N. Y.

Feb. 22, after riearly two months in

Europe visiting key cities, where U
has interests.

He will be accompani by is

secretary; Anthony Petti, and is

wife.

ED SCHILLER TO FLORIDA
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Col. Edward A. Schiller, p. of

Loew's, Iric, trained to Jacksonville,

Fla., Feb, 13,

He planned a stopover in New Or*
leans for exhibitor confabs.

MONO

Monogram Pictures is still mull-?

ing several financial .plans, that have
been up for consideration in the last

,

few weeks.
. While there have been

numerous offers made, to provide
company financing, Wall Street hears,
that no attempt will be made to float

a stock issue until circumstances are
held to be more auspicious. Not set

as to whether or not any. public of-

fering of stock will be made and' if

made, when the issue will be placed
on any stock exchange.
Pathe is favored for laboratory

business,- which would automatically
swing in Du Porit on the deal to sup-
ply the raw stock for production. Biit

understanding is that the. deal would

'

be ori a much more elaborate scale,

arid that it would develop along! the
lines of certain' advances, ori raw
stock and • laboratory work. Actual
flnanci " would-come direct through:
a loan or underwriting of small
stock .issue, by a banking if

further 'funds are required.
Monogram expects to have, its sell-

ing,..campaign in full swing shortly.'

By the time that the . convention
opens; early , in -April, the company
officials expect to have six features
completed and prints available
various exchanges.

,.. Product still remains at 26 fear
tures and eight Westerns.

Mintz Producing
Hollywood, Feb.

Columbia* has taken. Sam Mintz
from the writing ranks for a pro-
ducer berth.

His first picture will be Paul Gal-
ileo's ' 'Twas the Night^Before Christ-
mas,' Sateyepost yarn

7

.

Hays Back East
Will Hays arrived in New Yor

this week from: the Coast in order to

make preparations for the forthcom-
ing annual meeting of the MPPDA,
Annual confab ' scheduled for'

early March.
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Chicago, and all Illi , is on a

theatre ing spree which seems

to' be going . places. In the past 30
days plans have been considered for

a 40-story office building and thea-
tre on Randolph street, another

,
the-

atre on Madison street, and .several
Other loop spots • being looked
into Balaban & Katz among
others.

These do not include the Balaban
ros. Coronet, the Esquire; the Wal-

ton, by Essaness, or the new house
being built on the outskirts at West-
ern and Devon; -.avenues.

Behind most of these building pro-

grams, and several others in differ-

ent..parts of the midwest region, is

the. Theatre Acceptance Syndicate,

headed by Archie G. Spencer, a firm
organized to finance, lease, build, and
improve theatre sites. Capital for

•the workings of the/firm is said to

come from local bankers, and work,
being done is, for the most part, oh.

sites which banks have had to take
over on mortgages.

Working on .plan of. an auto
acceptance organization, tije Theatre'

-Acceptance .Syndicate .: is' financing

and building! theatres in Evanston,
Wilmette, Belyedere, Elgi Glen El-

lyn, and two in Ci ' '

'

Plans are also being laid by the
company for erecting two, and pos-

sibly.- three, . houses for legitimate

productions in Chi, but actual wprk
Will probably not begin until the end
of the season. Legitimate managers
with. hit shows have: had consider-

able difficulty in finding a house in

-.which to play their shows: this year,

and- in several . cases, have had to
: .move . out .

•long before they should
have because other attractions were
booked in the house they were play-
ing;

.

NEW $15,000,000 ISSUE

At a meeting ©f..the .board of Par-
amount, yesterday afternoon XTues.)
irectors authorized the creation of

a . new issue of. $15,000,000 in /3V4%
convertible debentures ' dated., as of
March' 1 this, year and due March 1,

1947. These debehttffes .\vill be con-
yerti until five days prior to
redemption date or maturity into
common stock at $33 1-3 a shajf^ until
March 1, 1942 and ;tfcgfeafter ' until
Peb.^J8^, ^t $40 a share;

"The xiebs will be redeemable in
whole or 'part: at any time upon at

least: 30 days public > noticeV at par
value, plus accrued interest The
'3%% convertible debs will be issued
pursuant, to. an .indenture between
Par and the Manufacturers Trust Co.
of.New York as trustee, which will

provide, among other things, for

annual sinking fund payments to the
trustee starting April 15, 1941', the
sinking fund payments to be 15% of

the consolidated net earnings of the
.company, . sis defined) in 'the indenture
for each year beginning in 1940. The
indenture will provide sinking fund
payments may . be made in. cash or
debentures, with a credit to: the
sinking fund of the amount of

debentures converted into common
after Dec. ,1939. ;

Par, under the plan, will offer to

holders of its 20-year 6% sinki
fund debs the fight to exchange as
of March 1, 1937, without adjustment
of interest, at equal face amount of

6% debentures for the new 3%%
debs. The rights to exchange will
Expire March 9, 1937. In the event
that more than $15,000,000 in prin-
cipal amount of 6% debentures are
presented for. exchange, the ex-
change will be substantially on a pro
rata, basis.

. Par now holds in its treasury
$2,376,000 of the 6% bonds which
will not be exchanged under the
offer. Script or fractions for new
debs iii denominations - of less than
$100 will hot be issued, nor will the

holders of script for present bonds
participate in the exchange. The
20-year bonds which are exchanged
pursuant to the new offer will not
be re-issued by Par, but will be can-

celled or tendered from time to time

for retirement through the sinking

fund under the present indenture

with the) City Bank Farmers Trust

Co. :

Par announced there is no under-

writing or. payment of commission in

connection with the proposed ex-

change.

Incorporations

NEW YORK
Albany..

Regrrant .Theatre Corp.,: New York; the-r
atvl.CHl huBlhess; . capital, '.stock, . 100
shares, ho pat., value!

.

.

' Incorporators

r

Bessie' Golderiberg, Aiine Nadelman,
Florence M. Raden,. all of 1601 Broad-,
way. New York City. '.

'

MUray Theatres Corp;, New York; the-
atrical business; capital stock, ' 100
sliares, no par. value. Jncorporatpi-sl.
Samuel Goldberg, 763 Eastern -Parkway,
Brooklyn; JiiWa Cherrnay, 1430 Pllinton
ft venue, Bronx; 'Herman Larrls, 508
Stebbl avenue, Bronx. *

''

Orchids .Preferred, inc., . Manhattan;'
theatrical business; capital stock, '750.'

shares; 250, $100 preferred; 600 com-
mon, no par. - value. ' Incorporators:
Alexander I/. 'Jones, Hotel Wellington;
New York City; Catherine Herman -and
Jules Suppln, both of- 690 Fifth avenue,
New York Clty.:

Rumps Molorie Corp., Manhattan; the-
atrical business; capital: stock, 100
shares,' no par value.. Incorporators:
irving B-J. Levlne, 170' Broadway,: New
York City; Irving* Klein, 306 Broadway/
New York City; , Samuel 1>. Cohen, 170
Broadway, New York City.

. Saolray Theatres . Corp., N^w : York ;,

theatrical business; capital stock, 100
shares, no par. value, Incorporators:
Samuel Goldberg, 76? Eastern parkway,
Brooklyn; Julia Cherrnay, 1430 Pllmton,
avenue; Bronx; Herman LarrlB, 908
Stebblns avenue, Bronx,

Sterling- Pictures Corp., Manhattan

;

motion, picture business; :
capital ' stpclr,

100' shares, :no par value. Incorporators

;

Harold J. Sherman, 1819 Broadway. -New
Vork City; Casarell Greenberg, 35 Mc-
Clellan eti eet, Bronx; Martha

,
Harris,

116 East 66th a,venue, Brooklyn..

.Abbott Brandon & Clark, Inc., Man-
hattan; motion picture business, the-
atrical business, etc. ; capital .stock, .

200'

shares, ' no. par. value. / Incorporators:
H. :

-'C." McKeever, 271 Madison avenue,
New York City; William H; Smith. 61
East 89th street, New York City; -M. fijj

Thatcher, , 160 Bast 48th street, New
York City.

Nearly Thirty, Inc., 'Wanhattan; the-
atrical business; capital .' stock, . 177
shares, no par value. Incorporators:
Louis Li,

' Garrell, Gertrude- -
' Chophlck,

Anthony Forbes, all of 9 East 46th
Btreet, New York City.

Woody Herman.. Orchestras, Inc., Man-,
hattan ; theatrical business;, capital
stock, .140. shares, no par value- Incor-
porators: Woody' Herman,' .373 Blee.c.ker
street. New York" City Joe Bishop, 4016
81st street^ Jackson Heights; N. Y.;
Kermlt' Simmons, .15 Cornelia street. New
'.York City. Subscribers, /Fannie Smith,
Nathan" .Bilsky, Edward M. Laden,' all
of 666 Fifth' avenue. New- York* City.

Blalto - Productions Corp., New. York;
motion picture business; capital stock,
200 shares, no par value. Incorporators:
Margaret Tully, Margaret McMullen,
Charles Ettinger, ell of 444 Madison
avenue, New York City.

MISSOURI
Jefferson City.,

joplln Miners Park Assn., Joplln, Mo.

;

2,000 : .shares of
. |6 i»at. .:^a^TIe~ , ' tto^cTt

to. lease, jpjvar^^Olitrbl and man-
age. - grounds for publio exhibitions
of baseball and other field, games and
to own and control a professional baser
ball club. Incorporators, who also will
serve as Board of Directors, are W. .

P.
Sharp, Arnold Leonard, A: B; Reed,
L, R. Smith, R, W. Boyd, L. R. Reynolds
and J. C. Finke, all of Joplln.

TEXAS
Galveston, ..

errviUe Amuse Co.", . Klerrvllle; de-
creasing - capital stock, from: 176,000 io
J60,000.

Foreign Permit
R.K.O. Pictures, Inc., Delaware; mo-

tion picture and advertising;. . capital
'Btqck, 213,975 shares no par value com-
mon. Texas agent, S. M. Sachs, .Dallas.

GN Sales Meet on Coast

Hollywood, Feb. lg. -^

Edward L. Alperson is planning to

hold Grand National's sales conven-
tion here in May.

Confabs will take place at the hew
Grand National studio.

Desiring to .devote more time to

distribution of his Far West indie
pictures, Sam Berkowitz, who
aligned with Grand National Pictures
distribution six months, ago, 'is leav-
ing the GN spot although retai ing
his headquarters in the : exchange,
where he had long been identified.

. Hi Peskay goes in to take charge
of GN. .distribution in the L.. A. ter-

ritory, with Mel Hulling; Berkowitz's
partner in „'".. West, continuing as

district
.
manager for GN the

Coast. Peskay, brother , of Ed
.
Peskay,

GN general sales manager, is- a for-

mer expi

RKO'S EASTERN SALES

MEET; 3D REGIONAL

RKO went Into session yesterday.

(Tues.) on a two-a-day \ eastern sales

regional meeting at the Hotel Astor,

N. V., presided over by Ned E.

Depihet and Jules Levy; latter re-

turning to town -just in time to make
it. This Is the third of three regional

confabs, others having been held in

San Francisco for the west and at

Chicago for the midwest.
)

District and branch managers of

12 -eastern and southern exchanges
are attending.

Their New York visit will include

a special trade and exhibitor screen-

ing today (Wed.) at the Astor of

'When's Your Birthday/ print of

which was brought in Monday (15)

by its producer, David Loew.

Earnings of 20th Century-Fox are
running so- high above

;
the same

period last year that Wall Street an-
ticipates another substantial dividend
distribution on the common stocks
Announcement ; of new payment,
which . is •. expected to be

. . 75c,
;

or . $1,
is expected within the : next.. 10 days
to two weeks.

Rentals, of iOth-Fox are estimated
for the first 45 days of, 1937 to be
running 56% ahead of the compara-
ble period in 1936. The company's
financial statement covering the year
of 1937, ended late in December; will
show consolidated net income of
$6,200,000;. to $7,100,000, depending
uppri how much is received in the
i2-month period in dividends from
National Theatres Corp. and other
subsidiaries.

Twentieth Century-Fox reported
net operating profit for the 39 weeks
ended Sept. 26 at $4,451,851, but this
did not include any : dividends from
National theatres though subsequent-
ly at least one divvy was declared by.

this subsid. , Company has 42% in-
terest in National, - Current esti-

ftiates in the street, are that the final

13 ?weeks in 193ft will shbw:;20th-Fox
prpfUs-ynnntng" 45% ahead of final

quarter in 1935.

The 39-week period ending last

September represented earnings
: of

$3;27 on the ' preference issue and
$2.38 on the common. Consequently,
the $2 declared the common
shares last year were covered easily

by profits comf in 'during the first

three quarters'.' ••

'''

Final quarter df 1936 may show re-
turns of Ground" $1 oh the common
stock/ and-'the Company undoubtedly
will- distribute part- "of this to stock-
holders! rather than pay the heavy
federal tax on' Uhdistributed profits.

Although the company is paying only •

$1;50 currently oh ' the preferred,
the net consolidated income for the
past year probably will; represent
earnings of more than $5 on this

class of stock. Part of this remai -

ing $3.50 undoubtedly would revert
to common stockholders. .

More optimistic in Wall Street en-
vision earnings' of $4 to. $6-per com-:
ition share in 1937. While normally
this might prompt directors to place
the common - p'n. a regular . dividend
basis of $2 to $3 a share before mid-
year, the present tax law on undis-
tributed net earnings may alter the
usual policy.

v '

COL'S REGULAR DIVVY
Columbia Pictures maintained its

annual dividend rate of $1 on the

common last week by declaring the

usual quarterly payment of. 25c on
common and certificates of the same.
Company also distributes a stock

dividend of around 5% but only on

a semiannual basis.

Latest cash distribution is payable
April 1 to common and certificates

of the common on record March 18.

IA RULES NO SWAPPING

LENSERS EAST-WEST

There will be no interchange of
cameramen between the east and
west coast or With other locals, ac-
cording to Charles Downs, business
agent of International Photogra-
phers Local

.
644. He outlined .

this

undeviating attitude' on his. return
last week from Los Angeles where
he attended meetings of .the I. A.
Not only will there be no swap-

ping of camera grinders but Local
644 officials are making a diligent

survey of picture company photog-
raphers who .come into New York
from other cities. As soon as they
begin working steadily within the
jurisdiction of the N. Y.. union, they
are asked to transfer affiliation,to Nb.
644.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Decision of Paramount to try to get bondholders io convert debentures
into common stock, together with considerable recent conversion of first
preferred shares into common, is accepted as meaning that the company
desires to eliminate or reduce both bonds and preferential holdings. It
was reported sometime ago, prior to any converting of stock, that this was
an expectation pf the future. Conversion is hot obligatory.

Such moves by security holders in Par would mean not only a very
substantial increase in the common- stock of the concern but an entirely
new'-.'position for Par, Formerly, prior to bankruptcy, Paramount Publi.
securities consisted' of two bond issues and common stock but no .prefer-

ential lists. Placing Par on a basis of more common would be somewhat
uni .for the company. A new $15,000,000: bond issue is also converti
into common.

When Metro produced .'Night Flight' in 1933 it wals balleyed as right out
of the archives of South American aviation; Picture, hinged on old hoke
that some must die. that others might : live: .if civilization is. to progress •

sought to justify sacrifice of two aviators' lives/ who were trying to prove
that aviation was safe, and squaring that by having another plane make
the grade when bringing serum to a dyitig child.

Latest smack-up on the Coast made a living ghost pf Metro's forgotten
meller. Eleven were drowned, arid airlines took edge off that by rushi
another plane from New York to Hollywood bearing lifeTsaving serum for
Myron Selznick, who was critically ill with pneumonia, but now improved,

- Seasonal attack superlatives in trailers is . full blast agai
Audi , unimpressed by unbounded claims made by trailers, often
stay away from films because they feel elaborateness of trailer is intended
to counteract inadequacy of film.

Many exhibs have been squawking to exchanges that ilers

feating own purpose, becoming main comic attraction in nabe .

Advertising men generally feel (as best evidenced by
.
restraint shown re-

cently:by Frank Whitbeck in MGM copy) that time has cpme to tone down
the blurbs arid restore confidence with the fans. .

, , Marguerite Fitzsimmpns,'' bopTcer for' the Westlarid Jtheatres in Colorado,
Is one of the few women i like job. Having been corinected with
theatres and exchanges for Several years, she,.knows what the public wants,,

and pretty much on what days they want it. She' was first secretary for.

Harry Huffman, Denver theatre man, then worked the Columbi ex-
change before going to the Westlarid outfit as secretary, which job she still

handles in addition to the booking end.

Publicity makes box office. This axiom is. being exempli
the cpuntry at present as theatre box offices-discover that 'social diseases'

are .no longer censored from the newspapers. Following the national

-public hygiene campaign against social diseases, - which has been taken
up With plenty of druni-bangirig arid

;
headlines by the/newspapers^ the

old-time ictutes have suddenly found public favor and interest.

: Although the Hays office smut-sleuths
.
okayed the word,, 'whore,'

in .the 1 recent New York Daily News editorial in, praise of 'Camille,' several

newspapers turned down the ad of the Capitol, N. Y., which reproduced
this plug. A few people coming into the theatre also complained about
the lobby blowup of the editorial coritai ing this strike-me-pink word-
of Webster's." Managerrient was,amused aboiitjt all.

\ ! ~.
i.

A riewsreel depicting scenes of the Spanish revolution, as taken from
the Loyalist or Popular Front side, has been barred from Ohio theatres

by the State Board of Censors; it was rejected on the grounds that it

was 'harriiful,- Roy Reichelderfer, supervisor of censorship announced. Pier

ture, titled 'Spain in Flames,' is being distributed by the Amkino.

Chariot drawn by three nags and driven by a femme h^s been selected

as the symbol for Mervyn LeBx>y productions for Warners release. Boston

entrant drafted the winning symbol in a rriag contest.

Rushing through the shorts which he must deliver under his contract

.^ith United, Artists, Walt Disney has pushed thripugh six' which are yet

(Continued on page 31)

New Issue;

Am. Seating's 241G Net

Condor formed a

short time ago, as ari indie producing-^

distributi unit, obtained first

financing yesterday (Tues.) when
472,818 shares of common were
offered at $3.25 pfferirig

being made by Chicago San
Francisco financial houses. Stock not

listed in N.

New company is consolidation of

Regal Productions, Inc;, Metropolitan

Pictures, Productions, and

George . Hirliman Productions, Inc.

RKO will release.

American Seating reported yester-
day (Tues.) net profit of $241,756,

'after taxes' and charges, or $1.19 per
capital stock share, for the quarter
erided Dec. 31, 1936 as compared
with $1.14 in September quarter and
5flc. per share in December quarter
in previous year. Total net for year
1936 was $541,368 or $2,45 per share
against $330,262 or $1.63 a share in
precedirig year.

Bahbans' Mother Grave

.Miami, 16;

Mrs. Gussie Balaban Levin, mother
Of the Balaban brothers (A. J., Bar-

ney, John, Dave, Harry, and Elmer),

is seriously
.

here, followi a

stroke last. week. Her conditibri is

so grave at present that relatives

have been called to her bedsi

Harry Balaban has flown in from
Chicago and John, who happened to

be in Havana on a vacation, hurried
here also. Barney hopped a plane
Monday (15) from N.

:
Y. while,ready

are Dave ' and- Elmer from Chi.

A. J. is in Europe;

Si.CS ROUTINE PROBE

ON WB'S SUDDEN ACTION

Brokerage houses were notified

Monday (15) by the Securities Ex-
change Commission that the action

of Warner Bros, common stock on
Tuesday (9) was being investigated.

Financial houses were asked to sub-
mit the full details on all transac-

tions i Warner stock on that date

so that the SEC could have a clear

picture as to who was interested in

purchasing disposing of shares

after Warner Bros. ' announced that

it would riot market additional com-
mon stock.

Action probably was prompted by
the eriormous activity in this issue

because the demand for shares and
absence of offerings forced stock ex-

change governors to halt trading in

WB for about an hour. Warner stock

pushed up to 17% in heavy dealings

on the Tuesday in question as corn-

pared with a closing quotatiori of 15

on the previous trading da'y.

The stock had been selling be-
tween 17% arid above; 18 before, the

plan to issue about 900,000 addi-

tiorial common shares, was issued

(with present holders given the right

to buy at about $12.50 per Share)

arid quickly dropped two points or

more on disclosure of the plan. After

the run-up on Tuesday of last week,
Warner common has settled back
slowly along with other film corii-

pany issues, selling arOund 1514 after

brokers were informed of the SEC
probed.

Any sudden moves iri stocks, parr

ticularly when news affecting, such-

fluctuatioris is issued during a mar-
ket session, have brought prompt ac-

tion on the part of the SEC in recent

months. Naturally more than the

usual amount of attention was
rected to the Warner move because
actual trading in. the issue was
halted until floor specialists could
collect enough stock tabbed for sale

to meet the sudden purchasi
mands.
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The most elaborate and sweeping
corporate structure revision ever at-

tempted in so brief a period by ma-
jor .picture companies is nearing

final completion this week. Finish-

ing details of the program of com-
bining or eliminating numerous sub-
idiary companies br_ units to major
producer-distributor corporations,

have swamped the legal departments
in the last two or three weeks, al-

though the revision work has been
under way for the most part since

last fail.

Urge to simplify the corporate
structure is based on the desire to
conform with the spirit of the 1936
revenue act Procedure has been
to cut out as many of the so-called
deadwood' companies as possible.

Aside from making the entire capi-
tal structure; less involved and in

. many instances bringing an added
expense, the large number of sub-
sidiaries to; the parent corporation
would . actually harm the financial
position of the parent firm . in two
ways wider the new federal statute.

f Hence, the desire to simplify.
The new revenue law does hot air

low
.
parent corporations to deduct

losses of one subsi iary from the
earnings, of another in arriving at
net

:

combined subsid returns. Under
the hew. federal law stipulations,
these must be segregated with full
tax levied on the profit of each sub-
sidiary .without making any allow-
ances for shown by losing
subsi .

10% Tax Cats Per Unit
Second obstacle overcome by get-

ting rid of subsidiary companies is

the 10% tax on intercorporate divi-
dends; In cases where the principal
corporation derives earnings via
divvys from five or more subsid-
iaries, particularly where various
subsid

.
units have other lesser, com-

ipanies operating under them, this
lax cuts deeply into revenue that ac-
vCrues to

,
the parent firm through

:
monetary declarations. Where two

• or three minor operating firms work
- under a main subsid, it means the
payment of three or four 10% taxes,
"Which gives an Idea. of how desirable
one main operating subsi iary is for

"larger film companies.
,

In manys instances, now with the
complete ovcrhauli of, the sub-
sidiary set-up, only one subsid op-
erating firm has been left in the field
to carry on for the parent corpora-
tion. Thus, . Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
corporation is the producing subsid
for Loew's, Inc., with.- the stock
wholly owned by the latter com-

* pany. Under the simplified lihe-up,
earnings shown by this producing
corporation move up to the parent

r&rih, with the single 10% assessment
Via a dividend declaration. Thus', it

permits this : one Operating 'company
to show a profit and push the earn-
ings iip to the main corporation
ith the mi imUm deductions. ?

Legal departments of major com-
panies undertook first steps in trim-
ming the subsidiary companies for
the most part last fall. Loew and
Paramount were credited with being
among first to get this gigantic capi-
tal revision work under .way. Twen-
tieth Century-Fox probably had ;the
smallest amount of legal work to do,
because' of 'the few. existing subsi -

iaries. in order to avoid heavy tax
payments.
Because these iaries were

organized and set. up over a period
' of, 8-15 years, the revision of the old
corporate structure to eliminate and
combine these dependent companies
within, a space of a few months in-
volved a tremendous task. While the.
bulk of this activity was completed
last year,:-final touches had to be
rushed, through * the last few
Weeks.

Patterson's Time-Out

Wi Patterson, home office

Warner executive, who has been in

ill health for some time; has been
advised to go away for a six months'

rest. He will probably leave within
a week or 10 days, going either to
New Mexico or Asheville, N. C<

Recently, Patterson has been com-
ing into his office only now and then,
sometimes for a couple of hours
dally..

Wayne's War Chore
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

rem Carr's next production star-
ring John Wayne will be 'I Coyer the
War,' an orig by Bernard McCon-
.
ilie, which is being scripted by

George Waggner.
'Adventure's End,' from a story by

Bert Ames Williams, will follow
'War.'

Onion Would Bar

Newsreel Lensers

Doubling on Shorts

Officials of International Photog-
raphers' Union, No. 644, are begin-
ning to 'crack: the whip on newsreel
cameramen who double on short fea-
tures. Union officers are putting it

strictly up to. the lensmen to obey
the stipulation' the regulation
which: forbids doing anything but.
newsreel work. Where violations of
the rule are uncovered, a fine of
$500 will be slapped on the camera-
men.

.
What the Local. executives

have in mind is the practice em-
ployed by producing .companies of
shooti out camera grinders from
their newsreel staff to do scenes for
certain topical short subjects. • -

ing
. Places,' which Universal pro-

duces, Pathe Review, and other such
short features were cited
amples.

Practice of telling a photographer
definitely assigned to newsreel work
to 'go Out and make us. a story' for
these timely shorts is the thing ob-
jected to by the union. They figure
that this is encroaching on terri-
tory that should be handled by other
cameramen. '

Asked if this ruling on newsreel
cameramen's contracts would pre-
vent producers from using newsreel
clips in their feature productions,
Local 644 officials denied that there
was any intention of trying to bar
this, newsreel material.

Controversy has numerous pro-
ducers aroused because of implica-
tions in the rule against permitting
newsreel cameramen to double. Some
fear that it would prevent any scene
made by a newsreel photographer
from being used either in a feature
or any. sort of a short. This would
automatically wipe out the by-
product usage of this newsreel ma-
terial which is profitable to many
feature producers;

N. Y.'S NEW THEATRE

SMOKING ORDINANCE

New ordinance which will specify
just where and in what size theatre,
both film and legit, smoking is to be
permitted in New York was given
a fi reading last Thursday (11)
and now goes to the fire commis-
sioner and fire chief, who will pre-
pare it for submission to the board
of aldermen.

its present form, the proposed
statute would limit smoking privi-
leges to a single portion of. the house,
generally speaking the loges. How-
ever,; certain alterations in the orig
inaL draft are to be made by fife

department officials before it even
is Submitted to the City fathers for
approval, with chance of further re-
vision likely at hands of the board.

Virtually no interest being
evinced by larger midtown picture
theatre managers in proposed ordi-
nance, some descri ing. the
present smoking previleges a nui-
sance and source of annoyance be-
cause of necessity of checking on
lighted cigayet and cigar, butts.

Damage to carpeting is another prob-
lem resulting from practice.

Big News Event* (Floods,

. War, Etc:) Sending News-
reel Outfits Into the Red
^-Yet Can't Charge More
for the Extra Service Due
to Blanket Contracts

MUST DO SOMETHING

U. S. Sold More Footage Abroad

But Income Less This PastYear

The problem of getting the news-
reels on a profitable: operating : basis

and at the same time devising ways
and means of. cashing in on the cur-
rent dearth of suitable twoVreel pro-
duct is expected to be given weighty
consideration by . the executives of
major producing

;

' the
next few months. One ing certain

is that the newsreel editors are fully

cognizant of the situation' and its po-
tentialities.

One i advanced is that the
newsreels either should, expand and
bally their novelty material,;,such as

sports, fashions, comedy moments,
freak news, etc., or they should de-
velop a heavy exploitation campaign
heralding the timeliness and world
coverage to be found in' the hews
Weeklies. This would follow the in-

tensified: methods of advertising and
publicizi employed by 'March . of
Time' to • a certain extent. Might even
copy the sales ideas of that reel at

least to the extent of making the
newsreel a standout product and a
highly valuable addition to

gram.
Feeling with many newsreel ex-

ecutives and others high in the in-

dustry is that the newsreels never
should be permitted lose- their
identity as such or be allowed to
verge off too much in the novelty
short feature field. However, there
is a widespread belief that something
should be done to enhance: the status
of newsreels and make them profit-

able operations on their own. Those
holding to such a slant feel that the
present time is most auspicious.

2 Out of 5 In the Black

It is no trade secret that the news-
reels have been struggling for years
to keep their heads above water.
Even within this last year, probably
only two of the five will show any-
thing like a substantial profit for
their efforts to coyer world happen-
i

ituation is such that 1 newsreel
producers are unable to collect an
extra

:
cent for such comprehensive

and costly coverage as was provided
on the recent flood disaster. There
is no provision under the present
set-up whereby exhibitors can be
assessed anything more when the
newsreelers are called; on to handle
a national calamity such as the floods;
a war or any other bi world's news

(Continued on page 59)

Includes WB
Washington, Feb. 16.

One major picture company
bobbed up last week in Wash-
ington as a member of a group
of industries which used detec-

tives to keep tabs on labor.

Warner. Bros, was the picture

firm included in the list of more
than 20 corporations which had
engaged the services of Pinker-
ton detectives on the labor
angle. No details of the WB
deal with Pinkerton were ob-
tained, however, by the Senate
Education and Labor Commit-..

4th U. S. Propaganda

Pic Out, This One on

Social Security Data

Washington, Feb.
Fourth the Social Security

Board's series pf educational films,

explaining unemployment compen-
sation" features of the Security Act,
was released Monday . (15). One-
reeler is tagged Today's Frontiers'
and already is booked in more than
6,000 houses.
Written by Ferol Thorpe, SSB

propagandist, picture was. turned out
under contract by Pathe. James S.
DOuglass supervised production. Reel
explains principal feature of jobless
insurance laws in force In 35 states,
covering estimated 18,000,000
workers.
The SSB has spent ^more than

$50,000 to date on educational pix,
all made by Pathe. Previous titles
are 'We, the People, and Social Se<-

curity,' 'Youthful Old Age' and 'Ap-
plications for , Old

.
Age Security/

Estimated 100,000,006 persons have
Watched uhscreeni
Additional reels are planned, al-

though Congress has shown sighs of
apprehension over Government ex-
penditures for such propaganda. The
unfavorable, reaction among, law-
makers cropped out. during recent
hearings on the Independent Offices
Appropriation Bill, when.Represent-
ative Richard B. . Wigglesworth
brought out details of $52,866 bill for
three pix produced -between July 1,

1936, and Jan. 1, 1937.

O'Connor's 10G Fox Fee
Basil O'Connor, as solicitor to Mil-

ton C. Weisman, receiver for Fox
Theatres, Monday (15) was
awarded an additional $10,000 by
Federal Judge. Mahton for his serv-
ices covering the period from Jan. 1,

1936, to Dec. 31, 1936*
0'Connor

; has' held the advisi g
job since Fox Theatres entered
bankruptcy Nov. 15, 1934. Judge
Manton Monday continued im as
solicitor,.

COL. SHINDIG CAPACITY

Saturday Night at Waldorf—Par arid

WB This Week

This year's Columbia Pictures ban-
quet-ball, held at the Waldorf-As-
tori ' N. Y., Saturday ight (13),

drew a capacity crowd, made up of'

members of the company's own club,'

the Columbians, well as repre-
sentatives of companies and
theatres.

Two more; parties due:; is

week, Paramount's Pep Club having
its first banquet ball in several years
at the Hotel Astor Friday night (19),

while Warner Bros, puts oh its. an>
nUal Saturday night (20) at

the Waldorf.

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

With California state property tax
rap due March 1, majors and indies
are worki their film editors, fran-
tically to get the negatives .out of the
state. Production is being ..rushed

and no .new ones starting till after
the March ! deadline.

Major- film industry's survey
dicates an assessment of

.
around

$250,000 for negative on hand, based
on films before the cameras and in

the cutting rooms. With 88 -films be-
ing but and 39 in work, and figuring

the average cost at $200,000 each on
finished product, 'and $100,000 on
those in work, is would i.indicate

total investment of around $21,000,-

000. That sum is subject to %
tax by state.

'

Washington,. Feb."

Overseas customers of American
film producers gobbled up more
footage but unwrapped fewer dol-

lars last year, Commerce Department
reported Monday (15)

.

In survey showing' the; -foreign

market was much livelier 1936,

Nate Golden, chi of the motion
picture section, fixed value' of for-

eign sales of celluloid at $4,531,639

and equipment at $2,100,000. From
footage

,
viewpoint, ipments were

the best . since 1930,

Preliminary revealed
.

10,000,000 foot jump in yardage. De-
.;

mands of 101 markets called .for

209,651,404 feet, compared with 190,-

690,621 feet in 1935. Value, was
down' about $65,000. Best year saw.
274,000,000 feet ^riding the waves.
South American countries were

the biggest Users of Hollywood prod-,

uct, with Argentina topping the list.

Gauchos needed 18,085,518 feet; a
jump of more than 1,000,000 feet,

spending $323,9881 drop about
$4,000.

Although traili from footage
standpoint, limeys were 'best rev-
enue-producers. United Kingdom
took 18,07i,389 feet, worth $525,031,

with length jumpi 2,200,000 feet

and dollar figure going up $50,000.

Brazil retained third place. Im-
ported 12,785,110 feet, up 1,200,000

and paid $252,655, up $5,500.

: Panama was ,
fourth, followed by

Mexico, France, British West ' In-
dies, Australi Cuba and Spai
Only drop was the latter, where
revolution presumably caused , a
slicing to the tune of $160,000 in
revenue for American shippers.

Equipment sales bounded, sharply,,
with 16 mm. gadgets zooming. For-
eigners took 7,388 miriie projectors,

.a jump of more than 5,000 units:

Standard machi shipments, num-
bered 1,454, a rise of about 200.

Value of sound equipment sales

upped $600,000, reaching. $2,105,288.

Completing Transfer

Of Orpheum s Assets

To Stadium (RKO) Corp.

Oscar W. Ehrhorn, bankruptcy
referee for Orpheum Circuit, is con-
cluding the details of transferring
Orpheum assets to Stadium The-
atres Corp., subsi iary of RKO. The
formal O.K. of Federal Judge Wil-
liam Bondy is expected immediately.
The referee last Wednesday (10)
gave his approval, of the transfer of
the cash of the defunct concern with
the understanding that besides turn-
ing over $700,000 to the trustee.
Stadium is also to either cancel or
subordinate.. ail claims against
Orpheum, which aggregate $2,-

880,666.

In consenting ' to accept the •

Stadium offer, Ehrhorn turned down
the. bid of $2,000,000 made by Isidor
J. Kresel on behalf of the Hudson
County Warehouses; Inc. Kresel
also .represented a committee of
Orpheum preferred . stockholders.

:

Under , the agreement . reached

.

upon the acceptance of the Stadium
offer, all creditors except Stadium
will share in the $700,000. Stadium
reserved the right to either cancel
or /subordinate the claim notes
which with interest now amount to

$3,001,239. Among the claims to be
settled by Stadium is that of $28,088

^
entered by RKO Service Corp.
against 'Orpheum.
Hippodrome Building Co. was

granted an order Wednesday (10) by
Federal Judge. Patterson to enter an
appeal from the Court's order which
allowed the company $88,666 in the
RKO reorganizati proceedings.
The company had asked for $451,-

166.39.

NORMAN SHEEHAN OUT
Buffalo, Feb. 18.

Norman Sheehan, brother of Wi
ie Sheehan, has resigned after 20

years as manager of the poster- d©'
partment for 20th-Fox at Buffalo.
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Trade Bucking Weather in L A.;

libs Angeles, Feb. 16.

First week of Lent failed to.ap-
' preciably dent the bulk of the down-
town first runs, but the Hollywood
arid nabe situations were hot quite
so fortunate. Bad weather over the
weekend, however, hurt m6st ;

all
houses. Particularly bright

.
spot is

the Carthay Circle, where 'Good
Earth* is hanging up b. o. records.
Gurrent week was helped by Lin-

. coin's birthday holiday and gross
should be only a few hundred dol-
lars below that of second stanza.

'On the Avenue; got away to good
start at the State and is headed for
substantial returns there, but is hot
faring quite so well at the Chinese.
Couple of first-run. moveovers fared
badly and will hit lowest takes In
the United

, Artists and Wilshire in
some^/eeks. 'Sea Devils' is getting
fair, returns at Pantages and RKO
Hillstreet, while the two. day-date
Warner/ houses are also doing- oke
with 'God's Country and the Woman.'

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (Fox) .(1,518; 55-

83-140-1.95)—'Good Earth' (MG) (3d
week). Aided by the holiday trade,
holding firm, and finish should show
another nifty $17,500 in the till. Last
week (2d), at $16,604; set new House,
record and was $3 better than second

; week of "The Great Ziegfeld,' pre-
vious topper at the nabe de luxerl'

Chinese (Grauman) (2,028: 30-40-
65)—'On Avenue' (20th) and 'Under
Cover of Night' (MG), dual. Draw-
lng.fair returns currently and best
•in sight is $11,500. Last week, -*You
Only Live Once' (UA), and 'Danger-
ous Number' (MG), disappointing at
$8,500.
Downtown (WB) (1.800: 30-40-55-

65)—'God's Country* (WB) and 'Two
Wise Maids* (Republic), dual; Fair
jump in trade currently and at $7,-

400 is quite oke. Last week. 'Sing
Me a Love Song* (FN), and 'Once a
Doctor' (FN), fair $6,850.

Four Star (Fox) (900; 30-40-55)—
•Wings of the Morning* (20th). Won't
prompt any dividends at $3,500. Last
week, duick wiridup of 'Men Not
Gods* (UA), grabbed $3,500 on nine
days, pretty weak.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-40-55-

65)—'God's Country' (WB) and Two
Wise Maids' (Republic), dual. Run*
ning slightly behind its dayrdate
mate (Downtown), but at $8,000
should be oke. Last week, 'Love
Song* (FN) and 'Once Doctor*
(FN), got so-so $7,800. .

Orpheum (Bdwy ) (2,280: 25-30-35-
40)—-'Arizona Mahoriey* (Par) and
'Happy Go Lucky* (Republic), dual,
and vaudeville. It takes names to
draw customers into this downtown
snot and best, this week .is weak $7,-

500. not profitable. Last week, 'Gen-
eral Snanky' (MG), and 'Beware of
Ladies' (RepV pretty bad at $6,000.

Fantagea (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)—
•Sea Devils* (RKO), and ''Criminal

Lawyer' (RKO), dual. Victor Mc-
Laglen name aiding take here to
tune of around $7,000, oke. Last
week, 'White Hunter' (20th) and
'We're on the Jury' (RKO), weak
$5000. .

. Paramount (Partmar) (3.595: 30-

%|Q-S5)—'Devil's Playground* (Col)
and 'Clarence* (Par), dual; and stage
show. Nothing like smash, biz this

week, although aided by three pre-
views, dualer at $12,000 will get

out. Last week„ 'Chamoaene Waltz'
(Par), plenty oke at $19,200 and bet-

ter than exoected,
RKO (2,950; 30-40-55)—'Sea Devils'

(RKO) and 'Criminal Lawyer'
(RKO), dual. Top trade in several
weeks and at $8,500 will show
profit. Last week, . 'White Hunter*
(20th) and 'We're on the Jury*
(RKO). fait. $6,400.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-55-
75)—'On Avenue' (20th) and 'Under
Cover of Night' (MG). dual. Headed
for satisfactory $14i000. Last week,
'Live Once* (UA) and 'Dangerous
Number' (MG),- fair $12,400.

Artists (Fox-UAV ( , :

30-40-55)—'Live Once' (UA) and
'Dangerous Number' (MG), dual. Hit
the skids and will be lucky to wind
,up with $2,800. Last week, 'f!amille'

(MG) and 'Off to Races'. (20th), on
moveover hit oke $5,500, little above
exnectations.

Wilshire (Fox) (2,296: 30-40-55-65)—'Live Ono«* UA) and 'Dangerous
Number' (MG ), dual. Bottom 'dropned
out of this ace nabe continued first

run spot and at. $4,000 is causing
plentv of erey hair. Last week. 'Ca-

liiille* (MG) and 'Off to the Racps'

(20th), fared neatly at $8,100, profit-

able.

'Champagne Waltz' (Par), $7,600,
moderately good.

Empire (Acme) (1,100; 25)-^Stage
Struck* (FN)—Too much musical
comedy here last few -weeks and
public fed up with : them. Will get
around $2,300, fair. Last week,
•Give Me Your Heart* (WB), $2,600,
merited a holdover and moved to
Galax.
' Rlti (Wilby-Kincey) (1,600; 25-30)—'Beloved Enemy' (UA)—Buildups
given Jerry Cowan, who played stock
here several years ago, but biz only
ordinary; $2,500. Last week, 'Last of
Mohicans' . (UA), nice $3,500.

Strand (Wilby-Kincey) (800; 25)—
'Reunion' (20th). Dionne quins get-
ting the bally, but not the dough;
$2,000, just fair. Last week, 'White
Hunter' (20th) y

because, of Gail
Patrick, Birmingham girl, got $2,300,
moderate.
Galax (Acme) (500; 25):—'Give Me

Your Heart' (WB). Second week in
town; $1,600, fair. Last week, Theor
dora' (Col) (4th wk), $1,200, good
enough.

WASE BIZ OFF;

H.O/s, No B O. in Birm;
Oberon, $2,500, N. S. G.

irmingham, 16.

Still : the holdovers come, ut biz

Js only so-so.
Estimates for This Week

Alabama (Wilby-Kincey) (2,800;

30-35-40)-VOne in Million' (20th).

Around $7,300, moderate. Last week,

$18,000

Washington. Feb. 16. .

•Lloyds of London* out in front
this week and only celluloid really
paying dividends. Boys put plenty
behind it and fact that it hadn't
crack romantic team doesn't seem to

be hurting. Week's disappointment
is "Men Are Not Gods, which is

coming out of Keith's tomorrow
(Wed.) after six days.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,424; 25-35-60)—

1Cover of Night' (MG) and vaude.
Stepin Fetchit and Clyde McCoy's
band responsible for most of light

$18,000. Last week, 'Outcast' (Par)
and Ray Noble band, fair $20,000.
Colombia (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—

•Champagne Waltz' (Par) (2d run).,

Second week downtown heading for

oke $4,000. Last week, 'Stowaway*
(20th) (2d run), ice $5,200. .

Earle (WB) (25-35-40-50-70)—
'Great O'Malley' (WB) and vaude.
Light draw at $14;d00. Last week
'Stolen Holiday' (WB) fair $15,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25-35-60)—

'Men Not Gods' (UA). Coming out
tomorrow (Wed) with poor $5,500 in
six days. Last week, 'Great Guy'
(GN) passable $7,500.

Met (WB) (1,853; 25-40)—'Devil's
Playground' (Col). Oke $4,000* Last
week 'Bulldog Drvtounohd* (Par)
same figure. .

.

Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-35-60)—
'Lloyds'. (20th). Leading town with
nice $18,000. Last week; 'Plainsman'

(Par) (2d week), oke $8,000. .

Rialto (Indie) (1,100^ 25-30-40-55)

—'Imitation of Life' (U) (revival)

and 'Bride of Samoa' (DuWorld).
Looks like good $2,400. Last week,
•Monte Carlo' (Par) and 'Raven' (U)

(revivals), slipped , to $2,100, fair.

'AVENUE' PARADES TO

STOUT $9,000 IN BALTO

Baltimore, Feb. 16-

Lent doesn't seem to dent very far

into the local b.o. this week. Plenty
of activity all around with all of the
exhibs going out after coin.

'On the. Avenue,* which opened at

the New last Wednesday, has them
coming in good style, attracting an
excellent night trade in addition to

the ..usual ' substantial .. matinees en-
joyed because of its location right in

the heart of the shopping district.

Should knock out a socko $9,000,

plenty good for this house.
Hippodrome, with Ina Ray Hutton

and her band on the stage helping
matters considerably, got off to a
splendid opening and did five on Sat-
urday and four on Sunday, all very
well attended, Looks like a hangup
$18,000 for this combo house.
Loew's Century went into its sec

ond week of revived stage shows and
with Fats Waller and his band help-
ing 'Dangerous Number' on screen
should hit $14,500, which is much
healthier than a similar gross for
last week's more expensive layout of

Velez arid Weismuller.
Estimates for This Week .

Century (Loew-UA ) (3,000; 15-25
35-40-55) — 'Dangerous Number'
(MG). and Fats Waller and band on
stage. Just , about $14,500. Last week
'Cover of Night'. (MG) with Velez-

lit Runt on Broadway
^(Subject ,to Change)

Week of Feb.

Astor—'Good Earth' (MG) (3d
week).
Capitol—'Last of Mrs. Chey-

ney' (MG) (18),

Criterion—'Man of Affairs'
(GB) (18).

Music Hall—'When You're, in
Love' (Col) (18),
,

'
Paramount — 'John Meade's

Woman' (Par) (17).

Rialto—'Doctor's Diary' (Par)
(16).

Rlvoli— Man Who Could Work
Miracles' (UA) (20).

;
;;'

Roxy—'Head Over Heels in
Love* (GB) (2d Week).
Strand—'Green Light* (WB)

(2d week).

Week of Feb. 26

Astor—'Good Earth' (MG)
(4th week).
Capitol— Last of Mrs. Chey-

ney* (MG) (2d week). -

Music Hall—'When You're in
Love' (Col) (2d week).
Paramount—'Maid of Salem'

(Par) (24).

Rialtor-'Man
(MG) (23).

ivoli—'Man Who Could Work
Miracles' (UA) (2d week).
Roxy—'Woman Alone' (GB).
Strand— 'Great O 'M a 1 l e y*

(WB) (27).

Lent a Bust in Pitt; Uoyds' Getting

Record $14,500; Francis, $10,000, Blah

Weismuller oh stage, meagre $15,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;

15-25-35-40-55-66)— 'Criminal Law-
yer* (RKO) with Ina Ray Hutton
Band on stage. Socko $18,000. Last
week 'Great Guy' (FN) and vau.de,
profit at $13,000.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2.5Q0; 15-
25-30-35-40-55) — 'Doctor's Diary'
(Par). Opened Saturday night at
supper- show with John Trent mak-

.

ing p.a. both Saturday and Sunday;
looks o.k., $5,000. Last week 'Man of
Affairs' (G.B;)t: $4,000, fair.

New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15^25-30-
35-40-55) — 'Qn Avenue' (20th).
Opened Wednesday (10) and a
buxom $9,000 means holdover. Last
week 'Lloyds* (UA) did better than
$1,000: for four days added to solid
two weeks

Stanley (WB) (3,450: 15-25-35-40-
55)—'Black Legion' (WB). Opened
Saturday. Somewhat disappointing
pace at $5,500. Last week 'Stolen
Holiday* (FN) got femme trade to
tune of $6,000.

ARLISSJW,

Buffalo, Feb. 16.

Moppetts are socko at the Buffalo
box offices. Following a record
fortnight's run of Bobby Breeri at
the Century, the house by a smart
booking comes back this week with
Jane Withers and another top gross.

.
Rudy Vallee, at the Buffalo, doing

nicely, but not sensational..

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-55)—

'We're on the Jury' (Par), and Rudy
Vallee's unit. Indications are for per-
haps $20,000. Last week, 'Stolen Holi-
day' (WB), and Jesse Crawford,
slid to poor $11,200.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—

'Holy Terror* (20th) and 'Chan'
(20th)—Neat looking trick here, with
b. o. reacting for great $12,000. Last
week, -Rainbow on River* (RKO)
and 'Withhout Orders' (RKO) (2d
week), got $10,000, swell, after $13,000
first week. •'

Great-Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)—
'Girl from Paris' (RKO). Doing
nicely and should get neat $9,000.
Last week, 'God's Country' (WB),
climbed frfr substantial $9,700. ,

Hipp (Shea). (2,400; 25-40)—"Man
of People) (MG) and 'Under Your
Spell' (20th)r—Only average at $7,000.
Last week; 'One in Million' (20th)
(2d run), came in -with $8,200, good.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25-35)—

•Man of. Affairs' (GB) and 'Love
Letters of Star' (U)—Arliss film do-
ing very slow business; 1 poor at
$6,000. Last week, 'North of ' Nome*
(Col.) and 'Lady from Nowhere*
(Col.)/ not. much action and, under
estimates at just over $7,000.

1ECI0N' AND fiS'
$7,000, BEST IN PR0V.

. providence, Feb. 16.

Lent, mediocre bills arid weather
are

:
corribihing to

.
put this week's

grosses under par. It's a toss-up
where the going is best*: but 'Black
Legion* at the Majestic seems to
have it. Biz is not terrific, but house
is figuring on garnering at least
$7,000,

All dualers on tap, except at Fay's,
town's only vaude spot.

Estimates for This Week
Fay's (2,200;. 15-25-40)—'Holy Ter-

ror (20th) and vaude. Good show
here' and holding its own; around
$6,800; not bad for these times. Last
week, 'Great O'Malley' (WB) was up
with the leaders at $7,100.
Loew's State (3,200; 15-25-40)—

Women of Glamour' (Col) and
•Devil's Playground* (MG). No mar-
Suee strength; opening looks like
8,500 will be tops, so-so. Last week,
'Dangerous Number' (MG) and
'Undercover of Night' (MG) was an-
other dull stanza at $8,100. .

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
'Black Legion' (WB) and 'Wings of
Morning' (20th ). Considering the type
of entertainment, main picture is

holding up well: in fact this is the
spot with best chance for a pick-up.
Looks like $7,000, okay. Last week.
'Lloyds' (20th) was best in town, at
$10,800.
RKO Albee (2.300; 15-25-40)—Live

Only Once' (UA ) and 'Mighty Treve'
(RKO). Just so-so; maybe $6,000.
Last week, 'About to Die' (RKO) and
•Join Marines' (Rep) was another
mild combo at $6,300.
Strand (Indie) (2.20G; 15-25-40)—

'Bulldog ,Drummohd' (Par) and 'Doc-
tor's Diary* (Par). Start indicates
around $6,400 for the week, fair.

Last week, 'More Than Secretary*
(Col) and 'Hopalong Cassidy' (Par),
nice at $9,300. .

'.

FOR H. 0. 18€

Philadelphia, Feb. 16.

Nothing very hot in downtown film

biz this week, with several not-too-

exciting holdovers helping liold down
average.-

Crix spoke well of and
Stars,' but admitted it didn't compare
with The Informer' or its ownx

stage

version. Stage show at the Fox is

decidedly shy on marquee names
and combo is hardly; likely to go far,

Same goes for the Earle, whose
stage show, Ben Grauer radio unit,
is okay, but whose film, 'Great O'Mal-
ley,* is run-of-the-mill. •

Downtown situation going to be
plenty scrambled soon. Locust goes
over to pix next Sunday (21), when
'Good Earth', moves in for a road-
show run, while early in March 'Lost
Horizon*, is skedded for the Chestnut,
also , roadshow. Will be first time
two roadshowers have clashed here.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (1,200; 40-55-65)—'Only

Live Once* (UA). Finishing second
week tonight (Wed.); film too grim
for femme trade and second week
woeful* $5,000. Last week's $9,800
under expectations.
Arcadia (600; 25-40-50)—'Camille'

(MG) (2d run). Figures big b. o.
with probably $2,600. Last week,
split between 'Wings of Morning-
(20th) and 'Mutiny on Bounty* (MG),
$1,700, poor.
Boyd (2,400; 40-55) — 'Lloyd's*

(20th). Terrific and will get second
week sure. First should mean very
strong $18,000. Last week, 'Cham-
pagne Waltz' (Par), five-day second
week, $7,500, so-so.
Earle (2,000; 25-40-55)—'Great

O'Malley' (WB) and vaude. Grauer
and radio' unit, on stage. Combo
won't giet over $13,500, light. Last
week, 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par)
and vaude, Duncans headlined, $13,-
000, poor.
Fox (3,000; 40-55-65)—'Plough and

Stars' (RKO) and stage show. No
marquee names, but swiell reviews
on the whole, but only fair $14,500.
Last week, 'Secretary' (Col) and
stage show. Iria Ray Hutton better
than expected at' $15,200.
Karlton (1,000; 25-35-40)—'Secre-

tary* (Col) (2d run). Fair $2,800 fig-

ured. Last week, 'Men Not Gods'
(UA) (2d run), fair. $3,700 in nine
dsys.

Keith's (2,000; . 30-40-50 )^-'Cham-
pagne Waltz' (Par) (2d run). Fair
$3,000 seen. Last Week. 'Stolen Holi-
day' (WB), tepid $2,700.
Stanley (3.700; 40-55)—'On Ave-

nue' (20th). Second week should
mean fairly good $12,500. First
week's $18,000 very nice indeed.
Stanton (l;700; 30-40-50)—'Man of

People' (MG). So-So $5,000. Last
week, ' lack Legion* (WB) (2d
week), hotsy $7,000,

H'wood, Here She Comes
Sydney, . 26.

Margaret Dare, femme lead in Col-
Nat's 'Rangle River,' leaves next
week to try her luck in Hollywood.
Had planned a trip to England, but

switched to Hollywood instead.

Pittsburgh, Feb,
Old Lent bugaboo growing less

and less potent every year until to,
d
J?y i

*xhibs aw wining to admit that
it's having little or no effect on biz
That's being illustrated pretty thori
oughly this week, with takes gen-
erally, on up-grade and no drop in
attendance visible to naked eve
Even Ash Wednesday,- in the past a'
certain cropper, is no longer the de-
spised day it used to be for the film
boys and .they're saying . all over that
Good Friday is.now the only Lenten
ouch. •••

Looks like a Zanuck Zephyr aione
Sixth street, with 'Lloyds' and 'On
tte Avenue' playing side by side at
Alvin and Fulton respectively. Snow-
storm and blizzard on Sunday didn't
affect either of these,- and 'Lloyds'
is heading for a new house record,
with 'Avenue* threatening to crack
the Fulton's previous mark, too.
H, o.'s.certain for both of > them and
while too early yet to say, a -third
week isn't beyond speculation.
.Sock trade

: at these two spots
pinching de luxers a bit, particularly
Stanley, where 'Stolen Holiday' is
taking it on the chin. Penn's slight-
ly better, however, with .'You Only
Live Once,' . although depressing
theme is hurting somewhat.

Estimates for This Week .

Alvin (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
•Lloyds* (20th). Cracked opening day"
(Thursday) mark and also Saturday
record, and practically a cinch to set
a new house figure for straight pi
on the .week. Looks like $14,500 on
opening stanza and sticks. Manage-
ment sees a potent factor in award*
ing of Scripps-Howard flicker-of*
month mention to 'Lloyds,' since it's

the first time that honor has broken
for a film here before: it hit the
nabes. Last week •Charlie Chan*
(20th) and 'Secretary' (Col), okay
at $7,000.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)— On Avenue' (20th). A natural and
bringing house out of doldrums after
several, weeks of indifferent grosses.
Combo of locally popular: Dick Pow-
ell and Irving Berlin music turning
the- trick and first week should see
around $10,000 rolling into the till.

Fulton hasn't encountered dough like
this since 'My Man Godfrey' last
September. Holds for second stanza
and third isn't unlikely. Last week
'Men Not Gods*, (UA) and .'Laughing
at .Trouble* (20th) n.s.h. at $3,300.

Penn (Lbew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-50 X
—'Only Live Once' (UA). Rave no-
tices for this one from every quarter
and good word of mouth, too; but
depressing theme apparently squelch*
ing prospective 'customers. While bi
is fair, enough, it's considerably be*
low expectations and doubtful of hit-
ting much beyond $11,000 if that.
'Beloved Enemy* (UA) last week col*
lected about the same.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)—

'Stolen Holiday* (WB), One of Kay
Francis' poorest and biz commen-
surate. Got a good opening day, but
then took a nosedive. Very doubtful
of touching $10,000, pretty poor and
not up to recent grosses star has been
snatching. Last week. 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par) okay at $12,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)—'Gen-
eral Spanky' (MG) and 'Accusing
Finger* (Par). Salable duo and kid-
dies are going for 'Spanky.* ,

Looks,
like $5,500, good enough. Last week
•Plainsman' (Par), after swell session
at Penn, had enough left to give

Warner a crack $8,500.

Home,' MftcheH-Diirant

Unit, $10,000, Ind'pofis

Indianapolis,

Mitchell and Durant's stage unit,

coupled with 'Breezing Home,' is do-
ing the business of the town this

week at the vaudfllm Lyric with the
beginning "of . the . Lenten season
bringing a slump to other downtown
box offices..

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave) (1,100; 25-40)

—'Lloyds of London' (20th). Hold-
over session moderate at $4,000 pace.

Last week icture did excellent
$6,500.

Circle (Monarch) (2,800; 25-40)—
'We're on Jury' (RKO) dualled with
'Outcast' (Par). Former given play
in ads. Lean at $3,750. Last week
'Only Live Once' (Par) arid Drum-
mond Escapes' (Par) on twin bill,

all right at $5,200.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,600; - 25-40)—

'Devil's Playground' . (Col) dualled
with 'Dangerous Number' (MG). Lat-
ter picture ' overshadowed in cam-
paign. Trade mild at $5,400. Last
week dual of 'Under Cover of Night
(MG) arid 'Women of Glamour' (Col)
weak at $3,900.

Lyric. (Olson) (21000; 25-30-40)—
'Breezing Home' (U) and Mitchell
and Durant unit. Stage bill well-
advertised and exploited to draw fine

$10*000. Last week 'Great O'Malley';
(WB) and Major Bowes' , All-girl
unit socko $12,200.
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fix Reflect Spring-y Chi; 'Devils,'

Murray, Oswald, Big 27G; 'Holiday'

; 'Garbo,' 3d, 11G

Chicago, Feb. 16.

Biz is like the spring weather
here—good. Palace is due to shoot
for $27,000 this week, with a combi-
nation that's hard to beat. Picture is

the much-touted 'Sea Devils' (RKO)
and on the stage is Ken Murray and
Oswald, who help; '.'

•Black Legion? (WB) after taking

a beating, at the Roosevelt last week*
has been replaced by -You Only Live
Once.' 'Man of the People' will hold
the action-thrill seekers at;, the
Oriental, as will 'She's Dangerous' at

the State-Lake, Chicago, has 'Stolen

Holiday' and 'Champagne Waltz'
moved over to the Garrick for a
third loop week,
- Ind,e 'Ecstasy' at the Playhouse is

going into its seventh week and still

doing amazingly on the bang-up
publicity drive by Dan Roche.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B & K) (1,200; 35-45-65-

75)—'Love Song' (WB). Opened
Saturday (13) and drawing $5,000,

satisfactory. Last week, 'Rembrandt'
(UA), finished a fortnight to good
$6,500. House goes roadshow on Frir
day (19) at $1.65 top. for 'Good
Earth' (MG).
Chicago (B& K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

•Stolen . Holiday' (WB) and stage
show. Doing just fair; $32,000. Last
Week. 'Champagne Waltz' (Par), (2d
week); plus Veloz and Yolanda on
stage, rang up nifty $35,400. .

Garrick (B & K) (900; 35-55-65-
75)— C h amp a gn e Waltz' (Par)
slipped in here Saturday (13) for the
third week iri loop, and looks to do
okay at $3,500. Last week, Thin Man'
(MGM), in sixth loop session, got
pleasant $4,100.
* Oriental (B & K) (3,200; 35-45-55)
-r'Man of People* (MGM) and Benny;
Davis Unit.. Just the type of show
this, house likes, and again up in the
chips with $18,000. Last week, 'Sec-
retary' (Col) touched neat $17,200.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)

WSea Devils' (RKO) and vaude.
Ken Murray and Oswald on stage;
tiding into mighty «6in currently,
looking for. nearly $27,000. Last
Week, Plough and the Stars' (RKO ),

acted as the brake to fast pace set by
Bitz Bros, on stage, who accounted
for highly profitable $25,300. "

. .
.

Roosevelt (B & K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75)-^-'Only Live Once* (UA). Opened
In midweek and getting plenty of
customers following fine comment.
Upplng to $13,500, excellent money.
Last week, 'Black Legion' (WB),
Couldn't get started and yanked after
gad $8,800 opener.
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700: 25-35-

'40) — 'She's Dangerous' (U), and
Vaude; House • never misses., Goes
along, - week: after week, to steady
Srofjts. This week, with Duncan
isters on- stage, ' will be no exception.

Take headed for plenty good $14,000.
Last week, 'Lady from Nowhere'
XCot), got fair $12,000.
United Artists ( B & K) (1,700; 35-

85-75)—'Camille' (MG)« in third and
final week. Will do around $11,000
currently, good, following solid $16,-
800 last week. 'Beloved Enemy'
(UA), replacing.

Rowboats Out of L'ville

Theatres, Wickets Open;

$2,700, Nice

Louisville, Feb. 16.

Show business Is leading the way
back after .the great flood disaster: of
193.7. Marquees are lighted on the
main stern,; although many business
houses are still without power and
heat.

Rialto - heat the first-runs the
wire, opening Thursday (11 ), while
Ohio was first subsequent to throw
open the : doors. Theatres are
operating full time, but street light-
ing is supplied only to certain blocks.
Street car service still poor, but ad-
ditional lines being added daily.
Cave-ins on several downtown
Streets are adding to traffic-hazards.

Current returns are gratifying,
particularly at the: Strand and
Rialto, both; of which did heavy
weekend business. Most houses
picked up bookings which were
scheduled .when flood hit the town.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

*Three Men on Horse' (FN) and
•White Hunter' (20th-Pox), dual.
Repairs arid redecorations rushed to
completion .in. time for . reopening
Sunday (14). Short week will hold
down takings, but biz .looks to be
above average. Should take $1,400
oh five days, okay.
. Ldew'a State (3,000; -25-40)—
•Beloved Enemy' (UA) and 'Coun-
terfeit Lady' (Col), dual. Take will
be down account lack of seats, held
up in transit from east; $4,500, plenty
good in face of difficulties.
Mary Anderson (Libson )' (1.000;

15-25-40)—'Stolen Holiday* (WB).

Single is opener* as it was the closer
three weeks ago, when Old man river
decided to drop in uninvited; $2,700
will be about the mark, • okay.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Flirtation

Walk' (WB) and 'Desirable' (WB),
dual, splitting with 'Little Miss No-
body' (20th) and 'Dark Angel'. (UA),
dual. First, subsie to light up. Gross
headed for $800,. fine;

Rialto (Foufeth Ave.) (3,000; 15-25-
40)—'Bulldog Drummond' (Par ) and
Doctor's Diary' (Par), dual. Blazing
marquee lights oh

: an otherwise dark
main stem looked , mighty cheerful
and had patrons lined up at wicket.
Should lead; the way. with $6,000,
pksiy* " '

. Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15-25-
40)—'Great Guy' (GN ) and 'Mysteri-
ous Crossing' (U), dual. This house
not hard hit; should do fine $4,000.

In 2 Hab

Boston, Feb. 16.

•Beloved Enemy' will be friendly
to Orph and State b.o's this week on
dual bill with 'Women of Glamour.'
Met is slackening pace with 'Stolen
Holiday' and Eddie Duchiri on stage.
Kay Francis drawing matinee crowd
and Duchin helping after dark, but
the total take will fall short of re-
cent \v6cks
.'Only Live Once* is good, 'but not

socko at Memorial. TGood Earth'
will roadshow at the Colonial, starts
ing March 7.

Estimates,for This Week
.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-55-75)—
'Condemned Row'- (RKO) (studio
title: 'We Who Are About to Die'),
with Olsen and Johnson on stage.
Will satisfy: with $20,000. Last week
$18,000 on ?Join the Marines' (Rep)
and Leon Enrol.
Fenway (M&P) (1.400; 25-35-40-

50)—'Black Legion' (WB) and 'Holy
Terror' (20th); dual. Skidding to
around $5,000. 'Legion' rated good
notices* but women are giving it the
swerve, 'Maid of SalenV (Par) (2nd
run) and 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par)
(1st run), dual, last week got okay
$7,200.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 25-

35-55)—'Only Live Once' (UA). Just
so-so $13,000 indicated. 'Plough arid
Stars' (RKO) limped to $12,500 last
week:
- Metropolitan (M&P) (4.300;. 35-55-
75)—'Stolen Holiday' (WB). with
stage show, topped by E4die Duchin.
Will get' ground $25,000, satisfactory:
•Lloyds' (20th), with Belle Baker
and Stepiri Fetchit in person, showed
plenty punch last week at $31,400.
' Orpheum (Loew) (3.000; 25-35-40-
50)—'Beloved Enemy* (UA) and
'Women of Glamour' (Col), dual.
Sailing toward good . $16;500, 'Thin
Man' (MG). 2nd week, held up beau-
tifully to $15,600 last week.
Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25r30-

50)—'Black Legion* (WB) and 'Holy
Terror* (20th), dual. Fair $8,500.

Last week 'Maid of Salem' (Par)
(2nd run) and - 'Bulldog Drummond'
(Far) (1st .run), very pleasing
$11,000.

Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-
50)—'Maid 'of Salem' (Par) (3rd
run) and 'King of Hockey' (WB)
(1st run), dual. Okay $8,000. Last
week 'One in a Million' (20th) (3rd
run) and 'God's Country' (WB) (2nd
run), dual; okay $8,500.

State (Loew) (3,300; 25-35-40-50)
—'Beloved Enemy'

:
(UA) and 'Wo-

men of Glamour' (Col), dtial. Okay
$13,500. Last week 'Thin Man' (MG)
turned ' good $12,500 for second
frame-

Playground' (Col), dual, went over
expectations with $5,000,
Omaha (Blank) (2(100; 25-40)—

'Smart Girls' (U) and 'Dangerous
Number' (MGJ, dual. Durbin vehicle
played a .week at the Orpheum as
screen fare with a stage show early
in January, Big $7,500 in sight; Last
week 'Holy Terror'. (20th) and 'Chan
at Opera' (20th), $5,800 fair enough.
Orpheum (Blank) (2,976; 25-40)—

'Lloyds' (20th) and 'Career Woman'.
(20th), dual First film getting ex-
ploitation; $9,700 will be swell. Last
week, 'Great Guy' (GN) and 'La Vie
Paree,' Marcus unit.

,
Film did its

part. $9,400* good.

Post-Flood Cincy

Durbin's Omaha Repeat

Good for Big $t,500

Omaha, 16.

Omaha theatre makes news of the
week by bringing -back 'Three Smart
Girls' 1 for a return engagement. ^Pic-
ture played

.
Orph several . weeks

back with a stage show. Inclement
weather and lack of names on the
stage made the trade light on the
film's first time, so Deanna Durbin
gets a second chance in this town
with 'Dangerous Number' dual
partner.

stimates for This Week
Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 25-

35-40)—'Condemned Row' (RKO)
arid 'We're on the Jury' (RKO),
dual. Short on drawing power. Two
second . features don't make a good
dual here; $3,600, low. Last week
'Stolen Holiday' (FN) and ^Devil's

14G in 8 Days

,&
incinnati, 16.

Biz in downtown cinemas is okay,
considering post-flood affairs in
Greater Cincy. . Wreckage of the disr
aster is big. peep show for towners.
Street car service to ' nearby Ken-
tucky towns will, not be fully re^
stored until end of

.
week, affecting

more than 100,000 persons.
Regular1 order Of screen showings

will be resumed by theatres next
week. Currently 'Lloyds-, is the
prize pulled.

Estimates for This Week
Albee ., (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—

.'Champagne Waltz' (Par)., For
eighth-day run ended Monday (15 Y'

$12*500, okay. 'On the Avenue'
(20th) in Tuesday (16). First half of
last week, 'Beloved Enemy' (UA),
$5,000, all TightV , .

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
'Holy Terror' (20th). Good $6,000.
Last ,week 'Camille* (MG) (2d run),
$5,000, average.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—

'Guns of Pecos' (WB) and 'Night
Waitress* (RKO), split. Average
$2,100. Last week 'I Coyer China-
town' (Ind) and 'House of Secrets'
(Ind), split, good $2,700.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—

'Plainsman' (Par) (3d run), six days;
Fair $2,000. Last . week 'One in
Million' (20th) (3d run), $3,500,
nifty.

Keith's (Libson) . (1,500; 30-40)—
'Man of. Affairs' (GB), six days.
Fair at $4,000. Last week 'Great
Guy' (GN), two days on holdover
week, interrupted by flood, and 'Sing
Me a Love Song,' five days, $5,000,
nice.-' .

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)^
'Secretary' (Col), eight days: Good
$5,500. Last Week 'Plainsman'. (Par)
(2d run), $4,500, fair.: .

Palace. (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—
'Lloyds' (20th), eight days. Drawing
$14,000, nifty. Last week 'God's
Country' (WB), six days, okay $9,500.
Shubert (RKO) (2,200; 40-60)—

'Accused' (UA) and 'Scandals of
1937' unit. Around par at $13,000.

;Last week 'Under Cover of Night'
(MG) and Mitchell; and. Durant's
Greenwich Village Scandals,' fair

$11,500.
Strand (Ind) (1,300; 15-25)—'Wi -

terset' (RKO) and 'Love on the.Run?
(MG). split. Neat $1,800. Last week
'Gay Desperado' (UA) and 'Come Get
it' (UA), revivals, fair $1,500.

DENVER PIX HAVE B. 0.;

'LLOYDS' $12,500 SWELL

Denver, Feb.

'Lloyds' is. doing the biz here this
week and goes to the Aladdin for ''a

second week. 'Three Smart Girls'
holding up nearly as well, as last
week at the. Broadway, while 'One
•in 'Million,' plenty good at Aladdi ,

will move to Broadway for ird
week". '

'

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Huffman ) (1,500; 25-40)—

'One in Million' (20th). Second week
in town and still swell at $5,000 pace.
Last week, 'Man of Affairs'. (GB),
nine days, got. okay $4,500.

'

Broadway (Huffman) (1,500; 25-40)
—'Smart Girls' (U) (2d Week ). Came
here after week at Denver, arid do-
ing big $4,000 on h. o. Last week;
same pic, got fine $4,500.
Denham (Cockrill ) (1,500, 25-35-40)

—'Doctor's Diary' (Par ). Doing nice
$5,500. Last week, 'Champagne,
Waltz' (Par), got same in second
.week.
Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 25-35-50)— Lloyds' (20th) and stage band.

Swell draw; $12,500 will be great.
Last week, 'One in Million' (20th),
smashed through to huge $13,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Condemned Row' (RKO) arid

!Mama Steps Out' (MG), dual. Not
so forte at $6,000. Last week, 'On
Jury' (RKO) and 'Covet of Night'
(MG), fair $6,500.

. Paramount (Huffman) (2,000; 25-
40)—'Devil's Playground* (Col) arid

'Dodge City Trail' (Col), duaL Pretty
good $3,000. Last week, 'Woman
Alone* (GB) and 'Counterfeit Lady*
(Col), dual, fair $2*500.

'

Lent No Dent to B way; 'Head Over

Only tnree new pictures came in

with Lent : while six held over

through it. This is believed to set a
record both ways for downtown New
York, but arrival of the Lenten pe-
riod had nothing to do with it since
managers rib longer run into hiding
for fear ; Lent will get them. It's

something of the past.

Two of the first, starters, 'Green.
Light" arid 'Head Over Heels . in
Lbve,' are both doirig well, while of
the holdovers : four are strong arid
two anemic. The Jessie Matthews
English-made 'Head Over Heels,' is

tearing its .way to a big $45,000; and
remains a second week, 'Green
Light' is not as invincible, an entry
but will get $25-000 or betteri on , its

first week and also holds. 'We're on
the Jury,' which was brought into
the Rialto Tuesday (9), finished seven
days at $7,000, only fair, and was
supplanted yesterday (Tues.) by 'A
Doctor's Diary,' with John Trent
making a personal appearance, open-
ing- day.

. 'On the Avenue' and 'Champagne
Waltz,' in their second . week; 'Car.
miile,' in ;

its. final (4th) week : and
'Good Earth,' on its second stanza
as a roadshow $2 attraction; are all

very muscular... The grosses .being,
shown would make it appear there's
no such animal as Lent.

'Good Earth* on its first : seven
days went to $23,100, which is over
capacity. Astor, where housed, .has
been selling standing room at most
shows, including : all three . perform-
ances Sunday (14). A long and
.profitable, run seems' assured. An-
other $2 roadshow will open March
3 at 'the Globe, when 'Lost Horizon*
is hitched there by Columbia. House
has been taken from Harry Brandt
on a basis of six weeks and options.

The Music Hall, after a mild open-
ing on its first week of 'On the Ave-
nue,' suddenly .spurted on the 'first

weekend to get $85,000 initial seven
days and on holdover currently, will
get $80,000 or over. On its first week-
end picture grossed $39,000, close to as
milch as the 'Music Hall can handle*
while on the holdover weekend the
business for Saturday and Sunday
(13-14) was $36,000. This followed
a Lincoln's birthday (12) take of as
much as $16,000. Smart plugging of
the picture on the air, notably the
Irving Berli song numbers; is be-
lieved to have largely accounted for
this business,' reviews having been
lukewarm.
The Gladys Swarthout musical,

'Champagne Waltz,' must, share its

b. o. success at the Paramount with
Fred Waring f

s Pennsylvanians. which
has a strong following. The house
got $50,000 the first week, and on
second; ending last night (Tries.),

was $41,000 additional. At this fig-

ure, Bob Weitman would like to hold
a third week, but this can't be done
because -Waring has to fill a date in
Detroit that's unmovable. As a re-
sult* 'John Meade's Woman' and the
Guy Lombardo band check in today
(Wed.).

'Camille' goes si days on its

fourth week at the Cap for a total

of $20,000 Or better, house going into
a Thursday opening tomorrow (18)
with 'Last of Mrs. Cheyney.' On its

third (final) week at the Rivoli, 'You
Only Live Once' looks no more than
$10,000, weak. Final Week for 'Great
Guy' at the. Criterion, its seventh,
indicates picture has petered out on
its sustained run here, only about
$5,000. 'Man of Affairs' opens here
Friday (19), while Rivoli on Satur-
day (20) gets 'Man Who Could Work
Miracles.'

Estimates for This.Week

Astor. (1,012; 55-$1.10-$i,65-$2.20)—
'Good Earth' (MG) (2d week). A
terrific: smash, first wieek's gross be-
ing $23,100. This is ; over capacity,
statidirig room having been sold: at
most perfoririances so. far.

.Capitol (4,620; 25-35-55-85-$i.25)—
'Camille' (MG)

.
(4th-finai week);

Goes: six . days on final-4th week,,
looking $20,000 or over, very good..
Third week was. ithin breathirig
distance of $30,006. House goes into
a. Thursday opening tomorrow (18 ).

with 'Mrs. Cheyney' (MG):
Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—fGreat

Guy* (GN) (7th-flnal week). Cagney
picture pretty well spent itself after
six weeks, final (7th) lap being only
about $5,000. Last week (6th) was
over $11,000, good. Management got
a highly profitable run out of 'Guy,'
best picture it has had. since operiirig
early last fall. 'Man of Affairs' (GB)
opens Friday (19).

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'One in
Million' (20th, and 'Plough and
Stars' (RKO), both 2d run, doubled.
This combination doing excellently,
$10,500 or better, Last week's cou-
pletori, 'Black Legion' (WB) (2d run)
and 'Off to Races' (20th) (1st run),
$9,300, okay.

; Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)
—'Champagne Waltz! (Par) arid

Waring's Pennsylvaniaris (2nd w^ek)*
At $41,000 on secorid week, up last
night (Tues), could hold a third, but
for fact Waring's band has to play
a date in Detroit.

, First week for
Waltz'-Waring show $50,000, very
big. 'Meade's Woman' (Par) arid
Guy Lombardo band Mri today
(Wed.).

Radio City Music Hail (5,980; 40-

?S^;"-$165^ - >0n lhe Avenue*
(20th) and stage show . (2nd week).
Believed to have been tremendously
aided by radio plugging, for . first
week's gross of $85,000 arid strong
holdover stamina currently (2nd
week) for $80,000 or over, plenty of
Pfofit .over the fortnight's run.
When You're in Love' (Col), opens
tomorrow (Thurs.).

~

^Rialto (750; 25r40-55)—'A Doctor's
Diary', (Par) went on the spools here
yesterday morning (Tries.). With
John Trent making a p.a. at house
with premiere. 'We're on the Jury*
(RKO), finished its week- Monday
night (15) at $7,000. just fair. Prior
picture, fSinner Take AH' (MG), got
$7,500.

Rivoli (2,092; 25-55-75-85-99)—'You
Only; Live Once' (UA) .(3rd-flnal
Week), Weakened considerably on
final (3rd) week, only around $10,000.
The second week was over $16,000,
fair. 'Man Who Could Work Mir-
acles' (UA) operis Saturday (20).

Roxy (5,836; 25-45-55-75) — 'Head
Over Heels' (GB) and stage show.
Air plugging of songs from this Brit-
ish-made musicfilm

. attributed
1

in
part for instant and strong b.b^ re-
sponse, suggesting possible $45,000
first week, big. Holds. Last week,
third for 'Three Smart Girls' (U),
was $37,600, immense. . What radio
also did for Deanna Durbin counted
strongly here, in opinion of manage-
irient.

Strand (2.767; 25-55-75) — 'Green
Light' (WB). Doing satisfactory,
$25,000 or better first week^ arid goes
a second. Six days on second- week
for 'Stolen Holiday' (WB)%nde*
$12,000, slender, after good flr3t%eek
of $24,300.

State (3,450; 35-55-75) — 'Beloved
Enemy' (UA) (2nd run), and vaude;
headed by Jay C. Flipperi. Combi-
nation of picture and Flippen will
mean around $22,000, fair. Last week
•Thin Man* (MG) (2nd run) and
Leon Navarro orchestra, $32,000*-

big.

St. Louis, Febi 16.

. Lent In this heavily populated
Catholic community is affecting b.o.
activities at all cinema palaces; but
big bertha Fox, with 'On the

.
Ave-

nue' and 'Criminal Lawyer,' is des-
tined to lead burg with sock $18,000.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador

7(F&M ) (3,018; 25-40-
55)—'Stolen Holiday' (WB ) and stage
show, Kay Francis film paced atv

$13,500, just fair. Last week 'Wings
of Morning'. (20th) and Paul White-
man oii stage, finished -with, good
$17,200, but under expectations.

Fox- (F&M) (5,038; 25-35-55)—
'Avenue' (20th) and 'Criminal Law-
yer' (RKO). Should lead town with
sock $18,000. Last week. 'God's Coun-
try' (WB) arid 'Sing Me Love Song*
(WB), dropped below expectations
with $13,700, so-so. .

Loew'a (Loew) (3,162: 25-35-55)—
'Under Cover of NighV (MG) and
'Mama Steps Out' (MG), Dual won't
do better than $12,200, average. Last
week 'You Only Live Once' (UA)
and 'Rembrandt' (UA), erided . with"
$10,800, poor.
Missouri (F&M) (3,514; 25-35-55)—

'Black Legion' (WB) and 'We're on
Jury' (RKO). Set for $10,500, above
average. Last week ,'Womari Alone'
(GB) and 'Holy Terror' (20th), got
$9,200, poor.
St Louis (F&M) (4,000; ' 25-40)—

'Smart Girls' (U) (2d run), and stage
show. Pointing to $10,000, first time
house will make five figure mark
since reopening, Last week 'College
Holiday' (Par) (2d run) arid stage
show got $9,700, fine.

Orig for DeSylva
Hollywood,

Henry Myers is writing an ori inal

musical for Buddy de Sylva's pro-
duction at Universal.
Bert Lahr and Mischa Auer have

heen pencilled in for leading spots.
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Frisco Fix, B.O. s Improve; 'Ave.V

Radio Plugs Attract Robust

Sari Francisco, Feb. 16.

Screen at
:
niost main stem

houses this week reach high

standard. Fox has 'Maid of Salem;'

the Paramount 'On the Avenue' and
"Sylvia

,
idney's 'The Woman Alone;'

the United Artists, 'Beloved Enemy;'
the Warfield is holding 'Lloyds of
London' for a third week arid the
St; Francis, 'Thin Man/ for a sixth
and final week;
Although the Golden Gate is doing;

the best ,
biz in. town, the Harlem

revue with Ethel Waters on the.
stage is credited, as being the draw.

Estimates for This Week
Embassy (RKO-Conen) (1*512; 30-

35-40)—'Now and Forever' (Par)
and 'Horse Feathers'. (Par), dual.
Will just about get by on these two
revivals. Take will be around $3,500.
It may not mean anything, but Shir-
ley Temple is trailing Gary Cooper
.and Carole Lombard in the billing.

Last week,, . second for 'Forbidden'
Adventure' (Dwai Esberg) off at
$2,000.
Fox XF-WO (5,000; 35-40)—

•Salem* (Par) and 'Holy Terror*
(20th). Witchcraft scare in old New
England not Scaring up big money.
Jane Withers makes her first appear-
ance i this house in 'Holy Terror'
and bringing in some biz. Will have
better than average week at around
416.000, Last week 'Great O'Malley'
(WB) and 'Dangerous Number'

.. <MG) faded to poor 113,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850, 35-55)
—•We're" oh Jury* (RKO) and Ethel
Waters .'Swjrig* Harlem, Swing.' unit.

Swell notices on this show, which
should; come through handsomely at

around $22,500. Last week, 'Criiriinal

Lawyer! (RKO) arid vaude, fair

$13,500. •.

Ort>heum (F&M) (&4I0:. 30-3540)
—'Secretary' (Col) and 'Mighty
Treve' ttJ) (2d wk.); Jean Arthur
still .getting some biz, but not enough
to go over average at $6,000. Last
week good at $11,000.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,700; 30-35-

40)—'On Avenue* (20th) and
Woman . Alone* (GB). Looks like

• several radio b al lyh oo s gave
• •Avenue* an impetus. Abundance of

Irving Berlin hit tunes in picture

fetting plentv of breaks on airlanes.

,ook for healthy $16,000. Last
week (2d) a fizzle at $8,000 for
'Champagne. .

W.a It z* (Par) and
•Career Woman* (20th). 1 .

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,476: 30-35

40)-^'ThiniMan' (MG) and 'Hats Off*

(GN) (6th wk). Repeats will help
swell take on final week of this

combo to satisfactory $4,000. Last

week v. g. $6,000. •

United Artists (UA-Cohen) (1,200;

; 25-40)— B e lb v e d Enemy* (uA).
' Merle Oberon getting tp mean some-
thing'. Bad weather and arty nature

of picture however, will keep gross

down to $8,500. fair. Last week (4th

•Allah' (UA) drifted down tq about

W* Strike Over, But

Detroit Biz Still Off;

*Maid' Best at

, •Detroit, Feb. 16.

. Auto strike may be over but It's

not reflected at the b. 6. yet. Figured
it'll take a couple of pay; days be-
fore things really 'begin M look up.
Then, with about $40,000,000 Wage

: boosts ih effect at various plants,

wickets oughta get plenty of whirls

ing.
•'•

' *>

. : Leader currently is 'Maid of Salem/
plus 'Broadway Juniors' uriit, at the
..Michigan.'-'-

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balabari) (1,766; 25-40).—

•Devil's Playground' (Col) and
, 'Laughing at Trouble* (20th). Good

$6,000 at this spot, which is garnering
first returns . frorii strike peace
through price differential. 'Lloyds'

(20th) (2d wk) plus 'Mighty Treve*
<U), nice $6,400 last stanza; former
pic was muved here after1 big session

at the Fox.'.
Downtown (Indie) (2,500; 25-35).—

'Smashing Vice Trust* (Ind). (2d wk)
and 'With Pleasure, Madam' (Ind),

dual. Second bumper session at

$5,000, following big $6,200 last

.. stanza, best house has done since re-
opening several months ago.
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65).—

•Wings of Morning' (20th) and 'Your
Hit Parade' uriit. Good buildup on
Annabella probably saved pic from
Worse fate than the fair $18,000 com-

. ing up. Nice £30,000 last week on
'Secretary' (Col) and George White's
•Scandals' on stage. ,,•.'

Madison (United Detroit) (2,000;

30-40-65).—'Man . of Affair's* (GB).
: Drawing Arliss. fans but hardly any-
body else, at low $6,000. Oke $7,500

last stanza for fourth week of 'After

Thin Man' (MG), moved here after

three bumper sessions at the UA.
.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

«*30-40-65),—'Maid of Salem' (Par) and
'Broadway Juniors' unit. Tops the

town easily with a nice $26,500. Okay

$21,000 last week on 'Girl from Paris'
(RKO ) and Benny Davis revue.

State (United Detroit) (3,000; 25-
40).—'Sinner Take All' (MG) plus
'Night Waitress' (RKO), dual;
Grosses continue okay here at $10,000.

Nifty $9,800 last stanza on 'About to
Die' (RKO) and 'Case of Black Cat'
(WB).
United Artists (United Detroit

(2,000; 30-40-65).—'Camille' (MG)
(2d wk). Garbo-Taylor opus holding
oke.at $10,000, following nice opening
session of $15,000, despite strike.

Home-Town-Boy Taylor

Gets 'Camille' Strong

$3,500 in Lincoln, Neb.

Lincoln, Feb.

Heavy downpour and radio space
given Robert Taylor's homecoming
and recent ballyhoo .on his grandpa's

being, a relief client in Holmesville,

Neb*, is counting in favor of rCa-
mi .* Will ick where 'Thin

Man' left off two weeks ago and may
get $3,500 or oyer.. Likewise into

heavy money is the Orpheum pres-

entation of the A. Marcus' 'La

Vie Paree' unit, at the same figure.

Estimates lor This Week
Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 10-15)—

•Eriipty- Saddles' ': (U), plus 'Glass"
Key* (Par ), split with 'Arizona Ma-
honey' (Par), plus 'Message to Gar-
cia' (20th); Good collection and
worth $950. Last week .'Ghost Town
Gold' (Rep) plus 'Last Outlaw'
(RKO) split with 'Secret Valley'
(20th) plus 'Show .Them No Mercy?
(20th). Okeat $950.

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
'Hideaway Girl' (Par) plus 'Jungle
Princess* (Par). First dual for the
house iri several, weeks, and as a
good comedy; potion is soothing at
the b,o. pace of around $2,700. Last
week 'Beloved Enemy' (UA) ran
pretty good, although the Irish sit-

uation & getting bit boring here;
$2,450, all right. .

Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20-
25-35-40-55)—'Off to the Races'
(20th) and A. B. Marcus' Xa Vie
Paree' unit for three days. Last half
is 'August Weekend' (Indie) plus
'Criminal' Lawyer' (RKO). First-
class money; will hit $5,000. Last
Week 'Larceny on Air' (Rep) plus
'Winter Garden Follies' unit split
With 'Rembrandt' (UA ) and 'Couldn't
Have Happened' (Inviric). Not bad
at $2,600.

Stuart (LTC) (1,900: 10-25-40)—
'Camille' (MG). Pic has been on
every,bo4y'8 mind for months, since
the ballyhboed Taylor homecoming
last October. B. o. take will substan-
tiate value of the publicity with a
possible $3,500. Last Week 'One in
Million' (20th) . got plenty word-of-
mouth arid ditto : biz at $3,500.

Varsity (Westland) (1.100; 10-25-
35)—'Midsummer Night's Dream'
(WB).. Regular price run for this
one, arid everybody is helping to put
it across. May do $1,700, good for
this house. Last Week 'Theodora'
(Col), nice $1,300.

GARB0 OKAY IN B'KLYN

$18,«0» •Camille'; Cagney
; Socko $24,000

Da-

Brooklyn, Feb. 16.

Healthy biz evidenced at majority
of downtown deluxers. Socko biz
with 'Lloyds of Lnodon.' Loew's Met
and Fabian's Paramount also click-
ing.-'

Theatres got.some opposition frorii

'Golgotha,' French production on
view at Academy of Music three days
last week; ' <

Estimates for This. Week
Albee (2,500; 25-35-55)—'Lloyds'

(20th), arid 'We're on the Jury' (Par ),

dual. Getting considerable play and
will . bang out peachy $20,000. Last
week 'One iri Million' (20th, 2nd
week), and 'plough, and. Stars'

(RKO), $18,000, nifty.: . /. \\
Fox (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Great Guy'

(GN) arid 'Join the Marine's*' (Rep),
dual. Looks like sbckb $24,000 and
holdover. Last week^- 'Black Legion'
(WB) (2d week), and 'Once a Doc-
tor' (WB), $17,000, good.

n
Metropolitan (2,400; 25-35-55)—

'Camille' (MG)—Alone oh bill and
promises to get nice $18,000. .

Last
week, 'Beloved Enemy' (UA), and
'Sinner Take All' (MG), $16,000,

ok&y
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55)—

'Stolen Holiday' (WB) arid 'Mind
Your Own Business' (Par). Satis-

factory pair of flickers, Will get okay
$17,500. Last Week, 'Plainsman'

(Par) and 'Let's Make Million* (Par)

(2d Week), $19,000,^splendid.

. Strand (2,000; 25-35-50^'Secret
Valley* (20th) and. 'Death in Air?

(Syn.). TWo mellers due for .okay

$9,000. Last, week, 'Conflict
,
(UA),

and 'Kidnapped in Shanghai* (Ind)

got $8,500, good.

Kansas City, Feb. 16.

Weather and biz are both mild.
Golden Gloves tournament kayoed
openings and, early Lenten slump
will take care of the balance of the
week..'.

'Black Legion* at: the Newmari is

being sold straight for the hardr
boiled fare it is. No gate-smashing,

but nice b& in, sight.

Estimates for This Week.
Mainstreet (RKO ) (3,200; 25-40)—

'Stolen Holiday' (WB). Doing aver-
age Kay Francis business here, $7,500,

fair. Last week 'God's Country'
(WB). Color still no sales iteni, lo-

cally, but pic got $8,000, okay.
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—

'Worrien of Glamour' (Col) and 'Dan-
gerous Number* (MG). Dualler get-

ting $10,000, njji.' Last week 'Sec-
retary' (Col) and 'Devil's Playground'
(MG). Not so "hotsy,.$10400. House
has been the only first-run dualler
during the past lew weeks, with
brunt of newspaper copy on ariti-

double-features directed straight at
it.

":.,'" ••
. .

*

.

Newman (Par) (1,900; 25-40)—
'Black Legion* (WB). Week-end
didn't kick up much controversy on
this heavy. Straight selling may do
an acceptable job as girls won't nave
the alibi ' that they weren't warned,
thus squelching adverse word-of-

mouth. Should reach nice $7,500.
Last week 'Doctor's Diary' (Par),
$6,700, so-so.
Tower (Rewot-Fox) (2,200; 25-35)

Pk Big $18,500, Stage House $24,500

Cleveland, Feb. .

One-inch snow over cold, week-
end, a thaw, is example of current

weather that is causing fluctuations

in biz for average pix,' but not for

the tbp-notchers. Lent's not cutting

in as much, as previous years. Neither

is annual Grotto circus in Public

Hall, despite its heavy ballyhoo.

itz Brothers iri p. a. storming Pal-

ace and giving 'Great O'Malley' a

swell ride to about $24^500.

Estimates for This Week
Albambra (Martin Printz) (1,200;

20-30-35)—'Man Betrayed' (Rep) and
•Smart Girls' (U), dual. Latter a
second-runner, but copping all. the.

gravy on this corner, $3,400 for sec-
ond week. Also possibility of a sec-
ond h. o. of three more days, a house
record. Last week same combo
pulled in $4,300, swell.
Allen (RKO ) (3,000; 25-40)—'About

to Die' (RKO) — Only average
$5,500. Last week, 'Holy Terror'
(20th), was very neat, $7,000.
Circle (Marmbrstein) (1,900; 15-35)—'Fury* (MG), and 'Rose Mari '

(MG)—Revivals. Brief splurge in

dual revivals, proving just the right
tonic, $6,000 being way over first-

run grosses. Last week, 'Cloistered'

(Pathe Cinema), had hard time col-
lecting $3,000, poor. ,

Hipp (Warned) (3,700; 30-40)—
'Avenue* (20th). Irving Berlin songs
putting it across; so are Ritz Bros.,
due to their personal up-the-street: at
Palace. Both houses went in for re-
ciprocating plugs. Should run up. to

$18,500, highest here in two months.
Last week, 'Stoieri Holiday' (WB)>
couldn't get warmed up; $14,500, fair.

Palace. (RKO) (3,200; 30-60)—
'Great O'Malley' (WB) with Ritz
Bros, topping vaude. Film. okay, but
it's three comics that are filling the
pews, to the. sweet tune of about
$24,500^ Last week,, 'God's Country'
(WB) with Benny Fields on stage,
caught $20,000, flattering.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 35-40-50)-*
'Rernbrandt' (UA)—Originally sked-
ded for Stillman B-house, this one
Was kicked, around and postponed at
least four times before they decided
it was strong enough for top Loew
spot. Guessed right, as it is heading
for around $19,500, grarid for a high-
brow pix. Last week, 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par ) got lambasting from
Cricks, but $18,500 was good.

Stillman (Loew's) (1,872; 25-35)—
'Under Cover of Night'. (MG)—Fair
meller and a bit above ordinary b. o.,

$6,500. Last week, 'Plainsman' (Par)
i third hold-over, garnered $7,500,
excellent

Berlin's Score, Powell Carroll Pave

Way (or 'Ave/ in Minne, OK $11,000

—'Wornan Wise' (20th) and vaude.
Good $7,000. Last week 'Smart
Blonde' (WB) and vaude, $7,200.

Uptown (Fox) (2,030; 25-40)—'One
In Million' (20th) (3rd run); Pic had
successive weeks at : Mainstreet and
Newman. Current stanza, opened
better than either of other houses.
Should get $4,500, better than aver-
age . first-run here. Last . week,'
•Lloyds' (20th) (2nd week) nice
$4,700.

Strike Qv^r, Seattle Biz

Booming Despite Lent

Feb.

only a mi factor
here. 'On the Avenue* is leadirig

this burg at the Music Hall.
Thousands of men are back to

work along waterfront, with lumber,
mills looking for iriiiriense biz the.
'coining months to supply, demands
frorii flooded areas along Ohio arid
Mississippi. Theatres feel this up-
surge in employment.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (900:

37-42)—'Stolen Holiday' (FN) and
'Under Cover Night' (MG), dual.
Moveover from Paramount, .with
poor $2,400 expected. Last week
•Winterset' (RKO) and 'Wprnari
Wise* (20th), dual, $2,500, slow.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 21-

32)—'Libeled Lady* (MG) an*,'White
Hunter' (20th), dual. Looks like $3j-
300, swell. Last week 'Tarzan Es-
capes' (MG) - arid 'Hideaway Girl'
(Par), dual* slumped to bad $2,100
in six days, arid pulled.
Colonial (Sterling) (850; 11-16-21)

—Trailing West' (WB) and 'Lived
Again' (GB), dual, split with Tri-
vate Secretary*

. (Prin) and 'Coin-
flict' (U), dual. Great $2,500 antici-
pated. Last week -'Empty Saddles'
(U) and , 'Get 'Em Haines' (Rep),
dual, split with 'Devil on Horseback'
(GN) arid 'Motive for Revenge'
(Rep), dual, $2,100, good.
Fifth Ave. ( vergreen) (2,400; 27-

37-42)—^Lloyd's' (20th) and 'On Jury'
(RKO), dual, 2d wk. Okay at $5,200.
Last week, same films, $9,500; big. .

Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 27-37-42)—
'Rernbrandt* (UA) and 'Counterfeit
Lady' (Col), dual. Good biz at $4,500.
Last week 'Beloved Enemy*. (UA)
$6,100, big.

*

Music Box (Hamrick) (900; 27-37-
42)—'One in Million* (20th) (7th
wk). Still going swell at $3,600 and
sticks, for eighth week. Last Week,
sixth week, $4,200, beating fifth, due
to weather break and end of strike.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 27-

37-42)—'On " Avenue* (20th) and
'Crack-Up' (20th), dual. Headed for
great $9,200. Last week 'Live Only
Once' (UA) and 'Holy Terror' (20th),
dual, $3,900, slow.

.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 27-37-
42)—'Bulldog Drummond' (Par) arid
'Doctor' (WB), dual, and vaude. Do-
ing good $6,000t Last week 'Daniel
Boone'. (RKO) and 'Hate Off* (GN),
dual, $5,400, only fair.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,450; 16-27-
37)—'Shakedown' (Col) and Duke
Ellington band, four days, Band drew
big $4,500. Split with 'Letters of
Star' (U), four days, doing nice $2,-
200 for good $6,700 total in eight
days. Last week 'Easy to Take'
(Par ) and Bowes unit, 2d week, $4,-
800, good.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,106; 27-

37-42)—'Black Legion* (WB) and
'Mamma Steps Out* (MG), dual. 'Le-
gion' drawing only men and fair
$4i500. Last week 'Stolen Holiday'
(WB) and 'Under Cover Nighi'
(MG), good $5,000.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—

'Go West* (Par) and 'In His Steps'
(GN), dual. Gombtr-drawing good
$2,700.. Last week 'Light Brigade*
(WB) arid 'Smartest. Girl': (RKO),
dual, $2,800, swell.

S0NJA RESUMES PORT.

RUN, BIG 8G 2D WK
Portland, Ore;, Feb. 16.

iri. a Million' ran up terrific
score at the Evergreen Paramount
first week. Closed for one day to
permit house to sell but on Pallet
Russe road unit at $2.75. top, but now
continuing its record-breaking run
for another two weeks.

'Winterset' holding second week at
Orpheum to fat results.

Estimates for This Week
..Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-40)
^'Marnma Steps Out' (MG) and
Man of People' (MG). Registering
okay $5,000. Last week 'Smart Girls'
v(U) and 'Mad Holiday' (MG) (3d
wk), good ehough $3,200. First two
weeks totaled okay $10,800;
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1-,-

400; 30-40)—'Bulldog Drummond'
(Par ) and 'Join the Marines* (Rep),
dual. Average fare for average $2,-
000. Last week 'Man of Affairs'

(Continued on page 31)

\
Minneapolis, Feb; 16.

Advertisi and. exploitation are
having their .inning here this week,
with 'On the Avenue' going swell at
the Minnesota, thanks to -socko pub-
licity as well as the Irving Berh
score and cast names,
'Lloyds of London' well

the Minnesota last week that it was
moved r over to the Century for.

second loop stanza and coriti to

give a satisfactory .account, of itself.

In its seventh Week downtown,
Three Smart Girls' still holds forth
profitably at the World. Two double
feature houses, State and Aster, still
in the doldrums,; business at the
former being particularly brutal.

Estimates for This. Week
Aster (Publix-Siriger) (900; 15-25)

—'Tarzan Escapes' (MG ) and 'Polo
Joe' (FN) (2d runs), split, and
'Arizona Mahoney' (Par) and
'Womari in Distress' (Col), first-run
dual last three days. Pointed to-
ward fair . $900. Last week, 'Hide-
away Girl' (Par), first run and 'Rose
Bowl* (Par) . (2d. run),, split, and
'North of Nome' .(Col) arid 'Mysteri-
ous Crossing' (U), first-run dual last
three days, $800, fair.

,

Century (Publix-Singer)' (1,600:
25-35-55)—'Lloyds' (20th ) (2d wk).
Moved here from Minnesota and.
still Clicking; $6,000, profitable. Last
week, . 'Doctor's Diary* (Par)^ $3,000,
light.-; .'..'...„':

Lyric (Publix-Singer) (1,300; 20-
25)—'Theodora' (Col) (2d run). Eh
route to big $3,500. Last week -Le-ve
on Run' (MG) (2d run), $2,500, fair.
Minnesota (Publix-Siriger) (4.200;

25-35-55) — 'Avenue' (20th), Bi|£
scale advertising and plenty of radio
and other plugs have attracted much
attention to this one. Irving Berlin's
music also b.o* here. Pushing toward
swell $11,000. Last week 'Lloyds'
(20th). $10,500, good.
Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2.890;

25-35-40)— 'Black Legion* (WB).
Strong press and sensational ex-
ploitation calculated to garner at-
tention, but femmes are fighting shy
of this one and. it will .do well to
reach fair $7,000. Last week, 'Stolen
Holiday' (FN) and 'Spices of 1937'

unit, with latter mainly responsible
for big $13,500.

'

State (PubUx-Singer) 'Chan at
Opera' (20th) and 'Mind Own Busi-
ness* (Par), dual. Double features
don't mean a thing to the local pub-
lic apparently. . Light $2,000 in pros-
pect. Last week 'Sinner Take All*
(FN) and 'Can This Be Dixie' (20th),
dual, $1,500, poor.
Time (Berger ) (290; 15-25)—'Seven

Sinners' (GB). Fair $900 indicated.
Last: week, 'Legion of Terror' (Col),
$1,0Q0, fair.

Uptown (Publix) (1,200: 25-35)—

*

Tlairisman' (Par). Oke $3,000 for
first nabe showing. Last week, 'Col-c=-

lege Holiday' (Par), $2,800, pretty

World (Sieffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
'Smart Girls' (U) (7th wk). Still

has 'em coming in
,
paying, numbers.

Looks like good $2,000. Last Week,
$2,200, good.

MONT'L HAS FLU, SKIING,

BUT VERY LITTLE B. 0.

Montreal, Febl 16.

of repeats at rhai stems-

and prevalence of flu, plus better ski-

ing weather week- , are still cut-

ti into grosses.

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 50)—

'Wings of Morning' (20th-Biit) (3d
wk). Hoping for $3,500, fair, after
$4,500 last week. .

. , Palace (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Thi
Man' (MG) (2d wk). Repeat do-
ing surprisingly well, and should
gross good $7,000. Last week it made
corking $10,000.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Stolen
Holiday' (WB) and 'Racing Lady*
(WB), dual, Getting fair play, and
may gross $6,000, good enough. Last
week 'God's Country' (WB) and
'Mind Own Business' (WB), fair
$5,500.

Loew's (M.T. Co.) (3,200; 60)—
'Mad Holiday' (MG) arid • 'Great
O'Malley' (WB) ith Riviera Follies
unit. Should gross $10,000, nice.
Last week 'One Way Passage' (WB)
and 'Once a Doctor' (WB), with
'Command Performance' unit, $9,000,
fair.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)—'Secre-
tary' (Col) and 'Legion of Terror'
(Col).. May get $6,500, good.. Last
week 'Winterset* (RKO) arid 'Rain-
bow on River' (RKO), $6,000, good.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(500; 50)—'KF Rigolboche' with Mis-
tinguett may go above average at •

$3,000, Last week 'L'Appel du
"

lence* fair at $2,000.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 34

)

— Mr. Slow' and 'Les Gaites de Pal-
ace.* Expect gross around $5,000,
very good. Last week 'Toi, C'est
Moi» Ann "Notre Dame d'Amour,'Moi' and
$4,500.
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Rims Control of Song Plugs

With almost every major producer-distributor owning, controlli

subsidizing or. having a' irect working agreement with music pub-

.

lishers for their picture sohgsy the scientific regulation of the song
exploitation, these days, has ncen reduced to a fine Tin Pah Alley art.

No longer a spasmodic, haphazard: gnd indiscriminate spng-plugging

business, the.tune
.
exploiteers of today *know how to - best spot the

radio ballyhoo and buildup for (1) best sheet; sales, and (2), bestjfilrri,

boxoffice. :

,

: ' Both 1 the .music ' man and the film man now recognize wisdom
of preserving the times for mutual benefit. Arid since the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers can, like the musical 1

comedy producer of yesteryear, ir usages of 'prpductioh'

numbers, thus certain choice outlets. , fullest cooperation,,
;><

and the new picture tunes are -restricted' , less important
radio programs.

.. Accordingly, depending on a new fiTmusicai's- sphgwriti

(a Berlin, Kern, Dubi r-Warren^':ahd;.kindred^'':type; score); the major
air shows today literally bid for priority releasing the songs on
the air, .

•
.
Music pub firms, like Feist and Bobbins are controlled by

;
Metro;

2dth Century-Fox- deals with Sam Fox-Movietone Music, and Irving

Berlin; Warners has sundry hookups with Harms, Remick and Wit-
mark, its own subsidiaries; Paramount with its wholly owned Famous
Music Corp. subsid; RKO and the Gershwin-Chappell outfit, and. so

on down the line.
•

Musicals 9 Air Buildup

(Continued from page 1)

will sporisor/ bearing the full cost.

Starting date is mid-March.
Neil :F. Agnew, v,p. over distribu-

.
tibri, believes that the relationship

' between radio and pictures is growl-

ing closer and closer each day, a
view that is shared by another lead-

ing .
distribution executive—-Ned

E.; Depi , RKO's- sales chieftain.

Agnew's opinion is that if the Quality
•• of :

. picture is reasonably good, its

plugging ;oh the ir means that it is

virtually underwritten prior to re-

lease. The answer from %he theatre

point of view in. Paramount is that

such radio-hypped pictures always
open big everywhere; There is but
one' exception, Washington, P. C,
which just canr

t be explained.
Agnew contends that a good ,sprig,

plugged the air with care, helps
the picture from which it emanates,
but that a poor song may hurt. There
are certain numbers, in the Par vice-

president's opinion, which lend
themselves to more plugging than
others and with this thought in mind,
the company is . trying to gauge -its

musical numbers for best radio re-

sults. Some songs from 'Wai iki

Wedding' are being released for air

plugging now, these being the more
.complicated type which may need an
appetite-buildup, while others, of a
catchy nature,, are being held up
Until later.

While Par believes air plugging on
pictures, notably musicals such as
•Big Broadcast,' . 'Rhythm on Range-
and 'College Holiday' ' has meant
much added coin for exchange
coffers, and at theatres, that company
could hardly be any- hotter on air

values than 20th-Fox and RKO. Both
these companies, with a representa-
tive share of musicals of the. better
class, p i ace broadcasting songs,
scenes and personalities on' a highly
favorable basis.

Twentieth-Fox is convinced that
the showing which the Irving . Berlin
Imuslcal, 'On the Avenue,' is mak-

ing, .hot. only at Radio City Music
Hall, but: elsewhere, is importantly
attributable to the air ballyhoo given
it over a period of about a month
in advance of initial dates.

As a concrete instance, the picture
Opened at the Music : Hall, N. Y„
last; Thursday (4), getting a mild
$19,000 the first two days; and then
went to a $39,000 weekend on- Satiu>.

day and Sunday. This • compares
very favorably with what- any ..pic-

ture has done here, $40,000 being
about all the Music Hall can

handle on
,

Saturday-Sunday,
unless a holiday falls on a -Satur-

day, when prices are boosted.

W. G. Schmus, : managing
director -

:
the ' theatre, and. ' G.

S. Eysell, general manager, both
feel that -plugging : of songs
from

. -On the Avenue' materially
•helped the picture, notably the final

broadcast of the , .'Hollywood Hotel'
program Friday night (5), when an
Irving Berlin cavalcade of .songs' was.
presented, together with' 30 minutes
devoted to 'On the Avenue' excerpts.
The same favorable b.p. reaction,

following the broadcast, was noted
also in other keys.

Van Schmus .believes . the e*r
tremely good Sunday business on the
icture the first week was due, in

part, also to the fact that this was the
first nice Sunday in eight weeks and
people from the suburbs were en-
couraged to come., to. town. How-

although the picture
.
started

on Thursday arid Friday, its

second weekend holdover
(13-14) was also unusually strong,
amounting to $36,000: The second
Friday, Which was Lincoln's birth-
day, was also large for a holdover
week, $16,000. Result is that While
the on the icture were
mixed, some being quite

;pobr, the
first week's take was $85,0C0 and the
second will, be around $80~00Qi
The 'On the Avenue' pjug, via the

'Hollywood Hotel' show, became -a

day-and-date affair sp
:

-.
.

the.

Music Hall engagement was con-
cerned, the week of Feb.. . The 20th-
•Fox fllmusical. went out on general
release the following Friday (Feb.

12, which is the current stanza), and
thus the national plug of the Berlin
song cavalcade was still fresh for
the b. o, Therei ; of: course, lies the
chief exploitive value of such song
exploitation—the. timely hookup.
No question, also, that the musical

picture lends itself beat to is sort

of air bally. But from the producer-
distributor viewpoint, even a dra<-

matic film with song insert—r-no
matter, how casually interpolated,

such as in a riitery : scene, or even
more incidentally—the song-plug for
that number has boxoffice value.
Providi (1) the tune is there, and
(2). the constant tieup, through •' the
formula air announcement, of the
film title with the song title.

The Music Hall feels that broad-
casting helps greatly, providing the
picture has something to sell, such
as good tunes or situations, but that

giving 'em top much on the air can
be dangerous. RKO's experience
with pictures, including the Astaire-

.
Rogers musicals, all of which have
played the Hall, ' that the radio
plugging has been vastly important
to those pictures. Ned Depinet, the

.

RKO-Radio v.p. and sales chief, cites

that broadcasting of numbers from
the Astaire-Rogers Top Hat,', starting

four weeks advance of the re-

lease of the picture, brought an in-

stant smash reaction box
office.

There, is no question but that radio
plugging heips .pictures a lot in De-
pinet's opinion. He refuses 'to con-
cede that Astaire oh the air; is going,

to. hurt Astaire at .the box office,

taking the opposite view. While it

may be "that people like Astaire bet-
: ter in pictures than on the air, he
certainly must be well liked on the
latter also and not etherizing to any
disadvantage, else Packard wouldn't
keep .him' before; "the microphones.
He thus must be satisfyi : their
checks, Depinet adds:

The RKO :[ distribution executive;
has always been an advocate of ' the
practice ;of putting the right people
on the air. He points to Victor
Moore arid Helen Broderick and
adds that the fact they sky-,

rocketed on the air " weeks
is bound to help them in ., ictures.

'If you like them on the air, as all

checks would' ' icate? notes the

RKO. v.p., 'theh ypu will' want to see
•them itl pictures.': People who are

bad on the air are certai

newed; ,

'

•-

While the chances of air values for

musicals are better than for other

pictures, RKO's- veteran sales head
believes that if the picture, is worthy
of it ..and -

th'e'--: materj.a-ly'-'is; properly
prepared for the .radio it is going to

help. Tell ihg too much of the story

isn't necessarily detrimental, in
;
his

opi . A resume of a story or read-
ing a book on which a film is based
will ordinarily whet the appetite to.

see it on film, Depinet contends. He
has found in his extensive sales ex-
perience that many an exhibitor is

more interested in buying a picture
after he has been told what the story
and plot's, all about,
Agnew also favors hand-picking

scenes from dramas, comedies or
spectacles for ir purposes, but
thinks the material should be pre-

:

sented more in the form of. trailers so
that it will have teaser or curiosity-

building qualities.

20th-Fo:;rs Experience
Over at :20th-Fox, much of the pop-

ularity, of 'One in a Million,' 'Pigskin
Parade' arid 'Si Baby, iris* is

credited to the urge to . these
musicals developed by. broadca <ng.

•The sales department, • acknowleding
that popuiarizing 6i- song numbers
unquestionably aids at the box Ofa ,-:

feels, however, that j ustice cannot be
done, some picture material when
transferred tp the air . for publicity

purposes, citing that . it's impossible
tp appreciate the Ritz Bros, as much
aurally as visually. Ah opi "'

iri that

company, shared by others, npn e the
less, :that While certain 1 broadcast-
ing 'may not act as. a. hypo from a
sales, or box Office point of view.; it

at least doesn't .. hur t poorly
donei •.'.,. -.

20th-Fox is so much in faVpr of
air-plugging, especially for .musicals,

that it is leaving no stories unturned
in an effort to reach the maximum
of lists 'On the Avenii was
spotted—or ived-^pluggi oh
no less than 260 air', programs \to.

. 24. Since then,, un to now, the
number of plugs may be doubled. A
complete check has not yet been
made..:/

,

While it is Unquestionable . that

certain pictures from Warner Bros.,

which produces a - lot of musicals,

have been greatly ided by. broad-
casting, in that company it is pointed
out that too; many: elements enter

into a picture's success .
or .failure tb;

be precise as to what radio has con-

tributed. WB considers impose
sible to measure the values of radio:

as against other factors, one execu-
tive adding that the company has had
pictures ' which didn't seem to be
aided by good songs which were
plugged, while others have. Some
pictures for peculiar, reasons display

draught on their bwri, it is noted;

possibly through title, combinations
of talent or for other reasons.

WB's Musicals

Radio, without doubt, played a

large part in. the sales and box: of-

fice returns for many of the War-
ner musicals through intensive air

plugging and popularization of

song numbers, from '42nd ' Street'

down to the present, but some pic-

tures are cited which songs and their

plugging .idn't seem to help . so
much. In this connection, consensus
of opi ion:.throughout the industry
is that if yoii haven't a good quality

picture, all the radio plugging in

the world may not help. .

Warner ros>, in Philadelphia, has
been putting On scenes from its pic-

tures, with commentation, for some
time, but in the past year, it* is de-
clared, .there is. no positive evidence
whether is has been- beneficial.

There is no evidence either that It

hasn't. With WB it Is counted along
With other, mediums of publicity all

of wnich may be contributing. In War-
ner quarters. ' also pointed out
that critics may pah a . icture and
it will dO well, while in other cases

they -may.'.praise and a flop will be
the result. In. some cases, pictures

have opened weakly after, broadcast-
ing in its behalf and later started to

build. In such instances, it must,
have been- w!Prd-of-mouth advertis-
ing or something else that did the
trick, or rriaybe these plus what the
radio had done.
On one thi , Depinet, Agnew arid

others are
:

'
..- agreement and thai is,

'If a
.
picture is bad, nothing .will help

it/

'

. Howard S; Cullman, at the oxy,

which exoerienced bi • opening days
oh 20th-Fpx musicals which had
been air-plugged, strong for. the

value of the air lanes as apbli. .to

the theatre box office. A; foreign-

made. 'Head Over Heels in. Love*
(G-B), the third Jessie Matthews
starrer to play the Roxy. being there

currently; is the first to do a smart
business.

.
The; picture . wilV get

$45,000 this week Cits first) and holds
over.; Much of the nlav ' re-

ceiving is attributed to ;the Gordon
.and Revel songs, and the .ol urging
of that music on the air. The lead-

. ihg song.! .'May; I Have the. Next Ro-
mance With You'?', is. already ambnS-
Amer{caV best sellers. ' This, is the

first Matthews icture for which
Amen.can.obmnose.d. tunes- have been
written and the. business far out-

strips, prior films-- With theC English'-

star. :It
' also felt' M ' the Roxy

; that the success of "Thrpe Smsirt

Girls' Was- importantly, due to the

fact that Deahna Dili-bin had become
known • on the air, her appearance

Paramount Sending Out Air Show

Sunday A. M. to Curb B. 0. Squawks

on the Eddie Cantor program in ad-
vance meaning much to her as Vyell

as to the tJniversal production • fea-

turing her. The same, is held to be
true for Bobby Breeri ;and, the way.,

he
.
has gone "'

ictures after ir;

work,',

Paramount, is same connec-
tion, has no hesitancy abbut giving

credit to Bing Crosbyi Jack Benny.
Guy Lombardo

]
orchestra, Leopold

Stokowski, Martha
.
Raye, Burns and

Alien, Fred. MacMurray, Bob Burns
and others for what their iair efforts

have meant to "that studi The Par
talent roster, ' fact, almost
wholly made up io personali-
ties.

Theatre operating executives also

are generally enthusiastic about the
value of radio for box office punch.
Nate Blumberg, RKO theatre execu -

tive, ibelieyes, however,- that radi is

a double-edged sword. If material
designed to exploit a picture or a'

personality is done well, then it may
be considered

. . ; distinct help for
that . picture at the ticket windpws,

t

but if it's done 'poorly, damage may
be the result for the theatre. On
the other hand; Blumberg is disposed
to aver that! radio exploitation, will

not. help, a bad picture, citing one
which had good song that was
heavily .plugged but, ,be"fj bad
otherwise, flopped miserably at the
b..

'

Opposed to' Scenes oh Air
" {operating executive does not

favOr scenes from pictures, not only
because there is a; tendency too often

to give ' too ..inuch but also be-
cause they are apt not to be done
as well as in the picture itself.

A leading theatre that is 100% for

radio and its value to the box office

is the Paramount, N. Y., flagshi of

the Par chain of theatres. The house
installed a pit band policy a year
ago last; Christmas and on the .first

year of the policy through 1936,

profit Paramount through the
theatre and film rental was over
$1,000,000. Robert M. Weltman,
managing ;diredtor of the house, who
from the Outset has been strong for

the policy, credits radio consider-

ably for the success of that policy in

that the air has built up tremendous
foliowings for the bands and per-
sonalities who have played.

;
the

house. In conducting a balloting poll

in the lobby of the house, with fans
voting for their favorite orchestras,

it was .found that ah astounding
number of Votes were cast for band
outfits which to Weitman and others.

In the theatre field seemed compara-
tively unknown. Encouraged by
what . their customers were listening

to on the air 'and favored, the house,
however, booked, several such bands
and singers with satisfying results.

Holding that radio is the strong-
est selling medium for picture the-

atres and a powerful one, Weitman
urges that radio be used, hot fought.

Watching audiences closely for re^

action at the Par, his N. Y. house, he
deduces that radio must be sending
a large percentage of fans to the the-

atre, since they very often applaud
theme songs -for various bands that
have been on ir before the
bands even come up out of the pit

to do their shows in. the flesh. This,

in. Weitman's opinion, must mean
that these; people, drawn to the the-

atre, have been encouraged to see
i person the entertainnient they
have heard on the air.

While Jack Cbhn not long ago
raised a hue and cry against radio,

the fact that .'Pennies from Heayeri'
was. extensively plugged on the air

;pripr to release of the picture of the
same -name, becoming- a hit, leads
theatre men to [believe that this was
more responsible than any other fac-
tor for' bringing, people .past ' box
offices to see the Bing Crosby musi-
cal. ,:Although theatre operators
and buyers regarded 'Pennies' as just

ah or iriary picture, it did over aver-
age to good business nearly every-
where and gave the Par, N.;Y., the
twb best pre-Xmas weeks the house
ever had.

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Paramount, most radio-minded of
the picture studios, will

,
go on

air . around mid-March, Bbris Mbrrps,'

music head on the lot, wili produce
for a 30-minute swing pVer. NBC red
network. So as not . tb conflict with

.

theatre attendance^ program goes out
on Sunday mornings to hit the east

at noon..

Theme of show will be built around
the casual Visitor to the lot, peeking,

in On di stages and . meeting
various personalities. Motros will

concentrate on the younger players,

and augment their studio buildup
with: an^air. ballyhoo.

.. Entire studio nas been placed at

: Morros' disposal to use whatever
talent; and facilities are necessary to
the weekly changes. Musical coh-
ductors will -be rotated with a. studio
orchestra augmented for the brbad-

. casts.
.

..:

~ •

;

. Contest i may be "worked into
the shows with the cooperation of
the 1,600 theatres throughout the
country playing paramount pictures.

Season' passes .in the various , cities.

AVill offered in
.
the nationwide

"

contest.

Idea, of the. broadcast series is to
acquaint dialers . the ' new^rojp
of Paramount players and wili?|pto
serve as institutional 'Vfdhvtlie'

trade mark.
' Deal was sealed in the east during;
recent ; visit qt Morros, with : Jeha
Royal okaying for NBC..'

Mr; Moto a la CharGe Chan

Par's Gigolo Racket Pic

- Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Paramount will make a picture
based bor Ted; Peckham's N. Yi ex-^

perience as steeref for lonely maid-
ens and gay oldsters, if yarn pans
but. Peckham js coming to the stu*

di for -a, - conference at the sugges-
ti

.
of producer. Harlan Thompson

and if story jells he Will get a"part

i it
:

also, besides also scripting.

CaYries the tentative, title of ±

sbnal Escort.'

Hollywood, Feb.

That 'Mr;. Mbtb* -story th^t Peter
Loirre is doing for 20th-Fox is no
simple pic, but promises whole se-
ries; in which erstwhile Continental
horror specialist becomes semi-comi
Japanese detective, Subcess of Char-
lie Chan series has Sol Wurtzel air
ready concocting follow-ups to
'Think Fast, Mr. Moto; with Lorre
establishing ' character similar to.
Warner Oland's; v
Wags are already thinkihg of>

names for successors: 'On Your Toes*

.

Mr., Moto/, 'Be tively, Mr. Moto,r

'Come Quickly, Mr. Moto,' and ad
infinitum until inevitable climax of
'Charlie Chan at Mr, Moto'sV
Chan is okay with Chinese cen-

sors;. Japanese scissor-wielders have
not yet been heard from on Moto.

Mandeliks' Continental

Agcy; Mistinguett for Pix
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Mistinguett, top French revue star,
becomes available for film work fol-
lowing sighing of managerial con-;

.

tract with Cosmopolitan Film Agency.
New agency, unrelated to W. R.

Hearst, despite name, is run by.
Lucien Charles and Gilbert Mande-
lik, brothers, formerly French news-
men and publishers of important
continental trade, sheets. Mandeliks
are buildi strong list of foreign-
personalities for Hollywood repre-
sentation, including writers, directors,
stars. '

"'

'

' '

;

;'

"

Mistinguett goes currently into the;

new 'Casi de , how
opening abroad, either returns
here toward summer for film work
or goes into Paris studio for starrer.,

Allegret and Simone
,''

...

;

, Feb.
• Marc Allegret^

,

:

returned froni. Hollywood, . announces
here, that he will return tb the U. S.
later in the year to direct 'La
Renarde* ('The Vixen'), based
French novel, with Simone Simon
starring. No other; production data
available; except that 'it must be
done in Hollywood because SimOne's
contract does riot permit her work-
ing in France.'

Hollywood, 16.'

Twentieth-Fox here knows nothin.
of supposed plan for Allegret to di-
rect Siriibne, and denies it,

Treacher Comics in 'Eat*

;Feb.

Arthur Treacher will have the top
comedy spot in 'She Had to Eat,' at
20th-Fox,
Mai St. Clair directs ^th Samuel

Etigel prod UCi
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In Varying Degrees All Oppose Proposed Gov't

Commission J— Quality and Quantity Clauses

Basis of Much Disagreement

By JOSHUA LOWE
London, Feb.

Film ^deration of

ritish Industries (producers) - Is

meeting Which time, a

will that

a clause be inserted in the new quota

act next year whereby foreign .dis-

tributors here can. claim partial ex-

emption Irom quota by purchase of

British pictures for release . in their

own countries. This means .that

Ame lean dis'-'b^- V>rs who purchase
British pictures for. American distri-

bution wottld' secure partial relief

;

from 'producing, ^pictures here.

.Cinemas .l.ere would gain no ex-

emption^ but ritish producers
would be guarante; d partial Ameri-
can distribution.

ANZAC BIZ

AFTER FINE

London,

•Third step towards new Cjubta leg-

islation/is how virtually complete,
with, producers, distributors and ex-

hibitors haying replied to the Board
of Trade teqiiest for comment on the.

drastic recommendations of, the

:TCc,enV; G.o vj.e'j ri m e n t •committee..

Labor also has :made a partial res-

; pbnse, with the lesser of two trade
unions the only -body which has not

replied.
' In varying. .

degrees each of the

three major trade organizations is

' opposed to the proposed Commission
through -which the government
would exercige cphtrol.of the'*indus-

iry: Federation, of. British Industries

(film
; producers* groupV expresses

:>^Snis^virigs* on ih e suggestion;

Cinematograph Exhibitors' Assri. de-

.clares it is ^emphatically opposed,*

and Kirieriiatbgtfaph Renters' Society

(distribs) pronounces it 'unthink-

able.'.

QuaUty and quantity of the new
quota are equally the<sub3ect of free

comment froiir each (grpujpi, all
,
three

stating "definite
,
opposition to

4
the

:prVriiipie:;bf;a, &atutdry fcady to pass

on the merit, of every British film, so

as ip; determiner ;whether it is -good
enough for quota, or hot

.

Exhibs' Panel Idea

C. Ev. A., in' its published reply,

/.•welcomes the proposal for a quality
" iest/ but reconimends a panel of two

exhibs,- a distrib, a producer and an
• independent ; chairman, responsible
tp the Board of Trade; it objects to

. the Quota Committee prpposal. for a

.body of individuals dissociated ith

the industry.

K. R.. S. agrees ith the oard
that quality should' be the aim, but
argues that viewing committee
would lead to chaps and confusion;
'experience over a lpng period has
proven the impossibility pf any per-

; son »or 'persons' assessing entertain-

ment values,' the Society says. It

offers no direct alternative, how-
ever. '

'

--'i

'*'

, Different slant on* the proposition
derives from the F. B. I. slant. Ac-

;
ceptihg ' the recommendation a
quality committee, it Urges the view-
ing test should seek to establish

.. whether each .film is- a genuine at-

terfipt 7t6. pToyi reasonably good
entertainment; should not de-

. . mand any
;

standard . of

artistic quality. naive sugges-
tion; made is that any picture cost-

ing not less "than $10 a foot shoulcT
automatically pass, 'without applica-

tion of the quality yardstick;

istribs

Wi ivergeribe of opinion ' is

evident* -nevertheless,: on the broader
issues of the Gov't. "Corhmittee's re-

port. In general, producers and ex-
hibitors give it their support (exhibs

less, generously .. than the F. I.

members ), but the distributors op-
pose almost every major recommen-
dation. Implications pf the report

itself rendered such verdicts inevit-

able, with dehiands of the two
former groups having been observed

in varying degrees, but the evidence

of the K. R,"S. having been pretty

well; igndred or -flatly opposed.

At the same time, some satisfac-

tion is felt in the industry here that

exhibitors and distributors can have

found points of mutual agreement.

Both bodies object to a quota rising,

as high as 50%, dismissing it a

(Continued on page 56)

Sydney, 26.

After brilliant holidays, biz is

slipping a little. Leaders are 'Swing
Time' (RKO), 'General Died' (Par),
'Dodsworth' (UA), and 'Show Boat*
(U). ....

'Libeled Lady* (MG) came in ait

the week-end , and should have no
trouble' smashing into the hit class.

'Orphan pf ;the Wilderness' (Cine-
spund) and' 'Rangle River' (Col-
Nat) -move out after average trade

for four weeks. -Poor Little Rich
Girl' (Fox) di okay on matinee
biz, but nights were off. 'Devil Is

a Sissy' (M-G) moves on, too, after
three weeks;
New ones ..comi in-, include

'Craig's Wife'- (Col),. "'Cain and
Mabel* (WB), arid 'East Meets West'
(G-B). -

London, Feb. 7.

Questions asked in the House
Commons last week gave a

. slant the government
tude, one M.P. asking what was

. being done about the Quota Re-
port and was not the gov't going
to promote sbme.acti before
it was too late?

Parliamentary Secretary to
the Board of Trade, r. Lesli
Burgi , said: 'Legislation in

. connection with the industry
musty as far as possible, be can-
vassed in the industry first. I

am awaiting replies from ' the
industry and I propose to give
full opportunity of considering
the .way . in which the industry
ought to be governed.
The M. P.: 'Will you ask them

to hurry up? GtherwLe there
will be no industry left!'

Mexico City Has 66

Cinemas; More Coining
Mexico City, Feb, 16.

Another new de luxe nabe, Cine
Moderno, has just opened here.

Foimdations have been laid fpr the

Cine Alharribra, a 4,500-seater, on the

fringe of the downtown area.

Plans are well advanced for start-

ing three other cinemas—two class

houses in. the downtown zone and
the other in a silk stocking residen-

tial district. Work the trio is

expected to begin this winter^

Town now has 66 cinemas in daily

operation.

OSTRER-BLACK

Di CHARGE OF

C00D JAP (MMA HZ
ENCOURAGES BUILDING

Melbourne,.. 26.

Trade is still fairly solid here, with
'Anthony Adverse' (WB) tops. Line-
up includes

4PiccadUly ^Jim* (M-G ),

'It's;'.' Lpye Again';.. (G-B ), :
'Girls'

Dormitory'- (Fox), 'Last of Mo-
hicans' (UA ),

"

'San Fr a nci s c
o'

(M-G), 'Big Broadcast' (Par),

'Three Married Men' (Par), 'To
Mary—With Love' (Fox), 'Bengal
tiger* (WB), and 'Song of. Free-
dom' (G-B).

AUSTRIAN CASINO BARS

LOCALS; TOO MANY LOSE

Vienna, Jan. 2$. ,

Austrian Casino, government-con-
trolled, .will close its doors for -';

tive* visitors, due .to the increased
number - of suicides; erhbezzleriients

and. crimes cpmmitted "by heavy
losers.

.

House of laws, former parliament,
will shortly enact a law to this effect.

As is, almost every Austrian citizen
can to Baden,

,
Semmeririg , or

Salzburg and lose his money at bac-
carat, rpulette or chemin-de-fer. All
that is needed is a membership card,
obtainable fpr a few pennies.

Victoria Bans Russ Pic
Melbourne, Jan. 26

Victorian Chief Secretary has
banned Soviet pic, 'Teh Days That
Shook the World.'
Pic was nixed in New South

Wales, but on appeal was allowed in
without cuts. Further representa-
tion will also be made here by the
pic's sponsors, 'Friends of the So-
viet Union.'

, Jan.- 27.

Lush biz is being enjoyed by the
entire chain of film houses under
the control 6f the Tpho theatrical
interests. is has encouraged that
organization to plan further ' expan-
sion.

To carry out such plans, the Toho
putfi't recently (22). incorporated
the Koto Rakutehchi (Higher Para-
dise) with a capital, fully paid up,
of $280,000. New company has pur-
chased a large tract of land near
the Kinshi station, upon which . a
large building, will be. erected to
house; two theatres, each with a
seating capacity of 2,000 In one
house Japanese films will be shown
while in the other Western pictures
and revues will be presented.

SYDNEY MGRS. MULL

STAGE SHOW RETURN

Crick to Eniglancl

Sydney,
Stanley Crick, mid. of. Fox-Hoyts

here, leaves early next month with
Mrs. Crick to view the Coronation.
Crick is an Alderman in the City
Council outside his pic activities.

Plans are laid for an auto tour
through E u r o p e, thence tp
America for a chatter. : with
20th-Fox execs.. Whole trip will take
about six months. *'

Jannings in Rome
Rome, Feb.

Enjil Jannings has cohie to Italy to

work on Tobis production of - 'The
Regent.' Exteriors for the film are
to be taken at Pompeii.
With Jannings are his wife, Gusli

Hojl, leading lady, Marianne Hopp,
Director Veit Harlan, two ass't di

rectors and mernbers pf the cast and
technical staffs.-

B & DeF's 2d Mex Pic

Mexico City, Feb. 16,

Bustamante and De Fuentes, who
made Mexico's first click pic, 'Alia

en el Rancho Graride' ('Way Down
on the Rancho Grande'), are ar

ranging to make their second film

this month.
Fernando de Fuentes, who directed

•Alia,' will meg.

tage presentations may come back
here this year, according to several
managers who are flirting with the
idea. So for the comeback try has
not penetrated into the city proper,
although a few nabes haVe tried
vaude acts with films.

General opi is that stage shows
will not be generally introduced in
pic program in the city proper be-
cause, the. rriob. has teen educated to
expect dual, bills. City shows run-
ning orchestras sometime? have the
pit boys do a novelty number or
two, but beyond that no other stage
stuff is used.

Italian Pic Production

Rome,
ing Italian films have just

been completed: 'II fu Mattia Pas-
cal' ('He Was Pascal'), for which
Pirandello; wrote script, and which
Director ;Cheval has done in two ver-
si , French and Italian; 'La Cori-
tessa di Parma'

. ('The Countess of
Parma'), irected by Blasetti; 'Ho
Perduto m\d Marito' ('I've Lost My
Husband'), directed by Guazzoni;
fQuesti Ragazi' ('.These Kids'), di-
rected by Mattoli; 'La Fossa Degli
Angeli' ('The Tomb of the Angels'),
directed by C. C. Bragaglia; 'Regina
Delia Scala' 'Queen of the Scala'),

directed by Sialyl *
- and Mastro-

ci

•Paris, Feb.

End of the first month of 1937

finds American film industry repre-

sentatives much . the

dumps as ever.

Added to. the bid story of the ever-

increasing rench get

around the terms -.

American trade treaty, which -:

tects Yank film , busi-

ness has taken a serious^.turn for the

worse.'

.

Latter has tumbled to such an ex-
tent that even the French are grum^.
bling. Holiday spending reached a
new igh as compared to recent
years, but- there has been a marked
slump since. ."Political conditions in

general might be blamed for this

and, with an international situation

growing more tense daily, few. signs

of a let-down are sight.
J \

With the exception, of a particu-
larly low number of films— which
include 'San Francisco* M-G) arid

'Charge of the Light Brigade' (WB)
—few. pix are. gleaning the returns
they should. This is true for French,
as well as /American films.

: But this hang-over could be better
endured if there were any certainty

that existing conditions, under which
the Americans are permitted, to do
business here, would be allowed to

continue unchanged. ' a r e
marked 'indications that ill

riot.

To use the old one, .practically

everybody who has anything to do
With the .cinema industry here is

pregnant with suggestions of what
^should be done to aid the French
film industry. And practically all of

these ideasy "if put into effect, would
be the detriment of American
interests..

^eari-Michel itour, .president

of the Cinema Commissibh of the
Chamber, is one of the many who
has allowed • some his, ideas on
what should be done to become pub-
lic property. Renaitour, among other
things, has let it be known that there
is every possi ility of an official

cinema organization being brought
into existence within the next few
months.
He also says that, whatever solu-

tion is adopted from those which
have been proposed to the
French industry, certainly measures
will be taken to stop what he calls

the 'invasion of screens by im-
ported films and to rectify our na-
tional industry poisPned by dishon-
est and doubtful characters who
have monopolized

In defending and encouraging lo-
calites,, Renaitour says in so many
words he hot only .wants to bar
American films from French screens
but wants American cornpanies to
furnish capital for production here.

Work
'Marrabo,' '

and '

Don't id').

started on
rothers,'

CNi ,

Somaliland Pic

Rome, Feb. 8.

Somalilan will be the scene of a
new Italian colonial film 'Marrabo,'
sponsored, by Fono-Rorna. Eugenio
Fontaha, who was the director of
the last local film of this, sort 'Squad-
rori Biancp' ('White Squadrpn') will
be the . directpr of this one.

Scenario is by Marcello Orano, who
is an authority on the customs,
languages, and costumes of Somali-
land. Gian Gaspare Napolitano will

| do the sets.

ITALIANS TO FILM

.

Rome, Feb.

'I fratelli Castiglioni'. ('The Casti-
glioni Brothers' )r comedy by Alberto
Colantuoni, which was transjated
into six languages and won consid-
erable success all over Europe, is

to be filmed. Camillo Pilotto, Ugo
Ceseri, Amedeo Nazzari and Ar-
mando Migliari ill play the parts
of the four brothers. Corrado D'Er-
rico. will direct the filrii, of which
Amatp is to be the producer. Luisa
Ferida, Vahria Vanni and Silvio Ba-
golini will be other members of the
cast. .*.

Another film based on a theatrical
hit is to be 'Nina, non far la Stupida*
('Nina, Don't Be Stupid'), which the
Consorzio Spec! will,produce. Nunzie
Malaspmma will /direct, lsa P6la
and Descp Baseggio are to act in it.

London,

Maurice Ostrer is taking over com-
plete charge of.GaUmpnt-British pro-

duction in Shepherd's Bush studios,

with Teddy Black now the assistant
prpduction manager to Ostrer. Black
will concentrate at the Gainsborough
Studios and be i complete charge
there.

..

Move was fprced through
drpp-out from G-B production activ-
ities of Michael Balcon, whb goes
over te Metro lecally.

H0ME0.' 'SWING TIME'

BUST INDIA RECORDS

Calcutta, Jan.

American films broke local house
records ^during the hpli period

and are continuing big. 'Romeo and
Juliet* (MG) played for three weeks
at the Metro, which broke the stand-

ing two-week run record.
Time' (RKO) at the New Empir
broke 'the gross record.
'Romeo and . Juliet,' patrons were

getting their ducats days in advance,
almost unheard of here. Manage-
ment states that business, far out-
distanced the previous record holder,

'Mutiny oh the Bounty' (MG).
Inribvation at the Metro recently

of midnight shows has started a
vogue, with two other local cinemas
following suit.

Hershey and Mearson's
4

Quiet' Caruso Quest

' Rome, Feb.

Burnet Hershey and Lyon Mear-

SPn, writers pf a scenario on life of

Enrico Carusp, have cpme tp Italy to

visit cities that: were
Caruso's triumphs. Screen story is

based on play, 'Caruso the Mag-
nificent,' by the same authors, and
traces development of Caruso's career
as. well as giving picture of .the con-
cert and opera world of his time.
. Authors Hershey and Mearson
thought to slip quietly into Naples,
look up such members of the Caruso
family as were still to be found, ab-
sorb the atmosphere of Caruso's
birthplace, ask. a few questions apd
be off. But a ship-to-shore broJPB-
cast from the .steamer that carried
them to Naples, celebrating the rer
inauguration of President Roosevelt,
put an end to their ideas of dpi
anything quietly. Hershey arid Mear-
son found that the part they took
in the broadcast—just a few harm-
less words about how ice it was to

•hear Washington when you were
over 2,000 miles out at sea—was just

enough occasion' for publicity in the
Naples papers to bring every man
and woman who had ever heard or
seen or managed to save some pic-
ture of Caruso to their hotel. The
number of 'authentic' Caruso anec-
dotes, letters and signed portraits
brought to light for the edification of

the authors of the Caruso film script...

was staggering. As were the prices
which the owners of these treasures
thought the American authors might
be willing tp pay for thiem.

From Naples; Hershey Mear-
son went to Rome, Florence and
finally to Milan, scene of Caruso's
successes at the Scala Opera.

Visiting Rome at same time as
Hershey and Mearson was- Director
George Cukor. He was given a. bi \

reception, saw Director General for
Italian

. Cinema Freddi, met various
and sundry personalities of the
Italian screen, and went on to Buda-
pest.

Royal Cinema

The Hague, Feb. 5.

:

As the Prince Consort is an en-
thusiastic film fan, the Palace
Soestdyk, where the royal couple is

going to live after their honeymoon,
is to get a special cinehia.

n order to avoid spoiling architec-
ture of the ancient palace, hall will

be built underground. It will be
furnished with a fireproof projection
room.
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Cable AdilreMi VABI1ETT, LOKDOJT If

JAPS GANGING ONUS.
NAZI REFUGEES

Cairo, Jan. 122.

Egypt's most modern film studio

has just been built by one of the

numerous companies affiliated with

the Bank Misr, about a mile from

the Giza Pyramids. .

A most impressive place, studios

and workshops being, equipped with

up-to-the-minute lighting,
;
photo-

graphic and sound-reproducing

plant. Claim here is that the Misr

studio is 'better equipped than any
individual studio in Hollywood.'

Producer is a H. Cramp,, formerly

of UFA,, wty>$e birth certificate was
too non-Aryan for the Nazis. He has

two other Nazi; victims as assistants,

but most of. the staff is Egyptian.

Cramp scours Palestine, Syria and
Iraq for material, and says he plans

to make a film shortly with Pales-

tine's Habimah troupe. Chief aim,

however, is to
,
provide Arabic filths

for. Arabic countries.

DENY 20TH-F0X PROD.

SHUTDOWN IN LONDON

.
, .16.

Locally reported that 20th Cen-
tury-Fox is considering shutting

down on its New World production,
with Bob Kane shifting his activities

to the Pox-Wembley quota studios.

There is no official cognizance' of the
matter.
Actually, the. thing looks offside,

owing the fact that 20th-Fox and
New World are bound under con-
tract for ah additional' two. years
or so.

Korda's Own Shack

London, Feb. 6.

Alexander. Korda is taking a long
lease of Denham Court, luxurious
mansion with grounds of 140 acres,

adjacent to the studios. Deal with
the owners last- year fell through,
but Korda has now come to terms*
whereby he gets the tenancy for .28

years at a rental of $2,500 per year.

Korda will use the house, as a
private 'residence, and moves; ih

.March 25. Terms of the lease make
him responsible for maintaining
grounds and buildings and 'preserv?

ihc/-'all:, standing timber/

Competish as It

London, Feb: 7.

When B&D's picture version
of Jack Buchanan i This'll

Make You Whistle' opens at the
Empire next week it will be
showing next door to Daly's,

where the stage ' version, .with
Buchanan topping the cast, is

showing<
Looks like a few mixups for

stage and screen patrons.

American Cos. Can Distrib

Only to Regular Exhib

Chains Can't Switch

Around in Open Market
—Must Take Whatever Is

Offered

Hollywood, Feb.

Advices from Joe Schenck are
that there is no closedown in Loh-.<

don- Kane just finished. 'Red Robe'

at Denham studio and will -make
four more in higher bracket at Den-
ham/ He will also! produce eight

quickies at Wembley. Latter are

needed to comply with the British

quota law,
20th Century-Fox is financing

*two--thirds of this product; Balance
is foreign-backed. Same arrange-

ments will be observed in the future,

says Schenck.

Varied International

Program in Palestine

Jerusalem* < 29.

Current pix here include 'The
Wedding Night' 1 (UA), Hopalong
Cassidy' (Par ), 'Forsaking all Others'

(MG), 'Desire' (Par), 'Romeo and
Juliet' (2d week) (MG).

ix in Tel Aviv include 'Magnifi-

cent Obsession' (U), 'Jana* (Polish),

'Maria Bashkirtseff' (Austrian), 'May-
erling' (5th, week) : (French), 'Samson'
(MG), 'Night at the Opera' (UA),'

'Die Julika'. (German),"Texas Ran-
ger' (Par), 'Gold Lake' (Russian).

The Golem' (Czech).

Pix in Haifa include ings to

Come' (UA), *Der Wildfang' (Ger-

man), 'Dr. Socrates' (WB), 'Private

Number' (Col); 'Five iStar Final'

(WB), ingende Jugend' (German)
and 'Capt. January' (20th).

By UA in London

London? Feb.

United Artists will experiment
with a system of earlier releases, be-
ginning September, in. ah endeavor
to .synchronize .more closely the
West-End premieres, and general biz

in the sticks. - '

' •

Murray SUverstone sees the pos-
sibilities of coming nearer into line

with the practice, which is standard
in the States, so that there shall be
no long lapse-^-varying here, nor-
mally between three and six

months—between first presentation
in the capital and exhibition in

provincial spots; All. UA releases

will be booked through the Odeon
circuit of around 200 theatres, and
Will' be available for independent
houses simultaneously. ;.

Scheme will need probably; 100
prints, compared, with approximately
70 .needed to' reach ..saturation . Under
present arrangements. Pictures will
thus get complete nation-wide, cov-
erage in three months.

Silverstone sees the experiment
likely to increase box-office values
of U. A.' product as much as 33%, due
to national publicity surrounding the
London premieres stimulating almost

.
coincidental provincial playdates.

QUOTA NEXT?

Tokyo, Jan.

The Japs have
.
ganged up on for-

eign picture distribs in such a manner
that serious competition is now im-
possible, Jiro Kobayashi, of the Toho
chain, is generally accepted as being
responsible for the situation, al-

though he denies it
1

Through ; an': arrangement between,
the Toho chain and the Shochiku
chain the various: pix distribs have,
been classified into two groups.

Those of one group are elected to

supply product to the Toho outlets

and the other to supply the Sho-
chiku houses,' Paramount, Univer-
sal, Warners, RKO and Columbia are

the vassals of the Toho chain, while
20th-Fox, Metro, United Artists. Towa
Shoji (importers of German and
French pix) and Saneisha (mostly

French) dance to the tune of Shochiku
buyers.
This neat little arrangement, is

working out all to the advantage of

the two chains, because they no
longer have to worry about the

(Continued on page 50)

Italy Eases Up On Import Laws

To Put Local Producers on

Author to Play Himself

In FUm Version of Book
Paris, Feb.

Henry de Morifreid will play him-
self i a screen

,
adaptation his

book, 'Le Secret de la Mer Rouge*
(The Secret of the Red Sea'). Pro-
duction of the film, in which Harry
Baur will have the leading role,

wilt take place on the spot where
the bri inal story was based.

Both Leon Poirier and Richard
Pottier are mentioned as probable
directors, but ho actual choice has
yet been made. Exteriors will be
shot at a spot between Yemen and
the border of French Somaliland.

Even

Can't Use Weak

ONLY ONE ALL-BRITISH

CINEMA IN AUSTRALIA

JAP PRESS LAUGHS

OFF HAYSIAN EDICT

Tokyo, Jan.

Will Hays is getting the merry
ha-ha from the Jap newspaper fra-
ternity in answer to his request that
pix of Hollywood stars be eliminated
from Japanese newspaper advertis-

ing of an objectionable nature. In
his request, made recently to the
Hollywood rep of .the Tokyo Asahl
(Morning Sun), Hays pointed out
that photos of stars are copyrighted
and the Use of them outside of news
columns or in theatrical advertising,

calls for special permission..

Newspaper answer is that Japan-
ese representatives, of the studios are
handing - out stills by the dozen,

knowing at the time that they will

be used in advertising of all sorts.

Historical Censor

Board in B. Aires
Buenos Aires, Feb. 10.

Argentinermade , films depicting

episodes in Argentine history, its in-

stitutions, or matters . relating to na-
tional defense (i.e. naval and mili-

tary characters or scenes) must be
submitted for. ..approval a
Board set - the purpose;,

cording to a government decree.

, Foreign-made films dealing ith

the same subjects must, not be re-

leased ithout prior permission of

the Board.
Failure to comply with the terms

of the decree will entail confiscation.

Melbourne, 19.

Athenaeum, how "the only
British cinema operating in Aus-
tralia, reopened last week success-

fully; with 'Song of Freedom'
v
(G-B)

and 'Everybody Dance' (G-B).
v

Not so long ago mention was
frequent that a huge all-British the-

atre policy would be operating in

all Australian ace spots. Today
there are very few British pix play-

ing any.'of the ace spots, and leading
pic men admit that there is really

no such thing in operation as an
all-British chain.

In every big city, theatres orig-

inally set to play. British have swung
over to American pix because of the

low b. o. take returned by British

product.
Outside of the Athenaeum, the

Majestic is the only other theatre

playing British. This theatre, how-
ever, also plays Americans from- time
to time.

Sydney, Jan.
There are still no British pix on

ace runs in this city. Next week,
'East Meets West' (G-B) will come
into the Lyceum, making the first

in several weeks. None played the

city during Yuleti . and New Year

GTC Recommends 9%
London, .-.

General Theatres Corp., operating
associate of Gaumont-British, recom*
mends dividend of 9% ori participat-

ing preference- ordinari valued
nominally at $1.60.

.

Company has come .out of the red,

following reconstruction scheme that

was bitterly, opposed by ordinary

stockholders.

French Pasteur Film
; Paris, Feb. 8.

Documentary film on the Pasteur
Institute is being made here.

Working in collaboration with Doc-
tor Marti director of the Institute,

J. Chausey has been given a free

hand to photograph almost what he
pleases so he can truthfully present

to the world the many scientific ac

complishments of the Institute.

E. Peyriller wrote the story on
which the film is based.

Sydney, Jan; 26.

When cable stories broke in the

newspapers here regarding the crisis

in British pic biz, all distribs han
dling British films at once broke into

print denying that any of their units
were involved.

:

Newspaper stories claimed that, the
crisis was mainly brought about be-
cause :of the failure of British films

to break into the American market
and that too much coin had been
spent on mediocre productions. One
puzzling feature here, however, is the
fact that not one British film played
the ace spots during Yuletide-New
Year in Sydney, although two were
spotted in. the.' low period prior to
the vacation and got nothing at the
b. o. This week there are only two
British films here, "Land Without
Music" (AD), and "Keep Your Seats,
Please" (ATP). . These two are play-
ing the indie circuit; Snider-Dean;
For months British biz here has been
at a low ebb in the ace. city spots and
the distribs have been somewhat
worried!
Good British pix can always get

by here. Lately the product has been
fearfully weak, however, and the
public simply refused to buy. Brit-
ish producers won't get biz, either
in America or anywhere; else, if they
continue to .send out : poor quality
Pi

Rome, Feb.

New regulations regarding import

of :
foreign pix into Italy practically

establish complete freedom to im*
port. American producers, after

their recent walk-out, were ac-

corded permission to import as they

liked, subject only to the ruling that

all foreign films must be dubbed in

Italian. Special import arrange-

ments were made with Germany,
France, Austria and Hungary.
Altogether Italy expects to import

about 150 foreign films this year,

Italian film producers are none too

pleased with this settlement, but; they

Were reminded that there, are a large

number of Italians who earn .'their

livelihood from importing, adapting;

dubbing, and distributing
;
foreign,

films in Italy. Furthermore it has.

been pointed out that—apart from
the* Americans who have means at

their disposal which are here con-
sidered overwhelming in. their gran-
deur—Italian producers have just as

good chance as anybody else; in fact,

better, as they receive government
support and encouragement from the

start to the finish of their produc-
tions: Under, the" circumstances,
competition of. foreign .films nv the
Italian market, far from being haarm-

ful, should be helpful in spurring

the Italian infant film industry on,,

it is pointed out.

To cheer the Italian industry on
and get over the idea that it must
always be on the receiving end of
film import and export biz, figures,

were published showing the increase
of Italian films exported to America.
In 1934 the number of, Italian films

imported by the U, S. Was down to

one. In 1935 there were three, and
in 1936 there were 19.

MAXWELL'S CO. STOCK

PAID FOR G-B SHARES

London, Feb. 16.

John . Maxwell's
' purchase Of the

heavy block of non-voting shares in
Gaumont-British, which first started
the G-B merger muddle involving
those two companies, 20th-Fox and
Metro, was partially paid for with
300,000 previously; unissued shares of
Maxwell's Associated British picture
Corp., it is now learned.
Facts came out when it was

learned that the Ostrers last week
sold these shares, resulting in a slight
decrease in stock • exchange quota-
tions of the issued

x

Nikkatsu Reorg
Tokyo, Jan.

ikkatsu Motion Picture Co; has

been reorganized. Sakae Osaka was
elected chairman of the board.

thei officers installed Were Saki-

chi Moritei vpresidettt; Teiji Tanak.a,

vice-ptesiderit ; Tsunekichi Ishii, man-
aging - directoi:; Kasue Ogasawara,

auditor.

Hew Manchukuo Prod.
Tokyo, Jan. 27.

If present plans carry, the. Man-
chukuo National Policy ilm . Prod.
Co. will be incorporated at Hsinkin

j

during. February and Will be ready
for production in Apr il. About 2,000
acres of land hnvt .been purchased in
the outskirts' of tlsinking and a mod-
ern studio will erected imme-
diately. .

Jap advisers have been selected by
the promoters, among them being
Lin Masutani of the P.C.L. Studios
of Tokyo and Osarhu Rokusha and
Takahiro Tachibana of the Shochiku
Film Prod. Co. of Ofuna.

Metro Lost $7,000 hst

Year in Germany; flow

Has $478,000 TkJ tip

Berlin, Feb. 7.

Annual financial statement of
Metro's Berlin office shows a loss of
about $1,000 for the year 1936, after
carrying over the profit of $6,000
from preceding year. Because of the
difficulties of obtaining foreign ex-
change for transference of profits to
head office, company's bank assets
now total $478,000.

Credits for the closed year include
a number of dubbed pictures and
quickies, minus deductions, totaling
$208,000; films now being synchron-
ized, $24,000, and imports of $9,360.
.Outstanding orders for $23,000 and
bank assets make tip the credit side. .

On the debit side there are $200,000
in shares and goods still to be de-
livered, $25,000. Down payments of
customers aggregate $18,000, and
debts to affiliated companies, $560,000;

DEPLORE POOR FILM

PROGRESS IN DOHA

Calcutta, Jan. 28.

. In opening the second all-Indian
film (convention in Madras, president
Chiminlal B. Desai deplored the
poor progress that India has made in
the motion picture industry! during
the past 23. years. Desai pointed out
that native production, distribution
and exhibition supports Only about
25,000 people and that only 450 the-
atres show native films.

Speaker then set up examples of
Italy and Russia in film production,
stating thai the industry in both
countries is to great extent re-

sponsible for the decrease of illiter-

acy and that the same could be done
for India;

.
Admitting .some- progress

in Indi , where films were not being
shown until 1918, "Desai added that

native output has grown to 3Q0

nualiy.

Although' pointing at two European
countries as examples of progress,

most of the address was directed

the American industry, with figures

on employment; production, number
of theatres, „ filling the talk.
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Head Over Heels in Love
(BRITISH MADE)

(MUSICAL)
Gflumont-Britl.^h production "anil release.

Stars. Jessie Matthews.- Directed by Sohnte
Kale. Songs by Mack Gordon'-.' and Harry 1

Revel, Adapted by Fred- Thompson and
DWlght Taylor from piny by Francois" do
Crolsseti scenario,

:

Marjorle Gaffney; dialog,
DwlRdt Taylor; camera. Glen. MacYVlUiamsj
danoes, -Buddy Bradley: editor,' Al -Barnes;
musical' direction:,- Louis Levy.. At .Roxy;
N. Y„ week Feb. 12, '!17. Running time,-
84 mlns.
Jeanne. ,. ,'....;'.. .'-.

, , ...Jessie Matthews
Pierre... ........ ...... . . . . .'.Robert- Fleming
Marcel . .; , . , ... . . , ,. ,

, .
.'

; . j •'.
. ..Louis Borell

.

Matty , , . . . . i , . .... , . . . . . . ... . . Romnoy Brent
Norma, .'.-. .'-.'Whitney Bournb .

Max ,».,-.....

.

:

,
.;-.'. .Paul Leyssac

Martin. .
'
.

.

'. . , . ... , i . , "Hot Makehnm
Normn's. Mana •. : . y . , , .Fred Duprcz

It certainly should be worth While;
to rescue the personable and highly
talented Jessie. Matthews from Eng-
lish films. Under' the...existing Gau-
•mont-British ...

tie-tin and. economic acV
cord' with 20th Century-Fox; that
company is a natural production co->

' ordinator. .For example, 'Head Over
, Heels in - L6ve' is a topsy-turvy film
- affair,, emulating its - title in more:
; than one respect. Of the hybrid
Hollywood and Elstree components
there's rib disputing that, outside of
the. star's own yeoman work, , the
Gordon and Revel songs are: the

- most potent contributory facto*;: . So
.it's just another film, but. those-
click songs are gonna have - their
good effect; ;;

*

Story \ one of those things-e'
familiar unto being trite. - And the,

support is no panic, embracing- two:
^uncertain juveniles in Robert Flem-
ing and Louis Borell, the latter as. a
light-heavy

. who permits himself to
be ... influenced by the . visiting
glamour-girl from Hollywood (Whit-;
ney Bourne), an American -film star'

looking-for new 1 leading man.
In between, Miss Matthews is efr

fectively . shown as a' cafe song-and-
-dancer, - later , a radio click, and still,

.later as a cigaret girl when the ire

..of the Actors'^ -Association (for;-

a

temperamental breach) chases her
from the limelight.
'Locale is'- Paris, and. the French

version
, of '

.
Equity is mentioned

periodically as some
:
sort of, a bogey-

inan' which keeps irascible troupers
.
hewing, the line, even though . their
.own Pagliacci complications upset.
them emotionally.
On the heels, of some of the filmu-

- sieals which the Roxy has been
' showing

.
recently

. it's perhaps . a
hardier test for this GB entry- than.
normally. However, they did give
.some .of the . mellower - meller
sequences a mild but none the less
unmistakable razz here.. .:.•

'-
..

-

.
It's no . news .that Miss Matthews

is an ..eyeful . and highly capable.
Buddy/ Bradley ,always- does well by

• her in staging . the dance, routines,
and, this- alumnus Of the ,'late Billy.
Pierce's studios in New YOrk (which
coached many/ of the topnotch in-

genues of musical comedy in the past
decade) has done right by her again.
Plus which the comely and shapely
Miss 'Matthews evidences anew why
she's the No. 1 filmusical ingenue Of
Britain. On the other hand, although
her husband, Sonnie Hale, manages
fairly well in directing the proceed--'
ings, the material calls for inspired:
niceties to make it stand up. As
result, his end of it misses. Nor does
the lighting do the. sum . total full
justice; some spots the camera:
work is most unflattering to the
star,

-

The Gordon and Revel. songs are
good and the titles indicate how
beneficial the judiciously primed
radio plug may prove for the film.
Songs are 'May I Have the Next Ro-
mance with YOU?*' 'Head Over . Heels
in Love.' 'Lookin' AfOund Corners
for You,' 'There's That Look in YOur
Eyes Again,' 'Don't Give Good
Gosh Darn* and Through the
Courtesy Of Love.' , A flock of melo

. dies and: sometime^ they're reprised,
so much . so' that ' it further . retards
matters;.

'

. .Fred Duprez, vet English vaude-
,villian/ has a bit with - Miss Bourne
Latter is fair in what she does, and
Paul

.
Leyssac makes his item hold

up. Musical
,
direction' is iconVen-

•tional, handicapped; by uninspired
presentation,! poor* lighting " arid
Iensing:""

,

Miss Matthews .
' been ' making

.an. ever-growing impression' in
America with her past three screen
•entries.' and' it is figured she's about,
ready to go over the -top for substan-
tial- grosses with a good , picture/
This, is not that picture. . The songs,
instead, will probably prove the most,
effective collaboration for the'Ameri-
can b.o. Abel;

they insist on doubling up, it will
carry a weak 'sister nicely. More-!
over, in addition to names it has pro-
ductional value. Though it is lacking
in comedy, probably the injection of
laughs Would have hurt

It is a medical story with the title
derived from an extraneous charr
acter'.a churchman who is .

consulted
by most of the characters and who is

constantly referring to the go-
ahead light of the traffic signals. It
is the Original title of the novel by
Lloyd C. Douglas, Retention of the
title is intelligent, for it probably
Will do: a lot of selling, on its own,
particularly ,to. women, though this
is npt distinctively a woman's story.
This character, Dean Harco.urt,

vaguely suggestive of 'The Servant
in the H6useT ahd,'The Passing of the
Third Floor . Back,' appears to have
disturbed the scenarist, who never
quite makes up his mind whether tO
play up that, angle or feature the
medical, angle, which is the. .. real
yarn. As a result there is a little too
much—or else too little—of the char*
acter for. satisfactory results. Mostly
he ''

is retardaht. and V interruptive,
slowing the story and giving a two:
angled -slant to .the'entire production,
Apart from! this the scenario job has
been -well done' in spite of a deliber-
ate : pace which does not. make' for
speed. The falling, action run's too
far beyond the real climax,, and here,
again, it is to bring back the Dean
for' a; homUetic;-. which would have
been all right had the ..character
been more prominent. As is the
Dean is merely .a sort of - Greek
chorus to determine the actions of
the other players.
Story proper falls into ;the. current

cycle of/plays in which 'discredited,,

but innocent, physicians rehabilitate"
themselves. Entire situation hangs:
on the- . acceptance .of: undeserved
responsibility for a . patient's: ;<ieath

oh the part of a young medico,.
saving face for his former preceptor
who bungles an operation due:to un^
settled nerves. -He has been told his
stock speculations are tumbling. So;

Errol Flynn takes the blame really
due -Henry O'Neill, and this: compli-:
cafes his love for the victim's daugh-
ter, Anita Louise. He engages in re-l

search wOrk, inoculates himself with,
the germ of spotted fever and so de-
velops a curative serum. Meanwhile,
the- girl decides to marry, him., iri

spite of the apparent bar between
theml The switch in locale divides
the script into two distinct and well
marked phases; the hospital material,
and the, medical pioneering. In each
phase .the stoty.is reminiscent, but it

holds together.

'

Flynn jives a vigorous and polished
performance.bllt offers no new angle;

|p the Hollywood type. Close second
is Walter Abel, as another doctor,
giving a more natural performance,
but not getting the opportunities. Sir
Cedric Hardwicke is unusually , good.
Anita Louise is easy to. look at and
dresses interestingly. She fails, how-,
.ever, to give color to the. girl who
feels - that? the . hian she loves, is

virtually her mother's murderer. A.

more- telling performance is! com;
tributed by ; Margaret Lindsay, a'

sterling; job.
. Other assignments are in-.capable ;

hands, while Frank Borzage and
cameraman Haskin can line up With
the - players for credit. Production is

deft. ' < Chic. .

GREEN LIGHT
Warner Bros, 'release.'lot Irst-

;
National

^Cosmopolitan), 'production. Stars Errol
Flynn and: Anita.. Louise, Features Margaret
Lindsay, Kit- . Ccdiic . :Hardwle.ke, Walter
Abel, Hoary O'Neill. ^Directed by Frank;
Borage. From ..novel . of., ;samft . title by '

Lloyd ^-'C. Douglas. Screen play,.-.- MJIton"'
Krlms:: cumera,' .' Byron

.
Hnskln;' editor,.

James Gibbons. At the Stra.hd, .-. N, I V.,
week Feb, VI, 'J7^ Ruhrilng/Ume, 8.Tmlns.'
Dr. Xewell Paige. . . . > . . . . . . . . .Urrol Flynn
Phyllis Dexter., .. ..... . ;

,

:

; . . .Anita Louise
Frances. "Ogllvle. . ...... . . Mnrphret Lindsay
Dea Harcouj^i.,.;.... Ir Codrlo Harwlcke
John HtDilt^rd.

.

.
.'

. . . . . . . Walter Abel
Dr. EndJcott. enry .'O'Neill.

Mr .i . Doxter. . ; . . .v..; . ; Sprlnp Bylngtbn
Pat Alien. ........... . ilSrln O'Brien-Moore
Dr. Line. . . . . ..V .V. . .Henry Kollcer
Dr. Booth.. .Pierre Wntkln
Shrt ifr

:

-'. ......... .;. . ... Granville Bates
Shcon Man , : .Russell Slnipsoh

A NMiW,- . ..... ,...;.., . . . , .... .Myrtle Stedman

With customer lure in the title and
the player names, . 'Green Light'

would seem ta stand .a better than
usucl chance as a singleton. Where

GOLGOTHA
(FRENCH MADE).

George McLeod Baynes release of Film
Union production. Features Robert '- I.e

Vlgan, Joafl Gabln. Harry Baur, Charles
Qranval. liucas Grldoux. Juliette Verneull.
Directed; by Julien Duvlvler. Adaptation,
Forrest Izard and 1. E. IjOpcrt; music,
Jacques Ibert;. recor.dlns. . I. E. Lopcrt. At
Academy r pf. AtuHlc, B-kiyn. Twice tin |ly,

four days; starting Feb. ,0, '37. Running
time',' -.07- mins.
Jesus of Nazarel . , . . . . , wt lie Vlirnn
Pilate. . ...,:.7ean Gabln
Herod . . ...... , ............... ^ . Harry Bri ur
Calaphas. ;;,,.'.. .. . .... .v. .Charles Grnnviil
Annas, .

'. i . ..... ; Andre< Biicque
Peter. .

.". ..... . .......... . . . , Hubert PnMler
Jiidas. . . . ........... '. . . .liuciis Grldoux
Gereon . . . . . ; . . .. .....

.'

. . ; . . .'. .-. . . . Vn n Daele
Claudia. I. ... . .',. . . . ./. . . .Bd wjge FeUllIere
Mary.\. . . . . . .Juliette, Verneull

Miniature Reviews

'Head Over . Heels In Love*
(GB). Fair British-made film-,

usical. Stars Jessie Matthews
plus a Gordon and Revel score.,

'Green LlrbV (WB). Sales
value in. cast and title with a
good production to back it up.

Okay.
•Devil's jPlayground' (Col).:

Routine gob drama with inter-

esting , sub-sea ,
camera effects,

but for: the duals despite Dix,
Del Rio ind Chester Morris in
the cast

'Join
;
the Marines* ' (Rep ).

Fast paced, comedy melodrama
of marines, ith Paul Kelly and
stalwart .* cast; , .

excellent

grammer lacking top. names.
'Mind. Tour Own Business'

(Par);- Charles Ruggles and

;
Alice Brady in an unimportant
comedy meller that tries to plug
the Boy Scouts; most biz in sec-

ondary, dual brackets.
' «We're ; on the Jory* (RKO ).

Victor Moore and Helen Brod- ?

erick ;in^- the 1936 version' of

ILadies of the Jury.' Good sec-

ondary b.o. value.

'Singing Buckaroo' (Advance ).

Another ' western, quickie, ith

Fred . Scott riding again and
' trying to 'sing; weak for

;

even
lower half of twinners.

(Iri English)

, 'Golgotha' .is a sweeping im-'

pressively French-produced .account,

of the betrayal, trial .and execution

of Christ. . It was . made in France
and released abroad more .than a
year ago-

.
Capt. :, George McLeod.

Baynes obtained rights' to the film
for America and' Canada, bringing
the print over; early last fall for .ad-
dition of English-speaking, ' voices.
Picture, one of the few- foreighrmades
to ' have been dubbed into English,
has been so expertly treated here for
American, ears that audiences; may
never realize, the artists, on' making
itr were Originally, speaking French. .

While this chapter of the Passion
Play is highly stirring and, with: its

big sets, mob scenes and perspectives,
suggests. Cecil B; de Mille at his best,

it's the type -of - picture which; -

quires specialized handling, booking
and exploitation. A Mickey Mouse
Or a Three. Stooges short would
hardly be apropos as supporting filler

with it if playing regularly operated!
theatres. Although the American in-

terests in control of
.
'Golgotha' are

pointing the picture for - -called
non-theatrical/ engagements, audi-
toriums and special runs such as the
Academy of Music, Brooklyn (where
making its bow in America ) will find
ifr acceptable screen fare.

.

'Golgotha' is not necessarily dan-
gerous material.

-

. That depends on
audiences and how some may react

to itr bnt as biblical history and
Viewed as such it: is highly.interest-?
ing. ' The.producers: have been.care-
fiiF to regard the subject-matter im-
bartially' in an attempt to interpret
history; of the time . of Christ, its -it's

known. Approached with aft open
mind, it is screen dramatics on a big
cahvaS) very . 'ably directed and .

.en-

acted,: AJ1- faiths . and creeds arid

races; religious or: non-religious, jpay
thoroughly enjoy the stirring- results
achieyed; .but^ as with almost any-
thing. If ah. antagonistic^ attitude; ex-
ists, this picture also may riot rest
well. '•' ;: .

"
* "

'

;

:

;:;
-

:

The action' moves • through the res-
urrection of Christ and his' messages
to . the disciples/ going over ground
that is made up of huge sets, big mob
scenes and effective backgrounds.
Palpably much money was spent
making the picture, riot only in set-
tings, but 'in castings Among other
things, what distinguishes the picture
are the artists, ahd • their 'Characteri-
zations, • even supernumeraries.vtoss-
ing in. strong performances. ,.

The story of Christ and His diffi-

culties is movingly told. , In some
particulars it is also brutally told, but
the Romans are ntot entirely spared
in that connection. The beating the
Romans administer, topped by apply?
ing the crown of thorns before Jesus
is turned over fOr the crucifixion, is

pretty gruesome, and the inarch up
the

1

hill 'has the boys of the Roman
:

Empire n0 less gentle. The scenes of
the trial before Pilate, who seeming-
ly was irt a" spot, and the trek up-the;
hill to Calvary,, where the; Romans
did the nailing' to the cross; are
starkly reali ic^-perhaps a little too
much so.

Jesus of Nazareth, who became,
known as King of the. Jews but, due.
to claims that he was. the Son . of

God and-possessed of powers to per-.
. fOrm miracles, got himself in trouble,

is played , extraordinarily 'well by
Robert Le Vigan; He's as close to

the picture of Christ, as recreated, as
can be imagined. Another whose
performance'. is 'startlingly well done
is Jean Gabin, as Pilate. He plays
with excellent restraint: arid poise,

doing the troubled Roman who fears
the mob out to take Jesus for a ride
as much as he does the loss of his

Roman outpost. Herod (by Harry
Baur) has one finely done scene in

which he's taunting Christ over the
charges' against Him. The high priest
Caiaphas is. a particularly strong
character in * the hands of • Charles
Granval, while Judas, who is made
a ' tiighly •

: unsympathetic, caddish
character,-, is well portrayed by Lucas
Gridoux. Mary is nlayed by Juliette
.Verneuii; but not allotted much foOt-

hgs."'
'

As to pefSDective and covering of
mob and Other scenes, the photo-
graphic job: is. very good,' but .the

nrint, as viewed at the Academy of

Music, Where the. theatre's, screen
may be at fault, was a hit dullish in.

Doints. It is also possible that the
reproduction apparatus here makes
the recording job seem less com-
mendable, though never seriously so.

The musical score is imoressive and
theje is some: choral singing. Char.

Devil's Playground
Columttla ..production-, and ' release, Stars

RUmard Dlx, Dolores Del tUo, Chester Mor-
ils. Directed by Erie C. Kenton, ' Story,
Norman Springer! sce^arlst^. tfam O'Fla-
hcrty, Jerome .' Chodbrov, Halton ' Trumbo

;

-camera; Lucltn, Ballard; .special camera- ef-

fects, Gannhl Carson. Ai Globe, -. N. Y.;
week Feb. -13, '87. Running tlnic, 74. mlns.
Jack Dorgan. . . ... ; . . . ... . .Richard Dlx
.Carmen; . . . . . .

.

.. .Dolores . Del Rid
Robert Mason. ... ; • .»;.'.; (Cheater: .Morris
Red Anderson. . .. .-, ....... . .George McKay
Tones. . . , ; . ... , .-. , . ..Tohn Gnllaiidet
Submarine Commanderi .- . . . Pierre : WatklnH
Sidecar. Wilson;.-. . .'... : v.;. . . ... .Ward,' Bond
Rpllly . ; .

.,'.

.

:\.%4.. ,....'.-. .Don Rowan
Romano; -v. .- ... . .-. . Francis -•McDonald.'
Salyugq Boat Commander'. .Stanley . Andrews

Three, scripters' are credited with
achieving this unoriginal and familiar
gob drama. .Some sub-sea ca'mera

trickery gives the film a lift The
romance end is light Dolores Del
Rio is the coy vip^r who trims two
pals; she makes a sucker of Richard
Dix : by rnarrying him and .

then
snares and crosses Chester Morris,
For the .uppers and lowers."

. Morris is'a submarine officer, and
Dix is the U. S. Navy's best deep
sea diver. Both pals; The rest is

obvious: Dix weds a taxi dance, hall
hostess. She. makes Morris while Dix
is away, on duty, Morris .hot kriow^
ing Who the woman is. THep comes
the tipoff.

No fresh angle Crops. Dix gives
De^ Rid the gate and rushes to save
Morris: from a sunken- submarine
when . duty and friendship call.. As
a fadeout salute, the customers get
an extra glimpse of the fleet at sea
and a mass- flight Of planes overhead.
Library stuff..

Dix is okay in his role. Shots are
fairly effective of the gasping sailors
trapped in the sunken sub.

- The^sub-
sea camera stuff on the whole is

goodk ;.

Chester Morris is the violently
healthy sailor- who stands the gaff

practically untouched, while others
around him\are popping off. The
romance is light but a dash of s;; a.

is supplied and Dolores Del Rio has
her customary poses in bathing suits,

erect arid;en repose. Shan.

THE GREAT BARRIER
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Feb.. .

- Gaumont-Brltlsh production' and release.

Stars Richard Arleh; features Antoinette
Collier.- -iAlH: Pa)mer, -Barry Mackay. Di-.

reeled by Milton Rpsmer. - Screen play,
Michael 1 Barrlnger. Milton- Rosmer;

;
from

novel 'The Great Divide/- by Alaif SullU
van;' dialog. Milton Rosmer;, Ralph Sprfncei
camera. Glen MacWIlllams, Bob Martin.

• At • Tlvoll. London, Feb. 8. '37. Running
time. 8."i Ins.

Hlckey. . . . . . . . ....... .• ... , . .Richard Ar.len

Mary.'..; .............Antoinette -CelUer-
Steve Barry -Mackay
Lou ................. ......... Iillll Palmer-
Bates' . . . . .

,
-. : . . Jock Mackay

Moody '. ...i......;....:*'-Roy Broertoiil

Joe - the. Ganger. . . .•. ..... . ./.Ben. Weldon
Major Hell's Bells Rouers

1

. .,:..,... . .j,
• J. Farrell .

acDonald

.

'- - -;- •

. From the staridpoint of motion picj.-

ture 'entertainment -One of the .
best

pictures ever made by-a ;
British com-

pany, and . ranks With the best"made
anywhere. A safe, booking for the

U.S. With , a little cutting .it will

provide full . entertainment, from
opening to finish. Snipping will have
to be done, but it should be compara-
tively easy to do. ....-;*.-•• :

.

'

Film is a remarkable episode in

empire building, depicting persist-

ence and energy, with story based ori

the construction of the Canadian P:>
ciflc Railway, which made romantic
American history. Resplendent pnO~
tography shows action, galore, with
suspensive drama that is gripping. .

. .. Besides a couple' of general fights,

forest : fires,' canoes turning turtle

while gliding over rapids; terrific

blasting operations; snOwslfdes,. etc.^

most effective bit of mechanics is the
sinking of a locomotive and train of

cars into iquicksahd. j
'.

.Tale * Jaid in f a time and place
where men*Vtere not soft; it provides
just the kirfd"of story in which pic-

:

turegoers. reveL on a scale of ex-

penditure that elicited a question as.

to which cost most—the building of
the actual railway, or the making' of

the- film;,
Richard Arlen is a- pro cardplayer,

who arrives in a small town with his

companion (Barry Mackay) and falls

for the gang boss' daughter to the

extent he decides to give up gain-.,

bling ahd work for a living. His
buddy becomes infatuated with a. girl

in the, local bar, . is thoroughly
trimmed by her, and eventually re-

deems himself by sacrificing his life

to save his old . pal. ..

Antoinette Cellier is the. girl with
whom Arlen falls in lOve; Lilli

Palmer, a Viennese actress, is splen-
did as the girl who consorts with the
barroom patrons, and there are he-
men characters in abundance played
by Roy Ernertpn, J. Farrell McDon-
ald and others.

It . is authentic 'history :done sensi-"

tively arid with a full appreciatipri;

of ; the effect . desired, . Picture Will,

certainly achieve Commercial -and
artistic success, throughbut-fhe world.

Jolo.

Eih Falscher Fuffziger
CThe Counterfeit Bill')

(GERMAN MADE)
Charles Unger release., at Albo Films pro-

duction. 'Features • Theo - Llngen. . Kaethe
llaack, I^ucle. Engllach, Adele Sandroek
ind -Geoix Alexander; -.'-,Directed- by Carl
Boe'se. Story, Robert Overwear; music,
Ernst Llenen. At Torkvllle Casino, N.. -Y.i

week Feb. .12, '37. Running time, 71
nilna-,

Ijehninh ; . .
.'

. .:. , . . . . . . .Theo XlriRcn
Frau Ivehman,;.;;; 4 ..:..'....Kdetho Hnack
Christa Bach. Verkaeuferln. , .Lucie English
Frau Gehelmrat Pluschkow. .Aflele Sandroek
GeovB-lhr Knkel. ..Georg Alexander
?rau Strach\vltz,.... l .,.;Hllde Hlldebrnndt
Wailiier. . . .Hubert von Meyerlilck
Alois ' .Lechner. ... . . . . . . ; ...Paul'. Wester' eler'

Klnffemanhi Geschaertelivhaber . . .

..
'" Max Gqelstwf

Hilda Werner. Verkaeferln. .'Bls'e Mollenworf
Heller. Krlnilndlkommlssar

'- Walter Stelmb/oolc

- (In\ German, No English Titles)
A tedious, routine programiher

iri German, sloppily; directed gnd
performed. The fact that there are
no superimposed titles makes it

worthless for Germans. Or others who
do not Understand the Teutonic
tongue. There are none in the cast
who suggest chances ori this side
with lone possible: exception of HUde

. 4 *

Talking Shorts

'COMMUNITY SING'
With Andy Sunhella Orch^ Wendell
Hall, Jones and Hare, Jolly Gillette

10 Mlns.
Rialto, New York

Colombia
Looks like a camera transmutation

of the CBS. radio program sponsored
by the Gillette razor firm, minus
Milton Berle. The firm name is not
mentioned in the short, but it's a
good indirect

.
plug for the radio

sponsor. This subject is hot very
good. It is only filler, material.

'

Old tunes*and camera stuff is off
and the Sannella band is completely
lost, both musically and by the cam-
era, here. Too much time and film
is allotted to Wendell Hall ('the red-
headed music maker'), and his grim-
aces are an overboard item. Jones
arid Hare, Vet radio duo;' do a little
ditty work, and Jolly Gillette, 10-
year-old girl (Eileen Barton V, -solosT Cah't .Give YOu Anything But
Love.' She screens badly, although
quite talented, but the lens -ruins the
musical receptions for almost til.

Song lyrics - are superimposed on
the screen , tO induce the community
singi •."'

.

1

Shtin;

FOREST GANGSTERS
Novelty
9 Mlns.
Rialto,

RKO-Radio
This is a good, little action novelty,

showing a couple of mountain lion.;

hunters , sharing the beast, with the
help ' of hounds, in. the northwest re-
gion. ; The photqgraphy is very good,
dorie by Stacy and Howie Woodward,
beer, coyotes, porcupines, wildcats,
besides' the ; trapped mountain lion
against wooded scenics, are : seen in

closeup action. . The lion is noosed
and captured alive,' and provides a
thrilling clincher moment at the fin-

ish. Backscreen narration is smooth
and interesting.

'

Title, of course; refers to the beasts
of prey and not the hunters, the
offscreen narration exolains how the

predatory animals stalk and kill the
gentle tribes of. the forest. Shan.

Hildebrandt, a blonde of the
type.,'
Leads are Lucie Englisch, who

suffers from lack of forceful screen
personality though being cute on
occasion, and . Georg Alexander, an
artist who should be playing the
girl's father rather than her sweetie.

A fairly good character woman is

Adele Sandroek) some comedy being
drawn from the bid lady's work.
Story concerns the plight of a

.

shopgirl who accepts a counterfeit

$50 bill and, fearful of getting into

trouble over it, hides it in baby's
bank at home until she can replace it

with a genuine note. Her sister's

family, needing the money, - decides
to use- the bill and thqs it goes back
into cifculation, .eventually teaching
the mdther~bf the banker who's keen
On .Fraulein. Englisch. • As written
and: performed, - story is. done for

romantic comedy effect but about the

biggest laugh, as noted at the.York-
ville : Casino . when caught, is pro-
voked when one of the men hits, his

thiunb with a hammer. Love interest

begins from the barrier through a
subway flirtation. As a Romeo,
Alexander is close to a new low,

Productionally, German import is,

below average. The photography
adds nothing to ' the routine back-
grburids. Chat.

JOIN THE MARINES
Republic' release of Nat Levlno produc-

tion.' Features. Paul Kelly, June Travis,
Pur'nell Pratt, 'Reginald Denhy, Warren
Hymer. Directed by . Ralph Staub; .Screen

Ulay by Joseph KrumRold" and Olive Coojier

from original story, by.. Kurl Brown: mu-
sical supervision, Harry Grey;, camera.
Ernest Miller. Fokt ;Brooklyn. week
Feb. 12.. '37,

' bill.:. RunhlnR tl

70 mlns; .

¥hU : DOnlah. .. .

PaUla D'enbrouRh.

,

Coloneji Dehbrough. . ....... .'.

.

-Steve. « . , ,. , i.« , . . . .

.

HglmtVn .
.'

. . ... ......
-. , ; . ;

.

:

.

Colonel Leonard. . .-. ..;, ..;

,

;
'.

.

Steward, ....,.:..,.,,,,....>
Tj.t. Hodge. . . ,

.

Lieutenant;. .'. , ....... .\

Corporal ...'..'.
'; .>,.. .. .. . . i

O'Dny ....... ...............
Capta In ' James . . . . -.y.

^

Marine.; . . ;.i. ., :

Pruitt..
Chinese Bartender.'.'. . V. ..... ;-. .

.-;

McCulloUgh . . ...... . . . . . . . i

Taking , . sprightly, deftly con-
structed story artd producing it: with
concise direction arid a thoroughly
capable, cast. Republic has turned
out an intri ing coriiedy in 'Joi

the.Marines,' Title is a natural for;

service tie-upV and the icety with
Which military details have been at-

tended to will not hurt these ob-
vious exploitation possibilities. Pic-
ture is framed for laughs, and: ith

Paul. Kelly and Warren Hymer as

buddies with: the sea-dogs they come
early and often. Given stronger
names for the marquee, it would
have a chance of being better than
a program film. .This weakness ill

keep it largely in the twin fold.

Production has beeri given :

.
careful

guidance by Albert E. Levoy. with
the aid; of Joseph KrUmgold. as as-

sociate. Latter also teamed With Olive
Cooper to do the screen script from
an original by Karl Brown. Writ-
ing team did not slip once in han-
dling the snappy Brown plot, stress-
ing the humorous, angle from the

(Continued on page 23)
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HORSEMEN THUNDER MIDST

i ASTOUNDING SCENES OF

SPECTACLE AND THRILL . .

.

as fiction's mighty man of valor

leaps to action on the screen ! . .

.

[Stalked by a woman spy whose scar-

let lips would lure him to dishonor

and death . . . Burning with love for

a beautiful girl who dared the dan-

gers of Siberia alone . . . Faced with

the tortures of the Tartars and the

hate of a traitor. . . Aflame with the

dauntless courage that has etched

his name in letters of fire on the

glowing pages of great romance!

m
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Directed by GEORGE NIGHOLLS, Jr.
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„. , „ .
Hollywood, Feb, 10.

Production activity on the Coast took a nosedive last week when total
number of pictures before the cameras dropped from 48 to 39, which is
slightly below normal. This was accounted for by the hesitancy on part
Of the producers to place new pictures in work during the flu epidemic
and uncertain weather. Only six new pictures started, while five were

taken from the cutting rooms and previewed, .This leaves a balance of
88 in the cutting rooms, which is an increase of five over the preceding
week,.
More than 40 pictures are hi the final preparation stages; all ot which

are tentatively stated to start within the'. 'next four weeks.

Three In work, 11 editing, 5 preparing Zn work: THE DEVIL IS
DRIVING/ reported Variety, Feb. 10. Started last week:

; 'VENDS MAKES TROUBLE,' produced by Wallace McDonald, directed
by ,Gordori Wiles, story and screen play by Michael L. Simmons. Cast:
James Dunn, Patricia Ellis, Gene Morgan, Thurston Hall, - Beatrice Curtis,
Spencer Charters, Astrid ;Allwyn, Donald Kirk. ., Vv

' Story depicts Dunn as a small town boy. inclined to be promoter, in love
with Patricia Ellis, daughter of the town's leading banker. He finds the

: town isn't big enough for his operations and moves to N. Y* where he ties
'"upvwith photographer who advances him enough money to open an office.

. Business is lean when; the girl friend moves in and angels them on a new
promotion. This brings them in contact with Venus, notorious sharp-
shooting

. real estate woman, who sells the boys a strip of land, which
groves to; be a swamp.' Finding they are gypped, Dunn decides to save
is girl's money by setting up a town on the type of Venice and the day

' is saved. Story is played throughout,for last action farce.
'HONEYMOON PILOT/ produced by Wallace McDonald, co-directed by

,C. Coleman and Folmer Blankstead, story by Jack Cooper, screen play
by Owen Francis. Cast; Rosalind Keith, Charles Quigley, Russell 'Hixi
John Hamilton, Rita Cansino, Marc Lawrence, John Tyrrell Arthur Loft,
Crawford Weaver, Ruth: Hilliard., Lucille Lund, Lester Dorr.

Story deals with government: agents assigned to check activities of.a
smuggling <ting on Mexican: border. Quigley. is assigned to direct the
Operations of several other Federal agents. Disguised as an air pilot he
comes in contact with Rosalind; Keith, newspaperwoman assigned to the
border to report marriages of celebrated people who go to the Mexican
resort for secret weddings. Quigley as pilot of ah airship called the honey-
moon express, which specializes i transporting couples .to the Gretna
Green, is discovered by the smugglers as an undercover agent The band
charters the plane and in midair orders him to land at their^rendezvous.
Newspaperwoman . in the meantime learns of the ruse and comes, to the
rescue with a Coast Patrol plane. Smugglers are rounded ;up after an
exciting battle on both land and in the air. .

Readied to start: "LEAGUE OF FRIGHTENED MEN' and 'BIGHT GUT.'

Six In work, T editing, It preparing* In work: 'A DAT AT THE RACES/
.reported VametT, Sept 16; 'CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS/ reported Oct 7;
•PARNELL,' reported Nov. 18; 'SONG OF THE CITY' and 'SKIDDING/
reported Feb* 10. - Started last week:

,
; 'NIGHT MUST FALL,' produced by Hunt Stromberg, directed by Rich-
ard Thorpe, stage play py En-Jyn Williams, screen play, by John van
Druten, Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell, Dame May Whitty,
Kathleen Harrison, Merle Tottenham, Mathew Bolton.

v. Story, from English stage pjfey, portrays Montgomery as a suave, seduc-
tive bellboy who uses that position to gain confidence of elderly women
who pay him to be their companion* After Be cleans the money bags of
one, he moves to the next, and if the victim protests, he finds a way to keep
them quiet by murder..: Two murders are committed in this manner when
he meets up with Rosalind Russell, a much younger girl, who believes that
by treating him nice, she can clear him of the murder complex. This does
not; work, and when she- is about to be killed by the blucbeard the law
steps in. ' V . .

•.

Readied to start: 'MADAME WALEWSKA/ 'BROADWAY MELODY OF
1917,"THE OLD SOAK.' 'SARATOGA,' THEY GAVE HIM A GUN/ THE
FOUNDRY/ -and-*FiBEFLY/~

Paramount

Six in work, 5 editing, preparing. In .works 'SOULS AT SEA/ re-
ported Variety, Nov. 18; INTERNES CANT TAKE MONEY/ and «WAI-
fclKI WEDDING/-reported Dec. 30; /HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME/ re-
ported Jan. 13; THE YEARS ARE SO LONG,' reported Jan. 20; THE GDELL
FROM SCOTLAND YARD* and 1 MET HIM IN PARIS,' reported Feb. 3.

No new pictures started last week. •

: Readied to startT^TURN OFF THE MOON/ *KTO FROM PARADISE,'
^MOUNTAIN MUSIC/ 'EXCLUSIVE/ and *YOU AND ME.'

Three In work, 8 edlttag, 5 preparing. In work:
,'JIM HANVEY' and 'GIT ALONG/LITTLE DOGB2,' reported Variety,

Feb, 10, . Started last Week:'
'THE HIT PARADE,' produced by Colbert Clark, directed by Gus Melns,

original story, Bradford Ropes, screen play b% Ropes and Samuel Ornitz.
Ca$t: Phil Regan, Frances Langfbrd, Louise Henry. Pert Kelton, Monroe
.Owsley^Max Terhune, Tic Toe Girls, Pierre Watkin, Edward Brophy, J.

Farrell McDonald, George. Givot, Peggy Bernier, Lou Fulton, Ed Piatt,

PRODUCTION TABLE
(This table shows number of features promised to be delivered

to exhibitors by '

the major distributing organizations, and the inJe-

pendent producers contributing product to their producing organiza-

Hons for the 193&-37 season.)
Balance' •

Fix to be Stories

Fix now placed In
now In the before prep-
in enttlng the axa-

werk. rooms, cameras. Won,

Producers and
contributing
companies.

Columbia
Larry Darmour.

METRO. ......

Hal Roach, .,«•.«,•, •'.,

PARAMOUNT ..........
B. P. Schulberg..

""
;

'Emanuel Cohen . . . * . .

.

Harry Sherman, . . .

.

Frank. Lloyd.. . . . , . . . .

.

RKO RADIO. . . .

.

David Locw. ; . . . . . ...

.

George Hirliman. : . . .

,

'-. Sol Lesser .............
REPUBLIC. . . ... • • • . . ..

A. if. llackel .... . . . . .

.

StTH CENTURY-FOX. ...

' Sol Lesser 4 » 4 • « • •«•.•'*'••

UNITED ARTISTS:
Samuel Goldwyn ......

Walter Wanger. . . .

.

Sel/nick
sEi Berber
Criterion

. Korda London. . . . , .

.

UNIVERSAL
Buck Jones. .........

WARNERS

Number
Number new
of pix com-:

promised, plated*
M
8

48
4

48
8
8
6
1

39
2
6
3

56
16
63
6

13
'Z

13

23
2
3
2
1
6

1»
1
7

4
1

24
5

22
t:
16
5
•4-

4

4
1
9
i
6
1
1

.7

1
1
1

4
1
7
1

• • •

l * • •

• • V> 4 m • •

• oeeee ••••«•-

t MIIMIMtM

6
1
34

5
1
3 26

Totals 512

4
4
3
1

2
6

21
6

3 over

215
3 over

Wiliam Demarest, Sammy White, Duke Ellington .and Eddy Duchin and
their bands.
Story centers around Phil Regan, agent for radio talent* who discovers

Frances Langford, Park Avenue girl seeking career in radio. After he
establishes the girl and builds her: to a spot position in the field he is

given the air through influence of an opposing agent who is connected with
underworld. Regan, secretly in love with his protege, sets to work in

freeing her from his influence, which builds :up to battle with gangsters
during which workings of radio studio are brought, into play, .

Readied to start? 'NAVY BLUES/ 'RHYTHM IN THE CLOUDS/ "EVER
SINCE ADAM' and 'LEGION OF THE LOST.'

Five .in work, 10 editing, 18 preparing. In work:
THE TOAST OF NEW YORK,' reported as 'ROBBER BARONS/ THE

WOMAN I LOVE/ reported as USOADRILLE* in Variety; Dec. 23; 'STEP-
PING TOES/ reported Jan. 6; 'OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT/ reported
Feb. 3, and 'SATISFACTION GUARANTEED/ reported Feb, 10.

Readied to start: 'EASY GOING/ 'BORROWED ItME,' 'MISSUS AMER-
ICA,' RADIO CITY REVELS/ 'NEW FACES OF 1937/ "WOMEN ARE
POISON/ 'DUNGA DIN/ TAKE Tf EASY/ and 'YOU CANT BEAT LOVE.'

20th-Fox

Seven In work, 7 editing, 8 preparing. In work:
•SLAVE SHIP/ reported Variety, Dec. 30; 'WAKE UP. AND LIVE,' 'CAFE

METROPOLE,' 'CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OLYMPICS/ *WEE WILLIE
WINKLE/ reported Jan. 27; "MIDNIGHT TAXI/ reported Feb. 3. Started
l&st •'week*
THINK FAST, MR. MOTO/ produced by Sol M. Wurtzel, directed by

Norman Foster, Satevepost .
story by James P. Marquand, screen play by

Norman Foster and Howard Smith. Cast: Peter
.
Lorre, Virginia Field,

Thomas Beck', Sig. Rumann, George Hassell, John Rogers.
Story . depicts the exploits of Japanese detective hired by detective

agency to nab ring of Japanese diamond smugglers. En route to China, son
of the ship line owner whose ships have been heavity penalized, for carry-
ing the contraband stones, is on board. The finger is on him until Moto
proves differently. Revealing his identity, the ship owner's son works
with Moto and they solve the problem.
Readied to start: 'ANGEL'S HOLIDAY/ the next, untitled Jones family

picture, THIS IS MY AFFAIR,' 'SHE HAD TO EAT' arid 'PRIVATE
ENEMY.'

ited Artists

. None m work, 2 editing, 9 preparing.
. Readied to start: In the Walter Wanger unit, «VOGUES OF 1938/
'CASTLES IN THE ADL' arid 'SUMMER LIGHTNING'; in the Samuel Gold-
wyn unit are: THE WOMAN'S TOUCH,' 'HURRICANE/ and 'STELLA
DALLAS'; in the Selznick-Intertational unit are: 'PRISONER OF ZENDA,^
*LET ME LIVE/ THE WORLD'S OUR OYSTER,' and 'ADVENTURES OF
TOM SAWYER.'

UniTersal

Six In work, 12 editing, 8 preparing. In work:
THE STONES CRY OUT/ reported Variety, Jan. 20; «NIGHT KEY/ re-

ported Jan. 27; «WINGS OVER HONOLULU' arid 'THE ROAD BACK,' re-

ported Feb. 3; 'SMOKE TREE RANGE/ reported Feb. 10. Started last

'AS GOOD AS MARRIED/ produced by E. M. Asher, directed by Eddie
Buzzell, no writings credits. Cast: John Boles, Doris Nolan, Walter Pidgeon,
Mary Philips, Alan Mowbray. -

...

Story concerns successful architect who married his secretary to evade
payment of income taxes. While they have agreed to lead their own lives,

woman of his past shows up and a younger architect falls in love with
the secretary-wife. With,the woman of the past on the scene, the secre-

tory-wife becomes jealous of the older architect and runs away. Believing
she has disappeared with the younger man* he sets out to find her.

Readied to start:- *LOVE JN A BUNGALOW,' *OH, DOCTOR/ "DELAY
IN THE SUN/ THE COP,' TRESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE/ and 'HIP-
PODROME/

'
' s

Warners

Three In work, 28 editing, 8 preparing. In work:
•KID GALAHAD' and THE SINGING MARINE,' -reported Jan. 27; TLY

AWAY, BABY/ reported Feb. 10. No new pictures started last week.
Readied to start: "MAZURKA/.*MADCAP HED1ESS/ 'STORY OF EMBLE

ZOLA* and 'LUCK OF THE BUSH.' .

CALENDAR OF FOREIGN RELEASES

(Most , of these available with English titles)

Abyssinia (Russ) (Amldno). War record. 63 mlns. Ret Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 16.
Alia en Raneho Grande (Sp). Mexican musical. Tito Gulzar.. Dir. Fernando

de FuenteB. 90 mlns. Ret Nov. 15. Rev. Dec.-

Z

Amour de .Tonl, Let (FrV (Metropolis). Heavy .drama. . Jean Renoir. 80
mlns; Ret Nov.^L Rev. Nov. 18.

Ail Es La Mojer (Sp). Frothy romance. Dir. Jose Bohr. 70 mlns. -Ret Oct Is.
Angust der Starke (G«r) (Casino). Historical drama with music. Michael

Bohnen, Lil DagoVer. : Dir. Paul Wegener^ 101 mlns. Ret Jan. 15. Rev,
Feb. 3. ; v-

As UJ Foeldeser (Hung). Seml-hlstorlcal drama. Bela Gaat 90 mlns.
Ret Sept 15,

arattagos Arcot kerek (Hung) (Danubla).Romantic farce, Szoke flzakau. 70
mlns, Ret Oct 1.

Barbler de Seville, Le (Fr) (Franco) Rossini's opera. Andre Bauge.
Jean Kemm.. 80 rains. Ret Sept.. 15.

Barcarole (Ufa) (Ger). Offenbach's opera. Gustav Froehllch. Dir. Eric
Neusser. 83 mms. Ret Oct 15. Rev. Oct.' 21.

Befehl lit Befehl (Ger) (Casino). Army farce. Weiss Ferdl. , A. Elling.
70 mlns. Ret Nov. 15.

Betterstudent, Der (Ger) (Ufa). Millocker's opera. Marikka Rokk. Dir. Georg
Jaeoby. 75 mlns. Ret Dec. 15. Rev: Dec. 30.

Blrobldjlan (Russ) (Amklno). ' Life in Soviet's Jewish colony. Dir. V. Korsch-
Sablin. 84 mlns. Ret Oct 1. Rev. Oct. 21.

Bolek and Lolek (Pol). Musical , comedy.. Dir. J. 87 mlns. Ret Dec. I;

ReV. Dec. 16.

Calahdria, La (Sp). Romance of a singer. . Fernando de Fuertes. 60 mlns
Ret Oct. 1.

Caivario de Una Espota, El (Sp). Mexican sentimental drama. Dir. Juan Orol.
'70 mlns. Ret Sept . 15. .

Campo Dl Maggio (It) (New World). Story; by Mussolini about Napoleon. D\t
G. Forzano 100 mlns. Ret Sept, 1. Rev?' Sept: '16.

Capello a Tre Punte. II (It) (New World). Farce. lr. Mario Cameriht TO
mins. Rel Sept. 15. Rev. Sept. 30.

Clboulette (Fr) (Franco). Operetta. Dir. Claude Lara. 60 mlns. Rel. Sept. 15
Cleca dl Sorrento, La (It) (Nuovo Mondo). From Mastrlanl's classic. Dir.

Nunzlb Malasonima. 73 mlns. Rel. Aug. '

1. Rev. Aug. 5.

Ciellto Undo (Sp). Mexican made romance. Dir. R. O'QuIgley. 80 mlns. Rel.
Nov. L '

.•-
'

(Continued on page 29)

Studio Placements

. « .Hollywood, Feb. iel
Ray Hendricks, Adele St, Maur

Thonias> Beck, Think Fast, Mr!
Moto,' 20*F<
Pedro Regas, Sherry Hall, Jeffry

Sayres, Creightpn Hale, Frank Mills'
Ed Deering, Paul Stanton, James
Flavin, Huey White, ^Midnight Taxi.'
20-F.

Eddie. Dunn, JCarl Stockdale, Joe
Bernard, Paul Porcafil, That I May
Live,' 20-F.
Arnold' Frey, Morgan Wallace,

Ferdinand Schumann-Heink, Minerva
Urecal, Al-Kikume, 'Charlie Chan at
the Olympics,' 20-F.
Albert Morin, Charles De Ravenne

Leonid Snegoff, Helen Westley, 'Cafe
Metropole? 20-F.
Eric Wilton. Eddie Anderson, Wal-

ter Tinnon, Allan Pox, 'Wake Up and
Live,' 20-F,
* Henry Lehrman, direct
'Jeeves -pic, 20-F.
Don Ackerman, Jimmy NetarrbrEmmet O'Brien; Jimmy Wolfe, Gor-

don Merrickv : Kenny Williams, Jack.
Doyle, Amy Frank> Edna Schbfield:
Bene Evans, Alyce Goerlng, Charles
Thompson,. Jane HolWay, Loueana
Sheehah, Gloria Gould, Cecile Mar-
cel, Doris Becker, Mimi Wagner,
Dorothy Pressleigh. Elaine Lbhfi.
This Is My Affair,' 20-F.
Maj.P. J. Kieffer^ Jack Lowe, Capt.

C. E. Anderson; Mike De Hagen,
Leslie Sketchley, Joe McGuinn,
Alexander Dunsmuir, Mary Forbes,
Bay Dove, Clyde Cook, Lucky Ball.
Bunny Beatty, Jack Pennick, Lionel
Briaham, 'Wee Willie. Winkle,' 20-F.
Mary Knowlden, The Last Slaver,'

20-F. / .
.... .

Mary Forbes, Perry Stubbs, Davi
Clyde, Richard Goddard, . Pat Kelly,
George Cowl, Aubrey Nathan, Alan
Marshall, , E, Lv Fisher-Smith, For-
rester. Harvey, Phyllis Coughlan,
'Night Must Fall,' MG.
Mary Howard, Pauline Craig, June.

Wilkihs; Edna Callahan, 'Song of the
City/ MG. y--;4 .

George Sidney, Robert McWade,
Henry Colkin, 'The Old Soak/ MG. .

Harvey Clark, ForbesMurray, Wil-
liam Stack, Charles Middleton, Olaf
Hytten, Margaret Dagget, Betty Lo-.
rai , . Erin LaBissonere, Virginia
Kami, Belle Mitchell, Agnes Ayres,'

'Souls at Sea/ Par.
James Burke, Fred Warren, Rolfe

Sedan, 'High; Wide and Handsome/
Par. :

Nina Compana, Harry Vajer, Rob-
ert O'Connor, Lalo Encinas, 'Waikiki
Wedding/ Par.

Geraldine
:
Fizette, Susan Ridge-.

Way, Dorothy Thompson;: Meeri,*'.
Marie Body. Virginia Hogan, Marie
de Forest, 'The Buccaneer/ Par.
Fay Holden, Gloria Williams, Betty

Sayles, Eddie Dunn, Jack Raymond,
'Internes Can't Take Money/ Par.
Ralph Lewis, Phil Smalley, 'The,

Years Are £0. Long/ Bar.
Fritz Feld, Randolph Amendt, 'I

Met Him in Paris/ Par.
Billy Wilder and Charles Brackett,

;

screen play, Marlene Dietrich pic.
Par.
Virginia Van Upp, scripting life of

Victor Herbert; Par.
William Anderson, Tona Marshall,

Jack Gardner, Spencer Charters^.
Frederick Burton, The Devil' Is' DriV-
ing,' Col. .

;

Beatrice Curtis, Spencer Charters,
Astrid Alwyn, Donald Kirk, 'Venus
Makes Trouble/ Col.
Matty Kemp, Jay Eaton, Jane Weir,

Ed Featherstone, Robert Fiske, Mar-
tha Tibbetts, Russell Heustris, George
Ford, Leona Valae, Iris Shunn, Dor-
othy McNamee, Gail Goodson, Mary '

Jane Carey, Harry Bailey, Ron Wil-
son, Lucille McNamee, . Norman
Pabsjt, 'Honeymoon Pilot,' Col.
Rita LaRoy, Galahte and Lenardo,

Louise Henry, J; Farrell MacDonald.
Edward Brophy, 'The Hit Parade/
Rep.
Herman Krlpps, . Dean Benton,

Richard Beach, Theodore Eltz,
'Jim Hanveyv Detective/ Rep.
Chester Clute, 'Navy Blues/ Rep.
Wedgewood Nowell, Jay Owen,

Rolfe Sedan, 'Steel/ Rep.
Oscar and Elmer, Jim Bowie,

Maston Williams, George De Nor-
mand, Charles King, The Painted
Stallion/ Rep;
Carleton Young, Sam Lufkin, Lyn-

ton Brent> Pascale Perry; Monte
Montague; Edwin Parker, William
Farnum, 'Git Along . Little Dogie/
Rep. .'

Carleton McAvoy, Robert^Emmett
Keane. Lee ShumWay, William Bene-
dict; Sam Flint, Charles Williams,
'Special Orders/ Rep!
Jack- Mulhall, 'Wings Over Hono-

lulu/ U. >

Martin Garralaga, .'Smoke
Range/ U. :

Charles Wilson, Robert Spencer,
George Humbert, Ruth Fallows,
•Night Key/ U.
Walter Pidgeon. Mary Phillips,

Harry Davenport, 'As Good As Mar-
ried.' U.
Al Shean, The Road Back/ U.
Lewis R. Foster, 'Armored Car/ U.
Martha O'Driscoll, Betty Jane

Rhoes. "The Stones Cry Out/ TJ.

Earl Dwire. Mira McKinney, '

Away Baby/ WB.
Al Herman, Talent Scout.' WB.
James Burtis, -Public Weddi

WB.
Max Hoffman, 'Kid Galahad/

WB.
Arthur. T. Harman,

Artists/ RKO.
Margaret Marquis, Horace Murphy,

Charles " Irwin, Guy Usher. Joe
Cates, Dutch Hendriah, Jack Grey,

(Continued on page 31)
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MEADE'S

OVER BIG WITH
THE BOYSI
w
'John Meade's Woman' A-l. Larrimore a triumph in

Schulberg's picture. Punch laden melodrama . . . good

meaty entertainment. . .establishes Francine Larrimore as

strong box-office material...her portrait unforgettable..."

—Hollywood Reporter

"•John Meade's Woman' a tense, dramatic story with a

punch...wide audience appeal... sharp drama enlivened

by well-timed comedy. . . Miss Larrimore establishes her-

self as definite screen possibility. . . Arnold gives power-

ful characterization . . ;

—

Motion Picture Daily

Poignant drama and colorful melodrama are artfully

combined to give the picture widest appeal. It will stand

as one of Schulberg's best, if not the best.

—Daily Variety

rnWARD ARNOLD and

FRANCINE IARRIMORE
;

John Meade's Woman

suet mom •

.
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Another Animation

Taking i. tip from a recent vaude-
ville importation, one theatre dug
up a lobby smash with ah animated
character on a blackboard. Board
really was painted cloth, with the
character drawn in white paint. One
arm was made of light cardboard
and- jointed.. There was a piece of

iron on the back of the hand which
is held by a magnet on the other
side of the cloth. Magnet is mounted
on a small wheel and carries the
hand aroUhd with it Has been done
before on flat surfaces, but this,time
it is horizontal, which makes it the
more interesting and mysterious.

Same idea can. be applied in a
number of ways, but care must be
taken that the . magnet is not too
strong, else it will bind on the cloth
and wear, it out too quickly. It

should merely be strong enough to

hold the arm from falling.
'.' Another simple animation was
achieved by a small house without
the bother of rigging a motor. A

, black ground .was used and a black
thread fastened to the moving mem-
ber. This was run up to the low
ceiling and over to the door where
the ticket chopper was operated on
the vpiipip handle principle instead
of a wheel. With each chop, the arm
moved, the doorman contributing a

few extra
,
chops when business was

slack.'

Even a slight movement will
double the attraction value of a dis-

play arid animating can be so simply
done that it is within the reach of
most theatres of the smaller type.
One inventive genius tied . 'em up
for two days with a piece of picture
cord wedged into a hole in a frame
With the invitation to 'Pull the cord
and see what happens.' Nothing
happened, though hundreds pulled
the cord. It worked.

With people .coming to realize that
two. pictures of equal merit are sel-

dom run on the same bill, there is a
growing demand for time- data in
order to escape the weak sister. One
of the best stunts is worked by a
New York nabe which draws most
of its business in the evening. Has
three changes a week. On the last
night of each picture there is a sign
in the exit foyer stating that 'To-
morrow and Thursday the main fea-
ture will be run at 7:28 and 9:20. The
supporting feature will be run ,at
8:32 and 10:36. It: Will also be. run
at 6:12.' That gives the wise ones a
chance to duck the filler.

. In the front of the house is anr
other frame, close to the box office

which reads 'Now showing,' and the
name of the picture oh the screen
with -Next showing of arid the title

of the companion picture and the
time it will start. Cards are changed
promptly „ with ' the newsreel or
trailer giving time to shift the cards.
Cards are black with the titles arid

times in chalk to economize oh card-
board. Figured that little trade is

lost since, those who seek to avoid
the dud will come at the proper
times.

'•'

In a downtown house in another
city there is a reversible board with
one title on each side. Board is

turned as soon as a run is com-
pleted, regardless of the interven-
ing small stuff. Each of the still

and poster frames also carries a
small 'now showing' for the feature
on arid 'next showing' and the time
for the feature, to come. With the
dualing apparently inescapable and
yet with many" persons resentful at
having to sit through a B-minus
film, sornething of this sort needs to
be done to hold the class trade.

Romance in Bomeoland
Paris!

•Easter in the land of Romeo arid

Juliet' is the prize "offered to 20 per-
sons in a true love story contest be-
ing held here by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

Collaborating with the Campagrii
Italiana Turismb and the 'Intran-
igeant,' M-G-M opened the contest

as a publicity comeon for their film

during the tirfte it ran; here.
Contestants are invited to write

about a love affair they have experi-
enced .themselves or one that has
happened to some of their friends;

Rules regulating the contest are
simple: :.'

.

The stories are not to be more
thari a thousand words long; style
arid quality of wilting not counting,
manuscripts

,
being' judged only on

text "content; and there are no re-
strictions regarding who may com-
pete. The contest closes February
15 With the announceihenf of win-
ners appearing in the 'Intransigeant'
on March 1.

.. The twenty winners will spend
four days touring the district of
Vex'ona. All traveling experises will
be covered' by the organizers of the
contest. < ; .

M. Pierre Benoit, of the Academie
' Francaise, has accepted the position
of president of the judges who are
to designate the winners.

Touting an M. C.

St. Louis;

One of the most complete exploita-
tion campaigns ever accorded/a the-
atre, act in this Mississippi river me-
tropolis was pulled for Johnny Per-
kins/ m.c. at St LoUis theatre, by
Ralph McGowan, manager.

'

:
An extensive paper campaign was

started in which l's, 3's and 8's Were
plastered all over St. Louis proper,
St. Louis county and nearby Illinois
cities, towns and -villages. This 'pa-
per carded Perkins arid theatre copy
alone. McGowan.made a swell hook-
up with operators of 400 service cars
and 100 Black and White taxicabs,
and these vehicles* traveling all over
burg, carried Perkins tire covers.
McGowan also planted a swell fea-

ture story and candid camera shots
in Star-Times, afternoon rag; erected
false marquee on shuttered Shubert-
Rialto at most important cross-town
intersection in city; had Perkins as
fcuest of honor for an American Le-
gion Post luncheon; 'threw a special
party at theatre for St. Louis Flyers,
pro hockey players; arranged for
special radio plugs and announce-
ments; spotted colored blowup heads
in prominent hotels and erected
fbUr-feetrhigh cutout letters 50 feet
long on Grand :

blvjd. front of St,
Louis theatre. Twor Hundred and fifty
window cards were spotted in stores
all over the burg and with increased
budget newspaper ads, sold Perkins
in grand style. Campaign showed
definite1

:, results with house enjoying
upbeat biz since it reopened last fall.

It's a Natural

'You Only Live Once' seems to be
a natural for safety hook-ups and the
idea has been reported from numer-
ous spots. William Brown, of the
Albee, Providence, made it the fea-
ture of his

:campaign "on the pic-
ture with co-operation from the
mayor and the police.

Large, cards were headed 'Police
Department Safety Campaign. Cross
crossings carefully. You Qnly Live

.

Once. James E. Dunne, Mayor.'.
Only direct advertising' was a line
at the bottom 'Contributed by the
RKO Albee.' y
With the police sponsorship, 500 of

these cards. Were given preferred po-
sitions in all city department offices,
every garage/ " police courts, li-

braries and the public schools.
Supplementing this :5,000 throw-

aways were used, but Without the
•'official' .starnp.

. Twelve windows and one inside
display, were promoted, a radio
broadcast was sent 'but by WEAN
and Ford dealers contributed a' per-
ambulator car to carry the safety
message all over town. There were
several musical plugs; as well.
Lobby display was green and red

light flashers. :

late but Good

,
reenville, S. C.

red Curdts, Ritz theatre, literally
hog-tied the town, on a build-up on
'Rhodes', the Diamond Master' pic.
Through some quirk of booking this
pic has never played here before, so
Curdts went . to town on . exploitation
from an educational angle.

. .

Curdts had researchers, including
prez of local sheepskin emporium,
helping locate every beneficiary of
(Cecil) Rhodes Scholarship in these
parts and then arranged interview
between them and. local newsmen.
Interviews broke in local sheets near
pic layouts giving him

.
.break num-

ber one;
. Local Public Library fell over
backwards aiding Curdts to extent
that they devoted a special shelf
near the reading room to Cecil
Rhodes, -giving him publicity puff
number two.

'Rhodes', ballyhoo break number
three, came with several local jew-
elers laying it on thick with Window
display of diamonds with plug for
pic in every window.
Most outstanding, however, was

stunt of having High School students
compete ift: writirig essays ' on Cecil
Rhodes, with Curdts giving three
prizes. A three irioriths* pass, two
months' pass and a one-month pass
for best efforts on subject.

Columbia's Masterpiece

Explaining that . 'The Making
of a .Great Picture' is interided more
as an introduction than an exploita-
tion .! stunt, Columbia has issued a
book ori 'Lost Horizon' that will
stand comparison with any similar
volume produced by any company
on any production. . It is an achieve-
ment. .'

.Lavishly, illustrated with half-tones
arid with, four pages of color repro-
ductions of the costume plates, the
volume, is in singularly good taste,

both in the matter of text arid, il-

lustration. It is a book that repre-
sents the , best in the printer's . art,

supplemeried by •well-chosen letter-

press. *

"

If tHe : picture, -matches the book,
it's; all that Columbia has been say-
ing it would be^and that covers a
lot of ground.

Always a Way
Atlanta:

'

Local news sheets, notoriously sljriv

pickings for. exploiteers due to pub-
lishers' agreernent* banning every-
thing that smacks of publicity, can
still be. sold with the fight kind of

stuff. Managing editors go for any-
thing that has reader interest or ap-
peal, especially if theatre is willing
to put a little moriey on the line in
the .way of prizes.
LoeW's Grand, for an advance plug

on 'Last of Mrs. Cheyney,' planted a
six-day 'proposal contest' in one rag,
offering four : cash ' prizes, ranging
from $20 first' to $2.50 low, .totaling
$37.50, plus 50 pairs bf-dUcats. 'Pro-
posals' entered must not exceed 25
words arid paper prints five of them
daily, with grand prize (cash) win-
ners announced day. pic opens.
Not new, of course, but it only

goes to show.
- that there's ways of

getting around these so-called bans.

Helping 'Enemy*
• Loew's State and Orpheum, Bos-
ton, batted 'Beloved Enemy* over
with a '• serialization of the . picture,
backed by fashion stills of Merle
Oberon and Karen Moriey . in all the
papers, ..valentime co-op . ads vand
windows in three, important stores.

Imprinted bags used, by a cut rate
store, napkins used at the Liggett
lunch counters and staged a song
guessing contest, on the radio. Tire
covers were used

.
by a fleet bf local

cabs, and used the transcriptions
over, three stations. -

:

Bill's Fourth
. Bill Hendricks* of the Warner the-
atre, Memphis,- has wbn the. prize for
the best exploitation campaign oh
Joe E.. Brown's 'Earthworm Tractor.'
Makes his fourth in a row, for 'he

had previously pulled down pennants
on Fireman Save My Child*' 'Circus
Clown* and 'Six Day Bike Race.' Get-
ting to be a habit, but Hendricks
turned but some swell campaigns.

C. G. Doty made city manager at
Santa Fe, N. M., for the Gibraltar
Enterprise houses.

:

T. ; Z. Halm, Orpheum artist, and
Carson Harris, local scribe, have
taken over the Bideawee, a 15c
neighborhood. ,

Fox changes', Verne Fletcher, late-
ly at Las Cruces, N.M., citymanager
at Caldwell, Idaho; Harry Westerfeldt
goes to. Las Cruces from Trinidad;
Colo. ' V "

..;

. Paramount Pictures has signed a
foUr-year franchise for Paramount
pictures to continue first rUri in Den-?
ver at the Denham. This.is the first

franchise/ Paramount has, . signed . in
the territory. '.'...

Roxy, Rocky Ford, closed.
Fox exchange staff changes: Rob-,

ert. Garland, former Columbia, sales"-?

man, new booker; Williarii pollison,
:

former booker bf the southern . dis-
trict, now handled by Garland, is

now booking the northern district;

William; Ahren, northern booker, in.

charge of contracts;
C. W. Kelley has left for Chicago

to eriter the cosmetic, business, and
C. E\ McLaughlen has taken over , his

Simon theatre at Las Ariimas.
Ed Sonriey has leased the ief

theatre ift. Pueblo;

Saratoga Springs,.^. Y.

• William E. Benton,
.
operator of

picture theatres in Saratoga Springs,
Ballston Spa, Mechanicville, White-
hall, Pittsburgh arid Cohoes, arid

J. Meyer Schine, of Gloversville,

conductor of more than 100 houses-in
New York, Ohio, and Kentucky, have
formed a partnership,for expansion
in upstate New York , and Western
New England. The territory in

which they will concentrate expan-
sion activities is reported to be
northern and eastern New York,
Vermont and Massachusetts.

Caldwell,
• Two new houses are in the making
here with the announcement that
Harry, Isadore arid Frank Lafhinsky,
owners of theatres in Cambridge and
Senecaville, have purchased the old
Mabel Cain hotel and will remodel
it for a theatre.
Work is now under way . on . the

razing of the old Frank Beymer
hotel, which Mrs. Mena FUehman of
Wobdsfileld is riiakiri^r irito. a picture
house. Will give Caldwell three pix
theatres.

:
Gene Fox, chi .of the publicity

department of the Metropolitan, is

resigriirig to take a position in the
production depaftrrient . of Natiorial

Screeri Service, Hollywood, March 1.

; Jack Saef, assistant to Fox, will

move over to the Paramount to head
that publicity office; Martin Glazer,
for three years press chief for the
Scollay, will step into the Met. de-
partment to assist Paul Levi, who
will succeed Fox as department head.

Los Angeles.

. .At Snadbw, operator of ; the Hub
theatre, has acquired the Florence.
Miils house, all-colored patronage
spot, downtown, ffoni E. C. O'Keefe.
Principal Theatres, Fox-West Coast

subsid, is erecting a. 500-seater in

Brawley, Cal.
Fox • West Coast has , closed its

Rivoli (nabe) house her ,• figuring
theatre, is too much competition, for
its Western and Carlton, all spotted
within an area of orie square mile.
Circuit's lease theatre still has
eight years to go. 5

i

'

New York,
' David . Lustig has resigned as
manager of Harlem^Grand theatre,
house belonging to Belle Theatres
circuit.

'"\'>. Atlanta, Ga.
Erlanger theatre will Unshutter

Feb. 17 when Paul Whitemah breaks
his jump to Florida with two appear-
ances here.
Lucas & Jenkins' Cascade (nabe)

theatre has revived the weekly ama-
teur nights. ; ,..

Walter Meier, former jr. ass't mgf
at LoeW's Graridy has , been made
manager bf Kirkwpod theatre.,
David Bernstein^of N^: Y., vice-prez

and treasurer of Loew's, Inc., popped
iri and out of Atlanta on his way to
Florida: to soak up a tun-tan.

E. H, Rousseau has been made mgr
bf the Ritz theatre, in Barnesville,
Ga., Vice Oliri Hull, who has trans?
ferred to the West Point, Ga., the^-
atre.- '-

' V >

'

Bob Keith, usher at L & Ts Fox,
and show biz representative in Gold-
en Gloves eliminations here, took too
many on the whiskers and went out
of the fistic derby in the second-
round bouts;

Cincinnati,'

Mike Spanagel resigned :

<is isaiel-
man .for Columbia Pictiu-es, in this
territory, to become -assistant to
Maurice White . in :sianagement of
seven houses of. Ellaftess Theatres,
Inc., controlled by Ike Libson; four
nabes here, the Rive^dale) Dayton,
O.; Paramount, -Ashland, Ky„ and
the Lyric, Greenfield; O. Columbia
transferred. Sam L'ubell from Pitts-
burgh to replace Spanagel.

Hartford.
Two new picture houses to be

Jj»uilt in this area Within the next few
months. Webster; Co, starts con-
struction soon of theatre building in
Hartford's south end. Zoning board
of appeals has approved application
of firm' for . a 254pot extension of
the business zone>boundary- of Web-
ster street; Peter Parakos announced
he will build a business block,
which will house a thedtre, at
Thompsonville,

Oneida, N. Y.
Directors of the Kallett Theatres,

Iric, have authorized the construc-
tion of a new house 1iere.to.cost be-
tween $150,000 and $179,000, Myron J.
(Mike) Kallett announced last week.
The building is expected to be ready
by Oct. 1. Company will continue to
operate the Madison, but has leased
the old Regent to H. DexterBobbins
for 10 years. Robbins will convert
the shooting gallery Into a bowling
alleys.

Pittsburgh.
After more than. 20 years in the

East Liberty district, John O; Hooley
is being shifted to the Mt. Oliver
theatre, South Hills, by the

(
Harris

Amusement company.' •.

Another shift, in Harris' persbrinel
sends Ed Salomon, assistant manager
of Palace downtown, to Beechview
as manager.

\. Lynchburg, Va.
J. Bruffey Trent, who retired from

the theatre business when he sold his
Trenton to Warher, is threatening to
get in again. Has had an architect
draw up plans for a 900-seater. to
have a front of glass blocks, and to
cost $50,000. Construction starts soon,
according to S. P. ' Craighill, the
architect.

Greenville, Si .

Carolina here continues .
showing

pix. although remodeling has al-

ready begun on side walls. .'

:
Erskine Howell; former, manager

of Rivoli,. here in Hotel biz.

Galveston.
J.. . Long, chain operator of small

town East Texas theatres, to build
new house at Texas City, near here,
where operations bf the. Pan-Ameri-
can Refining Corp., has caused con-
siderable/increase in population.

Catching the Kids
rie house is tearing up the town;

particularly the juvenile section,
with the offer of

:

a. small cash prize
for the. best idea for a cartoon char-
acter, riot . too much like those al--

'

ready on the screen. Intention is to
adopt the animal, .or whatever it
proves to be, for a club totem with
the assurance that anything of suf-
ficient promise will be sent to Walt
Disney. . .

Small likelihood anything
will turn up, but the manager fig-
ures that it will make for local in-
terest arid keep , the kids On their
toes, Planning an all-cartoon show
at which the prize will be awarded,
with the rbst of the submitted de*
signs done into lantern slides and
also ori the screen. Figured that the
newspaper space alone will be worth
the five bucks, which is the . sole

, Holding interest to the kid cltib
and making it a live wire is always
a problem, and' it takes hustle to
keep the elub out of the rut. Not
always good to • run contests regu-
larly, since - a certai set of clever
children are . apt- to' Win most of the
prizes and get the dullards sore, but
a. contest nowiatid then helps to jazz
things and the , cartoon idea is right
down the adolescent alley.
Clubs will run ialong after a fash-

ion without' much' pepping up; The
kids want their shows. But give
them a real enthusiasm and- not a
passive interest and .the club ,cai>

become a money maker in -the spirit
the children display about the house.
One club has- the mothers 100%

solid with a series of very brief
chats on - first aid, avoiding auto ac-
cidents and the like.

Old Timers
: J. P. Harrison, of the; Paramount,

,

Amarillo, Texas, one of the Inter-
state string, broke the town wide
open for 'The Plainsman' with a
stunt on which he had beeh working
ton more than a month.
With the aid of his theatre staff

(headed by Honey Butch Spoonts),
he . rounded some 250 genuine old
timers, about the only real plains-

,

men in that section of the state, He
also located the . first white woman
to make her home there.
They all came, to toWn with their

Oid-tinie .garb, were taken' to the
theatre to see the picture and then
paraded around town for an hour,
winding up at Masonic Hall for a
chuck-wagbh lunch, followed " by a
dance, with prizes to the oldest, etc.

.Meantime' Harrison Tan a hitching-

.

rack in front of the theatre, built a
log . cabin about the box' office and
installed a

:

hill-billy orchestra. The \
Mayor was the official greeter to th»
old timers and plugged bn the bther
stunts, and the whole town turned
out. '

... ..' ". V" •

Barclay V.' McCarthy, advance for
'Boy Meets Girl,' whb kicks in with •

the stunt, adds that Harrison has the '

most remarkable set up for ah of-
fice staff he ever ran into. Mostly
youngsters and all go-getters. Har-
rison himself is tyrie of the old timers,
working the Texas houses while they
wefe still in the Publix string. Now
if McCarthy can run into Eddie Col-
lins/ hisledUcation will be complete.

Hatch Blotters
Regina, Sask.

When 'White Sister' played as a
farewell picture (after the regular
Show on a poor

. week-night ) Walter
F. Davis at the Capitol here packe<|
'em, despite. 30 below weather, by
giving members of local nursing
order a percentage on all the tickets
they sold for the night. .

For Lloyds of London he dis-
tributed blotters plugging the show.
On blotters he had matches, and
slogan read: These matches are good:
to prove it, try them. This show id
great; to prove it, see it

For love Birds

Jack Peagler, of Columbia, Is
broadcasting a gag fbr 'When You're
in Love* that is going to tie the
small .towns UP: in hard knots. Pix
is not released yet, but will be tb-
mbrrow at Radio Music Hall. Hall.
Nixed the idea as not in keeping.
Gag is that the only time you are

in love is the period between tak-
ing out the license v and getting
hitched. So any couple taking out .

a license is given the courtesy of
the theatre before they get hitched
and love goes blooey. License must
be presented: same day as issued,
and marriage certificates not Worth
a dime a dozen.

With Gestures

. Seattle, Feb .16.

Politest devil in existence is the
one employed last week by the nianw
agem.ent of the Colonial theatre, sec-
ond-rim house,, for exploiting its

extra special first-run feature, 'Devil
on Horseback.' ; ,

.' Colonial's, de v.il , grotesquely
masked and costumed, rode about
downtown on a weary nag, obligirig-
ly makirig semaphore signals: for all
right , and ieft-hand turns..
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A good idea of what to expect from

the national release this week of

ERROL FLYNN and ANITA LOUISE

With

MARGARET LINDSAY • Sir GEDRIC HARWICKE • Walter Abel Henry O'Neill

A FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION • Music by Max Steiner^A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION • A First Natl Picture

AND DOUBLE SOCKO!
The N. V. Strand stands them up one

hour after the start of the first showing!

One of the Famous February Four from
x *>/
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JOIN THE MARINES
i (Continued from page 14)

outset. With these three doing yeo-
man work, Ralph Staub provides his
share by maintaining a swift tempo,
gripping interest and pertinent scene
spotting. •

Plot touches on the late Olympic
Games drinking dismissal, only here
it's a New York cop who innocently
is kicked off the team while bound
for Europe. The girl who was the
cause 'of it all falls madly in love
With h'im although he. loses his job
on the force. To win the blessing of
his prospective father-in-law, the
athlete joins the marines. He bat-
tles his way, through the . hori-cpm
ranks so rapidly and thoroughly thV.

. he wins a commission and the girl.

There's a little difficulty with the na-
tives that threatens his small marine
force located in a foreign clime
but again the marine proves hero.

Dialogirig is vpitty and ofttimes
sparkling, producing some of big-
gest- chuckles in- film. Story con-
tains several original twists, some.of
developments verging on broad
farce. Typical of this is the comic
opera build-up for the native revolt.
Nothing in the picture, that would
offend leathernecks. .

Paur Kelly really goes to town in
the task of winning the •: chevrons
and making his sweetheart' like the
uniform. He's cast as an Irishman,
and he lives .up to this character as
the two-fisted' cop who is handy with
his dukes. June Travis 1

is pleasant
as the daughter of the marine officer
who he falls for. Comely Miss
Travis displays surprising aptitude
and should be heard from, further.
Warren Hym.er - turns in. slick job

with -his customary style / of .goofy
fun-making. • Figures importantly in
al} marine episodes, and is always
good for a laugh or two. Purnell
Pratt is ideally fitted for assignment
as 8 marine rconimahdaht; giving
neat shading ; to comedy moments.
Reginald Denny is . much better than
he has been on recent times out as
?iaybdy who nearly weds Miss
ravis aboard ship. , John Sheehan

plays the role of a sentimental air-
plane pilot for comedy returns, mak-
ing another neat subsidiary contri-
bution. Irving Pichel, as a marine
officer: Sterling Holloway, Arthur
Hoyt and Landers Stevens head a
strong supporting cast
Nice production, values are easily

In evidence, with effective photog-
raphy by Ernest Miller and appro-
priate musical supervision by Harry

...Grey.; ,>

This feature looms as a 'sleeper

—

a picture that rates more than paisr
ing 'consideration before being
tossed into secondary dual hooper.

" r Wear.

Mind Your Own Business
.Paramount, release of Emanuel Cohen
(Major Plets) production. Stars Charles
RugglesVand Alice Brady. Directed by Nor-
man. McLeod. ' Screenplay and dialog by
Dora. Schary frdm original by John Francis
Larkln: camera. Robert Plttaclc. At Par-
amount' Brooklyn, week Feb., 12. '37, on
double bill. Running tl '; IB mlne.
Orvllle. , . . . .. . ... . . > . . . . ...Charlie . Suggles
Melba. ............... .Alice Brady
Crane.-, •.».;.....,',..«... ..'Lyle Talbot-
Sparrow; .... ... . . . .Benny Baker.
Cruger. . . ...

,' '.
, . ... ... . . . .Jack' LaRue

Droopy. ; . ... , »William Demarest
Bob. ............... .... ... . .Frankle Dnrro
Jeeper. . . . . . ........... . . . ...Robert Baldwin

Chief trouble with. 'Mind Your
Own Business* is that it fails to make
tip its mi ; whether to be a modern
yarn of the Fourth Estate, a garig-

ster-kidnap fable or a light comedy
glorifying the Boy Scouts. Ends with
a distinct Boy Scout twang, but in
earlier passages it takes—on- a ripe
raspberry flavor as concerns that or-
ganization. And in between there's
the usual gangster threat, police and
snatch episodes and a batch of wordy
passages. The film will have a tough
time standing alone.
Picture won't particularly heighten

Charles Ruggles* popularity. Dialog
is far below his standard, and the
situations are often so. absurd and
p.unchless that they fail to realize on
his capabilities for droll comedy.
Alice Brady makes an excellent foil
as his wife, but also is handicapped,
by the same- factors that mar the

v Comedian's! performance.
.

The ori i rial story by John Fran-
cis Larki ' perhaps: included the
proper ingredients for a farcical
vehicle with a plug for the Scouts.
But at . some juncture along the: li ,

either iri scripting or directing, it

begins to wobble and never does
quite .Untrack itself as palatable en-
tertainment. Early fun pokirig at
Ruggles as a scoutmaster and the ab-
surb use of Boy Scouts to capture,
the gangsters probably will mar ef-
forts ; to . tie-up with Scout units
locally; '* ' /

Ruggles is first revealed as con-,
ductor of a bird column, a bird lover
and Scout enthusiast. .It requires the
world-wise touch of his. better half
to induce him to emulate the scandal
and gossip style of Broadway colum-
nists; And when he. takes to the

,
airwaves

... arid . predicts a political
slaying, a few minutes before it oc-
curs, the erstwhile scribbler is . on
the .spot, both with the gangsters
who did the job- and: the district at-
torney.. He goes to jail; then is kid-
naped;: by the mobsters from his
newspaper office; The ultimate pay-
off " wirelessed Well in advance
when the Boy Scouts go to his res-
cue. But the quaint methods em-
ployed to save him and the dumb-

Jss of the tough kidnapers make

average picture Implausibilities fade
in comparison.
Ruggles still remains funny, even

in the face of these script handicaps.
The average comic would have been
smothered with the things he's
called on to do. here.: Alice Brady
again demonstrates that her latest
forte is comedy. She works strenu-
ously to overcome some of the more
stilted conversational ebisodes.
Even.Behny Baker is less humor-

ous than usual. Jack LaRue >makes a
thoroughly convincing gang leader,
while William Demarest, as his
stupid assistant, furnishes some heat
clowning. Lyle Talbot, Frankie Dar-
ro and Robert Baldwin are only
standard in secondary roles. Wear.

HEART OF THE WEST
Paramount release of . arry Sherman

production. . . Features William Boyd and
Jimmy Ellison. Directed by Howard Breth-
ertori; Story, Clarence. E. Mulford; adapta-
tion, Doris Schroeder;'- cameraman, Archie.
Stout. At. Arena, N. Y., duajs, Feb. 16, '86,
two days.

,
Running time, 03 mlns. .

'

Hopalong Cassldy . . ... ....... ;William Boyd
Johnny Nelson ; . . . , , , , , ;'Jimmy Ellison'.
Windy. . ....;.'... . . .George Hayes
Sally Jordan .......... . ... .Lynn Gabriel
Big John Trumbullv. , . .Sydney Blackmer
Tim Jordan ; . . . . ...Charles. Martin
Tort Paterson'.:...y... John Rutherford
Johnson. . . .

.
-, i . .Warner Richmond ;

Whltey , . ... . . ... .. Walter Miller
3aXon .'. . ; .. . . . . .Ted Adams
Barton ........... ,\\ . .. . . . VFred Kohler
Tim Grady. . . . . .. . . ..... . ;Robert cKenzle

. ^ Latest of the Hopalong epics mai -

tains the of the series.

Story, cast, direction and focusing all

contribute to net' result of a good
western that well in the

Westernr trails..

. Bill
: experience before

cameras stands im ••' ^good stead

since his switch from sofa to saddle.

Never bveracti * his

job with .an ease that, would be wel-

.

come among other leather Lotharios.

His
. partner, Jimihy Ellisoh, while

'not the finished actor, is good :enough
as the rough 'n* ready kid who also
supplies the romantic twists. Lynn
Gabriel, newcomer heart, also holds
promise, and certainly has more ap-
peal than, most of the inghamed
girls.

. . .

"" '

. NeW wrinkle to the old west herein
is .a fence war between neighboring:
ranchers,, one of whom,' Sidney.
Blackmer, is a rustler underneath his
honest exterior. Boyd and Ellison,
sought by Blackmer for his side,

switch to Miss ' Gabriel's brother's
ranch when apprised of Blackmer's
intentions. '".'•

.

After Boyd takes charge of the
ranch things-hegin to pop. Fences
are put Up under gunfire, after courts
decide they are permissible. Rustlers
try stampeding cattle through the
fences but are thwarted by the re-
sourceful Boyd, Who stops the herd
with strategically- placed dynamite
arid starts them on'; a retreat right

into the midst of the rustlers. Nov-
elty of the trick provides plenty of

thrills.

Promise of a return is all the .girl

gets for her heart vpairta directed at

Ellison, which provides room for the
next. '

'
' Hitrl.

BORDER PHANTOM
Republic ^release - of ' A. W. Hackel' pro-

duction. Stars': Bob Steele; features Har-
ley Wood, . Don Barclay, Karr .Hackett,
'Horace Murphy,' Mlkl Mori ta. . Directed- by
.S. Roy Luby. Original story and screen
piny. Fred Myton; ' camera, Jack Greeri-
hnlgh; sound, Clifford Ruberg; editor, Roy
Claire. • At Colonial, Tjincolh, ;Neb., .week
Feb; 10. '37; dual bill. Running tl , ( 60
mlna.

Larry O' Day.
Bnrbnra ........
Lucky '.

.

Obed Young;

,

Sheriff . .;. ..

Gha-ng Lu .

.

SI lin Barton . .

.

Dr. Vort Kurtz
H'artwell .......

•••••••

.......... .Bob Steele
. .Harley Wood

Dijh Barclay
.......... .Karl Hackett

Horace Murpliy
. . . ikl Merita

..Perry Mu.rdoc.k
. ......... '. Hans ' Joby

...Frank Ball

• 4 '• • •'• • • • «

• «•*'•••

Western with a new quirk is

'Border Phantom,' this time a story
dealing ith the smuggling of
Chinese picture . brides across the
Mexican line. It's better than the
average, doing a good job of keep-
ing the punch of .the plot a secret
until late in the reelage. , .

Bob Steele is in . hii usual good
form, arid has to shoulder Don Bar-
clay out of stealing the picture in

a few^spots. Barclay; the. type comic
which would 1 appeal to the : patrons
of

.
.tent 'rep, baggy, pants, derby, et ,al,

is right in his speed with western
fans; The gag lines, are more plenti-
ful and better than usual; An as-
sociate like. Barclay for Steele iri

more of his cow countryisms. would
.make the now good brarid even bet-
ter. '.. .

' - Harley .Wood, femme lead, doesn't
click, especially when registering
horror, wh^n she finds her father
dead. Heavy is provided by Miki
Morita, who runs the smuggling ring.

He's more suave, however, than his
two . associates • Who look bad, Perry
Murdock, arid Karl Hackett. Morita,
about the first time out of many,
starts to. appear in role which doesn't
call for him to. be . a houseboy, or
valet.' A very nice collection; of

beaut. , physical arid • costume, :is 'air-',

rayed in the half dozen icture
brides from Chi

''""'.
, ,. \ '.'.

' Myton did a neat job of writing
for this class 6f subjects, : and Di-
rector Luby has brought his com-
edy knowledge with him to this set.

'Border Phantom' can stand by itself

with, the kids or brbnc patrons of
any age. Barn.

WE'RE ON THE JURY
BKO: production and release. Stars'. Vic-

tor Moore and Helen Broderlck; features
Philip Huston.

. Louise Latimer. : Vinton
Haworth, Robert McWade. Directed by:
Ben Holmes firom the play, 'LacMes or the
Jury,* by John Frederick Ballard; scenarist,
Franklin Coen; camera, Nick Musuratia.
At the Rialto, N. T., Feb; 11, '5T. Run-
nlng time, 1 71 mine.
J. Clarence Beaver.. V,,../; ..Victor Moore
Mrs. Dean, ........... .Helen Broderlck
Steve . .; .... .... ;. . . , > . < , . ..... Philip Huston
Mrs..- Clyde, . . ; , .v. .. . , .Louise Latimer'
M. Williams. ..... i ,. ^. .. . .Vinton Haworth
Judge Prime... ...Robert McWade
Clara. Simpson..,, ....... aMaxlne Jennings
Di Van Cobb. '...,»...,..'.-. Frank M. Thomas
Mrs.. Patterson ; .. . . .... . . Colleen. Clare
K. Allen.;. ................... .Billy- Gilbert
Hoface- Smith. . . . . ... iChhr'es Lane
B. J; Martin. . . . ..»,.. . . .Charles: Mlrtdle(on
Manion- Gordon i . . . . ; . . Jeaii Howdni'
Nicholas Kraklri. ...... :.;..Leopld Kliiskey
Evelyn .Bottomley.i. .Sarah Edwards
J. Weatherman. ..... . . . . . . .Hal K. Dawson
Clerk of Court.'. , . . , . . . . , ... .George Xrvlhg
Officer Clark ... ........... . .Edward GarRan
Thomas ' Jeffreya; .

;'.';'
. , /. . . ... .-. . Earle Poke

Dr. '. Fields. . . .-.Rpy James
Antoinette .......-.v...... Georgette Rhodes
Taxi Driver.,....;........ . ..George. Goopei'-
Radlo Cop.. ..,;>.......,...., ;.Jack Adair

In 1932. RKO released 'Ladies of
the. Jury,' • in

.
which Edna Mae

Oiiyer arid Ken Murray had the top
roles.: Play originally was on Broad-
way iri the fall of 1929 starring the
late Minnie Maddern Fiske. Change
of title hasn't improved the 1936 ver-
sion, but perhaps the Moore-
Broderick brand of fun has. . This
kind of capricious farce, however,
at best is only secondary, b.o. matter.;

: There '

; little drama and less ro-
mance iri 'this mixed effort. RKO
might, have been milch more astute
than to choose this ludicrous, piece
of comickery as the springboard for
the Moore-Broderick duo. Except
for Robert McWade, there is no
mention worth making on the sup-
porting cast. McWade is. seen- again
in judge's robes, puckeririg his. visage
at the annoying antics of his
jurors.

Plot spins imlessly around ' the
skittish antics of mildly aberrative
individuals chosen to be members of

a mixed jury of 4 :women and the
rest men, in an unimportant, small-
time murder..
Miss Broderick Is" a " social .dorina,

on frieridly terrhs With most every-
body. Victor Moore is her child-
hood friend, also a member of the
jury. ; At the nod of a twig Moore
rushes into an harangue about his

new real estate development and
once nearly breaks up jury room de-
liberations in this manner,
Miss Broderick : is the last to be

sworn. Skittishly arid without sense
she exchanges pleasantries with the
judge, the lawyers and more or less

all about her. However, she essays
to thwart injustice with her harmless
lunacies, as in the end she is instru-
mental in bringing new evidence to

the. court's attention which absolves
the defendant and indicates that an
other is guilty. Shan.

America Under Fire
At Colonial, Lincoln, ,Neb:

3, '37, on a dual bill. Ell
45 minutes.

: earing the official U. S. govern-
ment fllrn stamp, 'America Under
Fire' is another of the war/print as-
semblies gathered from government
archives. Corporal R. H. (Bob)
Igleston, who' was a photog during
the war, took almost all the shots
himself and- accompanies the film as
its sound track..

: Whole program takes about 59
minutes. Three quarters of an hour
is the film and the rest of -the tithe

Igleston, who gives a rough ^ough-
boy lecture to open.
This print, which was put together

for midwest dates,; Igleston says, lo-

calizes the material. The wartime
outfits, of Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas,
Alabama, etc., are spotted at various
places in his lecture. Igleston works
walking in front of the screen and
using a pointer.
As in the past, the fault of the film

is with sketchihess and lack ~of con-
tinuity. Every tirne it starts to.'get
interesting it jumps away. Also, it

starts with dates such as Nov; 1, 1918,

goes from there: to .' 1917, and then
bounces around: confusingly. Suiris

up that without Igleston's chatter, it

wouldn't mean a thing; With it* it's

a pretty fair rehash of the 'big show.'
Sgt. Bill Murray is with it, also.

Born.

LONDON MELODY
(BRITISH MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

London, 5.

.General Film Distributors release of ller-
bert.Wllcox production. Stars Anna Kengle..
T.uIIlo Carminatl. Directed by Wilcox.
Story, Florence -Tranter; .scenario; Mo'nc-k-
ton llpffe: camera, F. A. Young. At PIc-
cudllly.. J^ndOh, Feb.. 4,. '37. RUhnlrtg
time; -75- min's..

Jacqueline . .Anna ^eagle
MafJus Anflreanl. ........ .Tulllo -Garmlii.nti:
Nigel T«i>low. ; . .'. .Tlobert DouRWi.q
Father .Donnelly. . , . .Hbrafc Hodges
Krlcntl of . . . . . . . . . . . ; . ; . . *.Grlfee)4a Hcrvey
Mai-lus

1

....... ....... . . .Mlkl Hood.
Maid '. . . ...i. ;',..; ... . . ...^Da^na'. Oralg.
Maid' . ...

'. ...... . Joan.-Kemp-vV'.elt:b
Organgi lnd^'r'H Son. ; i .LeQhanl ,knelling
Marhis' Hutler. . . . ; ... . .^Arthur rhoshpy
Knodgrass \; .-. ; ; . <..» . ... . . . .Henry Wolstoh

popular picture for here and else-
where.
Romantic love story , is just a little

too obviously inevitable,, ev^n for the
unsophisticated. Wealthy;. v cultured •

diplomat (Carminati ) is about : to en-
ter, his. luxurious auto, 'when he
finds his chauffeur in verbal conflict
with Jacqueline, a

,
street singer and

dancer, who is : accompanied
;,
by an

Italian organ grinder. . After a series
of romantic vicissitudes she gets her
man, but not before he takes the rap
for the . other: fellow, to whorivshe is

engaged, and who, through youthful
in«ixperiehce,> has revealed the de-
tails.of a government concession.
Hero, believing it is for the irl-s

happiness, .
tells' the cabinet , minis-

ters he neglected to impress upon
the young man the necessity for
secrecy, and tenders his resignation.
Earlier in 'the procedure the- .hero,

With the berievolerit connivance vof
an old Catholic priest, secretly- pays
for the girl's dancing tuition, result-
irig in her becoming a famous caba-
ret artist. In. the end, she discovers
which one. is true blue and so forth".'

''

Jolo.

DEATH IN THE SKY
Puritan release'''of Fanchbn Royer prbduc-

ilon. Feitures T^oha Andre and John' Car-
roll. Directed by Elmer Clifton. Story,
Bernard McConvllle; adaptation, Charles R. :

Condon, ' cameraman,- James Diamond, and
Art Read'; - sound,- Carson ' Jowett; . editor,
Carl Himm. At Strand. B'klyn. N.. Y.,
dual, Feb. 11, '37. Running time 09. ruins.

Helen- Gage. , . .Lona . Andre.
Jerry Blackwood ..............John Carroll.
Henry Goerlng. ... .... .Henry Hall
Carl Goerlng; .

,'. . ... . . . .Leon Ames
Lt. Douglns Thompson!. . .Wheeler Oakman
Lt> John Xvob...... ............. Reed Howes
Capt Roland Saunders';:; '. . . . . . Pat .Somerset
Lt. -Rene La Rue. ;;.;.; . ; . .Gaston Glass
Lt. Baron Otto van Guttard. John S. Peters
Inspector Gallagher. .... . .-. . . . .'Wlllard Kent
Dr. Norrls. .John Elliott

'Death in the Sky' has an alternate
title, 'Pilot X.' By any other name it

would still be a very'bad job of rhel-
lerizirig the ozone, an'r* might possi-

bly cause urifavorable reaction- on
subsequent plane pictures. Obviously
made in a: hurry, its earnings-will . of.

necessity also have to be quickly ac-
crued while cashing in oh. the time-
liness of the first .title; . and at . that
only as the lesser of a double feature
program.

Villian of piece and story's
motivation, a murder-mad ex-war
pilot, never once keeps pace with the
altogether crazy yarn of hashish
dream proportions. Planes and lives

are snuffed out at will of -Leon
Ames • who attacks everything: that
flies including solo flights of his co-
pilots. . After plenty of eight-balling
John Carroll finally downs him and
happily concludes the tale.

Acting of. the cast with exception
of Carroll and Wheeler Oakman,
pilot, never exceeds parlor, per-
forrriances. arid at times, particularly
in supposed dramatic moments, is

laughable.
Production credits two cameramen

and evidently from: results could
have used 22 more. Stock shots of
planes falling in flames (same one\
used about five times) inspire naught
but seat-position shifting while wait-
ing for the «nd; Hurl .

DARK JOURNEY
(BRITISH.* MADE)

.London, Jan. 31.

United Artists release of London Film-
Alexander Korda. production. Stars Conrad
Veldt. Vivien Leigh. DWected by Victor
Savllle. Screen play, Lajos Biro I scenario
and: dialog, • .Arthur •Wlniperls> camera,
Georges 'Perlnai; At Piccadilly theatre,
London, Jan. '30. Running time, .72 mlns.

Von Marwltz. . . ..... . ... . . ....Conrad Veldt
Madeleine v .Vivien Leigh
Lupita . ; ... .V, ............. .Joan Gardiner
Bob Carter. .......... ......Anthony Bunnell
Gertrude ......... .Margery Plckard
Anatole: . . . .. . . . ........ . ., .Eliot Makeham
Dr. Mulleic. . ... . .... .Austin .Grevor
Scharter. .-. ... Sam Llvosay
German. Intelligence Ch-lef. Edmund Wlllard
Head of the' Fifth Bureau; .Charles CaTBon
Faber . , .. ... ..Phil Ray
Swedish agiRtrate. ........ ';..-;Henry Oscar
Cottln .'.

. . . . . . . ... . ... . .Lawrence Hanray
Captlan of: Q-Boat ...... -, .... .Cecil Parker;
Mate: of Q-Boat . . . . . . . > , . . . . ^Reginald Tate
Spanish .Packet Capt. ..... ...Percy Walsh
Officer of U-Boat. . . ; Robert Newton
The Killer. ; .. . . .. . . ; . .".William , Dewhurst
Rugge ...... ..,..,,;;'.«;.Laldmari Browne
Hohlku M,- Martin Harvey'
Dutchman ..-.'. ;...-<;. .'..;.'. ,'Anlhony -Holies:

Excellent :compilatiori of bromidial
mush, beautifully produced and di-

rected, which should satisfy. There
are classy interiors, good photog-
raphy and nice -cabaret sequences,
furnishing ample opportunities for
Miss Neagle to display her terpsi-

chorean talents. Should be a good

Wealth bf beautiful photography
presenting an \excepti6rial. quantity

of carefully thought-out direction,

upon: which is superirriposed an -

sorbi international spy theme.
With

:

such a production, cast of

prominent players featuring. Conrad
Veidt and Vivian Leigh, the tale is

made most arresting.. There are
times when it is a tri difficult to
keep the direct story in mind and
the . financial success of the picture
will depend on whether the general
public will understand and keep pace
with the: plot. • ~ /
:

Madeleine (.Vivien Leigh) .ran a
dressmaking shop in Stockholm dur-
ing the Great War, but was in. real-
ity a spy of France, vhile pretending
to sell :\the ''French secrets to' Ger-
many.

:
Von Marwitz (Conrad Veidt)

was '•• head of the German Secret
.Service . iri. Sweden, while givirig out
the impression he was a deserter
from the Vaterlarid. These two run
coun'er to one another, but fall in
love, They have a. difficult time out-
witting . orie another, with some
really, thrilling encounters.
Korda certainly. ' makes pictures

worth looking at, even if you don't
like. them. Jolo.

GIRL FROM POLTAVA
('Natalka Poltavka')

(OPERETTA)
(AMERICAN MADE)

.

.. Kinotrade ... release .of Avranieriko Ml
production. Stars Thalia Sabntileeva; fea-
tures Dlmitrl Creona. rind. Allflmel ShOelis,
Dii-ected.by At. J, (iann and E. Ulmer;
Ukrainian director, .yasilo Avranienko;
Screen play by. V; AVlatnenUo and M. J,
Gann; melotlled by C. N, ShVecfoff.- At Bel-
mont, N. Y„ .week stiu-tJug Feb. ,i;!i '37.
Running tl 8(5 mlns. ' "-.

Natalka. .. . .
.'

. . ... . , i. . . . .Thalia Sabanteeva.
Petro, . . ... .Dlmitrl Creona
Terpj-lykha.'; , . . ... . . ... ,i . , . . ,Oiena ihrova
Vyborny, .'.',,. ,'...,'. . .Michael :siivetz-:
Voisny...^, .;,,,»,> ,;vMnthew. ' Vodlany
Myl; .'..'-. i.i

,

, , , , . .Theodoi'e.-Swy'stuh
Palamar. ,...>..... » . .....Vladimir Ze.lltsky
Marlykft.^'. , . . v

'.'» .Lydla Bere/.ovska
Landlord;.'. .... ; ;. , ;\ ; .IMy.kola Novak
Office Clerk. . , . /. .Michael Skorobohaeh
Peasanf . ............... . . .-.

. .Fedlr Iiraznlck
His Wife. ; . . , . ; . . . , .,. ; . . . ,';Murlft LaVryk
lerpylo.;, ;. ... , . . . . . ; . Vrter ' KURhabsky
Llrnyk. ..;>.-, . .-. ,

.

'. .Andrew'.' S'tahlslavsky
''

(In Russian, itles

)

This is the second version of 'Nat-
alka Poltayka,* love story famili

Russians since early in the 19th cen-
tury, to reach N;..Y. within a period
of two months.. -The other was billed
as an Amkino production and
sian-made^. It pp^ned on Dec, .22 last
ahead of the present film. . This later
version, which is American-made,
but in the Russian tongue, and listed
as an Ayranienko Film Production^
is head, and shoulders, above the
other feature.
The romance between Natalka and

Petrd perhaps is as well known as
the musical charm of the operetta.
The original was written by Ivan
Kotlyarevsky, and the original tunes
are said to be the source for many
of Tchaikovsky's best compositions.
Both screen versions unreeled in
Manhattan follow essentially the
same basic plot, virtually the same
melodies arid final happy ending. But
that is the only resemblance.
This Atherican-produced picture

has even tempo, a. nice' .mixture of
humor with the more serious mo-
ments, and -above: all—action. Arid
it boasts' marvelous /voices; Besides
all this, it has been given nice back-
grounding. Scripting team of M; J;
Gann and V.. Avramenko performed
a bang-up job of sustaining interest
without deviating too much from the
central idea. .

i' Thali Sabanieeva, golden-haired

.

soprano, carries., the brunt of the
singing with real finish. Credited
with being Met soloist, her per-
formance here indicates it. Perhaps
a little overweight- for the character
she portrays. Besides the camera is
far from flattering in some close
•close-ups.

Dimitri Creona furnishes, perhaps
the ;most distinguished ballading in
the production. His tenor voice lends
distinction to the colorful role bf Pe-
trd. Others to give vivid vocal acr
counts of themselves are Michael
ShvetJCMathew Vodiany and Theo-
dore Swystiin.
Along with the pertinent writing

job, same pair provide the distinc-
tive" dialog between solos. Avra-
menko, Gann and E. G. Ulmer were
responsible for the swift directorial
pace maintained.
With some skillful editing fore and

aft to trim some rather insipid scenes,
this production may find., a follow-
ing in arty houses, and is certaih i

the foreign lahguagers. The English
titling job is- pointed, appearing
often enough to make it easy .to fol-
low, every development.- Wear,

UNKNOWN RANGER
L " ' < ' -

' '-
.

'.
.

Columbia release, of Larry Darnibur pro-,
ductlori. etara Bob Allen; features Alsrt))
TlbbetW. Directed by. Spencer Gordon:
Bennett.

-

; St6ry- and "screen' plniy,. I>
rat»

Gatzert; cameraman, .Tames S. .Brown. Jr.:
editor. Dwight Caldwell; sound. Tom. Lam-
bert. At Chaloner, N. Y., dua^e, Feb. 12,
'37. Running time 6H mlna.
Bob; . . . . .;. ....... .Bob Allen
Ann; ............ ; -,. . artha Tlbbetts
Van. ; . . i . ., ... .... . . Hui-ry ' Wuodn
Chuckler. ; ... ....... . . . ..... . .Tlal Talloferro

.

Huzzy ...... . . . . . ...... ..... , ,'Buzzy'. enry

Easily the best looker of the cow-
boy contingent, and also to be rated,
among the better actors of Westerns,
Bob Allen, new

.
cowboy, should find

no difficulty in building up rapidly
to the place/occupied by the dyedrin-r
the-wool vets of sage stori If pro-
duction standard of this, first, is

maintained it should
; sriiopth

sailing. ' A, good actor in a gpod
western that should see equally'good
returns i the twinners. '

As a ranger iri mufti, Allen pur-
sues rustlers by joining a ranch out-
fit. Owners* dotter goes sweet on
the profile plainsman to the chagrin
of Harry Woods, heavy, and sub rosa
leader 6f the stock raiders.
Extra heavy Woods; clever as well

as crooked, trains a stallion to lead
off mares of neighboring ranches to
keep hiriiself in the clear. Horses
play a meaty part iri film ; which. in-
cludes a swell battle, between Woods'
coached hag arid a wild stallion. Al-
though shots are duplicated, it!s still

thrilling enough for them as lijces

rawhide, cinematics;
,'Buzzy'. Henry does a' good job as

kid brother to the heart throb,
Martha . Tibbetts. ; Kid's roping •. and
riding should get plenty of rises but.
of juve audience.

. Film possesses everything that*
makes for a good western. Story
arid treatment are better than .av-
erage. Same goes with acting. In-
troduction .of cowboy music in right
spots lightens . rnatters. ' HurV
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NEW YORK: Held over in pre*

release run at Radio City Music

Hgll. 2nd week opening stronger

than 1st. *

Another in the amazing run of

smash attractions that mark

20th Century-Fox as the indus-

try's leading maker of hits!

MIAMI: Biggest single day in

theatre's history. Necessary to

turn away hundreds!

PHILADELPHIA: Held over

after first smash pre-release

ALBANY: Running way ahead

of ''Pigskin Parade."

MEMPHIS: Hitting "One in a

Million" grosses!

WORCESTER: Neck-and-neck

with "One in a Million."

^ :^:-:'JK-k:-x-::x*>< v Jre
', Vii

BALTIMORE: 20% bigger in 5

days than whole week of"One
in a Million." #

WATERBURY: Out-grossing

"One in a Million" and "Pigskin

Parade." #

SEATTLE: Absolutely sensa-

tional business!

SPRINGFIELD (Mass.)* Beat*

ihg "One in a Million's" record

run.

DALLAS: Ahead of "Pigskin

Parade."

RICHMOND (State): Leading

"One in a Million."

MINNEAPOLIS: Well ahead

of "Pigskin Parade;'

CLEVELAND: Topping "One in

a Million" by 30%t

BRIDGEPORT: Pulling ahead SALT LAKE CITY: Right up with

of "One in a Million." "One in a Million's" smash run

|

—And there's no let-up in the top-gross pace

the keystone of"Omm a MUthn^' and ''Lloyds of London"!

OF YOUR FUTURE

... '4

<.j" I

<'0N THE AVOWE" i

r

"T-Jf

'A

Gene Markey. *c„«n ploy by Gene

yt. -', ,' \ /
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Balaban-Ansells

St. Louis, Feb. 16.

Plans for invasion of St. is

nabe territory by syndicate com-
posed of A. J. Balaban, his brother-

in-law, Sam Meyers, Fred Bartman

and Arthur Greene of Chicago, and

Louis ,K. ami Joseph C. Ansell,

owner of string of nabes here, are

expected to be perfected March 1: at

meeting to be held locally when
Delaware corp. is formed, and license

to do biz in Missouri obtained; Pre-
liminaries have been discussed and
completion of project is contingent

upon Balaban's return from Switzer-

land and Greene from South Amer-
Huddle will Iron out all details

and plans for erection of a large the-

atre on a site already purchased near
Hodiamont and Easton in the Wells-

ton business district will proceed. ;

The Ansell Bros, who own Ritz,

Empress and Varsity theatres; all

money making nabes are expected

to pool' these houses with syndicate

which is reported to have between
$5,000,000 and $6,000,000 available

for its project
Tentative plans call for the Ansells

to manage and. operate properties for

syndicate in /addition to having a
block of stock in new corp.

Greenes; who is associated with a
Chicago company engaged in motion
picture exhibition biz in Illinois and
Wisconsin is still hopeful that public

sale last November of St Louis
Amus. .'s only asset, the bank-
rupt SkOuras Bros. Enterprises, Inc.,

to Central Properties, Inc.; bond-
holders of 52% of stock for $342,462,

will be set aside. When property
was sold by Referee in Bankruptcy
John A. Hope, Greene,, through coun-
sel, protested on grounds he had not
been given opportunity to scrutinize

financial sheets of Amusement Co,
and fix his bid.

He offered $25,000 more than first

bid of Bondholders' Committee but
they subsequently matched Greene's
figure and sale was made to them

;Greene •appealed Hope's action ]and
the matter is still pending in U, S.

District Court here after several mo-
tions, offered by Greene's counsel,

to set aside deal were denied.

After Hope's decision the Bond-
holders' Committee, headed by
Thomas N. Dysart, pres. of St. Louis
Chamber of Commerce, signatured a ;

10-year contract with . Harry C.

Arthur, Jr., vp,, and gen.-
1

mgr. of

Fahchon & Marco's interests here,

whereby. St. Louis Amus. Co.'s string

of .26 nabes will be managed and
operated by F&M. F&M owns 40%
of stock of Amusement by virtue of

its settlement with Warner ros. last

year and since contract was com-
pleted with Bondholders' Committee
F&M has added two more houses to

string, Shady Oak and Richmond,
both located in suburban territory to
St. Louis.

REDECORATE GLOBE;

N. Y., FOR 'HORIZON'

Until the Miami , start-

ing tomorrow (Thurs.), the

Globe, .N.
:

Y., engagement, beginning

March have gotten under way,

Columbia will not set any additional

roadshow 'Lost Horizon.'

Those previously set included San
Francisco, , Chicago, Pittsburgh, Los

Angeles and Philadelphia.

A. Griffith Grey, in charge of the
roadshowing, has arranged for Harry
Brandt's Globe for six weeks and
Options. House will be closed Thurs-
day (25) for some redecOration prior
to opening with 'Horizon' at a $2
top. "

'___.''

'

Brandt is moving his run
policy at pop scales to. the Central,
Ni Y., Saturday (27), with 'I Promise
to Pay' the picture goi in there on
1st run.

. Los Angeles, Feb. 16.

Columbia's 'Lost. Horizon' will get
its local premiere at the Fox-West
Coast Four Star theatre March 3.

Harry Colin; Columbia prez, is

planning a splash and probably will
give the. pic a $5 takeoff.

Picture will,have its California de
luxe preem the previous evening at
the Geary, San Francisco.

STRIP-TEASE MARATHON

But It'll Be for Flood Belief Charity
—1st Time

Burlesque Artists Association and
the Theatre Authority will hold ,»

meeting this week to prepare a mon-
ster burlesque benefit for flood suf-

ferers. First time that burley field

has tendered such and also the first

time that managers have been able
to get together on anything.
Plan now is for a Sunday night

performance. B.A.A. will conscript
the cream of hurley's crop for the
event. Show comprised of best
strippers, comics, etc., will probably
run about three hours; In addition
to the burlesque performers, will

also try to squeeze in about a ,dozen
names from other branches of show
biz for appearances, y-

Operators of N. Yv's 14 hurley
houses will attend the meeting, prob-
ably Feb. 19. Admish scale, theatre,

performers, etc. will • be decided
then.. Joe Phillips, prez of the
B.A.A., started the idea so burlesque
could be represented in the theatri-

cal contributions to Red Cross.

is
S

To Pitt's Ice Shows

Has the Town Ga-Ga

Pittsburgh, Feb.
Town's still buzzing as result of

phenomenal biz Sonja Henie did
here in three-day engagement last

week at Duquesne Garden. Skate
star booked in originally fot only
two nights but held for third as re
suit of turnaway crowds and waltzed
out of town with better than $10,000

as her share of split

Miss Henie couple of months ago
played a one-niter at Garden before
her flicker, 'One in a Million;' was
released and at $4 top took out $4,000
fdr her eiid. This-'time.,' she agreed
to come back at. $2 scale, and played
to better than 20,000 paid admissions
on engagement.
The Henie. gal, together with sen-

sational turn-outs recently for 'Ice

Follies,' putting Garden solidly in

black this season and Harris Amus.
Co., operators of arena; figuring on
steady series of ice attractions for
next year. Incidentally, Miss Henie's
first picture, which broke - house
record at Alvin, .is mopping up all

over the territory, proving one of
season's biggest money-makers.

Monroe Greenthai, head of United
Artists advertidihg and publicity,
goes to the Coast sopii to talk things
over with U. A. producers. Green-
thai has his department On the re-

vamp and according to indications
his Coast trip is for the purpose of
discussing his plans with" the com-
pany's film makers.
Greenthai succeeded Hal Horne, in-

heriting the latter's division, before
the present administrative regime
moved into operating control of U.A,
Bernard Sobol, now with Metro,

is understood to have been approach-
ed and queried regarding handling
the publicity end under Greenthai,
by the latter, but nixed it.

The department under Greenthai
may be split up into units, each, of
which would have its own chief un-
der Greerithal. Charles A. Leonard,
presently in charge of exploitation,

continues.
Chances are, however, that an ad-

vertising expert and an artist addi-
tional to '

: publicity expert will be
hired to work under Greenthai. Lat-
ter is understood to have his men
picked for the posts but won't an-
nounce 'em pronto.

It is also understood that among
. Greenthal's recommendations which
may be made on the Coast will be
for all Of- the U. A. producers to use
the Donah% & Coe agency as their

exclusive ad outlet

TURY' VOTED TOPS BY

FOREIGN PRESS BODY

Hollywood, Feb. 16,

Fury' was named the best picture
in 1936 by the Foreign Press So-
ciety. Special award to 'Romeo and
Juliet' as' the most artistic achieve-
ment. Liiise Rainer . for 'Great Zieg-
feld' and, Paul Muni for 'Pasteur,'

rated the year's best acting jobs.

Directorial accolade to Rouben Ma-
mbulian for 'Gay Desperado.'
Norma Shearer in 'Romeo' and

Irene Dunne i 'Theodora' runners
up' * 'the femme division. Bonita
Granville gets special award for her
work

;

in 'These Three,' Spencer;
Tracy in 'San Francisco* and Walter
Huston

r

' 'Dodsworth' next
among males.

Society is composed of 40 critics

representing 30 different nations.

Charity or No, Pitt Can't

Hay€ Sunday Stageshows
ittsburghj Feb.

Flood relief or .no, stage shows on
Sunday ' Pennsylvania are still

taboo. Assured unofficially he could
get away with, flesh on Sabbath for
worthy cause, George Jaffe for . last

couple of weeks had been advertis-
ing mammoth combo, of burlesque
and films for last Sunday (14), with
all proceeds going to Red Cross for
flood sufferers.

, At last minute, however, when he
turned up at City Hall for a permit,
Jaffe was turned down by Mayor
Scully. Latter informed showman
that he didn't have any power to
grant him permission, matter
what the cause, and had to

call off the flesh portion.

Substituted instead full screen
program, but flock of would-be cus-
tomers at the box-offlee left when
informed that stage, show had been
dropped.

Rep Loses Tajent Tutor
,• Hollywood, Feb. 16.

: Lillian Burns, for the past six

months head of Republic's stock com-
pany and. talent school, has resigned

to take a radio job ih the east.

No successor named.

DUAL PLAGIARISM?

Author Alleges Two Companies In-

fringed His Story

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Walter Wanger has combined his

publicity and advertising depart-

ments under Alex Gottlieb, who re-

cently ^ame.out from New York with
Hal Horne, Wanger assistant, to han-
dle ad copy direct from the studio.

Dan Thomas, who resigned as pub-
licity director last week, is set with
Bob Taplinger's organization.

$25,000 FALSE ARREST

SUIT VS. THEATRE

Atlanta, Feb. 16. ;

Mrs. rank B. Anderson, wife of

the Oglethorpe U athletic director,

today filed suit in Decatur City court

for $25,000, charging she was falsely

arrested and accused of attempting

to steal the coat collar of Mrs. Wil-

liam K. Fawcett in the Rialto. De-
fendants named are Mrs. FaWcett,

Patrolman Carl Maddox, who made
the arrest; Mrs. Katherine Murray,

acting as manager of the Rialto, .and
Mioh & Murray, operators of theatre.

Mrs. Murray . is charged with sum-
moning the officer.

;

Mrs. Anderson says charges against

her were dismissed, but declares

widespread radio and newspaper
publicity, given her arrest has

wrecked her nervous system.

Broadway, Tampa, Suit

For Restraint Starts

Atlanta, Feb. 16.

The case, of Broadway Theatre,

Inc., Tampa, Fla., which is seek-

ing to ' in eight major producers

and two individuals for alleged vice

lations of the Sherman Anti-Trust

Act got under way here Monday (15)

in Federal Court : before Federal

Judge Bascom S. Deaver. Suit was
brought in this;, the northern district

of Georgi because offices of most
of the defendants are located in At-

lanta,

Broadway Theatre charges the de-

fendants with monopoly in 'leasing

films by discrimination in price be-

tween the plaintiff and other Florida

motion picture exhibs.

Petition names Vitagraph, .,

20th-Fox, Paramount, Metro, i-

versal, UA, RKO, E. J. Sparks and
Frank Rogers of Jacksonville, Fla., as

defendants.

Columbia ictures Corp., Warner
Bros, and the Interstate Theatre

Corp., through- attorneys, are ex-
pected to appear in N4 Y, supreme
court today (Wednesday) to oppose
the $1,250,000 infringement action

brought against them by Ferdinand
Voteur, writer. The plaintiff claims

his play, 'Resurrection Morning,' was
plagiarized in a picture put out by
the defendants. Today Voteur will

ask Judge Aaron J. Levy for per-

mission to examine officials of the

defendant corporations before trial

of the action.

Although the amount of damages
sought was not mentioned in the

complaint Voteur's attorney, Harry
H; Lipsig, announced that his client

would seek $1,000,000 from Columbia
and $250,000 from Warner and the

theatre corp.

Voteur* claims that he submitted

his play to the defendants but in

each instance they rejected it He
claims Columbia thereafter produced
the film, "The Man Who Lived Twice,'

which he alleges contained the (plot

and characters he originated.

Voteur claims Warners and Inter-

state Theatres : produced the picture,

'Walking Dead,' after rejecting his

play. This film, the plaintiff avers,

is also simftar to his play.

HanftMet^efs Par

Account Does Not -

Affectfl-M aiul 20th

Twentieth Century-Fox is con
tinuing with the Hanff-Metzger

agency, which has been; handling its

account right along, it is declared at

the home office, despite the H?M
organization having just obtained the

Paramount advertisi

H-M is moving back into the Para
mount building May 1 when its takes

over the Par account. It had that

account .for more than 10 years up
to 1831, when company; switched to

Lord & Thomas. This occurred after

Albert D. Lasker had become a di-

rector of Par.

John D. Hertz, Jr., son of one of

the Par directors on the present

board, last with Lord & Thomas and
for a time with William Esty, joined

Hanff-Metzger. Jan.

ST. LOUIS SECTOR'S

$75,000 PROPERTY LOSS

, St. . 16;

Approximately 50 picture, theatres

in 35 towns in territory affected by
floods of Ohio and Mississippi rivers

and served by various St. Louis ex-

changes suffered property loss esti-

mated at $75,000. Although about 20

were damaged severely when the

high waters entered buildings, no
structural damage has been ; re-

ported here and already some have
reopened for business.

At Cairo* 111;, where 60-foot rein-

forced concrete successfully resisted

highest stage ever recorded; by Mis-'

sissippi river, three pix houses .'re-:

opened last week as thousands of

residents returned to city after flee-

ing when inundation seemed certain.

W. A. Collins, operator of house at

MetropOli , 111., which suspended
operation because of i. ility to ob-
tai films, is preparing to- reopen
with flood benefit show. Rosiclare

and Shawneetown, 111., and Paducah,
Ky., Were hardest hit and it is doubt-

ful if houses in Jhese towns will be
ready for operation for next two
months. .

Flood benefit grosses total $20,432,

collected 78 theatres in

greater St. . is area during past,

two weeks. This, total ; does not in-

clude the $12,000 ised 7-hour
show iven at Municipal Auditorium
last week under auspices of MPTO
of St.

Kahn Supes for Conn
Hollywood, Feb.

.

ichard C. Kahn, formerly -

ducer of the 'Strange As It Seems'
series at Columbia, has swung over
to: Maurice Conn productions as a
supervisor.

His initial film will be 'Scavengers

of roadway,' featuring Frankie
Darro and Kane Richmond. Roy
Lubey Will direct.

Tide-Switching

Again Annoying

Cos.

. Recent tendency some' exhi
tors to switch titles oh feature pic-
tures is courting wholesale trouble,
ih the Opinion of copyright experts.
When the title of a picture is changed
from the original set by the pro-
ducer-distributing company, it not
only constitutes deception but is

violation of the copyright license.

The exhi is licensed to show
production only under the title

by the producer and the one that has
been cleared and definitely assigned
to that film.

There was widespread, violation of
this regulation some time ago but
producers have stopped .this; to a
great degree until recently.

UA'S ADDED SALESMEN,

WITH INCREASED PIX

ince: George Schaefer and
A. W. Smith, ., joined United
Artists as v,-p,-geheral -manager and
sales chief respec, the staff of film
salesmen

:has been increased to 70.
This is exclusive of branch man-
agers and ad sales heads.

.

. Prior to the manning of the dis-
tribution machine by Schaefer and
Smith, the number of salesmen stood
at 50, the added film peddlers being
20 men. '

.

'/.''•>-'

,. A larger sales force •qui of ex-
changes has been partly due to the
fact that United Artists is now han-
dling more pictures than ever be*
fore, this year's program- standing at
28. Company may deliver a few ex-
tras on which releasing arrange-
ments will be made after pictures
on which it has call are looked at

to

, Feb. 16.

Downtown houses were fast being
restored to normal over the week-
end, and the restoration of power
found the majority ready to throw
open their doors, light up their mar-?

quees, and resume where they left

off three weeks ago when the his-

tory-making, flood brought about a
paralysis of business and the most
severe blow which local show busi-

ness has ever suffered;

irst under" the wire was the Ri-

alto, which opened Thursday. (11).

Flock of Stiff Anti-Pix

Bills Introduced in Neb.

Film distribs took it oh the hose
yesterday (15), the last opportunity
for bills to be introduced in the uni-
cameral legislature, when Senator
John Comstock, of Lincoln, with the
backing of a. fey.- indie exhibs, prei
sented a bill to tax each distrib do-
ing business in Nebraska $1,000 an-'
nually as a means of : raising finance
for the old age assistance fund.

Also, riding, with thei bill is pro-
vision that it shall be illegal for any
exhib to be caught overbought, pos-
sessing more contracts on pictures
than he can play in a reasonable
time."

.

Considering the number of film
companies doing business i the
state, it's possible the total film row
assessment might reach $20,000. All
indie picture outfits, whether using
but one exchange or individual ex-
changes, will each be rapped, as the
bill now stands.

Indie boyr saw to it that the over-
bought paragraph went into the
makeup, since several situations find
them short of product while the op--
posish chain outfit has its theatre
neck deep in dual features, split
weeks, etc., and still hot able to play
off the obligations in time.
Fund raised from this bill, should

it pass, will be turned over to the
state railway commission for han-
dling and after administration cost is

taken but wijr be handed to the
state assistance fund to help, on
lief. '

• Bill No. 457 by Senator Frost for
day asks a levy of gross income tax
of 10% on all distributors of motion
picture film, proceeds to go to Old
Age Assistance Fund. Also ills

433-4 by Senator Johnson provide
8% of the 10% deducted by licensee
in parirmutUel betting shall be re-
tained by licensee, and to go to State
Treasury, j Would also permit dog-
tacing, under State. Racing Commis-
sion where pari-mutuel is used. Bill

455 levies for benefit of State As-
sistance Fund a tax of lc for each
iOc Of admission fees paid to com-
mercial amusement, enterprise.

No. 478 make's unlawful and in re^,

straint of trade for owners of copy-
rights on musical compositions who
control substantial number of songs
and arias. to fix prices for what they
have to sell and declares unlawful
.all contracts made for such purposes
of control.
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Awards On Coast
(Continued from page 2)

choices, but because Hollywood

places a high premium on 'discov-

eries,' the accepted - record of how
the productions happened to be made
is already being elaborated upon in

some instances. Hollywood works
the principle that there is, glory

enough for all who grab it quick.

The following brief accounts . of the

derivation of the material is prob-

ably as accurate as. it is possible to

evaluate decisions which many
minds played a part.

:

'Anthony Adverse' (WB).

Publisher' proofs of the Hervey
Allen story were made available to

the ;Warner scenario staffs in New
York and Hollywood soon before
publication of the. novel. Decision,

deferred because of obvious heavy
production, cost Finally, Mervyn
LeRoy- pleaded the case with Jack
Wirner, who .was able .

obtain
Fredric March for the title part. But
decision to .purchase the rights and
proceed with production was not
made ..until Sheridan Gibriey, staff

writer; had devoted four months -

clusively to preparation of a screen
treatment.

'Dodsworth* (Goldwyn)

inclair Lewis- novel, was -

sidered by : all studios when it .first

appeared five years ago, but was re-,

garded. generally as too great a risk

because the sentimental interest

rested * in
. adult characters. . Mean-

while, .Sidney; Howard completed a

stage version which was produced by
Max Gordon. Samuel Goldwyn saw
an early performance in New York
with Walter; Huston in the title role.

Previous experience with Howard's
screen adaptation of Lewis' 'Arrow-
smith' encouraged the producer, who
obtained Howard to make the screen
play of 'Dodsworth,' and he also en-
gaged . Huston to

.
play it. Produc-

tion xyas deferred for nearly two
years, 'however, until the tour of the
play was completed and Huston's
services available.

Great (Metro)

Belief that a popular musical suc-
cess:, with human interest could be
built around the life of Fio Ziegfeld
was an idea of Bill Maguire's. He
had been closely associated for many
years with the producer; he

. finally convinced Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

then; production head of Universal,
that his screen play held possibilities.

ights to the story treatment were
purchased by U. and Maguirie en-
gaged complete the. script f6r
shooting. However, . delays :6.cciirred

and costs assumed prohi '-'.

portions. Proposition then was sub-
•.mUted^to Louis. Mayer, at Metro, who
became enthusiastic about the op-
portunity, which he related to Hunt
Stromberg; associate producer. Deal
was completed by which Metro pur-
chased the Universal rights and
Maguire moved to Culver City.

'Mr, Deeds Goes to Town' (Col)

Clarence Budingtort .Kelland story
entitled 'Opera Hat,' which appeared
serially in the American Magazi ,

was sponsored at Columbia by Fran-
ces. Mansoti, head of that studio's sce-
nario department. Frank Capra and
Robert iskin had begun prepara-
tions oa 'Lost Horizon,' which were
then temporarily put aside as the
idea of 'Deeds' appealed to this di-

rector-writer combinati , provided
Cooper could be obtained.

'Romeo and Juliet' (Metro)
Firrn conviction, for several years

of the late Irving Thalberg was that

Shakespeare could .pe successfully

translated . to the screen. This jpro-

ductibri- had his undivided; attention

for many months during the prepar-:

Norma Shearer is

../.ac.'ttesse5^.'n;omihated.
I
'fpr;

'best performance' her Juliet.

George Cukor directed.

'Libeled Lady' (Metro)
Submitted to Metro's scenario de-

partment in synopsis form by Wal-
lace Suliivan, .free-lance writer, and
purchased" immediately" for William
Ppweil... Staff was ing a good
story for him. . Yarn was developed
and /expanded by Maurine Watkins,

.
Howard Enime.tt Rogers arid George
Oppenheimer, ' and produced under
supervision of Lawrence Weingarten,
with ;Jack Conway directi . Strictly

roduct of studio organizing to pb-
nd develop material for the

uirements of contract players; as
the cast ultimately included Powell,
Myrha Loy, Jean Harlow and Spen-
cer Tracy.

'San .Francisco' ' (Metro)
n original story by Robert Hop-
, which had interested the stu-

. for many months before final.
;
de-

i nation' to
;

''produ.ee it on an elab-
orate scale. Anita Loos wrote the

screen, play, which was directed by
W. S. Van. Dyke linder the super-
vision of John Emerson and Bernard
H. Hyman. Considered an outstand-
ing example of organized production,
in which resources of all depart-
ments of the studio participated.
Special camera work, sound arid
music played prominent parts in this
film.

(WB)
More than three years elapsed

from the submission of the first story
outline by. Pierre Cbllings until de-
cision was reached to attempt this
radical departure from formula, and
produce what since has been called
the 'biographical' film. Henry Blanke,
producer, and William Dieterle^ di-
rector, were enthusiastic to make the
experiment, regarded by studio
heads as highly speculative until the
producer, director and Paul , Muni
joined forces and won their poi

'A Tale of Two Cities' (Metro)

David Selznick. and Jack Conway
had discussed a remake of this Dick-
ens story for months, awaiting the
right actor for the role of Sidney
Carton. wanted Ronald Coir
man, who was riot obtainable.
Through Unanticipated circumstances
Colman became available, and W. P;
Lipscomb N. Behrman then
V/rote the' screen play.

'Thiree Smart Gir ' (Universal)

One of the year's most widely ' -

cussed .stori because of its unique
suitability to 'young Deahna Diirbi .

Submitted to the studio in synopsis
form by Adele Coriiandi i,, an ex-
perienced scenario writer, who since
has joiried the ' Universal staff. .Her
writing; credits- date back to '20 when,
she^ wrote 'The Girl frbm • Wool-
worth's' for First National. She also

collaborated on the screen play, 'Fly-

ing Down to Rio.' Story was; one of
a dozen considered by Universal for
Miss Durbin. Production served also

to skyrocket the director,. Henry
Koster, into prominence.

.

MAN BITES DOG; EXHIBS

FETE 2 EXCHANGE MGRS.

,
Buffalo, Feb. 16.

E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, M-G Buffalo
branch riianager, was tendered a tes-

timonial dinner by exhibitors Mon-
day (15.) tp celebrate his 20th anni-
versary with Metro here. Some 200
attended.

, The committee made up exclusive-
ly of exhi itors consisted of A.
Charles . Haymari, chairman, •• and
Nicholas J. Basil, : Joseph A. Schu-
chert, Jr., George Hanny. ., Rob-
ert Murphy, George MacKenna, Sid-

ney Kallet, Harry Altman,
.
Jacob

Lavene, Dewey Michaels, Stanley
Kozanowski, William Tishkoff, Ralph
Crabill and George Smith.

Pittsburgh, Feb. .

John Maloney, head of Metro
office here and just completing 15

years of service locally with same
company, will be honored at a testi-

monial di by 500 friends night
of March William Penn hotel's

Urban room;

.

John H. Harris, prexy of Harris
Amus.. Co., is chairmanirig affair.

THE MILLENNIUM

Metro's Hal Ellas Guest of Honor at

Own Ballyhoo Blowout

Hollywood, .16.
Hal Elias, of the Metro exploita-

tion depai'trrient, more than a month
ago. made a tieup with Bullock^s to
handle '

,
isplay of 'Good Earth'

props and costumes. The depart-
ment store, went to town on the dis-

play, utiiizi around 50,000 square
feet of space. Besides, they had
props refurbished, rebuilt and re-

paired at their own expense. . Store
then used large newspaper space,
had placards calling attention to the
display in the store, and contacted
school principals to bri ils to

view it.

Thing went over with a smash and
Elias was called in by the advertis-

ing head one day last w^ek and
thanked for the display. Also he
.was. told that the Bullock execs
were going, to give

. a' theatre ; party,

and have him as a guest of honor to

see . the pic. Elias. figuring' that pos-

sibly they wanted ducats,/ roke in

arid said, 'I'll fix that up, and get

you all tickets you :
want ;iri; couple

of weeks to: be.our guest.' 'No, we're
buying .and you will be ours.'

'•"

So 30 Bullock execs.played host to

a press agent on is own attraction,

.something which old timers in the
show biz have never heard of before.

Banko Fraud Attempt

Minneapolis^ Feb. 16.
* Instead of getting the $150 cash
prize Which he claimed at the Blue-,
bird, Twin City nabe house, Theo-
dore Sourek, 22, localite, drew two
arid a half years i prison.
Sourek was found guilty of trying

to defraud the shbwhouse. He had
an accomplice volunteer to draw the
whining name stage and
claimed to be the person in question.
The manager deferred. payriient until
next day; ^investigated and discoW
ered

' the fraud and had policemen
arrest Sourek when the latter kept
an appointment to. * the $150.

N. Indies Denied

notion in

Over Allied Ops Deal

Seven indie theatre ops. were. -

nied yesterday (Tuesday) a perma-
nent injunction to restrain the In-
dependent Theatre Owners of
America, their own organizati ",'

from interfefirig with an agreement
to employ members of Allied Mo-
tion Picture Operators Uriion. Com-
plaining ops were: Gbtham Amuse-
merit; H. M. Amuse.. La Salle
Amuse,, BBC Ariiuse., .;Har-Mah
Amuse, and the Marvi Amuse., cor-
porations and the Hancock theatre.
The theatre operators claimed that

interference on the part of ITOA
would mean increased cost to them.
Although a temporary injunction
had been denied several weeks ago,
the plaintiffs pressed the trial for a
permanent stay yesterday; ite
the fact that Allied, was merged last
week with. Local 306 of the Ops
Union.
After few witnesses,

Judge
.
Rosenmari denied the request'

for a stay, pointing out that it would
be impossible for him to pass upon,
the validity of each of the contracts
involved without the presence' in
court of all parties concerned and
that the. absence of officials of Local
306 in the proceedings made it im-
possible to determine, whether the
plaintiffs were bound by the agree-
ments, between ITOA and Local 306.

LOEWS N.Y. SPLASH ADS

ON $3,500 GIVEAWAYS

• Loew's circuit has been plugging
its all-day bank cash distribution on
,a heavy scale in the New York daily
newspapers in the past \yeek with
half-page advertiseriients. While a
postal ruling laid down during the
NRA regime specifically banned
"bank night' advertising from the
mails, understanding "that Loew
figured the recent Court of "Appeals
opi ion declaririg 'banK night' to be
legal as furnishinglthe right to use
ads on their all-day/ bank.
Bulk of Loew 3d campaign was

concentrated ' the N. Yi Daily
News, hitting is publication twice
with advertising slightly larger than
half-page within the space of eight
days. Ad copy played up that $3,500
in cash was to be given . away free,,

mentioning all three prizes, details
of drawing and explaining two ways
in which the coin could be won. The
circuit listed 55 theatres in Brooklyn,
Queens, Manhattan and the Bronx
where cash could be won.
Latest advertisement, appeari in

News yesterday (Tues. ) was topped
off with line: 'It pays go to
Loew's—Today and Tomorrow.' Pro-
claimed the fact that there was to be
'no hold-pver—nioney Will positively
be given away.' Plugged the idea of
seeing a good show arid participating
iri $3,500 contest at extra cost and
'drawing takes place Wed. ite at
Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn.'

Fight Vs. Gift Gag

Sydney, . .26.

Film. of Trade ill take
stern measures shortly to stop the
free racket: in the ic field..

Warning was ' at corrimence-
ment of the year that gifts had to

stop, bjut reported;; that some exhibs
have riot taken notice of the warn-
ing.: F, B. T. now states exhibs must
stop, or else;

For the . last two weeks, of • rphan
.of the Wilderness' here ads carried
notices that free , games; would be
given

>

away to the kids. Unknown
whether this kind 61 gift comes
under the F; B. T.. ruling. Last year,

nabe exhi were giving, away
everything from a suite^ of furniture

to. a set of fcirime undi

Chi Indie Exchanges' Boom Year

Estimate Up to 400% Improvement—Short-
age of Product the Cause

Conn,'s Test on Banko

Hartford,
A superior court 'test case' will be

conducted ; here soon to determine
the legality of bank night Con-
necticut. At' Windsor Locks last,

week three men found guilty, in po-
lice"" eoUrt. of operating a ^idttery
during bank night at the Rialto an-
nounced they will, appeal to the
higher court.

State police officers made the arr
rests Mariager Davi /Magleora,
Domi ic Alfanb, part owner, ; arid

Howard S. Pease, estate- executor,
and announced it as a test

Firies of $25 arid' costs were im?
posed ori Magleora and $50 arid costs
on Alfano and Pease. Borids of $250
were furnished by each -of the three
men pending a superior court hear-
ing;

. The arrests followed complaint . by
the father of 15-year-old. boy
whose name was drawn one

.
ight

arid who, , assertedly, was refused
paymerit because he was a minor.
The Rialto has conducting
banko for about a year.

PAID ADMISH

AT N. Y. SCIENCE MUSEE

New York Museum of Science and
Industry, located .in Radio" City's
RCA building, grabbed the honor of
being the ihost popular visual edu-
cation exhibition in the U. S. in its

first year of existence. Wound up
the year on Lincoln's birthday (12)
With a record of more than 482,000
paid admissions for thie initial 12-
month period.
Possessing more than $1,000,000

worth of displays- and some of . the
most novel scientific exhibs in coun-
try, the museum is rated by educa-
tors as one of the world's finest
examples of visual education. It

boasts 12 permanent divisions be-
sides six shows or special exhi itions
that are brought lit during a year's
time. Newest things iit scientific
world are Installed in the museum
so that the average layman can unV
derstahd them.
Housed in what was generally re-

garded by the Rockefeller interests
as an unprofitable spot in its Radio
City, development, It now draws from
every part of the world.
The museum is located on three

different floor levels and covers
65,000 square feet of floor space. It
is the current mecea of students
keeping apace of latest developments
in the world of science. Advertis-
ing agency copy and lay-out artists
visit the spot for ideas on ad work.

Daring WB Sticknp in

Pittsburgh; $326 Taken

ittsburgh, Feb. 16.
Lone bandit stuck up Warner

Bros. South Hills theatre at height
of rush hour Saturday night (13)
and got away with $326. Robbery
was one of most daring of its kind
ever pulled around here.
Thug stood In line, with score of

other ticket-buyers, concealing gun
under newspaper held in his hand,
and, arriving at booth, commanded
Myrtle Militzer, cashier, to: hand
over the dough. At least: 15 people
stood behind him at the tiime, and
he warned them riot to make an
outcry or he Would shoot into them,
Miss Militzer; passed out the cash

and stick-up bird dashed around the
corner- to a waiting auto arid made:
clean getaway.

'

20th's Shorts in N. Y.

With. 20th Century-Fox set on
maki. its. own short features in the
forthcoming season, principal in.-,

terest now' centers upon possibility
that all shorts will be filmed in the
East.> Company is reported to have
sufficient facilities i its 10th avenue
(N. Y.) studios for a limited number
of one and two-reel productions, but
might build additional studios if de-
mand for short product, should pick
up.

.

Vaudeville, radid. and, band talent
available iri N. Y. figures impor-
tantly In the belief that all short
features wilt

;
b>; produced ,in the

.'East.
;

-

'

'

Chicago, Feb.'

After several lean years,

di states-right exchanges
cago are getting plenty fat,

the return of double features ,

season. Scarcity of product tu fill up
the double-bill deriiarids has the. iri-

dies. in the' big coin again, especially

such standard states righters here as

Capitol Filrh Exchange (Henri. El-

man), N. Judell, " riever, Abe
Teitel, and Security.
Grand National is gettirig off on

its right foot not only through
*

James Cagney : ('Great Guy') flicker.

Which got first run in the loop, but

due also to the double demand
the nabes, which are, admittedly, the

backbone of the film biz. ; Republic

is having a banner year ; besides its

regular week-stay bookings, iritb the

State-Lake, it has been corrali

flock of nabe - dates for

tures.

Probably the best :of the town on
the upbeat is Elman's Capitol ex-,

change, which is turni in the big-

gest season iu its
.
history. Not . only

oh issues,, ich havCj in therii-

selves, become, an important product

item for both indies and major dis-

tributors, but also on strictly inde-.

pendent product. Judeil is now on

the Coast, in the production business

on his own; due to the demand ior

.producit. Most of the major distrib-

utors are riot turning out their con-

tract, i.ses on time, and the

hi turning to the indie ex-

changes to fill in the gaps.

It is estimated that the income of

the Chicago states right exchanges

has jumped almost 400% over the

past season.

.

ZELKO'S 'MOVIE BONERS'

AS BANKO

William Zelko, Baltimore indie, is

producing a series of 'Movie Boners',

shorts. Plans it as a substitute, for

bank night iri localities where latter

has been nixed ori legal grounds as

a lottery.

First of series of 'Movie Boners'

has already been filmed in Baltimore.

Each short contains dozen urirelated,

speedy sequences in which there

is a 'boner' that audierices are sup-

posed to catch. Award, cash or other-

wise, goes to patroris who sight each
error in the different scenes. The-
atres are supposed to have special

nights for the brain-wrackers-
plug the cash award idea in manner
bank nights are plugged.
Zelkp now dickering for distribu-

tion of the series.

Hollywood, Feb.
Pete Smith, for Metro, is work-

ing on a 'movie boners' short.

Philadelphi , Feb. 16.

Dave Molliver, who merchandizes
a 'bango' game, is marketing 'favor-

ite brands,' new- contest for
houses, with a commercial tieup, em-
bracing nationally known products.
Iritended combine both the na-
tional ballyhoo with the coi

Detroit, Feb. 16.

Restraining order, obtai
United . Detroit Theatres agai
'screeno' device at the Colonial was
lifted last . week : by Circuit Judge
Henry G. Nichbl after the Colonial
had secured frorn ircuit Judge
Adolph F. Marschner temporary
injunction restrai

; ''prosecutor,

and. police officers frorii interfering
with of the game in the
house.

In the complai ited Detroit
termed the device unfair competition
and a lottery; Both sides .have re-
quested an early date for hearing of
the case.

Don't Burden Citizens

; Salt Lake Idea

Salt Lake City, Feb. 16.

At the request of local .Red Cross
officials, vaudeville show; for bene-
fit of flood victims, unexpectedly
was called off Friday noon (12).
Show was to be held Saturday mid-
night (13). the Capitol, theatre
stage.-

Reason for cancellation was given
that since city made its quota in the:
relief, drive,.. '."'citizens, shouldn't be
burdened additionally.
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Note: If Leo's roar

should be extra loud

please remember he's

just a bit puffed up

about "Camille",

•AfterTheThinMan"

and other hits,topped

oft by the sensational

success of his newest

roadshow'TheGood

Eatth'-iri Los Angeles

and New York.
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Foreign Release Calendar

(Continued from page. 18 )v

rel. Blaue Junes (Ger) (Casino). Nazi naval life. 90 mins.
Rel. Dec. 15. Bev. Jan. 13.

Eflei Mostoha (Hung) (Dahubia).. id's yarn.
Ilel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 16.

Eln Auto und Keln Geld (Ger) (Gerrnania).. Musical farce.
mlns. . Bel. Aug. 1. Rev. Aug. 12.

Eln. Lied, Ein Kuss, Eln Maedel (Ger) (Gerrnania).
. Cinderella again, with

music. Gustav Froehllch, Martha. ;Eggerth. Dir. Geza von Bolvary. 98
mins. Bel. Dec, 1. Bev: Dec : Iff.

Elnmalelns .
der Llebe, Pas (Ger) (Casino). Costume film, Karl Hoffman.

' 93 mths. Bel. Jan. 1; Bev. Jan. 6. * '.;--.'

Elnt Frau die Welst Was Sle Will (Ger) (Casino). From Oscar Strauss' Operetta.
1 Lil Dagover. Dir. Viktor Jansen. 82 mins, BeL July J5. Bev. July 22. ';

'

Ember a Hid Alatt (Hung) (Danubia). Heavy drama. Laszlo Vajda. 75

Balogh. 95 mlns.

Fleck. 85

mins, . BeL Nov. 15. Bev. Dec. 2

ibt Nur Elne Llebe (Ger) (Caslnb)i Musical comedy. Louis Graveure,
Jenny Jugb. Dir.

. Johannes Mayer. 98 mins. Bel. Jan. 15. Bev, Feb. 3.
Eternal Mask (Swiss). (Mayer-BUrstyn).' Psychological drama. Dir. Walter

Hochbaum. 74 . mlns. Bel.- Jan. 1; Bev. Jan; 20.

Fahrt In die Jugend, Die (Ger) (Casino). Farce comedy. Carl 80
''

mins. Bel. Sept 1.

Friesennot (Ger). Nazi .propaganda
;

, Oct 15. Bev. Oct 28.

Ganze Welt Dreht ..Sich. um Llebe,
Susa. 80 mins. Bel. Nov, 15.

Werner 102 mins; Bel.

(Ger). Mystery-romance. Charlotte

Italian Joan of Arc. pir. A. Blassetti. 75

. Robert A. temmle.

Hans Beck-Gaden. 85

rlgitte Helm.

Bafael Sevllla.

Herbert Sel-

mins;. BeL

Dir.

Gesnzza La Sposa Garibaldlna (It).

. mlns. Bel. Oct 15. Bev. Nov. 18

Glueckspilze (Ger) (Casino). Drama of adolescence..
. 80 mins. Bel. Oct. 15. - .

GrenzfeUer (Ger) (Zwicker). tetrlgue in the '

Alps.
" mlns. Bel, Dec. 15* Bev. Dec. 30.

GypateB (Buss) (Amkino); Saga of collective farms. Dir. Evgenl Schneider, M
, Goldblatt. 85 mlns. Bel. July 15. Bey. Aug. 5.

Harom Sarkany (Hung) (Danubia). Romance of collegiates.
90 mins. BeL Dec. 15. Bev. Dec. 30.

Helsses Blut (Ger) (Ufa). Bomantic drama. Marikka Roekk, Georg
Jacpby. • 80 mins. BeL Sept 15.

eroes del Barrio, Les (Sp) . Kids do some acting. Armando Vldal. 80
mins. Bel. Dec. 15.

Sehne Mich Nach Dlr (Ger) (Casino). Backstage operatics. Louis Graveure,
••: Camilla Horn. '90 mlns; Dir. Johannes Biemann. Bel. Sept 1. BeW
Sept 16.

Idealer Gatte, Eln (Ger). Domestic drama
pin. . .82 mlns, - Bel. Jan. 1. Bey. Jan.

Irma, La. Mala (Sp). Marital mixups.
'

•;; Oct l. ' •
'

••;
...

1st Main Mann Nlcht Fabelhaft (Ger): . Domestic comic; complications
Georg Jacoby. 76 mins. Bel. Dec. 1. Bev. Dec. 9.

Jadzla (Pol). Bomantic musical. M. Cwlklinska. 82 mlns. Jan.
Bev. Feb. 3;

Junge Graff, Der (Ger): (Ufa). Light comedy with music Anny Ondra.'
: Karl Iiamac. 90 mins. BeL Dec. 1. Rev. Dec.i 16.

Kakos Dromois, O (Gr). Heavy drama. 77 mins. ; ... Bev. Oct
. 28,

Kampf, Der. (Bliss) (Amkino). German-language story of Hitler cruelties. Dlr
Gustav Wangenhelm. •• 86 mins. . Bel. Sept. 1. Bev, Sept. 16.

Kermesse Herolque, La (Fr) (TObis). Comedy spec. 1 Jacques Feyder. W
mins. Bel: . Sept 15. Bev. Sept. 30.

Koenlgwalzer (Ger) (Ufa). Operetta. Willi Forst Herbert Malsch. 80
mins, Bel. Oct. 15. Bev. Nov.

.
11.

Lacrlmme e Sorrlsl (It) (DuWorld). Martial mixups. Dir. Baffaeljo Matarazzo.
57 mins. Bel. Dec. 15. Bev. Dec, 30.

La Paloma (Ger) (Casino). . Musical. . Kullman, Leo Slezak. Dir. Karl
Heinz Martin. 85 mins. BeL Oct ... Bev. Oct. 28.

Legy Jo Mindhalallg (Hung) (Danubia): Life in a children'* school. Dir. Istvan
Szekely. 75 mins. Bel, Oct; 15. Bev. Oct 28.

Letzte Rose (Ger) (Casino). Operetta based oh 'Martha.' Dir. Anton.
90 mins. Bel. Oct. 1, Bey. Oct. 21.

Llelesleute (Ger) (Tobis). Drama of modern life. Benate • Mueller, Gustav
Froehlich. Dir. Eric Waschneck. 95 mins. ' BeL Oct, 1. Rev. Oct 7.

Llabesroman im Haute Hapsburg (Ger) (Casino). Historical item. Willi
Wolff. 81 mlns. ReL Sept. 1. Bev. Oct 21.

lied Gent nm Die Welt (Ger) (Tobis). Musical Joseph Schmidt
ard Oswald. 60 mins. Rel. Sept 15. Rev. Sept 30,

Madrei del Mundo (Sp). Romance, made in Mexico. Dir. Rlnaldo Agullar. 80
'

. mins. ReL Aug. 15.
•*

Manewry Milosne (Polish). Operetta. Nowiria-Przybylski. 70 mins/ 7BeL
Nov. 1. Bev. Nov. 18. , •

" '
• •

Maskerade (Aust) (DuWorld). Musical. Paul Weeselly. Willy Forst 90
mins. Bel. Jan. 15. Rev. Jan. 27. v

Mater Nostra (Sp) (Mexican drama). Dir. Gabriel Sora. 7^/mins^ ReL Sept, .

Mela Llebster 1st Eln Jaegermann (Ger) (Casino)'. Old-fashioned farce. Leo
Slezak. Dir. Walter Kolm. 85 mins, .BeL Sept L-Bev. Sept. 16* :"

Meseauto (Hung) (Dahubia). Cinderella In Budapest Dlr; Bela Gaal. 90 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 18.

Mlserables, Les- (Fr) (Franco-American). Hugo^s classic. Harry Baur. Dlr;
Raymond Bernard.; 162 mins. BeL Oct 15. Rev. Nov. 4.

Miieder Theodor, Der (Ger). Backstage farce. .Weiss Felrdl. Dir. .' Har-
lan. 1

f ' mlns. ReL Oct. 15. Bev. Oct 28. •

Mujer del Puerto, La (Sp)l<ife in Mexico. . Arcady Boytler. 70 mlns.
' Aug. 15. .,

'

.. .
,

Mujeres de Hoy (Sp). Melodramatic love story. . Ramon' Peon. 90 mlns.
ReL. Dec. 1.

Mutlger Seefahrer, Der (Ger) (Casino). Heavy farce Hans Deppe. 90
. mins. ReL Nov. 19. Bev. Nov: 25.

Mysteres de Paris, Les (Fr) (Franco). Eugene Sue's novel Dir. Felix Gandera.
,85 mins. Bel. Jan. 15. - Bev. Feb. 3.

Mysteries of Notre Dame (Fr) (DuWorld). Probably, best described as
travelogue. 65 mlns, Bel. Oct. 15. Rev. Nov. 4.

Natalka Poltavka (Buss) (Amkino). Ukrainian musical,' , E. Kavaleridze.
.. 75. mins. BeL Dec. 15. Bey. Dec. 30.
SirJ Edesanyam (Hung) (Danubia ) , Faith-healing at '/the ..Lourdes Shrine.
Dir. Bela Balogh. 60 mins. Bel. Nov. 15. Bev. Nov. 25. . .

Nightingale (Buss) (Amkino). First Moscow color-film. Dir. Nikolai Ekk. 95
nuns, Bel. Nov. 1. Bev. Nov. 11.

Onore Delia Flglla Del Popolo (It). Old-time silent fixed lip. 71 mins.. Bel.
Jan. 1. Bev. Jan. 13. , .

Pa Solsldan (Sw) (Scandinavian). Romance. Lars Hanson, Gustaf Mo-
lander. 90 mlns. ReL Aug. 15 Bev. Sept 16.

Passaporto Rosso (It) (New World). It's a hard life. Isa Miranda. . . Guide
, . Brignone. 90 mlns. BeL Aug. 15. Rev. Sept 9.

Petlts, Les (Fr) : (Franco). Simple tale of child's love. red Machard.
80 mins. Bel. Dec. 15; Bev. Jan. 6.

Pofon (Hung) (Danubia). Farce, Paul Javor. 85 mins.
Rel. Jan. l.< Rev. . Jan. 20.

Prince Jean, Le (Fr) ,(20th). Royal Intrigue. Natalie Paley, Dir. Jean de Mar-
guenot. 90 mlns. BeL Dec. 1. Bev. Dec 18.

*

Prlvatsekretaerln Helratet (Ger) (Zwicker). Bomance in farce time. Dolly
Haas, 85 mins. Rel. Dec 1. Bev. Dec 9.

.

Radio Bar (Sp) (Par). Argentine-made musical. • ir. Manuel Romero. 82
mins.. Bel. Jan. 15. Bev.- -Jan. 27.

Rakoczl March (Hung) (Danubia). Military drama. 82
mins. Bel. Oct. 15. Bev. Oct. 28.

Ranb der Sablnerlnnen (Ger) (Casino). Comedy. -Dir. B. A. Staemmle. 90
mins. Rel. Jan. 15.

Revolutionists (Buss) (Amkino): History of early communist regime. 100 mlns.,.

y Dir. Vera Stroyeva. Rel. Dec 15. Rev. Dec. 30,

Sarga Cslkb (Hung) (Danubia). . Sob story. ir. 80 mins.
Jan. 15. Bev. Feb. 3.

rama. mins. Bel.

Bomantic comedy.

Murder in a girl's school.
Bev. Aug. 19.'

.

Dir.

Carl

Rafaelo

65

Schlussakkord (Ger) (Ufa).
Rev. Sept 16.

Schuesterne Casanbya,. Der (Ger)
Lamac. 60 mins. Rel. Aug. J5,

Serpente a Sonagli (It) (Nuovo Mondo).
Matarazzo. 85 mlns. Bel. Aug.. 15

She-Devil Island (Sp) (FD). Mexican-made drama
mins. Rel. Aug. 15. Bev. Aug 16.

Sllencio Sublime (Sp). Mexican drama; Ramon
. Jan. 15. .

Slalom (Aust) (DuWorld). Life and love in the Alps.
Jtiins. ReJ, Dec. 15: .Revi Dec 23.

Soderkakar (Sw) (Scandinavian) . Musical. Edward Person.
brand. J10 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec 23;

Soldatcn
. Karcmaden (Ger) (Zwicker). Teutonic, propaganda..

pertz. 90 mins; Rel. Oct. 1. Rev.. Oct. 7.

Song of China (Chinese) (MacLean) Drama in the Orient ir. Lo Ming
„ CO mins. Rel, Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 11. .

Son of Mongolia (Russ) (Amkino) Propaganda of the Mongolian sector,

i- I. Trauberg. 105 mins. Rel. Nov 15. Rev. Nov. 25..
Spain hi Flames (Russ) (Amkino). Travelog, . English lecture.
. .

Jan. 15.
.
Rev. Feb; .3.-

:

,

Stutzen der Gesellschaft (Ger) (Ufa), Ibsen's, oldie in a new version.
Detlef Sierck. 80 mlns. : Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Now. 18.

Szerelmi Almok mung) (Danubia) Franz Liszt's life; Dir. Heinz Hllle. 87
rhihs. Rel. Jan, 1. Rev. Jan. 13.

mins, .

Arnold Fanck. 67

Weyler

Bel.

Ir.

Ray Cleveland Suing
To Acquire 30-Acres
Medford, Mass., Feb, 16.

Raymond L. Cleveland, founder of

the Filmian4 Gity Corp., organized

18 .has instituted suit to

compel the city of Medford to deed
to him the approximately 30-acre

plot known as Wrights Pond park,

and oxi inally leased by city to

Mastercraft Photoplay Corp.;, With
the proviso that' the property could
fee purchased at the expiration of a
20-year period;., did the. corporation
so desire; The period expired Feb.:

7, 1917.

. The lease was made to ^astercraft
on. uiiusually favorable terms in a
day when, cities the country oyer.
Were angling for the establishment
of picture ventures. Mastercraft
erected a studio and ' administration
building;- on the property heid by the
Medford Water Board. The Film-
land City, corporation took over the
property in 1919.-

Production languished and the
then isolated section became built
up. Some 45' homes were built on
the Filmland City site. It is to per-
fect title to these hpldings that suit

is. how being: brought, The case
will be thrown into the courts.

Must-Wait-Out-on-the-Sidewalk

Edict Costing Chi Pix 50G a Week

icago, Feb. 16.

Theatre, managers; are patiently

biding their time until Health Com-
missioner Dr. Bundenspn can see his

way clear to repeal,the order which
forces- standees to wait on the side-

walk, rather than in the theatre
lobby. Cost of the 'standing-room-

PHD1Y SECTOR TALKS

ADMISSIONS

icago, Feb.
. Though they have gone along with
Balaban & Katz in the circuit's

switch to double features, the. indie
exhi itdrs in the neighborhoods are
beginning to burn at what they
claim "to be an unfair manipulation
of- picture releases by B. & K;

.
Ex-:

hihs are yelping that B. & K. is ar-
ranging its double bills in the big
ace nabe houses at 55c. and' 40c. in
such a manner that the exhibs in the
subsequent Weeks' of release cannot
twin-bill the same two pictures..

Exhibs state that B. & K. is tak-
iiig the cream right off the top of the
bottle by manipulating its: own pic-

ture : schedules so that the circuit is

in' a position to use up the two chief
pictures of the week on one bill,

While the protection : and clearance
system makes it impossible, for the
subsequent houses to double up oh
these, two sock pictures, but are
forced by the rules of the Chicago
system of releases to use a weak,
flicker (which had been passed up
by B. fie K.) in connection With one
pretty strong picture.

These exhibs have gone a-runniiig
to the exchanges to yelp about this

'trick,' but the distributor's have
backed away from the argument
quick, passing the Whole; affair by.
with the statement that it's strictly

an exhi itor problem and must be
worked out by the exhibs and B. &K

Elson's K.C. Pooling
Minneapolis, Feb. 16.

Bill Elson, who operates the 7th
St. theatre here and who. is chief
barker of the Twin City Variety
Club, Will participate In the pool of
the RKO Main Street and Fox New?
man, Kansas City downtown the-,

atres, and will supervise their -v

eration.

He will continue to make this city

his headquarters.

Philadelphia, Feb.
Considerable ..talk about upping

admish ix . houses is batting
around town, but trade execs indi-

cate prices at present point are okay
and won't be upped ' hurry.
Some action on this line. was. taken:
recently on Sunday fees, but few
changes in .week-day prices lately;

All houses now are' getting evening
admish from, opening at 2.p.iru .until;

closing oh Sabbath.
Posish of most top men is reflected

in statement by Ted Schlahger,
Warner Bros.? zone manager . here.;

'Warners contemplates nO general
increase in prices/he declared. 'Each
house, in each locality must be 'taken
as a : unit, .. and studied as to height
borhoOd conditions and competition.
In some houses, we may raisin prices,

but in others We may lower them.' •
.

The Warner exec said admissions
to company houses are higher , than
those of the depression, but not yet
up to 1929-31. He declared he didn't
expect .generjpil. business , conditions
to warrant increases to that point
for some iime. He; indicate^ that'

any elevations m prices will b« lelt

in nabes last.

Bottom adult evening admish here
is a dime ;plus lc tax. A few other
houses are hipping out }6c. Usual
nabe prices, run from 26c to. 42c^ with
downtown initial-runners getting
68c ^

on-sidewalk-only Order is estimated
at $50,000 a; Week to theatre owners;
with some of the loop houses going
in the hole for $1,000 a day.

Order was originaly passed during
the ' flu epidemic, and since then
snow, rain, cold, and other elementi
disturbances notwithstanding, pa-
trons must wait outside: the theatre
for seats, and are, under no circum-
stances,, allowed to wait or congre-
gate ' the lobby. As . further
move to : prevent ' loitering,; houses,
were asked to rope off any lobby,
chairs or saitees so that customers
could not sit on them.

. Managers co-operated to the let-
ter,: wanting to help put down the
epidemic, but now that it is over,
they are anxious tovhave the :order

,

discarded, especially in view of the
fact that the cold has come, and only
the hardy boys and girls care to do
any sidewalk waiting.

rder also cuts directly into
business from - a psychological point
of view; a couple hundred people be-
ing crowded into a lobby seem;
good deal nearer the inside than do
the same number oh the sidewalk,
and customers pass up . a sidewalk,
line when they would go into a lobby
to wait.

3d Luxer Iq the FaD,

2 More in N. % Later

A hew Trans-Lux theatre, 600 ca
pacity, to lie opened at 12th. street
and Fifth avenue, New : York, this

Fall, will b^' the first to play fea-
tures along With selected shorts and
newsreels. j\
This makes three Trahs-Luxers in

New York. Two more are planned,
one at 85th street and Madison. A
new out-of-town TL, in Washington,
Will open next month.

Mardi Gras Shots Didn't

Pan Out; N. O.'s Weather
. New Orleans, Feb. 16.

A Universal camera crew's trek
here to get Mardi Grras shots^r pix
now in production turned out to be
a floppo. After haying perfect
weather for several days preceding
the revel and crew having high hopes
of some swell footage, sun did turn-
about and refused to shine on big
day; Cameras set up on main stem
and ready for action but no go. Sun
refused to come from behind the
clouds, so cameramen folded tripods
and called it. a day.

!

Unit has had better luck With other
shooting, however, the film ten-
tatively entitled 'New Orleans.'

Tranmolus (Ger) (Tobis). Heavy, drama. EmU. Jannings. Carl Froehlich.
.105 mlns. Bel. Sept. 15. Bev. Sept. 23. .

Tras La Beja (Sp). Mexican drama. Dir.. Jorge Dada. 70 mlns. . Bel. Jan. 1.

Tredowata (Pol): Heavy drama. Dir. Julius. Cardan. 91,. mlns, Bel. Dec. 19.
Bev. Jan.. 6.

Under Fals Flagg (Sw) (Scandinavian). rama with music. Tutta Rolf. Dir.
: Gustav.Molander. 75 mlns Bel. Jan. 15. Bev. Feb. 3. .

Varan Pojke (Sw) (Scandinavian). Bomance.: Edvard Person. Arne
Bornebusch. 93 mins. Bel. Oct. 1' Rev. Oct 21

Verraeter (Ger) (Ufa). Propaganda, ir. Karl Bitter. 90 mins. Rel.
Rev. Jan. 27.

Visages de France, Les (Fr) ranco). .34 mlns, Rel.
Jan 15. Bev Feb. 3. ?

Waldwlnter (Ger) (Ufa). Love In the. Sileslan 90
; mins. ReL Nov. 1. Bev, 'Nov. 18.

Walier fuer Dich Ein (Ger) (Casino). Musical fantasy Louis Graveure, Ca-
milla Hoi n. Dir. Georg Zoch. 90 mins. Bel, Sept 15. Bev. Oct. 7.

Welberregiment (Ger) (Ufa) Military comedy. Dir. Karl Ritter. 90 mlns.
Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Sept. 16.

Wenn Per Hahn Kraeht (Ger) (Casino) -

lich. 60 mins. Rel. Nov. 15,
Yellow Cruise (Fr) (TapernouxJ). Travelogue, partly In

Poirier. 90 mins. Bel Nov. 15. Bev> Nov. 25,

Ylddle with His Fiddle (Yld) (Green); Folk musical, Molly Picon. lr. Jos.
Green, 92 mins. " Bel. Jan. 1. ReV. Jan.. 6,

'

General Foreign Sales, 729 7th Ave,
Gerrnania, 22-33 19th St., Astoria, L. 1
J. H. Hoffberg, 729 Seventh Ave.
Inter-Continent, 50 E. 42nd St,'
Kinematrade, 723 Seventh Ave,
Jean Lehauer, 202 W. 58th St.
Mayer-Burstyn, 1501 Broadway.
Martin Nosseck. 326 Audubon.
Metropolis, 2C0 Fifth Ave.
Scandinavian Fllmis. .220 W,
John Tapernoux, 128 W.
Ufa, 729 Seventh Ave.

Harold Auten. 1540 Broadway.
Amkino. 723 Seventh Ave.
Bavaria Film, 489 Fifth Ave.
Casino, 240 E. 86th St,

.

Danubia, 729 Seventh Ave.
DuWorld, 729 Seventh Ave.
European. 154 W. 55th St. ; .

Jos; Green, 1501 Broadway.,
Garrison Films; .729 Seventh Ave.
Franco-American, 66 Fifth Ave,.

IN THE

THEATRE GUILD'S

'BUT FOR THE

GUILD THEATRE
NEW YORK

The Critics aaidf

JOHN MASON BROWN,
N. Y. Eve Poet:

'EXCELLENT.'

ROBERT COLEMAN,
N. Y» ;»ally Mirror

'OUTSTANDING/
DOUGLAS GILBERT,
N. Y. World-Telegram:

•A TALENTED YOUTH.'

Brooks aTkinson, .

N, Y. Times:

•PUNGENT ACTING.'

ROBERT BBNCHLEY,
New- Yorker :

'ESPECIALLY GOOD/

JOHN ANDERSON,
N. Y. Eve Journal:

AFFECTING, SHARP,
IMAGINATIVE/

BURNS MANTLE,
Dally News:

'REALIZES PART AS COM-
PLETELY AS A U T H O R

COULD DEMAND.'
'VAlilETY*

:

-'SPLENDID JOB, ASSIGN-
MENT CARRIER KEEN
TH ROUGHOUT E V E R Y
PAGE OF THE ACTING
BOOK—HE TAKES EVERY-

THING IN STRIDE/

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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RKO Drops Own

lab Pk; Signs

'.Con. Deal3-

Hollywood, Feb;

ing a plan to erect a hew
$500,000

, RKO signed a

-year contract with Con-
ilnv Labs; Old five-year

pact with Consol expired Jan. 31. -

Latter contract was made at the
lime Consol loaned around $1,200,000
to RKO. Notes ort*this obligation
were liquidated ith a bank by Con-
col and RKO has paid Off most of
them.
New covenant was drawn by Leo

Spitz, RKO prez, and contains; a can-
cellation: clause which may be

ercised by either party upon reason-
able notice.

A. J. Miller, manager of the,

jspiidated F/ilm Laboratories plant in

Fort Lee, N. J., has succeeded C.
Roy. Hunter as head of the . Holly-
wood plants.

Haunter has. joined Republic
studio in an exec post.

A. J. Saxe, in charge of the com-
mercial department of Consolidated
Film Industries, has arrived on the
Coast from New York in interests

of the outfit's photogelatin process. .

He plans to open offices here and
in other- Coast cities.

ITS SINGING SERIAL

George Shelley; Will Cowboy
Laments for 'Wild West Days'

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

ingirtg serial has made its appear-
ance' .at Universal. George Shelley,

from, musical- comedy and radio, will
sing one or two songs in each epi-

sode of 'Wild West Days/
' Lynn Gilbert and Johnny Mack
Brown- head cast. Ford. Beebe . and.
Cliff Smith will co-direct.

IA TO MAKE BID FOR

COM'L LAB WORKERS

Hollywdod, Feb.

Inclusion of all commercial labora-

tory and service engineers' in . the

major studio, basic wage agreement

probably will be prdpsed by union

leaders of the International Alliance;

of Theatrical Stage Employes when
pact comes up ih New
York in March,}

At present commerci work-
ers and engineers are working on an

open shop basis doing practically the

same type of . work as those .in the

studios.

WILL MOBRISSEY SCRIPTING
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Will Morrissey goes under contract
as a writer at Universal.
He draws, his first assignment in

the Buddy DeSylva unit.

1st Lond. Strip

(Continued from page 1)

of them set by Dick Henry of the

William Morris office, Iii N. Y.

American contingent will comprise

one-half of the show built around

Hylton, with the other half contain-

ing English acts. U. . talent is go-

ing over on mi imum si -week con-

tracts, with Gen era 1 Theatres,

operators of the Palladium, holding

options for its other theatres in the

British

:.. Besides Miss Ray,. Americans .go*

ing oyer include The Slate Bros. X&Y,

Frank Libuse, Joan Andrews. ,

Moore , dance 'team, Dick
Rogers, hoofer, George Lyons, harp-
ist, Fay Carroll, Helene Grant and
Gloria Day. Latter girls are three
stooges,- who recently worked v/ith

the Slate Bros, in a Nils T, Granlund
(N. T. G.) it. Entire American
group sails March 13;

"When talking pictures arrived, my
stage experience on Broadway gave

me my chance on the screen. Talcing

care of my throat became serious

business with me, so T changed to

Luckies~a tight smoke. Of course 1

smoke other cigarettes now and then

but sooner or later I come back to

Luckies. They make a hit with my
throat and also with my taste."

RKO RADIO PICTURES' STAR
NOW APPEARING IN

"THE PLOUGH AND THE STARS"

J

si independent survey ^as made recently

among professional men and women—lawyers,

doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc* Of those who said

they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they

personally prefer-a-4ight smoke*

^Miss^Stanwyck verifies the wisdom of this pref-

erence, and so do other leading artists of the

radio? stage, screen and opera* Their voices are

their fortunes* That's why so many of them
smoke Luckies*You, too, can have the throat pro-

tection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain

harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process

"It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat*
THE FINEST TOBACCOS—

*'THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

AGAINST IRRITATION—AGAINST COUGH
, Copyrlcht 1037, The Amerfcan Icbiecq Comjany

HOW A PIX STAND-IN

KEEPS IN TRAINING

Hollywood, Feb:
Layoff stand-ins are findi

source of income while rest!

tween pictures. Wherever there's a
long line they move in and have a
shillaber picket latecomers in the
hope of selling a .spot nearer the box
office.

Last days to get 1937 automobile
license plates without heavy tax
penalty proved a cleanup for creep,
ers. More layoff stand-ins than legit
taxpayers. Shills contacted latecom-
ers who would otherwise have to
stand in line for hours, and offered
them spots only 15 minutes from the
till for $3.

Due to length of lines stand-i
could hot figure on making more
than four trips in an eight-hour day,
but dough was so much velvet, even
with a kickback to the shill,

pared to hanging around
bureaus waiting for nothi
up.

'

TPS DONBUE LEIGHTON
Hollywood; Feb. 16.

Donrue Leighton, . daughter of R.-
Victor Leighton, one-time booker for
Klaw & Erlanger, has been given a
termer at Universal and the lead op-
posite E. E'. Horton in 'Oh, Doctor;'

So. Amer* Resents

(Continued, from, page 1)

ered negligible; Hi of radios
down below forces majority of lis-

teners to the cheaper sets winch do -

not haye* short wave gadgets. Those
that do are of such poor quality as
to make their use for reception from
U. S. or elsewhere (other than local)
usua'ly

: impossible. A comparison
with the U, S. further illustrates lack
of facilities.

Living standards of Americans de-
mand that nearly every family pos-
sess a radio. In S, A. the situation is

entirely ifferent. Radio is stiir a
luxury and the: percentage of short
wavers capable of picking up Amer-
ican broadcasts is confined, to upper
strata who can afford the better sets.

Academic
Reception to Spanish, as first em-

ployed by NBC, is hardly cordial.

Castilian Spanish is little short of
an insult. Both have been used oh
the S. . short wavers, to the regret
of all. Nets are now remedying this
error, by employing authentic native
versions of Spanish.
Both .nets are increasing • their

transihissiOn power ,in an attempt to

get through.
:

NBC' transmitter
W2XAL at Bound Brook, N. J„ an
CBS apparatus, W2XE at Wayne,
N. J., are both being replaced for

new 10 k.w. apparatus with! the
next month. What effect this can
have is yet to be seen. Those al-

ready interfering can follow suit of

Yanks with net result of first broad-
casts.

y

Recent release of the radio division
of the Department ot Commerce in

Washington takes note of the iriterr

ference situation. Report adds: 'The
lack of adequate enforcement of the
regulations regarding frequencies
and the proper maintenance Of
broadcasting equipment proves a se-

rious deterrent .in short-wave recep-
tion and highly .selective sets are
advisable, especially in the .9,400 to

9,800 kilocycle range.'

Same short wave broadcasts -have

taken on a slightly commercial hue.
Film companies have been known
to supply.: one net with 'Hollywood
chatter' which subtly- boosts its own
product while calling attention

hew films and doings of its own stars*

Mother .company of. same net (elec-

trical manufacturer) is not infre-

quently mentioned as making pror
grahis possible. Two Spanish film

fan mags have also supplied com-
mentary material for the: broadcasts.

There is n6 exchange, of cash u

certainly a few nods passed around
for. the mutual services.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

,

'That's What Girls Are Made Of.'

is the release title for B. P. Schul-
berg's Paramount picture, 'You and
Me.'

'

E. . Derr has itched
Louisiana Purchase' Id Louisi-
ana.'

.'Danger, Men Working.'
'The Crime Nobody Saw.'
amount.
•B. F. Zeidman has retaggod

Shall Meet' to 'Boy Loves Girl'
Grand National release.,
'Serving Swingtime,' Metro mi

ture musical, becomes 'Bars
Stripes.*
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S. C. Ban on Screen Ads
Greenville, S. C., Feb. 16.

A bill referred to the judicial com-
mittee of the South Carolina house

of representatives was introduced
last week by Rep. Richard Foster of

Greenville to prohibit commercial
advertising on S C. motion picture

-screens. ' ••>•

Long a practice in S. . pic houses
such films cause much, fidgeting by
cash customers who see :' same film

week after week. Wiseacres are
wondering whether bill includes the
showing of 'trailers' of coming pix

which are nothing short of advertis-

ing for the house.

Okie's Sure

Columbus, O., Feb.
With a 3% gross admission tax

already in effect a bill has been in-
troduced in the Ohio House of Rep-
resentatives providing for a 7% tax
on amusement admissions: oyer 25c
Another tax measure, aimed at the
industry, would boost the censorship
fee from the present $3 to $5 per
reel. Both revenue bills will be
stiffly opposed by exhibitor and
other film interests. .

Two Mass. Bills K. O.'

Boston, Feb. 16.

The Massachusetts Legislature has
booted two bills that would 'have
given more than One theatre man-
ager a headache had they been ap-
proved and enacted into law. One
is the 'Johnny Bill,' so-called, which
would have required;: individual
toilet facilities on the auditorium
floor: and each gallery for every 150
seats for both men and women.
The second measure, a more

worrisome legislative proposal,
would have demanded the. installa-

tion of heating and ventilating sys-
tems in theatres to insure a con-
tinuous uniform temperature of 65
degrees' and four complete ir

changes per hour.
Both measures came before the

Legislative Committee on Public
Health last week and were flatly

turned- down. Without the flicker of
an argument the committee recom-
mendations were accepted by both
the House of Representatives and
the Senate.

Fight Daylight Saving
Minneapolis, Feb. 16.

Northwest Allied States will fight

a bill in the legislature providing
for daylight saving Jp Minnesota. In-
dependent exhibitors in this terri-
tory are on record in opposition to
daylight saving, claiming it will in-

jure the: re business.

No Sunday Fix In DeL
Wilmington, Feb. .

Sunday pix Were nixed here this

week, in a resolution by congrega-
tions of Methodist Episcopal
churches at quarterly conference;
Copies of the resolution were sent to
Governor Richard C, McMullen and
the legislature.

Tom Baily Adds Two
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Tom ily* new studio manager
for National Screen- Service, has ap-
pointed two assistants.

im Majorell, formerly with War-
ners theatres in Washington, D. C,
and: Gene Fox; former' advertising
director for the Metropolitan in Bos-
ton, have been added to the staff.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

, This Is My Affair/ tome by Leona
Kihel, recently published, purchased
by 20th-Fox.
Republic has: taken 'State Li ,'

original by Houston Branch.
*

Jack Andrews' original; 'Armored
Taxi,' goes to 20th-Fox.

SUR LA CUFF

Par Miami Conventionites All Guests
of the Co.

The approximate 125 who will at-
tend the Paramount theatre conven-
tion in Miami, oh March 18 will be
guests' of Par,' company paying all
expenses out of home office funds
for the three days' conclave, while
the cost of transportation will: be
charged back to respective ' theatre
partnership or operating units rep-
resented./ Invitations from Par to
home "office executives, field part-
ners; operators and: associates, in-
cludes the wives of all;

. About 25 executives will attend
from the home office under plans.
These will embrace all the topflight
personalities in the company, among
them Barney Balaban, tantori L.
Griffis, Y. Frank Freeman, Austin C.
Keough, Neil F. Agnew, Walter B.
Cokell, Leon Netter, Bob Gillham,
Louis' Notarius arid Jack Knight.
Two banquets will figure for the

Paramount men going to Miami, the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America fest Thursday night (18).

and a dinner-dance for Par's own
people Saturday night (20 ).

Harry Royster, who is attached to
the Par theatre division at the home
office, is leaving before the end of
the Week for Miami to make arrange-
ments for the three-day convention.

es

Capt. George McLeod Baynes who
ias set up the Golgotha Corp. to
landle the American, and Canadian
distribution of Golgotha,' is plan-
ning to present the picture himself
on a twice-daily basis in New York,
but so far no theatre or auditorium
has been set Picture, a French-
made dubbed into English here by
Capt. Baynes, played the Academy
of Music, Brooklyn, oh a four-day
engagement last week following a
test showing at Duke University,
Durham, N. C.

'Golgotha' was made in France in
1934 and released oyer there, a little

more than a year ago.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

. Metro, handed term contracts: to
Cora Witherspoon and Cliff (Ukelele
Ike) Edwards.
Dorothy- Moore, little theatre act-

ress, termed at RKd.
Sidney Salkow, Universal director,

tagged for another year.

Helen Logan and Robert Ellis
given new 20th-Fox writer deals.
Jack Lait, Jr., and Karl Tunberg, re-
signed on a week-to-week basis.

.
.

Bernard Herzbrun picked up year's
contract as 20th-Fox art director.

Marvin Hatley, head of Hal Roach's
music department, dotted-lined for
term.

Bert Hanlon given writer-director
pact at RKO.

. Marion Parsonnet- received writing
termer at Metro.
Helen Burgess and Olympe Bradna

optioned at Paramount.
B. P. Schulberg signed Charles

Vidor to term directorial writ.

Universal optioned Michael Fitz-

maurice, radio announcer? who
turned actor. .

»

Universal tagged Frank Skinner,
musical arrange^ ' to termer arid

lifted acting options on Robert Pal-
ton and Dorothea Kent.
Jack Scholl and M. K. Jerome,

Warner- tunesmiths, has their op-
tions plucked.

Spariky McFarlftnd tied for an-
other year by Hal Roach.
Mordaunt Shairp, writer, and John

Seitz, cameraman, received contracts

at Metro. Studio also optioned Rob-
ert Pirosh, writer, for. a year. .. ;

Jose Lopez Rubio tagged to writ-,

ing ticket at 20th-F.6x; which also

picked up acting options on Anthony
Martin and. Thomas Beck.

STUDIO DAUBERS ASK

$2 PER DAYWAGE TILT

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Studio Painters union, local 644,
has filed a demand for $2 daily in-
crease in pay for -each member with
the Motion Picture Producers' Asso-
ciation which it hopes will be in-
cluded * the studio basic wage
agreement when it comes up for
revision in New York ngxt month.
Those painters notTmder the basic

agreement now receive $7 for a six-
hour day. Decorators and. brush-
men get $8, with the foremen pull-
ing down $9. .

AMERICA'S PRIMA BALLERINA

Just Completed Film Version of LONDON PALLADIUM'S

ft!

O'KAY FOR SOUND"

For 0AUMONT-BRIT!SH

At Gainsborough Studios, London

Upscomb's Double Deal

London,
W. P. Lipscomb, is leaving: shortly

for iHollywood to mull a termer with
Paramount and negoti the
sale of film; to his current
stag'e production, ' inety Sails.' Play
will be brought to London for the
coronation arid thence to New York
or Hollywood.

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Edmund Gwenn, British actor, is

eri route to England where he is un-
der contract to appear in 'The Sport-
ing Peer' for Associated.

,

Before Returning to Hollywood,
Gwenn ill appear in W. P. Lip-
scomb's play, 'Ninety Sails,' to be
done in London during the corona-
tion. .

Studio Placements

(Continued from page 18)

Hal Le Seur, Neil Craig, Errol Simon,
Steve 'Carr, Henry Sylvester, Harry
Semoles, Buck Russell, Edward Peil,
Arthur Millete, Ferris Taylor,' King
Baggot, Desmond Gallagher, Donald
Mason, Edward Sturdges, Baldwin
Cook, Harold Craig, Thomas Carr,
Scotty Matthew, Edward Hearn,
'Skidding,' MG.
Eddie Gribbon, Frank Melton,

Wesley Hopper, ; Jim . Dundee, - Dot
Farley, 'Satisfaction Guaranteed,'
RKO.
- Constance Worth, Gordon Jones,
Paul Guilfoyle, Barbara Pepper, Wil-
liam Best, Victor Haworth, Frank
M. Thomas, Richard Lane, William
Corson,- George Irving, Patsy Lee
Parsons, Dudley Clements, 'Bor-
rowed Time,' RKO.

. Margaret Watson, Gay in, Bir-
die Orek, Eleanor Weyman, Arthur
S. Hull, Ann Schoemaker, Helena
Grant, . Guinniss Davis, Maurice
Meftens,' Ray Cooper,;. Robert Ker-
wood, Matty Rupert, Constance
Franke, 'Stepping Toes,' RKO.

. Tiny Sanford, Ethel Wales, Frances
Sayles, Monte Blue, 'Outcasts of
Poker Flat,' RKO.
James Finlayson, Frankie Livales,

Clem Bevaris, Ben Hall, Frank Ham-
mon, Maxihe Elliott Hicks, Nelson
McDowell, Tory van Dolson, Lin
Poff, The Toast of New York,' RKO.
Gertrude Purcell, Franklin Coen,

treatment 'Tom and Jerry,' RKO;
Charles Condon, screenplay,

•Flight from Glory/ RKO. "*
'

Roy Webb, music, 'New Faces of
1937,' and 'The Woman I Love,' RKO.
Joseph Anthony, scripting 'Super

Sleuth/ RKO.
David Silverstein, screen play 'You.

Can't Beat Love/ RKO.
Bert Hanlon, direct, * ity

Revels/ RKO.
. Trixie Friganza, George Chandler,
•A Star Is Born/ S-I.
John Balderston, treatment, 'Pris-

oner of Zenda/ S-
Rbbert Liveley, Betty Laidlaw.

screenplay, 'Thief of ,Taos/ Rowland-
GN.
Douglas Walton, Clarence Wilson,

Gretchen Thomas, 'Damaged Goods/
Criterion.

, James Kriox Millen, screenplay,
'The-Case of the Four-Handed Man,'
Gen, .

Gladys Gale, Suzanne Kaaren,
Harry C. Bradley, 'Sing While You're
Able/ Conn.

Milli Monti. The Man i ing
Clothes/ Maj.
Richard Flournoy, scripting next

Joe E. Brown , pic, Lpew.

PORTLAND
(Continued, from page 10)

(GB) and 'General Spariky' (MG),
got above par $2,800.
Orpheom (Hamrlck - Evergreen)

(2,000; 30-40)—'Winterset' (RKO

)

arid 'More Than a Secretary' (Col)
(2d wk)i-" Fair $3,700. First- week-
went great guns and mopped up
strong $8,000.
Paramount (Evergreen ) (3,000; 30-

40)—'One in Million' (Fox) arid

'Counterfeit Lady' (Col) (2d wk).
Still hitting terrific pace at $8,000.
First week wowed 'em for biggest'
biz in this house in several months;
great $13,000.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

40)^-4Luckiest Girl' (U ). Average
$4,000. Last week 'Stolen Holiday',
(FN) closed "good enough second
week at $3,000. ...First $4,200.

Inside Stuff—^Pictures

(Continued from page 6)

unrel'eased and has a seventh on the way, thus leaving only three on which
prints are yet to be received by ,UA. At the present time, . not counting
the short that's on the way, UA has six completed-Disneys awaiting release.

Gypsy Rose Lee, erstwhile stripper now in the 'Follies' on the road, will
receive $10,000 for her five weeks work in her initial picture for 20th
Century-Fox: Her pact with the. film company stipulates that she

'

have no personal press agent as that has been her modus operandi for
prelim buildup.

William Harrigan and his wife trained in from Broadway for Holly-
wood picture assignment and ran into their first stickup. Town so full

with peasants in for races that troupers are being tapped 16 bucks, for a
night at .any of the; first-run Hollywood; flop-houses. Last year $2 for
same accommodations was big money.

Whether sponsors of RKO's reorganization plan shall determine to ask
for further delay oh hearings on the reorganization plan may be decided
tomorrow (Thursday), when the matter comes before Federal Judge Wilr
liam Bondy. Indications fare that there may not be opposition from other
sources to have the hearings, on the plan forthwith..

Michael. Fessier, Metro, producer, made a canvas of theatre owners
throughout the nation. to; get., a .reaction.,on the brand of: ictures; pre-
ferred. He asked for opinions oh stories concerning aviators,, cops, G-men,
race drivers, newspapermen, radio announcers,

, etc Fessler's count shows
a majority in favor of pi 'constructed around reporter characters.

. Fanni . Hurst's latest novel, 'Sister Act/ the March issue of Cosmo-
politan, will be filmed by Warners. •

. Deals with , a family of quadruplet
sisters with identical features who wear the same. type': of clothes but
yet develop different characteristics and personalities.' To the public,

however, they are always known as the quadruplets.

icago Tribune photographers followed Marlene, Dietrich around all

day last Thursday, trying to get her to pose for color photograph. Even
offered to. open studios on Sunday, if more convenient for her, something
never done to date by Trib. Refusal to pose was based on excuse that
the star had to wear special make-up for color ictures,

Cooperation among theatres has become most touching in Chicago; and
reached some kind of- a high point last week when the Ritz Bros., per-
sonal-appearing oh the RKO Palace stage, plugged their picture 'On the

Avenue' (20th-Fox), coining to the Balaban & Kate. Roosevelt.

Several French journalises and; newspapermen have written, to War-
ners studio oh the; Coa*t

:
a on

'The St°ry. of EmUe ^la/' : ' A^pUca'tipns feature as main qualification for

the spot that they knew Zola personally. .. ...

mJ
.

1

.

1

,
"*i

Paramount has been granted a permit to .operate a short' wave mobile
radio unit, which will be used by studio tov contact picture^ on location.

Unit was first used in keeping studio in touch Syith 'Souls at Sea' troupe
far cut in the ocean. -

Ira Greene, former radio exec and pioneer ^'^t biz, 1^ swung over
toi films! and opened ah office for film financing in New York.

Metro has Changed title of 'April Blossoms' to; 'April: Romance' for the

U, S. niarlc^;™
Tauber, German tenor. ,

•;-''
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STATE
MERLE OBERON

"BELOVED £NEMY"

VACDEVIIXE
Col. Jay C. FL1PPEN

CAPITOL
4^ ! GARBO-TAYLOR

|

"CAMiUE"
Htntt» Feb. 18 (Thnra.)

•LAST OF MBS. CIIErNEY"

(STARTS FRIOAV.

GEORGE ARL1SS
'.IN' HI8 GREATEST TBIUMFH
"MAN OF AFFAIRS'*

New Cfitenon • Continuous

BrMdway at KnIU SMw NlfMI*

GN 'Shadoy FHckers
Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Alexander Bros, will produce four
melodramas based on "The Shadow/,
character created by: Maxwell Grant
in Street & Smith publications, Re-
lease will be

f
. through Grand Na-

tional.

PARAMOUNT^
"JOHN MEADE'S

WOMAN"
—ON THE . STAGE

—

GUY LOMBARDO
ind HIS OBCHESTnA

8TABT FEB.

"THE MAN WHO
WORKED MIRACLES0

By H. O. WELLS
. with BOJLAND YOVSO

RIVOLI

KAI>IO
' ciT*,. ; MUSIC HALL
"WHEN YOU'RE

IN LOVE"
with GRACE MOORE

Spectacular Stage Prpducti

'lh a* a JMMh »».

HEATS
or* r<
^3 I.P.I

HELP OVER
"HEAD OVER

HEELS
IN LOVE"
—On 8tage--

. tuellln Pag*
Ht'mw Tlmherg and it,

Pat. Rooney and Jr.
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Last week. Varietx published its" community showmanship ratings

for 1936. This week, and for the first time, is added' a supplement to

the annual survey in the form of special honorary citations made
under 12 different categories.

Although supplemental to, and largely extracted from data pro-,

vided for the community showmanship survey, the special citations

are not limited to stations included ih the survey itself: For example,

an award is made for, Canadian station although Canadian cities

have hot been included in the showmanship tabulations proper.

Stations, small or large, in cities .or towns not numbered in the showr
manship/survey because' 6t lack of competitive situations or for any
other reason, will not be disbarred from receiving citations. A special

category for social service stations also makes possible .recognition of

non-commercial stations.
;

Citations are expressed in the shape of speci designed plaques.

These will be forwarded within the next week.

Categories included and the stations cited are as follows:

PROGRAM ORIGINATING STATION
WLW, CINCINNATI

PRESTIGE SUBSIDIARY STATION
(Duplicate Awards)

"WHAM, BOCHESTEB
WHAS, louisville;

rairl l

.

v(Dt0fcate Awardsftiaiu

NETWORK-OWNE
XXOX, ST. LOUIS

NEWSPAPER-OWNED STATION
WBTT, OKLAHOMA CUT ^

PART-TIME STATION

"

"WHB, KANSAS CTTT

FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION
WBHX, BEW YOBX CTTT

/ SOCIAL SERVICE STATION
WEVD, HEW TOKE CITY

SPORTS STATION
ynsji, Chicago

NATIONALLY EXPLOITED STATION
WCKY, CINCINNATI

COMMUNTTY EXPLOITED STATION
KFPY, SPOKANE

CANADIAN STATION
CFKB, TORONTO

(V.

Catchings-Hummert

Seek Experimental OK
For Film Transcriptions

roup behind the Miller process
of sound recording oh film (possible
substitute for transcriptions via
wax) has taken up with the. Music
Publishers Protective Association
the proposition of obtaining an ex-
perimental license. What the group
wants is the right to record copy-
righted musical numbers while it is

trying to determine in which fields

the. process might have 'commercial
value.

Heading the financial backers of
the Miller method of recording is

Waddill Catchings, utility invest-
ment banker and former member of

the Warner Bros, board. Allied
with him in the**venture are several
officials of the North American Co.,

utilities combine, and Frank Hurri-
mert, of Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Inc., radio's top time buyer among
the ad agencies. The major objec-
tive of this, group is the program
recording business.
North American owns the Asso-

ciated Music •Publishers' program
library, but no steps have been
taken to introduce the film, process
in 'the operations of the latter r

ganization. -

Davis, Moore in N. Y.

., Djon Davis., ,qf WHB, Kansas City,
and Capt. W. G. Moore, author of
'Jimmy Allen' series, aire doing the
New York agency rounds' this' week
ballyhooing Howie Wing/ new
aviation serial for kids written by'
Moore.
They're pouring 'em at the Wal-

dorf in between.

Benton Now Collegiate Press Agent Turn
Out a 300-Page 'Presentation9

BOB COLWELL'S NEW JOB

Radio Exec Now Concerned With
Other Amusement Branch

Robert Colwell, chief scriptist in

J, Walter Thompson's radio depart-

ment for* the past several years, has

been assigned to work On advertis-

ing and exploitation Universal

Pictures, which account was recently

acquired by the agency.

No move is being made to .fill

Colwell's ex-post. Savington Cramp-
ton, assistant account executive, on
Lux, Will devote part of his time in
supervising the scripting situation in
the agency's radio department:
Dwighit Cook, who was formerly

on the production staff of Columbia,
is slated to join Thompson's radio
partment March 1.

E. Katz Adds Two
. katz Special Agency, news-

paper*and radio station reps, adding
two newcomers to the selling staff,

one ifqt New York and the other for
Chicago.
David Decker, previously with the

Edward Petry rep outfit, * joining
the Detroit office. Is currently in
New York for a month's break-in.
Will sell newspaper as well as ether
space.

Manhattan office addition is Jack
Laucks, previously with a trade
paper. Is work on radio exclu-
sively.

William B. Benton, erstwhile prex
of Benton & Bowles until the pari
nership split, several months ag<
has completed a 300-page 'presents
tion' for the University of Chicag
on public relations. Tome follow
Benton's new appointment as vice
president and public relations ovei
seep for the U. of C. Benton no
takes trip to China, returning i

fall to resume' hia : academic pre «

agent duties.
;;

Ex-adman's scholastic post
coupled with a close friendship b<
tween himself and the university
youthful chief, Robert Maynar
Hutchins, dating back to their co!
lege days. Both, likewise, come froi
families Intimately connected wit
the clergy.

Benton is the second well know
agency exec gobbled up by Chicae
in the past few years, and these ai
pointments; together with exits froi
the U. of C. into biz fields, give th
school one of the. tightest relatioi
ships with agencies-sponsors of an
in the Midwest, Also on the Chicag
roster is James W. Young, J. Walt<
Thompson v.p., and author of the r<

port on agency compensation. Your
conducts courses and research in ac
vertising.

. Meantime, J.. L. McKinsey, of ft

Business School, has recently exitt
from that post to become boat
chairman for Marshall Field. A
sisting him is James L. Palmer, pr<
fessor of marketing. Palmer add
tionally has for several, years bee
counsellor to Kroger Grocery
Baking.

Miniature Replica of Showmanship Plaques (3/5th Original Size)

BACKER DOCTORING

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN

Hollywood, Feb.

Bill Bacher, who calls himself a

free lance radio producer despite

fact he's been holding rein on 'Holly-

wood Hotel' for P. Wallas Armstrong
for over two years, is branching out

as a doctor of ailing shows. Last

week he was called to by Ruthrauff
& Ryan to hypo the^Al Jolson air

opus.
His deal with R & R calls for pro-

duction of six shows starting with
tonight's (Tues.) broadcast After the

patient is back on his feet and the
bugs aire ironed out hell stand on. the
sidelines and act as consultant to

Cecil Underwood* who has been
piloting the soap sudder.

Bacher's diagnosis of the triple-

threater (Jolson - Martha Raye - Sid
Silvers) will result in an immediate
operation that calls for a more "co-

hesive script. Loose threads will be
gathered up and woven into a pat-

tern of smooth continuity. Jolson

will sing one number on a program
arid act the rest of the way. Arthur
Caesar has been overtured to concoct

the .drama bits.

New alliance doesn't affect Bacher's

status with Hollywood Hotel. He will

continue to boss the works and also

let in a supervisory capacity oh the

aew Armstrong show featuring Ken
Murray, which pitch* v on the Coast

In April to. replace /the defecting

Burns and Ailed gigler t&' Grape
Nuts. Diana Bourboti i^maihji as pro-

ducer on the B &vA; wplaeehwnt. ^

Bacher combines' 1 'Black Legion^

And 'Champagne Wa * '"on -Friday's

HOUSTON'S RADIO THEATRE

Already Set for Barn Dance—Old
Vaude Stand Seats 2,W»

Houston, Feb. 16.

Workmen started this week remod-
eling the, old Palace theatre here,
dark - these many moons, to make
it into this city's first radio theatre.
Spot will be known as the KTRH
Radio Theatre. Seats 2,000.

Salesmen have been turning on
the heat and . already have lined up
sponsors for a weekly bam dance
program and a weekly variety show.
Station hopes to have at least four
big shows a week to keep its new
playhouse busy.
The theatre is an addition to pres-

ent facilities arid entails no changes
in present studio location or set-up.

It is a downtown' location, , half a
block from the present studio.

Theatre is owned by Jesse H.
Jones, who also owns controlling in-

terest in KTRH.

(Ft ¥

Special Citations. Survey Supplement
pi L C U G F\i ! T 1 0 f«

Shovvinanship's Meaning and Relation

lade 'Under \'l Different Categories
S P F C ! A L GROUPS

^9 " ifi ^'ems ^ Station Operation

v
; *'-r.\ Mrrnif'Jl

,1 !),•=.„

I >. U,

'ECCENTRICITY

IS DISCOUNTED

.•ALL STATIONS

ARE ELIGiBLl

Nuisance Angle
Lincoln, Feb. 16.

Taking a swat at amateur broad-
casters, the unicameral legislature

this week introduced a bill to allow
small village boards and city coun-
cils to pass regulations

, ruling but
amateur broadcasters who interfere

with, local radio: reception.
Am sets have been raising cain

with sets in many small towns in

the past yean '

(1?) show. Latter, being Emcee Fred
MacMurray's big picture, will form
basis of musical section with the
Waltz theme dominating the' orchid
room cavortings.

SURVEY CROSS-CHEiKILD

THROUGH TIME BH'ERS

AFFIRMATIVE REMY TO

A.K F. WE IN SHOW RIZ
r

^>p@ciai (£ iia iton
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GUEST IDEA GETTING BLAH
Talent Got $22,321,660 in 1936

Washington, Feb. 16.
With adyertisiers coughing up 22.9% more money for radio ballyhoo,

live talent profited handsomely from bull market in 1936, accordi
to just, tabulated figures; of National Association of Broadcasters
Following are sponsors' outlay for talent and transcription in the

non-web field during the past three years:

DISCS

1935 ^ • • • • •

$14,155,399

17,679,530

22,321,660

$6,399,190

Must Set Radio Policy

Inroads of United Press, Income and
tige. All Bringing Issue to a Head

.. Manner i which the United Press

has gone out and garnered radio sta-

business with its. special radio

leased/ wire. causing ,per-

reyerberations with the Asso-

Whjle the International

and Universal News service (latter

to some 18 radi stations)

is not operating a leased wire service

strictly for broadcasters, the company
jibw is placing special radio bulletin

news on the.wire two or three times

ily for use of radio clients: is

is in addition to the; regular news re-

port which; is a duplicate to a great
extent of. the .service sent , to news-
papers.

There is- no.'. imity ppiriipn

$h ;'A.1& ranks with" all sighs pointing
to a thir,ee-(Cbrriered 'fight. But there
seems, little' question but that it will

be. the warmest issue, to come up for

'consideration at the annual confab.. .

Income and Prestige

Central office of the Associate^
•Press iri N.Y. is credited' with being
in favor of

;

a special radio, wire if

only because it. realizes the poten-
tialities' frbrn a monetary standpoint
and that of maintaining the associa-

tion's prestige. Vast strides
. taken by

the U.P. in getting the added gravy
from radio stations naturally chief

contributing factor.

But there are two other factions

expected to figure in settling the

issue. One comprises certain news-
publisher members who are

"opposed to' the plan because they
view the radio as a menace . to their

advertising columns. Other group is

made up of publishers who own or

operate radio stations. They are for

the leased wire plan but. ing

degrees' of enthusiasm.

For instance, some in the news-
paper-radio station group say they

Will not . under any circumstances
permit the A.P. news to be spon-

They contend that this , con-

with .their newspaper enter-

prise and that- local advertising

should: be reserved for their dailies

exclusively. So far Associated

Press news supplied them. and. put
on the air has been the usual news,
report to the publication.

Whether, these : editor broadcasters

will: be
;
willing to pay any expense

involved in a special leased wire,

set-up is
;
another matter that will

have to be settled at the forthcoming
gathering.

In New
Clarence Cosby, KWK, t. Louis.
Leonard Kapner^ WCAE, Pitts-

urgh,
_

'..
i/.

:•'

John Doyle, Don Lee network.
Don Davis, WHB, Kansas City. .<

W. G. Moore, WHB, Kansas City.

Mortimer Watters, W. Va.
casting System. -

George E. Holley, KMBC, Kansas
City.

•

Fran Heyser, KMBC, Kansas City.

In Washington

Fred Willis, CBS, New York.
Frank Wozencraft, RCA, Dallas.
Herb Pettey, WHN, New York.
Gilbert Freeman, WTAL, Tallahas-r

see, Fla.

H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland.
Edgar Bill, WMBD, Peoria, 111.

GIVE US RADIO OR

A NEW-GOVERNMENT'

'Jerusalem, Jan.

Prospects now bri

IraQ. road'-

?asting. closed
iown . by j.

net i grounds that

'it served no useful purpose.'

This amazing decision was a rea^
;

son why the Cabinet fell, the cul-
tured lads and lassies demanding, a.

radio or a new Government.
New Program devised by Sidky

Beg'Sc Government will consist of

-talks, Arabic and' European music
and a Koran reading once a week.
Three broadcasts weekly, for the
present, audible'•• in: Iraq only^

Station was installed in February
1935,

;
' wavelength Of 67.

metres. Coffee shops welcome the
innovation. Basrah and Rutbab re-
ception was not too good and one
day a sandstorm, blew down the
sending machi Some 500 coffee
shops and niteries i Baghdad de?
manded new and better station ith
hew /better: broadcasts. Pror
grams /were restored, with heavy
percentage of European phonograph
records, Iraq ' being thin, iri 'musi-
cians, came the Cabinet de-
cision.

;

NBC SEEKS NEW SITE;

L0HR NO LIKE PRESENT

Hollywood,

National roadcasting Co. is ippk-
ing around for new Hollywood stu-
dio site. Prexy Lenox Lohr called
halt on expansion '; program, present
location and indicated new spot in

heart of Hollywood to run well
past seven figures.

, Jack Votion, former Paramount
talent head, has been appoi 'to

NBC Artists .Bureau here.

Bowes' Repeat Salute

1 Although Chicago has been, saluted

previously by Major Bowes, it will

get a second bombardment of posies

March 4; This is part of the charter

anniversary celebration Mayor .! Ed-
ward Kelly of Windy Burg is

arranging.

Bowes program ill be piped into

Chicago Stadium as part of the cele-

bration oh the big baliyhbo ight.

Stadium seats about 8,000;

.

Lou.Goldberg and Dave Lipton are

in Chicago taking icare of the ar-

rangements on behalf of owes and
Chrysler.

Guest-Producing Lux
Hollywood; . 16.

Waiter Thompson agency will

use guest producers to work with
Frank Woodruff on the Lux broad-
cast in the absence of C. B. DeMille.
Woodruff does the work. Names
take the bows. J
Paramount director left for New

Orleans after last Monday's (15) air-

ing on a research junket for .The
Buccaneer,' his next film opus.

Agencies Now Reduced to

Borrowing One Another's
Regular Stars to Augment
Insufficient Numbers of

Unattached Guests

REACTION DUE

Freelance guest names have be-
come so scarce and overused iri the
New York area that agency bookers
have been compelled to turn to per-
formers who hold star rating on
their own regular programs for fill-

irig-in purposes. Ad agency men
say that the • increase of
guestee" shows this season has
created a name dearth situation
which will in ii short time allow for
but one solution and that is a return
to the stock company idea, for
riety shows.

Within the space of the past three
months, the agency men aver, the
available name material in the vari-
ous fields around . New York has
been pretty well pumped dry. It has
become, common for the same name
to do, a guestee on two different pro-
grams at intervals of but a few days.
Good case in point; which occurred
only the past week, is that of George
Jessel. On Thursday (11) it was
Maxwell House Showboat and on
Sunday (14) Jessel. served as m.c.
for. Woodbury.

.

If the current list of guest shows
do not, soon diminish, the setup
which marked the Nash 'program
last Saturday night (13), predict the
agency bookers, will become no un-
common thing. Nash show brought
iri its guestees for. the occasion
Kate Smith arid Stoopnagle and
Budd, each , of whom has a weekly
starring iche.

.
Stiff competition : and scarcity of

name material to draw, from has rer

suited i weekly headaches no
minor proportion for more thari one
of the major New York agencies. It

isn't unusual lor an outfit such as
J. Walter Thompson to have its

guest bills' for at least two Saturday
night wide open after the
midweek mark had been passed.

Ita Johnson, playing ingenue, role

in legit 'Fulton Of Oak Falls.' doub-
ling onto air five times weekly as

ferhme lead <Girl Interne/ serial

on WHN, N.

Guest List

Detroit, Feb. 16.

With the biz paralysis ended by
settlement of the -44-day auto strike

last.week, biz started pouring in last

Friday, just a: day after peace was
reached, and is gaining momentum
this week.
^Cancellations,- which started short-

ly, after : strike was called Dec. 28,

was as high as 33% at some outlets,

which depend mainly oh local biz.

Network stations, through the less

flexible .web contracts, were able' to

keep heads above water but suffered

plenty on local end.

While few layoffs, were recorded
at Detroit's six stations; ad", agency
staffs were topped off a good 25%, in

some cases more. Especially was this

true in agerici whose chief rev-

enue is from car makers' accounts.

Rehiring began immediately ith

spurt in General Motors advertising

at close .of strike.
.

. Due to more than $40,000,000 wage
increase?, put "in effect by . local auto I

firm's last week, ether biz is expected,

to hypo greatly, more making
tip for loss over 44-day period. Fig-

ured by local stations that all biz lost

during strike will be back on books
within, 30 days.

AMERICAN CAN
YTu. 9—WJZ)

Feb. 23—Mary Boland.

.

A. & P.
' •

(Th. 8—WABC)
. Feb. 18^-Pauline Frederick, Henry
Hull, .

Margo, Dudley Di' Henry
Youhgman.

(Spuds)
(Sa. 8—WJZ)

Feb. 20—Alexander ray.

BRISTOL-MYERS
(Wed. &~WQAF)>

17—Mori* Roberti.^
'-^

CAMPBEL;I^W*ilv.

19—Humphrey Bogart- Anne,
Sherman. XWAWku
Feb. 26—Barbara Stanwyck, Joel

McCrea. Y
;: '•'

FIRESTONE
(Mon. : 30—WEAF)

Feb. 22—Margaret Speaks,
ard Bonelli.

FORD
(Su. 9-WABC)

. Feb. 21—Giovanni Marti
Feb. 28--Yehudi Menuhin and sis-

ter, Hephzibah.

FORD DEALERS
(Tu. 9 p.m.-WABC)

. 23—Mary Small, George
Stone.

GENERAL MOTORS.
(Su. 10—WEAF)

21—Grace Moore.

GROUP OF BANKS
(Fri. 10 p.m;—WABC)

Feb. 19^A. M. Robertson.
Feb. 26—Raymond Moley.

HEINZ
(M-W-F. 11 ti.m.—WABC)

Feb. 17—Sigmund Spaeth.
Feb. 19—Sidney Leriz.

Feb. 22—Dr. William Lyon Phelps.

JELLO
(Su. 7 p.m.--WEAF)

KRAFT
(Th. 10—WEAF).

Feb. 18—Marion Clair e, ie

Tucker, Abbey children.

KOLYNOS
(Tu. 8—WABC)

Feb. 23—Christie MacDoriald*
LOCAL DEPT STORE

(Th. 9 a.m.—WOR)
lS-^Ozzie N e 1 s on, rnest

Truex, Diana Gaylenr
Feb. 25—Al Goodtrian and orches-

tra, Betty Lawford.
LUX

(Mon. 9—WABC)
Feb. 22—Errol De

Havilland.
MAXWELL HOUSE

(Th. fr-WEAF)
Feb. 18—Mitzi Green, Jackie

Coogari, East and Dumke.
NAT'L DAIRY

.

(Sat. 8—WEAF)
Feb.. 20—James Melt o n, Sheila

Barrett.

NASH
(Sat. 9^-WABC)

Feb.' 20—rHelen jepsohj Buck and
Bubbles!

ROYAL GELATINE
(Th. 8—WEAF)

18—Jean Arthur.
RCA

(Su, i^wjz)
Feb. 21—George M. Cohan; Albert

Spaldi Frederick Jagel, Eddie
Duchin's orchestra.

SHELL
(Sat, 9: 30—WA'AF)

. 20—Benriy Leonard, Stepin
Fe tcli it, Susanrie Fisher, The Cabi
Kids,

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
(Su. S-r-WEAF)

Feb; . 21—Lily Pons, Pauline Pierce.
Robert Shanley. Lauisa D'Angelo.

U. S. TOBACCO .

(Dili's Best; Model)
(Mori. 8: 30 p.m.—WABC)

Feb. 26—Tito 'Guizar.
"

Passion Show Sponsored
Two-hoiir.3es.sion this Sunday (21)

on Station WHN, New York, will be
devoted to . a Passion' Play from
Union ity.' . N. Father Joseph
Grief has 1 ifl«d a previous radio b£(n.

Adam Hat Stores ill sponsor the

broadcast.

A recording device; Which possi-
bly might send into the ' discard all

.

of the' present methods of polling ^bj^^.
popularity of radio, prograrris, is.

claimed as perfected and ready for
use by the Natioiial Electric Ballots,

Inc., of New York. Latter calls its

appurtenance the Radioyoter, a small
unit to be fixed into radio receivi

sets and .making . it possible for

graph in power' plants to be able to

estimate with -'almost perfect ac-

.

curacy* the humber 6f ;. sets .tuned i

on a particular program.

According to its sponsors and in-

ventor, Dr. Neyil Monroe Hopki .

the RadiQvoter will also permit the

'

listen! ' '-audiences to yote .'yes' or-

'no' in iorums, debates and on
political questions. :

Device has been studied arid at least

partially approved by several radio
and

:
electrical engineers. One, . J. 'R.

Pbppele,-. Chief engineer of WOR,
stated that the Radiovoter

"

able • and accurate and far more per-
fect now than it was about three
years ago, when he made a rather
crude test Of Dr. Hopkins' invention;
Test at that time took place in a
New Jersey town, with, the residents
simultaneously turning on an extra
light in their homes for about one
second and recording the load on the
substation power plant.

The Problem

Workability, of the Radiovoter
depends upon the number of sets*^£
equipped • with the ' device and also
the cooperation of the electric com-
panies. • inasmuch as the latter will
bear no extra expense, no trouble i$

expected from that source. Chief
problem is to get the Radiovoter into
the home receiving sets.

According to . Arthur M. Acheson,
vice-president and treasurer of the
National Electric Ballots, the Radio-
voter can be fixed into old as well
as new sets. Device will cost from
$3 up to $12^0, depeiiding upon how
elaborate a uni^ the buyer demands,
It is the hope of the NEB. that radio
set manufacturers will eventually in-
clude at least the cheapest .Radio-
voter in all Of their new sets,

for the. device on a royalty

Operation of the Radiovoter is de-
scribed as follows: Immediately after
the. comrnencement of a program, the
announcer pushes a button, which
causes an audible signal to be broad-
cast. Reception . of this impulse trips
a -relay .in a resonant circuit in all

sets equipped with the Radiovoter,
causing a reactance load to be im-
posed upon the sub-station power
line, .which will chart within two to
four/ percent the number of sets^i ~.-

tuned in .on that particular broad-
cast. Another vote can be taken iri

the middle of the broadcast and
again at its conclusion to determi
whether it .' building or losing in
number of listeners. A dial on the
Radiovoter permits the listeners to-

vote 'yes' or ' ' on all questions un-
der the same conditions as the popu-
larity poll.

In these communities, such as
N. ~Y. for instance, .that are serviced
by.-more than one electric company,
each power' plant will be equipped
with a telerheter arid the results
from each probably phoned into the
studio to . give- the sponsor immediate
knowledge of the popularity of

"

broadcast, or an immediate -vote bri.

an important question. In. itsf

ficiency
,

being able to record
votes, it appears that the Radio-
voter ill be invaluable to poli-
ticians.

which the .
, Dr/—

Hopki presiderit, does . not in^-.

tend to manufacture the Radiovoter
itself, instead enfranchising radio set

manufacturers. Just when the Ra-
diovoter will- become an important
factor , in .radio, however, depends
upon how. long it will take for suf-

ficient sets to be equipped to enable
at . least a partial poll.

Carter Top Spiel at WMCA
6b 'Carter new/ chief annou

at WMCA, N. Y.
:

, Fills vacancy created when Lee
Cronican suddenly resigned last Sat,

(13).
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SHOTGUN DIVORCE OF RADIO-PRESS

Want Publishers Shut Out of Control Over Broad-

casting Stations—Wheeler, Spearhead of Attack,

Gets Report From Gary

RADIO TO BE TAUGHT

New T»rk University.. Cwrae Is

U. S. A. Educational Project

Washington, Feb; 16. -

Enactment of a statute prohi iting

newspapers from having any finan-

cial interest in. the radio industry

was forecast last
: week on the"

L^Strength of an opinion by Chief

Counsel Hampsoh Gary of the

P. C.C. that such a law would with-

stand legal challenges. .

Furnished with official informa-

tion showing* 152 stations currently

are owned' or linked with news-

papers and that the press is seeking

franchises for mor,e than 106 addi-

tional transmitters, Senator Burton

K, Wheeler, chairman of the Senate

Interstate Commerce Committee, de^

clared he will propose legislation to

put teeth in the Communications Act

and enable the F.C* C. .tp :
divorce-the

press and. the ^toadcasttng industry..

Hei will introduce^* bill conforming

to a formula proposed by the Coin-;

mish attorney sttfTeninffsthe - present

fpublic . interest, - convenience, and:

necessity' 'T^uu^eni^?':..'*:-''-'.:^':''

Conceding the question - contains

many difficulties) Comrnish, Chief

Counsel pointed the way for such

legislation. Gary said the F. C. C. at

present lades power to .force a di-

vorce of press and radio, as well as

to 1 prevent publishers from acquir-

ing, new stations, but "was confident,

at the same time, that a law giving

such power can. be drafted within,

restrictions imposed on the Federal

Government by the Constitution.

: Pointing out that it Is 'well settled'

by the courts that regulation of

^broadcasting is within the power of

Congress, Gary discussed at length

the matter of whether there, are

. any constitutional limitations which
'would outlaw an act aimed at the

press; He pointed :to the constitu-

tional injunctions egainst laws in-

terfering with freedom Of speech and
; iW : the press, as well

;
as to the so-

called 'due process* clause.
•'•

It is submitted that legislation

such as that proposed, would consti-

tute no abridgment Of freedom of

speech or of the press,, since owner-
ship or control of a radio broadcast-

ing station is not essential to the

right to speak or the dissemination

of news; and! the/owning or control-

ling of a broadcasting station as a
r

business has nothing to. do with the

freedom of speech or of the. press

as - such, because, the newspaper
would still have the same right to

communicate by printing or broad-
casting which is enjoyed: by any
other person class,' Gary told.

Wheeler! •

Only Delicate Point

. Only delicate point involved, ac-

I cording to Gary, is the 'reasonable-

r; hess' Of such legislation. And the
proposed statute, the F, C. C. attor-

ney said, appears to be entirely rea-
sonable, since the courts have, held
that Congress has the right to make
classifications in exercising the

power to regulate interstate com
. merce.

'-

Alter studying several Supreme
Court opinions on parallel subjects.

Gary said he could not: give a flat

answer to Wheeler's question
whether a law barring , the press
from the radio industry would stand
up •• under legal attack. But, with
certain qualifications, he felt a star

tute of the kind desired could, be
drafted.

T am of the opinion that the mu-
tual ownership and control of news-
papers and broadcasting stations

bears a reasonable relation to and
has effect upon interstate com-
merce, and, therefore, if the Con-
gress enacted a law of the purport
suggested, it should meet the con-
stitutional requirements.'

Fire Guta CKY, Winnipeg

Winnipeg,: Feb., 16.

A six alarm fire completely gutted

the new studios and offices of ;CKY,
Winnipeg, Owned by the Manitoba
Telephone System. Studios under
construction were to be Occupied in

early March.
Station officials believed fire, was

probably aided by cigarette&butt.

Conflagration will set CKY pack
about two; months, as none oft the

Carter Glass* Notion

Washington, Feb. 16/

Senate Appropriations Com*
mittee is displaying a more-
friendly attitude toward broad-
cast industry than similar group
in the lower house! Although
solons indicate no desire to

patty-cake with radio men, in

the pending to-do oyer industry
monopolies, that sour feeling

Which has existed in the House
subcommittee apparently
lacking.

'

Carter Glass, senator from
Virginia, believes too much fuss

is being.made about sale of sta-

tions at exorbitant prices. 'Any

^^ultf^ofWMr.iFwas:

ahy 'tit*

:>iT

Washington, Feb. 16.

Broadcasting stations owned by
newspapers or Operated by com-
panies in which newspaper publish-
ers, executives and stockholders are
interested, 4?ere listed last week by
the F. C. C, as follows:
- KAST, Afltdria, Ore. ; KBIX, Muskogee,
Okla.; KCKN, Kansas City, Kane.; KCMC,
Texark&na, Ark.; KCRC, Enid, Okla.;
KDNC, Lewlstown, Mont.; KDON, Del
Monte, Calif.; KEHB, Lob Angeles;
KELW, Burbank, Calif.; KERN, Bakers,
field, Calif.; KBX, Portland, Ore.; KF3K,
Sacramento, Calll.; KFH,"Wichita, Kans.;
KFIZ, Fond du l>ac, Wise; KFJR, Port-
land, Ore.: KFRU, Columbia, Mo,; KFTO,
Lubbock, Tex.
KQFF, Shawnee, Okla,; KOFO, Okla-

homa. City; KGGF, Coffeavllle, .. Kans.

;

KGLO, Mason City, la.; KGNC, Artarlllo,
Tex.; KGNO, Dodgre City, Kans.; KGU,
Honolulu; KGW,

;
Portland, Ore. • KHUB,

Watsonvllle, Calif.; KICA, Clovls, N. Mex,
KLAH, Carlsbad; N. Mex.; KLO. Ogden,

Utah; KLX, Oakland. Calif.; KLZ, Denver;
KMJ. Fresno; KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb.;
KNOW, Austin, Tex.; KOB, Albuquerque,
N. Mex.; KOH, Reno, Nev.; KOMA, Okla-
homa City; KOT. Phenlx, Ariz.; KPDN,
Pampa, Tex;; KPLT, Paris, Tex.; KPRC,
Houston, Tex.; KRBC, Abilene, Tex.;
KRLD. Dallas/ Tex.; KRNR. Roseburg,
Ore.; KRNT, Des Moines, la.; KRCD, El
Paso, Tex. ;' KRRV, Sherman, Tex, ; KSCG,
Sioux City, la. ; KSD, St. . Louis, Mo.
KSJS, Sallna, Kans,; KSO, Dea Moines,

la.; KSRO, Santa Rosa, Calif.;. KTAR,
Phoenix, Ariz.; KTB8, Shreveport, La,;
KTEM, Temple,: Tex.;. KTRH, Houston,
Tex.; KTSA, San; Antonio; KVOL, Lafa-
yette, Ind.; KVSO, Ardmore, Okla.; KWBG,
Hutchinson, Kans.; KWKH, Shreveport,
La. J KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo.; KTA, San
Francisco;. KTOS. Merced. Calif.; WAAF,
Chicago: WACO, Waco, Tex.; WAIM, An-

Washington, Feb. 16.

Courses in educational broadcast-
ing will open at the Radio Workshop
April 5. Conducted by New York
University, in cooperation with the
Educational Radio Project of the U.
S. Department of the Interior, .the

six-week session will offer expert
instruction and

.
practice under su-

pervision in four major fields of

.radio, Government pedagogs ex-
plained.

.

' Script writing, acting, pro-
gram direction and the use of music
in radio will be the featured courses.
Affording participation 'in actual

studio work,
,
Radip Workshop will

conduct classes in its new modern
studios at . 20 • Washington Square
North. Students will be iven an
opportunity -to' hear the ideas of
leaders in commercial and' educa-
tional broadcasting, Education Office
promised,: and students will be al-

lo^ed . to write and produce their

owH.programs, possibly over a local

New York transmitter,

. Workshop staff in charge the
.session.'! includes Earl McGill, di-

rector/ of . production; Lai wr en c

e

Paquih, director,,of acting and mi-
crophone technique; Burke Boyce,
director of script writing; Rudolph
Schramm, music director, and Philip
Cohen, supervisor of student radio
programs.

derson, S, C; WBAL, Baltimore; KBAP,
Fort Worth; WBKN. Buffalo; WBEO,
Marquette, Mich.; WBIiK, Clarksburg,
W. Va.; WBNS, Columbus, Ohio; WCAE,
Pittsburgh, Pail WCAX. Burlington.

.
Vt.;

WCHS. Charleston, W. Va. ; WCLO, Janes-,
ville. Wlsc.;.WCMr, Ashland, Ky.; WGOA;

Pensacola, Fla. ; WCOC, Meridian, Miss.

;

WCPO, Cincinnati; WDAE, Tampa, Fla.;
WDAF. Kansas City, Mo.; WDBJ, Roan-
oke,- Va;: WDEL, Wilmington. Del.;
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt.; WDNC, Durham,

WD^S, 'Champaign, III. ; WEAUi . Eau
Claire, Wise; WEBC, Duluth, Minn.;
WEBB, Buffalo; WELL, Battle Crfeek,

Mich.; WEST,. Easton, 'Pa'.; WFAA,: Dal-
las; WFAM, iSouth Bend, Ind.; WFBC,
Greenville, S. C ; WGAL, Lancaster, Pa.;
WGM, Chicago; WHAS, Louisville; WHAT.
Philadelphia; WHBF, Rock Island. Ill,;

WHBL, Sheboygan, Wise; WHDL, Olean,,
N." Y. ; WHEC, KocheBter; WHIO.. Dayton,
Ohio; WHIS. Bluefleld, W. Va;; WHK,
Cleveland; WHCK,, Columbus, O;; WHO,
Des Moines, la.; WHP; Hnrrlsburg, Pa.;
WIBA, Madison, Wise.; WLBW, Topeka,
Kans.; WILM, Wilmington, Del.; WINS,
New Tork. ' •'.__ "\.

'

WIOD-WMB^,
, Miami. Fla.; WIRE,' In-

dianapolis; WlStf. Wilwaukee; WJAC,
Johnstown, P6u; ...WJHE,. Norfolk, Neb.;
WJBO, Baton Rouge, La.; .

WKBN,
Toungstowh, Ohio; WKBO, . Harrlsburx,
Pa. ; WKOK, Sunbury, Pa. ; WKT,-' Okla-
homa City, Okla.; WLAP, Lexington, Ky;;
WMVH,: Joplin. Mo.; WMC, Memphis,
Tenn.; WMFG. Hibblng. Minn.; WMT. Ce-
dar Rapids. la.; WNBH; New Bedford,
Mass:; WNBR, Memphis, Tenn.; WNOX,
Knoxvilie, Tenn.;' WORK, Tprk, Pa.;
WQAN, Scrantoh, Pa.; WQBC, Vicksburg,
Miss. •

WRJN, Racine, Wise,: KROK, Rock-
port. 111.; WSANv Allentown, Pa.: WSB,
Atlanta, Ga.; WSBT, South Bend, Ind.;
WSGN, Birmingham, Ala. ; WSJ3, Winston-
Salem. N. C.,: WTAQ. WorceBter; Mass.;
WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla.; WTAR, Nor-
folk, Va.: WTCN, Minneapolis, Minn.;
WTHT, Hartford, Conn.;.' WTJS, Jackson,
Tenn.: WTMJ, Milwaukee; WTRC, Elkhart,
Ind/: WWJ; Detroit, Mich.; WWNC, .Ashe-
ville, N. C..

.

Broadcasters 1% Trenches for Fight

Spokesmen in Washington for Preliminary
Strategy^—Secrecy Shrouds Tactics

Washington, Feb. 19.

Radio Industry
,
spokesmen and

prominent Washington, politicians

were in secret, huddles; here last

week. Conferences will lead to the
development ,of a battle plan to meet
the : anti-radi animus of Conhery,
Wigglesworth, Wheeler and other

members of Congress who have been-

stirring things up and now appear
close to getting funds and authority

for an investigation. Federal Com-
munications Commission as well as

the networks and stations will unite

in common cause to head off the in-

vestigation, or, if failing that, .in

meeting the attacks.

Outwardly, industry people don't

take the Connery matter very seri-

ously, but how hot it is getting was
demonstrated last week by the num-
ber of execs who came to town to

consult with watchers on the scene.

Fred Willis, aide to William S. Paley,

and Frank: Wbzericraft, ; assistant;

counsel of RCA, topped the delega-

tion of visitors.

Strategy Meeting
Despite denials from all quarters,

technical equipment had beet! in- a mysterious strategy meeting of

stalled. Chief damage was d^,. to, \\reb .off^cets^and Commish employ

,
the two inches of water. is supposed to have

1

occurred

While the -of-towners were on
deck; Names of a half-dozen -'

dividuals allegedly participating in-

cludes one irtiportant subordinate of

the F. C. C. as well as local attorneys
and network .execs. All disclaim any
knowledge of such a confab. .

Networks are getting in touch with
legislative friends, regardless of

their assertions to the contrary.
Understood Wozencraft, who has
close connections with -Texas mem-
bers of the House, Will boss the de-
fense campaign.
Technique is the same as has been

used repeatedly by . agriculture, the
soldiers,, and labor, unions. Different
industry people will make contact
with key members of Congress from
different states' and use these, as a
nucleus to . round up votes. Idea, is

to get one lawmaker from each state

with, numerous . representatiV(Bs to

serve as whip and line up his col-

leagues from back home.

Ostensible attitude of all industry
people is to minimize the investiga-

tion prospects. : Columbia avowedly
would like to see a quiz, siiice offi-

cers of this chain- are confident they
could, talk Connery et al. out of the
idea that radio is under control of a

Press 25% Owner of Radio Biz

Washington, Feb. 16.

Mora than one-quarter of the
broadcasting ^industry is under
the domination of newspaper in-

terests, figures compiled b,y the
Federal Communications Com-
mission revealed last week. A
total of 152 out of 650-Odd
licensed stations makes journal-

istic overlords the most potent
single faction in broadcasting, far
outweighing chai <

Recapitulation prepared by
FCC experts for Use by Congress
in deciding what to do about the
continued press invasion of the
radio field showed the drive by
publishers is gaining momentum,
rather than tapering off. Last
year, 52 separate stations changed
hands, winding up in the control

.

3f the press, while. Commish
dockets on Jan. 1, 1937, included
101 pending applications for 102

hew press-owned transmitters.

In addition, there , were seven , re-

quests hanging Are for permis-
sion for publishers to acquire -

Isting stations either through as-

signment of licenses or. purchase
of ; stock control in licensee cor-
porations.
Hearst holdings at the start, of

the year embraced nine* stations

including two, KTSA, San- An-
tonio, and WACO, Waco* which
the Ccmmish never before has
admitted were the property of
Hearst. These transmitters,

licenses for which, are held by
KTSA Broadcasting Co^ Ostensi-

bly were not part of the Hearst
chain, as far as the FCC was con-
cerned. Records of the Commish
show - Elliott Roosevelt is the
president and Emil Gbugh, Hearst
exec, is a director,- of. KTSA
Broadcasting Co.

iclally Confirmed

Although trade gossip always
has identified KTSA and WACO
ad Hearst, enterprises, this never
had been Officially confirmed un-
til last Saturday^ When the
transmitters changed hands last

year, Hearst did not figure in the
picture as far as these stations

Were .-concerned and every effort

was made to' preserve the illusion

that young Roosevelt was the
principal person involved. ..Peti-

tions for consent to acquire these,

outlets di not list Hearst, or
any of his corporations, among'
the principal 'stockholders. Yet
.the list sent Senator .Wheeler
last week states control of :KTSA
Broadcasting Co. is in the hands
of American : Newspapers^ a
Hearst enterprise.

List of station acquisitions dur-

ing 1936, numbering 52, includes
some perfunctory transfers; such
as those made by the McClatchy
interests in California, where for

$1 apiece the properties were
.
swapped < from, individual news-
papers to McClatchy Broadcast-
ing Co. Most of the transactions,

however, were outright purchases
by publishers just taking their

first plunge in radio or expanding
earlier holdings.

Pending Requests

List applications by pub-
lishers pending when the F.C.C,
survey was;made follows:

.

Requests, for transfer of
trol—WREN, Lawrence, Kan., to
Kansas City Star; WMBO, Atir
burn, N. Y.r to Auburn Publish-
ing Co.; WPAR, Parkersburg,
W. Va., to ParkersbUrg Exponent.
Requests for assignment of

license-^kOOS, Marshfleld, Ore;,

to kOOS, Inc., which is affiliated

with' newspaper interests; WCAD,
Watertowh, N. Y., to Watertbwn
Times; WARD and WLTH, Brook-
lyn, to Kings Broadcasting Co.,

which is "affiliated with Jewish
Daily Forward.' .\

New ;, station applications by
publishers or companies in which,
publishers or stockowhers in

newspapers are interested:
Isabella .County Times-News,

and

West

Mount Pleasant, Mich.; Daily
Newa, St Paul; Pottsville (Pa),
Journal; Derbey Newspapers, Inc.,
Pottsville, Pa.; Birmingham
(Ala.) News; % W. Page Corp.,
Columbus, Ga,; Seaboard, invest-
ment Co., Montgomery, Ala.

.
Scripps - HOwaTd (Continental

Radio Co.), two stations at ben*
ver; two stations at Washington,
D. C.; ' stations at Toledo
Columbus.
Brush-Moore Newspapers (Ohio

Broadcasting CO.), Marion, teu-
benvilie. East Liverpool

'

Salem,. Ohio;
Gannett Newspapers,

Elmira, Ogdensburg, N,
Danville, 111,

Niagara Falls Gazette;
Virginia Newspaper Publishing
Co., Clarksburg ; Lawrence (Mass.

)

Tri Sharon . (Pa;) Herald;
Lpngvie^r (Wash.) Daily News;
Charlotte (N. C.) Observer and
News; Cobs

rBay (Wash.) Times;
Northwest Publications,: Inc.,

Duluth; Berkshire: Eagle, Pitts-
field, Mass.; El Paso Times; C. A.
Rowley, Ashtabula, Ohio; Tampa
(Fla.) Tribune; Tulsa World; San
Jose (Calif. > News;
Times-Star.

Springfield (Ohio ) Newspapers;
Marysville-Yuba City (Calif.)

Publisher^; Times Publishing Co.,
Palo- Alto; Merced Star and
Ventura County Star, Ventura,
.Calif.;

v
Tulare-Kings Counties

Radio 'Association, Visalia, Calif,

(granted recently ) ; Pawtucket
(R. L) Times; North Georgia
Broadcasting Co., Roseville, Ga :;

Knoxyille (Tenn.) Journal;
Vincehnes (Ind.) Newspapers;
Cheyenne Radio Corp.; Cheyenne;
Wyo>; George M. Haskins, Hyan^
nis, Mass.; KLA Broadcasting
Co., Denver^ Louisville (Ky)
Times; Stock and Daily Farmer;
Rice Lake, Wise; Okmulgee
(Okla.) Record; Okmulgee (Okla.)
Times; Twin City Broadcasting
Co., Lewistoh, Me.':

Santa Barbara (Calif.) News-
Press (granted recently); Fall
Riyer (Mass.)' Herald-News;
Metropolis Col, Jacksonville, Fla.; v
Associated Arkansas Newspapers,
Hot Springs; Bend- (Ore.) Bulle«
tin; Hannibal (Mo.) Courier Post;
Washington- (D. C.) Post; Radio
Enterprises, Lufkiri, Tex.; Vallejo
(Calif,) Times-Herald; Gulf Coast
Broadcasting Co., Corpus Christi,

Tex.; Dubuque (la.) Telegraph-
Herald; ; Honolulu Advertiser;
Asheville (N. C.) Daily News..

i Brownwood (Tex.) Broadcast-
ing Co:; Alpine Broadcasting Co^
Alpine, Tex^; William W^ ptta-
way, POrt Huron, Mich.; Peters-
burg (Va.) Newspaper .Corp.;

John Stewart Bryan, Douglas
Freeman and Tennant Bryant
(publishers), Petersburg;. Va.;

Waterloo (la.) Times-Tribune;
Earl Weir, St. Petersburg, Fla.;

West Texas Broadcasting Co^
Wichita Fails; Aberdeen (S. Dak.)
News; Salinas (Calif•) News-
papers; Brooklyn Eagle; Kings
Broadcasting Corp., Brooklyn,

Panama City (Fla.) News
Journal; Bellingham (Wash.)
Publishing Co.; Harold M, and*
Mrs; Eloise Fihlay, La Grenada,
Ore.; Waterloo (la.) Courier;
Hobart (Okla.) Democrat-Chief;
Sioux City Broadcasting Co., Ia.;

Saint Cloud (Minn;) Times; Lake
County Tihies, Hammond,: ind.;

'Centennial Broadcasting. Corp.,
Dallas; Central States Broadcast- r

ing Co., Council Bluffs, la.; Dal-
las Broadcasting Co., Escanaba
(Mich.) Daily Press; Galesburg
(111.) Printing and Publishing
Co.; Society Pictorial (weekly),
Miami Beach.
Qwensboro (Ky.) Broadcasti

Co;; Richmond (Va.) Times-Dis-
patch; Mi 1w aukee (Wise.)
Journal; Radio and Television
Research Co., Los Angeles; Mid-
Atlantic Corp. (Wash., D. G.);

Trenton, N. J., Times (three
Identical applications).

monopoly. NBC reps are laughing

off the thought that Congressional

snoopers could turn up any real dirt
about that system's Irs. Both
sides figure so many legislators are
engaged in the political aspects of
radio that Connery will have a hard
job winning the required amount of
support.

Situation has grown more alarm-
ing for broadcasters in the past
week, however. While some mem-
bers of the Senate are deriding the
agitation

;
about radio, the move to

put a checkrein on the industry has
picked up speed in both: chambers.
Senator Burton k. Wheeler's anti-

press crusade has ' fanned interest,

while the talk about inflated prices

of stations has had a . noticeable ef-

fect on members who previously

, snooted the suggestion that the FCC
and the industry should be probed.
The current discussion in Congress

is having a different influence on
the Commish... While -

.
formal

agreement has been reached, the,

Broadcast Division has arrived at a

general policy of setting virtually all

purchase applications for hearing.
Any deal, where the , price .is ma-
terially higher, than, the physical as-

sets of the .transmitter will be ven-
tilated publicly.
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Motoring 18% of Webs Coin

Automobile and allied industries last year accounted for two records

in their own section of network broadcasti Not only was the amount
they jointly spent away over any previous year, but; the number of indi-

vidual customers from this source reached a new high. Still another

peak attained by this group"; the total amount it spent com-
pared to the networks' gross billi

The $9,524,779 that came from the car, tires, accessories and petroleum
classes represented 18% of NBC and CBS's joint gross for 1936. In 1935

this segment of the whole figured 16%, while for 1934 it was 15%.

Following is the first comparative tabulation which takes in the indus-
tries related to the automobile business:

(For Year 1936)

ERIE BAR

Loss of Prestige Felt-^-

Rivalry of Banks With
Active Advertising Policy,

Behind Decision-

NO. OF NO. OF
GBOUP NBC CLIENTS CBS CLIENTS TOTAL

Passenger Cars. $2,096,372 (5) $2,527,371 (6) $4,623,743 (6)

.Tires • r » * • •>.• • • 647,254 (2)

(2)

647,254 (2)

Accessories 161,905 (1) 168,505; (3)

Total Autos.. $2,905,531 (9) $2,533,971 (7) $5,439,502 (in
Gas and Oil.,..

.

2.560,850 (10) 1,524,427 (10) 4,085,277 (19)

Grand Total. ., $5,466,381 (19) $4,058,398 (17) $9,524,779 (30)

(For Year 1935>
Passenger Cars. $971,439 (4) $2,492,374 (7) $3,463,813 (7).

696,801 (2) 696,801 \

Accessories ...

.

66,432 (1) 66,432 (1)

. Total Autos .y $1,734,672 (7> $2,492,374 (7) $4,227,046 (id)

Gas and Oil. . . . . 2,437,710 (9) 1,130,333 (7) 3,568,043 (15)

rand Total .

.

$4,172;382 (16) $3,622,707 (14) $7,795,089 (25)

(For Year 1934)
Passenger Cars. $1,071,190 (5) $1,714,495

Tires 702,406 (3)

Accessories . . . . 273,245 (3)

Total Autos . . $2,046,841

Gas and; Oil. . .... 2,409,790

(10)

(13)

$1,725,645

430,566

(6)

• •" •

(1)

(7)

(6)

$2,785,685

702,406

284,395

$3,772,486

2,840,356

(7)

(3)

(4)

(13)

(16)

rand Total.. $4,456,631 (23) $2,156,211 (13) $6,612,842 (29)

G-MAN CRACKS

, Feb.

alarmed bv what . they

feel . to be growing lack public
confidence " the legal . profession
the Erie County Bar Association:
will buy radio time here starti. \

next month. Expect
. . launch a

series of dramatized sketches -.

vealing the good that lawyers" da.
Thereby hope to offset notion" th'at

:

attorneys are merely obstructionists,

and buddies to gangsters.

Idea is to/present a series of 13

15-minute, broadcasts, each present-
ing a dramatized inci cnt of ordinary
family life showing a case in which
an attorney was or should, have been
used to iron but. legal problems.

I^o stations or time contracts .signed
early this week.
Lawyers admittedly : feel : an ad-

verse reaction from a variety of
sources. Protracted debate among
laymen about the Supreme Court is-

sue with much publicity has focused
attention; upon the question of jus-
tice , and the .men who follow' the
bli goddess. Part played by
lawyers in N.R.A. and Liberty
League matters the recent

(Continued on page 56)

working

for more than one sponsor and on

m.ore than one advertising agency's

payroll in a year's time, are annoyed

oyer what they describe as an unfair

stipulation in the U.S. Social Secur-
ity law as now set up; Check with
ad agencies and postal officials re-
vealed that they must pay the usual
1% on each $3,000 pr fraction thereof
in instances Where they earn .jnore

and other arws]^
ri
^h^e.

>
tney.,p

f
5ftam

salaries
,

'^<^^
t
^^^^C:^t. by;

the security ^ act, . Vnd' wlhen '; the:

amount ;oyer "i^is .total is received
from ^'wo or mbrer " produc-
ers or shows.'
Np matter from how. many sources

he may receive salary, the radio or
stage performer must pay the fixed

1% on wage's up to $3,000. Radio . and
show field .

' rid exception to this

.rule and hav.e not. been singled' out
particularly, according to local postal
officials. They say that officers or
directors receiving salaries from sev-
eral corporations must pay the usual
percentage up . to $3,000 on each no
nutter how large the combined total

salary or from how many firms he
receives monies.
Way it works out is that those

artists who,, during a year's time, ob-
tain their salaries from two or more
firms,' agencies or producers actually
pay more into the government fund

than an actor receiving same
amount but from only one source.
Thus, when a player gets $4,000 from
one engagement, $5,000 more from
another show pr agency and $2,000,
from third sponsor or agency, he
must pay 1% of $8,000 while the
artist paid $11,000 from one agency
or source pays only 1% on the first

$3,000 received.

,
Requires Amendment

Rather apparent reason for. such an
alignment, is that the act makes it

compulsory for the employer; to de-
duct on the first $3,000 .paid out to
an employe. All four ag'enci

{producers in the instances cited are
simply following the letter of the law
as. it now exists. Until some means
of re-checking, oh different, firms
paying the same actor or employe is

found via an amendment to the ex-
isting law, the free lance player will

'

continue to. pay more into the fed-
eral fund than- the-artists obtaining
all his salary from one single source.
Attitude of some postal officials, as

expressed in N.Y., was that it placed;,

that much more in \an individual's
account for payment when he reaches

.

the age of 65 and begins, receiving
his social security pension.
What the average artist begrudges',

under the current line-up is that he
is forced to pay $80. into the govern-
ment fund annually 'if his salary is

split upon on $5,000, $4,000 and
$2,000 basis whereas the individual
getting his wages from one single
source only pays $30 in a year's time.

m0RE TUMI V0UR SHORE
Those advertisers who are accus-

«more

usiness m

of WLW, the Nation's Station.

;

""T''''
>-^f/Mv~lTJ
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JESSICA DRAGONETTE, THEO-
DORE WEBB >

With Al Goodman's orchestra
'Countess Maritta'
30 Mins.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Wednesday/ 9:30 P. M.
WABC, New York

• (Benton & Bowles)
•PalmoHve Beauty Box Theatre/

long am- old standby with this spon-
sor, comes back to replace the com-
munity sin£. Virtually "the same as
ahvays. Jessica Dragbnette has the
niche once held by Gladys Swarth-
out, and Al Goodman batons where
Nat ShiHcret used to weave the stick.

Theodore Webb was on the old
series.

Pare presented
.
yi the 'Beauty

Box'' makes a good sample 61', .its

kind.. Nicely, produced and coherent,
Opus caught (10 Was 'Countess
Maritza,' a fluffy bit with several
good ditties and lots of fairyland at-

.vSHtTSphere. Plenty of emphasis given
to Al Goodman's dandy music and
singing which minimizes , otherwise:
stilted dialog; Jessica Dragonette
handled her chores ' with . finesse,

while Theodore Webb was virtually

in the socko class. . Excellent musical
comedy voice,:

Commercials are too long-: and
wham the ears like sledgehammers.
Without timing precisely, it seems
as though they exceed the maximum
set by the CBS rules committee
couple of years ago. At- least they
sound, that Way, which amounts to

the same thing. Repetition ,and long-
winded ; •verbiage art imercltessly:

dished out. with- a premium offer to

top it bff^ Very; bad teste, and sounds
like, the ..stuff ithat .defeats, its. own;
purpose* ,

••:
, v5(Jgo. .;

'':-v{
':,'

,
-'• '';1-:'«,

'^-:-'-:'"7t...
( . .

THRILLS: BEHIND THE! STORTT'
.IS ;Min$<t

.

' '

'

'

'SING, NEIGHBOR, SING* ;

With Hugh Aspinwall, : Shirley Sad-
ler, Ed Abbott, Elolse Rowan

.Musical
15 Mins.

- PURINA MILLS
Dally, 6:45. ».m„ CST. '

WCCO, Mlhneapolis-St. Panl

Not a community sing, as title

might indicate, but 15 minutes of
recorded instrumental and vocal
music, with intervals of drawling by
'Chic Martin' (Aspinwall) oh how to
raise poultry.

Stanza was' slated to bow on KSTP
(NBC affiliate) Feb. 1, but after that

station plugged it hard, sent out mats
to rural papers and landed yarns
with'two-cblumh heads in local bull-
dog editions, sudden switch over the
week-end ' moved the debut onto
WCCO (CBS link), Monday morning.
Aspinwall emcees capably, like-

.wise, carrying the commercials. Also
sings ballads, Shirley Sadler,' local
blues singer, as Nancy Lou goes

. rustic and sings stuff attuned to
' cornfed ears; she's only female voice
on the program. Eloise Rowan at the

r Organ. ;•

.

'Some nifty stuff is dished up by
'a male trio, each of 'em doubling on
at least one instrument; Current
Contract calls for 130 shows, to run
26 weeks. Entire show waxed by
Midwest Recordings. Rash.

HENNT YOUNGMAN
Comedy
5 Mins.
A. & P.
Thurs., 8 p.m. .

WABC, New York
(Parts & Peart)

Henny Youngman's previous me-
dium 1 has largely been the more in-

timate night clubs around New York.
Ted Collins, Kate Smith's manager
and announcer,, has. taken him over
for a buildup, and is doing it by . way
of La Smith's weekly session for the

A&P chai . Collins introduces his
protege as .tradio's new comedy sen-
sation.'
Youngman must be a wiz before

studio audiences. : They laughed con-'
sistently; at his stuff last Thursday
night (11). Over the air both, his
personality., and material sound fiat.

Fellow has all the earmarks , of a
script reader and little of the show-
manly performer. . Delivers 'em right
off the . arm with the precision of a
mechanical ..time . beater; There is

little priming or. infusing of
:
gags

with the artful touches that mark the
personality ..comic, though his voice
and selection of material show art apt
sense of comedy values.

Gags are of the tried and proved;
sort. What might take Youngman
places in radio is a writer who pan>
insert a few . new ones among the
oldies, an experienced straight that
Can- give spice and verve to the.
buildup and lots of sound piloting.

'-' "•" ' Odec. .

' in;*Satordiy, j0;15'=a>
WOR, 'Ne.# Y©**

,

> Two-way tie-up pn thisj sustained
Broadcast is. known. as.; high school
radio' league presentation, working
hand-in-hand with the. N. Y. Herald

-

Triburie arid its own organized, high
school radio league. The 'thrills

behind the story' are typical happen-
ings in liyes of leading/ writers and
editors of this New York daily.
Program opened with the youthful

sports editors, of two Manhattan high
school, papers, interviewing Richard
Vidmer, . sports columnist^ of H-T,.
Interview session fades into skit.

Sketch, a dramatization of Vidmer!s
specific column, . covered behind the.

scene incidents before the U. ;S; Mili-
tary Academy grid battle with Notre
Dame in 1913, first .meeting of.these
two. elevens. It held more , than
casual interest because bringing in
names of Gus Dorias, Knute Rockne,
Monk Myers . and Vidmer himself.
Identity of Vidmer, the mascot of
the Army team and son of an Army
officer at West Point, was carefully
cloaked until last. Hence, it con-
stituted, a neat closing wallop, especi-
ally when it was revealed that Rich-
ard Vidmer's own son played the
Vidmer child role, in sketch. .

Idea of bringing high school
scribes before, mike to interview big
league newspaper folks each .Satur-
day looks like audience builder for
WOR. Weat .

With its customary enthusiasm for
what the other fellow is doing, radio
has reached, . or is about to reach,
some of the logical absurdities of
this .season's blind devotion to the
guest star idea. Radio keeps seek-
ing, never finds, and of course neyer
will find, a nice, simple; universal
formula for radio programs.
Guest stars seem so • convenient

and easy—every broadcast has a
new. personality to draw listeners
and ev.ery personality has a differ-
ent twist to keep the show's enter-
tainment average varied and

.
color-

ful. It seems just a matter of rou-
tine booking. ; Which, is about true.
But when too many crowd into the
tight little guest star bowl, the book-
ing problem gets just . as . tough . as
building ax show' oh more < creative
lines. There just isn't any simple,
easy way. "-

Not' only the guest bookings, but
the guest exchange thing has prob-
ably gone far enough* Which ap-
plies, too, for the 'The Bee,' now
squeezed dryer than, a drug store
grapefruit. Maybe it's a good thing
for radio to get some of these fevers
out of its system.

"

Georgie Jessel did a crack • hypo-
ing job for the Woodbury stanza on
NBC last Sunday night (14). It was
a

-

guest assignment and his .second
on the network within four days, the
other being Maxwell House Show-
boat (11). What stood out the
Woodbury occasion Was the . general
flair'ofshowmanship he instilled into
the program and his deftness at not
only knitting the various items into
a smooth-running routine but giving
the -whole thing .a

:

-quickening • pace.
JepseVs. . selfrintr/Ojduction at the

opening of the Woodbury program
rates in itself as a 'hobby and timely
cbit of wit. He assured the listeners
that his appearance would be dif-

ferent in at least one -way and,' that;

is, there
; would no feuds.with

other comics, nor would there be any
mention of wife' and. daughters.
Numbers by Frank Parker" and the
Shep Fields unit Were happily m.c.'d
and Jessel also

:

accomplished much
:

in heightening the laugh possibili-
ties of Judy Canova's hillbilly turn.

Walter: O'Keefe, last with National
Dairy when N. W- Ayer still had it,

guested on the Vallee show (l.U with
a solo comedy ; turn that stuck its

punches pretty close to the belt.
Saying that Sophie Tucker "weighs
only 10 ounces less than the George
Washington Bridge is banking pretty
hard on the- mood of the audience.
Somebody might not like it> includ-
ing Miss Tucker.

,
O'Keefe's whole turn dependent on

skimming over thin ice of various
sorts—references to dogs and . fire'

hydrants, the' stork,' the quins, and
such. Radio has been, accused of be-
ing too lah-de-dah, preferring CQm-
pliments to; ribbing, but an. innova-
tor sticks his. neck out in making
such subject matter the entire back-
bone of his turn.

If yoii; have sales message for the mil-

lions of people in the great Chicago market

—yoii can tell it to them and BE SURE
that they will hear it if you use WENR or

WMAQj outstanding middle-west stations.

50,000 WATTS
NBC Blue Network

CHICAGO, ILL

50,000 WATTS
NBC Red Networ

Completely programmed by NBC

Emily Post; high priestess of good
manners, at the conclusion of a talk
about home furnishings on the Heinz
Magazine- Of the Air over CBS, de-
fined etiquette as% trifling wordIfor
an unlimited subject—it is the wh^ole
art of living.' Mrs. Post's contribu-
tion was one of the best recently of-
fered by a woman guest here, her
suggestions practical and helpful to
home keepers, and the delivery,
buttressed by a real 'name,' clear-
cut. Despite her position as arbiter
of social behavior, Mrs. Post's speech
does not sound over-cultured or af-
fected. In introducing her. Gretta
Palmer said that the Post column on
etiquette appears in 144- dailies, that
she writes a weekly magazine article,
and that she answers 6,000 letters
weekly. ;•

Grant Mitchell, star • of isihg
Tide.' sketched :

is ' 35-year stage
career in a crisp, brisk and unmis-
takably American manner of speech,
as guest on the department .store
early-morning broadcast • over

.
WOR

and affiliated stations. Mitchell ; is

one actor from legitimate Who does
not. display, on^.the. air. the slightest
evidence of #h.e '• Enc.ii.sh drawing-
room influence, A ser.i of quesr
tiohs"by,-. Lawrence Gray, emcee, led.

the veteran in an account of his'
troupirig from the day in. 1902 when
he left the practice of law to enter
a dramatic school and to debut with
Richard. Mansfield in 'Julius Caesar.'
•- George Brewer, Jr.;

.
youthful

(theatre housing it . mentioned twice)
author of 'Rising Tide,' . sketched the
story of play in a three-minute spot,

Voice was fairly" strong. Mitchell
closed bv mentioning that Brewer
had written '-Dark Victory' 1 foivTal-
lulah- Bankhead several years' ago.

Margaret Widtfftmer, ' poet-author,
acted as hostess at. the first round-
table discussion by a group of literati

-eRaiph Thompson, critic of The
New .York Times; Steohen Vincent
Benet, Eleanor Blake, Robert Nathan
and Jake Wilk,;-; story editor for
Warner Brothers—in. a new series
broadcast by NBC as an aid to fledg-
ling ' writers. , Mid-afternoon sus-r

tainer promises to be a helpful one
for the. army of scribbling hopefuls
throughout the .country-, many of
them wome,n and therefore potential-
matinee listeners. Book lovers also
should like the program, for it brings'

HETWOOD BROUN
15 Minutes
PEP BOYS AUTO
M^W-F; 10.39 P. M.
WCAV, Philadelphia

Heywood Broun is on the air after

a six-year lay-off. Doing 15 minutes',

comment, very Similar to newspaper
pennings, three times weekly for

PhiHy auto supply outfit.

Although* nothing, local about com-
ment, is being aired only over one
Station at present.

Broun is reported very anxious, for

personal reasons, . to make a ,
go of

airings, and there seems no reason
why he shouldn't. But getting spon-
sor who wants to ally himself na-
tionally with Brouh's advanced, ideas
may be something else>

How long he stays hv/Philly nat-

urally depends on how he goes over;

Contract, it is now understood, is

very loose, calling for 13 weeks with
two weeks' notice pf cancellations al-

lowable by either party. Broun al-

ready has. following here through his

column appearing in the Record.

'

: Three broadcasts have been made
in series so far. Principal trouble is

lack of diversity in subject matter.

One and three are all Supreme
Court, while an attempt at change
was made in number two by giving
half Supreme Court and half base-

'ball. '
.

Prdgram would, he bettered if

Broun commented, instead of stretch-

ing one . subject through whole 15

minutes. He admits the stretching
process is difficult as each airing uses,

up more material than two news-
paper columns.

- In attempt to avoid monotony, the
columnist has written lines, here and
there in script for Hygh^Waltah, his

announcer. VWaltan will ask a ques-
tion or bring up a contending point.

It seems ah effective system, but the
pair need a little more practice in.

teaniing it. This Will undoubtedly
come as program goes on.

Broun hasn't exactly a radio voice,

and yet it's good, because1 it brin?s
out the character of the man. Has
slightly drawly, irieridly tone: that
appeals, In first broadcast was,
nervous and talked too slowly but
this . was remedied in. second and
third airings.
In introduction, Waltart makes

usual announcement that commen-
tator's statements don't reflect policy
of station or sponsor. Agreement is,

Broun says, that scripts are not to

be edited,, but he won't push this.

WiU tone down whenever necessary.
Commercials at beginning and end

are too. long and hot exactly ~ in best
taste for this type Of program. Spon-
sor would probably get better results

and add to dignity of broadcast by
using good-will and policy copy more
instead of so much naming products
and prices.

. Broun is now making his. home at
Warwick, in Phillyy going to Wash-
ington about three days a Week and
to New, York once. Expects to re-

main here as long as program holds.
' Herb.

'90 DATS OF TIME'
15 Mins.
KLOPFENSTEIN'S
KOL, Seattle
News. Trivial stuff. Little chuck-

lers. Kind of guff people should
fancy when they're tired of haying
headlines flung at them; and it seemS
to be building a listening audience
in Seattle and in Tacoma, where ' it's

piped to KVI.
Title, '90 Pays of Time,' comes

from the time payment plan of the
sponsor, a men's clothing store.' . Pre-
sumably the events related occurred
within the last three months. That's
maybe a trifle vague.
Ted Bell delivers the stuff in a;

nice, easy manner. Tom Herbert
(who teaches the kids what's what
about radio at the U. of Wash.)
writes; it. , with , a tongue-ih-cheek
swing. Bell spiels the commercials,
too,, which are woven almost inoffen-
sively into the serif And that's a
good idea, because having a different
voice break into prattle about two-
pants suits is like hanging out a
warning sign. Trepp.

into their homes the voices and adult
opinions of figures " the literary
world. Lastly,,- the stanza ' a
'something different' from' the soppy
sentimentality and hbke dramatics
which pour from loudspeakers in a
steady , stream on daytime commer-
cial sketches. It is ah. excellent ex-
ample of the manner, in which radio
can be used as a medium of instruc-
tion without becoming too dry and
didactic; Also another instance of
NBC'S; building prestige by fulfilling
the education-public service obli-
gation.
Opening installment revealed evi-

dences pf care in scripting &nd pro-
duction—actors were used in cut-
backs dramatizing . incidents that
germinated Nathan's novel, 'One
More Spring,'- and a Sateve Post
story , by Benet. . Of course, the
roundtablers were not perfect 1 on
voices and delivery; the vocal Con-
trasts—important when a half dozen
.person's are miking—were not clear
cut, especially at the outset. How-
ever, they improved as broadcast
progressed. Two most, distinctive

. voices - were those of Benet,, rather
high pitched and. cultured,;arid Wilki
deep, firm and knowing. • Benet
talked .quite a bit and sounded in

character.
. Wilk was sufficient show-

man to slip in a plug for 'Green
Light,' stating that the Lloyd Douglas
novel was a best seller and. was
equally, ited, to screening.

A. L. ALEXANDER
Becltxtion
5 Mins.
ROYAL GELATINE
Thursday, 8 p.m.

,

WEAF, New York
(J. Walter Thompson)

Erstwhile 'Goodwill Court' Inter-
locutor got a spot on the Vallee
show (11) to read a five-minute in-
spirational spiel on- Abraham Li -

coin. Vallee introduced him by say-
ing that the stanza usually leaves
anniversaries, etc., to other pro-
grams, but that Alexander has a
good voice and steam on the ball,
an exception was being made;

.

That Alexander. , has a . good voice
for certain types, of script is beyond
question. It has resonance and pace,
and is especially suitable for evok-
ing ;moisture in the eyes Of the - au-
dience* inspirational, gabbing—often
a 'profitable field—may be Alex-

.

ahder's next daisy bed. Edoa.

... ; ;
"

, .

BUSS MORGAN ORCHESTRA
With Pbll Dney, Swinp 14, Giersdorf

Sisters, Four Rogues, Charles
,
Martin, Johnny Roventlnl

Music, Drama
30 Mins.
PHILIP MORRIS
Sat. 8:30 p.m., Tues. 8 p.m.
WABC (Sat), WEAF (Tues.),

, (Btoto) :'

• First nights during the 1936-37
radio 'season have been a nightmare.

,

If it wasn't sponsor yens to gab'
lengthily, it Was something else—of-
ten -log-rolling' :; arid yourtickle-me-
and-I'll-t ic k 1 e-y o. u congratulatory
stuff. Add

.
the Philip - Morris pro-

gram to
:

this list.

Stanza used to be on NBC with
Leo Beisman's orchestra, and Charles
Martin's 'Thrill of the Week.' Now
a CBS series has been added, Russ
Morgan's band has moved in, and.
Martin has changed his drama series
to 'Circumstantial Evidence.' Com-
ponents are undoubtedly pretty good,
but the opening session (13) was so
over-seasoned with, saccharine, that
it'll take another week ' more to.

get down to earth. .

' Morgan's work was accompanied
by three testifiers offering libations
of isn't-he-wonderful? ; stuff to the
audience. These were. Ferde Grofe,.
Don Bestor and Walter O'Keefe.
Back-pafting

l

to such lengths became
wearisome, and O'Keefe was the
only one who stuck a light note into

his speech. At another point, after
aDplause from, the ..studio, audience, ..

Morgan said, .something' which,
sounded like 'It makes me happy to

know you enjoy good music' The
Words were mumbled.- Maybe they
were something else. But that's what
they sounded like.

Further down the stretch William
Copeland Dodge stuck in a plug for

Martin's new drama episodes. Which .
.

means that the audience as a wholes
was treated to a steady stream of
conipliment-passihg. Possibly iVtook
up brie-third of the broadcast. Which
isn't being exactly stingy. .

Probably now that sponsor and
agency have the initial rites off their

chest, the show will come info its

(Continued on page 40)

LEADS IN

in Baltimore
SUftSlYS PROVE IT S
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AD.S 11

Washington, Feb. 16.

Rational Assn. of Broadcasters figures show, that the year 1936 was
irked by the following developments:

(1) Jump of nearly $4,000,000 in cost of talent programs in the
n-web field.

(2) A gain of more than 50% in expenditure for transcri

n-netwprk advertising.

(3) Increases in the volume of all classes of advertising except drugr

d confectionery propaganda.
(4) Rise of nearly $6,000 from miscellaneous business, reflecti

louht of revenue for political campaigning over the air.

N.A.B. report shows the following grosses for the past three years

r different branches of the industry:

1934 1935 1936
kTIONAL WEBS $42,647,081 $50,067,686 $59,671,244

2GIONAL WEBS 717,117 1,110,739 1,367,812

1TIONAL NON-WEB ....... 13,541,770 17,063,688 24,141,360

»CAL 15,981,201 19,281,735 22,370,470

$72,887,169 $87,523,848 $107,550,886

NDERS MAY MOVE

F0 PICTURE COLONY

Wonders ;moved out of his

is manager, of the CBS Artists

au last week after an argument

Lawrence Lowmani, who as
in charge of operations has au-
ty over talent sales.

attempt will be made to put
ler man in the post for at least

uple of months. One requisite

CBS proposes to establish for
successor is that he have no
>nal management obligations or
ations.

mders, who had been head of
letwork's artists bureau for over
pears, has at various times dur-
he past two years given thought
uitting and going into business
limself, with Hollywood the ob-

WSYR Imports Talent

Syracuse, .16.
WjSYR is. branching out into a

policy of live talent. To this pur-
pose is bringing to Syracuse ex-
perienced radio performers. Which
is pretty revolutionary, for Syracuse.

'Big Freddie^ Miller conies' '

in.

He's had ros'ter-'-of- commercials, on
CBS and over Detroit stations. Does
piano-patter turn. ' Norcross Sisters

from .Buffalo also jbi
'* WSYR.

Unusual to bring in commercial
talent for sustainers in these woods.
Naturally expect to- sell 'em.

Incidents Bob Up Frequently

—Mostly Petty Stuff But
Involve Actual

tempted Censorship

At-

INSULARITY

McLaughlin With Ponce
Johnny McLaughlin has quit the

music publishing business to join

Phil Ponce's talent booking office.

McLaughlin was in the publishing
field for over 15 years, with the Wit-
mark and Sam Fox firms among his

connections.

John, N. B.,

Northeastern Canada the

Maritime provinces seem likely to

get reputation as breeding

ground for the most troublesome as-

sortment racial, religious and
petty political iculties confront-

ing the management , of any radio

broadcasting system anywhere in the

world. New controversies bob up
With a regularity said to be distress*

ing to the Ottawa radio authorities.

Among the roots of the difficulties

are the insular characteristics of
many of the racial groups. Mingling
little with the outside world, the 19th
century bigotries have not always
been softened by modern influences.
' Radio . with its

. power to cover
large sections of the map has inten-
sified some of the acute angles; that
traditionally have been soft-pedaled.

When one race clashes with another,
one religious body steps oh another's
toes, or when opposed economic
camps break into mutual grimaces
somebody is pretty certain to run to

the Dominion government with a

(Continued on page 51)

Say Last One Dominated by NAB.

NBC's January

. NBC's daytime biz showed a
93.9% increase over January,
1936. Income from this source
this January came to $961,866.
NBC did $3,541,999 last month

in the sale . of time, or 32.1%
better than the totai which pre-
vailed for January, 1936.
Breakdown of the past month's
NBC gross gives the red
(WEAF) link $2,374,663 and the
blue (WJZ), $1,167,366. The
red tally has' it starting off the
current year with a lead .over
Columbia, "which grossed $2,-

360,740 for last month;
Jump « for the red iamounted ^'

37.6%, while the' blue's in*"' 5

crease over the parallel month"'"
of '36 was 22%;'' NBC's' gro'ss

1
'

!

in January, 1936, was $681,815.
Year before It came to $2,895,-

037 and In '34, $2,391,667.

s

San Francisco, Feb. 16.

Duart Sides Co., Ltd. (Creme of

Milk lipstick and face cream), drops

three of this -McClatchy outlets in

California, KFBK, Sacramento;

KWG, Stockton, and KMJ, Fresno,
April 4 from its Sunday night 'Pass-
ing Parade' broadcasts by John Nes-
bitt over the coast NBC-Red net-
work.

. ;

'

Account Is handled by Howard
Williams agency, San Francisco.

, Because of expected efforts to revive
the . defunct N.R.A. or' some similar

system of regulation by Washington,
the American Association of • Radio*'
Telegraphists; has organized a central
council-to front for. radio; technici

in event of future hearings regarding
a code; Council is comprised of rep-,

resentatives of ARTA associated sta-

tions and also qualified reps of vari-

ous 'company unions.' For example,
Stations WEAF, WABC, WOR and
WHN in New York have all si

their assent.

It's an attempt to organize engi-

neers and broadcast technicians in a
common

,
group. ARTA attitude Is

that during the hearings on the pre-
vious code effecting radio, techni-
cians were left out entirely, with the
National Association of Broadcasters,
'stations owners, running most. of the
show at the capital.

' At meeting of ARTA last week,
Mervyn Rathborne was elected presi-

dent, succeeding. Charles Haddock.
New. prez is a west coastite brought
east to further the organization now
being conducted under Ralph Katah.

KFWB TTnyeils

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

Guest list restricted to the town's
biggies sat in on the unveiling cere-
monies at new flashy • KFWB com-
bination radio studio-theatre last

night (Mon.)i Two-hour program
dedicated the spot, with/ Jack
Warner, film exec, Al Jolson and
Dick Powell holding rein on the
cavalcade of talent from the broad-
casting and picture studios.

. Gala show was produced by Bill

Ray and his aides.

IF you LIVED IN

Philadel&hia

u

popularity

WCAU ia 50,000 WATTS

ROBERT A. STREET i Commercial Manager
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own. Old series was decidedly over
par. New series sizes up as potentially
good. Morgan's actual playing is

socko on rhythm appeal. Ditto Phil
Duey's singing, and the support from
rest of the. troupe.;:

In Martin's 'Circumstantial Evi-
dence' episodes, cases of conviction
or near-cohyiction on. superficial
legal data are dramatized. With the
court emphasis at its peak in radio,
the idea seems to have merit. : Dra-
matizations are good, and the cases
are numbered to get that authentic
tag. Participants also brought on as
guests. First one had' Johnny Mc-
Guire, accused of, a robbery and,

a

murder he never committed. Some-
body else happened to look like him*
McGuire made . a brief spiel saying
that the facts were on the up-and-
up. Also much to-do over: the evils
of circumstantial evidence in court
procedure.

, Pacing of the old Philip Morris
"program was adept, and with the
same type of elements in the hew
pne, there should be no trouble how
that the blow-off is over with.
Johnny Roventini, the Philip Morris
page boy, opens and closes the
stanza, and does a little m.e. work.

Edga.

COLUMBIA WORKSHOP
•The Signal Man' (Sketch)
30 Mins....

' Sustaining
Sat., 8:30 pann EST
WABC. New York

Charles Sickens* sketch,The Sig-
nal Mah^as presented by the Co*
lumbifc*l$prkshop, lends itself hap-
pily ariq('Zeffectively to the experi-
ments thai- are being made ; on. the
air, -.'b^TOff' group. Irving Reis, who
is in charge of the shop, each week
varies: the presentation as a: means of
emphasizing radio technique as ap-
plied to drama. Program, Reis' own,
Is highly entertaining for the follow-
ers of dramatic material through
careful selection of what is offered
but> also, it has singular importance
in that it represents constant testing
,for the handling of radio material
differently.

Reis picks the scripts and casts as
well as . directs them. He also super-
vises the very special-type of adap-
tation made for the air Which;: with
•Signal Man.' is highlighted by vari-
ous sound effects and dramatic appli-
cation. Effort to. inject creepiness
into the sketch, as done by the CBS
Workshop,: was also very successful
in the presentation of this Dickens
favorite. Sketch deals with a signal
man who is being driven nuts by his
job: The persons playing the signal
man and. the

,
reporter, both men,

acquitted themselves creditably in
difficult roles.

.
Char.

Rota Di Glnlio, coloratura soprano
of the Chicago Opera Co., signatured
as staff artist by WXYZ. Carl Gen-
sel, formerly with KUJ, Walla Walla,
also joined WXYZ's announcing
staff.

BILLY GLASON'S FUN FEST
With Carl Fenton's Orchestra, Jerry
Baker, Lorraine. Barnett, Dick
porter. '

...

Music, Singing, Comedy
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Sunday, 6 p.m.
WMCA, New York

Billy Glason's first try wtth this
'fun fest' series in which he aoes an
nvo. and strives to .tickle the risibili-

ties is~ not lacking in promise. . But
he^eitheir needs stronger comedy ma-
terial or better foils with which to
work. It's a tough job making a half-
way acceptable actor out of a sta-
tion announcer and singers. Especi-
ally when timing and intonations are
essential. As is. Glason's breezy style
and informal sure-footed delivery is
trimmed markedly in effectiveness.

Lorraine Barnett, Jerry
ker, Dick Porter arid the an-
nouncer work with Glason in
duos and skits. Only in the opening
scene, when Miss Barnett goes,
through a typical ether banter rou-
tine, does the Versatile master of
ceremonies obtain the requisite sup-
port. In a subsequent skit she was
blah along with the others in read-
ing lines. Baker, who possesses a
fine' singing Voice, is indifferent at
talk; Not his forte. Howard Doyle,
announcer;, isn't actor enough, either.
'May I Have the Next Romance?'

and 'One Rose Left in My Heart' were
the two tunes which enabled Jerry
Baker to register a. click with his vo-
caliM. pick Porter combines ivory

ir* *2£ w|th some warbling a la

!>Siw,
allelfc? He can -play. Lorraine

njeeffife It on^ijthosSfian-
ihgless talk!% in^raael. Ca# fen-
ton's music forrftf^rmi bacSgrbmid
for the 30 minutes. ;

:

Glason's scrap book idea, therein;
he reads an oldie or original poeri*
each week and urges listeners to
send in their old ones and ask for a
copy,of his latest, is a nice idea that
should build. Wear.

LASSES AN' HONEY < .W**h
.
XeRoy White and Lee Davis

Wilds
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Dally, 7 p.m.
KEHE, Log Angeles
Not a -bad burnt cork combo but

burdened down with dated gags;
Such pseudo laugh lines as 'catchem
and cheatem' minstrel show and 'my
stomach thinks my throat's cut' may
get a rise in the backwoods, but out
here

f

on the pavement they'll die
bornih. '

Situatioii .comedy ... rather . than
straight; characterization Is their cry,mg need. Like -most indie station
acts put this way there's no coin for
scripters. Performers bat out their
own n,aterial and evidently that's
what s happening here. It doesn't
register like a paid job.
Team has a stiff schedule, doing

their regular script show five nights
a week and repeating on Wednesday
nights with a half hour • minstrel
show. Program goes out on the six
Hearst stations in the state; Helm.

BILLY GRANTHAM'S ORCHESTRA
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Daily, 7 p.m.
WHKC, Columbus

Billy Grantham, co-composer of
* 'Leven-Thirty Saturday Night/ hit
the air last week with a daily series
of dinner broadcasts from the Cava-
lier Room of the Virginia Hotel,
where he is in his second season.

Band is six-piece ou fit With girl
vocalist, setting up as trumpet, vio-
lin, saxophone doubling clarinet and
flute, bass Viol, piano and guitar,
Grantham handling the latter him-
self. Airings, suffer from small i -

strumentation, Which Isn't so appar-
ent to dancers on the floor.

Sweet swing is the style with fre-
quent swing versions of old favorites
like 'Pagan Love Song arid 'Tea for
Two. ? Linda Lynn delivers vocals
in pretty ordinary style arid with not
too much sell and an unnamed male
singer takes the scat choruses. Leo.

.

'LISTEN TO THIS'
WHh Lou Diamond's Orchestra
Johnnie and Dottle, Rowena Wll-

:
. Hams
Music arid Talk
30 Mins.
Murine
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
WGN, Chicago

YVonderbie & Kuebens)
Half-hour show- on Mutual's coast-,

to coast net Which gets the most out
of good talent, arid packs plenty of
music that sparkles. Only let-down
comes near the middle with the Bur-
lington Liar's Club, which could
sjUjand ^considerable revamping both
% production arid material. This
spot awards wrist watches tovthe
teltos^of the three best lies of the
weTpkf Done in character, supposedly
at a~jrieeting of the Liar's Club, but
build-up and effects sound phony.
Of the three lies which won, one is

in Joe Miller's and the other two
weren't, clever either. Evidently need:
a better class of liars in this country,

Team of Johnnie and. Dottie com-
bine -with Lou Diamond's orchestra
to get the most arid best but of popu-
lar songs, all working together on
Some, the boy arid girl each doing
one solo, and the orchestra doing
several' numbers alone. Boy. and girl
introduce the numbers with dialog,
and don't overdo, as most teams are
wont to do. Everything in the .way
of music on the show clicks because
the performers seem to enjoy doing
it;, and consequently carry their audi-
ence rjight into their mood.

.
Special

arrangements on all numbers, and.
good ones.

Roweria Williams, who, from the
build-up, is to be considered a guest
star, let go a nice soprano with 'Got
You Under My Skin?
Show is built right, . Starts with a

bright theme, and climbs right from
there to the half-hour; mark. Com-
mercial is held at a minimum, with
only a bare mention at the begin-
ning, a character plug in the middle,
and a holler at the end by Ken Grif-
fin, the announcer.. All plugs were
short arid to the point

In

Group of Eight Stations
Operating Siniulta n-

eously from Morning to

Midnight Si -off.

WBCM
-Dominates BAY CITY
and SAGINAW Markets.

WFDF
First Choice .in the, ig

FLINT Market area.

WJIM
Supreme in LANSI

WIBM
Domi JACKSON
.area.''

WELL
1st i BATTLE CREEK
WKZO
Southwest Miohigan

WOOD-WASH
Lead* in GRAND RAP-
IDS.

WXYZ
Detroit (Key Station).

-W K ZO -

The only station in Kalama-
2oo, the city where retail

sales, per person average
higher than any city in Mich-
igan. WKZO's primary cov-
erage reaches into all and
parts of 16 counti

ONE OF THE EIGHT BASIC STATIONS OF THE

Michigan Radio Network
EFFECTIVELY COVERS A TERRITORY OF OVER

FOUR MILLION POPULATION
OPERATED;

King-Trendle Broadcasting Corporation
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

VOCAL VARIETIES
Ensemble Singing
15 Mins.
TUMS '

.

Tues.,, Thurs^ 7:15 p.m.
WEAF, N. Y.

This blending of 14 voices fur-
nishes 15 minutes of almost straight-/

away warbling. It Will touch the
fancy of listeners who are weary of
orchestras arid guest appearances and
like their music strictly vocal. Only
trouble is that it follows too closely
the . pattern employed by vocal
groups with better known orches-
tras on other programs, exceptirig
that it doesn't boast the contrasting
effect of these other interludes. Even
with this apparent Weakness, a little

quickening of pace and better Judg-
riient in picking tunes will make it

measure up to other early evening
quickies on the networks.

;'• With instrumental accoriipariiment
of piano, organ, string bass and gui-
tar heavily subordinated^ the mixed
vocal combos including the Smooth-
ies (trip), the DeVore Sisters (2)
and a male octet get under way with
a nice

. arrangement of 'Anchors
Aweigh.' But proceedings bog down
as 'Pennies From Heaven' is heavily
elaborated and prolonged to . the
point of exasperation; ' Snaps- back
slightly with , *De Lovely', and
breezes to a trim , climax .with -San
Francisco.' ';

There seems to be little question
but that the framers of broadcast
have the ingredients for much better
results! Babs and. others who have
been with name bands strive valiant-,
ly against unworthy odds. DeVore
femmes are too good to be dwarfed,
or not specifically singled but as done
here.';. ['

Program originates in WLW, Cin-
cinnati, where, it formerly was heard
only locally. Perhaps, the strenuous
days which this community has been
experiencing arid the natural reac-
tion on studio affairs may; have been
partially responsible for trie- loose
manner in which this seems to have
beeri put together.
. Commercial blather is on three
times, hot counting the final credit
line which is plenty of mention for
product even if orie is sugar-coated
with one of those dramatized coiri-

mercial. skits. Copy is not particu-
larly appetizing for those . finishing
the supper menu, Lewis-Howe Med-
icirie Co. is extolling merits of its

'Turns! for stomach acidity, so may-
be they think all listeners will rush
to a. drug store after the evening
meal. Wear.

CHARLIE DAMERON
With Tom Slater, Mary Alcott
Sustaining
15 Minis.
Daily, 1:30 p,m.,
WLW, Cincinnati

A smart luncheon capper;
Charlie Dameron, for long a stand-

by handy man of the 'nation's sta-
tion,', is the cog. Working with; him
regularly

; on the series is Tom
Slater, announcer. They indulge in
cross-fire niceties. Piano .and guitar
are the main instrumental support.
Acts frorri the big Crosley staff take
turns in guesting.
Mary Alcott, soft on blues, was the

visitor on the stanza caught, A re-
cent returrfer to the 500,000 watter,
she filled a solo spot and doubled
with' Cameron, tenor-baritone, on a
pair of tunes. Team is sweet on pat-
ter :and harmoriizing. /

An all-around songster, Damerori's
dash of Dixie' dialect enriches his
delivery of sentimental poems, which
he injects occasionally on this strip.
General air of intimacy gives im-
pression that it's an lmproriiptu
stanza; quite refreshing for after-
noon radioing. Koll,

BURGESS MEREDITH
With Phyllis Welch, Harold Moffett,
Thomas Ross

'High Tor'
12 Mins.
ROYAL GELATINE
Thursday, 8 P. M.
WEAF, New. York

. (J. Walter Thompson

)

Classy end of the Vallee show on
program caught (11). Adaptation
accorded this Maxwell Anderson
legit piece was a pip, and as ren-
dered turned out, A-l.
Credit for the way things func-

tioned is largely due to Burgess
Meredith, leaving aside the matter of
excellent adapting and boiling down
the play to thumbnail size. Mere-
dith's speech was beautifully tinted
for the. ether, abetted by riice sup-
port from Phyllis Welch, Harold
Moffett arid Thomas Ross. Segment
chosen characterized Van Dorn's
(Meredith's) belief that his moun-
tainous property on the Hudson was
guarded by supernatural powers.
Unique, arid as done, effective.
Maxwell; Anderson, author, got a

plenty long olug when the thing was
finished, arid the audience harangued
about going to see his three plays
•High Tor.' : 'Wingless Victory,'
'Masque of Ki • Edga.

Lambdin Kay, WSB's mgr.,
will be master of ceremonies at a
program sponsored by his station for
the Atlanta Advertising Club at its

weekly luncheon Wednesday (17),

George C. Biggers, business mgr. ef
The Atlanta Journal, which owns
station, will discuss radio in its rela-
tion to; advertising.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT
With Frank Chapman, Robert Arm-
bmster Orchestra

Musical
30 Mint.

:

NATIONAL ICE ADVERTISING
Wednesday, 10:30 p.m.
WEAF, New York

(Donahue & Coe)
Sponsor is the same bunch that

last year lined up a flock of dealers
distributors, ice companies, etc., and
set out to buck the mechanical re-
frigerator with a revamped version
of the ice box. Show at that time
was 'Parties at Pickfair,' with Mary
Pickford arid guests. It was hot
without plenty of toil, trouble and
headaches. But the idea was said -to

be good for the morale of the natu-
ral ice fraterriity, so the same spon-
sor and agency are back on the webs
with a different stanza.

Fewer headaches seem to be in
store this year. With Gladys Swart-
hout as chief performer, the pro-
gram hits a staridard musical for-
mula itt which the chief element is

the quality of the singing. Not un-
like Grace Moore's, series for Vick's
in some respects, but more peppy.
Opening Stanza was a bit dimmed,

in that Miss Swarthout was on the
verge of illness, but did a trouper's
job, anyhow. Some allowances have
to be made "-for : that, especially in
the slightly dulled edge of her voice.
Selections chosen, and their order,,
okay. -

. Miss - SWarthput's - speaking
lines ditto.

Frank Chapman- (husband of Miss..
Swarthout) in for some solos, arid
duets, is a good partner. Hasn't got
the radio punch that Miss Swarthout
can deliver, but does good pacing
work. Armbruster's orchestra is
mainly ior, background, and fits.

NOyet twist to the coirimercial
come-on is that Miss Swarthout asks
the .armchair crowd to haul old
sheet iriusic but of the attic and send
same to her: She'll autograph it,

and, if possible, sing it

. Sales spiel tries, to sell the listen-
ers an 'air, conditioned' ice refrig-
erator. More sock than last year.
Frankly grabbing the bull by the
horns, the commercials plow into
mechanical .refrigeration as a mere
second step in keeping the milk and
victuals cool. Step three, says the
script, is the aforementioned natural
ice gadget Last year all this palaver
was too nondescript and mild.
Current release of Miss Swart-

hout's 'Champagne Waltz' (Par) is a
natural for starting off the radio
stanza. Series hasn't got much to go
wrong with it. It's that standard.
Slightly askeW note, however, was
Armbruster's introduction of Miss
Swarthout, in which he went into a
spiel on her willowy appearance and
her gray ehiffoh dress.. Somebody,
of. course, handed the orchestra
leader that spiel, but it ought to be
ciit out hereafter. Or get a gal to
read it. ; Edga.

ICESITITS:
CiWAVJIMMV

Let us acquaint you

with our work

UUEED 8 compflny

Sulphur and Molasses
have

NEWS AND SPORTS
Spring tonics dished up l>y Doc
KXBV in . form of News and Sports
put zip and pep In sprliiR and sum-
mer sales. Baseball again exclusive
on KXBY. 15 U. P. newscasts dally..
Wire for available spots.

The Sports Station .

Kansas City* Mo.

wsoc
CHARLOTTE, N. G.

Located in the heart of the Caro-
lina* and covering one of the

richest, most responsive, and—
i ihortr-one of the best mar*
kets in the world.

An NBC Affiliate
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Lester Cox Is

ew

Kansas City, Feb. 16.

Lester E. Cox is trying to up

interest in a regional which would
include all his stations and be known
as the ,Misspuri : Triangle. ; . Nucleus

•

0f the network would be the four-

some which Cox controls, namely,

KCMO, Kansas City, KGBX and'

KWTO, Springfield, and WTMV, St.

Louis, and it is Cox's idea to offer

membership in the regional to sta-

tions, in eastern Kansas, and north-

ern Arkansas and Oklahoma. Also

to bring in KFRU, Columbi Mo„
local outlet, for the St. Louis Star-

Times, and the new KWOS, owned
by the Jefferson City Post-Tribune.

Cox has a problem in Springfield

which he would like to solve before

swinging the network project KWTO
operates at 5,000 watts, but KGBX,
a 500-watter, makes a. tough competi-

tor for national spot business, prin-

cipally because of its NBC alliance.

Cox thinks that one way but of this

dilemma is to shift one of the sister

stations elsewhere, with the solution

expected to' play' an important .part

in the development of . the network
''.idea;' ;

One other outlet that Cox is con-

sidering for the proposed web is

KOAM, Pittsburg, Kans., which
doesn't take to the air until late in

jyiarch. Only indie hookup how in

operation in this immediate sector is

W1BW, Topeka, and KCKN, Kansas
City, Kan., both Capper Publications-

owned.

Lownian Due West

Lawrence Lawman, v. p. in charge
of network operations* will joi the
parade of CBS executives to • and
from the Coast in a couple weeks.

Lowman will spend several weeks
looking over the situation in Los An-
geles and San Francisco.

Mary had a little lamb

Hit fleeee w«a' white snow.

8h« wished advert! the
lamb

Upon the radi

She bo't some ti plug the
lamb

On stations near and far

But sad to state she di ink

Of WSYR.

Now that's where Mary lai .an

Her iamb she couldn't sell.
:

So Mary well-kjjown
bag, VAnd the show white lamb as w*ll.

P.S.—Don't pull' the wool oyer

your eyes. You can't cover the.

upstate New York State Market
thoroughly without WSYR,
Syracuse,

P.P.S.— . ihce

WSYR's four-

crease.

No Infringement Seen in

Radio Scripts on WHAS
/ Louisville, Feb. 16.

Copyright of Mrs. Cordia Greer
Petrie's 'Angeline' stories was not in-
fringed upon by ai of Mrs.
Katheririe Herriot Easti 'Si and
Melissy' scripts, , it Was ruled by Spe-
cial Judge W. T. Beckham in Federal
Court here Saturday (13).

Opinion stated 'Many: expressions
used by both, the plaintiff arid de-
fendant; are in common the
mountains Kentucky, and many
expressions used by them are in
common use in all parts of the State.'

Situations and locale' j both
scripts were very similar, but Judge
Beckham wrote 'Using the same ex-
pressions or group of words is not
sufficient to constitute, infringement.;
There must be something , more than
that.' A literal, 'slavish, copying
appears to be necessary (from pre-
vious court cases cited) cases of
this kind' before an . infririgement can
be maintained; imilar ideas and
expressions are not sufficient.'

Squabble started when Mrs. Petrie*
took exception to. - sketches being
aired ,by Mrs. Easti VTHAS.
Alleged that because, of

,
protest her

programs were cancelled, and she
asked for declaration of rights.

Mrs. Petrie filed
.
counter petition

against Mrs. Eastih and WHAS, ask-
ing an injunction.

INVENTOR ENTITLED

TO JURY PRIVILEGE

Federal Judge Knox Saturday (13)

denied the request of RCA and its

affiliates and E. T. Cunningham
Tubes, Inc., to dismiss the $250,000
breach of contract suit brought by
Abraham J. Engelrnan, inventor.
Court, decided the facts warrant a
jury trial.

Engelrnan claims he invented
transmission and recepti improve-
ments, voice, photos and radio teleg-

raphy. Defendants controlled the

patent rights but the plaintiff alleges

he entered an agreement with RCA
under which each was to italize

,'on the new methods. He was to re-

ceive two and' one-half percent of

all sales. Engelrnan claims that

since the agreement was entered
into RCA and Cunningham have
made upwards of $10,000,000 in sales

involving his inventions.

Network Chart
NBC NEW PROGRAMS

Procter & Gamble (Ivory Soap):
'The Story of Mary Marli ,' dramatic
serial with organ .music, Mondays
through Fridays, 12:15 to 12:30 p.m.,

beginning March 29; for 13 weeks.
Basic Red (except WSAI, WIRE),
WLW, Red Mouhtain_§nd Red Coast,

NBC RENEWALS
Tastyeast: 'The Original (TasU

yeast) Jesters,' beginning March 2;

for 39 weeks. Basic Blue (except
WICC, WEAN, WTCN), WSAI,
WABY.

. General Motors: 'General Motors
Concerts,' beginning March 14; for 13

weeks. Basic Red, WCKY, WOOD,
WCOL, Canadian, SE, WSOC,
WWNC, SC, WJDX, SW, KTBS, NC,
NW, WJIM,„ WCBM, WFDF, Red
Mountain, Red Coast, North Moun-
tain, KTAR.
Humphrey's Homeopathic Medi-

cine: .'Swepthearts of the Air,' be-

ginning March 2; on a 'week-to-week
basis, with cancellation privilege oh
30 days' notice. WJZ, WBZ-A,
WFIL, WBAL, WSYR, WHAM
(WEBR on Sunday only).

NOTE:—New programs or renew-
als for more than 13 weeks are gen-
erally cancellable in

\
cycles of 13

weeks on 30 days! notice.

Fast Fix for Eddy Show
.

Chicago, Feb. 16.

Complete: revision of the Nelson
Eddy show on Columbia had to be
made between noon and seven
o'clock Sunday (14), when it was
found the star could hot appear due
to a minor operation which had been
made on' his nose several days pre-

vious.

Nadine Conner, protege of Eddy's,

who normally sings one solo, and
Works on duet, stepped in to handle

the show, and Kathryn Meisle, Metro-
politan opera contralto, who; hap-
pened to be passing through town,

was thrown in to' guest..

Earnshaw Llpves East

Earnshaw Radio Productions, disc

serial producing outfit located In

Hollywood, hag opened a New York
office.

Charles Michelson in charge as the

firm's eastern -rep.

Showmanship Hits Col.

Columbus, Feb.
Novel stunt to get sales staff

hepped up to sell a new mystery
program was tried here last

week by WBNS. Salesmen at-

tended audition of mystery play,
presented in studio, which was
dark except for a circle of light
at each of two mikes. Special
organ score composed by Lowell
Riley set the scene and when
the play reached the climax,
studio went completely dark
and baby spot was turned on
Tom DeVore.
He was made up

' risen from the grave.

Cowles to Tie In Other Iowa Outlets

In Move to Meet WHO, DesM., Power

Des Moi

Battle Is readying for the state of
Iowa, as the Cowles' Des Moines
Register and Tribune group's Iowa
network plan' ah increased nook-up
to buck the WHO Craig
Lawrence, of the Iowa web (KRNT-
KSO-WMT), is reported to have
made a careful, survey of the radio
coverage of the state, and has spoken
to practically every station owner,
with the idea: of addi two, three

or four more transmitters for
creased ether spraying of the state.

Particularly, it is understood that,
the .Iowa network ' figuring on
knitting KMA, Shenandoah, and the
hew KGLO, Mason City, into its

hook-up. KMA is especially. ..sought
after, it is understood, because of its.

booming popularity the south-
western portion of the; state. Earl
May, who owns the" station, has per-'

(Continued oh page 43)
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WHN advertisers are'showincfi
results and increased sales in the;

complete metropolitan area, be^i

cause of . •

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
iThe vast talent resources of this

star-studded studio are at the_dis-

posal of WHN clients.

LOEWS THEATRES
The showmanship experience of

this great chain of theatres is an-

other "plus" at the command of

WHN clients.
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Forgive 'Outlaw'

, Sask., Feb:

Treated for years as an

outlaw1

, the Moose Jaw community-

owned CHAB has received the bless-

of the Canadi roadcasting

Commission and been granted the

right to use all the latter's programs.
Murray Gladstone, CBC head,

yielded to the 100-watter following a
recent tri to the western part of

the Dominion.
Station had been ordered off the

air riot so long ago. It appealed' to its

fan-letter writers and the support it

got encouraged the . station to defy

the CBC's edict; Outlet also paid

scant attention to the commission's
demand that it curtail the use of

phonograph records and improve its

equipment. Government apparently

decided that the only way out of the

dilemma was to bring the station

into the'

ame

Hollywood, Feb,

Suit for half of salary earned by
"Haven MacQuarrie on current -

tract with Chase & Sanborn for,

broadcasting 4Do you want to be
actor' was filed yesterday (15) by
George Lyon. Alleges he has part-

nership agreement with MacQuar-

Deal is. down,. tfie. middle split, ac-

ing to Lyon, who said' he en-

ineered sponsorship.

THE
GREAT

AMERICANEDI TO B
| GULF RE F l N I N G #COMPANT

SUNDAYS
:80-« P.M.. EST

IVABC '

CBS

MYRT
AND

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
2:45 P.M.—Mon.,TuM., Wed..

Thurs., Fri.

WABC - CBS

"The Mimical Toast of the Southland"
—NICK KENNY
N,Y. Dally Mlrrtr

F
AND HIS ORCHESTRA^ m.SS^t WSM

Decisions
Washington, Feb.. 16.

.

California: Metro roadcasting Co., Los Angeles, de«-

riied new station to be operated on 820 kc with 250

watts. Commission sustaining Examiner P. W. Seward;
News Press Publishing Co., Santa Barbara, granted

new station to be operated oh 1220 with 500 watts,

Commish upholding Examiner George Hill;

Georgia: W. T. Knight, Jr., Savannah, denied new
station to be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts, sus-

taining Examiner M. H. balperg; Jack E. Brantley,

Mrs. Jack E. Brantley and Jack E. Brantley, Jr>, Sa-
vannah, denied hew station to be operated on 1310

tc with i00 watts* Examiner Dalberg sustained.

Michigan: Saginaw Broadcasting Co., Saginaw, de-

nied new station to be operated on 1200 kc with 100

watts nights, 250 watts days, specified; hours, Commish
reversing Examiner Dalberg; Harold F. Gross and
Edmund C., Shields, Saginaw, granted new station to

)e operated on 950 kc with 500 wat daytimes bnlyv
Examiner Dalberg reversed.
Minnesota: .Wise. Broadcasting Co., Paul, applica-

tion for new station to be operated on 630 kc with 250
watts (facilities of KGDE, Fergus Falls), dismissed at

request of applicant.

New Mexico: KICA, Clbvis, granted change in hours
of operation from specified to unlimited days,, speci-

fied nights, on 1370 kc with 100 watts.

New York: Niagara Falls Gazette Publishing Co.,

Niagara. Falls,, denied hew station to be operated on

63fy,kc with 250 watts,, days, Examiner Dalberg sus-

tained;, Fower.City Broadcasting Corp;, Niagara Falls,

denied new station to be operated, days on 630
with 250 watts, Examiner Dalberg. reversed.

Ottghtky'KS'Uk/'- Salem,-: application for frequency
change from ,1370 to 1240 kc, and power boost from
100 to 250 watts, dismissed at request of applicants.

South Dakota: Aberdeen News Co., Aberdeen, ap-
plication for' new station to be operated on 1390 kc
with 1 kw unlimited, dismissed at request of applicant.

Washington: Vancouver Broadcasting Co., Vancouver,
new station application for 1500 kc with 100. watts days,
denied as in cases of default for failure to file an ap-
pearance and statement of facts in accordance with
Commish rules.

be operated on 1500 kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts
days.
Nebraska: L. L. Coryell & Son, Lincoln-, new station

tp be operated on 1450 kc with 250 watts nights; 500
"watts days'. .

New York: WHDL, Olean Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
Clean, change name to WHDL, Inc.r WMCA, boost
auxiliary transmitter power from 500 watts to 1 kw.
Ohio: WHK, Cleveland, night power boost from 1

to 5 kw.
Oregon: KSLM, Salem, change frequency from 1370

to 1110 kc and boost power from 100 to 500 watts.

Virginia: Petersburg Newspaper
;
Corp.,l Petersburg,

new station to be operated on 1210 J:c with 100 watts
nights, 250 watts days, hours of operation from day-
time to specified hours (requesting .facilities WMBG,
Richmond). J VL
West Virginia: West Virginia Newspaper Publishing

Co., Clarksburg, ,hew station to be operated on 1250 kc
With , days only. :

Examiners' Reports

Set for Hearing
Alabama: James R. Doss, ., Mobile, new station to

be operated on 1500 kc with 100 watts days only.
California: KJfiS, Julius Brunton & Sons, San Fran-

cisco, change frequency from 1070 to 1080 kc; KYOS,
Merced Star Publishing Co., Inc., Merced, change fre-
quency from 1040 to 1260 kc.

Florida: WIOD-WMBF, Isle of Creams roadcasting
Co., Miami, changer frequency from 1300 kc to 610 kc.
Idaho i KIDO, Boise Broadcast Station, Boise, power

jump from 1 kw nights, 2% kw days, to 5 kw all times,
and changes in equipment.

Illinois: Abraham Plotkin, Chicago, new station to
be operated on 1570 kc with 1 kw,
Missouri: WMBH, Joplin Broadcasting Co., Jopliri,

change frequency from 1420 to 1380 kc, increase power
from 100 watts nights, 250 watts days, to 500 waits;':

KFEQ, KFEQ, Inc., St. Joseph, increase hours of op-
eration from daytime only to unlimited (present au-
thority 680 kc, 2% kw days).
New Mexico: Earle Yates, Las Cruces, new station

to be operated on 930 kc with 500 watts days only.
Oklahoma: WKY, Oklahoma City, boost night power

from 1 to 5V kw. KGFF, Shawnee, change frequency
from 1420 to 1430 kc and jump night power from 100
to 250 watts.

Virginia: Staunton Broadcasting Co., Inc., Staunton,
hew daytime station to be operated on 1500 kc with
250 watts.

Washington: KHQ, Spokane, jump night juice from
1 to 5 kw.

New Petitions
Arkansas: KGHI, Little Rock, change power from

100 watts nights, 250. days, to 250 watts, night and day.
Indiana: Gerald A- Travis, La Porte, new. station to

Okays for two hew transmitters at Owensboro, Ky.,
and Lawrence, Mass., were proposed last week by Fed-
eral Communications Commission examiners, but new
station applicants from

.
Fresno, Cal., and rockton,

Mass., were left out in the rain.

Srhalli for the Owensboro Broadcasting Co, was
smiled on by Examiner R. H. Hyde, who found a need
for additional service in the area. Nearest broadcast
station to the , Kentucky town is located in Evansville,
Ind., Hyde pointed out, and does, not /provide primary

Organization—which is formed of a group of busi-
nessmen controlling the town's two newspapers, the
Owensboio Messenger, and Owensboro Inquirer—pro-
poses to use; community talent arid ir programs of
particular. " to the locality.

Operation of the station on 1500 kc, unlimited hours,
would not cause interference to other transmitters as-
signed to the same fre^ijency. or. adjacent frequencies,
examiner said. .

'
•

In recommending granting of the plea, Hyde speci-
fied that applicants present blueprints concerning
transmitter location and antenna to the Commish.
Tug-o-war between Hildreth & Rogers; Co., a pub-

lishing firm located in Lawrence, Mass., and the Old
Colony Broadcasting Corporation of Brockton, Mass.,
for a new transmitter on 680 kc, was temporarily de-
cided in fayor of the Lawrence group.

With both applicants described as 'quali in all
respects to construct and operate a broadcast station,*
task Of choosing between them was a hard one. Exam-
iner Ralph L. Walker based his decision on the 're-
spective, needs of the communities concerned, declar-
ing that the 'City of Lawrence is without consistently
satisfactory daytime service from existing stations,
whereas several stations afford a signal: of sufficient
strength to render satisfactory service to residential
sections of Brockton.'

Publishing concern, which prints two rags in the
city of Lawrence, asked 1 kw, ^ays only, oil the 680
kc ribbon. Broadcasting CbrpT"wanted the same as-
signment with 250 watts;

Adequate service by. an existing transmitter in the
same, locality, was cited by Examiner Hyde as a reason
for the Commish to turn down the application of
George: Harm for a smallie at Fresno, Cal.

Harm,: wealthy truck line operator and . auto dealer,
was told that his plea for a 100-watter on 1310 kc was
in order, except that 'no facts were presented to indi-
cate that station KMJ, Fresno* has not or cannot ade-
quately supply the needs of the area proposed to be
served.' In his recommendation for denial of the ap-
plication, Hyde quoted from a similar finding concern-
ing the application of Julius Brunton & Sbris ~Co.,
which was tossed out by the Commish in December for
the same reason. KMJ, Columbia Broadcasting System
associate, operates on 580 kc with 500 watts nights,
1 kw days.

Herrick Joins N* W. Ayer
Chicago, Feb.

Burke Herrick of Key Advertising

Agency, Cincinnati, comes into 1ST. W.
Ayer. agency here on March as

head of radio department.

cancy left by of Ed Bowers

to Chi managership of Paul Raymer
sales rep office.

THE O'NEILLS'
Bv JANE WEST

FAfWLY BRINGS YCU .V,QRK

\XU(iHim TSARS and (-"IeART-THROBS

.

M
r< sonfcd by Ivory Socp • 99

''oq .„„ o

LISTEN TWICE DAILY
NBC Blue Network, Mon. 11 a.m. EST

IM NBC Red Network, Mon. to :45 p.m. EST
•v

. * • .COAST TO COAST
.

' • ,v l"itt'r« *l^(6kMAN ADVERTISING; INC.
MGT., ED WOLF—RKO BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

$5 Price on Promotional

Brochure Keeps Rivals

From Deriving Benefit

- of: a promotion piece

has been issued by the E. Katz Spe-

ci Ageney, and newspaper
reps, -itn a price of five bucks on

its head to those not on Katz's mail-

i Spirally-bound booklet is

•entitled '983 Cities Coun-
ties,' on

the U. Census of Retail Sales in

1935, and sizing up as one of the
heftiest and most costly promotional
shots ever issued; by a. rep house.
Katz has no blurbi in it save the
firm name.
Census of Retail Sales for 1935

was ' not finished by the government
until middle of December, • 1936, at
•which time Katz sent a flock ot

stenos, etc. to Washington to comb
the government document into- new
combinations. Neither the govern-
ment, any other, commercial
firmj has complete, tabulations b£
this type, which makes the Katz
brochure leader in this field.

Booklet gives the following; pop-.

ulati , 1930; total retail sales; food
store sales; automotive group sales

.(including second hand cars, filling;

station Sales, etc.i; drug store sales;

plus
.percentages of

,
these categories

.igured into state and national totals.
Material is given for cities, counties,
states and the entire U. S. Object
of these combinations is to enable
stations and papers with, coverage
over several counties, broken
areas, to compute the economic cal-
ibre, of their territory. Radio homes
are listed.

Shot goes to agencies, account
execs, sponsors, and various other
types of prospects. Price of five
bucks is principally to keep com-
petitors, from" getting 'era free.

Kenneth. Roberts to produce and
Write 'The; Fourth ..Clue,* new who-
•ffiihit series oh KSFO, Sah FfahciscK
University of Californi Players in
cast of show bankrolled by Grahat
Bros., jewelers.

Qaims Newscast

Ridiculed Him ;

$50,000 Damage?

Knickerbocker' Co.,

which operates WMCA, is named de-

fendant i N. . Supreme Court i

an action brought by T.

ex-U. Navy ensign,. and
writer, for libel. He asks $50,000

damages..

Hoy claims that his; reputation Was
injured Aug. 18, 1935, when he was
depicted i a sketch of the program
•Five Star Final,' spbhspred. at the
time by a coke company (Koppers).
He. alleges; that

;a character 'depicted
a certain event in my life in viola-
tion <?£ the Civil Practice Law' and
was done for the purposes of adver-
tising and without his consent. He
asserts that the sketch presented him
in 'a foolish and undignified manner
and tended to hold me up to ri icule
and contempt among my business
and social acquaintances.' Besides
damages he asks that- all writi
and script be turned over to im;

Ken Ellington LeaVes WFBM
Indianapolis, Feb;

.
Ken Ellington, of WFBM here,

leaves next Saturday after his; eve-
ning* newscast, ""arid will begin a new
assignment ;at WBBM, Chicago CBS
key station, on following Monday
(22),

WFBM will set Frederick G. Win-
ter, local lad,, who has been with
Federal Players here, in the news-
casting spot. Winter, with no pre-
vious radio /has been
with Ellington week giving
everything the p.

MUNCHAUSEN"

JACK
PEARL

RALEIGH and
KOOL CIGARETTES

WJZ-9:30 P.M. E.8.T.—Mondays
NBC Network

* 9. LYONS,

Fred Allen
AND

Portland Hoffa
: in "Town Hall Tonight"

SAL HEPATICA- 1PANA
WEAT—WedoeidaTi »-10 P.M. EST

.1 WALTER BATCHSLOB

*

And His Warner Bros.

KFWB Orchestra

CHASE and SANBORN Coffee our

NOW ASSOCIATED WITH

PHIL PONCE
ARTISTS REPRESENTATiVES

1 7 East 49th St., New York PL. 3-8884
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Inside Stuff—Radio

Eddie Peabody, in becoming at once a station exec and entertainer on
KFWB, Hollywood, finally gets on the payroll of Warner ros., after just

missing 10 years ago. due to coincidence.
' Decade ago the late Sam Warner propositioned Peabody when sound
ix first hit market. Deal was set, but before could be squiggled, Warner
ied. ;Banjoist then' continued his way;

Back on Coast exactly 10 years after first WB Peabody' was
propositioned by Harry Maizlish, gim; of KFWB.

Although there was some criticism . levelled at last week's Red Cross
show in New York by radio men, P. K. Wrigley, who contributed $25,000

toward its sponsorship, expressed himself as satisfied with the results. He
id everyone concerned d,id a hangup job cbrisideririg that it was all done
ithout the benefit of rehearsal. Airmen thought the production ' was

. shot through with too many waits and bad spotting of talent.

In. addition to WPAR, Parkersburg, and WCHS, Charleston; of the John
A. Kennedy chain, Columbia has affiliated with it in West , ia the

two George Storer outlets, WWVA, Wheeling, and. WMNN,.Fe. ; ...punt and
Clarksburg. \ Wording bf previous story tended to give impressibn/lHat

WPAR and WCHS were alone in State. Y

Symbolic of changed times, Carnegie Hall, New York, is but in the open
-market soliciting broadcasts to be aired in its auditorium before visual

audiences. Wants chain sponsored programs especially, and to • abet the

•drive being made for 'em, the Hall has installed modern lighting layout,;

new fly-loft, and a p.a. system.

NBC's press release of. Feb. 15 on new. program, iriging Ki , with
Bobby Breen, demonstrates extremes in 'no mention: of rival network' rule.

Brief resume of Breen's career lists him as appearing on the BenBernie
and Jack Benny programs for NBC. His build-up by and for Eddie Cantor

on CBS is.conspicuously unmentioned.

UP THIS WEEK

Standard rands had not up to

yesterday (Tuesday ) . decided wheth-
er ii will continue the 'Do You Want
to Be an Actor?' series in Chase &
Sanborn Coffee's Sunday night spot

on NBC after the expiration bf the

current 13-week cycle.' Under the

terms of the contract with KFWB,
libs Angeles,, owner of the. show, no-

tice either way is due by Friday (20).

. K. Spencer, of J: Walter Thomp-
son's radio department, has

.
been, in

Hollywood the past week wrestling

with a dual task. It's up to him and
Danny Danker, . p. in charge of the

agency's west coast branch, to see

what they can do with 'Actor' in the

way of increasing its air audience or

finding ..a. substitute program.
Among the

.
sub ideas bei -.

sidered is a variety show.

Patterson Leaves WCAE
ittsburgh, Feb. 16.

WCAE publicity director for last

two years, Pat Patterson is quitting

post this week-end to join news staff

of Washington Herald. He takes up
his new job Monday (22).

Succeeding him here is Jimmy
Murray, one-time sports writer on
Post but for the last few

,
years in

radio as globe-trotter on WCAE for

Hearst's Sun-Telegraph,

PHILADELPHIA
1. "WCAU

2. WIP

WIP AGAIN

COMES THROOGH!
'' One-two sequence is same as

last year but recognition should

be made of WIP'S; consistently

snappy, independent job . .

station isresoureefuland thinks

'em up and carries 'emput pro-

'lifically . . . has substantial sus-

taining budget and goes after

remotes, novelties, community
attention-getters. Has barn-

dance, community sing, re-

ciprocal publicity deals with

dailies vox-pop and an array of

tie-ups.

* Front "Variety" Showmanship
Suriry — February to, 19)7.

Asks to Quiz Goldstein

Before Commish Trial

Superior Radio Artists, Milt
Gross, the cartoonist, and Charles
Sherman, writer, were sued in N. Y.
Supreme Court, yesterday (Tuesday

)

by. Norman Miller, agent, for, $7,000
he claims as commission. Miller
will ask Judge Levy today (Wednes-
day), to be allowed to examine Rob-
ert Goldstein', president of Superior,
before trial of the •action.

Plaintiff claims that as personal
rep for Sherman he persuaded Su-
perior to dispose of Sherman's and
Gross* script, 'But It's My Town,' He
avers he was to receive 5d%

,
pi Su-

perior's net profits and. i0% 6i the
amount Gross and Sherman received
Claims he never received a cent for

his : work. 'Defendants put in gen
era! denial of allegations.

Cowles Tie-Ins

(Continued from page 41)

manerit lines into Dies Moines, and
the

[
Iowa network, at present for a

twice-weekly paid-for. broadcast In
the interests of the Earl May Seed
Co. Iowa web has fed KMA a
couple of programs; also, but it has
been on a more' or less if and when
basis.

Sold As a Unit
Plan, it is reported, is for a com-

pletely knitted hookup with KMA,
making it an Integral part of the
network, and sold with the rest of

the station on the Iowa web as a
unit. In addition, KMA has. a -num-
ber of programs at present which
are sought after by the Iowa web
for state-wide broadcast.

Up in Mason City, which is up in

the northern central edge of the
state, Station KGLO, owned and op-
erated by the Globe-Gazette, is a

new transmitter. Both the Iowa"
web and the station are interested in

getting together as quickly as ppsr

sible, it is reported, the Iowa web in

order obtai itional
;

wattage
up along .. boundaries
of the state, get more call

letters on the web, with KGLO
figuring on the Iowa web for a quick
build-up on account, of the network's
established rep throughout the states,

and its recognized programs.

Borden's S. F. News Deal
raricisco, Feb. .-.

Three news broadcasts daily for 13

weeks, involving a cost of more than

$10,000, will be inaugurated over

KFRC here by the Borden M^ next
Monday (22). Deal is biggest of its

kind handled by a local station in

a long time. Contract, signed

through McCann-Ericksqn, calls for

three ten-minute spots daily, at

8:30 a.m., 12 noon and. 4:45 p.m., PST.
Newscasts may be extended . to the.

Don Lee network after the first 13

weeks.
John B. Hughes of the KFRC staff

will do the broadcasts'. Assisting him
in writing the material, which will

be gathered from I.N.S. and Uni-
versal, ill be Al Hunter and Hal
Brats.berg, KFRC announcer-pro-
ducer. Hughes will continue his Don
Lee sustainers. Legislative Keyhole

A Radio Nightmare

Terror of the sidewalk inter-
view impresarios struck last
week when WMCA, New York,
ran afoul an outspoken critic.

efore Bill Stern could halt him
one peevish citizen got on the
ir a comment about the N.Y.
tate License Bureau.
Commissioner Charles A..Har-

nett was incensed at the crack.
ich concerned passing

drivers tests. While accepti
station's apology in the matter
Commissioner ;asked' its help i

trying to apprehend the citizen

who had made the flip remark.
. 'Prove

'

licly'
'

citizen

NEGRO AMATEURS DRAW
SPONSOR AFTER 2 YEARS

;

:

'Amateur Night in Harlem/ weekly
our show broadcast from Apollo
Negro theatre," over WMCA, N.
and fed out ' to stations linked ' the
Iriter-City system, goes under com-
mercial sponsorship starting tonight
(17). Program has been sustaining

for more than two years, having
debuted shortly after -the amateur
craze swept the country.
Golden Peacock Cosmetic's is the

b.r.. Ruthrauff & Ryan set. account.
,-. Beside New York ortiinationr Com-
mercial will also be pumped ,Out to
WIP, Philly,. WCBM, Baltimore, and;.

WQL, Washington, ister stations
!

in
the Inter-City chai

WBBM BATE BOOST
Chicago, Feb. . .

WBBM, local Columbia outlet, will
boost rates to high mark for city at

$750 -hour as against previous
$610 per hour. Entire increase
on the card will' average .25%.
Rates effective March 1

.

Drastic Radio Station Tax

Move to Head Off Passage

Columbus, Feb.

Alarmed Ohi are

turning the pressure on the io

Legislature to defeat a tax bill in-

troduced by Rep. Joseph R. Duffy of

Cleveland, which, station owners
say. would soon tax most H the . sta-

tions in thfe state out of ex istence.

.
BiU

(
which has had a secon.:l read-

ing, would require broadcasting com-
panies .to organize under the laws of
the state and pay a monthly fran-
chise tax of. 10% Of their gross sales.

Revenues woUld be used for flood
relief purposes for; the. first year, :

and after Feb. 1, 1938; be diverted to

the old age pension fund.
Stations would be compelled to file

in writing before the iOth of each
month a report including a state-'

ment of their total number of hours
of ..commercial broadcasting; Penal-
ties failure to file reports and
pay the tax would be 15% of the tax;

due after five days, aftd Ta'ncellation

of ;the franchise if
, plus';

perially,

is' not paid in 60 days' after ^t'i^dae.

philadelipHi

'

.; ids ' were asked from contractors
this week for construction of new
WFIL studios; here. Remodeling
floor will begin March 10. Plans
were drawn by Horace Trumbauer.
Studio has been located in Straw-

bridge and Clothier department store
since a merger two years ago. There
will be four studios, in new spot, one
with own control room and. three
working from central.

Bill also carries a fine of from $10.
to $1,000 for each day of

without a franchise.

Idea' Worries 'Em
Radio men. here feei certain that

the bill will be killed in cornmittee.
Governor Martin L. Davey

'; in any
event is expected to veto the bill if it

should be passed by the legislature.

; Nevertheless, there: is a • fear that
the Wuffy. bill, is just the forerunnfay-
of a flock of similar proposals aimed
at broadcasting. So broadcasters are
making a strong. effort to get a hear-
ing before the tax cornmittee of th
legislature to explain their opera-
tions arid head off discriminatory
legislation.

CBS LEGAL DEPT. OKAYS

M'MURTRIE PROGRAM

-•sales dept. ickering with
a sponsor .fpr a program .called

/(Warrjing-' Signals/ ,wri|tep...bx: Burt
+McMurtrie and Pauiirie Gar'rick.

pects to close in ..next- couple of days. •

• McMurtrie got okay from National
Better Business Bureau to use Its

name, files and slogan. There are 55
B.B.B.'s in U.S.A. and another 80-odd
Chambers of Commerce that tie in.

Huge losses
,
annually, due to swin-

dles, etc.

Matter has been on fire, some time,

but CBS legal dept. only gave the
go. ahead signal last week after scru-
tinizing the proposed program from
all angles.

THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL STATION
Memphis, Tennessee

OPERATING IN THE PUBL IC INTEREST
•

780 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS DAY • lOOO WATTS NIGHT



RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
Attention-Getters, Tie-Ups, Ideas

Outstanding Stunts;

CONTEST
IDEAS.
WMGA, NEW YORK

New York City,

WMCA is conducting a contest for

contest ideas, with fcucldin sponsor-
ing the ' programs.

Listeners' are asked submit
Ideas of what they may consider the
epitome of contests. Winning thought
will be eventually conducted as con-
test for program;

Job-Findi Programs

.Rochester, N.

WHEC is co-operating with Mon-
roe County American Legion in a
job-hunting program for veterans.
Station provides evening time land

legion spieler lists qualifications of

picked group of ex-soldiers. Would-
be employers then can get in touch
wth the station or the veterans bu-
reau. Music and entertainment ' fills

out the program. .
.

Los . Angeles station currently is

ballyhodirig an employment-fihdmg
program of similar character... %:

if •.—
.

,

\."< ,ft ,i\
"

'

Johnson SlsteVs, Harriott

Ruth; id^ theirirfirst broadcast
. . . .

a hometo^ $t£itiibnp KF(>R, Lincoln,

Neb;; last- ^ej^^tliqugli Ifceyjye.been
on the air fe'f^Qby, way ofK#KA,
Pittsburgh, and the Don Bestot and
Smith Ballew bands;

HERE AND THERE
Berntce Judis, manager of station

WNEW, N. Y., back from vacation on

the Coast.

Bob Taplingrer returned from
Hollywood this week.

Neil W. Hopkins has joined Kass-

Tohrner Radio Productions as script

director. Hopkins was formerly on

the production Unseen
Friend,' and 'Omar Mystic.'

Ruth .Bennett; formerly with Free
& Peters, Inc., is now with the New
York office of Joseph Hershey Mc-
Gillvra, station rep.

Truman Brizee, former manager of

the Capitol theatre, has joined

WHAM, Rochester, as salesman.
.

Buddy onetime WMCA,
N. Y., film commentator, back after

stay on the Coast.

Charles Stark, WMCA, N. Y., day-,

•light schedule . announcer, now resid-

ing in philly and commuting daily.

t$ator, wRr select from Jus .scripts ) of
;

,
corporated into a book titled: Thiols
Life.'

MARIO BRAGGIOTTI
WITH: BIS ORCHESTRA

Whose Baton You Can
Bet On

. (HEARD ON NBO NETWORK)
M*. CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS, Int.

Arthur Jarrett, Sr., and Marcy
Klauber, writing team on EduCation-
al's Astoria lot, '. framing radio pro
gram for Publicity - Associates. Jar-
rett is father-iir-laW of Eleanor Holm,
-champ swimmer.

Cabs on Air
Pittsburgh, Feb. 16.

Yellow Cab Company hitting the
air waves, for the first time around
h0re, aside from occasional spot ah
nouncements, to get across recent
rate slash of 30%. Cab people have
programs running now on two sta
tions, and understood they're dicker-
ing for still a third.

On WCAE, Charlie Danver, daily
columnist of Post-Gazette, hitting the
ether twice weekly^ with 10 minutes
of chatter, gossip and human interest
stuff, while on WWSW, Allan Trench,
former announcer at WCAE, is cab
bing it with 'Yes arid No' Question
forum.
There are; cash giveaways on the

latter, with Danver avvvrdingf" free
book of taxi tickets to someone he
picks out personally each session.

opening Feb; ift

HOTEL COMMODOBE. NEW l'ORK

Per. R ep'.-»-ARTH UR . T. MICHAUD
1775 BROADyVAY, N. Y. C.

Mflt<—M.C.A.

KRUEGER BEER
Mondays at 10:30 I'M..'

WEAF.- NBC

DRENE SHAMPOO
" Wednesdays nt 7:45
WEAF - NBC
Thursdays nt 7:

W.JZ - NBC

Mnntkjfement .
V ,

COLUMBIA ARTISTS
BUREAU

Illness Outs Joan Blaine
Chicago, Feb. 16.

Due to illness, Joan Blaine is out
of the NBC 'Mary Marlin' serial.

Place has been taken by June Mere-
dith, who originally held the title

role.

June Meredith also, stars in Mur
tual's 'Behind the Camera Lines,'
and the WON five-a-week 'Wife vs.
Secretary.'

Negro Sunday Night

Philadelphia, Feb.
'•' WDAS, which has never ca-

tered -to- any. .particular type of
program or- advertiser, is booked
solid with programs designed
for colored listeners from 7 to

11:30 Sunday nights. Also has a
Negro appeal commercial on
Sunday afternoon.!

.', In one program dramatic
colored poetry is read, Others
are religious or musical. Are
presented by, both white and
sepia sponsors. :

s

AFTER 10 YR. VACATION

RESINOL EYES RADIO

sors

Batten, Barton, Durstlne & Osborne
have spotted 15 minute transcrip-

tions for Oneida Ltd. (Tudor Silver-

ware) on WON, to run once weekly
for 13 weeks. Series is a musical,

and features Peggy Tudor.

Illinois Bottled Gas has taken

ithree, two-minute participations per
week on the WLS Homemaker'-s
Hour, for 13. weeks. Wade Adver-
tisi Agency has the account.

After quarariti self from radio

as. advertising medium for ten

years, Resinol Soap is again on the

air. Has spotted a $6,000 spread on

WBAL, Baltimore; m fonir .of daily

flye-miri. shots over a year.

A. L. Carter, prez and active boss

of Resinol, is currently cruising West
Indies, but when he returns in three

weeks will expand air campaign over
national scope. Will buy on Hearst
stations to $30,000 or so extent. Plans

to invest $100,000 this year, in toto

over ozone.

,, {
.- T$o agency ,

. Carter is

handling -campai imself.

J it''-' ' ; - ;

;v>[:'. : \

Baseball Pact Set in St. 1.

" v

St. Louis,

Sam Breadon, pres. St. is Car-
dinals, has conoluded negotiations

with KMOX and KWK for broad-
casting baseball at Sportsman's Park
during coming season but deal be-

tween the two stations and St. Louis
Browns is still hanging fire. Stations

will pay $7,500 each to Card manage-
ment, same as last year, and will

have exclusive privileges. Sunday
and holiday games are barred, as in

previous years. Stations and Browns
are pretty far apart on figure to be
paid for airing games but deal is ex-
pected to be closed before season be-
gins.

WIL which retired from baseball

broadcasting last year , is not likely to

return" to this form of entertainment
feeling that there are plenty of dial-

ers who want : something besides

baseball' during afternoons. KSD,
owned and operated by St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, afternoon rag, has
nqver aired baseball here and won't
this year. General Mills is sponsor-
ing KWK which will use John
O'Hara at games while Kellogg is

bankrolling KMOX with France
Laux at the mike.

(General .Mills has signed with

WHN, New York, for baseball play-

by-play this season for Wheaties. To
use the Internationa! League games
over in Jersey. Cliff Samuelspn was
i for the inking of the official

paper's.

Angelo Patri Back Again

Maxon,agency has signatured An
gelo Patri, New York school princi-

pal,, to dp a daytime series for Heinz
Baby Foods. Patri was on the . air

several ago for Cream o'

Wheat.
Florida Citrus Growers is extend-

ing its disc campaign, with Ruth-
rauff & Ryan the agency.

"

McManus, John & Adams is the

agency for Pontiac's John Held Var-
sity Show over the NBC red

(WEAF). ,
Wrongly ascribed to D.

P. Brothers.

Baking Co.; KSL, St. "Lake, for Par-
amount Baking Co.

Town Talk Bread arid Hathway
Bakers, spot announcements, bein
placed in Eastern and far Western
stations by W. E. Long Co.

Gallenkamp Stores (shoes) have
signed through Long Advertisin
Agency for a series of half-hour
whodunits, . 'True Detective

.. Mys-
teries,' starting Friday, March 5, 7 to
7:30 p.m., PST, over six NBC-Blue
outlets in California: KGO, San Fran-
cisco; KECA,

r

Los" Angeles; KFBK,
Sacramento; KWG, Stockton; KMJ,
Fresno, and KERN, Bakersneld. Live
talent Will be used for the . shows,
which will ori inate in San Fran-

,

Cisco.

Walter Johnson of Young & Rubi-

cam waxing Buck Jones' 'Hoof-

beats' in Hollywood for Grape Nut
Flakes.

JLog Cabin Syrup show optioned

Jackie Coogan for another five weeks
on the 'Billy the Kid' serial.

W. E. Long Co. has added 'Ad-

ventures of Ace Williams' transcrip-

tion series to WRVA, Richmond, for

Nolde Bros. Bread; KOA, Denver,

for Old Homestead Bread; WCBM,
Baltimore; WJAC, Johnstown; WTBO,
Cumberland; WJEJ, Hagerstown;
WFEA, Manchester, for Schmidt

SCRIPPS-HOWARD SUES

TO UPSET FCC REING

Washington, Feb.

Counsel for Continental Radio,

Scripps-Howard "'• subsidiary, yester-

day (Monday) asked the Circuit

Court of Appeals, District of Colum-
bia, to set aside the decision of the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion which turned down C-R's plea

for a franchise on 1230 k. . . hut
granted & similar petition by WOL,
Washington. Request in either case

was forj,000 watts day and night.

Continental- proposed to put up its

trapsmitter just outside of Washing-
ton. In the case of WOL it was a

transfer of wavelengths. Court action

ties up the shift for WOL.

Myrt and Marge Habit?

Philadelphia, Feb. 16.

Poll on: dialer-dinners on WCAU
Women's Club caused station to

change time of program from 1:30

p.m. to 3 p.m. when 95% of women
favored the later hour. Reason fre-

quently given was return of Myrt
and Marge to 2:45.

v
:

Women's Club listeners almost all

follow this series and say hew hour
allows hearing both without inter-

ruption.

(Showmanship being largely dependent on stunts,

tie-ups, etc., in connection with established holidays

and events, Variety herewith presents a calendar for

the month of March. This calendar is published

monthly from material copyrighted by tlie Rational
Retail Dry Goods Assn.)

SPECIAL WEEKS DURING MARCH
National Sportsmen's Show in Hartford, March 6-13;

sponsored by Campbell-Fairbanks Expositions, Park
Square, Boston, Mass,

Girl Scout Anniversary Week, March 12-18; spon-

sored by Girl Scouts, Inc., 570 Lexington avenue, New
Y6rk City, « \
National Business Women's Week, March 14-20;

sponsored by the National Federation of Business and
Professional Womea's Clubs,, 1819 Broadway, New
York City.

International Flower Show, March ; sponsored

by the Horticultural Society and New York Flower
Clubs, 598 Madison avenue, -New York City.

r
Northwestern Sportsmen's Show, Minneapolis, March

27 to April 4; staged by General Shows, Inc., 805 La
Salle avenue, Minneapolis.
National Foot Health Week, March 29 to April

sponsored by the Boot and Shoe Recorder, 239 W.
street, New York CHy

•

Women's Exposition of Arts and Industries, March
29 to April 3; sponsored by Women's Exposition of

Arts and Industries, 411 Fifth avenue, New York City.

. SPECIAL DAYS DURING MARCH.. ^
(!) Nebraska entered Union, 1867. r

. . (2) Texas Independence Day. -

'

(3) Florida entered Union, 1845; Bell, inventor of

the telephone, born, 1847; first U. S. postage stamps,
1847.

'

(4) . Pennsylvania Day (charter granted), Ver-
mont joined Union, 1791; Bank Holiday, 1933.

(7) Luther Burbahk, horticulturist, born, 1849.

(10) Telephone first used, 1876.

(12) Girl Scout Birthday; great blizzard,

eral post office established, 1799.
' (14) PassiOn Day; li Whitney patented cotton gin,

1794: Albert Einstein born, 1879.

(15) Maine admitted to Union, 1820. .

(16) Federal Trade Commission organized,

(17) St. Patrick's Day,
(20) Spring begi

(21) Bach, composer, born,, 1685; Palm Sunday.
(25) Maundy or Holy Thursday; Maryland Day

(state holiday).

(26) Good Friday.
(27 ) ; Jewish Passover—first day Nisan (begins surtsef

previous day; Lent ends at noon.
(28 ) Easter Sunday; Jewish Passover, day
isari (begins sunset; previous day).

(30) Alaska made part of the U^L S., 1867.

: Seven accounts were landed by.

WNEW, N,Y„ in the; last ,j0 days be-
sides an increase in spot announce-
ment, biz. Coleman-Halloran, Incn
Serutari, Lander Co., Kay Rineli Per-
fumes, Elin, Inc., Fairbanks-Morse,
and Finlay-Straus, Inc., were the ac-
counts which will have programs of
15 minutes or longer three to
times per week. Spot announcement
contracts were with General Supply
and Cosmopolitan Hotel.

Sales Promotion Note:JVUh Easter to stimulate sales,

March this year goes into fourth place" among all

months in department store volume (when Easter -

curs otherwise March ranks eighth) . Sales should be
roughly 9% of the year's total. "Best sellers: patterns,

millinery, shoes, gloves, neckwear, junior and misses',

and women's coats, boys' wear, appliances.

Lucky Strike wiil go from 30
45 minutes on NBC also if that net-
work can arrange for the expansi
NBC has sold the half hour follow-
ing the cig's Wednesday night period
to the United Ice Dealers. Increase
to 45 minutes became effective

CBS last Saturday Aight (13).

. Ford & Son, of Wyandotte,
Mich., maker of Wyandotte Cleanser,

starts a matinee series CBS
March 2. It will be a quarter-hour
ori mating from New York Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday* N. W. Ayer
is the agency.

CARL
HOFF
LUCKY STRIKE

"Your Hit Parade"

., EST
WABC CBS

THE

THREE MARSHALLS
MONDAYS
:1K p.m.—WJZ

Exclusive .'Manngerrieht.
NBC ART 1ST SERVICE

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, N. Y.
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Court Ruling Favors

Piracy, Already Common, in Japan

Toyko, Jan.

Looks like there's going to be t

new freedom fot Jap publishers,

producers and recorders who make
their living pirating books, tunes and

whatnot from works copyrighted in

other countries. In the past those

gentry have been considerably ha-

rassed by the activities of Dr. Wil-

helm Plage. German legalite, who
has, at frequent intervals, haled

them into court for copyright in-

fringement. In most cases compro-

mises were made before the cases

came to trial.

From now on it's going to be a

horse of another color, Judge Toshio

Fujishima of the Tokyo Local Court

having decidecVFriday (22) that only

the 'victims' of an' infringement are

entitled to bring action under Japa-

nese law, and as Dr. Plage was
clearly not the Mctim' in his thirty

/Presents

Thm ScasatfoMl BaOad
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or more cases pendi , no relief
could be expected or would be forth-
coming.
While Dr.. Plage has a number of

times appeared- for: various foreign
interests, the case which upset his
well-laid plans to force- payment of
royalties to his clients was against
the Shochiku theatrical Co. and its

managing director, Shiro Kido, for
Haying produced Japanese versions
of Meyerferster's Al^ Heidelburg at
the Tokyo Shochiku theatre and
portions of ' Puccini's 'Madame But-
terfly! at the Osaka Kabuki theatre.

Reversal,
Lower court decided in favor of

Dr. Plage and. assessed a fine of fifty

yen against Kido. Oh appeal, the
higher court reversed the decision,

and in doing so makes- it extremely
difficult for foreign copyright own-
ers to protect themselves in this
country.
In arguing his case Dr. Plage cited

the Berne Copyright Treaty to which
Japan is a signatory, but the Judge
declared no dice as the Berne Con-
vention did not provide for transfer
of copyright. Hizonner cited article

15 of the Japanese copyright law,
which states that copyrights, like im-
movables; must be registered when
transferred. Such being the case, Dr.
Plage was informed that he could
consider that he had only sustained
damages in free - competition. As a
parting shot Hizonner pointed out
that article 44 of the Japanese law
requires that suit be brought in the
name of the "victim.'

SEE LOUCKS AS

STEP TOWARD

ICE

Washington, Feb. 10.

Early agreement on terms of *
stipulation in the antitrust suit be-
tween the U. S. Government and
American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers was seen last

week following appointment of
Philip G. Loucks, former managing
director of National Association of
Broadcasters, to represent the radio
industry's interests in the alleged

monopoly proceeding;
While no date has been fixed, the

case has been restored to the docket
in the New York Federal Court and
the attorneys for the two parties are
understood to have made substantial

progress, in preparaion for another
hearing. Case has been i the ice-

box since the summer, of .1934, when
trial was recessed by consent of the

opposite factions, Counsel have been
Working intermittently for past 20

months on the stipulation.

Broadcasting industry group action

was interpreted as definite proof that

matters are coming to a head. Al-

though NAB has no official; position

in the court proceedings, the associa-

tion bosses felt things have reached

a stage now where it is desirable to

have a. legal expert sit i with the

Government and look oyer all papers
from the industry viewpoint. Desire'

is to prevent omission of any peji?-

nerit facts affecting musicMaseriT and
make certain thatvnori-controyersial

features oJLthe pact are in harmony
with, radio's interests.

Loucks will consult with Andrew
Bennett, special Federal prosecutor,

and other attorneys .working on the

agreement. While he will have no
formal connection with the Govern-
ment staff, he will jerve as medium
by which broadcasters, will transmit
their opinions to the Justice Depart-
ment.

Gordon £ Revel's Greatest Score . > . From 'Head Over

. Heels In Love' . . . A Gaumont-British Picture

'May I Have the Next Romance With You'

'LookiiT Around Corners for You'

'There's That Look In Your Eyes Again'
'
Head Over Heels In Love

-

LEO FEIST, Inc. 1629 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Most Played on. Air

To familiarize the trade with
the tunes most on the.

around New York, the follow-
ing songs were most- played on
the networks last week. Com-
bined plugs WEAF, WJZ
and WABC are computed for
the week from Sunday through
Saturday night, Feb, 7-13.

*Xhis Tear's Kisses
There's Something In the Air
With Plenty Money and You

.

On a Little Bamboo Bridge
fNIght Is Toong
'Good Night, My Love
•May I Have Next Romance?
•Love and- Learn -

Gee, but You're Swell
You're LaogbJnff at Me
When My Dreamboat Comes!
Trust in Me .

Serenade: in the Night
If My Heart Could Only Talk
I've Love to Keep Me Warm
I'm In a Dancing: Mood
Boo Hod
I Cant Lose That , Longing;
Mood That I'm In
When Poppies Bloom Again
Slumming on Park Ave.
Pennies From Heaven
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
One In a Million
Rainbow on the River

Indicates filmusical song,

vindicates stage production
song; The others are pops.

U.S. Pix firms Seek Protection

On Foreign Music Contingencies

IN NEW

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. proposes

to put out its own publication of

'Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland.'

when the renewal of copyright it has
obtained from the mother of the late

Leo Friedman, one of the tune's

writers, becomes effective Mar. 2.

Will Rossiter, who controls the re-

newal rights to the lyrics, authored
by Beth Slater Whitsen, will also

have an edition of the song on the
market.
Reprint rights to another tune by

the same pair, 'Let Me Call You
Sweetheart,' is still the center of a
controversy between Shapiro-Bern-
stein and May Mayer, of the Paull-

Pioneer Music Co. Mayer claims

that the copyright renewal which
S-B got from Mrs. Friedman is in-

valid because her son just before

his death assigned the renewal rights

of all his works to Will Rossiter,

from Whom Mayer bought the rights

to 'Sweetheart'
. Shapiro - Bernstein coun t e r

s

Mayer's contentions with a court de-

cision which holds that the author

has no right to interfere with the

property of his heirs by disposing

of a copyright renewal which might
not become effective until after his

death.

Counsel for motion picture pro-

ducers want the publishers to change
their license forms so that the pro-

ducers won't have to worry about
performing rights in foreign coun-
tries in the event a publisher should
break off relations with some foreign

rights society. Committee . of film

company lawyers, chairmaned by
James Polk, of Paramount, is slated

to discuss this with John G. Paine,

chairman of the Music Publishers
Protective Association, during the

current week.
As the licenses are now given to

producers the use is subject, to the
jurisdiction which a performing
rights society holds . in a particular

territory. The right is so long as the
copyright owner has a performing
rights . affiliation in that country
either directly or through the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers.
What the producers' lawyers don't

like; is the jeopardy into which the
exhibitors: cain be placed in case the
copyright owner is not represented
by a performing rights society, in, thsjt,

country, or he suddenly jwfitfydraVs'

the right' 6f representatifin from thi^

sojciety.' The modification of the li-

cense fom these lawyers,
5

no,w ^aj,^

;
rwould make the .'ng'ht to

!

perform
'worldwide but at the; same time make,
this right subservient to the authority
of the society affiliation.

Present agreement form, say the
film company lawyers, does not pro
tact the producer and the exhibitor
from exposure to Infringement suit*

whenever control of the right is not
held by a performing rights society.

If, for instance, an ASCAP member
had no connection with a perform-
ing rights,group in Norway, tha way
would be open for the copyright
owner's local, agent or assignee to
sue for infringement. The film law-
yers figure that a worldwide or blan-
ket license would avoid any such
dilemmas.

DEBROY SOMERS HAS

HARRIS' LONDON SPOT

London, Feb.

Jack Harris, American bandleader

and one of the biggest names here,

finishes at Clifford C. Fischer's Lon-

don Casino, where he has been lead-

:

ihg his own band ever si

opening, with Debroy Somers, local,,

batonist, replacing some time in"

March.
Somers will stay till the end

the run of the current show, then
probably be replaced by Bert Fir-

man. Harris, who has an—interest
with Ambrose, another bandleader,

in Ciro's, will alternate at this nitery

with his partner*
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A Musical Month

Washington, Feb. 16.

Plot to dedicate the month of Feb-
ruary—ordinarily held sacred to ga-

loshes and pneumonia—to the muse
of Music was aired last Wednesday- 'Norvo, Dick Jurgens, Roger Pryor,

(10) by Senator CopeJand'of New
York.

1

/
'

'

, Introducing 'a bill to designate the

month of February in each year as

the Month of- American Music,' Sen-

ate medico requested annual Presi-

dential proclamation setting aside the

month in honor of American compos-
ers and to 'stimulate popular inter-

est in American music and enrich- the

cultural life' of the people of the

U. ."

Tuneful programs would be fea-

tured in all schools, colleges and
'patriotic, civic and cultural organi-

zations,' under the terms of the
measure.

Red Norvo in Jam

Chicago, Feb.
Red Norvo Orchestra , at the Black-

hawk Cafe g6t into a jam with the

American Federation of Musicians
local last week because of the guest-

ing of Roy Eldridge, colored trump-
eter, on the Norvo weekly Swing
Concert.
Ruling bars guest stars of AFM

members without express permis-

sion. Threatened to toss Norvo out

of union at first, but net result was
a two-hour delay in getting to work
next night.

ys

nto

Benefit Rule

Chicago, Feb. 16.

Music Publishers Representatives
organization has called off its orig-

inal plans for a benefit show here,
due to the Musicians Union thumbs-
down ruling on benefit appearances
of its members. immy__£s$rillo,
prexy of the union, insists oh follow-
ing the letter of .this ruling, feeling
that should the union permit the
-guests showings of its members for
the song-pluggers* benefit, the same
permission would have td.be granted
to other show business organizations
seeking union members .as- guests.

Particularly, this guest angle re-
fers to the local"pand-leaders such
as Kay Kayser, Freddie Martin, Red

etc., whose names were depended on
by the song-pluggers as box-office
draw- for the benefit show.

'BROADWAY' CLEFFEES
HollyWood, Feb. 16,

Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adam-
son are cleffing tunes for *Mr. Broad-
way' at Universal.
This will be Buddy De Sylva's

initial production on the lofc

Delia Carroll has been put in front
of the Bon John Girls band by Joe
Glaser, of the Rockweil-O'Keefe
office.

wlIHHiitTktbBHt

SUMMER RIGHT

HOW COOL! YOU?

GEE! BUT TOUVE SWELL

tm* "tOXO MB A ILOVE BONO"
A C*rauy*tttoa Froductlo*

THE LITTLE HOUSE
THAT LOVE BUILT

VOUB EYES HAVE
TOLD ME SO

REMICK MUSIC CORP.
U60 Sixth *«., BOA Bld».,,Nrir.

CHABXIB WABBEM. rrof. Mgr.

Announoina New
KALMAR-RUBY
SONG HIT

"THE MOON IS IN

THE SKYr'

ESTABLISHED FAV0B1,TE8»

"UNDER YOUR SPELL*
•YOU DO THE DARN-
'DE8T THINGS, BABY"

f MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPORATION
SAM FOX PUBLI SUING CO '-Jr.'. ,v I;

1250 SIXTH AVF.NUE.

NEW YORK

To paraphrase the saying—"Good Things Come in As."
For example, here are 4 big songs from 4 big pictures:

A THOUSAND DREAMS OF YOU
Ffom the Walter Wanger production, "You Only Live Once"

SMOKE DREAMS
From the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product?

"After The Thin Man"

GOODNIGHT MY LOVE
From the 20th Century-Fox production, "Stowaway"

THERE'S SOMETHING IN THE AIR
From the 20th Century r Fox production, "Banjo On My Knee"

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP. • 799 7th AVE. NEW YORK
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I.wv

fOLK*
Pve just wrote my Aunt Bessie down in

Buchanan, Ark. and told her she'd better turn on

the radio this Thursday night at Ten O'clock E.S.T.

and listen to Bing Crosby sing the ne

songs from our picture "WAIKIKI

WEDDING." For I honestly believe

they're ias fine a set of songs as Bingj

ever had the pleasure of singing to

the old mike."

WHAT A SET OF HITS!

6®
»»»*

,o»'" ..SsiSS'S

i

U.I

2*

/. ..>,.*-.?-, ?i.Pv„

-

1

1

-.4 '» '

The lads at the piano are RALPH RAINGER and LEO ROBIN,
Paramount's ace hit makers, who in "Waikiki Wedding" have even

topped their former Crosby successes . . . such as "Love in Bloom,"

"June in January," and "Please".

AND WHAT A PICTURE.'

"WAIKIKI WEDDING", besides having the grandest bunch of song

hits of any picture in months, gives you the whole pack of favorites

who made "Rhythm on the Range" the big hit of last Spring . . . BING
CROSBY, SHIRLEY ROSS, MARTHA RAYE, BOB BURNS. . .Nuff said!

Orchestra Leaders . . . Radio Artists . . . Program Directors can get these hits now at

FAMOUS MUSIC CORP 1619 BROADWAY. . . NEW YORK
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Mass Meeting Tonight (Wed)

Meeting o^thfr music industry has been called for tonight (Wednes-
day) at the Hfitel Astor, N. Y., to discuss indorsement ot the code of

fair trade practices as proposed by the Federal Trade Commission.
Directorate of the Music Publishers Protective Association is anxious
to geUthis angle out of the way so. that action on the covenant can
be expedited in Washington.

FTC is understood to be amenable to the MPPA's suggestion that

the' proposed code include no provisions involving the Robinson-Pat-
man anti-chainstore bill.' The commission had inserted such provi-

sions in its original draft of the code but MPPA counsel urged
against their acceptance on the ground that the law's interpretations

as implied in the code might be contrary to future decisions of the
courts.

Disc Reviews
By Abel Green

Victor's 12-incher of Ray Noble's

Medley, played by Noble and his

London (the original) orchestra, is

ORWHITE

RADIO C IT Y, N.Y.

--FOX'.
FLASHES

THE BALLAD
SENSATION

THE
WORLD
IS MINE

(TONIGHT)

NOW THRILLING
THE WORLD

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMPANY

I J SO SIXTH AVENUE
«C* BuilOinG R»OlOCItT

NEW YORK

I RWI

N

DASH
Who Cave America

"SWEETHEART LET'S

GROW OLD TOGETHER"

"WHEN THE POPPIES

BLOOM AGAIN"

Want* Songs Suitable for

England

Arrives February 18th

ESSEX HOUSE
NEW YORK

a gem. As the trade and many of
the sophisticated disk fans fully
know, Noble never has had a band
or, rather, recorded as well on the
His Master's Voice releases in Eng-
land. Actually the HMV combo was
a 'house' organization, strictly pick-
up, although with the same nucleus,
in the main, but there was some-
thing in the 'refining' process of the
London-made waxings which first

impressed him into the American
consciousness. He's never achieved
the same thing in America although
highly commercial generally speak-
ing. This. 12-inch disk medleys
Noble's own compositions which,
like the songs, carried his rep
around the. world. 'The Very
Thought of You,' 'Touch of Your
Lips' and 'Love Is the Sweetest
Thing' is the A-side. 'Love Locked
Out,' 'What ' More Can I Ask?',
'It's All Forgotten Now* and 'Good-
night Sweetheart' is the B-side. Al
Bowlly (now,, back in England)
vocalizes.

'

Noble, with his current (Ameri-
can) dance team has a 10-incher on
Victor 25504, !To Love You and to
Lose You' (Edward Heyman-Kurt
Weill) out of 'Johnny Johnson' and
.'Long As You-Got Your Health' from
'The Show Is On.' Both are legit

excerpts but no wows as tunes and,
under the suave Noble batoneering,
iust polite dance music. Howard
Barrie is the maestro's new vocalist,

succeeding Bowlly..

Lotsa zip and steam on Bluebird
6788-70 by Tempo King and 'his
Kings of Tempo (a swell billing)
with Kid Tempo scatting the -vocals
and Queenie Ada Rubin at the
ivories. Numbers are 'Moonlight on
the Prairie, Mary' and There's a
Ranch in the •- Sky,' perforce more
moderated in the swingo, by the
nature of the T)illy tunes. King
really cuts up with 'My Last Affair'
and 'Gee! But You're Swell,' that
latter incidentally a swell tune.
Benny Goodman himself on Vic-

tor 25510 recourses to another Vin-
cent Youmans tune. 'I .Want to Be
Happy' and 'Rosetta* (Earl Hines-
Henri Woods) for a sample of how
he can send 'em. With the maestro
standing out per usual on his musi-
cal cheroot, he has crack tinpannus
Dersonnae in H. James, Gerald Grif-
fen and H. Flnkelman are on the
horns; M. McEachen, S. Ballard, slip-

slides; H. Schartzer, W. Depew,
Adrian Rollini, Vido Musso, reeds;
Allen Reuss, guitar; H. Goodman,
doghouse: Jess Stacey. pianner: and
Gene Krupa, traps. Victor 25510.

Big league swingology is found on
Brunswick 7816 by Teddy Wilson
and his own ideas of 'Tea for Two'

(Continued on page 48)

Music Notes

Glenn Gray is replacing Mel Jen-
sen as stiok-wielder for the Casa
Loma band. Though the unit has
been billed as 'Glenn Gray and his

Casa Loma band' throughout the six

years of its existence this will be the
first time that Gray, saxophonist, has
done the front-standing.

Don Bestor has settled his personal
management contract with Sol Kush-
ner and joined the list of Consoli-
dated Radio Artists, Inc. Bestor was
formerly with the Musfc *Corp. of
America. He opens at the Nether-
lands Plaza, Cincinnati, this Friday
(19).

Julie Cruze, daughter of James
Cruze, film director, has sold an
original tune, 'I'd Like to Be the
Buttons on Your Vest,' to George
Hirliman. It will be sung by Eleanor
Hunt and Fuzzy Knight in 'Gold' for
Condor Pictures.

Prez of Philadelphia Union Outspoken

Against Anti-Recording Resolutions

Dick Powell cut four sOngs from
'On the Avenue' for Decca, Grace
Moore recorded numbers from her
latest Columbia picture, 'When Love
Is Young.'

Al J. Neiberg and Jerry Levinson
have been signatured for pictures by
Rockwell-O'Keefe and are slated to

leave soon for their first studio
songwriting assignment on the Coast;

Allle Wrubel and Nathaniel Shil
kret have completed • a tune,
First Time I Love You/ for "The
Toast of New York,' at RKO.

Bonnie Lake, author of 'Love Has
Not Been Very Kind To Me,' plugged
by Fred Astaire on the Baekard air-

show, is a sister of Ann Sothern,
actress.

Burton Lane and Ralph Freed are
doing the tunes for Jesse L. Lasky's
production of 'Radio City Revels' at

RKO.

Dusty Eoades ork following Leon-
ard Keller combo at Muehlebach
Grill, Kansas City, for a two week
stay. Roades opens Friday (19).

Jan Rubini and 17-piece ork have
been signed to appear in 'Cafe
Metropole' at 20th-Fox.

Carl Ravell orchestra opens in the
Blue Room of the Roosevelt, New
Orleans, Thursday (18), following
Will Osborne's crew.

Philadelphia, Feb. 16.

Americo A. Tomei, prez of Mu-
sicians' Local here, says he'll have

nothing to do with plan of New
York and Chicago locals to ask ban

on Union members engaging in any

form of musical recording. New York
group has drafted a proposal which
will not ' only prohibit platterizing,

but will mean complete with-

drawal of .Union musicians from Hol-

lywood and other picture studios.

The Chi local is allied with it. They
intend to present proposal to> exec
board of American Federation of

Musicians,' meeting in Miami next
Monday (22).

'The Union, in passing sueh an
edict,' Tomei ssid, 'would be slitting

its own throat.

'In the present "state of the motion
picture industry it would be impos-
sible to keep music from being used.

What would happen is merely that

the men now playing ill Hollywood
would chuck the Union and go right

on playing. Studios would probably
offer them long-term contracts at

$15,000 or f&O.OOO a year. At the end
of 10 yeaj| they'd have $150,000 or

more. W^t good would the Union
do the:

Tpn^T also disagrees with attempts

,t^0ames Petrillo, prexy of the Chi
local, to outlaw discing in his terri-

tory.' If recording is to be banned at

all, Tomei feels, it must be in a con-

certed national move, not by action

in a single territory.

. 'Such action,' .Tomei said, 'just

drives the recording companies out

of the big cities and into smaller

towns where locals which never got

a chance to. platterize before .will

greet the opportunity with open
arms.'

Tomei agrees with Petrillo and
Jack Rosenberg, prez of the New
York local, that problem of musician
unemployment won't be solved until

Union is able to exercise control over
recordings. But he feels that com-
plete control will cbme only with
Utopia.
He plans to present a resolution

at the National AFM convention in

June asking for a country-wide cam-
paign of publicity to increase audi-
ence demand for in-the-flesh music
and yaude.
Problem of discing in this terri-

tory is virtually non-existent.

Franz Waxman will do the musical
treatment for 'Once There Was a
Lady,' Luise Rainer starrer at Metro
studio.

Arthur Wright leaves the Kay
Kayser Band to join WGN as staff

vocalist Feb. 17.

Sam wigler back with Crawford
Music Corp. professional staff.

Leon Belasco moves into the Hotel
New Yorker, New York, Mar. 4.

Louis Pinito, ,onetime MCA band,
now Consolidated.

Last Week's 25 Best Sellers

[The trade will be interested in comparing the selling relativity to
the most-played-6n-the-air tabulations, shown elsewhere in this
department Song title and publisher of the best selling 25 are
included; only the title of the song is recorded in the air plugs.]

When My Dreamboat Comes Home Witmark
Goodnight My Love .Robbins
*With Plenty Money and You Harms
Chapel in the Moonlight Shapiro
Pennies From Heaven . . . . ; Select

Rainbow on the River .Feist

Moonlight and Shadows Popular
Trust in Me : Ager
Serenade in the Night .Mills

There's Something in the Air Robbins
On a Little Bamboo Bridge.... Morris
One, Two, Button Your Shoe Select

May I Have the Next Romance? Feist

tNight Is Young Words & Music
I Can't Lose That Longing Donaldson

tLittle Old Lady Chappell
"Who's Afraid of Love Hollywood
Love and Learn Chappell
This Year's Kisses ,

'. Berlin

Slumming on Park Ave Berlin

Love Marches On Schuster

You're Laughing at Me ...Berlin

What Will I Tell My Heart .Crawford
fit's De-Lovely .Chappell

Gee. But You're Swell Remick

Indicates filmusical song, t Indicates stage production song. The
others are pops. ^

Jesse Owens' Orchestra
Newly formed band., of Jesse

Owens, Olympic sprinter champ,
lately turned maestro for Consol-
idated, will open its first engagement
at the Savoy theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.,

Feb. 19, on a one-niter tour. Band
totes Midge Williams, gal singer, and
Conroy and Park, dance team.
Owens has been studying vocaliz-

ing for past three weeks to torch
with crew.

Japan Censors Disc

Tokyo, Jan. 29.

Songs with, naughty words have
recently come under the scrutiny of
the ever watchful Jap minions of
the law, with the result that the Jap
version of 'Love Me, Please' has
been banned. In explaining the ban
to the officials of the Showa Sound
Recording Co., makers of the offen-
sive platter1

, the cops said that it

wasn't so much the words that they
objected to as 'it was the tonal qual-
ity of the vocalist, she having ac-
cented certain words in a manner
calculated to be damaging to public
morals.
Some 1,200 records of the ob-

jectionable tune were pressed and
later destroyed.

HdHmS Presents

From
"READY, WJIXINfc AND ABLE"

Too Marvelous

For Words

Just a Quiet Evening

Sentimental

and Melancholy
•

Cafe Continental

European Hit

Vienna Dreams

When Old Friends Meet Again

Trouble Don't Like Music

Greatest "Gold Diggers" Score

With Plenty of Money

and You
(Gold Diggers Lnllaby)

All's Fair in Love and War
Let's Put Our Heads Together
Speaking of the Weather
From "Gold Diggers of 1037"

HARMS, INC., RCA Bldg., N. Y.
MACK GOLDMAN, Prof. Mgr.

IRVING BERLIN'S GREATEST SCORE

"ON THE AVENUE"
(20th Century-Fox Release)

THIS YEAR'S KISSES

YOU'RE LAUGHING AT ME
I'VE COT MY LOVE
TO KEEP ME WARM

THE GIRL ON
THE POLICE GAZETTE

SLUMMING ON*PARK AVENUE
HE AIN'T GOT RHYTHM

3 CURRENT POPULAR HITS

I Love You From 0

Coast to Coast

There's Frost on the Moon

There's a Silver Moon on the Golden Gate

IRVING BERLIN, Inc.
799 Seventh Ave.. N. Y. C. HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mar.
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NORMAN

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL,
Nqv.6, 1936

"Satirical dancers of class'
proportions. ; Audience laughed
heartily;; and applauded lustily,"

V- Sidney. Harris,
ILLBOARD, Nov. 14, 1930

MUSIC HALL
"In. a yery burlesque.' of

ballroom dancing . . . deserve a
better, show baickBround;''.

" Kau/,; Variety; Nov. 11, 1936

PALACE, CHICAGO
"With their satirical dance im-

pressions, were a hit . . un-
usual comedy ! dance Interpreta-
tions kept the customers in a
hilarious •• mood."

F. L. Morgan,
BILLBOARp, Nov* 28, 1936

PALACE, ICAGO
"A genuinely entertaining and

surefire act, building steadily
from a good start to a bang-up
finish." , '

: <
r Gold, Variety, Nov. 25, 1930

congress hotel casino,
Chicago ^

•;•

2 :#EpjKi5. DEC. 4Tff to 18TH
:

•„ "Harris Shore, added to
the Congress Casino Shpw Fri-
day night, eeom to me to be the
most entertaining we've seen In
the ro6m oC the revolving stage."

J. Ly, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

DIRECT TO CHEZ PAREE,
CHICAGO

7 WEEKS
provoked laughter

,by their
slightest antics when in an • am-
bitious burlesque of .the reigning

- modem dance teams they scored
point after point with elvish
caricatures of the

;town's favor-
ites, Velpz and Yoianaa.~

J. M., CHICAGO 'TIMES,
Dec. 27, 1936

CHEZ PAREE
. . . their caricatures had the

folks in stitches."

J. P. Carmichaet.
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS,

Dec. 26, 1936

CHEZ
, 'burlesque 'Moonlight
/' boleros, etc.,. of the

more scribua dance teamed Miss
Shore : is -r a miniature Beatrice
Lillie turned, dancfer."

. L., CHICAGO DAILY NEWS,
Jan. 23, 1937

CHEZ PAREE

day.' 1

growing funnier every

J Dorothy Day,
EXAMINER, Jan. 25, 1937

NOW
NICOLLET HOTEL

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Theatre Booking Offices

190 Now;Statedt*'.

EL CHICO, N. Y.
Again Benito C. Collada has a

bright, tight little show at his Span-
ish oasis in Greenwich Village. It's

authentic Flamenco and 1 Andalusian
plus all the other native Spanish
provinces to appeal to the : native
trade which augments the casual
tourist dropper-inners. For the El
Chico has become something of a
showpiece in its smart decor and
authentic kitchen and cellar produc-
tions. Not to

. mention the daiquiris
and Sazaracs in the Havana and New
Orleans manner.

.
Show itself comprioes six acts plus

Don Alberto and Los Picadores, who
dish but the U. S. dansapation with
the same gusto as the Latin tempos.
Sendrita Chita opens with a dance
specialty. T.os Rancheros (3) are
Mexican guitar-songsters, not . un-
known on the air and looking pic-
turesque in their cucaracha motifs.
Senorita Adelina Durari is; a Flamen-
co and Castanet terper;'. likewise
clicky. Rosita Rios is a Flamenco
songstress who's been here belore,
marking return, and registering.
Maclovia and Candido, ballroom
team, .specialize in

.
zambras, jotas,

boleros and kindred native dance
routi . The piecerde-resistance? is-

Carlos . Montoya, -native - guitarist,
from Madrid, just arrived in Amer-
ica with the Ballet Espagnol. Latter,
sailed back a fortnight ago, but Mon-
toya . waV-heTd W.the/Chico^by Col-
lada. He's more or less known in
'tHe woiJdjfc bqtin Mmmupities as an

; Feature of El Chico is that the
8:30, 11:30 and 1:30 shows are clocked
like a time table, so that the at-
tendance is . paced accordingly^ The
turnover; thus, is; excellent, which is
aii; asset, considering the limited, ca-
pacity of this room,, which scats'
about 100. America table, d'hote
$1.5.0, native dinner $2; couvert 50c,
and $1 after. 9:30. Abel.

for the kids, as it is for some of the
cluck lines plucked- in the east -for

the hinterlands. They're on four
times, led by Edna Wilson, a rubbery,
acrobatic lass who hoofs, spins and
parades in bright fashion.
Best of the turns is Joan Zeppo

(New Acts), a cute little toe-dancing
trick, and team of Doris and Wally
goes in chiefly for fast, straight hoof-
ing, alright, too, .but gal should chuck
that male get-up^'she uses for the first

number, irs so unbecoming.
Also still around and a fixture by

this time is, Angelo DW Palma,
operatic tenor rounding out a full

year at this spot They come and go
here, but 'Mi Mi,' as he's come to be
known, goes on forever. Husky
vocalist dishes but one aria after an-
other from .the operas and mob
never lets him get away without at

least half a dozen numbers. It's air

ways, no matter what the attractions,

the .riext-tp-clbsing spot for Di
Palma, because acts

.
coming in

haven't been around a night, before

they realize it would be too tough to

follow him. . . _^
Music's by Herman Middleman and

his boys, and they're no longer just

promising, they've arrived. Improve-
ment of this outfit , last few months
has been phenomenal,' and; proof is

on the' dance floor. It's always
jammed,. No little feature in Nixon s

success either is George Lazard, the

veteran head-waiter. Cohen<

ROYALE FROLICS
(CHICAGO)

„ .
-

.
Chicago, Feb. 13.

Fourth edition of the 'Rovale
Frolics Revue,' which opened jjri-.
day (12), . is - a nbt&ble show- both
from the standpoint of production
and performance, arid its quality, like
"the three editions which preceded
i£ Spells the .reason for the consist-
ently good business at Ihis cafe.

"

Held over, and now in her 35th
week at the. cafe, is Dolly Kay...The
showmanship of , .this songstress is
such that she keeps the audience
right in the palm of her hand every
minute, and every one of her six
sqngs, all in different moods, Rive
the feeling that the singer ""

the
absolute master of - the tune. .

Another tbp-nbtch spot in the re-
vue is the 'Coronation', number, in
which the line of 2% girls and Jack
Hilliard, tenor, do an abdication-
from-the-throne pageant: Hilliard's
singing here -is. better than in the
third edition, and the. costumes and
accessories worn by the girls would
do credit to a 'Follies', or 'Scandals.'
.
Dancing plays important partm the show. Adair and Richards do-

ing ballroom and adagio. Control
and acrobatic departments are taken
care, of by Frances Wilte, with Ed-
wards and Farney doing the same
for the tap department. All are
youthful, fresh, and clean cut.
Peggy Moore, the soubrette. is an-

other holdover, M.c.'irigr is done by
Clarence Stroud, and his tired, bored
style is. a relief from the usual. He
is joined by his brother, Claude,
later on iii the show to fill a-hoofjhg
spot of their own.
Henri Lishon's band does an okay

job for both the show/and the danc-
ing; with Phil Phillips, Dolly Kay's
accompanist, doubling-as the royale
host. Lcop.

NIXON CAFE
(PITTSBURGH)

••
••.

-
. Pittsburgh, Feb, 12;

* -
^Is^and flashy .the important

items ^for this downstairs : (beneath
legit Nixon theatre) spot arid cur*
rent show, which goes in more for
production than past revues here;
have those. " abundance. Talent
may not be exceptional, but it's good
enough to get by, and. on the budget
Tony Conforti sets aside weekly for
entertainment, it's topnotch.
That budget item, by the way, is

something Conforti could afford to
make a little more flexible these
days; Biz at the Nixoh is; booming,
better than it ever was even before
depression, with a big dinner trade,
a swell play at supper and always a
rush on the bar, particularly during
intermissions upstairs, when the
gang flocks down for a quickie.
For what management's willing to

shell out, the set-up must necessarily
be pretty routine—a line of eight
"girls, a dance team and a couple of
specialists, no more, ho less, With
the coin rolling in—Nixon," by the.
way; is th£ only nitery in town to
get a cover—Conforti might expand
a bit on entertainment and find it

altogether profitable. .

'

^ E<Jdie" Dunn m.c.'s the show, .stick-

.

• ing to ^straight announcements and.
.Contributing ~ 'for ' his own' bit a

1

oalatablfe 'vs^'etion 61 ' scfit-sirigi^g.

:Cil^Vus)rl0^eH^Mnttd?' aHdt nleely*-
-

^stUmed;<and dancing isn't ameffart

Disc Reviews
(Continued from page 47)

arid 'Til See You My Dreariis.'

When Vincent Ybumaris and Isham
Jones- - first conceived these ; new
classic^ American foxtrot ballads,

they probably never dreamed of the
musical mayhem ..which the West
•Md, street swing Scats would: one day
commit on their creations. Well,

here 'tis, notes on wax. With Wil-
son maestroing from the music box,
John Kirby, Allan Reuss, Cozy Cole,

Irvintr Randolph, Vide Musso and
Ben Webster do all right by them-
selves. Powell, who plays with
Benny. Goodman and is brie of the

two Harlemites in the organization

at the Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.,

utilizes- some of Goodman's crack
men. . /

.
;•• ; _

Deanna Durblri who waxed 'Some-
one to Care for Me' and ?I1 Bacid,'

which she features in .'3 Smart. Girls'

(U),- circulated them as novelty New
Year's greetings to the film trade.

Disks, palpably, were too good ;
to

end thus, arid Decca has subse-

quently marketed them.. Should
prove strong sellers. , \
Latin mUsic has its innings more

arid more these days. .
Cubans and

Argentinians no longer are aston-

ished at the growing
,

vogue in

America, of conga and tango tempos,
having learned that since the start,

of the rhumba vogue in the U. S.

some five years ago, it's been more
and more avidly .welcomed as some-
thing riew: in tempo and terp style

with the years. Obregon's Ore on
Decca 1102 shows how with 'Piruli'

(Arrriando Vilespi) and 'Quimbamba'
(Rafael Hernandez), latter one of the
current crop of rhumba faves.

Brunswick's 'Songo Songo,' a dan-
zonette, and 'Spic and Spanish- .

(El.

Maraquere,' by Eleseo Grenet, but
recaptioned *S. and S.' by Al till-

man), a 'conga pregon,' zte in the
more advanced Cuban tempos., For-
mer is hybrid French Marti ique
rhythm crossed with the Cuban, arid

the congit is the more advanced
.Afro-Cuban* tempo. Not that the
rhumba hasn't its foundations in the
Voodoo atmosphere. - Johnny .Rod-
riguez arid Chiquito Build do' the
vocals;
- Al Ravelin, chiefly a modern dance
exponent, has

,
essayed a pair of

tangos on Decca 113 and handily.
Tunes are 'Tango Oriental,' by Paul

.
Shahin and -Gus Lazard, and 'It's

You' (Shahin), neatly waxed oh
Decca 113.

In the heated brackets: Louis Arm-
strong's 'High Society' and 'Gotta
Right, to Sing the Blues,' with the
rc loubtable Louie, on the horn- and
doing the vocal nonsense. Bluebird
6771. Chick CStompin'-at-the-Sa-
voy') Webb gives but 'Love You're
Just . a Laugh' and • 'Frost On the
Moon' on' Decca 1114 expert
swingo. Ella Fitzgerald and a trio

vocalize. Webb again on Deqca 1115
with 'Love Marches On'—'Gee! But
YoU're Swell,' a bit smbbther ' albeit
as snappy. Charles Linton arid Louis
Jordan split the vocals.
Also imported, on Columbia S271,

is a single-faced rendition by Charles
Laughton of Lincoln's Gettysburg
Address. The same deliberate..arid
distinguished diction which, highr
lighted the film actor's interpretation
of the immortal address iri 'Ruggles
of Red Gap' has beeri captured on
the wax. It's Certainly a different
item for the .dislr Collectbt.

,

• Tommy D'orsey also ' gives out
neatly in intricate dansapation tech-
nique on Victor 25509 with 'Mr
Ghost Goes to Town' and 'Looki

'

Around Corners.' .

Lou Llpstone, booking manager of'Balaban & Katz jn Chicago, put him-
self- in considerable' hot water with the local Musicians' Union and espe-
cially with President James C. Petrillb when he tried to get out of a book-"'
irig deal by putting the onus on PetrUlo. _ L
Trouble began when Ramona, booked into Chicago, was nixed on

date due to her legal tangle with Paul Whitemon, who 'holds a contract
for her services she is now trying to sever. Until this mix-up is straight*
ened out, the American Federation of Musicians' will not'permit the vaude
date. When the union stepped^ in, Lipstone wrote to Rambna's agent arid
told him that Petrillo won't let

N

the girl work. Petrillb is burning at what
he calls Lipstone's method of trying to make it a personal ruling, though
the Ramona regulation is; general contract regulation! on the part of the
AFM.

'

Plenty of temperament sizzled amibng the performers in the new show
at the Chez Paree, Chicago, over the weekend, with three of the leading
names ,on the floor burning up over their spottin|| in the show. Perform-
ers involved are Gertrude Niesen, Bert Frohman arid Edgar Bergen,
Miss Niesen arid Frohman refused to follo.w one another in the show,

since both are sirigers. In the original spotting, Frohman went
,

Miss Niesen then hitting the roof. Bergen» who has the longest contract
the Chez Paree has ever handed out, wasn't happy about the date in the
first place; since he wanted to stay in New York,' He trifed to get Out of
his deal here but nitery refused. Doing same act as last year and then
apologizes to audience for the repetition. .'

Following a number of injuries, more .or less, impbrtant, to performers
working in Cafes throughbut.: the midwest,; some, of .the nitery operators
have begun to insert new elauses in-ttLeU" contracts which state that the
performer releases the cafe of all responsi ility in case of acciderital in-

jury.. Some bf the. bi acts have been insisting, however, that the
claUse be eliminated from the coritracts before they would ink the dotted
li These acts feel that they, are putting themselves in personal jeopardy
by bkayirig such a reservation.

:
^ J

"
-

;

. It is generally considered, though, that the clause would not hold water
in a civil, court. It's impossible, according to law, for a person
away Certain basic rights which are guarariteed to everybody.

Lou Wolfsbn goes over as associate to Earl Bailey , in the mariagement of

the London office of Music Corp. of ;America and not in sole charge as pre-
viously reported. Bailey\ Continues managing- director of that MCA
branch, with Wolfspn in charge of what MCA calls its European theatrical

department: "••

Nitery Placements

• New show, at the Chez Paree. Chi-
cago, has Gertrude Niesen, E^gar
Bergen, Bert Frohman, Paul Sydell,
Santschi . and Buckley, arid Edna
Sedgwick.

.

June St. Clair, stripper, opens at
Colisimo's, Chicago, March 19.

. Toni Lane to Tower theatre, . K.G.,
this week following. Oriental, Chi-
cago, arid then back to the 885 Club,
Feb. 20, for eight weeks.

Edith Griffith opened at the Hi-
Hat, Chicago, Saturday (13). •

Alec
1

Templeton, blind pianist,

heads the show opening at the Rain-
bow Room. N. Y., tonight (Wed.) Stie

Hastings',^ marionettes arid Ariel
Perry, . singer-Harpist, also in show.
Jerry Gbff and Jack Kerr, coritic

songsters, engaged for hew show
Rainbow Grill

- opening same time. -

Charles Nary, operatic singer,
added to .show.at Maisonette Russe.

Nellie Paley and Rosa Burnett,
singers; iri Frank Beccaro's Round
Room, N. Y.
• Ramona, singer, replaced Endor and
Farrell at Savoy-Plaza, N. Y. Stays
until Dwight Fiske's return March 5.

Mike Riley's new band opens at

the Hickory House, N. Y., tonight
(Wed.).
Bob King vocalizing with Jerry

Blaine's band at Park Central, N. Y.

William Axt and Gu j. Kahn Jiave

completed 'Tonight Will Never Come
Again,' arid iYour Love Will Keep
You Near to :Me' for Metro's- 'Song

of the City.'

RADIO RAMBLERS
Sid Rice — Irving Lane —- Sam Vi

America's Foremost mimics

Now (Week Feb. 12th)—Earle, Washington
Next Week (Feb. 19th)-4-Earlet Philadelphi

D1RKCTION

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA
.: S. K. KUSHNER — iviii-T STAVIN

, RKO Bldg., Radio Cityr New York City

INVADING THE EAST AGAIN

REX WEBER
METROPOLITAN, BOSTON

Week of February 18th

i rectjon—-AL BORDE

THEATRE BOOKING OFFICES, Inc.

190 No, State St., Chicago

IliEIWtll^MOtTm

HARRIS, CLAIRE and SHANNON
PLAYING RETURN DATES FEB. 5—PALACE, CHICAGO; FEB. 12—f>ALACE, CLEVELAND
"THEJ PANCE TRIO. IN FOR TWO SPOTS; DOES-A BANG-UP • JOB OP THEIR TWO ROUTINER; THEY CAN Ati-
WATfS BE COUNTED ON tfOR THE BEST IN APPEARANCE AND WARDROBE. PJLUS GENUINE DANCING."

' Gold. Variety (Feb. 10, 1937)
Irectlon—HKNRX AVIKSE, New York -

, Clilcngo
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Red Cross at Music Hal,
t . . ...

othly Run Variety Show

Red Cross benefit for the relief of

the flood sufferers, . at .. Radio City

Music Hall, N. Y.,
;
last Thursday

ight (it), wound up with, a gross,

and consequently net, of $51,828.

Theatre, services of the artists, mu-
sicians, stagehands and operators

were all. contributed to the Red.

Cross via the Theatre Authority.

This, as distinguished from the con-

cert eritertainnient - scheduled for

Carnegie Hall Saturday night (20),

was probably the topper of all bene-
fits, held in New ,York in the jpast 10

years, and may -hold the: istinction

record variety entertainment

fpr years to come. Carnegie show,
however, "

ill ring up a much higher
gross thrbuigh; selling the .radio rights

alone* for $100,000 to Ford," With the
ticket sale .

expected .to bring another
$40,000. Carnegie will be scaled from
$1 to as high as $250. for; boxes. '•

"; M. H. -was scaled at $1 to $10, .
with

the payees for the latter berths hard-
ly .able to complain that .they didn't

getV^heir' " money's worth... Layout
started into, action around 12:30 and
cpntihUed .till the small hours of the
morning 'without a letup in pace or
excellence of entertaihmerjt. Tickets
sdl'd accounted for $21,828; program
and flower , sales, $5,000; plus $25,000
•from Wrigley, for the.radio rights.

Show was routined by Leon Lebni-
dpff, Music - Hall's production head,
•Billy Rose and Leonard jSiliman.

Leonidoff was iri the wings' and on
the stage throughout the show, see-
ing to it that things went smoothly.
He was" principally responsible

,

' for
the actual unreeling of the proceed-
ings.; .

" ••'.

..The- Acts,

ineup of acts arid personalities
included practically every big^iame

k
orchestra in N. Y. at the,; time.

A ift^'.pf . those who performed in-

cluded: .... V

Noel Coward, Gertrude Lawrence,
Evelyn Laye, ; Beatrice. Lillie,' Miltpri
'Berle, Bert Lahr; ob Hope, >Ethel
Merman, Kitty Carlisle; " Lucrezia
Bori, Reginald Gardiner, Helen
Hayes, Ruth Gordon, George Jessel,

James Barton, 'Deems Taylor- Erno
Rapee; Walter Damrosch, Leo Reis^
man; . Fred Waring's glee club, the
Lombardo and Calloway bands, rn-
est-Truex, Clifton; Webb, Bdrirah
Minevitch's harmonica band, and far
into the night. Proceedings were run
off in very smooth fashion,"

4

, cdrisider-'

ing the many handicaps involved iri

the tagirig of a show of this kind.
British artists stood out prominent-^

. that contingent- being led by. Nb.el
Coward, who remained from the
start until the sbpW .fang down at
4:1,0 a.m. Coward was one of the.
m. c.'s. Deems Taylor, teed off as
conf^rencier, followed by George

, Bob Hope, Milton Berle and
Coward as the show pacers.
CdWard spoke for his compatriots

graciously,
. indicating that America

had .been ..so kind and generous to
English players that tliey, by paitici-

; patihg in aid of sufferers in' the na-
tional disaster, were responding in a
small measure as a gesture Of their
gratitude: '•

,
Most of .the performers sat around

at tables in nitery fashion in front
..of the. M, H.' symph orchestra on
the. stage and along the sides of the
house. A dais was also mounted at
the back the stage, behind the
symph. Sandwiches and coffee were
served to the artists while the show
was in progress.
Show's gross of $51,828 includes

the $25,000 paid for the broadcasting
privileges by Wrigley 's. NBC, CBS,
'Mutual, and Inter-City networks aired
the entertainment. Balance of the
Jake came 'frbinv ticket (it was a sell-
out), program .and flower sales.

iThere was no audience collection of
collection boxes.

Va. County Closes Niteries

On Sun., But Pix Spot OK
Lynchburg,

., Feb. 16.

' While other < Virginia are

giving okay ix, Camp-
bell County, just outside Lynchburg,
has. announced.. at

once, on nitery and cafe dancing, on
the Sabbath. \

.
ite spots have been;

ing,
.
all-day. on Sunday; depend-

ing for patronage on LyrichbUrgefs
who • find: little Sunday amusement
outside, the picture houses in .their
home town. Half a dozen spots have
been .notified;'? they -must close from
Saturday, midnight to •Sunday mi
night.

FOR R.C

PRATT'S BOOKING TRIP
New Orleans, Feb. 16.

Miles Pratt, collector of customs
and operator of the St. Charles the-
atre, will leave for Chicago Wednes-
day to book a humberjpf stage shows
for the house.

Sally .Rand's roadshow is one of
is prospects.

CBS-had to guarantee payment of
a $i;5po musicians' charge before the
various ^networks could ; broadcast
the flood.; relief 'benefit' show from
Radio

,
City

: Music Hall last. Friday
morning (12), Frederic A. Willis, as|
sistant to the pBS prez> was of the
hope yesterday (Tuesday ) that the
jaml niig1H|t;''yeV' be. straightened out
with tiie musicians' union and he has
called fpr .next -Tuesdar- (23) a meet-
ing - of the amuserpent. ^fields cbm-|
mittee which handled the benefit for,

a iscussioh of-thev situation^ V
!Jack Rosenberg^

.
president of , the

New Ybrk...rtusici.aris? ^esig-:

natedOthe broadcast
; .

commercial
ohe, on "the ground that it Was . be-
ing" sponsored by Wrigley gtirri. Po-
sition that Rosenberg took was even,
though the $25,000 which Wrigley
had put up for the connection was
to gp'intp the flood relief funds in-!

tact his brgahiza\tfori could not estab-'

iish ' ' precedent ' by : waiving .the

charge pn ;a commercial broadcast.
The musici , like stagehands, had-
-.contributed - gratis their '> to

;the stage end of '.

the. benefit show and
would not have asked for a fee if the
broadcast had no cbmmerci .af-

filiation.
,

Willis described the tangle with
tha union as ah honest mistake. Local
802 was not.contacted for piermission
to clear the program because some-
one' on the-; netwbrk staff had in-;

formed CBS higher-ups that it would
b> okay.,- Rps^eriberg's. intercession

occurred sever?! hours • before the

show was to go on. Willis got in:

touch ith representatives of: the

other networks, outlined .the situa-

tion to . them, and- declared 'that CBS,
•Which had sold the" sponsorship idea

to Wrigley, Would guarantee to pay
the $7,500 asked by the union.

RKO's Now V Then

Vaude Policy in K.C.

Kansas City,

RKO's Mainstreet, until this week
a member hoiise. 'in the Fox pooling

.

set-up that has been, in operation

si early last summer, !
ill, return

to a stage policy. Flesh will be used
only periodically'and. will depend on
availability, of units. irst in under
new policy will be the; Ethel Waters'

'Swing, Harlem, Swi which opens
Friday (19).

Since Mainstreet has been in pool,

it has had straight picture policy,

and the partially. Fox-owned Tower
boasted the only stage policy in

town.

Six-Day Hartford Stand
'

:? Hartford, Feb.
,
16.;

After fpur-iday shutdown, the
Cameo theatre reopened Sunday (14)

with. vaude. on a six-day basis. The-
atre previously played stage shows
only the last four days of each week.
Competition with State theatre

caused the change.

t. A. Waives 15%

The Theatre
.
Authority which 1

collects 15% of the gross taken

.

in at benefits not given for. the-
atrical charity, waives its .share

Of the flood sufferers show at

Radio City Music Hall show in

entirety. Same goes for other
flood relief affairs.

TA does not participate i

git Sunday performances in ai

of the Stage Relief Fund,
.
cause that is strictly theatrical
charity. The collections from
other benefits are turned over
to the ' Actors' Fund and the
three stage guilds,

.

Con-
spli spent last

week town arranging, with
; Leo

Salki head of his Chi office; to go

ahead with plans whereby \CRA will

deal not only with bands, but be
able to supply unit shows to all fields

of show business, "
V

are to enlarge both New
York and Chicago headquarters, arid

open ari Office on the: Coast, adding
men to handle the selling pf vaufte-.
ville, njte ;ciub, hotel) and concert
units;

.
Deal was nliade with Fanchon

& . Marco last December, .. whereby,
thit;

;
organization ^ill buildyi/uriitsi

arid handle, all production for CRA,
CRA will confine itself -to selling,

arid allow F&M the prbduc

Past-Mardi&as Period

to Orleans

; Bigger Sbowsi

New Orleans, Feb. 16.

Dullness which follows Mardi Gfas
arid the coming of Lent has failed to
materialize this year. Instead, trie

niteries are more active than 'ever.

New bands and augmented floor
shows are; iri evidence.
*W;ngy' Manbne opened (16) in the

Chez Paree. In floor show with band
are 'Lulu Bates, singer, and ..Mar-
garet Lewis, fan dancer,

. Joe Capraro's band opened at Cot-
ton Club (15). with Johnny Saba as
vocalist and m.c. Show includes
Rita Eagah, :

" singer; Wilson, and
Qiiai ..acrobatic duo. .-New -show at
Prima's Shim Sham has Tony Al-
mericp's band. Jean Lanier, singer
from WLW, Cincinnati; Kolya and
Berte, dance team, and- Ora Monte,
dancer.

_ Club Plantation's new show fear
tures Margaret Reed, vocalist; Al and
Francis Ray, dance team, and Lee
Fox, rhumba specialist.

Two conventions will bring over.

30,000 persons here .latter* part qt
month .and early in March, and boys
arc out to attract some of the spend-
ers.

Loews Century, Balto, Drops Vaude

La. State U. Studes Okay
'Dry* Nitery for Campus

students voted-

18
!

(.12) to establish a

'dry' campus. Soft

drinks, dance rnusic and. entertai -

ment are planned. Plan was offered

in Feb. -

yeille, .student., publication, solve

the problem faced by students with

no: ' and limited amount of

money

v

The. Reveille backed up its front
page story and ballot with an edi-

torial captioned,'L.S.U. Needs a Night
Club!'

"

- ittsburgh,

Stanley's policy: for. next .couple of .

rnohths - expected to be deferniine.d'-'

this week jwhen Harry kalriiirie, zppe
ma'nager:.'ior;^arriers;' arrives in NeW
York ; from 18-day .cruise ; and gpes
into a huddle with hpnlb-piffice;

;
of--

ficials., WB's de luxer for last riipnth.

has been playing strai
.

ix^ but
early return of flesh has been hinted
at. •

"
.....

" -'• '

' House hkd been going .along profit-

ably,since last November with combo
attractions, but claimed inability to

land suitable stage material at. rea-
sonable prices was reason :for switch-^

trig 'over; Insiders, however, id

more than that fact that ig.

flickers were piling up on Penri arid.

Stanley under Loew-WB pool. Kal-
iriine expected to make; an an-,

npuncement .upon his irelufii. .al-

though '
. some quarters, it's be-

lieved site will hold off flesh until at

after Lent at least.

,

ONYX, N Y , MOVING

TO LARGER QUARTERS

:• "All Stars Club, . ., ppera'tirig the
now defunct .Clover Club on' West
?2d street, N Y., becomes the new
Onyx, addi 100 the ca-
pacity, .which is* the main reason
why Jpe ; Helbpck moved from the
next-door site presently housing the
Onyx. New capacity will be 250.

_

Clover Club was Willie Wagner's
short-lived itery atteiript with
Jackson, Irving and Reeve' as

:

the
major attraction. As how, the new
Onyx will have no dance floor, but
Stuff Smith will give but .the swingb
per usual.

. Helbbck returned last week from
a Hollywood o;0.

Stage shows go out of Loew's Cen-
tury, Baitiriipre, Friday (19), prob-
ably • for. all time, House resiirried

vaude- (only; a couple of
;
Wooks ago,

after five-mPnth holiday due to
musician differences, but biz has
been very poor..

Balto house has always been the
one spot where Loew's, admittedly
needed stage: shows because ,of the
stage, .competition from Izzy Rapp'a-
pprt's indie Hippodrome. But com-
petish-Qr no; the circuit has decided
that, in view' of biz the last couple
of rwefeks, first ith Lupe Velez and
Jbhnriy

.
Weismuller : headlining and

currently with Fats Waller's band, it;

can lose less with strai

with vaude.
What settlement will be made with

the Balto musicians' local oh theinew*
contract signed early in January has
not been determined. Deal is under-'
stood/ to' guarantee the tooters
mi iriium of 20. weeks a yeari corii-

ihg. after the musicians had
striking for some sbrt of guarantee
for nearly five months. House orig-
inally' went straight pictures for'"

"

,run|of- 'Great Ziegfeldv (Metfo.^; and,
itjp.eijj. wanted :to fesuriie vaiiide

1

.yree?c-fo-week basis, . buf the linibri

baltfed. ...

'-•^^

Djropout of. Balto house gives
Lbew's only two weeks of viaude\.

Capitol, Washington- and State,
Y,, .plus" the- Stanley,. Pittsburgh,:'
which Sid PiermpmV Loew's bopkinj?
manager, hooks iri corijjunctiphi with.
Harrry Mayer of Warners, on a the^
atre-pooling .deal, whenever it playW
stage shows. Biz iri Washington
has been holding "up; vaude
there looks safe, for the tim* being-

at least. In New
;
York> the

.
State;

as .the. only full-week; vaude -house-
in the metropolis, has been ringing,
up steady, profits for. the past 18
months. '

.

.'
'

]
Vatide going out of Balto.. also

riieans. the exit of Harvey :Hammond
from the Century; Unibn won't per-
mit organist to play unless there's
aisp a pit crew in the horisei

JOE PHILLIPS' MENTAL

AILMENT; IN H'WOOD

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

, standard yaude come*
di whose last picture assignment
was in 'After the Thin Man!; (Metro),
is seriously ill in; Cedars of I*ibanoh
hospital here. 'Medicos have di
nosed his ailment as mental
His brother, Johnny, New York

restaurateur, came here last week on
a hurry call. * -

Shows on WBAL
Baltimore, .15.

Ted Routson, Hippodrome,
local combo house, completed a> tie-,

up, ith ..Radio /station WBAL to

present a weekly .157mihute broad-

cast of stage attractions bobked; 'in.

No comriiercial tie-up except for

theatre plug. v

First program went on last

night from studio featuring inter-

view with Ina Ray Hutton by Rex
Reynolds of WBAL staff.'

Baltimore, . 16.

A deci . itch to floor shows
rather than stress on.bands has been
noted " this town during past
month. Opening of season found
most of the dine and dance palaces

featuring dansapation over the floor

shows!, but from all .indications ' this

policy is n.slg.

. Taking their cues early in season'

from the swanky Bubble Room ,in.

the Lord Baltimore hotel and the
Penthouse atop the Stanley theatre,

which pjpened with Johnhi Johnson
and Frank Britton bands, respec-

tively, most of the other spots gave
their bandsmen top billing and held
down the nut on the floor divertisse-r

ment. ':•" '

.

Only Max- Cohen, operator of the

Oasis, now in . its tenth year, per-

sisted in his policy of floor shows.
First to change to same policy was
Lou Harris, of the Penthouse/ -who
started off recently with' four acts

and; If of girls and ; is getting,

more ambitious as the weeks pass.

Bubble Room, has responded
with dance team, singer arid rriic.

and even the cocktail lounges of the
hotels, which heretofore featiired
only small dance combos, are raising
their budgets to accommodate enter-
tainment.

'

" Also .waking * up to this new de-
mand are the numerous joints and
nabe spots in this town, which attract
considerable patronage, particularly
on Saturday and Sunday, nights. Busk-
ers who made a.'round of these dens
for thrpw money." art now on the
payroll arid there is a considerable
demand for talent of any kind. An-
other, angle played up here is the
mitt-feadihg, fortune telli '. and"
cocktail gia^s prognostications fea-
tured by many nite spots;

Local bbbkers have plenty of work
for ;any halfway talented floor turri

ahd. are at wits end to siipply the
current demarid. for new faces. . "Sal-

aries won't bring out the incoriie; tax
collectors, but there: are plenty of

jobs around crying to be filled.

Now Tiffing on Benefits

PhOadelphi
, Feb. 16.

More trouble here last week be-
tween A, A. tpmei, presiderit - of
Musicians' Local, and nitery owners,
through Toihei's refusal to let bands
play benefits.

Latest difficulty was at Benny the
Bum's. Benny contributed 10% of
gross to flood relief last Tuesday (9).:

Red Nichols' band, appearing
Nixon nGrrand, offered to come down
to boost gross. Sam Stiefel, operator
of Grand, okayed arrangement;
Ben; Lemisch, the Bum's partner,

then called Tbmei, to get the green
light frorii that end. But union
prexy balked, demanding cut for the
local, it is reported. Words ensued.
The. band didn't appear.

Essaness Chicago Houses
May Go for Stage Shows

Chicago, Feb. .

Atternpt Is being made by the Billy
Diamond office to opfen the Essaness
house to flesh attract' , and break-
ing'the ice with units from the WLS
radio station. One unit played the
Sheridan, a 2,600-seater, last week.

;

Other Essaness. houses, arc to fol-

low; with similar attractions, chai.

operating about 20 theatres in this

vici ity,

Ted Claims 3-Act
Ted Claire has

; .
hew three-act,

his two girl partners 1 being billed as
the Rhythm Redheads.,

.
>(

Former m. trpts put his new act
for/ inspection at the Indie Hippo*
drbrne^ Baltimore, week of Feb. 9$,
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Geve. Musicians' New Wage Scale

Drawing Reprisals from Nitery Ops

,
Cleveland, Feb. 16.

New waga scale set tip by local
musicians' union for dance bandsters
working in niteries affects nearly 70
spots here. Although agreeing to

pay tunesters a minimum of $1 per
hour, majority of proprietors are
trying to retaliate -by cutting down
size of orchestras. Battle has thrown
a number out of work temporarily;
Milton W. Krashy, recently elected

prez of local, is fighting for com-
plete unionization of nitery stands,
confident that unemployed will be
'absorbed when that happens; While
this is one of the strongest union
towns * country, nitery footers
would, until now, take any salary
they could get, often as low as. $15 a
week per head. >

••

Krasny, just and youngest
union head in American Federation
of Labor, -is first one to work out a

': definite scale for bandmen according
to four classifications. Class A in-

\ eludes nine downtown hotels iand
"Mayfair Casino, which, must how pay
' musicians $2 per hour for the first

12 .hours; bt-worit irj&g Keek^ .then

;|1USQ for each ;succeeding .hdtur.u.iiiji.l

.^lifle.'Aot^vet 4inionize6V vhavei-b«jai|

;*ataiogedfi0y.SRrasny)mud> boat&<b{
directors jMs-future stk*ts 'of eTifpftyt

lionaff i

AHer 39 W^eks 4t
"

Cocoanut Grove, L. A.

LeBARON
With Hit ORCHESTRA

NOW 15TH WEEK

HOTEL, NEW YORK
($trt and F.iTipir* Rooms and

Cocktail Lounpa)
•'Mtoageaaenit

,

ftirslO CpBFORATiOHOFAMKttICA

ment with scale already First

and only serious opposition to date
came when Frank Burns, manager
of Paddock Club, refused to recog-
nize demands a week or so ago.
Regular musicians were immediately
yanked out and Paddock was minus
a band for several days, until Burns
changed his mind.
Owners of a dozen clubs,

complaining that hiked: wages meant
the difference between a reasonable
profit and being in the red, have
shaved their ' nine-10-piece bands
down to four and five pieces.

Hours have also been regulated.
Former hours of 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. in
some of the joints, with rests few
and not so long, were ended recently
by city's dance hall inspectors, who
established 2:30 a.m. curfeW for
dance music. , Ukase is now Strictly
enforced, inspectors

;
dishing out

court fines (revoking licenses of a
couple o£ tough spots),

It all adds up to' a lot of head-
aches for the all-night hangouts that
used to get away with plenty as far
asivpay, hours and low overheads
were concerned.
Besides Krasn^rtl^aVnUhion rei

cently «&#d J^«$>9at assistant

*<tiP?m HflaiBr2gftj»nmayer as vice;

tPf^lIteflr Jritŵ secre.^ary; and

War<fc.'WlWsi&^v F: J/Crandall
:WV& .1&M - Ralph'

5

vMofie
hSm

Horace C. Vokouh as board ' of
directors.

AGENTS
Birthday; Everyday. , Convalescent

. Greeting Cards
In 'Boxed ' Assortments

Veir
.
Uberal Commission!

Write for particulars

DOROTHEA ANTEL

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Jeanne . Bernhardt, who met with
an accident while being shot out of a
cannon, is doing extra well in a To-
ronto hospital
Ford Raymond just mastered the

third stage of the 'rib' operation.
Dorothy Kruse is penciled in for

the rib op.
' -

;

Doris Schrage is much bedding it

at the lodge.
Marion Cannon has:, joined the

pneumo-thorak ganig and showing
improvement
Dry Albert Cornell,

, medico at the
lodge, leaves for a N. J. berth. He
formerly was an actor.

Lester Sheehan, who has been up
here for so long, is doing well..

- Alice Carman, who saw 10 -years
of this ozoning, is now airing at 10243
Samoa ave., Tujunga, CaL _
Write to those that you know In

Saranae and elsewhere who are sick.

Nitery Op Stitched
Baltimore, Feb: 16.

Sam Lampe, proprietor of the Two
o'Clock Club, located in local Bow-
ery section, had his hair combed-by
an empty beer bottle in the hands of
John Adams, a wrestler, last week.
Lampe was rushed to the. Johns

Hopkins hospital for some quick
embroidery, and had twelve stitches

put in his dome. Adams was
.
fined

$50 and costs.

The THEATRE of the STARS

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WES£46T,< ST. NEW YORK

ft?*** 9-7100

J H L U B I N
OfNERAl MANAGER

SIDNEY R. PIERM0NT
BOOKING MANAGE *

B&K Sets Veloz&Yolanda
FVwr Next Year at $8,500

Chicago* Feb. 16.

Veloz and Yolanda, who just closed

a two-week booking at the Balaban
& Kate Chicago theatre, were signed
immediately for next year at the
house. Salary is to be $8,500, ah in-

crease of $1,000 over this year.

New contract is for one week,
with an option for an - additional

week.

(Continued from page 13)

other, side offering more attractive
rentals' better percentages. So
far both sides have stuck to the.

agreement and have made ho effort

to meddle with each other's play-
mates*'

Metro's Try to Break It

Because -the representatives of the
American producers here never
seem to be able to get together when
their interests are threatened, there
is little likelihood that they will be
able; to do anything to break the
present .combo against them. Metro
didn't like the idea when it de-
veloped and' apparently made an ef-

fort to do something by building a
house in the downtown district. This
was put on the . shelf by the . police,

wfcp refusecTto issue a permit. With
the cards stacked as they are, none
of ;the distribs will be able to send
inudh coin hom$, even in face of the

tct
'that attendance figures are

owing increases. When grosses
gin go " the percentages will

begin to drop.
Toho outfit is looking- a long way

Into the future -as regards the dis-

tribution of foreign films in Japan
and, unless the-Amerfcan- producers
s^ck together, Toho may accomplish
its purpose in the course of a couple
of years. What it has in mind is

distribution of all foreign product
through one or two all-Jap com-
panies. First step in the procedure
was made when Toho organized the
Toho IJiga Haikyu Kabushiki Kaisha
(Toho" Film Distributing Co., Ltd.).

There are also several other outfits

which are- -thinking along the same
lines, among them being Empire
Film Distributing Co. and the Obei
Eiga Kaisha (U. Ono & Co.).

. Most oi the; local - managers of
foreign companies are inclined to
scoff at the idea and Del Goodman,
Far ^Eastern manager of 20th-Fox, is

credited with having recently stated
that hi company would - not think
of making an arrangement , to dis-

tribute through a Japanese cd, at
any price.

_ ..Fact remains, however, that the
Japs are in control of their 'own
country and can make it exceedingly
difficult for foreigners to do business
here if ..they set their minds to it.

They have been able to run the
foreigners out of most of their in-

dustrial, companies, such as Nippono-
phbne, Victor,. Westinghouse Elec-
tric, General Electric, Truscon and
many others " of considerable size.

Only last year the Diet passed a law
limiting the output of Ford and Gen-
eral Motors, in order to build up the
local auto industry.. If it car be
done in those lines, perhaps it can
be done.with pix, too.

Quota Movement
Most of the Japs who have given

the matter any attention believe that
the first move will be in the form of

a quota. Some say it will come in

a year, while the more conservative
think three years, or perhaps five.-

All. them- 'seem to feel that a
quota is on the way. All that staves

it off at present is the uncertain
condition of the production end of

the business .here.

This may be helped along a little

in . the near "future, as the govern-
ment has/ been eyeing the. biz with
the idea of extending help in a sub-
stantial form. Past has proven that

when an industry needs a helping
hand the government here usually

comes th r o u gh with sizable

subsidy.

Mental attitude of the nation is

ripe just how for a clamping oh of

the lid as far as foreign things go
and it's a cinch that pix will come in
for more than their share of the
clamping because of their far-

reaching effect on the morals of the
public. 7
American companies are not en-

tirely ignorant of the trend of

thought among the Jap pix com-
panies. RKO last year was ap-
proached by one of the smaller Jap
distributing companies, which at

that time was! favored- with the
backing of a Jap millionaire. Nothing
ever came of the matter, because
RKO didn't show any interest, but it

does show that there's a definite Idea
in the air. When the Japs hit on an
idea they usually stay with it.

> 15 YEARS AGO I
(From Variety and Clipper)

Equity had a motion picture
branch, but was losing out to newer
Film Players Club.V That wasn't so
hot, either, in the long run.

Lynn, Mass;, led the way by forc-

ing a Mary Miles Minter pix off the
screen. Flareback of the Taylor
murder.

Pauline Frederick married again.
This time to Charles A, Rutherford.

. Rudolph .Valentino ordered to pay
Jean Ackerman, bis divorced wife,
$175 monthly on showing that his

own salary was $200 a week.

Janet of France had a vaude act
with Charles W. Hamp. Then she
went nitery.

George Jessel modestly billed him-
self as 'America's Foremost Young
Comedian, Author and Composer' at
the N; Y. Riverside. " Had dropped
his revue and working with a girl
interrupter.

Belle Baker out of the N. V. Pal-
ace show through illness. And the
bill needed her badly*

Orpheum circuit decided to re-
move from N. Y, to Chi. Regarded
as more advantageous: for bookings.
Also gave Marcus Heiman a better
grip on the concern.

Cops in N. Y. after stag shows.
Reported a growing evil. Girls gave
the regular show and then took up
a; collection. Size of the latter de-
termined what else they di

LoewVtwo Cleveland nouses dark.
Unemployment situation too tough
to fight.

Loew agents asked for lower rent-
als, Took space- in the Annex when
rents were at peak. Could not meet
them now.

William A. Brady and Rev. John
Roach Stratton in a joint debate at
the latter's church. Dominie took
wide swats at theatre, with Brady
on the defense end.

, Managers^admitted prices should
be lowered, but explained house
rentals were too heavy to permit
cuts.

Shuberts planning unit shows for
the coming season. Six acts and a
boiled down musical.

Vaudeville acts -told by Albee to
cut down expenses so they could ac-
cept smaller salaries. Spending too
much for scenery, etc.

MitaMhSeyfalr . into the Versailles,

N. Y., heading hew show with Ben
Yost's band and Raphael, ac-
cordionist;

PAUL WH1TEMAN WINS

RAMONA DAVIES SU11

Ramona Pavies, ..pianist-songstres<
must live up to her contract wit;
Paul Whiteman, the Artists' Manage
ment Bureau and Jack Lavi , N. y
Supreme Court Justice Callahan de
elded yesterday (Tuesday).
Ramona, under contract wit]

Whiteman as piano soloist with hi
orch., -had sought temporary in
junction to restrain the plaintiff
from interfering with her outsidi
stage work; The temporary stay wa
asked pending trial of suit to havi
the contract voided by the Court.

F&M-CEA Nit«ry Show
..
Fanchpn & Marco's first show

booking out of town On its co-opera
tive deal with Consolidated Radic
Artists is the New Kenmore hjitel

Albany, N. Y., opening Saturday (20 )

Those already set for the show an
Stuart and Lee, dancers, and Na
Nazarro, J£, m.c.-singer. Jerry John
son's band remains.

Gdnnar Wllg of WHE went to Nev
York for the Bowes salute to Roch
ester program. Local amateurs in thi

lineup were Charles Schults, tenoi
and Eleanor Mitchell, flutist, thi

Eastman School of Music.

Something Different!

A Comedy Piano. Act
That Gets the Laughs

11 ff

HARRISON
AddrcM HOTEL BBXANT
Mth SC. sad Broadway

NEW IOBK

OLIVE

ANDREE
and

SAMUELS
Weil Intended Bujfoonerf

Jan. 30th to Feb* 15th
Theatre D«{ y«rma,J|yiijano# Italy

Feb. 16tK to 18th
Corae Theatre

Zurich, Switzerland

Permanent Foreign .Mailing Address
American-Express, Pari«xJFrance

Show People All the World oVer WW
Be..Interested to Know That

THEIR
TAILORSIDNEY FISHER

(formerly at t», JVaj-door Street)
la Now Located at More Commodious

Premise* at '
r

75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue
PICCADirXT, LONDON. ESQ.

FOR - THEATRES
CLUBS and PICTURES

"THE COWBOY IN TAILS"

DON CUMMINfiS
Rove Comedian
ff ' Mlntt.

.

Rainbow Room, N. T.
Don Commlngs Is only new on a

ntte club floor. ' The rouuig comedian
was booked In ns a novelty.
CommlnKfl It n young and person-

aide gent. NotbJiu; WillrbgersejMiue or
homey about his hnmor. He's In
tails and with an ensuring front
tliat's half hur Imttle.. The small
talk Is cnte and gets over.. He does
rope whirls, and jump* through the
larlnt rather nmnzlngly, eohMldering.
the slIpnerlneM of the floor nrtd his
starehed-slilrt costuming.
He's a bit of a novelty all rhrht

on a cafe floor, and, seems tlutt the

more tashlonnhle the environment the
better the effect. : He'll fit In any-
where,: however. Abel.
< eprlnted from , StO. '36)

MICHIGAN, DETROIT
Topnotcher Of the show, although

not hilled that way, is Don • Cum-
ndngs. On near shut, lanky fella
gets more life out of audience than
rent of turns combined, IIIh rippenr-
unce in ..talis, whirling; h "rope,- Is
eniiugh to start him off. norkuroo. To
this . he adtlH Wad of droll humor,
nius eonpla nifty lariat tricks; arid
it spells w betf-off.

(Reprinted from Variety. Jan. , 'St}

RETURN ENGAGEMENT
This Week (February .12)—CHICAGO, CHICAGO

Exclusive Mahagement—BILL MILLER
ARTISTS SYNDICATE OF AMERICA—RKO BLDG., NEW YORK

IMITATED CONSTANTLY—BUT NEVER SUCCESSFULLY

!

I

AMERICA'S 1AR6UI CiflCtllT Of STA«C llMITS

m^ rt^ . MEL3A THEATRE BLDG. DALLAS TEX
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ROXY, N. Y.

HOUSE RCVICW$ VARIETY 51

The Timbergs and the Rooneys, the
Abie's Irish Rose combo oi the va-
rieties, are, back together again, top-
ping the current- Roxy stage frolic:

They have more 1 than adequate sup-
port In the Gae Foster Girls with
their tiptop terp routines, notably a
fencing sequence.
There are sub-people li Lucille

Page, ' acrordancer, who registers

twice, although in the second num-
ber the diaphanous costuming she
essays lor taps on the table top
doesn't quite flatter her physically.

Like all tapsters, particularly the
very limber; acro-contortive type, the
bird's-eye view of the chassis, if too
revealing, isn't too complimentary;
Danny Meehan, tenor, has but inci-

dental warbling opportunities, and
Audrey Parker, foiling with Herman
.Timberg, does an unofficial Lyda Ro-
berti takeoff with 'Moohglow,' al-

though starting off,in allegedlyvital*,

ian dialect.

Stage portion runs 45 minutes, too
long, but riot dull. Opens with a
fast ,• and colorful . can-can routine.

The fencing numbers, with a hearts*

background, , blends well ,with the St.

Valentine spirit. It's a number jnci-'

dentally, which, if not a revival, as is

a custom with the better routines

here, will undoubtedly be reprised in

future. The finale is a nice blend
with the film via the projection of

Jessie Matthews onto the moon set

as she sings an excerpt from 'Head
Over Heels in Love' (GB), the film

feature.
Biz OK ighi (Lincoln's

birthday). Abel.
,

MET; BOSTON
.Feb,

Eddie Duchin band , is headlined
this week, and if the early morning
crowd is a good guidepost the book-
ing was fully justified. A lot of cus-
tomers came to see how Duchin does
it at the piano; and they asked for
encores. His first solo, 'Under My
Skin/ stopped; everything cold; and
with the band leader in the m. . spot

.he had a diplomatic -situation' to

solve. . Should he give himself an
encore? Yes. Again he stopped it

with more embroidered pianoforte,

and again he tried to project his next
announcement through a heavy clat-

ter of palms. After the second en-
core he won out and the show went
on . . . .

"-^
,

The Duchin band is not-ari.act to

excite even. the' dance crowd into
hysteria. There is

' nothing in"the
way of novelty except its leader.

Routining is conventional. Lou Sher-
wood, trumpet, gets a couple of hot

-lick spots and a vocal specialty. He's
.okay. Charles Trotta, trumpet, also

gets a vocal spot, but a dead mike..

Jane Dover, husky voiced songsters,

is a looker and a fair clicker with
•Mr. Pagininni' (bit too long) and
'Dancing Mood* (much better).

Duchin
:
looks, oke in tails, projects

a pleasing personality, doesn't over-;

conduct, announces clearly and sim-

ply, without hokum—and he can play

a show.
Especially good dancing is provid-

ed first by Bliss, Lewis and Ash,
mixed trio, opening with military

idea, and climaxing with sure-fire
' precision taps. Girl works on tqesv-

- Gower and Jeanne, mixed team,
have the next-to-shut spot. That's a
big order for their type of act. Why
they . are so situated bri the bill be*
comes apparent before they have
danced out half their first routine.

To say they are distinctive would be
understatement; to mention their re-

freshing youthfulness, their .swell

routines, .
surprise lifts would only

give a sketchy impression of one of

the most unique dance duos to come
to Boston in many seasons.

Comedy department is in capable
hands—Calgary .Bros. As rich a mess
of pantomimic tomfoolery as has
been handed - out on Hub Vaude
boards this season: A perfectly

geared routine, seasoned apparently

by hundreds of performances, in-

cludes . among its hilarity ight

clowning and clever slow aero com-
edy. Without their ace comedy, late

in the unit, proceedings would have
bogged seriously. ,**

On the whole a good stage show
that gives needed support to the pic-

ture, 'Stolen Holiday' (WB). Fox.

EARLE, PHILA.
15.Philadelphia/

Names. the air-ways are fea-

tured "
is week's vaude show,

which makes for tolerable if not no-
table entertainment? Film feature is

'Great O'Malley' (WB). Ben Grayer
m. c.'s the show, doing it in very dig-

nified', retrained fashion not at all

like the average boisterous iritroer.

He tells some radio anecdotes, also

giving fairly good imitation of
Bing Crosby.

Niela Gobdelle, well known to

mike fans, warbles well with a rich

contralto voice. Her third number,
'Mr. Paganini,' is her best. She. re-

.
appears at the end of the show to

join in one of ;
those 'good-bye' ditties

Common to presentations.. :. .

. Three X. Sisters indulge in someTjr
their popular harmonizing, but thaifs
novelty material is better than the
straight vocalizing. Audience espe-
cially liked their imitation

1

of -radio
snind effects, auto horns, hillbillies,

etc. Their's is a long turn and good.
Honey oy and Sassafras have a

lot of old gags in their blackface
cbmedy patter, but they, too, got a
strong hand. Arlene Harris, Coast
importation, gives her imitation of a
woman on a telephone. A little long
arid a bit too subtle for this audience,
but-^indeniably artistic.
George Hicks, ridio reporter,

didn't show and in his place were
three tap dancers, Lou Duthers and
Jean and Joe (two men. and a
femme). They're average.
House band on: stage for the en-

tire show this week. Waters.

CHICAGQi €HI
icago, 13.

,
Ace B&K house idn't do right by

Lincoln's adage about 'ipbiing .some^
of the people.' Chicago theatre has
always set the style and pace^in this

town, but they're not to tool
anyone 1

this week; \ -

1 the future any by putting on a
25-minute stage; show with only four
acts, and all four: acts deucers. And
this isn't panning the acts, for, in No.
2 spot, each actT is a very good act,

but here they've been /thrown to-

gether, augmented by the house bal-
let of . 16 girls, and called a stage
presentation by the theatre manage-
ment.
Opening .is Evans Ballet, in

front of which works Billy and Bev-
erly Bemis, a sock youthful dance
team. Girl does a hotcha sorig, after
which she's joined by her partner,
and together, they do hot tap semir
ballroom routines which are -very
good, fast, and use up a lot of energy.
They get off okay; and make a sweet
opener, leading to big expectation
of what may follow; but they're fol-
lowed by Ed Rickard, a hand-shadow
act, which, spotted in this particu-
lar position, is a let-down for the
show. The turn, by itself, is wel-
come and novel; it is cleverly
worked, and the two negro shadow
characters as well as the . sailor pro-
file are especially good, but set here
it can't help but slow up the show.
No. 3 spot is- filled by Don Cum-

mirigSj the rope spinner. Maybe *he
Chicago theatre management told
Cummings tb ciit; if so, they ruined
what, has always been a very good
act. Material seems to have been
changed a bit, and riot for the bet-
ter, besides which it wasn't vsy
for Ciimmings to follow another
single man. .

'

House ballet does a buildup for
The Seven Loria Bros.,' seven "Mex
-kids

;
ranging from three feet uo to

six. They sing, dance, and piay" na-
tive instruments...

.
'Stolen Holiday' (WB) is on the

screen. hoop..

RONACHER, VIENNA
-Vienna, Feb,

The.; Codonas,
. acrobatics, star

ori this program, with the American
Mangean helping to • fill the

house eacb; afternoon and riight

Added to this excellent February
program is the ritish manipulator,
Steven Cartes, Icarlc games by the
Kremo family; k Bulgarian musician,
Dorbchpff, playing the Trautonium;
a, Spanish ventriloquist named d'An-
selmi and the Austrian iriatnematical
genius

i Ernst Steiner. .

Manager Rosner of the Ronacher,
suffered bad stroke a short time
ago, but is slowly recovering, and
one wouldn't even kriow he was ill

by the excellence of this program.
JWoas.

MICHIGAN, DETROIT

Coupla additions give Harry Car-
roll's 'Broadway ' Juniors': unit more
luster, and, with little more polish-
ing and full cast, NBC-rproduced
show should go well in most spots.
It has riariies, if; -^ler^no other than
sentimental reasons, arid majority of
'juniors' contribute- something in
their own right.

Eugene, Jr., garbed nicely, leads
the band

' of newcoriiers with some
hot xylophone numbers and ditto
terping. Pat Wells,, lithe hoofer,
contributes a tap bit in fine, style.
Missing from unit when it opened -ih-
Balto two weeks ago, - Lois . Lait,
daughter of Editor Jack, is still but
due to illness of husband in Phiadel-
phi . Warbler is set to join -show in
Chicago,hext week.
Unit rieeds some straightening out

of details. Entrance arid exit of stage
folks' sons arid dotters is qufte be-
fuddling. Some are introduced with
great fanfare and proceed to walk
offstage for no apparent reason with-
out doing a thing. In each instance
some other 'junior' crowds the one
introduced off. As a result, show"
seems quite disjointed.
.Otherwise, it moves swiftly, has

' benefit of nice settings and good cos-
turning. Runs about an hour, which
includes about three nifty routines
by 16-gal line, abetted by Rolarice,
toe-dancer.:

Joe Dbrris, .; offspring of the
baseball player, rides far ahead of
the stage folks' kids in the matter of
applause. Foiled by his wife, Primr
rose Seaman, Dorris gets 'pff ' some;
funny gags, eccentric hoofing and
comedy. His \ ape. of Ray Bolger's
terping got swell response. Dbrris'
closest rival in the show is Enrico
Caruso, .: J[r., whose name

.
and , riot

his baritone fcipes . moved the audi-
ence.
Others whose stuff follows closely

in footsteps of their papas include
Joe Cook, Jr., who pedals a uriicycle,
juggles and rambles off, 'a story; Ed-
die Leonard, Jr; , whose nice tenor
pipes and appearance set well; Eddie
Fpy, 2d, who's Very much at home
and ' jokes and rh. c.'s at various
times; Frank Tinney, Jr., on for brief
spell with .'much' ado about nothing;
Ruth. Howard, T.oni*s daughter., who
warbles a nice tune in the finale, arid

June Carroll, dotter of Producer
Harry, who does a fine job of m.
c'irig, Warbling, arid has s. a,, galore.
Foy is abetted by Whitey Stewart;
albino stooge of Charley Foy for
years.

.
Quartet of lads, Roy Camp-

bell's Choru», are on several times
to back up other acts and do oke.
House alriiost . packed at opening

performance Friday (12). Flicker is

'Maid of Salem' (Par). Pete.

STATE, N Y.
'

If, things go bri as they have: been
for very much longer, the State is
going to have its. cafe set nailed on
the stage and let it go at that. Week
after, week the house is plastering
the band over in one corner, a few
tables and chairs, a la cabaret, in
another corner, and that's a back-
ground for a. home-made unit.
;;
This weekJRuby_. Zwerling's mil-

sickers are there on the rostrum
agai

,
and seriously thinking of

learning all the rules of make-up.
They're up there more often these
days than in the pit, what with a
succession of N.T.G., Benny Davis,
Ed Sullivan, etc. And this week
Col. Jay C. Flippen, sah! Inciden-
tally, it might not be a bad ideja to
give a thought to that yawning pit;
it doesn't look any too hot when the
bandsmen are gone; maybe it could
be covered over, or the chairs re-
moved, or something. !

. Col,. Flippen an ahiateur .cus-
todian these daysi/ but his ..current
State affair is a "professional parade:'
None, too well routined, it is never-
theless succession of /pleasant
enough second-rate .personalities arid
•makes for a pleasant stage show;
One great lack-is cbmedy; Flippen
used to 'do pretty well at that in his
day and

,
might give a thought to go-

ing back to some more. Either that,
br-hiririg- another comic. His show's
pretty dull as is.

Dick and Edith : Barstow start the
show off to a rousing and fast pace.
The

:
Barstows are still hot stuff on

their, toes and the mob liked 'em.
' There's a possibility that they would
. have been better off later in the pro-
ceedings, but the thought, quite ob-
viously/ was to" start off with a bang,
and, as such.'-okay.
Vivian Ray is a torch singer' who

needs either more practice or a bet-
ter acquaintanceship with the State
mike. - Miriam Vernon is- a tapster
and cute. Maybe the effort to take
off . Eleanor Powell is - a hiridrance.
She can do well enough on her own.
Elaine Arden next, and still no

males, and the first breath of com-
edy. Miss Arden has come up con-
siderably, in the past couple of sea-
sorisf sirice clicking at the Paradise.
N. Y., riitery. She's a funny girl

with a lot of funny chatter and a
different type '. bf routine, her Greek
dialect being okay. But the State,
after all, is a family house, arid not
a night club. Both she and the bill

would , be considerably better off if

she cut the blue stuff.

Three Wiles are what they sound
like* trJo..male. hoofers. Different
from usual; largely because using a.

couple differerit routines. • Probably,
would have been wiser to let them
open -the show arid use the .Barstows
in this: niche. .

De Rbze is a Continental magician
with an unusual act. Mixes all sorts

of drinks out of water. It's a good
routine and the mob out front went
for it; despite the fact that it slowed
up proceedings considerably. Cur-
tailc

1 he'd be b.k. for the niteries.

_Buddy Clark (New Acts), radio
crooner, follows. Okay as regards
oiitfront results. Liazeed Troupe,
tumblers, finale. ,

Flippen rii.c's throughout, gets off

one or .two mild gags, does a bit; of a
darice With^Miss^- Arden, , arid , sines
two parodies with Clark. .That's n<>t

enough. He ought to do more; he
knows how.' .Show is too long as is.

of course *81 riiinutes). but can be
clipped and still allow Flibpen some
stage time. , Best'way to do that, in-

cidentally, would 'be to do awayw'tH
those encores ; that - he allows the
helo.
Picture is ,'BeloVed EriemV (TTA v

and biz night caught (ThMrsd^v.)
only fair; Kauf.

CAPITOL, WASH,
Washington,

Variety ..is not only , keynbte,
but about the only complimentary
note in the total effect of the four-

act prbcessiori this week.. Indications
of situation is in fact that two acts

which. .aren^t everl. ^billed in ads .get

more applause at finish of turns
than the headliners, Stepin Fetchit

and' Clyde McCoy's ork.

Show opens with Arthur LeFleur's
trapeze stunt. -Slow motion strong'

arm somersault on .
handrings.. are

showmarishi:9ped into nice hand, but
it's' his second appearance, i which;
he spins by -teethv .

slows down and
speeds to dizzy finish, done in

spangles ith Vari^colpred : spots,

that gives act punch. Gal contor-
tionist is on during LeFleur's cos-

tume change, but she's just a fill-in.

Wally Ward and Mitzi Milford arc
next with nough new business
worked into stock

.
song-arid-gag

stuff to come close to stopping show
at performance caught. Pair teanis

up -on 'Mountain Music' arid opera
burlesque, but' it's Ward's imitation
of player piano and endless routine
of sound effects and. imitations,
worked * .without rhyme rea-
son; that supplies the sock.

Fetchit suffers from prolongation
of idea of haVing him *sit in chair
and pantomime while his . voice
comes " over via record.. . Stunt - is

clever in carrying out laziness theme,
btitr-after five - minutes, . audience,
which can only get . eVery tenth
word, is pretty bored. Fetchit shuffle,

stay-put running away fromi cop arid

having valet lift his leg: to put on
pants, get. some laughs, but at show
caught,there wasn't even enough ap-.

Plaiise to\get .hiro..;.back on stage in
wheel chair for bow ^nd second
exit was made iri silence that ; was
brutal. • .

" '•

.
McCoy band, probably -suffering

from previous act, . also h&d hard
time

.
getting going. Customers took

obvious attitude it. was just another
barid arid, although boys and vocalist
Joan Cable gave till it hurt, it was
mechanical swing at best. . Only last

riumber, 'Sugar Blues,' in which Mc-
Coy socked 'em with trick trumpet-
ing, really hit the hail on the head,
probably could have done encore on
strength of that, but. were wise
enough to leave it lay.

Pic ight'

(MG).

Kansas CftyV 'M$?-\

:-.
'Rumor '

. .
-Hpusk-

;

p¥bi^ss; of'beirig^^

ixrioi,
*j^rr^t b^^oxV : ^ibck of Rewot

C"orp. stock was purchased last, sum-

mer' arid Fox may take, up balance

now held by RewOt.

The. passing bf ; the lone indie first-

run • is worthy of a-nod: of cbngrats
to the indie operators; they took a
couple -' of white pachyderiri^, the.

Tower and .vaude,- put 'em in. double
harriess and got some, plowing done:

• C. C. Murray has been brought ori

from. . the Fox; Jayhawk^ Tbpeka,
Kansas,, to manage the house. As is

the usual case with owner, change,
there will be "some hypoing right off

the bat. House is slated for 'A' pic
product, beginning next .week.. . Flesh
Will probably- hang to ' past - standards,
for the farriily trade;

:-"'

Currently 'Woman Wise' (20th)
.and Fox riews occupy the screen arid

is secondary ..to the vaude section.
Business first -evening- show Friday
(12) was average.

,

-" "

Torii Lane, ," gal /:swirtgslress,

has a field day with her piping of
'Delovley' ^nd 'Pennies/ : a .; dialect
number also ' catching the mob's
fancy! A little, less panty-shaking
riiight- be in order,. however.

It's getting- to be, an off Week With-
out a xylophone. 'Ray Vaughn is the'

current hammer-holder. His rack of
liquor bottles , is: oke for novelty.
Jerry Lawtbri is. on early with sprrie

juggling' that, is so-so. '

Fred Lightner. and a -gal. foil could
easily shave five minutes from their
crossfire, turn. Lightner cracked he'

didn't think he'd get an encore, so.

he was. taking 1 it "early. No . disap-.

pointment. Gags didn't get out of
the" "chuckle class, but -there was
plenty of therii at^show caught.

Line- has-two whirls." Their curtsy
to St. Valentine is effective. Ted
Cook, m.c, and Lester Harding, bari-
tone, arid the overhead go on and
on. \J.udy Conrad's band (12), in
spite of Cook's batoning, turn in a
smooth job. Hoyt.

JOAN ZEPPO
Dancer
C Mins.
Nixon Caf Pittsburgh

Cute little trick is plenty at home
on her toes and likewise .'has definite. .

possibilities as. a hoofing comedienne.
Divides her routirie irito tW6 spots
here and in . the first starts out in:

regulation fashion, but soon shoots
off into burlesque. Youngster takes
the toughest falls with easy noncha-.
lance and gets, in some ' good mug-
ging licks,, too, for plenty of laughs.

> , On . her Second appearance, "Miss
Zeppp demonstrates that she

'

^ballet straight and turns in a corking
whirlwind^spip around the floor on
liier toes. A little, niakerup, attention
anight pretty her, up. a hit- for the
finishing riumber in contrast to the.
hoke stuff, although it's riot essential;

:

Kid has a sock style arid should -

cbrtie. along with ' trifle more
variety in both sections; Cohen/

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
(NEWSREELS)'-

Parafnount's flash on settlement of
General .Motor's strike,, which had
paralyzed the coriipanyls 40 plants in
14 states for: 44 days, leads the curr
rent Embassy program, and fittingly.
Pathe is runner-up, with- a newsy
disser tioh on the current Supreme
Court coritroversy. r
^'Otherwise, except for Movietone's
injection, of. a martial strai ' with
glimpses . of ;.Rritish warships 'the
Mediterranean, and Tokio honoring
some German navarofficers, the Em-
bassy program

: is a program of
peacetime' activities, snow and sea-
shore sports, racing, flood recession
and nbvelti There's a travelog on
Vi

. _

Skaters in Vienna and in Holland,
can be seen;, a blonde driVing a lion
down a street of Venice, California:
shot of a tiny . bear beirig fed by
bottle; and other animal novelties. •

:

Both Universal a n d MbVietb'rie
have their publicity, clips on the pro-
gram. Florida gets in its plug and
Movietone . is on with its customary
fashion plug,, this time on kids'
clothing; '

"

.Pathe's Clem McCarthy makes
that Dartmouth ice carnival, par-
ticularly, the skiing ..contest, alive.
Movietone's ThOrgerson describes a
Santa Anita race for the . custoriiers
amoothly. and Lew Lehr, Movie-
tone's comic, does" his quasi . Dutch
dialect, this time anent Hollanders
skating,, with appropriate action
backgrounds.
Paramount stiiff on the auto strike;

settlement includes workers' pa-.

New Acts

MARION MELTON
Singing
G Mins.
Park Central, N. (GroVe)

Marion Melton, statesque blonde
looker, has the pipes to go. places in
night club. work. Peculiar husky
Voice is backed up by obvious care-
ful vocal study. Though ' ne handles
her actual balladirig wit'i rare acu-.
men. Miss . Melton . nf'ids ; further
grooming in the: art

v
:Yf. combining

her> personality with/whe warbling.
'Swing For Sale,' her 'initial number,
has the verve that : they' like ih nite-
ri . Closer is 'Until the Rfeal Thing
Comes Along,' ahd : shows what she
can do with slower tempo . tuhe.

If Miss Melton can develop the
personality stuff , and pick out a.
brighter Costume, night spots and
radio should find plenty of room for
her. Weor.

rades in' celebration, additional to
showing Governor Frank Murphy of
Michigan arinouncing the settlement,
while various personalities of the
situation are

. grouped around -thfe-
Michigari statesman. J

Oh Pathe's clip on- the Suprerrie
Court, the present Chief Justice;
Charles Evans Hughes, ' glimpsed
making a public address on the Su-
preme Court, and apparently be~fbre
he becariie Chief Justice. Inqyiring
-repbrter .stuff, is included, with
opinions by laymen at, random, ap?
parently, although the; stuff sounds
pat,, arid two .brief contrasting
opinions, on the matter ' rendered by
Seriators Hiram : Johnson of CaliV
fornia and James Guffey of Penn-
sylvani , the former against the;
President's measure, and Guffey in
favor.;

.

' President Roosevelt . has art Inning
"on the program' with a closeub':bf
him inviting the Boy Scouts to hold
their anniversary jamboree in Wash-
ington.

Movietone has seasonal shot of
ships pushing- their way through, the
Baltic, and Paramount has one on
foreign logging that looks like a
replica, almost, of a sequence in a
recent feature release..

.

Paramount also offers Dizzy bean
iri some southern antics, but' without

.

dialog, and Universal goes after the
Pacific shipping strike settlement in
goodly fashion: Shah.

Canada's Worry
(Continued from page 39

)

request to. suppress the other fellow's
vi

Suppressionistic incidents have oc-
curred on. several notable occasions
in the last year. This possibly is the
easiest course for the government,
but it also gives an unpleasant cen-
sorship atmosphere that rankles as .

many, or more, persons, than the act
pleases. Fact that many of the epi-
sodes are basically teacup tempests
or involve small town pettiness does-
no: lessen the nuisarice such frictioris

represent to the Ottawa radio com-
mand.

Newest incident fpllowirig on
heels of Catholic-Protestant tension
concerns Cape Breton Island. For the
past eight : years v there has been
broadcast once weekly a program en-
titled 'The Cotter's Saturday Night."
Niw by a "vote of 17 to 3 the Cape
Breton County Council has de-
nounced the program s teridi

ri icule. It seems ;. that . prbvi
politics .'

.
behind ' the move ith

those on the radio program allegedly.

.

having rapped the politicians on the
County Council and the latter pretty
pefeved about the matter.! - They're,
retaliati pulli ires to get :

the 'Cotter's Saturday. ight' half
hour ruled off the Canadian network.

Program . picked., up through
CJCB, Sydney,. Nova Scoti . Consists
of songs, dances, readings; jokes,

sketches some in the Gaelic language
of Scotland from which whence came,
most of the Cape Breton Islanders.
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NEXT WEEK, Feb. 22

THIS WEEK, Feb. 15
Numerals in connection with bills below indicate opening day of

show, whether full or split week
.

RKO

ALBANY.
Keith's (10-

Fat Waller Ore
Ford Marshall & J
3 Lang Sis ' \ ,

.

'

'
-'

Radclifte ft Rogers

Keith's (18)

Q White's Scandals
' (18) .

.&. Johnson

. Palace

Mitchell ft Durant U
(12) .

Sylvia Manon Co
Sops ft Louie':
K Murray ft Osw'ld
Dixieland. Jazz Bd.

jpINCINNATI.
Palace (1»)

Leon Errol's Rev
(12) •

>

:Park Ave >>

.

v
' CLEVELAND

Palace (10)

Park Aye Rev.
. - <12)

Bebe Barrl Co.
Charles Carrier

Vox ft Walters. .

Harris Claire ft S
Rltz Bros

DAMON;
Keith's (10)

N T O Rev
- (12)

Leon Errot Rev
KANSAS CITY .

Molnstreet (20)

Ethel Waters Rev
' SCHENECTADY
Keith's (18-80)

.Knox Lubbw & R.
Reynolds ft W
Bton. Boys
Red Skelton
Great Tacqpjs
,-.":'"> TROY .

Keith'*
1
(1»-*2)J.

'Frank & -M .BrttCon

•vf/.y

,1• ,•.'«?,'."

.

•' "'•.•'• / '
•'• 'I V> iV.-'i"! ' '.''hi -ir

London

Week of Feb. 15
.'• Astoria!'

6 Clevette Gls
' Canterbury M. H. .

1st half (16-17)
6 Clevette. Ols
Harwbods & Rlch'ds

2d half (18-20)
2 Ar Ins
Peter White .

New Victoria
4 Franks'
4 Phillips
Troeaderb Best.

Fred Sanborn-.-
Greeham Slngeio
€avona.
Howard Rogers
Laurel Mather

}
Maurice '

BRIXTON
Astoria

Harry Fryer Bd
2 New-Yorkers
3. Giants Rhythm

BROMLEY
Oaamont

6 Cleverea:.
3 Manley-.Brp's

NEW YORK CITY
'-'. State (18)

. Duval. Co
Wlnl Shaw. '•'.

Buck & Bubbles

Stuart 'ft organ Co
'. WASHINGTON

Capitol (10) :

Major BoWes Co

DUVAL

LOEW'S STATE, New York •

<Week Feb. 18th)

Bits. Carlton Hotel,. New York
(Crystal Gardens) .

Dir.: LEODY A SMITH

NEW YORK CITY
.paramount (1-7)

Guy Lombardb Bd 1
'

Virginia Verrill -:

Rufe Davis .

v Burton; • Pierce •
.

.';.

A8HEVILLE
. : Plata (81-88) . .

Save Apollon's Co
'••. boston ';-

Metropolitan (18):
.
Ann, Judy & Z'

'

Donatella Bros
Rex Weber

.
TJyerio Japs -

* Leslies

BUFFALO
Buffalo (10)

ogul

CHICAGO
Chicago . (19)
Mlrievltcb Co
Oriental (10)

Belle Baker
Ken & Ray Paige

DALLAS
MaJ (19)

on Redmond Oro

Chuck. & Chuckles
Ada, Brown . x

Edna - May Waters
Louise. Carter
.Singing 8

'' DETROIT
Michigan (10)

Fred Waring' s. Bd
KNOKVILLE
BUoa <18-K»

Dave Apollon's Co

., MONTBEAL
'

; :xoW't (io)

.

Ray Noble. Ore.
Merrlmacs '_.."'

Lynn Martin
Howard Barrle
Dick . Don- ft D
June Lorraine

TORONTO
:
:

- Shea's (10)

Follesr D'lAniour
Francis Lederer

Uptown (10)
Maxlhe

PHILADELPHIA
.Allegheny (82-24)

Long ft Lee Sis
Peggy. Calvert Co
.Ray ft' Harrison
Dorothy. Martin Co

•
• .:(18-8«) .

Wilfred Mae 3
. Nerrlt ft Gautier
Capps Bros ft

D

(One to nil)
(16-17)

8 Cards.
.

'Conrad ft Emerson
Bonnell ft Bay Rev
(One to fill)

,

'

;

;

'

;

Earle (10)

Walkmlre ,.

Radio Ramblers
Allen ft Kent :

Harry Burns Co
Cllly Feindt

(12)
Honeyboy & S'ss'f's
a x sis

;

Nella Goodele
Chatterbox
Ben Grader

; Geo. Hicks
Fox (10)

Duchln Co
.
(12)

redwlns '.

Geo Beatty
Campbell's Roy'llste

Nixon, (84-86)

. Harrlmari-SWan ft'L
Bonner ft Newman
B.ob Carney Co
Bno.Tr

"
(17-f9)

Long ft Lee . Sis
Peggy Calvert Co
Ray ft Harrison.
Dorothy Martin Co

Oxford (28-87)

Lbng ft' Lee'- Sis' ./

Peggy Calvert. -Co'-

Ray ft. Harrison
Dorothy Martin Co

(18-20).
3 Cards '

Royal Swedish Co
(Two to fill)

WASHINGTON
Carlo' (10)

Variety . Gambols
Ued Dust
Roscoe Ates
Songwriters Parade

.
(12)

Balabanow : Rev ..

Lela Moore
Radio Ramblers

.

Cllly Feindt

.

CHICAGO .

State' Lake
Marian Parker
Maurice ft Vincent

Rae Samuels ; C6. "

James Alvnn Co
Fred LlghtnOr. C.p >

INDIANAPOLIS,
"

.jCjtFlc. (1»';.,
:

„--,

Red Donoftue
"

u^ \, •

Sylvia 'MalTOll Co''*

Grace Doro

Yost's Collegian
.Ted Allen

.-KANSAS . CITY,'

.

Tower (If))

Marcy .'Bros ft B:

Klrby. ft .Dovai.
Buddy .Poyle .

Ted Cdok ?
•' MEMflHS
Orphetim (20-23)

R^ta.,R.lo
)
Bd . I

PeVry ;*1
- *<'

' -

(Three ter fill)-

. tah|

alg £ Escoe
EAST HAH

/ Granada'' v r-
DollnofTs
Stan Stafford.
Johnny Nit
Rico ft Alex
Gordon & Lester

.
Premier

'

Loranna ' ,'.*
:•

•

Thorpe & Statftbn
Gus Elton- " '

:

Halg ft Escoe
EDGWARE ROAD

' Grand '

'

2 Lindners .

Frank/Wilson
Delfont & Toko

EDMONTON.
Empire

Flack & Lucas

.

Don- Francisco
8. Virginians
HAMMERSMITH

• -Palace'
'

'

Rlmacs '

ILFORD
• Super

Morris' ft Cowley
Marce)l ft Sills
Sonla ft Tanla

ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

1st half (16>17)
2 Armlns

Peter White
2d half (18-20)

6 Clevette Gls
Marwood ft Rlch'ds

XILBtUBN
Grange

2 ;Lindners
Frank Wilson
Delfont & Toko

LEWISHAM
Palace

5 Cleverea ..-',;

Manley Bros . , .

.

LEYTONSTONE
Blalto

Stan Stafford
Wallehdas Sea Lions

NEW GROSS
Klnema

.

Olrac ft Lillian
DennlsvBoys ft Rita
Marie Lorenzl
OLD. KENT ROAD

. . Astoria
Anton Bd
Van 'Dock
Bob Fisher

FECKHAM
,

Falace
.

'• ",

BatJv^rSnara •

BUSH
. Pavilion . I

Jose Moreno ;

'

GeddesiBros :

STAMFORD HILL
Regent'

Chris Charlton
7 Elliotts :

STBEATHAM
.. Astoria

Anton. Bd
Van DocK
'Bob Fisher^ •

'.:"

. Palace-

'

Mao Wynn 4
Seima 4
Geo Hurd :

.

TOOTING
. Granada

6 Ebonites
TOTTENHAM

Palace
Morris ft Cowley

.

Marcell ft Sills
Sonla ft Tahia . .

TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD
Paramount

Harry Fryer Bd
2 New Yorkers ..

3 Giants of Rhythm
WALTHAMSTOW

Granada
Colores ft Barry
3 Virginians
Gautier^e Brlckl'yrs

Provincial

Weiek of Feb. 15

ABERDEEN
Tlvolt

Snakehlps Johnson
Hope & Lang
. ALTRINGHAM

Regal.
Clapham .& Dwyer
8 Step Sis
Fred Hudson
Reco~ft May
Carsoris '

-.

Louis Almade
Raymond Bennett
Irwin. Nan ft Felix
Thelmlna

BELFAST
Bits

Lasslter Bros
Andos Fam
BEXLEY HEATH

Begal
Roy Fox Bd

CARL1SXE
Lonsdale

Lucan & McShane .

Joe Petersen
La Pallette -
Taro Nalto

COVENTRY
. Palace.

Carroll Levis
EDINBURGH

Regent .

1st- half (16-17)
.4 Roadsters

GLASGOW
Paramount

Norman Evans

GRAVE3END
Majestlo

Roy. Fox B'd.
HUDDEBSFIELD

Bits
3 ft D Waters
Austel ft Arthur

KINGSTON
Begal

Tony Gerrard
3
xAu8trallan Boys
Arconas

LEITH .

• ^ Capitol
2d half (18-

4
' RbadBters

; LIVERPOOL
. Shakespeare..

Ganjou Bros & J
Malone ft K Boys
Clemence. Belling Co
DeWolfe Matcalfe F
Payne .& > Hllliard
M'cRae ft Leport

OXFORD
Bits:

Bower ft Rutherfd
Vlotbr Moreton
Hobart 3

SIDCUP
Begal

2 Leslies
Macdonald £ G
Charlie

SLOUGH
, Adelphl

Beryl Orde
Browning ft Starr
3 Loose Scjrews
O'Shea :ft' Joan .

HEW TOitlA Cttt
Bertolottl's

Rita RenAit .

Carol Vance
Fran . Craven •

Ann Whlib
Syd Ranion
Jimmy Whalcn Ore

• Ill's Gny Q0>
Tvotte" Rupel
Rudy Madison
Joseph B: Howard
Ted Beyer
Eititii r;iin

Gus AVloke
Will Ward

1CI tten Korus
Blond le' Scott
Evelyn Oliver
Amanita Knndolph
Jliiimy Thonias.'
Moxle A nnstrong
Amy Spencer
Billy Drtr lels
Cora La Redd
iaclt ft JI^

"

r-ionhy Sim ' rc

Brnns Rail

Nell Golden Ore
Cafe Ball

Yanyego Voodoo Co.
Vlrglnlu Valley\
Jack Arnold
Gus. Upward
Pamela Clifford .

Pliylls -Avery
Vlolot Carson
Nell Bllz
Bonhlo Beck
Lillian Carson
'Chic''- '-Farmer
Polly Picker

t

Sid Hawkins
.

Roger
:
Steele Ore

Jack Wallace Ore
Cafe Valencia

Don Casia'nov
La Qltanlila
La Sultanlta
La Carlta
Don Juan. Ore

CnUente
Jean Gordon. <

:

Dorothy ifaxlwe-.
.Johnny Powell's Bel

Chateau Modern*
Maryon Dale
F McFarlano Ore

Club Howdy
John Adams
Al. Benson
Shirley Wat
Noll. Stone

Club Gauche
Dtmltrl A Virgil
Sylvia St, Clair
Ynez La Vail
Ramon Carroscb ft
.' Gauchos

Inmorl
Felipe del Flores
Consuelo Moreno
Ellseb Grenet Oro
Roslta Ortega
Carmen Ramos
Rene ft Estela-
Roldan
Don Hilberto

'••. ' Coq Rouge
lrWIn Gilbert Oro
Tlsdnle 8 :

: Cotton Club
Avis, Andrews
Berry 'Bros
Kaloan ';

Henri' \Vessels ;

(Catherine Perry
Anne Lewis' . .

Dynamite :
Hooker

Tramp Bd
Whyte's Maniacs

.

Broadway Jones
Wen To Ibert's Choir
Bahama Dancers
Arthur Davy Orb .

Cab Calloway .Oro

Jack Dempsey's
Phil Romano Oro

V.. ..El
'

Chita
Lon Rancheros 3
Adelina Duran
Carlos Montoya
Maclovla & Candldo
Rostra. Bios
Don Alberto Oro

.£1 Morocco
Ernie Hoist

Et Toreador
Los \,-.1e.das' -V

Pedro Via Bd
...Frbnch

Adalet
Feral Benga
Betty Brlte
Betty. Bruce
Florence Chunrbecos.
Hilda Elfohto
Rolf Holbein
Johnny Co
Xavler. Lemercler '-

7 Maravlllas
Rekkofs
Rhbenrads
Florence . Spencer
Tullah ft My!
Iris Wayne
Vega . Asp
PaUl Ash Ore
V. TraverS Oro
C Cromwell Oro

Greenwich VOlago
Casino

Elleen.Cook
Vera' Dunn
Ted Maia
Bill Dureya
Slg Ramon
Jeanne Jordan
Carlos.- Lopez
Elba ft Jimmy
Matengo Oro
Wallace Milan Rev
Terah Noah
' Harlem, Uproar
Ersklne H'wklns Bd
Lillian Fitzgerald
Edna Mae Holley
Eddie Harron
B, Castle. 'ft Scott
Mae Brown
Willie Jackson
Tiny Bunch
Lovey Lane .

Fairbanks Sib
Dee L McKay
Ebony Rascals
Fred .ft Ginger
Edwards Sis
Pauline Bryant
Thelma Mlddleton

Ickory UToose

Mike Riley Oro
Chas Teagarden
Adele Glrard
Bunpy Berrlgan
H'lyw'd Restauraal
Eddie Noll .

Delia & Billy Mack
Marian Nolan:. -

Letty Kemble
Josephine Houston
Del Casino
Mltzt Haynes
Tempo Kings
Ada Leonard
Howard Nichols-:
Demltrl
Karele & Andre
Paul Remos
2 Dnveys
Leiinle Hay tori' rc

Hotel Ambassador
Dick Gasparre Or
Cbblna Wright
Jack & June Blair
.Heather Haliday
Rober* Bard
June Slllman
:r. Patterson
Rtibt Reltirhart .

'

Mrs.- H.W Thomps'n.

Hotel Astor
.-Vincent Lopez Orb -

Fred .' Lowery
Melbn Melslng :

Emily. Van Loe'sen'
•Chns Hoffman '

Stanley Worth
Robert Lytell
Florenzos -

Walton, ft Joanne
llotei Itlltroore

Horace Hoidt - Ore
-Lysbeth HUgHes
Bob AlcCoy
A & Y King .:.

Lai+y Col ton
Art Tltorspn

'

Jerry Hbwne
Dick--'.Morgan :

Burton Pierce

Hotel:

Mai IldlloU
Collcttc & '

Teddy fJenco .,

:

Dawn ft Ddrrbw
Jean -Kirk •'

'

Iloli>l

Bobby Hnyes Ore
Gypsy Lee,
Muriel Uyrd
Bob ' Berry
Hotel Kwex Qbuse.

N randewynn'e Or
Maxlne- Tappln '-'

Dick Stone
Esne'x Troubadours

BTotel Fifth Ave
Roy Strum Oro

Hotel Governor
Clinton

Stuart Jules
Ray O'Hara Oro

Hotel Half Moon
(Brooklyn)

Marlon Kaye
Ken Casey ' Oro

. Hotel Lexington
Ozzle Nelson Oro
Shirley: Lloyd

Hotel Llncohi
'

-isham Jones Orb

UoAlpln
Enoch Light Oro

'

h Gonzales; Eiis

Mrs Theo Dreiser
: Murlal Sherman

HoTel Montrlalt

Coral Isla nders .

Juanlta Wayne
Joe Pontee
'.Clay Brysbn .

Happy. Powers
Nick Fisher
John Zellner
Ben Blum
Hal Hope;.

Sill Lincoln -

Waneta: Wayne
Ann Courtney
Jules) Losch

Hotel Murray Hill
(Fountain Room)

. Dolores Farr'ls
.

Ruth Kldd
Frank McCbrmlck .

Will Oakland
Eleanor BOS^ers
Ray Sadler
Mlshel Corner's Ore
Santiona ft Fairo'ld

Hotel New Yorker
Abe Lyman Orb
Arthur Ravel Oro
Tess Gardell .

Marlon WHklns
Jack Walters
Rose Blaine
Tiny Wolf
Sonny Schuyler
Park ft Clifford

Hotel Park: Central

Tib Too Xllris
Jerry Blaine Oro .

Roscoe Ails
Betty Lewis .

Fandalno ft F'child
Bob King
Phyllis

1 Kenny
Eddie Ross
Men., of Man'tan
; Hotel Park Lane
Junior Raphael Oro
Hotel Pennsylvania
Benny Goodman Bd
Bernhard ft Grah'm
Frances Hunt
Hotel Piccadilly

Trent Patterson

.

Arno ft Zola
Jerry' Stewart
Dave. Schooler Oro

Otef Place
Will MicCune Orb
Hal Atkinson
Pancho's .Ore
Hartmans
Paul Draper
Hbt Hoosevelt ,

'

8 .Internationals
Guy Lombardo Orb
-Hotel Rltx-CarltoB

-Bernards & Duvals
Lime . 3

.

Edna Janls
Senor Wences
4 Kraddocks
Zoska
Senor Wences
Durelle .'

Afrlque-
Basll Fomeen Orb
Arman Vecsey Ore
Hotel Savot -Plata
Ramona
Emlle Petti Oro
Habaneras Oro

Hotel Shelton.

Peggy Dolan
Joseph Zatour Ore

Hotel St. George
(Brooklyn)

Ell Dahtzig Ore
Allen Leafer Ore
Jullanna .

Beatrice ' Howell
Elton Rich 2
3 Eltons
Jay Johnson' .

Beth Reyburn

HoteF Sherry-
Netherland

Tanta ft Kirsoff
Gen Lodtjensky
Raphael

.

Lubov Doublago
Nicholas Zorln -

Serge .' Sergey
Catherine Grey
Alex Buncbuk Ore

otel St. Morltr
Mlaco
Roger Steams
Alex Botlcin Ens:
Jack Sherr Ore :

Illis Debn
Gr|sha
Hotel St, Regis

' (Iridium Room)
Emll Coleman Or
Medrano .ft : Donna
Paul Gerrlts >

Hotel Tuft
Goo. Hall Ore
Dolly Dawn
Johnny McKeever
Emperors pi R»yt'm
Hotel VnndcrMU

Eddie Lane Vrc.
Goodelle ft Farrles
Dee Luryea
Dorothy Howe

otel Wntrtnrt
Astoria

Mario ' ft "FIOTis. ' •

:

;
.

Eve. Symington
Eddie LeBaron Bd
Leo Relsman Ore.
Micbnel Zarln Ore

;

Hotel 'clllngton
Ed Mnyehoff :.Orc '•:

otel. Wcylln
Alex Fogarty .

Charlie Wright
Jimmy Kel '

Mary Barton
4 Mbntmartre Boys
Junior Cost el lo
Chlqulta

;

Iiiga -Borg
Elena McCoy •

Peggy Lal'lante .

Tanya

.

Mary Lane
Joe Cappello Oro

Xretehma
Simeon KaravaeS

'

Doria Blrao
Yllboa- Gabrlelle
Michael Mlchon
Nadla '

A Stoyanovsky
MIscha -

S Rarthovsky
Nicholas Matthey Or

Larue
Ed Furmah
Billy Lorraine
Lynne: Gordon.
Diana Ward.
Peggy Strickland
Eddie Davis Oro

Laurel-In-Plnes
(Lakewood, N. J.)

Terry
. Green' ,

Mona ft Marina
Fred Berhens Orb

Le Mfrnge
'

Billy Heywood
Cliff Allen
Ginger Sutton
Yanyego Dancers
Jerry. KIrkland
Virginia Fair
Wartda Goll -

:

Marie Almonte
Grace firlskin
Cookie Williams Or
Slboney Rbumba Bd

Leon A
Eddie Davli>'
Newell & Thorpe
Wm Farmer's Qro
Betty Benson .

Ruth Craven
Royal Duo
Dr Arthur Marcus
Carmen
Johnny PIckard
4. Rhythym Girls

Madeleine's
Lucille V

Joe rGrey 3

Mbrry-Go-Round
Tito Gulzar
Horatio Zito Ore
Boris Koretzky Ens
Luise Renee.

Mon Paris
Versatile 8
Gene FOsdlck Oro .

Laurence. White
Lady S Wllklns

- Onyx Club
Avon Johnson
Don Lambert
8 Spirits of Rhythm
Stuff Smith Bd

Paradise
Irene BeaBley
Janice Ahore
Richard & Carson
Barto ft Madn
Mary Rolnn^

.

Florence & Alvarez
Johnny Russell
Jay Freeman Orb

"

'

. Place Elegftnte

Joyce Miller
Toto Canglosl
Bill Farrell
Larry Maddl Oro

Rainbow Grill

Emery Deutsch Ore
Evelyn Tyner

"

Jerry Goff
Jack ' Kerr
Ariel Perry

Rainbow Room
Casa Lorna Orb

Sue Hastings
Alec Templefon
Ariel Perry
Edgar Bergen
Dr Sydney Ross
Maurice ft C'rd'ba
Olymplo 3
Evelyn Tyner
Don Axplazu Oro

Bound Boom
Nellie Paley
Rosa Burnett

Boyal
Joe Zelll
Rachel . Carlay
Pearl 2

'Russian
Dora Bbshber .

Alex Bolshakoft
Gypsy Ntha
Manollta
Jenya Pobedlna
..Antony Grosheff
Olga Moskova

.

Zachar Martinoff
Yasha Datsko Ore

Sapphire Room
Vernon Rlckard
Ann Seton
Barry Wlnton Oro

Stork Club
Sonny Kendls Ore
Gus Martel Oro

Tokay
Mmb . Ilona Thury
Johnny Carter
Maria Karolyla
Dorothy Perry
Lou Hegedus
Bela-Zslga
Merrill ft Zona
Lillian Kahnes
Louis -Kovoo.
Gypsy Roslka. Oro
Eddie Ashmen Ore

Ubahai
Gladys Bentley Rev
Broomneld ft G
Avon Long.
Evelyn. Robinson
Babe Matthews
Edna'Hblly
Oble Austin Ore

Talhella

PanCho & Dojores
Doris Reed
Peter ft Cbnt*l'a

Versailles

Glen Hope
B Mlnevitch Co
Sylvia Frooa ,

Mitzl Mayfalr
Raphael
Ben Yost Collegians
Manya ft Drlgo
Meadowbrook Bnvt
Hawellen Ser'n'd'rs

Tillage Barn
Florla Vestoff
Larry McMahon

,

Lewis Sis
Serrannos
Helene Miller
Ruskln ft Norman
Wayne Kennon
Zeb Carver Co
Mike Bollero
Milt Mann Orb

Yacht Club
Terry Green a
Frances Faye
Lillian Lovey
Wllklns ft James
3 .Diplomats
Dan Prlne's Bd

MIAMI
Blscayne Kennel

Club
Ted Lewis Ore.

;

Clob Bagdad
'

Murray ft Alan
Jack Irving.
Virginia Gibson
Ross 2
Ann Sherwood

Deauvllle
Baron ft Blair.
Slgmund Spaeth
Bernie Dolan Oro

French . Casino -

'Folles Parlslenne' R
Jolly Coburn .- Oro
Dave Miller Oro

Frolics
Pall Mall
Honey Mae
Ann Seymour
3 Rays
Selbys
Etzl Covato Ore'
Hollywood. Country

Club,
Minor ft : Root
Rodney McLennan
Xavler Cugat Ore
4 Esaulren
Hollywood Yacht

Club
Cardlnl

'

Lorraine. Manners

;

Jean Sargent
Joe- Lewis:
Howard Lally Ore
Ira's Supper Club
Brandt, ft Fowler
Adrlenne Andre
Howard Brooks

.Gomez ft Winona
Val Qlman Ore;

.
Jack Dempsey's

Beck Melton & B

Fbx ft Ames
Romany 3 :

Terry Lawlor
Burnette ft Walt y

"Gus Stock Oro .

Merry-Go-Round
Phil Baxter:

'

Lee Cornwall:
Count Bulowski Or
Miami Blltmore

Lester Cole
Lathrop Bros & Lee
M Bergere Ore
4 Abbotteers

Palm Island Club
Cross - ft. Dunn
Eunice Healy
Nick Long Jr .

Bob Rlpa
Joan Evans-.
Nltzl Vernille
.Marian Callahan
Mark Plant •

RUsle Moran
Phil Romano Ore.

Roney Plaoa
Georges ft Jalna
.Eva Ortega
Gwynne .-

Freddy Bernard
Carlos Molina Ore
Don Qulntano Oro
Rbyal Palm Club
Tacht Club Boys
Harry Rlchman
Ruth -Terry
Stuart Morgan 4
Catherine O'Neal
Clemente Ore
Chas Dornbergai* 4

. Town Casino
Ben Perry
Roberta Sherwood
Alma ft Rowland
Paul Sablh. Ore

LOS ANGELES

Bruz. Fletcher
Jeanne Teller.
Charles. Lawrence

.

Beverly trilslilre

Ruth Robin
Larry Lee pre

Blltmore . Bowl
Fritz & J Hubert
Eddie Rio Co
Kanazawa Tr
Dick. Webster
Joy Hodges
Marlon Daniels
3 Rhythm Ruscale
Harry Stockwell
Enrico' Rli'ba. Oro
Jimmy :Grler . Oro

. Cn'fe Cnsnnora
Tic Toe Girls :

B Grey ft J Bergen
Casanova Ore
The Theodoras

Cafe La a/»

Park Ave Roys
Stan Clair Ore

Clover:

Bob Grant

,

Rhumba Bd
Coconniil Grovr

4 Playboys
Ray Hendricks
Dawn Roland
Billy Wilson
Col Manny Pragcr
Beri Bernie' Ore

lrn«Tor'

Lurllne

Wally Vernon
Ramsdoll ' Girls
Slim Martin Ore

Joe Frisco
Lynn. Hayes
.Vlckl Joyce
Ben Light :

,4 Esquires.

Bob Lang
Louis Prima Ore

Little ClU
Tiny Meredith
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
Helen Warner
Rose Valyda

Omar's Dnmf
Yvonne St Claire
Maria Monterez
Gagnon & Brlught'n
George Rerlmtin Ore
Bobby Blxler

Paclflo 9 iinset Club
.George. Ball Rev
Peggy Paxe
Bobble Stewart
Betty

.
Norrls

Bob Leahy
Jariet.'.Jorcran
Ray Hall Orp

I'liiomtir

Bariierina & Pals
Doreahhe & Dougl's
Stanley Hickman
Muzzv^JMorcelUno
3 Debutantes

Hudson Met^ger Gls
Ted Flo Rite

Paris. Inn
Dominic Columbo
Judy- Lane
Gabriel J Candlno
Hugo Marchettl
Thora Maltbaison
Carmela Montero .

Peggy Stanford
Marguerita del Rio
Juan do. Martinis
Patsy Marr :

Thora Mathalson
Pete Contrelll Oro

Seven Seas
Lily Gibson '

Lonnle Molntlre Or

Somerset House
Alexander Home
Bill Zerker
Camllle Saray

Topey'e
Pat O'Shea
Arnold sis
Herbert Dexter
Leona Rico
Agnes Johnson
Al Eldredge Ore
Johanne. Lee

.
Troeadero

Phil Ohman Oro
U-Gene's

Barbara Back
Frank Gallagher
Dave M'aok

PHIIADEIJPHIA
Anehorage Inn

Don Nlohols Oro
George Clifford;
Nadlne '. Wayne
Mario Villanl
Jean Kirk
Ada Lee
V MacNaughton
Carlos ft Velos

Arcadia Intl
Emerson GUI Ore
Peplrio ft Beatiice
James Hall
Duval, Marlon ft I
Marlon Mann. .-

Arcadia. Tango Bd
Barrlts Cafe

Joy King. .

Jean Schaullner
Marie Javanello
Frahkle Harrigan
Dqo Anton Oro
" Bellevue-Stratford

(Planet Room)
Meyer Davis Oro .

Ben' Franklin Hotel
. (Georgian/ Boom)
Moe Jaffe Oro
Benny the Bum's
Abe Salinger Orb
Serge Flash
Patsy Ogden
Harry Rose
Bartell ft Hurst
Ma'y McKim Oro
Jay King'.
Tess Gerdella'

, Ches Michand
Jonny Graff Oro

Embassy Club
Brook Adams
Cecelia Bronsoh
Maryan Merces
Helen Hope
Joyce Lang
Billy Maples
Freddy Baker Oro.
Cliff Hall._. ...... '_^

' Oocoanut Grove
Bert Gilbert
Florence Brady
Bebe Moffle
Renato ft Melva
Georgetta Bros
Margo Gavin.
Frank Warren Oro
Continental Boom

Orlerita Badla
Leonard Cooke-' •

Amie Organ .

Peggy Shields

Donoghue's
Betty Madden.
Margie Norris .

Geraldlne Costello
Helen Lorraine
Harry Meyers
Ed Delehanty
Frank Palumbo'e

'

Bob Ridley
Kay Hamilton
De Mayos
The Magfya
Dorothy ft Rello
Bob Carney
Charles DeLuca pre

Hotel Adelphla
'

(Cafe Marguery)
8 Texas Rockets
Jean Travers '

James Evans Co
4 Vespers
L'Amour ft ToIJour
Rom McLean
Agnes Tolls ...
Vincent RlKzo Ore
Harold Knight Oro.
Evan B Fontaine
Hotel Phlladelphlan

(Mirror Boom)
J Frasetto Ores (2)
Walter Donahue:
Arthur Ward Co
The. Barclays
The Debutantes

Kit Kat Kafe
George Scottl
Gibbons ft Adams
Melba Beaudroux
Caroline Scott
The Swingsters~Ol;

c"

Lambs Tavern
Joe Landy Ore

'

Little Rathskeller
Marty Bohn
Les Nichols
Ruby Shields
Kearne Sis
Mayo ft Sheridan
Nancy ' Lee
Maud O'Malley
Jack Grlffln Ore

1828 Locust
Bubbles- Shelby

Blltie Lee
.Grace Manners
Linda Ray
Jean Farrar
Kay Lavery
Little Erny
3 Kings ;

Rlts-Carltob
. (Crystal Room)
Van Levis Ore
Sliver Lake inn.
. (Clementon)

Norman, Duke
Corbltt ft Treano
Kay Kollette
Doris Deane
Miokey Famllant Or

. 1814 Spruce.
Sid Tomack '

Relss Bros .

Julia Gerity
Jimmy. Blake
20th Century. Tavern
Barney Zeeman Oro
Hazel Harman' ;

Maury Ybn
J ft Delia Martin
3 Esquires

81 Club
;Toihmy .Monroe
Richard Bach
Sally LaMarr
Ann Rush
Mary: Lee
Nancy Barry

Ubnngl Club
Doc Hyder's Ore
Johnny Hudgins
Ethel Fraye .

3 Chocolate Drops
Victoria Vlgal
Charlie Banks
Bobby Evans
Fay Banks.

Parrlslt Cafe
2,: We'npattene
Gladla Elli
Ted Miller
Leb~AHcn- :& Lucille
Charlie Gaines Ore
Tony Murray's Cafe
Jim Dougherty's Or
Cortez & Peggy .

.

Murry Lee
Marvin' Nelson
Sharrl O'Dea
Emily Read
Celia Sheffield.
Billy Joy
Dutkln's Rathskeller
Lucy Garat
Viola Klaiss
Devon Sis
Annie Joy
Leslie Sis
Frank Pontl

Stamp> Cafe

.

Danny Montgomery
Pastine ft Gazelle
Dancing Kennedys
Ruth Brown
Kahn ft DePlnto'.-..

Flo Hulse
Jack Hutchinson
Johnny Welsh
Streets of Paris

Jerry .Fine's Ore. '

Harry Aldrldge
Joe Daly ' :
Elaine HInkle
Teddle M Davis
Niki Nikolai
June DeVoe
Jimmy Solar

Venice Grille
Marty Barton Ore
Joe Relliy ..

Agnes Nichols

-

Charlie Kay
Gladys .Tanos
Bonnie Kay

Viking Cafe
Sid Raymond :.

Williams Sis
Sunny. Mason
Grace O'Hara
Flying Demons
Viking 8
Penn Fay Oro

Walton Boof
Evelyn . Pbe
Harry Stevens;
Dixon ft Lane
Renee Barclay Girls
Leo Zollo Ore
Weber's Hot Brou

(Camden).
Don ft . Jean
Bob Merrill
Dolphin Bros
Rose Kirk
Use Hart
Gregory Quinn Co
Louis Chdlkin Ore.
Rathskeller Ore

's Merry-Go-Round

Stops After Six Week*

Harold Stern's Merry-Gp-Round,
Brooklyn hitery, closed its doors last

week after -six. weeks. Although
Stern was supposed to have money
tied up in the venture, it is now
understood Chinese backers stood.the
entire nut, with Stern as front. :

Fanchon Marco had the show
privileges for about three weeks and
then dropped

v

Garry Leon's New Bride
BuffalorFeb.

Garfield (Garry ) Lieon and Marci
Mace, his adagio dancing partner,
obtained. : a marriage license here,

Thursday (11) at the completion of

their Hotel Statler engagement, lieon

obtained a divorce from Mar)
Mitchell, show girl, two years ago.

He was mentioned by Rudy Vallee
in the latter's marital estrangement .

With the late" Fay Webb.
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The problem of spiit Jurisdiction

in connection with a legit attraction

faces Equity, for the first time since

the actors' association was formed,:

The show will have an all-Russian

cast which is being imported and the

revue-type presentation will be in

the native tongue, but the chorus Will

be American in the event
.
that

Equity okays the idea, as at present

indicated. . .

Because the show will be i for-

eign tongue and performed by aliens.

Equity rates the. attraction outside

its. jurisdiction, but affiliate,

Chorus Equity, has been asked to

okay the engaging of its members
for the ensemble and dancing inter-

ludes. Harry D. Goldberg, associ-

ated with aa artists' bureau in New
Vorki is sponsoring the import which
is called 'Lutchinushka.'

Under the Chorus Equity rules, no
members are permitted to appear in

shows '. unless all the cast are Equity-

ites. Goldberg's offer to furnish a

bond guaranteeing chorine salaries
' being considered, but since the

cast will_not .be jneinbers._Qt .Equity,

it is probable that either the qual-

ifying clause will be scratched from
the contracts special contracts

used.

Equity officers are disposed to

clear the matter either way on the

'grounds that 'Lutchinushka' will pro-

vide added employment for its

chorus branch. It was stated that

the manager could assemble a

chorus of non-Equity people, but
that the plan to use trained Ameri-
can girls was justification for con-

ceding the split jurisdiction.

. The cast will not come under
Equity's alien rules, nor

.
will the

producer be required to file bond
cash guaranteeing at least two

weeks' salaries; Rules on aliens pro-
vide th%t such players must pay 5%
of their salaries to Equity, the. mi i-

mum being. $10 weekly. No. such re-

quirement will apply to the Musco-
vites, however. Matters of transpor-
tation and salary wi be between
the manager and the players only.

'GLORY FOR ALL' FOLDS;

HEADACHES FOR MANY

The venture of the comics into le-
git production has come to a halt—
for the present at least. 'Glory for
All,' the George Jessel, Jack Benny,
George Burns, Bert Wheeler, Kalmar
and Ruby, et ,al., presentation,
opened and closed in Philadelphia
last week. After Saturdays per-
formance the production was brought
back to N. Y. and placed in storage,
Not only did the script need revi-

sion, but the cast was not up to ex-
pectations. Show may reappear, but
not until next season. Jessel scooted
.for Florida, but is due on the Coast
early next month, having two broad-
casts scheduled. He starts a supervis-
or job with Warners early ,in April.

iladelphia, Feb.
inal performance* of ;'Glory for

All* at the Erlanger Saturday night
(13) was disrupted by several hun-
dred U. of P. students, who attended
show in a, body. During first and
part of subsequent acts they cheered
entrances and exits, applauded or
booed speeches and offered loud ad-
vice and wisecracks . at actors. After
few minutes, rest of audience left
house and demanded refunds. More.

:.than $180 was paid back at boxoffice.
While, incident has occurred pre-

viously here, it is :first-.time it. hap-
pened at closing performance. Al-
ready discouraged at show's floppo,
cast went through motions of play-
ing comedy, ut it was audible only
to themselves. idh't t:ake- ingle
curtain call.

Donald MacBri , who played lead
in. comedy, reported signed by
Warner Bros. Understood he's never
appeared in legit on Broadway.
Last time Penn studes wrecked

performance here was during run of

'Merrily We Roll Along,' at Chestnut
two seasons ago.

Losing Faith?

Miami Beach, Feb. 16.

Lee Shubert is off the ponies
and for a good enough reason.
It seems he. put 50 bucks oh a
nag which galloped across the
line in front of the pack,
mutuei odds being 22 to one.
But couple of jockeys claimed
interference and the horse was
disqualified.

Showman ...was
,
among those

who suffered extreme agony. ;

Everyone concerned with the pro-
duction of late 'Point of Honor' by
JO Eisinger and Stephen Van GlUck
are at odds over alleged close deal-

ing of Luther Greene, producer,
With the authors. Since play tried

out in Philly^ the authors have not
spoken and One of them, Van Gluck,
did not even see the play on stage.
" Trouble - started, says Allied Au-
thors, agents for play, when "Luther
Greene presented the authors with
a new • contract

.
(contrary to Drama-

tist Guild regulations) the night no-
tice for continuance for Broadway
premiere Was hung up in Philly.

. Original contracts stipulated that
authors did not have to. accept re-
visions in their script and provided
(an extra concession) that they could
demand a new director if results

were hot satisfactory to them.
Luther Greene directed himself.

. The second contract, signed in

Philadelphi at the last minute,
stated, that

.
tanley Young, writer

on the N. Y. Times, was to be given
a free hand in rewriting the play,

revisions of which weres not to be seen
by the authors, and that he was to

receive 25 percent of the authors'
royalties for this service. In addi-
tion .he received an advance royalty
of $250. Authors received only $100
to split, as their advance;
Allied claims that play was so al-

tered as to make the authors appear
ri iculous. Scenes were changed,,
lines rewritten and some deleted to

the satisfaction of the new writer
and the producer. Newness of the
authors .(their first) is blamed by Al-
lied for their gullibility.'' Van Gluck
refused - to see the play on grounds
that it was not his and therefore he
was not interested.

Kid Actors in D. C. Must

Be Abed by 10 P. M. So

Dead End' Rings Up at S

ittsburgh, Feb. 16.

Couple - of kids from New York,
company of 'Dead End' sent on last

week as replacements for youngsters
under 16 in the No; 2 troupe. Man-
agement taking, no chances on stiff

child labor law regulations in Wash-
ington, where show is current this

week;
As it is, 'End' must ring up in

capital at 8 p.m. on the dot in order

to bring down curtai by 10 p.nv
That's the hour all performers un-
der 18 must be off the stage in D.C.

rama Criticism on WFIL
Philadelphi , Feb. 16.

Lee Frank, assistant legit crick on
several Philly sheets until marriage
to Vic Frank, ill . new
series :oi! theatre reviews inter-

views, beginning today. Skedded for

15 minutes, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays over WFIL.
• Lit Bros, departmen*
sorj

Three Follow-Up Dates in a
Row Pittsburgh—Two
Theatres Now for Wash-
ington—Detroit Booming

TWO-WEEK STANDS

Pittsburgh, . .

Shortage of legit shows for the
road is forcing the Nixon to play, a
couple of return

' engagerhents ' a
row late is month. First of .the

two to come • will „be 'Tobacco
Road,' which moves i the week of
Feb. 22. This one played here for
three weeks last season, doing record
biz for 'the run.

.
Other; is the Max Gordon musical,

'Great Waltz,' which likewise was an
early 1936 entry at the Nixon. Still

a third repeat booked in * 'Boy
Meets 'Girl,' which makes the quick-
est return trip to. Pittsburgh i the
history of the town. Due in March 8
for one week:- SpeWack comedy was
seen here less than - two . months ago.
. Company which played -Boy-Girl'
here last- time has since been dis-

banded, with the Coast company
stopping off en route back east this

time. Attraction chewed off approx-
imately $13,000 in January, for good
profit both ways.

etroit Holdovers

Detroit, .-• 16.

'On Your, Toes,' musical, is being
held over here for the second, week
currently.. It's the second show of
the season to get . a two-week run,
'Scandals' having tried it previously,
a few months ago.
Marks the first . season since the

w. k. depresh that Detroit has been
considered good enough to handle
any show for two weeks and b. o.

results prove it a correct ahalyis
Lack of ' available shows In the face
of rising b. o.. returns is another fac-
tor^ of course.

Washington Outlook

. Washington,
With the Belasco theatre open once

again for legit, in opposition to the
National, it means that the nation's
capital has two. legit houses for the
first time in several years.

.

Business has been exceptionally
good for legit here this season, and
the town saw several two-week runs
for the first time in years at the Na-
tional.' Good b. . on all "such occa-
sions, With . second week, building
over the. first, icates that the
money is around if the shows can be
found.
Whether there are enough shows

on the road for two houses, however,
is considered problematical.

Louis* Blues
-'Si.:'Louis,

'Boy Meets- Girl' returns . to the
American here next Sunday (28) for

the second time this season, and its

third date in town. St. Louis for a

number 1 of years been con-
sidered merely a split-week for legit,

but bj? is way
:
up these days.

UNDERSTUDY ALIBI

Claims for Three-eighths Of Week on
'Swing Your. Lady*

Claims for - threeVeighths
.

a'

week's salary by player's in 'Swing
Your Lady,' Which opened at the

Booth. N. Y , and moved to the 46th

Street where closed; will be ar-

bitrated this week. Three per-

formances .were missed, during the

final, week because of the illness of

John Alexander, one of the leads.

Cast, was paid five-eighths, ^ Milton
Shubert

.
claiming the illness of a

featured player permitted the deduc-
tion.

Management contended the

performances; could not
.
played

because there was- no understudy.
Players, however* claim that there

had been an understudy for the part

but . that hei was dismissed several

weeks after the opening.

on

A New 'Worst! Town

Cleveland, Feb.

.

The road may be hotcha and
all excited about legit, but; you
wouldn't know it from reading
the Cleveland totals. This town
is rapidly getting itself the rep
of being the: worst legit city i

the U. S. ",-

About the only show which
> can do business here is one with
Kathari . .' Her 'Wing-
less Victory' "early this season
id okay here, but just : about

; every, other date played fit the
Hanna. was td a loss.

:

V" a
,'•

't: H }I
'

f,-f>t. '

'
.

•. '• : Hiu.Vi

With the operating costs revised
downward and attendance' somewhat
better last week, 'The Eternal Road,'
Manhattan O. H„ N. Y., assumed a
more favorable financial status. " If

.

the spectacle is to ever recapture an
appreciable-. percentage of its huge

;

cost, however, the grosses :must ad-
Vance to much bigger figures than
drawn to date. Indications are the
•Road* will never win back the $500,-

000 involved.
''

;

,

. The cast, .which has 29 people in,
speaking parts whose salaries are
above the Equity minimum, finally
agreed to accept Ja 25% salary cut.

The management thereupon re-
scinded notices of dismissal, given 14
of the cast. Salary, reduction agree-
mentJs for. four weeks after which
time full contracted salaries will be
payable if the spec is operating at a
profit.'

There were reductions
:
in other

departments including the stage
crew. Working sheet showed 73
men employed backstage and in the
Operators booths. Deckhand , outfit

was reduced by 14 men. Weekly
operating nut has been cut to $23,000
as against $30,000 when the show
opened. Management figures on
slicing , the royalties, which amount
to 14% of the. gross. Advertising
budget also cut; now down to $2,000
weekly. Opening week the ad bill

totalled $6,000.

Reported that that item is among
the unpaid obligati About 10
weeks' rent is said to fee owed the
theatre. It is known that some, of
the executives., have not received
salari ing those of the man-
agi

Claudia Morgan Switches

Into GuUdV 'Storm' Play
Claudia Morgan deserts the cast of

'Masque of Kings' Feb. 27 to take the
femme lead in Guild's fifth, produc-
tion of this 'Storm Over
Patsy.' Latest switch makes
third 'Sturm in Wasserglass,'
which .was also known .as 'Storm
Over » Baki,' prior to last- alteration.

Guild rWill have to seek several
players to fill roles 'Masque' in

addition to -Miss Morgan's. Although
not decided yet von selections, several '

of. the 'Masque' ;c6mpany will be con-
scripted for 'Storm?

N. C. Legit Landmark Passes

Charlotte, N. C, Feb. 16. .

Academy of Music, more than 60
years the; leadi . ^Charleston thea-
tre, is no more. Interior has. been
gutted, hand-wrought ornaments
taken down carefully, and the plush
seats offered for sale.

Most of the distinguished Eng-
lish-speaking players and singers
were seen, heard and enjoyed in the
Academy of Music during road show
era.

Blanche Yurka. proposes reviving
Ibsen's 'The Wild Duck,' but her
plans may. go awry if she
name of the defunct Actors' Theatre.
The latter organization was in the
red for about $500,000 when it quit
around 1927, and Miss Yurka stands
the chance of. being .showered: with,
legal actions of recovery if the Ac-
tors' Theatre label is used for pres-.

entation purposes.'
Just how much the Actors Theatre

venture actually , lost has long been
shrouded in mystery. Group seemed
to have little trouble is borroWi
money from people socially

financially, prominent. The list of
sponsors invariably printed in the
programs,. -miniature.,, who's
Who. One of the few shows the
group presented: the 48th St. the-
atre which may riot have lost coi
was 'The Wild Duck,' in which Miss
Yurka appeared.
Actors Theatre started out as the

Equity Players, which had the spon-
sorship of Equity, although the as-
sociation's funds were never in-
volved, it was claimed. The Equity
group sprung into existence shortly
;after; the actors, won the; 1919; strike.

Equity leader's finally came to : .

alize that its name used in connec-
tion with the presentation had be-
come somewhat embarrassing. Those
heading the niovement managed to
hold it together when there Was a
merger with the Greenwich Village
Players, the new label of Actors
Theatre being chosen,

It seemed that any number of
sponsors came through with re-
newed subscriptions an* loans with
the expectation that a hit might
bring some /of the money back. There
were several successes, but the prof-
its hardly dented debits against the
organization.

Ban Threat Publicity

h Lynchburg, Va,

Ops Tobacco Rd.' Biz

Lynchburg, Va., Feb. 16.
City officials' threat to ban 'To-

bacco Road' helped the show's bi
at pair of performances here.
Flurry arose wh<?n a group of un-
identified citizen)? complained to"
City Manager Jt. W. B. Hart that
the show was ^filthy.'

Hart burned v up. the wires com-r
municating with officials of other
Virgi ' towns where show had
played. Argument culminated' in
Police Chief Virgil B. Grow going
to Charlottesville to catch the show
the night before it played here.
Chief secretly sat in audience and
counted 32 high-power oaths which
he announced next day would have
to be dry-cleaned.
Taylor Holmes, Star, finally agreed

to curb the strong language arid
show went oh. Chief, in the matinee
crowd to check up, counted only
half-dozen blank-blanks, and said he
wouldn't demand a further cut.
Newspaper publicity didn't

ticket sales.

OPENING

ON COAST FRIDAY

Hollywood, Feb.
Eugenie Leontovlch, Osgood Per-

kins and Bela Lugosi have leads i

Homer Curran's Coast production of
•Tovarich/;

Play opens in Santa Barbara on
Friday (19) arid moves to San Fran-
cisco before Los Angeles run.

'Hamlet9 Bowing Out
ieldgud, who drew record

busi in Boston last week as
'Hamlet,' developed a heavy cold
there. He rested in New York Sun-
day and was well enough to appear
in Philadelphia Monday (15 ).

Current date Is the English star's

final week. He ' returning to
London.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

The cooperation with which the; committees worked is a major reason
for the success of the flood benefit show at Radio City Music Hail last

Thursday (11). The preparatory meetings were called by \ Alan Corelli of
the Theatre Authority and ;t(e6riard SillWanv

young producer, \ who were
the most active in the. affair. Gilbert .Milter was the most-active among
the managers at thostf sessions. Johnny Shubert worked on production,
and in addition sold $2,500 worth of tickets. Acting as managers, Ben
Boyar of the Max Gordon staff; G. S. Eyssell of the Music Hall, and F. A.
Cruise, . disposed of around, $5,500 worth of tickets, to film

offices in New York;
When - the date, of the show was fixed, "was. necessary to : speed all

preparations. W. G. Van Schmus of the Music Hall turned over the entire

staff to the committeemen, Lepn Lepnidpff was most; active .in the pro-
duction end, while Richard Rogers,. Erno Rapee and. Arthur Schwartz
handled the music. On the radio publicity end were red -Willis,

Phillips Carlin and Dick FishelL On publicity were Nat Dorfman, Hazel

uJj"lynn, Ellas Sugarman and Mollie Steinber
Ralph I^und of RKO handled trailers which were displayed/in 58 thea-

tres in N. Y., the films being donated by National Screen Service^; Oh the
theatre publicity end, top, were Robert Weitman, Harry Charnas, D. F.

Moore and John Wright. Heading the box offices was Arthur Clary,

while Louis Lotito of the Center theatre, handled the ticket agencies.'

Music Hall's 61-piece orchestra and the stage crew worked gratis.

Corelli is in
:
Florida to handle three flood benefits to be held at Palm

Beach and .Miami 1 Beach. His assistant, Mack^ is in- charge While
he is . away. '

[

Success of Federal Theatre Project in- N. Y. is indicated by - :

port released Sunday (14>.
"r*'

Claim that more than 5,500,000 in the five borough .attended per-
formances of WPA players was fronted in the reportrwhich.contai illus-

trated Jiistoi;y ;pro^igct^» permanent
houses, along.'.with vaudj£m

Accprdihjg to breakdow.rir^^ •yj'alk' 1*6-

getheri jphiiiiujL' in' Ifrrleni at the; ^a'f&Mtejo** yeari,'ago> fc,900,0ft!j;%iersdn*

atterided -)^PA '^ 418;090 dropped
'"

on the circu$ arid 1^68,0^^ }'V} -"'
:

Biggest WPA <hit was, ^lij.CanH^Happen7-'Here/ Sinclair > Lewis drama;
according to advance announcements of the- Annual - report.' TJ

:

S. Hot's

'Murder in the - Cathedral' was tagged most artistic achievement of the

year, playing 38 performances in six weeks to an aggregate.hpuse,of 40,424.

Report points out that 'Murder' . could have run much longer, except for ;

ati: agreement with the author permitting the Government theatre group

to present the play for a,limited time only. 'Dr. Faustus,' » newcpmer to;

the T^PA stage, is showing promise, survey declares. :

* /

Jfia^msli Anderson'si 'The Masque pf Kings/ which opened at the Shu-
Ijert, ;N^tV.V la

ous death of Crown Prince Rudolph bit Austria. First was written by Ernest

Vajda and Zoe Akins, called 'The Crown Prince,' and presented at the

Forrest, N.^Y., ih l927*.,'

In the earlier play the death of Rudolph was caused by. poisoned wine,

his mistress then, quaffing the lethal cup. In the Anderson drama;- the

baroness suicides with a pistol and the prince dies 4n the same, manner.
It is believedL: that the latter , is the more authentic disclosure arid it is

Understood that.the:author obtained the ;facts from the archives . at Vienna.

Amyiawsfe ot Matty Zimmerman of Leblang's, who . died , in New York
last Friday: (12), had survived several operations during a year's illness.

Her son," Harvey, a patient at the.Jersey City. Medical Center, suffering

with * broken heck, was. enabled to visit his ihOtrier, but she was in a

coma. ' ...
Younger: Zimmerman was formerly head of Mackay's ticket agency. A

daughter, Dorothy, is the wife of Griffith Thompson, connected with a

N. Y. radio agency.

Mark Reed, who wrote *Yes, My Darling Daughter,' which opened at.

the Playhouse, N. Y., last wlek and clicked, authored four plays of which
his newest (first called *AB About Love'> is by far the best. Immediately

after returning" from the war his first, play, 'She Would and She Di ,' was
presented at the Vanderbilt where it was a quick flop. About 10 years

later his 'Sky-Rocket' also failed, but he registered a fair success with

'Petticoat Fever,* presented at the itz several seasons ago.

Reed was an architect but has worked at various other occupations, i -

eluding a suffrage magazine and a brass factory.

William Faversham, former legit star, is a guest at the Percy Williams

home at Islip, X. I., having entered several weeks ago. He was accom-

panied to the train by friends who smiled when he absent-mindedly in-

quired for a drawing room, such accommodation always being accorded

him when on tour.

Star laughed at the query, too.

Katharine Cornell wUl appear in The Wingless Victory,' Empire, N, Y.,

next Monday (22) afternoon but not; that evening. It is figured that at-

tendance at the Washington. Birthday matinee will exceed the evening

The night show will be dropped "because the star does not wish to play

hiore than eight performances during any week,

Alexander Woolicottr formerly a drama critic himself, observed at a

Lotus Club, N. Y., dinner Sunday (14) that 'it is not the theatre that is

decaying but the theatre critics/; He added: 'The theatre has been in the

state of decay* according to its: critic?, for the past 3,000 years,

Wopllcott was reviewer on the defunct N. Y. (Morning) World and

N. Y. Times;

Herb GeHendre's Budget
Demands Eases Him Out

.. Pittsburgh, Feb.

Herbert V. Gellendre, for the past

two> years director 61 the jpJtfaburgh:

Playhouse, Under-

stood that board of directors' refusal

to meet Gellendre's demands . for

,
higher budget, during 1937-38. re-

sulted In. the 'split

Playhouse directors^ however,,
nounced that they have no idea of

retrenching, but will continue oper-

ating next year under Equity set-

up.

'HHST lAl)Yf FOE CUiRRAN

.
.San Francisco,

Jane Cowl in iFirst'Lady' is set for.

a limited run at the Curran here
starting March 1.

John Montague, representing .Sam
H. Harris, is here making arrange-

ments. /Moritague was last , here as

the advance hian for 'Dodsworth.'

SattMeWsuitsiFft
Director Moved From LAi

Salt Lake City, Feb.

Yford, battle has been raging the

last two. weeks among WPA officials

demanding removal of the regional,

office of the Federal Theatre Project

from Los Angeles to Salt Lake City.

Clayton Triggs, of Lv A*, assistant

regional director of the women's and
professional division of the. project,

js the leading advocate for the pro-

jected change, suggesting that' J.

Howard Miller, regional ' director,

move project files to this town..:

Ellen Xoye" JOirisf 'Assurance'

Hartford, Feb. 16.

lien Love, who had the femme
lead in the FTP 'Cellini,' stepped out
of the cast in the middle of the en-
gagement last

.
week to take a part in

'London Assurance,' scheduled to

open Thursday (18) at the Vander-
bilt, N.

'

.Maxine Arnold, took Miss Love's
place in 'Cellini,' Much played: here
for a week at the Palac^.

5 SHOWS DROP

Three fast flops which opened, on

Broadway last week stopped Satur-

day (13.) and two others are off the

card, all five being losers. 'But for

the Grace of God' will end at the
Guild this evening after five and one-
half weeks. Attraction was limited

to subscriptions but played, three
added performances this . week be-

cause of theatre parties.

BUT FOR GRACE OF GOD
With * sole exception, the

New York drama: critics were
disappointed with the Theatre

Guild's third try of the- sfason,

though all of them were re*'

spectful Howards. ' it. 'Lacki

in vitality! ; Brooks Atkinson'

(Times) felt, most of his cor

workers agreeing. But. Gilbert
(World-Telegram) called It

good show,' .

Variety (Blge) said Its 'sin-

cerity fails to atone for a lack

of popular, elements/

^Thirsty Soil' closed at the 48th

Streets where it tarried only for one
'week' and a half. Trouble drama got

Very 'little coi

THIRSTY SOIL
vote, of

roadway critics knocked
down . 'Thirsty . Soil,' Gilbert
(World - Telegram) being the

: only one to see any merit in it.

Watts (Herald-Tribune) called
it an /unhappy little misfit/

.

which opinion jail .the, other crit-

ics subscribed.
Variety (Ibee) said

not impress.' 1

'Call Me.. Ziggy', opened at the
Longacre and folded, the next night
after being panriefcu Thre6 perform-
ances.

CALL ME ZIGGY
There was no dissension here;-,

all the critics said 'nolquite dis-

'

ti Mantle (News), kindest
critics; felt 1hat ft 'Is

funny only to professlotial peo-
ple' and Coleman (Mirror)
thought it 'preposterous 1 cha-
rade.'

Atkinson (Times) said It
'

every bit as witless as the quack
theatre it pretends to ^satirlxe/

'A Point of Honor' opened at the
Fulton last Thursday and dropped
out Saturday night: House was
guaranteed but no . fresh coin was
provided for this week. Panned and
had little chance.

A POINT OF HONOR
None of the first-stringers

could see riiuch merit in this
one. 'An of inaudibility

flying snuff,' Gabriel
(American) called It, while
Lockridge (Sun) opined that
'we all rate wound stripes on
this one.'

Mantle (News) • said 'ft is not
for the Broadway theatre.'

'Be So Kindlyr stopped at the .Tit^
tile after pnje week. Gross was less
than $1,500 arid although the man-
agement wanted continue, the
backers took a walk.

BE SO KINDLY
First-stringers, on the dailies

passed this up, but their
assistants weren't much im-
pressed «y the antic's in the
upper West End of New York.
Variety (Kanf) said show

'isn't likely to be competition to

anything for any length of time/

m
'His Excellency'—Bushar ''

8c

Tuerk./.

.. 'S^un Kissed'—Borifils 8c Som-
hes.

'Pillows of • Society' ('Now
You've Done It/ 'Me Thirds-
Brock Pemberton. :

'Storm Patsy' ('Storm
Over Bai ;. torm in 'a-Tea- .

cup'>—Theatre Guild.
Excursion—John C. WilsPn,
The Amazing Dr. Clttternoase'

—Gilbert Miller.

'Driftwood—Eugene Kerry.

,

PROF. EATON RECAUS

PLAY BUREAU EXIT

• The supposed storm over the pic-
ture-backed Bureau of New Plays
quickly quieted down and Yale's
Walter Prichard Eaton, who with-
drew, from the bureau, is back in
the fold. , He is one of an advisory
board of three, named at the sugges-
tion of Theresa Helburn, the others
being Frederick Kock, of the Uni-
versity of North Carolina, arid Ken-
neth Rowe, of the University of
Michigan.

;
Eaton came arpiind after the bu-

reau made / several .changes in its

rules and provisions which rnollified

objectors, probably not including the
Dramatists Guild. Changes are retro-
active, and include the awards,
cently announced, several being die-'

clined by the winners. Understood
they so acted after the Guild claimed
the awards ' Were hot what . they
seemed to be because of qualifying
conditions.

Hedgerow Actors Plan

of New England

Philadelphia, Feb. 16.

. Hedgerow Company will leave
their Rose Valley playhouse again
this spring, but not for an extended
western tour such as they took two.
years in succession. Instead, they're
going to Boston during the week, of
March 29, taking with them the full-.,

time company of 22 people and 15
part-time rhembers^ Engagement is

under auspices of the Boston Reper-
tory Theatre. Group will present five
plays during week, including 'Get-
ting Married-'; 'Twelfth Night,' 'Amer-
ican Tragedy^' 'Mask and the Face'
and. 'The Inheritors.' . Couple of bag-
gage' cars figured necessary for the
five productions.

.
Trip to New England and metropo-

lis may mean a slight postponement
of Hedgerow's first Shakespearean
Festival, but. Director Jasper Deeter
promises it by end of April.

Current Road Shows

(Week of Feb. 15)

Ballet Russe, Auditorium, Den-
ver, 16; Memorial Hall, Salina,
Kans., • Mosque, Springfield,
MO.; 18; Avaret, Kansas City,
10-20.

'Boy Meets Girl/ Majestic,
. Houston, 14-15; Melba, Dallas,
16-17; Majestic, Ffc Worth, 18;

Majestic, Wichita Falls" ; Para-
mpunt, Amarillo, 20;

'Brother Rat,' Plymouth,
tp:n..

'Dead End/ National, Wash-
ington.

D'Oyly Carte Repertory,
langer, Chicago.

<Flrst:Lady/ (jane Cowl) Par-
amount,, Salt Lake; City, . ; Bilt-
more, Los Angeles, 17-20.

'Follies/ Grand, Chicago.
'Great Wa|tz/ Davidson, Mil-

waukee.
'Hamlet/ (Gielgud)
iladelphi .

'Hamlet/ (L e s i i e Howard

)

Curran, San Francisco.
•Idiot's Delight/ (Lunt and

Fohtahne) Ford's, Baltimore, 15-

18; Shubert, New Haven, 19^20.

•In a Nutshell/ Harina, Cleve-
land.'

.
'Jane Eyre/ (K. . Hepburn)

Municipal Aude, Kansas City,
15-17; Shrine Aude, Dei Moines,
18; Metropolitan, Minneapolis,
19- '

" ;

ing Letty/
.Road). SelWyn; Chicago.

-. 'Meal Ticket/ Erlanger, Phila-
delphi

,
17-

"i

\_X<r%
'

NazimoVa «- Repert«ry,\
Alexandra, Toronto.
On Your Toes/ Cass,
'Pride and Prejudice/

nuU Philadelphia.
^Reflected lory/ (Tallulah

.
Bankhead ) Nixon,- Pittsburgh^
Ruth Draper,. Auditorium,.

Paul, 1.5; Aude, Sipux -City, la.,

16; Jpcelyn Aude, Omaha, 17;

Aude; Denver, 18; Aude, Salt
Lake City, 20.

San Carlo Opera, ilharmo-
.

ic, Los Angeles. ./

.. 'Tobacco Road/ Belasco, Wash-
ington. .

'You Can't Take It With You/
Harris, icago.

•When the Cat's Away/ musical by
Arthur Swanstrom to be done by
Albert Bannister and J. Edmund
Byrne. Miisic by Michael H. Cleary.
'Midsummer Night/ comedy by

Allan Scott set for production by
Krirrisky Bros.

roadway's theatrical :press agents
plan the foriria.tiori of a new asspci

tipn. .TUat will be definitely deci

next Sunday (21) when they will
meet. at. the Algonqui

p. who has.handled a show withi
the. past two seasons will be
eli ible,.: Figured there are 35 such
play publicists.

At Sunday's session, • it will be
decided whether road p.a.'s will be
eligible, with indications

, that they
too can be members. Idea of for
ing a new ization is

. favored
over that Of reviving the Theatrical
Press Representatives Association.
The Advertising Guild, largely

made up of commercial exploitation
and ad space buyers,,* which
asked stage, radio and picture p.a.'s

to join* held two sessions last week.
Understood that few theatrical pub-
licists attended arid it is definite that
the working, p.a.' roadway are
opposed tying with the ad
guilders.

EQUITY NIXES A CUT

FOR DROPPED MATINEE

Equity has adopted new rule,

concerning salaries to. casts of plays

'

which open on Broadway, after Mon-
day of any week. \Ih some instances-

shpw debuting . midweek, elimi-
nated the first matinee, rst pay
being one-eighth less than .-'

it would
have been had the afternoon per-
formance been given,- •

That has been deemed an .evasion
of Equity's . eight . perforinance rule.

New rule calls for the manager to

pay for any such dropped matinees.
Any differences over an interpreta-
tion of the rule is. at the sole discre-
tion of the council. Equity ites a
possibility, that of a show opening
Friday and dropping the Saturday
matinee.' Pay would be three-eighths
and not two. Such Instances have
rarely, if ever, Occurred.
Equity has. also adopted a revised

contract cpveririg-. .slock : cpmpanies,
but there is but One pertinent change
in the old form.: Stock managers
must pay :for the transfer of bag-
gage in N. Y. at the start and upSn
the closing of the stock. Old con-
tract did not. contain that provision.

Rules on closings are the same ; as
in production contracts, with the
management paying' return trans-
portation.

Ethel Norris Sued Over
Detroit Housewamirig

Detroit, Feb. 18.

.
Damages of $5,700 is- being spught

by Carl Fisher, darice hall owner,
from Carlos J, and

.
Ethel Nprris Mc-

Kinneyi fprmer actress, for damage
to furnishings iri his home during
what Fisher describes as a *brawl'

and attended by Fannie Brice, Eu-
gene and Willie Hpward and a show
chorus, in Novehlber, 1934.
" Mrs. McKinney, who as Ethel Nor-
ris. was a comedienne in Joe Cook's
'Rain or Shine,' denied there was any
singing . or dancing at the house-
warming party, shortly / after the
McJKinneys had leased the home
furnished frprh Fisher. The pi

she testified - in court last week, was
out of tune and Miss Brice couldn't
play. V V ,

.

Answeri Fisher's charges that
lighted: cigarets. ';

' wet drinki
glasses caused some of the damage, :

Mrs, McKinney said doesn't
smoke and drinks very, sparingly. .As
for the party, she. said, it was so
quiet that the guests spent most , of
the time ' down. Fisher de-
clared several' statues and antiques
were broken and

. that several valu-
able paintings were found missing.
He "said the party lasted from 9 p.m.
to 6 a.m. Hearing resumes this week
on the suit

Cincy Keturns to legit

incinriati, Feb.
Cox reopens next week with Tal-

lulah Bankhead i 'Reflected Glory'
at $2.75 -top; It's: the burg's first

legit since the flood,, which, altered
the theatre's .schedule.
: Nelson G. • Trpwbri last

received canceilatipn ing

the D'Oyly Carte Opera company,
set for week of March 8, and in efi-

riite postponement Of engageriient (it

Pride and PrejuclicC,' which h.vl

been slated for March .1-6.
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Equity Fates Opposition to Present

Method of Electing Its Officers

There will be two proposals; for

amendments to Equity's constitution

palling for secret voting at the an-

nual election in May and thereafter

to be submitted to the membership

instead one. Officers will be

elected for a three-year period at the

May session and the amendment pro-

posals are said to emanate from the

militarit minority withi the associa-

tion.:

first proposal, which carried

more than 100 signers! called for a
somewhat intricate method which
started ith mailing all ballots to a

postofflce box. The second proposal

was filed last week with council,

coming from the same source arid

sponsor; Robert Reed. Second plan

slightly simplifies: the first, calling

for one less envelope and- providing

for sending the ballots to Equity's

office, instead of the postal box.

It was the idea of the proposer
that the ' second roposal supersede

the first, but council decided the con-
stitution provided for the presenta-

tion of both, which have been put
into type and will be sent to the
membership prior \ the- March
meeting. Second proposal had about
50 signatories..

Although the proposals are recog-
nized

.
to.; be anti-administration.

Equity officers are somewhat puz-
zled as to what purpose a secret bal-

lot could be used by ,the supposed
opposition. According the record
of the voting at former meetings,
when the Actors' Porurri or younger
radical group, was ' '

, there
were less than 200 votes, cast by the
group. It is likely that there are
more members leaning towards the
group but they were not or are not
' good standing and therefore not
eligible to vote.

.
A number of the radicals are on

the Federal Theatre Project payroll
arid have not paid dues, although
those, with •"excuse cards are gener-
ally present at general and discus-
sion meetings. Recent gatherings of
the .latter type was comparatively
mild because the pink dismissal situ-
ation in WPA had calmed down.

It requires a two-third majority of
paid-up members at a meeting of not
less than 750 in good standing for an
amendment to be adopted by Equity.
How the proponents expect to have
either proposal accepted therefore is

Something of a mystery.
As for the secret ballot in abstract,

It would seem that there; \vqulbV; bc[

fewer ballots cast because it is nat-
ural for the average person to de-
cline to vote if such means an in-
volved proceedi

Blind Trouper

Maurice received col- ;

umris of acclaim in the N. Y.
Sunday papers for his 'King
Richard II,» t. James, N. Y„
but one of the most unusual
performances is given by Au-
gUStin Duncan. No one but front
who was not in the know sus-
pected that Duncan stone
blind.

Duncan,
eral seasoris,

that his resent appearance
will lead t' other engagements. V
He is a brother of the late Isa- \
dbra Duncan, the dancer. -

ED DAV1D0W DIES

IN HIS HOTEL ROOM

QUIZZING BURNSIDE

ON DILLINGHAM PLAYS

Iri its attempt to find but what iri-

terest the estate of the late Charles
B.. Dillingham had in 121 plays and
scripts in his possession when he
died, the Irving Trust Co., as trustee
for the estate, has been authorized
by Federal Judge Patterson to ex-
amine R. H. Buriiside in the Califor-
ia Federal Court. The trustee seeks

to question him concerning his con?-
duct in the handling of the dead
manager's property. Irving Trust has
asked Court for the right to dispose

auction all the property of the
estate. .. ETs'ted among the property
are the plays. Attorneys for several
of the authors oppose the sale oh the
ground that Mr, Dillingham did not
own them outright.

In requesting the right to exaihine
Mr. Burrisi the trustee claims
Burnside's attorney stated that on
January ,1937, the executor, sent
all the scripts, plays, contracts, etc.,

to Frank Furlong, executor, of the
estate,, without the perrniss'ion of the

, Freed Drop B'way

; Too Busy on Film

Hbilywood, .16.
Bui-ton Lane Ralph Freed

abandoned work Robert S.

n's new ' Broadway musical,
Wife/ for

spri

Tunesmiths- with ir

rit . assi rimerit on the musical
score for

1

ify Revels,' which
Jesse L. will roduce for
RKCv

• Ed Davidow, who was found dead

i is room at the Edison hotel, ft. Y.,

Sunday (13) was formerly

known in the legit agency ranks. He
was a brothier-i Lee and

j; J. Shubert. of

his wife several years ago Davidow
was ailing and last season his eye-
sight was considerably impaired for

a time.'

Davidow entered ^how,. business
from the; merc.hahtile field. He was
associated with Rufus LeMaire in

casting legit shows, mostly Shubert
musicals, and for years they framed
the Sunday night vaude-concert bills

at the Winter Garden, ft. Y. He also

figured in the
.

production of several

legit shows.
About a year ago he gave up his

office, in which he was assisted by
Irving Sherman, took quarters

with Jack Curtis and Charles Allen.

Much Like Mussolini?

... Wilmington^ Feb. 16.

Federal Theatre projecteers went
on the hot. stove Suriday (14) for

their presentation of 'Julius Caesar'

in modern dress. They were charged
with' portraying Caesar as an ancient
Mussolini., The Very Rev. J. Francis
Tucker, pastor of. St. Anthony's
Church and leading Catholic clergy-

man * this country, applied t>e

match, -He has spent many years
in the seven-hilled city and objected,

to what he took for aspersions on
Italy's dictator.

: 'I believe the play is not only ill-

timed, but in very poor taste,' he
told his flock, 'i its effort to be-
little a man of such great human
qualities who has done so much for

his country.'

Robert J. Schnitzer, director of the
project, was quick tp reply that there

was no intention of reflecting on IT

Duce.
'The idea 'Julius Caesar' in

modern dress has no political . inioli-

cation .whatever/ he declared. 'The
parallel between ancient Rome arid

the Italy of today is obvious, but the
experiment was designed to show
the.'-- timelessness of Shakespeare.
Mobs feel and react today as thev
did when 'Juli Caesar* was writ--:

ten. Conspirators plot in the same
manner and idealism and ambition
flourish urider identical conditions.' v

ENGAGEMENTS
•: Eleanor Tennis, ,

'Babes.in. Arriis.'.

• Frederic Worlock, Helen ren-
holme,,'Amazing Dr. Clitterhbuse;'

A; ; Kaye,' ; Miidred ick,

'Candi ;>..

'. Ralph Morehouse. Aileen
James liarmore,. ; Clifford Duristari.

'Meal Ticket.'

Brenda Forbes. J. W; Austin, Sara
Allgood, Roger Livosey, .Claudia Mor-
gan, Ian McLean, 'Storm Over Patsy.'

;

Evelyn Varderi, Margaret Perry.
Barbara Robbihs. Ruth Gates.- ,M'ai;y

Howes, Jane Bancroft, :George.Les-
sey, Richard Carlson, "Jack Tyler.

George Taylor. Eric urtis, 'Now
You've Done It.'

Gladys. Coo o , 'Rats of "Nor .'

Hildegarde, iri from Hphokus.'

Lili Eisenlohr-Vaienty, George
Graham. Robert Shayne, John ; Wil-
liams, 'His

,

Excellency.' :;

Ann Barrie, 'White Horse Inn.'

Blanche Bat 'North Star."

HARBACH RECOVERS

VISION; IS ON COAST

Otto* Harbaeh, who was recently
operated on for cataracts of the eyes,
is reported haying fully regained his
vision. The operation was performed
by Dr; John Marti Wheeler, of
N. Y., who cured the King of Siam
of a similar affliction several : years
ago.

The lyricist Hollywood;,
due back in New early in
March.

denes 50-50 On

Philadelphia, Feb.
Much to the surprise of many,,

especially those who smelled a- pub-
licity scheme. Jack Linder's produc-
tion of Langston Hughes' play,
'Mulatto,' never' did .make its sched-
uled bow at the Locust St. theatre.
Mayor S.

;
Davis Wilson finally made

Up his mind tb definitely forbid a
local engagement- for the play.
Linder is still talking injunction but
that's urilikely especially as
the . house gets 'Good Earth' (Metro
film) Feb. 21.

. Y;

Mayor Wilson's :action carne after
his censpr,.baa*a, together with four-
lpcal clergymen, had- witnessed a
performance of the play- together
with representatives of the dailies.
There were six 'judges' arid they
afterwards took a secret ballot with
the vbtes three for/ and three against
presentation of the play here.
Mayor WilSon got arbuhd the tie

by throwing put the vote of Mrs.
Upton . Favorite, member of the
censor board, who had criticized
Hizzoner's original action on the
play* and who had accordingly been
asked by Wilson for her resignation.

Dailies here have all been ' -.

clined to rib the. Mayor on his stand
and some of the drama cri have
jumped -on him rather severely in
their coluriins.,

Linder wants the Mayor to see the
play

, and threatens a ..'sit-down'

strike until he does. Philadelphia
Cultural and Professional Coriiriut-
tee against Censorship, sent repre-
sentatives to. the Mayor protesting
against ban play.
One thing's certai . With all the

publicity it has had, 'Mulatto' would
do some real biz if it opened now.

'Mulatto' company was brought to
New York Saturday (13), an Equity
representative taking salaries and
transportation money which was on
deposit as a guarantee to Philadel-
phia for the payoff. Under the rules
the management was. required tp"

pay full, salaries, standard contract
stipulating that if a play violates any
code in the various stands, the play-
ers shall not be held responsible.

;

Jack.Lihder, who had the show on
tour, decided not to attempt further
bookings because of the Philly mi -

up. Play was qri inally. presented
on Broadway by Marti Jones,
mixed-cast drama going considerably
into the red.

C0RMACK PLAY DATE

SCRATCHED FOR B'WAY

Although. .it was. proposed to
.
open

'Hey Diddle Diddle' roadway
next week, Anne Nichols

:
decided

that the Hollywood satire shall re-
rnai .closed. Cast was to have re-

hearsed this week.
'Diddle' closed in Washington last

Saturday (13 ), play getting promis-
ing notices there. Bartlett Cbr-
rnacky the. author, proposed replacing
Conway Tearle as the lead with Miss
Nichols nixi "that idea/ Tearle's

part had been whipped, into shape
and he was slated to conti

.
:
Sydney, Jan. "25!;

Warren Muhscil, has bought
Leslie Hayden's play, Two Minutes
Silence' for the New York. Theatre
GUild, .' /

'
';'

'Two Mi nutesj was produced here
some vtime..,ago

;
' talker' form. by.

the McDonnagh isters; Munsell is

Reported dickering.; for another; play

by local author, 'Desire Bnngs
Welcome,' in which Sir Ben Fuller-

is interested.

Make Plans to Restore Warm

in

A Worm'i Turn

Spying a VAMETY inugg at the , .

opening of 'Call Me 2iggy,'

bert GabrieV ft. Y. American
critic, wanted to. know whether
it was true tnat thb author, Dan

.

Goldberg, ' Varietv staff

member.
Told was and with

gleam his eye,. Gabri
rubbed his palms together
cracked, 'Is he, "by

.
any:

the gent who makes up
critics' box-score?'

LAMBS' AUCTION AIDS

OHIO FLOOD RELIEF

...Lambs;. -last

Thursday (11) into a

benefit flood

sufferers arid $1,700 was ised by
aucti irig off, packages, mpstly 'cpni

tai . Two bottles wrapped
in paper went, to .William Gaxton,
Shepherd of; the Lambs. He paid i$6>

and asked that the i package . be re-
auctioned, the. price . going to $25.

When the winner opene'd the prize
the bottles were found to contain
*w?ter.; . Hbwey.er, . because, the money,
was for the Red Gross, that provoked
a laugh; yj[' ,,

•'

'

;: A small plated Pup -was bid in by
Hirairi jBlpomingdile ; for $350, the

winner also getting. ..the honor of

being head man at - the ..next get-

together, a monthly, .'.event . called

'seidel night.'

Gallagher Loses

In Mass. FTP Reshuffle

Leonard ;L.' it com-

pany arid theatre niariager,: who di-

rected the Federal Theatre Project in

Massachusetts for • 11 months, is out

and has returned to New York, Gal-r

lagher received his appointmerit

from Hallie Flanagan after a local

mix-up iri ftew England resulted iri

a shakerup of the executive WPA
theatre department there, y He lias

been succeeded by Jon Mack, former
stock actor..

It is reported that the New Eng-
land division of the FTP is honey-
combed with politics , and appoint-
ments virtually forced by politicians.

Understood that few in the division

were previously familiar with the.

theatre.

Volhner Play Folding;

Summer Try Probable

'In a Nutshell,' presented by Lau-

rence ivers, Inc.- (Rowland Steb-

bins), will roadway this

season. Lulu Vollmer play ill close

in Cleveland, (30), other

dates having been cancelled.

Understood. play is too short,

running little more than one hour
and 30 minutes. Author's idea- is re-

garded as likely material, but script

needs further 'Nutshell! will
probably be put next
summer.

'Corner* Lags Behind
Amateurs* Gross in Ga.

Atjantai

Four-night presentation of Martin

Flavi 'Around the Corner,'"

fessiorial FTP : company from .ft. .,

grossed $450, ibh pleased^. Project
officials, who claim -financial- return,

was best of any WPA- theatre, open-
ing, in south. Even so, pfo^ -grossed

a bare half of what Atlanta Theatre
GuHd, Amateur affiliate and sponsor
of FTP here, id with 'the Drurikr

ard'; in three nights here two weeks
ago. However, .

ild. got scads of

publicity^arid society baefci . while

pros were more or less on their own.
Critics were": exceedingly kind in

their ,reviews of 'Corner' and excori-

ated Atlahtans for. not turning but

larger numbers, since 'give us (le-

git', cry has been- voiced many times

during the late lean

icago,

Having- decided that

has not gotten the'

the midwest anywhere, the

Equity office, headed

is readying a wide campaign for re-

establishmeijt and. rebirth of summer
stocks iri thi

. While there has been consi

activity in the straw-hat,

groups, more or: prpfessi

dunni the past rew; mi

west has lagged far behi In the
entire territory bounded by Pitts-

burgh on the east,: Denver on the
west, and as far north and south as

the bouh the nation there
haven't been .enough summer stock

ventures iri the past six years to

count on one's fingers. While other
brariches of the legit have come back
in no, small way sirice 1933, the sum-
mer stock groups have remained i

hiding.

If New Yorki Connecticut, ftew
Hampshire,

.

Maine, Massachusetts,
New Jersey arid Pennsylvani . can
support a large number of summer
Ventures, the. Equity : belief here
that there is no reason why thie same
succfess could not be worked out in

Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Wiscori-.

sin, Minnesota and Colorado, arid

with; completely . arid

Equity casts.
'*' ''"

Legit activity is stirring here-
abouts, and such managers as Robert
Henderson, Margaret Rice; T; TE.

Walker; Ben Guy Phillips, Horace
Sistare, Ralph Kettering* Bob Sher-
man, Alice Gerstenberg, arid: others
are ipoked to for the revival of' sum-

.

mer stocks. All along the. shore of
'

Lake Michigari, ' especially, in the
swank northern suburbs of Chicago
such as Evanston, Glencoe, Winnetka;
plus Milwaukee,Minneapolis, Detroit
Toledo, St. Louis, Indiariapolis, are
figured as ripe for a summer stock
revival caimpaigi). Considerable pari
of the interest will be pointed at the
tig

.
university and

:

cbllege
.
tpWns

Which have summer schools, such as
Ann Arbor (University of Michigan), ,.

Madison (Uriiverr^y of Wisconsin),
Uriiversity of. Minnesota!; at Minne-
apolis, Drake University in De?
Moiries, Ohio State iri Columbus, Uni-
versity of- Illinois. ' Champaigri-
Urbana, etc.

Seeklnr Spots
Equity will make contacts in each,

of localities to try to work out some
mode of organizing a pro stock com-
pany' tor an eight to 12-week stock
season; In some instances, where the
towns are too small to support a
straight stock cofnpany, Dare is con-
sidering the organizatiori of circle
stocks, to rotate through three, four
or five towns, each town to have a
show one or two nights every week
or two.
Not only has this demand for sum-

mer stocks come from legit*goers
themselves (in other words; the pub-
lic) but from would-be professional
actresses, and actors. Many perform?
ers on the radio in Chicago and other
towns in the midwest have sought
some meafte of gaining stage experi-
ence, and. queried the Chicago
Variety office as well as the local

Equity office trying to find some en-
try into nearby stocks for the sum-
mer, which is the slack radio period.
Arid to all these requests, the
swer is that, there's no stock avail-
able in the midwest, that it

would be necessary tb go into the
eastern seaboard territory for these
summer playhouses.
With thie New

. York producers
howling that the crying need , for
legit is a training ground where new:-
people can be brought into the pro-
fessional theatre, Equity here ber
lieves that the midwest summer the-
atres would go far jbwnrds filling
this need for new iaces arid new
talent.

GEORGE HOLLAND'S

4th ritz no: P.A.

Boston, Feb.
George Holland, Boston American'

columnist, -be a; fourth
,

itz
^brother' in the stage show opening at

.

Keith's, Boston, Feb. 25^ which the
Ritz boys are headlining. Holland's
appearance , will be .the.. fil

'Don't Tell the Wi based on hi
original story. ; :

Not divulged whether he will' work
straight or ritzy.

Is
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on

Yes My Darling Daughter
Comedy In three acts presented at Play-

house, N. Y., Feb. 0, *37, by Alfred , de
klagr.e; Jr. written bjjr.'. -Mark :Reed;. tucilo
Watson. Violet -Hemlng and Peggy Conklln
featured;- staged by presenter; '.^3.30 top. .

Ellen Murray..... Peggy Conklln
LewlB Murray . . . . . , , .. , .. . .Charles Bryant
Constance Neviris. . .... ... . .Violet Hemlng
Martha. . . .•: . . , ; ...Margaret Curtis
Ann Whitman Murray.... ...Luc lie Watson

.Titus' Jaywood , . . .. , . V. .Nicholas Joy
Douglas Hall..............*.- byd Crawford

Whether' . socialite ; manager
Alfred de Liagre, Jr., calls it 'Yes,
My Darling Daughter,' or 'All .About
Love,' which was the original title,

the new laugh play at the Playhouse
is distinctly a hit.

.Mark Reed's best comedy to date -is

ideally set up. There, is a short cast,

but an excellent one: Settings are in
good taste, as is the whole perform-
ance, although there may be a mi-
nority who might be squranish about
what goes on with: • the^girl in the.

Murray family,. New Canaan,
Conn., way.
Ann .and Lewis Murray are mid-'

die-aged, while . their . daughter Ellen
is just out of college. With horn-
rimmed specs .and sloppy duds, it is

the fear of Constance Nevins, a
sister-in-law, just back with another
Reno divorce* that the girl may be-
come a. frump. But that's only,
a pose, for Ellen is smart. Besides,
she lis in love with Douglas Hall, a
spunky fellow who is trying to be an
architect; But he 'hasn't been able
to. make enough money and is about'
to sail for' Belgium and a new job'.-

Two-year separation faces the
youngsters, which prompts EllenW
suggest that they go off on a week-
end. Lad is abashed, but the idea
of the new, younger generation pre-
vails. At: that point the' wise and
witty mother enters the situation,

,
having been tipped off by Constance,
who knows !-all the answers about

' 'affairs.'
'

'

Play's most amusing interludes fol-
low; in the second act between
daughter, mother and the plan whom
the latter once loved in her free-
thihking Greenwich. Village days,
some time before she married and
settled down. Bright Ellen quotes
a poem Written in honor of the
mater by Titus Jaywood, former
sweetheart. In fact, the girl «dis-
closes, so much about mother's past
that the old girl wonders' how the
kid dug it up. Ellen has an answer
for that, too—research for. her last
college thesis on the influence of
Greenwich Village on art and let-

• ters.'

There is no out for ma Murray
but to let her daughter .go off for
the week-end with Douglas. Father
finds

. out and makes all sorts of
threats.. When the lovers return
home Monday morning, the fun bub-
bles. One -of the surprise twists is
when Douglas takes umbrage at the
others for having knowledge of the
affair. He wants to propose in front
of the others. Ellen then balks and
departs, but when Ellen asks her
mother what she thinks, and gets
the answer that the least she could
do is to marry the man she seduced,
the curtain rings down On a nice
laugh.
^ Curtain', lines are cleverly con-
trived,, while the direction permits
little let-down. - Lucile . Watson ag
the mother hasn't turned in so neat
a performance in- seasons. Even a
eompression of the lips brings
laughter at times. Peggy Conklin

Forrest, who is George M.'s alter ego,
the play moves forward pleasantly.
From a cold-blooded standpoint its

a poor play but Cohan is • warm-
blooded and he breathed life and
plausibility • into the hever-very-
dramatic doings. There's an old-
fashioned second act curtain flash
when the backdrop vista develops a
road through the hills and shows
the lights of cars passing off in the
distance. Harry Langdon and .others
had that i their vaudeville acts
years ago.
By a coincidence, 'YesT'My Darling

Daughter' has a plot, of basic simir
larity—a daughter going week-end-
irtg with a young: man. But the re-
semblance is superficial; the attitude
arid treatment quite different. Cohan
is never flip, about the family virtues;

. Cohan as usual selects good actors
to surround him. Two ingenues
seemed most likely to attract atten-
tion. Francesca Lenni plays the
daughter with week-ending ideas
and except that her role " written
in such a. manner as to discredit the
basic notion that she would play
Mrs. John Smith over the Sabbath,
She is a helpful member of the
goings-on. ."Rita Johnson has a kit-
tenish baby vamp part and makes
herself easy like. Both girls have
trim figures. Of the various play-
ers Of lesser roles it is hard,to pick
one without slighting others. All
perform with professional eclat

; Sets - are - - pretentious and - nicely
i'done;^-.' '•;,-•.'• .. '/ ..'Land.- .1;

.-if.-.-

Michael Todd' presents three-act far<?e by,
pan Goldberg. Directed by Gregory Deaoel
Settings, Clark Kobjnaon. At Longacre,
N. Y., Feb. 13, '37; #3.30 top.
Jpfr. Riley . .... ,:, . . .,. . .Kobert Williams
Sidney -Castle . . . ........ . . . . . . Joseph Buloff
Pete:.. . . .... William Foran
Dorothy. La. Vere.,.,, ..... .June. Webster
Gloria Saunders, . ..Lucille Sears
Rita Philips. Barbara Barton
Ivan

,
Davidson ...j Saiidford Blckart

Herman Gross......,„,,, ..Spencer Klmbell
John. R; Sinjth........ *. .Herbert. Duffy'
Harris. .. ....... .Milano Tllderi

-

Augle. . i . ... .Ralpli Theadore
Charlie, . . , . . .V. ....,*»» . . . .Wv, J. Hackett
Eddie. . . . . . . . , , . . ; , , . . . .Tom Tulley
Steve. , . , , , i , , , ..Charles. Eriis
Harriet Oilman. ........... ...Cyrilla Dome
Fred Thompson..... ....Jack Hasler
Jack Hotchklss .William Valentine
Walter Burton................ .Jack Soanes

is brilliant in the play's longest part.
Nicholas Joy as the erudite former
admirer of Mrs. Murray has a part
Which is just his meat. Violet Hem
tog as the much-married man-
hunter, has a good time. Charles
Bryant blusters, but in a nice way,
as the papa. Even Margaret Curtis
gets a laugh by the grace* of the
author and director.
As a matinee show, "Yes, My

Darling Daughter,' is a cinch, and it
Is diverting enough for the average
male, too. Ibee.

Fulton of Oak Falls
Cohan & Harris present George' M.

Cohan's way of telling Parker Fennelly's
three act play. Stars George M. Cohan.
Staged by Sam Forrest. Settings by W.

OiU-ir Waller. At Morosco. N. Y., Feb. 10.
•37: $3.80 top. '

,

Ed Fulton
, i........,.....Mr:-Cohan

gmma ............... Jessamine 'Nj&vcombe
Betty ,j. . .... i , .Fraiicesca Lennl
Mm. Todd .;..,....;..;..viGilberta. Faust

S
Corey .......... ........... Harold Vermilyea

ev. :.Geotge . . . . . .Brandon. Peters
arry Sheldon. .Robert Light

Mrs. John Tllson .........Kathryn Glvney
Blaine Tllson .Rita Johnson
Bobby Crawford ......... .Edward Craven
Mr. Douglas ;j.imcs : LaCurto
Bertha Douglas .............Edna Holland
Sprague : . , ..:William DavhJ
Mildred . ..(...•,....... . i , . .-.Doro Mernnde
Simma .... . .j ....... . . . .... Edwin Redding
Annie ................. ...Fmhces McHUgh
Charlie . , ............. '. . . .... Harold. Woolf

, 'Call Me Ziggy' Is a turkey about
turkeys. In the play the payoff is
the picture rights; In reality if there
is a payoff it will also be the picture
rights. It obviously hasn't got enough
of what it takes to stick arOund
Broadway.
Joseph Buloff, a newcomer to the

English-speaking
. stage, attracts lots

of attention through 'Ziggy/ so
s

that?s
a net gain. He's «a tyje ' comedian
with odd, puzzled, gentle ways. What
he did for Goldberg's play is plenty.
But* paradoxically, it may well turn
but that turkey or not Ziggy' will
do plenty for Buloff. His evening
Of horrors backstage at the Chicago
'Court' theatre (used to be a Cort in
the loop) is one . long parade of
squawking and scriuiumng actors,
creditors, press agents, and ulti-
mately competing bidders for the
rights.

;

'Ziggy' had two strikes- called
pronto. First, it was too tradey, too
close to .its theme, nOt broad enough
in treatment, for the general public.
Second, the slapstick treatment of
the play-within-a-play while good
for laughs destroyed the satire by
over-doing it. Sets looked like they
were from the warehouse and the
whole production smacked of the
kind of show biz it lampoons. Doz
ens of the lines of dialog, were per
feet fits and prophetic.

In human nature and roadway
success-Worshipping psychology it is
characteristic to ignore or overlook
the bad points of hits. It doesn't
work the other, way; seldom do the
good points of flops get any sympa-
thetic cataloging. 'Call Me Ziggy'
is not without its good points. Un-
fortunately this is the wrong place to" ^ternlz^tftpmr^oltroe^^
ber of. Variety's' Chicago staff.

Land.
• {Closed after three performances

Feb. 13; printed for the record.)

Broadway Is sentimental about , a
small list Of personalities.: George
M. Cohan Is definitely on that list.

And Sam Harris, too. So with the
revival of the house of Cohan &
fiarrls good for a lot of publicity
Ad word-of-mouth and 'Fulton of
>ak Falls' good for a lot of mellOw
?«s and gentle heart-tug, the re-
In theatrical terms is an attrac-

lom likely to do some biz but not to

Judged by ordinary trade stand-

TOcked
»ytd by

with Cohanlsms,
Cohan,, directed, by Sam

A POINT OF HONOR
Drama In two acts presented at Fulton,

N. Y.; Feb. 11, '37, by Luther Greene;
written by Jo Blslnger and Stephen Van
Gluck; Wilfred Lawson, Florence" Reed
featured; staged by presenter; $3.30 top.
Peggy. Shippen;. Arnold. ... i Lillian Emerson
Mr., Chilton Leslie King
Punch i . i y .Charles H; ' Moore
Hannah Arnold ............. .Florence Reed
Benedict Arnold- .v ........Wilfred Lawson
David Franks. . . . .1. .... ... .A. J* Herbert
Edward Shippen ......Alexander F. Frank
.John Andre ............. ...........Lloyd Gough
Joseph Reed .... Lewis Mftrfln
Council. .Gary Mohr, Peter Mitchell. James

Hurd, Robert Dean'

to all ends to find a leading player.
When it passed to the hands of
Luther Greene he managed to secure
Wilfrid Lawson, an Englishman, to
enact Arnold. That a Britisher was
deemed the : correct type is not
strange considering the fact that
many persons in the -. colonies were
from England. However, the char
acter is not made any more, accept-
able. ..

The notorious Peggy Shippen who
wed Arnold for the express purpose
of enticing him to double cross
General Washington and deliver
West Point to the red coats, is made
to appear contrite. That she really
loved the fellow and he was enrap-
tured of her, appears to- be the
authors' idea of making drama out
of the affair. . .

.

But that is far short of good the-
atre. It is not really a play, merely
a story sans dramatics of any-power.
Lawsbn may convey some idea

.

. of

what Arnold
.
really, was and then

again history seems to indicate , a
lower character. Lillian Emerson as
Peggy was not well directed and
given too much to turning her back
on the audience. Present too is

Florence Reed as Arnold's, spiteful

sister-one of the least effective roles

of that actress's career,
v As for the others it doesn't matter
much. Greene permitted them to

slur their lines. Manager figured in

the tour of Nazimova last season
and with the Ibsen works fared
much better. : Ibee.

. (Closed after four performances
Feb; 13; printed for the record.)

; Enemy af the Peoirie
;

: Comedy In four acts by Henrlk Ibsen
presented by Walter Hampden; Svlth . him-
self as star, at Hudson, N. X. Feb. 16, '37.

iStaged by Hampden; ' production .designed
Q>y Claude Bragdon; $3.30 top. ..

•Dr. Thomas Stockmann.. .Walter Hampden
Mrs.- Stockltiann ....Mabel Moore
iPetra . .. ... .... .Marjbrle Jareckl
lEilif . . . . -. . . . , ... . . ;Walter Ward
Morten .-.Dick Wallace:
Peter Stockmann.;.. Norman Hammond
Morten-. Kill. . . ; . . . .'Dodsbn Mitchell
Hovstad Albert Van, Dekker
Billing' ... . . . . . . ..... . . . .Allen Nourse
Horster ". .'.

. , . .;...'.'. .-. i'.... . ... .Albert . Rergh
Aslaksen ,. . v. . . ,-. . ...... .HaTindm : Clark

This historical play is dated and
upon Opening appeared to be fated.
So slim were its chances that it is a
mystery why it reached the boards.
'A Point of Honor' has to do With

one of the most distasteful episodes
connected with the revolution of the
American colonies. It. tells the story
of Benedict Arnold's treachery. His
ultimate hanging and the reason is
one of the elementary lessons to
school children and the re-telling is
ho less attractive.

. The play was planned for presen-
tation by other showmen, who went

, tfnwilling to let a season flit by
without, at least, a single appearance
before his resolute following in
N, y., Walter Hampden; this time,
revives one of Ibsen's lesser works,
sans death scenes and inhibitions,
chiefly because it contains one of his
favorite' roles. The star has some-
thing of a field day in the part of
the harassed 'Dr. Stockmann in this
play which, at best, seems a some-
what outmoded vehicle. Naming it

for a fortnight only at the Hudson is

a wise move for it is better suited
for the road -bookings for which it

is primarily intended. The Hampden
name is a definite draw oh tour
where the play is likely to find favor
With the citizenry.

Stbry, for all its high-flown ver-
biage, is comparatively simple. Con-
cerned, with a crusading small-town
physician and moralist • striving to
rid his Norway town of graft and
waste in public works, the play has
its effective moments despite its ad-,
vanced age. Stockmann, whose
complaints are misunderstood by his
fellow townsmen, wages a bitter and
losing battle. Led by his burgo-
master-brother, the opposition
brands him an enemy of society
when he attejnpts to expose shocking
conditions in his town and rouse
public opinion.. When he addresses a
mass meeting he is shouted down by
unthinking neighbors.

Stockmann is never abie to put
through his reforms in the play but
he manages to win back supporters,
at the final curtain. His is a gallant
fight while it lasts. And the Ibsen
work, for all its. archaic style and
dustiness, can be said to possess
some truths .that are applicable to
present-day conditions throughout
the world. Which probably was a
reason for this revival, for. which
reasons are needed.
Hampden dominates . the action

with his smooth, characteristic por-
trayal of : the estimable'' medico*'
reformer, the, others merely filling

in the backgrouna in moderately/
'successful fashion. Prominent . in
the comn^ny are C. Normah Ham-
mond, Albert -Van Dekker, . Mabel
Moore (Mrs. Hampden), Hannam
Clark, Marjorie Jarecki and Dbdson
Mitchell—veterans all who know
their way about. Hampden directed
red Claude Bragdon, as usual, sup-
plied the serviceable sets and cos*
tumes. '.

Plav was last seen in N. Y, in 1927
at Walter Hampden's theatre, now
the RKO Colonial. Present revival
reclaims the refurbished Hudson fOr
the legit after several seasons of
CBS air shows. Rowl.

Dobrowen in Palestine
Jerusalem,

Issay Dobrbwen i is wieldi the
baton in ' the third of the series of
subscription concerts Of the new
Palestine Symphony Orchestra here.

He follows Toscanirii, just left, -

Dobrowenj. who will conduct here
for the next couple of months, for-
merly conducted the San Francisco
Symphony Orch, the New York and
Philadelphia

. orchestras. Tickets to
his J6FQsalem performances were
sold out days in advance.

British Quota
(Continued from page 12)

' ious expression of hope.' K. R. S.

agrees with C. E, A. that shorts

should be excluded from legislation;

that adjustment of quota computa-
tion over three and .

six month
periods would be impracticable; that
restriction advanced booking
should . be ; withdrawn, and that the
industry should be controlled by a
Gov't.. Commission. ..

Unfortunately, the harmony which
niight.have been induced from these
strong points of sympathy has been
wrecked by a vr mderstanding be-
tween the two boa ies, as . a result Of
which K. . S. published iah acri-

monious letter, accusing C. E. A. , of

bad faith in issui to the press
results of discussions /between the
two bodies and held by K. R. S. to

have ' been confidential.

Varied points

Balance of trade reaction to the 28
recommendations of the Quota Com-
mittee is varied." Passing over, minor
proposals, the first clause of interest

is that Urging gOvt. steps to prevent
British motion picture interests from
passing, abroad; this exhibs and pro-
ducers welcome, distribs making .no.

comment. Proposal for govt, impetus
to. promote . finance ' similarly re-
ceived, C.E.A. particularly stress-

ing that its mam concern is domina-
tion of product if ital is with-
drawn.
Continuance of the quota for a fur-

ther period is; approved, by C.E^ft.

and F.B.I,, but K.R.S. is again mum.
AH sections are in general agree-

ment on separation ; of feature . and
short films, distributors and exhi i-

tors urging complete elimination Of
the latter Wide divergence exists
on percentages recommended, K.R.S.
being insistent that maintenance and
increase of existing scale is too heavy
to be workable satisfactorily; an ob-
ligation of five to six good pictures
a year is its proposal. Exhibs wel-
come a stepped quota, giving theatres
a lesser commitment than renters.

Quantity' wjll; militate . agai rist-

quality is the K.R.S. view. This pro-
viso, it says, was alone responsible
for the quickie.

Penalties

Producers support, distributors op-
pose, exhibitors pass without com-
ment the suggestion to increase pen-
alties for renter's default by revoca-
tion of license..

Unanimous approval is -shown for
a .

clause recommending permissible
employment of foriejgh scenarists. ;

;
All sections

;
oppose the proposed

withdrawal of restriction on advance
booking. C.E.A. considers it^ an ill-

advised and retrogressive suggestion,
recalling the 'bad bid days' when
general releases crept as much as
18 months beyond the trade show;
K.R.S. agrees, considering it con-
trary to the best interests of the
British industry. But, whereas pro-
ducers and e xh ih\ t ors support,
strengthening of blind booking leg-
islation, distributors are dead set
against.it.

Producers join with the renters
in objecting to restriction of block
booking, only the exhibg agreeing.
K.R.S. regards; it as calculated to
violate freedom of action between
buyer and seller; F.B.I. thinks it

impracticable.

Census
General favor is given to a vague

proposal for an annual census of the
.industry.

Final clause, proposing a govt,
commission , has , hppn rlismssprl, but

conditions $t granting financial as-
sistance to producers.

.

How long it. will be before
next step in the game- is a question
nobody can solve, but it is presumed
.that the board of trade will go i

a huddle, worry out the many, di-
vergent views expressed, draft a
form of law and submit that
to the various trade groups.
Only then will it be framed for pres-

entation to Parliament, where it will
be pulled this way, and that in com-
mittee sessions before a final draft
^merges. That, however, '

irig

a year or more into the future.

(Continued from page 37)

lawyer-prompted agai
widely-popular 'Chase & Sanbor
•Good Will Court' the
pressure.

Those Cracks
' Regardless of the merits
merits, of the; arguments ahd
agai the lawyers the propaganda
and ... w^ecracks,

; are hurting.
Columnists such as Westbrook
Pegler,. Robert Allen, Drew Pearson-
etc., have fed the fires., Stories and
moving ietures showing shysters
as allies of crime, repeated G-Man
cracks-, that the greatest public
enemy of all is the . hoodlums' LL.D.
henchman has all had its effect.

^
Part of the proposed bar

tion radio advertising campaign is

to be directed iagainst banks who
actively go after trusteeships and
seek to perform services that
lawyers regard peculiarly their
own. Lawyers by the ethics of their
cult cannot . individually advertise.
But the bar association acting for
aU its membership is presumably
free to whoop it up for the brief*
sters.

C.E.A., ' summarizi its com-
ments, suggests an arbitration
court of exhibs, distribs and pro-
ducers, With the president of the
board of trade empowered to enforce
its decisions.

Of less importance, though of cer-
tain interest, aire the views of labor,
represented in the reply submitted
to the board by the Ass'n of Cine
Technicians, speaki studio
workers. It approves

. quota
principle as conducive to more em-
ployment,

. but opposes . quality
it.would discourage prO-
ing instead a cost mini-

test, feari

duction,

mum.
A^.T ives three cheers for the

suggestion that the. govt, encourage
financing Of British production in
approved cases On reasonable terms.
'The industry,' states its reply, 'and
particularly its employes, . have suf-
fered fro m the mushroom-like
growth of production companies,, sev-
eral of whom have been unable to
meet their obligations and, on 'occa-
sions, have not completed a
single production.' V*n

Fair-Wage Clause
It hopes, too, that sOme form of

fair-wage clause will be .one of the

, Feb. 16.

Frederick H, Stinchfield,; prexy of
American Bar Association, does,
special CBS network, talk next Mon-
day (22) onThe Supreme Court Un-
der Fire.'

-~

Spiel will originate On WCCO and
be on 1:1^ to 1:45 p, m., CST.

Washington, Feb. 16.

Rumpus stirred Up by President
Roosevelt's Supreme Court reorgani-
zation

. proposal has' used. up. more
radio time than any other' legislative

controversy laid before the people of
the U. S^ NBC survey showed last

week.

Web added up 21 speeches by big-
shots, delivered since Feb. 5, numer-
ous spiels by lesser lights, and a full
program for the next week

,

confined solely to the question of
whether not- Court should be
pepped up and enlarged-

.

Virtually every night the
President bomb-shelled the country,
at least oner-arid sometimes as many
as three—spielers have taken to the
hustings to praise or damn the idea;
web reps asserted. Score,, so far, is

10 to 11, with the agintiers leading.

roadcasts

Detroit, Feb.

;
Citing the ban On fCoiirt of Human

Relations* as a-precedent, the Michi-
gaa Bar Assu. last weefarpTohibited
broadcasts of traffic : court trials
here. Judges Thomas F. Maher and

.

George T. MUrphy, from whose,
courts airings came, previously had
told the bar association that the
broadcasts, while educational in
some degree

.
.imposed an added

burden on their already hardworked
cour

Police figures show that during
the 1936 broadcasts traffic fatalities

were fewer,: while in the last
'

months of 1936, when airings were
discontinued, fatalities were in-

creased over the 1935 period by 80.

Traffic trials, ired for coiipla
years over WJR, were discontinued
last May when , the Detroit Bar
Assn. complained, pending a report
from the state . 'The decision,
made by the association's committee
on professional conduct, Was signed
by Glenn M. Coulter, chairman.

Report branded such broadcasting
'unfair and unethical' treatment' of

defendants and witnesses. : Although
defendants are often asked 'if they
object to their cases being aired;, the
report said, they often fear to object
lest the judge be prejudiced against
them..
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Still Four Shows, All Okay at B. 0.

In Loop; No. 2 'Can't Take $14,000

eWeago, Feb. 16.

Four legit shows in town/of wTiich

two are newcomers, and both box-

office. One of the two new plays is

You Can't take It With You/ 2nd
company, at the Harris, and repeat-

ing here the strong, click of the

Broadway
,: .

inal... Rave notices,

and into immediate capacity.

Other, one is the D'Oyly Carte Gil-

bert and Sullivan repertory, back
for -four weeks and also doing well

at the turnstiles.

Two holdovers, ing on Letty'

and 4 iegfeld Follies,' are conti ing

to excellent trade, especially the

Charlotte Greenwood comedy; which
is getti ig out-of-town play at
resent.

Estimates for Last Week
'Leaning on Letty/ Selwyn (1,000;

$2:75 ) (13th week). Holding up re-
markably, with steady . trade coming
in from surrounding towns. Again
near $11,000, nifty.
<Ybu Cant Take It with Yon,'

Harris (1,000; $2.75) (2nd Week); Hit
here, as in New York. . Notices and
comment riding highi Better than
$14,000 last Week.

•Ziegfeld Follies,' Grand (1,300;

$3.85) (7th week); ,Up around the
$22,000 mark again last week. Es-
pecially strong oh weekends, with
only Monday and Tuesday showing

. any weakness.
Other Attractions

D'Oyly Carte Gilbert and Sullivan
Rep., Erlanger (1,400; $2.75) (2nd
week). In for four, weeks arid a
cinch. Touched $12,000, splendid for
starter.

WPA
• '6 Say, Can You Sing?? Great
Northern.. Musical is building on
comment; now running to good four
figures weekly.

'In the Good Old Summertime,'
Blackstone. Replacing 'Within These
Walls/ which had a two-week stay.

Detroit, Feb. 16.

After salting away a hefty $19,500
on its first session last stanza, 'On
Your. Toes* sticks at the Cass for a
second session currently. Although
the top price is $3.30, highest this

season, gross represents one . of ..the

best the 14-week season here has
seen. Probably the best, In view of

the costly auto strike which just

Glided
'In 'a Nutshell,' penciled in for

next week, has been cancelled, arid,

unless it can be arrariged to holdover
•Toes' again, Manager Harry McKee
will be forced to keep his Cass dark
for the first time this season, which
to date has been the most prosperous
since boom days.

Estimate for Last Week
'On Your Toes' (Cass; ;4bb; $3.30).

Plenty of buildup arid nicked oft

bumper $19,500, one of best grosses

here this season. Sticks for a second
session, and maybe a third.

NOT EVEN NAZIM0VA

-ROUSES OEJE.,

, leveland, Feb. 16.

Even if Ibsen's ghost had walked
out on stage with Nazimova, at the

Hanna last week,, it's dubious
whether it would have helped boost

the gross of her 'Ghosts.' Business
was about as cheerful as a. wake, and
the disappointing $6,000 left Manager
Williarn Blair with a funereal look.

Flooded out of Cincinnati, which
accounted for this fill-i date, NazU
mova got plenty of front-page pub-
licity out of it, but no crowds. Fact
that it was . the star's second visit

this season in a revival, her last

being 'Hedda Gabler/ took the edge,
off her return trek;.'

Coming after 'On Your-:. Toes/
which didn't click, cricks and house
manager are up a tree as to what the
natives want." • Contradictory ^tastes

arid failure of the natives to support
attractions that ;were

: .
okay every

other place, is giving Cleveland, the
rep of the country's .toughest legit

town.
. Hanna -s current is Lulu Vollmdr's

'In a Nutshell/
'

Flay House has 'Call It a Day' and
'Sleeping Clergyman,' neither doing
so well. ,

. Estimate for Last Week
hosts,' Hanna .(1,435; 55-$2.20)—

Ibsen revival too .globrny. arid -shdpr
Worn to arouse theatregoers here.
Eight performances rated $6,000,
lild for a straight drama.

LA. DOLES OUT $12,500

FORHOWARD'SHAMLET'

Los Angeles, Feb. 16.
Leslie Howard wound up a nine-

day run in 'Hamlet' at the Biltmore
(13) for a nifty $19,000 take on the
engagement. House is dark until to-
morrow (17), when Jane Cowl
moves in for 10 days in 'First Lady.'
Ruth Draper comes in March 8 for
a week of her impressions and 'The
Follies' is set for two weeks start-
ing April 5.

Sari Carlo Opera Co. is currently
at the Philharmonic for two Weeks,
with trade just fair. Heniy Duffy is.

readying 'Boy Meets Girl* for an
early March debut at the E\ Capitan.

Estimates for Last Week
'Hamlet/ Biltmore (S-1,656; $2.75)

(2d, final week)—Trade held strong
and final six days drew neat $12,500.

; WPA
'Lars Killed His Son,' Musart.

Tragedy-drarria of Norway fisherfolk
debuts Thursday' (18).. Robert Noble
directed. Cast includes Frank Brown-
lee, Joan Storm, Arthur Gardner,
Sheldon Lewis, Henry Hall.
'Roaring Girl/ Mayan. Now in its

closing .week, John C. Moffit's news-
paper drama failed to catch oh for
substantial returns.'

'Habit/ Mason. Murder mystery/
play folds Sunday (21) after custo-
mary two weeks.
Ttevue . of Reviews/ Hollywood

Playhouse. Still playing to good re-
turns, but close is set for. Sunday
(21) after a bealthy engagement.

HEPBURN SOCK

$2im ST. LOO

St, Louis, 16.

Katharine Hepburn in 'Jane Eyre*

finished one week's run at the Amer-
ican theatre Saturday (13) with a
take of ^approximately $21,000 for

sock biz. In fact this was the best

week this house, only legit theatre

in town, has enjoyed during, the cur-

rent season.

. Hundreds were turned away dur-
ing the last two days of the run due
to the house being sold oat. Man-
ager. Paul Beisman and Elriier
Kenyon and Thoda Cocroft, advance
p.a.'s of the show, combined, in. a
swell campaign that netted lots of
newspaper space before and during
the run. House is dark until Sunday
(28), when 'Boy Meets Girl' returns
for! a one-week stand for the second
time this season.

'Nutshell' $1,800, Ralto

Baltimore,

Local reviewers sailed into 'In a
Nutshell,' premiered by Laurence
Rivers at Ford's last week and, as a

result, the new comedy Lulu
Vollmer had a very rough time, com-
ing out with ai weekly gross 'Under

$2,000. Play needs plenty of work
before hitting Broadway.
Theatre Guild opened a four-day

engagement at Ford's last night with
the Lunt and Foritanne 'Idiot's De-
light,' arid all indications point to a
bang-up gross. ,-.

Maryland, town's other legit, play-
house, dark with no bookings for the
present.

Estimate for Last Week
Th a Nutshell,' Ford's (1,988;

$2.22). Very sad $1,800. Bad pan-
ning by crix for tMis premiere.

Hampden's TEnemy* Oke
$3,500, Split Wk., N'wark

Newark, Feb. 16.

Walter Hampden in of

Ibsen's 'An Enemy of the People'

at the Shubert Theatre was in for

three days,., four performances, last

half ' of last week arid . garnered a

.nice $3j500, with local notices stress-

ing the educational value of . the

show. Current, attraction, starting

Sii (14) with two performances

daily- the M-G' pic, 'Rqmeo and
' Juliet': with Norma Shearer arid. Les-

lie Howard.
.

Estimate for Last- Week
•An Enemy of the People' Shubert

(1,970; 50c-$2). With a raise in prices

and good notices, the Hampden folr
lowing bravely turned but : for a'

split-week, four performances, to a
good $3,500.

PITTS. INDIFFERENT

TO DEAD END,' $10,500

kt * i- .
.Pittsburgh, Feb. 16.

.
Not much Interest here last week

in 'Dead End/ and the Broadway
smash* wound up at the Nixon with
an indifferent $10,500. Attraction
got an even break at that figure, but
had anticipated: several grand above
that on strength of showings else-
where. Company is -currently in
Washington and scheduled to wind
up its tour in Baltimore next week,
although Philadelphia wants it back
for a return engagement.
Tallulah Bankhead, in 'Reflected

Glory/ is- current at the Nixon,
actress' first, visit to Pittsburgh, and
in on a big wave of ballyhoo; Town's
Only legit site still has a' couple of
months to go and right now is in its
22nd consecutive week without- a
dark session, a record since before,
the depresh.

Estimate for Last Week
Dead End/ Nixon (2,100; $2.85).

Not even Broadway rep arid first-

rate critical reception could get
more than $10,500 for this one. Show
hooked up economically and no loss,

but expectation? were for consider-
ably more.

BIG $24,000,

iladelphia, Feb; 16.

Johri.Gielgud'S; 'Hamlet' isinot grab-
bing. most of the legit spotlight, here
this week. • Production no sellout at
the premiere, which is. a great disap-
pointment . locally. Orchestra only
50% opening . night and .no balcony
overflow as was expected.- Advance,
sale ..O.K., how eye r, especially
matinees. The Forrest management
was ', getting spoiled on attendance
after two sock weeks of 'Idiot's De-
light' 'On Your Toes', hi next, and
has good prospects for a two-week
stay.

Erlanger has another new show
this week/ but it doesn't open until
tomorrow (Wednesday), • staying a
week . arid a . half. It's 'The Meal
Ticket' arid the third try-out in a
row the house has had.

Chestriut is. holding Tride ..and

Prejudice' for a second and;, inal
week at a $1.50 scale. Biz is just
fair;

Locust,: which didn't get 'Mulatto'
after all last week, thanks to Mayor
Wilson, goes roadshow pi

,
starting

Sunday, when 'The Good Earth
(MG) bows in for a run.

Estimates for Last Week
'Idiot's Delight' (Forrest, 2d week)—Philly Forum had house first two

nights, Which held down gross some,
but $24,000 on week is terrific. Giel-
gud's 'Hamlet' now.
'Glory for All' (Erlanger)—Try-but

which proved to' be very tough; but
showed possibilities. Biz negligible
at. $1,800. 'Meal Ticket'. In Wednes-
day (tomorrow),
'Pride and Prejudice* (Chestnut;

1st: week)—Return engagement for
last year's hit; $1.50/top now. Gross
under $8,000.

BANKHEAD 16G, HEY'

$5,000; WASH. BIZ OKE

Washington, Feb. 16.

Relighting of the Belasco last week
with- 'He-y-Diddle XJiddle* marked the
first time in three years that the
capital has had two, legits in the
same week and the footlight-minded
turned out in loyal fashion. Even
the fact that critics were lukewarm
to. the new Anne Nichols piece didn't
deter the curious ., and legit-hurigry
from sending the' week to a profit.

: No question but that 'Diddle' hurt
'Reflected Glory* at the; National, al-
though the latter got the best of it,

with Tallulah Bankhead cracking the
papers daily.

Belasco, operated by Jules Leyen-
thal, plans to maintain a $2.20 top,
figured enough under the Usual $2.75-

$3.30 top at the .National to. compen-
sate for being Unable to compete in
name stars. House is managed by
Jack Garrison, With L. .Stoddard
Taylor, yet manager under .the Shu-
bert regime, ori hand as the Shubert
rep. ••'

'
:

Current at the National is 'Dead
End/ curtain rising at 8 sharp to. get
the kids off by ,10.and comply With a
local law.

Estimates for Last .
Week

.•• 'Reflected Glory' '.(National; $2.75).

Tallulah Barikhead's long absence,
plus bally among carriage trade,

earned $16,000, hurt some by reopen-,
ing of the Belasco after, three years..

•Hey Diddle Diddle' (Bfclasco; $2).

Critics yes-nnd-no and news that the

show was folding for changes at the
close of the run" here unable to push
this one below a- fair $5,000.

, At least two new money plays
have, joiried Broadway's legit list.

'King
1

Richard-IP furnished a. sur-.

prise by getting $18,000 on its first

full week at the St. James. Rarely-
played Shakespearean work was ac-
corded

.

many columns in last Sun-
day's press and may make a run of
it.. ''Yes, .

.
My Darling Daughter,'

Which also' .won; high critical praise,
jumped to capacity at the Playhouse,
with an indicated weekly pace of

$16,000. "
..

v

First full* week of The Masque of
Kirigs' was fairly high , at the Shu-
bert at $15,000, but. ori the strength
of its notices should have .gotten:

more. Tulton of Oak Falls' (George
M. Cohan) opened last mid-week
with an indicated pace of around
$9,000; •Frederika' -was rateoVaround
$14,000 at the Imperial; 'Call .Me
Zipgy/ Lorigacre; -A Point of Honor/
Fulton, and 'Be So Kindly/ Little,

opened during the week and closed
Saturday night.

. Business' was oft somewhat;,
especially in the earlier half. Nor
did. Lincoln's Birthday,- Friday (12)
provide the volume of expected at-

tendance. It was -figured that visitors

held off coming to town until, this
week-end. which will be cliriiaxed

by Washington's irthday Monday
'

(22). Brokers, are loaded, with tick-

ets in that expe^tion. arid have
their fingers c r 6 s s e d that the
weather will be . okay.

There were exceptions last Week,
'The Women' going to a hew high of

$23,200 by virtue of its added holi-

day matinee. New high for 'You
Can't Take It With You' also, quoted
close to $17,000. 'Tovarich' grossed
$23,000 and 'Tonight at 8:30/ $24,000.

The Eternal Road' moved up to

around $28,000 but The Show Is On'
is tops with $39,000, having improved
slightly.

'But For The Grace of God* closes

at the Guild tonight, house going
dark for a couple of weeks. 'Thirsty

Soil' stopoed at the 48th St. Satur-.

day.
'Pillars of Society,' also known as

'Now You've Done It.' is slated for

next week at the Miller. The Sun
arid 1/ a WPA affair long in prepa-
ration, is due at the Adelphi.

Estimates for Last Week
'And Now Goodbye/ Golden (3d

week) (C-789-$3.30). Chances only
fair so far, with pace estimated
around $5,000 last week;

'Be So Kindly/ . Little (2d Week)
Failed to light up Monday; panned;
one week to small irioney.

: 'Boy Meets Girl/ Cort (65th week)
(C-l,059-$3.30). Holding to profit-

able/ though moderate, business,'

with takings around $7,500 last week.
'But For .the Grace of God,' Guild

(D-914-$3.30). Closes after tonight's

performance; five, weeks and three
times (theatre parties)^ just a sub-
scription, show.
'Behind Bed Lights/ Mansfield

(6th week) (D-l,097^$3.30). Heavy
box-office sales continue and gross
went up another $1,000; around
$10,000; which is satisfactory. -

.

'Brother Bat/ Biltmore (10th week)
(CD-991-$3.30). Tapered, as did most
others last week; got $13,000, al-

though played extra matinee (Lin-
coln's Birthday).
'CaU Me Ziggy/ Lorigacre. Yanked

Saturday after three performances;
uniformly panned.
•Dead End/ Belasco (69th week)

(CD-l,000-$3.36). Run drama going
along to modest takings, but still

operating to profit; last week around
$7,000.

'

'Fre'derlka/ Imperial (3d week)
(0-l,468-$355)^ Little beyond agency
buy and disappointing thus far; first

full week estimated around $14;000.

'Fulton of Oak Falls/ Morosco (2d

week) (CD-961-$3.30). Opened last

midweek, :with notices excellent for

George M; Cohan, but mild on play;

indicated pace about $9,000.

'Having Wonderful Time,' Hudson
(1st week) (CD-l,094i$3.30). Pre-
sented by Marc Connelly; written by
Arthur Kober; multi-scened play
postponed until Friday (19).

'High tor/ Beck (6th week) (D-
l,214-$3.30). Appears to have fooled

the experts; business continues much
better tha i. first indicated; off • last

week, but okay at $13,500.

'Howdv Stranger,' 46th St. (6th

week) (C-l,375-$3;30). Mostly cut-

rated; claimed better than even
break, with pace around $5,000. .

. masque of Kings,' Shubert (2d

week) (D-l,382-$3.30). Critics, gave
high/praise to play, but attendance
under expectations; first week around
$15,000, which Includes subscription
coin.
'Point of Honor/ Fulton. With-

drawn Saturday; panned; four per-
formances.
'Red, Hot and Blue/ Alvin. (17th

week): (M-l,355-$4:40). Eased ith

field, but . profitable, gross goi, to

around $26,000 mark.
'Show Is On/ Winter Garden C9th

week) (R-l,671-$4.40). Record stands
ees for -house 'on Saturday arid

cliifnbed to aroiind $39,000; best -gross

on list.

'Stage Door,' Music Box <18th
week) (C-1.012-$3;36)/ E«ssed : some-
what, but still a consistent- money-

maker, with last week's gross about
$14,500.
The Eternal; Road/ Manhattan

0. H. (7th week ) (M-2,78p-$4.40 ).

Sbmewhat better last week, when
several k -parties ' attended; g r o s s
around $28,000^ ' which, With reduced,
operating expense showed . some

The Wingless Victory/ Empire
(9th week). (D-l,099-$3.30). Around
$15,000 last week;, indications are for;

continuance . well into spring, along..
with, alternating 'Candida' (starts
early in March).

.

'The Women,' Barrymore 8th
Week) /(C-l,048-$3;30). One . of best
draws ori the h^t/ with- capacity .plus.,

standees at most performances; nine
perforrhances last week,, ith gross
over $23,200.

'Tide Rising/ 44th St. (4th week)
(D-l,325-$2.75). Moved here from
Lyceum last week and scale reduced,
but little change in pace; $4,000.

'Thirsty Soil/ 48th St. Withdrawn
Saturday, after week and a half./ .

Tobacco Road/ Forrest (167th
week) (D-l,017-$1.65). Still making
moneys .with- average .weekly, pace
around $8,000; slated .

through the
season arid possible next sumriier.:
Tonight at 8:30/ National (13th

week) (C-l,132-$4.40). Ticket sale
extends to March 20 arid engagement
may last longer; big at $24,000 last

Tovarich/ Plymouth (I9th week)
(CD-l,036r$3.30). Another fine gross
for standout comedy; with an extra
perforriiance takings . topped . $23,000.

'Victoria Regina/ Broadhurst (re-
sumed eng.) (51st week) (D-1,110*

,

$3.30). .Indications are that holdover
hit could go . into the summer;, ex-
pected to end around May 1,' how-
ever; around $18,000 last week.
'White Horse Inn/ Center (21st

week) (M-3,321-$3.85V Held up
fairly well, but slightly under recent
pace; last Week's takings approxi-
mated $32,000.

'Yes, My Darling Daughter/ Play-
house . (2d week) (C-878-$3.30).
Greeted warmly by first-nighters

.

and likely new laugh ' hit; quickly
climbed to capacity, with indicated-,
weekly gross $16,000.
•You Can't Take It With Ton/

Booth (10th week) (C-704-$3.30).
Seat sale extends, into July/with all
sorts of records for advance disposal

.

of tickets; last week', with added
matinee; takings nearly $17,000^

, Ttfarchlng Song>* Bayes; presented,
by Theatre Union; non-profit ven-
ture with $1.50 top; opens tonight
(Wednesday). .*

'Naughty Naught,' American Music
Hall; melodrama along old lines;
re:.lly a cabaret show.

. Revivals ..

*An Enemy of the People/ Hudson;
house back to legit; Walter Hamp-
den attraction for limited date;
opened Monday; 'The Amazing Dn
Clitterhouse' slated next.
'King Richard DT/ St. James; ex-

cellent business, with first full Week
quoted at $18,000.
'London Assurance/ Variderbilt;

old English meller opens Thursday
(18).

WPA
. r. Fsustus/ Elliott; easily best of

relief shows this season.
*Bassa Moons*' Daly's 63d St.(

moved down from Harlem.
'Sweet Land,' Lafayette, Harlem.

G1ELGUD WOW

.mm, boston
Boston, Feb. 16.

John Gielgud and his *Hanile^ ;

riiopped up last week at the Shubert,
with the tovpi all to itself; Ducat
demand was so heavy that an extra
matinee was played Friday (12).

'Brother Rat' will do a solo this
week at the Plymouth. Opened last
night (15). 'Idiot's Delight' opens
riext Monday (22) at the Colonial
for two week?.

Estimate for Last.Week
amlet' (Shubert; $3.30). Wel-

comed by raves, this revival drew
a pack of students and regular play-
goers who wanted to compare Giel-
gud's interpretation with Leslie
Howard's, which opened here last
fall. Result was a socko $32,000.

$18,000 IN DENVER

'Lady/ Four Shows, $10,5O0; 'Hamlet/
Two Shows, $7,500—Both Big

Denver. Feb. 16.
'First. Lady/ starring Jane Cowl,

did approximately $10,500 here
*

four performances, one a mati
which, was a sell-out, last week.

In two performances, matinee and
night. Leslie .Howard in • 'Hamlet*
fiot an estimated $7,500, with the
biggest matinee gross A. M. Ober-:

/elder, who brought him here, has
had. since bringing", legit to Denver.

All performances were in the
Mu icipal Au itorium.
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BLDG.
Pasadena, Cal., Feb. 8.

Comedy In three' acta (10 scenes), prolog
onfl epilog by Leori Wilson; presented by
tin* laboratory Theatre of the Pasadena
Community, Playhouse; directed by John
Allen.
First Man . . ... . . ........... . . .Jean l,e Jour
Second ,Man . . . . . . . . William PUllfrt
Third Man. .......... ,.L, A. Rosenfleld, Jr.
First Wonmn. .......^....Lnurencc Sawyer
Second Woman. ; , , , ;MdrJorle Anderson
Third Woniari . . . ; .v.. . ....

.

; .Letltle Fay-
Waaler of Ceremonies.... . .William Wright
Harvey Kolth H'aUliam. ...... . .Glen Haley
Benedict Whippet. ., ...... .Claude Wiseberg
Epiianuel Waltham. . . .. .Ralph Q. Sherman
Edgur Allan Shapiro. ......... ...JkTi Arvnn
Don G lovanhl Plzzetti Hartley Tufts.
Bruce Brlnlr ,.."•.'.'.

.......v. . . .John Allen
Phoebe Whelk Throgmorton. ;:. .

.

. . . . . i

Jacqueline Dupont
v.. Grenvllle Bnsye

. . . : . . .... . .Ralph G. Sherman
. . . ... Wolfram- Von Bock

. .„ . . .. .Barbara Parmley'
. . . ... ... . .Estelle Rosenfleld

Completely unimportant as stage
or screen material and boring to the
audience, 'Bldg.' fall§ far short of the
comedy mark, and will probably
breathe its last with the termination
of a five-day run in the Laboratory
Theatre of Pasadena. 'Community
Playhouse,"

Authored bv Leon Wilson, son of
Harry Leon. Wilson, the

;
play , is a

•travesty ort^ the New York skyscraper
trend. It is also a travesty on all
things theatrical, and can best be,
summed up asa complete floppo; \;

The gist of the story is that 1 mjeri
. build skyscrapers, one bigger- than
. the others; to satisfy their own ego*;,

A young architect, , in despair and
about, to .slay- himself, is saved.by a
skyscraper builder, who- makes him
as. popular as a fllrii hero by giving
him a ballyhoo buildup as the world's

- greatest architect. He is thoroughly
unhappy, but at the crucial moment
he;meets .the girl who.shows him the
way out of his worries.

Attempts at comedy situations fall

, fiat Players from the Pasadena
: Community . Playhouse struggled
' through their lines as best'they could,
but there was no hope of rescuing
the piece. ,

Murf.

J WANT TOMORROW
Baltimore, Feb. 15. /

Drains In three acts by" Florence Kahn,

Sresented 'by Vagabond Players, staged 1>y
lay Standlab Rose; ' set by Richard C.

Bernard {..lighting'"by.. Mary Stoy Vaughan;
• week Feb, 15,- '87,
.'Natalie Merrlwell. . ....... .Marie Nlchalsori

. Karl. . , i ..> . . ; . . .Harry Borlels
< jPatrlda. Merriwell*......'. .Genevieve Clark
Martha, '. . .... . . ; . . . . .. ...... . .Hilda Kratsch
Philip Merriwell............. ..Burt R6y.ce

. Clara Mobray.........'......' ary Reynolds
filraon Mobray. ., .. . . ....... .Fred-Dorton
Ju)ta Kennedy. , . , .Margaret C. Brownfleld
Alan Coslo. .RuBkell MacGlll

prize play selected in recent Vaga-
bond Players play contest out of 16.

v scripts submitted 'I Want Tomorrow'
. by .Florence Kahn had some possibil-
ities. Contest judges, Frederic Arnr
old Kummer, nationally known au-
thor; Leonard B. McLaughlin, man-
ager of legit Maryland and AudUo-
rium* theatres here, and Dr. Kemp
Malone, selected a play that fitted the
capabilities of .local Vagabonds, one
of the Oldest little theatre groups in
America, and production opening
night (Monday) was smooth and fin-
ished. With some .rewriting and re-
shaping Miss Kahn may make the
grade with this one, if not on Broad-
way, in pictures at any rate.

• Story concerns, Philip Merriwell,
.Smug and overbearing; public, bene-
factor who makes, a'hobby of shap-
ing the lives of newly arrived immi-
grants and dominating their develop-
ment to his own narrow ideas of suc-
cess. Same attitude toward his
widowed sister-in-law, Natalie, and
her daughter, Patricia, who share
Merriwell's home on Staten Island in

/ the shadow of- the Statue of Liberty,
overlooking the busy harbor; Patri-
cia is wise to his shortcomings and
resentful of his attempt to direct her
romance with Alan Coslow, penniless

youth -supported . and educated by
Merriwell into a medical career.

Into this, picture, comes Julia: Ken
nedy, gal from the other side of the
tracks, and takes tip Merriwell's offer
of a job in the. household as the
womenfolks ' prepare for • a four-
month, trip abroad. Julia falls hard
for Alan, -who responds, but won't
give ;ri out of deference to Merri-
well. To get even she sets out to
make a play for the big boss himself
and succeeds, Merriwell proposing
marriage.

Story can be made into plausible
and interesting drama, but as - seen
here, character of Merriwell is noth
ing more .

than a colorless stuffed
shirt and. Julia : not quite plausible.
Keener characterization necessary all

around, and sharpening of dialog
wouldn't hjurt..either. : With an ex
pert hand, 'I Want, Tomorrow'
might dp.

. Performance by cast not at all bad,
with . Genevieve Clark as Patricia,
Mary Reynolds as Clara 1 Mobray, a
fattish,; wise-cracking matron, and
Ruskell MacGill as Alan, Standouts.
Direction by May. Standish- Rose,
first class -and Set and lighting very
much up to scratch. •

Miss Kahn has another play,. 'Pre-,

lude,' how making the rounds of
Broadway, and . from the looks of
things last night . has a little some
/thing .on, the ball. Burman.

HX$IT
' Los Angeles,' Feb.' 10.

Murder mystery melodrama In threo acts
by,;Chaj;les Conger Stewart.. -Presented by
Federal- Theatre project of Los Angeles
at the Mason.' Directed by Walter Bernard:
06c- top; ' •'

Frank Ward . . . . ............. George. Barnes
James Burgess........;., .Walter Marshall
Walter Drake . . ............ .'

» .Philip Dakln
Agnes Martin.;.......,... .Moselle Klmbler
Daniel . Martfn.. . ..Lyle Clement
Robert Campbell.... Bryant Morgan
William Baxter. ...........James Gullfoyle

A murder mystery sparsely flecked
with comedy, 'Habit,' by Charles
Conger Stewart, newest WFA play
at the Mason, displays an essentially
sound and novel basic idea, but piece
as presented, due mainly to weak
dialog, lacks punch to. click. ' Melo-
drama is spread on with a heavy
hand and may find favor with con-
stant followers of murder mysteries,
but: is. unlikely to survive as a play.

Idea is woven around cantanker-
ous old meahie, who is a slave to
habit, especially his half hour
nihg routine, with newspaper, cigars;
and' wine, • when he surrounds him-
self with a group of people who are
entirely, dependent upon him. This
group includes ah -old friend and
-employe, his nephew, the butler, his
daughter, and a young doctor; the
daughter's fiance.
Tyranny of old man gives

practically all concerned a motive to
kill him. He finds a note threatening
his death , at a certain time if he
varies his habitual routine.
Novel act is presented when all the

probable murderers discuss methods
and motives to do away with the. bid
man while he sits in his chair taking
in the conversation and contributing
a few answers.
At the predicted time the old man

dies after most of the people try to
murder him .by various means, but
only one remains guilty. Solution
of the mystery comes as a surprise.
This, however, not exactly as to who
committed the crime, but instead
how it was ^accomplished: Guilty
party confesses and explains his
motive, then commits suicide in the
same manner he killed the victim.
Suspense of the second act, during

which the . death hour is timed, at
tains some interest and displays bet-
ter stagecraft than either of the
other acts. Dialog..of the iece is

very .ordinary and many of the

scenes which could be played for
real comedy fall completely flat due
to weak lines.

George Barnes, cast as the wronged
employe who turns, out to be the
murderer, bolsters the play with his
experienced stage presence. Of all

the characters his rings the truest;
this in spite of what: he has to' work
with. Walter Marshall, as the butler,
finds himself in much the same posi
tiori, Lyle Clement's characteriza-
tion of the crochety old man is quite
stagey and overdrawn both, in de-
lineation and speeches. However, he
was rushed into the part on two
days' notice due to illness of Roy
Sutherland, originally past.
Moselle Kimbler, in the . only

femme part, is colorless and displays
little histrionic ability, while Philip
Dakin, her lover, does slightly better-

Directed by Walter Bernard, piece
is staged in one set. Batr.

YIDDISH

DIE GRENITZ
(^Borderlitte')

Drama in three acts presented by Yiddish
Art Theatre: Written by Albert Gunzert: di-
rected by Maurice Schwartz; at 41)th St.
theatre, N; Y„ Feb. 8. 'a": $2.!>0.top. ^
Dr. Karl Lelst. , . ... ; 1 . . . , Maurice Schwartz
Chrlsta, . . v. . V. , . . ; ..... ; . , . ; ,Bertar Gerstlh
Huns..;.;., ddie Friedlnmler
Freaerlck Leist. ....... orris SUberkasten
Brlka Toil- Massman, . .;. . . .Charlotte Arnon
Mme., Felllngery.,i . ... . . . .Nadia: Neroslavska
Dr; Rudolph .Stroeble. . ... . i Wolf Goldfaddeh
Theresa.......... .....;v.^Apna Teltlebaum
Horr Proebst. , . . , . . . .Ildrvev Kler
Pollco Xleutienant. ... .;.... . .Robert Harris
btor troopers. . . ; ...... ... . . f Harold Kern

( Samuel Lehrer

Albert Ganzert's play, as per-
formed by Maurice Schwartz and his
.Yiddish troupe, presents a story
Which indicates the horrible under-
lying- insanity; of Naziism, but offers
no solution to the problem. Per-
haps the play is hot' altogether futile,
therefore, but by the vehemently
self-piteous delineation which is
given by Schwartz and his players
makes the play appear as a mere
dialog composition of a familiar
story.

.

TT?,
xc

?
pt

^i
that the Play dealsi with

Hitlers Germany, the story is not
unhke the persecutions which oc-
curred under Czaristic rule iii Rus-
sia. Locale is different, but the in-
sanity and injustice is the same.

.Story, is about Hans Leist, a li -

able blonde boy, soil of a success-

?nd.
respected German physician,

of Jewish descent. Boy's mother is
Catholic. Hans has been brought upm ignorance of his Jewish ancestry.
It is revealed only when, on a train,
he proffers his seat to an elderly
Jewish woman. His companions de-
ride him for. this;
. Nazis thereafter harass the Leist
family because of their Jewish blood
strain and a hysterical plan is con-
ceived by the mother to brand her.
son as illegitimate in order to have
the lad accepted as Aryan. That
plan fails. An old friend of the
family, a. scientist and non-Jew, has
made -disparaging remarks about
Hitler, and stormtroopers trail him
to the Leist home. Hans, suddenly
aroused, attempts to shoot the police
and his arrest follows. His mother
is immediately stricken arid Hans'
father commits suicide as upon this
futile ending scene the curtain drops,
Performance begins with a fait

accompli. Hans has become involved
in public notice over the fact that
his great-grand father: was a Jew.
The hysteria and . fear which grip
the household is well done. Horror
of the Nazi persecution is indicated
by the .father being dismissed from
the medical clinic and reports of the
boy being stoned. Eventually even
the Leist's maid is forced to leave
because her family 1 won't permit
her to work for Jews.

' Some of this is performed with
nice restraint by members of the
cast, especially Berta Gerstein, as
the boy's mother. For the most part
there is hardly a calm piece of con-
versation !h the play, although until
the final scene there is little action
Perhaps this is okay Under the cir-
cumstances of the plot, as the. stage
part of the story betfins-in fear and
ends in death. Entire play convey
the the. #ague suggestion that ail
have a strain of Jewish blood, hence
the; titles."

Single set is Used throughout.
Everything is sboken in the drawing-
room or parlor of the

. Leist home'
in Berli It is a heat sets but hot
impressive. Shan.

PHUN EIN MAMA
('Of One Mother')

Drama with music In three acts,- present-
ed by Jennie Goldstein nt National theatre,
-.Second- ave*.. n.. t. ; written by. Sahiuei II.
Cohen; music, Philip TLakovsky; Feb. 4, -'87:
$1.0."» top. --.

Ijelblsh GHlcsteln... ....... iiAb. Teltlebaum
Channdh. ..,.,...;. ....... . ; . . . .Sally Schorr'
V.-irinle. ; .-<., . . ... .Mlrlnm. Kressyrt
Jack.-; . . . .> •';

. . :I?eh Galling!
Betty... , . . .....,......»,. .'. Jennie- Goldstein
Sally.' . , , . .', , ,.V. ,. ......'.':. Goldle Liubrltsky
G.eishon .:. : ..»•..;; ;-. . . lchrtl Michalt'sko
Dr. .'Max Felnberg. . , .David Popper
I.,ouIs . M.andel . ...... '. ; . . Hy ni le J.icobson
Chalip. /, .

;'..'. ,v. ..".„. , ... . , . ;, . ...Abe IJax
Dobrusha. . . ... . . . . ..iCelia Budkin

is serio-comic show is incongru-
ous. It's rudimentary and colloquial.

'

Natural characteristics are distorted.
In the midst of excessive emotional-
ism: ;there is burlesque. Cast, alter-
nately and in pairs,, perform' in song
and dance/at the close of.each. act.

There's accurate gauge by

which to measure the possibili-

ties of such an elemental mixture of
exaggerated passion and caricature.

Yiddish b. o, is promotive and bene-
fits are held almost nightly. Ducats
as a rule are labeled at higher scales

than the actual b. o. tariffs, Maybe
this impresses the Simple folks: that

they are receiving more than their

money.-
Jennie GOldstei , for many years a

real, favorite of the Yiddish stage,

now matronly and buxOm, is in the
role of a love-swept maiden. Her
heart is a medico. She has a Sister,

who is a nurse, beloved of her cousin>

Jake. Nurse and the doc, however,
are minding each other's business.

Jake throws a long face, Jennie finds

out too late, and the nurse and the
'doc wed. . ,

'

Hysterical emotionalism surrounds
the wedding, and in this tearful; by-
play three-quarters of the cast par-
ticipate, inclusive of Michal Michal-
esko, as father of the girlsi He has
come froth Denver to attend the wed-
ding, believing that Jennie Was the
girl who was to be married; .••••••'•

Two other romances are thrown in

for gOod measure. One is a silly af-

fair between Jennie's youthful cOusin,

Fannie, and a half-wit, Louis Mandel.
Other romance is between two psy-
copathics. Chaim and Dobrusha.
Miriam Kressyn plays Fannie and
lends color to the performance. Her
singing is really worth mentioning.
Miss Goldstein knows how to bring

on the tears, and ih this she never
fails to clinch her pOint with the cus-
tomers.
Show finales with a dying scene in

which Miss Goldstein is the chief
character. She is flat on her back,
having -succumbed to a cardiac condi-
tion immediately after her one-time
sweetheart weds the nurse.- This is

a terrific punch for Miss Goldstein's
following in the theatre. Shan.

CURTIS MUSIC TEMPLE

ASSURED FOR PHILLY

(Feb. 16.

Philadelphia will soon have plunked
in its lap, by Curtis estate, a mag-
nificent new 'Temple of Music' for

presentation of Operas, and concerts.

Such a building was for many years
a dream of Cyrus; H.. K. Curtis, late:

founder of the Curtis Publishing Co.
and publisher of the Public Ledger
here Until his death.

its erection will now become a
reality through a gift oi a.$2,100,o6o
site on the Parkway. V
The ground was bought for tbe

building-' by ; Curtis before his. death.
It was presented to the city last week
by Judge Curtis Bok, publisher's
grandson.

Y. Bom Pauline Koner

Soviet's No, 1 Danseuse

Pauli Koner^ Soviet Rjissia's

foremost concert dancer f r o m
Tairov's Kameroy theatre, Moscow,
has been booked by the California
Dance Guild for recitals at the Bilt-
rhore, Los Angeles, March 25 and 27,
and the Currah, Sari Francisco, April
2.and 4. Her forthcoming American
tour limited to engagements at the
Guild theatre, New York, Symphony
Hall, Boston, Orchestra

"T >" Chi-
cago, and the Coast, dates.
On her 1936 tour in the ?U.S.S.R.

she played a total of 118 concerts in
Moscow, Leningrad, Ki

. Kharkov,
Odessa, Rostoff; iflis, Sverdlovsk
and Archangel. She also staged the
much, discussed 'Ballet of Youth' in
Leningrad last year;
Born in New York of Russian Jew-

ish parents, Pauline Koner has spent
most of her career iri Paris,:Palestine
and the Soviet. She first gained
fame dancing the leading role in the
ballet 'Age: of Steel,' by Prokofieff,
at the Metropolitan Opera House,
N; .Y„ 1931. She was starred, the
following year, in ballets the
Habima, theatre, Tel-Aviv. <

In the summer of 1923 Miss Koner
was. featured the ballet 'Prbriie-.

theus,' with the New York Phil-
hjrrn9HiQ, Orchestra, at the, Lewisohn
stadium, New York. She returned to
the U.S.S.R. in 1934 arid has been
dancing- there

""'
'
' '•'

Crooks oil Coast

:
San Francisco, Feb. 16.

ichard Crooks solos with the San
Francisco Symphony at two .concerts
this week; Friday niati (19) arid
Saturday night (20). •

Following week Grace Moore will
appear... "

"

Moriteaux Daughter.
San Francisco, .16.

American debut of Naricie Mori-
teux, dancer,- ^^aUghter of Pierre
Monteaux, c.omhae'tor"'"of

1

the San
Francisco SymphpW, took place at

Veterans' Auditorium hjere last night.

Jorgen Nielsen, pianist, arid the
Pasmpre Quartet assisted.

RUSSE DANCE TROUPE

SCORING IN NORTHWEST

,
Seattle, Feb. ,16.

Censor squabble did: considerable
toward helping' the Ballet: Rusie
score, some : nice biz during
day stay here last week.
Town censors got hold Of the man-

agement ' arid asked for passes to see
the Ballet. .Management agreed, but
gave the scissor lads some pews

'

the rear balcony. This was a hurt
to dignity arid led directly into a
series pf arguments in the columns
of the dailies, both: sides airing their
viewpoints, - and the .net total being
practically, capacity, busi

Frisco Opera Signs

A Hock of Met Singers

•San Frariciscp,

Gi Ci , new Metropolitan
Opera soprario, arid Rene Maison*
Belgian tenor ot the Met, Will make
their. Frisco Opera: debut next fall,

according to arinounceriient of gen-
eral director Gaetano Merola fol-
lowing his return from New York
last Week. Another singer to be'
heard here for the first time is Giu-
lianp Masini, tenor from Italy, f
Merola rjevealed his plans for

four and a half week season, ..con-
sisting of 10 performances in a sub-
scription series, two a week; "alter-
nating with four pOp performances
and -lour or five repeats.; Season,
which began Oct. 30 will be earlier
this

, year to accommodate singers
from the. Metropolitan, which will
open its season earlier than usual.

.

Guest singers will include Gio-
vanni Martirielli, Lauritz Melchior,
Kirsten Flagstad, Emanuel List, ily
Pons, Ezio Pinza, Bruha Castagna .

and Richard Borielli. Wagnerian
operas will

' be conducted by Fritz
Reiner, and Italian works by Gen-
naro Papi._ Pierre Monteux may be
signed for the Frerich operas.
Merola intimated that changes in

the ballet department are being con-,
sidered.c It Is rumored that Ado!»h
Bolm will not be resigned as ballet
director* It has, riot yet been decided
whether the -chorus this year will
be professional or amateur;

Clcyeland Awaits Ket
Cleveland, Feb.

Metropolitaii Opera's return
civic auditorium in April after four
years' absence looks like it's In the
financial bag, as three*fourths of the
amount guaranteed has been already
raised.. Eight operas are being un-
derwritten.
Met will open local season April 12

with 'Aida,* sung by Elisabeth Reth-
b6rg, runa Castagna, Rene Maison
and Carlos Morelli. Two Wagnerian
operas are Set, 'Tristan and Isolde'
featuring Kirsten Flagstad, Lauritz
Melchior and Julius Huehn, followed
by 'Lohengrin.'

DIE SUEHNE
('Repentance')

Vienna, Feb. .

Opera In one act by Josef Wenzel Trauh-
fela greeted by Karl Alwln; acencry, Dr.
^—WaHeTstelhj. at State Opera, Vienna,

Wllhelm.
, .. . ,, , .

.

Konraa
Klaerchen. . f . , ....

raunfels calls this a chamber
music opera, thereby saying that he
intended to. make music with less
instruments than, .usually used. As
author, he takes his plot from Ger-
mari boet Koerner, who fought for
liberty in 1848 as a Luetzow lieu-
tenant.
Koerner's poerh depicts the tragedy

of Klaerchen. She believes her hus-
band killed and marries his brother,
Later her .first husband returns.
They fight. The brother who married
Klaerchen wants to kill the first

husband, his brother, but accidentally
stabs Klaerchen to death.
Traunfels follows the new style of

making, an .ojpera .'^hderstaridable''
for the listener, that is, brie can: hear
the libretto. His small orchestra
produces a series of pretty melodies;
Opera was thankfully accepted by
audience. Mads.-
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HOME AND BEAUTY
London,

. CharleB.B. Cochran ' presents rbvue; book,"

Ai Pi. erbert; music. 'Nicholaus Broduzky;
additional miislc, Henry Sullivan; produc-
tion devleied and staged by .John 'Murray
Anderson;, features Binnle Hale,. Gltta,

Alpar, Nelabn .
Keys< Leslie

,
French, Mary

JUawson,. Iris March; Norah-Howard. Sepha
TreWe, Gerald Nodlii, Normun. WHliams,
Bunty Pain. Conway -.Dixon.. Ittii Jarvls,
Leonard Morris. At Adeltfhf, London, Feb.
2. '37.

In produciiijg 'Home an Beauty,'
Charles Cochran evidently wanted
to do something xepreseritatively
English as timely entertainment for
the Coronation. He has provided a
gorgeous, artistic, -colorful show of
vast quantity that may prove a trifle
too qualitative. There is much spec-
tacle, arid it; moves slowly, never fu-
riously. Throughout .there are beau-
tiful pictures, all of them elegant,
with effective transparencies, scenery
and lighting effects*

Contrary to Cochran's usual revue
productions, he has omitted all tap
dancing, and the -whole thing is con-
fined to clever and < subtle satire,
with only an occasional resort to the
broader brand of humor..

It is all very high-class and polite*
and' the question to be determined
by box-office figures ' Whether it

isn't top genteeL
Most impressive thing in the. pro-

duction is the gorgeous pageantry, of
a kind never before- presented on

. any stage here, ' eclipsing even the
brilliant scenes of Cochran's 'As You
Were* revue, staged at the Pavilion
in the last year of the war.
Throughout, the book was defin-

itely designed to be satirical in a
polite 'manner, only occasionally
aiming at low comedy, upon which
the. average . revue depends for. its

laughs.; Generally' speaking, raucous
risibility is conspicuously absent,

;

Bulk of the loW comedy is in^the
hands of' Nelson Keys and Binhie
Hale, a pair of standard revue artists
of repute in the West End. Both are
excellent mimics who can be .de-
pended upon to score with their im-
personations of . w.k. theatrical ce-
lebrities. For years Keys has been
popular, in addition to his mimicry,
with character skits and clever
make-ups. It is a pity, however, he
does not take the. trouble to : change,
his voice throughout 'these skits, a

. stunt he does sp admirably with his
imitations..
Binnie Hale is one of the prima

donnas, in opposition to Gitta Alpar
and, to all intents and purposes
seems to , sing, as well as the conti-
nental operatic star, but much more
•acceptably in that her enunciation
is clear. Miss Alpar sings too much,
which tends to slow down the pro-
cedure.. Her acting, designed to be
gay, is wholly ineffectual. :

There are a host of other players
and all of them of a calibre to en-
title them to individual praise. Music
is catchy throughout, and some of it

should prove popular.
Visitors to the Coronation will see

In the latest Cochran show the most
representative British musical enter-
tainment ever produced in the "West
End. Jolo.

NIGHT ALONE
London, Feb. 3.

Comedy In three acts by. Jeffrey Deli; pro-
duced by Henry. Cass, at Embassy theatre,
London. Pen. 2. '37.

Barber >.,.vBasll Cunard
Tommy Haines ....... . .Alexander Archdale
Charles Beaton ............... Richard Bird
Customer .....Julian Sorners
Barbara Seatbii ............. Helen Horsey
Walter ........ .i......Howard Devonshire
VI Han-way, ......Beiyi Meaeor
Cella ........... . .Annry Koristam
Gloria ................. * ... .Margot La.nda
Walter . . i

.

... ..... ... ..... .Julian Somers
Detective-Sergeant KUllck. . .Hugh Metc«ilfe
Detective Shyers. y .Basil Cunard
Superintendent .'. . . . . John Tu'rnbull

Amusing comedy, chief merit of
which is its interpretation by a tal-
ented company in general, .and
Richard Bird, in particular. - Doubt-
ful if the play itself, less skilfully
cast, would be half as entertaining.
As- a prospect for Broadway it is riot

so hot, but as a film vehicle for an
Edward Everett Horton type,, it

might have possibilities;
Main trouble is that most of the

plot is obvious from the rise of the
curtain. •

. Young couple from the
provinces is : paying London a Week's
visit; After seven years of constant
companionship they face their first

night's separation since marriage.
She is to stay with' a\ sister, he pre-
sumably to mope, read, retire early,
arid miss her terribly. Her cloying
affectionate fussing and remorse at
leaving him alorie nearly change her
Plans, but she finally leaves with her
sophisticated, suspicious and banter-
ing sister, who kids him about his
nocturnal plans.
.Finding" his wife has forgotten to
change his library book, and feeling
restless following an earlier encoun-
ter with a hometown friend ;who has
twitted him about being such a de-
voted stay-at-home, he rings up the
man, who invites him to night
club. Place is dull, he bores his
companions J through hot drinking
and fldgetting to get horhe, till one
V»f the two girls fixes his liquor, hop^
ing^ to liven him up. He passes out
and they take him to the nearby
apartment of the other girl. She
manages to get rid of the other two
and sheds- her gown. Enter boy

friend; complete "With suitcase, who
orders her to . pack and come away
at once, as he has been followedfrom- -the customs. They escape
through the window, he exchanges
overcoats with the other man and
leaves the bag in case they are
caught.

; Police break in, rouse theinnocent sleeper and, before he
knows, where he is, he is in jail fac-

c
g^uCha/ge* of̂ °Pe - smuggling.. Case

is full of it, the overcoat is lined
with it, and all attempts at explana-
tion are laughed at. .

*Jl1°^
in

i?
his serious position, the

agitated husband^ only desire is to
get back to the hotel before his wife^^^^^^^^gnt "companions
are brought in,, plus the guilty
couple, and he is finally cleared. He
rushes, back and just bolts himself
into bis bedroom as his better half
returns.

Certainly points a moiral for
would-be

. straying husbands—and
the^ splendid characterizations by
Richard Bird, coupled with some
hearty laughs,, makes good enter-
tainment, but show Would improve
with cutting in the early scenes.

Raccohti d' Autunno
('Tales of Autumn')

Rome,
; Play In three

. acts .
by GloWcchlho For-

zano; Produced by Dlha Gain Co. at the
Argentina theatre, Rome.
S^lgnova Francesca. ;•; ... i,)a Gail!
Ellsabetta. . . .... . . . . .;. ;.;•.'. .Luisa Beltiiiml
Tom.

; vGlulto. Stlval
Slgnor Morrison;

. .Enzo Galnotti
Professor Levi

.

; ..>..... ... . .Slgnor Palmonti
-Franceses': . . .-. . ... . .tello Sainnagelo

This is not a converitional play at
all, but rather a chronicle of historic
events. Autumn, winter and spring-
time stand for three periods in very
recent Italian history—the period of
diplomatic wrestling and uncertainty
before sanctions; the period of sanc-
tions and the war in Abyssinia; -and
the irioment of diplomatic and mili-
tary, triurophv the proclamation of the
new Roman Empire.
Scene is laid in a house which

faces on the Piazza Venezia, historic
square of Fascist Italy that is flanked
on one side by the National Monu-
ment and on the other by the palace,
from whose balcony Mussolini is
wont to read his proclamations.
Through the open window of the
house audience is able to hear the
Words of. the Duce and the acclama-
tions of the crowd. :

Thus audience is Witness to three
historic occasibris^-day of the popu-
lar mobilization just before the out-,
break of hostilities in East Africa;
day of sacrifice on which the women
of Italy, led by their queen, laid their
wedding rings on the Altar of the
Nation to give Italy the much-needed
gold- to carry on the war with; day
on which Mussolini proclaimed the.
empire..
With such stirring scenes to be.

glimpsed through the window, action
inside the house is reduced to insig-
nificance. Sigriora Francesca, owner
of the house, is. a patriotic Italian
widow whose, faith in her country
keeps her from closing up shop at the
outset of sanctions, even though the
English father of her English son-i -

law tries to persuade her that her
business will be ruined.. He also tries
to -persuade her to leave Italy with
her young nephew and join her
daughter in England, where they will
all be safe.

,
:

.

But Mr. Morrison's arguments fail,

and, instead of seeing Signora Fran-,
cesca depart from England, he sees
Elisabetta return to Italy, where she
insists she wants her first baby to be
borri.. Elisabetta is soon followed by
her husbahd, Tom. And the two
Morrisons, father and . son, stay to
admire Italy, and conclude that Italy

is right about this war and sanctions
business, and insist the baby of Elisa-
betta and Tom must have an Italian
name.

If one wants to be thrilled by Fas-
cist history, fine; if one wants to see
a play, nothing doing. Heln.

BEHIND YOUR BACK
London; Feb.

Comedy by- Charles Landstone. ' Presented'
by . Jack Eggar, Ltd., at. Strand, London*

:

Leslie Woodford . . . . ..... .Arthur Harabllng :

Mrs. Coweli, .v... . .Kathleen' Bouta.lI.-

Hon. Mrs; Vealfleld.. i...Dorothy Dewhurst
Aichle Behtley. . . . ;> . . . . .... . ..Jack MelCord
Kitty Hugon. ......Ursula Marx
Gwen Bingham. . . ...Marjorle Mars
Lady Mlllcent Coombs. . ..... . »Mary Glynne
Dugfrle Dejvt. . ..... .',........,....Dan Tobln
Vivian Hooker. . . . . . .......Jonathan Field
Mary Woodford. . . . . .i ..... . .Phyllis Morris
Member of the '

; ,. .-, Martin' Walker
Albert Clifford ........... .Kenneth Buckley >

Adam Adams. . . . ... ... . .... . , .. .Esme Percy

Fii'st-ra'te stage entertainment, full

of laughs. Especially laughable for
people in or connected With the thea-„

tre. It is questionable if those asso-
ciated with the spoken stage are
capable of judging how. these amus-
ing situations Will be received by the
general public, which has so limited,
a knowledge ' happenirigs back-^
stage. With sp riiany, backstage pic-
tures being made these days, the play
would, seem to be readily adaptable
to filiriing.

Piece was tried out at the Arts
Theatre Club a few Weeks ago. under
the title 'Front of House,' where a
theatre-wise audience appreciated
the atmosphere, and at the public
premiere the house was more than

sprinkled with people connected With
show biz, plus the usual first-night-
ers, who know pretty nearly as much
about things in the amusement world
as. those associated with it.

There is plenty of drama, in addi-
tion to the stage atmosphere. Entire
three acts are laid in the dress circle
(first balcony) bar, and the. charac-
ters include the house manager, box-
office girl,, author of : the play in
progress, barmaid, usherettes, char-
woman, an actor-manager, and so on.
Most remarkable thing about the

show is the way it is played. Every
bit is handled expertly. Martin
Walker, for instance, has only a
couple of scenes, as a drunk Who has
to be persuaded, to leave the theatre
so as riot to create a disturbance;
Esme Percy has only one bit of about
five riiiriutes as the actor-inanager;
even the usherettes score With un-
mistakable touches . of histrionic
ability. Jolo.

SAISON IN SALZBURG
('Season in Salzburg')
" ; Vienna,

Comedy ,ln : five acts hy Fred Heller and
Adolf Schuetz; at •'• Deutsche . v6lksth'eatreF
Vienna. l'"eb. L J37.
Countess Marlta..."; . . . . . . . . . . Marglt Weller
Von Hochrlcd-, . . , . .Robert Valberg
Countess Ar,lh'of). ....... : .

;

.-Johanna Terwln
Hedl... . .

. i.^. .... .Paula Pfleger
Kllm Manager. . ; ; . .^Ludwig -Donath
ChuTisonette. .. , . . . . ; V ,,. ; ... , . Mlmi Shorp

Heller, and Schuetz, of riiore than
local fame, had written this Salzburg
comedy under the auspices of the
foreign torrist trade bureau. Gover-
nor, of ' Salzburg sent a man to the
dress rehearsals to control the
scenery, set by Alfred Kunz^ under
the .|iirecti6n of Heihrich Schnitzler.
Very, very funny, and should do
business.
Marita, who loved von Hqchried,

returned from America to Salzburg
after the death of her husband,
Whom she was forced' to marry. .Von
Hochried encounters great difficul-
ties in . really

.
winning ! her ;

back.
First, she wants to test him. That
makes the plot. Maass; :'

.

UNA NOTTE
('One Night')

Rome.
Play in thi-pe acta by G, RomUaldi; pro-

duced at Qulrlno theatre by Glullo Dpna-
dlo's company; featuring Donadlo.

Romualdi, besides being a play-
wright is also a lawyer and an orator
of some standing. He has given all
his talents full sway in 'Una Notte,'
which culminates in ah eloquent
lawyer's plea that serves to turn the
tide toward the happy ending.
Play is laid in one of those imagir

riary small countries -at the time of
a nationalist revolution. Herzeg,
leader of the. Nationalists, has killed
his wife. She was' a terrible ad-
venturess who deserved being killed,
but Herzeg, nevertheless, feels him-
self a criminal . and /confides to his
frierid, lawyer Nagy, that he cannot
go on as the leader of an idealistic
revolution with this crime on his
conscience^ Nagy persuades him
that his first duty is toward the
people . who depend on . him for
leadership; he cannot, desert them at
this . crucial motoeht; once the revo-
lution has triumphed, the leader can
atone for his crime. '

,

After having delivered himself Of
this eloquent plea for patriotism
versus personal considerations and
persuaded Herzeg to his way Of
thinking, the lawyer comes home to
find his own house full of police, and
his own son suspected of the crime,
with, a mass of circumstantial evi-
dence pointing at him. ' Nagy must
decide between his duties as a citizen
and his feelings as a father, All
hope that the son will be cleared of
suspicion by Herzeg's confession is

crushed when "uie news comes that
Herzeg has been killed.
Nagy, not. wanting to blacken the

name of Herzeg, whose death has
made him a popular hero, and .at

the same time wanting at all costs to
save his son, then does a neat law-
yer's

.
trick. Saying that he knows

the criminal and that the criminal
has confessed to him, he reconstructs
the killing in such detail and with
such logic that the police are con-
vinced they have :'. heard the true
story. When he still refuses, to give

.

the name of the murderer, they jump
to the •• conclusion that it -was the
lawyer himself. ...

This conclusion Nagy does not at-
tempt to contradict,; knowing that
the judges will pardon him. For,
able lawyer that he is, he has already
thought of watertight arguments,
for justifying the murder. Heln;

(Continued from page 1)

the Globe in . a revival Bernard
Shaw's 'Candida.' i Performance; was
warmly greeted and is" likely to stick

for a while. . Play is preceded by a
curtain-raiser, 'Love and How to

Cure it,' by Thornton W. Wilder;
The. Road to Rui .' opened at; Am-

bassador's Thursday (11). It is a
revival of ^n;,ancient\English comedy
melodrarria and Unlikely.

. 'Strange' Barrier' opened at . the
Little Friday (12). It is a melodrama
with an. Unsatisfactory plot and un-
likely. '..

JAP FEHME TROUPE

TALKS PARIS DATES

D. de la Chevallier,

prominent Yokohama merchant, has

an idea that Parisi theatregoers

would get a kick put of seeing the

Takarazuka Girls
:
Opera go through

their paces . and , has ' ingly

opened negotiations '1 several

theatrical agencies of Paris tb : book
that troupe fqr a short engagement
in April.

.
proposed deal cails,fpr

:
a- company

of ;
25, entire expense of which is to

be guaranteed by the French,

ON THE SPOT

Rome,

After the recent

lition of theatrical criticism* '
-

many, here figured

that now is the time to do away with

critics in Italy, too". :. recent

meeti in San Remo of the directdr^

of the authdrs"J,v^riters', irectots'i.

a»i: scene feiJhnici ' syndicate^'

riiany ..cracks .at Itelian . dra-;

matic criticism-'' .alrld critics were

made.
'As av , the representatives, of

the organization ';.'pi theatrical critics

Wrote to the . secretaries of ;the

various syndicates asking .them to.

prepare a .documPhtatipn of the
errors, failings, and 'sins of Which
they , accused critics. At the
same time they proposed that, if the
documentation shoWed the faults of

the critics to have been really grave,
they would submit to the decision of

'higher authorities' oh what should ;

be dorie about it.

Pending the collection of evidence,
against them, the critics contend that

they have always collaborated with
the Italian theatre arid generously
appraised and supported, its suc-
cesses.

FOSTER AGENCY CASE

MAY BE A TEST SUIT

London, Feb. id.

Foster's Agency sued Evelyn DaU
for $500 limited damages Under a

sole agency agreement. Case was.

dismissed by the court, with costs

against Fosters, on the ground Miss
Dall. had 'signed an exclusive agency
contract, putting her under obliga-

tion, but with the agent in no way
obligated.

Court figured that such a contract

makes the plaintiff hot liable for

anything and results in no benefit

to the defendant.
It may mean nullification of all

exclusive agency contracts in thi6

country, thus having considerable ef-

fect, on all show biz.

Reel Costs

Jap Stars Tour

Of Europe Off;

oin

(Continued from page 7)

event entailing extra detail,

merit arid coverage.
Aside from extra wages to

cameramen and creWs, and the enor-
mous cost of raw stock and ship~

merits, the riewsreels were. confronted
with daily expense bills, on the flood

coverage, that .baffled the unemotion-
al bookkeepers.- These came from
inany sections arid in vast-, quantities
since each company . had" 10 to 15

camera grinders on the job.

^ One cameraman, for instance, sent
ih ah expense bill of $381 for four
days. - Multiply this by 50, a. figure

representing the number of camera^
men who actually were active in tne
field, and the hewsreel expense item
alone for four days totals $19,050.

Since the lensmen were at work for'

an average v
ipf 12 to 14 days,- some

hewsreel execs figure that the ex-
pense bills submitted by cameramen
alorie amounted to around $60^000.

While othei expense accounts
amounted to little more than $100
for two days, there were many ' -

stances where the expense item ex-
ceeded the bill of $381 for four days.
The newsrcels, selling their service,

on a. flat annual rental , are unable
to -grab an extra cent to make up
this huge outlay.

Much face is beirig lost arpiirid here
these days because of the inability of
the Japs to conclude arrangements
for sending Kikugorp Orioe and his
Kabuki trpupe to Europe, as Widely
advertised. This proposition has
been on and 6ff for, over a year;

;

Yesterday (26) the Society for In-
ternational Cultural*delations, which
Was acting as sponsors of the tour;
failed to sign. a contract with the
Shpchiku Theatrical, Go.i. which con-
trols the actor's, services. No
noUncements were, made by the -.par^
ties immediately ihterestedv but gos-.

si in theatrical circles indicates that
the Society, was unable to wangle
enough coin out of the big iridustrial

cbricerns which' usually "called
upon to finance such enterprises^

According to ori inal plans, the So-
ciety was to 'furnish $70,000 and the
balance.^of the required $i20,000 was
to have been, raised by subscription

among -the capitalists. •

:. Kikugoro Onoe seems to be rather
happy that< he isn't to take the long
tri V explaining, that he didn't' want
to . go. anyway( because his 1)5ryear-
Old mother is in: failing heaUhi

GRACIE FIELDS-COCHRAN

MUSICAL ABANDONED

Lpndbri, Feb. 16.

That proposed fancy big musical
starring Gracie Fields and produced
by C. B. Cochran has been aban-
doned. Was to go into the Lyceum
the latter half of March and intended
to be a big show, with much inter-
national talent and Miss Fields to get
$5,000 Weekly, a' new, high salary for
COchran to pay.
Miss Fields, however,* has turned

down the book as unsuitable and
won't budge on this decision. Piece
Was originally intended ja,s a' musical
comedy, but changed to;.a revUc, with
three different authors ^signed to
it, all of Whom are understood to
have, failed to -develop, it satisfac-
torily.

Hollywood, Feb. 16.

.
Twentieth Century-Fox expect?

Gracie Fields shortly to start her
American fllrii production.

What CDS Charges

London,- 7.
George Bernard Shaw still a

'take it 6r leave it' playwright. His
schedule of charges are more strictly
adhered to than ever.
They are 5% lowest, if done by

charity or an amateur organization;
below the $5,000 mark; 10%

above $5,000 up to $12,000 with any-
thing over that 15%.

Chariot's New Revue

London, Feb. 16. ,

.
Andre Chariot, who has a lease of

the Vaudeville theatre, ia planning
to stage a continuous revue show
there about the end of March.
Getting ready to cast the show

pronto.

New Rome Theatre
Rome, Feb. 7.

New Arts theatre, . which is to be
directed vby Anton Giulio Bragaglia,
Will open March 15 fojt_a two-
month season,

Repertoire consists of 10 plays,
each of which is to be staged by a
different director^ Plays to be given
are all new, as the theatre is to make
a specialty of encouraging contemV
pprary authors, without,, .however,
catering to novelties that are en-
tirely experimental,

. Theatre will have its own nucleus
of actors; but will also invite other
companies to play on its stage.

Gonsalez Opera in India
Calcutta, 28.

Following a successful season in
Bombay, the Gonsalez Opera Co. Will
open a' season here at the Globe
theatre. ',

'

Troupe comprises 16 principals and
56 in the chorus. Vera Poggioli is

prima donna.
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Farrcll Boole Cleared r

Complaint brought by John S.

Sumner of the New York Society for
the Suppression of Vice . against
James T. Farrell's novel, 'A World I

Never Made,' on the charge that the
book was 'obscene, lewd: and las-

civious,' was dismissed by Magistrate
Henry H. Gurrah on Feb. 11 in N..Y,
Homicide Court. Judge ruled that a
whole novel should hot be con-
demned because of objection to parts
of it. v.'

t

'

;

Ruling was similar
:

to the decision
three years ago.: of 'Federal Judge
John I.I. Woolsey " cd.risidering-

'Ulyssc ' by James Joyce, who , de-
clared: that single passages could not
be isolated, in determining' whether
a work as a, Whole, was phonographic,,
Similarly, also,

' Magistrate Gurran
based his decision on his reaction
to the book, rather than on submitted
eyi ' Judge expanded his
opir, :on by: an informal 30-minute.
iscussipn; on the. effect, pi art oh

morals, declaring that, if ,the whole
Of literature were to be, condemned
because of isolated expressions, trie

works', of Homer, Chaucer, Shake-
, Fielding and even the Bible

would be banned. He also expressed
strong objections to one word, which
was hot 'spelled out in the, book; but
which was expressed with the first

arid ;

: last letters and a - dash between
them. 'These words should be
spelled out or kept out' he said.:

Baltimore Guild .Seeing Heajrs'jt'.

•B^mqre;;'
;
.chapfer^ _

paper Guild, one of the' slowest
get into-; geai.4n any of :the key tbvms;l

hS*1£^ ™% *****
**earsts ^ews-^pst wm to as^ea fGyud^^o^gi, sought to pan

'. Three months ago the News-Post
voluntarily. : established , a $30 per
iye^k; minimum for all editorial em-
lbyes. Oddly, the Guild contract

asks for i
;ohly a $25 minimum—but

that is for "beginners" who have not
yet been on any paper one year. And
there is ohly;dne under-yearling how
on the; Ne^-Po^t, he being David
Hearst, 21-year-old son of the pub-

lisher.' -,/.
;

-

;
XSuild asks $30 for those in the

paper's service longer than a year;

$35 for ttoeie-y^ar^nien; $50 for all

inside employes; $60 for general re-

. writers; $65 for copy-deskmen.

.

Eligibles'for Guild membership on
the News-Post are almost .100%. on
the. union's rolls. Majority joined up
after: the minimum pay scale was

"'

into effect. Baltimore's other
pair of dailies, the Morning •and
Evening Suns; do hoi recognize the
Guild, . j&h<J less than * 50% of their

staffs are members. Effort will be
made to get the Hearst paper lined
up before the two indies will be
tackled,

. George M. Wallace Dies
Gepr^>M^.Wallace/iS?«. editor and

publisher of the Windsor Locks
Journal, and a member of the Con-
necticut legislature, died* on Feb. 12,

in Hartford, Conn. He was the son
Firiton and/Mary Wallace. In

1887 he entered the employ of the
Journal and would have closed 50
years, association there this month,
He became the owner . of the Jour
nal in 1923. —
Surviving are three sons and five

daughters.

Reporter Immunity

' Georgia Senate Committee has
. favorably reported a bill graiit-

newspaper reporters im-
munity from reveali

sources of information.
Measure stands a good chance

for passage in both houses.

Sup. Court Studies Watson Case
Controversy . between Asso-

ciated Press and . Newspaper Guild
oyer the discharge of Morris Watson,
former rewrite man in. the New York
AiP. bureau, was taken under adr
vissment ' last week by the. U.S. Su>
preme Court as one of the five cases

challerigi
,.

.,\he Constitutionality of

the Wagnery;Labor Disputes act :

Complaint that the Wagner law
would destroy guaranty press

freedom, supplemented by the con-

tention that the A. . is. not engaged
in interstate commerce and thus is

beyond Federal jurisdiction, was
heaved by : John W. Davis, former
Democratic Presidential nominee and
news, service .

attorney. Government,
through Charles Wyzanski; special

Justice Department attorney, and
Stanley Reed, Solicitor General,

sisted ; the. transmission of hews is

definitely ah interstate transaction

and argued that fair labor practice

requirements dp hot infringe vbn
freedom .of the press. :

NewsWapej. Guild 1 was shouldered
^sMlej'althoukh thVeW was'precijsny

T
' ifiLis^n^paf^.f)against.>; ftnipn-

bers in -firing Watson. Morris:,

ticipate- in-' tHe^a?guWehtfc,'. but- %as
elbowed of the; icture 7by^he
two-government lawyers,

Hurnl's Reformation

Chalk up another miracle for Hol-
lywood, the land quick-change:

this time it's an actor turned scribe,

chucking show biz arid giving his

all for science and adventure. Scrib-

bler is Arthur Hurni, who has just

authored a Swiss book, 'Autour
d'Hollywood' ('Around Hollywood'),

that tells his decade of tribulations

in and out of the industry, without
bitterness or carping.

Up from extra ranks in the silent

days, lad Was : itting good: parts

when, talkers, quered his chances. He
returned to Geneva after a fling at

Paris and Berlin studios, and- gave
up films for anthropology, ethnology
and • archeology.

Hurrii returned here . last year,

after trail-blazing stay among Cuna
Indians off Panama. Transcribed
folklore no white man has ever cap-
tured and turned (like skaters

who learn ice artTin summer time),

haying perfected his English while
back in -Switzerland. ;

. V
Wash his French literary

aspirations, with 'Autour. d'Holly-
wpod,' lad has taken to writing in
English.

Aaron Bernd
Bernd,, widely known in

American literary circles;, died
Thursday (11)' in Macon,; '.Ga.» of
pneumonia. At the time of his death
he was literary editor of The Macon
Telegraph, Which paper he be-
gan hi$ newspaper - career. He fought
in France, during the .Wprld War,
after which he went to the Coast as
publicity agent for Fox Pictures,
Inc.

He • returned to Macon after is

father's death to . take charge of is

business interests and had been as-
sociated with The' Telegraph since
"that time.

Y. Herald Trib Prizes
N. Y. Herald Tribune is offering

two awards of $250 each—One; for
the, best book for small' children and.
one for the best book for older
children published this spring. May
Lamberton Becker will be chairman
of a committee five judges to
select the wi . Awards will be
made the first week in May. .

. Idea is to encourage publication of
spring and summer juve books for
moppets, most of which now come
out in the fall.

N. Y. Authors'. Weekly' Meets
Council of the Authors' Guild is

Initiating a series of weekly after-

noon get-togethers in New York in

charge of Margaret Widdemer, Helen
Christine Bennett, and Ben Lucien
Burman. "V

First will be tomorrow (18). with
Dorothea Brands as guest ;of honor;

Affairs are strictly;sbcial.

Those. Brown Shows
Moscow-minded among the Holly

wood literati are beginning to tire
of Stalin pic formula and look for
the day when a couple of Sovietized
Spewacks will make 'Boy. Meets
Girl' of the steppes.
Formula of forward-lookers is as

bad as the formula : of Hollywood,
beef the Brown Derby Bernard
Shaws.
Setup always Boy, Meets Col

lective. Boy Leaves Collective. Col-
lective Gets Boy.
And welcome, say the. comrades

exiled to : the upper income brackets.

Rochester Moves. .

Joe Torbett, news „' itor of the
Rochester Times-Union,' goes to the
Utica Press as man ging editor, sue
ceeding Paul Williams, Who moves
up to the editor's chair. Frank Bonn,
telegraph ed- on the T-U,- replaces
Torbett, and Walt . Green moves into
the telegraph slot. Both papers are
Gannett-owned.

Torbett, . was formerly with the
Seripps-Howard . chai

New Book on Hammersteln
New book on the life of the late

Oscar Hammerstein will shortly be
published and is expected to be the

most thorough biography of the

showman. Ori *'

script of some
175,000 words was prepared by"Lee
Kugel .for Arthur Hammerstein, facts

and. incidents being culled from
newspaper files and those associated

with Hammerstein.; Yarn ' now
being revised .into book form by
Parker Morrell, who novelized the
life of Diamond Jim Brady.

.
;

Picture rights to the origihai script

were purchased last year by Warners
for $30,000. Deal, however, has been
hanging fire arid the money held in

escrow because of a claim set up by
the. impresario's : wi^°w» who' Was.

his second wife; Mrs. Hammerstei ,

through an attorney, advised ; all film

companies that she would seek a

share of the coi Understood that

Theodore Hammerstei nephew,
also made a claim.

Claims resulted in Warners' .post-

poning the filming after Oscar Ham-
mersteiri, H, had agreed to supply a
score. Book publishers,: however, are

understood not worried.
Pending, tpo, is a

\
radi with

NBC. Studip planned a series of 39

broadcasts and readied sample
program which cost around $7,000.

Trial broadcast was okayed by NBC,
Which . proposed; submitting it on disc

to the"

Gplld Contract Forces Chase Out

.foxd Chase, assistant dramatic arid

film; critic for the Boston Herald, was
£efc ojxt last weekend , by the man-
iagemerit and wilt be succeeded by
Marlt Daltpn, from ight side of

the iCity staff.'
l

^Successor will carry

the title of "editorial assistant" tp

Elinor Hughe's,* 'chief critib.

Wheri the Newspaper Guild signed

With the Herald-Traveler last De-
cember, Chase's ratihg under the
contract boosted his salary, to within

$.5 of Miss Hughes*. Seekirig an ad-
justment, the management found it

had the alternative of keeping Chase
at the price or discharging hirii.

Chase, not a Guild merhber, was in

the middle, after six years with the
sheet He has also served as music
critic for the Traveler; and it is Un-
derstood Vhe may continue this on a
part-time basis.

Moses Smithy recently demoted to
assistant music critic of the Boston
Evening Transcript, under Redfern
Mason, who succeeded him, has been
transferred to the city room, on gen-
eral news.

Hearst's Chicago Mystery
x Considerable, curipsity arriprig^,em-

ployees of Chicago American^ eve-
ning. Hearst paper here, as to. who
are the real execs of the paper at

present. Former ..' publisher Flo
McCarthy -went , off on an extended
leave of absence when Bill Curley
came in from New York to run the
paper. Curley apppihted Ed He-
ticker as managing editor and Harry
Reitlinger as city ed.

Last week, when William
dolph Hearst passed through Chi on
his way to the ;Coast, he picked up
Curley and took him along. Left the
American iri full charge of Reticker,

telling him it was his baby; McCar-
thy is due back any>day, meanwhile;
and the boys at the paper are hold-
ing tight to await developments.

Llfar's Book Yen
Serge Lifar has a sideline^writ-

irig books.
• Ballet dancer arid Maitre de Ballet
at the Paris Opera will soon publish

a book on his . former instructor,

Diaghlev. Besides this, Lifar is also

busy with ' preparations for an exhi-
bition 'dealing with the books of
Pushki at the ,

' ibliotheque Na^
tionale.

The Hard Way ,

. Although
.
Hollywood studios, are

only a few mires away the L.A,
Times is taking the long route to
grab roto pictures. Sheet takes the
Des Moines. Register syndicate stuff,

to avoid taint of press agentry which
might cljng fo the. studio

1

art.

Paris Merger
Reshifting . the lineup among

major dailies in Paris is imminent,
with anriouriceriierit of sale of L'ln-
transigeant, ig

.
evening paper, to

the textile interests who own the
competitive Paris-Soir. Along with
the Intran,

.;
also goes its ' ing

weekly fan mag, Pour Vous.
What disposition Paris-Soir ... will

make of thp new holdings is still a
.mystery, ybut one thing seems cer-

tairi: Lepn Bailby, onetime, publisher
of the: Iritrarii ^comesi bac^ into the
picture, perhaps as director of the
new joint enterprise^ /

Philly Jlnqnirer Contest

Philadelphia Inquirer is offering

$50,000 in cash for a name for its

Sunday' mag. section. Contest is be-
lieved to.be the biggest of the kind
since that sponsored by iberty mag_
for a riame. » First prize, will be"

$20,000 for best name and slogan of

10 words or less. . ,

It's ,
frankly circulati ' stunt,

With all entries having to take a
six mpnthsV subscription,

F St R's New Toller Play

Ernst Toller's, new play, 'No More
Ppace,' will be published by Farrar
& Rinehari.
Will be presented by the Federal

theatre , arid at the VasSar Experi-
mental theatre.

Play contains lyrics by W. H.
Auden and songs by Herbert Mur-
rilL

: -' " •
'

Best Sellers

Best Sellers for tbVweek ending Feb. 13, as reported by the
American News Co., Inc.

..> .:.'.< . . . i. *By Margaret Mitchell
' • ,'• . i • • ....... .By W. D. Edmonds

•Gone With the Wind' ($3.00) . . . .

'Drums Along the Mohawk! ($2.50)

'Late George Apley' ($2.50) .... . ..... .'.. . ... .By John Marquand
'Street of Fishing Cat* ($2.50). .. .

.

'', .... . .. . . .By Jolan Foldes
'Sound of Running Feet! ($2.50) ..............By Josephine Lawrence
'Yang and Yi ' ($2.50) . . . ...... .By Alice T. Hobart

'How to Win Friends' ($2*00) . . . . ........... .V; .By Dale Carnegi
•An American Doctor's Odyssey' ($3.50). . . . ; .By, Dr. Victor G. Heiser
'Live Alone and Like It' ($1.50) . . . . .

.';
. ..... . i .By Marjorie Hilli

'Nine Old Men' ($2.50) . .... . . . . .By Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen
•The Hundred Years' ($3.00) By Philip Guedella
'Lancer at Large' ($2.75) . . . . .V . , ... . ... ..... By Francis Yeats Brown

James Dever Dead
James E. Dever, 73, a newspaper-

man for more thari 40 years, died as

the result of a heart attack on Feb.

13 at his home in Staten Island. N. Y.

Bom itL-rSt. John; New Brunswick,
hie came to New York in the 1890's

after being the editor of the Syra-
cuse Standard. His first job in New-
York was as manager Of the Laffen
News Bureau, owned by* Charles A.
Dana of the Sun. Later, he switched
to. the old morning Sun, where he
served. as : assistant night city editor^

and remained nine years. He trans-

ferred to The World in 1899.

: On the World, where he remained
for 32 years, he served as night city

editor, spbrts editor, relief telegraph
editor, cable editor, head of the copy
desk,, make-up editor and news edi-

tor. When that paper was sold in

1931 he became assignriient editor

of Fox Movietone News. He met
with accident five years ago
which made him an invalid until his

death.

. . Colorado Authors Elect

•Nelly Graf, Denver novelist , and
short story writer, was elected presi-

derit of the Colorado Authors League
at its annual banquet and election

of officers.

Other officers elected include Judge
Jl R. Montgomery, first v.p.: Mrs.

Grace Evans, 2d y.p.; , Marguerite
Hearnsbergerv secretary jand: treas-

urer. On the board , this year wiU
be Mrs. . Marion McDonough, John
Bartlett, Mrs. Olga; Gunkle Board,
Harry Adler; Leo Carrigari ; and
Herbert White.

Anzao AritlrCensorship
Strong protest is being riiade to

the government against the methods
currently adopte4 in book
ship.

.

Local authors of repute have held
meetings to fprm a committee to ap-
proach the Minister for Customs
with a request that censorship on
literature be amended. Authors feel

that the present censorship is mak-
ing Australia a laughing stock in the
literary World.

. . Another 'Blood On Moon'
Linton Wells will have his auto-

biography published under the title

of 'Blood On the Moon' despite the
earlier issuance of a tome of that
title by Jim Tully. Wells is a for-

eign press correspond, now in Holly-
wood.
Duplication of titles is. blamed by

-Wells on his publishers. Houghton-
Miffli . [It is a frequent occurrence
in the book biz.]

Conn. Newsmen Elect
Laurel Club, organization of Con*

necticut legislative correspondents,
organized Thursday (11) and elected
Frank ' Quinlan, of the Bridgeport
Times-Star, presiderit.

New irieriibers admitted included
John Colton, Hartford Times; Jere-
miah Hallas. InternatiPnal News
Service; Bertram Kruse, Hartford
Courarit; Fried Smith, Middletown
Press;, arid Jack Zaiman, United
Press.

Short Play Contest
New. York '. Clfy . division the

League vs^War and Fascism running
a short play contest, closing April' 1.

Judges are John Howard Lawson> Al-
fred Kreymborg,. Joseph Pass and
Mordecai Gorelik.

Johhston M. Ei. Fawcett
Johnny Jbhriston has been riamled

rhariagihg • editor of the Fawcett
group of fan mags in Hollywood.

• Takes over from Harry Hammond
Beall, who moves up as assistant to
the publisher.

Denver Newsmen Name Burns
, George V. Burns was elected pres-
ident of the Denver Newspaper.
Guild No. 74 at its annual meeting.
Robert L, Chase was named 1st

v.p.; Barron B. Beshpar, 2d v.p,; Ben
Biumbergi treasurer, and Johri C.
Polly, secretary.

Sauvage for Reutejr'si in H'wood
Lucien Saiivage, Hollywood attor-

ney,- and cprresppndent for- a num-
ber of French Canadiari.piibiications
has been appointed Reuters

'

sentatiye Hollywood.
Sauvage arid his wife, ise Gil-

bert' Montreal author, have repre-
sented Canadi pubs for the past
year and will have a book in col-
laboration ready for publishers

'

early Spring, they hope.

CHATTER
Paul Engie on a lecture tour.
H. L. Mencken in Baltimore hospi-

tal for an operation.
.

; Rita Weiman arid Esther Kaufman
holding a mutual birthday party,
Somerset Maugham's new novel;

'Theatre,!^postponed" until March 3.

V. C. Buckley, British . author, on
a lecture tour in the Middle West.
WiUiam Albert Robinson readyirig

a brig for sail to the Gaiapagos
Isles.

Ernest Thompson Seton back from
a lecture tour in England and on the.

Continent. ; -' )..'

Philip Guedella cancelled his
projected trip here due his
mother's illness.

Doubleday will publish Kipling's
autobiography, parts of which ran in

the N. Y.TTintes.

Sam (Mickey) MacDougal, card
expert, is preparing an expose series

for. Itihg. Features.
Bob. and Rose Brown collating ma-

terial for a literati cook book; all the
recipes by scribblers.
Publication date of Leon Trotsky's

rieiXrbobk 'The Revolution Betrayed
moved up to March 26.

. Armitage (Wee) Watkins, son of
Ann Watki , now at her literary
agency on a part-time basis.

.

Harold Matson and Pvat; Duggan
have left the Ann Watkins office to
establish their own literary agency^

, Dr. Isaac Goldberg has written a
biography of Major Mordecai Manuel
Noah, 'American Jewish Pioneer,' to.

be published March 1.

Brian Bell, Coast head of the As-
sociated Press, hisf, wife and child,

were injured slightly in an auto ac-
cident in Los Angeles;'-".^.

Cecil Lewis; author of 'Sagittarius
Rising* and vice-president of the
British Broadfiastirig Co., has gone to

Hollywood for Paramount.

Constance Dodge's new novel 'Gra-
harii of Claverhouse' has the same
title as another, novel: writteri about .

30 years ago by Ian MacLaren.
.
Walter. 'Duaranty has revised 'I

Write As I Please' and book will be
reissued ' with a prolog, epilog and
illustrations, bringing it: up to date.

Dan Wickenden, formerly of Stage
mag and now-rin- the trade new?
department of Columbia Broadcast-
ing; has a pi in the current Story.

Hildegarde Hawthorhe, grand-
daughter, of Nathaniel Hawthorne,
making final revisions on her book
titled 'Phantom King: the Story of

Napoleon's. Son.'

George - Biaisdell has been ap-
pointed editor of the Americah So-
ciety of ^inerriatpgraphers mag.

[

Hollywood. .He sricceeds C, J. Ver-
Halen,: resigned.
V. F. Calyerton will dp a ;riew. sec-

-

tion in the Currerit History magazine
called 'The Cultural Barometer,'
dealing With art developments in

Europe, and America.
, ichard Rowan's 'Story of Secret

Service,' based on the thesis that

governments are good or bad. in- in-

verse proportion to 'the
.
strength of

their S. S. departments.
Scribrier's has bought 30 rare pic-...

tures
;
of social celebrities of the

period 1870-1890 from Harold. Setoft,

to lerve 'as .. illustrations of. Dixon
Wecter's 'Saga of American Society:';,

Baltimore Sun this week takes on
thrice weekly column by Dorothy
Thompson. First time the paper has
ever subscribed to any syndicated
stuff, other than features for sport

pages and the women's page:

. Lawrence Stallings will be mar-
ried to Louisa St. Leger-Vance next
month. ' Second try for the
divorced Dec. 1.
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Broadway

Larry Urbach back to the Coast
'Steve Cochran, recovered, up from

Robert M. Weitman's mom shoved

off for Miami.
"

Al Burks going to Baltimore for

United Artists.

Sam H. on^ Harris off for Fieri

delayed vacash. / •

George Jessel for Florida,

thence to Coast. ...
;

.

"
Milton Roemer back in town after

a session at Miami.- :

Joan Miller, legit actress, in hos-

ital for ah appendectomy.
Marsha Hunt to the Coast after

two weeks' rest in Manhattan.

Al Duffy, of Columbia Pitures

ress department, lost mother.
Louis Lissner will , handle Frisco

road show of film -Lost Horizon/
Milton Hirsch, of Leblang's, had
lenty of trouble with infected tooth;

L. W. Conrow, g.m. of Erpi, back
after an extended visit on the Coast.

Rowland Stebbins back from South
because of wife's appendicitis ppera-

tl0
Father of Jimmy Ellard, former

m.c., quite, ill and trying to locate

^Horace McMahon says he is having

a good time in California—between
cloudbursts^ _ . ,

;
Charles Washburn has special as-

signment -to publicize 'Lost Horizon'

in New York.
Donald -Friede of Zeppo Marx's

Hollywood office in N. Y. for talent

and writer hunt.
Benito C. Collada, managing direc-

tor of El Chico, to Mexico City on
Vacash next week.
Fabien Sevitzky, guest conductor for

' several years at the Met, Boston; here
mulling some offers.

. Vincent Hart, who covers plays for

the Hays office, will wed Mildred
Feely of Merlon, . .-

Equity's Jimmy O'Neill got too
friendly With a bulldog at the Garden
dog show last week. .

Jean Hersholt landed in N. Y, from
Coast Saturday (13) for a rest and
tour of legit shows.
Monte Prpser recuping from flu in

Miami Dorothy Kay, his aide,: back
from Mexico City trip.

Lou Randell,: theatrical attorney,
appointed treasurer and attorney for
Syracuse Baseball Club. •

-

Tracy Barham, Paramount's Ohio
operator; was in town for a few days
talking things over with the execs in

the h.o.
Georgie Price In and out of N. Y.

on a quickie to settle tax affairs, etc.,

and back to Miami until April, con-
ducting his brokerage biz from there.
Joe Holtoh, assistant to Joe Pincus,

head of 20th-Fox's eastern talent de
v partment, to Chicago on an exhaust
ive search for musical, and dramatic
talent.

Barney Balaban and Mrs. Balabah
will entertain , all members of the
Paramount Pep Club at cocktails

Feb. 19 prior to annual Pep Club
affair that night.
Charles E. Buckner, branch man

ager of Consolidated Radio Artists

in Dallas, is recuperating at his home
in N. Y. Was stricken with pneu-
monia while visiting the home office

' about ,a month ago. .

Bill (Gay 90's) Hardy to Nassau
for vacash, Arthur Behim, inad-
vertently omitted from Bill's Gay
Nineties review last week, is the vet
songwriter-music publisher, now
with the regular floor show here.

Lou Smith, who may settle perma
nently on the Coast, is leaving to

ward the end of the week for Holly
wood under plans to. handle special

Publicity on certain forthcoming pic-

ires, including the Dietrich starrer.

Vince Hart, of eastern production
code administration of Hays office,

went to Philadelphia to announce
his engagement to Mildred I. Feely,
non-pro of Merion, Pa., daughter of
Mr. and Mrs/ Joseph Alan Feely.
Because of illness of Hart's mother,
no wedding plans have been made.

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Eddie- Ruben in Chicago on busi
taess. .

Harry ;: Hirsch vacationing at Hot
Springs, v
'French Follies,' unit show, at Lin-

dy's night club.
. Claude . Dickinson, Universal book-
er,-.laid' low by flu.

Mother of Chester LeVoir, of Na
tional Screen, passed away.
. J. R. McPherson, National Screen
Chi branch manager, a visitor. ;

Jimmy Grecco's band into Minne-
sota, replacing Benny Meroff,
Son of John J. Friedl elected cap

tain Washburn high football team.
\ Two. City Variety club had house
Warming in new Nicollet hotel quar-
ters. :

Larry Kline, assistant RKO booker^
Called to New York by death bf his
mother. .

'Great Waltz* grossed $25,000 for
week at St. Paul Municipal Audi-
torium.
Hotel Radisson abandoning name

band policy . and engaging local or,

ganizatiOns.
Irving Marks, Columbia salesman

crashed into truck in North Dakota
put escaped injury.

Bill.Adams, Universale South Da
fcota salesman, follows state highway
snow plow from town to town on
visits to accounts.

CH4TT

F

Paris

Ray Goetz in town.

J; W. Shillan in town.
Victor Francen to Berlin.

Chahdray-Kaly to Poland,

Henry Carson in Brussels.
Alice Field off to Brussels.
Reine Paulet in bed with flu.
Derval. off for winter sports.
Jean Gabin at the Marivaux.
Atalanta at the Sheherazade.
Mistinguett back from America.
Swana Wanda off to New York.
Georges Thil back from Russia.
Eric Pommer cocktailing the press.
Pils and Tabet back at the Bo-

bino.
Yolande Yoldie getting set for New

York.
Ballet Joos expected in Paris in

June.
Robert Casadeus in from New

York.
Albert Lewin and wife off to New

York.
Ray Ventura Cirque Me-

drano.
Restaurant and cafe prices io

to 15%. f
Alexis de Nagornoff Off for winter

sports. .
.

Opera reopening 15 with
'Ariarie.'V
Bernadette Dugue at the Empire,

Brussels.
Hotel, restaurant and cafe prices

going up.
Four Kraddocks post-carding from

New York.
Marie Glory broadcasti via

Radio-Cite.
Gretl Vernon topping the New

Empire bill.

Jeanne Ronsay giving ah Asiatic
dance recital.
Maurice Roget new director of

Noctambules nitery.
Doris Niles and Serge moving into

their old apartment.
'Carnet du BaT the name of Julien

Duvivier's next pic.
Comedie-Francaise troupe off on

official Belgian tour.
Greta Keller signing Jim Witteried

as manager for France.
Paris-Soir Publishing a short biog

raphy of Adolph Zukor
Mrs. Daniels, mother of Bebe

Daniels, off to New York
'Ca S'est Marseille,' Alcazar, revue,

broadcast over Radio-Cite.
Jean Trenchant and Damla top-

ping the. next Alhambra bill.

Warners giving a cocktail party
for Fernah Gravet at the George V.

City of Reims looking for a dl
rector of the municipal theatre.

'La Revue d'Annee' ('Revue of the
Year*) still going strong at the A.B.C.
Amar Circus holding, forth at

Porte de Clichy on the outskirts of
town.

Sixth matinee of poetry at the
Comedie-Francaise devoted to Vol-
taire and Chenier.

Directors of theatres, music-halls
and circuses electing new officers for
their organization.'
Mogador reopening with *La Feni-

me d'urie Heure* ('Woman of an
Hour') by Alfred Grognon.
Paul Cambo set with Jacques

Houssin for the latter's 'Champs-
Elysees,' starring Jules Berry.
Alex Marodon, radio singer last

seen on stage at the. Folies-Bergeres,
making a tour of the music-halls.
Yves Allegret, brother of Marc,

going to direct his first film from the
first scenario written by Pierre Bras-
seur.
'Madame est Avec Moi' ('Madame

Is With Me')i by Pierre Veber. to be
produced at the Theatre Palais-
Royal.
Pierre Bourgeon creating a group

called 'Dessins Animes Europeens' to
promote animated cartoons., in
France.'
Suzanne Lencret reengaged by

Gustave Quinson for the; next three
plays he is producing ait the Theatre
du Palais-RoyaL
Sacha Guitry, Rip, Dorin; Saint-

Granier and Albert Willmetz all col-

laborating on a 'Revue of Revues;'
which Will be presented at the Thea-
tre des ChampsrElysees May 10, as
inaugural of the Expo theatrical of-

ferings.

tion biz. Backing Joe Hall, Aus-
tralian featherweight.
Eric von Stfoheim here to play

and direct films for a French com-
pany on a year's, ticket.

Molly Picon on final broadcast for
British Broadcasting- Corp, before
sailing for South Africa.

'

Ruth Gordon due here in April to
play the leading in -The Miles of
Heaven,' by David Hertz,
Revudeville.-.Which started here, as

a joke at the Windmill theatre, is.

celebrating its fifth anniversary. '..

Percy Athos's Grosvenor house
cabaret is the first to be televised
by the British Broadcasting Corp,

,

C. B. Cochran paying Gracie
Fields $10,000- per Week for her revue
engagement, a new record for him.
Wanda Rotha, Hungarian star, re-^

Slaces Nora Swinburne in The As-
mished Ostrich,' at the Duke of

York's.
'

'Starry Night,' George Foster -song,

which made him 50 years ago. as a
comic singer, to be republished by
Bert Feldman.

P. C. Stapleton, formerly studio
manager for British .International 1 at
Elstree, has gone into a similar spot
at Korda's Denham plant.
Oliver Wakefield caught twice in

one night for speeding,* due to doub-
ling at Kingston Empire and the
British Broadcasting Corp.
Four .

Franks ' presented, with four
tartan kilts s during their Glasgow
pantomime engagement, by Jack
Harris, local business man.

Ivy St Helier making her first

Shakespearean appearance when she
plays Mana in Tyrone Guthrie's Old
Vic production of 'Twelfth Night*
Feb. 23.

Joy Oliphant. aged six, daughter of
Jack Oliphant^ publicist, is to make
her . film debut With Harry Marks
Film Prod. Picture is 'Saturday
Night in London.'

. .

Last-minute change in new cabaret
edition of the Grosvenor house are
Miller and Wilson, Americans, who
replace Tibbold and Smiles, French-
men, originally scheduled.
Kurt Robitschek will continue the

straight vaudeville policy at the Vic
toria Palace for a longer period. Has
found experiment ok, but will still

import big-time talentfrom America
. New play starring Mary Morris
due at the St Martin's Feb. 16; Show
is titled 'Suspect? and the author's
name 'Rex Judd' conceals the identity
of Reginald Denham and Edward
Percy.
A. Goide, back In the picture

racket after ah absence of two years,
building a massive deluxer at Shan
non's Comer, outer London. Will
cost $500,000; . seat 2,500 and play
vaude plus pictures.

'

Appendicitis seized Anthony Bruce
on eve of production of 'Because We
Must' at Wyndham's. Anthony Ire-
land hastily commandeered from re-
hearsals of 'As You Like It' and show
opened the following night.
Moss Empires has the provincial,

rights to 'Transatlantic Rhythm,'
Felix Ferry floparoo, and will star
Fred Duprez in the Lou Holtz role.

Baraba Vernon, just returned, given
a labor permit to appear in the cast.

George Frank Rubens, formerly
with MGM and Warners, collaborat-
ing in a film musical with a local
boy, R. D. Barbellon. Deal on With
an English film company to stage
the show in the West-End and . then
film it.

Paiiil Murray sponsoring two
shows. One is 'Going Places,' Cliff

Whitley show, which had a short run
at the Savoy, to. tour the sticks With
Arthur Riscoe in his original role;

and other is a new show with .June
Knight in the lead, which goes to the
provinces prior to a West-End run.

Brigitte Horoey to London.
Official actots' ball .on Feb. 10.

Harald Kreutzberg's two recitals
here sold out ...

All-Swiss musical evening held at
German Press House.

All grind-organ Romeos gathered
for a benefit performance;
Richard Angst, camera-man, back

from nine months in Japan.
Herbert Selpin signed to direct for

Tobis Rota and Tobis Europa.
Charlotte Susa to Altona to play

the 1 • d in Stauch's operetta, 'Ekate-
riria;' .

"

Kurt Goetz back to legit in To-
waritsch,' at the Kurfuerstondamm
theatre. -

Premiere of Rene Clair's 'Ghost
Goes West' at the Marmorhausk

Jah.. 26.

Rudolf Platte has reached his 100th
performance in 'Der Dieiier Zweier
Herren.' .'

Ruth Eweler has fat part in
Anriy Ondra's new pic, 'Grounds for
Divorce.'
Thea von :Harbou l finished new

manuscript for Tobis Rota 'Bravo
Giovanni? .

,'

Matbias Wieman and Lida.. Baa-r
rowa featured, in ' new Ufa, film
•Patripten.'

^
• Shooting"' of Terra's' "hew film
'Shejrlbck Holmes^nearihg 'its'end:

-'
:

af
Tempelhof. ... '^v-;s\ .«••<•

Ludwig Wuellher, how. over 70, to
dirept i production of 'Faust' at the
Rose theatre.

Pirandello's Trevarsi' to; have its

German premiere at Frankfort-on
Main, Feb. 13.

The Stork Club' opened Jan. 22,

with Lucie Englisch and Georg Alex
ander featured.
Mathias Wieman to play part of

reporter in Togger,* a new film
about newspaper folks.
Herbert Tjadens, assistant director

of Dr. Franck's pic The Daughter
of Samurai,' back from Japan.
Next premiere at the Schiller thea

tre, 'Rape of the Beautiful Helen,'
a farce by Toni Impekoyen and Karl
Mattern. ,'

Check-up In the Fatherland shows
that only two houses are obliged. to
show silents. All others cure provided
with sound^ apparatus.
Erich Ebermayer doing the manu

script for Pola Negri's new film,

'Madame Bovary,' which Gerhard
Lamprecht will direct
Herta von Walther, who has been

enjoying a nice success here in the
English theatre, Is off to London to
film and then back for German pix.'

Fred Quimby vacationing at Phoe-
ni

Beulah Bondi resting Up at Santa
Barbara.

Ann Sheri . in
Ensenada.

Howard Dietz and bride planed i

from Miami.
Fred Keating is latest local to

to bed with flu.

Lawrence Granthas returned from,

pic chores in England.

Raymond Hatton erecting me-
nage in Brentwood Heights.

Pat O'Brien and -the missus sun-

Palm Springs

Talk of a 'Tom Jones' operetta re-

vival here.
'

Wallace Ford off to Paris and
South of France.
Harry Foster bride honey-

mooning in Paris.
Vivienne La Fonne has changed

her monniker to Dawn Lazarre.

Mady and Co. off to Paris tp play
six months at the Casino de Paris.

Gaumont-Brltish carnival ball

takes place at Albert Hall, March 12.

Max Bacon, comedy drummer in

the. Ambrose band, ' out of hos-

pital. .

Vivian Palmer (Hope & Palmer)
going about his business with two
broken ribs.

Lilli Palmer loaned by Gaumont-
British to Herbert Wilcox for a role

in 'Vienna Sunset*
Nervo and Knox in boxing promo

ihg

Brit-

ruce Cabot has returned to Hol-
lywood.
Adrienne Ames is taking plenty of

tennis lessons.
John J. Raskob seeing the desert

from hbss-backi "
*

William Hai sunning in an
apothecary shop.
Vicki Baum and Fritzl Bard taking

in the desert festivities.

Libby Holman doing rhuniba
with Lord Beaverbrook.
Deahna Durbi taking

lessons from the cowboys.
John Warburton entertai

William Chaytor of England.
. Lord Beaverbrook, visitfhg
isher, guested Sir Jaihes Dunn. .:

Charley Hill and William Collier,

Sr., engrossed .' in r a billiard game. • /

Sam Wood ' from Hollywood
with his daughter, Gloria, for a' visit-

Faith- Baldwin here to turn out a
series of mag yarns the desert
resort: V .

Bill Morrow and Ed Beloin, Jack
Benny's scripters,. knock put. their
programs here.
Allan Jones and is wife, Irene

Hervey, deserted their home here in
favor of their Hollywood menage,
Among those ; sunning here are

Freeman Gpsden and Charles Correll
(Amps 'n' Andy), . Mrs, Morton
Downey, Mrs. Milton Bren, , Mrs
Paul Lukas, Townsend Netcher and
Lester Stoefen.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Jackie Heller sailing from England:
end this month.
Trudt Schoop jammed Syria

Mosque on first visit to Pitt
Carleton Miles in town steaming

up natives over 'Tobacco Road.'
Florence' Fisher Parry on leave

from Press staff for cruise to south. .

Mother-in-law of John Maloney;
MGM manager, died here last week.
Dorothy Gihon off for Florida to

cover local sassiety for the Sun-Tele.
Philip Barry's 'In a Garden' picked

for sixth and last Playhouse offer-
ing. *

Angelo Dl Palma celebrates first

anniversary at Nixon cafe ' next
week.
The Charles Palloses—he's the ork

leader-^are looking skyward for the
stprk.

'

Robert. Wakefield quitting stage
managership of 'Snatched from
Noose.*
Ruth Miller opening a fur shop

in downtown sector in couple of
weeks.
Harry Seeds have finally located

an apartment in the Squirrel .Hill
district. .

Gabe Rubin down with flu, but
'Cloistered' marathons at his Art
Cinema;'

.

Frank Butlers, of the Post-Gazette
city staff, expect the stork any min-
ute how.
Joe Tobin and Charlie Wolfe off

for
;
Indianapolis . to stage a six-day

bike race.
Betty Kingsley jumped into Nixon

cafe chorus ;at moment's,„notice .the
other hight
Harry Kalmines got back in New

York Monday (15) from their three-
week cruise.
Sonja Henie's going-away presents

to pix and sports eds were engraved
silver pencils,
Mary Lange has chucked the

flllums and she's going to be a home
gal from now on.
Anna Jane Phillips withdraws resV

ignation from Post-Gazette and
sticks on city staff.

Billy Bryant, of the Show Boat
Bryants, and his l&d here renewing
old acquaintances..
Polly Rowles' b.f. and her mother

off for Hollywood to: spend a month
with the U actress.

Old Civic Playhouse gang all ex-
cited about Boyd Crawford's Broad-
way click in *Yes, My Darling
Daughter.'

ning themselves in Ensenada.

Jeannette MacDonald has gone to

Sun Valley, Idaho, for a spell.

•Fury' started just that between
Fritz Lang' and Joe Mankiewicz.

James Stewart and Henry King
planed to Florida to snatch few
fish.

Harry Van Noy. Indiana exhib, be-
ing shown arouhd'studips by Maurice
Conn.
William Saroyan has kept his name

out of the papers, for two weeks:
record.
Upon completion of 'Weather or

No' at Col, /lfred E. ,
Green will

Slim Talbot,' standin for Gary
Cooper, traded in his valley home on
ah airplane, .

,- George Rut .na's' 'r'eiited himself a
j^quse In Miami -for" vacash be*'
^-'ning March 1. ,%

hen Billie Burke completes' her
in fParmell' rhell go to N. Y. to

catch some, shows.
The new publicity line at Fox is:

Simbne, Simon is Hollywood's least
temperamental star.

C. B. Maddock, N. Y. vaude aind
legit producer, arrived to . spend re-
mainder of winter.
Frank Pope joined Metro's blurb

department- to contact trades, syndi*
cates and edit news.
Louis $amueL recently - In from

London, now heads story department

.

of Ira Platky agency.
Ann Sothern visiting hubby, Roger

Pryor, who's conducting a band in
the College Inn in Chi.
Ed Hatrick trained in from Man*

hattan after closing deals for Cps-
mopolitan productions.

Sol Lesser's scout, Ed Gross,
S»rowled ca ~>uses in northern Call*
crnia for a new Tarzan.
Joe EgU, C. B. De Mille's casting

director, received Cuts jftnd bruises
when his car overturned.

. Pete Smith and Dave Miller, MG
shorts director, combining work with
pleasure at Palm Springs.
Norman Manning is handling ar-

rangements for the Academy awards
banquet for the fifth year;
Arthur Barker, of Connie's Agency

in London, here confabbing with
Lyons, Mccormick & Lyons.:

Jules Schermer gets his first screen
credit as 'executive aide' on Douglas
MacLean's IVh Hours' Leave/
Glen MacWilliams, Gaumont-Brit-

ish lenser, back on Coast visiting
for. first time in nearly five years.

Elizabeth Patterson injured slight-
ly on location with Par's 'Hight Wide -

and Handsome1 when a reflector fell
oh her.
Lou Heifetz deserted the writing

field for agentry job in the Kingston-
Meyers office, handling scriveners,
stories, etc*

,
Richard Connell back from N, Y.

with the screenplay of 'Flirting with
Fate,' the next IDavid Loew produc-
tion starring Joe E. Brown. ,

;

Louis B. Mayer will be the honor
guest again , this year at the annual
St. Patrick's Day luncheon held by
Islam Temple, San Francisco.

David Niven and Warren Hymer
suffered slight, cuts, when chande-
lier fell on a U set. James Dunn
pushed Sally Eilers out of the way.

Clarence Budington Kelland ar-
rived on the Coast In his auto trailer
to discuss the Grand National pro-
duction of his yarn, 'Face the Facts.'
When one mugg tipped another

off to a sneak preview he got
this reply; T never cover Whoozis
Pictures. In fact, Whoozis and I
aren't on peeking terms.'
Jean Harlow, down with the flu

for several days after returning from
President Roosevelt's birthday cele-
brations in Washington, has returned
to work in 'Personal Property' at
Metro..
Arthur Guy Empey back in town,

tin-hat, flag and all: This time it's

not Hollywood Hussars, but just
plain old American Legion. He's
now. against Nazis, as well as Reds,
he says.

Quin Ryan to Sani Bell Island, o
Florida,
Bob Brillmeyer to the Coast to . do

new radio shoT . •. .

Harry Minturn back from Coast,
after directing Elaine Barrie.
Milton Schuster and N. S. Barger

to N. Y. on talent
.
quest,* back with

colds.
Rene Howard, p.a. for Congress

hotel, left to join -taff of N. Y. news-
paper,.
Bob ilsoh to N. . .. for conference

With Old Gpld on baseball broad-
casts, and then to Coast for spring
training session.

:

ijr

I
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O B IT U A R I ES
T.F.THOMAS

Thomas Fv Troy, 82, professionally

known as T; F. Thomas, died in New
York, Feb. ; of pneumonia. He was
well known in minstrel circles when
minstrelsy was in the ascendant and
in 1877 he took the Red Stocking
minstrels bri tour to California and
back* He was for a time the senior

member of the team of Thomas and
Heeney, dancers, and later was part-

nered with George W. Watson.

:
He made his stage debut at the age

of 6 months; being carried on in the

play 'Rollb.' In following years he
played child parts in various dramas,
then went into minstrelsy and vaude-
ville, producing as well as. perform-
ing. His last stage appearance was
made i - 1927 in Eddie Dowling's
'Sidewalks of New York,* ,and in the

past' year , he did some broadcasting,

.

his last air appearance having been
Jan. 24.

'''

..

'"'

/ He is survived by sons and
two daughters.

EARLE GRIGGS
E.: Griggs, 57,' veteran news-

paperman and former southern rep-
resentative of two film companies,
died of pneumonia in an Atlanta,
Ga.. hospital, Monday (8). His fun-,
eral was held" Wednesday.

;

In 1026 he became associated witht

Dan Michalove as exploitation man'

ROBERT J. KIRK
Robert J. Kirk, 66, since 1930 asso-

cited with John Golden, most re-

cently as manager, for .'And Now
Good ' died in a subway train,

on his way to his-hohie in Bayside,
L. I.,' early • Sunday morning, Feb. 14.

Previously he had worked for Wil-
liam A. Brady and for six years had
managed

.
of the 'Abie's Irish

Rose', companies.

He is survived by and
a sister.;:

WILyAM, HOFFMAN
William 'Billy' Hoffman, known to

the vaude and legit artistry : for

years as proprietor of theV Hoffman
House, died Feb. 12 in the Delaware
County Hospital, Philadelphia.

Hoffman's beanery is still a. meet-
ing spot for theatre people, but hot

like, the days when Keith's was run-
ning top vaude and the Garrick

' stage' echoed to John Drew^

IVAN FRANCISCI
Ivan Francisci, 57, Cleveland

ist, died irt that: pit^ Feb. 5, after a
bftef . illiiess; ke^^was

J
6tgsh^?et^ of

aii 'enl&mble Well .known" ijii' Clever
land fert'itp'ry ^a'ifd 'which' 'fitf 10

y&$£ played'aVthe'H&tel Cleveland;

IN MEMORY

February
;

21,' 1933

Universal; later, going with
United Artists, which position he
jkept until about a year ago, when
he went . back into the newspaper

.

business. .

.

His widow, , two daugh-
ters and a all of Atlanta,
survive. . v

;>

WILLIAM E. SANDS
William E. Sands, 76, ied Feb. 12

In Hagerstown, after a heart attack.

Known to the circus world, Sands
was' one of four brothers all of whom
were -identified with outdoor show
business.. . .

,-y- :

Before his retirement about 10

years ago,' Sands worked in advance
of Barnum & Bailey, Rihgling Broth-
ers and Hagehbeck-Wallace.
A brother, Robert Sands, of Leech-

burg (Pa), a sister and two half
sisters survive.

He also broadcast the old
WEAR.

'

A widow and sister survive. In-
terment locally.

SAMUEL SHINKMAN
Samuel Shinkman, 83, once a

prbminehifigure in the Yiddish thea-
tre, ied in New York Feb. 11. Lat-
terly a:restaurateur, he had founded
many^theatrical companies and had
been associated with Kesster, Adler,
Thpmashefsky, Mar'golesky and

WILLIAM CARR
William • Carr, 7.0,- silent picture

director and husband of Mary Carr,
notable for mother roles, died Feb;
13 in Los Angeles General Hpspitah

Starting; as actor with, the old
Lubin Company in 1907, he -turned
director and megged for eight years.

; Besides his widow he: leaves three

sons and two daughters.

YORKE STEPHENS
Yorke Stephens, veteran- actor of

the. Victorian era, died Feb. 5 at his

home in London, aged 74. He made
his debut as 'a professional actor in

1879 and continued in important
roles in the West End, until: 1923:

Survived by one daughter. Noel
Yorke Stephens, an actress. is son
was killed in the war.

MAUDE CHAMBERS
Maude Chambers, 42, for several

years an aerialist with irigling

LOVING MEMORY OF MY "

Samuel Shipman
DIED FEBItCARY »th, 193T

JACK CURTIS

Blank. He was Paul Muni's first dra- show, died in Ozone Park, L. I., Feb,
matte coach;

:
schooling the latter ! 14.

WILLIAM BOOK COWDEN
William Book Cowden, 32, musi-

ci and orchestra conductor^ died

Feb. .11 at his home at Ypungstown,
O., after suffering a cerebral hemor-
rhage. , Identified with bands there

almost all his life.
(

BETTY! WALLACE
Betty Wallace; 18, cashier at the

Fox-West Coast Embassy theatre in

Li A., died Feb. 11 from burns re-

ceived when her dress ignited from a

gas heater in the ticket booth. Her
mother survives.

when a boy of 12.

He is survived by a daughter, two
-sons, three, brothers and two sisters.

Interment was in Washington'- ceme-
tery,- Brooklyn.

AL M. SMITH
Al M. Smith, '51, founder and head

of the Al M. Smith Motion Picture

Service, ' Minneapolis, died in that

city Jan; 28; following an appen-
dectomy. He had been a resident of

Minneapolis for some 15 years;

Qri inally a' magician,. . turned,

to theatricals and motion pictures.

He. was president of the local chap-
ter of the Society American
Magicians, and a member of the In-

ternational Brotherhood of Magicians.

His widow, two: sons and a daugh-
ter

en Robins, 49, vice-presi of

the Robins Amusement Co.,
.
.ied

Feb.. 11 in Yourigstowit, after a

heart ailment.

A native of Youngstown, he Had
been active, in' the^re. operation -at

Warren and Nile'S; iof~mot^^^\Xjl-
years.- , .

',. ....

His widow,^ Six . brothprs ' ,two

isters survive.

For the past seven years she has
conducted a dancing class. She was
the widow of Harry Chambers, for.

16 years stage manager of Lbew!s
Metropolitan, Brooklyn.

New.
PRESTON GIBSON1

Preston . Gibson, - 57, died
York Feb. 15.

He was the author of many plays,

one of which, The -Turning;: Point,'

rah for an- entire season in New
York.
Interment in Arlington National

cemetery. -

N. SWINDELL MERRITT
N. Swindell Merritt, 32, .for the

past nine months manager of the

Rialto, High Point, N. C, and before

that manager of Capital, Raleigh,

N.;C„ died of a heart attack Feb. 1.

DENIS PfflLLIPS

Denis Phillips, 33; 20th-Fox Studio

hair stylist, died in Hollywood Feb. 9

from pneumonia; Phillips, a native

of Wheeling, W. Va., joined the studio

four years ago. His widow survives.

CHARLES GORE
Charles Gore, 63, for many years a

Los Angeles theatre operator, died

there Feb. 8 after a protracted illness.

: He leaves his - widow, three sons

and a daughter.

ED DAVipOW
Edward (Ed) Davidow, 67, vaude

and .legit- agent, died of a heart at-

tack in his room at the Edison hotel,

N; Y., Feb. 14.
.

Story appears in legit section.

RICHARD SMITH
ichard Smith, 50, -scenario writer

for 25 years, died in Los Angeles Feb.

7. Lately he had been freelancing. ..

Hiis widow and a daughter survive.

George A. Montell, .66, father of
Doug Montell, San Francisco radio
sports announcer, died Feb. 8 in Palo
Alto, Calif, Death followed a para?
lytic stroke. I Montell was district

manager of -the Home Owned Busi-
nesses of California.

Wife of Matthew H. Zimmerman,
prominently identi with show
business through his post at Leb-
lang's ticket agency, died at her
home '

.. Jackson Heights, N. . Y.,

Friday (12). She had been ill for a
year.

Father of Milton Hocky* 75, Para-
mount shorts writer, died at Syden-
ham hospital; N. "Y., Feb.. 13.

Father of Lelah Tyler, stage arid
screen

. actress, died in Lbs Angeles,
Feb. 10.

H'wood Turf Outfit

Gets Okay to Sell

Stock in Its Track

Hollywood, Feb. 16,

Permit of the Hollywood Turf
Club, headed by Alfred E. Green,
film director, to sell stock in the en-
terprise, has been reinstated by the
California State Division of Corpo-
rations, Hollywoodites see in the
move a clearance of the way for the
State Racing Board to grant a li-

cense for racing at the Iirglewood
track during July arid August.
Turf Club voluntarily asked for

suspension of the permit last No-
vember,, when the racing board re-
fused to license a second track in
Southern California. New course is

almost completed. Inglewood is a
short distance from Hollywood;

SAMUEL W. TARVIN
Samuel W. Tarvin, 92, one of the

first tenors of the Original Cirici -

riati May Music festival, once -an " -

stitutioi© appearing at the ; first event
in 1873, died in Cincinnati Feb.
/ He was; one of the first singers
with the Moody and Sankey revivals:

Survived by two daughters.

GEORGE L. ROBERTS
George L. Roberts, 88, treasurer of

the Elitch Gardens Amusement com-
pany, died, at his home in Denver
after a siege of influenza. ' He ;had
been, .connected witfj flitch's, since

1907, and 'was named ,receiver and
later -was' rnanager.

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily, pa^pets of- New York^ Vhicago,

San Francisco; Hollywood end Londom VAWEry takes no credit for
these news iterris; each has been rewritten irom a daily paper.

East

MARRIAGES
ladys Spencer to Joseph A.. Grif-

fith, publicity head. 'and commercial
Writer . station WJW, Akron, in y

Akron; Feb. 9.^'
'

. Faye Finney to Norman Willis in,

Los Angeles, Feb. Groom is film
actor.

Ruth Katherines Doehrmann "to

Paul F. Peter, in . Westfleld, N. J.,

Feb. 11. Groom is mariagi editor
for the Joint Committee On Radio
Research.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. James ,.

son, Feb. 8, Greeriville, G;
Father, is Variety correspondent in
Greenville.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Stell, daughter, in.

Los. Angeles^ Feb. H. Father is cut-
ter trailer department at Co-
lumbi

: Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Van .Dyke, t

Feb. 10. in Los Angeles. ' Father is

Metro film director.

, Entire house taken for tonight's.

'Eternal Road' to establish an eridow-
menMund Sot Yeshiva college.

D. W. Griffth tells N. Y. court his
first wife, Linda, has cost him more
than $1,000,000 since their separation
In 1911. She is asking $30,000 back
alimony and nullification of his sec-
ond marriage.

Batavia, N. ., goes dead to radio.
Trouble-shooters busy,, but cannot lo-
cate cause. Reception good a mile
out of town in any direction.

Lotus Club gave a' dinner to Alex
Woollcott. John Gielgud. Maurice
Evans, Lillian Gish, David Warfleld,
Henry HUH, Philip Merrivale, Gladys
Cooper among the guests;- -

Ann Barrie intd 'White Horse Inii'

to replace Carol Stone, who has gone
to visit her dad in Hollywood. •

Jane Abbott and Sylvia Weld will
understtidy 'And Now Good Bye.'

'

Club Bali recently had a pyjama
sit-down strike on the part of some
young socialites. Denied it was a
press stunt, but nearly lost its license
nevertheless. Finally renewed but
told a repeat would mean darkness.
Club was shut for' three days.'
> Mrs. Doris Hubar Fox, Jersey City
school teacher, obtained divorce from
her husband last-wvek on grounds he
was of urisbiind: mind when they'
inarried. He is Maurice Fox, brother
of the forhier film tycoon. He is now
in an asylum at Ossinirig, she testi-
fied.

'"
T

George O'Bri giiest of the
'Howdy Stranger' management' Fri-
day. :

' .'
.;.

.
.
Garsori' Kahin added to the irec-

tional staff of American Academy of
Dramatic Arts. School makes nine
productions yearly. V

Magistrate Hertry Currah , refuses
to condemn James T.' Farrell's 'A
World I Never Made', at the behest
of Sin Snooper Sumner. Passes only
on the alleged obscenity, avoiding
comment on the book's literary merit.
Rose Bampton and Sydney Rayner,

of • Met op. ambrig the judges 'of a
Girl Scout cookie baking contest last
Friday. Other judges more practical.
' Baltimore musicians', union de-
clares a strike against the Symphony.
Latter refused to reinstate four nien.
Also iasserted the conductor, Dr.
Schelling, made a joke about union
restrictions, and t- • at doesn't set well,
either.
Times Sq. < got a kick when the

burglar alarm in the Chemical Bank
in the Paramount Building went off
Friday night about nine o'clock. Huge
crowd gathered. False alarm, night
watchman stumbled against the
switch.
Four weeks have been added to

Katharine Hepburn's road tour in,
'Jane Eyre.' Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Washington and Baltimore in that
order. One week each.
Pearson & Baruch handed back to

Dore Senary his script of 'Violence.'
Sticking to 'Hitch Your Wagon/ but
casting trouble there.
- T. Benson Hoy suing WMCA, al
legirig a broadcast from that studio
made him look 'foolish, unnatural
and undignified.' Asking for $50,000.
' Boston Symphony^ directors dis-
cussing acceptance of

1

an estate near
Stockbridge, Mass., for the summer
home of the orch. Would be the
scene of the annual Berkshire festi-
val. Estate, offered by Mrs. Gorham
Brooks and her aunt, Miss Tappan,
covers 210 acres;
Group Theatre will* get together

again in June, by which time it ex-
pects to< have Raphaelson's 'Old
Folks at Home,*' together with 'The
Enchanted Maze' for summer study.
Both Moss Hart and George S.

Kaufman
. to appear in the- musical

they're writing for Sam Harris. Will
play themselves. It's Hart's first and
Kaufman's second stage appeararice.
Crosby Gaige passes up 'Eternal

Road' for spaghetti broadcast.
. Reported that between 700 and 800
persons were killed in a theatre fire
in Antung, Marichukuo, on the
Chinese New Year. Part of an audi-
ence of 1.5Q0; ;

'
:

. James Rutunho and Tony De Saro
held in $1,000 each for the Brooklyn
grand jury. Char ed with having
broken into the Star theatre, 'burley
house, last Sunday. Watchman
caught them. ,.'

' Sam Byrd going to try another
production, but not Until fall. Has
a play by Paul Green and all sum-
mer in which to think up a title
for it.

'

Public theatre, Yiddish house, goes
•exploitive.-"' Offers $250 in prizes
($100 top), for the best letter on
'Should a girl give up: a career for
love.?'. Can be in Yiddish or Eng-
lish.:/

.

Federal Theatre Project announces
,240 quit the projest last year to take
ofivate : j obs. Includes actors, stage
hands and musicians.
John Gielcud wants to do 'Mac-

beth' . with Katharine Cornell next
season, but it doesn't look hot; More
definite is' a return i 'Hamlet' and
Ib^n's 'Sea. Gull.' ,,

.. Jirri Timon^y. Mae West's mana-
ger, iri from Hollywood ith a script

and a ye.v . to produce. Play is
'Clean Beds,* saga of a flop house
Had a Hollywood tryoUt.'
Guatemala first foreign country

officially to accept bid to cooperate
in N. Y. World's fair. Finland and
FranceJiaye accepted invites, but riot
formally.
Former Gov. David Sholtz, chief

speaker at anniversary dinner of
N. Y. Elks. Urged that all picture
theatre? be required to end the show
with a- slide of the flag and playing
the national anthem.

Louis Levine; manager of a L. A.
theatre, pleaded guilty to charges of
displaying lewd pictures in the lobby
of his house. He asked for probation.
: Al Boasberg, film writer, has
bought a five-acre estate at . Van
Nuys, Cal. He's titled the property
the Gag-Manse Ranch.

' Ring Lardner, Jr.;. film writer, and
Silvia Schulmari, secretary to David
O. . Selznick, screen producer, filed
notice of intention to.wed in L. A.

Indefinite .postponement of the
trial of the contested separate main-
tenance-divorce action between Mary
Jacklyn Cudahy. former pic actress;
and Michael Cudahy, member, of the
Chicago packing family, was ordered
in L. A. /Court when it was- learned

'

. that" a' settlemehf of the controversy
was. in prospect.
Mrs. . JUliia L. Kirklarid,. bride of a

few weeks,' has arrived,in Reno pre-
sumably to seek a divorce from Jack
Kirkland. playv/right.- They wer«
married Dec 13, 1936.. He previously,
was the husband of Jayne Shadduck.
and Nancy Carroll. \ . .

1

.

"

Dorothy Dunbar. Wells, dancer, and
erstwhile wife of Max Baer, has filed

charges against an oil promoter in
L. A.: changing he obtained $3,000
from her under, false pretenses.

Technicolor, obtained a temporary
injunction in L. A. restraining Tri-
color from notifying exhibitors that
they would be involved in infringe-
ment of patents if they showed any
Technicolor : picture. " Alleged in-
fringement . involves; duplex camera
patents! The enjoiner. was issued by
U. S. Judge William P. James, before
whom the patent case comes up for
hearing March 16.

Herman E. McCroskey, Hollywood
studio exec, .was sued for divorce
and $225 a month alimony in L.. A.

Estate of Wallace Smith, unofficial-
ly valued at $150,000, was willed to
the

:

author's widow in L. A. She was
named executrix.
Henry Menjou. brother of .Adolphe

Menjou, received a five-day sentence

:

in L. A. for failing to contribute to
the support of. his . five-year-old
daughter. He was . sentenced to a
road camp and his daily, pay of $1.50
was turned over to his "former wife.

"'
: Grace Stout;

:
film player, received

a verdict for $260 as a result of be-
ing bitten by: a doig.
Legal authority to admi ister earn-

ings of Deanna Durbin. Universal
actress, was asked by her parents,
James and Ada Durbin,- In L.. A.
Actress is 14 years old.

. Sidney Marks, writer, has filed suit

for $10,000 damages against Warner
Bros, and Jack L. Warner in L> A.
charging the amount due for a synoo-
sis assertedly given the studio at its

request, Marks says yarn was turned
out C#. 10, 1935, with studio alleged-
ly using it as basis for 'The Singing
Kid.' ..; ' '

'

Paul Stanhope Angeleo, Hollywood
makeup artist, has asked L. A. court
permission to change his moniker to
Paul Angeleo Stanhope.
Nola Luxford. actress, filed suit i

L. A. seeking $500 monthly sebarate
maintenance . from William . Bauer-
schmidt. Suit was cross-complaint to

his action for divorce. .

Elsi d'Arcy Corrigari: received
divorce from Thomas d^Arcy Cor-
ri.?an. actor, in L. A. She also, ob-
tained custody of their three cbiT-

dren. Under a property settlement
;.she will get. a part of his earnings.

Pending, trial of. her suit for sep-
arate maintenance in L.A.. Suzanne
Lenox,

. actress, seeks a temporary
allowance of $300 monthly from R, J

.

Davis, adft'ertising man. Davis .
prer

viously sued for divorce.

.

California state board of equaliza-
tion revoked the licenses of the
Brentwood and Bel Air Country
clubs, whose membership, includes
many film harries to

;

sell liquor
;
. be-

cause they are situated too close to

the Soldiers Home ->.t Sawtelle, be-

tween L.A. and Santa Monica,
bill in before the legislature which,
if: adopted, w^ill permit sale of alco-

holics without regard to isting

laws. - -^r- ;

Harold Lloyd and his wife;:Mildred.

Davis, celebrated their l4th weddi
anriiyersary Feb. 10 with their three
children in Pasadp.na. •

: .Union Barik.'& Trust Co;, of L. »

fileH. suit against Uhiversa studio, tn

collect a iudement of. ,
000.

awarded the Mayfilm 'Co. of Grv-
mahy' in 1A26; judpmerit -was awarded
for Viol fi tion of a contract, entorrd
into' with the German-outfit whu'h
vras brcanized ?nd bnerateVl .by .Jpn 1

May, now ' a director at Warners
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Burlesque Reviews

GAYETVi WASH.
v Washington, Feb. 13.

Following plan that has paid off

for past three years; town's only hur-

ley is augmenting regular Inde-

pendent Assn.; unit this week with
copious sepia balladeer, Aunt Hat-

tie Billy Hagen. and Louise Stew-

art are regular ^headliners, giving

equal billing to the comedy and leg

^Despite advance publicity, Hattie

tjok boya by- surprise when she
waddled herself on at show caught.

After opening guffaw things were a
little • strained until she hit double-:

meaning lyrics in 'My Military Man',
and crowd got why she was booked;

Gag strip at finish, revealing black
satin undies, dieUm'.wow 'em, but
novelty got enough laughs to provide
ice exit. ' '•••

. .

Hagen, aided by Harry Seymour
and George! Rose, fill in with skits.

Butler bit, which was hung on lim-
purger cheese' aroma, rubbed audi-
ence the wrong way, but rest , got
over and can be considered more
than mere fill-ins between strips.

House still shies away from com-
plete nudity, but top stripper permit-
ted to go the limit; if she has a
spangle in her hand, and uses it dis-
creetly; Miss Steward, easily the
best looker in • the. show, • garnered
top applause; - Getting her first en-
trance via production number and
completing . strip before curtain is

effective change, from usual entire
act in one. '

> .

'.

-Dolores Lelahd; who works also in
its* cracks through in second act

with perpetual motion rumba that
melts into strip. Walter Vernon
makes nice singing juve and imita-
tor. La Rue Sisters get by with two
swift songjtnd acrobatic dance num-
bers and Diana King disrobes in first

Show, as whole, isn't a riot, but
it has enough novelty in addition to
requisite humor and femme display
to send, 'em: away satisfied. Craig;

LYRIC, BRIDGEPORT
('CRAZY QUILT)

" Bridgeport, Feb.
Whatever the future of the current

burley season in Connecticut's in-
dustrial capital, the customers have
at least seen Hinda Wassau. Attempt
to re-establish burlesque at. Lyric
against censorial odds has twice
shown signs of bell-ringing, and both
times one of the craft's few celebs
has done the. needling* Ann Corio
some weeks back, ana now Wassau.
Year? in the strip mart have de-

veloped Miss Wassau as one of her
, art's toppers. But otherwise 'Crazy
Quilt' stands

,
among . the cleaner

items on . Izzyr Hirsts Independent
roster, with the expert comic Max
Fuhrman taking charge while the
house is waiting for the star. Fuhr-
man knows all the answers, is funny
without getting muddy, and., can
make something of even such stand-
ard bits as the 'Ghost at Midnight'
and the girls' pick-out number.
No; 2 undresser, Nona Martin, Is a

redhead Who makes the. mistake of
wearing noisy clothes and sticking
to a convulsive routine that is over
practically when it starts. Miss Mar-
tin is. also cast in the drunk strip
scene, and although she is right
enough inher impersonation, the ap-
{learance counters the reflect of her
ater take-offing.
Harry Lander does a subdued bum

and Eddie Inness and Eddie Aiken
share straight assignments. Joey
Shaw chirps. , Specialists include
Honey and Tody, clean-cut dancing
sister team, ' whose presence makes
possible' a couple of class ballet
items, and Bebe Sherman, who de-
livers as 'the Sophie Tucker Of bur-
lesque.' Line is. fair, but showgirls
aren't so hot.
Lyric last week tried a split policy,

With vaude first half, but decision to
stand. oh all-bUrley was soon made.

years ago, when Watson and Billy
Spencer, also featured and also over
70 years old, were in the heyday of
their success.-. In the modern por-
t'on the performers include two
comedians, a pair of good-looking
strip women, several straight men; a
few specialty performers and a line
of 12 girls who are neither lookers
nor dancers. There are eight 'Beef
Trust' women, who work in three s,

and d. numbers, with Watson and
Spencer in a bit of the did 'Krouse-
meyer's Alley.'

In both parts of the show the com-
edy is mostly of the slapstick variety,
little advance being indicated for the
new over the old. Principals slam
each other with wet towels in a gen-
eral rough-house; for 'one modern
burlesque comedy scene. In 'Krouse-
meyer's Alleyr Watson and Spencer
hit each other With- everything but
the kitchen .stove, and their enthusi-
asm and vigor would do credit to
youngsters, Unreflnement, of course,
is. the keynote of all : the fun, with
gags, lines and business in

;
both the

old and new portions ultra .blue.

Show follows usual pattern of pro-
duction numbers . sandwiched be-
tween, comedy skits or specialties.

Every show , here has. been ' almost
identical,.so. that,- like the' circus, if

you see one yon see 'em all. Even
the simple ensemble dance routines
are alike and the stripping becomes
too common. In/the current instance
it would take a fine tooth comb to

find much talent pr laughs. Only
principals to merit mention aire Lola
Pierce, stripper, who can sing and
dance, and Yevb and Doro, a conven-
tional adagio and ballroom: dancing
team.' fteea. ,

Shrine Will Plug

Francisco, Feb. 16.
•Eight-day circus, with 60 acts,

opens at the Civic Auditorium
March 21, to raise funds to send uni*
formed Shrine units of Islam Temple
throughout the country on behalf of
the 1939 Golden Gate International
Exposition. Potentate Don C. Elliott,

Henry F. Boyen, and Ben Austin,
well known circus man, will handle
•the affair, which will be operated by
the Islam Shrme Circus, Inc., an or-,

ganization formed for that .purpose.

Herk to Compile His

Recuperation in

I. H. Herk, operator of the Gaiety,

N. Y;. With Abe Minsky, leaves N. Y.,

March 1, for Tucson, Arizona, for his

health. Will be gone for several

months, With Abe. and Harold Mini
sky, father and operating

house. ."
.. . ; ,

Herk, :

ill for past two months, has
recovered suffciehtly leave his

home,'

GAYETY, MINNE.
(WATSON'S BEEF TRUST)

Minneapolis, Feb. J2.
After a succession of bad weeks

the roadshow season" at' this house
terminates with current offering.
Thanks to the Billy Watson name,
'Beef Trust' fame, a bang-up publici-
ty and exploitation job and an im-
pression that the entertainment
would be different from the general
run here, biz has been the season's
best; excepting the Hinda Wausau
engagement Harry Hirsch, who has
been operating the theatre for the
past 15 years, plans to return to stock,
burlesque policy, reopening in fort-
night.

•

Roadshows on Independent circuit
have been getting by nicely in most
other spots, where they're boiled
down to an 'hour, running time and
scaled at 40c top under a continuous
policy in. conjunction with films.
Here, however, at a stiff 99c scale
twice a day and stretched out to two
and a half hours, ,they don't begin to
deliver the. entertainment goods; For
first eight weeks of season grosses hit.,

profitable levels, but they've been I

sagging ever since* and up to this
week plenty of red ink has" been used
oh the box-office statements.
"Beef Trust' show contrasts pfes-

nt-day burlesque with that of 50

Spoke Oat of Wheel

Minneapolis, Feb. 16.

Closing of Gayety here on Thurs-
day (11) will knock the Independent
burly circuit off 10 days rather tliah

a ./eek. ShoWs usually play a week
here, ; then Jump to President, De-
troit; for three days, then to St.

Louis.

Shows will noW go from Chi
directly to St. Louis.

Ohio Harness Sked
.„ Canton, Ohio, Feb. 16.

Ohio harness racing enthusiasts

have in prospect this summer six

Buckeye, meets of six days each
under a tentative program drafted at

Cleveland this week. Circuit and
dates subject to the state commis-
sion's approval are: Toledo—June
28-July 2; Cleveland— July 5-10;

Marion—June 7-12 (night );
v
Canfield

—weeks of June 14 and 21 (night);

Berea—weekip oi July 12 and 19

(night); and Cahton-r-week of July
26.

MORE MICH. PROPAGANDA
Detroit, Feb. 16.

A bill calling for a $2,500,000 train

to advertise Michigan has been in-

troduced in the state legislature, by
Rep; Charles W. Snow.

Bill; provides for a $1,000,000 air-

conditioned 10-car train, with •
Diesel-engihed locomotive. Remain-
der of money would be spent to

finance an advertised . jaunt to all

important parts of the country, in an
effort 'to convince the people that

Michigan Is supreme as a vacation

land and as a place to live.'

Independent Burlesque

Week of Feb. 21

'Lad lea Lingerie'—Gayety,
neapolls.

'Maid of Manhattan'—Rlalto, Chicago.
'Swing Glrlo'-rrGaBlnb, Toronto.
'Mcrrv Maidens'—Open.

..' 'Toylaijd'—Lyric, Allentown, Mon.-
Tues. ; Majestio, Harrlsburg, Wed.;
Capitol, Reading, Thur*,-Frl. ;

Majestic,
Wllllamsport, Sat.

'Crazy Quilt'—Troc, Philadelphia.
'Nothing But Dames'—Hudson, Union

City. '- •'•
"

•Bozo Snyder'—Howard,. Boston.
^Twinkle Toea'-iJBmpIre, Newark.
'Top-Hat'—-Gayety, Washington.
Tardon the . Glamour*—Gayety, Balti-

more. : .'. '

' '
.

•Xionto Carlo- Girls'—Capitol, Toledo.
•'Fads Fancles'^Gayety, Detroit.
'Beef : Trust'—Garrlck, St. Louis.
'Paris by' Ni&ht'^-Caslno, Pittsburgh,
•Pepper Pot'-rLyrlc, Bridgeport.
'Swing Your Baby'-HCentury, Brooklyn.
'China Dolls'—President, Des. Moines,

Cleveland^
,

16.

illy Rocv of New/ York and Fort
Worth, is making this Lake Erie port
and \ particularly the- femmes moire
Water-minded with one of the two
spectacles he will produce for Cleve-
land's 1937 edition of its Great Lakes
Exposition.
Every gal with a curve or a swim

in her system is trying to crash into;

his 'Aquacade,' a 'super-marine. show.
which

:
will open ,the centennial fair.

When; he megaphoned he wanted 100
attractive mermaids, .between 16 and
26, about 300 of. .them storm^;.;^
downtown hotels pool for auditions.
Nearly that many turned up to /fill

noh-swimming show-gfai -jobs, al-
though only 36 are wanted. Another
troupe of 36 chorines are starting
rehearsals although expo won't open
until .May 29.

Last year's Marine Theatre on lake
front is being doubled in size for
Rose's flamboyant scheme of

: having
a floating stage for revues and danc-
ing surrounded by two name bands
and dining tables for 2,500 rubber-
neckers. Novelty will be a curtain
of illuminated water, projected 40
feet into air.

Floyd Zimmerman, Who staged the
first Marine exhibition in *36, was re-
signed: to coach his 'aquafemmes.*
Albert Johnson, who did settings for
'Jumbo,' is here Working out designs
for their, revue and Rose's other
project.;

Latter will be a ioneer Palace,'
installed in a new building in fair's

Streets of World and featuring a
replica of a. western dance hall with
elevated, stage;

Site li Contracted
Contract for leasing of lakefront

fair grounds, vras finally okayed by
city council after some long bicker-
ing .with Lincoln G. Dickey, expo
general manager. One councilman
fought for dropping of 25-cent extra
gate charge to 'Streets of World' as
being too much on top of 50-cenf
general admission charge. Dickey
defended it by pointing out that aec-
tion cost $298,000 to build, requiring
weekly operating budget of $6,000,

and that the two-bits tax was neces-
sary.".

Only change In contract was In
putting expo officials on a pay-in-
advance basis for rental of under-
ground exhibition hall, calling for "a

$51,000 fiat rental up to Sept. 12,

and $400 daily until closing date of
Oct 2.

. To Comparisons With N. Y. Results

Suppress Agents

(Continued from page 3)

film is released, can be picked up be-:

forehand through innumerable
Hollywood leaks, as checking of in-

dividual prints is- next to impossible.

Only mags completely satisfactory

to Hays outfit are fan Vmags, . Which
submit all material before going to.

press-^yet even: they often enough
slip one across.

Foreign correspondents have; tried

through their Foreign . Press Society

to remedy situation by having their

legitimate: needs recognized.

Success has not been noteworthy.'

Domestic muggs have only import-
ance of individual sheets to depend
on for their defense. .Some,instances
of .studio-correspondent fallings-out

have been brutal. But in long run
studios, have always come out on the
short end, for any kind of reporter;

can carry on. despite Hays' ban.
*

,
Attempt to/ipuzzle S^eila i$|^am

t

ito make any requested deletions.

Jrnt^vef
ef in Editor and Publisher went
ay of all

.
flesh, because the N. Y.

Times was too big for toe! studios to
bucfc- ' - - i

Tiffs with Sid Skolsky over sundry
things, time back, and with; various
papers over general policies, have all

come to nothing as far as studios are
concerned. Even attempt to deflate;

Jimmy Fidler. (in which case stu-
dios and the Screen Actors' Guild
and various, aroused individuals
were more justified than in any
others mentioned) has not borne
fruit. :.-

On foreign front, is perr
haps worse. Film companies' f ?ign
offices,' which would never think of
.trying to buck publications over
there!, make home studio front for
them, try to stop a correspondent
where the editor is usually; to blame.
But ed. has power at home, while
correspondent is lone sheep at hands
of studio press departments.

OAKLEY'S GATE
Lincoln, Feb. 16.

Plans to launch a free gate for the

first time in the history of Capitol

Beach, local amusement park, was
announced this week by Hoyt R.
Hawke, park manager. Beach; prac-
tically destroyed With exception of
the pool and dance pavilion when
wind and fire struck with $«5,000
damage late last season, is In process
of rebuilding*

New dance spot, twice the size of
the) old one, will house name bands
three nights a week thfi year and
the Beach, ducking the competish
from downtown parks and free en-
try places, will abolish the gate for
a trial.

Japan Authorizes $10,000,000 for 1940

to

San Francisco, Feb. 16.

Widely publicized shake-up in the

personnel of the 1939 Golden Gate In-

terhational Exposition has developed
into a one-man let-out to date, Waldo
T. -Tupper,; former director of exhi
its, being the only exec dropped from
the' payroll. His secretary also. was.

given notice.

Others who were said to be out
have been shifted to different depart-

ments or' assigned to hew duties in a
reorganization, being directed by
Atholl McBean, chairman of. the exi'V

po's board of directors, and John F.

Forbers^ treasurer and member of the

exec committee. . ,^ Real reason for the shake-Up
said to be dissatisfaction over failure

of officials; to sign up exhibitors,

duplication of effort and general lack:,

of progress.

New York's success -in getting, con-
tracts from exhi itbrs has been.'one
of the flies in the local ointment.-. So
far, Hawaii has come through with
an

.
appropriation^ the only one signed

.up-ras.- yet.' A. recent . expeditloir to

.

South' -America by fiowaixl .Freeman
ami Frank Belcher eolmtaated1 in re-

ports of 'progress's^and expressions >Of
neighborly. 'goodwill; but liHM that
iwasr.more concrete, it is «laiU<ed. •

presented by General W. E. Gufinore,
director of the Government Partici-
pation Department, who returned
last week from .a swing through 2t
southern and- mid-western states With
word that more than half of the 48
statiesy-wiir nave tUsplays at the fair.

General. Gillmore predicted thatmore
than 20 million wi attend, due to -

interest in the bridges, California in
general and memories of the 1915
expo^
Further efforts to secure coopera-

tion from other states are being made
by Howard Freeman and Robert
Smith, who are still on tour.^

The Optimist Anrle.
Even if foreign participation goes

chiefly to the New York expo, no
great harm will be done, believes
Colonel Franklin J. Bell, executive
yice-prexy and active head of the
local fair. In spite of the fact that
both fairs will be held in 1939, he
expresses the opinion that the two
cities will have the.same amount of
success that they' Would have had
were the expos at different tunes.

Bell points put that New York and
San Francisco aire moire than 3,000
miles apart, that they serve different
areas, that people are drawn to dif-
ferent places, and that each will have
different exhibitor interests. The
Coast expo will rely on beauty as its
big lure, he said. Its location on an
island in San Francisco Bay is re- •

sponsible for the proposed entrance
of ships for exhibit purposes by
three foreign, countries.

Bell admits that New York will
have the advantage over the Pacific
Coast in securing European partici-
pation because of its proximity. Ta^
make tip for this, he declared, the
local expo wiU make its western,
states displays its piece de resistance. :

Junto Chamber of Commerce will
hold a banquet at the Commercial
Club Thursday (18), just two years
to the day before the expo opens,
at which officials will introduce the
Pirate Girl, theme of the fair's site,
now tailed 'Treasure Island.' Chaney
and Pox, creators of a new dance to
be known asThe Dance of the Ex-
position/, will head the entertainment
for the evening.

Tokyo, Feb. 2.

it begins to look as though Japan
actually will hold" an International

Exposition in 1940. Committee in
charge of the affair met at the Min-
istry of Commerce and. Industry and
voted a budget of $10,000,000 to cover
the cost. Dr. Gotaro Ogawa, Min-
ister of Commerce and Industry, was
elected President the Exposition
Assn.

In addition to selecting Tsukijima
Island as the site /for the show,
committee appropriated $1,050,000 to
start construction work during the
year 1937. This will be used for con-
structing roads approaching the site

and bridges to the Island of

Tsukijima,
;
upon whitih the main part,

of the exposition will stand.

According to the plans adopted,

main grounds will be occupied by 24

palaces, all of which will be of tem-
porary construction. In addition a

National Foundation building Hof

permanent construction; will be built

i commemoration of the 2,600th

year of the founding of the Empire.
Directors estimate; that, a daily

average attendance of 88,000 can be
expected and that, with special days
included, total revenue from ad-
missions for the 170 days it frill be
open should amount to $3,400,000.

Admission price has been tentatively

set at 23c. with reduction when .buy-
ing season books.
Amusements for the Exposition

will have to pass the scrutiny of the
police and, because of this, it is al-

most, an assured fact that there will

be few, if any, along the lines fre-

quently seen in - American exposi-
tions. If the police have their way,
the expo will be ^for educational pur-
poses only.

la, Town to Get Barley

Lincoln, Feb. 16.

Lew Rosenthaljv^Who has the
Waterloo, Waterloo, la., stated here
this week the house would go for
burley on weekends, taking from
Issy Hirst's indie wheel.
House, is managed by Dick Hultz,

who used to. be on the acting- side of

the foots, himself.
''

„ ...... Norfolk, Va., Feb, 16.
PrincessAnne County's first trailer

city is to be opened at Ocean™r£
near Norfolk, early in thTspri„2

wV
n
a
li
g
o
and wlU be expended by

W. Carl Spencer, who bought theformer resort Feb. 10.
•

Dance pavilion, bath houses al-
ready on spot, which is facing
^Jgjpeake^ay, assuring those in
trailers of having first rate enter-
tainment at nite. Big name bands
have been promised.

Air Acts for Fairs
Chicago, if.

• •
WLS, Chi Prairie Farmer station,

hopes to play its units at 300 fairs
this

;
season, 101 dates beihg booked

in eight states to date; 31 in Wis.;
Indiana; 21 Ohio; 16. Illinois; six
Minri.; seven Mich., and four in Vir-
ginia and Penn.

.
Record last year of 206 fairs played

with the barn dance units.
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CoprArht, 19S7. ft. J.-Reynolds Tobwco Company, Wlmton-Salem. N. C.

"My cigarette meant a world of comfort to

me in my dash around the world," says

Miss Dorothy Kilgallen, girl reporter

'XT was a breathless dash," said Miss Dorothy Kilgallen,

X back at work (left) after .finishing her assignment to

fly around the world in record-breaking time. (Right)

Her arrival at the Newark Airport."! snatched meals any-

where,"she says,"ate all kinds of food. But Camels helped

me keep my digestion tuned up." Yes, smoking Camels

speeds up the flow of digestive fluids—increases alkalinity.

XV' -
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COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Comets are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS -Turkish and

0 ome st i c — th a n any othe r po pwiar brand

.

.» A

I

EM.

WHAT A PHYSICAL TRAINER THINKS on the subject

of smoking:"Sure I smoke" says Bertel Arnberg/'Camels
help my.digestion— I can feel a sense of ease and well-

being after enjoying Camels with my. chow."

ABOUT TO "SHOOT" AN OIL-WELL! B.C.Simpson says:

"I get to feeling tense, working around T. N.T. But I

don't let that interfere with my eating. I smoke Camels
—they help my digestion, put a heap more joy into eating."

V

INFORMATION WANTEQ QUICK! Ray Jones answers

rapid -fire questions in Grand Central Terminal, New
York City/'A tough, nerve-racking job," he says."Smok-

ing Camels helps keep my digestion on the right track."

"THE SMART NEW TOUCH is to have Camels on the table

from hors d'oeuvres till dessert," says Dorothy Malone,

food editor."Smoking Camels with my«meals and after-

wards contributes a world of extra pleasure to eating."

FOR DIGESTION'S SAKE _SMOKE CAMELS
.

.
^

:
... '

. :
•:
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Before Bar Assn.

Lawyer-agents are becoming the

bane of the New York talent ped-

Jers; Where actor'Client^.are sold to

stage shows, radio or pictures, some
of rthe lawyers are declaring them-
selves in t>n the regular agents'

commissions. These cut-in, attorneys,

when representing -personalities

don't confine -selves, to, a fee for

legal advice, but also want- to share
part of 10% (or better) booking
commish.

A group of prominent tO%ers In

the east are planning tViake matter
up- with Actors'' Equityiahd, if get-

ting that body'-s formal^support, use

it as"~ evidence in squawks to the

Bar Association charging 'violation

otdegal ethics.

This new cut-in is an -offshoot of

the many Broadway barristers who
"have become glorified talent agents.

Jhey render dual service to clients

—

protecting them legally on contract

terms, and also turning salesman.

..foot selling directly in most cases,

put through a regular 10%er. Lat-

ter must split with the lawyer who
Controls and guides the actor. Agents
complain that when they recommend
somebody to an attorney in a divorce

suit, for example, they -don't declare

themselves in on the lawyers' fees.

Movietone's Idea to

Fly the Coronation

Newsreels to America

London, Feb. 23.

British Movietone News is figuring
on getting the best break in connec-
tion with the Coronation, in spite of

agreement among newsreels to pool
resources for the big story. Latest
notion is to have Col. Lindbergh fly

prints of the black and white ver-
sion, and maybe undeveloped nega-
tive of the technicolor section, across
the Atlantic, reaching New York
about a day after shooting here.
Deal with Lindy is at the jpoment

only an idea in the mind of Sir
Gordon Craig, local Movietone man-
ager, who talked the plan over with
Truman Talley some weeks back. If

Lindy won't take the job. Amy Mol-
lison and Beryl Markham have both
expressed willingness to face the
journey with the reels.

Craig says he intends to join the
flight so as to step out of the plane

'Continued on page 67)

Nurse, Bring Me My Mike
Spokane. Feb. 23.

From a hospital bed Carroll Fos-
ter filled his regular spot as m.c. on
the Mother Nature Seltzer program
over KFPY last week. Two days
earlier Foster had his appendix re-
moved.
He also writes the script for

George Stout, program comic. This
now variety program has replaced
KFPYs regular Saturday night com-
munity sing, previously unsponsorcd.

Understatement

Sydney, Feb. 3.

Pic exec took a guest home to

dinner recently. Called away
for a brief time he gave the

guest a copy of Variety to read.

«

On his return exec asked his

friend what he thought of the

publication.

'Well, all I can say is that

those fellows over in America
can't spell for shucks/ the guest

replied.

BIGGEST MET

OPERA TOUR

IN 5 YEARS

Flushed with its best financial

season in some years, the Metropoli-
tan Opera is convinced that there is

more coin -r its wa"blers now lurk-

ing in the hinterlands than in a long
time. Consequently Met's spring

tour will be more expansive than
has since 'way back.

Cleveland has been added, first

time in five years the Met has
trouped that far west. Ten per-

formances will be given in city

auditorium there, largest number
Met has ever vouchsafed the town.

Boston will get 12 performances; last

year the Hub was accorded only

seven. Newark is back on the route,

with a one-niter. Rochester, N. Y..

will get its annual single, Hartford,

Conn., down for two performances,

has already had first with one to go.

Brooklyn has witnessed two of the

carded five ?jt this year, Philly has

likewise seen two of its allotted half-

doz. What remains of the spring

tour will commence in Baltijmore

(Continued on pag' 58

S.A. Bally to Salvage Cal.'s

Frost-Bitten Orange Crop
San Bernadino. Feb. 23.

With frost having added a $60.-

000,000 nut to their 1937 production,

National. rangejShow backers fig-

ure to get" ft back with sex appeal.

Show which opened Friday (19) and
using 'Gay Hollywood' as themer,

figures on 250.000 fruit-lovers paying
within the week to see an orange
unblackencd by icy blasts or smudge
pots.

Show opened like a Hollywood
preview, plastered with searchlights,

trapeze acts and strippers throwing
snowballs at each other, which
turned out to be oranges. Gal in a

bathing suit, muffler and skates
against a background of skiis and a

j

foreground of oranges looked okay

I
except that the oranges weren't

1 frostbitten.

Mexican Government Now-
Conscious of Bad Repute
of It* Stations—Will Dras«

tically Reform Entire Sys-

tem iii Next Year-—Wants
Tourists

MANY SQUAWKS

Mexican radio, last stand of the
quacks, dream-readers and funny
merchandise peddlers, is to be
cleaned up, like a bedroom farce in

Boston. Years of squawking by
American and Canadian broadcast-
ers at the interference to signals
will also bear fruit. Mexico is due
to impose strict rules in all direc-
tions—programs, engineering and
equipment.
Mexico has gotten hep to the idea

that its brand of radio was giving it

a bad name and that Mexican radio,
old style, impeded rather than aided
the country in its wish to attract
American and Canadian tourists.

Now a reversal is in prospect. As
(Continued on page 29)

TELEVISION HAS ITS

RACKETS ALREADY

Washington, Feb. 23.

Mail-order school holding forth
hopes of highly-paid jobs in tele-

vision ran afoul of the Federal Trade
Commission last week.

Declaring representations are ex-
aggerated, misleading and untrue,
Commish issued complaint charging
unfair competition against American
Television Institute, Inc.. of Chicago.
Firm which advertiser that big
openings are available in picture
broadcasting, claims to own a huge
laboratory and operate several tele-

vision stations, also pror-'ses to

place postage-stamp graduates in

handsome spots in the industry.
Commish says It's all Imaginary,

except that promoters are engineers
for unidentified broadcasting sta-
tions. —
PETER ARNO'S THESPIC YEN

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

- Peter Arno-may trade his easel for
grease-paint. Dear is on for him to
turn actor.

Sam Goldwyn studio has a deal set,

all but the signatures, with the
Zcppo Marx agency handling.

Tough Opposish

Des Moines. Feb. 23.

Local church had to change
its choir practice session so that'
it wouldn't conflict with bank
night at the theatres.

B'way Columns Cut

o

For the Cafes,' Says Ni

Fancy Biz

Monday (15) last week there
were but four single tickets in

the Booth,. N. Y., rack for the
following eight performances of

'You "Can't . Take It With You.*
That is claimed to be unprece-.
dented on Broadway*

. Saturday afternoon the box'
office stopped selling standee
admissions, after 69 persons
were on the hoof.

NOARBIIIIN&

Publishing firm of Irving Berlin,
Inc., has entangled itself with NBC
and Columbi on a question of
prestige. Berlin's associates in the
company are demanding that the
networks give him personal billing

when they play his picture tunes.
John Royal, NBC program chief,

terms the Berlin concern's idea
arbitrary and asserts that once the
web yields to the wishes of a song-
writer the logical sequence will be
an air full of. credit's.

Harry Link, professional mgr. of
the Berlin firm, did the contacting
of the networks on the proposition.:

In presenting his company's "position
Link declared that he was not try-
ing to establish something new.
Credit is given on the air in the in-

stance of Cole Porter and Jerome
(Continued on page 27)

Clare Boothe Donates
~

All 'Women' Royalties

Clare Boothe, author 'The
Women,' one of the strongest bo.
clicks in town, is turning all " her
royalty payments from the show
over to charity, dividing the coin tip

between the Authors' League Fund
and other such groups.

Miss Boothe is .the wife of Henry
It. Luce, editor of Time and Fortune,
and figures that keeping the. money
will only complicate her income tax

statements, with little,, if any of the
coin remaining hers anyway, if she
did retain it.

PRISONERS' SONGS
"Bob Roller and Bob Wiley have

placed song, 'Stop Me If You've
Heard This,' with Milton Weil, Chi
music pub. Roller also free-lances
with fiction while partner Wiley is

readying another musical work,
'Suite in G-Minor,' for fall.

Both are guests of the California
State Prison, Repfesa, Cal.

'World's greatest iree house organ*
is the Way ojje fashionable Park
avenue nitetfy owner describes the
Broadway columns for the manner
in which' they .constantly mention
the names of the so-called 'smart'
joints, even augmenting that with
candid camera stuff and the like.

'No one ever dreamed: that a glori-
fied saloon would ever: - get? so much
attenti ' ,' he observed. This; apropos
of

'

v
the' constant streanjrr.df hews-

hbundB. -who, looking fdt chaff to
their;- Jputtrtrtlstic mills, Inevitably
mention this *>r that spot, by name,
thus; cph^ifwing an endless succes-
sion of fr^'a^ j r
" Tha't% ivhy, aver these Bonifaces,
it's the cheapest form of- exploita-
tion to 'be nice' to the. newspaper
boys and girls because, once smitten
with this or that spot, they ballyhoo.,

it in a manner which no amount of
paid advertising could approximate.
.This particular" host feels safe i

joshing the newspapers for becom-
ing a gratis 'house, organ' for his

joint, and the Mother popular spots,

because' it's now reached' the stage,

where they, couldn't, cut down for

fear the competish would Scoop 'em
on some bit of news or gossip that
might break almost any night.

Drama Critic, Wary

Of Lighted Matches,

Forces Fire Issue

An ordinance, which was aimed to,

eliminate smoking in the foyers and
lobbies of New York legit theatres
has been withdrawn, but another
protective measure' is being con-
sidered. After aldermanic hearings,
at which the managers protested the
proposed law as discriminatory,
was . stated that the ordinance was
not practical nor workable.

. .

Managers pointed out that smok-
ing is permitted in the balconies of
picture and Vaudfilm houses and the
proposed stringent measure for legit,

-theatres was unfair. They also 'con-
tended that fires in legit houses ar

(Continued on page 70)

Sit-Down Layoff Goes Pro

San Francisco, Feb. 23.
A local bur.ly house's offer

job suddenly terminated
Harmon's one-man sitdown stri

a theatre in Willow Glenn,
Jose. Harmon, who said he was an
unemployed salesman, made the the-
atre his home for five days last week
after announcing to the manage-
ment that he intended to stay un-
til he won a bank night prize. He
had his meals delivered and. slept on
a couch in- the lobby, covered with
blankets sent by friends. Fan mail
swamped im.

Without any • farewells,,

.disappeared last Thursday,
to an abrupt end hi

ized sit-down strike.
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Sgs Free for the Asking, but Its

No Go at $5,000 for a Ciggie Ad

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

There's considerable gnashing of
tee.th and

. gnawing at nails among
the-tinema--greafeJm..^
si the arrival here of Jack Peg-
ler to line up luminaries for Lucky
Strike .endorsements and radio ap-
pearances. When the. Lord & Thomas
rep hit the burg and started on the
rounds to pass out a few of those
$5,000 checks he was told, but firm-

ly, to detour around Metro and
Warners, fro apples there, he was
given to understand, as the Aggies
of those .lots have forbidden (by
contact) their favored sons and
daughters to barter their auto-

graphs for a mere mess of currency.

That burned the marquee mob
and., a few of them started to add
up their losses. One worthy let . go
with the lament that around $30,000

went with the wind because he was
forced to pass up that kind of

coin for a few testimonials. They
squawked to their agents who in

turn let go an anguished yowl at

the studio exceg. But it was still

no apples, so what to do about it,

•Yeu Wait and See'

Some threats were heard that it'll

be a different story when comes the

day for contract inking. Producers
either must let down the bars or

find some of their pets anchored at

other studios. That's how the dirge

sounds now, anyway;
Pegler, perforce, passed up the

two studios and started the rounds

Of the others. Players were classed

in .groups from A to D with the coin

starting at $1,000 and graduating up-
ward, to $5,0001 When the word got

around that a certain actor grabbed
himself off a 5G spot, the gang that

had to /say 'no' put on a fresh burn.

Once more the deeply hurt ones

poured their woe into the ears of

the tinhats. How, they were asked,

could they make that trip abroad
for" the coronation unless they had
the Wherewithal to finance the jour-

ney in a manner that would reflect

credit on their employer*? The,

answer was still no. .

It was the easiest pickup thai has
cdme their way in years yet they

.had to 'pass it -up. All required for

the 5G largesse was. to allow one's

name to be used in the newspaper
and magazine ads, and to do three

minutes on the radio. And some of

them Lucky smokers, too—on the

level.

The lads with the Midas-touch,

Pegler and Sherwood SUliman, as

sistaht advertising director of Amer
ican Tobacco Co., have gone back

east. But the bitter memory of their

visit still lingers on—at Metro and
Warners.
And to think they have to give

those siga* free to punks who accjpst

them outside the .Brown Derby.

Where's the. Justice? they ask.

AGENT CRACK DOWN

Metro Denies %'ers. Run of Lot,

'Cttai^s"Thew^tlr^fok*lsr

Hollywood, Feb.

. in Metro has gone on a

rampage inst the sightseeing

yokels—but paying particular atten-

tion to agents and salesmen.

There are two entrances now in-

stead of one, visitors and employes,

respectively. Former practice of an
agent going on the lot to see one
person and then interviewing several

is but. Passes noW are for specific

destination's. Principals now okay
the ducats.

Final whack at tourists

they can't loiter around all

previously, only from 2 to 5

is .that

day as.

p.m.

Too Many Westerns;

Pic Producers Can't

Find Cal. Locations

EARL BALDWIN'S NEW

PRODUCER PACT AT WB

Hollywood, Feb. 23,

Serving the second longest period

as a producer on the lot, Earl Bald-

win has been given anew-contract a-

;

Warners. He has, been on the lot

ine years. Robert Lard is the stu

io's NestOr.

Baldwin will supervise the new
Marion Davies picture, 'Ever Since

Eve/ in which Robert Montgomery
and Patsy Kelly will appear. Lloyd

Bacon will direct, ith production

slated for March 1.

Hollywood, Feb. 23;

They're making so many westerns

around Kernville; Gal., that produc-

ers, can't find sufficient space to light.

Currently, Harry Sherman's unit

shooting the next Hopalong Cassidy

ricture has caused postponement of

he start of Edward Finney's Grand
National mesquiteer, 'Hitti ' the

Trail.'

Town is experiencing a. boom. Ho-
tels, cafes and auto camps are

crowded- to the rafters.

DESPITE PRESS CHILL,

SOMA'S ICE B. 0. HOT

Py Joe Laurie, JiV

Virginia Verrlll , in -Goldwyn ' Pic

KEN MURRAY
Philadelphia Daily News says:—

r

Within a few months Ken Murray's
comments on: daily events and im-
portant, and interesting people have
brought him to the fore as one of

America's really good humorists."
Column syndicated by McNaught in

over 100 daily papers. Latest to
join the fold—Ban Francisco Chron-
icle and Savannah, Georgia.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

_Hollywood,_Feb. 23.

Formerly ar ghost voice for* Jean

Harlow whenever the Metro star was
n a singing spot, Virginia Verrill, Of

Santa Monica, gets her picture break

in Samuel Goldwyn's forthcoming

Follies.'

Warbling placement was made ffl-

owing her appearance at a New
York benefit for flood sufferers* Noel
Coward put in a plug for the gal.

Bobby Clark will come west short-

y for the film. Comic, spotted in

the flicker along with Phil Baker
and Helen Jepson, will write most
of his own dialog.

Bary Pickford Quits

Hospital Bed; Sailing

Soon to Be Married

DEMAND SEEN

Hollywood, FebV 23.

Following a 13-day stay i the

St Vincent's hospital recuperating

: rom a gallstone operation, Mary
'. 'ickford is convalescing at Pickfair.

She sails for Europe March 10.

Shell probably be accompanied
by Mrs. B. H. Rogers, mother of her
fiance, Charles (Buddy) Rogers, and
ler '

, Gwynne Pickford.

Chicago, Feb. 23.
.

Sohja Henie's appearance at the
iStadium Ice Carnival here resulted
in a complete sellout for the four
days, cmd an extra matinee had to be
added to take care of the demand
Estimated 70,000 people attended for

the four days, Thursday to Sunday
(18-21), inclusive, establishing a
world's attendance record for ice car-

nivals. Box office gross was esti-

mated at $100,000.

Olympic champion took a good
deal of manhandling from the local

newspapers, which pictured her as

temperamental, giving the breaks to

Bess Ehrhardt, much-touted Wiscon-
sin acrobatic ice performer and for-
mer3 acrobatic dancer. Claims were
made of temperament, egotism arid

unwillingness on the part of the
Hehie girl to recognize the other per-
former, and that she kept managers
of the troupe up until 3 a. m. ar-
ranging the program so that it would
suit herself and belittle the others.
The champion got $32,400 for her

share of the five performances in
.four days'- receipts*, --r-

With the prospect that there will

be a larger number of fllnrnsicals

arid more elaborately staged ones in

the 1937-38 picture season, eastern

talent divisions of major companies
are scouring the field anew for all

sorts of acts. They will be needed
to supplement name stars in title

roles, much as was .
done at the tag-

end of the current year in musical
productions.

Testing, building and giving every
possible chance to hew quartets, of

semi-comical variety, has occupied
the attention, of several casting de
partments in recent weeks. Lookers
in night, clubs, theatres, etc., have
been given the once-over.

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Anthony Veiller will do the screen-
play of 'Stage Door' at RKO.
Pandro S. Berman will produce the

picture from the Edna Ferber-George
S. Kaufman stage play.

N. Y. Theatre Architect

Missing in Anzac Plane

Sydney, Feb. 28.

William Fountain, New York ar
chitect here to design the new Metro
theatre i risbane, is missing in an
airliner, with a number of other
passengers, and has not been heard
from since Thursday (18), when the
plane left Brisbane for here.
Up to late this afternoon there

had been.no word from the plane or
any of its victims and searching
parties hampered by cyclonic con
ditions.

Mrs. Fouhtai is here in a state of

collapse. She and the two Fountain
children had accompanied the archi
tect on his trip from New York.

ARRIVALS
Thomas . Martin, Rosemary Der

ing, Marielle Chantol, ZaSu Pitts,

Grisha Gobuloff, Vilma Banky, Roc
La Rocque, Sam Barton, Mr. anc
Mrs. J. Cheever Cowdi

Hollywood The Wiimah

Mrs! Margaret Mitchell, author of

'Gone With the Wind,' will probably
go to' Hollywood after all.

' Author vowed that not only v.was

she through writing, on the theory

she couldn't duplicate' her best-sell-

, but that she. wasn't interested

in doing any Hollywood scripting

attendant to Dave Selznick's filmiza-

tion of the novel/ Now she's under-

stood changing Jier attitude and will

probably -sit-ihr —

Conncll Orig for Crosby
Hollywood, Feb.

ichard Cpnnell js writing an bri

irial for the next Bing Crosby pic-

ture to be made by Emanuel Cohen
for Paramount release.

*

:

,

:

Arthur Johnston and Jofinr Burke*
who cleffed ?Penn ies 'From'Heaven,'

will repeat- on the coming opus.

Ltiise Rainer's Money Squawk — Garlx/s
Stories—Norma Shearer's Indecisions

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Star-trouble is making Culver City

the Madrid of Hollywood these days.

Pouting of Luise Rainer over

money troubles/and Greta Garbo
over story troubles isjtopped by re-

port that Norma Shearer was ready
to go back to work, but not at Metro.

£tudio rushed Garbo into 'Coun-
tess Walewska' to cover gap in

A-product caused by continued ab-

sence of Miss Shearer, though Garbo
:l<r\sii't want 'tp do more than one
picture, a. year.

• . Rush act has worked out so badly
that the story is now in the dry dock
for repairs and if and when it comes
out; another, lead may have to be

found 'to replace Charles Boyer Who
has the 'Toyarich' commitment at
Warners in two months.-
Hope that Norma Shearer could be

moved into production if 'Walewska
were shelved met news at first than
she wasn't well enough yet to go
back tp work, suffering still from in

somnia, and later that plans are un
der way to .star her in a production
off the lot, either at Goldwyn's for

; United Artists or at Selzniek-Inter
national.

As her contract was held" by her
ate husband, MG would be powerless
to prevent her lor.-'ng herself out;

since, the' death of Irving Thalberg
made her a. free^agefnt as far as her
home 1

lot is concerned.

GHOST GOES WEST

After Voice Proxylng

Rogers sailed last week for for-

eign bookings, stating he'd marry
Miss Pickford abroad in the spring.

SAILINGS
March 18 (New York to .London)

Irwin Dash and family (Berengaria).

March 10 (New York to London)
Luther Greene, Mary Pickford, Lon-
don Co. 'Personal Appearance'
(Queen Mary ).

March 3 (London to New York)
Simon Van Lier, Walter Dare Wahl
(lie de France).
March 3 (London to New York)

John Murray Anderson (Queen
Mary).
Feb. 27 (New York to Los An

geles), Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Einfeld

(Santa Elena).

Feb. 24 (New York to London)
Frank Lawton, Evelyn Laye, Harold

E: Horowitz, Lili Damita, Errol

Flynn, John Gielgud, Bobby Gillette,

Shirley Richards (Queen Mary).
Feb. 24. (London to New York)

Arthur Kelly, Josef Schmidt, Max
Schmeling, Otto Kruger, Mrs. Bel-

loclowndes, Diamond Bros. Victor

Jory (Berengaria).

Feb; 24 (London to New York)
A. W. Kellyi Jr. (Berengaria).

Feb. 20 (New York to London)
Josef Lhevinne, Lucienne Radisse,

Isidor Achron,' Charles (Ruddy)
Rogers, Max Schol, Stephen Pallos,

Frances Wise, Eleanor Brown,
Thekla Horn, Petty Lambert, Ruth
Doran, June Miller (lie de France).

Feb. 20 (New York to Genoa) Col
Frank J. Hause (Saturnia).

Feb. 20 (Los Angeles to Honolulu)
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Ramish (Lur-

line).

Feb. 20 (New York to London)
Gaspar Cassado (Deutschland).

Feb. 19 (New York to London)
Frank C. Dodd (Bremen).

L. A. to N. Y,
Fay Bainter,

J. Edward Bromberg.
Jack Brower.
George Cave;
Bob Collier.

Pete .de Lima.
Glenda Farrell..

Errol Flynn.
Mack Gray.
Will H. Hays.
Milton Hodenfield.
Lillie Messinger.
Polly Moran.
Jack Pegler.

George Raft.
.

Sylvia Sidney.
Sherwood Silliman.

N. Y. to L. A.
Michael Bartlett.

Sally Benson.
D. A. Doran.
Donald Friede.

Monroe Greenthal.
Sidney Harmon.
Albert Lewin.
Herman J. Mankiewicz.
George J. Schaefer.
John Trent.
Joe Weil,

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Li Hollywood a compliment be-
fore lunch is no compliment; it's a
hope.

Even the telephone operators don't
trust you. M you leave a call for 8
o^locK^heyirair^^t ^n^herT ''

^

they call you at' 8:30, The second
time they say, 'Just wanted to make
sure you were up/ At least in New
York the operator leaves it to your
sense of honor.

When you rest on vour laurels out
here you find out ivs poison ivy.

On Sundays everybody dresses up
and look worse, than ever.

What Hollywood needs is a good
5c phone booth.;, but then one
wouldn't be able to hear the impor-
ant people you speak to from the
able phones.

Some of the boys here mean, some-
thing of whatever they say.

In Hollywood a fellow jgets sus-
picious of a place he can afford.

The girls wear pajamas on the
streets in the daytime. What do they
wear in bed at night time? That
calls for some research work.

The holes in tine

doughnuts -are larger

New York doughnuts.

I don't believe that everybody are
agents out here—you see I haven't
met everybody as yet.

You buy a steak and the nei

bors .come over and look at it;

Every man here has his price;

some can be had on installments.

They like to wire instead of writ-

ing. Misspelling can be claimed as
code.
Many a true word ini Hollywood is

spoken in gesture.

Some of , the boys may act hi

hat, but they still have flat feet.

Some of the girls are beautiful.

The easier they are on the eyes the

harder they are on the ears.

Here the writers smier gag
men who use files, but sneak looks

in the-, files to find some sneers.

Even the panhandlers carry stand- :

ins.

Directors don't, wear puttees any
more.. Too uncomfortable to sleep

in..

Place is lousy with picture stars.

More picture ..stars than common
people here. This morning I saw a
picture star ask a cab driver for hi
autograph.
Hollywood is a beautiful city.'.If

you go there, don't forget to visit

the suburbs—especially Los Angelas.
It isn't hard to succeed here. The

hard part comes in staying success-
ful—or in not becoming succeeded.
"Knocking' out here either indi-

cates carbon or envy.
They hand out invitations out here

like this: 'If you get within a mile
of my house I hope you'll stop there
all night.' '

I asked the elevator boy in my
hotel how to get to my room. 'A me-
dium shot to the left,' he said.

You Can go from the ridiculous to

the "sublime much quicker here than
in New York. With a turn of the
head you can see Lew Cantor and
the Rocky Mountains.
Everybody at the Brown Derby

shook hands with me. There's some-
thing mystic about having a contract
—somehow it gives you a likeable
personality.

A guy told me if I watch my. P's

and Q's, in a couple of years I'll be
making $3,000 a week. For $3,000 a
week 111 watch the Whole damn al-

phabet and learn how to talk Chi-
nese besides.

Plenty of vaudeville layoffs
town. Over at the hotel the acro-
bats 'are panhandling in the halls.

I saw a two-man balancing act i

action With the topmounter worki
through the transom.
The valet at my hotel must -work

for Heywood Broun. This morning
he pressed my suit and I had to send
it back for retakes.

. Most people here don't' know which
side their bread is buttered until

they drop it.

Palm Springs where folks who
have beautiful homes in Hollywood,
and Beverly Hills go to do the things

they can .do at home much better.

Nearly everybody out here has a

hobby. Most of them have a hobby
of .making mongy,._ ^

The writers go away for. a rest to

write, the actors go away for a rest

to act.

They say if you know the ri

people you can get in. Then
meet the people that know the ri

people and they claim that's

put them out.
*

It's tough to get around without

a car or a job.

i
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Correspondents Calls Off Shindig

Hollywood, Feb.

Though reported in the dailies as

having held a : luncheon at the

Knickerbocker hotel to hand out

prizes to Luise Rainer, Paul Muni,

Rouben Mamouli , and others for

best pic work of year, Foreign Press

Society actually called" off the get-

together. Stymied either by studio

publicity, men. .authentic indis-

position of stars, officers of F.P.S.

yanked luncheon off .
social calendar

two hours before . feed , bags, were to

go on.

Next day trade dailies announced
20 of 50 cards of foreign corresopnd-
ents would .be withdrawn as a result

of chiseling charges lodged by stu-

di publicity heads against certain

f.c.'s. ".
'

Though filing of complaints
s
wa$

:;-.iosed to be made at the Hays of-

fice Friday (19) Tom Pettey said no
charges had been filed by

,
any stu-

dio.

Correspondents . claim .reprisals

are. due to fact that they're elefcting

, officers they like, hot. necessarily

ones having nod of Hays .office. -At;

no time have the correspondents re-

pudiated any . previous officers; some
of whom were, and still are, in the

Hays, doghouse.
F.P.'s offered, an olive wreath at

Christmas time. . Studios turned
wreath down. F.D.'s went ahead and
threw a party without studio co-

operation.

Luncheon and prize aiwards was to

be next beau geste from foreign

(Continued on page 31

)

Screen Guild Joins

Britisfi Equity in

International Pact

London, Feb. 14.

Agreement is announced here be-

tween British: Actors' Equity and the

Screen Actors' Guild of America
whereby nationals of either country
visiting, abroad must join the other

country's labor union. Under the

agreement, members, of either or-

ganization must immediately report

on reaching foreign' shores!

A. M. Wall, secretary of the Brit-

ish union v declares the purpose is

to maintain standard contract con-

ditions for film players on both sides

of the Atlantic!
In. the unlikely, event of a refusal

by a visiting player to join the

union, he warns, serious action will

be taken.

There is no such similar agree-

ment between Actors Equity and
British Equity, although there is one
between Equity and. the Screen
Actors' Guild.

Foreign Cprrs,' Burn

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Foreign correspondents, who
were unperturbed about routine
list purge by Hays Office, are
doing a serious burn over let-

ters sent to their editors. All
accredited corrs. have been in-

formed their editors -were polled;,

oh who their rep was in Holly-
wood, etc.—all of which, is okay4
But questionnaire had one line

that galled, 'Are ..you satisfied

with present representation?'

Correspondents feel this

.none of Hays Office's, business,

and that producers, are mi
into their private affairs).'

Boomerang on Hays /Office,

however, will he that letters-

sent on official letterhead of

Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors '•' of America, inc.,

will mostly go without answer;
Foreign eds never heard, of that

name, know it only as Hays
Office. 'Several correspondents

ink their bosses 'will believe

it's an agency tryin sell

them syndicated copy, and will

wastebasket: the letter promptly.

Film Biz Switch on Radio

to

Idea of Measuring: Toscan-

ini Like So Much Maca-
roni Offsets Plaints of

Native Talent Proponents
-i—Pix, Legit, Concerts,

Musicians Combine to Op-
pose 'Embargo on Talent'

RESUMES TODAY

lost Horizon's' Excl.

Preview Proves It

Pays to Be Unknown

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

'Lost Horizon' preview pulled by
Columbia at Four Star theatre is

biggest the studio has staged here
since . 'Mr. Deeds.' On press front,

it was even more representative, as
for first' time foreign cricks were
included.
Yarn that Harry Cohn kept the

show exclusive by holding on to Bill

Thomas' arm at door and banning all:

who were not of the press, lends
added weight to fact that in Holly-
wood it pays to be unknown, While
many a famous name vwas turned
away, Cohn didn't know majority of
scribes and, for fear of offending
them, let in any number of un-
knowns, kids, obscure actors and
others, who somehow got tickets,

Eli Levy of Col forei dept. was
responsible for inclusion of foreign
writers for first time, worth a (lit-

eral.) World of publicity to film at

very little .expense to studio.

VON STR0HE1M SET

IN PARIS PIC WORLD

FRED DATIG NEW M-G

CASTING DIRECTOR

Hollywood,
Fred Datig, former casting irec-

tbr at Paramount studio, has suc-
ceeeded Bill. Grady, Metro casting
director, who resigned 10 days ago.
Datig has been in the agency biz

since leaving' Parj but will dispose
of his interests before starting his

MG chores.

Claire Trevor's Loanout
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Claire Trevor goes ,to Paramount
on loanout from 20th-F6x for the
lead in 'Iting of the .Gamblers,' play-
ing opposite Lloyd Nolan and Akim
Tamiroff, Robert Florey' directing.

Other's in cast are Helen Burgess,
Larry Crabbe, Coliri Tapley, Cecile
Cunningham, Marlow Borland, Mbnte
Blue and Lee Bowman.

Slate Bros.; Pix Break
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

late Bros.,- vaude team, will do
their specialty in Jack Benny's new
'Artists and Models' at Paramount.

- Yacht Club Boys will also be fea-
tured in heavy ex-vaude cast musical.

Now that he is here, it seems . that
Eric vori Stroheim is going to stay a
time.

'Marthe Richard,' his first local

film, is finished and he has been en-
gaged by Jean Renoir to play a top
part, in 'La Grande Illusi ' ('The
Great Illusion').

. Louis Jouvet was inally cast

for the part but, because of prior
contracts, was unable to do it.

Scenario, for the new film, which is

by Charles Spaak and Jean Renoir,
is* wound around" the experiences of

prisoners of war.
troheim has also been, approached

by another producer to direct, film

called 'Tzigane' OGipsy' Scenario
for this has not yet been completed
but it is understood Stroheim has
made a tentative promise.

's Script Chore

Hollywood, Feb.

Thomas Mitchell, under a writing-
directing-acting ticket at Columbia
for a year, will get his first crack at

adapting 'Life .Begins with Love,'

from an orig by Dorothy Bennett,
Myles Connolly will produce.
Mitchell spent all his time so far

at Columbia in a role in 'Lost Hori-
zon.'

Washington, Feb. 23.

Annual love-feast between Art, and
Congress, ^to whether anyone not

.100% American: should -be seen or

heard by - U. S: audiences, got off : to

a flying. start Wednesday. (17) before

the Hoitse Immigration Committee.
Realizing that there was a better

chance this year for Dickstein's so-

called 'alien actor bili' to be pushed,
through Congress—thereby^ setting

up 'artistic "tariff barriers' between
this country and .the homelands of

Garbos, Simone Simons. Gambarellis,
Lily Ponses and possible future b.o.

attractions, born outside the U; S.—
motion pictures, radi , music and the
legitimate theatre pooled their re-

sources and set their jaws for a de-
cisive battle with the Dicksteih com-
mittee.

Committee, .likewise, sharpened its

claws. Jolted out of its' accustomed
calm—induced by what-6f-it attitude
of the amusement trades— group
showed signs of watching carefully

what went on. Witnesses were chased
into, corners or purred at, according
to sides they chose. Corrtmitte mem-
bers, who had become convinced that
no foreign . actor should set foot in

America until an American actor had
been, transplanted into the spot he
left, insisted that American art and
music should be left to Americans;
On the other hand, several new

committee members, who could not
be expected to realize the interrela-
tionship between, rt and naturaliza-
tion papers, staved off numerous
blows which otherwise might have
floored witnesses appearing- against
the 'artistic reciprocity* bill.

Representatives; Kerr of North
Carolina,, and. Poage of Texas—

(Continued ;6n page 31

)

Straw-Voting It

Washington, Feb.. 23.

Death of the Dickstein alien-
actor, bill . was forecast Satur-
day (20) on the strength of prer
liminary polls indicating the
controversial measure is. likely

to -remain bottled up in the .

. House Immigration Committee.
Although the legislation has

been approved by the group on .

three previous occasions during
past sessions^ changes iti the
committee, plus intensive mis-
sionary work by. opponents, are
believed to have completely
changed the atmosphere.
Informal pulse-taking iridir

cated more than a majority of*

the 20 members are against the

measure, at least in' present
form. . Estimates run from 11

to 14, with known backers of

the bill numbering five or six.
•'

About a quarter of the group
have failed to commit them-
selves.

Screen Actors' Guild

To Define Action on

Alien Ban Bill, Mebbe

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

tand of the Screen Actors' Guild
on the Dickstein-Kramer bill in

Congress, which would put up bar-

ricades against foreign actors on the

stage, screen and ether, probably
wi'l be defined at a meeting of the

board of directors March 1.

Kerineth Thomson, secretary of

the Guild; has confined his activir

ties, so far to talking ith members
concerning their views.

Damrosch's Click

Washington, 23.

Walter Damrosch, veteran or--

chestra conductor, not only
grabbed the spotlight from the
House Immigration Committee,
but drew lusty applause—an
unusual spectacle^-from. crowds

the alien-actor hearing last

week. His smart-cracks, as well
as the spectator reaction, dis-

pleased several lawmakers,
eluding Chairman Samuel Dick-
stein, who threatened to have
gendarmes clear the room when
listeners cheered the famous
musician.

Best titter-producer was
nifty at the expense of Presi-
dent Roosevelt, Referring to

his long career on the podium,.
Damrosch capitalized on the
controversy oyer F.

;

D. R.'s pro-
posal to retire judges over 70 by
observing, 'I hesitate to. say
how old I am in Washington to-

day.'

Another mirth-rouscr made
Lawrence Tibbett red-faced and
provided the retort pertinent to

a . hinterland Congressman who
had. insisting American
artists are not allowed, in Eng-
land and other European coun-
tries. Asked if he knew of any
U; S. performer received abroad
during recent years, Damrosch.
shot back, 'Why, Mr. Tibbett is

going to sing this spring at Co-
vent Garden. Isn't that right,

Mr. Tibbett?' Tibbett, who
earlier demanded ^restrictions
or) bbsc'tire alien talent, agreed
he .had such plans.

PAR'S 1ST NBC RADIO

SHOW SET; MARCH 14

Par-amount's first Sunday morning
radio program from its Hollywood
studio, over the NBC red network
from Coast to Coast, goes on
March 14.

The broadcast, in charge of Boris
Morros^ musical director at the Par
plant, will be for 30 minutes' dura-
tion and reach the air at 9 a.m. from
Hollywood (i2 noon, Nr^Y. tirneOr

Talent for the first broadcast has
not yet been assembled, according

to information at the Par h.o.

Wini Shaw Winding Up in

Vaudfilm; Back to WB

Wini. Shaw, currently toplining

stage show at State, N. Y., heads
back to Coast and the Warner lot

after two. more consecutive weeks of

vaude engagements, next week in

Chicago and following stanza in e-

troit.

: She went from the Club Versailles,-

k. Y ., into the .StaV-

Crosby's 'Stranger'

ing Crosby is expected in New
York next week to look at 'Howdy.
Stranger,' which he may make as a

film. Legit play is current at the
46th St., N. Y., ith Frank Parker
starring.

Not a big business getter, play has
been getting by at short grosses on
cut-rates. Deals with a radio crooner.

Exhi itor attitude towards the ap-

pearance of film stars on radio net-

work shows has changed materially

withi the last two months. That is

the ppi ion of trade

perts who. have made a recent check

of^ the situation, In some communi-

tiesi attendance

depends largely on farmer trade,

exhibs still may remain hostile. But

generally, film theatre managers
have undergone an almost complete
reversal of opinion as to the menace
of this practice,

Many of. these exhibitors now feel

that in some ways the practice of
picture star airings may* serve as a
useful adjunct to. the box office.

Some still, believe that flint satellites

on network broadcasts may hurt
their attendance, but they are not
sure ,bow much it injures. Others
aren't decided as to whether such
harm may. not be completely offset

by the. benefits derived. ,

There also is a growing convic-
tion among a certain group of film

showmen that these radio network
programs employing screen names
have not created the interest that
was anticipated.

There has been little intimation,

of late as to just what the Holly-
wood attitude will be in the matter
of changing player contracts when
they come up for renewal as to re-
strictive clauses on radio work, That
will depend on individual cases, de-
pending on the merit of the star

and the adaptability of his talents

to. the airwaves. Also the producers
are watching the shifting sentiment
among exhibitors with more than
passing interest , to learn which Way
the wind blows.

• With Paramount set on putting its

own program on the air each week
and other film companies having
direct or indirect radio affiliation;

at least three major picture com-
panies probably, will, start the hew
picture selling season very much
air-minded. Trend right npW, though,
is for more specific control both of
stars and any radio broadcasts by
the picture companies themselves.
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Author Snubs H*wood
Capetown,- Jan. 29.

Sarah Gertrude Millin. authoress.
,has turned down an offer from Holly^
wood to scenarize."her biography of

General Sm^tj,- South. African
politico.

Reason she gave" for the refusal

was filmdom's alleged distortion of

facts in historical" films, j
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Variety's Fifth Annual Radio

Beaucoup Theatre-Air Tieups

"In^connwiU^
cent/ publication of -its fifth annual
survey of radio station showman-;
ship, it was apparent that hundreds
bf film theatres ail over the United
States; have publicity exchange ti ?.

ups with broadcasters. Deals are of

various kinds and degree, running
from the state-wide theatre trailer-

izihg of .radio programs by Station

WHO, Des Moines, to the simple
swapping of Annie Oakleys lojr

radio advertisi

A 'common example of theatre-

radio tie-ins. concerns the. so-called

vox pop programs, or man-ih-the-
str'eet interviews. By -arrangement,

many- of these are held under the
marquee of some local film house.

This has several angles! First, it's

a central and a partly sheltered lo-

cation for the radio station, guaran-
teeing the sidewalk radio quizzer a
crowd, and in rainy weather' pro-
tection for equipment and mob. Usu-
ally the station publicly announces
the theatre, sometimes the persons
quizzed get "tickets to the theatre as

courtesy gifts for obliging.

Local contests conducted*by radio

.stations ive away theatre tickets

as the most common of all radio

premiums on purely local and non-
commercial programs. In a growing
number, of instances house, managers
or press agents do a film gossip ses-

sion over the anV There are innum-
erable examples' of radio amateur
programs, originating in theatres on
a three-way tie-up between theatre,

broadcaster and advertiser. More
recently there has been a variation

of! this arrangement oh community
sings or stunt "broadcasts from in-

ide the theatres.

Overlapping of radio-pictures is

Clearly evident in these widespread,

many-sided, and varied deals. What-
ever the merits of the persistent ex-

hibitor agitation oh film stars ap-
pearing upon network commercials,

etc!, there is plenty of evidence that

exhibitors do not overlook the pub-
licity and exploitation advantages of

alliances with the radio stations in

their own ; communities and upon
a community basis.

Among the stations disclosed by
Variety's showmanship survey (pub

lished Feb; 10 issue) as having the-

atre tie-ups of some kind were:

Theatre Tie-Up Program
WSGN, Birmingham.

^ WCAU, Baltimore.
WFBR, Baltimore.
WBAL, Baltimore.

.

WBEN, Buffalo (2).

WGR. WKBW, Buffalo.
WC0L, Columbus.
WBNS, Columbus.
WJBK, Detroit.
CKLW, Detroit
WXYZ, Detroit
WSMK. Dayton.
WHW, Dayton.
WOC, Davenport.
KLZ, Denver.
WRA, Dallas.

WGL. Ft _ Wayne.

-

KTAT. Ft. Worth.
WJAX, Jasksonville.

WRENi Lawrence. Kansas.
KCKN, Kansas City.

WHBQ. Memphis.
WMC, Memphis.
WHN. NYC.
WINS. NYC-
WHAM, Rochester.
WTMY. St. Louis
WCAK Pittsburgh.
WWSW,. Pittsburgh.
WMBG. Richmond.
WRVA. Richmond.
KALE. Portland.
KWG. Stockton,
WBRE. Wilkes-Barre.
WBRY. Waterbury.
WOL. Washington, D. C.

WJSV. Washington, D. C.

Chopin, Bestoovei!; Strands

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

ical productions on three

music masters being

readied by as many studios. • Colum-

bi" is making .'Chopin,' .Warner is

preparing 'Beethoven' and Metro has

•Johann Strauss.'

. Only lead set so far is Francis Led-

erer in the Chopin role for Colum-

bi

4le Saiddt-

Before Harlan Thompson re-

irned to the- Coast,, the Para-,

mount a.pi dropped over to the

east 50's in N. Y. for lunch.

'Eggs cocotte,' he ordered..

•Cocotte?' mulled the captain.

'Ah, a little dish.'

•You're telling ^me,' cooed

Thompson.

Warners Retie Lord

Hollywood* Feb. 23.

Robert Lord, who has been on the

Warner lot as a writer and producer
for 10 years, has received a new
term producer agreement at the

studio.

Lord's latest production, steering

job was 'Prince and the Pauper.'

Looks like Trendle^Skouras Pool

For Fox, Detroit;

City Music Hall

KissV Make Up

When the Music Hall, N. Y. has
played 'Wings of the Morning,'

which will, come in some time in

tfarch, the 1935-36 commitment to

20th Century-Fox over which there

was some disagreement last summer,
will have been fulfilled and there is

every probability the Hall and 20th

will negotiate a selective contract.

Last summer when the Hall felt

it was not committed to 20th under
its 1935-36 contract—20th on the

other hand feeling the matter

amounted to nearly $100*000— the

; Um company began offering its pic-

tures elsewhere. The Roxy, N. Y.,

which got most of them, still has

three more from 20th to go, 'Seventh

Heaven,' 'Love Is News' and 'Nancy

Steele Is Missing.'

Part of the difficulties between the

Hall and 20th occurred as result of

an additional commitment with 20th

by the Radio City interests when
the Center was turned into a first

run. That policy failed and the

Center closed, leaving unplayed
product for Which R. C. had allegedly

contracted. Since then, the Hall has

played three 20th-Fox pictures, 'As

You Like It,' 'Lloyds of London' and

'On the Avenue.'

On a Film's Dramatic

Usages of a Pop Song

Lew .Brown, Henry Akst and Elsa

Maxwell, writers'of the tune, 'When
I Hear My Doorbell Ring,* last week
obtained a judgment of $2,000 in an
infringement action which they had
brought against theyitaphone Corp.

in the N. V. "supreme court In a
lengthy decision justice Miller held

that the short subjects producer,had
no right to dramatizeth£jei!gwith-
out permission, and*"1hat Warners
(Vitaphone) had also infringed on
the threesome's common-law copy-

right on a sketch framed around the

tune which Brown had included in a

Casino de Paree (N. Y, cabaret) re-

vue in 1935.

Court's findings pointed out that

Harms, Inc., publisher of 'Doorbell/

had granted Vitaphone permission

merely to record two partial uses

of the song in a short, 'The Door-
man's Opera.' In the opinion of

Justice Miller the film producer had
not only infringed on a non^extended
dramatic right but copied and used
'pretentious and important' parts of

the Casino de Paree sketch, The
Postman Always Rings Twice.'

Brown, Askt and Miss Maxwell were
also authors of this sketch. Justice

Miller said that he found that there

was a 'similarity and substantial

identity of character, paralleling of

incident and sequence of details be
tween the short subject and the

sketch, even though the latter ran
5 minutes and the dramatization in

he film amounted to only a minute
and a half.'

Decision stated that the judgment
had been limited to $2,000 because

le felt that the consequential dam-
iges to . the infringement of the

threesome's common-law in the

sketch had not been serious.

CHINESE EMISSARY

TO TIP OFF H'WOOD

Shanghai, Feb. 7.

T. . Holt, general manager of

Nanking and Metropol Theatres

(Shanghai Amusement Co.) is leav
ing Feb. 25 for. Hollywood. Has been
commissioned by the Chinese Gov
ernmerit. to explain to studio ' execs

the Official reaction to U. S. pix em-
ploying Chinese players. Holt is also

to report on the latest technical and
mechanical innovation's;

From America, Holt will go to

visit British, German and French
studios.

Buffalo Medico> Society's

Squawk on 'Doctor's Diary
Buffalo, Feb. 23

\A Doctor's Diary' the Hipp last

week drew action from the Erie

County Medical Society. In a spe

cial report of the Board of Censors
of the organization : the. film was
scored as 'unfair, untrue and not
conformable with the ethics of or-

ganized medicine.'-:

A protest -to the Hays organiza-

tion and the producers as well as

the management of the Hi 'was
voted by the Society.

JONES' WRITING-PROD.

DEAL WITH WANGER

Fuii at Home

Hollywood,: Feb. 23.

Another private print of Leon

'Coo Coo Nut Grove,* caricatur-

ing film names at a frolic, is

being made by the producer.
Private show requests from

persons in the film have worn
out one print*

Major Prods. Hum;

Gary Cooper, West,

Crosby Pix BroO

Hollywood, Feb. 23;

Major Pictures, helmed by Eman-
uel Cohen, has lined lip a humming
sked for the next several months.
'What Ho!' Gary Cooper starrer,

will go into production April 15.

Waldemar Young is scripting from
Richard ConnelTs Pictorial Review
yarn. Jo Swerling is pounding out

an orig for Mae West. Picture, back-
grounded in the Gay Nineties, will

go in June. Connell also is writing

an untitled story for Bing Crosby,

tentatively slated for the lenses at

the end of July.

METRO DROPS IDEA TO

roadshowmmm
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Plans to roadshow "Maytime*, have
been dropped by Metro. Film will

be released late in March at key
deluxers for unlimited runs.

Studio figured it unwise to hold

up Eddy-MacDoriald filmusical tin

til summer to traU *Gdod Earth' as

a. two<i-dayer. Estimated - that film

will get four to six weeks run in key
spots before hitting- the subsequents.

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Grover Jones' new Walter Wanger
contract after washup of his Par pac;
March

.
12, is combination produc

tion-writing deaL
He will work with Wanger for

three months and then return to
Par to prepare a yarn for Cecil B.

De Mille on . a previous commitment.
Later he'll go back to Wanger to

handle the reins on six productions.
Deal calls for flat sum per pic.

Fred Stone Recuperates

Before More RKO Jobs

- Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Following a; two and one-half
months' stay in the Cedars of Leb-
anon hospital, Fred Stone has gone
to Palm Springs to Convalesce be-
fore starting work at RKO.
Studio has' three pictures for him

in the hopper, 'The House in the
Country,' 'By the Dawn's Early
Light' and 'Mother Carey' ick-

ens.'

Little Theatre Actress

Spurns Selznkk Pix Bid
New Orleans, Feb. 23.

Adele Longmire, 18, local stenog
and Little theatre actress, received

a contract from Selznick-Interna

tional for a role' in Margaret Mitch'

ell's 'Gone With the Wind,' but papa
and. mama nixed it Friday (19) on
the grounds that she was too young
to venture alone in the film city.

The contract stipulated a salary of

$100 a week with optional clauses

giving the producer a seven-year
clutch on her services.

Katherine Brown, scout for. Selz

nick, itioned Longmire gal anc
departed deeply impressed with her
pos'si ilities. Then came contract

. Parents feel daughter, oldest of

family of six, would profit more by
continuing studies under Bernarc
Szold, Little theatre director.

Another angle was the New York
stage. She believes Selznick con
tract would bar her from stage work
and she's riot quite ready to aban-
don lifelong ambition to act :befpre
New York audiences;

•Detroit, Feb. 23.

Likelihood that National Theatres •

Corp. (Skouras) will turn the Fox
theatre here, if court approves pres-
jent^^reorgani7.atipn,^v.planK.^Qver...4o--.-;

George Trendle, head of United De-
troit theatres for operation,', is seen i

many quarters here. Reorg plan,

submitted by the ColWood Co. and
provi irig for a 15-year leasing of the
Fox to Fox Michigan Corp., a new
organization to be controlled by Na-
tional Theatres, comes up for final

approval in- the near future before
Federal Judge Ernest A. O'Brien.

If plan is ok'd, it's considered al-

most positive; that both the Michigan
and Fox, town's two vaudfilmers,

would be thrown into one pool; di-

viding pic product and stage shows
between the two houses and in that

way put all theatres on profit side of >

the ledger. Deal: with Trendle un-
derstood to be all ready for signa-

tures.
V

Last hitch in the reorganization

plan i$ believed to have been elimi

ated last week with the withdrawal
of a bid of $150,000 a year,; plus per-

centage, by Joseph Plunkett, former
V.p. and general manager of RKO.
Bid for theatre was withdrawn after

Plunkett, who's now in biz for him-
self, was unable to tell George
Marston, federal bankruptcy referee,

just what type of ickers would be
shown, etc.

Trendle at present is operating as
part of his circuit the 2,000-seat

United Artists theatre, which last fall

was added to the UA circuit (George
Skouras). So reported tieup of the
Fox with UD circuit appears all the
more -convincing.
Under the reorg plan, Skouras

would ' have to guarantee the Fox
Michigan setup a flat rental of $125,-

000 annually, 12&% of the gross in-

come if vaude is used or 15% if only
films are shown. Plan also calls for

$500,000 loan from the RFC, which
already has been approved by local

office.

The theatre and offlees • of Fox -

building also would be partially di-

vorced, under the reorg plan, with
property owned by Kern and Grey
realty companies being rented from
them for one-third of net income of

newly reorganized corporation. Bond-
holders would get stock in the pro-
posed company in exchange for their
present holdings. For each unit pf

$1,000 . bonds and interest thereon,
they would get 10 shares of $3 pre-
ferred and 10 shares Of common

20th Renews Henry King
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Henry King Was been re-signed to

a five-year directing contract by 20th

Century-Fox.
King's latest assignment was

"•Lloyds of London.*

Else Argall to 20th
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Ise Argall, French stage and
screen actress, has been given a

termer at 20th-Fox. ' She is the wife
of Jacques Deval, French playwright,
now working at 20th-Fox.
Actress now is studying English in

order to make her first appearance
in 'Rings Qh Her Fingers,' which is

being scripted by Deval.

m TICKETS M'GOWAN
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Metro' handed Jack McGowan
new writer contract.

It's a straight two-year ticket.

is on les

Hollywood, Feb. 23

Irving Cummings, with a^new
year's directing contrajit^ull3er his

belt, has /been assigned by Walter
Wanger to handle 'Vogues of 1938,'

from Sam and Bela Spewack's
script.

.Wanger is' trying get Leslie

Howard for the top male spcJt

Bob Burns' Ozark Tract
Pine Bluff, Ark.,

Hugh Park, publisher the
Argus at Van Buren, Ark;., states that
Bob Burns, Arkansas comedi Will
build a recreational center on a .20-

acre tract in the Ozarks near Moun-
tainburg,' which he recently : pur
chased.
The center will be entirely non

commercial and a part of it will
probably be given over to the Boy
Scouts for camping and to tourists.

Par Retags Manny Wolfe

Hollywood, Feb: 23.

Manny Wolfe, head of the Para
ount studio • story department, has

received a new two-year contract;

As many as 75' scriveners have
been on the lot at one time ile

Wolfe was in the pilot's seat

HILDEGARDE'S WB TEST
Hildegarde, Anglo-American come

dienne-sbngstress, being groomed for

a Warner Bros, screen test
U. S.-born songstress, currently

under NBC contract, must sail back
in April for itz, London, cafe com--
mitments.

H Hildegarde has been renewed at

NBC for eight weeks. New contract

goes into effect Feb. 27 succeeding
the- old 13-weeker. Gets $500 per
broadcast making her highest paid
sustainer on NBC payroll. Formerly
doing two shows weekly, Thurs-
day and Saturday, over WlSAF and
WJZ respectively, she will now -do
but one.

stock.

Academy Picks Shorts,

Dance Tricks for Awards

Hollywood, Feb. 23.
Committee of 50 selected from all

branches of the - Academy of Motion .

Picture Arts and Sciences will see
the final screening of shorts arid
dance, numbers today (TuesJ at the
Filmarte theatre in order to vote on
those to receive the Acad awards
March 4.

'

Subjects in the dance number
group:

'Bojangles' number from
Time' (RKO).
Finale from* 'Dancing Pirate' (Pio-

neer).

'Love and War' frorii

Diggers of 1937' (WB).
'1,000 Love Songs' from.

Mabel' (WB).
4A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody'

from 'The Great Ziegfeld' (MG).
Skating ensemble from 'One in

Million' (20th-Fox).
'Swinging the Jinx' from 'Born to

Dance' (MG).
Short subj ects to be shown:

.
'Give Me Liberty (WB).
'La Fiesta de Santa Barbara*

(MG).
'Popular Science* (Par);
'Bored of Education* (Roach).
'Moscow Mioods'; (Par).
'Wanted, a Master' (MG).
'Double or Nothing' (WB).
'Dummy Ache* (RKO):
'The Public Pays' (MG).
'Country Cousi ' (Disney).
'Old Mill Pond' (Harman-Ising).
'Sinbad the Sailor' (Par).

U'S MIKESTER
Universal has squiggled Bill

digan, announcer at WFBL,
to an acting contract..

Mikeman, who has been at WFBL
for past four years, leaving for Coast

this week.
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• expected to give serious

to a new plan for

its; Republic Productions

the next few weeks. Main point

ifferentiation from present

method will . be that of

will the usual

supervision of a company president.

On each new picture, various

producers would be called into

board session for suggestions. While

some company, officials are

stood a bit dubious as to the -

ability of the proposal, because of

well-known desire of all producer

executives to have, full say-so on

their productions, '

.

' understood

that such a system may be tried out.

And there probably will be no new
president designated* at any rate, to

.take the place left vacant by Nat

Levine's departure.

M. J. igel; v.p. Republic,

came in from Hollywood is week
to discuss this and other plans for

next season's product with. Republic

Picts offcials: Herbert. J. Yates will

accompany, him when he returns to

the Coast in about two weeks.

While there was some talk at one

time of Walter Vincent, present

chairman pf Republic Pictures, mov-
ing up into the: presidency of

either this company or Republic

Productions, he is expected to re-

main as is. Nobody had been named
to fill in the spot left vacant when
W. Ray Johnston resigned as presi-

of Republic Pictures last year.

Par's Net Earnings

Latest downtowr estimates are
that Paramount will show net earn-
ings of around $3,400,000 for. the last

quarter, 1936, and that the first

quarter, is year, is running at the

rate of . around $3,000,000 for the pe^
riod.

Sol Lesser's Prod.

Staff Is Scattered

All Over the Map

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Sol Lesser moves his units off the

Pathe lot today, temporarily, to Gen
eral Service Studio. ' With room
cramped at General, production unit

for 'Boots and Saddle/ stirring Dick
Arlen (20th-Fox release), goes on
that lot. Writers move to Lesser's

beach home at Uplifters Ranch, Santa
Monica, to. work, while, the account
ing department goes into the Taft

ldg., Hollywood:
Other indie producers on lot will

also shortly be iven .the gate., by
Selznick-International, which has

leased the plant.

PAR-SCHULBERG MULL

ANOTHER 1-YR. PACT

Paramount is weighing a renewal
with B. P. Schulberg for one year.
Far as known there has been no
conclusion reached by < the I'm at

this time.

New Schulberg pact has the sii -

port of Adolph Zukor.

Ohio Lifts Ban on

'Spain in Flames' Pic

But Pennsy Nixes It

Ohi .
censors' ban on 'Spai in

Flames;' causing Al Schulman to

cancel last week's date at his Penn
Square, is being lifted as. result of
protests made by four Clevelanders
at meeting of board in Columbus, O.
Feature-length hewsreeL was yanked
out temporarily'" "censorship
grounds that it was 'harmful' and
hot in spirit with country's neutral-
ity law.. Film looks at Spanish rer-

volt from loyalists' viewpoint,
jwhich. put the board on the spot.

Campaign of kicks was started by
newspapers edtbrially rapping Ohio's
-film snoopers for being biased. Lo-
cal sympathizers and Spanish or-
ganizations also made an issue_ of it,

appointing committee
. composed of

Mary Gleason, Spanish society danc-
er; Mrs. Blanche Alverez. Edith

public hearing, E. L, Bowsher, state
director of. education, lifted ban
Controversial newsreel is being
booked back- in Penn Square, town's
foreign pix house, tentatively for
March 15;

Harrisburg, Feb. 23.

For the first time in Pennsylvania
censorship, a Governor has directed
the state board of censors to forbid
exhibition in the state of a motion
picture. Gov. George Earle has pro-
hibited the showing of . 'Spain in

Flames' on the ground that it 'is

poorly done' and 'Communistic'
' The Governor personally viewed
the picture at the Philadelphia of-

fices .of the censors after receipt of

complaints from John Dos Passos,

novelist, and Archibald MacLeish,
poet, who objected to the original

rejection of the picture for show
purposes here.

AH three of the censors, Mrs. A.
Mitchell Palmer,, widow of al former
U; S. Attorney General: Patrick A.
Duffy, and Mrs. Hester M. Fye, were
present when the Governor viewed
the film.

Maxwell and Kent Allied

With Balfour and Board-
man Stand That

. Com-
pany's Losses Don't War-
rant 5Vi% Pfd. Stock
Dividends >— Retaining
Counsel

QSTRERS AND WOOLF

Lawrence and. Re.y. Howard M
Wells, to carry out the fight. AfifiJ^iaV realignment, are suddenly found

London,

JphriVMaxwelli-i.'Sidney-^i.
,

.'

H. C. Balfour arid Di:;pn Boardmah,
all four directors of Gaumont-Brit-
ish Pictures Cor ., have consulted
counsel, .it is learned, with regard to
the proposal of G-B to pay. a divi-
dend on. the company's $16,000,000.
5V2% preference shares: Decision
for a divvy was a sui'prising move
here, in view Of general conditions;

Dividend was okayed by a. five to
four vote, with the above-named dis-
senting. Their contention is that the
producing subsidiary Company sus-
tained substantial losses and :

can't
pay dividends.

So long as dividend on . preference
shares are aid, holders have no
voting right but, if the dividends
are over six months in arrears they
are entitled to one vote per share.
That is what makes the argument so
important and that is why Maxwell
and Kent, both of whom are in-
volved at opposite ends of G.rB's at-

tempt effect some sort of finan

.. Following several weeks stay oh
the Coast, Will Hays returned to

New York, Feb.' 19.

He was accompanied by Mrs, Hays
and his secretary, Milton Hoden-
field.

Van Dyke's New Deal

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Metro and W. S. Van Dyke have
gotten together on a new contract
for the director.

Van Dyke had a clause inserted
preventing studio from sending him
on long jaunts. Terms of
new' paper ivulged, other than
pact covers a term of years.

Howe's RKO Post
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

C.. B. Howe, general manager of
RKO-Pathe studios hi Culver City,
will switch to the RKO lot in Holly-
wood in an unamio.unced capacity
when Selznick-International Pic r

tures. takes Over the Culver City
property next month.
Harvey Leavitt, Hbwe's assistant,

is expected to stick at the Culv i
1

Cily lot to aid Henry Ginsberg. S-I's
general manager.

Philadelphia, Feb. 23.

'Spain in Flames,' skedded for an
early showing at Europa, has

been banned by Gov. Earle because
of political reasons. Europa doing
well now with 'Lucrezia Borgi

LIQUIDATING ESTATE

OF IRVING THALBERG

together i a. move against the G-B
heads. It is their point, obviously,
to force an

Isidore Maurice Gstrer are
holding, private meetings with
Charles M., Woolf, their former asso-
ciate managing director, with a view
to turning over distribution of Gau-
mont-British .product to Wooif's
General Film Distributors, and elim-
inating G-B's distribing setup.

Ostrer.. and Woolf have already
agreed that the $500,000 in contracts

between GB and its stars will be
worked out at Wooif's Pinewood
studios at Iver and that the GB piant
at Shepherd's Bush will be shut-

tered.

Wooif's producing units and his

extensive interest in Universal, to-

gether with is rapidly enlarging
film theatre circuit and the Leisr

cester Square theatre, London, com-
bined with GB houses, wOirld give a

tremendous outlet for Wooif's dis-

tributing organization.

Lord Portal and James Rank, lo-

cal financiers, are iated- with
'oolf in the de^l.

• Hollywood, Feb. 23.

iscussl oris toward liquidating the

estate of the late Irving G. Thalberg
will start around' March 1.

J, Robert Rubin* and Nicholas M:
Schenck are expected here oh that

date tp confer with :the administra-
tor^ of the estate and Louis B.

Mayer.
Production conferences will also be

held during the stay of Metro execs.:

Rogers' Hop East
Hollywood. Feb. 23.

Charles 'R: 'Rogers finally gets off

to N. Y. on. Feb. 26;

Producer will talk itti

Universal execs for ' -

tures on. current . slate.

DISNEY, TECHNICOLOR

RENEW PACT FOR YEAR

Cowdin Back With

Optimistic Reports On

Europe and Pic Biz

Return, to normal economic con-
ditions in Europe and better prod-
uct augurs an increased demand for
American films ohi the continent, ac-
cording to J. Cheever COwdi .

chairman
. Of . Universal. Cowdin re-

turned Monday (22) for two-month
business

1

inspection tour of 11 coun-

;

tries abroad. He reported that U's
associate,. General Films Distribu-:

tipn, Ltd., is making vast strides in

developing theatre outlets and their

own pictures.

In France- Cowdir^ iscussed the
film business ith President Albert
Lebruh, being

.
first. American pic-

ture official to attain this distinc-

tion. Lebruh was close friend of

the late Robert Bacon, ex-ambassa-
dor to France, who was Cowdin's
uncle.

While in England, Cowdi is

wife, who went on; the trip, visited

the Lindberghs at Seven Oaks short-

ly before they started on their Aus-
tralian flight. Cowdin was able to

coyer so much groujrid i

1

his short
stay because he used planes most of

the time. He conferred with Lord
Milford-Hayen, head of Sperry Gy-
roscope Co., of England, ' which
Cowdin also is interested.

Danielle Darrieux, French . iactress

;and comedienne, was added to Uni-
versal's list Of stars by Cowdin
while he was in Paris.

. Popularity of motion pictures in

Russia proved an unusual surprise

to Cowdin. He conferred with the

Soviet minister of films and Mar-
shall Vorishilov; commander of Rus-
si ' military forces.

ing complete checks of dam-
ages and considering that losses

operation and rental

never be accurately figured, it is es-

timated in theatre and istributipn

circles that the total loss, caused by
the recent flood will run $1,000,000

or over. At first it was feared that

it would be more, lit the threatened
dangers to Pittsburgh, some other
points, and down on the Mis-
sissippi, disappeared.

It is beljeved that the anticipated
loss of $1,000,000 or greater would
run about one-half for theatres and
One-half for distributors, although jn
the case of the latter pictures which
were prevented from .filling play-
dates during the height of the flood,
will in. most instances be exhibited.
Majority of the injury to distributors
occurred where film was fulfilling
engagements but getting no play,
due to greatly reduced patronage.

While th e a t r es in Louisville,
Wheeling, W. Va.: Portsmouth, O.;
Evansville, Ind.. and other points
were badly damaged by water and
backed-up sewers, in most cases . the
losses were due to interrupted op-
eration caused by lack of power,
light, heat and other facilities.

it is figured that RKO alone took
a loss of around $100,000 in Cincin-
nati, where its seven theatres we'ri
forced to shutter due to inability to
Tct power. Water damaged none ot
these theatres, however. Warners
rind Loew's were also heavy losers
through water damage and forced
.closings for other reasons. Para-
mount was the most fortunate of the
chains, being struck only in Wheel*
ing and Middletown, O.

, .
Hollywood. Feb. 23.

Walt Disney has had his contract

with' technicolor, extended- for an-
other year, beginning March 1: Dis-

ney, who has been using the process
since 1932. will produce 18 Silly Sym-
phorii

,
Mickey Mouse and other

v$hort subjects andi addition, one
feature length production under the
contract for RKO release.

Feature, titled 'Show White aind

the Seven Dwarfs,' has been in work
for a year. Portion of the release

prints will be made in the new tech-

nicolor plant i in order to

hurry forei

J. Cheever Cowdin got. in from
Europe, survey on Monday (22);

H. M. VVarher's Degree
An honorary L.L.H. degree was

conferred ori Harry ^.- Warner,
president of Warner Bros., by Rollins

College, i lorida. where Warner , is

presently v a c a t i o n i n g with is

brother. Major Albert:

The same college last
.

pre-
sented President Roosevelt with the

same degree, which is Doctor of Hu-
mane. Law. Cerem hies took place

at Winter Park; la., at the college.

Paris, Feb. 15.

Cheever Cowdi Universal head
on a tour of inspection around Eu-
rope, was . received this week by
President of the French Republic
Albert Lebrun. The newly-appointed
French Ambassador in Washington;
Georges Bonnet, was present at the

interview as was Jean-Michel Renai-
tour, president of the Cinema, com-
mission of the Chamber of. Deputies.

The reported object of the visit

was to discuss Franco-American film

cooperation but so far no details of

what was actually talked about have
leaked out while the duration .of the

visit can class it little more than a

courtesy call on the part of Cowdin.
During the same, day Cowdin, ac-

companied by Renaitour and Andre
Peres, ireclor for Universal in

France, visited the Pathe studios in

Joinville. During- this European tour

Cowdin visited Zurich, Romei Venice,

Vienna. Budapest, Prague, Warsaw.
Berlin, Moscow and Brussels.

mm VICE M0CHRIE,

LATTER JOINING UA

Roy Haines, eastern district man-
ager for Warner Bros, and with the
company si. 1919, has been ap-
pointed ivision manafier
under succeedi Bbb
Mochrie.

It is understood Mochrie will join
United Artists in an executive dis-
tribution capacity on returning from
a vacation in two weeks.

jCHAEFER, G31EENTHAL WEST
George. J. Schaefer. back from the

Bahamas and Daytdria, Fla., Monday
* 22), ill -leave",' for the- Coast by the
2nd of. the week, accompanied by
Monroe Greenthal.

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Samuel Goldwyn is
v
rushing pro-

duction plans in order to complete
his $10,000,000 eight-featurc-^ehedule
for 1937.

With 'The Woman's Touch' already
in work, and King Vidor slated to
start 'Stella Dallas' within two weeks,
Goldwyn intends tp keep two flick

before the lenses in stagger-fashion,
in order to wash up his program.

s

Alexander Korda's eight pictures
for UA release will cost aroiin ,^8,-

000,000. Two of the octet will be
musicals.

Films skedded are 'Knight With-
out Armor,' 'I, Claudius,' 'Divorce
of a Lady,' 'Livelies from America/
'Bicycle for Two,' 'Four Feathers,*
'Drums of thft King' and 'Elephant
Boy.'

Feb. .

has gone into roductlon
on Claudius,' co-starring' Chartes
Laughton and Berle Oberbn undfer
direction'" of Josef von Sternberg.
That gives London Films an imme-
diate, objective—to have the ic fin-

ished in time, for. the new Leicester
Square Odeon, when- that house
opens at the Coronation period in
May. But what to do with the stu-
dios next is troubling Korda and his
nssbciates. .

Laughton, after this one,
association with; Korda, goin
his own production : set-Up.
TSrich Pommer, and insiders dcclar-
;nf? the unit 'WlH. quit. Dcnha.m ah
'^ottle either at Pinewood or Elstr

EINFELDS SAILING WEST
Charlie Einfeld. accompani

Mrs. Einfeld, . re leaving for
•wood Saturday (27).

They are taking the

the Canal.
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ITs Combined Net Loss

Of $1,835,419 After Big

Write-offs, Write-Downs

Universal, ictures Company, Inc.,

and subsidiaries, wound up the fiscal

year ended Oct. 31, 1936/ with a
Combined net loss of $1,835,419, after

providing for all charges, .including
depreciation: and amortization of
"Tixeif assets amoWfing fcrT$392?B50T-'

Report to stockholders relates that the

Controlling interest in the company
ytesj acquired by. "Universal: , <p6rp.

April 2, >1936, with J. Cheever Cow-
din (Standard "Capital ) and Charles
R. Rogers, taking the helm on that

date. Thus- the report only,
six months under the new manage-
ment.
The loss shown by Universal is

after deducting a profit of $333,534

realized oh the sale of a British sub.-

id.iary.vbut includes the write-off of

the company's entire investment in

its Spanish subsi iary and the write-

down of the company's investment in

its German subsid, as well as a pro-
vision for prospective cancellation of

a German theatre lease. All of this

aggregated $292,369.
: Income from domestic film rentals

sales totalled $10,480,617, while
from, foreign subsidiaries the same
produced $6,283,357. UniversaTs tor

tal income from operations amounted
to $17,408,254. Gross profit was placed

at $4,314,953.:

In the combined net. loss for the
52 weeks was included $610,911 of

provision for net losses of subsidi-

aries .operating in foreign territories.

This' provision tor net losses of for-
' ign subsids is based on profits and
losses shown for the period of Nov.
2, 1935, to Aug. 29 or Sept. 26, 1936.

As a result, the operations of for-

eign subsidiaries,' other than Canada,
covers periods of only 43 or 47
weeks. ;Figured that this would have
trimmed the net loss, by about $175;-

000, if covering the full year.
' Stockholders are told that the di-

rectors, of this company and Of Uni-
versal Corp. (which acquired .con-

trolling interest in Universal Pic-

tures Co.) are considering a merger
of the two corporations though no
lan has been decided on as yet.

N.Y. EXH1BS' DINNER

TO ZUKOR ALL SET

Arrangements have, been com-
pleted by independent, exhibitor in-

terests in New. York to tender a

good-wiH dinner to Adolph Zukor at

the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, March 29.

Bill, Brandt .heads the committee in

charge; Exhibs from other points, as

far west, as Chicago, from New Eng-
land and the South, will also attend.

Tariff is $10 a head.
Zukor,. who will be 'in Miami; the

week of . March 15 .for the conven-
tion of the Motion Picture .Theatre..

of America and Para-
mouht's own "theatre conclave, will

come up to* N.e>v York immediately
after for the indie exhib .affair.

Zukor had wanted to make- a tour

of exchanges after looking in oh the

Miami conventions but feels that he
cannot spare additional time- out
-from .the studio. . ...

r

."

-Brandt" is how in ' Miami, ijoe

Unger and Milt Kussel, who flew to

Miami Thursday
.
(18), were plaiining

to confer ith Brandt on the dinner
before going into a huddle yesterday
<Tues.), at Jacksonville with ex-

change forces there On sales, matters,

in the Florida territory.

No Cure

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Bryan Foy went to Cedars of

Lebanon hospital to rest and
crack a case of flu. Wasn't long

befpre his room looked like a
casting office, . what with agents,

writers and actors outrunni
attendants.

BIG DEMAND FOR

NEWW DEBENTURES

.Formal offering by Paramount of

$15,000,000 worth of 3>/4% convertible

debentures in exchange for an equal
amount of its 6% debentures, due in

1955, on an equal swap basis was
made on Thursday (18 ) of last week.
Previous to actual offering, these

new debentures were quoted in

Over-the-counter market trading on
a when-issued basis at $105. and $106
asked.

.
.

Traders were at loss to explain

such a big premium excepting that

there is a heavy demand 'for con-
vertible, issues; and. liens^ ith plenty

of bidders for that type of. security

no matter what price. Banks re-

cently have evidenced considerable

interest in this type of convertible

security in recent months, tod..

Another angle . viewed with curi-

osity by those '
- the street was the

present conversion value as figured

on, the basis of the common stock's

quoted price. This ranged between
$780 and $810 per $1,000 *as the com-
mon ranged between. $26 and $27

per share.
.

.

The new bonds ,will be convertible

at $331-3 per share till March 1,

1942, and thereafter and uTitiTMarch

23, 1947, at $40 a share, conversion

price being subject ..to revision in

certain contingencies, read the

official pronouncement.

Rep Closes Out Studio

Press Dept.; Up to N. Y.

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

:
Republic, lids -abandoned .its pub-

licity department. the Coast;

Press material will be released from
New York. , :

Het Manheim, . studio . publicity

manager, is handling blurbs oh the

Nat Levine production, The Hit Pa-

rade.' Members of the staff will rer

main on the- lot in various other,

capacities.

PAR AND WARNER HOME

OFFICE PARTIES CLICK

An estimated 1,000 turned out for

the first Paramount banquet-dance
to be held by that company for its

employees, since the company went
into bankruptcy in 1932. Affair, held
Friday night (19), " under the aus-
pices of the Paramount Pep Club
which was revived last, year; was
preceded .by cocktails with . Par . em.

^^pipye^-asf^
Balaban, president.'* Latter was un-
able to attend due to the sudden,
death of his mother in Miami Beach
the same day.
While the cocktails banquet

were just for Par people, no out-

si .being invited, friends, of the

company and of employees were
guests .for the dance later on.

Par
;

took over the Hotel Astor
roof, N. ., for the affair. Pep Club
members who attended ranking from
office boys up..':

. Another brilliant annual dinner-

dance of the past week was given by
Warner Bros, at the Waldorf-Astoria,

N. Yi, : Saturday night (20), where a
week before.' (13) Columbia held its

once-yearly affair. As at • the Col
party, cocktails were served . every-
one attending the .Warner ball on the

house through a tie-up with the Cal-
vert whiskey people. This is some-
thing new for picture parties. For
Columbia the cocktail was called

the Columbia Club while for WB it

was the Warner Club : cocktail.

Warners topped Col on the show
it arranged, talent including the Hal
Kemp orchestra, Rudy ValleeV'.Three
Swifts, Paul Draper, Gae Foster Girls
and numerous others. .,-

Neither Harry M. nor -Major Al-
bert Warner were able to attend,
both brothers being in Florida.

Gracie Fields Reports

At 20th-Fox Early March

Gracie Fields, European actress,
en route to the 20th-Fox studio in
Hollywood to fulfill a picture, con-
tract,;, will land New York
March 7.,-

Monte "Banks, English producer,
hired by 20th as an- ^associate on
Miss Fields' flickers; will come On
from the Coast to meet the actress.

MONO'S COMMON STOCK

ONLY; NO PFD. ISSUE

Monogram ictures -Corp. , has ; de-

ided to eliminate ; a preferred issue

of stock for thp time being and con-
fine its financing strictly to common
shares. Makes a much simpler cor-

porate setup and ill eliminate the

necessity of subsequently converting
the preferred into cpmmpn. ' V) •

"

Official action was taken last ••vree'k

:

when the corporation filed an amend-
ment to its charter authorizing Uhe
issuance of 1,000,000 shares of com-
mon instead of a preferred anlTconiT

mon stock issu totaling 290,000

shares as prigi filed in Dela-

ware.
' Company gave no intimation as to

where or if the stock was to be

listed on any New York exchange.

Educational 16mm. Pix

For Radio City Museum
Continuous motion pictures of bac-

teria,, germs and other microscropic

enemies of mankind will be a prom-
inent feature, of an elaborate display

ph hygiene
;

which K. G. Frank has
imported from Dresden, G^jmany. It

soon will go oh ,exhi itioii
T' at. the

N..Y. Museum of Science'.and Indus-
try in. Radio City.

Continuous films fn 16 millimeter
size will be available to visitors,,press

of button setting the hiotion picture

equipment in. action. Actual 1 picture

subjects probably will come from
major producing compaju.es..

Trent's BVay Day-Dater
John Trent, who had no stage or

screen experience before going
under contract, to B. P. Schuiberg ;a

few months ago; set some kind- of

a record by haying his first two. pic-

tures on Broadway at the same tune,

*John Meade's Woman' having opened
at the Paramount, N. Y., Wednes-
day (17), while 'Doctor's iary* into

the Rialto the day before (Tues.).

Flying for the Coast Saturday (20),

Trent -has not yet been assigned his

;thir' icture by Schulberg.
:

Incorporations

NEW YORK
Albany.

Hrondale Theatre Corp., New York;
theatrical business; capital stock. 100
shaves, no pat*' value. Incorporators:
Davis N." I'.ewis, Plymouth drive, BrlUpe-
wate.r's, N. Y. ; Henrietta Frlednmn, 1C
Maple avenue. Bay.: Shore, N. • Y. : . Anne
Dolny. 5.58' Potter 'boulevard,'. rldge-
waters, N. T.
Rod Harvest,

.
no,,

. Newf. ,Torl< ; the-
atrical business; capital ' stock. 1.000
shares, no pat- ' value.. ' Incorporators:
Hilda rachma.n..,r)ina -Braun. Wary C.
Monslian.' .all of tn West 42n'd street,.
Now York Glfy."- •'• '

•;.

W*|M»(ilt Theatre*, Incorporated; Oneida :

theatric*! bu^liiesp;. capital stock. 200
sheies, $100 nnr . value.- Incorporators:
Myron J. Kalle't. Madison Theatre bull'd-
in^,.,Oneldn; .^VllljjiJii T,

; .
MacN'eflIy,: 270

'Earl avenue. Oneida: .Alexander T; ; Siiul,
2411 Bast Geriess^fe street, Syracuse.'.
Rochester I'alace Corn.. New York;

theatrical business; cauital stock, 1.0.0

shares, no par value. Incorporators:
Malcolm KlnKsberpr, Leon Goldman. I,. E.
Thompson, (til 'of 1270 Sixth aVenue. Now
York.

. City; .
Subscribers. Ruth Bishop.

Ml'rlhm Tellellia'urri',' Jfarlan Sch'nen; all
of 1270 Sixth avenue. New York City.

Slieltan l'roduotlontf, "Inc., Manhattan
theatrical business; capital slock, 200
shares, no pnr value. 'Incorporators
Arthur B, Cohn. Cecelia

. Hint on. Kidney
SlRelmnn.. all - ot 551. Fifth aven New
York Oily.

Original unia fitiite Collegians, Inc.,
Manhattan: vocalists, lecturers, readers,
etc.; cupltal stock, 1 00 .sli'areH, '$50 par
value, incorporators: Morris H. Mfn
ton, 140 West X4.0th street;' New Yorl-
t'tty ; Leon KnKland, 450 West .14 9l)i.

'street,. New York City ; VTullelle Weill, IS
East 41st street; New- York

, City,
.Nnblex calty .C^rp., Manlvatthn

realty,' theatrical business;' .capital stock,
.200 shares.. $25 par value;' .Iiit'orporatoVs
•.Km ' nue-1 t)otiili(Hx„' ,f,lonel .Mann. Helen
Haupti' all .of 3»1 Madison avenue, Xcw
•York . ORy, •

•

Fairbanks, Jr., on Coast
tiollywood,

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has arrived

on the Coast for his part in 'The

Prisoner, of Zenda' at Selznick-Inter-

national.

John Cromwell, director, has
Ronald Colman, Mary and
David Niven in: leading roles.

EK0 Renews 3 Directors

Hollywood; Feb. 23.

Optiohs of three directors on RKO
lot lifted by studio.

Reset trio are George Stevens, Jo-

seph Stanley and Lew Sanders.

DOC ROCKWELL'S NEW TAG
Hollywood, Feb.

reaking a 25-year precedent, Doc
Rockwell Will be billed under his

true monicker, George (Doc) Rock-
well, in Warners' 'The inging Ma?

«how'

CALIFORNIA
^arvjVnienro,

L. : Thciilre;. orp.; operate the-
atres-; anil a I stock. '2.50.0, shares, -no par
vnlne; perniHU'il .'to Issue R.'!2, l.ilrcclors
1). Rector,

: ornian T.ipton M. dpupoi't,
all of 1j. A.

.Snperlia Theatreik, •.; i hen lre :op'era
(Iot). Directors: . -Morton Oiil-bus, .Iiillelte

•<-,ttrr..
-

fty.lv{avKare....a'Ji of I,. A'.-. .Capital
stock; 100 shares; no slock suhscrlbed,

I'"alll»r(H>k Theatre' Corp.:. tiieat.re- ope'r
nl Ion In li\-|llbrook. Cnl.. Oirectors: Ralph
TO. n'nil lii'iura y. Perkins. V.- 'A, ,Moi-i?an.
Capital; 250 jjliares,; ifnv

" ? 1 fio : pennlHefl
lo Issue ,50..

ThcaliV (Iroiip •

Directors: -Grace
Siinford ..ll Carter,-
120. shares.
Kthel MeKlin StudioH.

Ttlclinrd B.. and Ethel V.
Marco . Woiff and

:
I|

,

n'n( ,hon'Siiiioh (.Kiin-
choh Jfc • Mai'cn.l.- .On ill a I. 2,fi0ll :sliares
no par;' nerinltled to Ishui'- I '10 shares.

Hell Him rro<lii<'( Ions. Inc. IDri-ec'tor.

^itm Saundciv, AV'llli.iiin' II. I)er»oiifi. .1. II

Mi'ice, or Lou Angeles: l^rNl' ('hlirch, >'Jin
CcripV do. and- ljilwln Uvmkkcv. Vim
\'uys. Capital slncK, $50(l.00», st'oik
sirhsi rlhrrd :

*

. . fJrand Niltlnnitl Slndlox. Inc., riill'ectnrs

Rdward r,. Aiperson,
,
flijlip N, Ki';isne

. Li»on Kapln ii.' . of Lus Aiiwelcs. Capila'l
stock, :fn 500 "pTi arcs; none subscribed.

T>rrec((lrs
MoejrllnK:

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Questionnaire was distributed among members of the Independent The-
atre'rOwhers of Southern California requesting info as to whether they
bought Warners-First National product for 1936-37; whether, they are satis;,

fled with deal, describing their reasons if displeased. If exhibs didn't buy
WB pix, question is asked: *Is your reason specifically because of the arbj.

trary and unfair sales policy of the distributor?'

Principal objection on the part of prOtestants is asserted to be over the

WB national sales policy, of designating four top pix of the current sea-,

son's slate as percentage film's. Heretofore, selling policy in many '

sfaTites' ha^-'provideti-ic^siraight -rental

against this change that the protests are said to be leveled. '

Cecil B. DeMille is. reaping unexpected royalties from 16 mm. exhi i-

tion of 'King of Kings.' So profitable has it been that the Paramount
producer-director is entering into an arrangement with Cinema Corp. of

America to release 'Sign of the Cross' and part of 'The Ten Command,
ments.' SchoplSj churches* clubs and organizations without sufficient fa-

cilities to handle the standard film ire finding the narrow gauge strip,

suitable to their needs. Russia and China are finding good use for the
16 mm. ribbon, the Soviet making it work as propaganda for hygiene among
the peasantry. Missionaries in the far east; ar£ employin the 'King of

Kings' flicker to illustrate their sermonizi

For the first time in several years, Los Angeles will have two two-a-day
attractions running simultaneotisly when Columbia's 'Lost Horizon' opens
at the Four Star, now slated for March 10* The Good Earth,* currently

at the Carthay Circle, looks set for two more months. Back in July, 1927;

four $1.50 picture attractions played L; A. simultaheously. They were:
'Seventh Heaven,' 'Carthay; 'King of Kings,' Chinese; 'tppsy and Eva,'

Egyptian, and 'When a Man Loves,' at, the Forum. All. were operated
on a two-a-day basis. * ——— .

Seems like old times with Al Lewis and Max Gordon, former roadway
producing partners, reunited at RKO. Anyone hearing their arguments
would believe they were back in the old offices in the New York Times
buildi Reason for latest flareup was that Gordon didn't want >his name
alone on an office door. He said to his former partner that tfieiname on
the latter's door should be Lewis & Gordon. However, Lewis cilrbed the

argument by saying, 'This is a different racket.^we're each on our own and
I'm taking no raps; for you.*

When Paul Gulick, publicity chief for Universal, broadcast his 20 years'

recollections as a' press representative last week over WINS, he was
astounded at the vast amount of talent that was proferred him for use

in pictures. As soon as annduhcers, production men, actors and others, i

the broadcast studio discovered he was connected with a picture company,

there was an immediate rush to suggest and name candidates that U could

not afford to overlook. He referred all to the talent division of the com-

pany headed by Harry. Evans.

Director of a current war picture is feuding with members, of the press-

radio chatterers. Stories have been carried that his relationship with

cast underlings hasn't been harmonious. These were put on the ain. Di-

rector went to the studio head and
.
demanded that the set be closed to the

blurb clique. Trouble started when members of the troupe started ribbing

the director, about his elaborate uniform and referring to him as 'field

marshal.'
"' .' '

Hays office was. notified last week that the state of Massachusetts has
reversed its former, position on the 2,000-foot reels, having approved reg-
ulations permitting use of larger footage. Orders came from the com-
missioner of public safety. Tentative ruling, had banned the big spools,

but 2,000-ioot reel committee for the film industry put in its side of the
question- at a "special confab, Sept. 22, with successful results, as being
officially reported to Haysian body last week,

International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes has put an extra
tap on members to fefilLits benefits chest which' was- depleted during the
depression. Each member is paying 2% of his earnings. It is figured that.

oyer.'.a period of . a year $5,616,000 will be. jammed ini the coffers, Holly-
wood will pay off around $500,000. Balance will be contributed by the

remaining 82,000 workers throughout the IJ. S. and Canada. Assessment
is in addition to the membership dues.

Si Seadler, of Metrd's- publicity staff, had to obtain the cooperation of

the U. S. Navy and National Park departments in order to. take boatload

of press representatives to preview of 'Servant of the People,' short feature,

shown last week' in' guard robm .' at Fort . Wood, Bedloes Island. Scribes

taken out to island on naval boat, actual screening being within shadow
Of Statue' of LibeTty. Patriotic and historical theme (framing of U. S.

constitution) of picture prompted the elkborate tie-up. Herb Morgan
handled the details.

Katherine Locke, who got a lot of attention in reviews'of 'Haying Won-
derful. Time,' legit play at the Lyceum, N. Y., is the wife of Mprris Hal-

pern, press and ad rep for. Alexander Korda in the U. S; She has played
in a number of shows on the road and three or four flops on Broadway
but this is- her first break. Last year -Paramount tested her- and brpught.

her to the Coast, without finding :'much work for her. Marc .Connelly got

her from Par on a run-of-the-pliay ipan. She. is under contract to the

Schulberg-Kohn outfit.

Seamen's. Union has a beef against' their co-slaves in the realm of. or-

ganized labor.. Gobs threw a benefit and got- a
;

lot of dough and checks;

Only check, that bounced was one for $6,. From an actors' union. Stage

money? •-'

Percentage contracts for Paramount, riompany execs must be "ratified

first by stockholders, Used tb be different. First of such deals to go to

stockholders, sp far as. known,: with ;lhe cpmpany!s new adrhiriistratibn,
;

Is

thej|egl for Adolph Zukor. This is .termer for one year plus a small

percentage of the studi '

Gene Autry has purchased a song composed by a lifer klahorna

state prison which he will use in his next Republic picture. Screen and

publication credits will be identified by the prisoner's penal number as

Oklahoma. laws prbhi it use of the ^aUthor-s name/
.

Universal, cutters- aire having di icully in. reducing 'Top. of. the Town
to the desired 8,000 feet of film because of the musical score, all of which

is essential to the story. There are seven tunes in the flickeij

ARMS MORATORIUM

ghcrman Ski

'Miss

for

Hbljywood;.

Harry Sher . producer of west-

erns for Paramount; is holsteri is

guns temporarily to reel .an intimate

romantic musical : under pf

'Miss Hollywood, Jr.'

Production will start as soon as
Sherman winds up footage on 'Hills

of Old Wyoming.'

;The 0*Neul/ Air Script

Proposed for films

rand. National pix wants to make
film put of 'The O'Neills,' serial script

on ir for Procter & .Gamble.,

Thought is to : have , couple of .

com-

pany's scripters collaborate With

Jane West, who authors the ozone

shows/and whip out screen play for

James Cagncy, who would essay role

of 'Danny O'Neill.'

Ed Wolf
rights/'-
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CO. EXPOSE
Erpfs Film Income for 8 Years

Washington, Feb/ 23.

Sources of bulk of income pocketed, by Electrical Research Prod-
.ucts, Inc., during first eight years of sound—from Jan. 1, 1927, through
Dec. 31, 1935V-were revealed by the Federal Communications Com-,
mission Thursday (18) as follows:

PRODUCTION-

—

Company
Paramount
Fox
Metro
Warner
Universal
Columbia ,.

Royalties

...... $2,761,577

2,280;256

2,450,500

4,417.245

1,790,023

.,..„.. 4,428,354

United Artists 617,135

Rentals

$2,994,349

1,254,628

1,620,144

2,039,308

650,140

435,894

527,878

EXHIBITION
Rentals

$4,646,704

4,301,953

1,962,365*

Total

$10,402,630

7,836,837

6,033,009

6,456,553

3,330,018

1,864,248

i;255,763

.....$15,075,090 $9,522,341 $11,911,527 $36,508,958

SAME SQUAWKS

HEARING ON

T wish somebody would get some-
where with these- proceedings.'

These were the parting words of

Federal Judge William Bondy to

Some 40 or more ..lawyer's who at-

tended a hearing on RKO's plan of

reorganization before him last week.
In accordance with customary con-

ditions of such reorganization hear,-
'" " there probably were more
wyers than there were creditors.

One thing 'was accomplished at the

hearing. RKO's reorganization .
plan

was proposed formally: There will

be another heari before Judge
Bondy pa. March This hearing
will be held on the motion of Irving
Trust Co., trustee of RKO, under
77b, .' to the balance of

Chemical'
.
notes outstanding

and amounti roughly .to around
$650,000. Hearings on the RKGr re-

organization plan will begin formally,

therefore one week later, March 18.

at. 10:30 a.m., in room 1506 of the

new Federal Court Building, in

Foley Square, N. Y.
Judge Bondy. indicated his readi-

ness to proceed with hearings on the

plan but there' were objections from
the floor and after a bit of wrangling
the matter was put off. Judge Bondy
expressed his.willingness to .

conduct
the hearings day and night' to speed
up the matter* but the lawyers
couldn't agree.

Some of the lawyers obviously are
holding back for the later , hearings.

Several representatives of the trus-

tee were .in attendance also.. It is

anybody's guess what the attorneys'

fees in RKO's ^reorganization pro-
ceedings might aggregate eventually.:
It should, run to several hundred
thousand dollars.

Lenten Bull Market

For 10-Year Old 'King

Of Kings/ De Mille Spec

There's plenty of life yet in the
10-year-old 'King of Kings' in way
of Lenten bookings around the coun-

chie^y in small towns and met-,
ropolitan; nabes. The DeMilie pro-
duction has been set in over 60
houses for month of March, ith
heavy emphasis, on ' Holy Week.
Spots booked aire mostly in New
England and along, the Atlantic sea-
board, ing down into the Caro-
linas.

The pic. which . was initially re-
leased by Pat.he, ' and ' later dis-
tributed by RKO, is - now indepen-
dently booked by;. John F. Lyons.
-Rights -are still in possession of Jere-
miah Millbank." Wall Streeter who
bankrolled DeMille ith $2,500,000
to make the film.'

There> are. Only 14 prints now re-
maining 'in the U. S., which badly
.lams it bookings aroun Holy
Week ti

. ,

;
- with Lyons unable to

satisfy all the demands. Since . it

$180 to make each print, , and
since rentals are usually onlv
around $250 per week, it has "become
the custom to make the 14 prints go
round. Figured having more prints

Outlined For Northwest Allied Con-

vention March 2-3

Minneapolis, Feb. 23.

When Northwest Allied States
holds its' annual convention here
March. .2-3, one important order of
business will be to decide on a film

buying, policy for independent ex-
hibitors for next season, according
to announcement by S. D. Kane,,
executive secretary.

A. 'products committee' will be
appointed to study the new season
product situation and report, its recT
ommendations the convention.
The membership is prepared to take
a more vigorous stand against per-
centage deals, compulsory, preferred
playing- 'time and' forcing - of

;

short,

subjects, Kane says.

P. 0. Dept. Na Like

Special Messengers'

Cut-In on Its Revenue

Washington; Dec. .

punning campaign to collect post-

age from business firms using private
messenger and. express services , to

cut. their delivery expenditures is in

the offing. Theatres may be prodded
for huge amounts or faced with
prosecution for violating laws giving
the government a monopoly on mail
transportation.

While no Concrete plan has been
formulated, Post Office Department
expects to start nationwide crusade
shortly to kill off practice of hiring
telegraph and express messengers to

distribute advertising matter, bills

and other communications which
should go through the U. S. .mail.

;How extensive the round-up will be
depends on how many additional in-

spectors are authorized by Congress.
Criminal action is unlikely, unless

postal snoopers run across ' iyidu-
als who have persisted in iverting
business from the government after
being apprized. of the law. Principal
object is to educate large mailers so
the practice will be dropped and to
get revenues which should have
flowsd to the U: S. Treasury. Esti-
mated $40,000,000 has been ldst

j
-

cause private firms, got business
which. should^be done .by th?. P~ 0>
Dept.
Under postal regs, - any concern

may use help to deliver bills and ad-
verUsementSi but the business can-
not be farmed out without violating
the. law.

Breakdown of Erpi's Income; Now

More Royalties Than Installations

3-Volume History of Bell

Telephone Charges Gi*

gantic Plan to Dominate
the Picture Business—'Re-

views Erpi's and Chase
Bank's' Plan for Mergers
and Financial Control

2-YEAR SURVEY

Washington, Feb. 23.

Sensational ; three-volume history
showing how. the Bell telephone sys-
tern siphoned $125,000,000 out of the!

film industry in eight years, plotted
to dominate every branch of the pic-
ture business, . and . perfected monj

opoly- of the sound field was issued
by the Federal Communications
Commission Thursday (18).

Climaxing sporadic inspections of
Electrical Research Products Inc.
over a period of nearly 24 months,'
FCC sleuths revealed that by taking
advantage of patent rights and strong
creditor position, the telephone trust
has become one of the biggest single
factors in pictures. Besides review-
ing much old stuff-previously brought
out- in courts ahdv Congressional
hearings, Commish threw spotlight
on many unknown phases of the in-
vasion into pictures

.
by . American

Telephone & Telegraph, Bell System,'
Western Electric, Erpi, and miscel-
laneous subsidiaries.

Among more colorful revelations
were the following:

1. The first eight years of sound
brought $123,331,117 of

: studio and
exhibitor money into the telephone
treasury.

2. - During early . stages of the de-
pression, telephone people tried to
force complete reorganization of the
industry; which would put them in
virtual control and stifle competi-
tion forever.

3i. Through Erpi and minor com-
panies, telephone trust carried out
minor part of the industry shake-up
scheme by getting control of studios
in Hollywood and the East.

4. Telephone money played a big
part in ousting the Laemmles from
Universal.

5. More than 150 features, shorts,
educational,. . and promotional films
have been financed to varying der
grees with telephone cash..

6. Paramount has dumped more
than $10,000,000 into Ihe Bell system
coffers through rental charges and
royalties On .both production and
exhibition.

Revealing that the sound apparatus
monopoly brought more than'

$35,000,000 from five major producer^
exhibitors in. eight years, the 800-

page report ;was filled- with
.
sharp

denunciation of business practices
followed by the telephone trust' in

its dealings with picture films. The
« «f*«nr-+ (Continued* - pageatt)*V<"» '

Bi|l Sussman' Illness

Bill Sussman is seriously ill, suf-
fering from a throat infection;

The 20thFox division sales man-
ager's .ailment is streptococci.

turned out would be expense >$pt
justified- by the amounts realize
from the rentals.

his year' the big sjjfot for_ 'Kntf;'

is' rooklyn, N. Y;,.' where .11 nabes-
have already contracted fbr engage-
ments ranging .from- two-day stands
to full-week.

In the matter of time the spectacle
is getting current Lent, cinch it will

be best season in three years.
•i.Tber is also a 16 mm. print avail-
able for. churches, convents' and
schools wish ing to screen 'King* .pri-

vately:; :The 16 mm. istribution is

handled by Photoscopei Inc.

Expect Decision Soon in

Tampa Restraint Suit
Atlanta, Feb.

ruling petition for ^a
temporary injunction sought by op-
erators of the Broadway Theatre,
Inc., of Tampa, restrai ing eight
major .film distributors and- E. J.

Sparks and Frank Rogers, of Jack-
sonville, Fla., from purportedly re-
fusing them first-run

;

pics, is ex^
pected to be returned within several
days by Federal Judge" Bascom S,
-Deaver, of Macon.

The • hearing consumed two days
last, week. The action was brought
in Atlanta because most of the ma-
jor, companies' -involved have dis-
tributing offices . here. Judge.Deavefv
has requested briefs in the hearing.*
Defendant, companies are Vita-

graph, 20th-Fox, Paramount, Colum-
bia,- Metro; Universal; UA and RKO. 1

» Si

INTEREST IN

Newsreels and Erpi

Washington^ Feb. 23.

Royalties from" sound newsreels
have brought only an insignificant
amount of revenue to Electrical Re-
search Products. Inc., -study by Fed-
eral Communications ' Commission
showed last .week. Total- receipts
from weeklies to the end of 1935
were $520,459, ..only 3^ of aggre-
gate film royalties.

The reels' bill was split 3 to 2
between charges, on product for- doi
mestic markets , and export. ERPI
has

; collected $310,668 on films for

U. distribution and $209,891 on
those for foreign markets. Com-
pany's best year for reel royalties

was 1931, when $63,296 was ttiken in.

Bills: for three reels were as fol-

lows;

Movietonew's, $172,095.

$134,230 foreign;

. Paramount, $87,372 domestic, $5
260. foreign;

.

Universal. $51,101 domestic, $19,-

401 for'ei

Washington, Feb.. 23.

Suggestion, 'that block-booking
control may be -written into' legisla-

tion, giving the Federal Trade Com-
mission broad authority over busi-
ness activities, is being advanced
and pooh-poohed in .Congressional
circles;.

With." House- Interstate Com-
merce, committee soon to act . on a
measure giving FTC. power to ban
'deceptive acts' in interstate, com-
merce, talk has been heard about
possibility of tacking on some of the
provisions of the Culkin and Petten-
gill bills designed to outlaw block
leasing and blind selling. Both of
these measures would set up the
FTC as arbiter in disputes over fair-

ness of film distribution methods.

The source of the idea is obscure,
and the mystery about the genesis
of the talk has added interest. Pro-
ponents of the block booking legis-

lation claim, they are not interested
in this technic, and some openly
suspect film, producers of inspiring

the' discussion. One ' lawmaker ' in-

terested in banning group-leasing
was wondering what the purpose
of this move could be and seemed
convinced the industry is engaging
in some far-fetched shadOwboxing.

The block-booking question has re-

ceived no attention in Congress so far.

Occupied with far more important
matters, leaders do not seem at all.

disposed to take up the bills. Hearings
are deemed improbable, in view of

thfi^lepftth.^of time spent, last, yean
hearing pros and cons and: the fact

that the election is over.

Booklet entitled, 'The Truth About
Block Booking,' has

.
been published

for industry distribution, by the Mo-
tion Picture Producers, and Distribu-
tors 61 America. Went: out this week.
Leaflet , makes a point of describing
'block booking', ' wholesale selling

which it terms a practice common to

American business.. Claims that this

practice makes it economlcaily pos-
sible for millions to see the best pic-

tures at-.Jbtyest admish prices.

Winds up pleas for 'block booking'
by stating that all legislation, to

'abolish the practice must be .opposed
if the advancement of motion pic-

tures is continued and ublic's i
-

teres! ' rompted.

H'wood Influence?
Detroit,

Royal . Baker, ex-police censor^
has :opened an art studio here. .

'I don't object -to-' .nudes.* reflected
Baker: 'In.fact, I like to have a few
hanging around the studi But I

don't go
;
in for the moderns.'

Washi

Collecting from more than one-

third of the wired houses, lectrical

Research Products, ecom-.

ing more dependent upon royalti

and maintenance service, for rev-

enues than on new leases of equi

ment, Communications .Com-

mission reported Thursday (18).

In • survey showing .Erpi income
has slumped materially since the
1929 rush for sound, the : Commish
said royalty payments have risen
from. 6.18% of the company's gross
in 1929 to 34.81% in 1935; Over' an
eight-year period royalties accounted
for 15.83% of the aggregate receipts,

totaling $24,058,476.

While the dollar volume and pro-
portion of revenues from service and
maintenance have not increased, the
importance of this item Iw ii LUliitil1-

since. Erpi started business; .as the.
number of new installations has
dropped pff. With "number of wired
house trending, toward saturation
point, there has been relatively, little

fluctuation in receipts for service aha
mainteance, which amounted to $3,-

652,465, in 1935 against $4,404,273 in
the peak year of 1029, sttidy em-
phasized. From this source alone,
Erpi in its first eight years collected
$32,031,110, or 'approximately 34.92%
of its total revenues from reproduc-
ing equipment business.

Interpreting their figures, FCC re-
searchers Observed that breakdown
of maintenance receipts indicate that:

;

twith the decline in the demand for
equipment, the servicing and mai
tenance ot equipment became
creaslngly important as a source of
revenue and in 1935 outranked i

importance the equipment . leasi

and selling activities.' At another
point, they remarked 'it will be noted
that royalties have become relatively
more important both in amount and
in percentage of total gross operati
revenues. This is explained by
fact that royalties depend upon the
units of product made on recording
equipment leased or sold and, there-
fore, continue a^ long as there is any
utilization of the equipment.'

The study of Erpi operating income
by major types of activity showed
reproducing business in eight years
brought $91,737,098, recording busi-
nes brought $11,510,830, export sales
brought $19,733,428, royalties
brought $24,058,476.

Although the Bell System subsi
has made strenuous efforts to develop
the non-theatrical market by driving
for installations for. educational and
industrial use, the FCC study dis-
closed that only a tiny fraction of the
reproducing equipment business
came from customers not engaged in ,

commercial exhibition. Of a total of
$54,222,023 received for installations,
theatrical accounts represented $52,-
690,856 and non -theatrical only
$1,531,167.

.aepressibn hit gave Erpi a boom year
in 1929, study showed. Gross reyen^
ucs that year $46,878,296,
more than one-quarter of the aggre-
gate income for the first eight years
of. company's existence.: New house
installations accounted for $27,458,820
of the total.

The same trend in Erpi recording
revenues was evident in the recapitu-
lation. Out of a total of $11,510,830
from all sources, company derived
$11,122,901 fbr equipment instilled hi
studios; Best year was 1929, when
wiring brought $6,095,864. Figure,
dropped sharply in 1930 and has de>.
clined progressively in later years..

Circus Slant by Morrissey

Hollywood,- Feb. 23,
Will Morrissey,- actor^produceri has

pulled in from the east to work with
Samuel Hofl'enstein on the script. o£
Buddy De Sylvia's 'Ilippodrpme,'
the Universal.

iMorr'isscy, • who was
assistant on 'Jumbo;' 'ill

with circus angles.
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'Salem' at $17,500 L. A.s Top Taker

rade in firsts-runs"-'here still spy-
ing but healthy. . Aside from a

couple of spots, grosses currently are
off, despite a better-than-average run
of releases. Big surprise is contin-
ued strength of 'Good Earth,' which
continues to draw heavily at the
Carthay Circle in its fourth Week.
Paramount, with. Par's 'Maid of

Salem,' is having another' of those
weeks that spreads jby all around.
-'Last of Mrs. Cheney' (MG) at the
State arid Chinese is below expecta-
tions, while Radioes 'Michael StfOr
goff,' • at the day-date HilJstreet and
Pr. tages; is: doing satisfactory trade.
Biz at the; United Artists, and Wil-

tshire, continued first-run houses, is

okay.
'Black Legion' is piling up nifty

grosses at Warners' Dbwntbw,n and:
Hollywood, giving both houses sub-
stantial profit.'

Estimates for This Week
CarChity Circle (Fox) (1;518; 55-83-r.

110-1.65):—'Good Earth' (MG) (4th
wk.); Third week was in line to
beet, second- stanza, but sluffed. last
couple, of days, winding up to sub-
stantial $16,400.

Chineee. (Graumcn) (2,028; 30-40-
55)—'Mrs. Cheyney' (MG) and 'Man
of the People' (MG), dual. Unless
last few days , of week "perk up, best
in. sight is $11,000, Last week 'Av-
enue' (20th) and 'Under Cover of
Night' (MG), hit good $11,900, profit-
able. ' -\

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-
65)—'Black Legion' (WB) end
•Women of Glamour' (Col), dual;
Widely publicized yarn helping to
nifty, $10,000. Last week 'God's Coun-
try' (WB) and, 'Two Wise. Maids'
(Rep), much better, than anticipated
at $8,600.
Fom Star (Fox) (900; 30-40-55)—

*Wings of Morning* (20th) (2d wk).
Lack of" outstanding pix hurting this
nabe solo spot and second week
(five days) looks like $1,700. First
stanza, fair, $3,200.
Hollywoood (WB) (2,756: 30-40-55-

65)—'Black Legion* (WB) and
'Women of Glamour* (Col ), dual;
Nifty profit in sight at $9,500. Last
week 'God's Country,* (WB) and
Two Wise Maids' (Rep), behind its

day-dater, Downtown, but oke .at

$8,200.
Orpheum (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40)—'Mind Own Business' (par) and
•Larceny on. Air* (Rep), dual, " and
vaudeville. Despite lack of names
.in' stage show, biz "currently on upr
grade and week should hit fair

$8,000. Last week 'Arizona Mahone'y'
(Par ) and 'Happy Go Lucky* (Rep),
weak, $7,800.

Panta?es (Pan) (2,700: 30-40-55)-^
•Michael Strogoff' (RKO) and 'Don't
Tell Wife' (RKO), dual. Not hot. as
$5,000 attests. Last week 'Sea Devils'
(RKO) and . 'Crimi Lawyer'
(RKO), okay $7,000.
Paramount (Partmar) (3.595; 30-
t55)—'Maid of Salem* (Par), end

rape show. Heading for another
good week at $17,500. Last week
'Devil's Playground' (Cbl) and
•Clprence' (Par), didn't fare so well
at M.2.000.
RKO . (2.950: 30-40-55) — 'Michael

Stro,*off* (RKO) and 'Don't Tell
Wife' (RKO. dual. Biz off and most in.

sight is weak $4,500. Last week 'Sea
Devils' (RKO) and 'Criminal Law*
yer' (RKO), wound ud with excel-
lent $8,800, biggest take in some
months.

State (LoeW-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-55-

75^'Mrs. Chevney' (MG) and 'Man
of People' (MG), dual. Combination
of three top names hasn't proved anv
too beneficial for this one and will
have to be satisfied with ok»v $14,500.

Last week 'On Avenue' (20th) and
'Under Cover of NiVbt* (WGV fared;
a little better at $14,000, though not
an" too healthy.

Uritert Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100:
30-40-55)—'On Avenue* (20t,h) and
Under Cpvor of Nifht' /MG). dual.
Moveovfir of this pair wiH hit about
$3 503, fair. Last week 'Liv* Once'
(XTA) : 'Dangerous. Number'
(FG). nobr *2,600:
Wilehire (Fox) (5.296: 30-<W-55-

FR)—'On Avenue' (SOf.h) and 'Under
Cover of.';.NiJSht?-:.-(.MG)^ dual; Atir
oth«T enntinupd fir^t-run, with i*ood
$7,000 in sight. L^t week %ive
OfT 1 (TTA) ppH 'Under Cover NifTht'

(MP\ in doldrums with meagre
$3,800.

B'kam Just Fair

~MUlionW2utk:Uajxm^
erate. .

" '

Empire (Acme). (1,100; 25).—'Man
of Affairs' (GB). About $2,500, fair.

Last week 'Stage Struck' (FN)
$2,000, fair:

Ritz (Wilby-Kihcey) (1.600; 25-

30)—'Wedding Present' (Par). At
$2,500, fair. Last week 'Beloved
Enemy' (UA) around $2,700, mod-
erate.

'

Strand (Wilby-Kincey) (800; 25).

—'Under Cover of Night' (MG).
Four days only to make room. for.

'Romeo .and Juliet* and will get
around $800. Last week 'Reunion'
(20th) $2,000, fair,

Pantages (Wilby-Kincey) (2,300:

35-40).—'They Wanted to Marry*.
(RKO) arid 'Frisco Follies' stage
unit. On, three-day basis, $2,300, off,

Last week 'She's' and Dave Appolon
on stage, $4,300.

LIGHT'

fladelphi , Feb.

,

; 'Two pix look especially strong in
the dowritown Sector this week .and,
with the holiday' helping, both
should turn in strong grosses.

'Mrs., Cheyney* at the Stanley, and
'Green Light' at the Boyd are the
two moriey-makers. Former got the
best notices and has more marquee
names, but 'Green Light's' popu-
larity as a best-seller novel is

counting plenty.
;

Two houses with stage entertain-
ment, aren't likely to do anything
very hot. Fox has a pic of doubtful
b.o. power in 'Glamorous Women,'
gut the stage show featuring Eddie
Duchin may atone, some. Earle has
The Holy Terror' on the screen and
the Radio Ramblers on stage.

'The Good Earth' bowed in on a
roadshow basis at the Locust Sunday
night and sold! plenty of standing
room at $1.14 at the last minute, al-
though some papering had been
done. Looks okay for a run,

Estimates for This Week
Aldne (1,200; 40-55-65)—'Man of

Affairs' (G-B). Ending week's stay
tonight With a Weakish $5,500. Last
week; 'Only Live Once' (UA). Got
poor $4,000 in 2nd week. 'Maid of
Saleiri' tomorrow/
Boyd (2,400; 40-55)—'Green Light'

(FN). Best-seller's popularity help-
ing pic, which operied Saturday.
Should hit $18,000, maybe better
Last week, 'Lloyds of London' (20th)

irmingham; Feb; 23.

Outlook is weak this' we^k. 'Ro-!

meo and Juliet' in for three days oplv
at Strand' -With soeci?l prices .

and
reserved seats,', something un'u'ital

for; the little eight hundred seater.

House has been runnin? couoon ads
in paDers for several days for res-

ovation arid orilv moderate response
has -been met with,.

Estimates for This Week
Alabama. (Wilby-Kincey) (2.80Q:

SO-35-40).—'Garden of Allah' (UA).

At $5,500 bad; ' Last week "One^/In

1st Runs on Broadway
(Subject t« Chance)

Week of Feb. 2$
Astor— 'Good Earth' (MG)

(4th wk).
Capitol—'Last of -Mrs. Chey-i

ney* (MG) (2d wk).
Criterion— 'Man

(GB) (2d wk).
Music Hall—'When You're in

Love' (Coi) (2d wk).
.--Paramount-^fJohn^^Meade!s^»
Woman' (Par) (2d wk).
Rialto—'Man of

(MG) (23).

Rivoli—'Man Who Could
Work Miracles*. (UA) (2d wk),
Roxy—'Woman Alone'. (GB).

. Strand— 'Green Light' (WB

)

' (3d wk).
'••

Week of March 5

Astor—'Good Earth' (MG)
(5th wk)/
.Capitol—'Roirieo arid

(MG) (4)..

Globe— Lost Horizori' (Col)

(3).

Music Hall— Fire Over
land' (UA) (4),

. Paramount—'Maid of, Salem*,

(Par) (3).

Rialto—'Outcast' (Par ) 43 )

.

Rivoli— 'Man Who Could
Work- Miracles' (UA) (3d wk).
> Roxy—'Love Is News' (20th).

S tran d— 'Great O'Malley'

(WB) (

''

hotIn 11-day second week got a
$23,000.

'
' ,

'"

Earle (2,000; 25-4Q-55)—'The Holy
Terror' (20th). and vaude. Stage
harries not big and combo seems
headed for teoid $12,500. Last week,
'Great O'Malley' (WB) and vaude,
fell under $14,000.
Fox (3,000; 40-55-65)—'Glamorous

Women' (Col) and stage : show.
F/ldie Duchi ' nam may* offset
some of filrh's weakness. No more
thari $16,000 seen. Last week,
'Plough and Stars' (RKO) and stage
show; Crix/ liked 1 the . film, but
combo grabbed only $14,500.

Karltori (1,000; 25-35-40)—'Lloyd's'
(20th) (2nd run). Ought to get
$4:000. Last weel;, 'More than Sec-
retary" (Col), (2nd run), weak $2,300,

Keith's (2.000; 30-40-50 )-^'On the
Avenue' (20th) (2nd run). Figures
for

. nice S3.500:. . Last week, 'Cbam^
pagrie Waltz' (Par), (2nd week).
Fair $2,700:
L o c u s t (1.400; 50-75-$l-$1.50)—

'Good Earth* (MG). Operied road
show run Sunday.

Stanley (3,700: 40-55)—'Last of
Mrs. Cheyney* (MG), Fine notices
and trade is hot; $19,000 or more in-
dicated. Last week, 'On .the Avenue'
(20th). Satisfactory $13,000 for 2nd
week.
Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50)—'About

to Die' (RK.O). Good pic for house:
$6,200 likely. Last week, 'Man of
People' (MG). Fair at $5,200.

Pix-Starved Cleve. Strikers Dp Biz;

'Cheyney Oke $23,500 Despite Crix

BUFFALO BULLISH

Mrs. Cheyney, $l9,©6oMOn the Ave-

/ $15,001, Both Big

Buffalo, Feb. 23.

rosses are continuing well into

the upper ranges for the current
stanza. The past fortnight's business
again demonstrates that five; down-
town houses overseat the town and
that peak grosses at a majority of

the houses irivariably means a drain
and offset on the balance.

Estimates for This Week,
Buffalo (Shea) (3*600; 30-40-55)—

'Mrs. Cheyney' (MG). Eight days to

nice business for this should, mean
at least $19,000. Last week 'We're
on- Jury' (Par) and Rudy Vallee in

person, held up (six days) despite of

or because of the Vallee-critics' al-

tercation; ' bettered anticipatioris at.

$21,700. " "

,.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—

'Under Cover of Night' (MG) and
'Let's Make Million- (Par). Dowh
from preceding three weeks' tops to

okay $8,500. Last week f
'Holy Terr

ror' (20th). and 'Chan at Opera'
(20th), third week of ki star runs
for swell $12,200.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400: 30-50)

— On Avenue' (20th). Fine pace,
business building, should hold over
for.-second stanza; probably $15;000.

Last week, 'Girl From Paris' (RKO),
all right $9;i00.

Hipp (Shea) (2,400; -40)—'Be-
loved Enemy' (UA) and 'Dangerbus
Number* (MG). Back in the 'as usual'
column for

1

probably $7,500, Last
week, 'Man of People' (MG!) and
'Under Your Spell': (20th), plenty
bad and lowest figure, in months,
$3,800.
.Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25-35)—

'More Than Secretary' (Col) arid

'Alibi for Murder' (Col). -Baek in
the running again for what looks like
fine $10,000. Last week, 'Man of
Affairs' (GB) and 'Love Letters of
Star' (U), double dose of Arliss very
blah at over $5,000.

Tommy Mack's Pic Break
Tommy Mack, the 'Judge Hugo

Straight' on the Milton Berle pro-
gram, has . been given a termer by
RKO.

He'll also be in "New Faces,* ith

Joe Penner and Berle.

'Green Light' $18,500, Gives Go Signal

To Pitt s B. O. s; Cheyney $17,500, Neat

DET. SIT-DOWNS

BECOME HABIT,

reat weather break in spring-like

breezes over weekend.'together with

holiday yesterday (22) at top prices,

churning a healthy session here right

down the line. Couple of holdovers

doing all right for themselves an at

the same time: provi irig a good
springboard for the new product on
the Main Li

Leadershi is a toss-up ~\between
'Mrs. Cheyney' at Penn and 'Green

Light' at Stanley, both running neck-
and-neck at . getaway, but

; ith

chances, however, favoring latter at
finish.

Talk of , by the way, .is

'Cloistered,' which finally came out
at Art Cinema last Friday (19) after
eight weeks, breaking all run records
in dowritown section. 'As You Like
it' followed convent picture into
tiny-seater, and couple of weeks at
least expected of this one..

Estimates for This Week
- Alvin (Harris) (2.000; 25-35-40.)—
"Lloyds of London' (20th-Fox ). Sec-
ond week for this one will show a
profit, although drop-off after rec-
ord-breaking first stanza is pretty no-
ticeable. Should get around $(),5u0.

perhaps better,- which, however;: will
kill all hopes for third week. House
will sandwich in another/ dual bill,

.'Man of,Affairs' (GB) arid "'Holy Ter-
ror' (Col) pending bpeni of Col's
'When You're in Love' for. run. Last
week ''Lloyds' pulled up .just short of

$13,000, smashing by a few bucks/ $5,350^

previous mark set by 'Country Doc-
tor

1
(20th), here for straight pix.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)
—'On the Avenue* (20th). Musical
proving a slick smash and may hang
up a nice run here, around $8,500 or
over, more than enough, to kieep it a:

third stanza. Last week 'Avenue'
came, through with smashing $10,500,
.great. '

'

'

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 25-35-50)—'Mrs. Cheyney' (MG), •All-star cast
enough to put this, one over, despite
indifferent notices

'.
and; breezing

along iri
1 neat fashion to $17;500 oi*

more; that's real dough, here any
.time. Last week 'You Only Live
Once' (UA) never got started and
wound up with mediocre $10,250.

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)—
'Green Light' (WB). Looks li a.

sock and should have no trouble col-
lecting $18,500 for :itself.•phenomenal
here for just; a picture. Everything
in its' favor, however. 'Light' said
shrewdly. Ppiritirig Flyrin and author
of 'Magnificent Obslfession,' and since
it's a Cosmopolitan production; .got.

some help from Hearst paper, includ-
ing serialization i'unriing. j'ust ahead
of flicker's release. Last week 'Stolen
Holiday,' (FN) ' the doghouse at
$8,500.

'

..Warner (WB) (2.000: -40)^-
'Plough and Stars' (RKO) and 'Dan-
gerous Number' (MG).- Dual hps both
audience and Lenten apneal, and
stenpin^ off pice day-to.-dav trade
with $6,000. first,r.ate. and better than
recent takes here, • in siffht Last
week 'General .Sppnkv' (MG) ,and
'Acciisirig Finger' (par) right nice. at

Detroit,

Managers figured show biz crisis

was. past with settlement of General
Motors strike ten days ago, but now
it seems trouble has orily started.
Sit-down tactics are spreading like
wild-fire among Smaller plants, with
subsequent unemployment of thou-
sands. As a result, local houses are
still" feeling the inch of dough;
scarcity. K

Town's leader is 'Stolen. Holiday,'
plus Fred Waring band at the Michi-
gan.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40).—

'Woman Alone' (GB) and 'Holy Ter-
ror* (20th), dual. Jane Withers bpus
doing nicely here; $6,000. Last stanza
nice $6,200 on 'Devil's Playground'
(Col) and 'Laughing at Trouble'
(20th).
Downtown (Indie) (2,500; 25-35).

—'Carnival in Flanders' (Irit'l Tobis
Co.) and 'Wanted Women' (Ind),
.dual. French flicker doing oke at.

$3,000. Last week, nice $4,700 on
second session of 'Smashing Vice
Trust' (Indie) .and 'With . Pleasure,
Madame' (Indie); First session,
$6,200, hotcha. ^~>*
Fox (Indie)

. (5.000; : 30-40-65).—
'When You're iri Love' (Col) and
vaude. Not exciting, but oke $2 1,000.
Fair $18,000 last week on 'Wings of
Moriii ' (20th). plus 'Hit Parade'
unit.
Madison (United Detroit) (2.000;

,30r40-65).—'Camille *(MG) (3d wk).
Garbb-Taylor . flicker moved here
after two sessions at UA and will do
oke $6,000 on third week... 'Man of
Affairs* (GB) brought in only Arliss
fans last stanza for low $6,000 bri first

run. " < ' .:

•'-."MichUan ' (United Detroit) X4.Q00:
30-40-65).—'Stolen Holiday? (FN)
plUs Tred Warine band; Leads town,
with huge $33,000 in sight. Last
week, 'Maid of Salem* (Par) arid
'Broadway Juniors' unit, got okay
$24,000. .

"• State (United Detroit) (3,000: 25^
40).—'Jane Turner' (RKO) and 'Cap-
tain's Kid' (FN), dual. Biz okav.
$7,500. Last week 'Sinner Take All*
(MG) and 'Night Waitress* (RKO),
big $9,500.
United Artists

, (United tfetroit)
(2.000; 30-40-65). — 'Green Light'
(FN). Big.buildUn in Hearst' daily
and doing ice $16,0.00.; 'Camille'
(MG) (2d week) prilled in oke $9,500
last session after nice $15,000 operi-
ing week.

Cleveland, Feb. 23.

Settling of. General Motors strikes

here is pouring money irito theatre's

coffers • through • return

who^-haven'4^seen«-^a^pix"-w: •^wo"*
months.. Grotto circus also bri ^
crowds into downtown area

. without
offering much competition. Only one
outstanduig pix, but .all

going upX
'Last of^Mrs. Cheyney'

parade, copping top $23,500 for State,

but 'Head Over Heels,' plus Al Tr
han, is good runnerrupper at Palace.

, Estimates for -This Week.
Alhambra (Marti

20-30-35 )—'Mighty Treve* and '

Guy* (GN), dqal. Cagney's second-
runner is show's magnet, good for
$2,500. Last week 'Man Betrayed'
(Rep ) and 'Smart Girls* (U ), dual-
was so hot that it was first bill to
rate a h o. by nabe house this season
Grabbed $3,000, sweU.

Allen. (RKO) (3,000; 25- )—'Ave-
nue' (20th). Wowed then) at Hipp,
shift to this spot for a second week
is proving another: knockout, $7,500.
Might take a third stanza. Last week
'About to Die' (RKO) had to fight,
hard with lots of ballyhoo to cop
$5,500, average.

Circle ^Marmbrstein) (1,900; 15-35)—'Mind Own Business' (Par) arid
'Tundra' (Select), dual. Though; re- -

viewers ; highly touted latter,, combo
will wind up -.with just ordinary $2,r
500. Last week 'Fury' and 'Rose
Marie,' revivals for three, days, didn't
hit expectation,. $1,200, fair, ' :

ipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-40)—
' reen Light' (WB). Drawing Errol
Flynn fans for $16,500, good. Last
week( 'Avenue' (20th), corking
$18,500.

Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-60)—?Head
Over Heels* (GB) arid Al Trahan
topping 'Park Avenue Revrie' on
stage. Mild reactions for film, with
Trahan on stage the go-getter. Looks
like fine $19,500 of better. A bumper
$22,000 last week oh 'Great O'Malley*
(WB) and Ritz Bros, on stage.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 35-40-50)—
•Mrs. Cheyney* (MG). While not
boosted much in notices, pic's name,
started a fast run;on b.o, worth grand
$23,500. .'Reriibrandt- (UA) last week
proved to be only a class arid cricks'

pic, isappointing at $10,000.

Stlllman (Loew's) (1,872; 25-35)—
'Doctor's Diary* (Par)., New star,

John Trent, known here during, flying,
days, helping build up $6,500, nice.

Last week 'Under Cover ' of Night*
(MG), pushed into a .corner by com-
petition, over $5,500.

K C/s Bargain Nite Scale;

'Mrs. Cheyney' Good 14G

Kansas .City,

All houses With exception of Mai

street have gone in for.25c night bal-

coni is week. Midland has been

for some time alone in the .
bargai

field.

grosses soaring. 'Avenue,'

Tower, and 'Mrs. Cheyney,' Mi
standouts.

Estimates for This Week j
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-35^

"

50)—'Great O'Malley' (WB) and
Ethel Waters* 'Swing, Harlem/
Swing' unit on stage; Flesh didn't
arrive in time for opening: mat. Got
in under the wire for night appear-
ance;' House refunded coin to mat
growlers. Doesn't look profitable at. >
$13;000. Last week, 'Stolen Holiday*
(WB), $6,900, weak.
Midland (Loew) (4,000; -40)—

Mrs. Cheyney' (MG). Pic putting
this shop back in the running;:

$14.-

000, oke. /Women of Glamour' (Col )

arid 'Dangerous.Number' (MG) dual-
led last Week to under-nourished $9,-

000.

;
Newman (Par ) ;

25-40)—
'Sea Devils* (RKO) and 'Criminal
Lawyer' (RKO), dual. Definite dual
policy adopted here, with current
stanza; $8,000, iiice. Last week,
Slack Legion' (WB), fagged, out but

got $6,700, fair.,

Tower . (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'Avenue' (20th) arid vaude. With
purchase of this house, Fox now has
lorig. needed downtown outlet." ic

arid stage show putting this off-t he-
stem baby in important dough class;

$15,000 better than doubles average,
take here. Last Week, 'Woman Wis
(20th) and vaude, $7,400, poor. ,

Uptown (Fox) (2,030; 25-40,1—
'One in Million' (20th) (2d wk).
Goi _ into second week' here uHcr
two-Week stanza downtown:. Four
weeks is little short .of serisalional

for, this. , burg. .Last week -Son)a
•

Heriie' waltzed a. rhythmic ,$6;200.

Current week is thawing to $3,500,

but still plenty good.
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New FixMean Good Biz in Chi:
—

'Green Light' Nib 34G; 'Ave.,' 19G;

'Strogoff,' Plus Unit N. G.

. Chicago; Feb. 23.

Plenty of new pix on the loop's

^c&ensWs^we^
solid attractions lined lip at prac-

tically every amusement store. Re-
sult will be a pretty much strength-

ened set of grosses, especially at such
houses as the Roosevelt, United
Artists, Oriental and Chicago.
•Good Earth' opened Friday (19)

at the Apollo on a roadshow policy,

and Metro is planning on at least

ight weeks at this house. Advance
sales are strong, based .on excellent
word-ot-mouth and reviews, and in-

dications are for the best road-show;
strength ' this town since 'Great
Ziegfeld!' .{ , >
Weakness . of the loop currently is

the Palace, where "Michael Strogoff'

is jneaning. nothing atvthe box office.

Got away weakly and doesn't look
for anything on the session. House
is-up~ag£inst it for bookings, during
the next four weeks, having nothr
ing of moment for either its screen
or stage.' Now waiting until Easter
Week, when it expects 'Top of the
Town.'

'

Belle, Baker is the money-maker
at the. Oriental, while' Rae Samuels
is tuning 'em up at the State-Lake,
both houses depending on its vaude
aiid headliners currently.

stimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 55-$1.10-

$1.65)—'Good Earth' (MG) (1st

week). Roadshower has excellent
possibilities with good advance sale.

Last week, 'Love Song' (WB)'. fair

$5,100.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)^-

'Green Light' (WB) and stage show.
Started nicely and should get pleas-
ant $34,000. Last week, 'Holiday*
(WB), fair enough at $26,000. .

Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-45-65-75)
-r-'Camille' (MG). Moved here after
three weeks .at United Artist's and
doing profitable $6,500. Last, week,
'Champagne Waltz' (Par), repeated
in loop for. so-so $4,400.

Oriental. (B&K) (3,200; 35-45-55)—
•Devil's Playground' (Col) and vaude:
Belle Baker heading stage end and
accounting for bulk of the trade,
zipping to better than $20,000, good.
Last week, :

'Mart of People' (MG)
fade to $16,300, saggy.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)—'Strogoff' (RKO) and 'Greenwich
Village Follies' unit on stage; Stalled
and left at the post. Will toboggan
into -the basement at $15,000. Last
week,, 'Sea Devils' (RKO) idn't

mean what Ken Murray and' Oswald
meant: on the stage, radio and ,vaude
comics building' the take to. fine

$25,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 25-45-65-

75)—'On Avenue' (20th).. Away in
splendid fashion Saturday.

.
(20);

heading for fat $19,000. Last week,
'Live ; Only Once' (UA), wound, up
with meagre $9,900.

"'.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-
40)—'About to. Die' (RKO) and
vaude. ' Rae Samuels aiding the take
on the stage. Combination rounding
up mighty fine $16,000. Last week,
'She's Dangerous' (U), and. vaude,
fair $12,100.
United Artists (B&K-MG) (1.700;

35-55-75)—'Beloved Enemy* (UA).
Femme trade building this one. to
nearly $18,000, highly satisfactory.
Last week. 'Camille' (UA). finished
a three-weeker to solid $10,300..

400, plenty good for a first, run let

alone renins.
©>pheum^4Blank)'-(2,97€i-25-40)

—

'On the- Avenue' (20th) arid 'Man of!

People' (MG), twi bill. Critics
overboard .on itz ros. raves and
thereby helping the film along re-r

markably. Adds Up to one of big-
gest of film weeks, $11,000. Last
week 'Lloyds of London' (20th) and
'Career Woman' (20th) . exceeded ex-
pectations considerably, $9,200.

'AVENUE' BIG $11,000

IN OMAHA; JOAN $8,200

Omaha, Feb.. 23;

rpheutn outdoing anything on
theatre row with 'On the .Avenue'

-j as, the main half of double feature.
Hitting on high and headed for tops
in receipts. Omaha in sepond place
and topping average considerably
with 'Mrs. -Cheyney' as the reason.
Otherwise' theatres riding ' easy.
Weather past 10 days or. so has taken
a decided chan.ge for the better and
receipts have, been quick to respond.
Bank night midweek' continues un-
molested although city council is
mulling, a regulatory idea.

Estimates for This Week
randeis inger-RKO) ,250;

2^35r40)-^'Sea Devils* (RKO) and
woman of Glamour' (Col) doubled.
Something slightly over average,
$4,200. Last week 'Condemned Row'
(RKO) arid 'We're on th Jury'
(RKO) weakies at $3,600.

1

Omaha (Blank) (2,100; 25-40)-
Mrs. Cheyney' (MG) and 'Jail
Break' (WB). Good dual bill with
diverse draw, circuit goes to Metro
him for $8,200 at least for these
which, gets the house back tb its
hJiures of last -spring and summer/
Last week 'Three Smart' Girls' )

and /Dangerous Number' (MG) were
an innovation as double bill in that
Girls' had already played a full
week at the Orph early in the year
as second fiddle to a stage show. This
engagement -justified itself with $7;-

Seattle, Feb. 23.

Eighth week for 'Million,' third for
'Lloyd's' and second for 'Avenue'
highlights of the week, along with
When You're in Love' at Liberty
and 'God's Country and Woman' at
Fifth.
Holiday also a boon.

Estimates for This Week
Blu« Mouse . (Hamrick-Evergreen

)

(900;: . 27-37-42 )—'Lloyd's London'
(20th). and 'We're On Jury' (RKO)
dual, third week, moved from Fifth
Ave:, but $3,800 slow trade. Last
week, 'Stolen Holiday' (FN) arid

•Under Cover of Night' (MGM) dual,
$2,300, slow.
Coliseum (Hamrick- Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Born to. Dance'
(MG) and. 'Our . Relations' (MG

)

dual.. Big at $3,600. Last we.ek,
'Libeled Lady' (MG) arid 'White
Hunter' (20th) v dual. Nine days,
strong $4,200.

1

Colonial (Sterling) (850; 11-16.-21.)—'Border Patrolman' (20th) arid
'Reckless Roads' XRep) dual, split

with 'Blackihailer' (Col) and 'Falling
in Love' (Prin) dual. Good $2,500.
Last .week, 'Trailing West' (WB) and
'Man Who Lived Again* (GB) dual,
split with 'Private Sec' (Prin) arid
'Conflict' (U) dual, big $2,600.

Fifth Ave. (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,400; -37-42)—'God's Country ?nd
Woman' (WB) arid 'Dangerous Num-
ber* (MGM) dual.. Big $9,000! Last
week, ^Lloyd's of London' (20th) and
'We're On Jury* (RKO) dual, 2d
week, $5,300, good. ,'

Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 27-37-42)—
'When You're in Love* (Col) single-
ton, looks set for run, $10,000 first

week is socko; Last week, 'Rem-
brandt' (UA) arid 'Counterfeit/Lady'
(Col) dual, $4,300, okay.
Music Box (HamrickrEvergreen

)

(900; 27-37-42)—'One in Million'
(20th) (8th week). Looks to reach
$3,700, immense. Truly sensational
biz.V Last Week, same film, $3,500,
good.
Music Hall (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(2,300; 27-37-42)—'On Avenue' (20th)-

and 'Crack-Up' (20th) dual (2d
week). O. K. at $4,500. , Last we.ek,
same films, $9,000. great.
Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(2,700: 27-37)—'Plough and Star*

•(RKO) and-'Wild Brian Kent* (20th),
Nice- combo, with vaude. indicates
good $6,000. Last week, 'Drummond
Escapes' (Par) and 'Once a Doctor'
(WB) dual, $5,300, moderate.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,450; 16-27-

37)—'Fugitive i Sky*. (WB)" and
vaude. At $3,700! o. k. Last week,
,'Shakedown' (Col) and Duke Ellijig-

ton band on stake. 4 days. $4,300.
sr'eat; split with .'Love Letters of
Star' (U) and vaude. 4 days, $1,900,
fair; making' Srdav week big $6,200.
Paramount ( Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3.100: 27-37-42)—'Wings of the
Morning' (20th ) and 'Great O'Malley'
(WBJ dual, ^low . biz. $3,000; Last
week. 'Black Legion' (WB) .and
'Mama Steps Out* (MG) dual, big
campaign but onlv $3,000!
Roosevelt (Sterline) (.800: 21-32)--

'Theodora :

..." Goes Wild! ' (Col ) and
•Man I Married' (U) dual. Big
Gross. $2,800. Last week. 'Go West
Young Man' (Par) and 'In His Steps'
(GN) dual. $2,600, good.

Flood Rehabilitation

Still Hanipeiliit LVille
Louisville, Feb.. 23.

".

Shoppers" and theatre patrons still

inconvenienced on main stem by re-
pair 'work-./ underground, Which
leaves huge gaping holes on Fourth
Street. Street cars and automobiles
beihg detbured around two impor-
tant downtown blocks, all of", which
has tendency to slow down: trade, at
b.

'•

stimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) ( ;. 15-25 ).—<

'Theodora Goes .Wild' (Col) and
'Banjo On My Knee' (20th-Fox),
dual! Nice pair of subsi ,. doing
nicely .considering pedestrian and

vehicular handicaps. Good $1,700. in-,

dicated. Last week 'Three Men on
Horse* (FN) . and "White Hunter'
(20th-Fox), took fair $1,400 on short
Week.

Loew's State (3,000; 15-25-40)."—
'Secretary' (Col) arid 'Under Cover
of Night' (MG),

.
dual. Not much

b. o. strength in evidence, coupled
with barrenness in house caused by
lack of seat replacements, all point
to mild $4,000. Last week 'Beloved
Enemy' (UA) and 'Counterfeit Lady'
(Col), dual, held through Saturday,
$4,500, light.

Mary Anderson (Libsbn) (1,000;
i5-25-40).—'Black Legion' (WB). No

from both male and femme. patrons
none, too hefty; $2,500 is indicated,
well below normal. Last week
'Stolen Holidry' (WB). goin It

alone, well enough at $2,700.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15),—'G-Men'

(FN) and 'Broadway Hostess* (FN),
dual, splitting with 'Strike Me Pink'
(UA) and 'We Live Again' (UA),
dual. Post-flood repairs in this par-,
ticular -block hurting biz! plenty.
Won't do better than $700. weak.
Last week 'Flirtation Walk' (WB)
and 'Desirable' (WB); dual, splitting
with 'Little Miss Nobody' (20th) and
.'Dark Angel' (UA), dual, opened
house-after three-Week holiday to
fair $800.

Rialto (Fourth Ave) (3,000; 15-25-
40).—'Champagne Waltz' (Par) and
'Outcast' (Par),; dual; right spot in

,

the local cinema picture, and grab-
bing some nice coin on word-of-
mouth. Swarthout-MacMurray com-
bo selling for fine $6,000. Last week
'Bulldog Drurnmond' (Par) and.
'Doctor.'s Diary' (Par), dual, opened,
house after flood shutdown to good
$5,000.

Strand (Fourth Ave) ,500:15-25-
40).—'Wings of Morning* (20th) and
•Woman-Wise' (20th), dual. Headed
for okay $3,500. Last week 'Great
Guy' (GN) and 'Mysterious Crossing'
(U), dual,' looked like normal times
at $4,000..

S0CK12G, DENY.

Denver, Feb. 23.

'God's Country and the Woman,'
big at the Denver,, goes, to the Al-
ladin: .'One in a Million,' fine in
Alladin, goes to Broadway. 'Outcast'
is tremendous at the Denham with
help of stage" show.

.
Estimates for This Week

Alladin (Huffman) (1,500; 25-40)—
'Lloyds' (20th), following a week at
the . Denver. Nice $3,500. . Last
week, '"'One . in a Million' (20th) did
big business ' of $5,000, following a
week at the Denver, and was moved
to the Broadway for a third week,:
Broadway (Huffman) (1,500; 25-

40)—'Million' (20th), following a
week at each the Aladdin and the
Denver. O.K. $3,000. Last week.
'Three Smart Girls' (U) romped
•right along to a big second week at
this house, following a week at the
Denver, and turned, in around $4,000.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35-
55)—'Outcast' (Par) and stage show.
Sbcko $11,500. Last week, 'Doctor's
Diary' (Par) good at $5,500.

Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 25-35
50)—'God's Country' <WB) arid stage
band. Terrif, $12,000. Last week,
'Lloyds* (20th) dittoed at $12,000, and
went to the Aladdin for a week.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Michael Strogoff* (RKO) and
'Dangerous Number' (MG), Nice biz v

$6,000. Last week, 'Condemned Row'
(RKO) and 'Mama Steps Out' (MG)
ditto.

Paramount . (Huffman) (2,000; 25-
40)—'Accused' (UA) and 'Man Who
Could Work Miracles'. (UA). N.s.g.,

$1,500. Last week, 'Devil's Play-
ground (Col) and 'Dodge City Trail'
(Col) $3,000, O.K.

Out-of-town .jam m § d, New
XQr

.^. .9.yet ^ three-day. Washirig-

ton's Birthday weekend, offsetting

the exodus of natives, and all box ofr

fices, even on Sunday with iny

weather, were for the

cashiers. Sunday's dampness, topped
by a young squall late at night, didn't
seem to chill the ardor of film fans,
and on Monday (22 ), When beautiful
weather prevailed all day, business

:

likewise held up well. Managers had
feared there would be a sharp drop
after the supper hour, in thought that
people would be going back to their
native heaths.

.

. Favored by the holiday, Grace
Moore's picture, 'When . You're in
Love/, is away out front at the Music
Hall, with a/ gross, cxpectaricy of
$102,000; but the surprise of the week
is what the Pararhount is doing with
a .weak picture, 'John Meade's Worn-
an.' The house runs up a good $43,-
000 on this brie and goes a second
week. In view, of the fact the! re-
views were generally poor, it is be-
lieved by the management that . the
air draught of the Guy Lombardo
orchestra with in-towners as well as
well as out-of-towners is largely ac-
countable for this pleasing result..

At the $102,000 take for the Music
Hall with tli Moore musical, this-

pictures goes a second; week also.

'Fire Over" England' is set -to follow
on March 4. Another that holds is

'The Last of Mrs. Cheyney,' which
on its first seven days will get $40,000
of over for- the Capitol,, nice. 'The
Man Who Could Work Miracles,' on
which reviews were favorable, got
away, propitiously at: the Rivoli,

where it may get $30,000 on the first

week. This one is slated for a second
week and may. go; a third. The Cri-
terion brought in 'Man of Affairs'

Friday (19) and may get up to $11,-

000. just getting by. The George
Arliss picture opened poorly and
owes much of the $1.1,000 it may get
to the. holiday crowds and loyal Ar-
liss fans, yet it will try a second
week.

Arthur 'Mayer brought 'Man of the
People' into his bandbox Rialto on a
preview Monday night (22) after a
week on 'Doctor's Diary/ which
grossed $7,500, okay. "John Trerit

made a p. a. at the. theatre opening
day, Tuesday . (16). which may have
helped some with. the publicity Trent
has received.
'Good Earth' continues an S.R.O;

$2 attraction, having parted fans with
as much as $23,300 on its second
week. This tops the opening week's
$23,100.

. Holdovers include • 'Head Over
Heels in Love* at- the Roxy and
•Green Light' at the Strand. The
former, an English-made, is the
stronger of the two, and on the sec-
ond week, at hand, has a good chance
to corne home with $40,000 after a
first seven days' grab of $46,200.
'Green Light,* which last week, its

first, romped in with $28,000, good,
may hold well .enough to make the
second week's receipts $24,000, strong
for the holdover.
The value .of stage shows and the

appetite out^of-lowners must have
for in-persbri entertainment may be
concluded from figures showing that
the State will get $32,000 of over this

week. This is unusual, in view of the
fact that the picture, 'Camille/ had
four' good weeks, .at. 'the Capitol.
State's vaude bill this week is headed
by Wini Shaw, from pictures, arid the
standard team of Buck and Bubbles
Palace, second-runner, also benefited
from holiday crowds and increased
prices, looking $11,000 With 'Llbyds

.
;
Washington, Feb.- 23.

Things are looking tip this week,'
and, with holiday prices and extra
shows for Washington's Birthday,
boys are counting on recouping last
week's disappointments.

'Lloyds' is: turning in swell second
week and is town's top money-maker.
•Gfeeh Light' is. proportionate leader
among newcomers. .

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,424; 25-35-60)—

'Love is News'. (20th). and vaude. Pic
getting nice reviews and wor of
mouth, and Bowes' gal u it some
help, ' fulling 'em in. Looks like
good $22,000." Last week 'Cover of
Night* (MG) with Stepin Fetchit and
Clyde MeCoy band, light $18,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,583 25-40)—

' lainsrnari' (Par)- (3d week). Head-
ing for nice $4,500. Last week 'Cham-
pagne Waltz' (Par) (2d run), okc

. $4,000.
Earlc (WB) (25-35-40-60-70) —

'Green ight' (WB) and vaude. Song-

writers and Roscoe Ates on stage
Critics divided, but book's rep getting
night trade for! big $19,000. Last
week 'Great O'Malley1

- (WB) and
vaude, light $14,000.

. Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25-35-60

>

'Sea Devils' (RKO). Sneakirig by
with passable $6,500. Last week 'Men
Not Gods' (UA), poor $5,500 in six
days.

Met (WB) (1.853; 25-40 )r-'Penrod
and Sam' (WB). Light $3,000. ..Last
week. 'Devil's Playground' (Col), oke
$4,000,

^
Palace (Loew) (2,363; -35-60)

•Lloyds' (20th) (2d wk).. Holding
up to big $i5,000. Last week same
flicker, swell $18*000.

iaito (Indie) (1,100; 25-30-40-55)^-
'Amateur Gentleman' (UA) and
'Duck Soup' (Par) (revivals). Looks
like oke $2,600. Last week 'Imitation
of. Life' (U). and ' ride of Samba'
(DUWorld), held tb satisfactory
$2,300.

of London' and 'Don't Tell the Wife,*
latter on first fun at this dualer.

'

"^sllmaiM "Jor^hl^l^
Astor (1.012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Good Earth' (MG) (3d week). Very
sturdy twice-daily .attraction, last

week (2d) meanfrig $23,300. This
topped the first week a little, $23,lp0,
passes making the difference oh ini-.

tiar seven days.
Capitol (4,620; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—

'Mrs. Cheyney' (MG). Off to a fine

start and will amble through to $40,-

000 or over, good. Holds. Final si

days on fourth! week for 'Camille'
(MG) was close to $20,000, very good.
Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55 )-'Man of

Affairs' (GB). Arliss starrer not do-
ing well, maybe $11,000, just squeez-
ing through but holds anyway. Last
week, seventh for 'Great Guy' (GN),
only around $5,000, but with six good
weeks ahead' of that, a very profit-

able run was chalked up.
Palace (1,700; 25-35-S5)—'Lloyds'

(20- h) (3d run) and 'Don't Tell the
Wile' (RKO) (1st run), coupled.
Holiday -business helping to around'
$11,000, very good. Last week 'One
in Million' (20th) (2d run) and
Plough arid Stars' (RKO) (2d run),
nearly $10,000.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)—

'John Meade's Woman' (Par) arid

Guy Lbmbardb orchestra. Lbrnbardo
largely credited for the fine $43.00fr

first week here, ending last night
(Tues. ). Show goes a second week.
Second lap. for 'Champagne Waltz'
(Par) and Waririg's Pennsylyanians
a sturdy $40,000.'

Radio City Music Hall (5,980;
60-85-99-$1.65)--'When . Yoii'fe

Love' . (Col) arid stage show; Big
three-rday weekend here may mean
as much as $102,000 for this picture
on

i
its first week, arid it holds a sec-

ond. Last week, second for 'On the
Avenue' (20th); $80,000, excellent.
Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'Man of Peo-

ple' (MG). Brought in on a preview
Monday night (22) after seven days
of 'Doctor's Piary' (Par), which may
have been aided by opening day per-
sonal appearance of . John Trent in
getting $7,500. 'We're on Jury'
(RKO), in ahead. $7,000, faif.

Rivoli (2,092: 25-55^75-85-99)—'Man
Who Could Work Miracles' (UA).
Opened Saturday (20) and off nicely,

possibly $30,000 on the first week.
Picture goes a second arid, i( holding
up okay, will venture a third. The
third week (last week) for 'You Only
Live Once1 (UA) managed around
$12,000, mild.
Boxy (5,836; 25-45-55-75)—'Head

Oyer Heels' (GB) and stage show (2d
week). Holiday means a possible
$40,000 for the British-made .Jessie
Matthews' starrer, after a first week
of $46,200. A third Week won't be
chanced, however; 'Woman Alone'
(GB) being slated for Friday (26).

Strand (2.7G7; 25-55-75)— 'Green
Light' (WB) (2d week). Up against
stout competition around town, but
fine at likely $24;000 this week (2d),

after first seven days, take Of $28,000,
State (3,45A--35=55-75)—'Camilla

(MG) (2d rim) and Vaude headed by
Wini Shaw and Buck and Bubbles.
May top a fancy $32,000, combination
of Garbo and a vaude show probably
having appealed to the out-of-town-
ers. Last week 'Beloved Enemy'
(UA) (2d run) and Jay C. Flippcn,
over $22,000, only fair.

Crawford, Powell Head

Up for $10,000 in Indpls.

Strong attractions at
..

houses this week are staving off the
Lenten season hoodoo! .'Last of Mrs.
Cheyney/ at Loew's, seems to

headed for top money in

situations! with '

reaping;

Apollo.

is Week
Apollo (Fourth .) (1,100; 25-

40)—'Avenue' (20th). National ads
helped this one get away strong.
Looks like: possible h.o., with indi-
cated take of $7,500 in fn^st week.
Last week, 'Lloyds' (20th), secbndi
week, $4,000. okay. *

Circle (Monarch) (2,'800; 25-40)^-
.'Maid of Salem' (Par) arid .'Clarence'*
(Par), dual. Former plugged big,
but results are moderate . at $5 ; .

r
)00.

Last week 'On the Jury' (RKO) and
'Outcast' (Par), weak $3,400.
Loew's .(Loew's) (2.600; 25-40)—

'Mrs.- Cheyney' (MG). Crawford.
Powell. Montgomery names sure-fire
here arid take will top town wUh
socko $10,000. Last week. ' il's

Pljjygrotind' <Col ) and -Dan?crbu3
Number* (MG). dual.-, tepid '$5:100.

Lyric (Olson > ;(2.000; 25-30-40 )—
'Stolen Holiday' (WB) arid vaude.
Film given- good rihig .and rosbori-
sible foi- nifty $8,500;. Jiast week.
'Breezing Home' ( i^fTd Mitchell
arid. Duvaht unit; got. •• excellent
$10,250, due to stage show.
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'
Big 32G

Three, solid, attractions make this
week a standout in the current sea-
son. 'Camille,' running, solo at the
^fphWhran^^W^r^totrTthr
to\vh, but is under expectations.

Met is well situated with 'Green
Light' and stage show headed by

. JttdyV Canova; and Keith-Boston
looks hottest in several stanzas, with
Willi and Eugene Howard and
Helen Morgan heading 'Scandals'
unit that is help! 'Criminal Law
yer.' ' .

Keith Memorial will. h. o. 'Oh the
Avenue' on strength of this week's
biz. Starting March 5 - house goes
into dual pix policy.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO ) (3,000: 35-55-75 )—

'Criminal Lawyer'
,
(RKO) and

George' White's 'Scandals' , unit on
stage. Combo, strong click here, and
•with aid of holiday should topple
$32,000 or better. . 'Condemned Row
(RKO) (originally titled 'We Who
Are About to Die') took fair $18,000
last week, ith Olsen and Johnson
unit on stage.

Fenway (M&P) (1.400; 25-35- -

50)—'Lloyds* (20th) (2d run), and
'Clarence' (Par) (1st run), dual.
Showing pleasing, strength here to
tune of about $8,500. Last week poor
$5,600 for 'Black Legion' (WB) and
'Holy Terror' (20th), double.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2;900; 25-

40-55 )t-'Avenue' (20th), and March
of Time. Socko, aiming at big $25,-

000. 'Avenue' holds over.. Only
Live Once' (UA) disappoi last

week at $11,500.
..' Metropolitan (M&P) (4;300; 35-55-
75)—'Green Light' (WB) and stage
show. Will get big $30,000 or better.
'Stolen Holiday' (WB) and Edie.Du-
chin's band got $25,000 last week,
fairl

.

rpheum (Loew) (3,000: 25-35-40-
50)—'Camille* (MG). Very good
$21,000 indicated, but either Garbo
or Taylor is slipping here. . Not
quite up to expectations, 'Beloved
Enemy'- (UA) and 'Women of
Glamour' (Col), dual, fair last week,
$1.5,700.

Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25-35-

55)-.'Lloyds* (20th) (2d run), and
'Clarence' (Par) (1st run), dual.

Will drag in around $11.000.. good.
: 'Black Legion' (WB) and 'Holy Ter-
ror' (20th), dual, slipped. -fest 'Week
to $8,500.

ScolIay .(M&P) (2.700; 25-35-40-50)—'Charnpagne Waltz' (Par) arid

'Black Legion' (WB) (2d run). Look
good for $8,500. Last week 'Maid
of Salem' (Par) (3d run), and -King
of Hockey' (WB) (1st run), dual,

fizzled to $5,800.

State (Ldew ) (3,300; 25-35-40-50)—
Camille' (MG). Healthy $18,000,

but under expectations. Last week
fair $13,500 for 'Beloved Enemy'
(UA) and 'Women of Glamour'
(Col), dual.

CHEWMO
IN ST. LOO, 18G

St. Louis, Feb. 23.

'Mrs. Cheyney' singled-billed at

LOew's, downtown deluxer, is

aestiried for first time in. several
Weeks to put that, house at head of

•b.o. derby with take of $18,000,

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador .(F&M) (3,018; 25-40-

55)—'Women of Glamour' (Col) and
stage show, -Olsen & Johnson unit"

will help this bill to $16,400, good.
Last week 'Stolen Holiday' (WB) and
stage .show ended: w>th $13,000, satis-'-'

factory for. Lent.

Fox (F&M) (5,038;' 25-35-55)—
'Maid of Salem' (Par) and 'Mind
Your Business' (Par). Set for
$14,000. okay. Last week 'On the
Avenue' ; (20th) and 'Criminal

' Lawyer- (RKO), stood up for .best
in town and closed with $18,000, fine..

Loew's (Loew) (3,162; 25-35-55)—
'Mrs. Cheyney' (MG). Lent is clipping
at least 03,000 from this one, but will
lead town with $18.QQ(1 Last week
'Under Cover of Night' (MG) and
•Mama Steps Out' (MG); faded away,
ended with'v $9,200, below average.

'

'. Missouri .(F&M) (3,514; 25-35-55)—
•OA the Avenue* (20th) and 'Crirhirial'

Lawyer' (RKO). Will take up where
Fox left off and should collect $11,200
for good biz. Last week 'Black Le-
gion' (WB) and We're On the Jury*
(RKO), didn't have ' great dear of
draw; only $8,600, belc - par.

••• St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 25-40)—
•One In a Million' (20th ) (2d run)
and 'Racing Lady' (RKO > and stage
show. Not over $8.20C in sight for

this bill, fair. Lent is getting in. its

work. Last week .
'Three Smart

Girls' (U). (2d run) and stage show
satisfactory withj59,000, although less

than expected.

'Mrs. Cheyney' Moping

Up in Portland, $9,500

Portland, Ore.,

•Last of Mrs/ Cheney' is mopping

Up at Parker's Broadway. 'Green*

Light' at the UA is another .winner.

Third week of 'One in a. Million' at

the Evergreen Paramount may break
that theatre's recor for any
one, pic.

Esti for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-40)—'Mrs. Cheyney' and 'Dangerous

Number' (MG), dual. AnsWering to
exploitation for great $9,503. May
hold. Last week, 'Mama: Steos Out'
(MG ) and 'Man of the People' (MG),
dual, got $4,700, weak.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergresn) (l,r

400: 30-40)—'About to Di ' (RKO)
and 'Let's Make a Million* (Par),
dual. Keeping this house on an even
keel with $4,400, okay. Last week,
'Bulldog Druriimond' (Par) arid 'Join
Marines' (Rep), hit, $4,600.

. Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,000; 30-40)—'Girl From Paris'
(RKO) and 'Crack Up' (Fox), Reg-
istering okay $5,500. Last ' week,
'Winterset' (RKO) and 'More Than
a Secretary' (Col), got fair $4,090 in
second Week.-" First Weel? great
$8,000.

;

Paramount (Evergreen ) (3,000 ; 30-
40)—'One : in Million' (Fox) and
'Counterfeit Lady' (Col) (3d wk).
Still connecting for good biz at $5,-

000. Second week great $7,500. First
week terrific $12,800.

United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-
40)—'Green Light' (FN). Well ex-,
nloited and in. line for a strong $6,-

000. Looks good enough to hold.
Last Week, 'Luckiest .Girl* (U) did
just fairly $3,900.

power of, stars is putting- it over.
Final result is contingent on what
effect adverse word-of-mouth* will
have. Indicates at least $13,000,
good. Last week, 'Women of Glam-
our' (Col) and 'Devil's Playground'
(Col), dual, suffered along with rest,

so-so $8,100.
Majestic (Fay) (2;200; 15-25-40)—

. 'Avenue' ( 20th ) and 'Off to the
Races' (20th). Going great and tak-
ings should be around $10,000, swell.
Last week. 'Black Legion- (WB). and
'Wings of Morning' (20th); best bet
in toWn at $8,300.
RKO Albee (2,300; 15-25-40)—'Sea

Fix Not Lent Sloughing Minn, B O.'s;

light/ Good $10M Tops N. G. Biz

(2d) 'Secretary' (Col) and 'Mighty
Treve' (U), fair $5,500.

Paramount (F-WC) (2,70P: 30-35-
40)—'On Avenue' (20th) and 'Para-
dise Express' (Rep) (2d wk). Sen-

iDevlls^RK^y-'OTd^Doi^^
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ProY. Pix Draw Despite

Lent; 'Mrs. Cheyney' 13G,

<A?e.' Dual Big $10,000

roviderice, Feb. 23.

It's a great, week, Lent or no Lent.

Programs are just right and the na-

tives are scrambling back to the

theatres. Only one spot in town not

doing so good, merely" getting the
overflow, and that's the RKO Albee,
where 'Sea Devils' and 'Don't Tell
the Wife' will trail the field.

'Mrs. Cheyney* at Loew's, 'Maid
of Salem' at Strand, arid 'On the
Avenue,' at Majestic, all strong.

Estimates for This Week
. Fay's (2,000; 15-25-40)—'Breezing
Hbriie' (20th) and..vaude. Nice
combo bill and' even with tough bp-
posish this house is figuring on gar-
nering $7,200, oke. Last week, 'Holy
Terror' (20th), held up fairly well
at $6,500.
Loew's State (3,200; .15-25-40)—

'Mrs. Cheyney* (MG). Only . house
with single picture, but drawing

Wife* (RKO). Just so-so, trailing
field with $6,000 anticipated. Last
week, -Live Only Once' (UA) and
.'Mighty Treve' (RKO), also in

dumps, $4,000 in six days.
Strand (Indie) (2.200; i5-25r40)—

'Maidof Salem' (Par) arid 'Mirid

Your Business' (Par). House figur-

ing on $9,500, nice. Last Week; 'Bull-

dog brummond' (Par) and 'Doctor's

Diary' (Par), so-so $7,100.

Sari Francisco, Feb. 23.

Both Orpheum and Golden Gate
took advantage of presence of part
of the. fleet in the bay by booking
two he-man pictures. Orpheurii of-
fering 'Devil's . ;

Playground,' ' •=:with
Richard Dix, Dolores Del Rio and
Chester Morris. Gate has Victor
McLaglen in 'Sea Devils' and- a big
stage act.

Other, new; shows on the street are
'Man of Affairs' and 'Under Cover at
Night' at the Warfleld; 'Green Light'
and 'Woman Wise' at the Fox,.' and
'Ni"ht. Waitress' and 'Accused' at the
Embassy.

Estimates for'This Week
Embassy (RKO-Cbheri) (1,512; 30-

35-40)—'Night Waitress' (RKO) and
'Accused' (UA). Trade painfully
light on this pair. Customers at this
house, very sour on English pictures.
Although 'Accused' has two, names in
Dolores Del Rio arid Douglas. Fair-
banks, pip is heading toWards ob-
livion at $1,700. Last week, 'Now
and Forever' (Par) and 'Horse
Feathers' (Par), fair $2,500.
Fox (F-WC) (5.000; 25-35-40)—

'Green Light* (WB) and ?Woman
Wise' (20th). Crix. here raving
about ' 'Green • Light' Which is also
igettjng plenty of extra space in the
Hearst sheets. Expect nice $17,000.
Last week, 'Maid of Salem* (Par)
and 'Holy Terror* (20th), did $16,-
000. fair.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,800, 35-55)
^-'Sea Devils' (RKO) and vaude-
ville. . With George Washington's
birthday thrown in, expect to have
a swell week at .close to

,
$19,000.

Fleet arrived during middle of' the
engagemerit. . Last week. . 'We're on
the Jury' (RKO) and Ethel Waters'
unit, very big $20,500. .:•

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440: 30-35-40)
—'Devil's Playground' (Col) arid
'She's Dangerous' (U). Lukewarm
reception given by arty local crix.

Richard pix. and Chester Morris
draw strongly on roughneck ele-
ment. Will hold extra day which
should mean, good $9,500. Last Week

Balto Way Up;

'

Sans Stage Show; love,' Crosby, 20G

?— Baltimore, Feb. 23.

Presenting one of the strongest
picture lirie-ups in moons, Baltimore
is enjoying a silver-lined week of
toprnotch grosses and Lent dori't

mean a. thing. Turnstiles are click- ,

ing away ait a rherry pace.
With Loew's Century again elim-,

inating vaude for a straight .picture

policy, the Hippodrome becomes the
only icoriib.6 house in -town; Playing
Grace Moore, a good local favorite, in
'When You're, in Love,' together with.
Bob Crosby arid his band on the
stajge^cash customers are piling up
some enviable .daily grosses, which
will add up to a bit more than a
socko $20,000. -Looks like the filny
will stand a well-earned hold over.

Stanley, coming out of a very dis-

appointing week With 'Black
Legion,' opened Saturday with 'Green
Light' and is using its generous seat-:,

ing capacity to good "advantage,
anticipating a Very healthy $14,000.
Keith's too, after a six-day booking
di 'Doctor's Diary' to the tUne of a
bare $3,500, comes- back in style
with 'Maid of Salem.' which should
do better than $10,000.
Loew's Century; sans stage show,

with 'The Last of Mrs. . Cheney.' is

doing a profitable .business, What
with the nut being cut down; Should
chalk Up an okay $16,500.

Estimate for This Week
Century (Loe\v-UA). (3 fQ00; 15-25-

35-40-55)—'Mrs. Cheney* (MG).
Not missing stage • shows so much
this week, with marquee value :of

names in picture. About $16,500
means profit because , of reduced nut.
Last week 'Dangerous Number*
(MG) with . Fats Waller on stage,

$14,300.
Hippodrome (Rappaport)

;

15-25-35-40-55-66)—'When You're in
Love' (Col) and Bob Crosby unit on
stage. Fine combination bringing in
custoriners . for very healthy $20,000

:

.

Last week. ,'Cnminal Lawyer' (RKO)
with Ina Ray Hutton band on stage,
marked up a bell-ringing $18,200.

Keith's (Schariberger). (2,500; 15-
25-30-35.-40-55)—:Ma id df

.
Salerii'

(Par). Raves frorii local crix got
film off to hot start arid probable
$10,000 week. Very good for this
house. Last week, Doctor's Di '

(Par), only $3,500 for six days.
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15^25-30-

35740-55).—'On Avenue' (20th) (2d
week) and Adrienne, psychic, as
stage and lobby attractions. Will do
nice $6,500. Last Week vei'y' rofit-

able $9,000.-

Stanley (WB) (3,450: 15-25-35-40-
55).—'Green Light' (FN).—Opened
Saturday, arid brought 'em in from
the stai-t. Very solid since. Will do
solid' $14,000, and that's plenty for
this

-

deluxer. Last week 'Black
Legion- (WB disappointed With bare
$5,000.

giving musical plenty of ballyhoo on
the air. 'Paradise Express,' an indie,

replaced 'Woman Alone,' (GB), Eng-
lish Sylvia Sidney picture, which
Was yanked after three-day run last

week. Biz good at $10,000. Last week
swell at $16,500.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 30-35-
40}—'Maid of , Salem' (Par) , arid

'Holy Terror' (20th) (2d, wk). Clau-
dette Colbert and Fred MacMurray
responsible for whatever biz 'Salem'
drawing, here. Picture not well liked;

expect fair $5,500. Last Week (6th),

'Thin . Man* (MG) and 'Hats Off'

(GN)> okay $5,000.

United Artists (UA-Cohen) (1,200;
25-40)—'Beloved Enemy' (UA ) ;

(2d
Wk). Unimportant money at $5,500.
Last week $8,500;

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-40)—
'Man of Affair* (GB) and 'Under
Cover of Night '(MG). Will have an.

off week at $10,000. Outside of
'Rothschild,' Arliss has never done
any biz in this town.. Last week
(3d), 'Lloyds' (20th) and 'Off to
Races' (20th), good $8,000.

1 DRY CINCY

Towriers have recovered their
shore legs, following the record Ohio
river rampage, and biz in general
again clicking merrily. Main line
cinemas have caught up to regular
booking schedules.
Trade' at ace stands currently is

in normal
..
pitch, combiried take

showing sweet bulge over last
week. "On the Averiue*" ' the b.^ o.

strutter;

Estimates for This.Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—lAve-

riue' (20th), 10 days. Great at $20,-

000. Last week, 'Champagne Waltz'
(Par), $13,000, okay, in . seven days.
. Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
'Lloyds' (20th) (2d run). Good $6,-

000. Last week, 'Holy Terror' (20th)
$5(000, fair.

Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
'Crack-Up' (20th) and 'Secret Val-
ley' .(20th )* divided. Very good $2,-

500. Last week, 'Guns of Pecos'
(WB) and 'Night Waitress* (RKO),
split, big $2,800.
Grand (RKO) (1.200; 25-40)—

'Champagne Waltz' (Par), nine days
on second run. Okay for $3,900.
Last week, 'Plainsman' (Par) (3d
run), six days. $2,700, good:

Keith's (Libsori) (1,500; -40)—
'Black Legion' (WB).

.
Okay $5,000;

Last week. 'Man of Affairs' (GB),
six davs, $3,500, mild.

Lyri'c (RKO) (1.400; 35-42 )-^'Sin-
ners Take All' (MG). Poor $3,500.
Last week. 'Secretary' (Col), eight
days. $5,500. good.
Palace (RKO) (2,600: 35-42 )—

'Snjart'Girls' (U). Fair $11,000. Last
week. 'Lloyds' (20th), eight days,
$15 000, swell.
Shubert (RKO) (2.200: 40-60 )^-

'Dangerous Number' (MG) and Leon
Errol in 'Hollywood Follies' unit;
Okay $13,000. Last week, 'Accused'
(UA) and 'Scandals of 1937' u it,

fair $10.500 i

Strand (Ind) , ; 15-25)—
'Smartest Girl in Town' (RKO) arid
'Three Men on a Hdrse' (WB), sblit
subsies. Above par at $2,000. Last
week, 'Winterset* . (RKO ) - arid .'Love
on Run' (MG), revivals, split, neat
$1.800,.

Mont'l Hotsy; Garbo, 11G,

Torrid; 'Ave.' Big $9,000

Montreal,

Big pix on main stems will boost
grosses currently, with biggest week-
end crowds this year packing four of
the five houses. His Majesty's trying
a fourth week' of 'Wings of the Morn-
ing.' •;

' '

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1.600; 50).—

'Wings- of Morning* (Brit) :

(4th
week). Lo.oksUike $4,500, very good,
after excellent $5,000 last week.

Palace (CT) (2,700; 60)—'Cam Hie'
(MG). Gross will not-be lower than
$11,000, one of best this year. Last
week, repeat of 'Thin Man' (MG), did
nice $7,000.

Capitol (CT) (2.700: 50)--'Plough
and Stars* (RKO) and 'On Jury'
(RKO). Pointing to around $7,000.
big. Last week 'Stolen Holidav'
(WB) and 'Racing Lady' (WB), $6',-

000, good.
Loew's (My T. Co.). (3,200: 50)—

(Continued on. page 27)

Minneapolis, Feb. 23.

Slim takings in prospect all along
the line is Week. lame for
paucity of customers belongs to lack
ot^d^&ri^^^
than" to Lent. • Among the new-
comers, 'Green Light' appears 'to be
the best box office bet, but it's far
from being, a barnTburner.

Hold-overs are 'Three Smart,
Girls' arid 'On the Avenue.'
riie'r is iri its eight week downtown
and still garnering profitable takings.
'Aye'nue' moved over to the Cer A -

after a hefty week at the Minnesota,
stimates for This Week

Aster (Publix-Singer) 'White Hu -

ter' (20th) (2d run); and Trail Dust*
(Par) arid 'Night Waitress' (RKO),
"first-run dual last three days. Mild
$700 indicated. Last week, ' arzan
Escapes' (MG) and- 'Polo Joe' (FN)
(2d runs), split, and 'Womari in Dls-,
tress' (Col) and 'Arizona Mahoney'
(Par), first run dual last three days.
$8p0, fair.

Century • (Publix-Singer) (LC00:
25-35-55)—'Avenue' (20th) (2d wk)!
Moved over from Minnesota. Climb-
irig to good $6,000. Last week,
'Lloyds' (20th), $5,500, okah.
Lyric (Publix-Singer ) (1,300;

25)—'Colle?3 Holiday* (Par)
'Gold Diggers of 1937' (FN)
runs), split. Pretty good $2,500 i

prospect. Last week, , 'Thedddr t

(Col) (2d run); $3,500. ig.
' Minnesota (Publix-Singer ) (4,200;
25-35-55)—'Green Light' (WB). No
raves from critics, but hovel's, pres-
tige accounting for good $10,000. Last
week, 'Avenue' ,(20th), $11,000, good.
Orpheum (Publik-Singer ) (2.890i

25-35r40>—'Sea Devils' (RKO). Lit-
tle appeal, apparently for femi ine
trade, arid McLaglen . name doesn't
count for great- deal here. Looks
•only $4,500* poor. Last week, 'Black
Legion' (WB), $5,500, light.

State (Publix-Singer) (2,300; 25^40)
—'About. to Die' (RKO) and 'Longest
Night' (MG), dual: House still wal-
lowing in slough of box office
despondency.- These types of double
features - continue , floppo. Public
doesn't seem ' to want 'em singly or
in pairs. Poor $2,500 indicated
Last week, 'Chan at Opera' (20th)
and 'Mind Own Business' (Par),
dual, $2,400, light.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—

'Country Gentlemeri' (Rep). ^ Olsen-
Johnson narnes coaxjng' some
sheKels. Only $600, mild. Last
week, 'Seven Sinners' (GB), $800.
light.

Uptown (Publix) (290; "25-35)—
'One in Million' (20th ). Good $3,200
for first nabe showirig. Last week,
'Plainsman' (Par), $2,800, fair. .

World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
—'Smart Girls' (U) (8th wek ). No
stopping this one arid should land
profitable $2,000. Last week, $2,500,
big.

,' 1AWYER' SOCK

$23,000 IN BROOKLYN

rooklyn, Feb. 23.

Several holdovers in the downtdw
area, with biz continuing

.
upgrade.

Holiday helped considerably. Fox
with 'Great Guy' is.doiri.g great.biz

on the second week and Loew's Met
with 'Camille' is also in the chips.

Albee, Washington's birthday,

brought in 'On Avenue' for good
turnout.. Par is doing! exceptionally
well with 'Champagne Waltz.'

One of the curious angles here is.

the strong attendance at the Par
Friday nights for basketball games
ori stage. Patronage is growing
larger every week,. Same is true at
the Fox Mondays With amateurs on
stage.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (2,500; 25-35-^55O-r-'On the

Avenue' (20th) and 'Criminal Liaw-
yer' (RKO). Arrived Monday, with
socko-' attendance* Should produce:
nifty - $23,000. ' Last • week .'Lloyds'
(20th) arid. 'We're on the Jury' (Par)
splendid at .f)20,000.

Fox (4,000- 25-35-55 )-VGreat uy*
(GN) and 'Join Marines' (Rep) 1 2d
week). Doing' well. Expected .to

reach easy $17,000. Last week socko
$24,000.
Metropolitan (2,400; 25-35-55 )—

'Camille' (MG) (2d week): Look's
like okay $17,000. Last week $18,000,
nice.

'

, Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55^—
'Champagne Waltz' (Par) and .'Drum'--
mdnd Escapes' (Par). Fine diialevs

will bring ' good $19,000; Last
week 'Stolen Holiday' (WB) nd
'Mind Your Own. Business' i ar)..

Satisfactory at $15,000.
. Strand (2,000; 25-35-50 )^-'Fi

Witness' (Col) and 'Paradise x-

press* (Rep). Thinners getting nod
from populace to tune of attractive

$8,700. Last week, 'Secrfet Valley
(20th) and 'Death Air' (Syri)-

Okay at $8,000.
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principal importance attached, how-

ever, to the study of Erpi revenues,

made possible by. air-tight control of

the recording field.

Erpi's incomes

The hefty review showed that more

than 80% of all the revenue of Erpi up

to Dec. 31, 1935 came from the film

'business. - Pictures-conti4b1uted-^123 >
--

331117_84.24%—of ' the $152,029,326

yrhich this Bell subsid earned since

its formation in 1926.. Although rev-

enues have been dropping in recent

years, Erpi reckons its profit at $28,-

112,880. The biggest year was 1927,

when the gravy reached $10,184,157.

Deficits were " in only two
years,.

The following is the total amount
collected by Erpi from five film,

companies between, 1927 and 1935:

Paramount, $10,402,630.

Warner Bros, (including Vitaphone

Corp.), $6,456,553.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ing

Loew's hbuses), $6,033,009,

Fox (including 20th-century and
inal Fox Film chain ), $7,836,836.

iversal, $3,330;018. (Details in

accompanying: table.)

The film business was such a profit-

able investment for the Bell crowd
that John E. Qttersoh, , while head-

ing Erpi, worked out an unsuccess-

ful scheme to gain virtual; operat-

ing control of . the. entire industry,

FCC revealed. Plot, .which involved

cooperation by Chase National Bank,

.was squelched when big-shots in the
* telephone trust refused to go along,'

presumably because of fear that" the.

U> S. Government would crack down
with anti-trust suits.

Bri ing to .light .. much unpub-
lished correspondence, ; Commish
showed how Otterspn doped but a

way to take advantage, of the fihan^

cial strings which Erpi
. and 'Chase

vheld bri- the film industry 'Whfeh the

depresh came, alqng and the pic-

ture structure toppled. .The purpose
was to safeguard huge investments

but the effect would have been to

put the Bell people in the driver's

Seat, directing almost every il

of production, istr.ibution, and. ex-

hibition.

rsbn and Aldrich
' As brought, out in letters from
tterson to various people in the tele-

phone trust and to Winthrop W. Al-
drich, prez of Chase Bank, the plan;

was to exert every possible- influence

ill' the receiverships arid reorganiza-
tions which appeared mevitable. The
two. factions then would set up a

production .company and a distribu-

tion company, deferring until later a

theatre company. The' Chase-Er i

studio would tur ix. for the

nominal producers ah sell them
through the. jointly-run istributing.

system. Eventually, the product
would be shown Chase-Er i

Chains.
."' The financial, influence of the Bell

System in the motion picture indus-

try had become so pervasive by the
end of i932 that the management in-

itiated plans for a directedL reorgani-
zation of the industry,' Commish his-

tory said/ 'Discussions looking to a

broad reorganization Were carried

bh with the. Chase National Bank,
another large, financial factor in the

industry. . The plans .called, for. a;

'horizontal' reorganization: the sepa-

ration -of the artistic. and promotional
activities of the prodUcer">from the

actual physical operations of the
studios which were to be operated
on a service basis; separate organi-
zation of distribution faciliti , sepa-<

rate organization of theatre proper-
ties.. The: actiyitte^ of the Erpi man-
agement in the" years 1932, .1933, and
1934, in connection, with the Fox and
Loew's. properties, organization
and Operation of motion picture se'rv-

. ice studios, motion picture
ing, ; and the Paramount .reorganiza-
tion were directed toWard :

the ef-

fectuation of this plan. The reqrgani-
,.zatipn

;
the Erpi manage-

ment were not consummated presum-
ably because of a reluctance on the

sets of any two (or more) companies
can be combined, in a new studio
operating company doing work -for

both. . ..
••-

'

'

'The combining of the picture
ownership :a.hd .production would
also probably lead to. difficulties

under the anti-trust laws, to a .sup-

pression' of artistic ability and to

minimizing speculative interest
of the showman.
'The general plan proposed, there-

fore, is that the studios be combined
in a studio operating company, the
exchanges and sales forces in a dis-

tribution; operating company^and
these two 'mergers can be proceeded
with at once- Then, at, convenience
and as soon as adjustments and liqui-

dation ' permit, the theatres, can .be

combined in a theatre operating com-
pany;'.

: This audacious proposition was to

be affected by virtue of the influence

Chase and -Erpi. both had -in affairs

of Fpx, Loew's, Metrb, and Para-
mount, as well as lesser companies;
In most cases, the toe-hold was' loans
made several years before and Erpi's

claims for payment for . sound ap-
paratus.

The only phase .... 'scherhe

which ever hias been carried out—
and then only to, a. limited extent—
is for Erpi to gain domination over
production; By closing iri on credi-

.
tors, the Bell subsid took: steps in

this direction which led to control

of the old Christie and Metropolitan
studios iri Hollywood and the for-

mer. Paramount, plant '.it Astoria,

Long . Island. These goals were
reached by cracking down with op*

tipns, notes, and over-due. ills,

Commish students said.-

.
.Besides; using .this, approach,

Erpi made some headway toward
Otterson's goal at brie time by; financ-

ing indies and acting as banker to

hard-pressed producers, report

noted, isinterring the Wi iam FoX
and Harley. Clark corpses for : a

lengthy review, of relations between
Erpi and Fox Films and Fox The-
atres, the Commish sleuths saw these

transactions as part of the well-con-

ceived scheme.

under 4,000 population; Erpi bosses
conceived 'General Theatre Manage-
ment Co. 1

, which would be. owned
by unidentified producers, Er i, and
various equipment suppli Re-
gional management groups were to

be set, up in different sectors, with
the, central corporation handling
supply of screen product, equipment,
and operating, supervision. Top out-

fit Was to; get. either a percentage 'of

the gross, or a flat; fee, splitting with
the regional company, taking its own
management' cut, and turning over
Ihe .balan.ce^6--produGevsv-and--sup-:

Pli

'

Surveying the way Erpi got into

the. production end on its own;, the
FCC. said /the Way General Service
Studios was developed illustrated the
matter in which . the telephone ' trust

offspring used its creditor position
to entrench itself. Summarizing
these deals, report sai \

'As a result bf a creditor relation-
ship arising out of dealings with rCr
cording licensees, and by the consid-
ered use of pressure possible by rea-
son of this creditor position, Erpi
directed the organization and ulti-

mately acquired control of General
Service Studios, operating stu-
dios on the West Coast. This acqui-
sition Was contrary to announced
Bell System policy of restricting itr

self to. the supply of apparatus. It

Was undertaken originally to provide
facilities for the promotion of edu-
cati ,and industrial motion pic-
ture fields;- but subsequently the stu-
dios were used to provide- production
facilities to handle 'independent- mo-
tion; picture productions and to in-
duce the recording of these produc-
tions on Erpi equipment in prd^r to
divert royalty . revenues from com-
petitors to Erpi.

'Erpi also acquired studio facilities
in the east through the acquisition of
Eastern Service Studi , Inc., the
organization and direction of which
were : " on under
fluence arising put of its creditor,
relationship -with recording licensees.
Erpi arranged the organization of
this company in 1932 and was in a
position to control or acquire the
company from its: inception. In June,
1935, the company. , became a sub-
sidiary of Erpi; The interest of Erpi
in the facilities of this company has
been in providing .studios equipped
with its ' recording, equipment into
which independent motion picture
productions could be directed. The
effect sought Was the diversion to
Erpi of royalties Which might other-
wise go to competitors, particularly
RCA. Although contrary to- -

nounced Bell System policy, r/pi

Used its creditor position to acquire
studio facilities with Which to com-
bat competitive suppliers of record-
ing equipment. Erpi has failed to
salvage-, its creditor interest in this
company and . operations have re-
sulted in a loss. Howeyer, Erpi bal
ances. this loss against royalties re
ceiv.ed by reason of continued
use of its equipment by independent
producers and the advantage gained
in preventing the establishment of
competing recording faciliti

Coast Setup
In tracing these, proceedings,

Commish researchers found Erpi,
with practically rtb original invest-
ment, wound up controlling produc-
tion facilities worth almost $1,000,000
Value of the Hollywood properties
at the. end of 1935 Was fixed at
$(599,030, While the Astori was
set at $142,582.

The West Coast development was
recounted more or less as follows:
General Service Studios was set-

up November, 1933,. Eastern
Service Studios with fu supplied
by Er.pi, Although Er in con

30 of 42 States Now in Session

In additi . to the Fox phase of

the! telephone trust operations, exten-r

siph of credit to indie producers arid

financial participation - in events,

culminating in transfer of Universal

control were important aspects of

the campaign to rebr ' the in-

dustry, the report sai

Unknown details of ..the part rpi

played in the Universal matter were
disclosed by the FCC staff. Review
of events which put. the J. Cheever
Cowdin-Charles R. Rpgers-R.

r :

H,

Cochrane faction, in the saddle and
ousted the Laemmles showed Ex-
hibitors Reliance, an Erpi subsid..

put up considerable of the cash for.

these transactions. Originally Cow-
din, planned to take, over the lucra-

tive business which Reliance had
developed, document said, but .the

outcome saw Erpi thwarting these

ambitions.

The rst development-came in No-
vember, 1935, when Universal was
strapped for operating funds; With
U owing $350,000 in back royalties,

Erpi management sought, to protect

its investment and get in, on the

Rogers-Cowdi deal. The Upshot

Was .Exhibitors Reliance's participa-

tion, to the tune pf $125,000, in a deal

by, which Standard Capital loaned

$375,000 to the Laemmles, getting a

mortgage
.
pf which the Erpi. subsid

held one-si interest. Later Reli-

ance dumped $300,000 more into the _^ _ ^ _
pot; After Rogers and Gowdin took

! trol iri 1930
r

of
r
the properties which

oyer, Erpi contracted in March, 1936,

to take over $2,000,000 of debentures

to issued. new company,
plan control from
Laemrple. -.- •

. Total advances by - Erpi and sub-

sidaries for film nancirfg aggre-

gated $3,571,918 at the end 1935.

Total earned reyenii from these

•activities were $725,250. Of the total,

$1,4(57,941. nt to Educational- Pic-

[ tur nd subsidiaries and $1,978,977

went to " Only $125.000' was
ing charge, the Comroistv cited ! turned .over, to Universal before the

letters written by tloirson.'! end of 1935.

part of the Bell. System to support
j

ram/
ing the foundation for this

New tax legislation, much of it

concentVated in schemes toe assess

theatre admission tickets, now pend-
ing or about to be introduced in 1'egr

islatUres of more than 30 states,

looms as a dangerous threat. to na-

tional. 'exhibitor profits. It is now
widely known that: industry and
trade association- leaders are vastly

perturbed over the large amount of

adverse legislation brewing ih ap-
proximately 75% of the 42 states in

the Union.haying legislatures in ses-

sion this year.

Impetus back' of these projects to,

slap new taxes on the picture indus-
try " the present federal old-age
pension regulations, which stipulate

that each individual State must raise
its half in order to get an. equal
amount from the Federal fund. It is-

only natural that all politicians

would want to share in this money,
distribution because of the prestige
and benefits accorded ..citizens of

their commonwealth...
This setup; has placed; tremendous

pressure' on. tate legislative bodies;
to seek new money-raising laws* The
drive, for additional tax-raising rcg-;

ulations also has been given impetus
because Of the economic situation in

a majority, of the States which have:
bond issues to pay off and deficits

confronting them.
The

.
idea of levying a tax on ad-

missions is favored in numerous
States because, it is an obvious and
sweeping plan, and insures heavy re-
turn from the outset. While State
solbns ar searching high and wide
for something new on which to slap
oh a tax, the publication of high sal-

aries paid artists and officials in the
picture business, naturally held up
the industry as a special target.

While numerous States are now.
considering taxes, especially, admis-
sion tax measures, biggest threat
currently is to be found in the State
of Ohio. The foUrth: largest State in

point of rental retur .. one bill how
before legislators' in,ihat state woutd"
levy a 10% tax on admissions dpwh
to 25c. Trade association experts
estimate that this, will take. $4,000,000

out pf the box office the first year
evert before the exhibitor pays his.

rent.
"*

•••
,

;;
' -.

Not only will it make deep inroads
into the exhibitor profits in Ohio and:

other States where the admittance is
;

being considered^ . but industry lead-

ers fully realize the way it. threatens
the admission price structure. With
the Federal tax on admissions al-

ready forming an unnatural barrier
at 40c on admittance fees, the State
taxes which tend to lower the limit

to 25c and. 30c are expected to fur-
ther handicap any attempt to lilt ad-
mission prices in innumerable Stales.

to Wester Iectric Pros dent E, S,.

Bloom, an rez Aldrich of Chase:
aj well as cpi'respbndeno tv/'Cn.

other ures in the telephone set-up.

'

These-exchanges gave in cons id crable
detail the mode of operation and. the-

goal which Otterspn had rhind.
'They

;
rriade clear that the motive

was to
.
perpetuate 'rpi's 'stak

*

which otterspn said was .jeopardized
by the precarious financial condition's
existing in* 1932-3.

-Pooling'
QttersoiVs thpugh'ts,- as portrayed

In a letter Aldrich, were:
'Generally speaking, the studi

With these advances, .pro-?.

mOted a total of 155 entertairiment

."picture's, ;as. well as 95 industrial and
educati nal shorts' made by miscel-

laneous commercial labs. .Of the .ma-

jors, Paramount was most concerned,

. since . it disUibuted "'

ine. ,

. CoUirhpi United rtists

handled; . one icce. nal

was concerned ith making
The theatre plan, which never' was

work out, .Was .pqually ingenious.

Erpi - in.. 1934 pondered prprnptipn .of.

a nVariagement scheme for houses • jh

sniail towns, stiinating there Weie
7,785 tii'iprbn'taiile theatres i places

General eventually acquired, actual
ownershi of. General id' not pass
to Erpi until 1935.

:

At the outset rpi li

censed' Christi . Later the
franchise. to Metropolitan
Metropoli became indebted to
Erpi, ing $275,803 Dec. 31

1929. WherVMeVQpolKa;^
financial trouble in '

, Er i ex
er.ied pressure, on . of .'Anverica

to • extend ' obligations- which" the
latter held against Metropolitan, and
Christie.^' '

'

v. Although in back-
ing of banks i a .plan to build up
the .•Western, slu ios,-. *r.pi advanced
$29-320.. to Metropolitatv .to prevent
foreclosure '. of first ortgage and
organized Educational .Talking Pic-^

turfes ith. : which' Metropolitan latei;

was rrierged.

'Educational was ..
.

.1.1)3 t.by
agreement between Ei-p'i.- ucatipn.aj

Pictures, nd other interests. This
'company.... -'acquired Metropolitan
fr'onvvChrislie. and 'Educational .SliU.

•.dibs from- Educational' Pictures. T'hc
new company assumed iivdcbtadiVess

of Metropolitan, including $290,000

to Pacific States Auxiliary Corp.*

$70,000 to Bank of America, and
$512,790 to Er '."

In exchange for, its second mort-
gage for $24G,803, rpi received a
five-year note convertible into Class
B Stock. Educational and Bank of
America also received some;.stock.
Later the name of the company was
changed to Western Service Studios,..

Which owed Erpi by September,
1933. a total, of $805,000 and was
overdue on taxes and in default on
a' mortgage,.

'

.Dissatisfied , with rrangemehts,
Erpi proceeded to get. control of
Western. • Plan Was perfected by
whicH Erpi got • the Metropolitan
stUdi6s in payment of. Western's,
debts. Er i acquired the Pacific.

States Auxiliary Corp. mortgage via
Exhi itors Reliance at a discount.

Instead, of carrying out the idea
of buying Metropolitan studio, Erpi
had Gen ral ' Studios, -its subsid,
lease both the Metropolitan and Edu-
cational properties from Western ;Stu-

dios. Finally, in June, 1935, General
became, a wholly.-oWrted Erpi subsid
through :exercise of option held 'by
Exhi itors Reliance which went to

Erpi in a mutual debt-cancellation
deal. General, bought the Metropoli-
tan .property .f.rbm Western.

: After these tranSactiOriSi negotia-
tions Were started between Erpi and
Ottersoh, who . then was , Paramount
prez, for. an operating agreement;
This fcl I . through , b u t. in A pri 1 , 1936,

Majpr Prbductioris Corp., headed by
Ernanuel Cohen, contracted for use
of the old Metropolitan .stu " ith

pictures- being distributed
mount.'

; The Eastern deals wei'e less com-
plicated. Cohimish report, boiled

down, records therh follows:

Eastern Service- Studios, originally

Of Audio-Cinema, Inc.,

a hed Erpi subsid. In May
(

1936, was merged- ith General.
Audi Was licensed in 1929 by Erpi.
When' it. -.into '•bankruptcy, Erpi
was 'the principal itori ith

claij ' $224,117. Under the ,reoj-

ganjzation plan; Eas.tcrn'.was set up
as a subsidiary, taking' over the stu-

dio -.assets while Audio kept qh as a

producing company.
The entire stock of Eastern was

pledged; to Erpi as secunity against
notes, although Audio retained -an

option to recover the stock.- This
gave Erpi full control. In June. 1935,

Erpi .. rcised the option and Eastr

ern in wholly-oWned sub-
si iary. mally in Mky,. 1930, Eastern
was merged with General.

Neb's $600,000 Idea

Lincoln, Feb. 2$.

More than $600,000 worth of legis-

lation has been level at the industry
alone by the first session of Ne-
braska's unicameral-, legislature i.

four bills.' This is .the heaviest blow
ever aimed at the amusement game
by any session.

-

:
...
'.Contributing. , sen-

ators are John Comstock, Lincoln,
who authored the bill for $1,000 li-

cense fees for distributors each year;
Tracy T. Frost, . Paul farmer, who
wants 10% of the gross income from
film rental and 10% pf the admission
price; and Charles F. Tyr ik, Omaha
Stockyards . employe, who wants in-:

stallalon of .toilet's in every rojec-
tion room in the-'State.

Roughly estimati
theatre gross business in a year at
$5,000,000 into • the b.o.s„ the 300
State theatres and score of film com-
pani represented on Omaha's dis-
trib film row Will be called on tit

cough up about $630,000 '

ivualiy,
most of which will be eartna^-ked, to
State assistance, if the. measures pass.

,'s 2% Tap
ingham, Feb.

For the last several years, the Ala-
bama legislature has attempted to
levy some- kind of a tax on amuse-
ments and last week it succeeded. A
2% sales tax will be collected against
each admission :

to all forms of
amusements. The tax; which is ap-
plicable to nearly all lines of busi-
ness will continue effect until
Sept. 30, 1939. Several attempts were
made by the legislature during re-
cent years to. levy a 10% tax. against
amusements. However, proposals ' of
this type have been defeated.

W. Allied Objects

Minneapolis, Feb.
Northwest Allied States is oppos-

ing a. bill introduced in the state
legislature requiring employers to
give their help at least one clay's

rest in seven without any reduction
in the pay schedule. Exhi itors
claim it would boost. their;-..overhead'"

$25 a week on the average, and. say
they can't, carry any additional
financial burden..

Mln Anti-

Mi heapolis,
ive prominent members

House have " ined together tp spon-
sor a bill the - Minnesota i state
legislature prohibiting ownership or
opcrati

,
directly or indirectly, of.

motion picture theatres by prbduc-
crs b.i- distri utors. The measur
an exact duplicate of the one which
already has. passed the. loWer house-
i North Dakota and is sponsored
by.'Na.ti n Hied Slates. It would
compel

. Minnesota Amusement
Co. (Publix) to relinquish more than
70 theatres.

In North Dakota
committee. On legi

take expected action W.
A. Steftes, National '

director,

in the . by
Bc'rgci\ ..prominent independent cir-
cuit owner, claims the. riieaslire will
be takph up and; passed this week;
Percentage bookings would be

legislated out of existence in North
Dakota with, passage of 'a bill - just
introduced in [6 .the stale, legislature
with- the backing of the independent
exhibitors' anizatio.n. hder th

measure's rovisions;- checkers
:
fpr

-.film exchanges would be compelled
to have a $50 license for ijach county
i

' which' they-, worked. Film - ex-
,ch iigo^ here"x'cclar the :co-it of
checking. Would be. roliiliitive /
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Uiiion Theatres, Hoyts^

Finally Agree

arate

No Dancing in China

Shanghai, Feb, 7.

Cabaret dancing*has been banned
by Nanking (Capital of China) -mUr* -

nicipal authorities. Two modern ho-
tels are allowed Saturday night and,

:
holiday dancing, with a midnight
closing hour. Clubs and private par-
ties are exempt also.

London's New Crop of Legits Has

A Couple of B way Possibilities

Sydney, Feb. 23.

After 'much brewing; fuming and
fussing, and after a number of. stater

ments \ frbm both sides; Greater
Union Theatres and Hoyts have defi-

itely decided to go their separate
,'ways,. Cancellation of General The-
atres Corp. , which comprises the two
.companies, will take effect as of Dec.

31, 1937, with each unit taking back
its independent stature at that time.

Both companies are now fever-

ishly at work . building new houses
and rebuilding others, idea being to

•be: all set against competition when
the split starts.. At present Greater
Union has considerable edge in the
keys, ., ith Hoyts good deal
stronger in the nabes.

In Sydney, Greater Union has five

rst run houses, Hoyts has two, and
one house which the two

own jointly. One or the other will-

bu out this one. In Melbourne the
two chains are equal; having four
first runs each. In Adelaide, G.U.I;,

.has three first runs, and. Hoyts one.

In Brisbane, Union, has four, and
Hoyts one. In Perth, Hoyts has four,

with the two companies splitting

ownership oi^a fifth. Union has tour
first runs in ' Newcastle, and Hoyts
•none.

. ;
•• ,

v
.

in the. suburbs and nabes Hoyts
has about 250 Houses, and Union less

than 100, but Union hopes td pick up.
•ICO or more theatres within the next
.year,, bei build if

:necessary.
'*

. Greater Union Theatres' financial

board has agreed to,Stuart F. Doyle's
plans covering renovations and re-

building over the chain.

Work will be proceeded with as
early as possible 6n the following

• theatres, Lyceum,
.
Sydney; Empress,

"Sydney; Strand, Newcastle; Civic
and York, Adelaide, and Melba, Mel-
bourne. - /A new theatre

; may be
erected in Melbourne, if a site can
be secured at a reasonable figure.

Doyle pointed put that the scheme
would allow G. U. T. to keep pace

. with any opposition,' and at the same
time, bring* the chain up to a .high

standard in all ace spots.

Some, time ago Charles Munro,
Hoyts, started his chain' on a

huge overhaul, drive, including many
erections in nabe centres. Work is

still underway and will continue.

. G. U, T. now intends watching
Hoyts', just in case the General The-

. atres'
' is -broken before the end

of ; this year. Inside angle is that,

both chains intend leaving nothing
to the opposition pos-

Business Is Business

London, Feb. ,:

. Harry Foster and "his b*de,
Florence Chumbecos, dancer,

definitely decided that she give

up her dancing career. .One
week after their marriage,. Her-
bert Wilcox phoned Foster for

a dancer for a French cabaret
scene.

Foster thought hard, then the
agent instinct got the better of

him. He" suggested his wife;

Wifie dusted off her press book,
took herself off to Wilcox, and
returned ; .witb a contract for

$300 per, Everything was swell
till Papa (George ) Foster heard
about it. He agreed with Harry
that the

:
Wife should not pay

commission but, added Pop,
'My share (5% ) I expect as-

soon as the check arrives,'

MAGYAR LEGIT BIZ

HEALTHY THIS SEASON

Budapest, Feb..

By the middle of last year's the-
atrical season, three Budapest the-

atres had, . bankrupt and left

their compani This

year things appear to be on a much
sounder basis: all the theatres
opened in September are' still play-
ing, with the one exception of a
Small suburban stage, the Bethleri-

ter Theatre.
Producer of the latter house, Ju-

lius Somogyi, playwright," has spent
about $17,500 on this, his first ven-
ture in the show business. He has
walked out after meeting all his ob-
ligations and says that, as soon as he
has scraped together the amount
again, he will risk it on another the-

atrical garhble.

Paris,

Theatre, screen arid journalistic

worlds got a good share of the red

ribbons and rosettes handed out. by
the French government this year.

One of the most outstanding pro-
motions was . that of- Rene Clair, di-

rector, who was made an. officer. At
the same time; the Mi istry of Na-
tional. Education awarded the rank
of officer to Jean Renoir and Charles
buili ', also to Mme. Andree Viollis,

journalist, who is a special corres-

pondent, was the first to reach Kabul
after the revolution.

Pitoeff, actor arid manager, was.
among the recipients of the ribbon;

Other newly appointed chevaliers

are Georges Treville, Charles Lamy,
Mme. Robinne arid Vera Sergine of

the Theatre-Fraricaise. Steve
Passeur, dramatist.

Jules; Romairis was given the .high,

distinction' of being made com-
mander. Joseph Bedier, administra-
tor of the College of France, who has
made an extensive study .of the thear
tre, was awarded the grand cross.

So What?

Londpri.^Feb. 9.

^^n^jD^yJU^fe^.jL^O^
Coliseum pahtpmi with his

swaying 'lamp-post act, has been
suffering for some time from
petty pilfering from- his 'dress-?

'

ing room. He tried all sorts of

detection schemes without
avail, and finally appealed* to

Joe Jackson, .who rigged up an
automatic camera in the dr,ess-

ing room wardrobe.
The stunt worked according

to specification, but when Ben
Dova developed the film, it re-

vealed a portrait of himself;

OUTCRY VS. 'CHILDREN'S

HOUR' IN AUSTRALIA

NEW VIC PAL SHOW

Hicks, Toplining, N.S.G.—Gaud-
smith's Soicko

'CAIN' BIG IN SYDNEY,

SET FOR FIVE WEEKS

Sydney, Feb.
'Cain and Mabel' (WB) is dragging

in the! big money here. Pic looks a

cinch to go five weeks at capacity.

'Libeled Lady' (M-G) is also a win-
ner and tops on its thrd week, while
'Show Boat' (U) goes merrily into

its ninth month. 'Swing Time' (RKO)
its the skids on the fifth week and,
moves on, with 'Ladies in Love'
(Fox) in for. a try. 'Dodsworth' (UA

)

is still high on femme. biz, despite

being in the fifth Week, and should
have no difficulty holding on.

'Champagne Waltz' (Par) opened
strongly and should get something,
as did 'Craig's Wife' (Col) and 'Three
Men on Horse' (WB). 'East Meets
West* (G-B) can't hope for anything.
Weekly-changers are oke with

"Wedding Present' (Pair), 'Can This
Be Dixi • (Fox), and -Straight From
the Shoulder' (Par) leading.

Pix in China
,
Shanghai, Feb; 2.

Local . theatres are enjoying good
bio. return.

Films currently here include 'Tar-

zan Escapes'* (MGM), 'Champagne
Waltz' (Par), 'Garden of Allah' (UA),
•Rembrandt? (UA), 'Magnificent
Brute' (U), 'WinterseV (RKO),
and 'Light Brigade' {WB).

,

Eason Joins.MG In Sydney
Sydney, Feb. .

Salli Eason has been engaged by
Berni Freeman to join the local

Metro organization.

Eason has had overseas' .experi

ence in the technical end of film biz

and Will probably go into the theatre

ivision.

London, Feb. 23.

New vaudeville show at the Vic-

toria Palace is headed by Seymour
Hicks and Co., i new travesty

sketch on broadcasting. It's a weak
vehicle unworthy of the star.

Sybil Bowan, back after two years
in America, is excellent.
Tom Yersey, continental shadow-

graphist, is very clever and a sock
in the opening spot.

Another newcomer, regory and
Raymond, continental musical nov-
elty utilizing tire-pumps and vacuum
cleaners, over well.

Real hit of the show is Gaudsmith
Bros., on their first vaude date after
finishing the pantomime season at

the Hippodrome, and George and
Jack Dormonde, comedy cyclists,

back after 12 months out of London.

Melbourne, Feb. 3.

There has been considerable out-
cry by certain bodies: against The
Children's Hour,' :as produced by
Brett Randall at the Princess the-
atre. Show is

;
in nights only and

children are riot admitted. Stated
that police have viewed the produc-
tion, but took no action.
In film form, 'Hour' played here

as 'These Three' (UA) and failed to
swing into the hit class, despite
raves from critics..

Mention has been made that since
the censor admitted 'Hour,' the ban
on 'Green Pastures' should be lifted;

Latter, in both legit and pic form,
was refused a showing in Australi ,

although the New Zealand authori-
ties gave it an okay.

88% YANK PRODUCT

IN CHINA DURING '36

Shanghai, Feb. 2.

---Shanghai police, comprising; the
censor board of the International
Settlerneht and the French Conces-
sion, viewed 4,500,000 feet film dur-
ing 1936, subsequently ^hpwri. by
four first-run houses and 37, second
runs; Fifteen pix were . banned,
distribs accepting the verdict ori i3;

Appeal Board passed the other two.
In 66 pix, excisions were made.
Of 457 features and 1,211 shorts,

88% were American, 2.6%
. .

"

,

4.8% (Chinese arid 2.6% Japanese.
Shanghai's Chinese studios experi-.

enced the worst year i
'

, produc-
ing only 40 features ori ight lots.'

Star leads with 12, Cathy next with
seven and Unique made six.. Sal-

aries were slashed by 40 to .50% all

around. For ,1937, three" majors ex-
pect to. double th^ir output. There
is general optimisiri for the new year
and studios are buying more U. S.

equiprrierit.

Another African Pic
Rome, Feb. 12.

Africa, more particularly the Ital-

ian colonial enterprise in Africa,
seems to be becoming Favorite
Topic Number One for Italian films.

There was 'The Great Appel,' and
there is to be the much-heraided
'Scipio, the African.' Now a couple
of aeroplanes and four banana
freighters have left with men arid
material to make 'Marrabo' in Ital-

ian Somaliland.
Marcello Oranb has written the

script. Fono-Rprna are the produc-
ers. Romolo Marcellini is the direc
tor. Sets will be done by Gian Gas
pare Napolitano.

Show Due at Palladium

Val. Parnell and Charles Henry,
latter assistant producer to George
Black, have just returned from
Berli where they flew to make
final arrangements with Jack HyUon
ori the next Palladium show built

around the English maestro.

Understood the lineup will com-
prise the Slate Bros., who will have
three iris in . their act with theiri

this trip; Moore and Revel, who will
double from the D6rChester hotel
cabaret; Frank Libuse, Roy Smeck
and Diane Ray, a stripper. It is also

likely that. Afrique, now in America,
will be in show. Of the locals,

Flanagan and Allen are the only
team meaning anything lined up.

Show is figured to run around 12

weeks and opens March 29. Will be
known, as 'The Coronation Revue.'
As Hyltoh has riot been in the Palla-

dium since' his last show, two years
ago, and has since gained an. Ameri
can reputation, show seems destlnec
for a much 1 o n g e r than
scheduled for, particularly since the
cast seems to be pretty hefty, and
scenic ^effects are ori a much more
lavish style than usual, Will not be
surprising if the show runs, until

rnid-August, which / will give the
Palladium a few weeks of straigh ;

vaude and then back to production
with the 'Crazy Show.'
Management is also quietly nego

tiating for the entire Cotton Club
revue, which is already booked in

Paris for the Exhibition, opening
some time in May. Show can play
five months iri Paris, coming into
the Palladium around October, am
have hti difficulty i . staying six

months, particularly as it is intended
that the first part of the show be
straight vaude.

Sari Fedak Scores In

First Grandmother Role

Budapest, Feb. 12.

Sari Fedak,. ex-musical comedy-
star, once Hungary's most popular
actress, who has/ been inactive of

late years, has once again come to

the front rank i her first grand-
mother role.

She is in Edith Ellis' 'Lady of La
Paz,' current at the Pesti theatre.

Miss Fedak plays the perennially
young grandmother who interferes

in her granddaughter's love affairs

on the ground of her rich experi-
ence, being married for the fourth
time. Her rendering of the char-
acter is so brilliant that.it has made
'Lady of La Paz' the most popular
show in town.

, Feb. 23.
Whole slew of new shows here

during the past week, but not much
of real worth, the average being
rather^tinder-pBrv';.™^^^

.
'Tavern - in the Town' opened at-

the Embassy Tuesday (16), , It is an
excellent comedy, with an overtone
of constantly impending tragedy.
Splendidly received and likely
candidate for the West End. Also
seems a good bet for New York.

' 'Suspect' at St. Martin's the same
night, is. -a gruesome thriller, with
Mary Morris, American '

(

making her lbcal debut i lead!
Was well received with a generally
good press, Miss Morris getting even
better breaks than the play however,
in the daiiy press.

'Wise Toitnorrow' opened Wednes-
day (17) at the Lyric. It is a strange
play constantly hovering between
comedy ; and (sex) perversion. Was
noisily acclaimed by the first- ight-
ers, with the majority of critics the
next day hemming and hawing. It's

one of ;thpse curious cases where the
play may prove an immediate and
absolute fldp—or go over to sock
biz ori strength of undercurrent
word-pf-mouth, Same criticism, ob-
viously, goes for its New York
chances.

'Big Business' at the Hippodrome
Thursday (18) is Jack Waller's new*
musical and the usual aggregation of

comedians in; a Waller show, Bobby
Howes, Vera Pearce and Wylie Wat-
son, with David Burns

.
(American)

added. Along approved lines, With
little Originality but got an enthusi-

astic reception.

'Ripening Wheat' at the Royalty
Friday (19) is a Welsh tragedy call-

ing for few tyords. ' Impossible
biz.

'Having Parents* at the Strand
Sunday (21) is a weak comedy by
Jefferson Farjeon. Tried out here
by the Repertory Players, piece hsis

a silly plot and is distinctly unlikely.

Same night saw an Arts Theatre
tryout of 'First Night.' This is a
pathetic corriedy of an ugly duckling,
interesting in theme and subject
matter, but is obvious for the stage,

too. much so. Might be more suitable

for the screen.

Anti-New Biz Law

The Hague, Feb. 12.

Last' year the Netherlands Bio-
scope Assn. adopted a measure to
stop erection of new cinemas; foun-
dation of new film distributing offi-

ces or starting, of new film studios.
This measure was only to be valid
for one year and, just before its ex-
piration, the assn, held a general
meeting. There were two rival
camps, those who wanted the meas-
ure prolonged and those who
wanted it abolished.
Compromise was reached, with a

committee appointed to deal with
such matters and consider each case
separately ori its individual merit;
It is thus expected that,, as a rule,
no new business will be started, uri-

less applicants
. can prove that the

new enterprise will not be detri-
mental to vested interests.

Westwood Quits China
Shanghai, Feb.

Nbrrrian; Westwood, for 17 years
head of Universal in ' has left

for Vancouver.
Westwood saw the number of

cinemas here grow from two to 41,
Fifty Chinese magnates gave him a
huge Chinese dinner for a send-Toff.

Story in China Again
Shanghai, Feb, .

.
Rex Story^s 'Hollywood Revue' on

its fifth Oriental tour, is packing
the Carlton here currently.
''Company includes Story, Rose Lee,
Fay Skeeter, Emily Wirisett, Helen
Caryl, Mitsy Lane, Donna Day arid
Gloria Grey.'

CHINA WILL REFUND

TAX ON BANNED PIX

. Shanghai,

Ceritral News reports a Ministry of

Finance decision to refund Customs
duties on pix banned by the Govern-
ment censors. Move is in response
to an application of the U. S. De-
partment of Commerce.

U. S, Acts in Far East

Shanghai, Feb. 2.

American acts currently in this

sectjor include the Worth Sisters;

Dave Harvey and Kathleerie Young;
Irene West's Hawaiian Troupe,
Maggie Calloway, Cedric and Ar-
linda, Andy Rice, Gloria Seiter and
Modie and Lemaux.

British Bill Against

'Cruelty' in Films
London, 14.

Goaded, it is understood, by
claimed cruelty to horses in 'The

Charge of the Light Brigade' (WB),
the Royal Society -for Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals has proposed a

bill in Parliament which would pro-

hibit exhibition of films showing or

involving cruelty.

Bill was introduced, by ir Robert
Gower, M.P.',. who is - chief of the

R.S.P.C.A., and passed its first formal

reading. robably it will go
further.

Cinesound Busy
Sydney,. Feb. .

iriespuhd, only unit producing i

Australi .today,; is well ahead of

schedule. 'It Isn't Done* ' com-
pleted and due for premiere next

Easter. 'Tall Timber* qomes off the

floor at the end of February, and
'Lovers and Luggers,' pearling yarn,

will be laid dowri May 1.

In August work will begin on the

George Wallace comedy, 'Gone to the

Dogs,' and further stories are being

prepared to allow for continuous

production,

il
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Paris, Feb. 15.

inema .Commission of the Cham-,

ber, headed by deputy Jean-Michel

Renaitour, is- out. to settle . all ills

from which film production in this

country is suffering.

Composed of more than 200 depu-

ties and supported by a similar com-
mission in the Senate made up of

some 40 members of which Senator

Lariacieri is the head, body is pres-

ently interviewing all the big shots'

of the French cinema industry.

Once that is ished, members of

the .commission will" visit the prin-

cipal studios where films are pro-

duced here to ascertain just what is

wrong. That oyer, interviews and
inspections -will'bass to action* which
means laws designed to help pro-

ducers here.

Commission has. thus far listened

to M. Ricou of GFFA and Roger.

Weil of Pathe-Cinerha, who have
elaborated their views and desires.

Pierre Lafitte explained his proj ect

of ah official cinema; library where
the 50 best films produced each year
would be kept. Afterwards came
Charles Delac, president of the
Chambre Syndicate de la Cinemato-
graphic .

Francaise; M. Ambiehl, a
distributor, and Pierre Wolff, a critic.

Renaitour denies that the group
he heads has any desire: of creating a
state-controlled or operated cinema
industry.

"But we do," he continues, "want
to help an industry which employs
thousands of persons 'and invests

enormous amounts, of ital each
year.
Measures in viewr where the

Americans are concerned, look in
nocuous enough and some of them,
as in the case of the censor's right to

pass on films to be exported abroad,
have already been tried.

But there is good reason to be-
lieve that these do not include all the
intentions the commission- has up
its sleeve. Renaitour, himself, once
spoke of a cinema .bank which had a
whiff of state subsidies in it. and,- as
recently as the first visit here , of

Cheever Cowdi , he spoke of meas-
ures to protect the French, industry
from 'foreign invasion' and of 'for-

eign capital' to produce films here.

Delac, who was.heard by the com-
mission, has, for some years,, been
known to harbor anti-foreign film

views and has not made a picture
during the last three years.

Through all of this, it is the same
old story with the Yanks—they are
banking oh the commercial treaty
and it is in their favor that Georges
Bonnet has just been appointed Am
bassador to Washington, for he had
much to do with the drafting of the
terms, of the Franco-American trade
pact.

TEN PIX BANNED IN CHINA

Nanking Gov't Axed 16 H'wood Pix
For Assorted Reasons

Shanghai, Feb.

U. S. ix were banned here

during the past year: 'Fast, of Java'

<U ), 'Dracula's Daughter* (U),. 'Flash

Gordon' (U), 'Green Pastures' (WBf),
'Sons 6' Guns' (WB), 'Devil Doll'

(MGM), 'All American Champ'
(MGM), 'Panic in the Air' (Col),

'Man Who Could Work Miracles'
(UA) and; 'Don't Turn 'Em Loose'
(RKO).

'Java' and ' ic' were banned be-
cause they, showed: Chinese in menial
positions; -Devil,' 'Miracle' and
'Pastures' because they deal, with the
supernatural .and 'Sons' because, of

objections' raised, by the German
representative in China.

SUBSIDIES FOR PIX

EXPECTED IN ERIN

London, . 14. -

British theatre interests; watching
the antagonistic actions of Irish na-
tional concerns, now anticipate- that
the Free State government will step

.
ith subsi i6s for local studios

and production, as a direct incentive
to a desired native industry.

Irish exhibitors, .who are squawk-
ing loudly against 'invasion' of their
territory by British circuits, are de
claring in favor of the plan, believ
ing it will make them less depe
ent on renting groups through wh
ritish competition would make : i

self most. felt.

ehs

Paris, Feb. 141

Move to unionize everything con

nected with the spectacle world here

into one big organization has suf-

fered a set-back.

Led by the big-wigs of the prlnci

pal music-halls, revue houses and
circuses, the directors of these types
of amusement places have just "re

signed from the Chambre Syndicate
des Directors de Spectacles, to form
an organization of their own..
Those who took the lead in this

move. • were Henri Varna, director

and operator of the Casino de Paris

and the Alcazar; Jerome Medraho,
director of the Cirque Medrano;
Amar Brothers,, directors and opera-

tors of Amar Circus and the Empire;
Kurt Robitschek, director of the

Alhambra; Mitty Goldih and H. Rot-
tembourg, directors and operators of

the A B C., arid Trianon, arid Andre
Denis and Paul Lefevre, irectors

of the Concert Mayol.
As explained by Mitty Goldin,

these managers and' directors took

such a step because they want to be
better placed to protect and fight

for their own interests.

In the rChambre Syndicate from
which we have resigned, the in-

terests were too diverse for us to

be able to defend the true interests

of the music-hall,' he explained. 'It

is certain that the interests of caba-

rets, night clubs, and concerts should

not be mixed with those of the. es-

tablishments which we direct.

'As members we learned that a

project of collective contract scheme
for actors was being elaborated.

Such a move is perfectly normal,

but. we were never p.dvised of the

;existence, of a mixed- commission
which was elaborati this plan,,

although we were supposed to take

part in it.

'So, in order to have our hands

free to defend our own interests we
formed the ' new group, which will

be entirely devoted to the; same pro-

fessional, ends.'

First Film, 'La Marseillaise/

With Support From All

Sides, Will tie Super Spe-

cial-—Many Stars, Many
Writers, Thousands of Ex-
tras — Popular Subscrip-

tion for .Bankroll

Breach Between Exhibs, Distribs

JEAN RENOIR IN CHARGE

Arthur Kelley in S. Afr.

Johannesburg, Jan. 29.

Arthur W. Kelley, v-p of United
Artists, "was here on an extended o.o.

Of South Africa.
.
Exec, taking in all

phases around
.
here, is looking over-

local entertaii .nent, theatres and
producing methods.
Up to the present he has ;

visited
.Capetown. Port Elizabeth, East Lon-
don and Durban. He is now located
here and ill remain three weeks,
then going on to New York via Lon-
don! Carrie here from South America.

TAUBER'S 'PICCANNINNY'

NEW LEHAR OPERETTA

London, Feb. 23.

Charles, iCochran is iting a

cast for Franz Lehar's operetta

'Piccanriinriy,' which will star

Richard Tauber, arid will be sent

into rehearsal pronto to replace the

Gracie Fields show, now off. After

West End run, this one will be
filmed by. Max Schach.in corijuriction

with Cochran and with the same
star. ^

, Feb. 14.
rench government is idally

going into the film production busi-
ness.

:

Long-rumored and the source of
conversation in film circles here
ever since the Leon Blum Popular
Front Government took power last
June, the expected step is now a
reality.

Although many, details concerning
the first government film are still

lacking, enough has come to -light to
show that; in its first realization, the
rulers of France intend to work on
a much larger scale; than has ever
been possible for any private con-
cern in this country. .

Project will be realized under a
co-operative form within the frame-
work of the Syndicat General des
Travailleurs de l'lndustrie du Film
with the patronage of the Cdmite
de Coordination du Film of the
French Federation of Labor and is

approved by the Popular Front
Government and organizations at-

tached to the : three parties which
make it -up,

Jean Renoir, French director and
producer who was recently deco-
rated with the Legion of Honor, will
direct the first ' picture, story of
which will be. woven around the
French Revolution and will prob-
ably be called 'La Marseillaise.'

Popular Subscriptions ; .

For the .most part pic will be
financed by popular subscription.
Government, besides making a cash
advance of $3,500 so immediate pub-
licity for the film': can be started,

will also publicize the pic through
the state-controlled radio arid other
means at its disposal; put soldiers,

museums and chateux, including
Versailles,- historical documents . and
relics in its possession at the dis-.

posal of the producers. .

Six writers . .headed by Charles
Spaak will work on the scenario and
script, all of the - music will be spe-
cially Written, arid practically every
w.k. French actor and actress will

be included in the cast. .

While different elements of the
scenario will be. assembled by
Spaak, dialog exchanged at Paris and
in the suburbs will be written by
Henri Jeanson; Marcel Archard will

be. charged with Writing the conver-
sation of the emigres

. of Coblentz;
Andre-Paul Antoine, Jean-Richard
Block and . H. R. Leriormand will

help with the
;
script and Marcel Pag-

nol Will write the text of the con-
versation between! Robespi and
Brissot.

. Music will be written by a group
of the best composers France posr
sesses >-at trie- moment: Desormieres,
Arthur Honeggar, •'. Georges. Auric,

Darius Milhaud, Kosma, Kbechin
and Jacques. Ibert.

Louis Jouvet will take the role of

Robespierre; Pierre Renoir has ac-

cepted the role of Brissot. Jean
Gabin will be a cabinet-maker of

Saint-Antoine. Erich von Stroheim
has been asked to take . the role of

the Austrian officer who directs the

'international, column at Valmy and
Maurice Chevalier will be a worker
syiging the Marseillaise.

Write Your Own Head

Sydney, Feb;
Sir. Harry Lauder mentioned

during the week that he hoped
to return here next year on an-
other farewell tour and, after

that, he would mostly confine
his appearances to England.

BRIT. NATIONAL

RIP

Walbrook in 'Victoria'

London, Feb. .16.

Anton Walbrook gets the role of

Albert/ Prince Consort, jn Herbert
Wilcox's icture of Queen Victoria,

with Anna Neagle spotted for the

title part.

Picture is due for immediate' pro-

duction at 'piriewbpd, with H. B.

Warner in support.'

London, Feb. 14.

John Corfleld, managing director
of British National Films, has re-

signed from the board of Pinewood
Studios, having disposed, of his stock
in the company. Stock has been
taken up by the Heathfleld Invest-

ment Trust, with which J. Arthur
Rank, financial power in the Uni-
versal-General Films set-up, as-
sociated.

Rank recently disposed of his per-
sonal, interest in British . National to

the Trust.
New developments indicate a

breakaway by British National from
the Pinew.ood-General ' Films; 'asso-

ciation, supported by a deal it has
set with John Maxwell to produce
a series of pictures in conjunction
with Associated British for dis-

tribution, through Maxwell's sub-
sidiary, Wardour Films.

Situation is freak, since alliance

of British National with Maxwell's
own -production has the former com-
pariy drawing' close to the concern
which was originally floated as
British National Pictures, only to

become British International at a
later stage, when, the U. K. studios
began bidding

,
for the American

market.

14.

. reach . exhibitors and
distributors has widened as ari out-
come of attempts to arrange joint

Quota confabs, with hopes of co-
operation in. guidi the new Quota
Act how fading.

Cinema Exhibitors Ass'ri;, in con-
sequence- of bad feeling newly stir-

red up.' with the Kinema Renters
Society, has changed its ground : as
regards, recommendations made by
the Board of" Trade Corhmittee, now
veering to support of a proposed;

.

Film Commission conditional on its

personnel being built, up from i

dividuals of motion picture experi-
ence and standing:

New. view shows, a veering of
C. E. A. opinion, which formerly
favored ari independent arbitration
panel of producers, exhibs and dis-

tri , with the Board of Trade given
statutory -power to enforce its .find-

ings.

v C. E. A.'s new attitude is revealed
in a committee report, stating: 'It

seems a reasonable assumption that
cooperation with the K. R. S. will

not be forthcoming; In the absence
of such cooperation, the committee
would hot view with apprehension a
Films Commission, providing it con-
sisted of persons having a practical

knowledge of the trade;.

'Should the President of the Board
of Trade indicate the particular

executive powers required, could not
be undertaken by his department
arid the proper body would be
Commission, we would not like to

be in a position that we ' could riot

continue discussions because' we
were tied by a previous decision
reached. . under different conditions.'

IT HAD TO COME;

AMATEURS IN PARIS

14.

Alhambra, largest music-hall in
Paris, directed by Kurt Robitschek,
is trying a new plan to grab more
biz.

First the house tried cut-rate
prices,' but no help. Now turned to

amateur nights. Small prizes
:
offered

to winners and contracts to the acts
showing real ability.

With this new stab for business
conies the rurrjor again that the
house will close in the near future.

Although such a move is denied by
the management,, future bookings for
name acts are not up to what could
be expected if the doors are to re-
main open during the months of the
Exposition.

Palestine Fix

Jerusalem, Jan. 29.

:. Current pix here include 'How Do
You Do, Mister Brown' at the Zion
hail; 'Romeo arid Juliet' (MG) arid

Tale, of Two
. (MO at the*"

Eden hall; 'Desire' (Par) and. 'King
of Burlesque' (20th) at the Edison,

Haifa's current pix include 'Pri

vate Number' (Par) and, 'Modern
Times' (MG j at the En-Dor; 'Der
Wildfang' and 'Captain Blood' (WB)
at the Armon; 'Captain. January'
(20th ) and 'Brueder Karamazov' at

the .Orah;.-

Tel Aviv .has 'General Died at

Dawn' (Par) at the 'Migdalor; 'Die

Julika' and Things to Cofhe' (UA)
at the ;

Eden; 'Golem' (in third week)
'arid 'Sergeant X' at the Mograbi;
,'Jana' and 'Chu Chin Chow' (GB)
at the Rirnon; ' ight at the Opera'
(MG) arid ' ins of Man' at the

©phir.

UA'S MAGYAR DISTRIB

FOLDS, $40,000 IN RED

Budapest, Feb. 12.

Unitas r , founded a year ago
for the purpose of distributing Lon-
don. Films' and United Artists' pic-
tures here, is lie; idating its business
after incurring . of about
$40,000. Unitas was one of the un-
dertakings of Istavian Gero, who
onns Royal Theatres, a chain of 10.

importarit houses, and largely con-
trols distribution in Hungary.

Reason '-rhy Unitaj ftilled to make
good is that, in spite of the success,
of a few London Film productions,
viewed with a sort of proprietary
interest here because Korda and
inaiiy of his collaborators are Hun-
garian, average., product impoited..
was below tho-:mark. Gero's contract
With U. A. arid London Films stip-

ulated paying them 60% of the net,
with a minimum guarantee of:
$30,000 .n'.ually.

National Bank made di iculties

about permitting the transfer of
such a sum in foreign currency, ..

welcome plea for Gero to annul his
contract with the producers and
liquidate the firm;

British Exhibs* Encore
Visit to U. S. in. May

. London section of Cinematograph
Exhibitors Assri; which organized a

.

successful round tour last year
through New ' York, Washington,
Chicago, California, et al., will re-
peat the trip this year, with outward
voyage darted for May 19.

Itinerary will with,

that of .last year.

MEXICO LIKES MAGI9
Mexico City, Feb. .23.

Magicians, continue to do well here,

if .they are illlrig to work three-

a-day at tops of from 28c to 42c per
show; Two mystic.Si Blac^man arid

Wong, are cramming 'em in at" a
~couple of local legit houses, that,

heretofore hadn't done much biz.

Acts are in .Spanish. Both use

tensive street and vlbbby bailies.
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Latt of Mrs. Gheyney
MetroiGoldwyn-Mayer release of Law-

rence Welngarten production. Stan Joan
Crawford, William Powell, Robert Mont-
gomery, Features Frank Morgan. Di-

rected by Richard' Boleslawskl. Screen

play. Leon Gordon. Samson Raphaeison before the rest of the credits are
and Monckton Hoffe from Frederick Lons-
dale'b play of same name. Camera. George
Folsey; music. Dr. William Axt: editor,

Frank Sullivan. At Capitol. N. Y.. week
Feb. 18, '37. Running time, 05 mlns.

........Joan Crawford

.......William Powell
.. . Robert Montgomery
....... .'Frank Morgan

: Jessie Ralph
......... .Nigel. Bruce

;..Colleen Clare
.Benito, Hume

Fay Cheyney
Charles. ... .

.

Arthur
Lord Kelton.
Duchess
TVlllle
Joan.
Kitty -

Maria . . .
. ' . jtlTeen PrTngte

William. -Melville Cooper
Ames. . ; .Leonard Carey
Anna.. , •

.

Inspector
George. .

.

Olerk

Mtherspoon.
. .Sarn Haden

, ...Lumsden Hnre
....Wnllls Clark

. ..Barnett Parker

The Last of Mrs. Cheyney' is a
Metro remake of its own dialog film

made in 1929 with Norma Shearer.
It's from the Lonsdale play which
Ina Claire, Roland Young and A. E.
Matthews first did on Broadway In
1925. Present fllmization more near-
ly approximates a picture than the
'29 film which was, .then, more a.

straight transmutation of the play
in celluloid form. Fortified by .pres-

ent cinematic standards, and punc-
tuated by some skillful scripting, it's

good film fodder, although not par-
ticularly socko. It's a release where-
in the. marquee values of Crawford-
Poweli-Montgomery, with Frank
Morgan's support not the least of
it, will do much to bolster. ToV
should be good box office.

This is Richard Boleslawski's post-
mortem .release. Another director
wound up the perfunctory details,

but' Boieslawski gets, and merits,
the sole directorial billing. His hand
is evidence in a number of fine
scenes, pacing this society crook'
comedy-drama with effective con-
trasts of suspense and laughs.

Scenes which are outstanding are
made so by a rare combination of
pace, scripting and direction. That
sequence, for example, wherein the
snotty English household is won-
dering what win happen to the
crooks (Miss Crawford and her ac-
complice, Powell) is a double-broad-
side in deft comedy painting. First,

when Morgan discloses how incrimi-
nating might be a certain letter
wherein he had painted some of the
week-end guests just as they are;
and,, later, in its climatic pitch when
Miss Crawford and Powell decide
not to trade for their, freedom, but
instead make the blueblood clique
squirm in fear of the embarrass-
ment if the; letter- should be in-
troduced in evidence at the trial.

In similar vein, the week-enders'
truth-game less pointedly, but not
too subtly, mirrors the foibles of
the same group—the twoTtiming
wife who has had 14 'cousins' (male)
for constant companionship: her
stupid husband: another lady of easy
virtue; the engagingly .lecherous
male (Montgomery), but frankly so:
the duchess-hbstess (capably played
by. Jessie Ralph), who confesses she
came into royalty via the London
Gavety chorus-line. etc.

This film version has been
switched to Doint up the Montgom-
ery-Crawford ultimate romance,
with Powell oftimes out of the. pro-
ceedings for a reel at a time. If
anything, Morgan is most promi-
nent in the male division. Nigel
Bruce handles his dumb-cluck hus-
band well; Benita Hume is an at-
tractive and histrionically vivid
wife-flirt, without making her char-
acterization too broad, Ralph Forbes,
as one of her 'cousins,' fits his as-
signment. Colleen Clare is a new
face of promise, while the rest of
the support, more or less bit. is all
strong.

General production is standard,
including a capital camera job and
an effective, but unobtrusive. "insi-
cal setting. Abel.

given the benefit of the finesse of
every department from makeup to
costuming. Showmanship, to spread
almost reverential glamour about the
star, is manifest fn the main title be-
ing followed by two minutes of aria

When You're in Love
(MUSICAL)

Columbia release oE Everett Rlskln pro-
duction. Stars Grace Moore. Features
Cary Grant. Directed by Robert Rlskln,
who also wrote storj* based oil 'Idea' by
Ethel Hill -and Cedrlc. . Worth. usic by
Jerome Kern; lyrics, Dorothy Fields. Other
mu«lc Interpolated. Production numbers
staged ' by Leon LeonldoIT. . Cameraman.
Josejili AValker. Musical conductor. Alfred
Newman. -At Rndlo City Music Hall.
N. Y.. week Feb. 18,
iU> mlns.
Louise Fuller....:,...
Jlmjny...Hudson.
Marianne Woods...';-..
Walter .Mitchell.....'..
Hank Miller...-
Jrtne -Summer.
Serge Vilniknft.......
Gerald Meeker :.;
Mi'.". Hamilton i

Mr. Hamilton ...George Poarce
ttulos • i .Frank Puglln

'37. Running time.

....... .Grace Moore;
.-Cftry Grant

Aline MnrMnhon
Henry Stonhensori-

. i . .Thomas Mitchell
.Catherine T)oucet

....... .Luis .Albernl
•aid Oliver. Smith

TCmmn Dunn

When You're in Love' should do
nice biz. It represents skillful
manipulation of star, cast, and music
values. With the singing the mam
excuse, and the story the main fault,
narrative is not very spirited in cre-
ating tension or situations but con-
trives to spin a frothy romance. It
also has giggles at frequent junc-
tions, so the net result is fairly amus-
ing entertainment in the Grace
Moore style and series, despite that
the feature is far beyond its needs
as to length.

Care, as -usual, has been exercised
in handling the star and in blending
her vocal opportunities into the
mechanics of the story. She is well
photographed and systematically

gradually flashed.

This glamour treatment does not
neglect the job of trying to lighten
up the operatic tinge. At one point
Miss .'Moore tosses off 'Siboney' in
Spanish. Later, and for the piece de
resistance, she whams across 'Minnie
the Moocher.' Lily Pons, Helen Jep-
son and Gladys Swarthout did this
as a trio at a New York benefit per-
-formancer Atr the Music Hair the
audience applauded the Moocher
novelty.

Operatic training is hard to get
away from. Miss Moore is clever
enough to achieve a creditable slum-
ming impersonation, so fans will
think her cute.. It's the 'regular fel-
low' sort of thing Columbia has con-
scientiously aimed, at in her case.
Only the minority will probably
realize that paper darts are tough
for a javelin-thrower. Inevitably
the Grace Moore films, likewise
those of other singers such as Tib-
bett, Lily Pons. Gladys Swarthout,
et al* are fighting every minute
against a certain stiffness inherent
in their type of singing.

This time Miss. Moore is an Aus-
tralian diva marooned in Mexico,
anxious to get into the United States
but barred by immigration author-
ities. A marriage of convenience is

arranged to an American (Cary
Grant) with whom she ultimately
falls in love. It's fluffy confection-
ery, and there are over-done and
over-long touches in the film, al-
though this is essentially synthetic
and surface lacquer. But the fans
Will probably vote it pleasant fudge.
And will think Cary Grant pretty
swell opposite the star. He has the
only real part except for Aline Mc-
Mahdn's brave resistance. Various
small bits are written, and directed
by Riskin with his flair for plot em-
broidery. Although no one perform-
ance, bit, or -scene is particularly
memorable, in the .aggregate they
score a tally of points that shoves
the film over the line.

Credits are owing generously to
the cameraman, Joseph Walker, who
has done a fine job. Only once, and
ironically at the very start of the
picture, is the star at a disadvantage.
Then for a hundred feet or so the
artificial eyebrow well above the
natural line is badly exposed. An-
other slight flaw, and noted two or
three times, is when the words of
the star are not synchronized with
the lips

Jerome -Kern-Dorothy Fields music
and lyrics have been directed by Al
fred Newman and photographed
against ensemble' Droduction handled
by Leon Leonidoff. Production stuff

is pretentious and artistic through-
out. Of the numbers 'Our Song'
seems best.

Riskin, author, is also Riskin, di-
rector, here. His principal weakness
as a director is obviously his inabil-
ity, or unwillingness, to cut.

Land.

The Man Who Could
~ Work Miracles

(BRITISH MADE)
United Artists release of Alexander Korda

production. Stars Roland Young. Features
Joan Gardner and Ralph Richardson. Di-
rected by Lothar Mendes. Story and screen-
play, H. G. Wells. Camera, Bernard Browne
and Maurice Forde.' At Rlvoli, N. T., week
Fob. 20. '37. Running time, 82 minutes.
George Fotheringay Roland Young
Ada. Price Joan Gardner
Col. Winstanoly. Ralph Richardson
Mr. .Maydlg -. Ernest Theslger
Bill Stoker. Robert Cochran
Housekeeper .Lady. Tree
P. C. Winch. . . . . Wallace Luplrto
Ettle Brlckmnn Gertrude Musgrove
Major Grigsby ... Edward Chapman
Maggie Hooper Sophie Stewart
Moody George Zucco
Cox.' -.. Bruce Winston
Mr. Bampfylde Lawrence Harrray
Reporter .Bernard Nedell
Sup.. Smltholls Wally Patch

H. G. Wells' 'Man Who Could Work
Miracles' was completed before his
imaginitive 'Things to Come,' but
gets:its release in the U. S. 11 months
later. They are akin only in philo-
sophical approach and in almost
complete lack of human, appeal. This
film will show little draw power on
this side.

In story it again shows Wells'
touch for the fantastic. 'Things' pic-
tured a thoroughly mechanized, elec-

trified world 100 years from now.
This flicker portrays the possible ef-

fect oh civilization should one man
1

be given the power to fulfill his. will
and desires at a moment's notice.

'Miracles' also paints the usual Wells'
moral: that man is a petty creature
at best; that he is selfish and, if

given miraculous powers, would
sooner tuin than better the world. .

Wells has always touched only
lightly upon romance. . So again it

is in this department that his picture
falls down as entertainment. A very
talky picture, it also falls short in

the 'quality of its dialog.

Title character of the film, Roland
Young, tries hard to liven up and
lighten a ponderous role, but fails.

This light comedian is . suddenly
transformed from a meek store clerk
\o a man who can do everything and
anything except change human
thought. Picture is billed as a
comedy, but there are lew instances

Miniature Reviews

The Last of Mrs. Cheyney'
(Metro). Society comedy-drama
with Crawford, Powell, Mont-
gomery and Frank Morgan. No
panic, but with names the in-

surance;
'When You're in Love' (Col).

Nice Grace Moore musical with
fair quota of giggles.

'The Man Who Could Work
MLr*;les* (UA). British made
fantasy i>y H. G. Wells and
supposedly a comedy, A. weak-
ling.

'Man of Affairs' (GB). Fair
British-made Pic in which
George Arliss plays a dual role.

.'John Meade's .Woman' (Par)
Doesn't hold much appeal. Co^
stars. Edward Arnold and Fran-
.cine Larrimore (stage), latter
making her debut in pictures.

'Don't Tell the Wife' (RKO).
Same old fake stockbroking
story, but briskly told and well
played. Good diialer with some
marquee drag.

'A Doctor's Diary' (Par).
Dramatic fare which is occa-
sionally pungent. Fair entry.

'Find the Witness' (Col).
Juvenile drama that might do
okay as secondary amusement
fare on the multiples.
'Paradise Express' (Rep).

Trim little action drama about
a small-time railroad. Ought
to do nicely on the uppers and
lowers with a fairly knowable
cast to aid..

"They Wanted to Marry'
(RKO).. Comedy romance of
newspaper photographer built
for strong dual returns. Betty
Furness and Gordon Jones
teamed effectively.

'House of Secrets' (Chest ).

Moderately entertaining mys-
tery, for average dualers' busi-
ness.

in which audiences are given reason
to even giggle.

An unearthly power, pictured here
as a gigantic young man, decides to
invest extraordinary ability in a hu-
man picked at random. It's Young,
who first learns about his

. new
found power while embroiled in an
argument on miracles. He trans-
ports a belligerent constable to San
Francisco simply by making the
wish; cures a girl of freckles and an-
other of a sprained arm. Finally he
orders a castle and assemble- 'he
world's political, military, jr 1,

financial and editorial powers ar.d
orders them to better conditions and
halt war. In order to get an imme-
diate decision, the miracle worker
orders the world to stop rotating and
everybody flies into space when grav-
ity stops. Having rendered himself
immune to death, however, Young Is
able to halt the chaos. He then per-
forms his final miracle by putting
himself back in his former position
in life.

Young's, selfiish desires—he's sup-
posed to typify 'Everyman'—concerns
the double femme interest' in .the
picture, though neither Joan Gard-
ner nor Sophie Stewart are given
much romantic latitude/ The miracle
worker wants- the -more staid Miss
Stewart for. Kis wife, but would like
to have MissT Ga"rdrier on the side.
In trying to make Miss Gardner love
him Young discovers his miraculous
powers stop when trying to influence
the human mind.
Casting of the film is good, with

Ralph Richardson, as a boozing army
man turned judge, doing an espe-
cially good job in the film's lightest
role.

Special camera effects are rather
well executed; Lothar Mendes' direc-
tion is fine, and the camera work,
except in one or two spots, note-
worthy. Scho.

playdates here and there, the ma-
jority of bookings will be of lesser

importance. Business possibilities

are only moderate at best

An English play, 'The Nelson

Touch,' by Neil Grant, forms the

basis for diplomatic maneuvers by
Arliss that are very familiar in de-

sign and as familiarly theatrical in
this star's hands. After a fashion,
'Main of Affairs' is a murder mys-
tery, Arliss being the detective. His
solution is reached in a quaintly Ar-
lissian manner and clouds of war
are dispersed, but for Arliss it has
justrbeen fun. He plays it that" way
all the Way through, along the route
at the same time acting a match-
maker.
The adaptation of the play reveals

nothing stirringly impressive, and
the dialog, British In its style, adds
little as dress for the routine plot.

Development of the love interest;,
under rather unique circumstances,
would carry more weight were the
romantic leads, Romilly Lunge and
Rene Ray, performers of greater
skill and appeal.
The picture is Arliss' virtually all

the way, plot in brief dealing With
his coup kidnapping the Foreign
Secretary, his twin brother, and im-
personating him while Unraveling
the mystery of the murder of an
emir in far-off Kasra, avoiding war
difficulties for Britain. He then
steps into the background, permit-
ting the diplomatic twin to take the
bows. There are numerous trick
photography scenes in which Arliss
talks to himself, shakes hands with
himself, etc., :.U well. done.
. Pictorially and technically, 'Afv
fairs' represents a commendable job.

Char.

MAN OF AFFAIRS
(BRITISH MADE)

Gaumont-Brltlsh piwluctlon and release.
Stars George Arliss. Features Romtllv
Lunge. Hene Ray, Jessie Winter. Directed
by Herbert Mnson. From play-; 'Tlie Nel-
son -Touch..-- by Nell 'Grant: adaptation.
Maude T. Howell and L..du Garde Peach;
film editor. M, Gordon: camera. O.
Krnmpf; At Criterion, N. Y;. week Feb.
10. '.'17. Running time, 70 mlns.

LorlrDunchester } • " • ;
Al"8S

Bill Howard- .....Romilly Lunge
Vera , Bene Hay
Lady Dunchos'ter. . . . . Jessie ' Winter
Ibrahim .John Ford
Uarak. Allan Jeayes
Niihll. Lawrence Anderson
Phlllpotts; Bernard Merefleld
Stevenson. . , . .John Tnmbnll
Abdullah. . .Basil GUI

George Arliss plays a dual role

in this import built around a fop-

pish English diplomat and his regu-

lar fellow twin brother. But get-

ting Arliss in a double dose isn't

enough to save 'Man of Affairs.' The
picture is a pattern that tailors ex-

tremely well for the former War-
ner Bros, star, but the weave is bad
and the, workmanship ordinary.

While there is a chance for solo

John Meade's Woman
Paramount release of B. P, Schullterg

production. Stars Edward Arnold, Fran-
cine Larrimore. Features Gail Patrick,
George Bancroft, John Trent, Sidney Blrtck-
mer. Directed by Richard Wallace. Orig-
inal story by John Bright and Robert
Tanker; screenplay, Vincent Lawrence and
Herman J. Manklewlcz. Film editor, Rob-
ert Blschoff; camera, Harry Flschlieck. At
Paramount,' N, Y., week Feb. 17, '37.

Running time, 81 mlns, ,

John Meade i .Edward Arnold
Teddy Connor .Franclne Larrimore
Caroline Halg Gdil Patrick
Tim Mathews George Bnhrroft
Mike John Trent
Rodney ldney Blnck»ner
Melton .Jonathan KVle
Westley

. Stanley Andrews
Gallatin Harry Hnyden
Blaney Robert Strange
Mrs. Melton.' Alleen Prlngle

Talking Shorts

'SINGING IN THE AIR'
Musleal Sketch
19 Mlns.
Criterion, N. Y.

RKO-Radio
This is a fairly diverting two-

reeler of the sketch variety that fea-
tures songs by Diana Lewis, dpne
from an airplane while., in flight..

Bert Gilroy is the producer $nd
while his short is no smash, it will
please the average audience..
Eddie Moran did the story, chobs-

ing_as_locale a flying . field .where, the-
bosses are trying to develop an air
program. The suggestion is made by
a pilot that the hostess on his ship be
given an audition on the L.A. to K.C.
run that night. . Thus, opening is

made for her first number, 'My
Heart Wants to Dance,' Miss Lewis
singing this particularly well. This
song and others are distinguished by
the fact that the recording is Unus-r
ually good. Title of another number
is 'Singing in the Air.'
Some comedy is to be found in the

19-minute filler, built principally
around a despatcher and a singer
who doesn't want to fly. When lat-
ter is being forced to go oh the air.
from a plane high in the air, it be-
gins to get bumpy and she can't
make the grade, result bfcing some
effective comedy though only light
in development. Miss Lewis screens
well and has a very pleasing sipg-
ing personality. Others in the cast
include Edward J. Flanagan and
Donald Kerr. Chpw.

One more picture with a message
Like most of its predecessors, 'John.

Meade's Woman' is destined for lit-

tle appeal.- Story preaches soil and
forestry conservation, with insuffi-

cient realistic drama to carry b., o.

power. The title suggests things the

picture doesn't hold.

With this picture
:
it appears that

Edward Arnold is running to the
well too often. His pictures are be-
ginning to look alike. As a ruthless
tycoon, who always turns softie in

self-tragic finales, Arnold is being
overworked. In this one he's a lum-
ber king who turns to cheating farm-
ers out of their land.
Rather tough, too, that Francine

Larrimore's first screen starring role
should have been as companion to
Arnold in his latest walk to the same
old type-chest. Miss Larrimore, one
of America's good- dramatic, actresses,
suffers a slight case of miscasting.
With • ability to wring dry an emo-
tional role, Miss Larrimore is given
double duty in this story. First she's
the little country girl who goes to
Chicago, starves for a time and then
marries Arnold to spite a social
cheater. In the later portions, how-
ever, she leads the wheat farmers
in revolt' against her husband. The
transition from a soft, weepy frail
to a merciless avenger is too sharp
to convince. Yet, Miss Larrimoi-e
shows enough to warrant her plenty
of attention from Hollywood. She
hasn't been photographed to best ad-,
vantage, nor are her costumes flat-

tering in most instances; but the one
thing the picture can't hide is her
ability as a performer. In those few
scenes suited to her, this youngest
member of the Adler "stage family
(sister of Luther, Stella and Celia)
delivers.
Film includes George Bancroft,

whose past roles were much the same
as Arnold's today—the guy who dies,
or goes broke, or both in the fade-
outs. In this film Bancroft plavs the
honest pal and employe of the
crooked Arnold and shows up plenty
okay.
John Trent, a young newcomer to

films, impresses in a small and
would-be romantic role. He should
soon be able to handle fatter parts
to advantage. Gail Patrick, as the
sooial cheat whom Arnold iilts. car-
ries, the hauteur nicely with Sidney
Blackmer, her indigent sweetheart,
capable as the focal point, of a tri-

angle. Other roles are practically in
the bit class, including that of Aileen
Pringle, but ably acted.
Production in spots looks expen-

sive. In others quite the opposite
Latter takes in a dust-storm blowoff.
ti surrjri^nf'ly unreal lookine catas-
trophe. Richard WallaceTs direction
of this wishy-washy screennlay is

Rood, but there are points where the
photography could have been better.

Sclio.

'HOLD IT'
Herman Timber;, Jr.,

Rooney, Jr.
Comedy, Dancing
16 'Mlns. 1

Globe, N. Y.
Educational

Produced by Al Christie in thft

east and played 1
.for judicious com-

edy results by Herman Timberg, Jr.,

Pat Rooney, Jr.,* and good support,
'Hold It' will serve medium-grade
theatres satisfactorily; Short is not
as long as most of its kind, being
16 minutes; and crams considerable
territory into^that running time, ac-
tion being divided between a news-
Daper office and a society matron's
home.

In adltion to the comedy, Timberg
and Rooney each do dances, topped
by a shorter tan routine by Gail
Lee. Timberg offers a novelty soft-'

shoe number while Rooney does one
of his familiar tap sDecialtles. Boys
aire photographers who have slipped
into a swanky home for a picture
and are posing before the maid as
entertainers. She wants 'em to prove
it, this affording a good opening for
the dances, all done in a kitchen
setting, While much slapstick of a
conventional nature has found its

way into the short, in general the
entertainment value is better than
average. A managing editor, who
may be George Shelton, greatly aids
in digging the laughs.
Both Timberg and Rooney shape

up nicely for picture work that de-
mands comedy playing or dancing.
Their voices record suitably. Char.

Don't Tell The Wife
RKO-Rodlo release of Robert Sl«k produc-

tion. Features Guy Klbbee, Una Mejkel,
Lynr.c Overman. Directed by Christy
Cabanne. From the stage play, 'Qnco
Over Llgh-tly,' by George Holland. Screen
play. Nat Perrln; camera, Harry Wilde;
special camera effects, Vernon Wiilker; ed-
itor. Jack Hlvely. At Palace. N. .

Y„
week Feb; 18, *:>7< on double bill. Run-
ning time 03 mlns.
Malcolm Wlnthrop Guy Klbbee
Nnncy Domet ..Una Mcrkel
Stove Dorset Lynric Overman
Major annln Thurston TlaJl

Cupid , Gulnn Williams
Larry Tucker William Comnrest
Ann Howell Lucille Ball
Mike Callahan Harry Tyler
Joe'^tloHklns... ... . .

,'

, Chai'llo West

Just another impression from, the
rubber stamp of the fake stock sell-

ing story, but briskly written, well
dialogued and played smartly under
keen direction. Not strength enough
for much solo work, but it will sat-
isfy once they're inside. This is

taken from the stage play, 'Once
Over Lightly,' but the basic plot
is in the common domain; the blun-
dering .come-on who. saves the

. day
when it looks as though the attempt
to sell nothing for something is about
to land all concerned in jail. Dialog
iob is particularly good, with smart
lines woven into the story instead of
being forced in, and Christy Cabanne
keeps it moving at a pace so rapid
that the triteness of. the story" is

often lost sight of. With a better
story, the same amount of acting and
writing ability • would have gqne
places.
Story opens with Thurston Hall

bidding goodbye at the prison after
having done a turn' for selling blue
sky. He is met by his old pals and
announces that this time he is play-
ing safe. . He really has a mine, so
the officious postoffice inspectors
can't touch him. He won the title

in a card game. Finances become
the question, but there's Lynne Over-
man, who has gone straight and is

back on the land with his wife. Una
Merkel. They get around him and
he gets around his wife with the
assurance that this is on the level
with the House of Winthrop, in on
the deal. She. with misgivings, lets
him advance the money.
They promote the credulous Guy

Kibbee, whose name .is Wint^rop^
but who. has no connection with the

(Clontlnucr! on p«if?o 17)
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TWO COAST GUARDSMEN
BATTLE FOR A DAM

E

I

"Looks like a cinch winner at the hox-ofjice ... . Packs
many dramatic punches and is breezed with waves of genuine
comedy," —Variety Daily

"Mark it up for assured hox-ofjice profits , . . Rowdy,
two-fisted comedy with two big melodramatic episodes , , ,

Splendidly made and grand entertainment throughout.*'
—Hollywood Reporter

"Combines breezy dialog, brisk action and wild situa-

tions to give an exciting wallop • . . Should enthuse those
who line to see plenty happening in a picture that is moving
every minute," —Motion Picture Daily

"Plenty of action and a lot of comedy . . . Should play
to good box-office returns," —Film Daily

"Topnotck entertainment • • • Action -crammed, with
several hair-raising sequences , • .Will be a hit with audiences
in all classes and will be a box-office boon to showmen,"

~Box-Offict

"Stirring story of the sea , , . Packed with thrills and
suspense , , , Contains some of the most vivid marine photog-
raphy ever brought to the screen, , .It is sure-fire box-office,"

—Showmen's Trade Review

Victor
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directed by Ben Stoloff
'An Edward Small Production'-
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Don't Tell the Wife
(Continued from page 15)

famous banking house. They sweep
him off his feet with specious prom-
ises and make him the president, giv-

ing the venture his name. Inno-

cently enough he writes sales letters

to his friends, and one of them
turns his epistle over to the ..post-

office. Kibbee goes to the mine,

finds it really is a paying proposi-

tion, comes back, corners the stock,

runs ' the ' price up and lets Over-
man and Miss -Merkel go back to "the

farm. - -Br-a&tically- the -same -outline

has been .used dozens of times, and
there is no suspense, but it is briskly

paced, gives a smart lowdown on
high pressure methods and "has the
advantage of crisp dialog.

Kibbee is almost as stencil as the

play, but they like him and he still

gets the:laughs in plenty, with Guinn
Williams in for the low comedy. He
is not the type a polished gang
would carry along, but he is neces-

sary for the spots. Overman and
Thurston Hall team nicely as the
head schemers, with' Una Merkel in

just enough to be effective. She
never looked better and she points

up her lines effectively.

Excellent photography and nice
settings contribute toward the gen-
eral effect with the camera work
really Class A. Chic.

ELEPHANT BOY
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Feb. 9.

Tin I led Artists release of London Film-
Alexander Ktorda production. Features
Walter Hudd, Alan Jeayes. 'Sabu. Direct-
ed by Robert Flaherty, Zoltan Kordn,
Screen play, John Collier. Marcia de Sllva,
Akos Tolnay: from .Rudyard Kipling's
'Toomal of the Elephants'; camera, Os-
mond- JBorradalle. At 'Piccadilly, London,
Feb. 8. '87. Running time 01 mlns.

Toomal Sabu
His Father W. .E. Holloway
Petersen • Walter Hudd
MuchuR Appa < Alan Jeayes
Rham Lahl , Bruce Gordon
Hunter D. J. Williams
Commissioner .' Hyde While

All children between the ages of
nine and 90 will probably long to

see this picture showing a handsome,
expressive, lovable boy who adopts
an old, massive elephant and is, in
turn, adopted by the animal. Every
boy who witnesses -it will enjoy the
adventure of this Indian youth, clad
principally in a turban and an air

of
.
impitude. Whole thing is so dif-

ferent; a simple picture of jungle
life, it definitely should be class-

ified as a picture that will draw
anywhere in the world.
Story is based on Rudyard Kip-

ling's 'Toomai of the Elephants.'
Youth is descended from four gen-
erations Of mahouts. When his father
is killed in a tiger hunt, the ele-
phant he has been riding, and which
was ridden by his.father and grand-
father, is taken, away and allocated
.to another driver, despite the pro-
tests of the boy. New mahout is

the villain of the piece, and. attempts
to beat the pachyderm, with the re-

sult he. gets a few broken bones.
Animal is believed to have gone
mad, and they want to shoot him.
In the middle of the night the boy
opens the corral and steals away
with his elephant. They are shown
living happily together in the jun-
gle.

While they are being hunted by
the camp, they discover the where-
abouts of a herd of wild elephants,

which the British government had
long been seeking, with the result

that the boy is appointed a full

fledged mahout—in fact a leader, to

whom all the others pay homage.
Direction, photography and every-

thing' else is secondary by compari-
son—merely essential mechanical
accessories to the boy—a grand bet

for future films. Jolo.
,

tion, formerly flew a TWA plane.
His traits are decidedly on.tlie strong
masculine side and besides looks he
has a voice that registers well. For
a tyro he comes through with a min-
imum of stiffness in both posturing
and line reading.
Jerkily paced production poses

Trent as the resident physician of
a privately-endowed hospital. . A
serious scientist and totally im-
mersed in his quest for a serum that
will offset the ravages of spinal
meningitis, he is impatient with the
niceties of procedure which he be-
lieves, have ...come to_hams±ring the
medical profession to the detriment
of the afflicted.

After a couple of patients meet
with tragedy because of staff men's
unwillingness to step in on the case
of another medico, Trent blows up
and cries malpractice. His resigna-
tion is forced and shortly afterwards
an epidemic of the spinal disease
breaks out. Anxious to get back to
the hospital's laboratory so that he
can continue his experiments, Trent
recants his former opinion of his
hospital associates. After that the
film's theme goes haywiv" and finds
a specious way out with a shooting
scene. The mother of a boy violin
prodigy .who loses control of his
b.ow arm because of a delinquent
operation brings an action for mal-
practice against the hospital. While
on the 'witness stand Trent reneges
on his promise to the woman that
he would support her charges and,
incensed by the betrayal, she pulls
a gun from a cop-witness* holster
and shoots the doctor.
Helen Burgess and Ruth Coleman

h&lp to " dress the film with lots of
romance. For Trent it's a case of
gravitating from the latter, socialite
daughter of the hospital head and
his fiancee to Miss Burgess, a work-
aday nurse whose sentiments about
doctor's ethics in general run paral-
let to Trent's. George Bancroft
makes a likeable impression as a
general practitioner with charitable
leanings, Ra Hould, as the boy vio-
linist, proves himself a precocious
master of English diction, while Sid-
ney Blackmer walks capably through
the role of a sur.geon whose wealthy
patients come first.

Story is studded with some finely
turned bits of human interest. Ortcc.

MOONLIGHT SONATA
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Feb. 12.
Trilled Artists release or Tall Mull Pro-

duction. Stars Ignaen Paderewski; fea-
tures Charles Farroll. Alarle Tempest, Unr-
bara Greene. Hrlo Portnian. Directed by
Lothar Mendcs. {Screen play, Kdward
Knoblock; orlglnul, Hans Knnieau; addi-
tional din log-, K M. Dolufleld; camera,
Jan Stalllch. At Plccodlll>. London. Feb.
11, '87. Running lime. !)(> mint'.
PHderewskl lgnnce Jun Paderewski
Eric Molander I'hnrles Farrel)
Baroness Llndenborg Marie Tempest
Ingrid Barbara Greene
Mario de la Cost Uric Portman
Dr. Ttroinnn . . , . . . ..Graha-m--Rrowne-
Margit._ uccnle Leonard
Bishop:" Uiwronoe Hnnruv
Child Blnkle .Stewart
Club Member Fisher White
Club Member II. (',. Stoker
Nils Itrynn Powlcy
Anna Sybil Brooke

motive. The motor gang have shut
off the usual water supply by sabo-
taging the water tanks along the line.

Grant Witners is the receiver who
wins the final event and clinches
with Dorothy Appleby for a fade-
out. Miss Anolety is somewhat
brisk as a small-town girl, but does
okay. Maude Eburne as the Irish

restaurant "keeper adds a bit of

humorous brogue to the proceed-
ings, and Harry Davenport, as the
old-time railroad boss, carries off

his role okay.
Photography is .okay with the set-

ting-mostly ..outdoor. and_lhat ought
to please. ' Shan.

A DOCTOR'S DIARY
Paramount release of E. P. Schulherg pro

ducllon. Features George Bancroft. Helen
Burgess. John Trent. Ruth Coleman. Ra
Hould. Directed by Charles Vtdor. V\ory
by Samuel Ornltz. Joseph Amthony: cam
era. Harrv Flsohhook. At Rlalto. N. Y..

week Feb. 1-8. '.'17. Running time,
mlns.

Dr. Clem Drlscoll George Bancroft
Rath Hanlon.. Helen Burress
Dr. Dan Norrls - John Trent
Catherine Stan wood Ruth Coleman
Dr. Stanwood Charles Waldron
Michael Fielding Ra Mould
Mrs. Fielding Oily Lamont
Dr. Ludlow '

• Blackmer

DRUMMOND ESCAPtS
Paramount production and release. Di-

rected by James Hogan. Story, H. C.
(Sapper) McNeile and Gerard Falrlle;
screen play, Kdwnrd T. Lowe; cameraman.
Victor Mtlner: sound. Gene Merrltt. At
Paramount. Bklyn. duals, week Feb. 18,
'37.- Running time, (17 mlns.
Capt. Drummond Ray Mlland
Inspector Nielson "ir Guy Standing
Phyllis Cluverlng Heather Angel
Merrldew Porter Hall
Algy Lungwort h Reginald Denny
Dobbs ; K. E. Cllve
.Natalie i.Vay Holden
Stanton "Walter Kingston!
Stiles iWurlek Kelly
Constable Higglns Charles McNaughton
Alf Clyde Cook
Bailey Frank Elliott

Though anything but forthright
in following out its theme, 'A Doc-
tor's Diary' packs enough drama to
hold attention. Fans with a yen for
hospital scenes and the exhibitions of
emotional agony v/hich go »vith them
should find the picture to their lik-
ing, while the average femme will
derive much flavor from the pres-
ence of John Trent, newcomer to
the screen. In the spots where
strong action stuff is the regular fare
'Diary' should have little difficulty
meeting par. Otherwise it's sub-
stantial for the doubletons.
Pursued logically- and relentlessly,

the production's thesis might have
scored major interest as a social
document. Instead it turns aside
before the probing gets too hot de-
velops into a tepid critiaue of the
medical profession's sometiifTes cur-
ious code of ethics and tendency to
over-commercialization. But even
wjth the hewing the issue has been
planted and a good exploitation
ancle should avail itself in those

Paramount's latest in the 'Bulldog'
Drummod series is not destined to
enjoy the favor of its predecessors.
Although entertaining, film lacks the
draw for reasons of a light cast (all

featured and supporting players) and
a thinner story containing nearly as
much farce as melodrama. Makes
for a "neat program picture, however,
and might in some spots do better
than that on its tag strength.
Ray Miliand's performance as the

almost legendary Drummond is

smooth to a degree, but might suffer
from comparison with the more
suave Ronald Colman. Hogan's di-
rection and the good though light-
weight dialog keeps Milland a pleas-
antly fresh, romantically-minded
youngster, which is a happy steer-
ing. Other handling might have
produced entirely different results.
Good performances throughout

make for most of the entertainment.
Story is trite but not so with the
characterizations of players who do
plenty to keep it in the background.
Sir Guy Standing as the inspector
and Reginald Denny as Drummond's
ever-ready pal are indeed assets.
Heather Angel essaying the plot mo-
tivation and romance maintains the
high acting standards.
Usual girl' in distress that has in-

trigued the Drummond character for
several years is again unfolded.
Now it's an old friend of the fam-
ily, Porter Hall, who menaces the
well-being of Miss Angel by 'keep-
ing her imprisoned while her inheri-
tance evaporates. Shadowy location
of manor-on-the-moors, where Drum-
mond does his sleuthing, is exciting
without being Diamond Dickish,
Drummond acts entirely without

the aid of the police and is often
thwarted by Inspector Standing who
poses as the crony of the menaces.
Actually Standing is cognizant of the
.situation but does not want. to rush
matters. Drummond's bungling fin-

ally nets the fish and then Standing
reveals his own intention of eventu-
ally bagging them.

FliD dialog between Drummand
and Standing offers latter his chance
which is expertly handled. Reginald
Denny, as an expectant father pulled
from the bedside of his frau to aid,

supplies much of the comedy in run-
ning gag of calling the hospital what-
ever the surroundings. Drummond's
butler. E. E. Clive, also gives good
account of himself.
Aim of the film, presumably as.

much comedy as mcller. never fal-

ters under director's handling. Musi-
cal direction of Boris Morros and

Charming love story woven round
the central personality of the world-
famous pianist. Will delight music
lovers, and should make good with
class audiences both here and in the
United States.
For the highbrows there will

probably ' not be enough of the
maestro's genius—for the lowbrows,
there will certainly be too much.
This is true of the immediate open-
ing, which shows a recital in prog-
ress, at soma length. During the
unfolding of the story Paderewski
only plays twice, briefly: a more
even "distribution would give better
balance to the production.
Locale is Sweden, where Charles

Farrell, agent for a country estate,
declares his love for Ingrid, grand-
daughter of the Baroness, by whom
he is employed. Girl is yoUng and
undecided about her feelings. Forced
landing by a passenger plane bound
for Paris brings into the household
for temporary hosnitality three men,
one of them Paderewski: another,
a plausible, much-traveled gent, of
doubtful antecedents.
Baroness is honored by the pres-

ence of the famous musician, but,
while extending an equal welcome,
soon distrusts thp boastful young
man-about-town. . He makes a play
for the young girl, who, having led
a hermit-like existence, gets carried
away bv his worldliness and is

hooelessly infatuated.
Agent, discovering Ingrid is about

to run off with the interloper, pleads
with her. Then, as a last resource,
he discloses to her grandmother that
the man is a fortune-hunting stage
hypnotist, and is already married.
She buys him off and shows him the
door. It is only when Ingrid sees
him leaving without her. and is con-
fronted by the receipt for the
money, that she comes to her senses.
Paderewski's playing of the

'Moonlight Sonata' (which is asso-
ciated with the meeting of Ingrid's
dead parents) deters her from rush-
ing away in humiliation, and she
turns for consolation to the man
who loves her. Presence of the
couole with their child at a con-
cert, where the 'Moonlight Sonata' is

Dlayed by request, is the immediate
beginning of 'he film, events lead-
ing up to them being shown via
flashback.
Charles Farrpil has little to do but

look on wistfullv while his la^v is

alienated from him; Eric Portman
Tives a polished, scoundrelly per-
formance; Barbara G^ene is at-

tractive and sincere as Ingrid: Marie
Tempest, in her first screen role, is

her usual delightful self. Of the
aeed maestro there can be no criti-

cism; they wished to weave a story
around him, and artistically and un-
pretentiously they' have succeeded.

FIND THE WITNESS
Columbia release of Ralph Cohn pre "Mo-

tion. Features Charles Qulgley. Rosalind

Keith. Directed by David Helnian. Story,

Richard Kale; scenarists, Grace Neville

and Fred N'lblo. Jr.; camera. Virgil .MMIer,

At Strand. B'klyn. double bill, week Feb.

18. ':I7. Running time, B5 mlns.
Larrv McGlll Charles Qu^-ley
Linda M.lFon .....Rosalind Keith
Rudolph Mordlnl enry Molllson
Rita Calmette Rita La Hoy
Swlfty Mulllns , James .('on I In

Charley Blair.... Chnrlea Wilson
Inspector Collins , ; .Wade Bolder
Dr. Rice • Harry Depp
Mr. Qulnn Kdwnrd li'irle

Louise..'. Alyce Ardell

PARADISE EXPRESS
Republic release of Nnl. Levlne produc-

tion. Features Grunt "Withers. Dorothy
Appleby, Arthur Hoyt. Maude lOburno.
Directed by Joseph Kane. Original by
Allan Klslon ami Paul Perez ; scenarists.
Jack Nalleford and Belly Biirlirldge; cam-
era. Jack Marta. Al Strand. BUlyn.. dou-
ble bill, week Feb. 1H, '37. Running time,
tit) mins.
Larry Doyle Grant Withers
Kay ('arson Dorothy Appleby
Trotter Arthur lloyl
Maggie Casey Maude Kburne.
Jed Carson Marry Dnveuporl
Ar strong '. Donald Kirke
Glov'cr \rlhiir l,ori

Tom Wllsu ..Lew Kelly
Stymie. . . . ; \nHiuiiy I'awley
Propt'lelress. -.Fern F.inmett
Gus lohn llollarv]

.Harmonic: Player Hob Meriting
Conductor. Bruce Mjle.hcll

Skinny Smlih Guy WilUcrson
Heasloy G forgo Cleveland
Diapnlc , Ralph McCullough

communi1i~s where a rejoinder can .
—

be nroivoH from organized medicos, photography of Victor Milner help.
Trent, who carries most of the ac- ' Hurl.

Title might have been a belter
one, and the cast is knowable
enough to help this film ride the'

double trails. On the whole a nice
little action drama.
„ It, concerns a small railroad's fight

'against reckless freight comDCtition
from a motorized service. The film

snipes harshly at the motorized end,
by denicting same as ' racket, nut-
ting that angle, somewhat offside.

Familiar small-town elements are
involved. The old-time railroaders
who are forced from their jobs by
the road going into bankruptcy, and
the. old man's niece falling for the
good-looking and youthful receiver
of the line, against all objections.
For a tag and a clincher, the road

runs a^race against the trucks to

win the farmers'' collective tonnage
contract for- hauling of their prod-
uce.
Destination is a town called 'Para-

dise.' and so the title.

There are some prctt.y good train
shots in the film,- and a kick is pro-
vided when, because or the vandal-
ism of the motor pack, the rail-

roaders have to utilize ice from a
refrigerator car to water their loco-

This picture is an immaturely con-
ceived production which can serve
the b.6. only on the. multiples" as

secondary fare. No cast names and
title also doesn't fit.

Newspaper background in the
usual whodunit manner. Dumb re-

porter shows up inactive but pre-
sumably experienced crime detectors
only after- two additional murders
have tipped off to the original kill-

ing.

Pretty ordinary histrionics
throughout. Rita La Roy as the ?irl

with the phoney accent is just that.

Cop stuff is negligible. Customary
auto chase as in other whodunits and
a couple of brdinary undersea
Glimpses make up the best part of
the camera end.

Nub of the obvious yarn is how
the magician can commit the mur
der of his wife while presumably he
is enclosed in a sealed box, under
sea. He is doing a Houdini at n

resort. However, the reporter
proves that the disappearing gent
had the help of a deep sea diver
who dragged him, box and all, to
dry land, so he could emerge from
the sealed box and thus commit the
crime. Dialog is ordinary stuff.

Shan.

HOUSE OF SECRETS
Chesterfield release of George 11. It-itch*

eller production. Features Leslie Fenton,
Muriel Bvans, Noel Madison, Sidney Black-
mer. Directed by Roland D. Rood. Story,,

Sidney Holer; adaptation. John W. Km I;

editor, Dan Milner; camera, SI. A. Ander-
son, At Globe N. Y., week l'M>. 2(1, '«7.

Running time, 70 mlns,
Harry. Wilding Leslie Kenton
Julie Fenniore Muriel ICvans
Daii Wharton '. Noel .M-ullson
Toip Starr ..Sidney IM-ieknior
Dr. ICenmore Morgan i Wallace
Sir Bertram JOvans llolnv>s llirhert
Commissioner Cross. ........ .Ian Macr.aron
Coventry n meson Thomas
Jumpy ..... ...... ..aj ,.U i,Mi., ...^iULlty. Cain,
Hit' 7. . , Sid Saylor
Moctor George Uosener

Ein Stelldichein im

Schwarzwald
('Rendezvous in Black Forest')

(GERMAN MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Terrap roductlon and release. S.lars

Mugdu .Schneider: features Harold ranlson
and Hugo Schrador, Directed by Gooi'g
Jacoby; music. Waller; camera, Carl
Drews. At Casino, N. Y.. week Feb. Ill,

'.'!7, double bill. Running lime 7."i mlns.
Lenox ..Magda Schne.lder
Paul Marten's ..Marald Paulsen
Peter Bttr!;e Htmo .Schrailer
Hugo Kuelrlemun Then Linton
Herman Brehmor Jacob Tlodke
Anna, seine Frau Olga Llmburg
Frauleln Page Kiln llonkhnff
Der 'Ortschulze. .Hugo Fischer- Koeppe
Dei- Goiiielnedlener ...Guslav Puollor

A mystery without murder that
manages to hold the attention fairly
well, 'House of Secrets' is an indie-
made that will do as well as the
average, if not better. The cast
names' are . not powers at the box
office but the players from Leslie
Fenton and Muriel Evans down turn
in nice performances, their efforts

combining with a suspenseful tnle

for results that will please the gen-
eral trade. While most accounts
taking the picture will be dualers,
it might fare satisfactorily in lesser
important houses as a solo attrac-
tion.

Roland D. Reed, directing 'Secrets*
for Batcheller, has sustained the ac-
tion nicely for a stretch of 70 min-
utes, using a formula that includes
many familiar tricks of the mvsterv-
making school. John W. Krafft's
adaptation for mystery results has
been able all the way, but the dialog,
while up to standard; fails to ex-
ceed that, and there isn't much
comedy.
Locale is principally an English

castle with a mysterious background
which has been inherited by an
•American, done by Leslie Fenton,
who seems to have difficulty obtain-
ing possession of his pronerty. A
doctor, whose daughter is naired
with Fenton for romantic values, is

living in the castle and threatens
Fenton every time he comes around.
At the same time, gangsters are
nrowling around the place looking
for hidden treasure, the gunmen be-
ing in possession of one-hnlf of a
naner concerning it, Fenton the other
half. Attacks, slugging, threats and
suspicious actions figure in generous
m"?sure.
Down toward the finish, the solu-

tion is rapid, however, and Fenton
wets the buried treasure as well as
the rurl, nlayed nleasnnt.lv by Mnriel
iSvnns. A detective friend of Fen-
ton's who is trying to tynravol the
mv^tery of many mysterious things,

«'el1 handled by Sidney Blackmei\
Noel Madison is asain n wngstcr. a
familiar assignment for him. He's
n^ht there with th* nart. a<? usual.

The girl's father is Morcan Wall^e,
while another who furnish?" "ble
support is Holmes Herbert. CJiar.

•

(In German; No English Titles)

'Rendezvous in the Black Forest'
is a strange and misshapen mixture
of comedy, spicy farce, music and
wild chases. Often it droops into the
category of inexcusably dull acting.
Perhaps the vehicle was meant to
glorify Magda Schneider. It doesn't.
Even for the foreign language spots,
it will be tabbed of secondary im-
portance and acceptable only as a
dualer.

The unknown author probably had
an original germ of thought; he
wanted to contrast the way in which
popular music is supplanting the
staid classics. He retained this idea
until his plot sweeps the pretty
daughter into contact with two
youthful, modern-day composers.
Then, recalling perhaps some distant
American film he had seen, the au-
thor permits his heroine to go tom-
boy, remain overnight with the two
writers and start a harum-scarum
chase over the countryside. All of
which is extremely stupid to look at.

There is hot a titter in 10 minutes of
footage, indicating that those un-
derstanding the Teutonic tongue did
not find the dialog or action par-
ticularly bright. *

There is a mawkish scene al the
finale in which the two youthful
composers sway the crowd gathered
at the music publisher's anniversary,
selling their up-to-date tunes and
convincing papa (the song publisher)
that his hoydenish daughter should
marry one. of the lads. Even though
this is far-fetched, it furnishes the
best- music and most natural scenes
in the play. Which is the tip-off
on how sad the remainder is.

Prolonged landscape shots and in-

consequential episodes delay the ac-
tual story at first. In some of the
outdoor scenes, all sound is obviously
dubbed in. and badlv done.
Photderaphy by Carl Drews is an

outstanding feature. Magda Schnei-
der races through much of the story
and at times is entertaining as iho
tombov daughter. Herald Paulson
and Hugo Schrader. as the com-
posers, are standard juvenile Ger-
man types. Remainder of cast is

below par for foreign-language pro-
duction. Wear.

They Wanted to Marry
RKO-Rndlo production and release. Fea-

I iii-cm Belly Fumew and Gordon Jones. Dl-
roolod by Lew Landers.. Produced by JCIon

My'M'R. Screen play by Pnul Yawlt/. and
ICl'hel Borden from story by Larry Baoh-
niann and Darwin L, Tellhet; art director.

Van Most Polglnse; costumes. HdwariP Slev-
enson; camera, Russell Molly. At Colonial.

N y.. Ken. 20-21
,

'.17, double bill. Running
lime, (id mlns.
Sheila llunler Belly Furnos.i
.Mm Tyler Gordon JonoM
Sllles, the buller K. F.. Cllve.

Palsv Hunter Palsy Loo Persons
Mr. llunler Homy Kolker
Del eel I vo Frank M. Tho as
Managing JSdltor Charles Wll-on
orili-p Boy William Benedict
Melon llunler Dlann Gibson

Apparently designed to bolster
double-feature set-up, RKO-Radio
wisely has taken advantage of the
situation to further the screen career
of Gordon Jones by spotting him in a
featured role opposite Betty Furness.
That this was a wise move is attested
to by the way this pair mop up. over-
coming story implausibilities to reg-
ister an entertaining CO minutes of
rapidly moving farce-comedy.

Jones boy, former U. S. C. grid
star, appears to be moulded of the
timber designed to make, femme
hearts flutter. He has been in other
films, but this vehicle in his first big
break. Jones, husky enough to mix
it with the • toughest of them, yet
possesses enough knowledge of acting
technique and personality to go con-
siderable distance.
Producers have given the picture

showy backgrounds and every ingre-
dient to make it a worthwhile fea-
ture. Original yarn by Larry Bach-
mann and Darwin L. Teilhet pos*
sossed enough meaty material for the
skilled hands of Paul Yawitz and
Ethel Borden to mould it into a fas-
cinating yarn of newspaper nhotog-
raphcrs. Stressing the difficulties

hedging the efforts of a daily paper's
cameraman is not exactly now, yet
the first-hand knowledge of Yawitz.
N. Y. Daily Mirror,- columnist, and
original twists and crisp dialog go far
in lifting. this vehicle from the rut of
'just another newspaner picture.'.

Scripters have used the big society
wedding as an. artifice to bring Jim
Tyler, crack photographer, into con-
tact with the younger sister of (he
marrying daughter. This romance is

kept to the fore throughout the film,

the pretty offspring of the wealthy
merchant going along, with the
newspaper daredevil throu°h his
kaleidoscopic adventures. Father's
aversion to his profession forces him
into an advertising agency as cony
writer, hut a misunderstanding

(Continued on page 1!))
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'Avenue' Strong $2^S00;

Los Angeles, Feb. 16.

/First week of Lent failed to ap-

preciably dent the bulk of the down-K tost «n"but the Hollywood

andW situations were «<*

so fortunate. Bad
weekend. '

v"~

"

''Champagne
moderately^'

Eb

the Chinese.

su.V*moveovers fared

wul hit lowest takes In

_.<Jnlted Artiste^, W!lshjf£,^
"t^nc weeks; *Sea Devils'. Is getting

loir returns at Panteges

Hillstreet, while the two

Warner houses ate also i

with 'God's Country
*

Estimates for

Carthay Circle

asii.io-iife5>—

—

week). Aid
holding
another

'

_ ae lirxer.'

^^2.028; 80-40-

Kh) and 'Under
-rJK^ual. .Draw-

ififf V. * 'currently and best

ln
?
sliinV /&<>• we*?' ^OU
- i^i^isappointlng at

„ ,— b* only
week, 'Last of

v,T^ll>
nice $3,500.

•Strand (WiTby-Kincey) ^00;^25)-

ItluSon' (20th), Diorine quins
i

get;

«ng the bally, but not £e dough,

«2ooo lust fair. Last week, wnue
guntor'

1
because ot . Gg*

Patrick; Birmingham girl, got

"cato^Acme) <500;a5)-«Glve

Your Heart' (WB). Second weei

nwn- 1\ MO, fair. Last week. T
£3** (Col) Wth Wk). $1,200. I

kUgn.

»t Runt on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

.14

Aster—
f|

week).
Caplt

ney* (I

Cr..

(GB)

^ Weanesaay, February 17« 1937

IJoyoV

Good show
around

LoVe' (GB)
Strand—"Green

(2d week).

Week/of F**. M.

Astor-^^f Earth*

(4th wf/
CapljT A. ^^ Mrs. Chey-

Fittsburghi Feb.

Old Lent bugaboo growth* les$

less potent every yw«»«lte«!
•xhibs are willing: tondmlt ttat
"— -ijjie or no effect on biz..

Illustrated pretty thor-
[yeek. with takes gen-
Krade and no drop in
\slble to naked eye.

Ilnesday; in the past a
•It, is no longer the de-

« used to be lor the film

/ey're saying all over thati

If is now the only Lenten
J

UOYDS' NICE

$18,000

a Zanuck Zephyr along

)

with 'Lloyds* and On 1

1e* playing side by side at

Fulton r*speetlvely»' Snow-
1 blizzard on Sunday dMn t

.« of these, and 'Lloyds*,

for a new house record,'

«pot with ben

-

s
Looks like $7 000. ------

•Lloyds' (20th) was best

^2>vn aihiik (2 300: 15-25-40)—IJvtVil'neaaijflE ior a new n™»
h«S^MUA)and ^tt^eve* | with^AveW threatening to cradcl

n&OWust so-so? maybe SMWO. the Fulton's previous jnark^. too.'

Strand (Indie) (2.200; 15-

Hulldog Drummono' (Par) a"
f Diary' (Par). J»Kt i

-P
- M.400 for .the v/&J
eek, "More Than 5
Knd^Hopalong Cassid

$9,300.

feTrioin'Ave,'ya«fJeWowaeve.;
_.~>.to

Inent

k-ow

\ wcei1UPPH, I *^^^^MHp
Gods* (tIA). grabbed $3 _

65\—'God's r«Ttntrv' (WB) and Twc
Wise MaWs' (R
nins sightly
mate (Downto
should be rtke.

Sontf (FN) ai

(FN). got so-2>
[• Orphcnm (Bo
40>—'Arizonn I

*Iappy Go Ljic

nnd vaudeville.

draw clistotnep

so»t and be
SCO; not pro

Li'Hes*.

'

•SSR
Lav
.Lap

CapwcffS-, —
;covctv ot

;

.wgw

Weisnu _
Hippodr

15-25-35-41 _

>er' (RKO)
jand on stage,

week 'Great
profit nt $13,000. ^ y
Keith's <SchanbergeX^/.500: 15-

as-^O-^5-40-55) — Doctors Diary"

tpa- V Opened Saturday night ^at

supper show with John Trent n«*
:

ing p.a. both Satojday and. Sunday:

looks oJc. $5,000. Last week 'Man of

AffaSfS' (OS.). MM,

fafc
"

New (Merhanic) (MOO: 15-25^
35-40-55) — 'On Avenue' <20tf|

O^diwednesday^.no) and

buxom fB.000 means holdover,

week TJoyds* (UA) dld.better

11,000 for four days added to

two weeks.

SONJA RESUMES PORT.

RUN, BIG 86 2D W'K

'

F0RH.0.1SG

Mvla (Harris) (2,000; 2^CT40V-
'Lloyds*. (20th). Cracked openingjay.

(Thursday) mark and also Saturday

rewrnTand PrtcUcaUy • dnch^>aet
„ M» house figure for Straight pi*

o^Se weeE JLoOks like $14,500 on
owning stanza and sticks. Manage,

ment sees a potent factorJn
ft ing of Scripps *

1 month

.the Fox

In St. Louis

Mo., Feb. 14.—Paul
_' the stage and "Wings

Jlng'' oh the screen gave

Idor another big week \yith

r,i^..t <tto^ . — nnn

l i"*" the till.

I-

jImTJh nasn't encountered dpugh Ifte

tWa since *My Man Godfrey' last

S^tember. Holds for second stanza

ln§ third Isn't unlikely. Last week

?Men Not Gods' (UA) and 'LaugMnf

'35r50>
ave no«
quarter
oo. but
oiwJch*
hilebix
bly ne-
of hit.

if that,
jek col. j

(5-50)—
;

of Kay,
women.-
lay, but.
(oubttul
Dor and
osbeen
mpagne

"Lloyds" *li;300

Providence Smash

Provioemce, Feb. R-"Lloyds o(

London" brought $11,300 to the Ma-

jestic, ahead of other P•<»ses
A
and

x!
0I,

;

ping the house par by H^.Next
in line was the Strand, where More

Than a Secretary" on a dual with

"Hopalong Cassidy:* took ^9,200, ovtf.

by $2,700. "The Great L.. I

"
the Texas CentengsiT^ MOTION »ICT"f*
stage garnpy '

^ — * *

Monday. Eebrusry »5.

k̂ **^
"On^Avenue"

Philadelphia

Pace-Setter;

Vi
,
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(Par) ; plciT. ,
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f.EIO..^.;?
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untitled play by -M.«

J

f

on Dual

New Haven Leader
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the Poli led here with the aid of spe-

cial croup rates for three high -schools.

The gross was $9,300, over par by
(

!
2
"Black Legion^ and. "The Plot

Thickens" at the Roger Sherman
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the stwngth of a .fine opening, .and

weekend The Paramount, with A
l)ort«r's Dairy" and "Woman m
jivM^jVl) to- W.700 ;f v w
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They Wanted to Marry
(ConUnued from page 17)

him back the picture-

ihg job and paves the way lor a

snappy climax.
LewZanders, aided by Zipn Myers,

Who is billed as producer, displays

considerable directorial skill. He
steos a rapid> pace ,at, the start and
maintains the tempo.. Myers' veteran
comedy hand also is distinguishable

oh several occasions. Cameraing of

Russell Metty is of high order, except
for a couple of too. large close-ups.
^(^rlJoTFtfo^
romp through;: the romantic portions

as though teamed for years.! Miss
Harness proves as ingratiating as

ever. It is only when the Jones lad.

in the role of Jim Tyler, is saddled

with absurd situations and lines that

his acting tends to become stilted.

. E; .'- Clive -gets a
:
bigger chance

than usual in his familiar butler part,

and easily collects added laughs,

. tienry Kolker is inordinately distin-

guished looking and acting as. the;

deb's father. .ChaTles Wilson, again

cast as managing editor; contributes

another polished performance. Sup*
porting cast topped by Patsy

,
Lee

Parsons, Diana Gibson and Frank M;
Thomas , is: equally fine: There are

several unbilled actors, especially the

one cast as'the advertising executive,

who stand out " virtually bit por-

: Picture 'has a. Wealth of exploita-

tion possibiliti , which -the . produ-
cers Jlave elaborately explained, so

that this should attract more, than
iiiuarattention in duo locations

a 'famous prison,, where the son . of
one of the convicts is boarding. Man
escapes and takes ' refuge with his
son„ Then, ! after being /.unwittingly
harbored , by the genial, witless .head-
master,, he gets to .France, where: his
help is needed 'for the theft. <••

'

Many humorous situations ' arise.
Pictures gets stolen, and the school-
master innocently helps the thief to.

get it out .of the Louvre, but follow-
ing a hue and cry, he is hailed, as the
hero of the . hour when; it is . safely
restored.

Certainly hot a! highbrow.- film/ but
surefire entertainment for the masses

Wear.

GLEISDREICK
(GERMAN MADE)

Berli , Feb. 9.

t'fa- profluetlori and ' release,. Features
'Oustnv Froehllch and .HeH.;Flnkehzeller.'
Directed' by Robert -A. Sterrimle,. ' Story
adapted by -author, -Ralf. E. Vanlo'o and
Stemmle: music' Hans-Otto. Borgmnnh:
camera. Knrl'Puth. . ; .At'. UTa^im-Zoo, . Bor->
lln. -'. Running "time, 81 ni'lns.

.:..Oustav Froehllch
. .\Hell Flnkenzeller

Paul. Hoffmann
.........Otto Wernfcke

von' Bucovlcs
. , ..."Slide Sessii.k
':.

;

'. .-Fritz O.eriseho'n'
.Albert. Hoernianri

.'..<>..; Eduard Wenck

Hans Scheffler;
Gerda Volkmann .

;

Max-- Volkmann; .

.

Schefiler
Mrs, Soheffler.,

- f iotte. KrucRer.. '. ...

.

.:.,VrHx .'Buchholz.',.;,

Hobby \. .
:— .

Clolirke

(In German)
.Subway as the setting for under-

world manoeuvres * offsets, somewhat
banal gab,, a not exactly brilliant'

cast and incompetent photography.
Long arm of coincidence re.ac.Ring
out so far that the heroine is snatched
not .- once, but twice, from the en-
gine's jaws, is a bit tough to take.
Subway guard Hans Scheffler's

first . snatch saves Gerda* cloak and
suit model but a good girl,- from
suicide. Her brother is doing time,
but Hans, announces ah intended
hook-uo ' with' Gerda. Dad nearly
kicks the bucket; but instead socks
Hans in. the jaw> Gerda.. hoping to
patch things up. calls on the old
folks. Alone when the door-bell
rings, she answers and is confronted
by her brother Max, who released
and getting wind of. her engagement,
has come to touch the future in-laws.
Skirmish follows. Max; spying a wal-
let, grabs it and bolts.

Hans, getting the story from
Gerda, is- half-crazy. Money belongs
to a club of which he is treasurer.
Tracking down Max, the latter

promises the. funds in exchange for
a certain key which Hans has ac-
cess to. Swap is made.. Gerda,"
knowing that a door from the under-
ground passage leads to a bank, fears
the worst. She rushes into the
depths of the tunnel in pursuit of
her brother. Hans put the cops wise
and goes scouting on his own. ' Com-
ing upon Max and his two pals, he's
given a k.o. Police arrive in the
nick of time and Hans comes to just
as Gerda is about to be threshed
down by an oncoming express.
Rescue No; 2.

Homey bits, supposed to be cross-
sections

1

of Berlin's middle class, fall
flat.. Juveniles being at such a pre-
mium here,' Gustav Froehlich con-
tinues to get bv... Paul Hoffman as
the weak-willed brother does some
convincing work. Local setting will
make it of interest to Berlin,: but
otherwise -it won't go far;

GOOD MORNING BOYS
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Feb. -10.
p.xii.mont-Britlsh-Galnfiborough production

hnd release. ;

Stars- Will Hay.: Directed by.
MaiceJ Varnel. Original, AnJ&pny Klrh-

:
nuns;- screen play and dialog, VaV Guest,
{^slle Arllg.s, Marriott Edgar : camera, Ar-
tbiib Oftbtre". At Phoenix, London- Run-
ning time, 78 inlns.
l'lv Benjamin Twist.

.

Jjndy Bagsliott. : . . . . ,.

<;"!. Wllloughbyr ' ".

Albert ;..:-.

.

Thf-ftean
Aity Johea............
ciinuot:.....

, Inlster of Education
.Vvette..

........... Mil Hay
. ... . . . ..MiirUta Hunt.

.Peter Oawthbrne-
;

.'. .Graham . Moffritt

.Gewlnss Llewellyn
..... ,\ ..Mark'Dnly

.Peter Godfrey
. . .. D.cnlcr Warren

Lllll Palmer

Good vehicle for the scholastic
vaudeville comedian, Will Hay. wiiri
many ludicrous situations, witty
dialog and sufficient background in
the way of plot. Good chance of
registering locally, but the other side
oi the Atlantic, not appreciating the
severe discipline of boys' colleges

Iffiqu'e"
1^''"^ appreciate the bur-

Opening with a plot in. Paris to
steal the Mona Lisa from the LOuvre,
action is switched to a school near

COURRIER SUD
('Southern Carrier').
(FRENCH MADE)

.
Paris, Feb. .

.. Palhc .Consortium Cinema release of Pjin*
Cine rpi'oduc'tloni Stars

'

:Prerre '-'Richard^
VVllIni,; ieaiures:Jany Holt, Charles Vurnoi.
Directed by Pierre Billon.-.. Scenario and'
dlnlQiji Antolrie.de Salnt-lCxupery, Liistlg.
and Bresson; camera, Robert- Lafevre. At-
JMarlgntin Cinema. Paris, Jan. US, ' 7.

nine- time 110 nil

. Richard-Willm
• .'.Charles -..ya.n:el

. . , : . .. . Ja'hy Holt
. . . ... :.. : Baron ..Fits

. . .'.Rabrlell'e- -Dbriiiat.
.; ;Mark.uex;ltp Plerry
...... Rhym'ond A I mos-

• Alexandre Hlgnaiilt
:

.

.
'.'

... . . . Roger Legris

Jacques -Bern'ls.
Ambassaclor ' Herlfn'.
Genevieve... ;. .

.'.
. . .7

Genevieve's; father.
. G9nevleve' sV -riio ther

;

Genpvieve's. aunt —

,

Sergeant., of" post... i

;

Hubert. . ; , . v. . . . .

.Radio operator. ; ;-. .

.

This film falls short of what it is

ostensibly created • to reach. As
propaganda for the. French commer-
cial air lines running, from Paris to

.

Dakar, Africa, it has a certain value,
but it possesses too many weak spots
to make first-class entertainment;
' Story lacks, continuity and wears
almost to threadbareness at places
when, incidents are obviously cre-
ated for the sole purpose .of heing
filmed. Perfectly legitimate in
France, but .doubtful in more puri-
tanical countries; story hinges on a
love affair between a pilot in the
African service and the wife of an^
other ' man. Bad taste is shown ' in
.the naming of the husband, for in
the picture- he is a Polish ambassa-
dor. ...

Pi ichard-'Willm as the pilot
is not nearly as convincing as he
might be; seemingly badly cast for
his role. Jany Holt as the childr
hood . friend of Richard-Willm and
wife of the Ambassador, handles a
difficult part commendably. While.
Charles Vahel as a hard-boiled am-
bassador was never better.
Raymond Aimos as the com-

miander of the desert, post turns in

a realistic oerformance, : as does :

Baron Fils ' as a muddling old man
who says the wrong thing at the
wrong time.
Richard-Willm persuades 6ne of

his comrade, oilots to return from
vacation so he; can come to France
to see Jany Holt. Vanel,. more i -

terested in shooting than , both his

Wife and affairs, is ordered back to

Warsaw while . ichard-Willm is

there. Latter persuades the erring
wife to run. away .with. him. No
sooner are. they installed in. a. Paris
flat than ichard-Willm has to re-

turn to search for the. man who rer

lieved him, who is lost in the des-

ert. He finds his friend arid reaches
a desert outpost, but is- killed in an
attack made by the natives. Vanel,
taking advantage of the opportune
death' of his wife's lover, takes her
back and returns to Poland, .

. Some' striking air desert shots are
recorded, while the tribesmen who
attack the desert post provide one
of the most realistic parts of the pic.

Bad lighting effects are frequent in

the. interiors.
Scissors were wielded in knowing

fashion, especially in the. flight

scenes, where French cutters
.
are

usually inclined to be lax. In all it's

an entertainment that may do well
here, but is otherwise doubtful:

Hugo.

-Tisztelet a Kivetelnek
('Exception to the Rule')
(HUNGARIAN MADE)

.

' Budapest, Feb. .

. Kino production', '•'arid release; Directed
nv>Akos Varlronyl'; ftdaptatlbh, Paul. Varl.

from ^day by Klemer Boro.": -music, George
Fejer. Features lara Tolnay. . Mirtln
Ratkay, Jmre' Raday, Kalmaji Rozsahepj'l.

Ma'rls'liB Vizvarl;.

(In Hungarian).

Rather charming play, which had
tl>e sentimental arid the humorous
elements of. a gopd screen story, has
been turned into a disgracefully-bad
script arid, accordingly , into a picture

which sadly misses its mark,
Story concerns a wealthy young

manufacturer who' holds the convic-
tion that all girls are to be had fbr

the asking—they're all alike, and
none can resist the charrns of his
week-end house by the" river arid a
motor-boat trip. . When at last he
finds Vera, who is the exception to

the rule, and gets a. bad scare be-
cause he thinks she is drowned
through his fault—cynic is converted
and is happy to. be accepted as a
suitor.

Complications^ inane and arti-,

ficial, whole makeup is childish, and
in questionable taste. One feels

sorry for a handful of good actors
who don't, know what to do with the
futile and unreal parts they are
given. There are some redeeming
moments, but few and far between:
Klari Tolnay has charm"\and is

pretty., /but one cannot judge her
work from this weak picture.

Jacobi..

JUNGEE JIM
rnlvevsa) release of '-Henry McRae-n^n

Koenlg. serial, production. 'Features' Unint
Wither.^, Betty ..Juno. Rbodes, Raymond
Haltoh, ' P.uul Sutton, liry'unt Washburn,
Hvelyh lirent, Finnkv cGiynn, Jr. Di-
rected'-''-by Ford Beebe. und t'lllt S lib.

Based .on the King Features. ' Sy Icato
strip by^ Alex Raymond ; .. screen play.
Wyndham Glttens; Norman '

. Hall'.: Kay
Trarhpe; camera, Jerry As|i. At Liberty,
I'jlncoln.

. Neb.
Jungle Jim. .'.

i . . . .

,

,Toa'n
;

• » . ;•; :. — .- ;

Malay Mike. > .
.'.

Shanghai "I-^ll-. .
.'.

Cobra. . ."..v. ;.; ; , . >, .-.i

Red.mciri'd .
."; .',.',.,,.

Consul . . ,j ; .

,' .'. .'.
;

,

Slude .

-."..-.'...

La Bat . ...

,

Grunt 'Withers.
. Bi'lty '..l.ano KhotU'S
. . Itiiymond .. Ha t tun

. . . . . , lOvelyn -Urent
,

';.. . Henry Brandon
.Bryant .Washburn

T^^inei ,

'"''Ja5t<'!:S)Ti'

.At Bridge
...Paul Sutton.-

A -weeker, 'Jungle Jirii'
' a

follow on the successful comic strip,

predecessor, ' Drumrnond.' ids

on . serialized comics for mate-
rial arid subject. matter have .worked
out better for the -serial salesrhen

than their other stuff, and since the

prevailing week-to-week trade for
them is the- adolescent patron, it

has the right approach; Great tieup
possibiliti

. with papers using the
stri especially those sheets which
owrTradio -stations arid: rriake an .' -

sti^ulronal buildup practice of reading
e., comics by ' each Sunday

morning.
Grant Withers, whose previous se-

rial was 'Fighting Mariries' and one
of the worst in a long, series Of short
crop, is cast in the title role. Betty
Jane ' Rhodes, with

.
shapely gams

afly, :is the lion goddess, and Ray-
riipnd Hatton, bearded ' arid funny;
is ; Jina^^partner. Henry Brandon
and ' Evelyn Brent lean to the iss

side heavily;-
Story follows attempt by Bryant

Washburn to have orphaned
,
Betty

Jane Rhodes knocked off " the
jungle so he can go back the
States arid " collect her iriheritahce.
Withers, and Hatton help the girl.

Rhodes girl got her start via radio;
She's

; been guested on Camel, Shell
and Lucky Strike programs lately.

Effofts . to shape a comeback for
Evelyn Brent are still just as sty-

mied by this bit as before.. For the
serial crew, -Jim'; will . be found a
satisfier. The words .

'Cobra,' 'Lion'

arid 'doom' each get in -two chap^
ter titles, which are suggestive
enough for the thrill seeker. Barn.

Ein Maedel Vom Ballett

('A Girl from the Chorus')
(GERMAN MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Berli , Feb. 12.

Ufa relea'ise of Ondra-t>hmar pi-oductlun,

Stars- .Anny' O'ndra; features Viktor Stanl.
• Dh-et^d by Karl Tjfimac'. . Screen '.play;

Charles -Ambprg. Wolfgang . Neuirielstrr;
music. :Pi»bl "Iiiiehn, Paul' Llnrke, WnltPr.
Kollo;" dances arranged- by Georges Blhn-
valet. , .At -Ufa; Frledr'ichstrasse. 'Kininliig

time,' 8'l mJns. -
Hertrietle I.nrige. '.

". Anpy Pndra
Hans .'iitei-...-.. . .... ;.'. .'.

. .Viktor St 'ial

rjiesb'eth Crimrne.V. . . »
•'

... ."M'rsula Grablcy
•Vera ffMireyvogel.'-. . . . .'..-.

. ... iCrlka Koprnrr
Pnul Deltmann. . . . .Rudoir, Platte
;Max. .

.'• '.'".
. .'. . . , ;'. ... . .Robert .

Do|ia-\y

Bert liol d • T.a nge . ; ..Hans 1 leriwa ri n Sella u fuss
'The Turkey' . . ...'... .

.- -. .ICgon lifoslg

(In German)
Ariny Ondra, popular star, will

give an extra shove to this- perky
comedy about, actors on, off and
backstage. "In spite of dated gags
arid a lovelorn heroine who has a
change of- heart long before it's psy>.
chologically possible, . this pic is a
.good European average. Amusing
situations, dld.^put tuneful ditties,

graceful wardrobe and ~ Miss Ondra.
with her unsophisticated way of
touching the grotesque lightly, give
this pic the wherewithal for
healthy b.o.

Berlin at the century's turn. Stage-
struck Heririette Lange is. ambitious
to do more in the theatre than just

bring supDer to . her prompter
grandpa. By the 50th performance
she knows every part and step by
heart and persuades her friend Lies-
beth, chorus girl, to let her substi-

tute. Henriette breaks up the show
and- everybody believes it to be the
W.k. family taint, stagefright. Hen-
riette is yanked. off' the stage.

:

; But it was orilv her first.: attack of

iealousy. For trying to patch,

things, up between Liesbeth and her
boy friend, the goodrlhoking lead.

Henriette herself has fallen for hint
and is struck with jealousy when
she sees the show's star flirting with
him. Henriette -s revenge makes .a

»sock finish.

Bad soot of photography hits Vi -!

tor Staal 'to.-, considerable disadv^nr
tage. Primitive airplane supplies
considerable humor.

PRISONERS
(RUSSIAN MADE)

Amkino. relense- of- :
M>i.slilnr 'prorlue.llon.

Directed ,by Hvgeny'-'CluTVlakov. •' AdiiptM-
tion 1:

' N.' F., Pogodln, frbm his, own ';
piny,

Aristocrats' : musical sdore, TJ. Ai apoi:ln.

At (Jame, -N.-'T.';-' week Feb. IS, ' 7. Run-
ning lime, 02 mins,
Offlclnl of G. P. U.....
Gronov. ... .

;'. '.
. ,. . .... . .

Koatla, :

. .
:
. .'. .">',

.

:

.

Max; . .
,-.

.
'.

. ;
,.'. ;'. .

Knglneer-^dovwky. ..

,

Engineer Bptkln. . .. .

.

Rasha. .'... . .
.'.

. .
..'. ...;,

[jemon, . . . .

.

Sonln. . : .. . . ... .'.......v.

•Mart;'' rltr't .1 van'ovna . ,

.

Sadov '•Vs Mother. . , .

... ,v. A. T.. Chntfan
j. - DobropT^vov

. ..'MrF. Ast a n go.v
... .M..M. Yanchln
. . .It. P. ninmnrlh
. . .. 'W. Mlfhurln
. .. . .V. A, Olenev
•Ri- (• N^zfir'enko.
.V. p. Yanukovn
M; F.'rmalcovllch.

;M;- M, Gorlc.heva

of films exported. They're trying; in

Russia, to evolye new films with
greater b:0. appeal on a universal
scale. That's commendable; but in

so dbirig! they're stepping backward*,
because they're neglecting .the thing
w-herein Russia has always stood at

the head of the parade—photography
and montage. These last few films

that have come over from Russia are.

riot only dull scenarically to nonr

believers, but are distinctly -inferior

from a technical standpoint.
' Story of 'Prisoners' is not too bad;

if
: the technical habiliriients of the

film were satisfactory,: picture rhight

b"e^tr^th^c^
films. That's something, because
stories nave been the weakness in the

past. .

'

..

Takeri from a pop Russe play arid,

with a hotcha , foreword' by Maxim.
Gorky,, 'Prisoriers' deals with the ref-

ormation of criminals' in . Russi V

Some ,Of it is tob hpkey .and phoney
for anybody's acceptance, but. a great
deal of it is genuine and stirring.. As
is frequently true in Russe. films,

painful attention to detail iri subsidi-
ary .

characters ;striki , v making
each almost a living commentary.

... But there's a sense of : humor lack-

ing! Some.funny scenes and a couple
of real .laufThs: that isn't the argu-:

ment/ Maybe it should be. called a
serise of proportion. What it comes
dowri to- is that the. producers, with a

serious fnce. want the audience to

believe that nil these bold, bad,
wicked criminals took one good taste

of communism, and voila—the mil-

lennium; Which is, of course, the
nuts There rriust have been at least

one who couldn't be rehabilitated.

And were one siich character includ-.

ed, the .entire thesis might be easier

acceptable. .-

; However, -there is , a . distinct at-

tempt for, a story and continuity
strain along logical lines (outside of

the. doctrine hoopla, of course)^ and
>were. it photographed -more smopthly
and cut more intelligently it would
have been okay. Kou/.

Headin' For The
Rio Grande
(WITH SONGS)

("! rand Niitluntil release of' KUward' Fin-
ney ' imjilmalon. ' Kturs 'Tex Hitter.- ". Fea-
ttires MleniHire Stewart, Syxl -SayloK, Warner
Itlcbinond, Wllllaiii ".l)esitio'nd, S'nub .

i'()l- :

'ird. • Dlrct'ted by KobeVf N. Uraiibury.
VlKina'i hiih-v and screen play, Und.Mlejr

I'Hi'sons .'and Robert Uminell: - HuperVli'-'oi',

''arsons. Songs by. Tex alitor. Jack Kmjtb,
fan ley ' avis?. At Klviij • I.,lni-ciln,

' Neb.,
ual -.bill. week, of Feb. II. . ':i;. JiutinlriB
'me,' ill -.niinK.

Samvetsomma Adolf
: ('Adolf's Military Adventures')

(SWEDISH MALE)
(WITH SONGS)

:'• Frell O. Renatd release of Svensk Tnl.film

production. Features /Adolf ..tahr. . Irect-:')

bV Sigurd : Walleh. ;B6'ok by. Weyjor HMde-
brnnd and T, TjiindqulHt, Songs, by Fred
Winters, Henry Orson . Hnnns Blhgnng, At
47th St. Cinema. N Y... week Fob, : 20, '87.

Running time, 81 mlns.;

Ado'f Berg. .. .

Seri'l.. Oorahson; . . ..'. ,',

.

Majfr Wern..: '..;...'.

Klla' Worn ;•...; ..

.

M;lrla . ... . . V. :•'•.- .. .
.',-.

.
.-'.

i.leit. " .........

Kutto...... ./....'.;..

.Antf-nV.'. » .
.'

... . . . .'.;.. .-,

, . . ...Adolf .Tahr

Wey le'r ;Hlldebrand
,;,..;.Hugo.BJorrie

... . ; . .Knrlh Alblhn
; . ; .Elsa Crirlsson

. . ; .Torstcn WUlge
...-;. . .Nils Brlckson

i . . . . . . .Stlg Jrirrel

(In: Russian, With English fitles)

Russian films have been slipping in

the past two years.
.
It's a matter of

experimentation, with insufficient
care taken abroad .about the quality

; (Iri Suiedish, With English Titles)

Farce comedy, with couple of songs

slipped in. for added buoyancy, is

vwell entertainment and looks "like

sure-fire for. the northwest and Pa-

cific northwest regions,, where per-

sons of Scandinavi extraction

abound. .Film has already put in

thr-.e weeks' run iri Chicago, long

stand for a Swedish talker.
'

.
long for the light,

ami ising story it tells. At least 10

rhinutes could have been profitably,

clipped, but, like so many foreign
flickers, this one makes : frequent mis-

:takes in explaining the obvious; Inv
peding the natural: flow and speed of

piece iri that manner does the comedy
no good. ' .

Adolf Jahr, in the lead, gives the
film its fine rating single handedly.
Ve-y personable! albeit not good
looking, arid inclined to stoutness,

he has an excellent comedy sense.
That, coupled with rich baritone
voice and' jaunty manner, enables
him to carry the story and songs
effortlessly.
Jahr plays a provincial baiTistorm-:

ing . actor who is grabbed for a
stretch of compulsory military train-
ing after he has for sortie time evadr
ed the service. He is commandeered
just at a time he has offer for leading
role in a new comic opera in the
capital. Hauled off to training camp,
actor atterripts all, the tricks to get
out of duty. . Meets the rhaior's

daughter, also a light opera: warbler.:
and; that supplies the romance.
The actor gets into many amusing'

difficulties, chiefly with, superior of
fleers and especially with' ,a pride
puffed sergeant. Some .misunder-
standings with his girl also sprinkled
in to bolster the story. Matters finally
solved in usual all-around happy
way, with actor getting release from
theVmilitary to do- the comic opera,-
in which the girl plays opposite. He
gets her, toO;

.'

Backing up Jahr. cast is uniformly
o.k.. and Weyler Hildebrand is very
good as the sergeant. Hildebrand
collaborated on the scripting of story,
which may somewhat account for the
juicy, if unpopular, role he plays.
Karin Albihn as the eirl ' is a bit
buxOm for a lead, accordirig to.Amer-
ican standards; but o.k., 'through
Swedish eyes. ' ",

.

Among, the several Songs -there is
ohe, %ove arid

:
Maneuvers,' used

therriatically/ through several ' re-
prises,. that Yankee publishers, could
well look Into. An excellerit and not
too familiar air, it could do nicely in
the U. S.

Camera work good, irection ditto.
Inexcusably incorrect sneliing—fre-
quently occurring in the English sub-
titling mars: The print caught was
clear, Bert.

ex, , , .......

,ii u ru . . . .

,

hlle.

Irk. .'. .'. .'.v.

land. ,\

.

Sauhd'eiv ...

:

Miu-k. . .'.:. ;.

.

I 'oi>. II ni t . ,.

(,'ooUlc. . ,

Senator.
.

'.'. i,

la.ctiiH. ; . ,..

,

....... .'i'ex RJlter
.....' 'Ilea ore SK'iwart
;,;,;«; . ; . . . Hid Snyior.
,^rrr^vnT^m^nttr,hlrimrIt^,

..>:'. . . .-. .eiturios fulng
. ... . . ; . i .,..', Karl.

.

l),\vlre

...... :i'Virrest Tnylor
;.. . ..WUllai'n Desmond :

.'. . ..; ...Charles French
; . . . , .'

. » ..Snub Pollard
. : . .

; ', . . ; . Hudd Buster
. , i .

,'. Bad p'sbdrne

Tex. Rit^er.is the hope< eurreritly of
Eddie Alperson's Grand National
crowd to -capture -the western fan^
doi He's the Gene Autry type,
corn arid all. He's a double-threater, V

not in the old western fashiori which
meant he could shoot and fight, but.
in the new scheme which calls for a
man's map not only to be able to sing
yippee-yaa tunes, but write 'em as
well".

Press stuff this new cowboy

.

addition- to the celluloid mellers says
He was formerly with NBC and CBS
in the east. - as weir as bit player bh
New York stages and dust-biter at
annual rodeos in' the Garden. Used
to lecture on cowboy - balladry: too.
His authorship is tied in with Jjick
Smith arid Stanley Davis. Of the four
tunes they got off, only 'Headin' for
the Rio Grande'- shows : any catch.
Others. 'Campfire Love Song,' 'Jail-
house Lament* and 'Night HerdVrig
Song,' were, slack stuff.

Ritter. is cast, as; a two-guriner i

partnership with Syd" Sailor, \\rho
snaps at his few comedy opportun-
ities: and does bkie, arid sets out to.
clear up a protectionist gang along
the . Rio Graride. Fall in with
Eleanore Stewart arid her father,
Charles French, just in time to do.^
a world of good. .

•

Warner Richmondrr Earl Dwire
and Forrest Taylor take most of the
heavy lines.* Richmond is rfght in
his. stride^ with Dwire close behind.
Snub Pollard, old-time comedy
king, is on for three flashes of the
camera lens, and then gets shot to
get. him out altogether. A sad Dart
for what was once a very funny little
guy.. William Desmond* another vet,
wasf .oa and off as quick as that.
Case of the featured names getti
no performance break . at all.

Story is all right and Ritter can
do it if Autry can—and Autry sterns
to have done it. Barn.

PREMIERE
(AUSTRIAN MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Vienna, Feb.
C! .a. von olVary 'production.

Zani T.eander, Atllla Hoerblgor.
Lliigen. nrla Hard. Directed by producer.
Muslo. Fehyes Szai)oie. , Denes von Builav:
choreography. Floyd du Pont.. At Busch-
klno.
.fast. Including
Gueiilher., Walter
r-taschka,' Johanna
Melerhol'er.

.

'

(In German)
Swedish star; Zarah Leander, who

appeared' in Vienna for; more than
five months in Ralph Beriatzki's
operetta, 'Axel an der Hiinmelstuer,*
carries this picture to a full success.

Plot of the story is taken .from

,

stagedoors and behind the curtains.
Outstanding is the work of : an
American, Floyd du Pont, as dance
stager. Applause in the midst of a
picture is something very rare in
Austria, but it. happened . during .du
Pont sequences.
Music by F^nyes Szabolcs, a. new

man from Hungary, together with
Denes von Buday,- house comooser
for Austrian companies, is rhvthmic.

Maass.

ARIZONA MAHONEY
Paramount lVlcnse of A> : BoUironl

production. titiirs Joe Cook.. Features
harry f.'rubbe, June Mnrte.l, Robert Cu
mlngs. arjorle' (JateHon^ John . MHIn
Directed; by James Hogan. Horeen, play,
Rfllbert Yost and Stuart Anthony; sug-
gested, by. Zane- Orey. .noveU camera, .Oborgo
Clemens; art, .Hniis Dreler and Tlobert
Odell:

.
cdltorj James Smith. At Mlieitv,

Idncdlh, Neb.; Week Feb. 14, M7 dual Mil.
Running lime,' til minutes;.

'.

. ;.........-,.< . .Toe Cook
, ; . ; ...I.tbbdrt ' Ciun.mlnti'*
; ......... . .June Murtel

i. • . . . ; . l^u'rjr Crnbbo
..-....'.. . . Marjoi'lo - Gn'toBon
.....;;..'<*•... ..>'.'. John Miljan

'

....... . , . . .Duve Chascn
.. . . i ... . ... . ... . . ,Irving Bacon
. . . ... . ./Rle.harfl Carle.
...... ... . . ..Blllle Tjo.9.
.

'. .

;

. i ... i';Frfed. Kohler, ..Sr.

Mtihone;
Rand ill. .',

,

Kiie Hlxby,
TKlholt .

.

Kafroriy

.

lilbyd ;,

Flit..,....,
Smoky.,...
•Shei-l .....
Kid..... .\.
Bhrlr,.....;

Whatever it was , Paramourit. tried
to do with Joe Cpolt in his latest pic*
ture venture, they didn't do a very,
good job of it. Joe; working over-
time on his gags and gadgets, just
couldn't/ bootstrap himself out of an
iofei?iOr piece. Film tries to be both
a serious:western-and a smoothJcom^
edy, which is a problem for anybody
to scratch head about.
Suggestion was from Zane Grey'

story *ST3ifs ~6f" Sand,' and Grey is
rating billing comparable to Cook.
.Cook is a. circus man;; in- fact, even
with' its two other members of the
animal kingdom, a goose and an ele-
phant, it's - almost a one-man show.
Robert Cummiings is. his^partner at
first in the venture, but only until

(Continued on page' 27)
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Managers—Cashiers—Ushers-
Doormen—and even the Press Agent

—were shoved Head Over Heels

—

and loved it—by the crowds push-

ing their way in to see the lovely

Jessie

MATTHEWS
In her newest and best dance-sing musical

HEAD OVER
HEELS m LOVE

Everybody from coast to coast is singing
end whistling - these Gordon and Revel
Hit Tunes: "May I Have the Next Ro-
mance With You" /'Head Over Heels
in Love" . . v "There's That Look in Your
EyesAgai "...Don't Give a Good Gosh
Darn" . . .."Lookin* Around Corners For
You"... "Through the Courtesy of Love".,

(
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Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Production failed to increase last week due to the usual curtailment pre-

ceding March 1 when the State personal tax is levied on all unfinished
negative on hcfnd within the state.

Only six new features were placed before the cameras last week while

an equal number were previewed and nine others were shipped east with'

out a local preview. Next week or before the end of the month more than
half of the negatives, numbering a total of 73 now in the cutting rooms,

are expected to be shipped east to dodge the tax as much as possible.

All companies are planning a heavy production during the month of

March, with 40 of the 78 stories now in final preparation set to go befdre

the cameras during that period.

Studio Placements

Columbia

Three in work, 6 editing:, 5 preparing:. In work:

'THE DEVIL IS DRIVING,' reported Variety, Feb. 10; 'VENUS MAKES
TROUBLE' and 'HONEYMOON PILOT,' reported Feb. 17.

Readied to start: 'RIGHT GUY' and 'LEAGUE OF FRIGHTENED MEN.'

Grand National

One in work, four editing, 10 preparing:. Started last week:
'GOLD,' produced by George Hirliman, Louis Gasnier directing, original

story by Howard Higgin, screen play by David Levy. Cast: Conrad Nagel,
Eleanox Hunt, Fuzzy Knight, Frank Milan; Charles Delaney, Karl Hackett,
Warner Richmond, Albert J. Smith, Ed LeSaint, W. L. Thome, Paul Wfeigel,
Fred Malatesta.

Story backgrounded against Mexican gold mine which is used as a base
by gold smugglers intb U. S. Department of Justice sleuth and his fern
assistant, dressed as Mexican maid, break up the gang with spying and
gunplay.

Readied to start: 'BROADWAY CHISELERS,' 'HITTIN' THE TRAIL,'
'LOVE TAKES FLIGHT,' and 'SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY.'

Metro

Six in work, t editing, 10 preparing. In work:
'A DAY AT THE RACES,' reported Variety, Sept. 16; 'CAPTAINS

COURAGEOUS,' reported Oct. 7; 'PARNELL,' reported Nov. 18; 'SONG
OF THE CITY' and 1 STAND ACCUSED,' formerly 'SKIDDING,' re-
ported Feb. 10; 'NIGHT MUST FALL,' reported Feb. 17. No new pictures
started last week.

Readied to start: 'MADAME WALEWSKA,' 'BROADWAY MELODY OF
1937,' 'THE OLD SOAK,' 'SARATOGA,' 'THEY GAVE HIM A GUN,' 'THE
FOUNDRY,' and 'FIREFLY.'

Paramount

Seven in work, 7 editing, 8 preparing. In work:
'WAIKIKI WEDDING,' reported Variety, Dec. 30; 'HIGH, WIDE AND

HANDSOME,' reported Jan. 13; 'THE YEARS ARE SO LONG,' reported
Jan. 20; 'THE GIRL FROM SCOTLAND YARD' and 'I MET HIM IN
PARIS,' reported Feb. 3. Started last week:
'HILLS OF OLD WYOMING,' produced by Harry Sherman, directed by

Nate Watt, story by Clarence E. Mulford, screen play by Maurice Geraghty.
Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Stephen Morris, Earl
Hodgins, Steve Clemente, Chief Big Tree, Clara Kimball Young, Gail
Sheridan, John Beach, John Chesboro, Paul Gustine, Leo MacMahon, John
Powers.

Story: William Boyd, and couple of pals operate newly purchased Bar
Three ranch adjoining Indian reservation. Suspicion of cattle rustling
traced to one of the Indian agents, and in proving that he is the guilty
one, Indians come to the front to stick up for the agent. This results in
warfare between the reds and ranchers.

'TURN OFF THE MOON,' produced by Fanchon, directed by Lewis
Seiler. No writing credits. Cast: Charles Ruggles, Eleanore Whitney,
Johnny Downs, Ben Blue, Mary Carlisle, Jean Dixon, Phil Harris orchestra.

Story is light musical comedy romance backgrounded against model
honeymoon cottage on demonstration at department store. Downs and
Eleanore Whitney are demonstrators. Her dancing attracts talent, scout
and she is given a tryout in musical production. Girl rises to fame with
Downs left behind demonstrating the cottage. Couple eventually reunited.
This is Fanchon's first production for the screen.

'KING OF THE GAMBLERS,' produced by general office, directed by
Robert Florey from original by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur. Cast:
Lloyd Nolan, Claire Trevor. Akim Tamiroff, Harvey Stevens, Helen Burgess.
Porter Hall, Cecil Cunningham, Larry Crabbe,-Ruth Coleman, Colin Tap-
ley, Terry Ray, Lee Bowman.
Story backgrounded against the world war, post-war period and the night

life of Paris and New York. Nolan is ex-newspaperman jilted by girl

whom he follows to Paris. He joins the army finally when she refuses his

proposal. Following his discharge, he returns to New York and falls in

love with a night club entertainer, who helps him solve crimes after he
had returned to his newspaper profession.
Readied to start: 'MOUNTAIN MUSIC,' 'EXCLUSIVE,' and 'YOU AND

ME.'

PRODUCTION TABLE
{This table shows number of features promised to be delivered

to exhibitors by the major distributing organizations, and the inde-

pendent producers contributing product to their producing organiza-

tions for the 1936-37 season.)

Number
Producers and Number now
contributing of pix corn-
companies, promised, pleted.

COLUMBIA 50 19
Larry Darmour.... 8 2

METRO 48 14
Hal Roach. . 4 2

PARAMOUNT.. 18 23
B.. P. Schulberg. 8 2
Emanuel Cohen 8 3
Harry Sherman G
Frank Lloyd 1

RKO RADIO 30
David Loew..... ...... 2
George Hirliman. .....
Sol Lesser

REPUBLIC
A. W. Hackel

20TH CENTURY-FOX...
Sol Lesser

UNITED ARTISTS:
Samuel Goldwyn.
Walter Wanger. .......
Selznick^ , , ,

E. Bcrgner
. Criterion
Korda London G

UNIVERSAL 41 13
Buck Jones 8 1

WARNERS 60 44
GRAND NATIONAL. ... 14 14

Totals 53fi 213

Pix
now
in

work,
3

Balance
Pix to be Stories
now placed in

in the before prep-,

cutting the ara-
rooms. cameras, tion.

7

1

16
4

(i

21

6
3. over

25

73 234

4
1

9.

1

5

1

1

1

*7

1

1

1

4
1

7

1

2
2
>

7

1

8

10

78

RKO-Radio

Five in work, 10 editing, 10 preparing. In work:
'THE TOAST^OF NEW YORK,' reported as 'ROBBER BARONS,' 'THE

WOMAN I LOVE,' reported as 'ESCADRILLE,' in Variety, Dec. 23; 'STEP-
PING TOES,' reported Jan. 6; 'OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT,' reported
Feb. 3, and 'TOO. MANY WIVES,'. reported as 'SATISFACTION GUARAN^
TEED,' Feb. 10. No new pictures started last week:
Readied to start: 'BORROWED TIME,' 'EASY GOING;' 'MISSUS AMER-

ICA,' 'NEW FACES OF 1937,' 'THERE GOES MY GIRL.' 'YOU CAN'T
BEAT LOVE,' 'RADIO CITY REVELS,* and 'GUNGA DIN>

Republic

Three in work, 8 editing, 5 preparing. In work:
'JIM HANVEY, DETECTIVE,' and 'GIT ALONG, LITTLE DOGIE,' re-

ported Variety, Feb. 10; 'THE HIT PARADE,' reported Feb. 17. No new
pictures started last week.
Readied to start: 'NAVY BLUES,' 'RHYTHM IN THE CLOUDS,' 'EVER

SINCE ADAM,' and 'LEGION OF THE LOST.'

20th-Fox

Seven in work, '7 editing, 8 preparing. In work:
SLAVE SHIP,' reported Variety, Dec. 30; 'WAKE UP AND LIVE,' 'CAFE

METROPOLE' and 'WEE WILLIE WINKIE,' reported Jan. 27; 'MIDNIGHT
TAXI,' reported Feb. 3; 'THINK FAST, MR. MOTO,' reported Feb; 17.

Started last week:
'THIS IS MY AFFAIR,' produced by Kenneth Macgowan, directed by

William A. Seiter. screen play by Gene Markey 'and William Conselman.
Cast: Robert Taylor,. Barbara Stanwyck, Victor McLaglen,' Brian Don-
levy, John Carradine, Douglas Fowley, Willard Roberts, Tyler Brooke,
Alan Dinehart, Sidney Blackmer. Frank Conroy, . DeWitt Jennings, Robert
McWade.

Story takes place during President McKinley's regime, Banks are be-
ing robbed throughout the country by organized band. McKinley takes
the situation in hand by having a smart lieutenant in the Navy dishonor-
ably discharged. Known only to the president and the naval officer, the

latter joins up with the bandit ring and in collecting evidence is caught
with another member arid both are sentenced to hang at the time- of

McKinley's death. Unable to- clear himself because. of the secret pact
with McKinley. a girl comes to his rescue and learns of the circum-
stances. She pleads with Theodore Roosevelt, then President. Just as the

young lieutenant is about to be hanged, the President pardons him.
Readied to start: 'ANGEL'S HOLIDAY,' the next untitled Jones Family

picture, 'SHE HAD TO EAT,' and 'PRIVATE ENEMY.'

United Artists

One in work, 6 preparing. Started last week: . .

'THE WOMAN'S TOUCH,' produced by Samuel Goldwyn, directed by
John Blystone. No writing Credits. Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Joel McCrea.
Charles Winninger, Ella Logan, Andrea Leeds, Broderick Crawford, Eric

Rhodes. .

Story centers around Miriam Hopkins, architect, who, because of her

sex, finds many obstacles in her way. Old gent is trying to put over real

estate project. After finding he has no money, Miss Hopkins sets out to

see what she can do about it and in searching for an angel comes in con-

tact with Joel McCrea, son of the old promoter, who .does not approve of

his father's ambition. Hopkins brings father and son together and draws
upon the son's bank account to finance the project. ' . .

Readied to start: 'VOGUES OF 1938,' 'CASTLES IN THE AIR,' 'HURRI
CANE,' 'STELLA DALLAS,' 'PRISONER OF ZENDA,' 'LET ME LIVE,'

and 'THE WORLD'S OUR OYSTER.'

Universal

Three in work, 8 editing, 8 preparing. In work:
'WINGS OVER HONOLULU' and 'THE ROAD BACK,* reported Variety.

.Feb. 3; 'GOOD AS MARRIED,' reported Feb. 17. No new pictures started

Readied to start: 'LOVE IN A BUNGALOW,' 'OH, DOCTOR,' 'DELAY
IN THE SUN,' 'THE COP,' 'PRESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE,' 'HIPPO
DROME,' and 'THE WILDCATTER.'

Warners

Three in work, 16 editing, 8 preparing. In work:
'KID GALAHAD' and 'THE SINGING MARINE,' reported Jan. 27; FLY

AWAY. BABY,' reported Feb. 10. No new pictures started last week.

Readied to start: 'IN THE DEEP SOUTH,' 'THE STORY OF EMILE
ZOLA,' 'CHINA BANDIT,' 'HOBO AND THE HEIRESS,' 'MAZURKA,' and

'EVER SINCE EVE.'

CALENDAR OF FOREIGN RELEASES

{Most of these available with English' titles)

Abyssinia (Russ) (Amkino). War record. 63 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Jtev. Dec. 16

Alia, en Rancho Grande (Sp). Mexican musical. Tito Gulzar. Dir. Fernando
de Fuentes. 90 mins. Rel. Nov 15. Rev. Dec. 2.

Amour de Toni, Lcs (Fr) (Metropolis). Heavy drama. Dir. Jean Renoir. 80

mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev; Nov. 18.

Asi Es La Muie'r (Sp). Frothy romance. Dir. Jose Bohr. 70 mins. Rel. Oct. 15

August der Starke (Ger) (Casino)/ Historical drama with music. Michael
Bohnen, Lll Dagover. Dir. Paul Wegener. 101 mins. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev
Feb. 3.

Az UJ Foeldeser ( ung). Semi-historical drama. Dir. Bela Gaal. 90 mins
Rel. Sept. 15.

Baratsagos Arcot Kerek (Hung) (Danubla).Romantic farce. Szoke Szakall. 70

mins. Rel. Oct. 1.
N

Barbler de Seville. Le (Fr) (Franco) Rossini's opera; Andre Bauge. Dir
Jean Kemm. 80 mins. Rel. Sept 15.

Barcarole (Ufa) (Gcr). Offenbach's opera. Gustav" Froehllch. Dir. Eric
Neusscr. 83 mins. Rel. Oct. 15 Rev Oct. 21.

Befelil ist Bcfehl (Ger) (Casino). Army farce. Weiss Ferdl. Dir. A. lling

70 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

Bettcrstudent, Der (Ger) (Ufa).' illocker's opera. Marikka Rokk. Dir. Georg
Jacoby. 75 mins> Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

Blrobidjian (Russ) (Amkino). Life in Soviet's Jewish" colony; Dir. V. Korsch
Sablin. 84 mins. Rel. Oct. 1 Rev. Oct 21 . .

Bolek and Lolck (Pol). Musical comedy. Dir. J. Rosen. 87 mins. Rel. Dec. 1

Rev. Dec. 10.

Calandria^ La (Sp). Romance of a singer. Dir. Fernando de .Fucrtes. 60 mins
Rel. Oct. 1.

,

Calvario de Una Esposa, El (Sp). Mexican sentimental drama. Dir. Juan Orol
70 mins. Rel. Sept. 15.

Campo Dl Maggio (It) (New World) Story by Mussolini about Napoleon. Dlr
G Forzano 100 mins Rel. Sept 1. Rev Sept. 1C.

Capello a Tre Puntc, II (It) (New W.orld). . Farce. Dir Mario Camerinl, 70

mins. Rel Sept. 15. Rev. Sept 30
(Continued on page 29)

Hollywood, Feb. 23.
Constant Franke.'Paul Panzer,Tom

Klune, Ben Hendricks, Don Brodie,
Phillip Morris, Lee Shumway, Stan-
ley Blystone, Walter Bonn, Glen
Cavender, Frank Bruno, Theresa
Harris, Minerva Urecal, 'Charlie
Chan at the Olympics,' 20-F.
Armand Kaliz, Fredrik Vogedi.ng.

Leonid Kinsky, Jules Rancourt, Al-
Dert Pollet, Louis Mercier, 'Louise
Clark, Emile Bistagne, Billy Mc-

-f-efeiii; Andrew CheTOh,"Jean Massef."
Marion Dominici, Fred Godoy,
Michael Visaroff, Ludwig Lowey,
Ferdinand Gottschalk, Charles Cro-
ker-King, 'Cafe Metropole,' 20-F.
Cyril McLaglen, Herbert Evans.

David Clyde, Douglas Gordon,. 'Wee
Willie Winkie,' 20-F.
Claude Arnt, Russel Hopton.

Angel's Holiday,' 20-F.
Scotty Beckett, Arthur Aylseworth,

The Slave Ship,' 20-F.
Douglas Wood, W. S. McDonald, Ed

Peil, June Terry, Frank Shannon.
Mary Young, John Quillan, 'This Is
My Affair,' 20-F.
Howard Wilson, Lotus Long, Vir-

ginia Sale, 'Think Fast, Mr. Moto.'
20-F.
Harry Tyler, Harry Homan, Lloyd

Neal, Leah Ray, 'Wake Up and Live.'
20-F.
Freddie Washington, 'That I May

Live,' 20-F.
Lois January, Mary Frances Git-

ford,' Jack Carson. Evelyn Terry,
The Woman's Touch,' Goldwyn.

'

Murdock MacQuarrie, Eduard">
Ciannelli, Anthony Merrill, Richard
French, Robert Emmett Ketmc,
*Frank Reicher, Billy Arnold. Bert
Morehouse, Homer Dicksinon. Wil-
liam Lally, Ed Randolph, Lee Prath-
er. Bruce Sidney, Antrim Short.
Frederick Burton, Robert Strange.
Charles Wilson, Frank Wayne, Jack
Eagen, Cedric Stevens, Rae Daggett.
The Devil Is Driving.' Col.
Sidney D'Albrook, Gus Reed, Sam

Lufkin, Ernie Shields, Hollis Jewel,
Katherine Sheldon, Oliver Eckhart,
Ray Stewart, 'The Devil Is Driving,
Col.
George McKay, Robert Emmett

O'Connor, C. Montague Shaw, Wade
Boteler, Edmund Earle, John Tyr-
rell, Harry Fleishman, Ted Oliver.
Charles Reid, Edward Lawton, Ray-
mond Turner, Eddie Level, Bobbie-
Tilden, 'Right Guy.* Col.
Buddy Roosevelt. Lillian West.

Sam Blum, Henry de Silva, Howard
Hickman, Ricard Botiller, 'Honey-,
moon Pilot,* Col.
Walter Kingsford, Eduardo Cian-

nelli. Leonard Mudie, Kenneth Hunt-
er, Charles Irwin, Ian Wolfe, Jona-
than Hal, Jameson Thomas, Victor
Kilian, Nana Bryant. Rafaelo Otti-
ano, Edward McNamara, James Fla-
vin, Herbert Ashley, 'League ol
Frightened Men,' Col.
Harvey Clark, George Givot.

Douglas Meins, Harry Anderson.
'The Hit Parade,' Rep.
Carleton Young. Lucile Gleason.

Warren Hymer, Horace MacMahon,
'Navy Blues,' Rep.
Theodore Reeves, writing murder

mystery, Rep.
H. W. Hfinemann, screenplay

'Bachelor Girl,' Rep.
Harry Bowen, 'Jim Hanvey.' Rep.
Frank Austin, Horace Carpenter,

Jane Heckley, E. B. Nix, Earl Dwyer.
Rose Plummber, Helen Gibson, 'Git
Along Little Dogie.' Rep.
Jerry Bergh, 'Hitter the Trail.'

GN.
Carroll Graham, dialog, 'Sweet-

heart of the Navy,' GN.
Horace McCoy, Manny Seff, col-

labing screenplay 'Hot Oil,' Rowland-
GN.
Frank Marlowe, George Magrille.

Nick Copeland, Charles Sherlock.
Edward Phillips, John Quillan, Dukp
York, Jack Murphy. Belle Mitchelle.
Ernest Whitman, George Chandler
Edgar Edwards, James Mackiin.
Ralph Byrd, Franklvn Parker, Ralph
Malone, Baylord Pendleton. Jai'r.v

Flecher, Ed Deering, Melbourne
Stone, Gavin Gordon. Robert Graves.
Edward Dunne, Herbert Rawlins'on.
Harold Huber, Charles Trowbridge:
Gus Kahn, Slgmund Romberg, orig-
inal ditty; Hal Rosson. camera. Thev
Gave Him a Gun.' MG.
James Bush, George Sidney, Bettv

Furness, 'The Old Soak,' MG.
Albertlna Rasch directing special

dance for Jeanette MacDonald and
other danc^routines, 'Firefly/ MG.
Walter Miller; J. Carrol Naish.

Marc Logan." Bob Homans, 'Song of
he City,* MG.
Reynolds Denhiston. Aileen Clif-

ton, Charles McNaughton, Elsa Bu-
chanan, 'Night Must Fall.' MG.
Jea-y Fletcher. Bodil Rosing.

Frank Lackteen, 'Madame Waleswka.'
MG.
Eddie Ward, musical score, 'Ali

Jimmy Valentine,' MG.
Philip MacDonald, scriptin
mbrella.' MG.
rhst Toller, scripting 'Heavenly

Sir\ner," MG,
eorge Fitzmaurice, directing "The

Erfroerdr's Candlesticks,' MG.
Billie Lechner, Cy Jenkins. Chavle?

Painter, Margaret Armstrong. Monte
Collins, John Huettner. Phvlli?
Yates, Bud Fine. Joe Breen. Tom
Ouinn, lone Reed. 'Too Many Wives."
RKO.
Frank Moran. Monte Collins, Wil-

liam Burress, Theodore Rand. Mar-
caret Watson. Gay Robyn.- William
Lemuels, Ben Alexander. John Mur-
phy. Pete Thoadore. Florence Rob-
erts, 'Stepping Toes.' RKO.
Jack Kenny, Chris Frank.e, Star

|
(Continued on p:if;o ?>."'
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WHEN THEY'RE NOT SITTING DOWN IN DETROIT

i^;:w»s>v-: :-:-:-fe^:-:-x-:->^»»..:-:v:->:

THEY'RE

ARTISTS!

WARNER BROS• arranged it that way with the

glorious new sensation by the author of 'Magnificent Obsession'!

ERROL FLYNN and ANITA LOUISE

with

MARGARET LINDSAY • Sir CEDRIC HARDWICKE • Walter Abel • Henry O'Neill

,A FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION • Music by Max Steiner • A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION • A First National Picture

/
m

HELD OVER IN NEW YORK AND MIAMI!

AND SRO IN FRISCO, ALBANY, HARTFORD,

NEW HAVEN, MILWAUKEE OPENINGS!
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EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

Two Easter Ideas

ick Wright, Warner Cleveland
zone manager, just back from his

Florida vacation, kicks in with a
couple of tried ideas for Easter.

-Both -are - -good, though—-Qne,—as-
Wright points out, depends largely

on the layout of the theatre using

This is a menagerie, either in the
downstairs rest room or in the mez-
zanine, if the latter is sufficiently re-

mote from, the auditorium to assure

that the noise, will' not penetrate^

The loan of small animals is pro-
moted from pet shops, or the chil-

dren may be permitted to. enter their

own pets. Exhibits should be at-

tractively caged, with amusing iden-
tification cards, parodying those used
in regular zoo .displays. A pair of

mild looking rabbits, for example,
might be labeled as samples of the
African Mah-Eating Wiffenpoof with,

a description of. how it lays in wait
for its victims in. the dense jungles
and tears them limb from limb. In
the event that the children contrib-

ute the exhibits, small prizes should
be hung up, with decision by ballot.

Good-kid getter the week the young-
sters are out of .school..

The other contest, already set for
two houses, is an old Easter bonnet
contest, worked with some big store.

The latter offers prizes for the fun^
niest looking . old-timers that once
were regarded as the last; word in

stylish headgear. Hats are to be
brought to the store for .entry and
10 days before Easter a committee
selects the 12 most ridiculous look-
ing entries. • Patrons are then in-

vited to ballot on this dozen and
tell in 25 words their reason for the
choice. These ballots are cast at

the store, and winners are announced
from the stage of the theatre the
Wednesday of Holy Week, with the
suggestion that ths first prize be an
Easter outfit or a new hat with
smaller gifts for the runners-up.

Store advertises in the newspa-
pers, on the air, in its own store

publication and in its windows, tying
in with the va~iou3 features run at

the theatre during the contest. Gets
its return from the people attracted
into the store at a time when pur-
chases are necessary to complete the
Easter rig. Theatre gives r.ewsoa-
oer and screen advertising. Both
profit. Wright has worked both
stunts and has found them winners,

Fraternal Follow Up
Here's one for next season, since

it is rather late for this year. Most
lodge and society elections come, in
December, and one big time house
afcaiiged. -this., year...with...the.-,editox,,

of the fraternal page in "one of the
papers to supply it with the names
of the newly elected heads of the
various lodges and societies, together
with the address of those officers.
To each a letter of- congratulation
was sent; not a form, but a person-
ally dictated and typed letter, em-
bodying phrases which indicated a
knowledge of the nature and aims of
the society. The kicker was the
final paragraph which ran:

'I am certain that under your
adroit direction your society will
make forward strides. Anything we
can do to help will.be done. Drop
in sometime and talk over the pos-
sibilities of a benefit or theatre
party, let us help you, where we can,
in the staging of your own affairs,
and feel free to call upon us. at any
time.' , *

Idea is only a few weeks old, but
already two benefit sales have been
arranged and the manager, who is

an old-time -actor, helped one' lodge
stage its public installation and
staked another to the use of. the
house one Sunday morning for a
special .drive..

Most joiners take their affiliations
pretty seriously and appreciate the
help proffered. Meantime it paves
"the way to the .use of the mailing list

of the lodge for special pictures,
though in some instances the lodges
will not give up these lists, directing
from their own address plates the
envelopes sent over ready for mail-
ing. In a town of 20,000 it provides
plenty of approaches, and is worth
going after.

Local Agents
Adapting an idea from certain fra

ternal societies, a theatre with a large
feeder territory has found it profit-

able to establish what it terms rep-
resentatives in each smaller commu-
nity, generally some high school kid
These youngsters are given creden-
tials in the shape of a certificate as
ornate as the printer can make them,
•and their names and telephone num-
bers are listed in the theatre's weekly
program.
Every week each boy or girl re

ceives a letter of advice on the com
ing program and additional informa-
tion on subsequent bookings, so that
each is fully conversant with the
general information about the the-
atre and its projects. Additionally
the representatives are supplied with
general picture" dope, with the broad
idea of making each the picture au-
thority in his community. Even older
people learn to turn to these reps
not only for information on the house
bills, but on pictures in general, and
it frequently happens that in giving
general information the deputies can
also sell the current program. Each
is provided with lists of their local
people's likes and dislikes, and are
supposed to get word to prospects
when some particular star is listed
for early appearance.
No pay attaches to. these jobs, but

the reps feel tremendously important
and seem to derive standing in their
communities. They are given free
admissions when they come in to see
the shows themselves, and a small
commission on theatre parties of 20
or more promoted through their ef-
forts. •

It gives one distinct plugger in
each town, and results have proved
the idea well worth while.

Treated School Cops
Seattle

Inviting all kids in school patrol,
for safety at street crossings, to be
guests of theatre opening day. was
Paramount theatre's method to at-
tract, to 'The Great O'Malley' (WB).
The mayor, head of traffic depart-
ment and other officials also invited.
Campaign for 'Plainsman.' (U) in

Bellingham included letters to 800
school teachers and all boy in
the » area, signed by local scout
executive. School bulletin, to
teachers called attention to the
scout pix at Mount Baker the-
atre as an 'authentic portrayal of
early settlement in the west.' Man-
ager Jack Rosenberg gave special
mat prices on Saturday for all boys
and girls of grade and high school
age at lie, and contest for ten
awards from the county for coming
summer scout jamboree in Washing-
ton, D. C, was announced. Letter to
boy scouts explained contest.

Land Ships

With several marine stories near-
ing release, it might be well to rig a
land cruiser for ballyhoo, remember-
ing that the more complete the model
the better the effect created. Even a
crude ship will get attention running
around town, but the more perfect
the structure the better the impres-
sion created, which is transferred
mentally to an opinion of the film
being advertised.

Ships usually are based on a
framework of roofing lath, also
known as 2x4, usually of pine. This
is sufficiently flexible to be pulled in
for -a bow,' but if a rounded stern is

desired cuts should be made on the
inside of the lath, perhaps an inch
deep. This will permit the lath to
be bent into a half-round stern if the
cuts are sufficiently numerous. The
structure is planned to fit over the
chassis of an old car. If the body
has been stripped, so much the bet-
ter. Canvas or even cotton cloth is

tacked to the outline and permitted
to fall loosely to a couple of inches
above the pavement, care being taken
to keep the fabric from being blown
against the wheels and tangled up.
The upper structure can be what-

ever the skill and patience of the
erector determines. It can simply be
decked over with cloth, or deck
houses can be raised, with due re-

gard for local laws, which require a

driver to have a clear view of the
rear. Usually a fender mirror will

suffice for this. If care is taken to

build a substantial structure, this can
be lifted from the chassis and re-

painted for a second appearance, di-

viding the cost between two or more
features. The best plan is to provide
two ringbolts on the cross braces fore

and aft, and arrange to hoist the

entire structure clear of the car.

If. H. Stunts

New Haveq,
Lew Schaefer used some of his

best stuff in weeks on 'Maid of
Salem' at Paramount. Went to town
on -school angle., by .plugging study-
chart series of stills and tied in with
public library on bookmarks listing
tomes on witchcraft. A dept. store
window gave a heavy boost to the
puritan collars worn by Colbert.
Best trick was a combo store window
and theatre lobby display of candle-
making materials 'as in ye olden
days.'

John Hesse used an old one to
good advantage on 'Girl from Paris'
at Roger Sherman. Tiein with dress
shop gave away a replica of a Lily
Pons gown worn in picture. For
'Green Light' Hesse rigged up a trick
traffic blinker in lobby in such a
way that green light hit every in-
coming customer full in face. Traf-
fic stand had a card reading 'Will
the 'Green "Light' ' change your life
as it has for millions of readers?'

Bob Russell usually Comes through
with at least one new stunt a week
at Poli's. Oh 'Beloved Enemy' it

was. a lobby air interview, asking
incomers 'What brought you her^e

—

the stats, the ads or what?' Out-
goers 'were asked for opinions on
film. Risky business, this, but the
unfavorable answers were smoothed
over by a fast-talking announcer.
On 'Lloyds of London,' Russell was
stymied on attempted insurance com-
pany tie-ins due to antipathy of
regular companies toward Lloyds,
but he sold the picture locally from
the historical angle.

Best stunt for 'You Only Live
Once' at Poli's was a sticker, used
in co-operation with police depart-
ment. It was along the safety cam-
paign idea and copy read 'W^lk
carefully, drive carefully, look—be-
cause 'You Only Live Once.' An-
other tie-in was with a dairy intro-
ducing a new, expensive grade of
milk. Idea was you only live once,
so why not have the best there is.

For 'Mrs. Cheney' Russell used the
jewel thief angle for an oakley con-
test. Window 1

display included a
bowl of pearls, with prizes for near-
est estimate on quantity.

Lifer for a Regular
Greenville, S. C.

Best good-will exploitation ges-
ture seen in these parts in Some
time broke last week with Fred
(-Ritz=Bijou-)- Curdts -^follow-up- of
Vaiuhty story' on Greenville's oldest
enthusiastic femme filmgoer, Mrs.
Susan E. James.
Curdts had a special life-time pass

printed for 90-year-old Mrs. James
to both the Ritz and Bijou theatres,
which carries with it the privilege
of admission of an escort.. Wordage
of pass included reason for her be-
ing given the life-time Oakley in
these words: 'Greenville's oldest dis-
criminating patrons of motion pic-
tures.' Pass was. shot to photo en-
graver's, where two-column cut was
made. Story was then given to re-
porter on local sheet, who smelt
publicity, but also knew story had a
strong feature appeal and ran plenty
of wordage next to the two-column
cut of the pass, resulting in no end
of good-will to Ritz and Bijou.

First plan was to take photo of
Curdts presenting pass to the grand
old lady, but, publicity shy, she no
would do.

Useful Idea
Little theatre, Baltimore, has dug

out a nifty. House has a supply of
book matches about half the size of
the regular sort. Used as a general
house ad. Wanted to push 'Carnival
in Flanders' and printed up strips of
colored paper just the length of the
book back, with the copy appearing
above the top half. Lower half is

tucked back of the matches and is

held securely. Makes possible a
che,-p special and books not used can
be emptied ,*f the slips, later and
used for general purpose.
Some thousand books were put out

to stores and hotels with good re-
sults, but the novel size caused many
recipients to ask for more than one,
which limited the circulation some-
what. Just as good for any size

match book and can be used without
a special cover.

Block Party

Manager of a comparatively new
theatre in a large town put his lo-

cation definitely on the map by the
co-operation of the merchants whose
stores abut the theatre. Several of

the large shops are in the block and
a number of smaller, but class

places, all using 'Orpheum Block' as

an address on all printed matter as

well as in the newspaper advertising,

For the latter all but two big stores

group their advertising on a single

page, taking fror •. a half to a full

page, according to their space needs,

the ads being covered by a one-inch
streamer, donated by the papers,

with 'Shop in the Orpheum Block'

for the slogan.
Store managers combine to light

the block with special lamps, erected
with municipal permission, and make
a point of keeping their fronts and
their window displays more than up
to standard; As a result' the block
has become the outstanding shopping
center and office buildings above
some of the smaller stores bring bet-

ter rentals than those on the block
below or above. This is so well ap-
preciated that the landlords co-
operate with the store owners in see-

ing that the sidewalks are kept clean,

the gutters promptly shoveled after

a snowstorm and the space is other-

wise kept inviting.

The initial response to the idea

was slack at first, but the value
grew as. the theatre kept hammering
away at the scheme.

Astronomical

Some weeks ago the RKO mailing

list was sent circular letters asking

the date of the recipient's birth,

together with sales talk dh Joe E.

Brown's 'When's Your Birthday.'

Now that the picture is ready; those

who replied are receiving horoscopes

in a kidding vein. Later they will

get a card from Brown on their

actual birthday.
Makes a. three-way gag that should

work plenty good for Leon J. Bam-
berger's department.

Harris Gets Award
Cleveland.

Milt Harris, publicity director for
Loew's Cleveland houses, was
awarded first orize in national con-
test by United Artists for staging
the best exploitation campaign . for
'Dodsworth.'
Prize consists of plane trip to New

York, free accommodations at Park
Central hotel, then a seven-day trip

on White Star Line's S.S. Carinthia
to Nassau. Harris is taking it in

late March. It's the third prize he's
copped for exploitation honors in

last three years. He was awarded
$100 by UA for best campaign on
'Transatlantic Merry-go-round' and
$150 by Par for one on 'Ruggles of
Red Gap.'

BEHIND th. KEYS

Sit-Down Strike

Omaha.
Couple of nifty advance stunts

were arranged by Jimmie Schlatter,
of the Omaha, for two of his forth-
coming_attractians. Timeliness, was.
the keynote of his 'sit-down striker*
gag which was staged last week in
the sidewalk in front of the house.
Couple of guys plunked down on
soap boxes and played checkers all
afternoon and evening for a three-
day spell. Sandwiches and beer
were . promoted so strikers didn't
have to move all day. Schlatter de-
sired to draw attention to 'Maid of
Salem' soon to show, so sighs told
the story of the guys pulling a sit-

down strike till 'Maid of Salem*
would put in at the theatre. Signs
also acknowledge the credits for
stuff promoted.

Daily papers picked up the gag
because of . the timeliness (coming
on heels of the settlement of the
eastern ruckus), and one used a
photo. Gag was followed up with
announcement that theatre had arbi-
trated and settled with the strikers
by booking the desired film for such
and such a date. Good stuff now
and adaptable to nost any film what
with the public attention focused on
strikers.

A pre-release showing of 'Last of
Mrs. Cheyney' demanded a hurried
major tie-up. He worked on 'the
jewel angle of the film and. hitched
with one of the town's leading gem
houses. Gem. store put oh a., con-
test in its 16th St. window asking
patrons to estimate the number of
pearls in a vase, with passes to the
Omaha as the prizes. Jewel estab-
lishment also paid for the printing
of 10,000 heralds, while cost to the
theatre is only a card of acknowl-
edgment (i. . calling patrons' atten-
tion to the Omaha theatre contest
in so-and-so's window) in the thea-
tre lobby and distribution of the
heralds. Window devoted to the con-
test also made a good, spot for stills

on the film. Store also' offered a
bargain on wedding rint»s. good only
during engagement of film.

Ted Emerson of the advertising
department worked with Schlatter
on these gags.

Canton, O.
Garden, Portsmouth, dark four

weeks because of the floods, opened
Feb. 13; Loss was, mostly to equip-
ment and aggregated about $15,000.
Portsmouth house was the only
Interstate theatre seriously damaged
by the flood.

Leo Jones' Star. Sandusky, will be
ready for opening early next month.

Majestic, Springfield, dark since
1928 is to be reopened.

Ideal, Alliance, dark for several
years, will give way to progress. A
modern drug store planned for the
site.

Yeggs forced entrance to . the
Rialto theatre, Akron recently, blew
the safe door and escaped with
$1,200, mostly cash according to

police. W. L. Hart, owner said the
loot included about $900 cash repre-
senting week end box office receiots
and rents from tenants in the build-
ing.

Charlotte. N. C.

Stanley. Albemarle, ooerated un-
der lease by J. A. Reynolds, of Shel-
by, was badlv damaged by fire. Loss
at about $8,000.

Police are investigating a $20 rob-
bery of the Alamance theatre. Bur-
lington, where an unidentified per-
son took that sum from a potty cash
box in the manager's office.

Los Angeles.
Janss Investment ^o. is erecting

a 900-seater for Fox-West Coast In

Westwood. a suburb. Site is directly
across the street from the circuit's

Village theatre, and will serve as a

second run outlet in that naborhood.
Robert Dunnagen is erecting a

515-scatcr in Blythe, Cal.

Vandalia. III.

Herman Tanner announces his cir

cuit will open a new house here to

be ready April 1. Circuit recently
gave flood relief shows in Vandalia,
Pana and Nokomis.

Cleveland.
Mort Goodman, publicity man for

local Warner circuit, for about seven
years, resigned to join Filmack Co.
in Chicago. Will work under Irving
Mack in editing trailers and exploita-
tion.

Lester Zucker, city salesman for
Columbia Pix here for five years, ap-
pointed local branch manager by Abe
Montague, Col's general sales mana-
ger. Zucker succeeds Holbrook Rus-
sell, who quit to open own exchange
in Cleveland, handling Imperial indie
pix.

Lincoln.
Don uller. former manager of the

Rivoli and Strand. Hastings, is now
manager of the Fox Strand, Manito-
wac, Wis.
C. E. Williams, head of the MPTOA

in Nebraska and of the legislative
committee, is circulating all. exhibs
with Warnings on two bills which are
before the -legislature—one asking
toilets be installed in all projection
booths, and the other asking license
fee Of $1,000 per distributor to ope-,
rate in the state as an annual fee.

Schenectady, N. Y.
Rivoli, Schenectady, is now show-

ing a 'request' picture as part of a
double bill on Tuesday nights.
Patrons are asked to select the fea-
ture. 'Mutiny on the. Bounty' was
booked for a return date last week
as the first in the rfequest series.

Mont Pleasant is playing a' foreign-
language as well as an. American
film on its Tuesday program.

Seattle.
Frank Jenkins new manager of

Montlake. nabe playing foreigns.
One of Herbert Rosner string. Ted
jChampion. former mgr., continues
advertising head.

Flood Collection

Detroit.
A new idea for collecting charity

contribs from theatre patrons was
employed by United Detroit chain
during Red Cross drive for flood
relief funds, and brought exceptional
results.

Appeal was made In a special
trailer run at every show for three
consecutive days in each of the
circuit's 15 houses. Copy explained
that ushers would immediately dis-

tribute envelopes to all patrons.
Requested patrons to place contribs
in the envelopes, seal 'em. sign their
name and address, tear off and keep
the numbered couppri attached and
then deposit the envelopes in a
special container in lobby as they
left the theatre. Trailer copy empha-
sized point that every envelope was
numbered and had to be accounted
for by theatre.
Plan produced contributions total-

ling more than $12,000 in three days
in the 15 houses. It proved popular
with patrons because it made every
contrib, small or large, a private
matter for each person. Numbering
of envelopes, and request that each
be sealed, gave further assurance of
secrecy.

Trailers were spotted at end of
flood sequences in ncwsreels, with
lights then going up for three
minutes while ushers distributed
envelopes. Plan required a mini-
mum of interruption of schedules
and saved patrons from embarass-
mcnt.

Springville. Ariz.
Harry Nace has opened his new El

Rio theatre, a 500-seatcr. Only house
in town oE 1.000 population.

Preview Club

One manager who is a strong be-
liever in word-of-mouth publicity
used to concentrate his attention On
getting people in for the opening
matinee on the. proposition these
would go put and tell the rest of the
town. He found his best bet Was the
penny tickets, a block of several hun-
dred ducats good only for the first

matinee of a new picture and sold
by a department store instead of at
the theatre. He worked other
schemes, each of which flourished for
a time, but eventually seemed to
taper off. Now he has a orevicw
club, which is clicking on all cylin-
ders and has made more talk than
anything else he has yet devised.
Members of the. club pay monthly

dues of 40 cents, for which they re-
ceive four tickets good for as many
new shows. The picture is rur, fol-

lowing the regular night perform-
ance, and attendance is limited to
those who hold these tickets. None
may be purchnscd the evening of the
preview. This not only emphasizes
the 'club' feature, but it insur s fit-

tendance on inclement nights. fler

the regular performance the hbuv is

cleared of all save those holding
tickets, and the incoming feature i.<r

run ofT, The membership dues inst

about pay for the overtime of flip

house slad', but that brings the thea-
(Conliiuicd on page 31)
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ARIZONA MAHONEY
(Continued from page 19)

he catches sight bit June Martel and
gets "the settle?dowh urge.. Into the

usual cow brand film of rustling and
road' agenting, Cook comes on the

scene with his cannon act, being
_ towed, to .fh, -elephantr-a wild de-
parture .from; formula To say the

Cook's '.chatter is mostly good, re-

minding of. W. G. Fields' attitude

toward." similar glib-tongued .roles

minus' the latter's girth. Makes up
to - Marjorie Gateson, who. runs the
village hotel and has a driving urge
to get . into tinsel and tights. Robert
Cummings, supposed to be a sap in

his piano playing-store clerking
part,

" '.everything asked of him.
Miljan and .Kohler make the usual
formidable -heavies. Richard Carle
is given credit for being the sheriff

in the cast, but he must have got the
scissors, ' or rode on the far side of

the hill from the camera.
Scripters obviously were troubled

to find some way to get things to-

gether. ' Cahhoh acts and. stage
coaches : are hardly of the same
period. -

.

Cook, a hardluck guy in pictures
whether shorts .or full length fea-
tures, hasn't boosted his chances
much by 'Arizona MahoneyV He'Al
be dual billing, weekending in west-
ern houses, or in need of . something
in. way of support in 10 out of 20
iaydates'in any section ot the coun-

"- Born.

Meltosagoa Kiasasszony
('High-Born Lady')

(HUNGARIAN' MADE)
Budapest, Feb. 4.

Mozgbkeplparl . production. . Scenario,
JYla-; Szei>p.s; directed -Hy ' Bela Krtlogh.
Venturas ,551ta SzeleozVy. Ma^da Fuloi>.
I-ajos' Hastily. Gero Maly; Julius Csortos,
I'lvadar Vr ' V

(In Hungarian)

Although local film critics consider
it a patriotic duty to be lenient tow-
ards home-made product, they draw
the line at trash li 'High-Born
Lady/
Producers really can't expect to

get away with this sort of yarn.
About a wealthy, proud and scorn-
ful damsel who treats little brother's
love-lorn tutor like dirt, until she
finds , out that he is really a rich
man's son in disguise, studies rriedi-
ci against his

;
father's will, and

saves the same irate father's life by
the invention of a miraculous serum.
Using this sort of worthless story

material as a working basis brings
local production, into- discredit.
Extenuating circumstances are

some very fine outdoor shots of Al-
pine scenery in the Gross-Glockner
section, and. the acting of Gero Maly.
He is a brilliant comedian with a
style of hisown. Javobi.

minute catch of • the wire barely
saves his life.

Real Truxa, now a human wreck,
comes to take Yester away with him.
She realizes that she cares for Husen
who, doubly 'fortified' by her love,
will try the . somersault again.
. Truxa .slips into, the theatre and
finds Garvin up in the flies operating
a trick' spot to blind Husen. An
uppercut-sends-^rvin^erashing-- -to

his death below.
Director sets a pace of suspense

which is adequately held -up by per-
formers. Catchy

.
tunes and. nice

spots- of humor round out a pic that
is headed for native b.o. success.

Replevin Suit Over

'Robber Symphony' Fihn

Deluxe Laboratories been
named defendant an action
brought in N. Y. supreme court by
Concordia. Films, Ltd.,- over posses-
ion of the negative the film,

'Robber Symphony,' it became known
Friday when Justice Church refused
the defendant's request to .have For-
tune Films Corp. brought into the
action

:
as co-defendant. Concordia

is seeking to recover the film, or.

$500,000 in cash and $20,000 damages.

Concordia claims it produced the
film which it claims is worth $420,000
and turned the negative over to For-
tune. The latter in turn gave it to

•De Luxe for printing and distribu-

tion. The defendant refuses to sur-
render the negative and prints un-
less through Fortune.

TRUXA
(GERMAN MADE)

Berli
Tottis Kuini>a 'ro'lPaw- of Vrilzsrli Pro-

duction... Pli-i-ctnr ;ind' story- 'Adaptor; Hans
H.\ Zerlelt;' fWiiri novel by.- olnripji Peilfi-:
camera. .Frie.di>.l Hehn-Or dr musii-. T,t>i>

I<pux: dnnt'Os.' S:il)inf>' Upas, At Tiiu"htXM»ii-,
P;ilUMt H nd Mhiiinlx-a,- Berlin. Running
time. rtS mins.
Ti'ster
Husen ...
CiMi-vln.. ...........
>|ilde
.1 ruxs, ••••*•••-•«•
r-lera...
Director--.
.Wis. SVliilp.- ........

. ... . ... . . ;n Jann
. . . . . lliinnfs Slelzi'r

. . . 0.- V. Vnpriiinsrer

.. . ,-. .:. .:;..Ma.<l^.-U:ilil

, Pol or Klsliollz
<.'.-.'

. . . irturtl Ooddeii
KuilOlf Kleiri-ltofiiM
. . .Hvn Tlnviclinvtnn

JP'I'O ..; ..-}.. j. :•; ; rrt-in llioirel
•Mutiny Curt Tiups

Vnude Xumliors-Hdc:i)^ Ellnci'. H.o-'p'r T

nee Twi'iis. 1 1 mils Soolmkor. Six fiiorlys.

(In

Getting a solo run as the season's

trn On vaudeville'; vicissitudes;

a good spot. But
advance murmurs

this pi Germany's roadway
; Melody' was: just so much wind- It's-

.merely another film .about vaude
life, this, ti ing

figure.- Havi illed

round here
one looks for some show of hoofing

ility and draws a blank.

.
Truxa. internation -famous

.
(grit-rope walker,: qui in the midst,

of a big-time date, because his nerves
are. shot. In a cheap night club he
nnds a guy, Husen,' aping his stufi'
and, making him 'a gift of his name

contracts.-. disappears from si<rht.
What he didn't tell Husen was that
the magician Garvin,, through hyphO-
ti

.,. had. broken hi For Gai;vin
would stop, at nothing to get Tvu.vaV
girl friend, Yester; a dancer.
New Truxa opens at the Wi-nt'er-

Rarten,; Berli n, on the same bill with
Garvin: and Yester, who bel ieve him
to be an impostor. Just like the real
Truxa;

. he falls :for Yester.- who
warns him about. Garvi Latter ad-
vises .him not to try the somersault;
the climax of his act. and' that riiijht;
nigh above the audience, the rope
breaks before his eyes. A last-

Devine's Deal for Natl,

Louisville, Called Off
Louisville, Feb. 23.

Deal between Toni Devihe, man-
ager of the Indiana Roof ballroom,
Indianapolis, and Abe ' Bass, lessee,

to take over the operation of the
National, 2,400-seat house here, has
been called off. Uncertainty of biz
prospects, brought about by recent
flood disaster, was weighty/factor in
Cancellation of arrangements.
Devine intended to send his

,

Jack, here to run the house in -part-

nership with Ace Barry, former
manager of the Brown and Alamo
in this., city. -Policy was to have
been pictures and ' stage show.
Johnny Burkarth and his orchestra,
who have been working the Indiana
Roof a dance band, were to be
sent to the National pit by : Devine,

National at present houses : a
Thursday night visual broadcast
sponsored by local brewer, and Fri-

days have' been taken over by the
.Courier-Journal for the Golden
Glove's Tournament. These werie of
course cancelled during the flood

period, but Have how resumed;

Farreirs Brit. Flicker

Hollywood,

Glenda Farreli is leaving shortly:

for England to make a flicker for

Warners.
Currently. washing up- an

assignment in Away Baby' at

W3.

EXHIB'S DAUGHTER'S HEROISM
Des Moines, Feb. 23.

Janet Lou
.
Bouma, 4, daughter of

the Jack Boumas. of Pocahontas, Ia„

ri^s been, awarded a silver medal for

heroic acti . Her father is operator
of the Rialto, Pocahontas.
Janet Lou rescued a four-year-old

playmate from . possible death in a

cesspool .last - March. The preseritar

tiph of the medal was made before
the Iowa senate!

MONTREAL
(Continu

• ulldog Diiimmorid' fPar) and 'Off
to Races' (U). ith Ray Noble's band
on stage, This looks like big $12,000.
Last week 'Mad Holiday' tMG) and
'The. Great O'Malley' (WB). ivvith

'Riviera Follies' un'i'U $9,000. fair.

Vi i cess (GT ) ( 2,300; 50 )—'.On.iAv-
en u ' (20th ) and Trapped by Tele-
vision' (20th). Biff week ahead, ith

$9,000 gross' looked for.-. -Last' week,
Secretary' t Col) and 'Legion of Ter-
ror' ( Col ), . $6;500, good

.
enoiifih.

Cinema 'tie Paris '(France-Film)
f600; 50)—'Rigolboche' (2d week).
Expect $1,500 after ' $1,800 last

week.
St. Denis- (Frarice'-Fitm ) (2.300: 34)—'Veiite d'Armes' and '^Uari'd: Minuit'

Sonnsi:a.' Around .$41500, big! Last
wcok 'Mr. Slow' and 'Lbs Gaiete.s de
Pa luce' .turned in $4,000, good for.

Lso.t.

N. Y. Theatres Moll

Returning 15% Cuts

To Stage Hands Union

Theatre operating executives are
meeting tomorrow (ThursJ with the
wage scale committees of Local No,
1, New York stage hands, and No. 4,

the Brooklyn local, to consider the
question of retiirni 15% cuts which
were taken by the unions voluntarily
two years ago? Whether" or' not the
theatres of Ne.w York and Brooklyn
will be amenable to granting the re?
turn of any portion or all of this cut
is not indicated in advance of - the
pourparlers tomorrow.
Meeting will be held at the offices

of Major L. E. Thompson at RKO,
with Loew' , Paramount, Warner
Bros;" and other chains represented.
Stage hands New York and

Brooklyn are now scaled up to a top
of $63 a week for the larger de luxe
houses. There are no existing con-
tracts with the unions, . empolyment
at scales in- force being on a week-
to-week basis.

$5,000,000 Foi TTiealres

Claims Settled for 40^

Courtland Palmer on
Thursday (18) filed with Federal
Circuit Court Judge Martin T. Man-
ton a recommendation that a total
of $1,393,800 be allowed on claims
aggregating over $5,000,000 against
Fox Theatres Corp., As both sides
have, indicated satisfaction ..with the
referee's findings, Judge Manton is

expected
,
to affirm the allowances.

The claims and the amounts pked by.
Palmer include*

Halsey, Stuart & Co.,. $200,000 on
its request for $1,000,000 oh two
notes dated Sept. 1, 1930; Theatre
Realty Corp., allowed $773,300 on
claim: of $1,074,028 for rental of St.

Louis theatre; Trust Co.; of Georgia
recommended to be paid $400,000 on
its bid for $1,053,646 for theatre rent-
als. The claim of AdOlphus M. Bur-
roughs and Louis Boas for $2,304484
for rental- of theatres in New .Eng-
land was recommended disallowed
by the referee. -

Nix Credit

Going Place is

By Cecelia Ager

pThe Restrained 'Mrs. Cheyney'
It is comforting to see, in 'The Last of Mrs. Cheyney,' raw-

ford has at last attained the manner she's been striving for. She put up
a good fight, against what to anyone less determined might seem Utterly
insurrhbuntable odds,, and her final victory is an inspiration to us all. Now
everybody, Miss Crawford and her audience, can relax. She emerges from
the struggle freed of nearly all her feeling of inferiority (though why she
should have felt that way the least bit is baffling, since after all. she is a
picture-•s4a^«nd^ic4w
of nearly all the little giveaways, that used to worry her so and drive her'
to an enormous and stridently active elegance in her fierce longing to'

;

.wi

them but.

Now; she quietly looks any actor, no matter hbw English, ight i

eye, confident of the mastered casualness of her own pronunciation,
body's coiffure is more cleanly swept-off-the-brow, more intent
character and therefore .disdainful of ..artificial ;cbquetry. than hers;
body's, wardrobe more starkly sirnple—but only on the surface, mind,
calm and repose she's' nOw achieved, that feeling df firm ground beneath
her feeti must -hot, be mistaken for just, pure simplicity . Far . from

. it. It

wells from, knowledge—from knowledge, at last, gained the hard. way.
more dp; 'beans'—fpr 'beens,'-—jut out from her speech naked and terrified;

no more dp unresolved trimmings distriact from the compact and self-

contained silhouette of her clothes. Still self-conscious, -but with a new
self-assurance that shows her self-consciousness js. only an expression of
her awareness Pf her duty of high-classrexampie-seiter to her public^-:
instead of the mark, of self-doubt it used to be—how

:
Miss Crawford goes

about. doing right things; wearing' right:.'things, with deafening ise. Now
her quality asserts itself from the inside . put, instead Pf insisting ori itself

with externals; and the whole show :

is much more convincin besides
being a lot easier oh everybody and- cosier to watch,
True, she still keeps her eyes open to their widest range, but surely

she has been severe enough ith. herself to warrant indulgence in this

small -hpldoVer from her old There is enough blackboard correct-
ness in 'The Last of Mrs. Cheyney,' enough, horror of Vulgarity as it,

After all, only, one of. Miss Crawford's costumes, the hostess dress
the short. Persian, jacket, fits rather too tightly across the hips; there are
ho furs; her jewels, if large, are chastely set. There is enough restraint.-

(Conti

Intensive Miss. Larrlmore

The sulks are not a pretty thing, but they, are arresting. People who
make faces get more attention, doing it, than, people who look pleasant,
and so, fortunately for 'John Meade's Woman- and for her own debut in

pictures, Francine Larrimore turns out to be an excellent glowerer.
In /John Meade's Woman' Miss Larrimore is supposed to be burned up

all' the tirhe. Miss Larrimore burns splendidly, giving It a nice direct

attack, zinging right, into it and without any 'cooperation from the. script

either. . Single-handed she gets everybody to keep looking at. her and won-
dering—since the script never explains, and she's too choked up to—
what's eating her. ..All through. the picture she keeps them wondering,
remarkable feat indeed..

From what goes on in 'John Meade's Woman,' it seems Miss. Larrimore
is cut out for a career of intensity. She hates hard and she loves hard
arid if they bath look like the same thing, it's because she's so very in-

tense she gets all tangled up. She's so intense, .in .fact, it's a little difficult

to tell in the picture when she's stopped being drunk and has gotten sober,
and vice versa. However, the. heroic degree of Miss Larriihore's intensity

is piquant and fetching in so petite a figure and delicate a face.
v
She

photographs nicely and in the future, no doubt, 1 her knack for outbursts
wilt not be so extravagantly exploited.

Kern numbers and ''there is no rea-.

son why the same ban't be done for
Berlin, who, Link described as. be-
ing oh top of the heap when it came
to prestige.

Berlin company's demand, is. i-

rectly tied up with the plugging pf
20th Century-Fox's 'On the Avenu ,'

for which Berlin wrote, the music
and the lyrics. Link told the net-
works that in this particular case
the request Could, not be considered
as Unreasonable since 20th Century
in. . all- its . billi ' refers to the
filmusical as 'Irving Berlin's 'On the
Avenue.'

Parity in Prestige
CBS' rejoinder to Berlin was that

it would not adopt the credit request,
as a policy and that arty air billing

would have to be left to the net-
Work's discretion. Link admitteci
that the whole idea could easily de-
velop into a nuisance, but, he
added, if the webs thought that the
attachment of Kern's or Porter's
name to a number lent glamour and
prestige they were certainly passing

up':'. equally strong bet in Irving
Berlin.

.

Berlin firrri advised Lord .&
Thomas last week that unless the
agency agreed to credit Berlin with 7

the writing of 'This' Year's kisses*
during the broadcasts of the- Lucky
Strike Hit Parade per ission Would-
be .denied for the song's use on last

Saturday night's ( Berlin firm
claims that L & T promised that . i t

would, insert the -billing:
~

'BILLIES GO HOLLYWOOD
Des Moines, Feb:

Claliser and Tex Hpepner, of

Glausnei'-s- Oklahoma Outlaws, . a

Standard act on WHO - for several
years, will have two sprigs featured

in the picture they will make with
Gene Autry tor. Republic Productions
in Hollywood March. They are
Trail - of the Mountain Rose' artd.

'Little Black Bronc.'

; The..Outlaws, accompanied by Ir-

yih'g H.- fossman; irector. of the
WHO artistg bureau, will leave Dcs
Moines. for Hollywood on Feb. 28.

While on the Coast they, will make a
sevi ..'of- radio transcriptions and
phonograph recordings. Republic has
asked! for an option p£ a second pie-
prid picture ^to be inade while the
boys are oir the Coast, or next Tall.

Moore's Mooching

Grace Moor sings. 'Minnie the Moocher' i 'When You're in Love,' but
the swingers will remain/quite calm. When prima donnas get what they
trust is hot, they also get cute. They hit the notes on the head, but they
also 'interpret' the lyrics as if they were doing 'Maminy'-s- Little Goal Black
Rose'

;
a gracious ehcore. on a concert program. They read it with • ex-

pression, which is nice, biit it does
;
interjEere with' the relentless beat PC

the rhythm- They pause to draw a wellrtrained breath before . they'r

-sent' in a scat chorus, which throws the whole thing off, and they are
also apt to Want ,tb sway With the frenzy, pf the. ..-music,-- to prove their

common touch,, but their tossing muscles are prim and maintain their in-
hibitions no matter how desperately the prima donnas yearn for
don, Miss Moore's 'Minn i

' is an. adorable drawing rooiri stunt; howcyeiv
52d . street can take it or leave it..

; Miss MoOre's make-up. and camera men have done a fine job with her
in the interests of youth,' ich Miss Moore herself. seeks to augment with
a plethora of frjpperie'S arid puffed sleeves everywhere. She wears at on
and the same time a black-skirfed, white-bodiced dress with a white loose,

coat that's too long, white artificial flowers at the neck, a black muff bag
with diamond, clips bri it, bl^ck suede gauntlets, and a black toque with
a stiff . airplane-propellor bow zooming across one eye. It's a costume that

has as much going- On as the production number for Schubert's Serenade,
which teems 'with girls walking about in 'mood moderne' strides, -bearing

swags of" drapery over their outstretched arms, on a stage set with mourit-
ing zig-zag platforrhs, very busy and Music-Hall-grand..

The Badly Dressed Jessie Matthews

efore. 'Head Oyer Heelsi in Love,' one could thinlc Mat-
thews dressed' so badly because nobody around the stu ressed well<

One can't think that any more.
.
Whitney Bourne dresses well , in. 'Head

Over .Heels i Love,' but Miss Matthews dosses worse than ever. Now
some new explanations of the Matth.cws-bad-dressing phenomenon . will

have to be thought up, like only villiaincKScs dress good in English ill

(Miss Bourne plays; an American picture star), or Miss Matthews is sweet
but badly advi.Sed, or Mi •

:
Matth Very hcadstrprig an resses that

way because she likes it. Perhaps the. last explanation is- right one,
for Miss Matthews has been so very consistent about wearing nothing -that

does anything for her, il of Which is a 'rave situati since Miss. Mat-,

thews happens to have a natural

..It. would almOst seern
"' 'Head Over Heels-, in that'

'

-her p'ossi ilities on put: , She has a. bony '

-sp ..«h'e .

'

deet>

Wide-V neckline to give every knob a break. She has; a well-shaped head»
so she coifTs her bpbbed hair. stick out .and away from the smooth con-
tour of her crown and thus conceal it.; even wearing a: poke-'borinet .with.,

a, shirred brim and no crown so that her hair can stick put good nd
thoroughly, - ItV been years, since a chorus irl i a thir rate floor

.wbuid; even dream of ti ing floppy boy/s. on her tap-dancihg-slippers.
now Miss Matthews is just taking it u .he has.-a, lovely waistline, gracer
fully, and accurately placed, so she wears white satin/blpusesr and black
Velvet shorts that stop sPmewhere around her hips in an effort to' move her

istline down. Her- d.anci delightful/ arid her. iegs superb, so she
sings; all the Ume so that

^

'everybody ,will be sure to note that h r tee'lv

are' large . arid, irregular ari^ her -lower unequal to-, the; arch of her
upper, FundamentaUy it's, so agreeable to. watch Miss .Matthews, it really

ought to be made a bland delight..
.. ,

EOSITA MORENO'S SPANISHER
-—•HoHywood, Feb.

John Rhinehart and William Gpr-
don are prodLicing a Spanish version
of a story- titled -I Believe vi You,'
starring Rosi.la Moreno.
Rhinehart is directing icturc

at. the Hollywood Studios.

B. & B. for WB Pic
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

uck. and Bubbles, cplpred. vaucle

team, have been signed by Warno
Bros, for the Fred, Waring
rair now -appearing -'ht, I.ocw's,.

N. Y..
' Fiim
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Another smashing M-G-M hit "THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY"
commands industry attention! (following "After the Thin Man",
"Camille") "Bom To Dance", "Libeled Lady" and many others)

The element of luck has no place in the M-G-M scheme of

production. The true-and -tried producing personnel; the

wealth of Star^names and the boundless > resources of the

Greatest Studio in the World leave nothing to chance!

There are no horse-shoes on the theatres of our 10,000
customers. They leave nothing to chance! The IV^-G-M name
is the beacon of assurance to the patron for a swell show; to

the exhibitor for a profitable engagement.

"THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY" starring JOAN CRAWFORD • WILLIAM POWELL ROBERT
MONTGOMERY with FRANK MORGAN • Jessie Ralph • Nigel Bruce • From the play by Frederick Lonsdale

Directed by Richard Boleslawski • Produced by Lawrence Weingarten • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Foreign Release Calendar

(Continued from page 21)

Clboolette (Fr) (Franco). Operetta. Dir. Claude Lara. 60 mins. Rel. Sept. 15.

Cleca di .Sorrento, La (It) . (Nuovo Mondo). From Mastrlanl's classic. Dir.
Nunzio Malasomma. 72 mins. Rel. Aug. 1. Rev. Aug. 5.

Ciellto Lindo (Sp). Mexican made romance. Dir. R. O'Quigley. 80 mins. Rel.
Nov. 1. . w

Drtl Blaue Junes (Ger) (Casino). Nazi naval life. Dir. Carl Boese. 90 mins.
Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Jan. 13..

Edes Mostoha (Hung) (Danubia). Kid's yarn. Dir. Bela Balogh. 95 mins.
'-Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 16.

-
-Elrt-Auto-'Uttd^KeinrGeW v(Ger)-(Germania),- ..Musical, farce.: in.-.J.-.Fleok.

mins. Rel. Aug. 1. Rev Aug. 12. .

Ein Lied, Eln Kuss, Ein Maedel (Ger) (Germania). Cinderella again, with
music. Gustav Froehlich. Martha Eggerth. Dir. Geza von Bolvary. 98
mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec 16.

Einmaleins der Liebe, Das (Ger) (Casino). Costume film. Dir. Karl Hoffman.
93. mins. Rel.- Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 6.

Elne Fran die Weist Was Sle Will (Ger) (Casino). From Oscar Strauss' operetta.
Lil Dagover. Dir. Viktor Jansen. 82 mins, Rel. July 15, Rev. July 22.

Ember a Hid Alatt (Hung) (Danubia). Heavy drama. Dir. Laszlo Vajda. 75
mins. Rel.^ov. 15. Rev. Dec. 2.

"Es Glbt Nur Eine Liebe (Ger) (Casino). Musical comedy. Louis Graveure,
Jenny Jugo. Dir. Johannes Mayer. 98 mins. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 3.

Eternal Mask (Swiss) (Mayer-Burstyn). Psychological drama. Dir. Walter
Hochbaum. 74 mins. Rel. Jan. L Rev. .Jan. 20.

Fanrt in die Jugend, Die (Ger) (Casino). Farce comedy. 80
mins. Rel. Sept. 1.

Friesennot (Ger). Nazi propaganda. Dir Werner Kortwich. 102 mins. Rel
Oct. 15. Rev. Oct. 28.

Ganze Welt brent Sich um Liebe, Die (Ger). Mystery-romance. Charlotte
Susa. 80 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

Gesuzza La Sposa Garibaldina (It). ' Italian Joan of Arc. Dir. A. Blassetti. 75
mins. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Nov. 18

Glueckspllze (Ger) (Casino). Drama of adolescence. Dir. Robert A. Stemmle.
80 mins. Rel. Oct. 15.

Grenzfeuer (Ger) (Zwicker). Intrigue in the Alps. Dir. Hans Beck-Gadeh. 85
mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

Gypsies (Russ) (Amkino). Saga of collective farms. Dir. Evgeni Schneider, M.
Goldblatt. 85 mips. Rel. July 15. Rev. Aug. 5.

Harom SaTkany (Hung) (Danubia). Romance of collegiates. Dir. Laszlo Vajda.
90 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

eisses Blut (Ger) (Ufa). Romantic drama. Marikka Roekk. Dir. Georg
Jacoby. 60 mins. Rel. Sept. 15.

eroes del Barrio, Les (Sp). Kids do some acting; Dir. Armando Vidal. .80
mins. Rel. Dec. 15.

Ich Senile Mich Nach Dir (Ger) (Casino). Backstage operatics. Louis Graveure,
Camilla Horn. 90 mins. Dir.. Johannes Riemann. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev.
Sept. 16.

Idealer Gatte, Ein (Ger). Domestic drama. Brigitte Helm. Dir. Herbert Sel-
pin. 82 mins. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 13.

Irma, La Mala (Sp). Marital mixups. Dir. Rafael Sevllla. 80 mins. Rel.
: Oct. L

1st Main Mann Nicht Fabelhaft (Ger). Domestic comic complications. ir.

Georg Jacoby. 76 mins. Hel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 9.

Jadzia (Pol). Romantic musical. Dir. M. Cwiklinska. 82 mins.. Rel. Jan. 15.

Rev. Feb. 3.

Junge Graff, Der (Ger) (Ufa)." Light comedy with music. Anny Ondra. Dir.
Karl Lamac. 90 mins. ReL Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 16.

Kakos Dromos, O (Gr). Heavy drama. 77 mins. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Oct. 28.

Kampf, Der (Russ) (Amkino). German-language story of Hitler cruelties. Dir.
Gustav Wangenheim. 86 mins. ReL Sept 1. Rev. Sept. 16.

Kermesse Herolque, La (Fr) (Tobis). Comedy spec. Dir. Jacques Feyder. 95
mins. ReL Sept. 15. Rev. Sept 30.

Koenigwalzer (Ger) (Ufa). Operetta. Willi Forst Dir. Herbert Maisch. 80
mins. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Nov. 11.

Lacrimme e Sorfisi (It) (DuWorld). Martial mixups. Dir. Raffaello Matarazzo.
57 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

La Paloma (Ger) (Casino). Musical. Chas. Kullman, Leo Slezak. Dir. Karl
Heinz Martin. 85 mins. Rel. Oct 15. Rev. Oct. 28,

Legy Jo Mindhalalig (Hung) (Danubia). Life in a children's school. ir. Istvan
Szekely. 75 mins. ReL Oct 15. Rev. Oct, 28.

Letzte Rose (Ger) (Casino). Operetta based on 'Martha.' Dir. Karl Anton.
90 mins. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Oct. 21.

Llebesleute (Ger) (Tobis). Drama of modern life. Renate Mueller, Gustav
Froehlich. Dir. Eric Waschneck. 95 mins. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Oct 7.

Liebesroman im Hause Hapsburg (Ger) (Casino). Historical item. Dir. Willi
Wolff. 81 mins. Rel. Sept. ,1. Rev. Oct. 21.

Lied Geht um Die Welt (Ger) (Tobis). Musical. Joseph Schmidt. ich-
ard Oswald. 60 mins. . Rel. Sept 15. Rev. Sept. 30.

,

Madres del MundO (Sp>. Romance, made in Mexico. Dir. Rinaldo. Aguilar. 80
mins: ReL Aug. 15.

Manewry Milosne (Polish). Operetta. Dir. J. Nowina-Przybylskl. 70 mins. Rel.
Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 18.

Maskerade (Aust) (DuWorld). Musical. Paul Weeselly. Dir. Willy Forst.v 90
mins. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Jan. 27.

Mater Nostra (Sp) (Mexican drama). Dir. Gabriel Sora. 70 mins. Rel. Septal.
Mcin Liebster 1st Ein Jaegermann (Ger) (Casino). Old-fashioned farce. Leo

Slezak. Dir. Walter Kolm. 85 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 16.

Meseauto (Hung) (Danubia). Cinderella in Budapest. Dir. Bela GaaL 90 mins.
Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov, 18.

Miserables, Les (Fr) (Franco-American). Hugo's classic. Harry Baur. Dir.
Raymond Bernard. 162 mins. Rel. Oct 15. Rev. Nov. 4.

Mueder Theodor, Der (Ger). Backstage farce. Weiss Ferdl. Dir. Yon V. Har-
lan. % mins. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev* Oct. 28.

Mujer del Puerto, La (Sp).Life in Mexico. Dir. Arcady Boytler. 70 mins. Rel.
Aug. 15.

Mujeres de Hoy (Sp). Melodramatic love story. Dir. Ramon Peon. 90 mins.
Rel. Dec 1.

Mutlger Seefahrer, Der (Ger). (Casino). Heavy farce. Dir. Hans Deppe. 90
mins. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Nov. 25.

Mysteres de Paris, Les (Fr). (Franco). Eugene Sue's novel. Dir. Felix Gandera.
85 mins. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 3.

Mysteries of Notre Dame (Fr) (DuWorld). Probably best described as a
travelogue. 65 mins. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Nov. 4.

Natalka Poltavka (Russ) (Amkino). Ukrainian musical. Dir. E. Kavaleridze.
75 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

Ne Sirj Edesanyam (Hung) (Danubia). Faith-healing at the Lourdes Shrine.
.
Dir. Bela Balogh. 60 mins. ReL Nov. 15. Rev. Nov. 25.

Nightingale (Russ) (Amkino). First Moscow color-film. Dir. Nikolai Ekk. 95
mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 11.

Onore Delia Flglia Del Pbpolo (It). Old-time silent fixed up. 71 mins. Rel.
Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 13.

Pa Solsidan (Sw) (Scandinavian). Romance. Lars Hanson. Dir. Gustaf Mo-
lander. 90 mins. Rel. Aug. 15 Rev. Sept. 16.

Passaporto Rosso (It) (New World). It's a hard life. Isa Miranda. Dir. Guide
_ „ x

Brignone. 90 mins. Rel. Aug. 15. Rev. Sept. 9.
Petits, Les (Fr) (Franco). Simple tale of child's love. Dir. Alfred Machard.

80 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Jan. 6.
Pofon (Hung) (Danubia). Farce. Paul Javor. Dir. Bela Balogh. 85 mins.

. Rel. Jan. 1: Rev. Jan. 20.
Prince Jean, Le (Fr) (20th). Royal intrigue. Natalie Paley, Dir. Jean de Mar-

guenot. 90 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 16.
Privatsekretaerin Heiratet (Ger) (Zwicker). Romance in farce time. Dolly
» Haas. 85 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 9.
Radio Bar (Sp) (Par). Argentine-made musical. Dir. Manuel Romero. 82

mins. Rel Jan. 15. Rev. Jan. 27.
Rakoczi March (Hung) (Danubia). Military drama. Dir. Steven Szekely. 82

mins, Rel. Oct 15. Rev. Oct. 28.
Raub der Sabinerinnen (Ger) (Casino). Comedy. Dir. R. A. Staemmlc. 90

mins, Rel Jan. 15.
Revolutionists (Russ) (Amkino). History of early communist regii ins.

Dir. Vera Stroyeva. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

Sarga Csiko (Hung) (Danubia). Sob story. Dir. Bela Pasztor. 00 mins. Rel.
Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 3.

Schlussakkord (Ger) (Ufa). Drama. Lil Dagover. 100 mins. Rel. Sept. 1.

Rev. Sept. 16.
Schuesternc Casanova, Der (Ger) (Casino). Romantic comedy. Dir. Car]

Lamac. 60 mins. Rel, Aug. 15.
serpente a Sonagli (It) (Nuovo Mondo). Murder In a girl's schooL Dir. Rafaelo

Matarazzo. 85 mins. Rel. Aug. 15 Rev. Aug. 19.
She-Devil island (Sp) (FD). Mexican-made drama. Dir. Raphael Sevllla. 65

mins. Rel. Aug. 15. Rev. Aug. 16.
uencio Sublime (Sp). Mexican drama. Dir. Ramon Peon. 80 mins. ReL

Jan. 15.
Slalom (Aust) (DuWorld). Life and love in the Alps. Dir. Arnold Fanck. 67

mins, Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 23.
boderkakar (Sw) (Scandinavian) Musical. Edward Person. Djr. Weyler ilde-

c i
brand - fl0 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 23

5>oidaten Karemaden (Ger) (Zwicker). Teutonic propaganda. Dir. Turn Hup-
pertz. 90 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 7.

s>ong of China (Chinese) (MacLean). Drama in the Orient. Dir. Lo Ming-Yau.
60 mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 11.

•on of Mongolia (Russ) (Amkino) Propaganda of the Mongolian sector. Dir.
I. Trauberg. 105, mins. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Nov. 25.

Mexican Air

(Continued from page 1)

a first step the gentry who dis-
count the lore of the ages three
questions for a dollar in a plain en-
velop have been kicked off the air
altogether. Other reforms are in
process of organization. Will take
a .

little while because of the radical
shift of policy.

Cleanup-is'^xpected^to^talee-plffte'

"

within the next' 12 to 18 months.

'

In the last two years there has
been a huge, jump in the amount of
coin Mexico's merchants arid resi-
dents have been collecting from
American tourists. So much so that
some of the cities are beginning to
yie on nearly equal footing with
Texas, Louisiana, California and
Florida for the great American tour-
ist dollar.

A-ha, World's Fair!

Also in the general clean-up cam-
paign is the new item of a World's
Fair which Mexico plans to hold in
Mexico :<§ity within the next several
years. This Fair is planned as a
concentrated drive to punch through
in one big splurge the message of
'come to Mexico for your vacation.'

In order to build-up both the Mexico
tourist trade and the coming World's
Fair the present stations along the
border which are regularly broad-
casting primarily for the American
listeners will be banned off the air
entirely, according to the dope.
These independently and privately-
owned transmitters- will be replaced
by five super-power stations which
will be owned and operated by the
Mexican government.

These five powerful stations will
also be located along the border and
will be directed essentially for
American and Canadian listeners—
but they will be entirely free of
any objectionat^; advertising mat-
ter. Stations will accept commer-
cial programs and copy, according
to present plans, but the programs
and accounts must be okayed ac-
cording to the strictest rules and
principles of American stations.
These stations wiJ 1 not accept any
programs which wouldn't regularly
be within the rules set up by the
Federal Trade Commission, the Med-
ical Association, the Communica-
tions Commission and other bodies
whose purpose it is to keep adver-
tising on the upside.

In between these commercial pro-
grams the Mexican government will
spot periods of build-up for the
coming World's Fair, for Tampico,
for Mexico City, the Popocatepetl,
Floating City and tamales. Entire
scheme is to' cement friendship for.

Mexico and to put the Mexico on
the tourist map of the continent, the
feeling among the higher-ups in the
Mexican government being that if

the border radio stations can sell
the Americans penny-a>-day insur-
ance, rupture cures, perfume pack-
ages and similar items, they can also
sell Americans' Mexico as the con-
tinent's playground.

METRO FACTS MEICHER
Edward de S. Melcher, former pic

and drama eric on Washington (D. C.)
Star, has been pacted to a dialoging
contract by Metro.

Giving up his newspaper job in De-
cember, Melcher wended west on
spec, Got aboard the payroll last

week.

NAT'L VARIETY CLUBS

CONV. APRIL 17-18

17-18, ]

barker,

Omaha, Feb. 23.

A. A. (Ted) Mendenhall, chief

barker of the Omaha Variety club,

has announced plans and committees
for the third annual national con-
vention of the Variety clubs of

America to be held in Omaha, April
Harry ShUmow; last year's
has been made general

^hairmanj of- the^con-vention-tiornmi t-

tee of more, than 50 men, Publicity

for the affair is being handled by.Joe
Jacobs, as sub-chairman, and enter-

tainment is being arranged by Evert
CummingSi
Most of Saturday will be devoted

to convention business, and climax
will be banquet and entertainment
on Sunday. Top for the banquet is

set at $10. per person, and expected
that upwards of 500 will attend.

Good portion of the gross will go
for entertainment with national acts

and a nationally known ork being
brought in by Cummings committee.
Net proceeds, as always, will go for

charitable purposes.
Reservations committee already

has notices from Milwaukee, Minne-
apolis and Pittsburgh and several
other tents. Advance indications are
for upwards of 200 delegates, more
than twice the number in attendance
in previous years^ with special cars

or trains being scheduled by more
than a ' score of tents.

. Some rumors going about that the

affair will be open to the ferns, but
Jacobs committee is putting the word
about that like all .strictly club af-

fairs the convention will be for men
only.

Convention will be held in the

Fontenelle hotel where the club has

its new modernistic clubrooms.

So Many Sunday Pix

Squawks, Town Quits
Lynchburg, Va., Feb. 23.

Sunday films bow out of Bedford,

Va., 4,000-pop. town near here, after

two scant weeks. So much protest

from churchgoers "that Dan Wein-
berg, manager, voluntarily quit. Pre-
viously he had promised to hold no
shows during church hours.
Bedford, site' of the national Elks

Home, is first town in state to give

up Sunday pix after getting them.

RAY MASSEY'S IT. S. PIC
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Raymond Massey, English picture

player, producer and director, will

come over from England for a spot
in 'The Prisoner of Zenda' at Selz-

nick-International.

Player is due here March 6 for his

American debut.

MISS GRANVILLE'S WB PACT
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Bpnita Granville, child actress, has
received long term contract at War-
ners.

First assignment on the agreement
will be in The Story of Emile Zola.'

Then she'll go into 'The Love Derby,'
with Leslie Howard and Olivia de
Havilland.

Cal. Indie Theatre

Owners Fight For

Prod.-Distrib. Laws

Los Angeles, Feb. 23.

Independent Theatre Owners of

Southern California have planned a

drastic campaign to h<>ve anti pro-

ducer-distributor legislation adopted

vehes next month. Measures the i
-'

dies want enacted include: Anti-

block booking and blind selling; ban
against producer-distrib ownership;
control or management of theatres,

and prohi ition of designated play
dates of percentage pictures.

Mass meeting of 75 indie exhibs,

held in L.A. last week, was ad-

dressed by William Mosley Jones,

speaker of the California house;

Assemblyman Ben Rosenthal, R.

Dean Warner, an attorney, and Ber-

nard D. Russell, former indie pro-

ducer. Meeting was called by Rus-
sell on behalf of the California In-

dependent Exhibitors Protective

League, and is not officially identi-

fied with the ITO of So. Cal. and
Arizona.
Exhibs voted to raise a fund to

promote the campaign, based on iOc.

per seat per theatre. Steering com-
mittee of the Protective League, to

distribute the fund, is compased of

Lou Bard, E. S, Calyi, H. W. Gruen,

Jay Sutton, Harry Vlnnicof arid Jack
Berman.

BIGELOW'S ADDED 'TOUCH'
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Samuel Goldwyn has assigned Joe
Bigelow to write added dialog for
'Tha Woman's Touch.'
Picture haS Miriam Hopkins and

Joel McCrea in the leads.

Spain In Flames (Russ) (Amkino). Travelog. English lecture. 65 mins. Rel.
Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 3.

Stutzen der Gesellschaft (Ger) (Ufa). Ibsen's oldie in a new version. Dir.
Detlef Sierck. 80 mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 18.

Szerelml Almok (Hung) (Danubia) Franz Liszt's life. Dir. Heinz Hille. 87
mins. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan 13.

Traumulus (Ger) (Tobis), Heavy drama. Emil Jannlngs. Dir. Carl Froehlich.
105 mins. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev, Sept. 23.

Tras La Reja (Sp). Mexican drama. Dir. Jorge Dada. 70 mins. Rel. Jan. 1.
Tredowata (Pol) Heavy drama. Dir. Julius Gardan. 91 mins. Rel. Dec. 15.

Rev. Jan. 6.

Under Fals Flagg (Sw) (Scandinavian). Drama with music. Tutta Rolf. Dir.
Gustav Molander. 75 mins Rel. Jan, 15. Rev. Feb. 3.

Varan Pojke (Sw) (Scandinavian). Romance Edvara Person. Dir. Arne
Bornebusch. 93 mins. Rel. Oct. 1 Rev Oct 21

Verraeter (Ger) (Ufa). Propaganda. Dir. Karl Ritter. 90 mins. ReL Jan. 15*

Rev. Jan. 27. - •

Visages de France, Les (Fr) (Franco). Travelog in four reels. 34 mins. Rel.
Jan 15. Rev Feb. 3.

Waldwinter (Ger) (Ufa).- Love in the Silesian forests: Dir. Fritz Buch. 90
mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 18.

Walzer fuer Dich Ein (Ger) (Casino). Musical fantasy. Louis Graveure, Ca-
milla Horn. Dir. Georg Zoch. 90 mins. Rel Sept 15. Rev. Oct. 7.

Welberreglment (Ger) (Ufa) Military comedy. Dir, Karl Ritter. 90 mins
Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Sept. 16.

W.enn Der Hahn Kraeht (Ger) (Casi Comedy romance. Dir. Carl Froeh-
lich. 60 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

Yellow Cruise (Fr) (Tapernoux). Travelogue, partly in English. Dir. Leon
Poirier. 90 mins. Rel Nov. 15. Rev. Nov. 25.

Yiddle with His Fiddle (Yid) (Green). Folk musical. Molly Picon. Dir. Jos;
Green. 92 mins". Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan 6

Key to Addresses

Harold Auten, 1540 Broadway.
Amkino, 723 Seventh Ave.
Bavaria Film. 489 Fifth Aye.
Casino, 240l E: 86th St.
Danubia, 729 Seventh Ave.
DuWorld, 729 Seventh Ave.
European. 154 W. 55th St.
Jos. Green. 1501 Broadway..
Garrison Films, 729 Seventh Ave
Franco-American, 66 Fifth Ave.

General Foreign Sales, 729 7th Ave.
Germania. 22-33 19th St., Astoria, L. 1

J. H, Hoffberg, 729 Seventh Ave.
Inter-Continent, 50 E 42nd St.
Klnematrade, 723 Seventh Ave.
Jean Lenruer, 202 W 58th St.
Mayer-Burstyn. 1501 Broadway.
Martin Nosseck. 326 Audubon Ave.
Metropolis, 260 Fifth Ave.
Scandinavian Films, 220 W 42d St.
John Tapernoux, 126 W 46th St.
(Jfa. 729 Seventh Ave.

Ohio MPEA Reelects

Cleveland, Feb. 23.

Ernest Schwartz was elected to his

third term as prez of Motion Picture

Exhibitors. Association here in last

week's elections. Coincidentally*

three other old officers wete voted

in again for holdovers. A. E. Ptak
was named v. p. for third term;

John Kalaf is beginning sixth year

as treasurer, and George W. Erd-
mann holds record by being re-

elected secretary-manager for the

eleventh term.
Appointees to new board Of direc-

tors are Henry Qreenberger, P. E.

Esslck, Morris Berkowltz, Frank
Gross, L. G. Baldwin and Frank
Porozynski.

Trial by Soundfilm

.
Washington, Feb. 23.

Sound pictures would supplant

stenographers and printed briefs in

American court proceedings if Con-
gress adopts a bill proposed last week
by Congressman Samuel Hobbs of

Alabama.
Installation of sound apparatus in

at least one court in each of the dis-

tricts of the country is provided by
the measure, which authorizes ap-
propriation of whatever money may
be necessary. The presiding judge of

each district would designate the

court to be turned into a studio,

while the judge who presides over
any trial shall stipulate whether the
proceedings shall be recorded on
celluloid or paper. Cost would be
levied against the participants, The
films and sound track would simplify
appeals, in Hobbs' view.
With projection machines installed

in each circuit, court and the U. S.

.Supreme Court, the judges would be
spared the necessity of reading vol-
umes of printed briefs and tran-
scripts, while there could be no dis-

pute between opposing lawyers about
the way developments actually took
place in the trial courts.

Erpi Producing Visual

Educational Shorts Pix
Demand for visual education sound

motion picture has prompted ERPI
Picture Consultants, Inc., a subsid
of Electrical Research Products, Inc.,

to launch production on a group of
films covering human geography. It

is designed for use in elementary
grades. Series will deal with
changes in the earth's surface as a
result of the human race's activity as
well as the conditioning of man's
culture via his environment.
New films are also being produced

in the field of human biology in col-

laboration with outstanding authori-
ties On the subject and. in co-opera-
tion with the University of Chicago.

Dr, V. C. Arnspiger. v.p. in charge
of research and prod i^t ion for
ERPI. last week said that the shak-
ing off of the economic depression
has found many schools and colleges
incorporating the use of. visual odu-
cation films in their general instruc-
tional progra
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TEX R*ITTER
fcfaaical Westerns

BIG/feW^ATTRACTIONS
FROM GRAND NATIONAL

"23Vz HOURS LEAVE
with JAMES ELLISON and TERRY WALKER
The picture that skyrocketed Douglas MacLean to fame now produced by

Douglas MacLean. From Mary Roberts Rinehart's brilliant Satevepost story.

"GIRL LOVES BOY'
feaiuring ERIC LINDEN and CECILIA PARKER
A Bennie F. Zeidman production. The sweethearts of "Ah. Wilderness 1"

and "Sins of Children" in a new romance of young love.

A V Y S P Y 1

1

starring CONRAD NAGEL and ELEANOR HUNT
Federal Agent Series. Produced by George A. Hirliman.

Matching wits with spies selling navy secrets to foreign powers.

it

ROMANCE and RICHES"
with CARY GRANT and MARY BRIAN
From the novel by E. Phillips Oppenheim. A fast-moving comedy of

a rich young man's quest for happiness.

KILLERS the SEA"
featuring CAPT. WALLACE CASWELL, Jr.

Dialogue by LOWELL THOMAS
A Raymond Friedgen Production. Exploitation sensation o

1937 with Capt. Caswell fighting the man-eaters of the deep.

SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT . A Victor Schertzinger

Prodn. Written ana directed by the man who gave you ''One Night of Love
'

'

Wtimlimf^ ™E TH|MSANI|^)LLAIt BILL • A ZionMyers Prbduc-

fii|iy^^^:j":^ Hoft.:. . . ?ased on the CosSftb^dUtan magazine
. stprvi;oitf^fia*i{e^Utle.v,

"Hot Oil". Rroducea by Richard A. Rowland. The red-hexide'd dynamo ofThe;i'

screen in another great Cdgney entertainment. Different-^thrilling—timely.
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Alien Actor Bill

neither of whom had ever sat through

a Dickstein hearing before—appeared

sympathetic to several witnesses who
were shooed away from the table

after disagreeing with the bill. Mrs.

Caroline O'Day, Representative from

New York and a close friend of Mrs.

Roosevelt, and Representatives Green

of Florida, and Kramer of California,

"also spoke"up"^coxirageously in 'the

face of committee blustering. Millard

and . Massingale, of New York and

Oklahoma, respectively, showed a

tendency to ask questions when it

appeared that reform element was

getting too bloodthirsty.

Bystanders got their usual nickels

worth, however, whenever Chair-

man Dickstein, father of the alien ac-

tors' legislation, got in the saddle.

Dickstein this year was ably assisted

by Representative Schulte of Indiana

who accomplished some first-class

witness.-baiting with Representative

Mason of Illinois as pinch-hitter.

Tibbett an4 Damrosch

Star performers of the two-day

session, with which the hearings led

off, were Lawrence Tibbett of the

Metropolitan Opera and 'Walter Dam-
rosch, conductor of the New York
Symphony. Although the two cele-

brated musicians were on opposing

sides, onlookers gave them the big-

gest hand among the various top-

rank representatives of films, radio

and music who testified. Jean
Hersholt* Danish film star who took

the part of Dr. Dafoe in "The Coun-
try Doctor,' remained in the menag-
erie tent, after Chairman Dickstein

had tossed him skilfully back into

the audience following a brief state-

ment.

Film industry had its best support-

ers in Gabriel L. Hess, general coun-

sel for the Motion Picture Producers
&. Distributors of America, and Jo-

seph H. Seidelman, general foreign

manager for Columbia Pictures. Syd-
ney M. Kaye, attorney representing

the Concerts Association of America,
also scored against the belligerent

faction of the committee.
Tibbett, appearing as representa-

tive of the American Guild of Musi-
cians and Artists, was ballyhooed as

a friend of the bill which would re-

strict the entrance of alien talent into

this country. While insisting that

he was a supporter of the bill, he
recommended several changes, in-

cluding the total deletion of the sec-

tion limiting the number of actors

and artists admissible to the U. S.

to the number of American actors

and artists ^applied for by foreign
countries. "He also asked that man-
agers and producers should be al-

lowed to present their case to the
Secretary of Labor^who would be
made the arbiter of all squabbles
over imports and exports of talent

under the legislation—and requested
that they should be given the same
break as

- the unions. Tibbett said,

however, that it was his aim, and
the aim of the A.G.M.A., to encour
age. young artists who may potential-
ly be great artists and to protect the
'small and, at present, unknowns.'

'I fully believe that a free and un
hampered interchange of artists be-
tween nations is absolutely heces
sary,' the Metropolitan baritone de
clared.

Damrosch, on the other hand, made
no reservations in his statement.
The 'grand old man' of the New York
Symphony squared off before the
committee and told them that if a
ban is placed on foreign talent it

would be equally sensible to include
the music of foreign composers in
the embargo.

Why Not Restrict Mozart?

'Why not deny entry to Mozart,
Brahms, Beethoven, Wagner and the
rest, unless Europe agrees to play
American numbers,' Damrosch in-
sisted. Whole thing was very fool
ish, he indicated, pointing out that
the U. S. needs the European artist
more than foreign countries need, us

'The artist belongs to the world
and should be free to enter any part
of it,' the aged conductor said with
conviction. 'He should be allowed
every freedom—not restricted. No
real American artist Wants to shut
out -the- -European artist,

Efforts of two representatives of
the Lambs' Club to show that Amer-
ican actors were in need of protec
tion from alien araists 'coming over
by shiploads,' and that foreigners
were responsible for 789

.
legitimate

actors at present on relief in New
York City were promptly blasted by
figures presented by witnesses on
both sides of the argument. Accord
ing to Gilbert Miller, internationally
known theatrical manager, and son
of Henry Miller, 26 legitimate^ pro
ductions running in New York last

(Continued from oage 3)

week, employed a total of 1,121 in-

dividuals, of which 52, or 4.7%, were
aliens. These figures, Miller said,

were compiled by the League of

New York Theatres.

Representative Kramer of Califor-

nia, a member of the committee, vol-

unteered information that only 61

foreign actors are employed by the

eight major studios, in iidlly'wb'od^

a figure backed up- by the Hays or-

ganization, which offered, testimony
showing 19,015 studio employees, ex-

clusive of extras, employed . in eight

studios; 534 contract players, and
only 61 actors coming under the

visitors' visas or quota regulations.

Sidney Howard's Stance

Opinion of Sidney Howard, presi-

dent of the New York Dramatists'

Guild, was that unemployed legiti-

mate actors are suffering because of

their inability to offer authentic tal-

ent to theatre managers, rather than
from any descrimination in favor of

alien actors.

I dont know a single fine actor

working on WPA,' Howard stated,

'Such actors are but of work not be-
cause of unfair competition but be-
cause they are not as good as their
fellow actors.'

Much talk was heard, during the
two-day session, of the unwisdom of
certain provisions of the Dickstein
bill. Actors and artists were partic-
ularly indignant at., the idea of
'swapping talent'—producers offering
an American of 'similar professional
qualifications' for each foreign star

brought into the country.

'We shall soon be trading Gladys
Cooper for two American tap dan-
cers, or George Bernard Shaw for
a dozen pulp magazine writers,'
snorted Representative Celler of
New York, who appeared as a wit-
ness against the measure.

Celler, who soon became em-
broiled in a verbal free-for-all with
Dickstein and Schulte, protested that
the bill spught to erect artistic tariff

walls. He also quarreled with the
clause which would give the secre-
tary of labor say-so as to whether
an artist is eligible for admission
into the country. The labor secre-
tary is authorized, under the legis-
lation, to approve alien applications
after a hearing and investigation to
determine that an American artist
'having*qualifications similar to those
of the alien seeking admission . . .

cannot be found in the United States
among unemployed citizens or law-
ful permanent residents.'

New York Congressman demanded
an answer to his question as to the
Secretary of Labors qualifications as
a talent-picker. He furthermore . in-
sisted that Chairman Dickstein de-
fine the 'qualifications' alluded to in
the bill. For instance, would Madam
Secretary Perkins or her successor
have to choose actors according to
their quality of voice, color or hair,
shape, or number of marriages, Cel-
ler wanted to know. Torch singers
might have an edge on opera stars,

he suggested, if Labor Secretary
was 'more fond of Gershwin than
Schubert.'

With Dickstein's dignified reply
that flesh would be chosen according
to 'regulations based upon American
standards,' I. A. Hirschmann, vice-
president of Saks-5th Avenue—ap-
pearing as a 'business-man and mu-
sician'—picked up where Celler left

off.

'Any Secretary of Labor would
have to have some of the qualifica-
tions of a God,' Hirschmann de-
clared, 'to determine the ability of
competing artists.'

Scoring the bill as an enemy of
good music and an un-American
piece of legislation, Saks official

—

who provides music for the masses
out of his own pocket, staging con-
certs at 25c. admission—warned that
artists could not be exchanged like

'bricks or wheat.'
'I can undei'stand a tariff on : maca-

roni,' Hirschmann told committee,
'but not on Toscanini.'

Hess and Seidelman For Pix
Big studios got their innings in

spiels by Gabe Hess and Joe Seidel-

man, who stymied House group with
facts and figures showing the. im-
portance of foreign talent to the
American screen; the danger of re-

taliation by foreign countries, if

artist barriers are erected in the
U. S., and. the general ^practicality
of the bill itself.

Hays lawyer's 25-page bombard-
ment flatly stated that the .bill

should it be enacted, would 'jeop-

ardize or destroy artistic and earn-
ing .opportunities for American
actors in American motion pictures,

and furthermore, would jeopardize
or destroy opportunities for Amer-
icans in other crafts and vocations

to be employed in the production
of American motion pictures.'

World distribution of pictures
would be materially hampered, Hess
predicted, and the popularity of
American films now existing abroad
would suffer materially.

'The superiority of American mo-
tion pictures which makes possible
their distribution to all parts of the
world would fall away,' Hess de-
clared, and the American market
would be invaded with motion pic-
tures made abroad .in the English
-language with foreign- entertainment
personalities for distribution to tlje

English-speaking peoples of the
—world. The talents of such foreign
artists would be used to build up
motion picture industries abroad in-
stead of being utilized to maintain
the leadership which. America how
holds.'

Columbia Pictures' foreign man-
ager said passage of the act would
be 'a very disastrous blow to the
prosperity, success and prestige of
American motion pictures. . and
would bring the United States gov-
ernment into ridicule and contempt
in the eyes of many foreign nations.'

Seidelman also stressed importance
of the foreign market to American
producers, declaring, that ' between
60% nd 11% of all U. S. pix are
exported abroad. Income to Ameri-
can companies from foreign sources
now approximates 40% to 50% of

their total gross, he pointed out.

Kaye's Click
Attack of Sydney Kaye on the

Dickstein bill brought one of the
biggest hands received during the
hearings, with Representative Mason
of Illinois—who formerly joined with
Dickstein and Shulte in witness-
baiting—leaving hir chair to con-
gratulate the Concerts Association
attorney.

Talking in behalf of concert
jgroups, Kaye proceeded expertly to

take the bill apart, section by sec-

tion, showing up technical absurdi-
ties which would develop, once the
artist-swapping machinery was rut
into action. Kaye took numerous
pokes at the 'similar qualifications'

stipulation in the measure, declaring
that 'there are no scales in which
musical artists can be weighed to

determine whether their qualifica 1-

tions are, in fact, similar.'

'Prosperity of the symphony or-

chestra depends on drawing cards,'

Kaye said, 'and we never have had
enough drawing cards. If we could
get twice as many aliens capable of

appearing on the concert stage or
conducting the great symphony or-

chestras, we would not have half as

much employment for all, but twice
as much employment for all.'

Motion pictures were accused sev-
eral times during the hearings of

having seriously handicapped the
legitimate stage, but New York, the-
atre groups—with the exception of

Equity—were almost unanimous in

agreeing with film spokesmen on the
point of letting in outside talent.

Theatre managers are united .almost
without exception, in their opposi-
tion to the bill, Milton R. Wein-
burger, League of New York The-
atres v.-p., told the committee, add-
ing that the stage wanted, an open
market for actors because of Holly-
wood talent-snatching.
Warren P. Munsell, business man-

ager of the Theatre Guild, agreed
with Weinburger, and both stage
reps pointed out that legitimate
actors are in no need of Govern-
ment protection as long as Actors'
Equity remains at the wheel.

Lambs For It

Two Lambs Club members, E. J.

Blunkell and John Seagar, pleased
Dickstein, however, by assuring
him that the country was flooded
with alien talent and that deserving
American actors were being dis-

criminated against.

Second day of the hearings was
devoted principally to bill boosters,
although Hess, Seidelman, and
Hershoit opened the proceedings.
Committee and audience had
dwindled perceptibly by noon, with
only four Congressmen sticking it

out. Frank Gillmore, president of
Actors' Equity and Chorus Equity,
and Gen. Samuel T. Ansell, general
counsel for the American Federa-
tion of Musicians^ were headliners
offering kind words for the measure,
but two hours were hogged by
Charles Henry Freeman of New
York, representing himself and
soprano he was managing, for a
tear-jerking tale concerning 'arbi

trary' treatment received from the
Metropolitan Opera Company.

Gillmore's Modifications
Gillmore suggested several changes

to the bill as its stands, but pro-
nounced himself otherwise in favor
of the measure. He asked (1) that
unit companies, such as the Comedie
Francaise, the Moscow Art Company
and the Doyly Carte opera company,
should be allowed to enter the coun
try; (2) that some provision be made

for artists who wish to enter the
U. S. without the intention of mak-
ing engagements; and (3) that find-

ings by the Secretary of Labor, as

to actors' qualification should not be
made 'immediately,' as specified in

the bill, but should permit sufficient

time for Equity to register the names
of prospects with the Labor De-
partment.

Charges by Representative Colmer
of Mississippi that Gillmore sounded
'in. favor of the bill, but not en-
thusiastic' were answered by Equity
President's explanation that-his or-
ganization was 'able by its own
strength to control the theatre,' and
therefore not concerned with aliens.

Equity members felt 'as citizens,'

however, that there was a great deal
of value in the Dickstein bill, Gill-

'

more said.

Saddest story told at the hearings
was offered by Charles Henry Free-
man, who identified himself with the
concert business but explained he
was not representing any particular

organization.

After taking a couple of cracks at

opposition witnesses and asking
Dickstein not to let their number
'lead to the belief they represented
the majority;' Freeman launched
into a two-hour tirade against the
Metropolitan Opera Company.
Sob story concerned the efforts of

a coloratura soprano to win a Met
engagement and charged famous
opera company with discrimination

in favor of foreign talent. Starting

with singer's experience in 1928,

when she assertedly was approached
by an unidentified impresario who
offered to get her a Met job for the
sum of $30,000, Freeman held forth
on the subject Until Mrs. O'Day,
Representative from New York, re-

marked 'your quarrel seems to be
with the Metropolitan Opera.'

After the first half hour, the com-
mittee -discovered, through question-

ing that Freeman had been acting

as manager for the disappointed so-

prano and was still hoping to get

her the coveted job with the Met-
ropolitan.

Claiming his prima donna was su-

perior to any foreign singers now
appearing on the operatic stage,

Freeman's chief squawk was that

Lily Pons, 'an alien,' had snitched
the job which rightfully belonged to

his singer. He. claimed that his so-

prano, Galli-Campl, had a better
right to a place in the spotlight by
reason, of her voice and her Amer-
ican citizenship.

Following Freeman's attack on the
opera company in particular, and
alien talent in general,' hearings
wound up with a burst of oratory,
from Gen. Samuel T. Ansell, Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians' chief
attorney. Ansell, as usual, was look-
ing out for his solo instrumentalists
and orchestral conductors, and was
against the bill only in that it in-
cluded this type of talent in its

swapping-list.
The contract labor law of 1932 was

taking far better care of America's
solo instrumentalists and orchestral
conductors, than the Dickstein bill

could ever do, Ansell pointed out.

Bill, if passed, would become addi-
tional to the law already on the stat-

ute books, he told the committee,
and would have the effect of legal-
izing the admission of instrument
soloists and orchestra leaders not of
distinguished merit, in such numbers
as would meet the International reci
procity clause. Words 'solo instru
mentalists' and 'orchestral conduc
tors' must be stricken from the
measure wherever they occur, be-
fore the American musicians' federa
tion can be satisfied, he said..

MPTOA and Others
Other individuals who appeared

before the committee included Ed
Kuykendall, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
who expressed concern for the fu-
ture of the industry if art was to be
measured by a 'sausage-mill'; Jean
Hershoit, Danish film star, cut off by
Dickstein after delivering not more
than a paragraph of - testimony; Dr.
W. R. Brown, head of the musical
department of the University of
North Carolina, opposing the . meas-
ure; Alfred, R. Allen, rtianager of
the Philadelphia Orchestra Associa-
tion, who claimed legislation, woukf
'send the symphonies down hill' and
Mrs. Julian Olney, White Plains con-
cert manager, charging the bill vio-
lates labor laws of the U. S. by keep-
ing but higher types of artists.

Interest in the proceedings had
dropped to zero, by the time the last
witness had appeared, and commit-,
tee folded until Wednesday (24).

Committee members who had ap-
peared bright-eyed and alert the first

day, were reduced to yawns the sec-
ond morning, and many ducked the
wind-up. Audience, fascinated at

first by high-handed tactics em-
ployed by Chairman Dickstein and
Representative Schulte in bullyrag-
ging witnesses, was unable to ke

Foreign Press

(Continued from page 3)

correspondents. Haysltes answered
that by a blast against ethics of cer-

tain F.P.'s,

Officers of the F.P.'s say the party
isn't off for good, but simply post-
poned till Hays office stops sniping
and the stars are either well enough
or free enough to appear for their

medals and bows.

"

Whether that's before or after the
Academy awards is immaterial in

the eyes of the F.P.'s, as they've

announced their awards.

Current Hays office slash in list

of accredited foreign correspondents
is routine periodic paring of number.
Widespread charges of chiseling and
sale of stills for advertising purposes
have been rumored, but charges are

without foundation, insist officers of

Foreign Press Society.

Twenty odd correspondents who
have been dropped were advised
that reason was .simply over-large

number of foreign writers and in-

adequacy of studio staffs to handle
them. At .same time, check is being,

made by Hays office with foreign

editors regarding their Hollywood
representation!. All for. corrs. have
been advised that their editors have
been thus polled.

Number of writers who were
dropped are having their cases re-

opened by Tom Pettey oh presenta-
tion of clippings and credentials. In-

dividual correspondents who have
been questioned on the subject seem
to feel that all bona fide scribes who
have been dropped can get back on
list without difficulty. There is no
alarm among them about the wildly-

circulated rumors of chiseling, etc.

Exploitation

(Continued from page 25)

tre into the clear and assures an In-
terested audience, which, tor the
most part, will go out and spread the
word. Idea is building rapidly and
seems likely eventually to return a
small profit.

Previews are given only 'on. the
last-half shows, so the ticket holders
buy in for the first half show, and
remain over. This seems to help> sales

mo're than the manager counted
upon. It's at least a novelty for a
time.

Plugging a Franoo
St. John. N. B.

Film exhibiting history for the
maritime provinces was made at the
Mayfair in St. John last week, when
an all French talking picture, *Par-
lez-Moi D'Amour' ('Speak to Me of
Love'), was screened for two days.
This film was tied up with Mae West
in 'Go West Young Man,' in a double
bill program.
Notices in French of the all French

film were sent through the mails and
over the telephone to temporary and
permanent residents of French ex-
traction. French organizations were
also communicated with in behalf of
the innovation. It was pointed out
that here was an opportunity for the
French to see and hear French
screen players talking in their native
language, for the first time. To the
general English speaking public, in-
vitation was broadcast through the
local newspapers, and on screen
slides, to come to the Mayfair dur-
ing the two days cited and brush
up on the French they learned while
at school, and since then, not used.
Students of colleges and high
schools were urged to take advan-
tage of the opportunity of an ideal
lesson in the French as it should
be spoken. An effort was made to
interest the teachers, also.

Mayors Howard Pic

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Archie Mayo's next chore at

Warners will be to direct Leslie
Howard in a picture. Femme lead
goes to Olivia de Havilland.
'Love Derby' is the tentative title.

the long-drawn out afternoon pro-
ceedings and departed in droves.

Dppesters, however, are figuring on
a full house for the reopening, since
local rags took Dickstein for a fine

sleighride this .year.

Final fate of the bill itself remains
undecided' with the betting mostly
on. its collapse. New members of

the committee, who represented an
unknown quantity when i^a st?rting

pistol went off, appear to be scram-
bling to the rescue of industry rep-
resentatives and the guess is that
they will be either too bored or too
annoyed by Schulte and Dickstein to
permit passage of the legislature
when the shouting is over.
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DURING 1936 IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES SETS A NEW
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Now re-signed for the 3RD TIME
to appear at the Chicago Theatre
within the next 18 months at

$85001^
OUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION IS HAPPY AT THIS OPPOR-

TUNITY TO EXTEND TO YOU BOTH, YOLANDA AND

FRANK, OUR HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS
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A. B. Momand Trying to

Revive His Case Again

Denver, Feb. 23,.

A. B.- Siforffilftdr; whose case was
tossed out of court by the U. S. dis-

trict court in Oklahoma City, sub-

mitted briefs and oral arguments to

fne U. S. circuit court of appeals,

asking the higher court to order the

--•.district, courtJtQ ieinstate,ihe .case^ ...

', -Momand, operator of theatres in

Oklahoma, has around 15 claims'

against -major producing cornpariies

and also some theatre chains oper-
ating in Oklahoma, lor alleged ref

straint of trade and violation of anti-

trust laws.

, Momand claims he >vas unable to

buy pictures on an equitable basis
in several spots. . Defendants, in their

brief, make the charge that Momand
is trying to make an investment of

about $15 (said to have been paid
for some of the claims) into a pos-
sible judgment of approximately
$5,000,000 (triple damages, in other
words).
The court heard the argument,

giving each side about an hour each,
and took the case under advisement,
with no decision expected for sev-
eral weeks.
The case has been in federal courts

since 1931, and was thrown out when
Momand refused to make more par-
ticular large portions of his bill of
particulars'. He is now contending
the case should be tried on its merits.
The case was transferred to Den-

ver following the death in Oklahoma
City of one of the judges hearing
the case.

Loew's Rochester Rental

Squabble; Asking Tilt
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 23.

Clash over rental of Loew's Roch-
ester brought Joe Vogel to town to
look over the Masonic Auditorium
as alternative picture house. Audi-
torium, 2,500 seater, is now used for
occasional legit roadshows -under
management of Will Corris, but Ma-
sons are anxious to put it on regular
income basis. It is more than a mile
outside the main business district.

The Rochester theatre, 4,500-seater,

is owned by a Buffalo group with
Fenyvessys here' as minority, stock-
holders. Rental was reduced during
the depression and owners now want
to put it back to former figure.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Robert Lord, writer-producer,
given new producer contract at
Warners.
A. W. Sweatt, 13-year-old Arkansas

moppet, optioned at Selznick-Inter-
national.
Republic renewed Ranny Weeks'

pact for six months.
Barbara Pepper received an op-

tion lift on her acting contract at
RKO.
Warners tojk up the option on

Joe May's directorial pact.
Dave Gould sigged new dance di-

rector contract at Metro.
Metro tagged Kenyon Nicholson

and Mrs. Von Cube to writer con-
tracts.

Scott Darling sigged to term writ-
ing covenant at Universal.
Mary Maguire had her option

plucked at Warners.
William Slavens McNutt sealed to

term writing contract at RKO.
Eugene Forde placed under direc-

torial contract at 20th-Fox.
Option nickuDs on Geneva Sawyer,

Paul McEvey, Phillipa Hilbere. Dor-
othy Dearing. Shirley Deane, Easter
Brodelet and Lynn Bari, players: Ar-
thur, writer, and Robert Planck, at
20th-Fox

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Metro has bought 'Caprice,' origi-
nal by Dalton Trumbo. He'll screen-
play yarn for studio. Studio also
took 'Are You an Actor?' original
by Gunther von Fritsch, for a Pete
Smith special.
The Smiling Corpse,' anonymous

novel, taken by Warners.
Mervyn LeRoy has purchased an

unproduced musical comedy, 'Return
Engagement.' which he'll produce for
Warners. Piece was authored by
Nancy Hamilton, James Shute and
Rosemary Casey.

'Fight for Your Lady.' original by
Jean Negulesco and Isabel Leighton,
bought by RKO as vehicle for Her-
bert Marshall.

'Headline Hunters. newsoaber
yarn by Lillian Worth and Edythe
Zell, taken by 20th-Fox.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Columbia has changed 'Women
Are Poison' to 'There Goes My Girl'
and 'Satisfaction Guaranteed' to
Too Many Wives.*

,
New handle on Metro's 'Skidding'

is 'I Stand Accused.'

Ohio ITO's Attitude

Columbus, Feb. 23.

Independent Theatre - Owners ^of

Ohio' passed a strong resolution at

last directors' meeting here opposing
proposed conciliation board plan if

boards are operated like the; 'arbi-

tration' boards which were outlawed
by the Thacher decree.

.
Erpi's Two New Treasurers

Electrical Research Products, Inc.,

has elected Charles Olajos and
Robert A. Quinn as assistant treas-
urers.

The latter will be located in Los
Angeles to handle contract, credit
and financial details while Olajos will

be -headquartered in N. Y.

Seitz's 'Jimmy Valentine'

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

George Seitz will direct 'Alias

Jimmy Valentine' at Metro. Crook
epic gets the gun this week.

Two Thrillers on Koenig,

McRae Prod. Slate at U

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Universal has selected two action

stories for immediate production.

Henry McRae and Ben Koenig, who
will produce, will .pick two more
thrillers to complete the season's

quota.-

—

. First to go will be 'West Coast
Limited,' based on an orig by Wads-
worth Camp, and the second will be
'Night Patrol.'

WB Lab Started
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Warners has started construction

of its new two-story laboratory
building.

Erection of the plant will eliminate
shuttling of daily rushes from the
Burbank studio to the present lab on
Sunset boulevard in Hollywood.

Industrial and Educational Shorts

Using More Professional Players

A number of standard film and
stage people, some of them formerly
well-known stars, are finding more
or less steady employment in indus-
iiriaraiid^ewe^
actors and directors. Producers of

industrial subjects in and about New
York this week reported a decided
trend towards spotting these film
vets in industrial pictures.

Not only do manufacturers of

commercial motion pix. figure that

the names enhance the value of this

advertising subjects, but they have
found that these satellites . of former
starring days quickly fit into roles.

Makes "a saving in elaborate screen
tests and in preparing them for work
in these..productions.
Numerous players of both silent

and early talking picture days have

found a hicho in the commercial
film producing field, after having
been screen-tested to re-establish

their picture acting ability.

Studios in the east making indus-

trials estimate that 15 or more' nam©
players have landed steady jobs in

the commercial producing division.

In addition, p. number of others have
been set for bit parts.

Charles Ray was tested while in
New .York a year or so ago. He is

now playing in industrials on the
Coast. Francis X. Bushman arid

Beverly Bayne, leads of silent cine-

ma, also are prominent in commer-
cial or advertising films. Cullen
Landis and Alan Forrest, also from

(Continued on page 71)

Judith Anderson says:

"Luckies never irritate

my throat"

"A long successful run on Broadway

is a Vim* on the actor*s endurance,

as well. Particularly it*s a strain on

our voices and throats* My present

role in Wamlet} is a special strain

because of the declamatory style of

Shakespearian drama. Luckies were

my choice when I began smoking,* .

and today they are still my favorite

cigarette. I enjoy their fine tobacco

and I find my throat is much better

off with a light smoke. Luckies never

irritate my throat."

A,.n independent survey was made recently

among professional men and women—lawyers,

doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc* Of those who said

they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they

personally prefer a light smoke*

Miss Anderson verifies the wisdom of this

preference, and so do other leading artists of the

radio, stage, screen arid opera. Their voices are

their fortunes. That's why so many of them
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat pro-

tection of Luckies— a light smoke, free of certain

harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process

"It's Toasted"* Luckies are gentle on the throat*
THE FINEST TOBACCOS—

"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke
"It's Toasted* -Your Throat Protection

AGAINST IRRITATION-4AGAINST COUGH
Cupyrlelil 1

0" 7 , Tin' Ami-rl-'un Tuburcn Cimiunf
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PHONEY BANK

Minneapolis, Feb. 23.

Nine .persons have been rounded

up and will be charged with grand

larceny in a 'bank night' swindle that

netted them more than $1,200 in

fraudulent winnings from St. Paul,

Stillwater, Little Falls, Mi and

New Richmond, Wis., theatres.

The scheme to beat the 'bank' sys-

tem utilized the services.of a 12-year-

old boy. Two women workers, mem-
bers of the gang, registered at the

theatres for the bank night prices

and received tickets, the stubs of

which were for future drawings.

When the drawings were to take

place the women would be in the

audience as well as the boy who had
been provided with a.duplicate of the

ticket stub in the drawing. When
the theatre manager called for a

child volunteer to make the drawing,

the boy would rush up, stir his hand
around in the stubs, and then pro-

duce the one which he had held in

his hand since entering. the theatre

and which matched the ticket held

by the woman.
The arrests resulted from investi-

gation of an attempt to defraud the

Bluebird theatre, St. Paul, for which
Theodore Sourek was sentenced to

two-and-a-half years in the reforma-

tory. Suspicion was directed to the

gang, when the printer from whom
Sourek. had obtained the stub that,he

planned to use told police others had

been buying similar tickets.

It developed that the boy was paid

$1 each time^e^
cept that he received a $2 bonus

when a $300 prize was won. Those

held by the St. Paul police include a

former St. Paul theatre manager and

two WPA workers.

All bank night gyps pleaded

guilty to second degree grand larceny

before District Court Judge Hugo H.

Hanft, sentences to be pronounced

late today or early tomorrow. Min-

nesota Supreme Court Justice Harry

H. Peterson several months ago,

when Attorney-General, gave opinion

on bank night that it was a question

of fact, each individual case to be
taken up on its own merits and that

every county attorney was to inquire

after the facts and apply the law to

it. No prosecutions .resulted from
this side-stepping opinion.

Conviction of this ring looks like

lethal blow to banko here, since pub-
lic credulity is shattered, and that

usually, spells finis, ^

HAYS SCOUT REPORTS

A BUIi-HARKET SOUTH

A picture of humming exchange

activity throughput the South, South-

west and Middle West was brought

back by Arthur Dickinson of the

Hays office after a tour of key city

exchange centers to check the sucr

cessful^pperation -and -handling of,

2,000-foot reels. • He reported that

branch managers attributed this un-

usual activity to the better business

in theatres and feeling that good

prices would be paid for crops this

season. Optimism was the keynote

of all picture men he met.
Dickinson visited Washington,

Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans,

Dallas, Oklahoma City, Cincinnati,

Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. He was
absent from New York about three

weeks.
^.

Saunders Back at Par?
Claude Saunders has resigned his

executive post with the Ross Federal

Bureau and, it is reported, may re-

turn to Paramount. He was associ-

ated with Par for many years in dis-

tribution prior to the setup of Harry
Ross' checking company about eight

years ago.

Saunders was in charge of opera-

tions under Ross, also formerly with
Par.

'
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LUXER IN THE MIDDLE

Rival Femme Newspaper Groups
For D. .C. Dedications

Washington, Feb. 23.

Trans-Lux' executives stumbled

squarely into the middle of a tern-

nine feud last week in arranging

jlans for dedication of the local

newsreel theatre gblh$ up in. down*

own sector. House is due for cham-
pagning March 12.

Taking sides between two warring

gro^sbTlady scribbiers,"Trans-Lux

management? invited Newspaper
Women's Club to sponsor the cele-

bration, at the opening.. In doing so,

Roland Bobbins, manager of the

house, snubbed the Women's. Na-
tional Press Club, lustier body,

which looks down the nose at the

other outfit.

Social war between the two gal

organizations has been going on for

several years. WNPC, which is

bossed by working femme reporters,

says NWC ' gang of dilettantes

whose fingers are never smudged
with carbon paper and whose prin-

cipal legwork is attending teas. In

return, the . NWC high-hats the

WNPC as group of crude wage slaves

interested in sordid aspects of life.

306-EMPIRE OPS. UNION

MERGER NEXT IN LINE

Absorption of Allied having been
completed by Local 306, Moving Pic-
ture Machine Operators of New
York, plans are being discussed in

connection with conferences looking
to the absorption, also, of the Em-
pire State Operators, the first of the
independent booth unions to. com-
plicate the situation in Greater New
York. - A meeting may be held this

week between Empire and 306
forces, with members of Mayor La
Guardia's specially-appointed com-
mission sitting in. Ben Golden, of

hat committee, a labor man him-
self, is credited importantly-with the
successful merger of 306 and Allied.

Although"Empire originally caused
cross-picketing several years ago
when Sam Kaplan was president of

306, of late years this Union was not
near so troublesome , as Allied, with
'. Empire virtually confining itself to

theatres in Brooklyn.

Cinema de Paris, N. Y.,

Deal to Go Trans-Lux

Temporarily Stymied

No deal has been set between
Franco-American Film Co., operat-
ors of the Cinema de Paris, N. Y.,

and the Trans-Lux Corp.-Arthur
Mayer,, for latter tw6 to acquire the
theatre as a site for a newsreel
house:—I;- Kaplan,- head of Franco--
says that attempts have been made
by Lux group to negotiate a deal,

but it is still pretty
, far off and can

only be; consummated at his price.

Failing to get the property directly
across the street from the Cinema,
namely 55 Fifth Avenue, Trans-
Luxers started to negotiate for the
Cinema.
Acquisition of the Cinema some-

what simplifies the problems con-
fronting the proposed buyers. In
buying the theatre site it would re-
quire only remodeling for increased
seating from Cinema's 260 to de-
sired 600 and possibly other minor
alterations; Site opposite is a regu-
lar ofAce huilding and would require
complete reconstruction of. lower
portions to permit a theatre.

Although Trans-Lux has been
licensed by Commissioner Moss to

start construction when and if it gets
the. landlord's okay on -the other
property, it is reluctant to invest

without the guarantee that the op-
eration of the theatre will be per-
mitted. Catch is the impending or-

dinance that will prohibit additional

theatres on Fifth, Park and Madison
avenues. Ordinance . now under
consideration by the Board of Al-
dermen and Board of Standards and
is probable for okay very soon. Once
established, it would eliminate the

office building property as a theatre

site and thereby checkmate Lux.

Sale of the Cinema would leave

N. Y. minus any straight French
theatre for a time. Kaplan states

that he would shop for an uptown
location for his importations via

Franco-American.- Deal has been
reported set, but is only in the talk

stage and has not, as yet, reached
the figure stage.

Chicago, Feb. 23.

Chicago exhibitors are readying
for an old-time labor rumpus this

coming fall when the question of a
new wage agreement with the Mo-
tion Picture Machine Operators come
up again. There was the beginning
of such a wrangle last fall, but it

was quieted for the time being when
the exhibs and operators decided to

go along the present setup for an-
other year.

Metro's Televish Short,

Films' First Recognition
Metro Is going to make television,

and its advancement to date, the
subject of a two-reel short. Will be
first time pix have ever handled
television.

.The short will seek to show pub-
lic background of television, its

gradual development to date, and
what obstacles must yet be hurdled
before it gets a fully sponsored
broadcasting bow.

Idea originated by Herb Morgan,
Metro shorts explo.iteer, who got o.k.

from Coast' The p.a. is now re-
searching around the East, mapping
and detailing statistics in a script to
be forwarded for final Coast polish.
Flock of footage will be filmed in
the television labs in East.
Metro will give television to date

its due and will not belittle nor
begrudge what strides toward per-
fection have been accomplished.

Par's Own Buildi

Philadelphia! February 23.

Paramount last week moved into
new exchange quarters here, having
built its own building.

The company formerly, leased
space.

F&M Finds St. L Bldg.

Program Too Costly

With building costs soaring, re^
vision of plans for altering and con-
version of New Grand Central the-
atre, owned by Fanchon & Marco,
into Cinema Guild for showing of
specialized features, will undergo
drastic revision before work will be
let. Decision to defer completion of
project was occasioned, last week
when Harry C. Arthur, Jr., v. p. and
gen, mgr. of F & M, opened flock of

bids for job and found them to range
from $120,000 to $160,000 when orig-

inal estimate was set at $75,000.

Arthur tossed all bids into the bas-
ket and is arranging trek to New
York with NatN Koplar, another
F & M exec, for a huddle with John
Eberson, F & M's architect, at which
revision of plans Will be made.
Arthur asserts there will be no aban-
donment of plans for conversion of

house but the prohibitive cost has
forced change in plans. Reopening
of New Grand Central as Cinema
Guild is expected to ease financial

tap that F tc M is undergoing in pay-
ing rent on shuttered Shubert-Rialto
and Orpheum theatres, both obtained
last year when troubles with Warner
Bros, were settled in New York.

Allen Usher Upped
Chicago, Feb. 23.

Allen Usher, local exchange man-
ager for Paramount; promoted to dis-

trict managership. J. J. Donohue,
Minneapolis branch manager, trans-

ferred to head the Chicago exchange.
. Promotion of Usher leaves the

Film Board here without a president,

since Usher had just been elected.

Ticavlnic Shortly for
Hollywood iinil Prtra-
moimt TIctnrfH.

Direction:
M. . A.

Initial New York theatre Appearance

RUFE
DAVIS
PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK

TWO WEEKS (Fell. 17th and 24th)

Doubling Hollywood Restaurant, ew York
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Bollo Ogden Dead'

Rollo Ogden, 81, editor of the N. Y.

Times since 1922, died in -his apart-

,

ment at the Algonquin Hotel in New
York on Feb. 22. Death was caused

by. pulmonary congestion, developed

from.a severe cold he contracted two
weeks ago.

When Ogden joined the Times edi-

torial staff in. May, 1920* he had
already distinguished himself as edi-

tor of the New York Evening Post.

He became editor of the Times after

the death of Charles Ransom Miller

in 1922. .. . . _
Born in 1856 at SanSXaEeTN. YT

Ogden was the son of a Presbyterian

mi ister. He studied for two years

at the Andover Theological Semin-

ary and continued is training at

Union Theological Seminary in 18^79

and 1860. In 1880 he went to Cleve-

land as assistant pastor of Old Stone

Church. At the age of 31 he decided

to become a' journalist and came to

New York. He had four years of

struggle to establish himself but in

1891 joined the editorial staff of the

Post.

Ogden is ,the third of the major
executives of the Times .to have died

in the past two years, the others

being Louis Wiley and Adolph Ochs.

Ad Solicitors Organize

^Formation of the Newspaper Ad-
vertising Guild of Philadelphia and
Camden to organize solicitors and
other workers in advertising depart-

ments oh newspapers throughout the

country was revealed
.
last . week.

Charles P. Pblk, president of the

Newspaper Guild of ..Philadelphia

and. Camden organized the group
meetings, which were held at Guild
headquarters. Also active were
Louis Hines, organizer for the. A. F.

of L. and , Thomas McCarthy, chair-

man of the Philadelphia Daily News
Newspaper Guild unit.

"•

About 65 men and women have
sighed up. since the first organiza-

tion meeting, early in the mont>,
and application for an A. F. of L.

charter has been made. It is even-
tually planned to merge with the

Newspaper Guild. About 500 are

eligible in Philadelphia and the or-
ganization will include hot only so-

licitors but all workers in the ad-
vertising departments.

D. C. Femmes' Shindig

Female Washington correspondents
will stage their annual stunt dinner,

counterpart of the swanky Gridiron
Club blowout, Monday tl) before a
bejeweled audience headed by Mrs.
Franklin D. . Roosevelt and a sprink-
ling of grand dames from the diplo-

matic corps.

Besides women from official life,

the distinguished guest list includes
prominent businesswomen, including
Margaret Bourke - White, photog-
rapher; Dorothy Thompson, column-
ist; Dorothy Kilgallen, reporter; Cor-
nelia Otis. Skinner, monologist; An-
.tonia Brico, director of the New
York Women's Symphony, and Mar-
cia Davenport, novelist..

President of. the club is Mary
Hornaday of the Christian Science
Monitor bureau.

Woman Wants French Job
For the first time in 100 years a

woman has been nominated for the
presidency of the important Societe
de Gens de Lettres (Writers' Society)
in France.
Mme. Camille Marbo, author of 'La

Station Voiiee' and 'Celle qui Defiat
l'Amour;' has entered the race to suc-
ceed Jean Vigriaud in the election to
be held on March 22. Oddly enough
her hat was thrown into the ring by
another candidate for the office,

Maurice Renard.
Stating that she had been in the

organization for 10 years and that
she had taken more than an active
part during the last eight, she feels
confident that can handle the
ifficult position.

^ UP Changes on Coast.

William Gordon has been named
> of the United Press bureau in

:
Angeles, succeeding Theon

Wright, upped to a spot in the New
York

. office. .. .

ther UP: changes include resig-
nations of Doug Harkness as Spo-
kane, Wash., bureau, manager to join
the Visali Times-Delta, and Mel,
Lord at Sacramento to become pub-
lic relations counsel for the Cal.
state board of equalization.

Los Angeles Illustrated ily

News and Evening News is expand-
ing. E. Manchester Boddy, publisher,
has increased the outfit's; space and
plans to boost the mechanical de-
partment. • i.

Both papers have . increased circu^
lation lately, necessitating the en-
largement.

Best Sellers

Best Sellers for the week ending Feb.. 20, as reported by the
American News Co* Inc.

Fiction

'Gone With the Wind' ($3:00) ..By Margaret Mitchell
'Drums Along the Mohawk' ($2.50) ........ ^ By W. D. Edmonds
'Late George Apley^ ($2.50) .....................By John Marquand
'Street of : Fishing Cat' ($2.50).......,........... . . .By Jolan Foldes
'Yang and. YinV ($2.50) ...... . . ...... ........ . ...By Alice T. Hobart
'Sound of Running Feet' ($2.50) . . . . . ... . . . . . . .By Josephine Lawrence

Non-Fiction .

How to Win Friends' ($2.00)", • . . . » . . . i> . . .
.".

. . .By Dale Carnegie
'An American Doctor's Odyssey' ($3.50). .....By Dr. Victor, G. Heisfer

'Nine, Old Men'- ($2.50) . ., .... .By Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen
'Live Alone and Like If ($1.50) . ......By Marjorie Hillis

'Lancer at Large' ($2.75) ... ... ..By Francis Yeats Brown
'The Hundred Years' ($3.00) . ..By Philip Guedella

Cheaper Mailing—Maybe
Authors would save money in at-

tempting to peddle their output in

the event Congress agrees to a bill

offered last week by Senator Arthur
Vanderiburg of Michigan.
Amending the . present laws gov-

erning classification of mail matter,

Vandenberg's bill would authorize

the Post Office to carry manuscripts

at the third or fourth class rates in-

stead of the present first-class fee

of 3c an ounce. Charge for third

class matter is l%c. for each two
Ounces, while fourth-class stuff

travels . at much .less, varying from
7c per pound to $7.74 for 70 pounds,
according to distance.

Despite impression to the contrary

widely held in scribbling, circles,

manuscripts must go at the 3c rate

at present, except when accom-
panied by proofs. This means- that,

until the author's piece is accepted

arid galley proofs are returned, first-

class rate applies to every mailing.

/ —r-

Ernest Marshall Dies

Ernest Marshall, 70, London cor-

respondent pf the New York Times
from 1908. to 1924, died of a heart

attack , in London oh Feb. 20. He
had been suffering from a severe

bronchial illness for several months.

Since his retirement 13 years ago,

Marshall had never been in good
health, but continued to visit the

places his London newspaper friends,

frequented, and kept up his associa-

tions. Born in Leeds, he first con-

tributed articles to the Catholic.

Times. Then he attracted the atten-

tion of James Gordon Bennett and
.became a staff member of the Paris

edition of the N. Y. Herald. In 1900

he was sent to London to take charge
of a hew bureau .created there by
Bennett and remained for three or

four years. Recalled to Paris, he
was put in charge of the Herald. He
had an attack of pneumonia in 1905

and never fully recovered. . After

some free-lancing for British and:

American newspapers, he made a
trip to New York in 1908 and re-

turned as London correspondent of

the N. Y. Times,, with a commission
to set up a liaison with other capitals,

arid establish a Euvopean service.

After the war he continued his work,
but his precarious health forced him
into retirement in 1924.

Authors' Guild Get-together

Squawks from members that there

isri't enough social activity among
writers in the east, brought the Au-
thors' Guild to inaugurate a. test tea

at the Algonquin hotel, N. Y, Thurs-
day (18) with Fanny HUrst presi ing,

and Dorothea Brande making the

speech. About 100 authors showed
up and affair will be held once

monthly now because considered so

successful:

. Idea
;

is to have one short talk

and devote the rest of the afternoon

to gossip and chatter. . Authors^
League is not a social organization,

activities being pretty, much limited

to business matters and offices hav-

ing no space for chit-chat

.Emerson Harris. Dead.

Emerson P. Harris, 83, died at his

home in . Franklinsville, N. Y., on
February 17. He retired 20 years

ago as a publisher of trade journals

and founder in 1908 of the Harris-

Dibble Co., brokerage firm which
specializes in locati for

publishers.

Harris began is career.as a writer

and representative of. engineering
journals in 1878 and a broker in pub-
lishin in New York City

Ralph Steiner,:: photographer for.

Life, is on the Coast to get a chrono-
logical group of, pictures covering
Walter Wanger's 'Castle in Spain.'

He will sit in on. every phase of the
film's production.
So far he has lensed Clifford Odets,

and Lewis Milestone, writer and. di-

rector, in collaborative story confabs
with Wanger.

Newspaper Guild and Stern
Philadelphia Newspaper Guild is

Waiting, a" response from jr. David
Stern, Record publisher, to a . letter
demanding sweeping changes in his
contract with the editorial em-
ployees;
Letter asks that the publisher ap-

ily to the Guild when he needs to
employ- men; that men making more
thari $4,500 per year be put on a
five-day week, same as other em-
ployees; tiriie. .and one-third for
hourly overtime, double time, on day
off; no docking for sick leave; $50
minimum for reporters with five
years experience;; $60 minimum for
photogs with five years experience;
$65 minimum for copyreaders, re-
write' men and reporters used for
rewrite; all other employees,. $22
minimum, one year's experience,
$27.50 minimum, *'

Letter was reprinted full on
front page of the Philly Sunday
Transcript; It throws back at the
publisher all the preaching he has
been doing for the past several
years in his editorial columns.
What, it is understood, '

: par-
ticularly irksome, to Stern was the
concluding paragraph : . . .the Guild
congratulates the management on its

markedly successful, year and hopes
that the coming year will

,
see the

Record's editorial employees having
a greater share in the revenues of
this great enterprise, which their,

work has helped to build.'

Pictorial Folds

Mid-Week ictorial, which , was
purchased several months ago from
the N. Y, Times by . Monte Bourjaily,
former general manager of: .the

United Feature Syndicate, folds with
the issue of Feb. 20.

Temporary suspension was an-
nounced, with Judge, humorous
magazine bought by the same cor-
poration, being offered to subscrib-
ers as a substitute for refunds. Bour-
jaily expects to revive . Pictorial in
the near future.

Mrs. FDR's Autobiog Set

Publication of Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt's autobiography will, begirt

in the April issue of the Ladies Home
Journal. A literary reception in her
honor, will be held by the editors
this afternoon (24), In New York, in
the Journal editorial offices. Receiv-
ing, with Mrs. Roosevelt, are editors
Bruce, Gould, D*»atrice Gould, Doro-
thy Thompson and Alice Duer Miller.
Number of prominent authors, ed-
itors and .writers have been invited.

• Fawcett Alumni
William Gibbs, executive editor of

Fawcett's Hollywood fan mags, has
resigned..

Edward J. Smithson, assistant man-
aging ed, has. stepped in to, handle
until John Leroy Johnston succeeds
Harry Hammond Beall aS manag-
ing ed on March 1. Beall becomes as-
sistant to. W. H. Fawcett, publisher.
Gordon Fawcett • will become office

manager in Hollywood.

Two 'Low Companies'
Mark Benney; who has just com-

pleted three-year sentence for.

burglary in England, will have his
book 'Low Company' published here
by Random : House under the title

'Angels in Undress,' Switch in title

is due to the fact that a book with
the same title was published here
by Vanguard last week.

.

Author spent his youth in reform
schools and prisons and his book is

a frank description of the London
underworld.

Comes Milady

Woman's "Digest, pocket-size mag,
changes its name to Milady with the
March issue;. ''••-Every issue of the
magazine will henceforth be a. spe?
cial number, first, dealing with. Ho}*
lywood and titled 'Behind the
Screen.' ' "Next number wjlf. be de-
voted to: Working girls. Mag is ed-
ited by 1 Hu ' Gernsback in. New
York.

Antl-Cut'Rate Bill

Left to 'the. jaw,, aimed at cut-rate

book sellers, was delivered last week
when Representative Bert Lord of

N. Y. introduced a bill in Congress
to prohibit sale of literature at

prices less thari the original purchase
price.

Legislation to regulate the drug
and department store sale of best-

sellers at reduced prices stipulates

a fine of not more than $500, or. a
maximum jail sentence of one year
for first offenders. . Second offenders
would be fined and imprisoned.
. Penalty- would- be—^imposed- on
'whoever shall ^deliver to any' indi-

vidual any book pursuant to the sale
thereof in. interstate commerce with-
out exacting from such individual
the full purchase price of such book.'

Wilson Hicks to Life
Wilson Hicks, executive -assistant

in charge of the Associated Press
news photo service, ill resign
March 1 to become one of the edU
tors of Life. Hicks is succeeded on
the A.P. job by Edward Stanley, also
an executive assistant to Kent Coop-
er, general manager, of the associa-
tion.

. Stanley has heretofore been in

charge of the A.P.'s membership de-
partment. Before that he had ex-
perience in the A.P.'s feature and
foreign service, arid was news editor
in Kansas City for the southwestern
division before taking over the mem-
bership job.

Henry Powers Dead ,

Henry Powers, 79, one of the old-
est active newspapermen in the
United States, died at his home in

Middletown, N. Y., On Feb. 19, , He
had been in'-the business: 64 years.

Powers began newspaper work* at;

15 arid never left it. He first served
as a printer's apprentice and then as

a reporter on a weekly in Groton.
N. Y., his .home town! In 1898 he
went to Miidletown, and, until his

illness arid advancing, age forced Him
to take an: indefinite leave of absence
last summer, he covered hews in that
yiciriity.

Charles Richard McKenney Dbad
Charles~Richard McKenney, early

Minnesota newspaper editor and
publisher, died in St. Paul Feb. 19,

from injuries sustained in falling and
breaking a hip a week before. He
was 89 years old.

•As a rhember of the Minriesota
House of Representatives, he intro-
duced the measure which prohibits;

sale, of liquor Within two mites of

the State Fair grounds.

Busy Richard Carroll
Richard Carroll, who . has a serial,

.'Hell Bent,' currently in Liberty^ will

have a novel, 'Mexican Gallop,! com-
ing,out next month.

Carroll, on the radio scripting staff

of Lord & Thomas, has also sold a
istory, 'The Lost Opera,' to Sol Lesser
for a Bobby Breen picture.

Conn. Correspondents' party
Biennial gridiron dinner of the

Laurel Club, organization of Con-
necticut legislative correspondents,
has been set for April 28 at the Hart-
ford Club< Hartford, Conn.
Only free ticket will be issued to

Gov. Wilbur L. Cross.

where he 'has spent the past ten win-
ters. His 25th novel, 'Crucible,' will

be out next month.
Translation of. Louis - Ferdinand

Celine's second novel will be titled

'Death on the Installment Plan.'

Constance. Phillips, author of Pho-
topoems,' has gone to London with
her husband for the^ coronation.

Paul Coslowe out as radio ed of.

the N. Y. Daily Workier.. Charies E.:

Dexter, feature editor, moved oyer
to Coslow's spot.

. May Sarton's first volume of poems
out this week. Author understudied
-Eva ;Le-Gailienne: and founded-4he-
Apprentice Theatre in N. Y.

Nettie S. Tillctt has edited a book
titled 'How Writers Write' with chap-
ters by Joseph Corirad, Harold Nich-
olsori and Somerset Maugham.

'

Willie Show Ethridge, wife of the
general manager of the Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times, has writ-
ten her first riovel, 'As I- Live and
Breathe.'

Lynton Hudson has translated
Zsolt Harsanyis 'Life and Loves of
Franz Liszt.' Author is the founder
of a Hungarian weekly,- Szinhazi Elet
(Theatrical Life).

Caridido Gaido, head of the Inter-

-

national Copyright Bureau of Cuba,
is coming to N. Y- April 1, prepara-
tory to a London tri for conferences
on copyright laws.

'What Ho!', written as a Gary
Cooper vehicle, for Major Pictures, is

being issued in novel form by Min-
toh-Balch in New York and Robert
Hale, l td., in London.

.
Sonya Foss has succeeded Jerre

Mangibne as head of the publicity at
McBride's. Latter has gone to Wash-
ington as editor of the Resettlement
Administration Magazine.
Eye Currie, daughter of Mine. Cur-

rie, has just finished her mother's
biography. Book will bfe sitnultane-
oiisly published in se^en couotries,
with Vinicerit She;ehan doing the Eng-:
lish translation.

Anna Roosevelt D'all Boettiger,
daughter of President 'Roosevelt and
husband, of John Boettiger, publisher
of Hearst's Seattle P6st-Intelligcncer(

is an associate editor of 'that paper
and will write a column for it.

Andre Malroux, French novelist
who has been leading the Interna-
tional Air Squadrort in defense of
Madrid, arrives here today (24) on
the Paris. The 'Nation will - give a
dinner for him and .for Louis Fischer
on Feb. 26 in N. Y.
Jock Muritb, stage manager on

tour with 'Pride and Prejudice,' has
Written several juve books and last
week contracted; for two -more,

.
Random House will publish. Ar-

thur Kober's new play 'Havlrig a
Wonderful Time* and 'Brother Rat'
by Johri Monks, Jr., and Fred
Flnklehoffe.

Robinson, Jeffers will have a new
book of poetry but in the Fall titled
'Such Counsels You Gave Me.'
Bernard De Voto has nearly fin-

ished his new novel titled 'Mountain
Time.'
Harvey O'Connor is writing..The.

Guggenheim6: The Making of
American Dynasty.'

J. P. McEyoy arid his new wife
left last, week On. a World tour to be
gone a year.

Aubrey Graves In Denver
. Aubrey Graves, former managing
editor of the Fort Worth, Texas,
Press, now has the same job on the

Denver News. Both are Scripps-
Hbward papers.

He was formerly on the N. Y.

World-Telegram.

Mag on Rare Books
Reading arid Collecting is a new

monthly review, of rare aind recent

books, '.edited arid published by Ben
Abiramsbn ..in Chicago. H. B. Pettee

Williarn J. Bennemari are asso-

ci

..CHATTER
Joseph C. Lincolr in Florida.

Maysie Grieg back in N. Y. from
Haiti.

Arthur iterman winteri in

California;

.
H. R. Knickerbocker for

Europe again March 1.

Whitfield Cook, stage manager, has
a piece in the March issue of Story.

Sale of Delineator to Pictorial Re-
view has been formally, ratified by
stockholders.,

Ralph Roeder and his wife,. Fania
Mindell, have gone to Haiti, for vaca-
tion.

Pete Cross, formerly with Live-
right, now heading Lyons & Lyons
story dept.

liyer La: Farge has finished a new
novel titled 'The Enemy Gods.' Deals
with Navajo Indians.

Ben Ames Williams has left Bos-
ton for a Vacation at Sea Island; Ga..

Studio Placements

(Continued from page 21)

Blystone. Robert Dudley. Frank Ras*
mussen, 'Toast of New York.' RKO. :

Russ Powell, 'The .Woman I Love,'
RKO.

. Isobal La Ma
, Blanche Rose,

Mitchell Imjraham, Jerry Tucker,
Mary Ellen Purcell, 'Outcast of Poker
Flats,' RKO.

ruce Mitchell, Bud Jamlcson,
'Satisfaction Guaranteed.' RKO.

Stanley v .
Andrews, Roger Imhof,

"H'^Iii Wide and F?infl c"»'nf!.' par.
. Grady Sutton; Jcpri Tiixon. Avalon
Boys, Albee Sisters, 'Turn "Off the
Moon,'- Par.
Jonathan Hale. Tn^my 'The

Years. Are So Lonf.' Par.
Mark Kellv, Clyde- . .Bn.ick

scripting 'Cuckoo College.' Pnr.
. Ted Koehler. lyrics: jerry Bergen;
A.- Edward Sutherland, direct 'Artists
nr^ Models/ Par,
Nina Cam^ann. 'Night Kev.*
Boyce de Gaw. Isabsl

scripting 'Service Dc^Liixe.' U.
Rdbert N. Lee, scrinting,: 'Armored

Car,' U. .

Adelq Commandini.
Mone arid Like It.' U,

;

Alan Mowbray. Kathari ..

dor. 'As Good as Ma^ied/ .

William Gat/?f>n. 'Prescrintion for.
Romance'' and- 'Wimis Over Hono-
lulu.' U.

•Nan Grey, obert Wilcox: Lester
••Colo, rr-riftti ,; TT.ilton

' ;Carr'uth,; di-
rect. 'The Cop, .

Gloria Holden. Gilbert ilmerv. Jo-
-ieoh Schildkraut Barton MncLane,
'Robert Ba rrat. John T.itel. Donald
Cris>v Ben V/eldon, The Story of

ile . Zola.' WP.
Jane Brvan, Michael Mark, 'Ma-

. zurka,' WB.
Aiin Ph<?ri 'Madcap Heiress/
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to step up your grosses to new record highs in a

laugh-sparking, sky-larking, kiss-and-run romance!

Tyrone of "Lloyds of London" fame, and lovely

Loretta are "that way". . . with dashing Don

Ameche, radio and screen favorite, as the third

that makes a crowd. Every merry minute is good

news for the good old ticket-machine

!

TYRONE LORETTA DON

III

NEWS
II

with

SLIM SUMMERVILLE • DUDLEY DIGGES
WALTER CATLETT • GEORGE SANDERS
JANE DARWELL • STEPIN FETCHIT

PAULINE MOORE
Directed by Tay Garnett

Associate Producers Earl Carroll and Harold Wilson • Screen play by HarryTugend

and Jack Yellen • Story by William R. Lipman and Frederick Stepbani

DaiTyl F. Zaniick in Cbarge of Production
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INTERNAL REVENUE DOES TAX THE HARD

Security Tax Contradictions Numeroui

General — Buck-Passing Universal -

f6riiieTs-^o1r-BeTng Protectei

-Confusion

Many Pet-

Washingtpn, Feb.

Confusion in the radio business

about who is responsible for Fed-

eral old-age-benefit taxes will con-,

tinue indefinitely, as far as the U. Si

Internal Revenue Bureau con-

cerned.
.With broadcasters u n e e r t a i n

whether they must pay for all talent,

whether the buck can be passed to

booking agents or sponsors or act or

orchestra leaders ,or some other

party government is reluctant to is-

sue any general interpretations of the

law or rulings which will serve as a

policy guide for radio or any other

branch of show biz. So far nothing

resembling a precedent, has been

established, and Federal lawyers are

not disposed to. set up any yardsticks

which will help out harrassed em-
ployers.

As declared by Variety several

weeks ago, each particular case of

doubt must be submitted to the gov-

ernment via internal reyenue collec-

tors in the various districts before'

any positive declaration can be made;
This means endless correspondence,

long delays and general dissatisfac-

tion. . Although swamped with re-

quests for rulings, the Federal au-
thorities refuse to simplify their own
work, as well as the work of em-
ployers, by promulgating advisory
.opinions.

[

: A year may be required to bring

some regularity and establish the de-
ired standards. Every controvesy

will have to go through numerous
hands, with Washington having the
final say. .

Secrecy, Too.

So far. a number of disputes -have
beeh settled, but the Revenuers will

not publish the particular decisions.

Position is. that since every case de-
pends, upon exact circumstances, no
special' good, would come , from dis-

closure of the rulings made to; date.
In some Of the problems already set-

tled conflicting .interpretations have
been made. -

Confusion is typified by the situa-
tion relating to vaudeville acts arid

orchestras. With final answer de-
pending 'upon precise (contracts in

each case,. Federal lawyers have re-

plied; both 'yes' and 'no' in response
to questions whether hotels, niteries

and theatres are liable for the tax
on compensation paid: these enter-
tainers. If the act Owner or band
leader contracts, with the hotel or
theatre, he and hot the hotel or thea-
tre generally is the person who must
pay the tax. This: is not a clear-cut
policy, however, as the government
in some cases has held- the individual
performers and musicians were em-
ployees of the theatre, or hotel.

It s all wound up in the question of

who. is an independent contractor'

under the. law, which cannot be an
swered easily. Radio entertainers,

vaiide' actors, band members, film exr
tras. dancers, etc.,.may or may not be
.'independent contractors;' They may
or may hot be 'employees.' Even
when they are 'employees'—which is

not easily determined—the question
still remains, who is the 'employer.'?

They're Bored
Washington very, very bored

with it all. The Revenue people will

not talk for publication about the
situation and will not give any writ-

ten advice to employers who ask for

help. . Some experts have handgd.ojjt-

informal oral opinions,, but in a num-
ber of ' ants, different Federal

Herts' have taken . conflicting posi-

'".s; It's all a tsrrific muddle as far

as government, is concerned. 1

As a result of is situation, nu-
merous practices are being followed
in different industries and. even with-

in, the. same industry. In rad.i . the
networks and majority of stations

have more or less adopted a. policy

of passing the buck. Webs appear, to

be paying taxes only for the clerical

and .
technical forces': employed on a

weekly basis and talent -carried on

the payroll., This means regular staff:

nouncers, engineers, house orches-

and small number of artists are

considered employees.' but the bulk

of .talent is left out of the. picture as

'iriHabehdent contractors.'
t Jt

Even though they may be- under

contract to apflear, for prolonged se-

ries of programs, artists generally

are,not regarded by the n^tw^ks as

'New Bedford Speaks'

New Bedford, Mass., Feb. 23.

WNBH, New Bedford, has a
sponsored man - in - the - street

broadcast ich uses goat.

When those quizzed err. oh an-
swers, manny's tail ' tugged
and /animal emits raucous
'baa,' which serves: as an elim-
inating gong.
Program is called 'New Bed-

ford Speaks.'

their employees. If they go oh sus-

taining programs they are considered
'independent contractors'; if they are
on sponsored programs they may be
either 'independent contractors' or

'employees' of the agency, the spon-
sor, the concert bureau, or somebody,
else, but, at any. rate, they are not
network 'employees.'

Los Angeles, , 23.

Just who should have the worry
of deducting the California, state un-
employment insurance tax and book-
keeping it over' to the proper cof-

fers has musicians,, iteries and radio
workers irked here. , , ,

Californi Unemployment Re-
serves Commission, , which handles
this stuff, held a meeting here last

week... . Union musicians argued
hotels, radio, agencies, sponsors and
niter,ies should divide the responsi-
bility of paying off for bands, etc.

Hotels and network mouthpieces
passed the buck to the music con-
tractors and ork leaders. Agencies
somebody should pay, but hot they.
Commission members indicated

that various units would be classed
as employers, therefore fpricing them
under the law to deduct the. duty
and payofL

$250 MAGAZINE STORY

FOR BARRYMORE SKIT

WGN DROPS TRIB PLUG;

NOW TWICE OF PEOPLE'

Chicago, Feb. 23.

Complete divorcement of the Chi-
cago Tribune name and label from
WGN goes into effect immediately,
with the station removing the tag,

'Tribune Square, Chicago,' from its

station-break identification.

It will use in the future, 'WGN,
the Voice of the People.' However,
there is a possibility that, this slo-

gan will be changed if something
more suitable comes along. Station

has requested its listeners to send in

their suggestions.

J. SEEK N.Y.

BIZ VIA AIR

Group of New Jersey chiroprac-

tors have bought 15-mimite program
for each, Sunday night at 6:45 o'clock

ph WNEW, N. Y., figuring it an easy
way to attract, business in. Greater
New York area. Chiropractors are
not. banned in New Jersey but they
long have felt the heed of obtaining

additional business in forbidden
N. Y. area. Figured, radio most log-

ical means of doing* it.

Vincent Burns, not a chiropractor,

conducts the broadcasts in behalf of

Chiropractic Information Bureau.
Prospective patients are obtained by
inviting listeners to write. in. regard-
ing more .data on this method of.

treatment

Radio dramatization made from a
magazine story will, be heard on the
Bayer Aspirin program over NBC-
blue tonight. (Wed.>. Ethel Barry-
more will do radio playlet fashioned
from a yarn by Erika Zastrpw, which
appeared in the January issue of
Pictorial Review under title of 'This
Is Tomorrow.*

Blackette - Sample. Hummert,
agency on account, purchased air
dramatization right for $250. No
shortage of available plays for ether
purposes prompted buy of the mag
story. Just figured it was a good
piece for Miss- Barrymore to enact.

Pederson Manages KOL
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

lmer Pederson, KNX national
sales ..manager, has been named
manager of KOL, Seattle. .

He succeeds to it\6:'„ position va-
cated through the death two months
ago of Norman Storm.

400 Singers Go 400 Miles;

KSL Special Show May 30
Salt Lake City, Feb. 23.

Utah will be radio focal point of

the nation's Memorial day observ-
ance May 30. Salt Lake City Cham-
ber of Commerce Monday (22) ap-
propriated $4,000 for the. Mormon
tabernacle choir, broadcast from
Zipn's national canyon.
Community, 'bee' will have 400

choristers, singing: at the base of the
Great White Throne, most famous
scenic attraction in park, will pre-
sent a one-hour concert of sacred
and patriotic music. KSL-CBS af-

filiate here; will pipe songfest from
site over a national hookap.
Park is 400 miles from here.

Radio Stars Income Taxes

Radio stars are now mulling the idea of having their contracts paid

off in installments over a term of years. Idea, frankly; is to avoid

the hijghest income brackets and thus^stand off the very stiff tax raps.

Authors of one current Broadway stage hit are known to have
worked 6uV a similar : arrangement with a film company which can't

screen the play until next year anyway. Authors get so much this

year, another installment-when-picture starts shooting, and two other

payments in the two years thereafter. Idea is to stagger the income
"Hax -commitments' that-way;

JACK DEMPSEY DISCS

FOR NEH1 SOFT DRINK

Jack Dempsey is star of series of

13 waxed half-hour shows spotted

on 41 stations around country for

Nehi, Inc., soft-drink manufacturer.

Series, run off on weekly basis, gets

under way March 15. First time in

five years that the ex-champeen has
been on commercial radio on other,

than single-shot guestee appearance.

Transcribed programs Will each
contain two dramatizations of differ-

ent phases of Dempsey's career from
back in day of his Gunboat Smith
fight to current era which finds him
in the eatery biz. Guest entertain-

ers also on periods, among 'em Han-
nah Williams (Mrs. D;), Irene Bor->

doni, Jean Sargent, Benay Venuta
and Willard Robison.
Programs produced- by Jean V.

-Grombach, Inc.: James A. Green
agency, of Atlanta, set account
Show will be billed 'Idol of Millions;'

Stations., which will . carry series,

are WSB, Atlanta; WHO, Des
Moines; KMOX, St. Louis; WDAF,
Kansas City; WJDX, Jackson, Miss.;

WKY» Okla. City; KDKA, Pitts-

burgh; WMC, Memphis; WFAA, Dal-
las; WRVA, Richmond; KGO, San
Francisco; WJAX. Jacksonville;

WDAE, Tampa; WfOC, Savannah;
KWKH, ShreVeport; WGY, Schenec-
tady; WDOD, Chattanooga; WTAR,
Norfolk; WDBJ, Roanoke; WBRC,
Birmingham; WWNC, Asheville;
WIS, Columbia, S. C; WTAM, Cleve-
land; WOAI, San Antonio; WSFA,
Montgomery, Ala.; KTUL, Tulsa;
"WJAR, Providence; WSM, Nashville;
WENR, Chicago; WBT, Charlotte;
WLW, Cincinnati; KTAR," Phoenix;
KFL Los Angeles; WDRC, Hartford;
WJSV, Washington ; WIOQ, Miami;
WHAS, Louisville; WWL, New Or-
leans; WFBC, Greenville, S. C. and
KPRC, Houston.

New Television School

They like Dickens

Buffalo; Feb.
Charles Dickens is clicking with

Buffalo air fans. So successful have
been serialized presentations of 'A
Tale of Two Cities,' 'Barnaby Rudge'
and 'David Copperfield' that 'Bleak
House' is. now being readied for an
early March hearing.

Herbert' Colin Rice, producing
manager, will direct and star.

Freelance program"'!
1

/
men are!

finding the doors of ttoe York,

agencies virtually sealed 'em.

Eyen the established creators are

running up against an -insurmount-

able, wall of 'no.' Agencies silk-

glove the writers but refuse to look

at their brainchildren.

What scared the agencies was the
recent court decision, which award-
ed a woman $2,000 from McCanh-
Erickson after she had sued for $18,-

000 on grounds ah idea submitted by
her ;to agency (claimed hot even
been, looked at), later popped up as

a program. . Fact that she was
awarded, a .slice of coin in "such a
precedent-setting court decision has
the agencies jittery and consequent-

ly leery of ' looking at anything sub-

mitted by other than' own staff mem-
bers,

'.
Freelancers are finding selves fur-

ther blocked by agency ideas
; of

prestige which dampen possibilities

of using small indie' 'stations in the
New York area, to showcase pro-
grams and ih this manner.bring 'em
to agencies' attention and mayhap
achieve sales for big-league com-
mercial use. Agencies 'are reluctant
to take programs after indie small-
ies have had 'em first as sustainers.

There have, of course, ' been some
exceptions. ' Standard reply, how
ever, is that airing on the small sta

tipns takes the newness off the pror
grams, and hence virtually. 'invali

dates 'em for subsequent big-league
use.

:
'Idea' men may find a way out of

their, dilemma, but haven't as yet.

Kansas City, Feb. 23.

Arthur . Church and J. Leslie

Fox, prez and commercial manager,
respectively, of KMBC, Kansas City,

are among the directors named in

the application for a charter cover-
ing the newly created Television In-
stitute of America. Purpose, as

stated in the articles of incorpora-
tion, is to operate a television and
radio school.

G. L. Taylor is president of the
institute. He was y.p. and head of

the training division of First Na-
tional Television, Inc., an affiliate of
WXBY, K. C. high fidelity outlet,

from which
. Church was discon-

nected following a court battle!

WGN-Union Sign Pact

Chicago, Feb. 23.

WGN has just completed new con-
tract with the local Electrical Work-:
ers' union which calls for an increase
in wage scale , and a decrease in
working hours. <"

Engineers' wages have been
hopped from $1.25 an hour to $1.50
per, with the working hours sliced
to 40' each week;' New . deal is for
two years.

Camel, Sans' Oakie?
Hollywood, Feb. 23.

iscussions are how going on with
a view to keeping Jack. Oakie's col-
legiate show for Camel on the air
through the summer.

If sponsor okays, will be
stripped down with only a frameup
of the. present setup retained. Oakie
would give way to a less expensive
ringmaster..

HABBIEI) OVER THE AIR
Waycross, Ga„ Feb. 23.

George Tucker, dance orchestra
leader, 'and Gwendolyn Griffin, his
singer and swinger, v were married
in the mai studio of WAYX here
and the marital ceremonial was
aired.

.
.^ff'

oth have been heard in commer-
cial programs over WAYX.

Washi

Control of food and drug advertis-

ing by the Agriculture Department

was recommended last week
Senate Commerce Committee i

lengthy report urging passage of the

Copeland bill putting hew teeth

present statutes against misbrandi'

and adulteration/

With the measure hitti

specifically, as well as publications

of all types, the committee advocated
enforcement pi proposed ban against

misleading propaganda 4 by injunc-

tions father than criminal action.

This change from prior bills is.

pe,cted to quiet much of the opposi-

tion from radio, newspapers and
magazines. Remarking that there is

no dispute deceptive patter should be
eliminated, committee said injunc-

tion method is most equitable

of handling the situation; ...

Under the bill, both the Food and1

Drug Administration, an Agricultural

Department bureau, and the Federal
Trade Commission would ride herd
on broadcasters and sponsors. .

The
F. T. C. would be able to proceed
against advertisers using unfair

means of competition while the Food,
and Drug outfit would- take action

against persons whose activities may
injure public health,

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Detroit, Feb. 23.

Garnet Garrison's class of students

at Wayne University here have been

assigned the task of doing a show-
manship survey of Detroit radio sta-

.

tions. Class studies, in general,

broad subjects: why certain pro-
grams click and others don't and why
certain stations are successful and
others not -.

Reprints of Variety's recent and
annual showmanship survey; are be-

ing studied by the class before em-
barking on its own research.

ALIEN EARS COUNTED

WBNX, Bronx Station,

Nationalities

'Em By

WBNX, Bronx, N. Y., broadcaster,
which carries a carload of foreign-
lingo programs, has made survey of

listening audiences.
Combing Greater New York : ity,

WBNX has completed charts, which
indicate that less than ird of

the 10,901,424 population in area are
-

native born or native parentage; that
out of total 2,347,500. radioed homes*
1,187,721 ar6 so-called 'foreign,!

469,074 are native born of native
parentage, 620,551 are foreign and
miXed parentage.
"Jewish market is pegged at 1,890,-

300 persons, Italian at 1,522,946, Ger-
man at 1,236,758, Spanish at 200,000,

Polish at 661,691.

WBNS, Col., Withdraws
Use of Disputed Title

. After receiving a protest from
Publicity. Associates, New York, that

it held riority rights to 'Family

Counselor' title and idea; WBNS,
Columbus, Ohio, has agreed to with-
draw, program using, that name .art

featuring talks by the Rev. Geor
Burkhardt.
Alien D. Grigsby had used the

title and idea out of New York for

Checkmaster Plan. Although it is

not being broadcast currently, Pub :

licity Assoc. stiU retain rights.
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Inscription for Lovmg Cup

Much talk the past week in New York ad agency field about the
discomfiture which the radio personnel of a major firm is experienc-

ing as the result of the recent promotion of an- assistant account
executive to script authority over the department. Said guy had a
tough time getting the agency's radio department to accept a dra-
matic show idea of his, and even after the account okayed the pro*
gram he bad to undergo gibes and opposition from among the agency's,

radio staff.

Months later when the radio department objected further to new
angles for the show he called for a showdown with the top bosses

and he was told that his resignation would be accepted. He remained
because the: sponsor said he would or eke.

When the dramatic show became .an actual click his former jibers

in the radio department jumped on the bandwagon and started tak-

ing bows. .But the account remembered and when the program got

up among the top in rating: it . reminded the agency's big bosses that

success plus tenacity ought to be rewarded. Hence the promotion.

In Hollywood

Hollywood, Feb. 23. .

Balked its attempt to lease

Hollywood Playhouse and El Capi-
tan as , remote spots, Columbia
Broadcasting went out and bought
up > the only other legit . house in

the cinema city, the Studio theatre,

.formerly the Vine Street. William
S. Paley .engineered the deal at this

end personally which led to reports,

which were .promptly denied, that

he bought the property as a personal
investment.

'

Studio Theatre was operated as

a picture house by Dave Bershon,
whose lease still had four years to

go. . Bershon .
was paid off and the

chain also had to square a $230,000

mortgage in the deal. Someone
guessed that $500,000 changed hands
in the transfer and this was prompt-
ly pegged a bad guess by CBS execs.

Paley was reticent on the details.

Property is situated in .the heart of

Hollywood, on Vine Street just south
of Hollywood boulevard.

Remote will house the three Ruth-
rauff fr Ryan shows. Gillette Com-
munity Sing christened the spot last

Sunday (21). Others to follow in
are Al Jolson for Lever Bros., and
Joe Penner for Cocomalt. Latter
pulls out of Figueroa Playhouse
downtown and closes but the site as
a CBS remote* Chain still uses Wil-
shire-Ebell in the city's class resi-

dential district. Eddie Cantor will
be sole occupant of that spot after
Jolson pulls stakes March 2.

Columbia's acquisition of the Vine
street house makes it perfect for
Ruthrauff it Ryan outfit as it is of-
ficed just across the street in the
Taft building.

Columbia's million dollar studio,
a few blocks down the street, will
be ready in October. Plant's capac-
ity will' take care of current out-
put of commercials from this end.
Added to this is the leasing arrange-
ment with CBS Music Box and Wil-
shire-Ebell, both ample in their ca-
pacity.

BAIRD SLASHES SET

PRICE AS ANSWER

Baird Television reply recent
knock from British Broadcasting Co.,
Which jettisoned the Baird trans-
mitter in favor of the Marconi-
E-MJ. installation, is to announce
drastic cuts in retail prices of re-
ceivers. Televisors are now re-
duced to selling figure of $275, work-
ing, out $25 better than competing
concerns.

B.B.C. decision produced im-
mediate general results, lowest
priced receivers previously rating
ground $450, but the modified figure
is claimed due to economies in pro-
duction, of sets consequent on the
B-B.<5. 'standardizing oh one trans-
mitting ipment.

Ed Jacobs, WFBL, Syracuse, upped
from announcer to news ed;

SAMUEL BECKER RESIGNS

Was Fire Conduct of
. AT. Investigation

Washington, .

Long campaign to shake, up forces
directing ' probe of

:
the American

Telephone & Telegraph Co. drew
blood last week when the F.C.C.-
ousted Samuel Becker, special ' coun-
sel attached to the telephone divi-
sion. 'Becker, principal target of
criticism, about conduct of the in-
quiry, .was -allowed to resign sud-
denly Saturday (20). President
Roosevelt promptly . accepted the
resignation.

Becker's departure climaxed pro-
longed bickering . within the Com-,
mish in which so-called 'liberals'

have declared the telephone trust

was trying to hbg-tie the investiga-
tion. Conservatives complained that
the special counsel was too biased,
a poor administrator, and inex-
perienced. One of the recent issues
Telated to. termination of the probe,
which is slated to wind up. by June
30 and which Becker is charged with
having tried to drag out.

In quitting, Becker said the. work
has reached the stage where he can
be released Without weakening the
probe. He pointed out much data
has been collected for use in laying
down 'a wise' communications policy'

while numerous rate reductions have
been brought about as result Of dis-

closures about Bell System practices.

Lessee Sues WJBW Owner

Chiming He Interferes

With Biz and Prestige

New Orleans) Feb. 23.

Southern Broadcasting Corp-, op-
erators of WJBW here, brought suit

in civil district court Thursday (19)
against Charles Carlson, from whom
the station leased for $200
monthly, to enjoin him from further
interference • with the operation of
the broadcaster. Petition claims
Carlson has caused over $12,000 'me-
chanical and commercial' damage
since last April.

Petition alleges that Carlson has
at times seized the station, one, time
changing all locks, ' another time
stopping broadcasting for several
hours. It also alleges that Carlson
has permitted political figures to
broadcast over the station to make
personal attacks oh foes against their
wishes, Which has resulted ' in the
station 'losing listeners, prestige and
business.'

Several- contracts have been lost

through Carlson's actions, the plain-
tiffs claim,; and they wanted the
courts to stop him.

AMOS 'N' ANDY NEED

ANTI-SLUMP SCRIPT

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

rantic search is understood to be
on for- a fresh Amos 'n' Andy script

idea. Lord & Thomas execs are

known to have approached several
ace script writers for a new vehicle
to resuscitate the blackface team.
Minstrel show on Friday nights was
dropped when it failed to bring, the
desired results.

. Several comedy writers In the film

studios are burning the midnight oil

as the bounty, on an acceptance is.

said to be tops for radio cbi

Gathering Together of 80
Leading Markets to Be
Sold in Basket with

Recording Job Tossed In

Is Goal of Working Deal

no Merger

watching

with mixed curiosity and alertness

the negotiations between Edward
Petry, station rep, and Percy Deutsch,

World Broadcasting System prez, for

an alliance which would leave each

organization intact but at the same

time strengthen their positions in the

spot broadcasting field. Move by

Petry and Deutsch to effect what
they term a working arrangement for

mutual benefit has- been prompted

by the competition which the operat-

ing policies Transamerican

Broadcasting & Television Corp.

threatens.

Petry, and Deutsch are determined
to do something to offset the possi-

bilities of sharp inroads on their re-

spective businesses Which Trans-
american offers through its absorp-
tion of all costs of commercial tranf
scriptions running from manufacture
to actual delivery. Threat from
Transamerican has been intensified

by that company's pending hookup
with a method of film recording
which would bring down the cost of
transcription-making appreciably.

Under the proposed Petry-Dejitsch
alliance each organization would be
committed to engaging in extensive
expansion of their station representa-
tion lists, so that between them they
would be in a position to offer choice
facilities in at least 80 of the coun-
try's top markets. It is reported that
Jerry King, head of the Standard
Library Service, has been ap-
proached- with the proposition . of
doing the station rep expansion job
for World, and at the same time serv-
ing as the chief contact between the
Petry and the Deutsch organizations.
As part of the deal King would have
to give up his interest in Standard
(West Coast) radio library.

Through the entente cordiale the
Petry and the Deutsch organization
would be pledged to intensify their
efforts at creating spot business and
in meeting the Transamerican gratis
angle place the account under obliga-
tion to use their joint lists. Another
large library service has been ap-
proached by an officer of -the Petry
organization with a. view to enlarging
the proposed setup's operations in
that particular field.

NBC's Position

Trade is curious as to what steps
NBC's transcription division Will take
if the Petry-Deutsch alliance goes
through. NBC and its sister affili-

ate, RCA Victor, last year did a com-
mercial transcription . b u s i n e s s

amounting to $600,000.

John L. ! Clark, Transamerican prez,
has been aware of the various de-
velopments in the Petry-Deutsch
project, including a conference in
Chicago the week before last, but
he has refused to disclose what
.i-o .

• -it iiiake to counteract it.

Competitive stations reps, other than
Clark, have revealed themselves as
wondering whether the Petry-
Deutsch putsch, if actually carried
out as now planned, wili not take on
the aspect of a monopoly and leave
itself open to combination in re-
straint oftrade litigation. Those who
are privy to what Petry . and Deutsch
actually have in mind give it as their
opinion that such speculations are
groundless and that the two organ-
izations are engaging - merely in a
co-operative and protective, venture
that the trendi of spot broadcasting
has made inevitable if they \ to
hold their present positions of dom-
inance in their respective fields.

s Press

Vented on Him as Symbol

Split-Act

East and Dumke's agent ne-
gotiated with a Pittsburgh
guest star program, but the
price was too high for local

commercial.
Sponsor countered with prop-

osition that Ed East come one
week alone and Ralph Dumke
come the next week alone,

thereby spreading the salary
over two weeks.

NEW YORK FAIR

ince no appropriation has been
made for broadcasting studios at the
New York World's Fair for 1939 the
heads of . the project Want the net-

works to induce some bigtirrie 'Com-
mercial to subsidize, such a struc-

ture. This idea was outlined last

Week at a meeting to which Perley
Boone, the fair's director of press;

and promotion, invited representa-
tives of NBC, Columbia and Mutual.
Perle explained that no provisions

had been made by the bosses of the
fair for broadcasting facilities and
the thought had occurred to him
that' some major commercial such
as Gulf Oil might be - sold on the

idea of putting up a building which
would house all the broadcasting
studios. Network reps declared that

the thing sounded impractical, be-

cause even if they were able to win
over Gulf there was doubt whether
Lowell Thomas, Sunoil commentator,
or City Service would cotton to the
proposition of airing their programs
from a place which carried the name
of a competitiveiproduct.

It was suggested to Boone that he
inquire how the broadcasting setups
were handled by the recent Cleve-
land and the Chicago fairs. Each of
these projects had its own radio, de-
partment and things were worked
out on an even basis for all broad*
casters concerned.

'HUMANIZE ME' PLEA

FROM LANNY ROSS

Lanny Ross is campaigning around
Benton & Bowles to get different
treatment on scripts he handles and
role he plays on Maxwell Coffee
hour over NBC on Thursday nights.
Tenor has come to conclusion that

dialog given him makes him appear
too stiff and formal, and . is hurting
his rating with his followers. Fans
have been writing in telling-hjjn to
unbend a bit, so Ross figures to fol-
low advice, some of same having
also reached him from the trade.
... Ross wants his radio role 'human-
ized.'

Ruber's 'Gibson Girl'
Dick Himber's new signatory,

Freddye Gibson, 18-year-old song-
stress, is getting Warner screen
test.

Being billed solely as 'The Gibson
Girl' hereafter, with her first name,
Freddye, omitted

.

Bozell & Jacobs in Chi

Chicago, Feb. 23.

Bozell & Jacobs ad agency is

opening a new radio department in
its offices here, both for Chicago ac^-

counts, and to assist Omaha branch.
Which is especially, active i radio;

Agency also has offices in Hous-
ton, and Indianapolis.

Buffalo,

Rudy Vallee in a 15-minute spot

over station WBEN; launched a
verbal attack at the boys who had,
reviewed his week's appearance at

Shea's Buffalo. Among other things

Valee declare:.

'Irate editors who resent radio's in-

roads oh their .newspaper advertising

order their writers to go after me be-,

cause I typify radio.'

This was taken to mean editors in

general rather than Buffalo editors

specifically. Buffalo News owns
WBEN.

•

Although Vallee named no names,
his criticisms of the. critics obviously
included Ardls Smith of The Times
and Rollin Palmer of The News.
Smith had written:.
'. . .Mr. Vallee ought to be ashamed

of himself; If his airshbws didn't

have such a high and customer-fetch-
ing rep, he might be excused, But
the Punch Bowl Revue, as it is called,

is commonplace to deadly. > .about
like a dressed up Bowes show with
harsh singers, fuzzy harmonists and.

unfunny clowns. ...Mr. Vallee holds
the all time box office record at the
Buffalo. , If he wants to hold it, he'd
better comb but some of his awful
current stuff and get in there and
work instead of laaying in the shad-
ows.'

Rebuttal

Vallee's rebuttal was:

'So I am lazymg around in
shadows? I am actually on the stage
talking or singing 26 minutes out of
a 5}-minute show. That's not count-
ing my directing. One song alone
takes ten minutes.'
He further asserted that it was

rather ridiculous to compare his
theatre show with his Thursday night
program for Royal Gelatin as the
latter has a budget of from $3,000 to
$4,000 for one hour and that to bring
Paul Lukas alone to. Buffalo for a
week would cost $12,000.

Rollin Palmer in the News had
written:
* 'The wavy - haired Rudy Vallee,
who seems to have acquired either
by ballyhoo or merit, or a combina-
tion of both, the secret of eternal
popularity, comes to the Buffalo this
week with a show that is likely to
give at least some of his well-Wishers
a few uneasy moments.'
Of the troupe's comedians Palmer

said, 'Some of the noises are the kind
regarded as funny only by the im-
mature.' And he pointed out that 'All
Points West' seemed 'rather a. strain
on the maestro's familiar monotone.'

Vallee's . defense was that critics

don't like a man who tries something
new, that the audiences liked the
funny noises and maybe the critics

were immature, that newspapermen
are notoriously underpaid and hate
him because he makes more money
-than they.

Raps Authorities,

Vallee made a double* header of
his verbal onslaught by lashing at
the Children's Aid Society and 'blue-
nosed, busy bodies' who won't let a
child make ah honest living on the
stage. He had wanted to present
10-year-old Carl Curtiss, singer and
dancer, at the theatre but authorities
interpreted the law strictly and
wouldn't permit it.

It was for similar reasons that
Katharine Cornell cancelled an ap-
pearance of""The Wirisl *rW.oj;y»

in Buffalo, her home town.
Town still is chattering about Val-

lee's double-barreled blast, even
though it was delivered at a com-
paratively poor radio time, 4 p.m.

Paley Due Back March 1

William S. Paley, who has been on
the west coast the past .several
weeks, advised his home, office last
week that he is figuring on coming
back to New York March 1.

Lawrence Lowmari, CBS v. p.

charge of /operations, starts for the
Coast either March 10 or 12.

i
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NETWORK SPONSORS
WEEK OF FEB, 24-MARCH 2

(ALL, TIME EST)

Commercial program are Hated, alphabetically under the. adver-
tiser'a/corporate naUie. Asterisk indicates advertising agency han-

,^in£LJ>rojgriam. __-.-V
.,- _

; ^ ^
,' \

Where sponsor has more than one network program they are
listed consecutively.

All time is P. M.

Abbreviations: SU (Sunday); M (Monday) r TU Tuesday) ; W
(Wednesday); TH (Thursday); (Friday); S (Saturday).

NATIONAL
Red—WEAF lue—WJZ

ACME
5:30-Su-WEAF

Ed McConnell
'

Irma Glen
Palmer Clark Ore
•H. H. McDonald

ANACIN
(Am:: Home. Prod.)
7 i>.m.-Tii-W-Th-WM
risy. Aces'
lackettrS>H
ALLEGHANY

: STFjEL ..

7:15-F-W.1Z
'Stainless Show'
Ford Bond
Mario C07.7.I

? Walker &. wriiog

AMERICAN CAN
fliTu-WJZ ....

Ben Bernle & Lads
Jack Benny
Fuller--Smlth-Ros&
AMER. TOBACCO
10 p.th.-W-WKAF
Bob Haring" Ore
Edith Dick
Buddy Clark
SonKHmlths 4
•Lord & Thomas
AMER. RADIATOR

7:30-Su-WEAF
'Fireside Recitals'
Sigurd Nllssen
Helen. Marsh a ll

Prank St.- Leper
• Blaker Advt.
AMER. ROLLING

10-Tu-WJZ
Arnico Bd
I'rahk- Sl'moh,- Cond
Betineti Chappie
• N,: W. Ayer
AXTON-FISHER -

. (Spiidl
8-Sn-AVJZ

Ed Wynn
Jacques -Pray
Mario Bragglottl
.Graham McNamee
Don Voorhees Ore '

• Young. & Rtiblcam
BAYER
(Sterling)

;30 p m.-W-W.lZ -

thel. BaTrymore
0:30-Su-WEAF

^'American Album*. .

Frank Munn
I.'uey Monroe

.

•Arden' & Arden
Oub Haenschen Ore
Bert Hlracli
• Blackett-S-H

BI-SO-DOL
, (Am. Home Prod.)
10:30 n.m.-M-F-Red
•Just. Plain Bill"
Arthur Hughes
Ruth Russell
Eme. L. Palmer.
Joe' Latham "'

• lueket-S-H
CALUMET

(Gen.., Foods)
O-Su-W.IZ

'We. the People*
William Hess
Benlamln Potter
Phillips Lord
Mark Marrnow Ore
• Young & Rublcam
CAMAY SOAP

m. . (P. «• o.>M to F-10:30-W.IZ
Jtf to F-3-it.m.--T

. WEAF '

'Pepper Young*
Curtis Arnall .

Betty Wragge
Marlon Berney
Jack Roseleigh
Pedlar &.Ryari

CHIPSO
(P. & G.)

11 :lff u.m.-M-F-Bloe
M to F-2;4« n.m.r

WEAF
•Personal . Column

of tho Air*
fCOmpton

CRISCO
. (P. & G.I
3:S0-Dnll.v-

11:30 A.m.-
Blue

Vic *, Sade
Art Van Harvey
Billy Idelson .'.

Rernardlne Flyhn
'».Blackman -

DIAMOND SALT
(Gen. Food)
3-Su-W,J»

•Adventures of Capt.
'.Diamond*

.

Alfred S wnhso'n
• Benton . Howies.

DR. LYONS
(Sterling)

11:11) n.rt.flt-fr-Rflji

.Jwrt*': Stage Wife"
Vivian Frldell
Ken Grlffen
Hilda , Graham.
Henry Siixe.
Forrest Lewis .

Norma n G ot ( sell n lk..

Alice Patton
11 :S0-M-W-F-Re«1
•How to Be Charm T

ins'
ea trice DeSylvera

l).Siu^VKAF
,

•Manhattan Aferfy-
Go-RouriO'

Plerfc Le' Kreun
Rachpl Carlay
Men About Town
Andy ,Sannella Ore-

-8 p.ih.-W-WJZ
Beatrice Ullle.
Al Ickey's; Or
•Blackett
FLEISCHMANN
(Stan. Brands)
7:30-Su-WJZ

Robert L. Ripley
Quale Nelson Ore.
.' .J. W. , Thorn psoh

'

FORD
9 p.m.-F-W,

Red Chandler Ore
N; W. Ayer-
GEN. ELECTRIC

4-M-WEAF
'Hour of Charm*
Phil Spitalny Ore
Maxine
Evelyn Kay
3. Little Words
Lola & Roche) le
Glee Club
• Maxon
IVORY SOAP

(P. & G.)
.11 n.m.-M-K-Blue
3:45 p.m.-WEAF

The O'Neills'
Kate MeComb
Jane West.
Violet Dunn
Jimmy Donelly
Jack Rubin
Chester Stratton -..

Jimmy Tansey '

Janice Gilbert
ll:45-Dally-WJZ

'Gospel Singer'..
Edward MacHu&h
0:45-M-Th-F-W,JZ
Capt. Tim Healy
• Blackhian '.

JELLO
(Gen. Foods)
,.7-Su-WEAF

Jack Benny
Andy Devlne v

Don Wilson
Phil Hitrrls Ore
• Young & Rublcani
KRAFT-PHENIX
10 p.m.-Th-WEAF
Blng Crosby '

Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Bob Burns-
Jimmy Cagney
Sidney Skolsky
•Mary Garden
J. W;. Thompson
LOG CABIN
(Gen. Foodst

8 p.m.-Tu-WJZ
Louise Massey &
Westerners

'

•Tackle Cooper
-Dolt-Maseey—
Allen Massey
Milt Mabie
Larry Wellington
Cameron Andrews
Jim Babcock

.

• Benton & Bowie*
IiOUIS PHILLIPPE
(Am. Home Prod.)
10:15 a.m.-M-F-Red
'John's Other Wife*
Hanley gtuftord
Irene Hubbnr'd'
• Blackett-S.-H

MAXWELL
(Gen. Food)
0-Tli-WEAF

Show Bont
Lahny Ross
Ruth Chhtterton
Mary Small
Marjorle Edwards
'Molasses 'n' Jan'y'
Pat Padgett
Pick Malone
Al Goodman Otc
• Benton & Bowie.

MINUTE
TAPIOCA

(Gen. Food)
5:30-Su-w.r/

Stoopnagle & Budd
George. Do' Sys
Don Voorhees Ore
*> Young & Rublcam

MAR-O-OIL
4-W-WEAF

Henry Busse Ore
• Buggoley, H. & H
OLD ENGLISH

WAX
(Am.: Home Prod.)

10-M-F-Red
'Mrs. W'iggs.of Cab-
bage Patch'

Belty Gardo
Robert Straus
Andy Donnelly
Alice, Frost-
Joe I^athani ..

BUI Johnstone
Mariorle ^Andei'^
Esteife Levy
Pat Ryan
• Blackett-S.-H.

oxydOl
. -(IV& O.) ,.

3:15-M-F-He«l
I0:1B u.in.-M to F-

Blue
'Ma Perkins' ...

Virginia Pay lie .

Ma rj ov.l e l.lai|a«^' V"

'Ciwfr, 'l*fj;<>l son
Hilda (irnliam
.Chnr'ner-. P.a.lsp
John Mathews- .

Corlne Dearth
Butler Mandevlllo
Ken (IrllT.n
« Blackett ...

PHILLIPS
(Sterling)

'

0-F-WKAF
'W«l(z Time'
Abe Lyman Ovc
Mary Eastman
Frank Munn

• 8:S0-M-W.1Z
'Sweetest . S o n g s

.
Ever S ii a

g'

Frcinit/Munn
Natalie. Bodanyn
Victor Arden'H Ore
•Blackett
Ql'AKEK OATS CO

.r.:30-S«-WKAl''
'Kiiltehmeyer's Kin-
. dergtirton'
Bruce Kimim:

Marlon Jordan
Jim Jordan.;'
Johnny Wolf
Thor EHcson.
Merrill Fuglt .

Harry Kogen >Oro
KAL&TON.'
(Purina)

5'i -M to F-WEAF
'Tom Mix Serial'
Billy.ldplson
Harold Peary
Percy Hemus. ,.

Ranch Boys '3'

Jane. Webb
• Gardner

R. C. A.
2 p.m.-Su-W.IZ

'Ma'glo key of RCA'
• Lord & Thomas

REAL SILK.
0:45-Su-W.IZ

Edwin (!. Hill:
Harry Sosnlk .

• Burnett
REGIONAL ADV.
11:30 a.m.-Tu-Sii-

"WEAF
'Mystery Chef
John McPherson
• McCann-Krlokson

:

ROYAL GEL.
(Stan. Brands)
8-Th-WEAF

G,\ Thompson, Dir.
Rudy Vallen :•

Jean Sablon
.

Jean Heraliolt
Hllalre Belloc
Edgar Bergen'
• J. W. Thompson

RY-KRISP
(Ralston)

5-5 :30-Su-WEAF
Marlon' Tiilley .'

.

Josef Koesther'sf Or

;Gardner -

" SANK

A

. (Gen. Food)
• 8 p.m.-M-WJZ
•Bambi'
Helen Hayes
James Mcighan
Wllmer Walter
Vera Adams'
.Laura Bowman .

Mark Warnow Ore
• Young & Rublcam

SHELL
.. (Petroleum), i-

»:30-Sh-M'EAF
Joe Cook
Frank. Buck
Ernie- Watson Ore ..

.

•J. Walt Thompson
SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS

3 p.m.-Su-WEAF
Opera Auditlotis
Wilfred Pelletier
• C. W.:Cepll

SMITH. BROS
l:S0-Su-WEAF

'Melody Matinee'
Muriel Dickson..
Morton Bawe
Cavaliers 4

'

Victor Arden. Ore
• Brown-Torcher
TENDERLEAF

'TEA •.

(Stan; Brands)
8-W-WEAP

One ' Man's P'amily .

Carleton E. Morse,
author

f. Anthony Smythe
Minetta Ellen
Kathleen Wilson
Michael -Bafetto
Walter Patterson
Barton Yarborough
• J. W; Thonipsiin

COLUMBIA
WABC

AFFILIATED
(Edna Wallace.

Hopper. - Cosmetics)
12:30-M-F-WABC
Romance of Helen
Trent-

Virginia
,
Clark

Marie Nelson
David. Gothard
( Jocur,

'

! Klsspro'of,
Outdoor

.
Girl, Del-

ca-Brow Cosmetics)
12 :45-M to F->VABC
'Rich Man's Darling'.
Peggy Allenby.
Ed Jerome.
Ona M'unson
Blackett

A.« P
-Tlt-WABC

Kate Smith Band
Jack Miller's Ore
Walter Hampden
Henny Youngman
Ronald L|ft
^ed Collins.

Brun Sisters
Ambassadors 4
• Paris & Pedrt
AMER. TOBACCO
(Lticky Strike Clgs)

10-Sn-WAHC
Carl Holt Ore
Ezlo Pln/.a
Buddy Clark
Edith Dick
Songsmlths 4

Lord & Thomas
ATLANTIC REF.
. 7:15-M to F
'Ma and Pa'
Parker Fehnolly
Margaret Doe
Ruth Russell
Harry Humphries
N. W. ycr
BENEFICIAL
5r8u-WABC

'Unseen' Friend"'
M. H. B. Joarhl
Arlepe Jackson
Harry Salter's Ore
Fr.ank Law.

BI-SO-DOL
(Am. Home. Prod)-

8-1VWABC
'B'way Varieties'
Oscar Shaw
Oarmela- Ponsello
Elizabeth Leilnox
Victor 'A r'don'.s Ofc
Blackett-S-Jl

AMPBELL
.(Soup) ....

D-F-WABC
'Hollywood Hotel'
'Internes Can't Take
Money'

Barbara Stu nwyck
Joel McCrea
Fred: MacMurra.v
Frances. Langfurd
Anne Jamison •

Tjoucjla
. Parsons.

Jan Peerce .

Virginia Rea
•Campbell-Ewald
CHRYSLER CORP.

0-Th-WAtoC
Bowes' AmateurB
• Ruthrauft & Ryan

COLGATE
(Dental Powder and.

Cream) " '

10-Th
f-four ' ven-

tures*
Floyd Gibbons
(PftlmollVe Soap)

0:30 p.m.-W
'Beauty Box The-

atre'
Jessica Dragonette
Al Goodman's Oro.

(Shave Cream)
10 p.m.-W

'Gang Busters'
Phillips H. Lord
Alice Rlneheart
Erik Rolf
Edmund. MacDor.ald
Fred Levis'.
Benton & Bowles
CONTINENTAL

BAKING
(Wonder Biead)
0:45 p.m.-Dully

'Renfrew of. the
Mounted*

Laurie York Ers-'
klne, An.

House Jameson
Chester Ktratton
Joan Bakor
Hanley Stafford
Benton & Bowles'

TIIOS COOK & SON
(Travel Service)
2:45-Su-WABC

Malcolm LaPrade
Lew White
L. D; Werthelmer

CORN PRODKTS
(Karo and Llnlt)
1-M-W-F-WABC

'Five Star Revue'
Morton Howe
Merl Bc|l:
Bill Johnstone ..

Ray Sinatra's Ore .

E. W. Hellwig
.

CtlDAfii' PACK. CO.
(Old Diitcii Clcaiiser
0:45 n.m.-M to F-
*Barhclor's Children*
Patricia Dunlap
Mar.tory .Hannan •

Hugh- Studebaker"
Olan • Soiile
U^che, Williams &•

Cunriyngham '

. b.ivjs CO:
(Cocomnlt)
0 Sii-WABC

JoePenner
Joy Hodges

Ttaymond Pa[gcTfrcl Coco ami (Vndy*^
1

Igor. (?orln
(Tomato Julce-i
8!30-W-WABC

Burns Allen:
Tony Martin
'Henry' King's', re

F. W; Armstrong
c.Vrboiujndvm
7:30-Sn-WABC;

Ed; ' d; Anna, Cond
Francis Bou'in'a n "

* n, ft. i). & o
til IWA'rJ if l'l KI.U

.. (T.lggett).
8:30-F-WABC

.Kay: Thomjison and
Rhythm Singers

I(al TvPinp's Ore.
0-W- ABC

Nino Martini
And re Kostclii hot z .

Ore
Newpil-Eniinpit
<i|IHVKOI/ET
0:30-Su-WABC

Rubin'ofi:

.Tlmmle ' Crier's Ore
• Ruthrault & Ryan

DCPONT
8-W-WABC

CaA'alcadp of' Am
John Mclht Ire".

Jennette Nolan
Georgia. Backus
Ted de iforsla
Frank Readlck
Ray Collins
Ned -Wever
Carl Swenson
Saiii 'Repp.

'

nwjght Welst
Win. Johnstone

.

Frank Slngiso'v Nnr.
.Arthur -1'ryor. Jr..

Dir.-.

Keiirioih' Wchb,. Au
Don .Voorhees" Ore ,

FELS-NAPTIIA
1-Tii-Tli-W.VBC

.Tai'k Berc-h .

Murk Wnl':Knv"s Ore
•Young & ltuhli-ain

FORD MOTOR
V-Tu-WABC

Al P*arce
Arlene Harris
Monroe Upton
Nick Lucas
BUI Comstock
Wm. H. Wright. .

Larry Marsh's Oro
0-Su-WABC

Yehudl Menuhln
Hephzlbah Menuhln
Victor Kolar, Cond.
• N. W. Ayer.

GEN. BAKING
5:30-Su-WABC

Guy Lombardo-
• B. B. D. & O.

GENKRAIJ--MIL-IJS-
(Wheatles. " Bis-

quick,' Gold Medal
Flour, Softasllk)
10 a.m.-M . to -.

'Betty and Bob*
Elizabeth Reller
Lester 'Tremayne
10:15 a.m.-M to F-
'Moderii Cinderella*
.Rosemary Dillon
Eddie Dean
.Ben Gage
10:80 a.m.-M to F-
Betty Crocker
10:30 a.in.-M to -Th-
'Hymns of All

.

Churches'
Joe Emerson
Fred Jacky, Dlr
10:48 a.m.-M to F-

John K. Watkins
10:45 a.m.-F

'Musical- Interlude'
Eric Sagerqulsts Or

GiLLETTE
10-Su-WABC

'Community Sing*
Milton Berle
Wendell Halt
Billy Jones
Ernie Hare
Andy Sanella's.' Ore
Jolly Gillette
Tommy Mack
Bert: Gordon

.

•' Ruthrauft & Ryan
GRANGER
(Llggettr

7:30-Ta-Th-WABC
Alexander Woollcort
• Newell-Emmett
GROUP OF BANKS

10-F-WABC
'Phlla. Orchestra
Eugene Ormandy
Raymond Molcy
•AVessel Co. ,

GULF
7:30-Su-WABC

The Gasette
Phil Baker . .

Harry McNaughton
Beetle''
Agri'es Moorehead

.

Artie Auerbach -

•

Hanry Von- Zell
Ed 1 Smalle
Bob Allen
Cscar Bradley's .Ore
7 G's
• Young & Rublcam
HIND'S CREAM
(Lehn A FinK»
12:15-M to F-

'.Bet;w'een . Rookend*
Ted Malone
Fred Feibel
• William . Esty. Co,
H. J. HEINZ CO.
11 «.m.-M-W-F-

Virglnla Hamill
Mrs. C. S. Llttlcdale
Gretta :Palmer
Delmar Edmundson:
Ann Elstner
Elsie .Mae Gordon-;
'Jerry- Macy
Reed

.
-Kennedy-

Carleton Young
Rita Allyn -

Dorothy • Lowell
Grotchen Davidson
Ted Reld .'

B. A^ Rolfe's Ore
• Maxon. Inc.

ILL. CETiTRALi
7:30-Su-WRll.U

'Headln' South'.
Rich: Czerwonk'y;
Ruth Li'on
Chevaliers 4
Norm ah' Ross
•Caples Co. ..

KNOX tJELATlNE
.11:15 B.m.-Tu-Th-
Ed East
Ralph Dumke
Helen C«rroll
Dick Ballou's Ore-
• Federal

KOLYNOS
(Amer. Home Prod)
9 p.in.-Tu-WABC
Ted Hammersteln.
Lucy Laughlin
Jerry Mann.
Helen 'Morgan
Del Casino
Lucille Browning
' LADY' ESTHER

10-M-WABC
Wayne. King's Ore
• Stack-Goblo

LUX SOAP
(Lever)

9-M-WABC
'Radio Theatre'
Cecil B. DcMllle,
Charles Winnlnger
Lou Silvers' Ore
J. Walter Thompson

LYSOL.
(Lehn & Fink)

11:45 n.ni.-M-WrF-
Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe.
Evelyn. MacGrpgor
• Lennen & Mitchell

MANHATTAN
(S\vcetheart Soap)
0:30 n.m.-W-F-

'The Wife Saver-
Allen i'rescott
James 'Wilkinson
Osvald
• I'cck Adv: Agency

'ASH MOTORS
0-Sri-WABC .

fic;>:'';q!ki><.™-

\V. '• E. Howard ..

,

Vincent Lopez Ore
•J. W, Tliomi) on

NATIONAL ICE
10:30p.in.-W-WHAF
Gladys Swarthout
l-'rahk Cha.piriah
R; Armbrtister Ore
Donahue & Coe

FEBBCO
. (Lehn ft Fink)
12 Noon-M to T-
'The Gumps*
Agnes Moorehoad
WJlmer Walter
Jackie Kclk
Himan Brown; Dir.
Lennen & Mitchell

PHILCO
7:4«-M to F

Boake Carter
Hutchlns

PHILLIPS
PACKING CO.
(Soups & Foods)
1:30-W-Th-F-
_. WABti- -

George Rector
Marcolla Shields
•Compton Adv.
PHILLIP MORRIS
8:30 p.m.-Sn-W ABC
-'Johnnie Presents'
Russ Morgan's Ore
Charles Martin
Phil Duey
Blow Co.

PON-T1AO
.2-MiW-F-WABO.;
•News Through; a

. Woman's Eyes'
kathryn Cravens
. McManus, John &
Adams

RINSO
(Lever) ..

11:30-M to T-
'Blg Sister'

'

Alice Frost
Junior O'Day
tlella Stoddard
Martin Gabel

.

Lilian Lauferty,
Author
'8:30-Td-WABC

Al J olson

-

Sid Silver's
Martha Raye
Victor Young's Ore
Ruthrauft & Ryan.

R. .1. KEK MOLDS
(Came) Cigarettes)
0:30-Tu-WAHC

Jack Oakle .

ShaXv & Lee
Georgle Stoll Ore ,

Benny Goodman OreWm. C. Esty Co.

SPRY
. (Lever Bros.)

1:45-M to F-WABC
'Aunt ' Jenny's Real
Life Stories'

Ruthrauff Sc. Ryan
STEWART-WARN.

. (AlemlteV
8-M-WABC

t.ysbeth Hughes
Bob McCoy
Larry Cottone
Horace Heidt, Ore-!
Krnle Passoja
King Sisters
3 Trumpeteera
Jeri-y Bown'e

'

Alvino Rey
Hays. MacFarlnnd
SUPER-SUDS

(Colgate)
2:45-M to F-WABC
'Myrt and Marge'
Myrtle Vail
Donna Damerel
Geo. • Damerel, Jr.
Jean Paul King
Gene Morgan-'
Ray Hedge

"

Billy Artzt Ore
Benton & Bowles
SWIFT ft CO,

' (Supbrlte)
5-M-W-F-WAMO

' 'Junior : Niirse Corps'
Lucy Glllman
SunOa- Love - '.

Helena Ray
Donald Weeks
Fran Carlon '

Parker Wilson
Jack Brlnkly

.

Robert Romaine
Jess Pugh
William Amsdell
Stack-Goble
TEXAS CO.
8:30-Sn-WABC .

•Texaco Flro Chief"
Eddie Cantor
l.fnrry Savoy
Doanna Durbln
Bobby Breen
Jimmy Walllngton
Jac<i,ues Renard's OrHan ff-Metzger

TIME. INC. .

10:30-Th-WABO
'March of Time*
William Geer,
Editor
B. B. D. & O.

. S. TOBACCO
(Dill's Best)
8:30-M-WABC

Pick & Pat
Edward Roecker
Bonny Krueg'er's Or
Arthur Kudner
.VICK iCHEM. CO.

• 8-Su-WABC
Nelson Eddy
Nadlhe Connor .

J.- Pasterna'ck'a Ore
Morse '

WARD BAKING
0:15-M-W-F-

'Ne\ys,of Youth'
Laddie Seaman
Ifletcher & Ellis
WHEATENA CORP
7:10-M-»V-F-WABC
'Popeyo. the Sailor*
Floyd : Buckley
Olive La Moy
Charles- Lawrence
Jimmy Donnelly
Ernie. Watson,

-. ranger. ,-

VI c Irwin
Kelvin Keech

•'• Rohrabaugh
tVM, WRIGLEY
7-M- Thru Th-

Jaclf Fulton
' Franklyh Mac-

Cormack.
Billy Mills'. Ore

?-F*WABC
.

Bob Bailey
Louise Fitch
Clair Bnum
Al Ha Ills

John Van Crlnkhll'e,
'.Author

Louis Jacobson
Producer
Nelsser-MeyerhofT

More Tipping Of

Broadcasters apparently can't get over the. urge to tip off listeners

on the inside operations pi their business. Latest tipper-offer along

mechanical and ^whatnot lines is a program which NBC has scheduled

on the red (WEAF) link starting 8 pi m. this Saturday night (27);

Purpose of the show, states a publicity flimsyj is to make the lis-

teners 'familiar with the behind the scenes doings of a great broad-

casting system.' It will explain 'the mysteries pf_the control board,

"the "mixing panel and other Intricate ' apparatw, artd-alsb "translate"

into English the meanings of the gestures made by engi to the

production man in charge of. broadcasting performances.'

Columbia not so long ago put on a series Which let the listeners

in on production of sound effects. WOR, Newark, has done the same
ing.

eson

Latter Lukewarm—Mrs. Hannah M*Cormick
Witiidraws From Leadership

ARGUMENTS OPEN IN SUIT

. Mutual Grimacing

. Reaches Chancellor

Wilmington, Del., .

Argument opened before Chancel-
lor, Josiah O. Wolcott in Chancery
Court on the petition of Philadelphia
Storage Battery Co. tor. ah injunc-
tion to. prevent Radio .Cor«i'>ration

of America, from- ending' a licensing
agreement- giving Philco use of basic

RCA radio patents.

. PhilcO counsel argued Jicisioh for
RCA would 'greatly affect' the busi-

ness of the parent company. -Philco.

Radio & Television Corp.

Testimony taken last September.
Briefs; have been filed. RCA, cross-

suiting, clairhs the right to spindle
the agreement . and charges it has
hot been paid, p-oper royalties. Phii-

co attorneys are Robert H. Richards,
Caleb S. Layton, former Judge Hugh
M. Morris", C. J. Hepburn, Charles
S. Morris, ., and. Philip Deckert.

RCA counsel includes Clarence A.
Southerland, John W. Davis, Man-
ton Davis, Porter R. Chandler and
Robert D. O'Callagham,

Clarice Mayer, KYW's Woman Re-
porter, has been handed ah addi-

tional program, known as 'A Woman
Looks at"the

J News,' aired Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday arid Saturday, al

d: 55 a.m. She's also heard at 6: 25.

MUTUAL
WOR

AKMIN VARADY
.l«j»0-Sii-WGN

Perl-y. Como
.10 lino Tilnner
("try Washburn
HimI Ingle •

Pierre. Andre
'IV.l Wopiiih
' Sedlers.

:r

1-1:

'Music from Texas'
.l.ui-k Ainliing Ore
Mary. Tlagnian '

Liick'ey Bowman

CROWN OVERALL
7:45 p.m.-Th-WLW
'Pleasant ~V -a 11 e y

Frolic*
Charles Seel
Dan Carson :

.-

Chas. Dam'eron.
Betty L. Arnold
Flore'hce Golden.
Charles Wkyne
De.vore Sis
WUUam Greene
Claire Grenvllle
Joe Lugar Ovc
H. W. Kastor
FELS NAPTHA
1:45-M-W-F-WGN
Tom. Dick. & Harry
Gordon. Vandover'
Bud Vandover
Marlln Hurt
Carl Hoetle
Ed Allen
Young & Rublcam
FENDRICK

(Denby Cigar)
1 :30-Sm-WLW

'Smoke Dreftms'
Ruthrauff TRyan
GENERAL MILLS
12:45 p.m.-M-to-F-

WGN
'Love Song'
Anne Davenport
Ethel Owen
Chan. Egglcston-
Jess Pugh. -

Henfy Sqxe
DaVId Obilhar
lionna Creed
B. S. Hummert

GORDON
. "BAKERIES

7 :30-M-FrW-WX X'j.
'Lone Ranger'
Sehl.

.

'

GOSPEL B'OCT
ASSOC. .....

10-11 p.m.-Su-KHJ
Evangelical Talks
.No Agency

IIKALT1I
PRODl'CTS

0 p.ni.-Su-WO
_1,!'37 Uacfio Show
Kay Knight
Arnold Johnson Or
Wm. Esty

"

LEHN & FINK
1 p.in.-M to 1-

WGN
of . Mary

. v othern' .

Mlnab<?Ho Abbolt.
Lennen &-.Mitchell

•LOCAL DEPART- -

. MENT STOKE
:. 0 n-m.-TlirWO^l

. 'Morning 'Matinee'
'Al- (iood'inaiv ')fc-
1io.lty Lawford
Iiawrpnce <Jray
Claire Whliney
Dorlaud.

LIJTHKRAN
l-4:30-Su-WLW
Kelly Slahlmnn.-.

MeFADDEN l'l'HS.
10 p.m.-Tii- WOK
0:»0-Tn-WI.W
'True Detectlvo
Myslerles'

McKesson &
BOBBINS

9:45 n.m.-Th
'Beauty Forum*
E. V, Meadows
'* Brown & Tardier

MENNEN
10-M-WOR

.'Famous' Jury
Trials'.

Harold. Csrr
Eileen Palmer
Sidney Slon
Lu.'se Rcjulre
Kikel Kent
Franklin Blngman
Don Morrison
Louis Levy
Chas. Doherty
Bess McCammon
Harry Lang
Richard Keith
. Kleswetter

arimiNE
8:30-Tu-WGN

'Listen to This'
Jack Brooks
Kay St. -Germalne
.Lew Diamond Ore
Hars 'Club
Vic Smith
Gill Shaw
Florence Grower
Clare Baum
.Ceclle Roy
Ken-Grlftet
Vanderbee & R

NO. AMER. A<:CI-
DKNT INSURANCE

OrSO-Su-WOK
Gabriel Heatter

' Franklin'- Bruck
OLSON RUG CO.

3:30-3:4(5 n.m.-Sun-
WGN

.'Romantic. Ser-'.

-enade'rs'
Presba. Fellers,.
Presba
PURE MILK
CHEESE CO.

11:45 n.m.-Tii-TI|-
• WVii,

'Petticoat, Philoso-
phy'

Isabel le .

Hewson
Hanff-Met/.gcr

SSS'CO.
(SSS Tonlc.1
8^30tW-WLW

;musIc for 'tii

: Family'.
EHIs Frakcs.
Harold Carr
Flora Blackshaw
V.. Marucct Ore
WANDER CO."

'- (Ovaltlnp)
- 3-M to F-.WGN
'Molly of Movies'
Kay Jones

.
Henrietta Tedroe
Cath er I n e Ca in p 1) e 1

1

Jeanne .Tuvelier
"

Klrby Hawks
Gene Byron
Blackett-S.-H.
WASEY PROD.

v . 3 p.m.-"/:30 n.hi.
Su-M-TiirW-F-WOR
.ls^oh Tarshlsh
'The Lutnpllghter'
Krwln Wasey

Chicago, Feb: 23
Any action for a comeback by the

Affiliated Broadcasting Company*
regional, which folded under the
guidance . Of T. E. Quisenberry, Ota
Gygi, et. al. will have to be made
without Mrs. Hannah McCormick of
Rockfbrd, who was ori irially ex-
pected to bankroll the new ABC
setup.

.
Mrs. McCormick has ap-

parently stepped away from the
thing completely, and .the station

managers who are interested in re?

viving the midwest regional
pounding arpurtd in the bu'sh tryi

to stir UP new pulmotor angles.

In the forefroiit of the drive to

pump new. life, into the. network now
steps H. J. Newcomb, head .of WRJN,
Racine, Wis. He nominally replaces
Lloyd Thomas of WROK, Rpckford,
Illinois, who was the bellwether for

Sometime due to his connections
with Mrs. McCormick;

Atlass as Hub
Latest angle which the, stations

are trying to work on is a" deal with
Ralph Atlass Pf WIND and WJJD.
Atlass so far has backed, clean away
from all tie; up with the ABC re-

vival movement,' claiming that he
is sticking to his two stations. But
the regional boys feel that the net-
work Would have a major chance
should Atlass be induced to lend his

hand* presti and sales organiza-
tion to ABC'
They see in Atlass' WIND outlet

an- answer to- Chicago—coverage,
which was. always the main thorn- in

the ABC side, and they feel that

Atlass' present organization,

augmented perhaps, would be ideal

for the promotion of a new ABC.
Up to now Atlass has; backed away
from all overtures, but it is under-
stood that a conference will be set

for next week for at least a little

talkrover of the possibilities of

Atlass tying lip with the regionaL

GABRIEL HEATTER BUSY

GUY FOR THREE WEEKS

Gabriel Heatter will sub for Phil-
lips Lord for three weeks starting

Sunday (28), While latter recuper-
ates from illness in Florida. Heatter
will handle Lord's 'We, the. People'
weekly web show, for General Foods.
Added " duties will probably make

Heatter one of air's busiest boys on
Sundays,, for, in conjunction with
subbing during next three weeks,
will, also continue to do own com-
menting job for North American In-

surance. That job is done on three
different periods each Sunday eve-
ni spieler getting as many sepa-
rate remunerations. Talk goes oyer
Mutual het at 8:30 p.m., and an hour-
later over WOR, N. Y ; WGN. Chi, ,

and CKLW, Detroit. /Does same on
solo station.. WLW, at 6:30 p.m. each,
Sunday. Other and previous com

-

mitriients prohi it all stations linked
on Mutual from carry! com-
mentator at. same time.

These. Sunday chores will, be i

addition to Heatter's Friday after-

noon half-hour 'Special Edition'

show for Borden on WEAF.
Heatter also does' lecture work,,

putting Pn four, or five ...platform

purrs each week in and around New
York.

., an Air Actor
iladelphi , Feb. .

Kin pf two of . country's literar.

brighties appear together in tabloi

sketch to be aired from WFIL Fri-

day (26).

Heywood. Broun, Jr., and Joan
Woplcott. niece of Alec, both st tides

at Swarthmore College, are in cast of

play presented oh Lee' Frank pro-
gram.
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PRESENCE; IS

Saix Francisco, Feb. 23.

Installation-of . a KYA mike at the

official inquiry into the. Golden Gate
Bridge accident of Feb. 17 which
caused the .death of 10 workmen
brought an attack last week from
Senator Walter McGovern" of the

state legislature. • Probe, which was
conducted by the California State

Industrial Accident Commission,,was
carried for an hour and a half over

the. station.

McGovern, attorney • for .ehir

ployers the dead men, assailed

the presence of a mike before he had
made several efforts tq examine wit-

nesses. ': Commission informed ; him
that he could hot • take any* official

part in the proceedings, and when
McGovern persisted in his interrup-

tions and slaps at the broadcast
phaise: of the inquiry he was ejected

from the inquiry room.

ALBERT ROSS AGENCY

OBJECT OF RUMORS

All-around denials made yesterday
(Tuesday) afternoon to rumors that
the Albert M. Ross agency was plan-
ing a radio, dept. Reports men-

tioned Jack Overall, of Mutual net's
• sales staff, and Jimmy Appel, of
CBS radio dept., as joint bosses of
radio expansion; of the Ross com-
pany.
Agency handles Father Coughlin's

if biz, and Overall is/MutuaPs man
on the account Before CBS dropped
the priest off its web, Appel handled
for that chai .

Albert M. Ross of the ad agency
.made a mild, good-natured denial
that the ~Rev. Charles Coughli ,

•. whose air account agency handles on
Mutual web and added stations to
full total of more than 30 -broad-
casters,, has any financial interest in
agency.

Re: Harry Sayoy

Beverly Hills" Febr20r-

itor Variety:

If I didn't love you muggs I would
never take issue, with the paragraph
in last week's radio section concern-
ing Harry Savoy on our show.
Not mentioning his name was just

" in case. After all we have a' big
listening audience—I hope. If the
guy was a flop why hurt his future
theatrical engagements? '

However, Harry has made good.
We got a, great response from all

over the country and so last Sunday
he started to get the same treatment
in the way of building as Parkya-
karkas, Breen, Durbin, et al.

Eddie Cantor.

WHAT, NO OPTIONS!

enny Document Claimed Free

of More Mind Changes

New contract with Benny
which General Foods has okayed
through the Young & Rubicam
agency is a straight three-year prop-
osition. It takes effect the fall of
1937 and expires in June, 1940.
Benny* will go on taking his sum-

mer vacations from the air during
the three-year period.

Fran Heyser to X; A.

,

Fran Heyser, program director of
KMBC, Kansas City, hopped the
Chief last week for a flip to Holly-
wood where he will huddle with Ar-
thur. Church, head; of KMBC.
^
Understood that ' Heyser and

Church are planning to dig up some
screen personalities to appear a
new KMBC disked program.

Scripps-Howard Huddle
incinriati, Feb.

William
.. Clark, manager of

WCPO, and ight associates from
that station and its affiliate news-
paper, the Scripps-Howard Cincin-
nati-

> put in the week-end in De-
it.

Understood here that Continental
plans acquisition

. of a radio outlet in
Detroit

AMERICAN QAN
(Tu. 9—WJZ)

Mar. 2—Jack Benny.

A. & P.

(Th. 8—WABC)
Feb. 25—Walter Hampden, Donald

Liff, Henry Youngman.
AXTON-FISHER

(Spuds)
(Sa. Q^WJZ)

Feb, 27—Fray and Braggi

BRIST&I^MYEKS-^
(Wed. 9—WEAF)

Feb. 24—Bobby Gilbert, Jerry Co-
lon.na, Three Stewart Sisters; Jim
Kelso, and Hildegarde Halli

CAMPBELL
(Fri. 9—WABC)

Feb. 26—Barbara Stanwyck, Joel
McCrea.

, Mar. 5—Victor McLaglen, Peter
•Lqrre, June Lang, Burns and Allen.

FIRESTONE
(Mon. 8:30—WEAF)

Mar. 1—Margaret Speaks.

FORD.
(Su. 9—WABC)

, 28—Same as is.

Mar. 2—Myra HefL

FORD DEALERS
(Tu, 9 p.m-WABC)

Mar. 2—George Stone. :

GENERAL FOODS
(Calumet) ;

—

(Su. 5—WJZ)
Feb. 28—Frank Bradley, Dorothy

Selden > Warner, William Hess, Ben-
jamin Potter, Mrs. Amy Guy, Joseph
Mott, Gabriel Heatter:

GROUP OF BANKS
(Fri. 10 p.m.—WABC)
26-^Raymortd Moley.

HEINZ
YMVW-F. 11 am—WABC)

Feb. 24—Virginia Hamill.
Feb. 26—Mrs. Clara Savage Little-

dale.-

Mar. 1—dretta Palmer.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER
(1847 Rogers Bros.)

(Sii. iiSO-t-WEAF)
Feb. 28-^Arnold Eidus.

KRAFT
(Th. .10—WEAF)

.
Feb. 25—Sidney Skolsky, inimy

Cagney, Mary Garden.

KOLTNOS
(Tu. 8—WABC)

Mar. 2—Helen Morgan, Del Cafirio,

Lucielle Browning.

LOCAL DEP'T STORE
.
(Th. 9 a.m,-r-WbR)

Feb. 25—Al. Goodman and orches-
tra, Betty Lawford.

LUX-; -.- — • -•

(Mon. 9—WABC)
Mar. 1—Chas. Winninger, ichard

Arlen, Sally Eilers.

MAXWELL HOUSE
(Th: 9—WEAF)

25—Mary Small,' Ruth Chat-
terton, Marjorie Edwards.

NAT'L DAIRY
(Sat, B^WEAF)

Feb. 27—Donald. Dickson, Lucia
Graeser, Bobby Dolan. ;

NASH
(Sat. 9—WABC)

Feb. 27—Willie and Eugene How-
ard.

ROYAL GELATINE
(Th. 8—WEAF),.

. 25—Jean Sablon, Jean Her-
sholt, Edgar Bergen, Hilaire Belloc.

RCA
(Su. 2-^WJZ)

Feb. 28—Jessie Matthews (broad-
casting from London), Didu Sayab,
Ruth Davis, Henri Deering, Maurice
Evans.

SHELL
(Sat. 9:3(h-WEAF)

Feb. 27—Frank Buck, Donald
Duck. Fr. Bernard Hubbardi Caver:
liers Quartet.

CBS' D. C. Press Show

Washi
President Roosevelt and Washing-

ton scribes will b - entertained Sat-

urday (27) night by eight CBS acts,

which will - provide entertainment
for annual White House Correspon-
dents' Association dinner. While po-
litical bigshots don the. feedbag,. they
will be amused by contingent head-
ed by Lanny Ross and Jane Froman.
Gang includes Mark Warnow's* or-

chestra, Al Pearce, Red Dust (dog
act), Three Speeds ("skaters), Dor-
othy Young (Dancer), and Signor
Wenches (ventriloquist). Rest of

program, fromi which speeches are
banned. ill • be . a gag newsrcel
directed by Art. De Titta^Fox Movie-
tone, rep.

Vim Show Folds

'Jack. Arthur revue* (Vim Radio)
drops off WOR, N. Y., after next
Monday's (29) broadcast.
Show has run 65 weeks.

First Sock Rights

Washington, Feb. 23. ;

Race between the House and

will take first crack at the- FCC
and broadcasters was shapi
up last week. As agitation over

'

radio gained speed in both sides

Of Congress, House group want-
ing to turn its guns on the Com-
mish and licensees .began tryi

to prod the slbW-moving Rules
Committee, which, is sitting on.
the' Connery resolution.

.

'., Speed-up. resulted from- tips

that two or three Senators are
playing with the idea of launch-
ing a probe, now that Senator
Burton Wheeler; of Montana,
has. focused attention on. the
press-broadcaster topic.

Many of Proposals Fantastic But Others More
Threatening-—State Associations Revived Under
General Alarm J,_i_.._s . ... .__ .

PEARCE ON HOP

Al Pearce will commute to Mich-
igan weekly ' to act. as m.c. of alti

amateur program sponsored by Ford
dealers of that state. He will rotate
between, the eight towns of the
Kihg-Trendle Michigan network. In
addition' to a half hour on the air,-

an extra hour stage show for invited
audiences will be provided.
Pearce will do a straight m.c. with

no characterizations. Michigan deal
is additional to his regular NBC net-
work program for Ford. N. W, Ayer
is agency in. both instances.

WSPD, Toledo, ill be added to

the Michigan group.

Station Reps Talk Merger

Talk is on between Small, Spen-
cer & Brewer, newspaper reps, and
Westen,- Frykman & Allen, station

reps, about merging- their - interests.

Both outfits have stations Wis-
consin.

S-P-B figures -that the consolida-
tion would give it an already . Organ?
ized rep office, while W-R-A sees an
expansion of its station list. Latter,

organization has a setup in Chicago
as well as New York.

Radio is getting more. the

usual amount of attention from state

and national politicians arid looks
nominated for the role of burden-
carrier for tax-rdesperate author.iti

Its reputation .. an. industry of ex-
panding prosperity coupled with the
publicity of the salaries paid to the
big radio stars has had its due effect

upon the politicans who are usually
well informed on who's got the
marbles.

One result of the recent outcrop-
pi tax:' and censorship legisla-

tion imed at radio is to revive
•snoozi broadcasting trade associa-
tions i various istates. Fortunately
for the radio biz most of the political

measures thus far have been gro-
tesque

.
radical and therefor

likely . to be self-defeating but the
job of lobbying against

, them is

tough. Unlike the film business there
is no strong central unit to send
shock troops to scattered battle

fronts when adverse legislation is

threatened. -National Association of

Broadcasters and the several : state

associations lack funds and aggres-
sive policies in this regard.

If. the recent trend of thought
among the tax-the-other-fellow deep
thinkers continues the industry will

probably have to hit the line a lot

harder. With an F. C. C. investiga-

tion in the works the guerrilla tac-

tics among the states is.alarmi

incinnati,

Ohio Broadcasters' Association was
reborn here Thursday (18) at a
special session in. the Netherland
Plaza, hotel, called principally for

organized opposition tb : ill recently

introduced in the State Legislature

by Representative Joseph Duffey,
Democrat of Cleveland, to tax all

Ohio stations 10% on proceeds from
commercial programs. Body had
been inactive for some time.

John Patt of WGARi Cleveland,

Who served as chairman and issued-

the call- for- the meeting,- was elected
president. Richard A. Borel of

WBNS, Columbus, was made vice-
president, and W. P. Williams, Jr., of
WKBN, YpungstOwn, became secre-

tary-treasurer.-

James W. Baldwi
,
managing di-

rector of the. National Association of
Broadcasters, with which the' Ohio

'Me, Too/ Prall Told Senate

Favors Strictness, Agrees with Criticisms,

But Lacks Authority to Do Much

Washington, Feb. 23.

Tightening up of. several features
Of the Communications Act, giving
the F.C;C. authority supervise
character of programs, prevent traf-

ficking in licenses, suspend fran-
chises for limited periods, and exr
ercise closer supervision over opera-'
tion of stations, was, urged upon
Congress recently by Chairman An-
ning Sv Prall, Senate Appropriations
Committee records revealed last

week.
,

Receiving an intensive grilling

from .several . committeemen; Prall
defended, chai and ' doubted the
wisdqmv.of a iform scale li-.

cense fees but surprised industry
people and lawmakers by agreeing,
that more teeth i the present law
would be desirable. With. Senator
James Byrnes of South Carolina, an
Administration spokesman, setting

the pace, several solons indicated
they share spreading feeling that the
F.C.C. is delinquent . and should take
a more aggresive stand toward con-
duct of the industry. On most points.

Prall countered by suggesting the
law be amended to give the Corri-

mish ample enforcement powers.
Chairman's opinion that the Com-

mish should have broader, authority
to supervise . the performance of li-

censees was elicited by Senator
William G. McAdoo. of California,

who appeared displeased over the
conduct of the industry. Explaining
the law prohibits censorship and al-

lows the F:C.C. only to renew or
cancel franchises as punishment,

Prall told the' legislators, 'I feel per-
sonally t,hat if we were authorized
under the act to quiet a station or
delete it for a temporary period

—

if might close the station for
two weeks for a violation or six
months—it would have a salutary
effect On the industry as a whole.'
This sentiment on the part of the

Commish head extended to the ques-
tion of more direct prpgrai .super-

vision. Replying . to questions from
Senator Carter Glass of Virginia,.
Prall said he believes it would be
desirable for the Cornmish to be
able to dictate 'the use of the. time
-they; are sell i rig' to advertisers.' Al-
though he- recalled the Cornmish ifi

against statutory allocati of time
for educational and cultural use,
Prall was of the opini that the
Commish '\you\eJ be able to apcomp-
lish things ih. communiti where
very little time is given can be
given to local broadcast!
With several Senators icatlng

they favor "imposition of fees for
broadcast .licensees, Prall gave .this

idea qualified backing. He said .the

Commish has considered the propo
siti

:

, riot with, the .view of submit-
ting a bill, but from the standpoint
that broadcasters are making money
under present conditions and -should
bear some of the cost of regulation.
He isctissed with Senator McAdoo
and Senator Theodore F. Green of
Rhode Island the possibility of a tax
on gross profits, which he said would
be more equitable than a fiat fate

system.

organization is connected, came on
from Washington for, the pow wow.

State
. association will handle mu-

tual problems of its members, make
decision upon acceptance or

. rejec-.

tion of programs dealing with social
diseases, afford a general exchang-
61 busi ideas and pass': upon
maintenance. 1

of rates. Membership
dues, it was. agreed, will; be $75 per
station annually.
Among others attending the meet-

ing were C. W. Hayes of WHBC,
Canton; Sidney Ten Eyck, WSMK,
Dayton; J. Leonard Reinsch. WHIO,
Dayton; Vernon Pribble, WTAM,
Cleveland: H. K. Carpenter, Cleve-
land; William S. Hedges, Frank M.
Smith arid Bob Kennett of Crosley's
WLW and WSAI,. Cjncy; John Mc-
Cormlck, WKRC, and William A.
Clark, WCpO, Cincinnati.

Columbus, Feb.

Rep. Joseph Duffy of Cleveland is

reported to be considering amend-
ments to his bill introduced in the
Ohio Legislature Which ,woiild re-
duce the franchise tax on radio
broadcasting, companies to 2%% of
the gi;oss sales. ,BiU bri irially called
for 10% of gross.

Another bill introduced in Ohio
Legislature would require ASCAP
and

; organizations of a similar na-
ture to be licenced by the state and
pay a tax of 5% of gross collected..

Seattle,

Censorship of radio programs and
a two per cent tax on ' local business
of radio stations" were' asked in two
bills intioduccid in the Washington
state senate last -week.
Proposing establishment, of

board of three members, one to be
appointed by the governor arid the
others to be the secretary ^ of state
arid the' state auditor, the censor bill

would appropriate $5,000 to initiate
the board. Salary of tlje governor's .

appointee would be $6,000.
'It shall be the duty of the board,*

the bill reads, 'to censor radio broad-
casting programs originating within
the state to the end that only moral,
educational or amusing arid harm-
less programs shall be placed on the
air. . .in such a manner as will create
the least interference with the busi-
ness and riot in any way interfere

with any programs " inated out-
side the state.' •

Censor bill provides for an assess-

ment against the stations of one-half
of one per cent on. income received
from local advertisers' not primarily
interested in advertising outside the.

state, to go* for maintenance of the
censor board. This one-half of orie

per cent assessment would- be abr
sorbed by the second bill, calling for

a two per cent occupations tax,

when that measure took effect on
April -1.

, Feb. 23.

Texas roadcasters Association last

week, circularized its members to get

busy in contacting their local legis-

lators on several measures which
threaten the interest of the trade.

Pending bill which the TBA letter

particularly scored would permit no
radio station to employ a technician
unless he was a member of .the 'Mas-
ter Union Electricians.'

Letter also advised the Texas,
broadcasters to express their oppo-
sition, to two other pcriding mfeasures,

one pf . Which ' would bar" dentist's

from advertising other than '''their,

own arid individual names and. anr
other which would make it unlawful
for non-Texas brewers to sell their
products in that state ithbut pay-
ing a 5% levy. With such- law i

effect the Texcs broadcasters feel

that they would be prevented getti

advertising from out of state beers.
They also believe that the bill's pass-
age would result in other states fe-
tal; inst Texas-made prod-
ucts.

.

MAEY SMALL'S PIX BID
; Grand National and

Paramount have made Overtures for
services of Mary Small, 15-yeaf old
racli warbler, says Ed Wolf, ,

manager, :•
-

Wolf is holding out for a feature
spot in a film, father than just a bit

in a
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F. C. C Traces ERPI Radio Role

Back to 1933 NAB. Convention;

Suppression of Criticism Motive

. Washington, Feb.: 23,

Although- its entry into the radio
field was belated and subsequent ac-
tivities have been limited, Electri-
cal " Research Products Inc., has
taken more than $1,250,000 from
"makers .and users of transcriptions
for broadcasting, F.C.C. revealed
Thursday (18). Huge proportion

;

was velvet.
l_"a Growing importance ERPI's

connection with the ; broadcasting
business was reflected

;
clearly in the

three-volume report On* this phase
of the Bell telephone system pre-
sented by Commish researchers as
part of the $1,200,000 probe of the
American Telephone & Telegraph
monopoly.. Previously the F.C.C.
Showed that through wire charges,
A.T.&T; pocketed more than $35|-

000,000 from' networks and stations.

Declining ' royalties from' pbohq-
graph business and discarding of the
sound-on-disc technique by the film
industry led ERPI to enter the radio
transcription business several years
ago, report emphasized. Since that
time the Bell system subsid has been

• taking advantage of every new op-
portunity to increase its hold on the

; radio field, although curbed to some
extent by limitations imposed by
Western Electric, its parent, and the
cross-licensing agreements negoti-
ated in 1926 with makers of broad-
casting equipment.

Recent History

At first ERPI's entry into broad-
casting was checked by. agreements
which gave Graybar a monopoly-: on
all sound recording and reproduc-
tion business not related with mo-
tion, pictures, but . exception was
made to enable ERPI to get a clutch
oh the disc business. F.C.C. noted
that bitter dispute was waged be-
tween Graybar and ERPI over the
latter's alleged usurpation of the for-

mer's exclusive field. Tne equip-
ment, no longer needed by film stu-

dios and theatres, was a white ele-

phant although it could have used
in the. -fields delegated to Graybar.
ERPI feared that if the apparatus

' ~ Were" exploited by Graybar it might
get into hands of competitors in the
sound' picture field, Commish stu-

dents said. Consequently, surplus
machines were withheld and ERPI
went into radio business.

Although it first, began leasing and
selling equipment for recording and
reproduction in the broadcasting
field in 1930, ERPI did not jump in
with both feet until two. years ago,
F.C.C. review pointed out Since
June, 1935, however, ERPI has been
doing .the recording and processing
for World Broadcasting and for
Wired Radio.

-

Broadcasting stations have pro-
duced the bulk of the ERPI revenue
from broadcasting. Commish tabu
lation showed payments on pur
chases: and leases of reproducing
equipment brought $879,681 from
stations up to Dec. 31, 1935. This
business has slumped since the start.

Total yield was $245,870 in 1930 and
$284,176 in 1931. but dropped to $88.

742 in 1935; The profit in this field

has been heavy, however, aggre
gating $556,251 over a six-year pe
Mod, or more than 63%.- Gravy in
1931 was $181,829 and in 1935 was
$62,908. ,

Disc makers have paid $206,821

for service rendered by ERPI under
the agreements to record and pro-
cess programs for World and Wired
Radio. This is. a hew field for the
Bell subsid ah'd" showed- promisei -of-.

being a . neat source of .profit. In

1934, the first year; total receipts

were $11,256 and a. deficit of $1,376

was incurred, but in 1935 the vielrt

jumned to $195,565 and a profit of

$8,191 was enjoyed.
Equipment leases and sales to wax

studios at the outset of ERPI's ex-
cursion into x-adio brought $182,856,

while royalties, mostly from' World,
have, aggregated

.
$27,113. Biggest

year
;
for installations in shops of

disc-makers was 1930, when." gross

revenue touched $65,795. With ERPI
doing the bulk of the recording and
processing in later years,, this source

is drying up and produced only $14,-

195 in; 1935.

Influenced r«
ERPI's eil'ortii criticism'

about its contracts vvith broadcasters

several, years ago caivie in for dis-

cussion, in Fife^Ci. history. Bleats

were so stroiVg/Hlidt in 1933 ERPI
tried to apply pressure, experts dis-

covered* reportihTTtftat the-Bell sub*

sid .
'used its contacts with officials

of the National Association of Broad-
casters and radio publications to at-

tempt to suppress widespread airing

of the grievances of radio stations.'

Memo from an ERPI official un-
earthed by the F.C.C. sleuths said

unidentified N.A.B." executive tried

to silence talk about telephone

charges at one convention while the

undisclosed document further point-

ed out that no official action was
taken by N.A:B. members the

subject.

Washington, Feb. 23.

film studios have been li-

censed to produce discs for broad-

casting, FiC.C. revealed last week in

report on activities of Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc.

Competing in limited way with

World Broadcasting and even ERPI,
Hollywood has paid total of less than

$5,000 in royalties for the right to

make transcriptions. Biggest sum
came from Paramount which coughed
up $2,325 for discs recorded in a
single year. Metro paid $1,377 over
two years, Columbia $182 over two
years,, and United Artists and Fox
$150 and $75 respectively for one
year.

Network Chart

CBS RENEWALS
: 'Phil Baker,' beginning Feb.

21; for 52 weeks. Albany, Baltimore,
Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleve-
land, Detroit, Hartford, Indianapolis,
Louisville, New York City, Phila-
delphia, Pittsburgh, Providence, Syra-
cuse, Washington, Akron, Columbus,
Dayton, Rochester, Worcester, Toledo
(through Aprir 25 only),. Atlantic
City, Bangor, Binghamton, Harris-
burg, South Bend, Springfield, Utica,
Wheeling, Youngstown, Atlanta, Bir-
mingham, Chattanooga, Krioxville,
Memphis, Mobile, Montgomery^Nash-
ville, New Orleans, Pensacola, Jack-
sonville, Orlando,. .Miami, _.Iampa,
Charlotte, Durham, Greensboro,
Richmond, Roanoke, Savannah, Win-
ston-Salem, Dallas, Houston, Little
Rock, San Antonio* Shreveport,
Tulsa, Waco, Denver.
American Home Products (Koly-

nos, Bi-So-Dol): 'Hammerstein Music
Hall' and 'Broadway Varieties,' be-
gi ing Feb. 25; for 52 weeks. (Kory-
nos: Tuesdays, 8 to 8:30' p.m.; Bi-So-
Dol: Fridays, 8 to 8:30 p.m.). Basic
21, Akron, Columbus, Dayton. Roch-
ester, Worcester, Springfield, Topeka,
Charlotte, Richmond, Atlanta, Bir-
mingham0

, Memphi, New Orleans,
Dallas, Oklahoma City*, Jacksonville,
Orlando, Minneapolis, Denver, Salt
Lake City, Pacific Coast Group, ("get
Bi-So-Dol only).

, General Baking (B6nd Bread).
'Guy Lombardo and His Orchestra.'
beginning Feb. 21; for 52 weeks. Al-
bany, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo,
Cleveland,. Detroit, Hartford, Indian-
apolis, Kansas City, Louisville, New
York City, Philadelphia, Providence*
St. Louis, Syracuse, Washington, Co-
Tumbus, Rochester, Worcester, Toledo
(through April 25 only), Springfield,
Utica, Wheeling, Wichita, New Or-
leans, Oklahoma City, Tulsa.

MUTUAL NEW PROGRAMS
North American Accident Insur-

ance Co: 'Gabriel Heatter,' Sundays,
9:30 to 9:45 .p.m .. beginning Feb. 21;
.for_52 weeki__^6R^TyGN, CKLW.

Nx>te: New programs or renewals
for more than 13 weeks are gener-
ally cancellable in cycles of 13
weeks on 30 days' notice.

Score 1 for CBS

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

ita Hiebert of KNX pub-
licity staff, assigned to get some
art of Victor. Moore and Helen
Broderick, was told the lensing

would have to be done at NBC
studio during rehearsal.
With a CBS camera under her

arm, Miss Hiebert ventured into

NBC studio and there had the
• pictures shot, • -

STANDARD OIL'S SPRING

FANCY TURNS TO RADIO

Chicago, Feb. 23.

With the motoring season heading
'round once more, the Standard il

company of Indiana planning a

spring and summer radio program
through the McCann - Erickson
agency here.

Program being figured on consists

of Pat O'Malley as m.c. plus addi-
tional talent on a once weekly 3.0-

minute shot.. O'Malley clicked on
the S.O. show -last year when he
appeared as soloist ' with ' the. Jack
Hylton orchestra, aggregation.

CHEVROLET DUE BAGK^

Strike Trace Likely to Revive Can-
celled iSeries

icatiohs .are that the Chevrolet
'Musical Moments' platters will be
resumed within ' about two weeks,
following the" recent truce between
General Motors and the C.I.Q. Chevy
wax campaign, hitting some 385 sta-.

turns with three and five quarter
hours per week, was one of the big-

gest jobs that ever : came down the

spot alley, and termination of sched-
ules during the strike raised havoc
with station ledgers.

Campbell-Ewald, agency on the
account, .'. currently staging a

buildup for resumption of the

spinners. Oh every station on "the

old schedule, 3 daytime and 3 night-

time announcements have been or-

dered to run for 14 straight days, or

84 all told. Looks like the 'Musical

Moments' will be ushered in imme-
diately after.

World Broadcasting, cutters and
placers of the wax, currently are

not 'worried about the choice Chevy
spots having been sold elsewhere
during the 'strike lapse, isolated

checks, have* shown that the station

men kept 'em open in the" majority

of cases.

Trade Commish Says Nix

To Dollar-Crystal, Omaha

Washington, Feb.
•Another producer of laxative crys>

tals. felt . the sting of government
censorship whip last week. Federal
Trade Commission cracked down on.

Dollar Crystal Co., Omaha, for mis-
leading . propaganda broadcast in

programs plugging 'Genuine Texas
Mineral Crystals' and 'Texas Mineral
Water Crystals.'

Commish told the company to

quit claiming in broadcasts that the

cure-alls are hot habit-forming and
have ValueJn treating numerous ail-

ments.

'Actor' Looks Set

ications yesterday • (Tuesday)
were that Chase & Sanborn Coffee

would continue 'Do You Want to Be
an Actor?' in its Sunday night hour
on NBC after the expiration of the
present 13-week cycle, March 14.

Several changes will be made in

the routining of the program.

Baby Rose, Now 13, Back
Rose Marie Curley returns to the

air after a long, absence oh a new
sustaining program .for CBS called
'Grand Palace of the Air.' Show, in
rehearsal now, expects to be aired
within two weeks.
Now 13 years old, kid was on the

air steadily for over five years split
between Grossman- Shoes and Tas-
tyeast..

'Hour of Cheer,' weekly variety
half-hour originating at WTIC,
Hartford, and piped to WICC,
Brideeport-New- Haven, renewed by
Hull's brewery; Live music will be
used from now on instead of E. T.'s.

Ed East's One-Timer
Special one-time combination .re-

vival-audition of Ed East's 'Tin Pan
Alley Troubadours' is., scheduled for.

10 p, m., March
.
9, over .NBC. By a

coincidence East and Dumke are in

it. '.. "
.

'

;
,

Others include Agnes Moorhead.
Peg LaCentra, Cavaliers Quartet and
Harold Levey's orchestra.

Boake Carter Continues

Philadelphia^

Boake Carter has just sighed an-
other termer, to begin fifth year, of
spieling for Philco. He also began
last Monday (15) writing daily col-

umn for Ledger Syndicate. ...

This will be commentator's seventh
year of continuous broadcasting over
WCAU. He has never missed a
scheduled airing, even, gabbing into,

a mike slung over his hospital bed
while , confined for foot operation.

Inside Stuff-Radio

Trying to keep three contracts from overlapping kept Buddy Rogers
on the hop last week and gave Jack Hasty, producing the. National Biscuit

airshow oh the Coast, a case of leaping jitters. Up to three hours before
last Friday's (19) broadcast, Hasty didn't know whether Rogers would
be cut in from New York, appear in person or show up at all*

Seems that British International Pictures was getting impatient for
Rogers to make good the one picture , he owes them without any more
postponements; When he hauled; «ast Hasty let. out a yowl and things
begantojlookdaric for Rogers. Threats flew thick, and fast. Then came
the settlement witn Rogers" sailing^6r~ his EngHsh-picture-and-National--
Biscuit postponing a week its swing oyer to Columbia from NBC. His
picture work at Columbia also marks time until his return from the isle.

Ireene Wicker, the 'Singing Lady' (Kellogg) over.NBC, is quite perturbed
over what is described as an erroneous story that appeared in a radio
fan mag. Yarn intimated that Miss Wicker recently shifted her scene of
mike operations from' Chicago to New York because of : alleged marital
rift. Actually it is said she came east solely because Kellogg wished her
to originate her programs from N. Y.
Walter Wicker stayed behind in Chicago because' he is collaborating on

a book at present and his co-scribbler could not make New York base of
their writing.

Miss Wicker was quite annoyed by the wrong idea yarn planted among
her juvenile air fans. Quite a. few clipped the piece from periodica],

mailed it to her and asked if such a thing were true.

Although NBC was quick to retract an announcement that. Bobby Breen
had been signed by "its: artists' bureau for a episodic series ' by Gertrude
Berg, it is understood that the deal is all cut and dried and the singing
moppet will be heard in the Berg script over NBC. When the story broke,
Sol Lesser, picture, producer, to whom Breen is. under contract, let out . a
yelp denying everything. Lowdown is .that the arrangement was com-
pleted; orally and: that the story was released before the pen was passed
around.

Lesser has a deal with CBS Broadcasting for the young' singer which
runs out April.. It is also known that RKO studio Is interested in Breen
so that should clinch it for NBC.

Courts and clinics have been multiplying for some time. Meanwhile,
bar associations don't like the word 'court' in radio program titles and
medical associations frown upon the designation 'clinic' applied to enter-
tainment.
Some of the current samples of these courts and clinics are WNAC,

Boston's 'Marriage Clinic'; WEAL, Baltimore's fCrime Clinic'; WBT, Char-
lotte's 'Court of Current Events'; KRMT> Des Moines* 'Cupid Court';
WBNX's 'Public Relations Bureau' and 'Life Insurance Forum/
WBRY, Waterbury, Conn., has a 'Youth Court of Character.' WFAA,

Dallas, has 'Law for Laymen' and WMCA has its 'Good Will Hour;' from
which the word court has been eliminated.

WGY, Schenectady, had its 15th anniversary Feb. 20, but formal observ-
ance of the birthday was postponed until next summer when the Schenec-
tady station opens its new studio building. Three men on the staff when
the G. E. put the transmitter on the air for an hour program the night of
Feb. 20, 1922, are still at WGY. They are Kolm D. Hager, manager; Wil-
liam T. Meenam, director of publicity, and WiU'ard J.. PurceU, chief en-
gineer. Hager, his . wife, and Robert Wiedaw, now connected with the
Hartford Power & Light Company, comprised the Original program der
partment.

, Brain trust to supervise preparation of government radio programs was
formed last week* by Federal Education Commissioner J. W> Studebaker.

Enlisting smali group of pedagogs to advise on educational features
being aired by more than 50 CBS" stations, Dn Studebakerrappointed~Dr7
Herbert Wright, professor of internatonal law at Catholic University, and
Dr. Ben A. Arneson, head of political science department at American
University, to edit scripts and make policy suggestions. First chore is in
connection with the 'Let Freedom Ring' series which opened Monday (22),

dramatizing the writing of the Federal Constitution.

Corporations holding key radio patents cannot be forced to make them
available, to other radio manufacturers, the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled in Philadelphia last week.

Suit brought against Radio Corporation of America by F. D. A. Andrea,
radio manufacturer of Woodside, N. Y., was dismissed. Andrea charged
R.C-A. violated Sherman Anti-truster because it has 'monopoly on nearly:
all vital patents' on receiving sets. It asked that the corporation be made
to grant Andrea a license to. use those patents.

Columbia found last week that it had made an $18,000 error in its com-
putation of the network's January income from time sales. According to

CBS' revised figure that network topped the gross for NBC's red (WEAF)
by $4,000.

Where Columbia's statistical department got jammed was in failing to
figure Rinso as a flve-times-a-week account. Prior to Jan. 1 the soap used
four periods a week and in making up the gross, for last month treated
this account as still doing a foursome. CBS' revamped total for the past
month is $2,378,620. The red link grossed $2,374,663.

After a few. thousand years of plodding aiong without such aid, p.a.
systems have been installed in the towers of some of the more preten-
tious mosques

i
in and around Iraq, Persi Used to amplify the 'Muezzi

the sundown call to prayer issued riightly. to the. natives of Mohammedan
faith. The wires are strung out of the towers, and the amplifying horns
are spotted distances away to carry the prayer chant beyond the range
of natural voice.

,
.. ... .Uls : restricting radio advertising mounted higher last week w

introduction of still another proposal to outlaw broadcasting of . booze
propaganda. Companion to the stringent.Capper bill was fathered in the
House of Representatives by Congressman Francis D. Culkin of New York.
Measure hits newspapers, magazines,, films, and records, as well as radi

stations. Punishment could be. fines up to $1,000 and sentences up to a
year, for first offense, with jail term doubled for subsequent violations.

one of the network script shows both scripter arid leading man
were goofy, about leading lady. Author didn't notice cooing in program
was softer than he wrote it and didn't even know they were married
last Christmas. But he found put
That made the leading man incompetent. In due time he was .written

out of the script. So far the girl has stayed in. She has the title role.

Federal Social Security Board stands out as one of the biggest govern-
ment grabbers Of free air time. Without spending a dime for station fa-
cilities SSB, during first six months of its operations, grabbed off an ag-
gregate of 60 hours. Much of it was network time with major chains kick-
ing in liberally last fall when the registration feature of the old-age-,
pension system went into, operation.

» • *

Adrian James Flanter, for several years with World Broadcasting, has
established an organization in New York City to supply a specialized sales
promotion service to radio stations.

'
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Press Invited, Press Agents Show

Up, And It's

Columbia Broadcasting System is

keeping 'round-the-clock watch in.

its publicity department . and, in-

versely, NBC has chopped its later

trick force to one man, John
:-McTiguer:««i—shuts—up—shop -^at--4-

a.rri. NBC formerly maintained

three men on night duty, but unless

something especially hot and timely ,

is stirring or about to. break,

McTigue will handle" alone;

McTigue, how the lone evening

watchdog at NBC, has started a one-

man campaign to make his quarters

sort of a press-shack for the news-
paper radio columnists, trade press>

and
r
other drift-ins who can show

some connection: with publication's.

McTigue idea is that if he can get the'

boys coming he may be able to sink

some shafts of NBC publicity that

might hot otherwise be planted.

Out-

NBC quarters to be turned
into a hangout for out-of-town news-
paper crew*. Radio editors up and
down the Atlantic seaboard have
been contacted and, si most of

'em
.
trip into New York every, sev-

eral weeks for some visual viewing
of . broadcasts, McTigue. figures he
cah also get through to- .them „ for

NBC publicity's gain!

One angle remains which McTigue
finds a bit baffling. That is how to

keep personal press agents of radio's

w.k. performers from also > loung-
ing around the premises and annoy-
ing; the newspapermen with items
about their clients: Doesn't want to

offend the. p.a.'s, '.however, by. dis-

couraging 'em. in coming around, be-

cause the flacks are, after all, workr
irig. for performers aired oyer NBC.

^Just how situation will be handled
remains' to be seen.

Gabriel Heatter, who has been rid-

ing over. WOR, Newark, for some
time commentating for North Amer-
ican Insurance, branches out Over
couple other Mutual stations, CKLW,
Detroit, and WGN.Chicago, with his
weekly talks.

Literature

Complaint of ra.di scriptists

on financial returns for their

_bxa^chUdce^n-ds.drama.ti2§d.by-^
circular of the Hollywood Radio-
Productions pfferihg radio, sta-

tions 13 scripts for $10, or if

bought piecemeal at $1 each.

Offers mystery, .musical;

comic or what have you for the
blanket • fee..

series' of interpretative music tilled

'Legend Airs' this week on WCOL,
. Columbus.

Sid Goluboff, riews chatterer until

lately at WBRY,. Waterbury, New.
Haven, now at WELL

. George A. Patri . .recently asso-

ciated with Bob.Emery's spelling bee
at WOR, Monday (16) opened adult

Wordfest series at WICC, Bridge-
port.

Young & Rubicam Attacks

Hitch-Hiking Chain Break

Blurbs, Demands Elimination

Opera tenor, has joined the Ruyihsky
Trio for a weekly program of songs
on WHKC, Columbus.

Union Co., Columbus, itched

transcribed kid show, 'Tim'S Rancho
Adventures,' from WHKC to WCOL.

Here and There

WOE, Newark, celebrated ,15th

aniii on Monday (22), WHN, New
York, takes bows .on its same birth-

day next month.

Ray Perkins now under manage-
ment of Frank CoOper, of Curtis and
Allen.

Armahd Tokatyn, opera singer,

sighed by WOR, Newark, and
.
gets

series, of air buildup- sprints over
Mutual net beginning late i March.

ert Hale, Who formerly chirped
over mikes at several W. Va; broad-
casters, now on announcing Staff at

WFBL, Syracuse.

Bob Provan, Jr., WDRC, Hartford,
announcer, announces engagement to

Ruth Gustafsoh, non-iiro.

Mary Irene Warner, of Albany
Evening News, is scripting a sketch,

'East of Nowhere,' which brought the
WGY Piayerv - back to the air. lanes
On a late-evening spot. Chester D.
Vedder directs.:

Harry Grattan, New York writer,

has been engaged by..the Australian
Broadcasting Commission to give a

serious of talks on America each
week over the national chain.

WHN, , Y., plotting flock of spe^
cial features for st' tion' 15ttv anni
which ill be celebrated ' mi -

March.

Cedric Foster, mgr. of WTHT,
owned by the Hartford Times, has
returned to his desk following an ill-

ness.
"

ev. Howard O. ough's Radio
Parish Church of America, emanat-
ing from WCHSj Portland, Me., now.
carried by. WCOP, Boston;' WELI,
New Haven; and WNBC, New Brit-

ai , Conn.

Vera Cruz, pop songstress, off

WELI, NeW Haven, to join Charlie
Barnet's band:

John Farnsworth and Helen Wag-
ner, two-piano team, begin a weekly

Harry Hartman's tenth year- as

sports spieler for WCPO, Cincy
(originally WFBE) observed last

Week with blurbing bouquets to the
miker from city Officials, big league
ballplayers and pr.omi athletes.

Ralph Kanna left announcerial post
at WELI, New Haven, for copywrit-
ing job at Chase Brass, Waterbury.
Edward J. Lush succeeds at mike
stint.

Earl Lawrence, orchestrator for
the Firestone program,, in hospital
after taking his' dog for" a walk;
Hound ran between Lawrence's legs

when he was chasing him.' Tangle

Colossal Minnow

Los Angeles, Feb, 23.

. Many freak stories have come
out Of the flood zone but few
can top the one vouched for by

. Harrison Holliway, KFI-KECA
manager. Hard by ,

• KFI's
•. transmitter runs a. creek a few
feet wi 'Lyman Packard,:

chief, engineer, saw something
iggling in the water and went

down to investigate.' He came
back with a salmon trout, 28

inches long, ich he withdrew
with his bare hands.
Holliway says, he saw the fish.,

and also
1

knows .Packard to be
a very +~uthful lad.

caused Lawrence to run head on into

a ilding. Result was broken
glasses, busted hand, face lacerations

and a badly knocked head.

Abe Lyman, has cancelled his date
at the Biscayne Kennel Club, Miami,
and replaces Bob. Haring on the
Lucky Strike Hit Parade; March 3.

Baltimore's six leading advertis-
ing agencies presented with Western
Union electric clocks by WFBR,
Each, clock has emblazoned on it

'WFBR—The correct station for all

time.'

Ralph Powers, from WHN,, New
York, new to announcing staff of.

WFBR, Baltimore, and Gibbs Pen-
rose, legit, acti and writing at

WRAL. v

Anice. Ives goes with Publicity As-
sociates. Bettie Glenn will handle.

Hal Mclntyre done as maestro at
WNBC, New : Britain, Conn,, to join
Glenn Miller's new Rockwell-
O'Keefe band' as arranger-clarinet.

self-justification for the

^ppaet&e~ ~*esultod.4rom.~a.Jeileci

which Wijliam -R. Stuhler, irector.

of radio for the Young &. Rubicam

agency, addressed, to various, sta-?

tions demanding that they cease in-

serting sponsored chain-break -an-

nouncements; before or after Y & R.

network programs; Some .
th

contacted stations, have taken the-r

position this is trade practice ,

which can't be eliminated overnight.

Also that, since there is a question

as to just what' segment of time the;

network customer, actually buys,

who is going, to reimburse the sta-

tions for the hundreds of thousands
of dollars a year in this class of ad-

vertising if they toss it overboard,

while yielding to the wishes of net-

work accounts^.

Stations that seek to argue it out

hold that ail contracts for network
time, read 'approximately' and that:

if the affiliates are to give up this

extra revenue frOm chain-break an-
nouncements there will have to be
an upward revision of network
rates, with portion of the tilt passed

along to -the associated stations.

Some stations are inclined to agree
with Stuhler that the chain-break
causes confusion among listeners as

to what account is supporting the

network show; but they
:

also ad-

vance the thought that the way the

network , commercials are handled
may have a lot to do ith the

problem. •

List of Offenses

Stuhter's letter - declares that

agency had. recently completed a'

Check of stations which are interpo-

lating commercial chain-break an-
nouncements before or after Y & R
clients' network programs. Ap-
pended to each of the letters; is a
list of alleged station-break delin-

quencies tagged against the station,

(Continued on page 50)
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RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
Attention-Getters, Tie-Ups, Ideas

,

4 ;—— — —

Outstanding Stunts:

AUDIENCE JURORS
'HOMICIDE SQUAD'

Caryl Coleman of Botsford, Constan-
tine & Gardner, agency, with a cast

of NBC actors and Eddie Firestone,

Jr., juve player, as the star reporter.

All entrants in the contests will be
made 'junior reporters,' receiving

.K&WrgQRTJ.AN.Pi4>BE>ar :r^ r|^
• " - - " - miniature newspaper in which wST

appear outstanding stories not Tteed

on the air. Coleman will edit the
sheet. Material for initial broadcasts
was secured- in- advance through
schools and Parent-Teacher associa-

tions.

Picks Jury Among1 Audience
Portland. Ore.

Getting the. visible audience to
become part of the radio program
is Showalter Lynch's new idea for
"Homicide Squad.'

.
Program " a

mystery thriller sponsored by Com-
munity Credit, Inc., local financial
house, and has been on KGW four
•years.

' Sponsor gives out 120 studio ad-
mission tickets for each show.
Latest gag is for announcer to pick
out at random 12 persons from this
audience to form a jury. Their

. names and ' addresses are miked as
part of the program. Mystery show
then proceeds with regular . cast of
performers.
'•At' conclusion of , this

.
half-hour

program, the jury men and women
selected from the studio audience
are called upon to deliver brief
opinions on the solution/ Or an
ODi ion. on whether characters in
the script were guilty or not guilty.
Much of continuity is written from
genuine, police cases of the past, in
which case the actual verdict oh
record . is given . after the radio
Jurors have voiced their views.
Stunt works up a lot of interest

amone dialers.- Possibility of some
acquaintance being picked, for- a
juror is one angle. Seeing how well
a radio jury tallies with actual so-
lution is another; 'Homicide Squad'
is among the better known pro-
grams .on the local air.

National Music Week
New York." i

' National Music. Week Committee
has picked the week of May 2 to 8

for its annual celebration. This
year's slogan is 'Foster Local Music
Talent.'

Reporter Contest

San. Francisco..
Portable typewriter, a candid

camera and a .pen and pencil set
awarded as prizes three times a
week in the S. & W. Junior News
Parade, to be aired starting Friday
(19) over the cdast NBC-Red net-
work yfrom the web's local studios.
Shows/I sponsored by Sussman-
WormseV ,(food products), will offer
the prizes for the three best news

. stories concerning boys, and girls be-
tween eight ' and 18 years of age,
submitted by juve listeners in. the
same age group.

Stories will be dramatized by

WBIG's Promotional Folder
Greensboro,. N. C.

WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, has dis-

tributed to the advertising trade
promotional folder, containing facts,

data and pictures about the station.

IhfO about the outlet's trading area
reflects thorough detailing. There
is also a popularity survey and

. a
series of coverage maps.
Talent picture section contains one

showing the members of Fred
Steele's Hillbilly show. Two Of them
are in blackface.

Leo in Radio

Loew-owned WHN, N.Y.,has
commenced using 'Leo/ the
M-G-M trademark lion, on all

station, advertising.

In past theatres and ,
other

enterprises operated by Loew
have refrained from adopting
'Leo,' leaving figure in M-G-M's
exclusive possession.

WHIO's 'Humanity' Folder
Dayton, O.

WHIO has put out a folder^ 'On
the Air. for Humanity;' containing
reproductions of news stories com-
menting on the station's work dur-
ing, the recent midwest floods and
also pictures showing the WHIO
staff at their relief efforts.

Mutual's Coast Piece
• New York.

Mutual Network plays up its Don
Lee connection as a source of pro-
gram material in a promotional
piece, 'Hollywood Moves,' which was
distributed to the trade last week.
Text is illustrated by a couple of
manikins and relates how .'Soap
Boss,' employer of 'Miss Mabel,'
stenog, pulled himself out of a sales
slump by buying a Mutual coast-to-
coast hookup and originating the
program from Hollywood.

Window Display , on News Casting
Columbus, O.

Cussins. & Fearn, sponsors of Fred
Bennett's news broadcasts on WCOL,

—PROOF ol POPULARITY*—^
Actual jccorded facts from

recent slalioa check

No. of

KSTP Account!

local .. . .55-44%

Nat'l 3 1 -36%

MI NNEAPOLIS

The Annual Variety Survey aaai

establishes KSTP at the leader

in showmanship In th* Twi

ities area.

Another reason .why MORE, local ,

and. national advertisers select

Another reason why KSTP as-

sures MORE listeners per dollar

. . . which means the BEST BUY
in the entire Northwest.

SAINT PAUL

25000 WATTS
For Rates and Schedules, Address Ray C. Jenkins. General Sales Manager,

KSTP, Minneapolis—Saint' Paul, Minnesota, or our National Representatives:

In New Y6rk. Chicago, Detroit and San Francisco-Paul H, Rgymer Co.

worked up a lot ' of interest Tiv^Ene'
program through a window display
illustrating the gathering ,of news by
INS and the way it's put on the air.

Center of the .display w^s a teletype,
surrounded by four panels, of pic-
tures ' illustrating handling of King
Edward's abdication and a resume of
the manner in whiph Jimmy Kilgal-
len covered a double execution at
Sing Sing.

.
Emphasized was the beat Bennett

scored on other local stations on the
abdication and on a number of other
news events in recent months.

Santa Barbara Heard From. .

Santa Barbara, Cal.
. . KDB, Santa Barbara, helped hypo
donations town accorded Red Cross
flood relief by hitting air with an
hour program that used a cash
register as a novel

.
appurtenance.

During course of program, phone
call pledges of donations were
solicited and public was asked to
drop their dough at any bank or Red
Cross agency.
During program account was: kept

of the swelling tide of donations by
ringing up the sums on the. cash
register and announcing over air
each amount.
Santa Barbara bettered its quota

to flood-relief by more than 100%.

'Constant Repetition:.of Theme'
.Cleveland.

WTAM, local NBC owned and op-
erated outlet, got itself a little pub-
licity by announcing that it had
banned all use. Of theme music from
its programs. Dance bands were
included in the order, which can be
applied only to local programs.
Vernon H. Pribble. Cleveland di-

vision mgr. for NBC, was respon-
sible for the edict/holding that the
'constant repetition of theme de-
stroys the effectiveness of a pro-
gram.'

Where It Matters
Fargo, N. D.

On WDAY, Fargo, N. D., Hag-
gart filling stations air daily periods
on which conditions of highways
and country roads are announced.
Gets listener attention in a region

where snow piles up as high as 12
feet in drifts that naturally- impede
traffic.

New York's Labor Station Out of Red

WEVDHoldsWithin Income—Trade Unions
Developing as Sponsors Buying More Time

—Noses vs. Ears at -NBC -

New York City.
. NBC combines a plug for its studio
tour .business and the red and blue
networks' in a' throwaway which
stresses the fact that the Statue of
Liberty now is third as a point of
interest to New York visitors. NBC
studio tours are tabbed first, with
the Empire State, building second.
(Metropolitan

.
Museum and Natural

History ditto evidently not, in run-
ning.)
Broadcasting company's pamphlet

asserts: 'Yet to NBC, counting noses
is bhly incidental. We take our
greatest pride in counting ears.
Through its blue and red networks,
the National Broadcasting Co. can
reach and command the attention of
more ears than any other institution
in the world.

. WEVD, New York, for first time
has eased out • of the operating red
and is now jogging along within con-
'ftnes- of- its-^4ncomei'---"Station, . how.-,

ever, is not entirely in clear in that
interest and amortization on invest-
ment is riot being made..
The 1,000-watter, licensed on. cur-

tailed time as it is, was taken over
by present owners—group'financially
interested . in the Jewish Daily
Forward,' N. Y7, newspapers—six
years ago. When group, acquired,
$250,000 was invested, much of it

being plowed into new equipment
and rehabilitation of studio quarters.
During first years of tenure, group
is said to have lost around $50,000
per annum on operation. Gradually
grooved' ' as a broadcaster

; chiefly
championing labor and trade-union-
ism. Though publicizing self as a
station desiring above all to offer
educational arid 'commonweal' pro-
grams, regardless of ;

the cost or in-
convenience, WEVD has

. managed
through the last few years to make
its stand for trade-unionism more
or less pay. In New York, where
militant trade unions abound like
peanuts in Virginia, unions have
gotten into habit of buying time at

straight rates for self-propagandiz-
ing and, more often, for calling
strikes and maintaining morale dur-
ing their duration.

Special Niche
WEVD still airs sustaining periods

for trade unionism, but now only
when some particular, phase of it

looms largely in public prints and
consciousness. Also, these sustainers

are now confined to merely one or
two shots, and only when' some w.k.
figure can be obtained to pull heavy
listening audience.
Broadcaster still keeps pop music

off its. wavelength almost entirely.

In. that way ' squares its own con-
science that it is educational
force: rather than a sheer commercial
enterprise. There is at present only
one program on WEVD's sked using
-pop and syncopated music, and that

is a sponsored show with a pattering
announcer playing records.

.

WEVD—the filial three letters are
derived from Eugene V. Debs' in-

itials—-was originally founded back
in -the-cradje.

r

.dayslof. radio, by . a
socialist organization that promoted

questions, such as 'What are the
"streets between Linden arid Gayoso?'
or 'What is the date of :

today?' 'How
many commissioners has . Memphis?'
A gong strikes 10 times while
questions are answered. Orchestra
in the pit plays one or two numbers
while questioning proceeds. Much in
the fashion of pupils,, theatre patrons
raise their hands, beg Hodges to 'ask
me one.'

Pirogue Races on, WWL
' New Orleans.

. Annual pirogue races at Bayou
Barataria will be broadcast over
CBS arid WWL this spring. Inas-
much as newsreel cameramen are
sent here annually for the event, the
airways believe it will be a good
novelty..

Participants in the race are trap
pers and .fishermen of the bayou sec-
tion of. the state. Pirogues are speedy
little boats carved from hollow logs
and propelled bv double blade pad
die. Jimmy. Willson, WWL an-
nouncer, who recently described the
Mardi Gras over CBS, ill get the
assignment.

Sidewalk Doughnut-Eating'
Atlanta, Ga.

WGST's Sidewalk Snoopers aired
swallow-by-swallow description of a
doughnut eating contest. Boys got
themselves a . couple of dozen
crullers and selected from the crowd
a couple of young ladies, who not
only, said they were .hungry; but
were fond of doughnuts and felt like
they both could eat a dozen each if

necessary to win the prize promised
by the Snoopers.
After the ..doughnuts were eaten

and the race described by the Snoop
ers, the award was made to the wi
ner:
A dozen doughnuts!;

Theatre Stunt by WNBR
Memrjhis.

Going over big is the Kroger-
Piggly-Wiggly-sponsored 'Question
Night' of Radio Station WNBR and
the Orpheum theatre. Paul Hodges,
••^aster-of-ceremonies, strolls up and
(,own the aisles ,in the. Orpheum for
HO minutes every Monday night be-
ginning at 9, asking sane, simple

Union Label Tie-Up
New York City.

Plug. On 'The March of Labor'
series over WEVD, New York, is

limited to: 'this program is made pos-
sible ..through the cooperation, of
Avalon, the union made cigaret.' It's

a Brown & Williamson product.
Series consists, of a .weekly review

of events in the field of organized
labor by Chester M. Wright, editor
of the International Labor; News
Service.

KXBY Covers Spring Training
Kansas City.

For first time locally radio is go-
ing into the sports ballyhoo field
heretofore exclusive with newspaper
guys. Station KXBY is sending their
ace sports announcer, Walt Lochman,
to McAllen, Texas, March! 14,. where
he will cover, spring training activi-
ties of. the KC Blues, American' As-
sociation baseball outfit. Lochman
will remai with . the team, two
weeks. His 'assignment calls for. daily
wire reports to, be ..used on station's
'Sports Review.'
Coming season marks third year

KXBY has aired baseball, for Gen-
eral Millsi

Visitors
Detroit.

WWJ is putting out thousands of
throwaways in local hotels and. spots
where out-of-town visitors congre-
gate, inviting . visitors, to give sta-
tion's new building the o.o.. while in
town.
Cards contain pix of WWJ studios

and \ its parent. Detroit News, and
gives visiting hours and time re-
quired to see buildings.

'

Educational Angle
Kansas City;

yrhrout»h the Syrnphony- Orches-
tra* is billing of a new twice a week
sustainer aired, by station KMBC;
Program spots . a solo musician
recruited from Philharmonic ork for
hilmari interest interviews and. gab

(Continued on page .50)

$15,000 via the nickel arid ime
plate-passing route among ardent
admirers of the late Debs. , When
rjidio.„hsgan.M^$b^mij^w^
spoon-feeding' age, it became evident

'

that the $15,000 was far too tiny a
sum to hold the fort. Just before
completely foundering was peddled
to its present owners.

Washington; Feb. 23.
Drive of the. Chicago Federation

of Labor to mobilize' support for its
application for 50 kw for WCFL is
providing laughs due to discrep-
ancies between recent, and previous
statements by Ed Nockels, general
manager of the union-owned Chi-
cago transmitter.

.
Conflicts have been brought to

light by comparison of complaints
by Nockels about inability of labor
groups . to obtain a break in radio.
Last December Nockels averred edu-
cators, labor organizations, and other
non-profit outfits were being badly
used by commercial broadcasters.
Yet at the F.C.C. education hearings
iii 1935, testimony subriiitted by.
Nockels showed WCFL, labor's own
outlet, then was devoting less than
one-five-hundredths of its time to
labor programs. According, to his
figures, only 196 hours went for
educational talks in six months
(2,912 hours) and only 6% hours of
this was -for labor speakers.

San Francisco, Feb. 23.

Designed to give the public an
unbiased picture, of labor activities
during ' and following recent im-
portant strikes, a series of thrice-
weekly, half-hour programs are be-

.

ing presented over KGGC by 32 dif-

ferent local labor unions: Shows
are planned for 26 weeks and are
aired Monday, Thursday and Friday
nights at 9:15 pan., PST.
Paid cast is used in the dramatiza-

tions, built around labor meetings,
anti-picketing activities, etc. Com*
mercial sponsor is being sought for
the series, labeled 'Voice of
Progress.'

It's Your Baby!
• When Young & Rubicanv

Inc., started telling Fels

Napth ' "billion bubble"

story in Nebriowa, they se-

lected WOW's own show

— Mr. Dobley's Curiosity

Club^in order to capitalize

on a proved WOW audi-

ence for Fels Naptha.

Mr, Pooley "heads" Curi-

osity Clubs in six Midwest-

. .ern states; His entire show

based n listener ques-

:, and is built to mer- .

chahdise the market for

Fel s Napth Another

ample of typical W O W .

showmanship

!

Omaha, Nebir.

5000 Watts

John Gillin, Jr., Mgr.

The NBC Red Network
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Agencies-Sponsors

j. Walter Thompson has taken for

Atlantis Sales Corp. (dolman's

Mustard) five-minute participations,

thrice weekly, 26 weeks, in WGY's
Household Chats.

Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady,

has spotted for A. L. Parsons.& Son,

'^e^trai'Bridge,rNr.yi^ew^^d-iised-
cars), a daily musical: clock for 12

weeks on WGY, Schenectady.

Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee
agency, has started cutting

, the 39

quarter-hour discs for Norge refrig-

erator . Campaign will run for . 39

weeks, starting April ^ Talent,

booked for the series through Rock-
well-O'Keefe, Inc., .includes Ray
Noble, Annette Henshaw, Barry Mc-
Kinley, Mills Bros.,. Aunt. Jemima,

Ariihstrpng, Victor Young,
Boswell, Josephine Dum-

mi Cliff Edwards, and Tim and
Irene.

General rug. Co., New York
manufacturer of Midol, . is making
inquiries about the possibility of

getting the product on the air. Un-
der consideration are minute drama-
tized announcements.

K. .. Hollinshead, formerly as-

sistant sales manager of . Brenriaii

Cole Corporation, N. Y., has joined

the staff of Roesler and Howard, Inc.,

N. Y. office, as contact man.
Is a brbther of M. Hollinshead

of Campbell-Ewald.

Montgomery-Ward has decided .on

a special ether spot campaign in a

build-up drive of its retail stores

throughout the. nation. Will use three

15-minUte platterized shows weekly,
spotted during the afternoons or

morning, for particular, horrie-and-

wife covering. To be placed through
Lord & Thomas, Chicago, and book-
ed to start around March 15.

Hays MacFarland, Chicago, setting

stations for two spot series, Wind-
Charger machine and for Yeast-
form. Both campaigns are spot
shots, and recorded in Chicago by
RCA Victor. Wind machine is tak-
ing a series of one-minute plugs

while the. yeast aecount will use
five-minute discs on some 38 stations'

across the. nation.

Baggaley Horton Hoyt, .,

Chicago advertising agency, opening
a Hollywood office middle of March.

renewals in two-week stretches . for

'Beneath the Surface,' half-hour
Sunday afternoon red rim ride by
Jim Healey and the Landt Trio, the
first one being for March 21 and 28.

Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady, is

the agency.

Household Furniture, on
WNBH, New Bedford, Mass., with
twice-weekly quarter-hour .film

chatter periods for pne year. Sta-

tion's program manager Sol Chain
does the '

"

. rpwn-i>unkin, Tulsa, Okla., dept.

store on KTUL, Tulsa, with, new
weekly 30-mi script show using
live talent.

Manchester Biscuit Co. aboard
WDAY, Fargo, N. D., for one year
with five-a-week ten-mim ,'Man ort

Street' broadcasts. Placed by
Neissep»Meyerhpff, Inc., of Chicago.

Schwimmer & agency, Chi-
cago, has been appointed radio; han-
dlers for the Melville Shoe,company
of New York for the Thorn .McAn
shoes and. shoe stores. Schwimmer• &
Scott agency has. sold the account on a
nation-wide spot announcement"cam-
paign, tying up the commercial copy
with; sports news flashes.

Jimmy Evans, sports, commentator,
will be given the., by-line on the
sports flashes. Announcements will
start on March 1 and hit some 16 sta-
tions across the country.

Wrigley's 'Scattergood Bains' script
show starts Coast swing Feb. 28 over
Columbia chain; Goes five times a
Week in 15 minute stanzas.

Alabama-Georgia. Syrup CO. has
recorded a 55-second preview for
the 26 quarter-hour transcriptions it

is placing on 10 stations in the
southeast. Title of the series is

•Alaga Melody Meetin'.' Samples of
the various acts in. the series were
crowded into the trailer. \ Fitz-
gerald Advertising Agency, of New
Orleans, handling.

Hastings Clothing Co. has sighed
Dick. Newton, 'Singing Salesman,',

for a new series of Sunday evening
quarter-hour shows over KGO, San
Francisco, beginning Feb, 28

;
at 5:45

p; m., PST. Agency ,is Sidney Gar-
miceyr'—'-"— —"t:

—

^—"~"

No Particular Significance to Line Deal

awrence

Safeway Stores, Inc., will plug its

'Julia Lee Wright bread* in a series

of one-minute live taterit announce-
ments over KGO,. San Francisco.

Sidney Garfinkel agency.

Hudson Motor Car, through
Brooke,. Smith & French, is using 28
one-minute announcements Feb. 20

to Malrch 5.

Growers Fertilizer Co., through
GerthrKnollin, San Francisco, iring

one-minute announcements for 'Gro-
zit.*

E. P. Reed (Matrix shoes) through
Geyer, Cornell Newell placing
quarter-hour disc shows, 'Time to

Relax,' starting Feb. 25.

Craig & Hollingbery Man
To Tour From Jacksonville
Craig & Hollingberry, station reps,

jopensL^-an: office -in Jacksonville,

.

Florida on ' March 1". Harry E. Cum-

.

mings, formerly of WJAX, Jackson-
ville, will service Jacksonville, New
Orleans, Atlanta, Savannah, Tampa,
Orlanda and Miami. .

Rep has just added WIOD, Miami,
and now has three NBC stations in.

Florida WFLA, St; Pete, and WJAX,.
Jacksonville, are others,

WBIG, reensboro, N. C, and
WREN, Lawrence-Kansas City, now
with Craig &. Hollingberry also.

Procter & Gamble pulls its 'Drene
shampoo' programs off 'KPO, Sari

Francisco, after Feb. 25. Live talent,

shows used Irving Kennedy;, tenor,
and Janet Baird, speaker. P. & G.
will plug same product on the coast-

to-coast NBC-Red network broad-
casts of 'Story of Mary Marli
gi ing Feb. 28.

'Riddle Me This,' ich started as

a WGR, Buffalo, sustainer, ?

sor. . Lang's Hy-an Dry. ginger ale

is bankrolling.
;
Addison Vars set the

deal; Jack Gelzer and. Radcliffe Hall
continue handling puzzler biz;

Leavitt . & Sons has sprouted a
Weekly quarter-hour series on WORi
New York. Program uses John Mun-
dy's ore and Bert. Roggan baritone,
Agency is Frank. B. Johnson.

Alkine Laboratories, New Bruns-
wick, N. J.. (Flem'olyn), is placing a
spot campaign through Street &
Finney.

Sponsor George Hamilton
Chicago, Feb. 13. .

Miller Hi-Life beer firm readying

a network spread to start early this

Spring. Figuring on a 30-minute
shot once weekly with George Ham-
ilton orchestra, now at the Empire
Room in the Palmer House.
Planning an NBC .ride, though

whether; it's to. be, red-; or blue and
/what time still depends on what time
and stations can be. cleared..

Placed through the Roche, Will-

iams & Cunnyngham . agency here. .

Sonny Kendis' Commercial
Sonny Kendis replaces Stuff Smith

on Lucidin program over. WMCA
beginning: Monday (!.). Contract, for

five weks, with usual options, han-
dled by Platt-ForBes agency. Pro-
gram is 15 minutes Monday, Wednes-
day and. Friday nights; will .be

straight dansapation medly, ith

announcements only at open and
close. '

Kendis plays at Stork Club. -

gram :

ill pri inate in WMCA stu-

dios.

Nelson Case replaces Milton Cross
on National Broadcasting's

.
Vox Pop

show. Change is effective March 8,

and was made because Cross' ' sched-
ule of days-off interfered with pro-
gram alignment.

Des Moines, Feb.

Craig Lawrence, Iowa

Broadcasting System, last

week that -his organization was ma*

nuvering to strengthen • its coverage",

position from the angle of competi-
tion with WHO. He asserted that the
IBS has made no move to effect a
network / alliance With KMA, . Earl
May's outlet in Shenandoah. Ail that
has happened here is that May has
bought lines to carry two programs
as part .of the Iowa regional. IBS is

feeding KMA Des Moines Register
and Tribune statehouse news and
other special events

;

merely a
cooperative measure.

. .
Lawrence said that he has not 'eon-

tacted ' other Iowa - stations, such as
KGLO, Mason- City, with a view to

bringing them in on an expansion of
the IBS hookup. Lawrence added
that the IBS is doing a good cover-
age job and the business proves .that

the customers are wholly satisfied,

DEPT. STORE SHOW'S

FATE IS UNDECIDED

'Morning
;
Matinee/ WOR-Mutual

program sponsored by various local
department stores in several cities

on a participatng hookup, winds up
under its present contract pn
March 4.

Possible that program will be re-
newed before the, closing date but
no i ication of that at present time.

Great Bend, Kansas Starts

Wichita,

New 100-watt radio station opens
at Great Bend, Kans., March 1. Owned
by E. E. Ruehlen, retired Great
Bend merchant.

Chester L. Gowen, formerly with
Station KCRC, Enid, Okla.; KGNO,
Dodge City, Kans.; and KWBG,
Hutchinson, Kans., will be program
director..

IS the outstand

The Nation's Station delivers the perfect cross-

section of America...urban, rural, and "in-between."

. ... i

* * * And incidentally, at WLW,
alert advertisers will find, toddy, new program

ideas and personalities worthy of careful and

immediate attention.
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West Coast Network Exec Deprecates

High-Priced Radio Personalities

rancisco, Feb.

ig names may draw radi listen-

rs to loudspeakers by, the millions,

—hut it's the humble persona l ities that

will continue to capture and hold
the hearts of dialers, General Man-
ager Lewis Allen Weiss of the Don
Lee network

. told a 5}an rancisco
Ad Club luncheon last Thursday.

Weiss said that the general opinion
of advertisers is that if they. . can
sign up a big name like Jack Benny,
Eddie Cantor, Kate Smith, or anyone

T^hose -name! is a household word,
they have an attraction value which
will automatically draw an audience.

'Whether the audience will con-
tinue to listen depends entirely oh

- the' contribution the artist makes to

radi entertainment,' Weiss declared/

citing the cases a- number of

hi priced who had been
flops before the mike. 'You can
count, the top. radio names on one
hand, and most of them are on the

ir on Sunday night.'

Weiss averred that the size of a

program does, not denote success.

He pointed to the record of the
Blackett, Sample,

:
Hummert agency,

which has placed more radio adver-
tising than any other agency in the

business. This agency, Weiss said,

has never bought one big name for

its shows and yet it has been noted
for the number of hit shows, which
it handles. It has created its own
talent, he continued, and has gone
out and bought artists to fit the.

characters it had ' mind for its

rograms.

.. Weiss sai , 'The public always will

find as much enjoyment in discover-
ing hew personalities as we have
satisfaction in 'making big names of

little ones.' It is the 'broadcaster's

responsibility to be alert to new
voices and new entertainers.'

While in Northern California,

Wieiss is negotiating for the addition
of three new outlets to the Don Lee
System, KHSL, Chico; KCVV, Red-
ding, and KFHL, Eureka.

The Softer Side

Buffalo, Feb.
- Ralph Mubbe ll, WBNY sports

chatterer, who- spiels nightly of

the gory gladiators of; the ring,

also doubles in the afternoon

as a mooer poetry

organ accompaniment.
Hubbell ran into Jimmy Slat-

tery, once great Buffalo fighter,

and Slats said, 'Say, I like your
broadcasts.'

'Oh, on sports*' sai

'No, I mean that poetry stuff

—that's good stuff,' id. the

Ligili&t..

Edward Klauber, CBS executive

v.p., last week, assigned John G.

(Jap) Gude to the newly created

post of manager of . the station re-

lations department. Gude will oper-

ate under Herbert Akerberg, v.p.

in charge of station relations. Other
contact man in the department is

Lincoln Deller* who came over from
-Radto-Sales-,": Ihcrr "CBS- subsidf-l-ast-

year.

Gude had been manager of

lumbia's publicity division for over

three years. Don Higgins has been

made- acting head of the department.

Gossip Mentions Hearst

Behind WMEX, Boston

Washington, Feb. 23.

Question of who actually owns
WMEX. Boston, is troubling the FCC.
Issue has been raised coincident with
station's application for power boost

to 5 kw:
Licensed name of Northern

Corp., station is largely foreign

language outlet whose real owners
arie suspected to be other than the

names on file as officers of the com-
pany. Commish is interested primar-
ily in knowing where the corporation
got $100,000 cited as evidence, of

financial ability to put up high-
power station.

Gossip is that William Randolph
Hearst is in the background.

Graces In, Dorings Out at WGN
Chicago, Feb. 23.

Femme singing trio, Three Graces,
have signatured as staff warblers
with WGN. Graces were formerly
with the Bob McGrew orchestra,

her
They replace boring isters trio

who have been in the station for
many years. . Doring trio moves over
to the NBC studios locally^

JAP GLIDE'S NEW JOB

Branching Into Station' Relations

Under Akerberf

WFBR LOSES AN ASS'N

BUT GETS ITS MEMBERS

Baltimore, Feb. 23;

WFBR, now carrying three of

burg's bigger laundries, snapping
Regal outfit last week for series of

five-a-week quarter-hour shots. ^

In Balto there is a Laundry Assn.

which, embracing all the largei;

deaneries in its membership, buys
air time and plugs institutionally

the rag-washing biz. Assn. Was on
WFBR, but dropped off to _ hop
aboard WBAL.

Nettled, WFBR put emphasis on a

campaign to get laundries as indi-

vidual accounts. Before the Assn.
withdrew, WFBR had been coasting

along content with just the Assn.'s

biz, which consisted of series of daily

five-mi periods.

WFBR's Special Events Dept.

Baltimore, Feb. 23.

WFBR, always casting around for
a stunt, has lined up a Special
Events Dept., which is more or less

just a name for a sort of 'thing sta-

tion has long been doing as interest-

promotion for broadcaster.
Stewart Kennard, vet announcer

and sports spieler, at WFBR, has
been pulled off those duties and as-

signed to handle dept. exclusive of
oil else.

Syd Dixon chairmaned L. A. Ad
Club luncheon- salute to NBC.

'Lost Horizon Rebuttal

Portland, Ore., Feb. 23.

If the Pacific slope is the lost horizon of broadcasting as snippily

suggested by Variety to whom, asks the grammatical radio entrepre-

neurs hereabouts, is it lost? Portland for one emphatically disclaims

being a radio Little Bo-Peep looking for anybody. Business is swell,

thanks, and what are all these silly cracks from Variety?

ranted—and it is—that the eastern advertising agencies may . not

know much about them the point seems to be that the west coast

-^ageneies-are-bettert-informed and aJQt.£losexi_Jffbjch. isn't.a. bad sub-

stitute. for national fame. They may be ghosts of the lost horizon of

broadcasting but here but they're only scared of the lack of ti

sell not of the big bad eastern agency wolf.

From, the West Coast stations' point of vi . it's the East that's the

distant, horizon^-a place where some chain programs ori inate with
stopover . privileges at San Francisco.

Not With N. Y. Coin
KGW is closing a deal for 80 acres of unencumbered ground around

its hew transmitter, KALE has finished erection of a new 600 ft.

transmission tower, General chorus of opinion is that only a small

percentage of eastern business helped to build these stations,' and if

they can't find them on the map back east, they'd better get a new
map.
KOIN's C. W- Myers, president of NAB, is too diplomatic to admit

the fact that he was practically commandeered to. sit in NAB's No. 1

chair. He was not a candidate for that honor. NAB came to the

Northwest Coast lor a president, and that sets the pace for the /gen-,

era! attitude on radio time
'

A strong champion of the Pacific Northwest's radio independence
is Showalter ^Bud' Lynch of MacV/ilkins & Cole Agency. Lynch has

22 programs currently on the Portland and Seattle ether.

'The problem is not to get the advertiser, but to get the desirable

time and the right kind of show,' says Lynch.

BASKETBALL BROADCASTS
- . s

Ford Sponsors Indianapolis' Annual

High School Insanity

Indianapolis,

WIRE has planned a total of 31

broadcasts during the next five

weeks devoted to the Indiana State

High School annual basketball tour-

ney, which is undoubtedly of

the hottest biggest, and best in the

world; lmost .800 teams are an-
nually entered, and through sectional
tourneys in 64 high schools through-
out the state, winners go to regional,

semi-final, and final tourneys. Finals
are . annually held here in Indian-
apolis at the Butler field-house.

Sponsor , for the broadcast of the

finals here will be Ford Motor Co.,.

signed on a national contract basis.

Breaks Up WGST Exclusive

Atlanta, Feb. "2.3.

As the result of a protest from
WATL, Atlanta. WGST has lost the
exclusive" rights to broadcasting all

the road games of the Atlanta Cracl:-
ersv Southern Association .Club.
WGST . had the thing tied up until

J. W, Woodruff, Sr., owner of WATL,
who; is interested Coca Cola,
which holds control of the. club,

started asking questi

As the arrangement now stands
all three local outlets, which, in-
cludes WSB, will have a crack at

picking the games' up from the si

lines.

. Smith, new continuity and
script chief at WNEW, N.Y. Takes
the place of Paul Rafael, who re-

signed a few weeks ago.

ECISIONS HANDED DOWN BY THE

Affiliated with the

i )Uah>inin\ ( >nh t'nll-Tirif 'XHC Station #N\
I 8}

, Representative \^
£. Kaix Special-' Advertising Agency g

Oklahoman, the Times and the Farmer-Stockman

Year oil e s yea;, W&Y "vtfjtoe by a

nik1 " in VARIETY'S amvdcd iummaiY

o< couvmuniiy showmanship.

H a d VARIETY surveyed station

populcrily among listeners . , . .. o:

amcrig advertisers, both local and nat-

ional . , . . the answer in Oklahoma
City would likewise have been: "WKY
by a mile."

OKLAHOMA CITY
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BREAKDOWN OF MUTUAL NETWORK SHOWS
Sunday Games Omitted in

New Season Broadcasting

Schedule of Cincy Reds

Ci Feb. 23.

'General Milte"has -^gri&d with

•WSAI for broadcast! of Reds'

games, in National League this . sea-

son. Contract permits sponsor to.

share commercial tag with another

firm, and it is expected that the

privilege will pass to Socony-

Vacuum, which held exclusive spon-

sorship last year, plugging Mobiloil.

General Mills will blurb Wheaties.

Its agency is Knox-Reeves, Mi -

neapolis.

Red Barber will do the .
mike

chores, for the station, same as for

the past three years.

This season, for first time,

WSAI holds rights to air blasts of

the Reds' games. Consideration is

believed to call for payment of

$25,000 by the station to the Ci -

cinnati Baseball Club Company.
Powel Crosley, Jr., head, of WSAI
and WLW, also is president of the

;ball club.

General Mills and its co-sponsor
are-allbwed to take on other stations

for the series of play-by-play dia-

mond programs. Under this setup

WCPO,' Scripps-Howard station, will

undoubtedly be included, as last sea-

Son, with its own sportscaster, Harry
Hartman, doing the airing.

A difference in this year's broad-
casting contract is that Sunday, home
games are omitted. Telegraphic de-
scriptions of away^frbm-home games
are called for, except from. New
York and Brooklyn, where the club
managements are still anti-radio

minded.

Penn Tobacco on Races
Penn Tobacco and Webster-Eisen-

lohr cigar -have bought up the race
results consuming a half-hour daily

(six days a week) over WIND, Gary.
Ruthrauff & Ryan handles the

former, while N. W. Ayer steers the
cigar account.

Revive Old Trick

Jack B.eTch, Mutual Broad-
casting singer, and Mark War-
now/- CBS orchestra leader-
were nearly taken over the
coals on a gyp scheme newly
revived in Manhattan radio
eirclesr"

Shell game, an ancient one,
works thus: phoney voice,

purporting to be Berch or
Warnow or some other victim,
calls up web headquarters and
says that the victim is purchas-
ing a suit of clothes, but being
short of funds will send it up
C. O. D. Later a boy appears
with . a box allegedly containing
a suit, and web pays him.
Box is invariably stuffed with

newspapers fresh out of the
ashcan, and the victim never
had been near a clothing store.

TELEVISION PUBLICITY

NOW HITTING AUSTRALIA

Sydney, Feb. 3.

E. broke into the
papers here with statement that ne-
gotiations were oh for a company to
control the Australasian rights of a
television

,
invention now in opera-

tion in Germany and England. Re-
port stated that the Tait Brothers, in

conjunction with Williamsori-Tait
and others, would be financially in-

terested in the project. Mentioned
that E. J. Tait had witnessed a dem-
onstration in Berlin some three
years ago and had obtained the
rights for this territory.

A message from Melbourne states

that television could not be used..in

Australia without the permission of

the Federal government, and that no
private enterprise, would be given
the exclusive rights Of television.

George Fields, publicist at WEVD,
N. Y., gave blood transfusion to

three-and-half year old dotter. Tot
now recuperating.

Mutual network has come forward
with its first program folio. It was
a two months' headache getting it to-

gether because of the many sources
of information and the various, spe-
cial, tie-ins and pick-ups invplved.
Hereafter network will release
schedule every Monday, which will

Cover programs two. weeks ahead.
First, folio attracted lot of atten-

tion yesterday (Tuesday) ifi~"Ne\v

York as giving the broadcasting
fraternity its first glimpse of the pro-
gram organization of the new. coastr

to-cdast web. Following stations are
listed as Mutual facilities are divided
at present in groups as' follows:

NORTH ROUND ROBIN
WGN, Chicago, 111.

CKLW, Windsor-Detroit,
WGAR. Cleveland, Ohio.
WOR, Newark, N, J.

SOUTH ROUND ROBIN
WOR, Newark, N. J.

WFIL, Philadelphia, Pa.

WBAL, Baltimore, Md.
'

WOL, Washington, D. C.

WRVA, Richmond, Va.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.
WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio.
WSAI, Cincinnati, Ohio.
WSM, Nashville, Tenn.
KWK, St. Louis, Mo.
WGN, Chicago, 111.

WEST" COAST SECTION
KSO, Des Moi , la.

'

WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.

KOIL, Omaha, .Neb.

. KFOR, Lincoln, Neb.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo.
KFEL, Denver, Colo. .

KHJ, Los Angeles, Calif..

KDB, Santa Barbara, Calif.

KGB. San Diego, Calif.

KFRC, San Francisco, Calif.

KGDM, Stockton, Calif.

KDON, Monterey,' Calif;

KPMC, Bakersfield, Calif.

KFXMj San Bernardino, Cali

KVOE, Santa Ana, Calif.

KXO. El Centro, Calif.

COLONIAL NETWORK
WICC, Bridgeport, Conni
WTHT, Hartford, Conn.
WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.
WSPR, Springfield, Mass.
WFEA, Manchester, N. H.
WAAB, Boston, Mass.
WLNH, Laconia, Mass;
WLBZ, Bangor, Me.

WRDO, Augusta, Me.
WLLH, Lowell, Mass.
WEAN, Providence, R. I.

WSAR. Fall River, Mass.
WNBH, New Bedford, Mass.
'Florida Contest,' conjointly spon-

sored by Mutual ' Broadcasting, and
the Miami Jockey Club, has pulled,

to a close with 43,639 entrants after

five weeks: About a quarter— 10.434

—were '"ferhmes. "WuluaF^Tn'T?6>y"
sift its. tabulations, and use the re-

sults as fodder in peddling time to

agencies. Purpose of the contest was
eventually to get just such ammuni-
tion while, the Miami Jockey lub

chipped in with , some coin , to con-
jointly promote the sunkist area.

Contest was won by William J.

Mitchell (Hartford, Conn.),' who will

be .vihed and. dined by the Florida
crowd for its end of the publicity.

Test-your-skill biz involved pickin ,T

correct winners the bangtail

tourneys.

Program folio follows the daily

index system ith each program-,

sustaining and commercial, annotated
as to origination point and number
of stations receiving it. Mutual is

informed by -A. T. & T. that it now
makes more switches than either

NBC or CBS. Breakdown of the

folio reveals the following distribiir

tion:'

TOTAL OF ALL TYPES OF PRO-
GRAMS ORIGINATING FROM

WGN I 124 /
"

WOR ......102
CKLW 8

WLW ... 25
WAAB 10

KWK .... 1

DON LEE . 6

CANADA ...... 10

YZ •••••••••

WCAE

297 programs a week
COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS

WEEKLY
WGN
WOR
WLW
WXYZ
WFIL
KHJ « « *•«*••••
KL^VI£ ««•••••••«

63 programs a week

DANCE BAND ORIGINATING
FROM

WGN
WOR
KHJ
WLW
WA/. B
WFIL . ,

WCAE
; CBC

77 programs a week

SUSTAINING PROGRAMS FROM
WGN
WOR . ; . .....

— - CKLW
WLW .

WAAB
kwi:
DON
CEC .

v/xyz
WCAE

rograms a week

WOR PROGRAM

REVAMPING ON

WOR, contemplating a

sweeping revamp in program sched-

ules—mostly lated -for

exits 'The Grummits,' 'Melody

Treasure Hunt,' 'Music fOr ncing'

and Welcome Lewis.

Meantime Dr. Charles M. Courboi..,

classical organist, gets boosted out of
his Sunday morning niche onto Mon-
day eves, 8:30 p. m. Other changes
pending;

Among those who may join station
are Broadway personaliti includ-
ing Georgie Price. Talks on coin in
progress.

WOR, New York, has extended re-
newals on contracts held by singers
Tex. Fletcher and Corrina Mura.
Also pacted some new faces, so-

prano Sylvia Cyde, tenor Raoul
Naedu and tenor Leo Fuld.

SUPREME COURT OF

*16

From ComniimitY Shov. inanship Survey

for Year 1936. VARIETY. Fob. 10. 1937.

DECISION PEN DIN
KVOR — Colorado Spring

• Now aiiiliated in management wi

WKV and KLZ, KVOR has had ne

life* energy and showmanship inject<

into its veins. Plenty will be heard fro

this jstation before .another year rol

KLZ is proud oi this recognition by

the high court oi showmanship . , , .

but more gratifying to KLZ (and more

important to advertisers) is the success

of this showmanship in changing long-

standing listening habits of the Denver-

Rocky Mountain region and capturing

top position in the preference and es-

ippm o{ listeners.

DENVER
' " n ' ' r tt't'H" Station of the H • w

j
Representative

K. Katz Special Advertising Agency

Affiliated in Management with WKY and the Oklahoma Publishing Go.
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Fantastic Samaritan Sect in

By ARTHUR SETTEL
Jerusalem, Feb. 6.

A British official unearthed wealth
of talent in one of the most colorful

communities in the world, the Sa-
maritans of Nablus. A group: of

these Samaritans proved a big-

cess. Demands- for engagements in

Tel Aviv, Haifa arid Jerusalem-have
been pouring into the : Palestine

Broadcasting., studios and the High
Priest of the Samaritan . community
in the. bandit-ridden town, called in

Jhe Bible 'Schem,' but on the statute

books 'Nablus.'

Samaritans, numbering about .100

souls, are a remnant of ancient Jews
who believe only in the Pentateuch
(first five Books Moses). They
speak! Arabic, cloistered lives,

avoid intermarriage . with Jews, or

Arabs or anyone else, complain con-
stantly of a shortage of marriageable
women and make a. living from a

little farming, They hold their an-
nual Paschal sacrifice (on Passover)
in strict accordance with Mosaic laws
and i the presence, of the High
Commissioner and the. public who

: are soaked a shilling for admittance.
The cash goes . a long way to keep

:

the home fires burning.
Songbirds are the Samaritan High

Priests themselves, and the prograrn
consisted mainly of Passover, chants.

A drinking song and the circum-
cision song were part of the: secular

program^
Most stri ing aspect of Samaritan

music is the relative unimportance of

melody or rhythm, variations of tone
being the chief means of expression
—a perfect hangover from ancient

times. iturgies have ' been pre-

served: intact for centuries.

H. A. Fry; the British chief of the

Broadcasting Service, will preserve
on records the Samaritan music. He
didn't say it, but it is well known,
that the community is on its last

legs. Persecuted by the Arabs be-
cause they are Jews (which they
deny), and themselves scorning to

mix with Jews, whom they regard
as wanderers from the straight and

' narrow path of biblical injunction/

the Samaritans have been 'hard
pressed to rriake a living. Radio
dates will tide thetn over for many
a hungry day.

Charlotte idley. former stude of

Curtis Institute, will soprano twice
weekly, :45 p.m., over KYW>
Philly.

Foliow-Up Comment

Julius Tannen sounded good and
tallied quiie_ajtew^giggles on Ben
Bernie's beer 'can^pYcfgnHnt^Tannen
hasn't been ' active bn the , air for

years, although he once had a conv-

mercial series in Chicago for a meat
packer. ' He stepped up to the mike
this time, with a heartfelt, generous
and frank credit from Bernie that :25

years ago it was Tannen that pushed
a stuttering and uncertain fiddler but
to talk lines. Seldom does one actor

publicly acknowledge gratitude in

such unmistakable terms. There was
no hedging in the phraseology. It

was a rave.
Bernie's rendition of 'Slumming on

Park Avenue' is in his idiom. It's

the way he does the 'King's Men,'
and the type of thing that fits his

eccentric verbal emphasis.'

Gloria Swanson did a guestee on
last week's edition of the waxed
series on WOR for Blue Coal Deal-
ers, which regularly uses young
Jackie Cooper. Film players sev-
erely handicapped by dull arid—at
times—downright stupid script given
her. Her diction was . swell com?
pared to the careless, slurred pro-
nunciation characteristic of young
Cooper.
Miss Swanson gave her soprano

singing^ voice a workout, but was top
ambitious arid chose 'None But the
Lonely Heart,' which was far beyond
her vocal range for adequate han-
dling.

Roger Sweet, WGY, Schenectady,
standby, and Virginia Murdock are
newly teamed. Selections are. from
musical comedy, light opera and films.

Sweet is a trairied tenor with a flair

for ballads; Miss Murdock is a hjgh
soprano.

.

Sweet sings with skill arid smooth-
ness, albeit with a 'certain sameness;
he is a vocalist sometimes sounding
the real McCoy and -

at other other
times average—under pressure of
competition he probably would
maintain a higher .standard. Miss
Murdock's voice is not big, but it

is pleasant-toned and. fairly rangey.
A Friml number in which she joined
with Sweet came through the best
on broadcast heard;

gave the first figures from the Vote-
taking in six New England States
and outlined the . Institute's 'weight-
irig'- plan which, he said, made its

poll on the November national elec-
tion the most accurate of all at-
tempted.
Current measuring of public opin-

ion on plans for reorganizing the Su-
preme Court is the third undertaken
by the Institute in the last three
years, first reports revealed a de-
crease in the opposition to such pro-
posals. Initial returns from New
England and. New York showed the
'antis' leading by about four per-
xeoJU_a_jfigure in. marked contrast to

;

the high -percentage "T5t""opp.ositiorr
messages . reported in newspabers to
have been received by members of
Congress. Relief workers and others
in the ' lowrincome: levels are in-
cluded in the Institute's canvass, re-
sults of which -appear 60-odd
daili .

Broadcasts of the : poll are to con-
tinue for several weeks, announcers
handling some of them on five-

minute stanzas.

Bob Emery's spelling bee on WOR,
New York, is smartly and ingratiat-
ingly directed by its presiding per-
sonality. Emery has a clear, pleas-
ant vocal style, knows his grammar
and his phonetics, and inserts a va-
riety of related , items and light
touches. His tomfoolery about the
word 'meow' is an example.

In pushing a word; like 'calliope'
at bank clerks from

.
Brooklyn it

might be' just as well for Emery, to
also include the common—presum-
ably wrong—pronunciation.

Dr. George- Gallup, director' of the
American Institute of Public Opin-
ion, led off a series of thrice-weekly
broadcasts heard .at supper time over
the NBC blue band in a timely tier
Tip" which~makes -available- to-listen-^.
ers the latest results in the Insti-
tute's current poll- on President
Roosevelt's proposal for th,e reor-
ganization of the Supreme Court.
In. a 10-minute tee-bff, Dr. Galjup

A MILE ABOVE
SALES

irard Cigar overplugs itself dur-
ing the Transradio evening session
on WOR. So bad is, this, the long
dose of blah-blah at the start may
lessen the number .still tuned, in by
the time the. news begins.

EPROL FLYNN
With Olivia de Haviland, Herbert

Marshall, Henry Steohanson, Don-
ald Crisp, Basil Rathbohe

Cantain Blood'
60 Mins.
LUX
Monday, 9 p. m.
WABC, New York

.'(J: Walter Thompson)
'Captain Blood,' as' panned by

Raphael Sabatini, and made into
several pix versions, is pretty un-
wieldy to carve down into less than,
an hour's time ori air. It's an ac-
tion yarn, also, which makes it dif-
ficult subject to handle on ozone.
Those angles somewhat defeated

Lux pumose, but. the trouoing was
fine. Flynn, Miss De Haviland;
Rathbone and Stephanson worked
roles they essayed in most recent
pic version of 'Blood,* the Warner
release :Of . last year.

Cecil B. de Mille, .who regularly
m.c.'s the Lux shows, is down in. the
bayous-^-o£-Louisiana—getting—locale:
backgrounds for his forthcoming:
'Buccarieer.' arid consequently, had:
to; be replaced. Herbert Marshall,
with his crisp, measured ,-. British
pronunciations, was okay selection,
and charted the hour course well.
De Mille will be back next week.
Doug MacLean. one-time silent-

screen actor, and now boss of a
producing unit at • Grand National,
did a guestee, talking briefly near
finale and putting in the plugs for
the product.

. Subject was growing,
up of pix. and Hollywood, and Mac-
Lean, who has been in the biz for
20 vears on Coast, knew his theme.

Charles Courtney, locksmith who
opens vaults when the owners - for-
get the combinations, was picked up
from New York and had a few
words to say about . his sort of work.
Not uninteresting, but could have
impressed more with a better script

Bert.

Dominating the Rocky Mountain region from the

eminence of Denver, KOA has a proven record for

high returns to advertisers. Its power, prestige and

popularity can send your sales charts to new peaks.

KOA
50,000 WATTS

DENVER
Completely programmed by NBC

'CURRENT HISTORY EXAMS'
With M. E, Tracy
Questionnaire
30 Mins.
Sustaining
-Tuesdays, 8:30 p.m.
WHN, Nevv^fork

If. the succeeding broadcasts are
planned along jlines of the . initiajer,
good, idea would be to split time in
half and concentrate the fine points
in a quarter-hour. Tracy is editor
of the mag Current History, and has
reciprocal plugf; deal with station.
Latter gets* space in periodical in
return for ballyhoo mag gets out

f this airing.
earns of four ^are pitted against

eachother.in a quizzing-bee on cur-
rent events that loom large in . the
hews. Contestants chosen are
picked ith an eye to their natural
rivalry. ; First program found lads
from New. York U. brandishing
brains against quartet from Teach-
ers'

.
College of Columbia. When

they err, an 'oracle' intones the cor-
rect answer.

:

• Quiz consumed but final- half .of

brogram. Prolog was an interview
Tracy conducted with one Moham-
med Nazir, native of Iraq, who talked
of his home loam. Tracy kept re-
peating, 'that's very interesti ' to
most of Nazir's disclosures. In
truth, it was the reverse of 'inter-
esting;' Interview portion deadened
the period. ;
This, sort of show is not type that

usually expects to attract sponsor-
ship. But there's a definite audience
for the - current events' quiz among
scholars, schoolmarms and the gpn-
eral erudite fringe of Manhattan.

Bert.

CROSBY GAlGE
With Joe Vivlano, Bill Farron
15 Mins.
C' F. MUELLER MACARONI
Daily, 10:45 a. ni.

WJZ, New York
{Kenyan & Eckhart")

'Pepper Young's Family' (which is

having, family will trouble at the mo-
ment) is followed on the NBC blue
outlet in Manhattan by a program
entitled 'Kitchen Cavalcade.' It is

important to cite 'Pepper Young' in

connection with Cavalcade. Radio in

the ' mornings and in the afternoons
is crowded with Pepper Youngs arid

faniiiy-wlls:;^so>--that^
radically different formula must .in-

evitably seem to many ; a; welcorne
change

1

, and should, on that basis of
reckoning*' get its share of listeners.

Those who habitually listen only to
nighttime radio would label 'Kitchen
Cavalcade' a radio clambake, and dis-

miss it. As a. production job it squirts
water at 'the seanis. It Is neither
very funny when it tries to be funny
npr very bizarre, when it goes in for
odd facts. Its merit consists in the
faintly silly character of the proceed-
ings to which housewives can devote
one ear while cleaning up the parlor.
It should be as capable as the aver-
age morning, show in. postponing the
vacuum cleaner, enemy of all spon-
sors.

Here's the way they routine the
quarter hour:
Opening—dishpans ion

intro.
Credit announcement—what's to

come.
Fanfare—alternating voices.-
Short accordion solo, (one chorus).
Sound effect—boiling water.

,

Commercial—what goes the
water.
Action--Crosby Gaige.
Interpolation—Snoop, -.

monger.
'The Food Reel—with dialects.

:

.Breakfast: tables-disguised com-
mercial.
More Crosby Gaige.
Unimportant facts in history.
Bill Farron—signoff.

It's a jumble of odds and ends.
With ^the virtue, that - nothing lasts

very long- and nothing is taken too
seriously. And without being a model
of . humor, silly or otherwise,; it's

probably close to the 10:45 a. m.
mood; of the gals who confront the
evening meal six hours later as their
biggest problem next to a little

dressmaking and bridge.
Crosby Gaige is in strange sur-

roundings. That's typically radio. A
dramatic prbducer talking about food
and at a time of day when other dra-
matic Producers are still home in

bed. When heard Tuesday (23) there
wasn't much- for Gaige to dp and not
much to say about what he did "or

how he did it. He was all right, but
not distinctive. . His. diction is good.
His material had practically no point
to it, arid his- performance was not
memorable on any score. Again
radio. the_uriiauet hires a stage per-
sonality, and" then talks"aboutrHolly-
wood.-
Joe Viviano's accordion -helped.

Some of the dialect stuff pretty ter-
rible, but over in a hurry. Land.

•HOUSE PARTY'
With Bradley Kincaid, Annette Mc-

Cullough, Billy Rose and the Bjin-
joleers

30 Mins.
SAVE-THE-BABY
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
WGY, Schenectady

(Leiahton & Nelson)
William W. Lee & Co. is shooting

for buyers of cough remedies with
this new evening program by a
group of WGY acts. After two tests,
it supplanted sponsor's coffee-hour
chant on which. Kincaid and Rose
had alternated. This program runs
longer and carries more talent, than
usual local here,, but the entertain-
ment does not always fuse.

Resisting elements are two types
of music tending to rub and the
chatter. Too much talk or- at least
top many voices popping,

[ Speaking
pipes of none of . the entertainers are
distinctive, those of agency man
handling announcements, doing a bit
of wisecracking,: and, last week, a
recitative chorus for a Red Cross
nurse number, are stronger. Kin-
caid, the emcee, is a friendly, homey
type, but he does not have a . voice
that stands Out when a group, of fel-
low singers are throwing in lines.
Some pruning and longer rehearsals
if such be pbssible, would make t

good program a better one.
Individually, the specialties are

adequate to excellent, and the script-
ing, partly in a joshing, inside stuff
vein, is all right. Banjoleers. Don
and Lee.Hancox, with Steve Hall at
the piarib, are ah ace turn. Han-
cpxes have added a special guitar
and a xylophone to their instru-
ments, all played well and the
banjos spankingly. Whether in ac-
companiments or solos, the boys
mesh in a way which indicates abil-
ity to zoom ,in- faster company.

Miss McCullough is a smooth a*-
expressive singer of pops—the best of
the femmes on air waves hereabouts.
Rose tenors a ballad rather smartly,
albeit he had little opportunity last
week. Might be well to hook him in
a duet with Miss McCullough, to get
away front the string of singletons.
Kiricaid's numbers and style of sing*
ing will appeal strongest to older lis-
teners. He yodels well. As emcee,
he kids interruptions by the sales
messenger, of which there are too
many, even though some are brief.

Jaco.

'DINING WITH GEORGE
.RECTOR*

With Marcella Shields
Culinary. Advice
15 Mins.
PHILLIPS PACKING CO.
Wed., Thurs., Fri.> 1:30 p.m.
WABC, New York

(Cortipton)

Famed, restaurateur and son of
master chef Rector is a logical selec-
tion for this account. He has the
background arid the big-blown rep
that will enhance the selling of Phil-
lips' products, ,which are pegged just
fractionally beneath other pop-price'
canned food. Rector narhe is associ-
atod.:withU}remesdde^
and fact he is but selling this
cheaper-price product should have
its effect on the buying public. Rec-
tor has. done chores for A&P and
other food accts.

Chef has a rich, booming pair of
pipes that definitely establish the
right air personality .'for hiih. Has
Miss Shields doing good job as his
vis-a-vis in Jittery Jill role. She
plagues him ith questions and paces
his palaver.'

Rector obliges each broadcast with
a recipe that should appeal to the
middle-class. When caught on the
first fling, he explained 'Pork Chops
Florentine,' which are merely the
chops fancily garnished with spinach.
Periods are ushered on and off

ozone by banjo renditions of 'Di ie.*

appropriate air for Phillips' canned
goods, made as it is in deepest Mary-
larid.

For the sporisor : this is a laudaple
aboutface in advertising. In past
Colonel Albanus Phillips has always
been known in ad

. circles as a per-
sonal " publicity-grabber, character-
izing his newspaper and magazine
copy in that manner. This departure
in his first big chain air ad adven-
ture is welcome and results should
be accordingly happy. Bert.

KFWB STUDIO DEDICATION
With Al Jolson, Dick Powell, Rosa-

lind Marquis, Johnny Mercer, Mary
Treeri, Johnny Murray, Haven\
MacQuarrhv Beverly Roberts,
Allen Jenkins, Frank McHugrh,
Eddie Peabody, Walter Cassell,
Anita Louise, Olivia deHavilland,
Patrlc Khowles, Joan Bloridell,

. Ruby Keeler, Connie. Boswell, Ed-
ward G. Robinson, Henry O'Neil,
Billy Mauch, Vera Van, Jeanne
Madden, Gus Edwards, Bert
Wheeler, Lila Lee, Benny Baker,
Armida, Grace Hayes, Lind Hayes,'
J. L. Warner, Arthur Ungar, Mer-
vyn LeRoy, Mayor Frank Shaw,
Harry Maizlish, Dudley Chambers
choir, Leo Forbsteln's Vitaphone
orchestra

2 Hours, 45 Mins.

Mon., 8 p. m.
KFWB, Hollywood
Any of the major networks would,

have been proud to sign off this gala
program dedicating the Warner
trarismitter^s- new studio. -Shame it-
was that it couldn't have carried be-
yond these limited precincts. Few

(Continued on page 51 j

Atlanta
USE

WGST
B000 watts day
1000 watts nite

Repls. 890 kc
i. KAT7 iPFCIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

in Baltimore
\r$ prove trs
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We know a Salesman ^

We know a salesman who never makes a caU unless he is

" invited. Yet he 15 such a personable fellow that he: has been

invited— and welcomed— into nine out of every ten homes

in cities throughout the length of the land. He has never held

a dopi: open" with his foot, never had to wait in a reception

rooin, never written for ah appointment, never rung a door*

bell. When the day !s work Is done, and families are 'assem-

bled in the privacy of their homfes, he is summoned to speak

his piece before them, He is a tireless worker—on the job

sixteen hours a day, days a week. And he is lightning -

fast—often calling on as many as ten million prospects within

ah hour. He carries out his boss - instructions to the letter^

and works for a mere pittance per home.

Maybe you think there is no such salesman. Well, there

,,: _^^to'S-J?2Dj:e,^ touch with

millions like him. They are the thirty-four million radio sets

of America. Arid . ;

-This is — the Columbia Broadcasting, :Syslem"

Speaking of sales,, you may be interested in the following facts.fibout Columbia. They, suggest, that Columbia Be made part 0/ your selling brgariizati too!

1. In 1936, CBS carried the greatest doljar volume- of advertising, for any network in the history of radr 2. In 193^,.CBS gained the greatest inc'mise in dollar ,

volume^ among major networks, .jforu^e year. 3Vln 1936 .(a$ in' previous years)vC^^ choice in.hetwor^s by .

m
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Coin for Educational Radio Programs

May Come Front Two

Major committee on Radio in Edu
cation, ith John . Studebaker, U. S.v

ijEpjEpl^oner^pfJMucation as jchair-

*man, is slated ToTneeT ifl 'AVashTfi^r

ton Mar. 17 to consider a group of

broadcast projects. , Latter will come
as the recommendation, of a subcom-
mittee which gets together the

. ital next week.

This, subcommittee will look over
the ideas for advancing education by
radio which had been worked out by.

WBT Rates Puih-'Eiii-Up

. C, Feb. 23.

WBT is ing its rates 20% on

March 1, Station's basic evening rate

of $250 an hour now, goes to $300,

with similar increases' all along the

line. • Only exception .is daytime 50-

word service announcements,. Which

continue at $50 per week, of seven.

-Present advertisers may sigh new
contracts at the old rates prior to

March 1. New rate card is No. 11.

_i ,^ 1KRUE6EB beer.

WKAF - NBC .

DRENE SHAMPOO
'W*tlncMlit.vfl'nt 7:15 P.M.
WKAK - NMC
ThtirtMln.VN nt 7:45 P.i

W.I2 - NBC

Mriniiirtment

COI-rWHI V ARTISTS
BirKKAU

Fred Allen

in "Town Hall Tonight"
SAL HEPATICA IPANA

WEtF-j-WritneMlny* 8-10 P.M. EST

Ir.i WALTER BATCH EI.OR

im^CHERKIAV/KV 1

resented by

1847

ROGERS BROS.

second subcommittee during a se-

ries of recent conferences in New
York. Figuring on broadcasting's

gide^'ef"these 'talks-were-tfohnVRoyalv

NBC v.p.; Frederic A. Willis, assist-

ant to the CBS prez, and James W.
Baldwin, managing director of. the

National Association of Broadcasters.

Among the projects under consid-

eration is one calling for ah elab-

orate survey primed,, to develop in-

formation which would be of aid in

making education by radio most ef-

ficient and effective. Involved with

this project is the question as to

Where the money to underwrite it is

to come from. Indications are that

the
.

Carnegie and Rockefeller Foun-
dations will contribute along with
the broadcasting, industry.

Examiner Walker Ignores

Congressional Furore on

Franchise Bookkeqpi^

Washington,. Feb. 23.

Congressional .yelping about sale of.

broadcasting, stations- at fancy -prices

was entirely disregarded last week
by Examiner Ralph L. Walker: in re-

port advising the. Federal Communi-

.

cations Commission - to ratify, pwv
chase of KMPC, Beverly Hills, by.

George Richards,, of" Detroit,, ief

owner of WJIjt and,WGAR:
Iii report which nose-thumbed, the

Senators ,nd Representatives who
are agitating for curbs, on station

transfers, Walker found no objection
to the plan to swap control of Bev-
erly Hills Broadcasting

.
Corp. for . a

bundle of cash representing three

;imes the claimed, worth of the com-
pany. ..Examiner said public interest

would be served
. by allowing Rich-

ards to pick up iyOO-i shares of no-
par paper currently held by- Pacific

Southwest Discount Corp., Arm en-

gaged in automobile financing.

Report showed Richards has prom-
ised to cough up $125,000 for control

of .the license-holdin < company which
lists its total assets as having a book
value of $40,839, of which fixed as-

sets, -are -worth $13;832 although . re^
placement cost is given at $48,225.

Disregarding furore over question of

whether licensees can claim cash for.

good-wilt, Walker approved an item
of $20,584 representing losses sus-

tained during early days of opera-
tions. Station has only

.
recently

been a good thing, net profit during
two years prior to June 30, 1936, bet-

ing only $1,000. Last fall business
picked up .until, report at- the end
of November showed $8,200 • graVy
for five months.

Chain Breaks

(Continued from page 43)

Handball—A First?

Memphis, Feb. 23.

Francis S, Chamberlain, WNBR
manager, claims, another first for his

station in the Memphis Handball
Championship Match which he
broadcast Feb. 20.

Description Was handled by Sam
Atchoson, holder for the sixth time
of the National YMCA handball title.

with date, network client and spot

account mentioned.
Declaring that, in the long run the

chain-break practice will hurt the

broadcasting industry, Stuhler's let-

ter takes the view that an advertiser

.whp.:jMyj^^
ments is capitalizing upon the cir-

culation which Y & R clients* pro-

grams have created.

Letter reads in full as follows:

'We know beyond any question of

doubt that one of the toughest jobs

that faces the radio advertiser is

establishing his identity as the

sponsor of the program which the

listener is hearing. A chain-break ;

commercial announcement thrown

in directly before or directly after

a network show creates a very real

possibility of confusion as. to who
the sponsor of .the hetwork show is.

'In addition, the insertion of these

chai - break commercials means

-that they are. relatively close to

either the opening or closing com-
mercials of the network shows
which they precede or follow.

Thus, the listener is asked to ab-

sorb two advertisers' messages on
: *?tvta? different products Within the*:"

space of three .or four minutes.

Our own extensive studies have
proved conclusively that this is

almost impossible. _ .

usually means that; the lis-

tener gets, neither message clearly.

And. this, in turn, means that both
the chain-break advertiser and the
network advertiser suffer, although-
it is important to bear in mind that
the injury to the network adver-
tiser' is • far . greater- "since - his '

?

vestment, is far greater.

'The time which you are- now
using to make chain-break an-
nouncements was. originally estab-
lished by the old. Federal Radio
Commission for the purpose of
station identification. Radio ' ad- •

vertisers have always known 1 that
although rate • cards, quoted . prices
on the basis of a full 15-, 30-, or
60-minute period, the stations, or
.the network, never delivered more
than 14 minutes and 40 seconds for
a quarter hour, 29 minutes, and 40
seconds for. a half hour, and 59
minutes, and 20 seconds -for a full

hour,
'Advertisers and their agents were

willing to accept this as long; as the
Jost -time_was,4ev-oted_to_the purr
pose for which it was intended..
'However, should this practice of

using this, time for chain-break,
announcements/' persist, it seems
only fair and equitable, that there
should be a complete downward-
revision of rates, so that the ad-
vertiser will pay only for. the ex-
act number of minutes and sec-
onds which he gets.

'In view of these considerations,
It seems self-evident that, in the
long run, a continuance of the
practice of inserting chain-break
announcements between network
commercials is going to affect the
entire broadcasting structure ad-
ve'-.-ely.

'For that reason we are asking
you to immediately discontinu

'

serting any chain-break announce-
ments before or after any of our
clients' programs.'

Radio Showmanship
(Continued from patff 44)

concerning the Instrument. TIe-In

is via a waxer of a symphony .where-
in the musicians particular 1 Instru-

ment is dominant. Show, while
peddled to listeners, and justly so,

as a music appreciation and educa-
tional feature* is actually, a promo-
tional gag for the Philharmonic Cur-
rent stanza is for. 13- weeks and will.
' probably '&s~mW$ar~&rrmmr
stretch next winter.

Itteet the Missus'
Cleveland.

WHK has a 'Meet the Missus' pro-
gram^ with Food Craft Shop, offering
free luncheons at women's clubs, Ad-
vertised brands head menu.
. For entertainment there's a prq-
gram contributed by Kitchen Klenser
and Announcer: Gil - Gibbons asking
tricky questions.

Tapllnger's 'Casey Jones' Stunt
New York City.

Bob Taplinger's office tied itself

in with the general release for per-
formance of song 'Casey Jones,' by
setting: its client

.
Robert. .Ripley in

cab of a locomotive with 'Mrs. Casey
Jones' (Dorothy Elizabeth Newton,
Widow of the composer). -Stunt
pulled for press mugging in yards,
of L. I. R. R; at Jamaica, N. Y;

,. \ Tune's . renewal of copyright was
taken over 'last week by -Shapiro.
Bernstein, .Inc., which: will place it

.oh the unrestricted . list. Southern
California Music Co. . held rights,
originally.

Word-Building: Game
Boston.

Ce-lect Baking Co., broadcasting
over WNAC, Boston, has picked on
a word-building game for cash give-:
aways. Letters for Bred-O, one of
the sponsor's products, are picked
from sbhg titles,- with original slo-
gans made a supplementary, but es-
sential, angle of the contest.
Cards for participation are ob-

tained without obligation from indie
grocers.

Small Town Angle on WMCA
• New York City.

Barney's Clothing store is framing
an institutional 15-miiiute broadcast
for Sunday afternoons over WMCA
that will give the small-town £nd
country newspaper editors a break.
Present plan is . to . invite. : repre-

sentative daily and weekly publica-
tions in area adjacent to N. Y; to
conduct the brief program on dif-
ferent Sundays, airing their , griev-
ances,.! national developments or
other topics which they • view as
pertinent.

programs a» possible originate from
Expo lot oh 'UBC Day/ Regional
net now casting around trying to get
guestees of some radio note to ap-
pear.

ramatlze School Life
Rockford, 111.WROK is airing Sunday evening

musicales with talent from various
'organizations-—and. departments— i •

•

burg's public schools. Rounding out
skits: from school life are put on by
the studes. Idea is to. show Rockford
what is happening in the schools
they are supporting by taxes,
ts Idea of putting emphasis oh the
music end of stude life came after
success of using high-school dramatic
classes for air. enactments of what,
goes on in classroom sessions of
same course of study.

Duplicate Commercial
Los Angeles.

Two sets 6f commercials are being
used on Union Oil's 'Thrills' with the
addition of a Honolulu station to the
NBC coast array. Copy for the coast
harps on 'quick starting " winter
weather.'

1

That's no go for Hawaii' .

balmy climate so the petrol gets a
different sendoff across the Pacific
on the station break in Frisco. Show
goes out from the Hollywood NBC
studio under Jack Runyon's aegis
for Lord &Th6mas.

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
2:45 P.M;—Mon.,Tuei., W««V

Thurt, Fri.

WABC - CBS

METROPOLITAN, Boston, WEEK FEB. 25

The Trumpet King of Swing

Louis Armstrong
And His Orchestra

'.Yens of

"Pennies Fr m Heaven''

Per. Mgt,: J O E G L A S E ft

ROCKWELL - O'KEEFE, Inc.

The Baroum Influence

Arnold Johnson, musical director

°L ...tbe _ Feenami sl5.biv (MutuaU
Brpa^9i3ting)v h3s.siin.atUi-e.d- Chris-
tina Li' " popYsTnger. and the Am-
br.ssacTors trio (erstwhile with Kate
Smith) to appear with his band on
the - stanza."

.
Peculiar twist arose in getting a

suitable morinicker for Miss Lind.
Real name is Jean Petersen, which is

Swedish, just like its bearer is.

Everybody concerns d. however,
wanted it still, more Swedish to
match Johnson's. Scandinavian
handle, so it was changed to -Chris-
tina Lind. She's a grad from the old
Feenamint, am hour.

- Arranre-BirTDay at Expo—-- —
. Cleveland;

United Broadcasting group of Ohio
stations, WHK-WJAY, Cleveland;
WHKC, Columbus, and WKBN,
Yoiingstowh, are going

, to have a
'United Broadcasting Day' this spring
when the Great ' Lakes Expo gets
fioing on its h. p. year. Stations will
chip in with all' their available acts,
plus Others, and will have perhaps
as. many as; 100 to trot out on the
Expo, grounds.
Also all four stations will arrange

to have as many of their regular

LEON

And .His_ W_arn*r_Bros« .

KFWB Orchestra

CHASE niid SANBORN Coffee Hoar

Sunday B-9 PM, E.S.T. NBC

Ready for Next Flood

New..Orleans, Feb. 23.

Permission by the FCC to or-
ganize, emergency flood commu-
nication 'system between New Or-
leans and Memphis, comprising 19
amateur stations in the Mississippi
Valley, has been granted WDSU
here, officials said Saturday (20).
The system will be put into effect
only in case an emergency arises;

All the stations will be keyed
through W5FPO here, owned and
operated, .by .Jean Treadaway. _ancL
,Alfred -Thomas; .The.amateur station
is linked to WDSU studios in the
Monteledne hotel through the use of
local telephone, wires.

AND i

ORCHESTRA

*
2nd YEAR
MUSICAL
DIRECTOR

"The Mimical Tonnt of the Southland"
—NICK KENNY
N.Y. Dally Mirror

AND HI}? ORCHESTRA

NBC WSM

WWNC's Decade
sheville. N. C., Feb. 23.

/MNC, Asheville. celebrated its

lOth- anniversary tonight (Tuesday)
•ith an hour's sftow which included

a symphony orcheslra, irs and
two dance bands, which appeared on
the station that many years a£6..

Among the others that partici-
pated were Don S. Elias; prez of the
Citizen- imcs

;

Co.," Ezra Mcintosh,
formerly o[ NBC. New : "York, pro-
gram director, and Dr. Bob Bingham,
formerly of WMCA, New York.

THE O'NEILLS'
By JANE WEST

mow radio's most popular

family brings you more

[aughtek Jears and Heart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soap-99 44
100 °, 0 pure

BE

LISTEN TW,CE DA,LY
NBC Blue Network, on. to Fri. 11 a.m. EST
NBC Red Network, Mon. to Fri. 3:45 p.m. EST

COAST TO COAST
IN

I>lr.. m.ACKMAN ADVKRTIS1NC. INC.
MGT., ED WOLF—RKO BLDG., NEW YORK CITY
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colossals click. This one rang the

bell steadily; ,

..

Show was mostly Al Jolson. He
was in snappy form. He ribbed, he

sang, he gagged and held, on to the

emceeing spot for more than an hour.

It was the old Jolson, and what an
evening he made of itl Prior to that

Dick Powell did the honors in smooth
style.

Although a script occasionally was
seen, most of the show was in ex-
temporaneous vein and happy mood.
With such expert ad libbers to set

the pace, it made for better .:enter-

tainment^^nan ^frer^dhCTen'de^d;
starchy parchment.

Credit list atop this notice should

give fair inkling of what went on.

Not merely a greeting; but almost
everyone did a turn. For instance,

Anita Louise plucked away at a harp;

Joan Blondell did a monolog; Jen-

kins and McHugh re-enacted a scene
from one of their pictures; Olivia

DeHavilland ' and Khowles did a se-

quence from 'Light Brigade'; Rosa-
lind Marquis warbled a ditty, and so

it went.
Gus Edwards was given a nice spot

arid the studio gang (mostly in dress)

joined Jn to sing with him some of

his old tunes. He then brought on
Bert Wheeler, Lila Lee, Benny
Baker, Aririida, proteges of his. They

be further developed, is Lionel
Stander, dese, dem and dose dialec-

_
ui5«^- irH>.7QrH« hpampH v tian with a golden ignorance in his

obliged^ and Edwards beamed. Hmahner and delivery! Land.Leo Forbstein's Vitaphone crew of

:3S provided rich music, as did Dud-
ley Chambers' mixed ensemble of 30
voices. That's the setup that will be
heard in Dick Powell's new radio

show, now being auditioned on wax
in the east. V
Dedication • speeches—short and

. sweet—were delivered by Jack War-
ner. Arthur Ungar, editor of Daily

. Variety; Mervyn LeRoy and Mayor
Frank L. Shaw.
Too, too bad the show didn't carry

east. It was the best 24-sheet that
could be hung for what a film studio

can do for a local station. Helm.

Tliat'w

:

liow ' miicli Sargent and
Company, Ftfriii, U<*h Moines, .have
InerettNed tlielr radio udget on

j
Iowa Network stations. ' In 1935

i
SurgentM were spending. $30 a week

' om KRNT. Today siMjnsorlnK News-
' time river the Iowa Network they're

spending <J times as . much.

Our Advertisers Get Results!

We Get Renewals i

IOWA

KSO -WMT -- KRNT
Radi ines

Representatives:

Al, JOLSON
With Lionel Stander, Sid Silvers,
Martha Raye, -Victor Young Or-
chestra

30 Miris.

RINSO -

Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.
WABC, New York

(Ruihrauf & Ryari)

Program has been having comedy
trouble, which r riiakes it a whimsical,
slant that the comedy deficiencies
are being partly solved by introduc-
ing a heavily dramatic interlude.
Dramatic sequence looks like it

might be what's needed to stimulate

cure/ its ariemi . Al Jolson did a
sockeroo four minutes or better of
high voltage sentimentality. It was
Jioke, but punchily put across, tightly
sustained from the first line to the
final sob.

Bill Bacher is due to doctor this
program, which, needed' attention
after floundering around ith limp
humor and an interruption routine
that got no place. On the program
caught (16), ith Jolson's quiyery
chin session as its climax, the com-
edy clicked off, some giggles arid

avoided some of . the worst faults
previously noted.. Always a swell
voice for radio and one that

, could

'THE SILVER BULLET*
Drama
25 Mins.
Sustai ihg
Wednesday, 6:15.p. m.
WNYC, New York
. Stage arid Radio's Experimental
Workshop is responsible for this and
other - d r a m a s over city-owned
WNYC. Bunch of youngsters got to-
gether couple of months ago,

:
and

planned an outfit similar to the
Group Theatre functioning in. legit

stage: realms. Experimental Work-
shop avers dual aims: d) experi-
mental break-in stuff; and (2) com-
mercial production for sponsors. Lat-
ter Dhase hasn't come to pass, as yet..

Chief, criticism . of the bunch's
WNVC efforts is that the.crew is too
ambitious , in the face of equipment
and facilities riot suited to drama
presentation. On program, caught
the sound effects were enough to
cause shudders. . More rehearsal' ap-
parently also needed, with stuttering
here and there pretty evident. May-
be they didn't have any place to re-
hearse, in which case the bunch
ought to have taken another playW
one; for instance, in 'which Spanish
dialect was not heaped atop other
difficulties.

. There is a continual call from big
stations for talent that's been broken
i right, and some of these giants
feven make annual trips to New York
'to hunt for new faces (WLW is one)
That's one of radio's - paradoxes.
Talent isn't generally broken in too
-carefully- over^-little-stationSi-because-
'it takes ' money to tide over tyros
•who are non-commercial. And big
stations don't want talent unless it

has experience. So where is the
talent going to come from? There
are a number of answers, "but Stage
and Experimental Workshop, for all

its efforts, probably will be Only 'a

very minor one... To be trained right
requires good direction arid facilities.

And that gets back to money again.

Experimental group, however,
might try rhore in the direction of

absolute simplicity, than ' toward
pretentiousness. Nothing is more ob-
viously heartrending that an am-
bitious attempt being murdered..

Eclqa.

LUCILLE MANNERS
With Robert Simmons, The.Revellers,

Chorus, Rosarlo Bourdon's Orch.
Songs and Orchestra
60 Mins.
CITIES SERVICE
Friday, 8 p. m.
WEAF, New York

(Lord & Thomas)
Familiar pattern that has stood

time's test for more than, nine years

continues with Lucille 'Manners re-

placing Jessica Dragonette, who has

switched, over to Palmolive's Wednes-
day ..ejiefling,5h«w-^._.., .—J.

Miss Mariners was quite obviously
chosen with an eye to retaining as
much as possible the characteristics
of program, over so long a stretch.

She does it.. Fits the assignment
snugly.

.

Last week's edition suffered a :bit

from a. far frorn brisk getaway,, what
with opening being the 'Phedre'
overture by Jules Massenet, a long
piece that was riot too holding and
might have caused some: listeners
to dial oyer to sornething else rather
than; await the core of the program.

Miss .Mariners, possessed of pierc-
ing pipes, did the heavy duty, strid-

ing through 'Zigeuner,' from Noel
Coward's 'Bittersweet'; .'When. I Was
17,' Kern's 'Song Is You,' dueting
'Lookirig; for a Little Boy' (Gersh-
win) with tenor Robert immons.
running through a -Merry Widow'
medley with the Revellers. Selections
gave her a wide-range vocal work-
out, arid pieces, had something for all

types of listeners.

Simmons, Revellers arid ore backed
up strongly. This program, which
claims bulk of audience from sedate,
middle-class folk, still holding up its

head iri company. Bert.

RALPH KlRBERRY
With Al and Lee Reiser
Songs, Music
15 Mins.
LIPTON TEA
Mori., Wed., Fri., 12:30 p. m.
WEAF, New York

(Frank resby)

Originally framed a year ago with
Ralph Kirberryi this musical cock-
tail, still backed, by same spons^ r,

adds Al and Lee
.
Reiser, piano diio.

Now billed as 'Songs for You.' Lip-
ton just renewed pact, with new
program title arid shift to rioon-time
slot where it catches housewife ear

.

Thore readniy
r

lhan later' fioul- where"
first spotted.

Kirberry's o elegant .low-register,
baritone is given full sway, ith the
Reiser combo furnishing colorful
musical background for, ballading.
Very neat quarter hour for rri id-day.

Wear.

NO SPORTING CHANCE
In leaving the job to 'The

Sports^Station„- lt-s a^cihch.

daily.

elusive with us.

, 15 newscasts

third year ex-

Wire, for rates;

Kansas City, Mo.

ADVERTISEMENT

•'Script and publicity writer
with station, agency, and net
work experience—Promotion and
Program ideas—Executive and
organization ability— Unusual
commercial ideas and presenta-
tions.

• Desires connection with pro-
gressive station or agency in
New York, Detroit or Chicago.
Will accept authentic program
assignments; Box 91, Variety,
New York,

'YOU BE THE JUDGE'
With Judge Ralph W. Li
Discussion
15 Mins.
Fridays
Sustaining
WJBK, Detroit
Designed to acquaint , people with

the law. this program affords listen
ers chance to figure out tough legal

problems. No prize given, but listen-

ers should like it if for no other
reason than fact it, gives 'em some-
thing to argue over and try to solve.

Judge Ralph W-. Liddy, who_con-
•ducts the" weekly forums, hasfa suit-

able voice and condenses cases nice-

ly. But could be more clear on
principals^ in the liiigati ,

Alter
reviewing previous week's case and
giving solution, jurist; briefly "re-

counts circumstances in another liti-

gation- and leavies decision until fol-

lowing week." Names are fictitious,

but cases have 'actually been, settled

in court. I Pete.

OBERAMMERGAU PLAYERS
Passion Play
Two Hours
Sustaining ..

Sunday, 3 p.m.
WHN, New York
Group of parishioners at Union

City, N. J., Catholic church have an-

nually been putting on an elaborate

Passion. Play. Biz hasn't been too

terrific this year, so the Rev. Joseph

Grieff lifted his ban on airing the
spectacle, and WHN ran in a wire
and picked up from auditorium. It

proved to be good gesture and. nice
stunt for station, but program, was
rather disappointing from entertai -

merit end. Station had to let go
after two hours, due to other time
commitments, before play, concluded,
and that made for letdown from lis-

tening end.

Pickup was -swell, getting i. all

action arid talk clearly. Troupirig
was strictly Smithfield, with cast uni-
formly /overacting with zealousness
characteristic, of .amateurs.. Back-
gxound.-music,-m6st-of.iL.by-- Anton
Ruberisteiri,. whose 'Kamenoi' was
played thematically, was arranged
by Dorothy Divine, and the job she
turned in was first-rate.

Adam Hats got a plug at end of
prograrii, because firm relinquished
its air time for event. Hatters reg-
ularly on WHN Sunday afternoons
with. 'Bowery Mission!, program; ..

-

Maybe this whirl on air will stim-
ulate the b. 6. during rerriainder of
spec's Lenten run. At. least it seems
quite ^evident it was with that idea
in mind, Father Grieff invited in the
radio wire. Dropping off the air . as
it did before conclusion might also
exercise some lure in that some lis-

teners might be ternpted from the
tease viewpoint, and hop over to

Union City to visually catch the
show.

Cast leads: Frank McCarthy, Joseph
Lussgen,. Joseph Stack. Albert Freeh,
Maurice Stack and George Waldman.

Bert.

ROY SHIELD'S REVUE .

With Vivia Delia Chiesa, Edward
Davies, Gale Page,

,
Shield's

Orchestra
Musical
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Wednesday 9:00 P.M.
WENR. Chicago
Much better than usual <nislainer,

with Roy Shield's orchestra sup--
plying special modern symphonic ai>
rangements both as numbers, and
as accompaniment to several of
NBC's staff ..singers, Music leans
toward light opera and popular stuff,

with Vivian Delia Chiesa taking
vocal honors, Came through- in fine,

style here with 'Road to Paradise,'
and one other number.
program allows each of the three

singers two solo spot, arid orchestra
alone' doing three'. Vocalei's are
varied enough in style to keep the
program moving at a good rate;
Gale Page, doing popular stuff, . Ed-
ward * Davies, baritone, supplying
favorites of male repertoire, and
Vivian Delia Chiesa; the concert
tunes. Orchestra's arrangements are
slick,, using a full orchestral sym-
phonic effect at times which en-
hances the value of the popular and
the concert .music both. 'You're
Laughing At Me,' spotted in the: id-

die, was. especially good.

Fully "expect to hear commercial
copy on a shot which shows so much
talent, and so much evidence of
proper building as does this one.
Probably won't be a sustainer long;
shouldn't be, at. any rate, for both
quality arid names ill rab a fol-

Owing for it quick.

'LET FREEDOM RING'
Patriotic.
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Monday, 10:20 p.m.
WABCi New York

. Columbia Broadcasting System arid
the U. S. Dept. of Interior (Office of
Education) are giving out with a
half hour of remember-what-you've-
got-to-be-gratcful-fo.r stuff. It cOrries
Mondays at 10:30 p.m. ^nd is one of
a variety/ of radio prbgrarns, educa-.
tional in classification, patriotic in
intention. As written, rehearsed and
presented, the results are fairly ab-
^Qi;ULQ5^illd^ed^ccadJ>JOodedl^ But
beyond that, when the listener is. al-
ready a little receptive to the therrie,

it's likely to ten-strike,
. Example one dealt, with consider-

able historic sidelight with the early
agitation to amend the original con-
stitution to include a Bill of Rights.
Familiar names, such as Washington,
Jefferson: Franklin, Madisori, . are
mentioned, along with others best
kridwn to scholars.

Free, assembly, press, religion, tri

by jury and similar blessings are, due
in successive weeks for dramatiza-
tion. It's all obviously and honestly
counter-dictatorship in implication.
Reminding the boys and girls to
cherish what democracy gives therii.

Nicely, done, barring a few minor
production flaws. Land.

THE REVELLERS
With Jack Costello
15 Mins..' .

RICHARDSON & BOBBIN.
M-W-F; 6:30 p. m.
WJZ, New York

(Charles W. Hoyt)

. Agency ;
has ; done. a

.
simple, yet

logical thing in fitting up this ac-
count with a twilight quarter hour to

further the penetration of the metror-
politan market. - Has taken the long-
standard vocal ensemble of NBC's
roster .and told them to do their

stuff. At appropriate intervals. Jack*
Costello says he thinks all. the nice
pebple listening in will probably like
Richardson & Rpbbins boneless
chickeri and why not try it very
soon..

It's polite, it's pleasant, and at
6:30 p. m. it's a 'relief from what's
otherwise available. Land.

'THROUGH THE STAGE DOOR?
With Ray Migeley
Dramatization
15 Mins..
Sustaining

.

Tuesday, 10:30 p.m.
WMCA, New York
Weekly series of case history stuff,

itemizing allegedly, accurate ac-
counts of careers of chorus girls gets
better production than ideas. Time
of broadcast' not ' too fortuitous,
either;' Late everiing' ::mbr'e likely' to

find listeners .in, mood other than
blubbering crocodile tears over raw
deals career-crazy gals get" when
trekking into the pig Burg frorn the
pasture lands.

- Piece caught' last week was so sen-
sationalized "and so . flamboyant it

grew incredible arid tedious long be-
fore.conclusion. Titled 'The Hostess,'
and . was .claimed it faithfully re-
counted the vicissitudes encountered
by an anonymous nitery hostess be?
fore she. snuggled into her present
niche.- lory 'started' well, but got
out of hand. ^
A shrilly, played oi-gan separated

the sequences, arid was effective.

Claire: .Nieseri ..was nifty in the: lead-
ing, assignment. Larry Mfnkin
scripted.

Ray Migeiey .is a prof in a hoofing
.institute,- and. he poses the scries.

When caught he was bit too loftily

authoritative. It's oke for him to get
drarriatizations off as he does, but
•devices of him cutting into, story
with superfluous explanations of
progress of yarns isn't good. Stories
can explain selves. Bert.

'DRAMATIC MOMENTS FROM
REAL LIFE'

With Myrdn Golden
Drama
5 Mins.
UNITED SAVINGS BANK
.Tues.=Thurs.:_.7U5_p._in. .i .-

WWJ, Detroit

Short dramatizations of daily news
events have plenty of punch and
me.-it. Roles nicely enacted by WWJ
players, and stories expertly con-
densed Myron Golden to. leave
only the 'goodies.'; ^

On program caught story dealt
with- dust storms in wheat belt, and a
new device being used to cornbat the
plague.

Commercial is choice, but
. too

xengthy for short period. . Pete.

HOLLYWOOD EXTRA ON THE AIR
With Francis X. Bushman
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Fri., 9:30 p. rii.

KFI. Los Angeles
Francis X. Bushman here is offered,

as the kindly counsellor, one who
would give a lift to a struggling
young thesn. Program given a court-
room effect with 'one of those .'tell

your story
,
to the judge' intro's.

Bushman
,
presides at the 'court

public. npprovnli' .
•'.'

On opening might three sets of
players were used. Not likely that
any of - them will get. a studio tumble
even though station each week wires'
casting directors and talent scouts to
get a load of the undiscovered talent.
Dialers are asked to mail i their
votes. That means if the postman
rings twice with one load it will
rnnke first-rate sales ammunition.

Pattern is pretty much the same as
Haven MacQuarrie's sturit. Helm..

NANCY TURNER
•WOMAN'S NEWS REPORTER'
15 Mins.
ELITE LAUNDRY
Daily 9:30 A.M.
WFBR. Baltimore
Well kriown locally for h.ei: 'Nancy

Turner's • Studio Party' a daily sus-
taining feature oh this station, Miss
Turner brings to this new commer-
cial a practiced voice and mike per-
sonality. Ballyhood as a 'different,

drariiatic program . about women, by
a woman, for women' show presents
Traps Radio news flashes edited for
femritie— interests .-^Additional-: local—
items are also garnered with cash.,
prizes offered for local news breaks
with woman's angle. .

Using: a conversatiorial style and
personalizing as much as . possible
the story behind the news Miss Tur-
ner, covers a lot of territory and
breezes through her. continuity in
good, style. When caught, interest
seemed substained. throughout and
period

-

passed pleasantly'; •'.

Commercial plug
. by male an»

nouncer at opening, middle and close
of program.' -!

Money Talks !

Colorado Springs is a city

of big spenders! Per capita
retail sales ($424) were more
than twice the U. S. average
in 1933; and 88% greater than
the average for Colorado,

C inr.i'

Asstciited in

Mamiement with

WKY-Oklahoma City

RL2~ Denver

and the Oklah«|ia

Publishing Company
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PACIFIC COAST RADIO NOTES

Ilerfoc: t Marshall took a crack at

producing --a Lux show .('Captain
Blood') in the absehce

:

of C. B. De-
Mille, on location junket in the
south f'or his next super colossal.

Lynnc Overman will be the: stu io

guide on Boris Morros' Paramount
on Parade, debutting March 14. Ed-
die Moran will do the serf

however,
hat,

is

Tex Rickard draws, title of general
manager of KMTR (Hollywood).
Abe Corenson .riding herd on the!

sales force.

He's a former, Itadi

master.

ity chorus

Mary Livingstone ordered by her
physician to forget about radio for

two weeks, Her part in Jack Benny
show will be kept alive by letters

and telegrams.

Leo Shcpard named guardian of
kNX (Hollywood) transmitter.

ihg Crosby will pour James
Cagney into the Q and A griddle on
the Kraft airer Thursday (25).

Ben Bernle dresses down (ver-

bally) filmdom's fashion ... plate,

Adoiphe Menjou, his March 9

broadcast.

Lewis Allen Weiss, top ick for

the Don Lee network; foraging

through the northern part of. Cali-

fornia to. see how: many, more: trans-

mitters he can add to the web's cur-

ren. ten.

*5

Raymond Paige gets the music
spot if and when that Marx Bros,

commercial reaches the inking stage.

. Audrey Mays, artists modei, writ-

ing continuity at KRKD (Los
Angeles).

.'Guy Earl now receiving his. mail
at L. A.' offices of Transradio Press.

Says there's no official connection,

HL
GOODmn

Iza Schallert had Mary Astor .Oh

her' program for a quizzing two days
after her elopement.

Pete be Lima headed for New;
York after resigning as artists

bureau head for Columbia on the
Coast:

George Jay ing kilocycle

somebodies in a new series over
KEHE (Los Angeles).

J. Donald Wilson, L, A. announcer,
as turned his tagline to read the

other way around. As a gesture, to

Don Wilson to avoid confusion.

Burns arid Allen tossed a back-
stage shindy for the L. A; radio eds
to commemorate their fifth anni-
versary on the air.

Tom Harrington took, a flier to the
home office . and back in time to

handle the Jello show.

Ben Berate will learn about hosses
from Alfred G. Vanderbilt and hi?

trainer, Bud Stotler. They'll be his

guests on tonight's (24 ) program.

Jack Hasty, producer of National
Biscuit opus on the Coast, passed out
credits .to his scripters on the air.

Dick Foran. will do the warbling
for Burns and Allen when they
swing over io Grape Nuts in early
April.

Ed Lowry is gagging his Holly-
wood Community Sing with a skit,

•Do You Want to Be a Heckler?'
They're picked from the audience,

a la,Haven MacQuarrl

Leon Rosebrook takes over the
baton from Salvatore Santaella as
director of KEHE (Los Angeles).

Ed Fortman, press head for J.

Walter Thompson on the- Coast,

claims to have figures to prove, that

the Lux show has .achieved the high-

est rating of any of the 2,000

dramatic . offerings ofr^the—air^-all-

these years.

Canada Agin' Advertising

Winnipeg, Feb. 23.

Gladstone Murray, general manager of Canadian government radi
,

makes if abundantly clear that he" is no friend of commercial radio.

While in Winnipeg conferring with his superior, Leonard Brocking-
ton, chairman of the C.B.C. board, he is quoted: ;

4We are entirely against advertising in radio but present conditions

force us to take a certain amount of it. Policy, however, is to keep
it absolutely to a minimum. We are looking forward to the day
when there will be no advertising programs on our network .'

James Seward, boss of the ex-

chequer for Columbia, spending a

few days at the Hollywood plant,

Harry Savoy sighed to 13-week
contract by Eddie Cantor.

'Sportlites- programs while Smith
was down with flu.

Morton Downey in Hollywood for

a few guest shots and possible pic-

ture work.

Leon Churchon is back on the

production staff at KYA, San Fran-
cisco. Watson Humphrey filled in

while Churchon was east.....

Joseph Henry Jackson, San Fran-
cisco radio author, returned last

week after four months in Guate-
mala.

Paul Rosen, clarinetist, now with

Claude Sweeten's ork at KFRC, San
Francisco. Formerly with Horace
Heidt in Chicago.

"

Johnny O'Brien, harmonica tooter,

gets a coast-to-coast spot: on the
NBC-Blue network from San Fran-
cisco on Mondays at 1:30 p.' m. PST,
beginning this week. Rhythm' combo
batoned by Walter Kelsey" in sup-
port. .Paul Martin, and His Music
goes, nationwide :over the same web
at 1:00 p. m. Mondays starting

March 1.

rama staff at KYA, . San Fran-
cisco, now includes Jane Hoey,
active in little theatre work but new
to radio.

Arranger for Earl Towner's ork at

KSFO, San . Francisco, is Glenn
Hurlburt, blind pianist-arranger
formerly with Tom Coakley's ork.

Appointment made last week.

Richard Wynne,' mikeman at KYA,
San Francisco, subbed for Ernie
Smith last week on- .„flatter's

Ernie Smith's Sportlites has been
signed by Roos Bros., clothing store,

for thrice^weekly broadcasts starting.

April 1 over KYA, San Francisco.

Smith's talks will be aired Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 7 to

7:15 p^ m. PST. Store holds options,

for Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
.'Sportlites'. at the same hour. Shows
are currently on KYA as sustainers.

New KJBS studios in San Fran-
cisco were formally dedicated last

Saturday and Sunday with a series

of special broadcasts arranged by
Production

.
Manager Harry Wicker-

sham. Station .held open house Sat-
urday afternoon, sending invitations

in the form of a leather keytainer
with a gilded paper 'key' to the
studios.

. Dick Deasy, Keith Kirby and Bob
Strubje, mikerhen at KSFO, San
Francisco, got their fill of fire

crackers last week When they han-
dled tjhe Chinese New Year broad-
cast from Frisco's Chinatown for the
Coast CBS web.

lone DeLuce, formerly of Seattle,

Wash., added to biz staff at KSFO,
San Francisco,

Coleman Cox, philosopher, returns
to KFRC, San Francisco, Feb. 25 to

begin a semi-weekly series ot quar-
ter-hour evening broadcasts, for re-

lease over the Don . Lee net. Cox
(Continued' on page; 70)

F.C.C.'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

Australian Govt. Erecting

Station in Federal Zone
Canberra, Feb. 1.

Government, proposes erecti

local station" here future.

Complaints have been received that

Sydney stations can't be gotten any
too well in this Federal territory and
the air mob wants something done
about it.

$5

and they want to hear all they can

for the dough. Complaints resulted
in decision to erect a new station.

Melbourne, Feb. i.

Australian Broadcasting Commis-
sion is readying plans for own build-
ing erection this year. Plans call for
building to house 16 studios, intimate
theatre and provision for televisi

A.B.C. operates the national chain ,

and refuses advertising. Sydney stu-

dios.are at present housed in a por-
tion of the .bid Her Majesty's the-
atre that was,' and these studios are:

now too cramped and obsolete, hence
the decision to build own home in

N. S. Wales and Victori

DECISIONS

OPJ3NlK.fi FKI1. 11*

HOTK / COMMOOOItK. KKW YORK
Per. Rep—ARTHUR T. MICHAUD

1775 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.
Mgt.—M.C.A.

I III'.

C.R IOAT
AMERICAN

E U J T O It

•GULF REFINING &
COMPANY

7:3«-8 P.M.. KST
«Aiir

Alabama: WBRC, Birmingham, daytime power boost
from 1 to 5 kw.

California: KHSL, Chico, granted frequency change
from 950 to 1,260 kc., change pbwer from 250 watts
days to 250 watts nights, 250 watts days,, and increase
hours of. operation, Commish. sustaining Examiner
R. H. Hyde; KGB, Don Lee Broadcasting System, San
Diego, denied petition to reconsider and grant with-
out hearing, application for authority to increase day
power from, 1 to 5 kw.

Minnesota: Albert Lea Broadcasting Corp., Albert
Lea, granted new station to be operated on 1200 kc.

with 160 watts, days only, Commish upholding Ex-
aminer R. H. Hyde; Winona Radio Service, Winona,
granted new station to be operated on 1200 kc. with
100 watts, daytimes, sustaining . Examiner Hyde.
New. York: National Broadcasting Company, Inc.,

granted extension of authority to transmit programs
to Canadian stations QFCF and CRCT and. the Canadian
Radio Broadcasting Commission.
South Carolina: O. Lee Stone,. Florence, reaffirmed

grant for new station to be operated on 1200 kc. with
100 watts, days, which was suspended and set . for

hearing because of protest filed by Don Lee Broad-
casting Co., now Withdrawn (petition of WAIN to

intervene dismissed).

SET FOR HEARING
Alabama: John C. Hughes, Phoenix City, new sta-

tion to be operated on 1310 kc. with 100 watts, days
only. Archie E. Everage, Andalusia,; new station to

be operated on 1310 kc. ith 100 watts nights, 250.

watts days.
California: KFXM, San Bernardino, boost day -power-

from 100 watts to 250 watts; KGFJ, Ben S. McGlashan,
Los Angeles, change frequency from 1200 to 1170 kc,
.power boost from 100 watts to 250 watts nights. 500
watts- days, and install new antenna (to be heard be-
fore Broadcast Division ).

Maryland: Frank M; tearns,. Salisbury, hew station

to be operated on 1200 kc. with 250 watts, days only,

Minnesota? George W. Young, St. Paul, hew station

to be operated -on 920 kc. with 1 kw. ' ights, 5 kw.
days, using directional antenna, nights.

Nebraska: Clark Stahdiford and L. S. Coburn. Frer.
mont, new station to be operated on 1420 kc. with. 100

watts'.
.

'

.

New Jersey: ress-Union Publishing Co.. Atlantic
City, hew station to be operated days on 1200 kc. with
100 watts.

Ohio: Summit io Corp., Akron, new special
broadcast station to be Operated on- 1530 lcc. with 1

kw.; WHK, jump day juice froni 2Vi to 5 lay,..

.. Oklahoma: G. Kenneth Miller, Tulsa, hew. station to

;be operated o$„1310 kc. with 100 watts.
Pennsylvania: Philadelphia Radio roadcasting Co.,

Philadelphia, new special station to be operated on
1570 kc. with 1 kw.

South Dakota: KGDY, Huron, authority to transfer
control from F. Koren, Robert J. Dean and M. W.
Plowman, to Greater Kampeska Radio Company.
Texas: KTEM, Temple, change power from 100 watts

days to 100 watts days; 250 watts nights.
Virginia: Arlington Radio Service* Inc., Arlington,

new station to be operated on 850 kc. ith 250 watts,
days' only.

New Petitions
Alabama: . W. Page Corp., Phenix City, new sta-

tion to be operated on 1240 kc with 250 watts.

California: KRE, Berkeley, change frequency froni
1370 kc to 1440 kc, increase power from 100 watts
nights, 250 watts days, to 500 watts nights, 1 kw days.

Hawaii: Honolulu, change frequency from 1320 to
580 kc.

Illinois: Key City roadcasting Co., Kankakee, new
.station to be operated on. 1500 kc with 100 watts.

Iowa: Leon M. Eisfeld, Burlington, new station to
be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts
Maryland: WTB0, Cumberland, authority to transfer

control of corporation from Roger W. Clipp and Frank
V. Becker to Delaware Channel Corp., 250 shares com-
mon stock.

Michigan: Washtenaw Broadcasters, Inc., Ann Arbor,
hew special broadcast station to be operated oh 1550
kc with 1 kw.
Montana; Gallatin Radio Forum, Bozeman, new

station to.be operated" oh~1420~kc with 250 wafts, "dayT
times only..

Pennsylvania: ' WKOK, Suhbury, boost power from
100 watts to 100 watts nights, 250 watts days.
Texas: North Texas Broadcasting Co., Paris) jump

power from 100 to. 250 ;watts. ..•

Utah: ichfield Broadcast Co., Richfield, new station
to be operated bn 1370 kc with 100 watts; Provo Broad-
cast Co., Provp, new station to be operated on 1210 kc

ith 100 watts.;.

West Virginia: George W. Taylor Company, Inc.,

Williamson, new station to be operated on 1370 kc With
100. watts daytime power.

Examiners' Reports
California: Establishment of a new station in Pasa-

dena was nixed by. Examiner; Ralph L. Walker on the
ground the Los Angeles section already is amply served
by existing transmitters, pointing out 14 stations now
lay down .satisfactory, signals in the suburban city,
Walter recommended denial of the application of Loyal
E. King, newspaper publisher, for permit to erect sta-
tion using. 1320 kc with 250 watts days* No need for
additional service was visible.

Flori Daytime power jump for WCOA, Pensacola,
was favored by Examiner Melvin H. Dalberg; Sug-
gested commish let the station, subsidiary of the News
Journal, jump from 500 watts to 500 night and 1 kw
days in order to cover rural sections and meet evident
needs for additional service.

MARIO BRAGG 10TTI
WITH BIS ORCHESTRA

Opens limited Engagement at

Normandie Ballroom, Boston
Mareli 1th

Soloist with Providence Philharmonic Orflief

-

tra—March 16—Playing Own Composition:
"SPANISH RHAPSODY"

(HEARD ON NBC NETWORK)
Mft. CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS, IM.

CARL
H OF F
LUCKY STRIKE

"Your Hit Parade"

Saturday,

WABC

RALEIGH and
KOOL CIGARETTES

W»IZ-0:30 P;M. E.S.T.—Momlio *

NBC Network

A 9. LYONS, Inc.

. ..11-..:),*
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Won t Ask, but Would Like to Receive

Music Biz, Facing Code, Thinks Orchestra

Leaders' Opinions Might Be Helpful

While it wUl hot make any formal

bid for the information, the music;

industry~~committee--which;—has-

charge of negotiating a code of fair

trade practices With the Federal

Trade Commission would like to get

'the views of orchestra leaders and
radio singers on the anti-bribery

pledge which went into effect last.

August; Committee feels that the

batonists and vocalists might have
suggestions dealing with the pro-

posed federal code which ought to

be considered.

There will be some sort of meeting

with the F. T. March 3. It will be

in either Washington or New York
and it is yet to be decided whether
the industry's delegation will be
composed , of members of the code
committee or a duo comprised of

John G. Paine and Joseph V. "McKee,

board chairman and general Counsel,

respectively, of the Music Publishers'.

Protective Association.

Paine has found that some of the

code violation complaints filed with
him reveal misunderstandings oh the
part Of performers, which, could

easily be straightened out if the lat-

ter were, made , aware of the prob-

lems, involved. Paine thinks that if

these things were made clear to per-

formers they could avert being
mixed up in investigations of code
Violations and also probable court

actions. Committee concurs in these
sentiments and it would' like to make
the leaders' and singers conscious of
THelf "concern''^"

F. T, G. code without, making it ap-
pear that a stick is being held over
them.

TfVO TOP
Tf HPO TUN! *

Irving Milk, haying severed his re-

Cording contract with American
Record Co. (Brunswick, Columbia,
Vocation, et at) has formed a part
nership hookup with the Herb Yates
organization whereby Master Rec
ords, Inc., will utilize the Brunswick
recording laboratories and operate
as a separate entity. Thus, former
Brunswick,' Columbia, Vocation and
other disk artists will be. exclusively
waxed through Mills' Master Rec
ords. Inc., outfit which will have
two labels—a 75c. brand (Master)
and a 35c. disk (Variety record):

.

First release slated for April 1 and
already a catalog of some 200 num-
bers have been set.

Some of the artists, many of them
new on the disks, who will can. for

Mills, will be Clyde Lucas, Cale
Burke, ,Duke Ellington, Ben Pollack,

Tommy Thompson, Lucky 'Milliri'

der's Blue Ribbon, Jan Savitt and
Top. Hatters, Jack Denny, .Ray Scott,

Larry Lee from the Beverly-Wilshire
hotel. Cab Calloway and those other
Mills bands when their contracts

lapse with the other recording com-
panies.

Entire. Consolidated Radio Orches
Iras' roster will go on the Master
label. CRA and Mills, are now part
nered.

FLASHES
THE BALLAD
SENSATION

THE
WORLD
IS MINE

(TONIGHT)

NOW THRILLING
THE WORLD

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMPANY

i a SO SIXTH AVENUE
RCA BUILOiNG A»0'O CITY.

NEW TOR*

USILPRimiflG
Division op.

li.niivlhi.ui.I'H'IFK,
1

'.' 4)36 W. fir TH flVl,,CHICflGO. III.

qwlihjmusk t title printing i cnqravinq
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Rabbins-Metro Start

Buildup of Its Olman

Most Played on Air

To familiarize the trade with
the' .tunes most on the air

around New York, the follow-
ing songs were most played on
the networks last week. Com-
bined plugs on WEAF, WJZ
and WABC are computed for
the week from Sunday through
Saturday night, Feb. 14-20.

"This Tear's kisses

On Little Bamboo Bridge
"May I Have Next Romance?
•With Plenty Money and Tou
When. My Dreamboat Comes
•I've Love to Keep Me Warm
Trqst in Me
*Love and Learn
Please Keep Me in Dreams
I Can't Lose That Longing'
Serenade In the Night

•There's Something in the Air
He Ain't Got Rhythm
*Slamming on Park Ave.
tNight Is Young
When Popples Bloom Again
You're Laughing at Me -

Smoke Dreams
Gee, Brit Yon're Swell
Boo Hoo
tLittle Old Lady
Swing High, Swing Low
Pennies from Heaven
Mood That I'm In

Indicates illmusical song,

tIndicates stage production
song. The others are . pops.

John Paine Reminds Publishers

.P.P.A. Is

'Moon and June
9

to Order

Philadelphia,

.x^^Duke^Rorbaugh^copS' in-

Pan Alley prize
. for speed in grind-

ing them out;

On /Music Box Revue' program

over WFIL each week, he asks listen-

ers to suggest song titles. Picks best

one and. writes music and lyrics for

it. Following week Howard Lanin
ork plays it on program.
Rorbaugh has brainstormed four

this Way to date.

General Motors

Shows Up Again

As Strike Ends

With its recently acquired Leo
Feist, Inc., now on a parity with the
Robbins Music- Corp., the Metro-
Robbins management is now starting
to build up the Abe Olman Music
Corp. and the Miller Music, Inc.,

catalogs. Latter firm was a . recent
buy-up. Olman Music has been per-
mitted to lie dormant while Abe
Olman, y.p. and g.m. of Feist's, de-
voted himself to that catalog. Now
they're ready to expand both firms.

Among the. new tunes which Ol-
man will tee off will be 'Everything
You Do,' just acquired from Irwin
Dash Music Co., Ltd." - of London.
Dash is now in America. Song is

by Newell Chase (American) and
Holt Marwell, nom-de-plume for Eric
Maschwitz, director of variety en-
tertainment for, the British Broad-
casting Corp.

Henry King's Wax Quickie

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Decca Recording Co. planed Henry
JCing.

r
siork.downJroni. San Francisco

for an all-day session with the discs

yesterday (Monday). -Band, had to

make quick in-and-out due to en-
gagement at. the Fairmont hotel.

Decca- also completed four platters

with Connie Bpswell do-re-meing to

Ben Pollack's accompaniment.

Mai Hallett's orchestra set for

Junior Hop at Lafay6tte College on
March 12.

To paraphrase the saying—"Good Things Come in

For example, here are 4 big songs from 4 big pictures:

A THOUSAND DREAMS OF YOU
From the Walter Wanger production, "You Only Live Once"

SMOKE DREAMS
rorfi the Metro-Goidwyn Mayer production,

"After The Thin Man"

GOODNIGHT MY LOVE
From the 20th Century- Fox P"~ '"Stowaway'

THERE'S SOMETHING IN THE AIR
From the 20th Century-Fox production, "Banjo On My Knee"

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP. • 799 7th AVE. • NEW YORK

Chicago, Feb. 23.

General Motors, now that the sit-

down, strikers have gotten on their

feet, has gone into a huddle on re-

newi its plans for orchestras and
name talent for its various,individual

auto shows throughout the country.

Have been in confab with Maurie

Lipsey of Music Corporation of

America:which was to have.handled

the_spotting .of_$17.5,000_w.orth_of.

band and p.a. talent.

General Motors has unqualifiedly
called for any and all auto shows
for the time being—its major
problem at present being to supply
the

.
orders now on the books, and

not how to sell 'em. This being the
case the ' auto .

firm is planning a
series of auto shows this coming fall,

around. September and October.

Also, understood that the shows
will be on . a somewhat smaller scale
than originally set up, and will call

for an expenditure of around $85,000
for about six weeks of shows.

ONLY TWO NEW FACES

ON ASCAP COMMITTEE

Official electees to the publishers
availability committee of the Ameri-
can Society of' Composers, Authors
and Publishers will not be known
until tomorrow (Thursday) though
the ballots are i and the count has
begun. Election's results will come
before-the regular monthly meeting
of ASCAP's directorate which is.

slated for tomorrow.
Indications', are that the hew avail-

ability committee will consist of.*'

Saul H. Bornstei
Walter Douglas.
Louis Bernstei .

Gustave S.chinner.

Carl Fischer.
Max Dreyfus.
Jack Bregman.
Last two would make the only

newcomers to the committee, with
Dreyfus replacing' Bobby Crawford/
who sold put his company to the
former some time ago, and Bregman
moving into the spot formerly held
by Edward B. Marks.

Self-Perpetuating

Considerable' number of the
smaller, publishers took no part in

the balloting,, contending that their

votes would be Of no marked sig-

nificance since each ballot would be
.valued according to the number of

points the voter rated; in the way of

catalog availability. "This insurgent
group - has charged that members of
the availability committee controlled
among them 84% of the available

DISC SET-UP

Board of directors of the Music
Publishers Protective Association re-

fused last week to .give its blessing to
the amendment to the copyright law
as drawn up by counsel for the Na-
tional Association of Recording Art-
ists until it has seen the final draft
of the amendment and had time to
study . it. Maurice Speiser, counsel
for the NARA, had sought this

formal approval before submitting
the amendment for introduction in

both houses of Congress.
. Publishers want to take their time
about consenting to any support of
an amendment which would give the
performing, or Interpretative artists

recognition under the copyright law.
They are leery about another licens-
ing system being added to those now
in existence. Speiser has assured
them that his bill will not in any
way encroach on the rights of the
copyright but merely reduce to
tangible form the right of an artist to
property ownership of his interpre-
tation.

Speiser rates his new bill as some-
what softening the demands for rights
which were contained in the amend-
ment; that was Introduced last year
in the Jlouse of Representatives.
Through~recdgriition under theTaw
the NARA hopes to have, a weapon
which will prevent radio stations
from broadcasting phonograph rec-
ords without first obtaining permis-
sion from the artists involved.

Salabert Due March 15
Paris, Feb. .

Francis Salabert, French music
publisher, will arrive in New York
March 15 for two weeks' stay, to
negotiate hew contracts for French
rights of American tunes. Heavy
load of pic tunes makes a jaunt out
to Hollywood a possibility, though
at present Salabert believes he can
handle everything from New York.
Mme. Salabert, who has been in

Hollywood for past couple months,
joins her husband in New York, to
return to Europe with him begin-
ning of April.

points and that they suspected that
the next move of the committee-
would be to toss the whole matter of
determi ing this phase of royalty al-

locations back into the publishers'
faction on the ASCAP board.
Proponents of the system of avail-

ability committee voti by the
number of availability, points as-
serted that this only can serve as
the logical and businesslike method.
They ;

base this argument on the
usual procedure in corporations
whereby votes are counted according
to the number of shares held by each
stockholder.

In a circular letter addressed to
the trade, John G. Paine, chairman
of the Music Publishers' Protective
Association, last week, chided pub«
1ishers^who .make ajDractice of;cl£ai>

a

.fn£
f

syncn>oi^^ to"
the picture producer or through a
Hollywood clearance agency. • Paine
scored the procedure as unfair on
the part of the publishers since it is

to the MPPA's mechanical rights

bureau that they invariably look for
protection when it comes getting full

performing credits from the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers or obtaining license
recognition in foreign countries.

Stressing the foreign angle as an
important one, Paine's letter re-
minded the publishers that the
MPPA's bureau follows up the issu-

ance of a license by filing a copy
with the various mechanical or per-
forming rights associations . i Eu-
rope and other places so that the
film company licensed . will not. be
embarrassed by having the picture
held up at the port of entry. Or
refused distribution until, the music
clearances have been certified.

Publishers' Own
Paine also reminded the pubs that

this class of service requires a con-
siderable amount of 'clerical work;
large expenditures for material and
trained and experienced clearance
personnel. He wrote -that the pub-
lishers ought to realize that the
MPPA's clearance bureau was their
own otganiiation, not part of a -film/

organization^ and thai it could be de-
pended upon to do best by the pub*
Ushers' interests.

Paine's letter recalled the jam that
the publishing industry found itself

i in 1032 when the agreement with
ERPI expired and how the MPPA
stepped into the breach arid by,
sending reps.to Europe and Australia
straightened out the mess.

Trtsen/i

i^; *ti# tiennutlokal Ballad

When My

Comes Home
From "CHEROKEl? STBIl"'

BtMrtnt Olok F«f«n."ThB 8l«tl«i ttwbrt"
Tin Onateit WMttrn DilM li Year*.

MY LITTLE
BUCKAROO
M. WITMArtK & SONS

1250 Sixth Ave., RCA Dld»., N.
CUARLIE WARIIEN, Prof. Mgr.

ftimidt
Warren <nd Dabht st Their Bt$i

In Theee Two

NOW COULD YOU?

SUMMER MIGHT

A New, Terrlflo Bit I

GEE! But You're Swell

from "SING ME A I.OVB SOHO'
A Cosmopolitan Production

LITTLE HOUSE THAT LOVE. BUILT

EYES' HAVE TOLD ME 80

REMICK MUSIC CORP. !

1260 Sixth Are., RCA Bid*., N. Y.

CHARIJE WARREN. Prof. Mgr..

Cordon & Revel's Greatest Score . . . From 'Head Over
Heels In Love' . . . A Gaumont-British Picture

'May { Have the Next Romance With You'

'Lookin* Around Corners for You'

'There's That Look In Your Eyes Again'

'Head Over Heels In Love'

LEO FEIST, Inc. 1629 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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ACTION ON WAX

EXPECTED AT

Miami,

rme'd with a pocketful data

local musicians'

ban against recordi and. backed
up ith resolutions and the good

wishes of locals throughout , the

country, James C. Petrillo, head of

the Chicago Federation of Musicians,

is in Miami this week to attend .the

meeting of:, the Executive Board of

the American Federation of Mu-
sici . Reported that he will make

terrific campaign to secure an im-

KUfT OK WDITI

say; can you
SWING ?

AT A BLAZI
FIRE

YOU'RE JUST A"
LITTLE DIFFERENT

IT'S STILL
BEING DONE

TRY TAPPI

IT'S NO SECRET
THAT I LOVE YOU

(Waltz)

THE LADY LIKES
TO LOVE (Rumba)

rchestrati 50c

EDDIE LAMBERT—S»n. frit

RADIO C IT Y, N Y.

Announcing a New
KALMAR-RUBY

"THE MOON IS IN

THE SKY"

KSTAM.1SHISD FAVORITES:

•'UNDER YOUR SPELL"
"YOU DO THE DARN-
'DEST THINGS, BABY"

Movietone
music corporation
. Sam fox publishing co . -;..!rA^j-n

1250 SIXTH AVENUE.

NEW VOB.K

mediate national resolution of the

recording matter,

, Petrillo has messages of coopera-

tion and the adoption of anti-record-

ing resolutions from locals • in New
York, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, St. Louis,

Denver, Minneapoli3, St. Paul, New
Orleans, Detroit, Cleveland, Boston

and San Francisco.
Petrillo has also been flooded with

requests, from locals seeking to find

out just how the Chicago local is

going about its ariti-recprding cam-,

!>&ifn~m'c^
tions the local' is setting up to- handle

those recordings which are to be

permitted. Petrillo himself had not

settled the final details" these

rules and regulations, and it's likely

that he will hold off the final, deci-

sion, pn this setup until he has dis-

cussed, the matter fully with the' rest

of the members of the national ex-

ecutive- pommittee.

Awaiting Petrillo Meet
icago, Feb. 23.

Local recording organizations are

sitting back
.

iting' for the general

meeting ith James C. Petrillo to

find out just where they, stand in

the- recording affair,, and under what
conditions they will permitted

to make musical platters. Meeting
of .

recorders and the Musicians' 1

Union has been on the schedules for

a couple of weeks now"but has been
postponed from time to time due to

the absence of several of the. lead-,

ing recording men, particularly Jack

Kapp, head of Decca, who has been

detained the Coast arid who h?^

asked that the meeting be delayed

until he would be able to sit in.

That being the case, it now appears

that, the Petrillo-recorders rounds

table ill not be held, until ' after

the meeting in. Miami,
Meanwhile

.
the general recording

bah has had little effect oh the com-
mercial radio disking in Chicago
since most of the recordings now be-

ing turned out. were contracted for

irior to '.. 1 when the local nix
^rder went into official effect, arid

"•etrillo has flatly stated that where
'le Union had previously okayed
eco'rding contracts that these deals

Vould be permitted to run the. full

length of .their agreements and
would riot be killed off ' because of

any later Union, ruling to the con-

trai'y.

Popular recordings have been
stopped entirely, for the time being
and the Chicago bands at present

are maki no pop phonograph
discs.- However, several of the re-

cording companies and orchestra
-leaders—are readying—to—go--to—the-
' Union' in an effort to obtain permis-
sion to make additional pop discs.

This is perfectly -within the rules

originally set up by Petrillo, in that

permission?would be granted in spe-
cific instances for the making of

certain recordings where such discs

are justified.

Shapiro, Bernstei & Co. is not
planning on a coming-out party for

the 80-fobt mural which adorns the

publishing firm's home offices Louis
Bernstein cut his Florida vacation a

few days short for a look-see at the
completed job.

Last Week 's 25 Best Sellers

[The trade will be interested in comparing the selling telativity to

the most-played-on-the-air tabulations, shown elsewhere in this

department. Song -title and publisher of the best selling 25 are

. included; only the title of the. song is recprded.in the 'ayr plugs.']

When £Iy Dreamboat Comes ome. .
. . ..

.^Goodnight My Love •• •„•••••

Trust in Me . ... . .;. • . . .

.'

. . •
.. . >.

,-^£hapklin4hA^eoriii; _vv •^•r^—- -.^
/, *This Year!s .Kisses . . ... ...•< •.

. • •

""Rainbow on the River
•Pennies From Heaven .

:

.

.

Moonlight and' Shadows. . . . . . . . • • .....

May I Have the Next' Romance? . . . . . . . .. ; ;
•

•I've Love to. Keep Me Warm . ..... ...
;

. • •

On a Little Bamboo Bridge. . ... . ;
......

tLittle Old J_ady ...^ . •
•

With Plenty Money and You . . . . . . ...... • • •

Serenade in the Night.

•You're Laughing at' Me ........ .-. •

tNight Is Young ...

•There's Something in the Air. .

.

•Love and Learn . . .... .
......

•Slumming: on. Park Ave.

When the Popples loom Agar • • • > • • '• •

What Will I Tell My Heart. .

.

•Orie. Two, Button Your
Girl on Police Gazette . . . , . . . . • • • .• ...

BOO HOO:.- . . . ... ...» , ..... ....... • :.' •

•Who's Afrai ;........'..-.';..,>,.•...•:.•.'.•.?.

. . . . Witrnark
Robbins

. . . Ager
,

. . Shapiro
,T~*Berli

•

Feist
Select

.. . . .Popular

. . . .Feist

. .Berli

. , > .Morris

, . . .Chappell
. Harms
...Mills

.Berlin
Words & Music

, . . . Robbins
... ^Chappell

. . Berlin
....Shapiro .

. . Crawford
.Select

. . . . Berli

. . . .Shapiro .

.Hollywood

* Indicates filmusical son
others: pops.

REG CONNELLY DICKERS

FOR CATALOG RIGHTS

Back'frorh a flying trip to the
Coast. Reg Conneily, head of' Camp-.
bell-Connelly, London music pub-
lishers; is slated to return to England
next week. While in Hollywood the
pub huddled with Jack Robbins and
there's every likelihood that C-C will
become British agentt .for Robbins'
'recently-taequiredr™-MilleP'Mu9ie-and''';
now the Olman Music Corp., both of
which catalogs -are to. be developed
to approach the present parity of the
Feist arid Robbins music companies.

Since, the split with Jimmy Camp-
bell, the latter is concentrating on
Cinephonic Music Corp.,. the - Gau-
morit-British subsid. Connelly
trols C-C exclusively and is also in-
terested in Dash Music
Ltd.

Joe Gerlach Dies

ittsburgh,

Joseph J. Gerlach, 36, professional

manager for Shapiro, Bernstein &
Co. the Cleveland-Pittsburgh

area, ied Feb. 18 from cancer of

the spine. Louis B. Bernstei , S-B
prez, had him flown to' New York
last November for treatment after

Pittsburgh medics had failed to

diagnose the case.

Gerlach had. been with Shapiro-

Bernstei for four years coming
from Famous Music Corp.. He is sur-

vived by . his wife,

Cleveland music boys have a bene-

fit show set for Gerlach's family at

Trianon Ballroom, Cleveland, March.
3.

is doing a series of

special arrangements for viplin and
piano Mills Music,. Inc. First

two, now on the press, involve 'So-

phisticated Lady* and 'Stardust.'

Siin.QinJ^hJLierj^head of the popu-
lar music division of KeTth PfPwse-
& Co., is due-over from London Mar.
9. Duririg his stay he will contact
various American publishers.

IRVING BERLIN'S GREATEST SCORE

'ON THE AVENUE"
(20th Cen.tury-Fox Release)

THIS YEAR'S KISSES

YOU'RE LAUGHING AT ME
FVE GOT*MY LOVE
TO KEEP ME WARM

THE GIRL ON
THE POLICE GAZETTE

SLUMMING ON*PARK AVENUE
HE AIN'T GOT RHYTHM

THERE'S A SILVER MOON
ON THE GOLDEN GATE

IRVING BERLIN, Inc.
799 Seventh Ave.. N. Y. C. HARRY LiNK. Gen. Prof. Mgr.

Dallas Band Shifts

Dallas, Feb. 23.

Will Osborne's orchestra opens

month's engagement today (24.) in

Century Room of Adolphus hotel,

succeeding: Joe Venuti. > Latter

doesn't
,
have immediate date in

sight; due to agent snarl, so Will

one-night for time.

Herbie Kay brings his band to

Baker's Mural Room Saturday (27)

night, following Joe Reichman.
Reichman goes to San Antonio for

two weeks, then goes to Cocoanut
Grove in Los Angeies.

Sonny Schuyler Bankrupt
Sonny Schuyler, musician, in pri-

vate life Selif Shaftel, filed petition

in bankruptcy in Federal Court
N. Y., listing liabilities of $4,289 and
no assets.

'

Debts are both
.
personal and also

in connection with a clothi firm
of which he was. a 'partner.

Morris to I. A. in April

Edwin H. (Buddy )". Morris, gen
mgr. of the Warner .Bros, music pub-
lishing interests, will swing back to

-Hollywood -theJ first-week-in^ Aprils
He returned last week from a

several weeks stay around the pro-
ducer's studios.

Inside Stuff-Music

C. W. Clay, president of the National Typrint Co., declares that his
ganization has developed a complete and practical music typewriter ' on
the market which is. manufactured by Remington^and, Inc. His company,
he says, is also distributor for the Rundstatler Nototyp (music typewriter),
a German mechanism, in this country. Clay adds that although the various
models of the Nototyp are slightly faster in operation that the Remington,
the German machine does not contain the alphabet for writing words to
music. This is in line with a recent story in Variety on a new German
musical typewriter.

Lou Diamond, Paramount's. shorts head arid music impresario, figured
out something new as an exploitation gag for a song number that's coming
in 'Waikiki Wedding.' He sent out\telegrams on Valentine Day forms to
around 2Q0 people in and out of show business. Those to the femmes
were signed Rudy, those to the men were signed Virginia, text of the
message simply being title of -the song, 'Sweet is the Word for You.'
In some cases there were squawks so Diamond is now. following the wire

up with sheet copies of the song,

Sorhe songsmithTmembers of the American Society, of ComposerSi u-
thofs and publishers have raised a squav/k at an alleged short dividend
payoff on British Performing Rights Society income, due to a discrepancy
between the ASCAP point system and the actual revenue which the
British PRS turns over to ASCAP on . songs by American writers. The
reconciliation doesn't jell due to ASCAP's own idea of diyvyi via the.

point performance system..

Info has been received by Emanuel Cohen prt the Coast from the Lon-
don rep of the Select Music Co. that, more British orks have recorded the
title sorig from Bing Crosby's starrer for Cohen, 'Pennies From Heaven,'
than, any other since thfe advent of sound pictures. Companies made 14
recordings. Written by Arthur Johnston and John Burke, 'Pennies' has
never fallen below fifth place in sheet music records: during time picture
has been released and for 10 weeks was never below third place.

From the business that the score has done already Irving Berlin, Iric.,

figures that the sheet turnover on 1 'On the Avenue' will go considerably
oyer that of 'Top Hat.' Latter score sold/ around 600,000 copies. In the
first four weeks of release, 'Avenue' has almost reached the 200,000 mark.
'This Year's Kisses' led. the six numbers, in the 'Avenue' score last week
with a call of 29,600 copies.

Sam Cosldw's 'Mr. PaganinP song ('You've Got to Swing It') introduced,

by Martha Raye in her. first Paramount filmusical chore. 'Rhythm on the
Range,' was originally titled 'Mr. Toscanini,' and the studio was intent, for

a while,. on getting formal permission from the maestro for the use of his

name.-. It was later decided as not worth, the bother.

James C, Petrillo last week revealed that he had given William Green,
president of American Federation -of Labor, a riiembership catd in Chicago
Federation of Musicians, following Green's rumpus with United. Mine
Workers union.

' Presents

AND A HI E"

Too Marvelous

For Words

Just a Quiet Evening

Sentimental

and Melancholy

Cafe Continental

Vienna Dreams

When Old Friends Meet Again

Trouble Don't Like Music

With Plenty of Money

and You

ll's Fair in Love and War
Let's Put Our Heads Together

Speaking of the Weather
From "Gold Iggers of 1037"

HARMS, INC., V
MACK GOI.DMAN,

Smart Danes Music—Just Released.

SUPPOSING
From Will Hudson— .

, The Sophistoerat of Rhythm
I'LL NKVER TELL YOU

1 LOVE YOU
THE MOON IS GRINNING

AT MB
,

"With Love and Kln»eH"
TROUBLE WITH ME

IS YOU

Sodkh for.tlip MIIIIohh front
tlio 20th Centurj-Fox

IN A MILLI

'ONEIN AMILLION*

'WHO'S AFRAID

OF LOVE'
(I . Sonjik Henlc'H

Fnvorlte

"THE MOONLIT
WALTZ"

HQllYV/QQD SONGS "

RCA BUILDING-RAIHO CITY-NEW YORK.NY
PHILKOttNHEUER, Ctn.Mqr.
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Lipstone (B&K), as Chi Booker

And Agent, ins Fire From

Chicago, Feb. 23.
'•'

Tadtics of the old Keith regime, as

far as handling actors and agents is

concerned, seems to be the vogue

ith the booking office of Balaban &
Katz, of which Lou Lipstone is the

nominal head. Stalling on auditions

and other things not- to

create good Will are being created.

ipstone, as B&K booking head,

is trying to ride two horses, both as

buyer and seller at the same time.

As head of B&K's booking office, he

is also head of the Theatre Booking

Office agency; which is representing

Starting off the agency, ipstone

sent for all the other agents in town,

and made various promises. But,

from, subsequent agents' complaints,

Lipstone. failed all around.

Through bis own agency, he learned

.the various salaries of performers,

as working independent

dates, and the amounts they asked,
or Were willing to take, for club
and hotel dates. A performer's
salary; which Lipstone fully knows,
is flexible, especially when they can
get a cafe date and work four or five

weeks without transportation or ex-
pense..

Lipstone has been using this

knowledge of salaries as a lever to

force the acts
, into one of . his two

theatre spots, Chicago or the Orien-
tal; at their cafe or club salaries; or
he could have his agency office hold
out a cafe or hotel date to the actor,

and refuse .to give it to them unless
they played a B. & K. house at the
same salary.

Lipstone personally promised rest

of the agents around here that if

they gave his agency the right to

represent, their acts in nite clubs,

cafes, and hotels, that those acts

would not be kept, or induced' to

leave for theatre bookings; Accord-
ing to the agents, however, this

agreement has been broken many
times... . .. j.* .-

Quite a few complaints have been
entered direct to Lipstone. The last

complaint was a letter written by an
agent direct to the B. & K. officials,

with the letter turned over to Li -

stone.

Although Variety knew that this

letter was on Lipstone's desk, and
that he had sent for and had a meet-
ing with the agent. Variety queried
im as to the latter and as to his

' ion.. Differences over the act

were that it was booked and. handled
by an independent, agent, and had
sighed contracts, for the Tower the?
atre, Kansas City, while the Lipstone
booking agency had set the same act

for a night club.

Lipstone, when interviewed, de-
nied that he had received the letter,

denied that he had a meeting with
the agent, denied that he had sent

for the act, or the act's personal
manager. In fact, Lipstone denied
knowing anything about the matter,
although it was necessary to call in

an attorney to protect the Tower
theatre and its contractual rights.

After getting legal help, the act is

playing the Tower, Kansas City, and
will play four weeks: at a local night
Club.

Jane Miller's Divorce

St. Louis, Feb. 23.

Mrs. Jane DiPardo, 19, local nitery

dancer, was awarded a ^divorce and

$500 alimony from Anthony DiPardo,
tooter of Hotel Chase, nitery : band
by Circuit Judge Padberg last week*
She charged husband was cold and
indifferent and forced her to live
with his parents. Couple met while
she was doing dance act at Mounds
Country Club, ;East Side nitery and
were married Oct. 8, 1935, separating
last Nov. 25. 'Her maiden name,
Miller* was restored.

Steel Pier, Atlantic City, is splurg-

ing over Easter weekend. Set so far

are Hal Kemp and Shep Fields bands
and Sally Rand unit, which, aside

from the fanner, embraces William
and Joe Mandel, Nell Kelly, Roye
and Maye and line of 20 girls.

Five additional acts, one of Which
will be a name, are yet to be set.

Show will play a two-day stand,

Easter Sunday (March 28) and day
previous. >

Virginia Bacon Flash

Sails for Aussie Pates
Virginia Bacon and Co. flash, which

also contains. Blanche Lewis and the
Falla Sisters, sailed last week from
Vancouver, B. C-» for. 10 weeks on
the Tivoli time in Melbourne and
Sydney. Opens late ih March.
Another Hal Sands' flash, Don

Smith and Loretta Twins, opened in
Australia this week for a course over
same route.

Ray Dawley's 15G Suit
Denver, Feb. 23.

Raymond E. Dawley has sued the
Denham here for $15,000 damages he
claim's to have incurred when he
tripped over loose iron pipe at the
rear of the stage.
Dawley, stage manager of one of

the units" which recently played at
the theatre, claims to have been
severely injured as result of the acci-
dent

ITALIAN VAUDFILM

AT BROADWAY, N. Y.

Broadway theatre, N. Y., formerly
B: S. Moss' Colony, will reopen Feb.
27 as the Cine-Roma by the Nuovo
Mundo Film Co. with a full week
policy of Italian vaudeville, and pic-
tures.. Initial pic is 'Loyalty of Love'
with Marta Abba, who is now. apr
pearing on Broadway in play 'Tova-
rich?

"~
r ""7~"

.

:-

Italian government - ized

Nuovo, Mondo has been looking for

a showcase for its importations since

losing the original Cine-Roma, erst-

while Warner theatre to Mort
Minsky. .= Theatre is-now the Oriental,

burlesk. Nuovo acts as exclusive
American agent of all Italian prod-,

uct and as such is assured of. a
choice as well as a supply of prod-
uct-

Understanding is that the govern-
ment is also aiding in maintaining
the house since it is anxious to retain

Broadway exhibition of native
product for the 2,000,000 Italian

speaking people of N. Y. C. and to

attract American audiences. 'Loy-
alty' has superimposed English titles^

Spot was last occupied by Gus
Edwards with a two-a-day vaude-
ville policy last year which lasted

about a month. Since that time it

has been dark.

Sheila Barrett to Double

From Det. Club to Vaude
Sheila Barrett opens two-week

engagement at the Detroit Athletic

Club-Friday X2ff). Mimic will double
into the Fox theatre there' during
the second Week of her stay.

Dick Krakeur, of Leo Morrison
office, agented.

Stripper's Vaude Dates
Chicago, Feb, 23.

June St. Clair, burly stripper un-i

der option to Paramount, has been
booked into the Balaban & Katz
Oriental here week of March 12,

following March 5 and 6 at the
Stratford (Warners ).

Both deals negotiated by Milton
Schuster.

'

SALT LAKE'S NEW SPOT
Salt Lake City, Feb. 23.

Harry McKenzie, former operator

of the Blue Danube at Seattle has
been named manager of the Rendez-
vous, Hotel Utah taproom. Besides
introducing change in policy, Frank
Del Mar's four-piece combo,^replaced
Wally Williams' music.
Spot is one of three night haunts

operated by hotel.

Ellington Ork, Waters

Set for New C. C. Show

New Cotton Club snow opening
March 14 will have Duke Ellington's
orchestra succeeding Cab Calloway,
with Ethel Waters and the Nicholas
Bros, also going in. Ellington and
Reginalde Foresythe, West Indian
composer, are fashioning the hew
tunes.
Herman Stark, managing director,

is currently in Chicago pneer-oyer-
ing the field for further colored
talent and choristers.

DET. OVERRUN

Detroit, Feb. 23.

Although less than 1% ever reach
vaude, legit or pi more than
10,000 persons are taking danc-
ing lessons in Detroit, at rates rang-
ing from 50c to $10 weekly. Three
schools of more than

. 25 in town
have more than 500 students. One
institution has an enrollment of
1,120.

.There are 50 .individual instructors
with studios, in addition to the 25
schools with regular staffs, the sur-
vey shows. Approximately $150,000

is invested in dancing school equip-
ment; exclusive; of that used in high
schools, universities and private edu-
cational institutions, which are hot
included in any of these figures..

In the larger schools, this equip-
ment includes wardrobe mistresses,

two to four piano players, dress-

makers, six to eight instructors, di-

rector, office help, stenographers,

etc. Students are enrolled from
practically every, town ih Michigan
and many from Indiana, Ohio and
Ontario. A single amateur stage

presentation last year employed
more than 350 students.

Vaude Going Back Into

3d Run Denver House
Denver, Feb. 23.

Vaude is going back in the Tabor
after being iput for several months.

Seven < acts Will be" used. Howard
Tillotsbn, oldrtime vaude pix direc-

tor, will lead a six-piecer;

Tabor is 2,000-seat downtown
third-run.

Leon-Mace Re-Marriage

Detroit, Feb. 20.

Editor, Variety:
Last week you carried a statement

about Gary Leon and Marcia Mace.

We sincerely wish that you will

publish our explanation on said

article , as, while it is true we Were
married in Buffalo, it is a re-

marriage as we were married in

Mexico two years ago last Feb. 10.

I was divorced from Mary Mitchell
three years ago.
As you know, some states do not

recognize a Mexican marriage, and
so we were merely being on the

safe side.

Gary Leon and Marcia Mace.

Hungary's Trick Pengo Payoff

in

Things

ng

ere

Krager, Jory Due Back

Otto Kruger and Victor Jory sail,

from London Feb. 24 after complet-

ing their assignments for British In-

ternational Picts. Kruger will re-

main in N. Y. on his arrival'^ne-
gotiate with John Golden regarding

a role; in the new Rachel Crothers
play 'Susan and God,' opposite Ger-
trude. Lawrence.
JOry will proceed directly to Co-

lumbia studios in Hollywood. He
made three pictures for B.I.P. with
Kruger doing his . bit' in the last

of the . trio.

Longest Vaude laid out in

many seasons .
ad-

vance booki CalloWay

through the east and midwest start-

ing March 18.

Opening at the Memori Boston,

on March 18 he follows with Apollo,

in Harlem, N. Y., March 26; Earle,

Philadelphi » April 2; Capitol, Wash-

ington, April 9; State, N. Y.„ April

22; Loew's, Montreal, April 30;

Shea's, Toronto, May 5; Fox, De-

troit, May 14; Palace, Cleveland,

May 21; Palace, Chicago, May 28';

Mainstreet, K. C, June 4, and

Orpheum, .
Minneapolis, June 18,

.Spaces between several dates will

be filled with dance dates. All but

the Kansas City, Toronto, Montreal

and Apollo, N. Y., dates net straight

figure of $7,000 for the week, Other
four are for a lesser guarantee and
a percentage.
—Calloway—closes at. The Cotton

Club, N. Y., March 15.

PARTY-ACT BOOKINGS

ON UPBEAT IN DETROIT

Detroit, Feb. 23.

Talent bookings for banquets and

private parties, brutal during the 44-

day General Motors strike, appears

to be picking up. With coin scarce

and future uncertain; this phase of

show biz Was practically nil for six

weeks. Sales meetings, conventions,

etc., chief users of talent, poured

cancellations into the booking offices.

Bookings for floor shows and bands

have mote than doubled since strike.

A record number of conventions are

set for Detroit this spring and sum-
mer.

WB Stanley, Pitt, Willing But Can't

London, Feb. 14.

"rRecW^xpW'of
for acjs working in Germany
caused plenty of talk in the bus!

,

and position has now reached a stage ,

where even the lethargic Variety

Artists' Federation has decided that

Something must be done;

It is how practically certain that

any future acts booked in Germany
will only go over ition that

at least 70% of their salary will be
deposited in a London bank, with
the balance held in . Germany for
acts to use as living, expenses while
working. ;

Germany is not the only culprit.

Hungary, which consumes, a fair

amount of medium-priced, acts from
other countries, has what has be-
come known, as -the pengo racket.'

Acts are paid In pengoes, the local
currency.

. When they leave the
country they are allowed to take
the pengoes with them. But that's

where the sleight-of-hand happens.
They are given a different kind of
pengo, of much less value than the
pengo used in Hungary.

This, they generally find, after
they try to change them into other
monies. But then it is too late, and
nobody, except the artist,

Pittsburgh, Feb.

Efforts of Warner ros, to return

deluxe Stanley to stage , shows Fri-

day (26) after a month of straight,

pix were balked here over week-

end when Harry Kalmine, zone man-

ager for circuit, admitted he was un-

able to' book a name, attraction;

House was unwilling: to book in or-

dinary show for the occasion, feeling

something meaty for marquee was
essential.

As a result, Stanley will go back
to flesh just as soon as bookings can
be arranged. Pittsburgh is a pecu-
liar situation for presentations since*

only a name means anything. Reg-
ular units have been consistently

unprofitable and Kalmine is deter-
mined to keep policy flexible so Alms

only can be resumed, whenever big
shows aren't available.

Stanley has always been a push-
over for. name • bands and although
house , has held undated contracts
with Guy Lombardo, Eddy Duchin,
Hal Kemp and other for more than
a year, orchestras have been Unable
to fix a time because of radio com
mitments. Management is unwilling
to assume line chares and costs of

standby musicians, thus '. dimming
possibilities of ever corralling these
outfits

Negotiations are . now under way
for George White's 'Scandal."' unit
and Ritz Bros, although iattei nay
be ' cal|«Sd:('jb'8i'c|r'''to ' the^Dast bfi^e

ley SrW&ft&'A

Vienna. House Folds

Continental bookings, for vaude
acts continue to be troublesome,
especially where independent houses:
are; concerned. Trouble seems to be
spreading throughout European cap*
Itals. Latest Is the RonachehlViennaj
which has been running, for the' past
three years, booking independently,
and employing numerous foreign
acts, including Americans;
While playing Paris the current

month, the Dollnoffs received a wire
notifying them the Ronacher is clos-

ing down and their date for next
month is off. Act immediately got in
touch with the. Variety Artists

Federation, which. Is taking up the
matter on its behalf.

Law which does hot permit taking
out of part earnings from continental
countries by foreigners now seems
to be prevalent. Italy is apparently
more amenable than most, there
being two examples at the moment.
Maria Gambarelli; . dancer, is wanted
for a leading part in a film depicting
the history of that country, and it is

understood .Mussolini offered to fore-,

go the ruling to the extent of per-
mitting her to take all her earnings
out of the country. .

Another instance is that of Ribaldi,
prominent- producer of Milan, who
offered Cinda Glenn a dix month
contract to star in a show at his
house and indicated a willingness to
deposit the full amount of the con-
tract in a London bank iri advance.

Nitery Op's Shootings

Fitzgerald, Ga., Feb. 23.

Horace Bagley, 40, former nitery
operator here, fatally Wounded Ruth
Browning, 18, with a shotgun and
then ended his own life with a blast
from the same weapon.
Described as 'a Jealous suitor/

Bagley. is said to have driven to'

Miss Browning's home,, Called her to
his car and shot her in the abdomen.
He then turned the gun oh himself.

Jay Howard, Ex-Booker,

Forms Kan. City Agency
Kansas City, Feb, 23.

Jay Howard, former Chicago
booker and publicist, has opened
theatrical and publicity offices here
in association with Hubert McClain.
McClain rates as one of the fop

news cameramen in the midwest.

Wedding Rings, Arid Out
Chicago, Feb; ..'

Lorrai Santschi and Josephine
Buckley, now at the Chez Paree,
are 'quitting the business with the
.culmination of their present, engager
ment, to get married..

Jpsfepjhjjne/ iBucWSyi "is* marrying
Francigco
Santschi

itzpatrick,

Francis i

PPffseSr
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Night Club Reviews

SCHEHERAZADE
(PARIS)

. Paris, Feb.
In the swanky, upper-reaches of

the night clubs in this town, the
Scheherazade still holds the lure it

has . always possessed for a distin-
guished clientele who wish to pay
th~e"tb^
be entertaihe'd' in an intimate, classy
little spot

Little , known and less frequented
by the greater raft of those seeking
after-dark amusement, this exclusive
club grabs for the money, boys who
demand and usually get the best of
entertainment.
On the entertainment side, singers

fill the. bill, with dancers, outside of

rthe customers, . being given the cold
shoulder. Hachem Khan, just back
from America, tops and pleases with
Russian, German and English Offer-

ings, but fails to put over the en-
thusiasm expected with ah American
number.
With him go six other singers who

represent four, nationalities and pre-
sent as many more interests. . Yp-
landa, Italian, back after a month's
absence, has always been liked in

this club with , her songs, along with
Raphael Medina, Spanish guitar
player and singer who specializes in
numbers from his native country.
Then there is Anna Marly, young

Russian girl, who composes her own
numbers in three languages and ac-
companies herself with a guitar;
Lebedeva and Zaroudha, two Rus-
sian femme singers, and. Jeanne
Manet, .who is French. Mile. Marly
under New Acts.-

For entertainment that is made up
entirely of singing, the bill offered
here' is just about as diversified and
interesting as can be found in this

town - and tops most in quality. A
six-piece Roumanian .

string' band,
•batoned by Popesco, furnishes an-
other example of diversification,, pro-
ducing the types of music needed for
the attending international clientele.

Under present arrangement, show
is broadcast every Thursday night
over Poste Parisien, a hook-up few
iteries here have. Hugo..

Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
With Eddie Davis, chief funster of

L&E's West 52 street madcappery, on
vacation, Leon Enken has groomed a
bright variety show to. take up the;

slack paced, as ever, by the \inde-
fatigable Billy Reed. This layout
evidences anew to what extent
vaudeville has gravitated into the
niteiies or, rather; to what degree the
prime salvation of the vaudevillian's
future is in the hoof-and-quaff joints.

If .not_the niteries, of course, the
big league vatiety acts "have "their;

innings on the air and in filmusicals.
But certainly, for direct audience

values, and a barometer on the im-
mediate flesh-and-blood values.
there!s nothing like a. madhouse
nitery to best gauge things both from
the acts as well as the managerial
Viewpoint.

This show, of course, is primed for

fflfWRK

\
EDUIfflJD

Selected as the Official Dancers
for the San Francisco

'1939 Golden Gate Exposition' !

'PLEASURE ISLAND'

heme Prologue presented on
Thursday; February 18, .1937, to
members, of Senior and Junior
Chambers of - Commerce arid ex-
position officials!.

Now 80th Week, San Francisco's

Exclusive CLUB DEAUVlLLE

fullest values. No big names (save
when Davis is on the scene, as man-
ager-star), but lots of variety, tempo
and spice.

, Reed, m.c.'ing the proceedings
smartly, -lees off with the Barancos,
Negro rhumba' combo, with a bongo
assistant on the twin drums (New
Acts ). Next, Haywood and Allen,
•ano'ther>^usky-pairy\J-his.piangolistic,
combo marks its third or fourth re-
turn, to Leon & Eddie's. Highlights
are: Allen's wicked whipping of, the
ivories and (Miss) Billie Hayward's
unique style of . song-selling. More
or Jess all teeth, her molar display is

an- effective portion of her personal-
ity, a.id, after Allen gets through be-
rating her for alleged sloth in song-
salesmanship, she warms up. Fea-
ture of her vocal reo is This Is My
Last Affair,' which the team introed
in 'New Faces' (legit revue) and
which tune has since caught on.

Follows the Royal Duo ,(New Acts),
extraordinary cafe act. They come
oh the heels of the Olympic Trio's
click in the Rainbow Room last

month, and, working in an even more
compact space, this two-man combo
registers handily for nitery consump-
tion. The cafe field is. very carbon
copy in many respects. Let table
tennisters click, and the other spots
book in table tennis exhibitionists.
The Barancos follow oh the heels of

other hotcha colored rhumba combos.
Now it's roller skaters.

Lee Perrin (get it?) follows with a
spicy strip-tease. The Minsky techr
nique is deftly worked, by Miss Per-
rin, skillfully aided, and abetted by
Reed's m.c.'ing for the;peeling build-
up. She looks well, works suavely—

:

it .certainly wouldn't do to make it

too rough^and -withal she's an ex-
pert interlude. r-

Then come Lane, Tree . and Ed-
wards (New Acts), another new
hitery combo, and the top-off is Isis

Adrian (New Acts), alumna of the
Hollywood restaurant, who evidences
lyrical possibilities, if her lyricist

mixes up her stuff a bit.

Per usual, Willie Farmer's crack
dance combo gives out those ;

terp
rhythms plus an alternating combo
for the show and rhumbas. Daytime
show has Dr. Arthur Marcus, magi-
cian,, counterpart of Dr. Sydney Ross,
who

t
dittoes: at the Rainbow Room,

with Jack Berger's Orchestra and
fortnightly changes of variety acts.

Leon, per usual, is hot the least of it,

with his ever-watchful eye on the
door to give, the customers that per-,

sonal touch. Claims he knows 75%.
of the customers; looks: like 90%; is. a
more accurate approximation, evi-
dencing anew that , the bonifacing
racket depends chiefly on the proper
glad-hajiding of the trade.

New -show plays well" and~Tooks in-
fo* money, judging by the opening
pace. Abel.

PARADISE REST.
(NEW YORK)

..New show at this Broadway
perennial might well be called one
of its best,, except for one omission,
lack bi a talking comedy act. On
the other hand, few gab-acts or
actors have ever made much head-
way in this large room, one of the
rarities being Milton Berle, so per-
haps this presentation's dereliction
is forgiv§able.

In production accoutrements,
girls, dancing, singing by Irene
Beasley and comedy by BartO' and
Mann, this Georgie Hale effort rates
as a topnotch staging and booking
job. There's nothing by way of

strong b.o. in the talent lineup, but
they've all got something to hold
the customers once they're seated.
Added to the entertainment end for
yokel-stimulators are the ponies and
showgirls, plenty of them, plenty
good-looking, and showing plenty
in several fine routines. One of the
highlights of the show, in fact, is

that ensemble takeoff on comic strip

characters.

Show is heavily laden with talent
and rather long as a result, but
never lagging, That's to the credit
of Hale's expert pacing. There are
two dance teams, both coihpletely
different. First. Richard and Car-
son (New Acts), novelty hoofers;
second, Florence and Alvarez, ex-
pert ballroomers. Two singers in

the show also differ, but in genre.
Johnny Russell, handles the show
songs, and very well, while Irene
Beasley, ith a male piano! accom-
paniment, socks in her own manner.
This femme torcher, whose buildup
started in radio about seven years

Nitery Placements

Andy Iona and his Hawaiians
move into New Yorker hotel Feb.
25,- replacing Arthur Ravel's band.
Peppino and Beatrice, terpers, suc-
ceed Wilkins and Walters, who move
to the Congress hotel, Chicago, same
week. Leon BelascO's crew take the
baton from Abe Lyman's band
March 4 at same spot.

; Jack Denny band returns to
French Casino, N. Y.

(
Marcji l: Cur-

Tently—doing—shorts—for—Warner
Bros.
June Lorraine, mimic, joins Ray

Noble's band for vaude. dates at

Loew's, Montreal, and Shea's,
Toronto.
Chick Endor and Charles Farrell

bow at the Hollywood Country
Club, Hollywood, Fla., tomorrow
(Thursday).
Jerry Lee, baritone, joined Joseph

Zatour's band at the Shelton hotel,

N. Y.
• Dorothy Jeffers added to show at
the Park Central hotel, N. Y.
George Snowhill, vocalist, has: re-

turned to Ray O'Hara's band at the
Governor Clinton hotel, N. Y...

Marion Morgan held over at

Harry's New York Bar, Chicago.
June St; Clair replacing Faith

Bacon at Colisinio's, Chicago, March.
19.

MariO BraegiOtti follows. Shep.
Fields into the Normandie, Boston,
March 7.

Charlie Agnew's band succeeded
Jimmy Garrett's at the Casino Pa-
risien, Chicago, this. week. Lou
Bre.ese stays on at Casino as the
show band.
' Barney Rapp opens at Chase hotel,

St. LOuis, March 9, for four weeks..

A. B. MARCUS SHOW'S

AUSTRALIAN TOUR

Unit Reviews

BILLY and BEVERLY BEMIS
•'Youthful Sophisticates of the Dance"

NOW

DETROIT ATHLETIC CLUB
also Appearing at fox, Detroit

~r-:is;v *.) ' •• •»• •' '» -.'••<••.'

:

Excluwyp,V^a.gemenli{ YVM. MORRiS OFFICE

Shider-Deah, local indie film

chain, and; the Fullers, have com-
bined to import the A. B. Marcus
unit for a tour of New Zealand and
Australia.

Will go on from here to Japan and
then China.

ago, has plenty to offer in the' way
of song salesmanship:
Comedy punch of the show goes to

Barto and Mann and they' take it

in stride. Vet vaude male team
loses some of its' illusion, on a nitery
floor.- difference in height between
the two boys being less exaggerated
up close, but not enough to really,
hurt them. Their, knockabout biz,
in fact, aopears better suited for the
niteries than it ever did for vaude.
For one thing, some_ of the little
girl Tjij^sT which"perhaps Were "a bit"
rough "'

for. family audiences, are
legitimate howls for the sophisti-
cates or would-be sophs who make
Dlaces like the Paradise. It's not
improbable, in fact, . that Barto and
Mann will find a better living in
niteries than they ever did in vaude,
where they always worked steadily.
Show's box-office novelty is a 99%

nude dance by Janice Andre; wind-
ing up in a Lady Godiva nose on a
ljve horse running -a treadmill up-
stage. Her dance isn't much, and
it's all done behind a scrim, but the
nudity " a publicity angle that
usually works in favor Of a spot
which attracts so many hinterland-
ers as this one does.
, Costuming is smart, never at-
tempting to show everything and
always in good taste. It differs from
shows here in the past in that the
eirls are never actually stripped,
though some of the braz-anr* -panties
effects siye a pretty good idea.
Jav Freeman's orchestra continues

on the musical end. both for the
show and customer-hoofiner. and
turns in a forte job. Scho.

MAISONETTE RUSSE
(ST. REGIS, N. Y.)

Now that the competitive Maison-
ette Russe (nee House of Morgan)
has gone . Merry-Go-Round, Under
Nick, Bates' direction, the Hotel St.
Regis' Maisonette has the field to
itself agai . And it remains; with
the Russian Eagle in the Sherry-
Netherlarid, the two classiest vodka
environments in town..
. Aki to the Original Parisian
Maisonette Russe, -where interna-
tional ' divertissement obtained, a
new policy now sees the vodka giv-
ing away tq... tokay, the blinis to
paprikash, for 'Budapest Soirees' is

the new motif. Later, it is prom-,
ised, it will shift to Arabian, thence
to Spanish, etc. In all, a good arid
showmanly idea of switching things
about to relieve the straight Rust
sian background. ->

It's another wrinkle in the show-
manship which has distinguished
this Vincent Astor property ever
since his ex-brother-in-law, Prince
Obolensky became director of enter-
tainment and general manager of
that phase of it.

With the Maisonette now gone
Magyar, Charles Nary, formerly of
the Royal Opera in the Hungarian
capital, sings native songs. Cornelius
Codolbah, Roumanian gypsy, again
maestros. . manifesting excellent
Showmanship, and versatility as he
switches' from straight American

(Continued on page 58)

BOB CROSBY ORCH
(HIPP, BALTIMORE)

Baltimore, Feb. 19.

Rockwell-O'Keefe is presenting
Bob Crosby and his orch as a com-
plete vaude unit. Working in a
house set and carrying a workman-
like combination of four sax, four
•brass (

~fouf^i^y^hii.and_^a_^ddle,
Crosby has. aiding him. Kay Weber;
capable songstress, Paul Wences,
Continental juggling ventriloquist,

and Dimitri, Karel and Andref com-
edy triple adagio turn. Viewed here
opening show, setup makes for 47
minutes of fair entertainment.

It's a good name, Crosby, and an-
nunciator flash gets a nice recepti ...

Granted, Crosby has built up some
rep for himself over the air waves,
nevertheless in a song bit With Miss
Weber her answer to his query of

'Why did you marry me?' 'I wanted,
to meet Bing,' brings a sizable hand,
Likewise his announcement of 'Pen-
nies from Heaven.' However, it

must be said in all fairness, he gives
the customers a goOd run for their

money and his appearance on a bill

should prOve satisfying.

Opening with a swirigy arrange-,
ment of 'I'm the Fellow Who Leads
the Band' he changes pace im-
mediately with Kay. Weber doing, an,

interesting version of 'Stormy
Weather.' A little old but nicely
done it goes over well. Piano solo
next by Bobbie Zirkie of the band,
'Hobson St. Blues' announced as his
own composition, ..-and -nimbly per-
formed;
Show gets, a decided lift here with

Dimitri, Karel and Andre doing a
comedy.trio adagio and off to a swell
hand. Bob gives Out next with a flip

rewrite of 'Plenty of Money and You*
ably assisted nv the vocalizing^ by
Nappy Lamare, guitar :

player. Kay
Weber, on again does 'Goodnight My
Love' to good returns. -

Band boys take over here, Ray
Baudauc, drummer, coming through
with a snakehips announced as a
new dance frorri New - Orleans, the
Dixieland Shuffle, and Eddie Berg-
man, known locally and announced
that way doing some gypsy airs on
the fiddle. The inevitable 'Pennies'
follows, nicely done by the maestro.

Swell spot for Paul Wences, jug-
gling ventriloquist Who uses his paw
for "the head of a dummy in a most
amusing and skillful manner. Good
talk and funnier than the usual stuff

because of Wences brOgue. Finishes
with some okay plate juggling with
cOmedy comment from the. dummy
lying on the table, lias, to beg off.

A first rate act.'

'Pagan Love Song' with all the sec-
tions of the band doing their stuff

brings" matters" to a snappy close~and:
some well-earned curtains.
Crosby is still a bit hesitant on the

announcements and displays a bit

of nervousness and uncertainty, but
generally his personality okay in a
shy and rather likable way. Good
tone and reading by band* but solo
members Ought to be given a little

work , going into and. coming out of
their individual contributions.

Burm.

Add: Variety Street

Variety bar and grill will be the
newest midtown spot, of the .kind. It
is. opposite Variety's office on W.
46th street, N. Y. There is also a
Variety barber shop on Variety
street. About $10,000 will be spent
in fixing up the place, which has
been a cafeteria under numerous
names and managements.
Spot was most recently called the

Vendome and for a time it attempted
to. operate as.a night club during the
evening, with the yourself
policy in daytime.

Iris Adrian heads new show at
Ledn & Eddie's. N. Y. Lane. Tree
and Edwards, Billy Reed, dancer:
Haywood and Allen and Lee Perrin,
burley stripper,' complete lineup

International Fantasies
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)

Atlanta, Ga„ Feb. 21.

Novelty marks this unit, which
features Louie Chinese Revue, group
of talented Orientals, thoroughly
Americanized and brought up ap-
parently in the Old vaude school.
Unit . belongs to Carl R. Mollistoh
Tugglet,' who •ha^be^i-'featared^tiT
Robert Ripley cartoons as 'the
Human Billiard Tablel' Mollistoh
acts as emcee of show and is- as-
sisted at the starter by personable
Yit MOy, who introduces her talented
family.

Gamm and May Sen, brother and
sister, step out for . a fast tap routine
for a good hand and are followed by
Gamm Gee, Toy. Foung and. Yit May
who do a 'College Rhythm' number
to that tune. Kids, who warble a la
Boswell sisters, should use mike as
their voices are weak. Dancing
made up for lack of vocal talent.

Mollistoh follows with his juggling
act and plenty good, too. He mixes
patter with a fine exhibition and gets
a hand.

Rody .Jordan and Jean, in a
blackface skit, add a bit to the in-
ternational flavor, Jordan, formerly
with Al G. Fields minstrels, plays
an . enormous sax and does, a tele-
phone monolog' that's a wow.

Bubbles, chunky little Chinese,
follows with an impersonation of
Sophie Tucker—not half bad; but
weak-voiced.
Gamm Gee and Toy FOung . are

then back for a Chinese Rhythm
dance number, in Which they are
joined by Baby Neree, 7-year-old
moppet with a couple of teeth miss-
ing. The youngster never missed a
step and hoofed right along with
her elder sisters, taking the bow for
the act.

.

Molliston then introduced im
Shean, pianist and composer, who
directs the' 14-piece band, seven
house tooters and rest, including Nell
Marie Molliston, banjoist, with- .the

unit. Shean plays a rather boister-
ous 'St. LOuis Blues,' finally ma-,
neuvering himself with his back to
the keyboard for a few bars, which
brought down- -the house.
Shean took over as m.c. at that

point and Yit May came back for a
creditable aero dance, considering,
the amount of clothing the

:
gal wears

for her number.
Ezra Whittaker,. who is really

Molliston, in Civil War veteran get-
up and made up so well as an old-
timer that he even had the house's
standby- tooters fooled, cracks some
jokes with Shean and is then joined
by Nell Marie, now in hillbilly gal
garb; and they crossfire and go into
.an. .old-time ballad,_;winding up with
a , nimble knockout dance number,'
that scored.
A Chinese song by all the mem-

bers Of the Louie family, leads into
the finale with whole company.com-
ing, on and Baby Neree doing flip-

flops as the curtains close.
Unit, which is clocked in 45 mi

utes, has diversity and pleased Cap's
patrons. It moves fast as it is, but
its tempo could be speeded by elimi-
nating some of the announcements.

Pic is 'Without Orders? (RKO) and
after first show broke* Sunday house
was full and at least 500 were wait-
ing for-' seats.

Saves time, travelling cost

and wardrobe, expense.

Eliminates delayed or mis-

directed baggage. Comfort-
able in any weather. Inner-

spring beds— batti—cook-
ing facilities— plenty of
cupboard and storage space for wardrobe
and props. .Accommodates! to5 people.

There's an Autocrniser for any act.

BRANCH SHOWROOM '

B'wayfr 61 St., N. Y. C.

COMPANY OF AMERICA INC
4410 YORK ROAD BALTIMORE, MD

FIRST NKW VOHK TH Ki

BURTON PIERCE
OilPRKTATIOVS IX TKMPO"

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK
Last Week (Feb. 17) and Thi Week (Feb. 24)

.l<wt CoiK'lurtert if) ConH^udv* VlVoUs at the Hotel lllltmore, New York
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NEW ACTS
jack; SHERR ORCHESTRA (6)

Versatile Band
St. Moritz Hotel, N. T..

Jack Sherr evidences his Meyer
Davis-Joe Moss training in dansa-
pation. He heads a smooth, sprightly

sextet who dispense not only un-
deniable terp music, but also augment
their efforts with versatile inter-

ludes. But primarily they give but

good dance music and hark back to

the, speakeasy era when the .icer

who did everything but mi the
drinks for the quaffers. Now, in the

hew Restaurant de la Paix room of

the Hotel St. Moritz they inspire to

the hoof (although the hoofer's now
aren't as sluggish as they used to be
under the influence of . the dubious
dynamite that used

,
to pass, for,

likker ) and also cut up constantly.

It's a type of band Which proves
anew that- the small rooms can well
afford combinations of this calibre

without, going, broke with name set-

ups. Latter are okay for the big

grills in the bigger hotels.

, Besides, Sherf's very versatile per-
formance as director-accordionistr
pianistrsa.xophonist-flutist-piccoloist.-

clarinetist, - etc., the others in the
team are okay too. Ralph Napoli,
alumnus of Aaronson's Commanders
and other combos, plays guitar, and
vocalizes as suavely as ever. George
Fibres; drummer-singer, is another-

good mike warbler. Norman Small,

bass, 'doubles into novelty songs, Sid
Prussin, sax and . bass clarinet, also

on novelty songs. Sam Mineo, pianist.

Sherr,- accordion, .directs mostly, but
plays a mean, piano also and' does
hybrid reed work such as tooting a
flute and a sax simultaneously.. It's

good and showmanly nonsense..

No radio wire at the St. Moritz,'-

but Sherr should click on the word-
of-mouth. Band is a cinch for any
dance job. and also holds enough: for

a .
vaudeville routine, if occasion to

double arises. Abel.

JESSE OWENS' ORCHESTRA (15)
Savoy Ballroom, N. Y.
• The champ sprinter doesn't, im-
press before a band as hie does on
the cinder track. Personally man-
aged by Marty Forkins, he's front-
ing a pick-up musical aggregation
booked by Consolidated Radio Art-,
ists. Going but on bne-nite tour, ore.

should get- some coin through Owens'
name ,

in colored localities, but biz
greeting his' debut at . the Savoy, in

MARION and ERMA
Control Acrobatics
5 Mins.
Music Hall, N. T.

Foreign twosome just oVer^ Girls

are half-way ' between- acrobats and
' contortionists; more .perhaps of latter

than former. Either way, they're

near tops for what they do. Their
angles of balance are of a character
calculated to draw gasps. Even in

this big house, the exclamations
were audible. In smaller arcades
they will be- even more effective; A
..cinch for a cafe.

One-legged balance on under-
stander's head, with top mounter
into an-, overhead standing split heel-

to-forehead is a sample of
.
what

thev accomplish. Stomach leverage
while floor gal does the impossible

and the -upstairs . member, the. in-

credible spells sure-fire aDplause
response. Land.

ANNA MARLY
Singing
12 Mins.
Scheherazade,! Paris.

Anna Marly, singing her own com'
positions to the self-accbmpaniment
of a guitar, is ah absolute .newcomer
in the night life entertainment of this

town. But, from the showing this

19-year-old composer and singer , has
made here, she should do well prac-

tically the world over, in any of the

higher classy intimate nighteries.

Miss Marly's songs run the gamut
from the sad and more somber num-
bers in her native Russian through
French numbers, and pri , to more
lively American ones. All three lan-

guage? oke.
Although hot strong, her voice pos-

sesses sufficient character to inject

a great, deai'of feeling, while her per-
sonality switches from sad to gay in

just as long ais it takes to finish one
number, and commence the next.
An enlarged, more versatile reper-

toire would be necessary if ' she
stepped out of Paris, but that should
be easy for her. Hugo.

Though, possessing no small popu-
larity, Owens did lose some prestige
among the. colored by openly , cham-
pioning .'Landon

. in the '36
' presiden-

tial campaign. : .

\"

The ore is fair enough. Needs a
snappy femme warbler:. Trio from
brass, .section plait their pipes on\
some vocals.

.
Though billed and

promised as a sax player, Owens
didn't handle, a horn when caught.
Spent half his time methodically and
stiffly

,
brandishing a baton in unre.-

lieved series ' of down-beat strokes,
and other1 half squiggljng autographs.
Track star could try to. appear' more
like he is really directing his .rhu-
sikers Bert

IRIS ADRIAN
Songs
6 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's,

Iris Adri is! . Hollywood
restaurant chorine, later doing stand-
out bits,- and eventually doublirig
with Jack Waldron, in c., nbw in his
third year at the. Joe Moss spot, in
the boy-girl: routines. .From.

1

that,

Miss Adrian wisely- -has developed on
her own; -. Dave Oppenheim, author,
of much of the Hollywood restaurant
revue material, • outfitted . her with
four special songs. ,

Miss Adrian is ah'.attractive look-
ing.-redhead (billed here< for some
reason, as 'California's song lyricist'),

who opens with a Bowery number
and thence into; three other pops,
more or less of like genera. That she
makes the same lyric burden sound
interesting, despite the repetition, is

perhaps the more to her credit, for
they're . all in the same vein;

; HOwever; this is a captiousness
that depends chiefly on her author,
for Miss Adrian should gather mo-
mentum with experience. And cer-
tainly • for a- -floor - show chorus
alumna: she's, doing a highly

.
credit-

able job.-- Abel.'

ROYAL DUO (2)
Roller Skaters
4 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.

Two-man combo work on a four-
by-four mat of pliable wood ma-
terial. It rolls up like a rug, but the
minimization of space' certainly
doesn't handicap their stuff. ' Look-
ing -"well

- -in—white-"-tails,- the-team
whirls ' and whizzes through an ar-
resting routine, the feature of which
is a tennis racket contortive stunt.

. Stripped of its gut, the light of the
team, while in"ah angle-hold around
the anchor man's heck, squirms
through the tennis racket. Calls for.

much muscular control, plus speed,
precision and not a little daring.
Close-up in a nitery it's a type of

act that looks even. better on a cafe
floor. They zpwied here. Abel.

ILLIS DEON
Songs
5 Mins.
Hotel St. Moritz, N.

Illis Deon is a chanteuse who could
well carry out the Continental illu-

sion if properly pacing her stuff.

She opens here with - a pop, then a
magyar air, ancTthence 'Serenade in

the Night' in French.
She's a wholesome type songstress,

working with mike, and fits in nicely
in the politer atmospheres. Abel,

DIANA WARD
Songs
8 Mins.
LaRuc, N. Y.

..

Diana : Ward is a polite songstress
for the class rooms. She came back
from London! and the Riviera with
a mild .Continental, rep fpr her U'. S.

return last fall into : the Rainbow
Room.: Since then she's been at
Zelli's, and now at the Restaurant
LaRue (Park aVenue) she seems
surer of . herself.

Her. style: isn't socko nor her per-
sonality punchy, but she's suave;
svelte and smooth in her songalogs
arid that gets her over. She's a thin
.girl, nicely, shaped; more musical
comedy than, nitery .in calibre (she
did a Merman role in a Lpndph. mus-
ical, in fact),, hence her scope, in
the nite spots, is perforce : limited

• to the nicer environments. She opens
with 'Begin the Beguine,' then 'I

Love You, Beaucoup,' Anglo-
Frenchy ditty, next 'Sorrento.' thence
'Riding Hij*h' (from 'Red. Hot and
Blue') and . encoring ith 'Good
Night, My Love.* Latter, might have
been skipped. What she does she:
dpes smartly, but something . really
different in song material would help
even more.. In her . favor, also, is.

that she works sans mike. Abel.

MlACO
Magic
4 Mins.
Hotel St. Moritz,

Miaco is another sleight-of-handist
who well fits the nitery scene With
his legerdermai . It runs the gamut
from. 'kerchiefs tp cigarets, to palmT

ing of red and white balls. Also in-

cludes a disappearing rabbit trick.

He works fast, deftly, and despite
the close-up intimacy on a cafe floor

he is amazingly fast arid detectipnr
proof. A femme aide (looks like his

sister ) foils briefly .for hi

Miaco Works in dapper white tie

and tails, dresses the .scene suavely
and performs very effectively. A
cinch for any hotel or. cafe floor.

Abel.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Mel.Jtta Brunner, professional flg^

ure skater, James A. • Creelman,
Harry Keller, Bill Morris, "Jr., Mrs.
Wm. ('Mother') Morris, Aunt Ella,

were all gazers at the Ice Carnival
here, a three-day session that only
held action for one day, when Old-
Sol came out and ruined everything.
Carnival called off after first day bri

account of heat and no ice.

Tommy Vicks, in Boston ' for two

bzpning.
Teb. 16 marked Benway's lOlh

Anni in Saranac.
Among the many doing well after

the- ib are, Chris Hagedorn, Manny
LoWy,' Ford Raymond. Doris

Schrage, Joe Parker, Tommy Ab-
bott, Frank Newcome..
Frank C. Gaylbrds here for a

month* itto for Lester Gilchrist and
family.
Write to those you know in Sara-

nac and elsewhere who are sick.

TEDDY JOYCE'S BKPTCY.

$18,000 Debts inges on Flop London
Nitery Venture

Bankruptcy, proceedings brought
against Edmund John Cuthbertson,

IT. S. band leader and m.c, profes-

sionally Teddy Joyce, resulted in. an
order of adjudication, and the matter
was turned over to the official re-

ceiver, who will act as trustee. Gross
liabilities are $18,000.

Joyce stated he was approached 18

months ago to open the Continental
Club,' just before Christmas, 1935.

According to Joyce's "statement, he
advanced between $20,000 and $30,000

to the club. Alleging liis ex-partner
in the cafe :was deported to Belgium
about six • months ago, Joyce an-
nounced to the press he intended to

pay in full as rapidly ' he. could
earn the money.

EDWARDS, LANE AND. TREE
Comedy
5 Mins.
Leon &. Eddie's, N. Y
This is a combo of several differ-

ent vaudeville, combinations which,
like many another vaude act, has
gravitated ' ihtb the": niteriesi Work-
ing along the Mells-Kirk-Howard
and , Ritz Bros, routines, without in
any wise infringing on either, their
knockabout come''" is- fortified .by
some special lyric > uterial. Some of
it strong; some of it n.s;g. They are
trying to find a happy medium, and
"they should -achieve -that

-eventuailyr
They open with a Talent' number;

thence a 'midget auto' doggerel, the
comedy feature of which is some
Bronx-cheering into the mike,, then
another special about 'great lovers.'

It's a rowdy threesome, which, as
they work along, will catch on one
day. At. present . it's still rather hit
'n' miss, but certainly never boring.

Abel.

THE BARANCOS (3)
Rhumba
2 Mins.
Leon and Eddie's, N. Y.

The Barancos are a Negro rhumba
combo with a male assistant bang-
ing on the bongos (native Cuban
twin-drumheads). ' Act is patterned
after Rene and Este}a, who came, to
attention at the Club Yumuri.
They do a fast whirling Cuban

tempo, interspersed with the girl's

muscular calisthentics, a la Kaloah,
the-'amazing colored terper at the
Cotton Club, who can make her
tummy muscles weave ' into weird
ripples. Miss Baranco, combi ing
this with the . mafacas movements,
shapes up as. a fast opening course.
Team teed off here, and strongly.

' Abel.

5 Employment Agcy. Bills Dp Before

N Y. Assembly Exempt 10%rs, Bookers

15 YEARS AGO
(From

Kansas
.
ity tar staged: radio

-concer t at the^shlarid theatre, arid

a lot of people wondered if the de-

vice would displace the regular or-

chestras.

ix in "a bad way. Bank loans-

were tight and indies couldn't even
talk to the mbnied men.

Announced that with the induction
of Will Hays a new system of film

distribution would ,be
_
set~up. 11

exchanges., would be abolished arid

film distribution, handled-. ..-by Amer-
ican Railway Express. Fi -to

save $50,000,000 a year. right

dreami not worked to a. tryout.

Dolly sisters topping the' N. Y.
Palace bill and hurt by too much
dancing before they came along.' Bill

was weak, ; but the Dollys sold out
the house opening mat and night.

Shubert put a cut-down .version
of 'The Rounders' into the N. : Y.
Winter Garden. Had starred Eddie
Cantor . oh the road and Cantor
claimed a lot of the material as his

own. Some was cut. in. deference, to

his Wishes. Sam Hearn was in the
same, show and his fiddle counted for-

more than his stories.

Mildred Harris, recently divorced
from Charles Chaplin, took a dip in

vaude, displaying rather limited tal-

ent. She got better later.

Club Royal was getting attention
because its Saturday 'night, cbuvert
was $3, tops for B'way. No floor
show, merely a dance band, but it

wanted - to . be exclusive. Evening
clothes, required, too. •

Pool in Famous Players stock was
giving plenty of people headaches.
Sticking around 81. t :

Garry, a Times Sq. bootblack, was
offered a job in 'To the Ladies.'
Asked $250 a week, but compromised
at $25/ Just fpr local color.

icago song pluggeis told not to
pay money to acts for using their
songs; In one instance compromised
by donating a bottle of scotch for
each song used by one singer.

Reformers were trying to revoke
the license of /the Eltinge theatre,
N. Y„ because of the Al Woods play,
IDerpi Virgin.' Woods took the mat-
ter to court and obtained a decision
restraining the Commissioner of Li-
censes frorn such action.

Out in Chicago Edna Wallace.
Hopper was splitting her time be-
tween a vaude date and a dept. store.
Put In, two hours a day. telling the.
women how she got slim and youth-
ful.

Figured the last six months of '21

showed a $60,000,000 di-op in theatre
receipts, Figures taken from the tax
returns, so. reasonably correct.

Up on Nitery Ad

at

RICHARD and CARSON
Dancing
8 Mins. .

Paradise Rest., N. Y.
This .a. new. mixed, dancing

combo and okay. Boy and girl i
-

dulge
.

in; novelty buck-'n'-wingin'
that shows slight ballroom influence
and is wholly apart from the aver-
age mixed . straight dancing teams
around.

Their- tap wor , in fact, is to a

great extent along acrobatic lines.

This especially goes for their hurdle,
routine, Which is also the strongest
of their two: -'numbers; delivered in

this show."
. Clean-cut appearance of the team
is also to their advantage, especially
on the nitery circuit. Scho.

Chicago, 23.

After three years. «f ide bperi
columns to all types of nitery and
tavern news and advertising, local

newspapers are begi irig to tighten
up considerably, :

strict

rules and regulations going into ef-

fect regarding space in the sheets
for

,

"the nocturne, joi

This tightening follows a heap
1

of
adverse publicity the taverns have
been getting around the id west.
Much; news has been breaking in

which taverns figured unpleasantly
as coritribiiting to the deli of

minors and young girls.

Newspapers, when repeal came i ,

opened their columns wide and pefr
mitted^ every sort of - hideaway joint

to blast with overly hot ad copy.

And in additi ... gave these same
joints plenty of free editorial space.

ily; : Timeis .. has put through a
he\v setup, which calls. strict

supervision^ of taiyern itery

copy, arid which will ban from the
:

paper entirely a good many of the.
side-street

^
.cellars. This ban takes

in not only editorial space, but also
advertising. Daily News '

; also
tightening rules considerably
along .same lines. Chicago Tribune
has had a setup On the nite
club and amusement advertising and
news copy from the begi ing.

Only the two Hearst papers re-

mai on the old-time basis, but it's

understood that the,g Herald-Ex-
aminer anil the evening American
are; looking over the situation arid

may follow the parade; '
'

Albany, Feb. 23.

•Theatrical agencies arid bookers
are specifically, exempted in each of
five bills before the legislature seek-
ing to amend the state labor law to

'

provide for licensing of. employment
agenpi^srr—. ; - •

,

.
- .-.^.^.^ .

Assemblyman Salvatore Farenga,
of New York, is author of two of
the measr.res now in the' Ways and
Means Committee; Harold C. bsterr
tag, of Ithaca, is sponsoring two likie

bills which haye been referred to'
the Assembly Committee on Labpr
and Industries, while the fifth is by
Senator John J. Howard, of Brook-
lyn. The latter is before the Senate
Committee. inance.
The. provision exempting theatrical

agencies in each bill reads:

. 'This article shall riot apply to a
theatrical erhployment agency or .to

a ., theatrical or radio broadcasti
booking office engaged in. booking Or
contracting for acts, artists or
tractions for vaUdeyille. perforrri-
arices, concerts, orchestra engage-
ments, private entertainments, cir-
cus, irsi radio broadcasting or mo-
tion picture presentations, nor to 'the'

personal representatives, agehts or
managers of such acts, artists or .at-

tractions.

The Ostertag bills are most specific
in interpreting the term 'theatrical
employment agency? saying:

'The term 'theatrical employment
agency* means and includes the
business of conducting ah agency,
bureau, office or any place, for the
purpc-jv of procuring or offering,
promi^.ng or attempting to provide
engagements for circus, vaudeville/
theatrical .and other entertainments
or exhibitions or performances, or
of giving information as where
such engagements may' be procured
or provided, whether such business
is conducted in a building, Qh the
street or elsewhere; and such; (terra

6hall also include and apply to any
person who sells, produces, supplies,
presents or furnishes entertainment
other than, his own personal services
at ;any furiction, banquet or similar
affair »br hire or pay, or any person
in the business of managing enter-
tainments; exhibitions, or. perform-
ances, or the artists or performers
or attractions constituting the same;
and shall further include an artist's

or performer's representative or
manager, -or any person who- shall-
in any way represent such artist or
performer in any negotiations for
such person's engagements, appear-
ances, exhibitions arid services In

.

any- branch of- the theatrical, amuse-
ment, motion picture, radio, operatic
or. concert fields, including

, , televi-
sion and recordings, and. represent-,
ing any such person in any and all

matters involving such professional
engagements. -,

:

•

'The term, 'theatrical engagement*
means and includes any engagement
or employment of a person as an
actor, performer or entertainer in a
circus, vaudeville, theatrical and
other entertainment, exhibition
performance.

'The. term 'emergency engagement'
means and includes an engagement
which has to be performed, within
twenty-four hours from the time
when' the, contract for such engage-
ment ' is made.
'The term 'fee' means and. includes

any money or other valuable con-
sideration exacted, charged, paid or
promised to be paid for ' services
rendered or tb. be- rendered by any
person conducting an employment
agency of any kind under the pro-
yisi of this article. Such term
includes any. excess of money re-
ceived by any such persori over what
has been paid, out by him -'.for the'

transportation, transfer of baggage,
or board and lodging for any appli-
cant for erriplpyment; such, term also
includes the difference between the
amount of money received by any
such person who furnishes em-
ployees, .'performers or entertainers,

for .circus; vaudeville, theatrical and
other entertainments, ..exhibitions or
performances, and the amount id

hy him to the said employees, per-
formers or entertainers whom he
hires or provides' for such enter-
tainments, exhibitions or perform-
ances.'

John McCormick As Is

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

John McCormick remains with 'th

Ly6ris,^McC6rmick <& Lyons agency.
He was to have gone out on .his

pwn but a new 'deal was' ..woiked
out and the Arm remains. as is.
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dansapation to the czardas and
Danubian waltzes.
The reason lor the new switch

is because of the globe-trotters, who
patronize the St Regis; having come
back with reports of Budapest's cur-
ert gaiety, as the brightest spot on
the Continent, put-Parising . the
French capital.

Cd^<flbarri*Is'~SarWc^^^
cymbalom soloist, with', character-
istic magyar moustachios, in his or-
chestral personnel. Mile. Capell
does Magyar terps. Yascha Naza-
renko, one of Obelensky's cronies, is

conferehcier.
The menu remains basically Rus-

sian', but with enough switch to the
Hungarian motif. A special Hun-
garian wine card is also an appro-
priate feature.

B. S. Bercovici, advertising and
publicity director of the St. Regis,

has inaugurated an idea of gay
bunting and streamers, to adorn the

vintages, as they?re served, and . an-

other in the form of a decoration
for the wrists of the femme patrons.

With result that, they leave the
Maisonette and wander on too the
Moroccos,, Storks and kindred spots,

these streamers serve as a constant
walking ad for the Maisonette's
Budapesth Galas, at least for this

particular night;.

The St. Regis'; main floor room,
the formal Iridium, has a new show
with Medrano and Donna and Paul
Gerrits succeeding Jack Powell.

Emii Coleman's orchestra continues.
Abel.

ROYAL PALM CLUB
(MIAMI BEACH)
Miami Beach, Feb. 21.

This spot continues as the town's
No. 1 nitery, continuing- the same
policy of offering name stars for the
amusement of visiting gentry. With
gambling wide open under the legal

slot licensing law, capacity biz is

being done nightly. Sat. (20) it was
necessary to close the doors with
everything sold; including sj.o. It's

the biggest hit here in many years.

Harry Richman gets top billing

In the current revue and well he
.should. His performance is far su-

perior to anything else, in the show.
A rather weak pro& number starts

ouve

festivities, followed by Ruth Terry,

a^.young songstress -with a good voice

but badly in need of new songs. She
has been doing the same numbers
here all season, being at Jack Demp-
sey's prior to opening here. Gomez
and Winona, are a better-than-aver-
age dance duo whose, routines ,

are
smoothly executed and somewhat

sing' and kibitz in a rowdy, slightly

smutty manner that isn't particularly,

clever. . .

. The big bang in the revue is Rich-
man. He works with the same verve
and enthusiiasm that have made him
America's top nitery personality. He
never . lets the customer down. For a
hot finale the girls and Richman do
a number to 'I Love a Parade.'
Charlie Dornberger and his music
are a better dance band than they
are a show band. Thorn.

and
AL

Well intended Buffoonery*

Feb. 16th to 18th
Corso Theatre

Zurich, Switzerland
Permanent Foreign afalUng Address
American-Express, Paris, France

Mliow People All the World Over Will
Be Interested to Know That

THEIR
TAILOR

(t-ormerlr Ht 28. Wardoar StrectV
:in. Now Located at Mora Commoritant

Premises, at

75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue
PICCADILLY. LONDON. ENO.

ne interested <o - iuibit

SIDNEY FISHER

MAYFAIR CASINO
(CLEVELAND)

Harry Propper's second stage re-
vue, since his return to : Mayfahr
Casino as manager tops his first one
by a mile for slick professionalism
and novelties. Both qualties can be
traced directly to neat efforts of
Valentine Vox and Emily Walters,
veteran ventriloquists, who jumped
from vaude bill at RKO Palace ipto.

nitery tour starting at Mayfair this,

week.
Team has been doing their double-

voice stuff for about 28.years in va-
riety houses,.,but this is their bow
in a theatre-cabaret Nitery cus-
tomers here have seen nearly every
type of act except ventriloquists,
which is one reason why they seem
fresh and such a socko-hit.
Another is because -Vox and

Walters who rate as the only mixed
duo of its kind, have revamped their
•material. It's now ,more sophisti-
cated, wise-cracky and timed faster.
Closeness of their patented mike-
stand for puppets* to the diners' also
gives it an intimate air. Vox in tjuls

opens with his Buttons 'flipping out
nifties about his nitery debut. Wates-
drinking and cig-smoking . bits 'by
Valentine go over stronger here than
they did in vaude. Blonde: wife
comes out with doll for more
repartee, which builds up her baby-
crying stunt as final wow.
Benny Strong inherits the thank-

less job of rri.c., . but doesn't abuse
the - privilege too often. His an-
nouncements are usually short, pot
too flattering. Handles a. song and
dance , sharply, but his nose-holding
impression of Vallee almost kills his
Swell one of Jolson.
A .duo of eccentric hoofers, who

exhibit particular promise and com-
edy "ability,—are Jerry-.-aind -Turke.
Lad in goofy, tight gray suit keeps
a dead-pan throughout his take-off.

of a lazy dancer, occasionally -flash-

ing into a. clever, slithery step.

Short, fuzzy-haired girl skips around
him, but the boy's, pantomime is

what , stands out.
Evelyn Royce, formerly of Ted

Lewis' and Joe Candulla's bands, not
so torchy in looks, yet knows how
to swing a ballad. Eleanor Christen-
son has plenty on the ball, besides a
swell

.
chassis, in leading line of Dor-

othy Byton's girls brought back for
two weeks. Chorus is best-trained
ensemble imported by Mayfair this
year. Fine in acrobatic routines,
each doing a quick specialty. Fe'nc
ing ballet and a fan number are out-
standers.
George Duffy's band, for revue and

dancing; plus Clinton Noble's be-

tween sessions, are holding oyer.

Number ot smart changes by Pros-
per are yanking back the crowds,
instead of only two $1.50 minimum
dinners, which was previous policy,

Propeer has put seven of that price

on menu. Ben Silverman, and Isack

Gold are again in charge of dining
room to its benefit. Unique business-

getter is a- new pehhy.-cocktail hour
at five every afternoon. At that time
any cocktail priced less than 40c is

chopped ' to one cent, and the long
cocktail lounge is lined ten deep with
thirsty femmes,. Pullen.

YACHT CLUB, NrYr
No. 3 money-maker on the West

52nd street - nitery front—Leon &
Eddie's and the 21 Club rate up
front in that order-^switched its

show around last week, adding
Mells, Kirk and Howard and Doris
Rhodes: to its talent lineup in place
of the departing Frances Faye.
Holdovers are the Carson Sisters,

dancersi and Henny Youngman,
whose fliD m.c'ing here has already
brought him considerable attention

in the trade and on radios—
Net result of the . show changes is

a steady, sock entertainment, both
the male trio and the femme singer
(who will soon be the ex-Mrs.
Sammy Cohen) fitting the small
room and- its New York clientele

perfectly. Like Youngman. both
Mells, Kirk and Howard . and Doris
Rhodes may well gain in promi-
nence through, their, booking in this

spot,. they show up so well.

M. K. and. H. are gaining in
stature as zanv comics With every
appearance. Their excursions in
niteries thus far have been rather
infrequent, but, on ...the - strength of
their performance 'here, it is from
the hite cluubs that they'll spring?
board' to better things. Using most
of their vaude bits in the Yacht
Club, the Hitler. Selassie. Mussolini
travesty: going best of alL

.Doris Rhodes is also chiefly from
vaude, but also not. a complete
stranger to the nocturnals hangouts.
She used to aid . and abet Sammy
Cohen in the.latter's vaude acts, but
since their separation she's been
singing solo. She's gifted with, a
swell voice, and appearance and
charm to match. Bein? able to bear
up-close scrutiny and listening, she
should' be a cinch for any type of
room.
Opening . act in the show is the

Carson Sisters, fast terpsers, with
Henny Younsman ihtroing- between
acts and holding down his own spot
later on. He's in his third month at
the Yacht Club and still going
strong. A fly-comic, with a terrific

flair, for ad-libbing, he's at home in
a spot where wise-cracks from the
customers are not infrequent.

Yacht Club's chief appeal is in its

intimate atmosphere, floorshow and
the liquor. There's no couvert, nor
is . there, a. .minimum, so it's strictly
the entertainment, refreshments and
the dancing on a handkerchief floor
to music from a small, nameless, but
okay, crew. Scho.

The THEATRE of the STARS

ITALIAN VILLAGE
(ST. GEORGE, B'KLYN)

Racent switch from a straight di -

ner and supper dance room to enter-
tainment doesn't augur much for the
Italian Village if the current show is

any indication. Homey atmosphere
and: smooth tempo of surroundings
attracts a conservative clientele. The
brassy vaude. show of tommy-gun
tempo strikes a discordant note and
should be replaced by something
more continental.

"Presuming that the show was in-
stalled to attract more business it

would be advisable to alter the in-
cumbent entertainment. Spot has a.
pretty steady trade at $1 minimum
from Brooklyn natives and house
guests. Policy, of changing the show
weekly can be figured to attract a
repeat trade if shows are okay. As
a whole, current layout is not only
incongruous in location, but would
also be pretty bad . elsewhere. Per-
formers all try hard, but only half
get anywhere.
Jay Johnson, rn.c. and accordionist,

opens the show rather tepidly with
'You know what I mean' gagging and
introductions, .'However; Johnson re-
deems himself with "his musid box
later, displaying an ease that is en-
tirely absent in his m.c.'ing Femme
vocalist, Mickey Feeley, witji two pop
numbers, is okay in second rung. Fay
Kathryn, aero dancer, missed several
times in her calisthentics with , a
pretty poor net result. Billy : Wells,
comic dancer, adds little in his turn.
Standout among the. acts -is Billy

Ames, mimic, who, specializes In
voices. . In an offstage introduction
Ames gets plenty of attention With
his voice versions of F. D. R., Father
Coughlin, et al., as emanating from
a radio receiver. Pat:and Jacqueline,
in two tumble turns, are okay for
vaude or smaller niteries, but not
here.
Allen Leafer's band furnishes the

dance music and rhythms- for the
show. No sensation in this division,
either. Eli Dantzig, long a favorite
at the spot before it went nitery; re-
turns next week, replacing Leafer's
crew.

Prices, are moderate, food is
.
good

and spot, with its three shows night-
ly; should improve in attendance
oyer its former straight dinner-dance
policy. Hurl.

Blue Fountain Room
(LA SALLE, CHICAGO)

Chicago, Feb, 20.

Intimacy and friendliness of this

room pervades even the show, with
band and acts hand-picked to carry
out the atmosphere which the La
Salle- has selected to go with its

newly made Blue Fountain Room.
Space occupied .has been dead for
over three years, but of the $700,000

spent to remodel the hotel, $25,000

was allotted to turn the dead space
into a. dine and dance spot with a
capacity of 350.

the tin-homers and high-schoolers,
the bulk of the dine-and-dancers be-
ing what is termed the solid middle-
class.

Selection of the King's Jesters as
the band for such a soot showed
plenty of wisdom on. the. part of
somebody. A larger organization;
or one less friendly, couldn't go
along' with the atmosphere the man-
agement has decided to build around
the room. Only six men in the band,
but each one is a showman, and a
show by himself.
Scarcely arty tune is played with-

out., some sort of a- novelty. Boys
work in solo, trios and quartettes:
Mariorie Whitney; blues songstress,
works with them, alone, and with
the/ different combinations to -get

the-most out of every number done.
Bandstand is built for a 16-oiece or-
ganization, but because of the con-
stant changing for the novelty num-
bers.: it is filled at all times.
Besides the Jesters, there are only

three acts, on the show, and all aire
in the vaudeville style , popular in
cafes at present. Show ooens with
Wayne and Lorraine doing two
nuick, hot. tap routines. Dressed in
form fitting white, and having
youth, this clean-cut pair sock the
ooener hard; Mariorie Whitnev
clicks in her own soot on the show,
despite the fact that she's been
working with the band.

. Fanchon and Fanchon occupy the
nextrte-closing' snot with slow mo-
tion hand-to-hand balancing. Work
clean and neat .all the "way through,
making difficult stuff seem easy,.
King's Jesters take over after Fan-
chon and Fanchon . finish.

Jesters use all soecial material
written by Bill Hampton. . If lyrics
to "Annie's Cousin Fannie' are a
sample of his , work, both the Jes-
ters f»nd Hamoton have something.
Policy of the room is to change

he acts, every two weeks, but the
Testers will probably remain for a
long time. Loyp.

DON JULIO
(NEW .YORK)

Unique in that it's the only Mexi
can cabaret in New York, this
Greenwich Village spot has Don
Julio m.c.'ing and generally super
vising the nonsence. A two-by-four
room, it's an intime spot with - 50-75
capacity or so. and' yet there's no
couvert nor stiff rap. The top

.
din

ner. is $1; the Mexican type, (sim
pie) table d'hote starts at 75c. The
wine card augments it of course
(no hard liquors sold), with a na
tive Mex combo of Juanita Cat the
piano) augmented by three men
She's the nominal head of the dance
combo and. the men double into
strolling guitar solos, and the like,

thus augmenting the band's end of
it. .

Julio is a Paulwhitemanesque per
sonality in build and face,- and cuts
up with a stock routine of a small-
talk and- nonsense. The other acts
comprise a casteneting femme and a

ALMOST 100% MORRIS

AGCY. BILL AT STATE

William Morris office booked four
acts out of the five going into the
Loew's State theatre, N. Y., week of
March 11. One engagement is still

tentative, the fifth filler still unset.
Those set are Belle Baker, Henny

Youngman, Bob Easton and possibly
the Cossacks. Youngman goes into
vaude for first time at salary of $000
for the week, accountable for by
radio—guest • r«ppearanees - ;• -the—
nitery m.

"

Met Tour
(Continued from page 1)

where a two-day stand will .

March 29.

The Met is always guaranteed
against loss in all towns it touches
on its tours. Opera addicts in the;

various cities chip in the coin in
order to get the Met backed up to
their front doors for. inspection.
Guarantees .vary, according to trans-
portation costs and cast expenses,
but average for each performance is

$12,000. That the out-of-town spots

are, this year, more, willing to put
up the money for the guarantees
convinces the Met that that corner
has been turned for the High C's

industry.

Detroit, Feb. 23;

. Nine, soloists, including seven from
the Met, have been signatured for

the annual May Festival to be .held

in Ann Arbor May 12-15. Six con-

certs will be offered, with the Phila-

delphia Symph featured for the sec-,

ond successive year and Jose Iturbi

directing. J

Topping the list is Kirsten Flag-
stad, who opened., the Choral Union
concert series last fall. thers are
Lauritz Melchior, tenor; ziO Pinza,

bass; Elisabeth Rethberg, soprano;
Marion Telva, mezzo; Arthur Carron,
tenor; Carlos Morelli, baritone; Eu-
gene. List and Joseph Knitzer, vio-

linist All but latter two are with
the Met.

balladeering guitarist, not counti
the band's strummer.

It's atmospheric, terrifically inex-
pensive and stands a good chance
to connect. When and if it does,
Don Julio may be compelled to ante
the tariffs in view of the very lim-
ited quarters. Abel.

AGENTS
Birthday. Everyday, Convalescent

Greeting CaTds
In Boxed Assortments

Very Liberal Commissions
Write for particulars

DOROTHEA ANTEL
226 West 72nd St New York, N. X.

Knockabout Act
From U. S. Steals

"Where Was The Scots Comedy?"

Prince Littler's '*jack And The Beanstalk."
Stars: Shaun Glenville, Ivy Tresmand, Marjorie Brbwne.
Theatre: Royal, Glasgow.

By COLIN NEIL MACKAY
J-JOW can I properly describe this show ? Perhaps, as it

comes direct from Drury Lane, what the English

Gall pantomime, and I am being too narrowly Scottish.

But who would have expected^,

in a Royal pantomime
(famous for half a ^entury for

its Scottish tradition) applause

stolen an American knock-

about song-and-dance act with

comedy .cyclist as runner-up?
Do .not misunderstand me.

The Four Franks, in the Garbo-
Barrymore love scene frqm"Grand
Hotel," playing.the saxophone, or
giving Impressions of coloured
tap dancer ill Robinson, are the
most brilliant whirlwind per-
formers, of the kind I have seen.

.European Reps.:

FOSTERS' AGENCY
London



NEXT WEEK, March 1

THIS WEEK, Feb. 22,
Numerals in connection With bills below indicate opening

6how, whether full or 6pli week,

Mb
.BOSTON
Keith's (35)

Ina Ray Hutton Or
Rltz Bros
Buck .& Bubbles
Margie Palm

(18)
George White's Co

CHICAGO
.
Palace (20)'

DeCardos
Samuels Bros Co
•\Vlni Shaw.
Al Trahan
Lydla & Joresco

(13)
.

Greeiiw'h Village Co
Mitchell & Durant
Jack Powell

CINCINNATI
Palace <2A)

Sally Rand Co
(19)

:

Leon Erfoll

CLEVELAND
Palace. (2(1)

Fred Waring Co
.

- (lov
Park Avenue Rev
Al Trahan

DAYTON
Palace (11))

;N-T-.G Rev.
KANSAS Cm
Malhstrcet <j»)

Ethel Waters Co
MINNEAPOLIS
Orphean) (2(1)

Greenw'c Village Co
Mitchell & Durant
PROVIDENCE
Keith's (26)

World's Fairest
SCHEy.ECTADTT
Keltli'H (25-27)

Brltton Bd
TROY .-'

.

Keith's (26-20)
Park jAvenue Rev. ,

DUVAL

LOEWS STATE, New York
(Week Feb. 1Sth)

Its Carlton Hotel. New York
(Crystal Gardens)

Dir.: LED0YH& SMITH

NEW YORK CITY
State (25)

Powell & Nedra.
Rachel Carlay
4-Kraddocks
Stepplh Fetch It

Mattlson'a Rhythms

RICHMOND
Loew's (26)

Dave Apollon Rev
WASHINGTON

~ Capitol (2«)
'Fat' Waller Ore
Pops & 'Louie

Paramount

NEW YORK CITY
,

. Paramount (24)
Guy Jiombard'o Oi-c

'

Virginia, Verrill
Rufe. Davis
Burton Pierce

BOSTON
Metropolitan (26)

it Armstrong Bd.
BUFFALO
Bnffalo (26)

Mogul
Joaqulir-Garay

CHICAGO
Chicago (26)

rench Casino.Show
Oriental (26)

'big's- Scandals
DETROIT

Michigan (26)
.Bowes Show

FT. WORTH
Worth (26)

Don; Redman Show
. MINNEAPOLIS

rpheum (26)

Gre'enw'h Village Cp
MONTREAL
T.oew'e (20)

Folles. DIAmour
.Franc ls_.Ledever

Springfield'
Paramount (26)

Paradise. Show '

TORONTO
Shea's (26)

Ray Noble Ore
Dick. Don & D
June Lorraine

PHILADELPHIA
Allegheny (1-3)

Bob Carney Co'
Don Costello Co

(4-6)
lane & Duval Rev

(25-27)
Bud Carlell & Rosn
F Ardath & Tudor
Tom, Dick & Harry
P Jenkins ft P' boys

Earle (26)
Yacht Club Boys
Barney Rapp Ore
> (13)
Walkmlrs
Radio Ramblers
Bfclabanbw' Rev
Hairy Burns Co.
Cilly Felndt

Fox (2«)
Royal Uy.onos.
Lewis ft

1 Moore
Mary Lewis

(19)
Eddie Duclii

Nixon
Joe. .'Arena Co
Roy, Lee -ft Dunn',
nyrnes Sis Rev

(24-20)
Hnrrlman, S & Lr

Bonner ft Newman
Bob Carney Co
Eno Tr

Oxford (4-6)
EnO Tr

(25-27)
W Long ft Lee Sis
Peggy Cnlyert Co
Ray & Ila,rrison
Dorothy Martin Co
WASHINGTON

Earle (26).

Eddie Duchin Ore
.('13)

Variety Gambols*
Red Dust
Uose.oe Ates.-
'.Kongwrlieru. Parade

CHICAGO
. State Lake (27)
3 .Soph Ladle

•- ferry '2.' ;..

Klrby ft Duviil
Mil lice iit

Khe'.roV-S.is-"'

Aila, iirown
• INDIANAPOLIS

jr,.vrlc (30)
N- X (1 Rev
KANSAS CITY,

.Tnwe (20)
ill Waves.

Rod Donahue'' Co
M il Vio l Todd ;

•fed.: ("oolc " '.

MEMPHIS
rpheuin (2<!)

.

pick ft' Di;(ly cin.V'

Kdlunn X- Lrrul'se

Don Alvin ft (I Iris.

Prank. 'Coiivi)|e "•

Siinn.v- pa.l.e

"

Morion ;i)owni'. .

OKI/A I Ml.MA CITY
Warner (!(!)

Itadio Itou.*<v

Week of Feb. 22
Trociidcro

Ken. .1 J ar\ r>
-
.

Klisahelh.Wilr.
Ooo'Tri.slaT '".

Mooncy ft- "Mool •'

Cyj'tf'-.-Flciclicr.
''

Main lee-

IlIiO.MLi:
Giiumiini

Duncan's '('ii.llii'--

CAM mi. ' TOP..
'•'

. '.- Palace
'' ifo ..Matulollci

CHADWELL H'l'H
Palace..

T^on-ln- fe'-T-ari

.Vedras .
.

15 Singing Scholars
CHELSEA
; Palace

Billy Cotton -Bd
CLAPTON

Rink
0 .Clevette Gls -

Gcddes Bros
3 "Van. Stra'ttons

EAST HAM
Granada

5 Ebonites
Don Frhn'olHCo
Chris Charlton

Premier
Sonia .& tranla
Vedras
10 Singing Scholars
EDGEWARE ROAD

Grand
Neumaril; W- &
.tack Lane '".

Bashful Boys
EDMONTON

'

Empire
4 Herman's

.
Ronald Couriey.. ,

Hensnaw & Arl|ss
FINSBURY PARK

Astoria
Harry Freyer Bd

• A'arons & French •

HAMMERSMITH
," Palace

3 Manley Bros"
Whirlwinds
Joe Peterson

ILFORW
Soper

Harwoode & Ri'h'ds
3 Hiltons
Ellda Sis

ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

:

V 1st half (22-24)
Vardell 4
Johnny Cavanagh

2d half (25-27)
Olrac & Lillian

KILItUKN
Grunge

r^enma ii ,

1- \V^&rT
Jack Lane'
Bashful Boys

JW1SHAM
Palace

hnac.s ...

LEYTONSTONE
• Rlalto :

Don /Francisco 1

Jones & Thomas'
Galllard 4

8HEPHH11S IM.'Sil
Pavilion

y

Salsuma &' Oria'
'3 Manley . Bros
Joe Peterson
STAMFORD HILL

. . Regent -
. ..

TroTse Mnlndullors
STRATFORD
Broadway

Harwoode & Ri'h'ds
3 Hiltons
Ellda Sis
JSTREATHAM

Palace
Harmony Kings

•

Harry Hemsley
G & if. Ddrmo'nde

TOOTING
Granada y

Harmony Kings
Harry Helmsley
G & J Dormonde >

TOTTENHAM
Palace .

'

G Clevette Gls
Geddes Bros
3 Van Stratt'ons
TOTTENHAM
COtRT ROAD
Paramount

Anton Bd .

Aaron's &' French
1 Armlns.

.

walthamstow
.. Granada

.6 Cleveres.
Ronald Gourley
Hehshaw '&" Arliss

Provincial

Week of Feb. 22
ABERDEEN

Tlvoll

Hope. & Lang'
May,- Jack & Buddy.
Clemens Belling Co

CAMBRIDGE
Cinema

"

E & D Waters

.

3 Australian Boys
Victor Moreton
Reco & M?iy
O'Shea .& Joan
EASTBOCRNE

Lu*or
Tommy Handley
-Fayre ;^——. — — :

Austel & Arthur
EDINBURGH

Regent
2d half (25-27)

Castelll & York
GLASGOW
Paramount:

Browning & Slarr .

Jean Floran.
Llptonett'e's

LE1TH
.
Capitol

1st half (2.2-21)
Caatelll & York

LIVERPOOL
.

. Shakespeare,
Elliot & Gitana
Billy Kray
Susan '& Pat

,

Maudle Edwards
Artemus Gang
Mellno, Kay & M
M & B Watson

MAIDSTONE
Ritz

2 Leslies
Raymond Bennett
-MaCcloiw.ld-&.-tt' hiin

WINDSOR: *

Playhouse'
Claphanv.& Dwyer
Fred Hudson
8 Step Sis
Beryl-Ordo

YARMOI'TH
Regal

Tony Gcrnird
Bower & Rutherf'd
Jean Florian

Hontb. of February
ALTON'A
Flora

The Blue .Bird
4 Albanoa
Mac Elgin
3 Gorettl
10. Meter. Pereh.
Swenson Sis

BUIRUN
AH Ua.vcrn

Alev Schaeffer
Lilly Towaka
Sis Stella- .

Hermann .Ladewig
Sehwa.rz 3.

Ilenny Waldcn
T Fisohcr-Carro
Kiefer & .Klefer
Rolf Herblg •

('aria Sytlow Ballet:
Atlantis ... ...

Erne .A'welo.
:'

Mano Freed.
Mella
l>y Pao 'Rey
Qulck.son & Cohilco
P Kchr.oede.r-Bl"ily.

Miir. a yorlkcr
.' .CuroW - :

f'ontriv .'i: Rc-
.

.;'

Erresln & Cuzblte .

Huniiy ^lon'
Isoltle. (S: llinell ..

• It Kl^t'.•<nnlacl.n.o•

I'erHeo
•I'ri'dy Piog
,'IMIiy Sc-huhiaiiiiJ
Po'a siVij L Til eat n"

.... Ka.r«;»a
Kilo .'JVer^er:

I'orelt Xi Harlia.l-:

Michael'
'I'eclily lri'il'i.x

'tl'a.ln "eu' Iiun.l<i

'J (luiTllier.

13/1 : Hi J,ii-'ra',vftl'i>-.

1 l-.'fewahi 'fc l!i.l!eri'

I;' iM- Ti jiarie.v

I ngi'lipVij;'W i e hi ti •
• ii

'

'ituu

.'ra.ir'-'oi.nii.

Original' llcmle.
llii'iis kaiulli'i

Iv'ui/i I'antzci 1-

.1 ut I :i voit H' ip-
'

l;o Si ol/'ciiln-rH

D. OKLIN
K'ak:i<la

Kiial'ilhhlii-

l\vc iVi - Iwc
Tin- .-Sliliwiffs

olu'rfro'l lOetno
tiilinadi;!' *' C,\ i

S(. I'uiili

llertcrirh

Carl Paustlan .

.

Georg Marco
Scala,

.

Scala Girls
15 Romanoffs
:i Baldors
4 Ortons
Natal
Caroly's . Ider-

Jack Ilyllbn

Vatcrland
rjiiclano

2 Mahlngos
a MarCrilnos .

'Grig. Uallcl Illy.

W'aro-a.sli
Hcheldon

'

I^lssi von lenboi;li

Hilden & Ai-nolily
"

Josef GnVt
I Fried A Weidireh.

Wlllielmsliallcn
liarberlnn Ballet

'

Lei a Cora:
(Jarbo it Vorle.
Orig Emmy Hiin^i'i-,

1 Hartnvann ' &• !•'

MIhs H p.I la..

Tlanrf '.Llridenhrrg
Rudolf Miielzcr

:

Molly Pfeiffe'r .

Sa'scha- : l'ricc f'.o

Hllde Sell ueii bin n

St-rix '-.

U.inlcrgnrl.eii'
D;.AngolyN
A ..Mart'Iiiysj

The ' Huxli/ns''

('hurley .<i Jhil/i-rl'.

.The. i'ol'orailo.u
.

lOrncst, Yvonne .V- \

I /Oil's • A nllna I 'li'cv

'£• Mo'iiiys.
'.tiirlai'iil

Manka Orclnii '

!.l'jro-:;\lex, Co .,

''•Jinking l''iiiils :

Vuiii'ig ,'K'ee '

iV- V
KIKLli
Trof!

licilOiy

\Verni'.i* i rro^H
-.

tfl'is.laC ..lai-obi

Cl?|-tie
T

l'< hi
"

Hl.si. Ki l'l.h

Si'lillbeiM !<•

Kn-r-i- Syilow-
Willi WihKoU
jni\i xscinv i:

UolHt
c'eeilM Ha iik.

Tiie DilVi'liilTH

Itr.uno Tle^iitr
2 Theli<nis r

"

Richard Schwarz
May & Way

Astoria
2 Barzenis
Mlrf Blondy
Willy. Kbcher
Mia Trondera.
Maria Hofer
Fix, Fax & Fox

Vlktorla
E Relmer's Burl*ak :

Thea .Vesta
Eva Katrln
3 Steffens
Lllo
Marianne RasRow
Walter A.lbrlnk Ore

BREMEN
Astoria

Anette i& Plrry
Willi Bdie.slfo :

'^PI»c<<Bev*i8—rV-«-—^ir~

Brunau {{ tnr
Fritz. Hldde'siieiv.
Marylln. &"(3Array
Peggy Laudcv
Perry
Rudt & Jack
Giovanni -Serlto
Ernst Stlno
Lore Storm
Rolf Slegbert

'

Tat & Lex
BRESLAI/-

Kab. Fur.Alle
Sis von Dee '

Oscar. Winkler
Trlnksoh
2 Eugens.

.

Ernst .Grimm"
-Knlsprkrone

Glsela .Astor
Ussy Becker
Martina Farrar.
Terty Gerth-
2 Paubettis
2 Sitheys

Llel»l<h
Charlie Rivals
\o-Larte Ballet
Lotte Funkt*
Waldor & Vleor
Hyrold Schacht
2 Bronnleys
COlda

Wappenlio
Fred Col tin g
Heinz Fuefstehbe'rg
Ruth & E Lariell .

.

Llnaris 3'

Mum .

3 Patinas
Rocaelnl : ..

.-I Sa\yadas
-Halsue Yunsa

CHEMNITZ
'--Chemltzer Hnus .

2 Girl Clowns
Goyumatsu Co
2 Funks
Herwlna':.
Tony Manns
Sis Peresoff's
Rel & Clin It

Georg Reves
Chemnltzer Hot

Charlotte Rlckert
2 , Hale.quln's:

.

•

Severn' &. Tervano
Palast Cafe

Hannes Arp
Luzlf'ir

1

Merry. Merkel
Paul OpJtz ,

Pesy & Rolee
COLOGNE
Boheme .

"

Hermann Gutwald ;

.

M'arusia
Lilll Dorelll
Roman
Sonja
3 Marlonellos

. Duo - Kozlo
Sonja & Lilian

BVRiSHOF
2 Atlantis
Baranoff
Carlo Fredafio
-Clta Klettow- ~

Lilian :& Ronne
Walderhar & May

Kniserliof

'

Hans Jonen Rev
Walter. .Von Lennep
Willi iCaiin
Gerty von. Elmpt
Mia Ahlers.
Trhier Garden'
Hans ' Grosser
The, Merry Five

COTTBl'S
'Raniinerhrettl.

Hannes. :Rlchler
"

2 Watsons
Oharly Roberts.
T/a Cliuan'a
Ludnillla & .T0

Addl Muenster.
IWRTMIJND
•lungmiielile

•Anita & Argos
Original- CharloU

'

Tim Hellopla's.
Ernst van Senden
2 .Slpgsancs

DR.ESDE.
Ilarherina

.

r Adys
Rrellon & ICr

Hllde Grazlella
Tgo ife Basclnrelll
Artur KrononbetK
2 Putters
Max Adiuri

Esplanade
Alfred Oswald
Margot- Vornoij.
(ilnid & Gaud
r.ril.v vpri Vleok
( !pprgp .K- A sslsliitic .«

:

.- c'glna
Carl J1erhliai ;d"
Rlssl *. Ella

.2 . C^rrcnny't
Hilly. Kny Co-
Lla'ne .Tina net te •

Marietta Lpny.-
I & F Vpiznno

Vatrriirird
nnvls'litrllPt

. Dr. 1 liiberl us
Ofig' .R'ana '

'f<

Ti/imhiel
Hv.e.lyiV riherl y . ..

enl^er Saiwlci-soii'

'KrWleUJ h'ereno
•i TmilfolTs. •

.

IHMSS^E'.DOHIi.
'A'iol'if'

"le'renxpeCU
Undi (i.rosj'e

,). llrilXCi

/Karl Ho'rliuc'r

c.i.-rcei.. ."•'.

<:.s('i.vsk<
%

. -P.-illel

. .
/ayariVivu

(•ioV'i Ar(:tivo' ('"..

1 T'.iselirl'tr '

(.irilhr-

l'i-ll.e' .toen< ...

Mivvl I-
-

1 »(•'!( -elf

\\ nil"." Ile'iline.isl".
:( lilaln-..s ':.

.

Uuliiir t>.
' PitA

Ma'rv r;i;i'-'s
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.
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Sloy F|ps
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The Nonletys
Mia Mosell .

:Erha . Raff
Artur '.Meiizel
Annl Lorelly
Faborlnl'- ..

2 Shamrocks
The Two T.lndeas

• Ibolyka Zlzl'pr.

Futh & H Cliarls
2 WlPd<>rer
Seranl Co .

HAtiT.E
Astdrla.

Willy Bretfichnelder;
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Orig. .3 Slngorls.
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HAMI1I KG
Eden.
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Goldy & Bros
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Barg Compagn'ie
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lleda Lalt
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LEIPZIG
C..T.

Carl CarfltonH
Fortuna Ballet-
2

' Franks .

The Jozettys.
Fred" Kurt
Mnry& Will
Pplz A. Polz
Adn Rlchter
2 Rod inn
Helga & V Sev.

Edeiii
CharloU ' DAMdert
J>'rahflky'

Alice Gray
Lucie : Klanr
Bela "k-rerhb
:Mulford \

'M*r^Jr^Ney",'
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-

.Tooko
2 Torres. *:.Muo1i
Vellin .&. Santls,
3 Veronas

LIEGNlT7i.
Ilauptivaehe.

Hai'ald \ Pporidy
Willi Zeltz-Morel
Mephlflto-
Stdmbui Ptnr
iloussa-dl-Snyed-All
Mr Brauh:

MANNHEIM
Llbelle

2 Barettys
Max Ebertl
Rid I G ruen
Karl -.Hrinley
Curt Haupt
3 'Houes
Omorl. Sis'
Shatty .

MUNICH
Annust

Clarence 3..

'

Francis Dorny-
Hllde Gra^lella
Hehny von. 'Jerten
Ar.thur Krbnenberg
Peter Pfelffer
Pose & Partner
Lisa .Italy. :

•

Selb.o
Maria Szaptho

Eden
Frank Herhis
Gustav Jue.rgens
Traud Martti
2. Morgans
Adolf A Rommel
Blandlne .& F. Tacay

Central-Palace
Trude Hesterber^
i Bragpaars
Diaz & Paoheco
Gladlps
Bobby Hauflmann
Sbja*

Kone-Clrous
5 Astony Sis

'

3 Calroll
Cossumys Tigers
,Jelo Cossmy
Coucha & Coucha
3 Medrano Sis.
4 Palms
The. Norwich 3
Rledrier Sis
.Zeze & Paolono

NlRKMItE
Kdca

2 alladinls
Willi Feldmnnh
Daginar .Schwa bo
Trux .Vr. Macklo
EriU' W.'illner
/.Inn ft Patty.

St rebel
Chr'lstoivli

U)la Eseh
K Gunlliei' .'Adeler
Edith N Schumsel
2 Just Ins
WIIHanv.PeirHS-
PJrol

'"

Slreb'el
Wl'iilergarfen

China (I yu-Nan C
>i Mac)<s
Carl WtLller Popp
*Erlrer'**trprnvl?i';'^"-^''

Mlml Thoilua -.'.'

Helgiv Welhelil

STETTIN.
Centra Ilia lie

Brpx ,
'

Charlotlp.
Karl Edler.;

Gibson - Co
Martha... iTubher
Moescr-. .Tbfie-

Hie Lacis
Joe Ortnea ft Pint
E. Siainnier-steln

Troeaderoj 1

. Arthur, llerxpg
'Carllielnz Ne'nnder
3 Qrfalls
Pi pi no ' ' --.

Maria Viilente
^Olnay ft Pice

' VI'TGART
:x<elslor

Blank Sis.

Trmgiird.' Borchar.dl

'

2 Ccirallls
Fred Endr.lkiit
3 Rundolfs
Manhl Schulteh
.'Annl -ferv'ee'
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WIllielmHlnia
(! LJcky Girls .

Charley Elchhelivi
Clown .Te.ck .

Deli '& Rlx Oh|l
tTelnrich Stengel
Alfredo ft Paolo
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Blitz
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Ti Sulianas .
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.'Scala'
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Alex Alexandroff
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Werner Textor.

SWICKAC
Llndenhof

6 Alirons Sis
The -.BarrlHiihs
Rolf Hansen
Jenny. Piccolo
3 Rlegcls

NEW YORK CITY
Bertolottl's

rtlta Renaud
Carpi. Vance
Fran Craven
Ann White
Syd Ramon
Jimmy Wlialen. Ore

IMVaiTy'wv
Yvette Rugel ;

Rudy Madison
.loseph B. Howard
Tied Beyer
Ethel Ollbert
Gus : Wlcke'
Will Ward

lack Cat
Kitten Korua
Blondle Scott
Evelyn- Oliver
Arrianda Randolph
Jimmy TJiomns :

Maxle Ar.'nstrong
Amy Spencer
Billy Dat lel.T

Coi-r La Redd
Jack & Jill

Lonny SinV ions Ore

Brass Rail

Noll Golden Ore
3 Continentals

Cafe nail

Ruih Craven
.Tune Miller
Macklo ft. Paul
Granville. Gaye
Pariiela CIITCord
I'M yl Is Avery
Violet Caraon
Noll Bllz
Polly Picker

t

Sid Hawk|n.s
itogor Steele Ore
..Tack Wall-ice Ore

Cafe Valencia
' Don- Casano va

I in Gltanllla.
La . Sultarilu
Ln Carlta.
'p.nn' :Juan.' re

-.Callente

.fenn Gordon
DoroLliy Maxlno
'.Jolinhy Powell's-. Bd
Chateau .Moder.no

•Alfirllyh .'Gay nor
Allan Fp.sier '

Al Apollon Ore.

John Adam
A I ''Benson
Shirley' W.al Is

• Nv.II. Slon'
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Tramp Hd.
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Arfliiir Davy Ore
Cab Calloway Orb

Jack Dempse.v*
Phil Romano Ore

El Chlco
Ch.llfl .

fjori'' Rancheros'
Adellna Durun
Curios Mon'IPya
Maclovla ft Candldo
Roslla Rlos
Don Alberto Ore

. El Morocco
.Ernie .Hoist Ore

EI Toreador
•Los v.'iedas
Pedro. Via Bd

French Casino
Adalet
Foral Benga
Betty Brlte
Betty Bruce

,

Florence : Cli u nibecoe
Hilda Eironto,
Rolf llolbclrt
Johnny Co

.

Xiivler Lemercle'r.
7 Maravillus
Rokkofs
Rhecn rads
Florence Spencer
T.iillah ft My I.

(rls ' Way'no
Vpffa Asp 1

.

Paul- Ash O.re' 1
.

V Travcrs Ore
C- Cromwell Ore.
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Allepn ('Pok
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Pelcr luin.d'all'

Ann. Stun Vl

Duryen's. D<)lls
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A MulariKO Ore
lliirlcin I'proar

Erskino ll'.Wklns I'.il

Ulllan I'Tlzgeraid
ICiltr.'v ,'M: llnllev
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.
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Kilcllo Xo||
Delia, ft. .Hilly ,.. );

Mariiiii N'ohni
I.cti.v Keinble
.losii-phinc. ![<'

I Jet. (Jdsiiio
Mll'/.i ira'.i'ne*.

L'c miJd Kings

ll(:.nri.« Wes.scls
\aioiili- ne ni 1. 1 i.l

Kni'cle ft

Paul - Remoe-
2 Davcys
Lennle Ilayton Ore

Hotel Ambassador
Dick Gasparro Or
Cliarles Bliike
Coblna* Wright
.(noli & Juno Blair
Heather Haliday
llobert Bard
June Sllliimn
It. - Patterson
Robt Relnhart-
Mrs. II W Thomps'n

otel Astor

Vincent Lopez. Ore '

;Frefl Loiyery ,

"-

Molba Melslng
'.Emily Van Loeson

^linlejT^Vorth,^
•llobert Lytell
I'lorenzos
Walton &

Hotel «lltmore
llPrueisi Heldt Ore
Lysbcth . Hughes
Bob McCoy
•A.-& Y . King
'Larry "Cotton'
Art' Thorsen
'.ferry Bpwrie
Dick Morgan
Burton- Pierce

Hotel Commodore
Helen. Wynne-
Nadine & Kirk
Tommy Horsey Ore
rBflytlie Wright
Jack Leonard
U: Esfiulres

Hotel Edison
Bobby liayee.Orc-
Ralph Torros
Theodora BroPks
Oscar Deye
Mui'lel Byid
Bob Berry

Hotel Rssei House
N Brahdewynne Qr
Maxlne Tappln
Dick Stone
Essex .Troubadours
Hotel Fifth 'Ai/e'

Roy Strum Oro

Hotel Governor
Clinton

Stilart Jules
il.uy O'Hara Oro

Hotel Half Moon
(llrooklyn)

Blanche Gould
Marie Valdez
Marlon Kayo
Ken Casey Ore.

Hotel Lexington

OzzleV Nelson Oro
Shirley Lloyd

Hotel Llncolo

leham Jones.Oro-

ilotel McAlpIn
tfinoch Light Oro

,

i a. G.onzalei Eni«

Mrs Theo Dreiser
Murlal Sherman "'

Hotel SlontVluIr

Coral .
lelnndors

Jiianlta. Waypo
Joe Pontee
.Clay Bry.spn
Happy Power*

-

Nick Fisher
John Zollner
Ben Blum
Hal Hope Oro
Bill Lincoln
Wane ta. Wayne.
Ann Courtney
Jules Losch

il*»te| l»IurTray 'TIlll-
(Fountain Room)

Dbiorea FarriB
Ruth Kldd
Frank McGormlck
Will Oakland
Eleanor. Bowers
Uay Sadler
Mlshel (lor'ner's Ore
Santlbna & Fa Ire' Id

Hotel New Yorker

Abe Lyman Oro
Andy Iona Oro
TcflB Gardell
.Pepplno ft Beatrice
Rose Blaine
Tiny Wolf
Sonny Schuyler
Hotel Park Central

Tlo Toe OJrls
.

.

'.Jerry Blajnp Oro'
Uoscoe Ails
Betty Lewis
^antlino ft. F'child
Marlon - Mellon.
Dorothy Jeffors
Clark Ringwalt
Men of Man'tan
Hotel I'urk Lane

Junior Raphael Ore
Hotel Pennsylvania
Benny Goodman Bd'
licrnhard ft Grah'iri
Fr.iiioefl Hunt.
Hotel Piccadilly •

Trent Patterson
Tonl . (J.iiye

Arno ; ft Zola
Jerry Stewart
Uaye Schooler Ore

Hotel Ploap
Win McCune Ore
Hal Atklhsot)
I'anclio's' Ore
IlitTlinans
.'Paul Draper-

. Hotel. Roosevelt
" Internal lonal.*).,

tiny l.omlialtio Ore
Hotel Kit/ Ciirllrin

'Herii/frils Duviils
I . I V r «

»

' fvdnrlMauls'
|

^f'nor .U'ences'.-''

i t- 'Krarl'docl;

! /.osU; :

,

" >'irn'(ir. VV'enecs
j'ltiirel.io'

' Afri'iue
,

..

i Ha.sll r'"i)iiit:pn. i'C

! <Vi>-m.'ui- Vee.<ev . lire

lintel. Si • Plain

I t'ai ii on;
i Kih.llo. I'eill Ore
'llahftncras Ore

. otel She
> I'.i-ggy 'l.iolah

leri-j Lee-
ln>.' till Valour Off

i '.Hotel St. Geortfr

|

(Itrooklyli)
•

-

li!i HaitlVilg Ore.
• .\1.I-.mi .U'iito.r Ore
! .1 p',j;i hh

a

I !«.>j I rlt-u 'llotv'cll
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Roth

Tan la
Gen
Rftp-
Lubpi
Nioh'n
Sorgo

... Reybiirn
lintel ' Sherry
Notherland

ft Klrsoff
Ijodljeh'skyI

hnel.
Doublngo-

laa Zoilrt
Sergey,-.

Catherine Grey
Alex Bunehuk Oro

Ml deb
Roger. Stearns
Alex. Rotk-ln Ena
Taolc Sh'err Oro -

tills- Deon
Grlslra

Hotel St. Regis
(iridium ltonii>>

Emit .Colenian Or

.

Medrano .ft Donrfft
PaMl Gerrlts

Hoi el TtiM

Geo;-. Hall Oro -.-' •

Dolly Dawn.
Johnny McKrever

.

Empd'rP'rs of lt'yt-'-in

Hotel Vaiiilerl.llt

Ri.Idle .l-.'ii ii -.Ore
Goodelle ft' K
Dorolh.' How

Otel. Waldorf-
Astoria

Mario & Florla
Eve Symington
Eddie LeBiii'On Bd
Leo. . Relsman Oro

.

Mlclinel Xai'ln Orb
Hotel Welllnkto

Ed..;Mayahoff .Oro'

Hotel Wevllii

Alex Fog arty .

Charilo Wright
•Jimmy Kelly's.

4 Mohtmarlirei .Boya
Jimmy • Coatello
Danny 'Biggins.
Vaughn Comfort..
John lllckwopd
tr.a • Yarncll
Gladys Faye
Gene Wallers
Carter, ft Se.hau
3 Raymonds '

Renee
Irene Maustith
Graoe Brlscpmbe
Dick & Dottle .Tone*
Santos ft Elvira
Isabel Brown
Lionel Rtind Oro
Elena McCoy
Mary Lane. .

Joe Capello Ore
Kretelimn

Simeon tCnravaeff
Dorla Blt'so -

Yllona Gnbrlelle
MIohael Miohon
Nadla
A Stoya novelty
Mlnclia
5 Barihovsky
Nicholas Matthey Or

I.amo
Ed Furmail
Billy Lorraine
Iiyhne Gordon
Diana Ward: .

Peggy Strickland
Eddie Davis Orb

Lnurel-ln-Plnen
(Lakewood, N. J.)

Terry Green
Mona ft Marina
Fred Berhens Oro

Mirage
Billy. Heyvvoud
Cliff Alien .

Ginger Sutton
.

Yanyego. Dancers
Jerry Klrkland
Virginia Falr--
Wandu Goll
Mario Almonte.
Grace Brlskln
Cookie Wllliains Or
Slboney Rhumba Bd

Leon & EddU'a
IrlB Adrian
Wllllctm Farmer Oro
Lane,. Tree ft Ed
Th.e BarancoS
Billy . Reed
Haywood &
Lee Perrln
Royal Duo
Salome-Salome

Madeleine's
Lucille
Joe Oroy 3

Merry-Go-
Tlto Gulzar
Horutlo

.
iSltp. Oro

B^orls- Kordtzky .Ena
Lulso Re nee

Man Purls
Versatile. 3 .

Oene D'osdlnlt Ore
Laurenco White
Marlon Ploveo

Onyx Club
Avon ^oiins.on
Don Lnmbort
O Splrlts of Uhylhm
diult Smith Bd

Paradise
Irono Beosley
Janlci) - A novo
Richard ft Carson ;

Barto ft Miinn
.Mary Roland
Florence ft Alvnr
Johnny Russell
Jay 'Freeman.- -Orb,

Plaei*.. Kle iinle

Joyce Miller :

Toto <'angl0Hl
Bill Fa rrell

. LArry -Alaildl.

Itiilnliow (irlli

'Emery Dcui-sch
I'lvaly n. Tyncr
Jerry .f.l'o.ff

Jack Kerr
Ariel -perry

Uiliiilinw |{oo

. Ciisii- -Loi Ore-
Sue -. I'lKMl-ings
Alec 'Teil.l |'i|etP

.A rlel- Perry-
ifldgur Hi'i'geli..

Dr 'Sydney Itoss
Maurice-. ..ft C'ril'
Olyiiiplc .

Evil I v n Tj-iie'r
•'

, Doll Axpia/u -Ore-
itoulirl Kixiiii

Nellie PaJc-y;
Kosa Biinielt.

Royal Box
.lop :

v,<- 1 1 r
Itach.H C;
I'cari 2

i.>oi" HoSlHu-r
Ale, . Holshakoff
(ij,i»My':Nliia

^JCWlHa ...
iWlfirit-, r.i'-he.l Ina
A nl ony ':c, rosiivlf-

on ajjp (57^
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MUSIC HALL, N.Y.
.

Radio ity Music Hall runs a
trailer this week, end ahead of the
feature, 'When You're in Love* (Col),
pointing with pride to the fact that
the production ensembles in the
film were done by the Hall's head
artistic man, Leon Leonidoff. This is
a gracious gesture from Boss Van
Schmus and a showmanly stunt to
boot.

..... Thursday night, star, Grace Moore,
,paraded

. into the reserved seat
--^mezzaniae-witha-cavalcade-of soup^,

ahd-flshed* gents just as the inter-
mission, lights were up and Pick
Leibert r-was wrestling • with the
organ, a. was - nice timing and as
LeiberKhit off : one former Grace

tune after another there was
/after wave of applause. Star
up to acknowledge the plaudits

democratically leaned over the
failing to tra-Ia-la with her kerchief
to the main floor.

'.Mickey Mouse opens the show
/ith a sample below the Walt Disney

factory average and open to criti-
cism -t-'4£-.anybody cares— on' the
grounds that nice little pictures for
nice little .children should not glorify
practical joking.

Express elevator brings Rapee's
frenchmen into sight and they kick
out with. Offenbach's 'Orpheus.'
'Thereafter the orchestra hops to
Tschaikowsky's 'Nutcracker Suite*
whose several movements are hitched
to Leonidoff's tableaux. Emphasis all
the way on ballet with .a climax
using 60-odd girls who so crowd
even the big Music Hall stage that
for some of the quadrilles a few
haye to; scram into the wings.

. Top attention-getter of the week
are Marion and Erma (New Acts)

. who do things with their bodies that
most people couldn't do with their
imaginations. '"•' Repeated applause
testified to the audience's combined
awe and apprehension. Other pro-
gram credits are as follows: Chinese
Dance—Nicholas Daks, Alma Lee,
Alice Young, ' Arabian Chant-

—

Rosario'Orellan. Glee Club. Russian
Dance—Hilda Eckler, Maxime Wil-
liams, Serge Abagroff, Nicholas Ve-
toshkin, Leon Fokine, Val Romanoff.'
William Allen, Rudy Malinoff. Wasil
Wanja, A. Broversky. Land.

facing this week's customers is Lam-
bert!, comedy xylophonist scoring
with his familiar brand of hoke,

. Only new face oh the bill is Loret
ta Lee, torcher from the air lanes,
making her local stage, debut Miss
Lee has a lot of personality and
knows how to put across numbers for
best results. She opened with . 'Basin
Street Blues/ then swung into 'Pen-
nies from Heaven' -and wound up
with 'Tiger Rag' to solid returns. Girl
should have no trouble- garnering
furl her stage dates.

-^SlaricJi.Qnettes currently are pre?
senting one of ffieiFbest novelty rifti-

tines. Girls do a' sort of military pre-
cision number and wind up. with a
drum, corps bit that registers, -Rube
Wolf takes his place as a soloist as
come-on for the femmes.

It happens to be an anniversary
week at the house, so opening has
the femmes seated : behind a long
-table containing a huge birthday cake
before going into their initial tap
routine. Follows a tableau, flash of
the girls draped over a huge prop
cake flung back stage. House orch,
under Wolf's baton, does a smart
rendition interpreting how different
name bands would play 'Organ
Grinder's Swing,' with a Leopold
Stokowskl finale that wowed.
Screen feature, is 'Maid of Salem'

(Par), with.Par News, Sportlight and
color comedy in for good measure.
Trade about

: normal at ' opening
stanza. Edwa.

STATE, N. V.
• Stage show this session has -. no

\tiame calculated to twirl the turn-
stile till it creaks, but 'Camme'
(MG), shunted down the street from
a four-week roost at the Capitol,
looks 'like it will assure the b.o. end
o.k. Opening (Thursday) night
house was rather roomy at final
frolic.

Four-act layout embraces as good
ar selection of turns' as are available
these days. The wise-guy gang,that
.constitutes. the _ State, .patronage
warmed up to show and seemed to
find cheer after shaking off the grip
the weepy pic clamped on 'em.
Duval, sleight-of-hander doubling

from Ritz-Carlton hotel, opens with
kerchief palming. Some of his stuff
is rather routine, and some down-
right fundamental, but at least two
of his hoaxes are excellent enough
to get gasps which whisked him
across, :•

.

Wini Shaw in the deuce is top-
lined on the bill, . and swept over
strongly with a, sultry soprano set

i.of pipes, and nice interpretation of
songs, adroitly sold with stream-
lined gestures. Three currently
reigning pops were buttressed by
'Lady" in Red.! rendition of which
.represented Miss Shaw's peak pic
attainment in 'In' Caliente' (WB).
/Warbler well set off in summery
.frock.

Buck and Bubbles, best colored
tworact in the biz, have always
found the State an extremely' happy
haven. Next-itb-shut was nextrto-
heaven for pair with their gags,
songs and hoofing.
Another act as good as can be

found in its category, the Kitchen
Pirates, closed with its exciting
adagio stuff.- The three huskies
still toss the lithe lass around in the
act that is further enhanced and
characterized by the thoughtful idea.

rthe turn's name embraces, but
doesn't clarify until seen.
.

Incidentally, the dark-thatched
lad who does the catching continues
to be one of the ablest seen any-
where . around. With Peggy Taylor
abroad. Lita D'Qrav is the tossee.
Billed here as the K. P.'s, act opens
Thursday at the Club Versailles,
N.1

Y., as the Stuart Morgan Dancers.
Bert

CAPITOL, WASH.
Washington, Feb.

Bowes' all-girl unit in this week
With chief interest debut of new.
baton-waving m.c, Jean Rose, who
takes over stick for first time.- Girl
is attractive brunet* and. plenty,
versatile, handling baton, plunking
piano, warbling and able to swing
legs through smooth tap. Cap is

great Ina Ray Hutton town, and
Jean suffers: plenty by. . comparison,
although with a few weeks to polish
up she should get by oke.

Show, as whole, is spotty, with
established specialties sock and
those introduced as recent am hour
winners pretty sad. Band still isn't
anything to. rave about, but tackles
enough tricky arrangements to keep
up interest, Best numbers are
opener, 'Queen of Swing Is Having
a Dream,' which gives conductress
chance to warble, and 'Heart Throb
College,' with orch suffering from
weak comedy . lyrics.

Specialties all work in. front of
band. Clara WeUmah, who steps
out to do concerto and 'Indian Love
Call;' gets by satisfactorily, and
Marie Woods,, hefty Sophie Tucker
imitator, comes up from audience
to melt from bit of gagging into
'Some of These Days' and stop show.
All the rest get oh from off-stage

via introductions.' Tops are Kay
Krivokucha,- hUl-billy yodeler,- wha
gets first, real hand of show; Rita
Frucht. whose imitations of Berg-
ner. Hepburn; G'arbo, Rainer and
Bette Davis, are gilt-edge; and Jean
Clark, who' strides on in tailored
suit and brings down house with
whistle turn, mixing -bird calls with
traffic cops in various towns.

Weak sisters, in temporarily as
contest winners; are Florence Win-
ston, coloratura^ Mary Dudley, pop
singer, and Vera Ellen Rohe, young
tap dancer. All would get by if pre-
sented in Bowes' manner, but used
straight they don't quite .

get across.

Show is richly staged and baton-
ess changes gowns often enough to
make talk, although staying away
from the extreme curvacious get-ups
that gained fame for Hutton.

Pic is 'Love is News' (20th).
Crax

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
.Los.Angeies^.Feb. 18.

It's been many years, since Charles
Withers regaled western vaude audi-
ences., with his one-man opry house
act, always a surefire, turn.- At the
•Par this week, topping the Fanchon
& Marco show,. Withers is presenting
a revamped version of the veteran
vehicle, changed to the extent that
he now utilizes a company of five

people to assist him in the offering

he formerly worked single handed.
Withers still works the props and

tsouhd effects and make an invasion
of the audiencejip, the guise of a pop-
corn vendor; IJete using the same old
set or a duplfbate^qf, the one used fqfl

so mariy'years^.^nia
ir
\^ith. any p£ the,

;old-tin^ers pughlt.^9.-re^isrer for splitf

wallop's,- •. i
,2'''' . '.•». S i- •

Another vet of the vaude stage

TOWER, K. C.
Kansas City, Feb: 19.

The big build-up is now on for
this house since 100% Fox occupancy
last week.. This erstwhile ' family
spot now looms as first rank compe-r
tition to just about complete its Cin-
derella career. The glass slipper, 'A'

pic product, has been fitted with cur-
rent unwinding of 'On the Avenue'
(20th j. Gross has skyrocketed and
if pace is maintained vaude's destiny
is problematical. No pix outfit' is

going to admit that they come to see
vaude although that has been the
precise lure here under independent
operators.

Buddy Doyle, blackface warbler,
headlines the flesh section frequently
.referring to his work in 'Ziegfeld.'
His Cantor^style 'If.You Knew Susie'
is far .and away his best bit He goes
pretty laugh-clownish over a for-,

gotten rnan number. . All studio
workers feel called upon to de-chest
some Hollywood anecdotia and
Doyle is no exception. : No One is

unseated by Doyle's cracks. As a
vocalist he pleases!
Kirby and Duval got this . house

confused with the riiteries down the
street. The mixed patter team dealt
exclusively in indigo.

' Kirby Brothers and Beatrice spe-
cialize in unconventional poses to
highlight their knockabout turn. The
girl gets some spectacular tossing.
. An innovation this week is . a line
of eight boys who don't .do enough
to justify the added expense.' ' Thejf
appear in two production numbers
with vthe girl line (12), ' This 'is'the
week Ted. Cook; m.c\; xand Lester]
Harding, baritone; > >w.ear whiter-ties
and tails. Hoyt.i J

NORMANDIE, PARIS
(NEW)'

Paris, Feb. 14.

Opening of this new 2,000-seater

was one of the most brilliant affairs

Paris has seen on a wet winter's
nights in

.
years.

Both automobile and pedestrian
traffic was jammed in the Champs-
Elysees as famous persons from
every walk of life .passed between
lines of Republican Guards in
gorgeous uniforms drawn .up under

Palatial house was inaugurated
with Tire Over England,' (UA),' new
film produced by Eric Pommer in
London. Gala opening was under
the. patronage of the Comite National,
de Defense Antituber Culeuse, of
.which Mme. Lebruh; wife~^of the
president, is head.
Luxuriously, furnished, interior of

the house offers something new in'

the way of decoration in this town.
Side walls are flooded with futuristic
designs of music notes,, harps and
dancing nudes, thrown from opposite
sides of house by. small .

projectors.
Architecture* which is. carried but on
plain but effective lines is the work
of Montaut and Gorska. Leonard and
Adolphe Rosenthale are understood
to be the backers of the new house,
direction of which is. in the hands of
Raoul d'Ast. :

Theatre will offer a cinema-music-
hall program at top prices now pre-;
vailing in Paris. Stage presentations
have been assigned to Pierre. Sand-
rini, who also directs the Bal
Tabarin.

.
First-nighters were .

dis-

appointed, as the stage presentation
was - called off due to lateness in
getting . the crowd settled. ;• ,Program
mentioned, 'Viennese Waltzes' and a
number called 'Metal/ latter, being a
part of the present Bal Tabarin
show, executed by the Ballet of the
Tabari ; Others on the bill are Vera
Tcherina and Jack Spurgepn, the
Three Nonchalants, The Brumas and
Elizabeth and Dell Adami. Jean
Alfaro is wielding the baton.
House should do well if a high-

class picture and stage-show, is pre-
sented. There are more than a
sufficiency of cinemas in the avenue
already, but none of them offer a
stage attraction; so this one should
click if the right kind of talent is

brought in. Hugo.

LQEW'S, MONTREAL
Montreal, Feb. 23.

Ray Noble with orch and one
stand-out turn plus a few others
that are fair are packing them in to
this house currently and look like
realizing, best gross this year, de-
spite 10c drop in prices.
The act is . the Dick, Don and

Dinah team of tumblers who come
in toward the end and stand the
crowd on their heads. No act as
good as this one has been seen here
for over a "yeair and the"town" ~is7

talking of it Show is held up for
five minutes every night, while,
crowd howls for more.
Ray Noble is also greatly liked.

Crowd unused to his restraint in
conducting and way he handles his
orch with his hands, feet and legs.

No baton and lib lathering himself
into a Turkish bath like the usual
leader of jazz bands. Thev like
this,- and it has them tickled to

watch him flick a pianissimo put of
his band with a finger sriao and run
through the whole diminuendo,
scale oh a twist of the wrist and a
flexed knee. His brasses are not too
strident and his strings are saccha-
rine, while his solo artists are a
class in themselves. When he closes
the show with his own compositions,
the crowds rise at him for calls and'
encores.
.Lynn Martin and the Three Macs

but over nice singing with a melo-
drama ditty of a saw mill villain
and a wronged maiden. Gloria
Franklin, nice-looking tapper, goes
through routine act and Howard
Barrie sings well-known melodies
to orch accompaniment to good au-
dience reaction.
Seventy-minute show had not a

dull soot^and houses were full from
opening night Friday (19).

'Bulldog Drummond' (Par) and
'Off to the Races'' (U) on screen.

Lane.

over in bang-up fashion with her
stylized tap routine.

While on the subject of, material,

maybe it would be apropos
i
to take

up the question of Fred Lightner

who closed this bill. Lightner has
always been a natural comic, with
everything in the way of mugging
and delivery, , But he remains today
still a family time act due to his

unfortunate choice of gags and ma-
terial. His stuff is : either off-cqlor

or old. Lightner owes it to himself
to get up a new set of 'jokes,' be-
cause he is hampering himself, with
his present routine.
~"JameTATvM^
body instead of James Alvan. . He is

a pretty good harmonica tooter, but
he is going overboard by decking
himself but in white tie and tails so

that he looks quite Piccadilly, and
then proceeds to ruin the entire ef-

fect by his unfortunately bad die-;

tion. , Either . Alvan' should drop
that soup-arid-fish or forget about
trying: to talk. The two don't go to-

gether. Alvan does a swell job-with
such tunes as 'Carnival of Venice,'

but fumbles on 'Smoke Gets in Your.
Eyes,' which he introduces as a
Larry Adler arrangement Uses a
femme: accompanist for the latter,

but hurts himself by giving her too
much spotlight on the side of the
stage. Should restrict her to a baby
spot.

In the deuce were Maurice and
Vincent who. fail to get the most
out of knockabout, hand-to-hand
burlesque acrobatics. The bulk of

their humor consist of one of them
falling, on the other. Rest of the
stuff is standard and weakly done.
Other performer on the line-up was
Marion Parker, specialty dancer in
the opening chorus number. Miss
Parker's routine was good but far
too long.

''•

Picture was 'About to Die' (RKO).
Biz fine at the last show Saturday.

Gold.

STATE-LAKE, CHI.
Chicago,

.
21.

Miracle of the State-Lake vaude
bills is their ability to get: so much
running time and entertainment but
of the barest essentials. The cur-
rent show1

is a prime example of the
trick: four acts and a dancer, mak-
ing up 66 minutes of variety.
Topping, the bill from every angle

was that 'blue streak of vaudeville,'
Rae Samuels, : who ; came back to
town to warm this audience ' like a
bowl of . java on a winter morning.
Still a blue streak of showmanship
and song-salesmanship to her finger-
tips, Miss Samuels zoomed over her
lihe-up of special .material songs to
a rousing round of approval: : Al-
ways the individualist. Miss Samuels
continues to demonstrate that va-
riety entertainment needs special
material, and her songs, all written
for_up=to-the-minute topical clown-
ing were laughs from start to .fin-

ish. She is a lesson what variety
means in getting fresh material and
theh'irx selling that stuff.
;'' F6r,'the encore bit she is ^till

Ttj'rin'glpg, on the girl tapster, who was

FOX,PHILA.
Philadelphia, Feb. 20.

Fox has the best stage line-up this
week that it has offered since it got
flesh entertainment back five or six
weeks ago. There has been some
criticism of recent stage programs,
but yesterday's audiences gave this
ope unqualified approval. The pic
feature, 'Women of Glamour,' a
weak programmer, needs all the
help it can . get—and - gets

.
it. «

Eddie Duchiri is the ace card, and'
his show this time tops the one he
had here a year or so ago by several
city blocks. It is strictly class all

the way through, but the kind of
class that gets them all from top
balcony to front row brk.
Duchin opens the show with a

medley of modern hot tunes, pound-
ing the keys with familiar ease and
his 11 boys joining, on the choruses.
-He comes-to the inike_first. to. intra-.,
duce Jane Dover, a warm-voiced
contralto,

;
who scores unmistakably

with 'I'm in a Dancing Mood' and
repeats with 'Good Night, My Love.'
Incidentally, with a show that leans
strikingly on . the instrumental and
pantomimic side, this is one of the
few moments where the human
voice is heard. Miss Dover starts
things off well.

One more number by the; band
and then ' Duchin introduces Bliss,
Lewis and Ash, a dance act known

.

here, but- this time seen at their
best. It starts -with a. corking toe-
tap by the femme member of the
trio on a drum. Military air with
the 1 two men coming on to give it a
stirring finale to strains of the. nop-
ular navy ' song. The trio follows
with two other tap numbers, all
well above average. The act is very
attractively costumed, neatly rou-
tined and rates the hand it receives.

Next, individual offering is Lou
Sherwood, member of Duchin's ork.
who first warbles .'The Night Is
Young' very effectively and follows
with a trumpet solo.

The boys then play "Love and
Learn' with DUchin SDeeding up at
the keys and the audience warming
overy minute.

Then comes the highlight of the
featured numbers: an'.°.Englfeh music
hall team, the Calgary Brothers.
This , pair has more, novel twists in
its turn than any vaude team has
shown here in several . blue moons.
They offer a combination of knock-
about comedy, slowrmotion. contorr
tionistic dancing, panto comedy, ec-
centric dancing and. burley vocaliz-
intr that wowed and will win anv
.•vndjence. -Slick' stuff, and beauti-
fully routined, with the sjow motion
hiz a fhifhli^ht. One of the comics
"?nres with his uncanny ilitv to
'-} t down- oh thin- air: the other
-^oes a corkscrew . fall that's a darb.
Foiir encores and even then the
"w* out front weren't satisfied.

Orchestra then plays a medley
hich-lightine 'Chaoel in the Moon-
light.' Duchin then asks for . re-
quests and is deluged. They do a
couple more and then he introduces
Gower and Jeanne, a high-class pair
of ballroom dancers who do a
strpigh.t waltz affair first, and follow
with a more -eccentric number.
They're good and. don't overstay
their- welcome.
Duchin and the boys then do their

familiar, and ever-liked 'Stormy
Weather' and that's a., swell climax
to what was obviously the most
popular sta"e show the Fox has had
in a long time. Waters.

Victoria Palace, London.
London, Feb. 9.

. Kurt Robitschek had to delve
deeply into the aspirin; bottle to re-
lieve the headaches this week's bill
is giving him.
First Cass, Mack, Owen and Topsy

were compelled to cancel,, through
stork interference; then Miller and
Wilson were brought in from the-
Grosvenor house cabaret, after play-
ing : a year at. the Folies Bergere,''
Paris, with boys refusing, to go into
the closing spot, and walking. But
biggest of all headaches is going to
4as^hin%EialL..wefikJ . ^.T^is„4sLaenee^
Houston, one of the cleverest girlsiri
vaudeville and at present its biggest
disappointment.
Miss Houston .refuses to get a .

vehicle; just clowns around non-
chalantly, talks, inconsequentially:
gains and loses her audience at odd
moments, and finishes to a tired and
bored assembly. Donald Stewart
who supports her, could do a lot bet-
ter, too.

.

Despite all the headaches, Robits-
chek has a good show, although
overly expensive at around $7,000.
Opener is Paul Berny, French jug-
gler with a nice personality, speed
and an easy way of working. Should
fit into any Broadway nitery.
Ghezzi Brothers, here a couple of

weeks ago as replacement for Wal-
ter Dare Wahl, deserve the return
booking. Boys are still polished per-
formers.

Gillie Potterr who follows Dar-
lene Walders (clever American
acrobatic dancer, who has been
around here quite a while) is the
first talking act on the bill, following
three sight acts, and should have
had easy going.

n
But he falls in line

with most of the locals by lacking
new material, and his air of superi-
ority is almost offensive.
Three Wiere Bros., here on a

quick return, prove one of the out-
standers. Boys are great salesmen,
and their American sojourn has done
them a lot of good.
With shortage of novelties, the

headlining honors should have. gone-
to Lee Sims and Ilomay Bailey, who
were specially brought over for this
bill. As is, singing-piano combo
is one of the highlights On the pro-
gram, and will do even better when
acclimated.
Senator Murphy, just in from a

South African tour, has , some new
topicalities which his forceful per-
sonality ramms down the customers'
throats. Murphy can stand lots of
repetition.
Con Colleano, in the. coveted next-

to-closing spot, holds 'em easily.
Climaxes with his complete forward
somersault which put him but of
gear at the Alhambra, Paris,
cently.
Three Jades, two German boys,and

Ben Jade, American, in usual dance
routine, closed, and fair.

Bill is in for a* fortnight, same as
the previous one, which grossed over
$20,000^-- House- -4s --attracting—real
boiled-shirters, all ready to join in
the fun, which is a good omen.
If this bill should hold tip, house will
stay straight vaude. Otherwise it
goes mixed—or variety-cum-produc-
tion. . ——r-

—

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Feb. 20.

_ Although boasting no names, the
Fox show: this week consists of five
uniformly good acts. They're okay
entertainment even if not world-
beaters. They support a * ' pic,
Jane Withers in 'Holy Terror' and
'March of Time.' Business is good.
Order of billing means nothing

here. Curtain-upper is the Unique
Walkmirs, a combination balancing
and

;
strong-man act. Though not

precisely unique is different from
anything seen in these parts recently.
Male shoulder-balancer supports 25-
foot pole at top of which two
femmes Spin and twist.
. The Radio Ramblers, who have
done plenty of rambling in their day*
are still okay. They do impersona-

,

tions of radio and film biggies, and
toss in some fairly decent chiming.

;

harmonized and solo. They kid the
whole thing, taking none of the im-
personations, seriously; which adds to
the fun. Good showmen, they throw
in plenty of side-stuff comedy. Took
advantage of Rubinoff's present
Garcia trouble with take-off"-ail#
cracks. Ben Berriie and Charles
Lauehton mimics also good.

Balabaiiow Review is. four girls
y?nd two men who pianoaccordion.
Supposed to be all in the family.
Each puts, the inner-outer mechan-
ism aside to do a specialty and turn
in some good tap and acrobatic
whirling and vocal work. However,
the amount of accordion one is ?Me
to listen to is limited, and. the B't»la<-

banows don't know when er"/T's
enuff. Cutting five minutes from
act would better it. But the girls,

are lookers and troupe is young fnd
vivacious, playing in front of pretty
outdoor set and gives colorful per-
formance.

. ..

Harry Burns and companv (4) is a
spiel act—little fellow who makes
good, and '".fellow who takes les-

sons from him. Outstanding is a
blende stoogei

vpn if . your, taste doesn't run tp
mir folvr-lecged. friends, you'll like.

Cil.lv Feihdt's unusual equihe aft.

Animals do intricate dance steps in

perfect time. Two, horses used, one
on the sta^e at. a time. Cvlly F^inrit.

the mbuntie...is. an okay looker. .Ts

short and sweet, ich adds to the

appeal. Herb,
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PARAMOUNT, N. Y.
Guy Lombardo's . orchestra aug-

ments' *Johh' Meade's Woman' (Par)
here this week and, from the looks
of the okay ; biz Thursday night, is

helping plenty at the wicket. House
was more than comfortably filled by
the time the last pit show went into

lion.

Musically, the Lombardo orchestra
is one of the tops.: On a stage, as
.well as air, it is quite different from
the usual run of bands.

.

Twelve-piece outfit, with Guy wav-
ing the baton and. brothers Carmen

vocals, the -

orchestra appeals chiefly
through its ;sweet.

.
arrangements.

None of the cut-up stuff of the aver-
age crews is included and there, is

a practically complete absence of
glee-clUb singing, only mass vocaliz-
ing being that of a trio from the
band, which includes. Carmen:
.,

Specialties booked . in
. ith' the

Lombardo band actually provide the
sock of current presentation. First
there's Burton Pierce, a swell hoofer,
but too close to Fred Astaire in style.
His second of two routines is, in
fact, an .imitation, though not an-
nounced. Second specialty sock is

provided by Virginia Verrill, deep-
throated radio singer, whose appear-
ance and vocalizing are all: in her
favor. However, she might switch
those stereotyped arm motions-/
Third, and a wham at this catching;

Rufe Davis, eccentric, hill-billy
Singer and barnyard imitator. Audi-
ence wouldn't let him go, even after
four or five encores. His singing is

strong, but best are his imitations
of trains, outboard motors, etc. Davis
is doubling from the Hollywood
restaurant, N, Y. Lombardo, of
course, is doubli from the Hotel
Roosevelt.
. Lombardo band's, highlights are
Liebert's corrieting and vocalizing of
'When My 'preamboat Comes, Home*
and Carmen's singing of 'Bob Hoo!'
Show runs 40 minutes. Scho.

ST. LOUIS, ST. L.

St; Louis, Feb,

Although Lent is taking its an-
nual toll, of b. . . activity, at all local
amusement places, first week . of
religious season surprised film row-
as biz at St. Louis actually bettered
that of previous, week, and indica-
tions point to further prosperity. It

all can be attributed to quality
,
of-

acts at Fanchon .& Marco's Grand
blvd. combo-house, steadily grow-
ing popularity of Johnny Perkins,
m. c, and smart advertising.

'

Current 70-min. bill reeks with
action, and Joe . and P'ete Michon,
late of Ziegfeld Follies, cop top hon-
ors with, their 12-min. act) although
they are. pressed by Teddy Lester
and Paul Kirkland.. Show, opens with
Perkins, in nautical' attire, coming
through curtains as stage lights 'flash
as_if_lightning^jnd .as.:, curtains .are.
drawn on dash Roxyettes for' an
okay nautical routine..
They give Way to Lester, billed as

the Musical Pickpocket, and he opens
act with 'Stars and Stripes Forever'
on fife imbedded in walking cane.
Then he frisks himself for series Of
piccolo, harmonicas, rubber tube,
saxes, and later a guitar, violin and.
clarinet from which he extracts tunes
winding up with 'St. Louis Blues'
th^t \von a swell hand.

In. next slot ." Kirkland, who
climbs to eighth rung of ten-rung
ladder and dances it and himself all

over apron in rhythm with band. He
also clicked by balancing a paper,
cone on various, parts of his phiz,
finally setting cone afire and permit-
ting it to burn down to skin: Then
he ended stint by balancing, on his
chili, a girl, seated in one of two in-
vei-ted chairs.

'

Perkins comes back for another
new yjtory and warbles 'My Wife's
First Husband.' and palm pounders
went into action. Line returns for
a routine during which Perkins,
standing in aisle, stops 'em by blow-
ing whistle and girls find themselves
in all sorts of postures. .

Roxyettes
give way to Stevens Sisters, once
with 'Greenwich Village Follies.'
with Niecie doing the comics, and
drawing audience approval. " Both

.
sing and do a nice interp of a cal-

Then come the Michon boys and
thev stop the show with the phony
•slcight-of-hand. stuff which precedes
Springboard acrobatics, trick falls

and balancing feats. Show is brought
to a finale as verteti blind opens
and Roxyettes climb., rope ladders,
arranged to resemble a', ship's rig-
ging, and then come back on apron
for a fast routine. Screen offers
'One in a Million' (20th) (2d run),
and 'Racing Lady' (RKO), latter be-
ing, shown at all matinees except
Sunday. Biz very good. Sahu.

FOX, DETROIT
Detroit, Feb.

First house-produced show in sev-
eral weeks, following long, run of
units. Chuck full of talent, produc-
tion flows smoothly, and only things
lacking are settings. Inclusion of
latter, plus placing of orch on stage,
would have set the. 55-minute show
off in fine style.
Miniature stage for closing act, Sa-

lici Puppets, precluded putting a pit
band on stage, but there was little
excuse for forcing all turns to work
before drop. Aside from these dis-
crepancies^ vaude packs plenty of

diversity and wallop, and is a credit
all around.
On the bill, besides Salici Puppets,

which get top billing, are Pat O'Mal-
.
ley, late of Jack Hylton's band; Gene
Sheldon, plus Loretta Fischer, who
were here only few months ago; Billy
and Beverly Bemrs, chief sufferers
from

. lack of settings, and Joyce
Reimer, aerialist. No names . but
plenty on the ball to interest patrons.
Although puppet act, the most

hovel Seen here in moons, is topV
billed* O'Malley runs it a close sec-,
ond for leading honors. He's scored

* here
.
in previous appearances, '.and

•doesn^t seemr ta-ha.ve-lost' ahy4of*his.
stuff. He'continues to droll out nifty
English music hall stories, subbing a
'Sammy* tale for. his famed 'Lil' Air
bert and the Lifh' bit . On midway,
he garners; rbcking applause, but dis-
appoints by; hot acceding to audience
demand for the 'Lil* Albert' piece.

.
The Bemis duo,;in deuce spot, has

several cute, snappy terping num-
bers, and gets over well, Male :and
femme's appearances form an inte-
gral portion of the turn. Their duo
hoofing is sock; ditto Bill's solo. But
Beverly's single, in which she .war-
bles and. shimmie, is plain brutal. It's
a shame, too. because whole turn is

otherwise nifty.
Pantomime comedy, provided by

Sheldon, abetted by Miss Fischer,
hits the spot. Entire act is clean, and
Miss Fischer furnishes the flash, in
addition to a. little hoofing and sing-
ing. Duo is. spotted next to shut, : and'
grab

.
off couple encores. Sheldon's

.
'sewirig-up-hand' bit is a honey for
ah encore.

.
Opening slot is filled capablv by

Miss Reimer, who sells her aerialist
turn nicely. She performs some dif-
ficult feats on the rone, and gives act
a new twist by warbling a tune, while
slowly- sliding, down rope head first.

Ge.ts a call back. Closing, Salici *s
Puppets provide ten scenes, given
from miniature stagey include clowns,
acrobats, musical, races, etc.,

. View of
strin f-pullers doing stuff from . above,
provided near end. seems to give
audience added, appreciation.

Overture, under Sam Jack Kauf-
man's baton, is tied: in nicely with
.next week's- show, consisting of pop
tunes from coming flicker. Frank
Connors, tenor, provides the war-
bling. Kaufman m.c.'s show from
pit.

Fair crowd on hand - at early eve-
rting show (Friday). On screen:
'When You're in Love' (Col) . Pete.

SCALA, BERLIN
Berlin. Feb. 8.

With Jack Hylton taking > iip the
second half of the bill, the Scala is
doing

.
landslide biz—two shows a

day and not a seat to be had at any
price. Even though the orchestra
is dated for only two weeks, Hylton
is copping such a wad of coin, that
the rest of the bill is made up of
mostly unknowns, with the Scala
girlSTdoing^their"feeoneHbesfWW
the gaps.

Show opens with the local ballet
in a pony dance. Fifteen Romanoffs
follow in some fine pyramids, but
aside from brute strength they have
nothing to show.
Few minutes of neat tumbling

offered by the Three Baldors and
then the Scala girls are at it again
in a 'Broadway Dance' which is
nothing but a mild ballroom Charles-
ton.

.

Bright spot of the first half, is an
American tightrope, act, the Four
Ortons. Boy. jumping from one. side
of the rope through a paper-covered
hoop - onto the other side gets a
great hand. Daddie in a ballet get-
up a la Fannie Brice does a witch
dance with broom on the rope that,
goes over big. Act has some A-l
tricks and nice fun. Trained goose
and baby pig come in for their share
of applause. >

Billed as Natal. 'Man or Monkey,'
works in the audience, hOpping dex-
terously from the back of one seat
to another. Searching for cooties,
arid hugging the ladies are his long
suit. Nimble.

. Another , number by the girls arid
the Carolis close the first half.
Italian troupe is first-rate, with, ex-
ceptional horses. One lad on a gal-
lopirig horse does ' a backward
somersault pirouettes through a
small hoop and lands on a second
horse behind him.
-Intermission ; : over, Jack Hylton

and his .band of 32
.
get a rousing

ovation from the mob. Opening
•number with vocal solo at the mike
is 'Lost, Strayed dr Stolen.' Audi-
ence is caught up at once by the.

tempo. Hits come and go, with the
mob out front lapping them up.
End man, a miniature Paul White-
man, keeps, them in. titters with his
clowning. He gets . big hand with
his. simultaneous solo on clarinet
arid saxophone. .Piano player sing-
ing 'Dinah' and doing an eccentric
dance is . good and had <t0 encore it

night caught; First violinist breaks
into a hot tap which goes aver big;

Joe Rossi, worider child, sells his
accordion number, aru*,. accompanied
by the band, encores with . Gersh-
win's 'Rhapsody in Blu»\* Medley
from 'BrOadway Melody' has the
audience in seventh heaven. Ameri-
can sirigle, Wilbur Hall, swaying .ori

his long-pointed, shoes like. the. lean-
ing towerrof. Pisa, gets 'ern. He has
a way with the fiddle.

Band's closing number brings
howls for more and Hylton plays
one encore, 'Did I Remember to . Tell
You?' harp solo with the boys
joi 'in.

Wintefgarten, Berlin
Berli ,>eb. $.

It's carnival time in Germany.
With the spirit of whoopee prevail-
ing and the. big burg full of sight-
seers from the sticks, the Wiriter-
garten has put on a so-called gala
program. Thoufh without marquee,
yalue, it's a well-balanced bill -with
plenty of talent. . B.o. so good that
the performers are doing extra
shows, though without extra pay.
Such is life in the New Reich.
The . D'Angolys. with theiv rapid-

fire juggling give. the show a peppy
-kiei^or.fr^^
attractive stage 'pictures and r catchy
tempo make this a good number one
turn., '

" Two Blixtpns are rather a
down with some conventional tum-
bling. G uy with the Buster Keaton
dead pan doesn't live up to expec-

".tetibn's:'
•

Hatnka OrdOn. Polish, i.seuse, is

doing, a holdove" from last month.
She has. the stuff to go nlpces. but
she doesn't .always get the-e." As a
French coquette, .she's swell, but
she's- just not the type to go floating,
"around with an. ostrich: fart. -Some
One should -drop her a hint, because:
she can land on top.

Two Montys on baby and giant
cycles get the. fojks ?U worked un.
One boy, doing art, pffective drunk.,
balances is partnei* on his 'hs$d
while r'oir" a reck'^cs twi'i on a
unir.yclfv H's a good finish,- and gets,
a big hand.

.

Hikh soot of the -'M.erry !Chinesr
Family' is a .contortionist who gets
all. wrapped up in himself.
Morland. talking juggler. , is an

outstanding feature.. . Ci^f s*age ap-
pearance, a slick way with, thi >alls
arid a nifty line of gab. by gets a
well-deserved hand.
Ernest, Yvonne and Vilmal known

i the States, open with their Usual,
hallropm hoofing. Amusing sptire
ifollows showing their impression of
^he. fox-trot as danced in America.
France and England. Syncopated
woos*Tstep. . ta'-.e-bff on dprtcir"? in
the Fatherland seen through for-'
eigri eyes, naturally gaols a German
audience.

. Five. Colorados furnish the ex-,
pected amount of knife throwing
arid lassoinp.
Singing Fools give some nice imi-

tations of Victroia recoi'ds with good
harmony.
Four Barclavs are made up of

:

three well-buiU guys and a clown.
^Vorking on three hori^oritpl b-^^s.

they do some fine, stunts, with the
olown putting in riice comedy re^
lief...

Charley and Robert follow with
eccentric; dancing.
Musical, clowns. Rico-Alex & Co.,

can really handle their instruments.
One- does the Carioca with a
stuffed doll whose/shoes are attached
to his. . Fine , grotesque effect and
oyer big. Novelty encore done in
slow^ rn6tion ~of - two- irniT-- killing-
each Other.' Even the bullet creeps
out of the lin like a snail. :

Only American on th*\ bill is the
plant in Lou's. Animal Revue, Lou
has an unbroken mule and calls for
a couple of huskies to come up from
the audience, offering 100 marks to
anyone staying on top for. two mi -

utes.

Mickey Mouse short -(UA) closes..

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO
Chicago, Feb. 19.

Few more shows like this and
vaudeville will be back. Looks like
it. is anyway, with Rae Samuels at
the State-Lake, arid Belle Baker
here. Billed as just returned from
a sensational London engagement,
the latter proves to be the best at-
traction the Oriental has had in
months. Got a real warm welcome
o*i her entrance, . which is a rarity
at this house, and scored with eveiy>
number/ : despite the fact that she
was oil about three times the length
of the usual act. Even the overdone
'DerLovely' thing was welcome the
way she did it, but more than any-
thing else the choruses frohi the
songs which she made hits, put the
turn over. Seven .Of 'em at one
gulp, and each one received ;its own
iridividual applause. Audience re-;
fused. to let her,go without .'.Yiddisha

.

Mama.' despite her tryirig to beg off,

so 'Yiddisha Mama* it . was,' and a
finish that very few performers get
at this tough-audience house. .

Two other sock acts, one good,
and one .

fair made up a abetter than
average bill. After house ballet took
the curtai "raiser; Al Bottoroff
grabbed the stage with his trick bi-
cycle riding, but the grab was of
the slow motion variety, arid the act
didn't really get started. Has sev-;

eral good tricks, and Bottoroff him-
self could be a very funny,man. but
the meat of the . act needs to be
jammed into a small time, and a few
more tricks added to. it. if it- is to
play irt the fast company it' has herd
this week.

Suicide-for-a-giggle acts look upon
this house as their home, arirt Ken
arid Ray Paige are certainly deserv-
ing of. ai date here: Act is; faster
than most of the s'tOoge-kill-stooge
type* and their bit, 'things which
Can and cannot be done i '"-os-
tling.' would do for even n.

:

- '-ti-

cated. audience with a l
1 ' vre

building.
Flash act is iSaiil .Graumaii V. nd

it's, a dandyi Opens with him in
front of a wine . bottle back drop,
acting as the m.c.. introducing
Sunny Ray and Kay George Who do

a neat tap routine. Another girl

does a
:
good acrobatic number, and

it is followed, by the. first two arid

another tap session. Switch then to

full stage: discloses the 'stair-a-tone'

novelty. . Euilt up here, with the
Hild Ballet working on additional
stairways, one . each side of the
main. Latter is a series of 12 stens.

each of whiph has . a plate, in the
center, when stepped on, produces, a
difiovent bell t"ne. Lights up . too
of -the steps light as each- riote is

played.. Graumari and his girls do:

'.several , tunes in a rem ark." bib way
by dtneing on. ihr'-SvS'LGPs- Finish is-

^yith^he-^tagb^daVk^vj^owi
the

.
lights on' the top of t'ri stairs

flashing, ond the radium sho^s bf
the dancers working as d: tune cpmeji

:

Torth. ,

Act ; sets a fast, oace for Belle
.

T>al;er. . but she sits a fester-.' onz
trv. Frank

.
T.*bi;.se. ard'' H:

' tf.kes :cire

cf it in a big wry; Is. VI oin^.h is. reg-
ular routine, piano, tr.J.l girl . stbbge<
telephone directory, big hand 'rnd
all. Does O'.'a'y as. alwr.y^. gcti'hg:
ilenty of bel l v. j»iv.ff*iw-s:- and leaving
y.'ltii hire' .dpotou-'js. v'H.ild ''-dahesrs
c'.ore with their tbti' routine for. the
show.

' evil's PJnvgrOund'
Business excellent. Fr

i

PALACE, CLEVE.
leveland,. Feb. 19.,

rought in by Nat Holt as an extra
attraction to supplement 'Park Ave-.
nue ! Al Trahan pulls off his
usuil thunder-copping stunt to
the point Where it isn't funny (per-
sonally) to the regular unit's top-
biLers. Revue was cut considerably

i'V'". with 'Ladv Yukona Cam-
eron.

. Without .them it would liave
,o^ked tio so-so/ for thi hardboiled
stand. As a double attractibn entire
sJibw is smart enough to

:

it an
upper- r.ncket gross.

MET, BOSTON
oston, Feb. 18.

At opening'show this week'§ stage
offering looks like a good lineup of
en'iiVtainmeut thrt will i prove af-
ter its component parts are welded
together. Judy Canova, with Annie
and Zeke lead the parade ^

in .billing,

but they do not walk off with : all the
honors. In fact ..smart booking of >

surrounding acts; saves the day,,

although the show is a bit topheayy
on hoofing. ..

. Prqductiori erid. rates special riod
this week; and orie number, ''Sym-
phony of Light" stands out as about
the best bet in the show. Line of
12 girls open in full stage, doing
modern arm. and leg work in black
silhouette against colored panels
lighted from behind, After a sample
of this they step down to the apron,
while: behind them drops a blank
curtain. Conti ing their moderne
squirmage the girls' forms are pro-
jected onto this screen-like drop in

colored silhouette by vari-hued spots
from tht foots. Effect is beautiful
in the S3.30 sense. Finrle has six
costumed lads on terraced steps up-
stage beatmg. prop kettle drums.' and.
bet'weeri them are two girls gyrating
against .. a .circular shadow box.
Musical background is an effective,

bolero .buildup. For an outstanding
lichting-productibn job—take a bow.
Leo Morgan.- Opening line number
in Spanish theme and closing Nip-
ponese number both excellent as to
routines and costuming.
Latter sets tempo for the ROyal

Uyerio. troupej a flashy, oft-sensa-
tioriaL-circus— act ~ot-Jap_.Jacrobats-
clever with their feet; Three ground
nien toss, catch and roll their part-
ners throughout a series of exciting
tricks that include breath-taking
dives, triple catches and neat feet-tO-
feet tosses. One of the boys dOns
a rubber head piece and "walks" up
a flight, of stairs on his head. Ace
showmanship, flash costuming and
rapid-fire continuing all combine to
make this an ideal show closer.
Judy Canova arid company take:

next-to-shut spot for a mess of hill-
billy nonsense and whining of back-
woods ditties. It is disconcerting to
watch a capable comedienne feel her
Way through an opening show, but
that is apparently what Miss Canova
was doing here. Her orily real sock
was a solo of 'Music Goes Round'
with some tricky, comic yOdels
mixed into a cute arrangement, A
letter reading, bit pancakes; a piano
solo by Annie registers okay;
most of Zeke's . gags hit

.
home,

but there are too ..few of these,
Canova awkward posturings are
sure-fire, but the customers wanted
a little more for their 'money.

Donatella Brothers and Carmen
look smart:, in the trey. Double-
jointed girl twists and double twists
while the boys play accprdlans On
either side. Boys do an okay duet
for Carmen's costume change, then
she introduces dad, who, she .says,

is the only shepherd horn player on
the American .stage... Mama is then
given a chance to show what she
can do ith the tambourine. Ma
and pa are both hot in their respec-
tive lines, justifying' the parental
dragout by the youngsters; Carmen
also solos a rhythm tap. In all,' a
great help to, the show.
Carlton Emmy, clicks in the deuce

with- his trained dogs. Rex Weber,
in comic garb, vocals five or six
numbers with lazy gestures! Of which
the best is an Englishman's parody
of 'Old Black Joe.' Dismal closer is

•Brother Spare a Dime,' capably
sung. Listening to this bid pickle is

like sitting iri an electric chair on a
Visit through the peri. It isn't bad
if "you can forget the awful 'senti-
ment behind it.

Too. long at the opening,, the show
was cut 20 minutes next time around.
Picture: 'Green Light' (WB). Fox.

- Spotting Trahan oust one. number
bei'ore the.- 'Annie crertes.a strrnge
e'-'ect;.' an: almost .indefinable change,
of tempo

. Clowning pi nist has been
abiient for five yea?:s frbm these
parts, where; he usually . dbve-tailed
.into straight, big-time vaude bills,-

Sharp contrast ;o'f; his legit work
makes, every other act;, suu'or. . Pre-
ceding' comedy ones, ihclii irig Jack
peeper,- seem taniei fading into for-
get 'uln ess after he str-rts Ir.anglhg a
piriro. Arid closing hu -nbe!*, -though V:

a neit flash, becomes just an dntt-
clin-.ax.

Bv. a coincidence on Mi'si day,. P'e
per. and Trahari duplicated a gag-line
about -.-'I hope ybu'se po ^le appre-»
ciate the higher forrris of entertain-
man t.' with latter getting 1ho onjy
heavy laughs on it.: .Tiist .-an illustra-
tion of how per 5 alily counts. '.

Ail and his Lady Yukoria deliber-'
ately run through all their well-
known its.. .Their theory! is they've
been away so long that their classics
will , sound as fresh as a. Roosevelt 1

penny to young generatiori, which is
exactly hew it's- taken. His expert
horseplay On keyboard and heckling
of wife's prima donna travesty are.
still i stant house-warmers. Gag of
pretending to .adjust tin iriiaginafy
toupee is a new 6r\e that socks the
old-timers.

,
Cornplete bill runs 75 minutes, but

not too long and never, draggy;
Chorus opener with nude on pedestal
might be shortened a bit for sharper'
eff'ict. Pepper rn;c.'ing is okay, al-
though he edits quite a lot of fast
balcony repartee with two stooges,.
Sammy Cantor

, arid Jack Leonard.
Latter' should get.some newer imper-
sonations; although his elephantine

.

slapstick gives color, to neat acro-
batics of Maxello Bros.

Like.most of the iin.lt. two" May-
fields arid Virginia aren't originally
hot in . their apache-adagio tossing,
but they dO. it with colorful compe- >

tehee; Ditto for Janet Reed's tqe-
taps as well as for Burns, and White.

,

'Hes^d bver Heelr. in Love' (GB). is
pic, a light combo f « Lent. Pxilleri*

Sylvia Froos- Sister

.. Betty Froos, sister of Sylvia Frbos,
opened at Boo Boo Hof's 1214 Club
in Philly Monday (22) night for
break-in of new act Then goes to
Mayfair, Boston.

Fbririerly used name of Betty
Frasier.

Embassy Newsreel, . N. Y,
No. outstander in the Embassy,

lineup this week, although the bill
can -be -said-to -cover-the-newsfront ;

efficiently. Lead clip shows F.D.R.
facing Pathe cameras at Lincoln
birthday honorings, with terse edi-
torial wordage anent the Supreme
Court issue followed by Alf Landon
Speaking against changes in the N; V»
Another shot of the President'

;

is
Par's excellent coverage of the Far*
ley dinner, with humorous byplay
scoring. Good Metro clips are those
of England's George VI riding' In
state and christening of the Duke of
Kerit's child. -Also some effective
coverage of the Eucharistic congress
in Manila.

Universal's contribs to the current
bill include Ambassador Davles' ar-
rival in Russi ; a flood in Venice,
Cal.; state guardsmen patroling
strike areas . in Indiana and battle
fleet maneuvers as a warning to
Spain. Fox provides a number of
interesting clips, including sport
items involving race horses, skate
racing, sailflshing, iceboats, the Davis
Cup tennis draw and Dizzy Dean.
Also a pair of Lew Lehr's hoke bits.
Paramount supplies scenes of snow-
bound sheep in Utah rescued by
government herders; a freak storm
battering the fashionable coasts' of
Monte Carlo and Nice; Trotsky in
Mexico, meeting at the N. Y; Hipp
and demonstrations by . Lenin ad-
herents in Moscow; a military parade
in Tokyo and the new W. K. Van-
derbilt private luxury airliner in the
south.

Metro chips in shots of Mussolini
attending a pair of family weddings
in Rome and other Italian, scenes re-
vealing Lindbergh meeting Gen.
Balbo. Also Lindy and his wife
taking , off, in streamlined plane;
Universal presents a new one-blade
propeller as its aviation bit arid
peeks at the framework of the Hin-
denburg's sister ship at Friedrich-
shafen. .Pathe eulogizes the ailing
Dr. Dafoe with shots of the dOc and
the quints. Another Pathe item Of
interest is Governor Frank Murphy,
auto strike hero, receiving a medal
at an American-Irish , historical so-,
ciety dinner. Dallas blondes have
their own sit-down strike in the
Mayor's office via Universal, which
also presents an inventor showing a
Goldbergiari cigarette lighter that
promotes laughs.

Science is served by a lab shot, of
a new fog arid, smoke dispelling ex-
periment (Metro) and some Golden
Glove aspirants take a beating in a
lively Pathe clip.- Program also Con-
tains, a r.r. \vfeck, icebergs, snow-
drifts, trick seals apd monks and a
Are. Bill concludes with the latest
issue of RKO's 'March of Time.'

Howl.
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Organize; No Road Show Members

The New York Theatre ress

Agents is the name of the new or-.

ganizatlon. formed, at a meeting. Surt-
* day~(?i) at tne . Algonquin .

hotelr

N. Y„ by the publicity people; of

the legit theatre. One of the objec-

tives of the p.a.'s ,i$ a. contract with
the .managers, . the instrument ..to

establish minimum. , salaries; It .
is

likely, too, that a li it will be placed

on the number attractions
.
any

one p.a, may handle, unless pro-

duced by the same manager.
The NYTPA membership will be.

closed to -agents engaged with Broad-,

way attractions, a proposal to include

men who pri ipally work- with' road
shows being voted out. By .holding

down the membership to New Yor -

ets, it is beiieved- the ,association will

be more effective. Explained that

the. problems, of. roadway: show
agents are entirely ' iffercnt r than
those advance men;. P.a's who
occasionally go in advance will, of

course, eligible.
*

It was expected tha+ there would
be ructions at the formation meeting
because some press agents favored

ing the Ad Writers Guild which
aims, to unionize or affiliate with the
Newspaper Writers. Guild. The
roadway p.a.' , however,, failed to

.
see how they have, anything in com-
mon with' 'commercial press agents,
spice buyers and agency men- Those
resent Sunday who favored the

guild idea apparently changed their
minds and' voted in temporary com-
mittees which, will write a constitu-
tion and by-laws.
The proponents of the new organ-

ization proposed a resolution, said
to- have .-been unanimously .adopted,
to the effect that all present, agreed
hot to attend, any other meetings of

.
press agents: in other groups until

the NYTPA's election of officers!

This, move was taken with the idea
that none present would be per-
suaded from sticking with the new
organization. .

Whether the NYTPA will have an
affiliate or not will be decided later
but there' will be no connection with

% (Continued oh page 64)

Another 'Ladder'?.

-Edgar Daxis». who pro-

duced JThe Ladder' and ran "it.

more than] a year oh Broadway
ithout charging admission,

reported " oh.' his way . to

other, oil fortune.. About
years ago Davis brought in a

gusher and estimated his new
holdings at i $20,000,000. His af-

fairs took a bad turn however,
after a deal with Standard Oil

fell through.
Davis . is known as the great-,

est of ildcatters among oil

men. He. . is located at San An-

'WHITE HORSE INN' NUT

DROPPED TO $25,000

Operati cost of 'White.. Hprse
Iririi' Center, N.. Y-, has been . re-

duced about $5,000 and the show can
now break even on a gross of $25,000

weekly. It easily exceeded that .fig-

ure last week.
The ensemble was reduced by 19

persons and six men were cut. from
the orchestra. Another- revision was
the rental item and instead of a.

mi imum of $3,000 to the house, it

is now $1,500. House end calls for

a sliding scale share of the -takings.

COMICS' HEADACHE

'Glory' risman-

Klrkland

The $20,000 bankroll supposed to

have been in back of Glory For All,

Ltd., .Inc., which means Gebrge Jes-

se!, Jack Benny, Bert Wheeler,
George Burns, Kalmar arid Ruby, et

al., may still be used up,, although

'Glory. For All' played but one week
-(m~ 'Bhrfodelphfa ), and- then cl6sed-|i

for repairs, the red being around
$12,000. Sam Grisman and Jack
Kirkland are ing the corp. be-

cause the show /failed to open at

their 48th St. theatre, N. Y., where it

was booked.
The . all-comedian-backed produce

tioh by not opening caused a loss to

the theatre, its operators claim, and
a technical sum of $10,000 is 'sought

as damages. They state that, after

the. booking was made, .offers for

other ; attractions were declined.

Show was to have played the house
on straight sharing terms /which
means it would have stayed at least

two- weeks since notice would not

have been given at the end of the

•first week, granting the
:
gross was

under . the stop limit. House, man-
agement therefore seeks recovery for

at least the amount of the rent, plus

some necessary expense items, indi-

cating less money than mentioned in

the complaint would be satisfactory.

Service- was made on Robert ; Mil-
ford, representing the backers.

'Daughter Shunned by Showman

'Appearance' Overseas;

Greene-Cochran Combo,

Dot Mackaili Stars

DECISION ON 'DEAD END'

SUIT EXPECTED TODAY

Decision on the $2,000,000 plagiar-
ism suit brought by Edna Buckler,
playwright and scenarist, against
idney Kingsley and Norman Bel

iGeddes, author and producer of play
'Dead End,' current at the Belasco,
N. Y., is expected to be handed down
today (Wednesday) by Federal Judge
John M. Woolsey. Miss. Buckler tes-
tified at the trial of .the action yes^
terday (Tuesday ) that the play had
been lifted from her own., theme and
character which she used in her
production, 'Money.' She asks for ah
accounting and injunction to restrain
further production of the play, stage
and pix„ Samuel Goldwyn :is cur-
rently preparing to film it.

Under questioning, by Horace
Menges, attorney for Random House,
the publishers; another, defendant,
Miss Buckler said she had.authorized,
her attorney, the late, Joseph P.
Bickertqn, Jr;, to submit her manu-
script to Kingsley.
Kingsley on the stand .said he had

never met the plaintiff nor heard of
Her play, 'Money'; that, he had never
seen Bickerton until more than a
year after, his. play: had been, pro-
duced and the present suit instituted.

Under .cross-examination Kingsley
admitted he had been threatened
with suits before the present action

Was begun. Kingsley was. asked
whether rederick Irving Anderson,
author of a story entitled, 'Dead
End,' which appeared in the. Satur-
day- Evening Post, had not threatened
him with a suit, He- replied that a

Hollywood publication had stated

that his play and Anderson's story

were similar, but that the Drama-
tists' Guild had. decided otherwise...

Uoyd Nolan Augments

Equity Suspensionists

Lloyd Nolan has been added to

Equity's bad boy list for refusing
to join the Screen Actors' Guild.
The total suspensions for that -rea-

son has. mounted above the 30 mark
and includes number of well;
knowns who must secure, reinstate-
ment before appearing' on the legit

stage and must pay fines at the rate
of $100 yearly.

In its monthly house, organ Equity
declares suspension: for sueh cause
a serious offenseL Membership in
the Guild is bbrigatory iorneglfeTs
because of Equity's working . agree-
ment with the Screen Guild;; Actors
association warns the recalcitrants
that it will become increasingly dif-

ficult to. obtain good standing and
that', at the rate the Guild is gaining
strength a trend to 'continue indef-;

initely to .ignore it' might result in>

'endangering their careers in motion
pictures.'

Equity also warns when holdouts
apply for reinstatement to the ac-
tors associ

... they will be re-
quired

r
to be okayed by or settle

with the Guild since the agreement
between the two bodies stipulates
that neither can make reinstate-
ments of players in bad standi in
either organization.

Western Professor Wins
$2,500 Play Fellowship

Salt Lake City, „ .
.

Wesley A; Coutts, drama instructor

at the University of South Dakota,

a native Utahen, was awarded a.

$2,500 fellowship in an amateur play-

writing contest sponsored by the Bu-
reau of New Plays.

Coutts is the. author of numerous
religious plays presented by local

tatter-day Saints church (Mormon),

wards.

Gaynor or Bennett

As Sub in 'Stage Door'

Although the closing of 'Stage
Door' .is' tentatively set for March 20

at the Music Box, N. Yr.-the Kauf-
man-:Ferber comedy may continue
through the season. Margaret : Sul-
lavan Who is withdrawing from the
show because 6i impending, mother-
hood is expected tp appear until an-
other lead is rehearsed.
Understood that Janet Gaynor has

been chosen . succeed Miss: SuHa-r
van, in private life Mrs* Leland Hey-
ward. Another .name* Joan
Bennett,, is also mentioned for .the

part.

Treasurer's Benefit

Grosses Almost $12,000

... dark most,
of- this season, , was ; relighted Sun-
day (20) especially, for the annual
benefit-show of the Treasurers Club.'

attendance being the, s.t in

years. The 'affair nearly
§12.000 .

betiveeii the ticket sale, and
programs, proceeds to go to.' the

organization^ ,*ick. and, .burial fund.
.There was collation back stage

.after the . sIk with a number of

out'-of-town box. ice: in at-

tendance.

Luther Greene, in association with

Charles B. Cochrajn, will present

Lawrence Riley's , 'Personal Appear-
ance' at the St. James theatre, Lon-
don, on April 11. Dorothy Mackaili
will star in the Gladys George role.

All-American company will sail
for London on March ,10 with
Greene. Two minor roles will ' be
cast in London to fill required 12
characters; Although Miss Mackaili
is English, this will be. her first stage
appearance there. She' just com-
pleted film for British Interna-
tional. .

?

Harold E. Horowitz, representative,
of Greene, sailed for London today
(Wednesday)- tor-complete- -riego tia« :

tions. Play is considered a likely ,

attraction for the coronation period.

Things to Worry About

Rome, Feb. 12,— Variety publication^ _of - bjOv

grosses for 'Show Is On' led an
Italian paper to a comparison
of returns ,by theatres in Rome
and New York. Point was
made that, a piece like 'Show
Is On' could gross in less. /than

two weeks in New York that

it takes one" of the Italian com-
panies here, its .entire eight-

month theatrical season to

garner..
Discrepancy, paper com-

mented, is too immense.

CHI. GROUP THEATRE

EXITING FOR SEASON

icago, ;

Chicago roup Theatre which,
last year, had a five months' run of

'The Old Maid/ may . to drop
out of the field for the present, , de<-

spite < the fact that five productions
are scheduled for the coming sea-

son. Organization unable or un-
willing to pay' the prices; asked by
theatre managers for their- houses,

.

and there."being few, to choose from
during the present shortage of legit

houses.
Studebaker and the Civic are . the

only theatres not now occupied,

four being

,

: used by the WPA, and
the other. •' four doing business on'

legit and musicals. Studebaker in-

sists upon nothing less than a three-

months lease for the Group*,
,

-

irj even to think about opening up
for a two weeks' tryout. CivicThe-
atre is asking $1,250 per week, the

renter to staff the house himself, so

it looks like a case of pay or drop
but for the Group. ,

Intended putting 'Angel' into re-

hearsal next . week, but unless
,
the

housing situation is up,

everything may have
celled.

on Broadway.

Legit show business is constricted
and may never reach the proportions
of the boom seasdnsj .but it is run-
ning true to form in. the matter
-^MigiexiaXjud^
newest hit 'Yes, "MjTDarling^baugh-'
ter,' under the title of .'All About
Love,' was kicked around by at least
three, other, producers before: it

reached the hands of Alfred de
Liagre, Jr, V
., Crosby Gaige first had the scri

and liked it, going so far as to select
the leading players. . He needed back-
ing however, and: asked the Shuberts
to become associated i the,presenta-
tion. Milton . Shuber.t, however, id

hot okay the cast suggestions
1

and
proposed getting London leads. The
two\ feminine leads suggested by
Gaige are. appearing lh the show at

the Playhouse; N. Y., however; they
being Lucile Watson and
Conklin. <

•Daughter* was turned down also

by the .
young managerial team of

Pearson and Baruch. and by William
A. . .

Brady. who operates the Play-
house. Understood the show is guar-
anteeing the theatre, latter end par-
ticipating in the takings over a cer-

tain mark.

ANNE NICHOLS SUES

JONES ON 5G CHECK

B0LGER OK'D TO STEP

OUT OF 'TOES' FOR PIC

itrations were completed
last week, one having to do with Ray
Bolger claim that under his contract

he had the right to 'On Your
Toes' March 20 to start a Hollywood
commitment for Metro., Actor agreed
to . continue another two weeks, and
he will bow out of 'Toes,' touring,
April 3. Bolger's contract stipulated
his privilege to withdr w. on the
earlier date, but riders tended to be-
cloud other clauses. 1

Minor case decided also was a
claim of Lucille Beaumont, a junior
member, who. was in 'Behind Red
Lights,' Mansfield, N. Y. After re-

hearsing for several weeks the ac-

tress was taken ill and did not report
Sor- six days. . She insisted on appear-
ing on the opening ight, Jack Cur-
tis, Who produced the show, nixing
that idea, but 'promising that she
could play further rehearsed.
When she. demurred the girl was dis-

missed. Her.,claim for $50 was dis-

allowed.

FOUR PLAYS EXIT

Four- shows are on roadway's
exit list, haying been abruptly
withdrawn last Saturday. One was
'London Assurance,' a revival which
w^s. panned, and lasted but four per-!

forhiahces at. the Vanderbilt. Tjtie

other was. '. ide Rising' which closed
at the 44th Street- after-four mild,
weeks, two of which were play.-d at

the Lyceum.

,
'And Now Goodbye',was closed at

the Golden (Masque) • Tuesday (23)
night. Play drew .a mixed press and
only modest grosses, during its three
weeks plus two-three performances.

Great Neck Ambulance

As

re;

r a fund for the purpose of

securing an ambulance as a memorial

to the/late : n E. (Jack) Hazzard.

Theodore J. White -the village,

who sponsored the Comedian d"uring
:

the several years of illness, ' in
charge of the movement.
The ambulance will . be completely

equipped for all kinds of emergency
treatment and will' be available at. all

•times for any physician in the sec-:'

tion> Cost is estimated around $7,500,
which sui will be raised by dona-
tions, and a ball to be held ai the
Lakcville Country Club.

'AND NOW GOODBYE'
Opened Jan. 2, '37. Opi

were strictly against this one's
chances. Anderson (Journal)
called John Golden's drama too
dreary.'

Variety (Ibee) said: 'Ques-
tionable.'

Another, definite withdrawal is 'An
Enemy of the .People,' a revival
aimed for the' road (Walter 'Hamp-
den).. It was li ited to two weeks
at the Hudson.

Canton Tries Legit

., Feb.
First legit here in more than rive'

years is due at the old Grand Opera
House, March 5 and when 'To-
bacco Road' with Taylor Holmes,
will be presented for three perform-
ances.

.

Bob Burch, lessee of' the house
where a 20-week run of stock bur-
lesque recently nded, . said this
booking was made as a feeler, and
if the- b.o. draw warrants,* other
road shows will, be booked for later
ih seasoni.

ENGAGEMENTS
Kent Smith, Morgan Farley, Rob-

ert Harris. 'Candida.'
Tenen Holtz, Bob Lewis, tuart

Casey, 'His Excellency;'
Francesca Bruhing, 'Sun' Kissed;'
Joseph Michael Dowlirig, Vaughan

Glaseiy Roland Botlbmley, Austin
Fairmart, Herbert Warren, Fraye
Gilbert, Mary McCormickr William

I B., Friedman, 'Once Upon a Time.*

Ah extended hearing in the matter
of a $5,000 bouncjng. check given
Anne. Nichols for an interest i 'Hey
Diddle Diddle' by Martin Jones, was
conducted before Magistrate Katz in

the West 54th street court, N- Y. The
magistrate continued the case, order-

ing another summons, because Miss'

Nichols' name was not attached, to

-the complai

Frederick E. Goldsmith, acting for

Miss Nichols, will ask. for a discon-

tinuance in the magistrates'
and plans. to .sue. civilly fbr recovery.

Actual defendant will be the Vandol-
mar Corp., in which Jones is inter-

ested and which operates .the Van-
derbilt theatre, N. Y. Check which
failed to. clear because of uncollected

funds was made out in the corpora-
tion's-name^_. : , ;_ ,

:'..._ Deal whereby Jones was to have
bought in on ^Diddle' called for,him
investing $7,500, and that * the

amount/ which the suit will : seek.

Show, which is laying off, may reach
the Broadway boards soon.

Adams Set to Stage

Two Campus Legits

Schenectady ,N. Y., . 23.

Bruce Adams has arrived
Schenectady to' direct the final three

weeks' rehearsal of the Union Col-
lege Mountebanks production of

'Winterset,' to be presented March
12-14.

He also has been engaged to stage

'The Wind and the Rain,' final pro-
duction of the season, slated for

May 14-17. Miriam Doyle, of Laur-
ence Rivers, Inc., put on the Mounte-
banks' opening piece, 'Squaring the

Circle,': last Noveni'ber.

Philly Mulatto' Defender
Reinstated by Mayor

Philadelphi , Feb,
,

Mrs. Upton. Favorite
(
has been re-

instated as a member in good stand-
ing of the city's Board of Play Cen-
sors. Anhouncemeut was made very
quietly late Saturday afternoon . (20)

from the Mayor's. office.

Mrs. Favorite was asked by Mayor
S.. Davis Wilson to resign from, the

Board as a result of her criticism of

his action in banning a local engage-.,

ment of 'Mulatto,' skedded for the

Locust. ah ihtervi -With;,

press, Mrs. Favorite declared'
thought the Mayor un fa i r in al Iow i hg
Jack Linder to bririg his show into,

town; and spend considerable advance
money and then . to. clo.se the" show:
The Mayor- was .much provoked an
when Mrs. Favorite ^attended a pri-

vate showing; of 'Mulatto
1

and' cast

her vote with two others' of the cen-
sor board as well as three specially-

selected judges, the Mayor threw her
vote. out.

With it, the vote had been 3'r3 s>

that the. cancelling ol her vote al-

lowed Mayor Wilson to finally nnd
definitely ban 'Mulatto' as far.as.any'

local showin
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Lesli Howard's 'Samlet,* in

its second week in. San Francisco,

ill close after another week during
ich coast orie-riighters will be

played: While, the actor-manager's

tour has been successful, the attrac-

will . wind the red., for

about $25,000,

The star backed himself, produc-
tion approximately costing $75,000.

Prior to Broadway, 'Hamlet' earned
back around $18,000 playing Boston
and. iladelphi . The Broadway
date at the Imperial was something
of. a disappointment, following criti- :

cai press comment not flattering to

Howard.

While Howard's 'Hamlet' drew
moderate, grosses , in N. Y., reaction

to the notices and comparison, with
John Gielgud, actually 'made' the
latter's 'Hamlet/, presented by Guth-
rie McClintia Attendance for the
latter attraction jumped . to capacity

and the attraction went ah to estab-

lish. a;, new record for that Shake-
spearean drama- on Broadway. It

moved from the Empire to the St.

James, where the date was extended
twice/
Upon ... the closing of 'Hamlet,'

Howard will report to the Warners
lot to fulfill a film contract with the
firm;

British Retaliation

British Equity will soon
l

^dbplr-alre"n^"ffCto-r
:

rvrle-s
-

"TfltnTf"

the same lines Equity's.
American players and other
aliens Will be nicked for.- a per-
centage, of their salaries. Up to .

now aliens have"been required
to pay British Equity
pound sterling for each engage-
ment in legit shows.
Equity installed its alien

actor, rules in 1932. Aliens are
required to. pay, 5% of salari

minimum weekly payment be-,

ing. $10. Managers are required
to extract the coin and remit
to: Equity.

HAS THE BARD

Theatre Seeks Com

As 'Be So

Backers Retreat

Richard Aid rich and. ichardson
Myers, socialite showmen, abruptly
"withTIFew~frb'm 'he »o A.indTyT whicTF
failed to relight at the Little, N. Y.,

Monday (i5) last week, and the
theatre, operated by Anne Nichols,
seeks the sum of $4,900 from them.
Play which was first called 'In

Gold We Trust' was presented by
Hope Lawder and Robert Skinner,
with Aldrich- -&--Myers associated
producers. had the latter

names over of the former.

. Aldrich & Myers assured the theatre
management .that they would be
responsible for the finances, but after

lamping the statements on the single

week's business, appeared to. Ipse

interest in the shew.
'Kindly* got $1,400 on the Week.

Booking was to have been for three
weeks; house to get at least $2,000

weekly. Claim against Aldrich &
Myers is for two weeks at the figure

plus $900 which the attraction was
shy on the first week.

It was a first managerial venture
by Miss Lawder, actress and script

reader, and Skinner, connected with
the; Washington, B.C. ivic.;Theatre.
Aldrich & Myers have produced

three plays recently, all having
closed, Shows were 'Aged 26,' Tide 1

Rising,' which was .withdrawn from
the 44th

, St., N. Y., Saturday (20)
after, a short engagement and 'The
Meal Ticket,' which was rought
back to New York after trying out
in Philadelphi last week.

'Ticket,' written by /Herman* J.

Mankiewicz, is announced to debut
on Broadway next Sept. 20. Author
has returned, to Hollywood, where
he will revise the script.

Easton Feels Slighted

By Detouring Legit

Pa.. Feb. 23.
.

Letters are pouring ' to local
newspapei-s asking why. legit shows
ave passing up Easton. Most letters
•speak of, go.od- old days when two
and three legit companies, visited this
city weekly and mention famous
actors who "appeared here.
Some, letters urge, the organization

of. WPA dramatic club and have
promised support to such a project.
Strong little; theatr movement is

Urged for this section.

ittsburgh, Feb;

roadway successes this season of

Gielgud in 'Hamlet' Maurice

Evans in 'Richard II' has iven Tal-

lulah Bankhead the Bard bug, too,

she told newspapermen here last

week. For her debut in Shakespeare,
star said she plans to. do ' 'Antony
and Cleopatra,' although she admit-
ted that it would probably a
couple of years before she got

around to it.

Actress further 'stated, that she'd

like to have Bri '. Aherhe for her
leading man; in-' although
latter hasn't yet-been approached.

Miss Bankhe.ad's plans next
.season stilL ihdefihite. Shuberts sent

on 'Mrs. Aphra Belin,' by Eleanor
Holmes Hinkley, for her to read here
last week and she said she was in-

terested in the restoration comedy
as' a Broadway possibility, although
John^^ Wilsbn-wante^ier-to-do-her-
current vehicle, 'Reflected lory,' in

London this fall.

Equity, Supplying Figures,

States That, a Season Ago,
the Number Was Greater

—Mostly in Legit—Also
in Holywood, Radio, Nite

Clubs, Etc.

FEWER IN ENGLAND

re
, 1,000 British actors ap-

pearing ' varied amusemenis in
America- about twice as many as
in England. In the legit .field, how-
ever, there are fewer than- last sea-
son, according to Equity, regardless
of the attention given the visitors on
Broadway recently.

It appears that.. successes
scored by English players pver' here
this season, also their failures as
shown" by the applications to Equhy
for concessions on the alien actor
r \ furnished fresh reasons for
Representative Samuel Dickstein to
haul out his pet ill in Washington.
According to Equity's figures,

there are 49 Britishers working 'in

the legit , at present, as inst 53
last, season. In 1929 there were 137
English players over here in legit.

However, there were more,. than
twice the number of attractions on
the. boards and on a percentage basis
there is a handy group of Britishers
dyer here. Not included in Equity's
figures the D'Oyly Cart opera
troupe of about 60, but,, so far as the
association goes, such imports are
rated as units and .not figured to op-

EQUITY SIDESTEPS

'LUTCHINUSKA' CASE

The proposed Russian revue called

'Lutchinushka' assumed an undeter-
mined status early this week. Plan
is to use Muscovite players and sing-

ing chorus and in addition a group
of 12 American girl dancers. Equity
decided it would have no jurisdic-

tion over • the import and Chorus
Equity followed suit.

By that decision Dorothy Bryant
of the chorus branch eliminated the

question of split jurisdiction but she
sought a bond guaranteeing the

dancers' salaries. Such guarantee
had not been posted up to Tuesday
(23) and the chorus members were
so notified. While Chorus Equity
people would be allowed to join the

show, despite the absence Of the

guarantee, few appeared illirig to

take a chance,

In the event Equity girls join the

show and it- is stranded, no aid will

be forthcoming from the association

unless the bond is filed, with trans-

portation included.

Carnegie Tech Play May

Be McClintic-Meredith's

Guthr.i . McCl i ntic • is

interested .in 'God Innis,' comedy by:

Helen Royene Williams. and/ George
B, Dowell, ' for Burgess /Meredith's
next play. how- was produced Jan.

16 by Carnegie Tech drama depart-

ment, Pittsburgh, with an amateur
cast. /••

Meredith' is featured 'in McClinlic's

production/ of Maxwell Anderson's
'High Tor,' in its eighth week .at. the

Martin Beck, .
.

Producer •hopes

show will finish season, ith possi-

bility of tour to follow. 'God Inn is'

would probably be done in. the mid-
dle of next, season, after Meredith
fills picture contract with RKO.

D. C. Hearings

While Equity has been i

favor of the Dickstei anti-
alien actors' bill—although
Frank Gillmore admitted
should be subject to certain
modifications—the ment
business and the Washington,

C, solons look upon it as a
dead duck Hearings are
slated, to be resumed today
(Wednesday), but it's generally
conceded that the bill will di
in session.

Films, radio and
other branches of the show bfz,

apart from legit, have appeared
at committee hearings to pre-
sent their reasons why there
should be no embargo on talent.

Full details on page three of
this issue.

pose American attractions, nor do
they offer engagements which could
be filled by Equity members.

200 Resident Britons
Not included in Equity's alien 4ist-

either- are the" resident alien ritish-
ers of which there are around 200.
ft is estimated that the bulk of the
English contingent is in Hollywood.,
It was stated last week at . a Dick-
stein bill hearing that 61.. English,
players are under contract in Holly-:
wood but there was no mention of
.the fact that around 500 Britishers
are in Hollywood and ar
sionally i ' lure making,
ianee of the. visiting players are in

radio, night clubs and other .arnuse-
merits.

. At -ttife Washington, hearing it. was
mentioned that the English contract
players are her visitor's vi'as
but the rules ar not supposed to

permit such persons to accept em-
ployment over Equity does
riot peri it aliens' ith visitor's visas

to. appear in legit. jTtm.e. after time..

En lish actors over here ith uch
passports 'have beeni .detected .in casts:

and forced out/ Only • ali. ns here
under the quota brought over
under contract are allowed to like
stage engagements under quity
rules.

Differ the number .of

American, players in ngla'nd as

against the Britishers over here. "is

readily' explained.' England cannot
absorb as many alien actors; parr

HARRIS IN 'CANDIDA';

THEN HE MUST LEAVE

ert Harris, English actor who
played the lead in 'Aged 26,* which
had: a brief "erigagernent on Broad-
way, ill /appear in 'Candida' which
Katharine

;
Cornell - is

.
readying, al-

though he .will not be permitted to

accept another legit engagement over
here before one year after, the show,
stops.'

Actor appealed to Equity who had
granted a concession the;

months' lapse for aliens, imim
the one year period was too severe
a restriction because 'Candida' would
be a part-time engagement. It is to

be. played three times weekly. ity

replied it would. not change: the rul-

ing but Harris, regarding it as an
important appearance, decided to. re*

main with Miss Cornell's company.

Sielgud, Departing

Says He Never Wants

To Play Hamlet Again

Philadelphia, Feb.. 23,

John Gielgud, who two months
ago broke John Barrymore's record
of 10i' consecutive performances of
Hamlet, said he never again wanted
to play the part when the show
closed in Philly Saturday (20) night.

Despite the fact that the
youngest to achieve star billing,

Gielgud, said he feels he is 'getting
Too olffTor the role.' " " " ~

'"'"

'I
.
believe most of the reat Ham-

jets have been over ,' he de-
clared, 'many have been: over 50,

and some, I understand, have played
Hamlet at 70.

;
It's an admirable

thing to do, but it isn't right. Ham-
let is a young man in his ^twenties',,

and I feel that at 32 I ami already
too old.'

Gielgud left Philly for N. Y. and
thence to England.. He hopes to re-
turn to America, he said, with a
company alternating with 'Macbeth,'
'Chekhov's Uncle Vanya' and 'The
School for Scandal.'

; Gielgud is definitely not headed
Hollywoodward.

'Charles Laughton three years ago
told me to go to' Hollywood for six
months, so I .could earn enough
money to indulge my wildest ideas
of repertory company,' said.

'But not me. He said you could
take Hollywood, or leave it alone,,

you could return to it whenever
you wished—but I see he hasn't
come back. Perhaps he doesn't
want to, I, don't know. But I do
know that I should want to and I'm
afraid • I might not be able to,'

ing Hamlet on Broadway in

bpposish to Leslie Howard was very
enibah-assing, he said, becaus of
the unavoidable sense of rivalry.
Howard never approached him and'
he never/ approached. Howard, ince
'there is a certain amount" of vanity
i every actor, : isn't ' there?' he
smiled.

LIBBY HOLMAN'S CONN. HOME
:

. Hartford, Feb. 23.

Word reaches here Libby/
Holman Reynolds, low- iced star

of musicals, has started, construction
of a $100,000 home in. North Mian us,

near Greenwich.

Report says she plans to make her
ncrmanent home there. House is

being built close to home of uy
Lorhbai'do, and will be of colonial

design.;'

ticularly in the; film end, /because
not- as many pictures are made there.

England's alien actor laws, too. are

more stringent. There ar none over
here except for the immigration reg-
ulations and Equity's rules.

Whether Washington ill ever
adopt the actor-rexclusion act known,
as the Dickstein bill which has been
in committee for years, the occa-
sional flurries over Congressional
aliens have had a definite reaction.
Britishers are starting to take out
citizenship papers and their chil-
dren are doing likewise, upon reach-
ing/maturity.

ive years must, elapse after
original declaration . to become
American, as against: three years in
England but some English players
have already, secured second papers
and wilr soon be eli ible to swear
allegiance as citizens. It was for-
merly a notorious fact that most
British actors over here steadfastly;
refused to become, citizens although,
having spent most of their careers
over here. That is particularly true
of resident aliens who., do not come
under the restricti ither govern-
mental or Equity's.

Equity has explained its stand, on
the Dickstein measure. It came but
n favor of the bill upon occasions
but recently has changed Its atti-
tude. Frank Gillmore appearing be-
fore, the committee last Week,
't,might Interfere with presentations
at New York's World's Fair in 1939
because foreign artists could be
barred and unit shows from abroad
similarly shut out.

However the real cause of Equity's
change is based on the amendments
to the bill and the association would
like to see all. such clauses clarified
before it again okays the proposed
exclusion, act. Managers are against
the Dickstein bill because it would
place the Department of, I«abor in
the guise of being casting agents
and it would be upon the discretion
ofrtlTai-deparfment whether an alien
.actor, or artist could enter for pro-
fessional appearances. That persons
not qualified to pass judgment oh
such, pros appears obnoxious to the
stage and the picture showmen.
So far as its rules apply, Equity

considers itself fully competent to
control alien players, Who must pay
a percentage to the association and
lay off for six months after each
engagement. But that only applied
to the legit and for that reason was
inclined to favor the Dickstein meas-
ure. Equity people say that when
aliens come over for an contracted
engagement, they should

. retur
home and not enter other fields-
film, radio and night clubs—^because
it is likely' they thereby keep Amer-
icans out of such engagements;
Equity too, states it has not grant-

ed too many exemptions to the six
months 'apse/ rule; Each cbnce.?*ibn
was Warranted it is contended. Rule
was waived in the cases of Glndvs
Cooper and Frank Lawton. They
were slated for 'The Rats of Nor-
way' but Lawton changed his mind
and the play Will probably be called
off. He came over to aopear in the

,

short lived 'Promise.' Robert Har-
ris who; was in the similarly brief
'Aged 26' secured the concession to
appear in. I'Candida'but.if he appears,
will not be again permitted to olay
legit " year after 'Can*
di'da' applied to Equity
for reconsideration since the revival
will be short lived and he there-
fore should '. not be barred for a
year. Equity, however, declared
that is the way it would have to be.

St. Paul Acoustics NSG
St. Paul,

When balcohyites were allowed to
move downstairs to hear Ruth
Draper here last week in the thea-
tre section of the muni valid, incli

nation grew hot Oyer house's
poor acoustics... Si, ilar squawks fol-
lowed, week's -

:

of 'The Great
Waltz,' the', previous week..-

wo experts will be employed
to determihe causes of faulty
acoustics and suggest remedies, A
cjhch that adverse newspaper com-
ment is' nd : to. affect Katliarin"'
Hepburn's one-hight, staiid in 'Jane
Eyre" Monday ( 22).'-

h
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Plays on Broadway

Having Wonderful Time
Comedy In three acts (0- scenes) l>y

Arthur Kober presented by Marc .Connelly
at Lyceum,. -N. Y., lfelv 'in, \'>7-: staged '.l>y

Connelly; seta Stewart Chaney; associate
producer Uela. Blau; $3.30 top (J.J. JO ton
opening)..

Mac.Hnk.le . ... . ... . , . , . . i . , ... R. D. K rani.
^Gii8t»k«. -,'. ,-.'.... '.Mona Conrad

. Kosan neT^'vr.'^^T.T.TrrrT; . frwwrr-^rwmms'
Relw. ;\ . .... v, .Irene Winston.
Ttn'y . .Irving Israel
Mo«lne.. ; . . ... ..... illcnrlelle Kayo
Lola, . ...'.;...,.. . . ... . ;v.. Connie. Lent;
Sammy . .,'..... ,'. . . > ... . .Tuny .

K,r;il>er

VH. OS . . . . .. .v. , . . Ann lSro'dy

i ....... . , . .Mitchell tirayson
.'rtphle. .

.',

Itchy I'^lcviU'

Al>e
:
Tohlas-.

KchiuillZ. . .
.',

Harney../. . .

.

Klrdle..,. ...
Doe.......;;
Kill.,..,....
The ' Voice of Karerl'Yee. Will lam S wet land
Miriam Itobbins. .'.-... urlal;:Cni>ipbell

.Kay Loring-
• Philip Van Zandt
....."Wolfe : Uarzell
'*.

.

. -. .Solen-. Itiirry

i.t.Kdwhrd Mann
;. ...iielejii Golden.
......Cornel. Wllile

. .Shinicn Ruskin

Jules Garfield
..ranpt Vox'

...... udey ..Block
.. .KfUherjn'e Locke.

, . .-.Lolse .Relclinrd
. . .Herbert • Kainei-
William. Swetland

Chick. Kesislei'

Fay Fronikln. . . . .

,

Mr.
Teddy Stern... . ...

Henrietta l'.rlll. ...
Charlie...
Joe. ..... ... : ;.. .....
The li.oheyinooners,

Herbert Vlgrnn and Sandra Gould
Pinkie AaronSon. . . . . .Sheldon Leonard
Kitty ; . i . ... .Uly "Win ton
Su'iii Rappa'nort , .

;'.'...- ... . . .I'mnk ' Gojild
Camp Guests, Walters, etc.—Helen - Kd-

wards. ICstelle Raymond, Laura Windsor,
Connie Ni-nst,- Peggy Craven. Richard Allen.-
MuoKarlane -Roberts, Bob Strauss,' Juaiiita
Ileal I y- Tony Heath.

'allowed to do much, Company will,

now look to. its property with a
more, kindly eye. Connelly had no
trouble borrowing her from Par.
He'll have a lot. of trouble keeping,
her. '

' :'

Jules Garfield, opposite, is another
excellent' Choice. He is from the
^roupv_theatre and has shown his
wares^WsT^e^^
There are . quite a number of re-
cruits from the Second Avenue legit^

among whom Wolf Barzell, Shimen
Buskin and. Juda Bleich are best.
Other support outstanders are Shel-
don Leonard, Janet Fox and Muriel
Campbell. Kdu/.

MARCHING SONG
.Melodrama in.-tlree acts. . Pi-csen ted at

the. Hayes, , N. Y.. Feb. IT. '37, by the The-
atre I'nioil; written by John Howard Law-
son; staged- oy Anthony Brown;!^ settings by.

H.nvard Bay; ft. AO top.
Jenny. Russell.';. ; . .. . ,,

They ' keep telling you . (the pro-
ducers) that there no -talent

around. So Marc Connelly bows in

as a .producer on his, own for -the

first time (in the U." S.; .he did one
play in London previously ) . With a
•first' play by a new author, and shows
off a new name in the ingenue lead,
Katherine Locke. And all three
are probable to have hit. Show won't
be a smash, but it should be okay for
a while at pretty good business, And
the Locke girl is most definitely in;

she's got all the makings of a real
legit star^—if Hollywood doesn't grab
her first.

It seems a shame that
.
Connelly

didn't take this show out On the
road for a while.' A week or two of
playing time would have done won-
ders for it. Even after almost a full

week of invitation previews the sets
didn't function on the opening night,
considerably slowing up the action
and handicapping the play's chances.

Connelly didn't stint on produc-
tion; being a reformed author, if

only temporarily^ he believes in giv-
ing the writer all the breaks possi-
ble. There are a lot of actors on the
stage, and a lot of scenery. Stewart
Chaney, who designed the sets, is a
.good man for certain "kinds . of work;
he . hasn't had experience enough

-with— rollersr^—merry-go-rounds -or:

jackknifes. There are long Waits be-
tween the scenes of this play which
are entirely unnecessary. Also a cou-
ple of the scenes at the opening had
to be draped off..

Probably the audiences 'Won't
know all that, and won't care. What
will count to them is that there is a
lot of comedy and some genuinely
..honest -action on the

.
stage. The

stiffness and slowness of the opening
night should disappear in a day or
so and the paying customers should
not be hampered by it.

Kober's play itself is a comedy
hewn closely to, the line. There is

practically no story, but that is not
important. It's, a wide-canvas
analysis of, as one of the characters
in the play calls them, 'Bronx hill

billies.' It is. genuine , and stirring
writing by someone who, very ob-
viously, knows whereof he speaks.
Taking up the many Virould-be nice

little persons of second and third
generation .Jews in the U. S., Arthur

%
Kober sets them down, in a summer
camp in the. Catsklll and lets them
meet up with biology. With the
usual minor explosions.
Teddy Stern is a nice little

girl.
:
She says, 'Isn't that: a

beautiful moon, excuse me for point-
ing.' She . never would think of
turning her back to someone, in the
most crowded of rooms, ithout
saying 'Excuse my back.'. She
works, for a living as a stenographer
arid dreams of going to Paris on a
honeymoon, And at Camp Kare-.
free, where she goes for a vacation,
she meats Chic Kessler, who has an
LL;D.,. but no job and who is work-,
ing his way as a waiter in the camp
in order to have a vacation. So boy
has met girl and after a few minor
misunders.tandihgs .and .difficulties,

the two agree to get married and. try.

to face life.

-

There are gag lines and gag sit-

uations throughout, but it is not just

a comedy. It" is a steady and : con-
stant analysis of a cross-section of
life. The satire -Js not barbed;,
either." because it is very^ obvious
that • Kober has. a sincere, liking
for his little puppets; he sometimes
thinks they're fools, but he doesn't
spank them for it; he commiserates
with thenr,' he. feiels sorry for. them.
Connelly has directied the

play excellently, bringing out all. the

fine points and nuances. If it

lacks., pace' occasionally, this is

directly traceable to the. mechanical
difficulties. As for actors, Con-
nelly has peopled the show copiously

and well. Miss Locke,, who has
"shown previously''in hbthing , more
than a series of flops on .BfoadvCay,

has been yn^er 9 ,l»»ranio.Unt con-

tract for sometime, .bjuii. jhasntt. been

Pop". Fergus v.
Clancy.
I.nc'ky .lohnsop

.

;
'.;. . . .

,

Sunshrm' Sellers.......
Parlez- Vouh.
Blister Haddock. .. ...

Rose Graham
Mary McUlllicuddy.

.

Bridget McGllllcuddy

.

Mrs. ZUltch
Mrs. Malucci. ,

.

Minerva Bll^s '.

,

.

Pete Russell,. ; ..

Hank McGlllic
Joe Bell...,../.....:....
Woody Rosen .

Tubby Smuts,- ; .

Bill Anderson
Speetor' Feller...... ; ,

Mel Mosely. . . .. . . .... . . .

Tony ' Malucci. -.

Brussels Sprouts
Dopey Bele'reiv.
Wari-en. Winkle. . . . . .

.

I.en' Throop.. .

.

Toad.......
Bin;.:

Gluseppa M.i luccl
Gunboat Gurhey.
Doe- Matthews .

.

, -.Frieda Altmah
. . .Charles Kuhri
........Charles Smith
.........Rex Ingram
.....'...'.Robert Reed,

• L'onergan, Jr.
........Walter Beck

.Gertrude Flynh
Frances Bavier

. i.'. ..Toraml Blsi«ell

,
.-. . .Fanya' Chereriko

• Hester Sondergaard
..... .....Maria Coiie

G rover Burgess,
. , * . ,.. Alfred Herrlck'
. ... . . Joseph Ta ulane

, .Curt Conway
...-John Huntington
. . , . .Martin Wolfson
... . Stanley G. Wood
., . .James Macdonald
.

.'

. .-.,.' . . Roy Le . May
.Lester Lonei'gan 3d
....Russell Morrison
' ward Kverett Htfle

.Lisa Markah'
....Theodore Corday

. . .-. . .Mpnart ICIppOn

. . . . .Amelia Romano

. . . V Charles Smith

. .... lehard Barrows

producer. It is puzzling to fathom
a reason for this antique braving a
return visit, except that it might be
considered a comic valentine. Play
has been tricked out in some pretty-

canvas scenery and bright costumes,
but as diversion, in 1937, it is a dud.

For this revival, first in N. Y.
since 1910, special lyrics and music
have been added by Ethel Barry-
more Colt and Phyllis Flanagan.
Former figures also as adapter,, be-
sides playing the Ingenue lead. Both
are neat jobs that impress favorably.

Unlike Boucicaulfg 'After Dark/
^oirerm-^
is hot ' one of those villain-still-

pursued-her operas. Nary a perfidi-

ous gent is Oh hand to encourage
mass hissing. . Instead, the story, is

content, to follow affected, senti-
mental paths with a bit of mistaken
identity and mixed romance thrown
in for 'good measure.
Within five years' time 'London

Assurance' will be a century old and
its period antics will not cause any
noticeable celebration. It is a play
that, can be laid away permanently,
as far as today's audiences are con-
cerned.

Cast, in addition to Miss Colt, is no
better than the occasion demands.
Douglas Rowland is only fair in the
fat part of Sir Harcourt. John Raby
acts Ypiihg Courtly well, enough and
other roles are projected in rather
routine fashion by Lewis- L. Russell,
Henry Vincent, Matthew Smith, Jack
Harling and Don McClure. Most
expert in the company is Ellen Love
Who. brings a. spirited zest to her
assignment. She shares. first honors
with Miss" Colt, whose famous
mamma: was a looker-on .at the
debut. "

'.
, „

Play was staged by Robert Bell t

husband of the producer, and Louis
Kennel rates a hod for the attractive
decorations, with a suggestion pr
two from James Reynolds.

Limited engagement is all that can
be hoped for. TOo few people go for
this, sort of thing without beer and
skittles on the side. Rowl.

'Marching Song' is a protest, or
propaganda play, a capital-labor mel-
odrama not designed for the average
playgoer.
Presented by the Theatre Union, a

group of radical actors, formerly
quartered on 14th street, is consistent
in that all its plays pertain to the
downtrodden laboring class. The
new play is excellently mounted and
the acting , is convincing, but that it

belongs oh Broadway is doubtful, for
the Union's draW is principally
among downtown "East Side groups,
who generally attend in parties, get-
ting ticket concessions. Admissions
are tax free, ' because the presenta-
tions are hot for profit.
.'Marching Song'- is enacted, within

an abandoned factory, setting by a
newcomer, Howard Bay, being one
-of-the-season^Si-mOst-striking_ effects^
vividly, lighted. There,men who are
strikers in a motor car works and are
not taken back have taken refuge. It

seemed that John Howard Lawsoh,
the author, wrote the play prior to
the recent labor agitation in Michi-
gan, for other workers have gone on
a sit-down strike in protest. That is

a frequent offstage reference.
Hatred, of workers for strikebreak-

ers and deputies armed with machine
guns pervades the play. Sometimes
.Lawson is coherent and sometimes
not so clear. He brings in race prej-
udice by introducing a Negro strike 1

breaker from the South who has
joined with the unionists. There, too,
is the Injustice .of eviction, in this
instance not because the worker was
objectionable to his bosses, but as an
example to others. This man had
not been taken back.
The particular union in this spot

appears to have been broken down
and an organizer is in action to rally
the. men. and sain the support of
other unions. He is wanted by the
strikebreaking leader, who plans to
take the man for a ride. But the re-
organization progresses, and in the
end the union wins.
There is a many-pe'opled cast, .in-

cluding Frieda Altmah as an evicted
mother, and infant child; Gertrude
Flynh as her sister; Tomrni Bissell
as a militant wife: Martin Wolfson
as the organizer: Grover Burgess as
the evicted worker: Curt Conway as
one. used to hard^hio. but light heart-
ed: Stanley G. Wood as a police iri-

soe :tor; Manart Kibnen as the tough
strikebreaker chief; Rex Ingram the
sole colored nlayer, and good; Lester
Lonergan. Jr.. as a shell-shocked
Worker; Amelia. Romano as a girl

forced into a- cheao brothel to sup'.
po'*t he** widowed mother.

'Sori<'i8;^mon.» the best, if not the
top, of the-'Union's nresentations, but
its appeal is i'mil'cd. Ibee.

(Closed -Feb. 20 ajter three days;
printed J6r the record) .

_Bennv Kellpri: ,

Pal Green., ;

Daisy. '. . . . ; ;

.

Sergeant a tea...:
A Constable.'. ......

Qakfe. ...... ... . : . .v.
Ti)g Wilson. .......
Badger Lee..'.
Sir William Giant,

Plays Outb/Town

Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse
Toronto, Feb: .

Melodrama In. three acts presanted .by (Slt-

bert Miller at. the Royal Alexandra.' To-
ronto, Feb. ^2," '37, prior to opening at
Hudson, N. Y., early in March. Stars

.
Sir

Cedric. Hardwlcke.. Authored by Barre Lyn-
don; staged by Lewis Allen; settings' by
Raymond Sovey; $2X top.

Xu'r. Ann..-. Helen Tren'holme
Dr.''.Clitterhouse, M.R.C.P.

.

' '

, "Sir-:-Cedri<! ardwlcke
Chief Iiisp'ectqr-Charie's. . ,

.

'Edward' Fielding
Clarence .De rwen

£

Krnest Jay
. . Muriel Hu tchison

. .Stephen Fox
....Ralph Sumpter
...Alexander Field
...Ross Ohetwynd

, . . . Victor" Beecroft
rederlc Worlock

LONDON ASSURANCE
'.('otnoil.y .in lUo
presented be Ilnl'l

hill, N, .Y.. Ffb,
lyric by ,-'. •••hi"-!

l'b.\ Ills-. Fhi'n.'iuan

.sell ings, ] , i.i l.-i- K
dull . . ...

.

;

ifciisssle .-.
.
...,.;'.. ,

Yoiinu ( 'oi'ul ly. .-.

Sir llmvnnii. ('

Ma* ir-u'U;i\V:i\

Perl ...

.1ni)n s . .-. . . .-. .

.

Gvaei' :irk ku\a.\.
Meddle
Lndy (Jay Siiankri.

Dolly i)t)U!|ker. . .
;

ni ls .by Inn onclcnult;.'
ijira Itobbl'ns ul' Vandcr-

'ji:.; adaptation with
full ; Incidental music,"

.: singing. Roliert ' Bell;
Miner. . .. ?::.::(! . tup.

'

. ; . .... . Henry. Vincent

.. . .... ... I . . .Matlh'ew .Smith,
,-.

. John Raby
ni Hy, . . . .Douglas' Rowland

. .-; .... .'Lett Is L; Russell
.... . Dnrlh.V : llipklfy.

. . . . . .Peiidlelon. Harrison
. -:i hcl -Burrymore Colt
. . ....'.., , . .Jack Harling

.Kllen Love
.;;.:.'...:Doh McClure

Someone dug. 'deep Into a dusty
trunk to come upV with, Dion Bouci-
cault's 'Londpn., Assurance.' Barbara
iRobblns, actress; is lLsted as thfe sole

Brilliantly acted copiSTandrrobber
meller, with a touch of Mayfair, got
off to a fast pace here and should
draw downstairs trade in N. Y.

'

Dr. Clitterhouse, London doctor,
gets a year to dope out the mental,
physical and psychological reactions
of a criminal in the very act of com-
mitting a crime.. .

'

His research drags him personally
into crime first oh his own. then with
a small, compact gang he links with
through a fence. They pull off bigger
and bigger burglary, jobs, making
generous splits of the- dough, with
the doctor, who's identitv is urir.

known to. the gang, giving his cut to
charity. :

Comes the girl trouble. The doc-
tor sets,up Daisy, only fpmme in the
mob, in, a Blodmsbury flat and she
sours on Benny Kellerman. the fepr*e
who's been her previous lover. He
burns up, traces '; the doctor down,
blackmails him. and is bumped off
via. th« poisori route.

In. his pocket is found thp. doctor's
telephone number and this brings
the oops, Meanwhile the doctor, see-
ing hi' self jammed uo, has. consult-
ed one of his patients, who is a top
shot liwyer: as to what would hap-
neri in court if a man was draped
tiD under such circ'umst^ rices. The
lawver says there would b^» nothing
to it—tho doctor is' nuts. That's tip
off for the; doctor to go into an in-
sanity act; and. he's gettirT ready
for a hrief stay in the boobv hatch
wberi the gendarmes take hiro awav.

•' In loss capable hands th is could
be just one more whodunit, but. as
oac^d here is excellent fare for class
trpHe.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke. never be-
fore in Canada and hilled minus. the
kni^h'hood tag at bis owri renuest,
i finished actor. Having set out
mi lif» to be a medical man i..<j Dcr-
hahs Hotter than norma! >n this bnrt:
a sViiKul' dignified and convincing
opriorrriance throughout.

C'arcitce. Derw^nt. as ..the fenr-e.

nlavs a workmanlike heavy; find the
;wm'f>

:

;w^5- for bit players of whom
Vio^ .Beecroft is a stand-out.

n'v two women jh v^st nei-
ther has much to do. although Helen
Trenholme takes full advantage of
her^pnot as. a hysterical hurse when
the' Wnch ..is- due. AlexanH^r; Field
seemed nervous as one. of the crook

(Continued on page 66)

Inside Stuf-Legit

bifficulty with the settings of 'Haying Wonderful time4 . .caused the
show to be twice postponed last week, show finally opening Saturday (19)
night, with the box office switching tickets sold in. advance for that night
to later dates. Four truck loads of scenery, designed by Stuart Chaney,
were discarded. Rehearsal expense was upped through delays, stagehands'

bill for two weeks being $6,700, there being 26 men in the crew. After
the premiere the first scene was dropped entirely.

'Time' was written by Arthur Kober, former press agetot, the play bei

'based.on.his:.Jfew^^
edy, formerly teamed with George S. Kaufman in playwnghting. Lattfcf

came in during final rehearsals and tied up some of the scene finaies. 1

One of the Theatre Union's people probably made the drawing Which
appears on the programs, for 'Marching Song' which opened on the Bayes
Roof,. N; Y., last week. It is a map of the fictitious city of Brimmerton,
U. S. A. State is not mentioned, but one avenue is marked 'To St. Louis,'

establishing the locale at the middle West. Various factpries are set forth,

also ottter points or spots mentioned, in the play. Included is the red light

district.

There are 30 speaking parts' programed, plus -16 extra people,

in cast are Lester Lonergan, Jr., and L. L. 3d, latter playing a ki

For"years it was Only in N. Y. that show folk and newspaper crix com-
plained about ..the so*calted fashionable theatregoers who arrived late and
made noisy nuisances of selves in order to attract attention. Lately same-
Conditions have been mushrooming in Washington, with situation worse
in the Capital io that it- is a nightly occurrence.

The highly-starched folk with the big social and political backgrounds
are the offenders in Washington.

Ernest Truex, comedian of Franz Lehar's operetta, 'Frederika,' at the
Imperial, N. Y., has three other members of the family in current Broad-
way shows, he revealed in a guest date on the department store Thursday
morning commercial over WOR and affiliated stations. They are his sons,

James, in Tpvarich'; Philip, in 'Richard II,' and his wife, Mary Jane Bar-
rett, in 'Frederika.' The only 'layoff' is two-and-one-half-year-old Barrett

Recent collapse of a models'" organization is blamed on irrespbnsi

of officials seeking to decrease the overhead of org's offices.
'

To forestall shuttering because of curtailed membership fees, offici

permitted the installation of a racetrack ticker machine for bookies. Touts
paid the rent for. the office which was a good front until the law stepped
in and attached the padlock. Outfit has how folded completely.

r. Harry Shaw of Philadelphia is the backer of 'Behind Red Lights'

presented by Jack Curtis at the Mansfield, N. Y. He operates a string; of

drug stores in Pa.
After watching the show for several weeks he went to Flori

is
' ing for a vacation too.

Switch of 'Tide Rising' from the Lyceum, N. ^ ,., to ther ' 44th Street

recently, was a last minute decision. Play was presented by Aldrich and
Myers who. announced its withdrawal after two weeks! George Brewer,
its author, however wanted it to continue and it is understood he dug
up fresh money for that puipose. 'Tide' stopped Saturday (20).

Revival of 'Dr. Faustus,' the
;
WPA's outstanding attracti is season

in N. Y , is: regarded as impractical' for commercial presentation. At 55c.

top it is drawing capacity with the gross approaching $2,000 weekly.
Any number of theatre parties. ar6 sold at rates under the scale, other-

wise the pace would be about $1,000 more.

Perhaps, a new.low was reached on Broadway after the opening of 'Call

Me Ziggy,' when the reviewer for the N. Y. World-Telegram devoted only

one^entehce^o^h^rplayr-t^
plays Of the week.

(Continued from page 62)
N

the Agents and Managers Union,

formed by Theodore Mitchell some
years ago. That union has been as

dormant as has the old Theatrical

Press Representatives Association.

Latter body had a contract with the

managers but during the depression

when the number of shows on Broad-
way and the road dropped away
down,, the organization waned and
the contract was forgotten.

.
Following last Sunday's activities,

the Theatrical Press Representatives
of America, spoke up stating that it

still had offices and officers and de-
clared that since inception it has
been the official organization for
legit, press agents. Stated, too, that
the TPRA, which formerly restricted
to the legit field, is now open to

those who have agented or managed
tiny amusement enterprise for two
years. Dues have been lowered and
there is ho initiation. Road agents
and, managers have always been
eligible.

The hew group of p.a.'s will meet
again at the Algonquin March 7 at
which time officers are expected to
be elected and the NYTPA will then
start functioning.

Shows in Rehearsal

in Arms'—Dwight Wi-
m
'Gandi devival) — Katharine

Cornell.

'Amphitryon' on tour)—
Theatre Guild.

'Onct Upon a Time' ('Bumps Ma-
Jone')—Marty Forki

' for Venus'—Mary Hone..

'Sun Kissed'—Bonfils and Somnes.
'His. » — <-shar and

Tucrk.

- 'Stor
.
over Palsy;r^Thei»tre Guild:

'Excursion'—John C. Wilson
'Driftwood'—Eugene Kerry.

Current Road Shows

(WEEK OF FEB. 22)

Ballet Russe, High School, it-,

tie Rock, 22; Murphy High
School, Mobile, 23, Lenier Aude,
Montgomery, 24; Muny Aude,
Savannah, Gevyr Atlanta,
26-27.

'Boy Meets. ,' Convention
Hall, Tulsa, 22; Warner, Okla-
homa City, 23-24; High School
Aude, Little Rock; 25; Audi-
torium, Memphis, 26-27.

rother Rat,' Plymouth, Bos-

'bead End,' Ford's, Baltimore.
D'Oyly Carte Repertory, Er-

langer, Chicago.
'First Lady' (Jane Cowl), Bilt-

more, Los Angeles.
'Follies,' Grand,
'Great Waltz/

falo.

'Hamlet' (Leslie Howard),

'

, San Francisco.
'Idiot's Delight' (Lunt

Fontanne), Colonial, Boston....-,

'Jane Eyre' (K. Hepburn),
Auditorium, St. Paul, 22; Park-
way, Madison, 23; Pabst, Milwau-
kee, 24-27.

'Leaning on Letty^ (Post
Selwyn, Chicago..
'Mulatto,' Belasco, Washington.
Nazimova Repertory, Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia.
'On Your Toes,'

adelphia.

'Pride and Prejudice,* Nati
Washington. .

.'Reflected Glory,'

Ruth
Francisco.

.
San Carlo Opera, Philharmoni

Aude, Los Angeles. 22-24; War
Memorial O; H, San Frarlcis-
co, 26.

'Steel,*

Beach, N. Y.'

'Tobacco Road,' Ni
burgh.
'The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse,'

Royal Alexandra, Toronto.
'You Can't Take It With You,'

, Chicago.
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Loop Biz Still Hotdia; Tollies'

$25,000; Take $16,400 and In for Run

icago, Feb. 23.

Town could use a couple of more
shows; all the current pieces are do-

ing excellent trade.

^™*2i^ei^
March 2d as its closing date in Chi-
cago, which will make it 11 weeks
in town, excellent run for the first

$3.85 show here in years.

WPA opened 'Good Old Summer-
time' at the Blackstone on Friday
(19), this being the show formerly
known in the east as . 'Around the
Corner.' Not much Coin hope for it.

Estimates for Last Week
•Leaning on Letty/ .Selwyn (LOQO;

$2.75) (14th week). Will stick to

April, at least, on present pace. Again
around $9,50Q, fine:

'Tou Can't Take It With You,' Har-
ris (1,000; $2.75) (3d week). Up
near $16,400 for the second . session.
Advance sales strong. Will stick
arouhd for a long time.

•Ziegfeld FOHies/ Grand (1,300;

$3.35) (8th week). Held to excellent
$25,000.

Other Attractions

D'Oyly Carte Gilbert and Sullivan
-Rep., Erlanger (1,400; $2.75/ (3d
week). One more .session after this
one. Last week fine at $11,000.

WPA
'In Good Old Summertime,' lack-

stone. Martin. Flavin show opened
on Friday arid expected to stick for
four weeks, with 'Lonely Man,' new
lay by Howard Koch, to replace.

•Oh Say Can You Sing?' Great
Northern. Musical getting good play
from growing word-of-mouth.

Only Fair 24G

LES HOWARD'S HAMLET'

FINE $17,000 IN FRISCO

San Francisco, Feb.. 23.

.Leslie Howard had. an excellent
first week in 'Hamlet' at the Curran
theatre, where he opened a stay of
14 days last week; Well received by
crix, there has been a predominance
of femmes in the audience, especial-
ly at the matinees.

'Battle Hymn' at the Columbia
theatre, where this FTP offering got
off to a bad start, is building.

.
Estimates for Last Week ..

'Hamlet' (Curran) (1st week) (1,-

500; $2.50). Natives eating up How-
ard's production; $17,000. take during
the first week is swell.

WPA
'Battle Hymn' (Columbia) (3rd

week) (1,700; 50c). Two days after
the strike was . over biz started to,
pick up. Did $3,250 during third
week; 'A Touch of Brimstone' next:

Philadeiphi ; Feb. 23.

Couple of weeks ago Philly was
proudly boasting of four legit houses
open and doing biz.. From now on,

. it looks as if two will be the limit,
* and a distinct, possibility that the
—city will'iraye-to^be- content-with-a

single show by the middle of next
month.

"The Meal Ticket,' which opened
last Wednesday (17). at the Erlanger.
closed Saturday (2.0). House had
skedded a return of 'Dead End' to.

follow, but that's out now and there
is nary a booki insight

Locust, which had regular shows
for a few weeks, is : now offering a
roadshow film, 'Good Earth.' Chest-
nut becomes competish. on March . 7
with 'Lost Horizon' (Col).

That leaves only, the Forrest with
a chance, of getting legit shows
in late March and April. House
has 'On Your Toes* now for two
weeks and follows, with 'Great
Waltz' (return). Prior to 'Lost Hori-
zone.' Chestnut has a short splurge
of Ibsen, Nazimova's 'Ghosts' this
week, and Walter Hampden's 'Enemy
of the People' next week.
Last week's only feature was

Gielgud's 'Hamlet' at the Forrest.
Despite disappointing opening and
lower floor weakness during the firs'

half of the week, this revival hooked
a healthy $24,000. having the benefit
of a $3.30 top. That, however, was
a long way from capacity.
Return of 'Pride and Prejudice' at

$1.50 top didn't mean much. Second
and final week at the Chestnut .save
it : $7,000. 'Meal Ticket' was brutal
in four-day stay at the Eriangt-r.
•after savage notices.

Estimates for Last Week
Hamlet' (Forrest). While Rood at

$24,000. far : from capacity at $3.30.
top. 'On Your Toes' this week

'Pride and Prejudice' (Chestnut. 2d
week). Return of this one at $1.50
top hot so hot. . Scant $7,000.
"Ghosts' with Nazimova .this week;
•Meal Ticket* (Erlanger ). ry-out

which opened in mid-week ; and
closed Saturday. Biz negVsi'jle.

'Dead End' Fair $13,500,

'Road' $8,500, W'hington

Washington, Feb, 23.

Plenty of publicity, plus good no
tices, helped 'Dead End* to a satis-
factory week at the National last
week. Figure,, however, was below
houes, due largely to the fact that
the Capitol " keeps pretty hep . .to

what's what and won't take" road
fpmpanies unless original. Also the
8; o'clock curtain, forced by the local
child labor, law, .Hurt.

Belasco* made good in the second
week of a new try at legit with '.To-

Baltimore, Feb. 23.

Town was given only four days of
the . Theatre Guild's . Lunt-Fontaririe
'Idiot's Delight,' and the customers
stormed the doors of Ford's in such
numbers that . the good old house
must have thought it was back in the
palmy days. • With a record-breaking
advance sale, show opened Monday
.(15) night to .plenty of standees and
continued the pace "through the next
three nights and a Wednesday mat-
inee. Chalked up $19,000 on the
run, terrific.

'Dead End' is in this week for a
full session. Indications point to a
very healthy week. Nothing slated
to follow as yet, and no word from
the Maryland, town's other legit

house.

Estimate tor l7ast Week ~ ~

Idiot's Delight' (Ford) (1,988;

$3.33). Theatre Guild, production
with Lunt and Fontanrie in leads in

sure-fire four-day engagement; had
'em standing, every show and .rang
up a terrific $19,000.

BANKHEAD IN 'GLORY'

MEAGRE $12,000, PITT.

Pittsburgh, Feb. 23.

First visit of Tallulah Barikhead
to Pittsburgh, didn't produce an un-
usual rush at the Nixon last week,
but both the show and house were
content with bettering an even
break .at $12,000. Cricks tossed cau
lion to the winds by going into raves
over the star's performance . and,
while .rather: lukewarm about 'Re
fleeted Glory,' they admitted it Was
a suitable vehicle for the actress in
her first tour of the country.

Curiously enough, Miss Bankhead
has quite a cinema rep in the hinter-
lands, although she's been off the
screen for several years. That was
reflected in consistent balcony and
gallery call ail week;
Nixon has. 'Tobacco Road', cur

rently at the lowest top. of , the. sea
son, $1.50, show opening with a
matinee yesterday (22); first time
this has ever, happened around here.

Estimate for Last Week
•Reflected Glory* (Nixon;\ 2,100;

$2.85). At $12,000, below .expecta-
tions, tit both show, and house can
chalk up some profit at that figure.

Downstairs considerably uff, but big
balcony and gallery trade.

'RAT $14,500, BOSTON

Hub Likes Military Comedy-—in for
Indef Run

Boston, Feb. 23.

'Brother Rat,' only legit show in
town last Week, found the trading
very favorable. Local playgoers
seem to like the play and crix gave
it a good sendoff. Booked in for an
indef run. .

'Idiot's" Delight' opened Monday
(22) at the Colonial for a two-week
Staxjin#§r,-G^

Estimate for Last Weeek
'Brother Rat' (Plymouth; $2.75; 1st

week). Garnered about $14,500 on
the initial stanza,: very good.

Hepburn's 'Eyre

Doing Sock Biz

Mi .23.

How hungry this town is for stage
fare was evidenced by the fact that
the Metropolitan was completely sold

out for 'Jane Eyre,' the season's first

legit attraction, three days before, the
show hit. town. For two nights and
a matinee at $2.85 top, the gross ap-
proximated $8,000. Chairs were used
in the - orchestra pit and extra seats
•placed in the balcony lbges for all
three performances. Manager Dick
Horgan tried in vain to induce Kath-
arine Hepburn to play an additional
Sunday night . performance before
going into St Paul for a one-night
stand. ;'

Except for the southern flood situa-
tion, which necessitated re-routing of
'Jane Eyre,' the Twin Cities would
not even have had this attraction.
Only: other definite Metropolitan
booking is 'First Lady,' due in April.

Kansas City, . 23.

'Jane Eyre' woke this town from
a legit slumber with trip-hammer
alacrity during a three-day dusting
at the. Music Hall Feb. 15-17. Hep-
burn: piece grossed fine approximate
$10,000 at $2.20 top. Press, while
courteous, judged that a rewrite was
in order, if and when it hit.Broadway,

SMASH $12,000 FOR

COWL, 5 SHOWS, L. A.

Legit BizBooms With Holiday

Weekend; 'Daughter Grabs $15,000

Early ' half of last week was mar-
kedly weak among Broadway legits

but by Saturday business was boom-
ing what .with the' expected visitor

all of list but strong Saturday helped
gross to approximately $14,000.

'

The Women,' Barrymore (9th

mflux :f©r^he~Wre^
week-end. Grosses had dropped so
much that the capacity Saturday at-
tendance did hot, fully offset the
earlier declines and in most in-
stances grosses were under the pre-
vious week's marks.

The out-of-towners went for some
of the long run shows in a big way.
An instance: is 'Victoria Regina.' De-
mand was so.heavy that the agencies
said - tickets. Would have brought
$8.80 but advance -sale -for both
Saturday performances left few
pasteboards on hand.

Monday's (22) holi ith -clear,

weather after a rainy Sunday,
brought the throngs

. again to the
amusement district All but one
show ('Regina') played the matinee
and many of the 26 performances
drew capacity: Evening trade ,\Vas.
under, the afternoon, as figured.
Flock of attractions have added extra
matinees this week, the final .session,
when . good business may. be ex-
pected this side of Easter.

'Having Wonderful Time! di not.

open at the 'Lyceum, until Saturday.
It drew fairly good notices and ap-
pears: to be box office, judging, from
Monday's excellent attendance.
'Marching. Song,' Which opened, at,

the Bayes.was well, regarded by the
press but limited appeal indicated.

First full week of 'Yes, My Darl-
ing Daughter,' topped $15,000 at the
Playhouse, which meant capacity
for seven out of the eight perform:-
ahces. 'King Richard II* topped
$18,000.

'And Now Goodbye' was with-
drawn Tuesday (23) from the
Golden; revival - of 'London Assur-
ance' was yanked at the Vanderbilt
after four times Saturday at which
time 'Tide Rising' stopped ' at the
44th St; 'An Enemy of the People'
tours from, the Hudson after this
week. House will get the only pre-
miere next week, 'The Amazing Dr.
Clitterhouse.' - WPA offers two new
plays this week: 'Power,' 'Ritz, arid
'The Sun and I,' Adelphi.

Estimates for Last. Week
'And Now Goodbye,' Golden. With-

drawn last night (23), after playing
three weeks to mild business; next
attraction, 'Susan and God.'

'Boy Meets Girl,' Cort (66th week)
(C-l,059-$3.30. Better than estimated
with gross around $8,500; manage-

Los"Angeles, Feb. "2^T^+iIient-L-fieurJng._^)n_xun -goi —into

and should be ,a- summer stayerj
S21.5O0; capacity.

ide Rising/ 44th St. Withdrawn
Saturday,, after playing four weeks
to mild money; house dark,

'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (168th
week) (D-l,6l7-$1.65). Run leader
continues to pile up profits at mod-
erate grosses; approximately $7,000.
last week.

'Tonight at 8:30,' National (14t

week) (C-l>132-$4.40). Always one
of list's best grossers; over $24,000
weekly and slated through March.. .

'Tovavich/ Plymouth (20th week)
(C-D-l,036-$3.30). Anbther socko at-
traction; eased off early last week,,
although capacity again by Saturday;
little under $20,000.

'Victoria Regina/ roadhurst •(re'-.,

sumed eng.) (52nd week) (D-1,110-
$3.30). Visitor, influx Saturday upped
demand arid agencies got fancy, prices
for year-old attraction, which got
nearly $18,000 agai .

White Horse Inn,' Center (22nd
week) (M-3,321-$3.85). Eased off

again, with takings around $28,000;

operating costs revised -downward,
however, so turned a profit.

'Yes, My Darling- Daughter/ Play-
house (3rd week) (C-878-$3.30). New
aiigh click; strong call in agencies
indicates cinch run; capacity, nearly
all last week with takings- over
$15,000.
You Can't Take It With You/

Booth (11th week) (C-704-$3.3Q),
Can't get higher grosses; all perfor-
mances to standee attendance, with
gro?:s around $15,000;,

Jane Cowl is dragging 'Cm. into
the Biltmore theatre in drove's on
her iO-day. stay here, with several
corhplete sellouts, registered on. the
initial five performances. House is

tariffed at a stiff $2.50, scale, but has
plenty of advance reservations.

El' Capitan and Belasco continue
dark, with the Federal Theatre
Project bringing in one new attrac-
tion this week and moving two
others to other houses.

Estimates for Last Week
•First Lady/ Biltmore (C-1,658;

$2.75) (1st week). Opening night
went clean and, with several hun-
dred turnaways, first five perform-
ances brought, a sweet $12,Q00.
Heavy advance for the current week.

WPA
'House of Connelly/ Mayan. So-

cial drama of the old South debuts
Friday (26). Cast headed by Phyl-
lis LaVay, Kenneth Patterson, La-
Voile Hughes, Howland Chamberlin
and Adda Gleason.
'Roaring Girl/ Hollywood Play-

house. Moves in Wednesday (24),
after several weeks downtown.
Newspaper meller by John C. Mof-
fitt.

'Revue of Revues/ Mason. Musi-
cal, satire opening Thursday (25),
after a long stay at the Hollywood
Playhouse.

'Lars. Killed His Son/ Musart.
Tragedy winds up Sunday (28) after
customary two weeks' stay.

bacco Road,! starring Taylor Holmes.
Henry ;Hull played the same piece
here three weeks last spring, but $2
top this time got plenty of new
customers.

. /
Current are 'Pride and Prejudice'

at the National and 'Mulatto 1
, at the

Belasco
1

, with 'Storm Over Patsy*
and -'Night of Jan. 16/ respectively,
to follow.

Estimates for Last Week
•Dead End' (National; $2.75). Good -

notices helped,. but the Cap's prox-
imity to Broadway, held the road,
company down to approximately
$13,500.

'Tobacco Road' (Belasco; $2.00).

Taylor Holmes company pulled
around $8,500, despite the fact that
Henry Hull played the same sho\v»
here three weeks last sprin?.

/Nutshell' New Low
$2,800 in Cleveland

Cleveland, 23.

Lula Vollmer's 'In a Nutshell* was
just an old acorn for the.Hanna last
week and its few customers, who
didn't seem .to think the shell was
worth cracking. That was done by
the three local critics, ;whp thor-
oughly roasted the comedy. Show's
major achievement was hitting a

hew low; gross in. the theatre's his-
tory, $2,800 for six blue days.
Rest of the. new play's tour has

been cancelled. Miss Vollmer was
here for the week making minor
changes, but they weren't enough.

.

House is dark this week and next,
reopening March 8 with; Katharine
Hepburn in 'Jane Eyre' followed by
the Lunts in 'Idiot's Delight' March
15.

stimate for Last Week
'tu a Nutshell/ Hahna (1,435; 55c.-

$2.20). Less than $2,800, a new low
for the house! Hurt the theatre's
rep as much as the playwright's
pride.

another summer,
'Behind Red Lights/ Mansfield (7th

week) (D-l,097-$3.30). As good as
previous week, not counting added
matinee; $9,000 quoted, and meller
looks in for a stay.

'Brother Rat/ Biltmore (11th week)
(CD-991-$3.30 ). Indications . are for
run through summer; Boston com-
pany: started well, estimated
around $13,000 here.

'Dead End/ Belasco (70th week)
(CD-l,000-$3.30).

.
Going alOnj; to

weekly profit, with somecut-rate aid;
gross approximated $7,500 last week
. .'Frederlka,' Imperial. (4th week)
(04,468-$3.85). Better than iridi

cated; $18,000 for Lincoln's Birthday
week and about $16,000 last week

'Fulton of Oak Falls/ Morosco (3d
week) (CD-961-$3.30). Moderate
money so far; last week's takings
around $7,500; must improve to make
a run of it

'Having Wonderful Time/ Hudson
(1st week) (CD-l,094-$3.30). Opened
Saturday (20) night; fairly favorable
press; strong Monday.

<High Tor/ Beck (7th week) (

l,214-$3;3»). Lively, at box office; in
dications are for continuance into
warm weather; round $13,000 last

•Howdy Stranger/ 46th . St. (7tH
week) (C-l,375-$3.30). Costs little to
operate; ith cut-rate aid takings
are approximating" $5,000
'Masque of Kings/ Shubert (3c

week) (D-l,382-$3.30). Moved Up-
ward; although trend was down las
week; around $16,000 and will: prob-r
ably last well into spring.-
•Now You've Done It/ Miller (1st

week) <C-944-$3.30). Presented by
Brock Pembertoh; written by Mary
Coyle Chase; also called 'Me Third'
and 'Pillows, of Society'; opens Thurs
day (25). :

'

"

'Red, Hot and Blue/ Alvin (18th
week) (M-l,355-$4.40). Limited' num-
ber . of musicals aiding; business
steadily profitable, with last week
bit off ; $26,000.
'Show Is On/ Winter Garden (10th

week) (R-l;671-$4.40). Eased off With
field last week,., but came back on
Saturday; j takings around $36,000
still top grosser.

''Stage Door/ Music Box (19th
week) (C-l,0i2-$3.30). Always in the
money,, but " under;, , earlier pace
around $14,000 last week.

'The Eternal Road/ Manhattan
O, H. (8th week) (M-2,780-$4 t40)
Now operating to profit, but .attend

ance hot up to expectations; roiihd

$29,000 last week.
'The Wingless ictory/ Empire

(10th week). (D-l,099-$3.30). Oil
early part of last week, like nearly

Marching Song/ Bayes; labor mel-
odrama, on . roof drew favorable
press; $1.50 top..

'Naughty Naught/ American Musi
Hall; old style meller in night clu

surrounding.
Revivals

'King ichard II/ St. James;
Shakespearean work drawing excel-
lent money; quoted dyer $18,000 last

week.
'An Enemy of the People/ Hudson;

goes oh road after this week; '.The

Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse' next week.
•London Assurance/ Vanderbilt;

yanked Saturday after four perfor-
mances.

WPA
•Dr. Faustus/ Elliott; tops federal

theatre shows in N.. Y. ,

'BassalVIoona/ D^ly7
s
_
6'3ror StreetT

'The Sun ,and 1/ Adelphi; due to
open Friday (26).
'Power/ Rit?; opened Tuesday. '

•Sweet Land/ Lafayette; final week.

TOES' (ML $14,

ON AO. DETROIT

Detroit, . 23.

Continuous record of the Caiss this

season, since the house opened last

fall; is broken currently due to can-
cellation of 'In a Nutshell,' which
folded in Cleveland last week. Un-
fortunate 'On Your Toes,' which
closed a two-week stand with a fine

h.o. $14,000 last week, had been
booked elsewhere for this stanza.
Musical could have stuck arouhd a
third seven-days,to profit.

After grabbing off a healthy
$19,500 on the first week; 'Toes' held
up remarkably well for the second
session, usual drop-off here being
around one-third. As is, the play
held to a good 75% of the opening
stanzas' gross. All the more sur-
prising in view of the fact that the
play brought the. season's top price;
$3.30,. and the continuance of strikes
i a number of plants arouhd town.

Ne^t ' attraction, Tallulah :Bapk-
head's 'Reflected Glory,' moves .into:

<the Cass Monday (28), to be followed
by the D'Oyle Carte opera . trbype
March 15 and: 'Idiot's Delight' March
25.

Estimate for Last Week
•On Your Toes' Cass (2dwk.) (1.400;

$3:30 top). Town was plenty excited
over this musical ana laid a nice.
$14,000 on the line for the , second
session, -following a hefty $19,500 for
the opening week: Could have held
for at least another . week - but for
previous bookings. House is dark
for the first time this season cur-
rently.

Phelps Baps Hartford Setup
Hartfor Feb 23.

i-of. William Lyon Phelps of Yale
deplored fact i a lecture that Hart-
ford did not. support a professional
.stage, trou

' Said government shduld su ize

i\ stock company here .instead of
lcavi ' all thealiicals to amateurs.
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DANIELE TRA I LEONI
('Daniel in the Lions' Den')'

Rome, Feb. .

Vla.v."'ln 'th'rc» i;<ls by Giilrto.O:ihtl"l. ]i|
;n-

<lii«'p(1. lit, -Qnlrl-no theatre,- Rome,- by' '\'o->

.
fi;nn-MiiItfiiTlliitl-Cerv| Co.

'Kt»' *'shV . .•
..'<

•. .Vi »-. v
.'

. .'Slfmorlnn' Ch^Um!
1> ".lin trt'%-. .. , , . . ; .;, ..; . . . .,<ilno • < virvl

CU -i Iln tt.-r. . , Ovl .MuUnjflui'M

Probably . would not
.
go over ig

in America, as the hero is so passive
bo

;
would have little appeal. But

okay, for local audiences.
Daniele of this play is a very, timid,

thouchtful . young man who. does
nothing but 'take it.' Lions are three
as .egotistic, self-centered and grab-
bing people as you can. Imagine, all

very busy" giving poor Daniel all he
can take all the time.
His sister is a hot-blqoded;. head-

strong- person who is Constantly ask-
ing Daniele : to help her, and -who
grabs most of his inheritance away
from him. .Girl -he has loved ever
since he was a boy is' also grabbed
away from him. .. She marries
DanieleV friend Donato, who is

much bolder and more ressive
than -he, ..'

, . ,

Daniele tries to conceal his sorrow
over the marriage and J goes often to

;

the" couple's house in the- role of an
accepted family friend. But Donato
has guessed that Daniele is in love
with Giuliana and is ; hot . slow : to
profit by it, He asks Daniele to watch
over his wife while he himself goes
off on " a • trip with another woman..
HerKnows that Daniele loves Giuliana-.
too much to compromise her while
her husband is gone.' So Daniele
stays to- guard Giuliana and con-
tinues to suffer.

Giuliana, however, is not one to
suffer, i: She is -not going .to play the-

• part of the betrayed: wife in silence,
she is determined- to' grab her share
of happiness' too. She' tells Daniele
that she doesn't

,
love her husband,

that she has fallen in love with an-
' other .' man* For a moment Daniele
thinks she means him, and is radiant.'
When he; realizes that it is not he. he

.

again, accepts the situation quietly.
:. When.Donato returns, and his and'
his -wife's -egotism vclajshej?.-' .Daniele,
finally- steps--forward and points but
that in their xush* to grab their 'own
''happiness they have always over-
looked the happiness he might have
.had He is so eloquent about all this
that he persuades his selfish friends
to make up.
; Daniele himself retires ' to look
forward, to old age in loneliness.

Heln.-

memory seen here for many a day.
As a consequence, the premiere was
anything but a smooth performance,
and the much-vaunted sportsmanship
of the British public .was. exempli-
fied by the absence of any audible
comment thereon, other than the
Tjurtatn'-'sp^evh^^
Carroll, who thanked- those present
for their forbearance.
Judged by modern standards, play,

is so palpably outmoded that' the
question arises whether it Would not
have been better to have treated it

as a satire, if not actual burlesque;
Piece is acted in a perfectly legiti-.
mate . manner, and. there are '- three
notable performances by Alec Clunes,
as- the hero; Leslie Wareing, as the
ingenu ; arid Prank Cochrane as a
rapacious moneylender.. Jolo.

places, the.characters are exaggerated
for. the sake of driving home the
thesis more "forcibly, and the busi-
ness angle is handled With astonish-

ing naivete. Oh the whole; an
essentially; interesting play with
many failings.

Acting is excellent: throughout.
Torzs makes .the figure of the old

man stand out, Margit Makay gives, a
touching . and noble interpretation of

tlie. daughter, Foldeny i and Hajmassy,.
sons, are ruffians of the; first water.

Jaco.hi. .

Derby der Kleinen Leute
('Derby of Small People')

' Vienna, Feb. 12.
'Comedy;.. In four nets pyFrltz Gotlwnld;

Dli-opled. Ivy Hans Wensraf; eots, Il+inlftlus
fleye-rllrig:'. at Academy then tie, V Vienna;

Mi, \'t7.

Alois St.iWzI . ... .
. , , . , M.elerhorer

Retty Hseolineyer. . . . ; ... . . .... .Puenkoesdy
Mtesjl .'Huber. . ... .;.', w. ..... ..Kranie:-
l'\ dlboeek . . , i . . . . . . ..-,' .4 . . Wen*rn

F

linns Scbniltz.
, . . . . •

.

.Pranger

.
A brand, new -idea" - of the much

used- and 'ever good testament plot.
Rich -mart' wills. *.his race horse.
Amalia, to the doorman, of his house.
Poor-rich doorman wants to. sell, it,

but his daughter changes his mind.
Amalia is- to. start, in -the Derby.
Fortune teller predicts the success
of Aschenbroedel, horse of the door-,
man's enemy, whose daughter Joves
his son. He sells his horse, bets all
qn Aschenbroedel and wins a for-
tune. '

I. .

Very, funny at times.. Excellent-
acting and set. Should make-an okay
film. Maaps. '"-.

A Szuz E* A Godolye
('The Virgin and the Kid')

Budapest, .Jan. 21.
Tiny In . three- acts' by liajos Zllahy, at

M.-njynr Theatre, Budapest.
- G'Vflt: Mai-glt. Makay; Uona Tltkofl.,' Eugene
T6i'x.i>, Mlkloa Hajmnaay,. Laezlo- Foldcnyl.

- ReAD-TO-RUIN -
London, Feb. 12,

Ciwriedy-hielbdramn by -TliompB tlolcroft,'
revived .by Sydney C-ii-roU at Ainbnssndorfl,
London, . K\>]>. 11, .

'-7. Produced by JJnllol
Holloway, assisted by Val GlelRiul.
Mr. -.001-111011. :* ... .Ballot Hollnway
Mr..- Snilth. .... :»';

. . c>orKe Sklllan
Ml-. Sulky* .-..'.'; .'

.

t ,'V; \ ranklln Dyall
A Mr.n-Servttnt, i ; alcolm. -Graham
Hn-i-jvDoVntnii i ;.'.'..; ,-.V. . . Alex Clunea
.Tack llloid. ...... . v. . ..Dpupla9 Mathews
'J.>nny'

:

. .Llndlafm/io Ha'nillton
Si>iiin:».. ...v-

Slw, Whvron, .;. .

.

Dm i-ies Goldftnch.
Jh)>61> . . , . ; .

.

uk- silky
a Hosier..'... .\...

.Ijesley WnrelnK-
ydney Fnlvlmithor

.tiay Pctvle
.. ... .. yiTney •'Rronilt'y

. . . .Frnnk -Cocliriine
;i. Clement Htimeliri

Amore. Scadenza a Tre

Mesi
('Love Falls . Due in 3 Months')

Rome. Feb. 9..

Tiny in' tiiree iicIb. by ''}!» Dmtaiv. pro-
rlii -p.i «t . Olliniil-v theril.v". Mlln' -.by; Tn r .

r.Mno-MiiltnjjIln/l-CeiviCti-
rioli-o. . . . . i-Rlo Tlfjmo;
Auiv". ....... ,.':.. .-..' .Maltapllntl
1'Vi-nnntlo. . .

.'. . . .
.'.

. . .••.
. . '.Ciinii Cflrvl.

SliiTomi. .(.ROBCttaTofiuio

Interesting revival of-
4
a. sterling

old English comedy-melodrama' how
nearly 150 years old. It has not been.
.done oh . the' London stage for the

-
- past 40 years.
'Seldom; has. a- production -been'

^ dd.7ged by such bad luck.- Two days
bafpre. the openihg.'-C:- M. Hall.ard
fell. .ill and , . »aliol

.
Hollpwaj', stage

director, was requisioned. for one of
the. longest roles in the piece., Lat-
ter was in. the throe? of memorising
eight Shak-»spearean parts for the
forthcoming . Stratfqrd-bn-Avon sea-
son. .

Hay iPetrie, -. low Comic, was,
stricken on the opening night with

:. one of the worst cases of loss of

'The irgin and the Ki is the
title of a valuable* classical painting
that has been in the Huben family
for . three generations,

1

a sort of
symbol of the family's respectability
and prosperity. Old Huben, incar-
nation of the. honest, high-minded
business math, whose ideals go beyond
making' money, in ; the wholesale
-grocery- tradey-sets-great-store-by-the.
picture, but when he goes broke he
is compelled to sell it in secret, re-
placing it by a cop'y; .

•Soon as the genuine; painting is

•^one. luck and the ideals of the
Hubens are shattered: the . old. man
dies,

,
his good-for-nothing sons

quarrel . and destroy .'the firm's good
nams. scandal follows scandal in the.
family, and only the .daughter- ruined-
by, her brothers. . umSolds the. old
ideals and clings to the better things-
in life ; • She/gbes away with the mail,
•who has bought the - original..paint-
in?, tp build a new life on- noble
foundations, in the backwoods of
Canada.

. .

...:''.
Zilahy is . at great pains to make

this story symbolical of the whole
—isoect of life nowadays: the painting :

stands- for the higher things in life.

It all is intended to mean that in the
murdcroiis .. struggle for prbsberity.
mankind has lost its -noble ideals, but
may recover them if the few good
neonle who are left continue .to
strive after the .better things.

The'-ri is certfiirily far more in this
olnv ; thnh in the average product
n'een on the stage: the author has a
messa**e to convey, and. never chean-
dvi imself; but emnloys a real

"riist'f: method. But the symbolism
:

x oonfu^infr. the action lags in- many

ight comedy, nothing particularly
brilliant, but entertpini

"

t ,..
Could be

dope in America just as v/ell as here,
as the- theme is by no means local.

Pietro is a writer wIt> is terribly,

in love: with Agnes?; Unfortunately
Agnese is: living'" '"with"; another man,
That's bad enough, but when Pietro
hc-vs' that Asnese is 'gi'ihg- off to In-
cto-Chira - with her -lpvc:', it's more;
than he--, can bear. He decides to

kill himself and. beir« r
; a writer of

ro-n.-intic literature. 'h»- decides to

kiU himself ;in a rom-inti. -way.
,

Preoarations for his' romantic de-:

pa-vture take sbme days-rlbng- enough
for Fernando and' Simnn-a. his best
friends, to ftnd. out \vhat he is up to.

They tilze away his gp.. ; and at the
rani-! time. -take awav his reason for.

suicide, by - announcing that Aghese
hpsn't gone away at all: it's her lover
w'io hss gone to Intl^-China/ and
wM wiJl be: gono for three months.
.Then the helpful ' Fernando / rushes

over to. Aghe-e and Mis her that
Pi?tro- h?s- been- wanti rto kill him-
self on her account. Aghese rises
•nobly; to the oe'easi. .... She- an-
ppunces that, she will '.live".'- with
Pietro for. the, three months that he»;

lover is away; in th?t time she
th* -».?•? ictrp;v/ill h"ve h?d '..enough.'

.N-:: pet shows Piet'*P tg'ahg liis

marlicln^—first on l?"d in .a lonely
idyllic mountain res-s "t. ani- thih on
,tho ssa. At the end ;of three -very
flneimpnths. Agness needs treatment
more than . Pietro; does. .As the end'
of h«r interlude with. . Pietro an-,

proaches. she. decid.es to kill herself:
Her. preparations are taken with the
same care and in the same, romantic
soirit as Pie+ro's were three months
previous. Fsrnandp and- Simpna
have, to step in again, take away her
Irlaps of poison, break the news to
Pic Aro thnt he is wanted for life,

"and tell the gentleman who. returns
from' Indo-China that he is not
rneCde^— - ——-Rein.—

realized the futility of the people
among whom he has sought his

ideal. He falls out of love with the
lady and finds happiness in the arms
of the -unselfish and devoted servant
girl-

Play might have beer turned into

a brilliant, satire, but there are only
flashes of it here and there. It is

"diluted with sentiment, especially in

the scenes with the little slavey,
ElmS Bulla, splendid \artist though
she is, lacks the jhildish simplicity
needed to make such a . character
•beh'evftble:-««he.^trike»,^too ;par.
thetic note, . Pager, however, mlflces

a 'brilliant character study of the
larne grocer. This young actor . is.

one of the freatest assets of .
the

Hungarian s^age at present; he , is

surprisingly versatile; It is chiefly
i rluc to him: that 'Million' is a..success
locally., Jacobi. ."'

HODITAS
('Conquest')

.

. Budapest/ Jan.-
Oonipily jh tlirpip' nets; by Ad6rju '

lit- NHtiont'l The? tre. ' iHlu^cat, '.'

Cnst: Gl-/.y Rijor, VjuiI .Tnvor,
,
Lily

•Bcrky, Fereiic 'Tn%v, Julius- Gnl,

Female town councillor who con-
ducts the affairs, of a city .in an ad-
mirably businesslike manner' and.
negotiates a complicated transaction
with a. big oil conCer , is a modern
enough heroine ' for' a play.

:For all

her. 20th-century activities, howeverv
this- heroine of Mr. Bonyi's :might
have walked out of a Victbriah novel
for young girls. Way she lets herself'
be: conquered by the ; reekless and
naughty junior partner in the oil

firm is in. the best 'Taming of the
Shrew' tradition—as it has been done
in innumerable comedies, musical
and otherwise; on the contemporary'
stage, .-'•:

.

' .

Still, it's a pleasant and amusing
play, its. characters; and.Main-Street
atmosphere are the work of -a clever
craftsman, and the National's uh-
sophi^ticated; public thoroughly en-,

joys -.'
. Pity that a splendid a.rfis't

of Gizy Bajor's . calibre so seldom
finds a part, worthy of her talents:
she is" charming, in this play, but
ou?ht to do finer thi . Javoi% as
the oil prince, makes it, quite Con-
vincing. Entire performance is go'Pd.

Jacobi:

OUT TO PLAY
London. Feb. 10.

Cornedy In 'tbrep nets by. .lolm Sand, nnil
Krih'ny Jocplyn. produced by lfidAVnr'rt Stir-
llnT nt Arts Thsntre Club, Ijondon; Feb.
U. '.".T.- :'-•.. '

- •
'

Antbony lAwrence.-. .-

Kvely-rtiirlleld
Mr, . Pavenjiort . . . .

.'
. ,

,

M'ijnty Moi'^iiit.'. ......

.

Stls.s 0?citb"rne
T)ptilS(» Gi-PvlllftiV. . . .

.

Dr. Kennetlf- Lyndon.
Mr. Hert.min Scully'.'.'

MY; Simon -Wobb .

Sir ThomnR Arbutb
Mrs.- Ijyhdon. . :

CJIaJyn i. .-;

.....Peter psborn
'.

.

.

. . ;-.>llarM Janes
v.Fi-.-vnk Ne\vin;«ri
Ponuld FcrKiisKOn

...... .Buenn Knh.t
, . . .

.' .'.Molra Lynd
...'.Horiry IXullutt
. ./Arthur Urnnrtpr
. ; . Fr.'i nk- neynnldH
,'. -. , i Arthur - Bui-ne.
. . > .Chris Cnstor
. . .Mai fjavet Boyd

Belated theme of this play is sex
education. Threadbare topic of the
feasibility of giving schoolboys and
schoolgirls a sane and rion-s-^ns."^

tional knowledge of biology. Thosis
is a plea for tearing down the cen-
turies of prejudice against co-educa-
tibn..

Piece in construction and eventua-
tion is altogether too obvious for
stage purposes. 'As a treatise, it ar-
rives at no definite conclusion. Be-
tween the two. thero is hsither a
good play nor a good lecture.

Jolo.

EGY MILLIO PENGO
('One MlHi>h Pen Toes')

-Budapest. Jan.
Comedy; hi three acts by 'JJy Koil. at

Dolv.-"-o.«-,r thputro';- Jludnnr-et. .

('>sl: IBlniii
.
Bulln. Ant'M Pniter. Arnvln

Mex,\v. MaH.ska Vizvni-y; "ICiiliiinn • tozsu-
l»e»yl.

.
..ii^.t. play by an ''unknown author.,

hailed by much blaring of trumpets,
and certainly showing Uncommon
talent, but by ho means making, the
bast of a fundamentally excslleht
idea.

:

Plot centres around a middle-
i"2c', olain and crippled -trades man,
h-imble' and awkward, who wor-
ships a lovely young ladv. customer
of hi.s grocery store. She is mar-
ried, respectable, protected by family
and ..'social standing, ,-fpr": above, "him.
Love-sick grocer sc rccly.. dares, to
rp.isa his eyes to her. .Only her little

servant girl. Who in tuvn worships
the grocer, knows of his plight and
tries to comfort hii ..

• When the grocer inherits a., mil-
lion, -he offers it to the lady if she
Will consent to spend 0'->.e night with
hi Real thenie of the play is to
show how respectability, honor,
matrimonial bliss and all the high
ideals of bourgeons society are
thrown to- the winds when the vision
of a million dazzles the young lady's
'fine family. Way is found to save
the conventions and grab the mll-

I lion, but meanwhile 1' rocer, has

BECAUSE WE MUST
London, Feb.- 6;

• Coined.V In- three hc'ls by. .Tnc;nret Glff.-ird.

Priiduced by Norih:i'n M^rsh-ill ,-n.t Wyiv-
h'lni.'a'.thoatre, T.ondo'n; Pel). B, '87. '

Mrs. (lOU'linp-ffrehch. . . .. . . .Mnrpni-et Ehidcn
Mrd. MiilUwurliiK.
M;iri,'.-ii-.»t C'lHnsy .:. .

T)l-'t.a Vellows. . .

.

M:\ry: ........
Sir l nsll Grnhn ..

.

Panola .Goiainrr-
.rndlth Chnnsy . , ;

.
.

()|f,.i;
.lovons. .......

liilda" Ma In-vnrln'er; .

.

rUehnrd Dobba'. i

,

lloiold Ocerlrjr. .....
-UTigh-rGreatorex. . . .

.

Preston-...'. .'i

UlrlA . . .

.

:.

.

Knld I^Uidwy
.:.-..'.....* In ry l^lnt.m
.

."'. .'
.-. , Catherine liai'oy

..Peltry .Tdlbpt-Danlel :

v. ...Alan Napier
..Vlyl«n TiSlRh.

. . .......... .Jill Fur.Mo
., .Anno Firth

;.: '..»;; .... .Ann Gascon
..... .Wallace Douglas
....... Penya Blnkelock
riv-.-i-.-T-A«thony--lTeland-

Margery Weston
...... Ellznbeth Gilbert

Domestic comedy; of feminine frus-
trations. Nbble art of compromise,
as practiced by most women when
disillusioned, forms the .crux' of the
plot.; Although splendidly acted,-

doubtful if the play has sufficient
backbone to warrant a Broadway
gamble or eh'ough-drigihaljity. to. jus-
tify -trahsf^rr|hg' to the screen. :

;

• Girl, ih love with one mr.n matrics . -

pnother out~of pique. r takes a-lbveiv-^ Rose^^the _wJseTCraeking, hard
then confesses her. ttyo years' inflr

delity to her husband, counled with
the announcement of aoproaching
motherhood, claiming her husband is

the. father. Another girl has ambi-
tions to become a famous dancer,
which can only be achieved through
influence to which strings are at-
tached. Third girl ea^rly awaits a
second honeymoon with a husband
returning from abroad, only to re-
ceive l cable of his death from fever.
M?my trpe-to-1 ife characters, deftly

handled, with- Vivien Lenh and .An-'
thmy Ireland scoring in principal
role?. Perhaps the story is too true'
to. li to attract amusement, seekers.

Amazinsr Dr. CMtterhouse
(Contimicd from page (54)

<»ahg. Frederic Worloclc as the law-
yer turned in a n?at bit.

Sets very well done, especially
short scene on a warehouse roof
where crook gang are carrying, out
fur robbery. Plot a natural for pic-
tures'- with soma of the,British sl'an"
cut. ..out, but Hays.OfTice may '6b reef,
to win up where .doctor, after
scenes of-robberies and one murder,
apparently gets away with it.

Si

legit try-outs are concerned; The
last three have been particularly
distressing.. Number 3 is 'The Mea'i
Ticket,' a comedy by Herman J
Mankiewicz which Richard Myers
and Richard Aldrich are presenting
at the Erlanger.

Two Of the five local crix were ex-
tremely kind .and saw chances of it

eventually amounting to something;
the other three said no emphatically
and it looks as if : they were righ

There, is the kernel of a good idea
in The Meal Ticket' but kernels

:donM>-^ma.ke.^successfui...stage^play^
As it is,..the author's, idea is stretched-
so. perilously over ' three

, acts that
one. isn't surprised when it snaps '.a'

couple of times. To conceal the lack
of substance* a veritable vaude show
has been,dragged in by the heels, but
despite a few : laughs, it Only serves
to irritate the 1 beholder;, '••;

.
Story- Concerns the Sinclair family,:

ex-Vaudeville r
.outfiti

:

. and consisting
of Rose (grandma), Jim (her son),
Jim's wife, -May, their daughter,
Dorothy and their son, Wilbur.

Iri .the old days, .the Sihclairs have
been hard-working group , of
hoofers, used to long jumps, toirh
hours, bad spotting,. one-nighters and
all. the rest. .Then young DProthv
won herself a job in Hollywood and
the

.
family quit work. . She became

their 'meal ticket' and they took 1
1"

easy which included plenty of cock-
tail parties and' general .entertai
ing. "

..

*
•

Dorothy, however, didn'tr take to
screen acting, thereby proving her-
self5 something of seven days' 1 mira-
cle. After telling her family some
pretty straight facts, she -finally
packed lip and eloped to Africa with
her boyrfriend, a doctor.

ings looked bad for the Sin-
clairs, and Jim actually considered
going tq work. At this exact mi

-

.
nipnt, precocious ;

young Wilbur sir-

rived., with the -news' that he - had.
taken screen tests and had a fine
juvfe" offer. P4pa Sinclair reverted
to type;, .he started haggling over
terms.

Perhaps Mankiewicz .figured this
would have been a little too unpleas-
ant an ending; At any rate, he
ditched it by having young Wilbur
speak up shrilly, for $50 for imself
and then having the father, im-
pressed by this outcry, decide against
the whole thing. He told Wilbur the
contract was all out.and that he him-
self" would be, the family wage-
earner. As the curtain fell, he. was
paddling his young offspring which
was something neededfor a long time.

The vaude show is .'brought in by
means of the party sequences at
which the Sinclairs and some of
their old friends indulge in all their
two-a-day specialties. There, are
card-tricks, juggling turns, magic
phenomena and a shadowgraph ex-
hibition. First night audience liked
it.h<»—lat^namcH s hut it's rhiinh too
long. End of Act II has all the
hurly-burly and excitement that
marked 'YoU Can't Take It ; With
You,' but isn't onertenth as effective.
Best part of it at the opening here
was the escape of a Couple of pigeons:
into the footlights as the. curtain
fell and frantic attempts to cap-
ture them without raising curtain i

full again.

Cast is very uneven with honors
undoubtedly going to Leona Powers,

boiled Grandma of the "outfit. Part
is- funny and. so. is Miss Powers.
Joseph Greenwald is capital as a
friend of the family, Charlies King
seems to flounder a bit as Jim, but
may work into the role. Peggy
French is okay as the charming
Dprothy apd Ruth Holden gets by as .

Jim's wife. The precocious Wilbur is

properly objectionable in the hands
of Raymond Roe. Harry Wagstaff.
Gribble's direction isn't up to his
former standards but, then, it isn't

his type of play...

. Looks like a Herculean task to
make anything Out of this one.

Waters.

('The Meal Ticket' was with raibn:

from circutaiion at the conclusion of
.Philadelphia . week. No Broadway
showing before September at least

)

THE MEAL TICKET
A poin'pdy' In 'A;

y.\o\y\.("/.i- pi'oiliK-eil

T.lch-ivilsnn Mypi-H
yt-iiV -tTi

!
ll»]>if : si'll

>• >m:o.i1'' Ml. lOi-liin^r

1T, ••«-. -•"

M.VI'H
:

'

l'ii'|-bf>>(.

.

I:)o.!
;
o'lii.V ... .Si ru'luir.

A)llPr.t .'..':
. .:. .

.-.',-'.

.

I.Psler Mm-kowllz
AVjlb'uv. Slncliilt-. .

.Mm Slpc-lnlr. -.'.-, ;-,

l*;Uph 'AYIlli.-im*;

.

llrisc- Sltu-l.-ilr, . . . ..

M;iy- -.Sinclair, . .
;-.

Il>d.. ..v..-.. :..„..;.

Whitney Stone, .-.

: le^ircp M.-irlow-. .-.'

lU-rlbii Alarl(i«-. .

.

"n roll hp llolipj-ls.

l-:d<li.P- KoIp'mMh. . ,-.

I.connril (ili-sli. . .

.

ila ' . Feb. 1ft.

k'-Ih by llcrniiin .1. .Man-
by Tlic-lliird .Vldi-ic:b rinil

: slnsrril by Harry. -Win'}''
Hit*' ;l>y '-.lnlin Itoolv' • l'i-p-

i^'.'l'lHliiil'pl; lila, t-Vliru.-ii-y

.'.-.'.-.' ;..TPfin 'Ciisln.
: .... . . . .iv^irv ri-cncli
. , ; .-..Kill j ih Moi'.choiiM.'

'. .;-.'. ..lo.Mcnh .(.W'c'pnwaM
. i . . .'.. ;l:!iyiii()iid Km-
,'. . ... . .Cb.-irlps Kliis
. .

.
'. . ; , u incs- -.Um i-h'ioI-p

:-..Tipuna- Piiwpi-s
, ............ . . Rut li IlolOori
, . . . .l-'i-.-iiK-ls J.riil t, Jiv

!ob"l-t Krlnhnrt
........... (ijjcar 'S(trllri.u'.

. . ... ; . -Miiii J.Veklisiiii

. ; i . . .•<;;.•, ..All'-pji Pop.
.... . ...Vbllln Miiiirneirr

. . .ClilTiiiil- l.lunstiin

Hunt for 'Tony's Wife'
Hollywood,. Feb. 23.

ictures

player, is going to in April

for Feldman's

play, Wife.'

Musical is slated to open

Longacre, N. ., April 26.

After a good start last fall. Philly
has fallen oh evil days as far as

"Red, Hot and Blue,". , N.Y
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Bills Next Week
(Continued from pap* 59)

Dorle ReedOlgA MoeUova
iaaciliar. Miirtlnoft

ynsliR DatuKo Oic

Snpplilre Room
Vernon RtcUard
Ann Seton :

.

Buny Wlnlon Ore

Sonny Kendlu Ore
Bobby Parks
Qua AlarteJ Ore

TOKny
aime Uoha : Tli.ary

•Jqlinny Carter
Maria Kaiolyla
Dorothy Perry
Lou Hesredus
Bela Zslea
Merrill & Zona
Lillian Kanne*
Louis Kovaii
Gypsy RoslUa Qro'
Eddie Ashman Ore

"
(JbutoWt

Glndy a^ Bent Ify Rev
Broomfleld . &^ <J

Avon Long
Evelyn Robrnnon
Bhbe Matthews :

EHna Hnllv
Oble Austin Ore

anc.bo «c DQlores

Peter & ContTi'

Versatile*.

Sylvia Fx'qob

Reginald Gar
Illlana
S Morgan Dancers
Raphael
Ben Vost Collegians
Man'ya & Drlgo

^lea4owbrook^Bflva-.
Hawaiian - Ser'n'd'rs

Vlllace Bar*
Florla Vestolt
Larry McMahon
Lewis Sis..

Serrannoa
Helene Miller :.

Ruskln & Norman
Wayne.. Kennon
!(5eh Cnrver Co

.

Mike Bollero ' ;

Milt Mann pro ;

Varlit.Cliib

Renry Youhg.mnn.
Doilo Rhodes
Terry Green.
Frances Faye
Lillian Lovey
WilUins & James
.1

1 Diplomats. '-

Art Stanley. Ore

MIAMI
Iseayiie Kennel

.

Club
Ted Lewis, Ore

Chib BuRtliul
Murray & Alan-
Jack. Irving
"Virginia Gibson '-

/Ross 2
Ann Sher.wood

benuville
i;on &• Blair.,
'muhd Spaeth
vnle. . Dolari Ore .

. French Cafllnn. -.-

'Folles: Parislenne' R
JoJIy Gobiirn Ore
Dave Miller Ore

Frolics
Poll Mall
Honey Mae
Ann Seymour ;

3 Rays
Selbys. .

. Etitj Covato .Ore-
•'

llollyvfodrt ' Country
• Club

Minor '.& -.Root
Rodney McLennan
Xavier: Cugat die
4. Esquh en
Hollywood Yacht

Club
Benny Fields
Cardlnl
I^rvalne Manners
Jenn Sargent
Howard Lally Ore
Ira'* Supper Club
Brandt &> Fowler
Adrienne .Andre-
Howard Brooks
Gomez & Winona
Val Olman Ore '

. Jack Demptiey^f)
Beck Melton & B

Fox & Ames
Romany 3'

Terry. . Lawlor .

Buinette & Walt
Qus Steck Ore
Metry-Go-Round

Phil Baxter
L^e-.Corhwell

'

Count Bulowskl Or
Miami Blltmore

Lester
'

I>atUr6pv i:6s,& Lee
M Bergere Pre
4 Abbotteers
Palm Island Club
Cross & Dunn
Eunice Healy
N'lok - Long Jr
Bob Rlpa
Joan Evans
Nltjsi Vernille
Marian Callahan-
Murk Plant
Rusle Moran

.

Phil Romano Pre
Rbney . Flaca

Georges & Jalna
Eva j

Ortega
GWynne V
Freddy Bernard
.Carlos' Molina Ore
Don Qulntano Ore
Royal Palm Club
Yacht Club Boys
Harry Richman
.Ruth Terry
Stuart Morgan . 4-

Catherine.O'Neal
Clemente Pre
Chas .Dorriberger 4

Town Casino,
Ben

:

' Perry
Roberta Sherwood
Alma &: Rowland

'

Paul Sabin Ore

Bankoff & Cannon
CongreRH Hotel

(Casino)

Ethel Shutta
Stan KnVunagh -

Bernhardt & Gv'h'm
Bob Hall '

Gus Arnhel
Gay B0'»

Jules Novitt's Oro
Colleen ..

Marlon Parker.
Marta.n. Miller

Fle'te'r Hend'son Or
Harry's N. X,

Cabaret

.

Buddy .Walker
'Melba .Brian
Jane Ruby
Buddy He Selma
MarloivMorgan

Ill-Hat

Edith Griffith,

3 Variety Buys
Judith Deiin
Jean Walker

Hotel HlNmarck
(Walnut Room)

Phil .LeVant . Ore
George AVald
Gretcheh Lee
McNallle Sis .

Don & S Jennings
Bert: GranofT
Tod Liebllrig
Terry Howard.

otel ltrev<

Jaros Sin
Jlmmle .Christie
Wh'fey . Neuman

Druke Hotel
(Silver Forrest)

;Clyde Lucas ..Ore"'

Karre Le Baron 3
Noble & 'Donnelly
Jane Pieken's.

''

'Donald Noyls.

otel Edgewater
. Bench

(Marine Room)
Geo Olsen Ore -

'

Perry 2

Carlton Emraya Pets.
Marque & Marq'ette
Edith Caldwell
Lelghtoh Noble
Harriett-Smith's GIs

Hotel Lasalle

.(Blue Fonntoln
Room)

King's .Testers
Marjorle Whitney
Waiyne'-I^orralne

. .

Llebl lng *l Howard
• Hotel. 'Morrison •

(Terrace .
H«iom>.

(Casino Purlslen)

A Robblns
Rudl Grasl
Sara Ann McCabe
Anderson- & Allen
Mary Rare
Geo. Campo
Eileen. O'Connor
Grace & Nlco'

Naldl
Carmen Romero
Jack Whitney >

Jerome Andrews
Jimmy Garret Pre
Lou Breese pro

Hotel Palmer House
(Empire Room)

Ray & Trent
3 Samuels
Harriet & Hayes
Roberts & White
June Taylor' ..

.fleo^HamlUonv
Paul Roslrtl
Abbott Dancers

otel Sherman
(College Inn)

'Gertrude Hoffman
Cal Varsity 8

Garcia ifc Pe.rrot.

Sonny & Sonny
6 Llndy Hopper
Elsie Ames.
Nick Arno
Lois Still

Roger Pryor
Hotel Stevens

(Coi|tlnental H«Mtm)

Stevens Septette
Donna DaV :

Janet Evans
Frankle .-Masters. Or

Parody Club

Phil Kaye
Molly Manors.
Charlyne Baker
Eadle Fahfiiler
Henry Simmons

- Freddy- Janls Gro
Roynle FruIU-a

Dolly Kay
C & C Stroud
Edwards & Farney
Peggy Moore
Adair .& Richards.
Fraiicls- Will's

Jack Hllliard
"Henri LIshon.. Ore
Chas. Engels Ore

Trocndero CnsMio
' Francisco & Mario
4 MeNallles

Violet -Love
Pat Chandler
Dbh' Fernando's Ore

Vunll.v Fnlr

Edith Murray. Ore*

Via . Lago
Jackie Hamlin
Dick Hughes
Sally Keith ..

Wallace & Latisha
Stan Carter

laoht Club
Jerry & Tiirk-
Nino Rlna'ldo Ore
Peter. Hlggins
Sunny Shaw .

Satch & Satchel!
Lee Purdy

885 Club
Carroll & Gor
Eddie South
Toni

: Lane

BALLET RUSSE'S 'FAUN'

DANCE STIRS THE STIX

Seattle, Feb.

Censorship war over Ballet Russe's
'Dance of the Faun,' number is in

city ' council, with censors asking
right to demand preview of any
attraction that may be anticipated' as

being. too racy for this town.
, Cecelia Schuitz, 4iigr. ot the Moore

'pacity. fbr three perforihances,
counters that

- in. that - particular • case

it would have cost her $600 to put
on the preyi

Mefs Baltimore Dates

Bring Big Advance

Baltimore, Feb. 23.

First returns in mail orders for
Baltimore's Metropolitan. Opera sea-

son, March 29 and 3.1,. exceeded all

expectations. Playing a two-day en-
gagement this year instead of the
usual three, Frederick R . Hiiber, lo-

cal representative of the Met, an-
nounced a reques^ for seats this

year twice that of last and way
ahead of the past five.. Attractions

this season are 'Lohengrin' with Flag-
stad, Melchior and List, among others
on; the 29th and 'La Traviata' ith

Kosa Ponselle; Tibbett and Crooks in

leads, for the 31st. Some added in-

terest in' La Ponselle • this year be-
cause of her recent blending with
Carl Jackson,- son of local mayor.

PHILADELPHIA

'Br.ua.

Ball

JElfctnliPr

,Jeanne Teller
!Char)es Lawrence
Beverly Wilshlre

Ruth • Robin
Larry Lee Ore

lltmore Bovrl

Crune 2

Eddie Rio Co
..Tommy Wonder
Dick Webster
Joy Hodge's
Marlon Daniels
3 Rhythm- Rasoals
Harry StockwelV
Enrico Rh'ba Ore
'Jnirmy-Grier Qro

life Cftsnnora

Tic Toe Girls
B Grey A J Befg'en
Casanova . Ore .

The. Theodoras'

Cnfe La Mace.

Park Ave Boys
Stan Clair Ore

Clover Club
Bob. Grant Ore
Rhumba B.d

Cocounut Cr«\f
4 Playboys
Ray Hendricks
Dawn Roland
Billy Wilson
Col Manny Prascr

. Ben B'ernie Ore
El Mlrndor

LOS ANGELES
Omar's Dome

iZyonne St .Claicfr

—

Maria Monterey
Gagnon & Br'ught'n
George Redman. Ore
Jack Stein

Pacific Sunset Club
jean Page
Rex Denny
Dee Sis
Bobbie.. Stewavt
Janet Jontani
Ray Hall Pre

Pnlomnr

.

Amanda & I-lla

Jack & V Starry
DoripanTre^ife • Dougl's
Stanley .'Hickman
Muzzy Marcelllho
3 Debutante."
HudsiVn MeUicier GIs
Ted Fio Rito

Paris lii

Dominic Colum
Judy Lane
Gabriel J Cahdl.no

Hugo Marchetli
Thora Maitha'lson
Carmela Mohtero-.
Anna..- Crosby
Marguerita del lo

Juan 'de Martini
Patsy Mnrr
Tliora Mathalson
Pete. Cpntrelll Ore

Seven Sens'

Lily Gibson
Lonnie ' -iMcI.ntlre' Oi
Somerset House

Alexander Home
Blll.'fcerker
Camille Saray

Toiisy'e

Pn.t 6'Slvca
'Arnold -Sis

Horbert Dexle.r
Ueo.ila- Rico
Agnes' Johnson
Al E'ldredge Ore
ii'ay Williams

'

Plill Olinian

U-Gene's
Marha'ra Haclt
Frank Gnllaglier
Duve. ' Maelf

GIIIJAGO
MIHIeent DeWiU
Art 'WMijnms <»fi

Aiiiiiiiri

T.uriya-.

A I vi na .Mori

n

i'ink'y Ti-.'i'co.v

I/oi.l Lori-aiiie

Je'rry- 'Gllddcn Oi-'c

Colony Club

Pat Kennedy
Trudys Davidson
Lewi's Sis.
15 I t a Recti .

Hulh llowrlch' .

Paulel'ie 'LaPU-rro.
laoli l'7i.sch|Tinn t»i <

.Colosimo's
Pnltlr Bacon •

Tracy, (ialo & I.

Robinsmi 2

Mildred RoVvk
Bcrhlce 'Tlucuns •'

Hobby ander's;

Anchorage Inii

Don Nichols Ore
Barbara' Belmore
Helen. O'Shea
Mann, Hasting & M
Hope Star
Mario Villanl -

Carlos & Velos
—^TcOTte-Tnri

—

:
"

Emerson Gill Ore
Pepino & Beatrice
James Hall . .

Duval, Marlon- & I

Marion Mann
Arcadia Tango Bd
Aronoinlnk 1'nniiH

Lorraine Chevalier
Jerry Marcello
Carroll Osborne
Buddy Burns.

Bartltz Cnfe
Chloo i&. Dolores
Ethel. Marl In

Doc.' Anton Oro
BeUevue-Strotford
(Planet Room)

Meyer Davis Ore
Ben Franklin Hotel
(Georgian Room)

Moe .laft'e Ore
Benny the Bum'i

Earl Denirj' Ore
Carlos te : Marchan-
Eddie Ash
Patsy Ogden
Hurry. Rose
Bartell & Hurst
May MeKini A
Jay King

Chez' Mlchnud
Jonny Graff Ore

Colony Club
Harry. Adar's . 3.

Etldie. S.chfitu .

Virginia -Bennett-
Margie. biUmmontl
Ruth Ford.
Oot-Spevlin
Peggy Dale
Rii'lh .NV-andix

.

Phyllis .'La Rue
Embassy Club

Brook Adams .

.

Cecelia Hronson
Mary'an Merces
ilo'nn' Mope' .

.love'e Vle.nry-

Billy Ma tiles -.

Kreddv Baker - re

Cliff Hall.

bnoghuc'fl
Belly '.Madden-
Margie Nofris
Geratdirie. Costcllo
llol.e'n Lorraine
'llnr'ryMvyers
Ed- DelehanV.v.

Frank Pulumbo'6
Boh "Rifl.ley .

Kay HaniDlon
The Rhytliyint'iieF

'M. ' ^lon^''Kon»e'rJ;

'Pre. Miirfs
'

(Jen Sciiltl

.t; l.iuie.ru'id I'..

Hotel Adclphla
(Cul'e Miirguer.v)

8 Texas Kovlsels
Jcan

; Travels
.TanifK Kva.iis Co
'•I VcMiic'i'S

I/Anvtiur- ,* Tol-Joui:

Ross .\lvf.e.nn" :

Agnes Tollo
•VUiecnl 'Tilzzb Ore
Harolcl Knlglit.Org.
Evan H l^onlaln

'

Hotel IMiiladplphinii
. (Mirror Itimm

)

.1. 'KnisQllo lire

Waller -Don'alui
Marly Land is Uit .

..joiliiiie AmlTeWS

Whirling Aces (3.)

Madiste. & .Mieatll
Betty O'Brady
The Debutantes

Kit Knt Kafe
Gibbons & Adams
Ilmi'ny Kelly
Margie SirfUh
K-ttr—JCittr^-Kil lens—
Bill Honey Ore
Melba Beaudroux

I/iimliN Tavern
Joe Landy Ore
Lltlle Rathskeller
Marly Bohn
Mary Bowers.
Roman .V: .Mnnnliig
Julian & Hall
Darlene '& Jones
Nancy Le'e
Jack Grllllh Ore

1523 locust
Bubbles Shelby
Use .Hjirf
BlUle Lee
Linda Ray
Jean Farrar
Little Erny
3 Kings

Rltz-Oarlton
(Crystal Room)

Van Levis Oi'c

.Sliver Lnke lnh
(Clementun)

Norma h Duke
Colberl & Dlan
Joan Merrill
Mickey Familant Or

1*214 Spruce
Rid Tomack
Reis-s Bros
Show (ials

Jimmy Blake/
20(h Century avern
Barney Zet-mau Ore
Hazel Han
Al Stone
J .'it 'Di'llii arlin
3 Esquires,

.

21 <iiil»

Tommy Monroe

'

W-arwIeli Sis.

Richard' Bneli
Saliy.. I .a Mil- rr,

Ann Rush "

Mary I.cc

Naney- urry

I'han^i Club
Doc Hytler's Ore'
Josephine -Wilsuri

Johnny llurtglns
Eliit'l Frayo.
:i Chocolate' Drop's
Victoria Vigar
Cha.i-llu a tik

Wolibv 0 vi.i ils.

.

Fay " aii

Piir.rish;

2 . \Vi>npai.t('iis

Vernon (! uy
I>e -Allen '

;
.t.ii«

, iHe
Charlie Gai ;S'. Ore

Toiiy !.Miirrny's Cnfe
Ki-jink- Mil l on

: .lui'.'/Doyle "
.;

Gypsy .
.MnoiiV.j'

"lOinily Ilea
J.iminy 1'iiui,'.-

Ireii.e • T-Ui ikm

'Mtiri-y (.eo-.

lHul kin's Hullinkcller
l.in-y (Jarat
Viola KTaiss Ore
Terry Sis

Annie .Iny

r^sliv Sis
Kraiik Poiill

'

Slumps Ciifii

Danny Moiilgoinwy'
Paslim- iV (Jazflle
l)ancli\g' !\i!iiried>

s

Hulh Hi-own
Kalin & pePlnto

Fly Newsreels

Japanese Ban Forces Jooss

Ballet to Cancel Orient
Shanghai,- Feb. 2.>

Jooss Ballet, booked in Shanghai
Feb. 24, has cancelled its entire Ori-

ental tour..

'Military gendarmerie in Tokyo has
prohibited performances, without any
official explanation,' is the - only
available explanati

HESS' BALTIMORE

'EM IN

The Bach Club, in Baltimore, is

group of music lovers,promoting ap-
pearances of lesser-light classical

artists for ohe-niters. in a small, hall

seating no more
,
than 300. . Pastcouple

years have just about kept out of
red;

Last week pi My.ra Hess, did
a stint and house peddled all .seats
and standee accommodations, two
days in advance, First time for such
boom bii for. the Bach Club,' so
group splurged by taking newspaper
ad space -announcing chairs were
gone and. standing room -'was not
available.'

Paris; Feb. 15,

The Philadelphia Ballet, headed
by Catherine Littlefleld, ill open
the. program of international dance :

recitals, Which.are to be given here^
during the jBxposition.

Some 10 n a i i o n s, including

America England, Germany, Russi ,

Japan and Italy, have already offi-

cially asked to take part in the re-

citals, .
which ill: begi e?irly in

June.
This appearance , \ which . ill ;

be made at the theatre des Ghamps-i
Elysees, will be the first this Ameri-
can company has made in Europe.

PHILA. TEMPLE PLAN

WORRYING MANAGERS

(Continued from page 1)

at Floyd Bennett field with the cans
under his arm..

Just in case the flight isn't a suc-
cess,, second copies Will be shipped
on the Hiridehburg, Zeppelin, but
that takes too long for eager Movie
tone, which sees the plane transport
beating the airship by at least 24
hours.

Spectacular plans have seeped and
have other newsreel units by the.

ears', ith Jeffrey Bernerd of Gau-
mont- ritish particularly peeved.
Fox is within its rights, however,
the pooling agreement being con-
fined to shooting facilities and dis-

tribution in the U. K.
Sites the entire length of the pro-

^essipnal-r-oute^Fer-being-shar^T-but-
none pf the- units yet: knows if per-
mission will 'definitely be given for

shooting in Westminster Abbey.
They think yes, because the govern-
ment and other authorities are eager
to have true records of the great
national ballyhoo covering the entire

Empire,

Warners is putting, into produc-
tion at its Teddingtbn plant , a. Coro-
nation, special titled The King's Peo-
ple,' With John-ferinkwater signed~t6
script and comme i.ate.

Picture will cover five reigns,

from Queen Victoria to George VI,
and will contain interchangable
sections to give emphasized local in-

terest in the Dominions of Canada,
Australia, South Africa, New Zea-
land and India. Stock sh-ts of his-

toric events will be pieced together,
with additional studi work cur-
rently in progress.

Stravinsky Batoneers

Cleveland Symphony

.Cleveland, Feb. 23.

Finishing a two-week trek in
which it gave concerts in 10 cities,

the Cleveland Symphony orchestra
returns home to Severance Hall to

begin rehearsals for two. concerts
this week under Igor travinsky: as
guest-conductor. Russian composer
joined tour in Princeton, N. J., lead-
ing "recitais. there and in Allentown,
Pa,

Stravinsky ij* first of series of se-
ries of guest^directors who will'

pinch-hit during Dr. Arttir Rodzi -

ski's leave of absence.
. After a rest

in Atlantic City, Rodzinski will be-
come guest batoneer of Philharmonic
symphony in New York for eight
weeks. Clevelander also has been
invited to conduct concerts at Paris
international .expo, ith Paderewski
as piano soloist and jorch of 120 this
summer. * '

Philadelphi , Feb. 23.

Proposals for new Temple of Musi
in Philly brought; hurried , squawks
thi week from nriahagcrs.of jexisting

houses. John F. Lewis, Jr., president
of Academy of Music, admitted hi

Outfit might, as well fold if roposi-

tion jells.

The plan,', he said, 'would result

in erection of still one more magni
cerlt theatre, when standing idle we
already have the Metropolitan Opera
House, the Erlanger and the: Mast-
baum theatres.'

Academy is 'hilly instltush,

housing Metopera when here, ' danc-
ers and other arty stuff.- Four, thou-
sand seat Metropolitan opera house
ha? been, virtually shuttered for?

past five years. Attempts to use it.

for films, were a turkey. Mastbaum,
3;500-'seater, Is- 'another floparbo. Er-
langer has been : used recently as
testing place for legit.

Newsreel ?n.d color photographs of

the.- Coronation will be flown to New
York- from England in time for

showing in U. S. theatres within 36

hours.after actually being shot-. That
is the plan now .being negotiated
With indications that ace. aviators
will be secured to make the arduous
flight.

Conversations are now on between
Dufaycolor and the Hearst organi-
zatj.on and.

r 0th Century-Fox (Movie-:

tone). .Entirely likely; that color

newsreel shots Will b. included in

cb.veragfe.-
.

Aviation; transportation

across the Atlantic would land pic-

tures taken in the mor jng in Lon-
don in America .l iat they could

be shown in film theatres east of

Chicago the night of the following

day!-

'Sybil- Revived in Buda

Budapest; Feb. 12.

-iSybiU-one-of—the—gr-eat-4iits--of-
the pre-war heroic age of operetta,
has been revived at the Budapest
Opera House, which makes a point
of featuring classical comic opera, to
give occasional relief-. to its repertory
of Wagner, Verdi and other high-
hats.

Victor Jacobi's. miisi.c for 'Sybil'
has never lost its popularity here,
in spite of the 23 years that have
passed since its first performance in
Budapest^- Score has been-, aug-
mented with, numbers from, the com-
poser's older works, and a ballet
scene interpolated in the second act.

'Sybil' was done, on Broadway in

1916, with Julia Sanderson, Donald
Brian and Joseph Cawthorn in the
principal parts.

Mpk. Symphony Names

Mitropoulos, Conductor

Minneapolis. Feb. 23.

Dimitri ilitropoulos, who has been
conducting his own orchestra in
Athens, Greece, has been appointed
conductor of the Minneapolis Sym-
phony orchestra for the next two
seasons, succeeding Eugene Or-
mondy who resigned to take the
helm of the Philadelphia Symphony.
He had appeared for two weeks thi

season as a guest conductor,; being
the fifth ; of seven such guest con-
ductors engaged to conduct the local
orchestra during this interim season.
Mitropoulous, pure Greek on both

sides of. his family, is 42; bald-
headed and bachelor. He made .the
biggest hit here of

.
any of the guest

conductors. Because he wishes to
conduct his Athens orchestra until
the middle of December, the first few
concerts of next season here will be
handled by another conductor.'

Boston Symph Estate

Skeds Music Fests

Czech *Bartered Bride' Philanthropic ge$ture has been the

Sung" in Amsterdam Bo5t?? Symphony orch. Tangle-
1 wood,' 21Q-acre rural estate on fringe
of Stockbridge; Mass. Spot will be*
used for annual outdoor Berkshire
symphonic festivals orch holds late
each spring.

Tanglewood' has long been sort of
a literary shrine, in New England.
Nathaniel Hawthorne scribbled sev-

The Hague, Feb. 12.

Under auspices of the Wagner
Association at Amsterdam, the
Czechoslovakian state opera gave
two performances there of Srne-
tana's 'Bartered Bride.' is is, of
course, the specialty of that country,
as since its premi at' Prague in

i , u . w t ,

1866, this opera about |

erai oi on prem.s

1,300 times. .

'''

The whole national company came
over from Prague, including' artists,

chorus; props, etc.; but the orch in

attendance: Was the Coricortgeboiiw,
conducted' by the Czech, baton i.st

Vaclac. Talich. The title, role was
sung by Ota Ilbniko a.

Flo llltlse
.lat'k: ilulf-hin'sfi

.lohniiy ' Welsh'.

RlreflH «f I'nrU ;

Jnrl-y -'F.lne"H Ore'
Harry' ' AlilriOge.
Joe - Daly'
TedMie M Davis.
N'lkj Nifc.iial

Word). Sis-

.loan .'.
. . .,

I.UflllV 'Ci'trr.

Ari.ni> Dukes-
l>oT j)ris<-oll

ivkrv .lolinsto

Jimmy. -Soliir

.
Veiii»'e. ilirille

Mil i (J- Mi.'irlun. On
Joe Ilf'i'll.y

Anne's; Nirlnils
CHHi'lle Kiiy
<51ailjR. JiiiHi."

13i-nulc

«id
(ii'iicii

Hh ppy.-'

>(lller:.'

!lOvi>iyn

ViKliik'.-.

.I'enn t'liy.' Ore
\V»'ln r'H lliif ilrau

(Ciiiiiilen)

•Don K--.)p(in

.IVol)' .\IoiM-ril

J)(r!iililn.JlroH

Ki'ei.l. Cftiiicr.Vii

..Hvt'lyii- Vnn
Iril'l, Inslruniviil.i;

'

hliloriiilliiu.s

Hone Kli-U .

Olrotfnry Qiili'in*-
.

l<onls DisilUIn Oro.

Stoki's Jap Jaunt Off

.. Philadelphi Feb. :23;

Leopold: Stokowski,; -batoneer of.

the. town orch, has announced- that
he: will 'again haye t'r postpone a
.prpjected tri * This is the
third ti

A date,. Men and a :

Girl* film is ' the latest,

reason.

ALTER SALZBURG FESTHAUS
Vienna. Feb.. 12.

Governor Franz Rehrl of .Salzburg
is taking an active hand in, ; the
planned reconstruction of the festi-
val house. Toscanini ' has advocated
it two years. Rehrl said that there
are live, points, to be cpnsldered.

,

lv The building must stand
on the same- place, for traditional
reasons. 2. Architecture, must cor-
respond to the surrounding houses.
3. The View- must not sufTeri. 4..

Money invested in the old building
must be repaid. 5. No interference,

during, the festival season.

Rehrl has proposed to chan
name of the square . from t.:

to' Toscani

Toscariini's Dutch Dates

The Hague, . :

Toscanihi', famous conductor,
signed, on. to conduct-two concert's in

Holland (Hague, and Rotterdam),
early ' March, to be

,
given , by

.Hague residential orchestra.

It is the first appearance on the
|

piatforni in Holland of the itiacstro.

Palestine Symph. Returns Home
'Jerusalem; Feb. 6.

. ..With Egypt's acclamations behind-
them, Palestine Symph. orch, Tos-
canini-less, ehtered into its engage-'

'merits' in Palcstine.in earnest. Packed
•houses"'?' land somewhat overdone
praise now .daily oct'tirrences.

lssay Pobrowen is at the helm.
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Broadway

D. A. Doran off to the Coast again.

Charlie Freeman back from Texas
trek.

:
Jean Sargent back after. Florida

engagement.
National Milsic Week designated

as May 2 to 8.

Bob (Television) Collier flew in
from the, Coast.—^Matty«Zimmer-man-awa3t-ior_;«xg§.t.
after' losing wife,

Jackie CoOgari making the Broad-
way nitery rounds.
Frank Tours squawking about hav-

ing teeth extracted.
Dr. Leo Michel arranged show for

N. Y. U. Saturday (20).

. Louis 'Berman has resi g.

rh. of Imperial Pictures.
Arthur Hurley staging Harvard's

Hasty Pudding show, agaih;
'

Havana is the spot for Halsey
Raines' vacation this winter.
Bide Dudley's son;

.
Bronson,. -

butting in Wiman kid musical.
Sally Benson and family to Holly-

..wood to finish a new novel.
.

. Arthur Hopkins about ready to call

it a season. Script- trouble the rea-
son;.

'"'

. Laura Hays arid her. husband,
Jean Lepauer, skiing up Montreal
way. 7

Fred Zweifel celebrated birthday
Saturday but held but on the exact
year.
Henry Hull has kayoed that cold

that marred his first performance for
Guild; ."

. :
..' ,.'.

Sidney r Harmon to HollyWood in
search of a femme lead for 'Ivory

. Walter Donaldson, the composer,
- did a one-niter in a Baltimore nitery
Sun. (21).
.. Jack Lord and Ann Pritchard back
from London and Monte Carlo en-
gagements.
Sbencc Bettleheim's 45th street

Yacht Club to have,chowder at Pic-
cadilly March 6. .

Victor Samroek • is • general ' man-
ager .of 'Yes. My ,barling Daughter.'
Playhouse; N. Y.
Florence Allyn. now executive

secretary of Concert League,, lecture
and concert studio.
Dave Wallace ahead of No. 2 'You

Can't Take It' troupe, now in Chi.
•Leon Soachner back.

Reg Connelly back from his Holly-
'wood quickie and due to sail home

. to England next week: . < ,

• -Harry . Schrader of Mc ride's ticket

arency : copDed motor , car in- No. .1

Elks' drawing last week.
Collation at Murray Stone cafe for

Barney Bowman, youngest member
of

; Treasurer Club board.
Irving Tishman bound, for Hot

Springs, where he will meet his
•brother, -Sam. from Chicago.
Mary Mason in 'Brother Rat' is

—w4fe^fJCarlJUsher^_George Abbott's

C II ATT t
London

nephew and geheral manager,
Frank G. Kennedy, formerly at

the Forrest .hotel " grill, now at

Bucky Fitzgerald's establishment
Frank Buckjn from the Coast to

handle new consignment of jungle
denizens which arrivd this week.

Three-day. Washington's .birthday
week-end- saw exodus Friday (19)
.from New York of many film 'people.
* Ben Grader: back from. Philadel-
phia, where he played a week '.as:

emsee' with NBC unit at Earte the-
atre. -.- '

.•;' V s

Osgood Perkins eyed. 'ToVarich'
that 'Jtother' day' to memorize fencing
sceficjj' biz. for; Coast showing due
soon,

Irwin Dash brought his. wife and
daughter . pv'er this time. London
music publisher doesn't sail back
until March 18.

•Mr. ' and Mrs. Thomas Martin
(Rosemary berihg,) back from en-
gagement, at the. Savoy hotel. Lon-
don, this week.
Jan Garber left his orch at Roval

Palms, Miami.- for a quick three-day
peek at Broadway. Maestro has now
.returned south.
>Abe Minskv, Of the Gaiety and

Gotham burley operations, back
from 'Florida'., where he's been on a
th^fterweek vacation. .

Eddie Davis : to. Cuba, hibernating
at - a new resort development. 110
miles, distant from Havana;. Just the
beach is the main attraction.

The Jimmy. Campbells (Betty Bal-
four) expect their new heir next
month -which means they won't be

'.over, this time until summer or early
fall.

•

':..,. to Hollywood to
_c611ect props, costumes, etc.. for
anriuaT"Film Industry exhibit at the
Steel , Pier, Atlantic City. N. J., this;

summer.
Al Gold, cameraman for Fox news-

reel, claims distinction of being first!

newsreel photographer to become a
grandfather.^ His. dauehter. Mrs.
Milton Goichman, gave birth to son.

Donald Friede goes back to Hol-
lywood tomorrow (Thursday) after

a week in N. Y.; Started to drive

in from the Coast, but had to leave
his car in Texas and train the rest

of the way.
-Vincent Travers, musical director

of French Casi hosted
;
the music

publishers at luricheori at. Leon. &
Eddie's yesterday, in celebration of

his second year at the F.C.. .and also

in aooreciation to the music men.
Trmt bis Larchmont aoartment

Are last week caught Virgi ia Smith
fore *»r*d aft. ^'Iriformed 'that ,.it

looked - like-^&VUh^ve .to/leave: the

bu'ldin". mi*-- S"iith clrrly ran a

tub in«4* •ttovV-n;* ;sirig»t?s.

Win'**"**- '•'-VStav' 'Wav from My
Door.' It dldr :p,,v

Frank Bernard's wife' in ."hospital

r-r-liee- Sinis tb-do six discs-4or_Decca^

Teddy Joyce going through bank-
ruptcy.

'

Vera Nargo off to Monte Carlo on
a four week vacation.

. Lucienne Boyer playing a return
date at the Cafe de Paris.
Fred Sanborn over a severe bout

of congestion of the left lung.
Four Franks already have two of-

fers for pantomime for next year;
Walter Fofde to direct 'Mr. Pickr

wick' for Capitol Films, based on
Dickens' character.
Lee Sims doing a television broad-

cast and nearly missing the matinee
at the Victoria Palace.

'

Darlene Walders awaiti - the ar-
rival of her mother; due in early
April from Los Angeles.
Connie Russell, grand-daughter of

Marie Russell, working here for
three gramophone, companies.
O'Donnell and Blair to the Al-

hambra, Paris; likewise Fred ; Sah-
borh, who plays a Teturn. date.

Dolinoffs and Raya. Sisters, after
seven weeks' panto at Bath, off to
tho Rex Cinema, Paris;. Vienna next.
Bert Ambrose and Jack Harris

dickering with Ethel Waters arid
Fat Swallow fOr their reconstructed
Ciro's.
Rimacs have four months consecu-

tive bookings, here,, including 10
weeks with Paramount and Union
Cinemas.
, Kay, Katya arid Kay in quick re-
turn at the Savoy hotel and doubling
at the. Berkeley for the same man-
agement.

Val Gielgud and Felix Felton,
British Broadcasting Corp. pro-
ducers, throwing a cocktail party to
'Broadway' company.

: Walter . Dare ). Wahl rushing from
the Alhambra. Paris, to open at the
Savoy hotel, in response to a cable
from Eric Wollheim.
Kate Rorke attended the premiere

of Sydney Caroll's revival of 'The
Road to Ruirt'; she played the ' -

genue role 51 years ago.
Windmill theatre celebrated its

fifth-, anniversary of non-stop revue
with a stage party and presentations,
the audience

.
intermingling.

. Franklyn D'-Armour now- touring
his own unit on the continerit. Has
Paul Kirkland and Jack Lane with
lihi, besides a line of continental
girls. ',. '

.

"

Ben Litts here for 10 days to line
up talerit for the Hollywood, ritzy
nitery they are. Ob^atin^riat

-
Jtian

_

Les Pains, but finding it difficult to
get acts;

.

Bob Robinson and/ irginia Mar-,
tin trying to get but of the Troca-
dero cabaret show to make the new
Robitschek-Mistinguett revue at' the.
Alhambra, Paris.

' Due to sprained- ligament Of Eddie
Seamon, Forsythe, Seamon arid Far-
fcell are out of' the' Hoibdrn bill,

where they were
,
intended to double

from SheDherd's Bush Empire.
Queen Mary visited 'French With-

out Tears': at the Criterion, Feb.. 8.

her first play since she" came out of
mourning, although she has attended
two film performances for charity.

Alfredo; while- fulfilling a date in
Dublin, journeying to Galway. to See
Mat McKeigue's folks, as reciprocity
for McKeigue having, seen his (Al-
fredo's) people ' when last in New
York.

Will Mahoney is
.
the Coronation

attraction: at the Victoria Palace
Opens May 3 for four weeks with
option, on 'guarantee and percentage
Mae Questel ('Betty Boop') makes
her English debut on the same bill;

Miller and Wilson returned to the
Victoria Palace bill, after walking
because, they were made to close the
show, ' Reason for overlooking the
spotting was rnanagemenf$',;threat to
injunct them from playing Grosyenor
House, where they are booked, for
six weeks.

previewed . Melbourne;
press.
'Champagne Waltz' (Par) off to a

nice start in Sydney and Melbourne.
Clarence Badger still around, wait-

ing for another pic. to start, at Na-
tional.- -•

. •. •

" r— .

M-G's 'Libeled Lady' given an air-
ing. Pic is doing very icely in
Sydney. '•'•-'

Wirth's Circus will come in frorii

the road at Lenten for its usual Syd-
ney season.

Aileert Britton engaged to play the
second femme lead in Cinesound's
Tall Timber.'
Around the. nabe centres . biz has

,

taken a fairly high lift during the
past few weeks.
On the return of Frank Tait from

abroad it is expected that W-T will
introduce some new shows.
Frank; Marden comfortably settled

ntb hew job of running Station 2UW
for Commonwealth Broadcasters.

"

Canvas show of 'White Horse Inn'
will play the -Victorian sticks before
crossing the\New South Wales' bor-
der.
Charles Munro, m ; . of Hoyts,

busy these days, .signing okays fbr
reriovations and. erections on his cir-

cuit.

Stuart F. Doyle kept on the rriove
planning new ideas • for early intro-
duction oyer the Greater Union
chain.

'Princess .Charming' will, follow
Wild Violets' in Melbourne. Has al-
ready been produced in Sydney and
Brisbane.
Two Sydney floppos, 'Little Lord

Fauntleroy' (UA) and. 'Last of Mo-
hicans' (UA) into fourth okay weeks
in MfelbbUrne.
CinesOund's 'It Isn't Done"1 will

premiere at the Embassy, Sydney.
Stars Cecil Kellaway, Shirley Ann
Richards arid Frank Harvey.

Cinesoundls unit for 'Tall-Thnber'
will live under canvas for several
weeks in the timber country of "the.

North Coast.V Ken Hall niegging.
Acts playing for Frank Neil i -

clUde Jim Gerald, Frank O'Brian;
Ross & Stone, Willie West & Mc-
Girity, Hadji All arid Murray & Wal-
ton.

British film tangle is holding up
Cen Asprey's return from abroad.
Asprey is on a guarantee reduction
ry on behalf of British Empire
Films.
Hot weather rerriairis iri Sydney

and provides^the outdoor, men with
plenty of cash. Theatres without
cooling plants flhdirig it hard to get
customers.
Outdoor trade still remains at a

pretty -nice-level. One Sydrieyjjutfit

Sydney
Eric Gorrick

Perry's ' Circus., a^ click in Sydney
Charlie Lucus back into the fight

game here.
.

•Wild Violets' wel
in Melbourne;
Newsreel trade very : good i Syd-

ney at present.
Stan Crick of, Fox readying to go

abroad next mohtlv
Sir. Ben Fuller off on another

•voyage to New Zealand.
Hal Carleton, Metro, holidaying at

Palm Beach with his: family.
Stuart Doyle dickering with an

idea for stage presentations.
Adelaide

.
Boys' Band a soli if at

the Prince Edward. Sydney,
Stuart Codde, Fox exploiter,

covering-from a serious illness..
' Film Guild getting 'ready to pick
the year's best; Pic for over here.

'

; Creswell . O'Reilly.. State censor
preparing for a .vacation abroad;
•Additional'" neon lighting , will, be

added to. the .State theatre. -Sydney
! Jim Gerald will produce a,- series

of revues in Sydney for Frank Neil.
! Warner's 'Charge of Light Brigade

handling amusement park allows pa-

trons in free and provides free ferry
transportation.

Hollywood

Jo Mehu moving.
Marie Glory off to Brussels.

.

- -R^y-X»oetziback.Uo. Xondon^
Jacques Duller back IfrOnT vacaSh.
Jb Bouillon at the Cirque Medranb.
Dorothy Grlston in -British hospi-

tal.."

Peggy Taylor a new
act."

. Joan Barron captain of the Chate-
let girls.

' 1

Jean Trancharit • topping the . next
Alhambra bill.

Newspaper holdi a
three-hour stri

. Dormonde the
Casino de. Paris.

Colette Vernon bringing -her
mother from Glasgow.
Hachem Khan back from America

arid at the Sheherazade.
Annabella in from London with

her husband, Jean Murat.
Montparnasse nightie,. 'A Lati ,'

open again after redecoration.
'Surete National' the ri'ariie of the

new spy film Walter Kapps will
make;
Flora Robson .flying, over from

England, for the opening; of the new
Normandie theatre.

SeSsue' Hayakawa. arid Pierre
Richar-Willm giving a mutual cock-
tailer for the; press. .

Shuberts ; boueht the American
rights to , play 'Ecole de Coritribu-
tibns'.by Louis Verneu'il.
United Artists throwing an afterr

theatre dinner
,
for. Eric Pomrner on

opening of his pic. 'Fire Over Eng-
land.'
Both 'La Revue de l'Annee* at the

A;B.C. arid 'Moritmartrie's 'Amuse'
at the Trianon Music Hall reaching
100th performance.
Gaby Morlay will be the star of

Andre Maurois' 'Victoria- Regina/
which will be presented at the r The-
atre de la Madeleine.

Chicago

By Arthur Thomson

Charlie Miller very ill.

The Barry Deyine's waiting for the
stork.
Lou Hbltz playing the bang tails

at Hialeah:
Gene Tunney taki ings easy in

Hobe Sound.
bave Kleckner of Dave's lue

Room a Visitor.
. Daniel Frohman a . guest at . Mac-

fadden-Deauville,
AFM executive board convenes

here Monday T227T
—

. Billy Hill back to N, Y. after a
brief vacation here. ,

.

Charlie Burns of N. Y. club,

here with Mrs. Burns.
. Lincoln Theatre world premiered

•Lost Horizon' Thurs. (18).
Mr. and Mrs.. Sherman Billingsley

enjoying Miami's sunshine,
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Wilentz vaca-

tioning at the Roney Plaza.

;
Gary Copper and Sandra Shaw,

his pretty wife, vacationing.
McClelland Barclay and bride

honeymooning in Palm Beach.
Jim- Farley and his smile iri evi-

dence at all the smart gatherings;
Enric Madriguera resting on the

sands prior to Organizing a new band
Hannah Williams Dempsey con-

valescing from an appendix opera-
tion.

Artist arid Writers club dinner to
be held Sunday (28) at Royal Palm
club.
Walter Huston and wife expected

at the. Roriey Plaza, coming' from
Jamaica.
Joe Lewis and Harriet de Goff do-

ing right well: at the Hollywood
Yacht club..

Eddie Hay, local scribe, wrote next
Federal Theatre offering, 'Rhapsody
in Two Flats.'

Harry Richman the victim, of a
robbery at- his -hoijhe. Culprit cap
tured' by local sleuths.
Benny Fields and* Blossom Seeley

here for Benny's engagement at the
Hollywood .Country Club.

;

.. Rudy VaJiee slated for another five-

dav engagerrient at Macfadden-Deau-
ville coriimenci'ng March 5.

Paul Whiteman and band opened
engagement Mori. (22) at the; -.Bis.-

cayne Kennel, Club following Ted
Lewis..
. Winona and Gomez ran out on .con

tract at Ira's, Suriper Club and are
now at ROyal Palm cltilj; with Harry
Richman.

Ray Linton to Hot Springs. •

Abe KaUfman, Balaban & Katz
film booker^ ill.

Leo Blank, district manager for
Warners, in N.' Y.
John Stein iri ahead Of the 'Green-

wich Village Follies' : unit.

.

Danny Graham in the John Ben-
son Office as an indie agent.
Burton Holmes lectures playing to

capacity -biz at Orchestra HaU.
New show opened at.the Morrison

international Casino Tuesday (23):

—

Ashton Stevens due back from
Mayo Brothers clinic early in
March.
Dewey Michaels, Buffalo theatre

operator,, on way. home from Coast
vacation.

.

Arthur Clamage in town after
winning legal battle for Empress,
Cincinnati. .' .

Harry Hopki , WPA head, iri

town
.
looking OVer FTP shOws with

George Kondolf.
Dave Lipton in town to set Major

Bowes negotiations for the Chicago
Charter Centennial celeb.
Gardner Wilson off to the Coast

to arrange press details as,riew head
of the AT G. Barnes circus.
Milton Berle and entourage of 28

from his radio program in town on
way-to- Coast-and_pictures.

"

Lloyd Lewis back at" his "Chicago
Daily News sports and drama desk
after a four-week Mexico Vacash.
Irving Tishman, owner of ^Buster

Shaver "turn, brought act here, and
left for Hot Springs with his brother,
Sam.
Margery Williams (Mrs. Frank

Dare) (of Equity ) turning but scripts
for 'Family Theatre,' 'Grand HOte1 '

and 'First Nighter.'
Henri Elman, head of Capitol film

exchange, previewed 'Smash the Vice
Ring' picture for Balaban & Katz
Great States bookings.

By Pete Wemhoff

'Ice Follies of '37* at Olympia.
William Walker again heads hotel

association.
.

Sally Fields opens booking" offices
iij Mich; theatre bldg.
More thari 100 Detroit film houses

still running weekly serial thrillers
Larry Michelson, of Simons-

Michelson, ' vacashi : in West
Indies.
City Council, to bar commercial

photographers from downtown
streets. .

Boris.Romanoff to play for wed
ding of Judge Christopher . Stein's
daughter.
Maurice Caplan, prez Metropoli

tan Pictures Corp.; recuping
Johns Hopkins hospital.
Contract of Detroit Racing Asso-

ciation bn State Fair Grounds is up
for scrutiny again.
Leonard^ Reed, producer, at Club

Plantation, recovering ' Pontiac
hbsD. from crash iniuri
More than 20;000 requests received

for free tickets ;to Nelson Eddy con-
cert at Masonic aude April .18; aude
seats only 5,000.

in

Fred St. Onge is in from N. Y.
Al Lichtman Chiefed in from N. Y
Perry Lieber is erecting a home in,

the valley,
Kurt Neumann has bought a sport-

ing goods store.
Gene Austin lost 15 pounds

the rubbing slab.
Victor Jory .is returning from

London next month.
Madeleine Carroll on third jaunt

to Sun Valley, Idaho,

-

^oe-^aUeiarbw>ughtv.his»family_in_
from a N. Y. vacation.

Si J. Briskin has 41 writers work-
ing on 28 yarns at RKO.

Scott Adams showed Milton Berle
the sights of HbllyWOOd.
David Horsley has changed

cognomen to David Alison.
Moe Siegel trained east for

with Republic h. o. execs.
Joel McCrea. and wife, Frances

Dee, vacationing iri Arizona:
J. P. McEvoy arid bride have left

on a world-circling honeymoon.
Bill Moore has shifted his blurb

activity from Paramount to Metro.
Bob Collier' has breezed to N. Y.

to work on a television propbsish.
. Sam Abarbnel has succeeded Jack
Hardy in Rep's publicity department.
With his 20th-Fbx contract ex-

tended a yefar, J. Edward Bromberg
is

:

in. New'York visiting relatives.
Stephanie Howard has arrived

frorn Broadway for a fling at pix„'
Clarence Turley, St. Louis theatre

mogul, huddling, with Charles Skou-
ras..

Richard Dix went to St. Paul, his
home town, to

;
appear at an ice car-

nival.
:

.

Bill WooJLfenden has left the Small-
Landau office tb open an agency
his Own.. ' -

Stanley Mayer, 20th-Fbx exchange

.

manager in Des Moines, ogling the
hoine lot.

Clark Gable and Jack Conway are
station-wagoning it for three weeks
on a vacash.
After a • three-day siege With the

flu, Merian C. Cooper left the Ce-
dars of Lebanon.
borothy Stein Karlbff, wife of: the

actor, is. recovering from an op at
the Good Samaritan;
Upon completion; of her present

chores at Metro, Maureen O'Sullivan ,

will head for Ireland.
Robert, E. SherwoOd arrived at

Metro to adopt his stage hit, 'Idiot's

belight,' for the. screen.
Sophie Tucker has started rehear-

sals for her song numbers iri Metro's
'Broartwav Melody of 1 ""7.'

Eddie Mitchell, exploiter, for the
Consolidated Amuseihent Co. in
Honolulu, o.o.'ing the studios;
Max M. Kravetz, former F-WC

exec, now assisting Fenn Kimball,
prexy of General Pictures.
Metro granted Elizabeth Allan,

leave of absence to attend the Coro-
^atipnjMtemoniesJil England.

Following a month's confabs with
S. J. Briskin, Lillie Messinger, RKO
eastern, story ed, hied . to the east
coast.
Former, congressworhah, Ruth

Pratt of N. Y., was luricheoned at
Metro by Will Hays arid Louis B.
Mayer..
When, Lee Tracy's mother came

out from New York, actor took her
to see Al G.. Barnes' winter quarters
at Baldwin Park.
Ashes . of Wallace Srnith, writer,

were strewn over the coast at Mal-
ibu Beach from a plane in compli-
ance with his wishes.
Walter C. Terhple has joined the

editorial staff of National Screen
Service under Tom Baily. Formerly
was with Warners, theatres.
John Alfred Green in from New

York "tb ^handle -radio -end—Of—the
Stanley Bergerman agency. Jack E.
Hostater also joined the 10%'ery.
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell

suffered from poisoned food last

week. Powell continued work while,
his wife was confined to their home.
Herman Bernie, with Arthur Gor-

doni as his aide, is swinging his
agency headquarters from N. Y. to
the Coast to handle his ether ac-

. counts. .

Jack Moss, Gary Cooper's man-
ager, has domiciled himself in a suite
at the Goldwyn studio. Cooper will

do 'The Adventures of Marco Polo'
for Goldwyn first.

Ruth Clayton, secretary in the pub-
licity department at Universal for.

10 years, is resigning to become an
aide to John. LeRov Johnston, new
managing editor of Fawcett fan mags.
Pic mob turned oUt for the Viries-

Perry .tflnriis ero^ei- in the top
hats, etc.. so Frank Fay. piped up
that 'Hollvwood people put on their
evening, rlothes to attend a tennis
match and go to a wedding in slacks
and. 'swent-^Vifts.'

"

New Haven
Harold M. Bone

Ina Claire, in visiting Billy Phelps.
Frances. Joannes cruising to Bra-

zil.'".'
':

Tenth annual drama tour
going Abril .5.

Ben Cohen has. written a play due'
for . local tryout.
Fire laddies big-time vau

efit a Sellout at Arena,
.
Jascha Heifetz is latest

buy a Corin ; farm home.
Wife of 'Courier' man. ed. Arth'U"'

J. Sloane died here Feb. 17.

Hal Welles... Yale , drama faculty,
directing Conn.-made eightrreeler.
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News From the Dailies
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these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

'White Horse Inn' top from
$5,50 iQj$3± Has trimmed nut to
matcl^Kgures^
sold.

•'Dr. FaUstus,' WPA production, to

give an invitation professional

matinee March 9.

Edna Ferber, George S. Kaufman,
Sylvia Sidney, Donald Qg&en Stew-
art, Philip Merivale, Ernest Heming-
way, Sinclair Lewis, Dorothy Parker
and Fannie Hurst named as backers
of an American writers' and artiste*

corps to supply medical aid to
Spanish Loyalists. A contingent will

leave for Spain early next month.

Nat. Assn. of Merchant Tailors,

meeting in Phila, rate Clark Gable
best dressed actor. Others, in order
are: Lewis Stone, William .

Powell,
Robert Taylor, Robert Montgomery,
Ronal.

1 Colman, Herbert Marshall,
Adoh>-id Menjou, Clive Brook, Fran-
chot Tone and Nelson Eddy. Latter,

two are tied for 10th place.

Jose Iturbi has signed for another
year with Rochester Philharmonic.

-Supreme court, N. Y., has a
mystery case. Known merely as
'B. vs. B;,' but understood to be an
actress who married her manager
after a year's tour. . Now she asks an.

annulment on the grounds of fraud,
alleging vthe marriage never -was
consummated. Justice BOnynge
skepticaL Later revealed as Sylvia
Sirotta, who's gone to more liberal

RenO. He is Paul Berney.

Down in Miami John Golden tells

reporters there will never be any
great women dramatists since 'women
do not know as much as men.'
Booksellers' League of N. Y. told

by Marcia Davenport at its annual
dinner last week that radio

4has
started a tremendous appetite for

music' Author of 'Mozarf figures

that means ah increased demand for
books about music.
Rowland Stebbins back to Florida

after expressing interest in The
Astonished Ostrich,' the 'American
rights for which are under negotia-
tion. For fall production if—;

Shirley Dahl Ail* wife Of the
comedian, suing in N. Y. supreme
court for a divorce. Says suit was
brought after she dropped in at the
Somerset and found Ails and his

stage partner, Betty Lewis.
Fannie Todd Mitchell again suing

Leoh Leonidoff for divorce. Split

once and she married Seymour A.
^Woolner,^uHhat-Only-lasted^a-year-
and she remarried: the ballet master;
Novelty of the flood relief concert

at Carnegie, Sunday, by Guild of

Musical Artists was a concerto,
movement for two violins played by
Jascha Heifetz and Efrem Zimbalist
Latter was on stage, but Heifetz was
relayed from Philadelphia;
Gov. Earle, of Pennsylvania, bars

film, 'Spain in Flames,' from any ex-
hibition in that state. Objects both
to its propaganda and its appeal for

volunteers.
New School for Social Research

giving fortnightly dance recitals in

its auditorium. Second held last Fri-
day. Jane Dudlej , Virginia Russ and
Mary Starks soloists.

Fritz Blocki talking to Chick York
and Andrew Tombes about taking
lead, in 'Bet .Your Life,* written from:
an idea contributed by Willie How-
ard. Has Dennie Moore for the
femme lead.
Ethel Barrymore Colt announces

she'll drop her middle name for
theatre usage. Wants to stand, on
her own.
Samuel French will put Mark

Reed's 'Ye* My Darling Daughter'
between covers.
Sunday Record, Yonkers scandal

sheet, and its publishers under
dictment in White Plains court.

Police suspended carbaret license
of the Queen Mary nitery' for five
days, charging misleading advertis-
ing. Club stated, it would provide
armed guards to protect jewel wear-
ers. Figured on getting a laugh, but
cops didn't find it funny,
Mary MacArthur, Helen Hayes'

seven-year-old. daughter, made a
Walk-on in 'Victoria Regina,' but
that she's a year later than her
mother who debuted at six.
Rev, John. B. Kelly, of Catholic

Writers' Guild, approves The Eter-
nal Road' as Lenten fare. Says it's
more than an amusement.
; American. Arbitration Assn. rules
that Ray Bolger must stick to his'
job in 'On Your Toes' and not go
HollywoOding. '

t
'Brother Rat' to give a benefit for

the Stage Relief next Sunday (28).

.
Just a grease

,
fire in the Cadillac

restaurant last Saturday, but a corn-
D)n»tion of matinee time and seven
en/ymes packed Times Square so
solidly traffic was rerouted and six
motilities, 15 traffic cops and nine
men from the emergency squad
needed to handle mass. Damage
slifht.

Reported that Sam Harris and
Guthrie. McClintic mav douhle in
production of 'Bright Rebel.' Never.
teamerJ bpfore.
Lani?don McCormick has a new

. 'Wild Birds.' Been giving more

time to his to
plays lately.
Paul Whitemari reported to Jack-

sonville (Fla.) police loss of cloth-,
ing valued at $3,500 from h<s car
puteide.Jtall -:^rjs^J^]»sC.JKM;
playing a date.
. Senator Reynolds; v#vo was kissed
by Jean Harlow during her visit to
Washington, tells the home towners
it did not compare with the North
Carolina brand.
Local firm, advertises it has dis-

posed, of 11,000 pieces designed for.

fiie coronation of King Edward;
Largely cigarette boxes and cups.
Mrs. John F; Wharton turned back

'Return Engagement* because, it was
too late for the season. Mervyn Le
Roy bought it for films.
Stoopnagle and Budd the fall guys

at Circus Saints and Sinners
,
today

CWednesday} at the Commodore.

Coast

Max Factor and wife have filed, a
$75,000 damage suit in L. A. against
motor company for injuries suffered
by Mrs. Factor in an auto accident
Feb. 20, 1936. -V '

Martha Raye's mother, filed an
amended divorce complaint against
Peter Reed in L. A. She merely
changed her allegation from cruelty

in favor of the assertion that Reed
deserted her.
Phbtojjraohs arrived in L. A. from

London Showing thut Clark Gable is

(Continued on page 70)

Coast's Winter Boom

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Hollywood is lying in plush this

winter what with the heavy influx

of tourists from nearly every state

in the Union and foreign lands.

Hotels are capacity. Santa Anita

Derby and the $100,000 handicap

helped with the draw. With hostel

lies unable to take care, of the de-

mands, apartments and- rooming
houses are getting a big play.

SISTO'S COAST PICK

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Sisto, Daily Variety's pony prog
nosticator, was only Coast handicap
per to pick Fa iry Will tn win the

$50,000 Santa Anita Derby. Winner
paid $30.80 for $2.

Picker's showing for the rest of the

meet trailed way behind the ace

guess.

ADD: AMERICANA

Orchestra Leader In Musical. Tour

On Foot With Menagerie

Atlanta, Feb. 23.

Somewhere on the open road be-
tween here and Chattanooga, Tenn.,
is one. Frank Piccininru, self-styled

orchestra leader, musical coach, band
conductor, etc.; who- is on a walking
tour of the U. S., accompanied by a
Shetland,.pony..and.n smallish, sprt-ot-

a ^dog.
.

Piccininni, who calls' Port-
land, Me., his home, started out in
June and exacts- to.keep heeling and
toeing it cross-country until he
reaches Portland, Ore, sometime in

1939.

The maestro attracts attention
wherever he goes, si ce he-now lugs
around with him an eight-month
growth' of hair and whiskers He is

not, l*e. explains, making his -ong
trek for the exercise alone. Nojn-
deedy! He has an objective. En
route he pauses wherever he finds

the slightest encouragement to talk
about music ' the schools and to

coach school orchestras or bands. He
ultimately hopes, he stated, to stir,

interest in—and collect money for—,
a traveliriri symphony orchestra to
carry .good music into places where
it is ;never. heard except in the mov-
ies Or over the radi

Signor Piccininni headed his en-
tourage, northward from here, de-
ciding to stop the 'season' in Florida,
since he figured the tropical clurate
of the Alligator State and his luxuri-
ant hirsute adornment would prove
too hot a combination for comfort!

A Dude From Dixie Sees 'Em Stomp

At the Savoy n Is Jes' Dumb-Struck

Pa. Racing Ml Apt

To Be Nixed March 2

FREDDIE STFWE'S

wmm DEBUT

MARRIAGES
Freda Godfrey, actress, to Herbert

Bishop, business man, in Johannes-

burg, S. Africa, Jan. 9.

Fanche Luria to Eddie Elkihs Feb..

14 in New York City. Groom is or-,

chestra leader.

Violetta EHett to George Morse,

Ozone Park, L. I., Feb. 10. Bride

Worked with her mother, the late

Maude -Ellett Chambervas an aerial-

ist. Groom is non-pro.

Mary Astor, film actress, to Manuel
Del Campo, Feb. 18 at Yuma, Ariz.

Groom is scion of wealthy Mexican
family..

Wilma Kroeger, Viennese singer,

to James P. Davis, B'way press agent,

in N. Y., Feb. 23. Bride is now ap-

pearing in 'Naughty Naughty* at the

American Music Hall, N. Y.

Viola Vale to Frank D. Pendleton,

Feb. 5, in Los Angeles. Pendleton
is president of L. A. Musicians local

47.

Beatrice Leiblee to Malcolm Mc-
Coy in Detroit,' Feb. 16. Both bride

and groom ; are. members of Studio

Players at WXYZ, Detroit.

Gwendolyn . Griffith to George
Tucker,' Waycross, Feb. 7.

Groom operates a dance orch and
bride sings with same, outfit. Cere-

mony was broadcast over WAYX.
Lillian (Polly) Malone, of WCAE

staff, to Frank J. Lonergari in Pitts-

burgh; Feb. . Groom is non^pro.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. ictor Fleming,

daughter,; in Los Angeles, Feb. 16.

Father is film director at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Chodorov,

daughter, in Hollywood, Feb. 19.

Father is film producer at Columbia.
'Mr." and Mrs. Michael Fessier,

daughter, Feb. 18 in Los Angeles.
Father is a producer at Metro.
Mr. . and Mrs. Schuyler Crail,

daughter
:

in Los Angeles, Feb. 19.:'

Father is a still photog at Warners
studio.

By JACK PULASKI
Boxing's middleweight division 1

hasn't attracted much attention in
recent years but. a couple of western
parties now in the East may jack
it up. They are Freddie Steele of
Tacoma, who is the champ, and Fred
Apostoli, of San Francisco, who
would like to tote the crown.
At the Garden last Friday (19)

Steele successfully defended the title

by outpointing Babe Risko. from
"whom he won it The gathering was
disappointingly light considering
moderate

;
top of $5.75, and the fact

that it was a title flight But the
boys, smelled something and , as a
contest it was tiresome.
Fight writers and fans could not

make up their minds whether Steele
has something unusual on the ball
or not and that Was mostly Risko's
fault. He pulled a Bill Robinson by
running backwards rapidly, about
like Bob Pastor when he stayed 10
rounds with Joe Louis. How Risko
expected to recapture the crown by
such methods only he knew. Yet
some ringside observers thought it a
fairly even, match.
Risko's exhibition did not support

the report that he guaranteed Steele
$25,000 for the meeting. That was
supposed to be paid out of his share
of the gate, said to have been 60%.
As the_takings were . only $15,700,
Risko was short a neat $16,000 be-
cause his end was only about $9,000.
Any boxer of any weight should
have put up a better scrap than he
did, having that on his mind. It

seemed that when Risko met Steele
for the title, the latter had to do
the guaranteeing and the sum also
was 25 G's.

Indications are that Steele is a
much better fighter than was indi-

cated; He is known; to have an ef-

fective right hand and when he
caught up with Risko, the upstater
was plenty , jarred by such blows.
Apostoli fought Solly Krieger

earlier in the week at the Hippor
drome and displayed a corking left

hand that had socking; Solly be-
wildered. Apostoli will probably be
matched with Steele ; outdoors next
summer, if not before, and the mid-
lew.eight class should be Clarified.

Frisco kid's first start here was
against Ken Overlih and backward
runner-awaved, that night, at least,

but they gave him the wi Steele
Was figured to have had stage fright

by Jack Miiey, crack N. Y; News
sports columnist, but the chances are
that it was just one of those fights

where one fighter makes the- better

man look ordinary.
At the Hipp tonight Gunnar Bar-

lund goes against Nathaji
.
Mann.

Both are sockers. At the Garden
Friday (26) Perp . Montenez meets
EnricO VentUri.

Phiiadelphi

Public hearing will be held in Har-

risburg, March. 2, on Dent-Melchi-

brre bill to legalize horse-racing in

Pennsylvani

Bill will get a run for its money,

legislature experts declare, but has

no chance' of becoming law. Possibly

can get by both houses of Assembly,
but Governor Earle says definitely

he'll veto it. It lacks -power to pass
over gubernatorial nix. -

v;

Secretary of Revenue' John B.

Kelly, leader of Philly Democracy,
is in favor . of measure, Declares it

will
:
help solve budget problems and

keep money in Pa. which is now go-
ing to Maryland tracks,

The Governor . has said in private
that there isn't sufficient public de-
mand in evidence here to warrant
racing while so many people on re-
lief.

Measure how under consideration
is admittedly » a mere trial balloon,

not any model racing bill. It would
allow four to six one-mile tracks and
several smaller ones in the State.

Provides for pari-mutuel betting.

Kelly favors State taking bets, but
this seems hardly likely.

ROCHESTER'S SUNBATHERS
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 23.

organizedRochester Sunbathers
here by Frederick C. Arp, who calls

himself a farmer although he lives
in the city. Reticent about his or-
ganization, Arp says members ca-
vort in the early; morning runshlne

.

preferably because rays at'.nat time
are. more beneficial..

Basking^ takes place in suitable
weather on lakeside farm some,
distance from Rochester. Arp says
garb, of the members attending
plenary sessions fulfills all legal re-
quirements.

By ALBERT SCHARPER, JR.
To a dude from. Dixie a hop up

to Harlem is quite a revelation. The
sights, at the Savoy ballroom are dis-

- 4-tinct-"eyebrow«ielevatorsV •
; Seeing"-

ofays. and saffron^skins dancing 'oh

the same . floor, and intermixing and
back-patting each, other is rather
novel from viewpoint of below the;

Mason-Dixon line.

The Savoy is the most glittering

of all the colored ballrooms in the

.

country, and attracts the most gaudy
collection of Negroes possible to as-

semble under any one roof. The
white folks attend to do some fancy
footwork on the dance floor, made
possible by the ingiest black
bands available.

Fraternizing of whites and colored
is on scale unheard of south of Phil-

adelphia and at a rate not carried on
save in Chicago; and a sprinkling of

other northern cities. Savoy .em-

ploys a battalion of light-tan taxi

dancers, with whom the white boys
con hoof for bargain price of three

wrestles for two-bits. You can't beat

that at the Broadway dlme-a-dancer-
ies.

The Savoy is now reaping some
extra gravy from rubberneck trade,

lured, ho doubt, by the pop song
'Stompin' at the Savoy,' which glor-

ified the ankle-agitating emporium.
Last Sunday (21) night, 40 or so

gawkers poured in, hot to dance, but
gape-gaze at the spot Rubbernecks
were out-of-towners, and drank it all

in gullibly. and greedily. They came
to be amazed, and were; Moist of

the ' rubbernecks come riding tinto

New York on weekend excursions.

In seeing the sights, the Savoy is.

npw on the list with Grant's tomb
and the Aquarium. It's cheap at 55c

per person, and its something to be
able to tell the folks back in Po-
dunk that the Savoy has been Ogled.

There were even some kids in the

gawking groups, and one mild-man-
nered lady was toting a tot in arms.

The colored dancers look with dis-

dain on the sightseers. The sight-

seers gaze with awe and wonder at

the dancers. A dude from Dixie ifl

plain astonished.
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Tommy Dorsey s. crew how at the
Commodore hotel,

. N.. Y. Others in
show are Edythe Wright, vocalist;
Jack Leonard, tenor; and the Three
Esquires. Dbr^ey replaced Mai Hal-
lett.
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PARAMOUNT^
HELD OVKK

"JOHN MEADE'S
WOMAN"

—ON THE STAGE-
GUY LOMBARDO
and HIS OHCIIESXHA

"THE MAN WHO
WORKED MIRACLES"

By . G. WELLS
with ROTUND YOVNO* RIVOLI B'WAY »t

49th St.

RADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL

HELD OVER

"WHEN YOU'RE
IN LOVE"

with GRACE MOORE .

Spectacular Stage Productions

Mli 4* ASOtb Si.

R OX Y
A1X OCe TO
HKAT8tw 1 r.M.

nHE WOMAN
ALONE"
WUh

STT-YIA RtDNEV
GALA STAGE
PRODUCTION

CAPITOL
CRAWFORD •

M0NT00ME

Cheync

ASTOR
Bway. it 45th St.. .

All Scat* Ronrved
Twlco Unlly. 2:45, «:«.
Run. & HoL. 3:00,
n: , 8:45. Midiilto
Show tint. Prlceii (pltui

tnx) : Matfl. (cx,: «nt;
Sun.^ & ITnl.) 50c to]

K'vos; r.Dc tfl »SL

Hfitvirdoy Mtdnlte ami
Sunduy 0 P.M.; 50c to

?i.50

STATE imtwn

GARBO-Bob TAYLOR
in "CAMILLE"

On Bttkgtr-Xilai Sfuiw.
' find Itubhles

GEORGE
IN HIS <i iATEST TRIl'MPIi

"MAN OF AFFAIRS"
New CRITERIONi^TT^lx.
Opt idnttt 8htw NiihUy
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OBITUARIES
GOLDIE BALABAN LEVIN

Goldie Balaban Levin, 67, mother

of. the Balabari brothers, A. J., Bar-

ney, John, David, Harry and Elmer,

ied in Miami on Feb. 19 after a

rieT tlltiessr r-^tough^he- i^ --hete:

listed as the mother of the Balaban

boys, she should also be named as

the mother of Balaban & Katz,

because it was through her foresight

that her sons -first entered show

business. It was Goldie Balaban

Who instilled in her .
the en-

couragement, the determination, the

ability to bring nety thoughts into

theatre operation,.

It was Goldie Balaban who first

put her sons in show , business by

furnishing $500 for a small theatre

on the west side of Chicago. And it

was ith Goldie Balaban behind

them that A, J., Barney, John and

Dave 1

,
ventured into larger phases of

show business, ventures that took

them into..the Loop, that made them

build the first de luxe houses |n the

world. The Balaban sons, through

the long years, of building up their

tremendous circuit, turned always to

their Goldie Balaban for advice and

encouragement. Whenever things

grew dark and the way looked hard,

it was .Goldie Balaban who encour- .

aged them to 'keep going,, because,

despite her years, she was always

young and alert to the trend of the

present .day/- She knew show busi-

ness by instinct and a jsqiart head,

.and. to the end she talked theatre

operation and pictures , with au-

thority, and .with knowledge.

Of her ight children,, two of

them, Max and Ida, preceded her in

death. Her first husband, Israel

Balaban, died in 1935. Four of heir

Barney, John, Harry and

imer, were at her bedside at the

end/ A; J* and David were unable

to reach her.

Burial in Chicagp, where she made
the name Balaban outstanding,

GEORGE HASSELL
George Hassell, 56, veteran char-

acter actor, died of a heart attack

enroute to a picture location at

Chatsworth, Cal., Feb. 17. He en-

tered an auto at the 20th-Fox plant

arid apparently slept all the way to

the set in. the studio car. and was
/iQUnd dead when attempts were
made to awaken nurii - :

Native of England, Hassell went to

Australi and when the Boer war
broke but enlisted, serving three

years in South Africa. Returning to

Australia, a theatrical manager saw
him dancing and singing in a ship's

show and signed him for the stage.

He came to America 31 years ago.

He was on Broadway for many years

with the Shuberts, appearing in

'Countess Maritza,' 'The Chocolate
Soldier/ 'Girls' Dormitory,' and 'The
Student. Prince.

1

He went to Hollywood two years

ago, '- He leaves a daughter, known
on the screen as. Virginia Hassell.

ELEK JOHN LUDV1GH
Elek John Ludyigh, 63, former

general counsel for Paramount, died

in New York Feb. 17, after an illness

of jflve months; He retired from
Paramount in 1931 to'resume private

practice, He was secretary of the

film company for a time, also..

Prior to his Paramount connection

he had been personal counsel to the

late Marcus' Loew .and was con-

cerned in the incorporation of the

various companies organized by that

film magnate and had done much
other work for picture companies.
Mis wife, a nephew and a niece

a heart attack as he entered the

stage door of the Hanna theatre,

Cleveland, Feb. 17.

He had played various small as-

signments in New York productions

and^adxheen.jindfir5tiidx,Iox?^Lost
Horizon,' 'Pursuit of Happiness,'

'Tight and other plays.

SOL HEILBRONNER
Sol Heilbronrier, musici , died in

Los Angeles Jan! 21. The widow and
one daughter survive.

Heilbronner waff for many years
identified with string orchestras in

Pasadena, Cal.; and upon moving to

Los Angeles several years ago, be-
came musical instructor at Holly-
wood High school in string orchestra
and

.
string ensemble groups.

WILLIAM H. MYERS
William H. Myers, 59, died at is

home (Woorisocket, R. I.) Feb. 17,

following a cerebral hemorrhage.
Widely known as an brganist and

musical director, and producer., of

'Kiddi Revue' shows, with which
he toured . theatres :in 'New England,

the Middle West and South for more
than 25 years.

PAUL GRAETZ
Paul. Graetz, 47, film actor, died, in

Hollywood, Feb.. 17. After appearing
in English pictures, he went to Hol-
lywood almost two years ago and
played minor roles.

He had been spotted for an impor-
tant spot in the next. Greta Garbo
production at Metro.
His -widow and a brother survive.

News of Dailies Match Issue

Pacifip Cincione, 58, senior nlera-

ser of the Cincione band and father

of Henry , and Ray Cincione, orches-.

tra leaders, died Feb, 15 at his home
in Columbus, O., after few days'

illness of pneumonia.
Survived by his two sons, his

widow, a daughter and a brother.

HOMER McFARLAND
Homer S. McFarland, 27, artist at

the Walt Disney studio in Holly-
wood," igrtd his life Feb. 18 by in-
haling gas from his auto exhaust
h^aT~F^hrorCai7
Pohce. said he was despondent

over financial troubles. Widow, suf?
vives.

(Continued from page 69)

not the Frank E. Billings whom Mrs.
Violet Well Norton asserts is the
father of her 13-year-old daughter.
Emir Nigh, picture director, re-

ceived a divorce in L.A>
Mary McCormic, opera and screen

star; ' still bwes $313. On an auto she
purchased in 1933, according to a
suit filed in L. A. .

^jTMn^6arm«n»«sc-reen«4Jartcer..^d..
Wampas :

baby star in 1934, filed a
divorce , complaint in Lv A. against

Walter Lohman, non-pro.
'

:

John Barrymore's petition in bank-
ruptcy court for an extension of time
in which to meet his financial obliga-

tions was filed in L. A.. Within 10

days Barrymore . is to file a sked of

assets and liabilities with, the court..

Then if everything goes well credi-

tors will be called in and asked to

advance the due bills. One of the
potential liabilities that Barrymore
faces is a demand for $2,525 a month
temporary alitriony, filed along with
her divorce complaint in L. A. courts
by Elaine Barrie Barrymore, actor's

estranged third wife;
Henry Rogers, publicist, and Rosa-

lind Jaffee, niece of B. P. Schulberg,
announced intentions: to wed.
Barnes Kelty, screen actor* named

defendant in an alienation suit filed

by James E. Hess, service station at-

tendant. Mrs. Lois Virginia. Hess is

film <ictress.

Lucie Kaye, 18, starts at $35 a week
on a seven year contract at Republic
studios, according to . approval given
in L. A. court.
Nadine Demmel, 23, picture extra,

attempted suicide iri. Hollywood.
Superior court judge in L. A. ap-

proved adoption proceedings where-
by the six-year-old daughter of Irene
Hervey, screen actress, became the
legal heir of Allan Jones,, singing ac-
tor, to whom' Miss Hervey was mar-
ried last July.
Richard Boleslawski, picture direc-

tor, left estate . valued at $18,675 to
his widow and ;

17-months-old . son;
Peter.

.

Yvonne Stevens filed divorce com-
plaint . against George Stevens, RKO
director, in L. A- She asks $75,000
community prppert^

:
plus alimony;

also custody of four-year-old sbn.

.

Wally' Vernon, actor, appealed to
L. A. police after receiving threat-
ening missives in the mail. He has
a bodyguard and nurse for his twin
sons, three and one-half months old;
Charles Ray Publications received

a permit from the California conv
missioner of corporations to sell 1,000.

shares of stock at $10. a share; Ray
asserted that he and his associates*
Reginald Burns and Edyth H. Lanier,
are planning a film production co.
Layton Waterman was. ordered, to

pay his former wife, Dixie Mason,
radio entertainer, $60 monthly for
support -of-rtheir two-sons^-L—

A

(Continued from page 1)

so infrequent that regulations are

hot necessary.

However, a conference to be held

today may result in a law. against

striking matches iri theatres,-. Fire

Commissioner McElligott, Capt. Fos-

ter, of the department, and John
Anderson, drama critic of the

: N. Y.

appears that . the reviewer is jittery

over the
.
matter of matches in the-

atres, and .the Journal has editorially

urged a prohibitory laAy to stop the

practice.

. . Proposed ordinance against smok-
ing in lobbies was

.
regarded as too.

far-fetched; since it. would be . diffi-

cult to discern whether the -smoker
was of ' the audience or : had entered
the lobby to purchase tickets. There
was one lobby fire accident last sea-

son, when a woman's flimsy, dreis-

blazed and she. was badly burned.

JEANETTE LOWRIE
Jeanette Lowrie, 60, one-time legit

actress, died Feb. 22 in Los Angeles.
She appeared with Lew Fields and
Joseph Cawthorn and - retired after
touring with Henry Savage's 'See-
saw.'

Erie Hampton, Columbia studio
publicist, and another son survive;

up Reviews

FRANK PAUL
Frank Paul, 76, former owner and

operator of Marvel theatre in Car-
linville, 111., died at' his home last

week, after a long illness)

Paul retired from motion picture
exhibition several years, ago because
of ill health! His widow and son;
Norrnan, survive.

HENRY TOBIAS
Henry Tobi

, manager of Strand
and Transit theatres in. Easton, Pa.,

died Feb. 14 after a short illness. He
was well known in show world and
had rrianaged' theatres for. a number
of years.

Mary Miles .
Minter, . former pic

actress, purchased a Wilshire boule-
vard business lot in L. A. for $60,000.
William Farrium, film and stage

veteran, received a two-inch , gash in
his chin while scuffling with his step-
son in Los Angeles.
W. C; Fields has filed a cross-

complaint to a suit in Riverside,
Cal., by a' physician who treated the
actor during his recent illness.

Comedian's reply charges that the
doctor 'had admi istered • certain
drugs and medicines which he well
knew would retard recovery.' Phy-
sician has sued Fields for $12,000
fees. Fields asks $25,000 damages.
Marie Prevost, actress of the silent

pic era, who was found dead in her
Hollywood apartment last January,
left personal effects valued at $300.
Peggy Doner, once starred with

her husband, Ted, in a vaude act,

has appealed to L, A. relief agen-
cies for- help. She has their two
children with. her. Whereabouts of
Ted Doner '.is. Unknown, she . said.

King Vidor, picture director, and
George F. Temple, father of Shirley,
the moppet actress, bought 60, acres
of "land adjacent to Beverly Hills fnv-

reputed sum of $500,000 for a sub-
division.

WILLIAM STUART
William James Clinton Stuart, 84,.

once, well known as a playwright,

died in Washington Feb. 16.

Never an outstanding writer, he
had scored fair success with a num-
ber Of plays, including 'A Woman of

the Temple,' 'OUr Society/ with Anr
'..hie' Russell; 'Renee de Moray/ with
Clara Morris, and 'Will She Divorce
Him,' written for Cora Tanner; He
also , id an - adaptation for Helena
Mpdjeska. For the past 15 years he
had been little heard from.

GEORGE WILKENS
George; Wilkens; 63, of the produc-

tion department of radio station

WBBM, Chicago* and former pur-

;
Chasing agent for that station, died

Feb. 15 in Chicago of a heart attack.

Deceased was a /bachelor, and had nb;

living relatives. .

,

BUrial in '®$$$y :,

CHARLES LAITff .

Charles Laite. 51,. .understudy .In

the 'In a Nutshell' company, difed, 61

ALFRED M: COLEMAN
Alfred M. CoJ[enaan,

:
.
ioneer Chi-

cago musician, who transferred to

Californi few years ago,'- ied in
Los Angeles Feb. 6. Widow and three
small children !sUrvive. •

DORIS. SCHRAGE
Doris (Coriries) Schrage, age 22,

died at the NVA sahatoriuiri Feb. 20.

She - had seen service with, many
Broadway productions and units.

,

Her mother Interment,
New York city.

MRS' ELIZABETH G. LAVELLE
Mr$. Elizabeth G. Lavelle died in

New York .Feb. 22.

She was .one of the founders of
the Catholic, Actors Guild,

CHARLES MAILES
Charles Hill Mailes, 67, screen and

stage actor, ied in Los Angeles, Feb.
17./;"

*

. Widow and' two

...
PAUL; KLEIST

Pa.iil kfe'istr
v
?{>/ who :' did '.black ..art

musical act, in vaude for. year?, died

Mpls.' Stock Burly
- Minneapolis, Feb. 23.

Strong possibility that the Gayety
here' will reopen shortly, with a

stock burlesque policy. Formerly
played Independent Circuit shows;

but clbsed "two weeks ago- due t°
off-business..

:
House * Harry

Hirsch. ;

IRVING PLACE, N. V.
. Following what seems to be the
fashion these days in burley, the
Miccio Bros., operators of N. Y/s
only straight two-a-day house, are
presenting freak attractions. Differ-
ing from the vaude act craze of
many, the Miccios have acquired the
White Sisters, dancing strip team
that is sure fire for any house, and
the Countess Nadja, Russe peeler
extraordinary.-. The show is stopped
cold on appearance of each of the
two acts and .certain, to insure more
good biz.

In dialog arid undress shows are
Unsurpassed in N- Y. However,
same can be said of .production of
Rose Gordon, late of Minsky's Na-
tional Winter Garden in Houston
street While show includes the spe-
cials that are new to burley^ it is
still hearer to the now almost for-
gotten riiccoy burley that has been
supplanted by smutty vaudeville.
Burlesque quality of the shows are
attested to in packed houses since its
reopening late last summer with a
$1.10 top.
House steers .away from . narrie

peelers, with exception of the Coun-
tess and the duplex disrobers. Lack
of prominence is compensated for in
the amdiint of epidermis revealed by
Dolores Weeks, wildfire wench;
Jackie La Marr, heft blond; Marie
Cord, who also sings, and the spe-
cializing twain.
In individual performances Miss

La Marr takes the. cake , with a little
Heshy ' showmanship:—The-Sistersi-
White are easily the hit of the:show
and on; each appearance get octets
of encores. Tiny blonds tap and
aero dance, before doing their dual
peel, which is climaxed by one" asr
sisting the other in the strip along.
Countess Nadja puts plenty of art
into her turn, displaying an exotic
dancing talent in addition to a Very
mean wiggle..

.
Entire company do

repeats in the two and one-half hour
show.
Eddie Kaplan, star comic, justifies

the billing. He causes panics on
every appearance although slightly
bluer than his confreres, Charles La
Ford and Jack Sobel. Latter is bet-
ter down at the People's theatre, al-
ternate house of the Miccios. At
Irving place location it's a harder
to please audience that comes from
adjacent Grarnercy park, Irving
place and business district. Kaplan
as the head man gets the meatier
bits which are cooked to a turn, in
his delivery; Joe Wilton, Bob Rodg-
ers and Phil Stone, straights and
singers, are standard.
Chorus, town's largest, is also

about the best drilled. Girls, several
of whom are lookers, do well by
Miss Gordon's dance direction in
-straight terping and. precision, num-
bers. Latter stuff is almost a non-
entity in the field and good to see
for a change. Hurl.

W-C-S

5 HOUSES

"~WiTne¥-COT
burlesque houses, which thus far has
consisted only of the APQHo, N. Y.,
and Shubert in Philadelphi , prob-
ably Will be increased to five withi
the next two . Weeks. : Negoti '

'

are pending in four or five citi,

along the eastern seaboard but it is

likely • that ;
only . three; theatres will

be added in .as hiany' different cities»

all withi ius of 200 miles of

N.. Y.
With five theatres in the W-C-S

group, principals and bulk of chorus
probably would be changed every,
week, making a rotating policy with
transportation costs; held to mi '.'

mum. Under present' two-theatre

'

lineVup, casts .have been changed
about every two weeks at the Apollo,
and Shubert (Phiily).

NEBYDA SUES GAIETY, N, Y.

Prelirh to filing "it against the
owner and producer; of a burlesque,
show at Mirisky's Gaiety, N. Y, last

December, Marie Newton, dancer,
professionally Neryda, will ask N. y.
Supreme CoUrt Justice Lloyd'
Church' today (Wed.) for an order
directirig the Gim Theatre Corp.,
with Isidore H. Herk to -be ques-
tioned as to who produced the show.
Proposed suit against Gim and an

urinamed defendant is based on the

dancer's claim that her photograph,
was exhi ited outside theatre with-
out her consent and represented her-

as feature' in current performance.
She claims injury to her rep.

Q'coNNos's rudnice: award
Edward H, .O'Connor, p. a., ob-

tained a judgment against Max Rud-
nick, manager,. in, small claims court
of N. Y, Feb. 20. Amount was not
specified.

O'Connor sued for non-payment:
for services in connection with..pub-
licizing the Casino theatr-i, rook-
lyn, while Rudnick was a partner
there;

of cerebral hemmorrhage Feb.

Ghicago.>:

Daughter survives',

cago.

in

i-

FELIX McMANUS
Felix McManus, manager, trarid

theatre,. Chilliwack, B. C, for Far

mous Players Canadian Corp., died

there suddenly last week.

Mother of Marian . Marsh, fiim

actress, died in Los Angeles Feb. 13.

Also surviving are three other chil-

dren r George, Krauth, Jean Fenwick
and A.nthony Marsh, all picture play-

ers.

.Mother of May McAvoy, former
film actress, died in Beverly Hills

Feb: 16.

HIGH HAT REVUE
(PRINCESS, YOUNGSTOWN, 6.)

Youngstown, Ov Feb. 23.
The titian-haired Bea Baxter again

scores a hit in her 'High Hat Revue,'
current offering of the Princess
stock which new grind policy con-
tinues to attract, profitable patronage.
AH new principals present, again this
week. Miss Baxter is playing a re-
turn date,with an ehtifely hew strip-
tease repertoire.
Lew Powers, 70-year-old comedian,

does a 'Governor from Montana* bit
that deserves /credit for its origi-
nality. Another pleasant feature of
the current offering is Biid Evans"'
'Irish Eyes Are Smiling.' It's another
example of the type of acts that go
to make up one of the cleanest
shows to appear, at this house in
some time.
Ruth Wilson, the 'blonde menace,'

remains a feature with new costumes
and routines. Hal Rathburn, Dutch
comedian; goes Well with the audi-
ence, and well-drilled chorus, con-
tributes best routines to date.
New policy is continuous with pic-

ture and. a midnite mat Saturdays.
Complete change of stage , arid pro-
gram each Tuesday and Friday.

Mack.

Pa

(Continued from page 52)

was ori KFRC about foUr years ago,

prior to going east. He aired a series

over NBC recently.: •>

Wilda Wilson Church, the West's
pioneer director of radio drama,
plans to resume air activities agai

following a three-year retirement
Now in iSan Francisco.

Cliff Engle, 'Voice of' the Exposi-
tion' on the new Owl Drugs show
over the Coast NBC-Red web from
Sari Francisco, spent several days i

Los Angeles last week ballyhooing
the series of. Owl employees..

ichols, of the Nichols ad
agency in Seattle, in Sari Francisco
on business.

Al and Lee Reiser, off the Ford
show. Four-hour rehearsal con-
flicted with their appearance on
Ralph kirberry's 'Songs For You'
program at 12:30 noon.

Ray Sinatra's' band is ing

groomed for a hotel spot by Roger
White gency. Orchestra now
Corn Product's. 'Five-Star Revue.'

Frances Woodbury, former Broad-
way actress, who was in the ori irial

'Myrt and Marge' air show,! is re-,

turning in. the role of Cobina Feri-

wick. Been on Coast, in films-

Independent Burlesque

Week of Feb. 28
'Teasea and Wlieesiea'.—Rlnito, Chloap*),
'(lirla in Toylnnd'—Cftslho—Toronto,
.'Beef

;
Truat'-T-Oi)en;

'Crazy Quilt'— Lyrio,
Tueff. ; Majestic,
RApltol, Eeadlnp.
Willlamsport, "Sat.

'Twinkle Toes'—Tioc, Philadelphia.'
'Top Ha't'W-Hudaon, Union City,
'Swing Baby'—Howard, Boston.
'Pepper Pot Revue'—Empire. Newnfl*.
'Pardon the .Glamour'—Gayety, AVa8lt_-

Injfton
'Paris By Nlghf—Gayety. Baltimore.
'Ladles- In 1/lnjjerle'—Capitol, Toledo.
'Merry Maidens'—iGayety, Detroit.
'Maids of ManhattunWGarrlck,

Louis.
'Monle iris'—Caslno>

burj,'li.

'Bozo Snyder'—Uyrlr, rldpeport.
'Nothing, But ' — Century,

Brooklyn.
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Arizona Collects $35 for Every 20

Feet of Show Truck-Tough Deal

By BILL BICE

Bakersfteld, Cal., Feb. 19.

Red Hilderbrand working like mad

on hjs show for the opening ay
ngf

1
;:

and 10 shows. At least 35 conces-

sions It wiU be a beautiful outfit

Five new Chevy semi-trailers have

been added. Hilderbrand is about,the

only carhie that has a paid gate, but

he gives the customers plenty of free

acts to make them like it,

Fat Alton finally got thawed out

at Sparks, NeV., and^ arrived in LA.

the 12th with his 20 truck outfit. Will

move 75% of his show on the rail-

road this season. Has been snow-

bound for over two months.

Anflnger & Hoffman Marine Show

that left Long Beach on the 6th for

New Orleans was held up for three

days by high water reaching Yuma,

Ariz„ and; then lost another day with

the Highway Commisispn of Arizona

regarding the tax oh the trucks pass-

ing through the state. It is under-

stood it finally paid $35 for- every

20 feet of truck or trailer. Pretty

stiff tax to ride over a highway built

by the tJ. S. Govt. Arizona is the

toughest state in the union for truck

shows, bar hone.
' Shrine Circus to be held at San

Francisco week of March 13 was sup-

posed not to have anything in a lot-

tery way. No car give-away on the

tickets, f no games or '. concessions but

that is now in the discard as they

have booked Crafts Carnival shows

and rides" who are selling space for

any kind of carnival concession that

has the money to lay on the line for

space, This carnival can hardly miss

with the location they have on the

Plaza in front of the Civic Audi-

torium where the circus proper will

be held. No carnie in. the history of

San Francisco has eve? had a location

like this. The only way the Craft

outfit can miss is a " bad week of

weather. Foley & Burke Shows have
always been able to keep everyone
out of the Bay district before, but
this is one time a show printer was
the 'head man' and .remembered the

folks that bought paper from him.
So Craft 'and Austin are in the sad-
dle. Ted Metz, who has the side

show with the Tom Mix Circus,

_Jpoked_Jt over and reports it is the

best set^u^he-has-ever-^seen- for-a
carnie.

v .

First Trailer Show

GARDNER WILSON'S JOB

ON BARNES-SELLS-FL0T0

Chicago, Feb. 23V

Gardner Wilson has been appoint-

ed publicity ..and press chief of the

new Al G. Barnes-Sells-Floto cir-

cuses by Sam Gumpertz, president

of the Ringling c^cus firm. This fol-

lows the decision of Gumpertz to

put on special campaign for the new
Barnes-S-F shows this coming sea-
son, especially, for midwest and
southwest dates.

Last season the Barnes, show
proved to be one of the top .money-
makers in the circus field, and. the
head Ringling office believes, that
the show has additional possibility

in its new combination.
. Wilson comes into : the Barnes
show setup following a long sojourn
with Sally Rand, publicizing Miss
Rand; both on personal appearance
dates - the Rand Units. This
marks a return to the. circus biz for

Wilson, having been with the Sells-

Floto show several years ago.

10 Days This Year
Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 23.

Southeastern Fair Ass'n has se-

lected Oct, 7 as opening day, event
to run', 10 days

,
instead of seven as

formerly because Atlanta will cele-
brate its centennial at same time.

Rubin & Cherry Shows, Which
winter in Atlanta, will occupy mid-
Way this year, With Gus Sunn Cir-
cus presenting " free acts before
grandstand. IMCA daredevils will
provide thrills for. dirt tract auto
race^fansi- '-t"—1—<— —

-

Marshall's 'Western

Los Angeles County Trailer Coach
Manufacturers are to have the first

all-trailer show ever held in the TJ. S.

about the middle of April. They
have 48 members who are going to

town in a big way w^n their prod-
uct. In addition there will be an
accessory exhibit.. It is said there
will be over 100 trailers on exhibi-

tion. Name bands and big free acts

will be used.
Murray Fennbck, one of America's

all-time great general agents for any
circus, now With Doc Howe. He may
be back if all the reported rail road
shows take the road. Pennock- had
more cloth put up than any agent
ever in the racket.
Eddie Foy, who I knew for years

and had been back stage to visit the
night of the Iroquois theatre dis-

aster, always said his family would
go to town in the show business. I

never knew any of the children, but
I will say that his son, Bryan Foy,
now a big shot with Warner Bros, is

a regular guy that at least, answers
your letters. That makes three—

-

Pete Smith, Mark Kelly and Foy,
BUI Curtis, the outstanding boss

canvas man, who has invented more
labor saving devices than, anyone
ever with a circus, now with Barnes
Circus at Baldwin Park. He can't
be a day under 70 years, but steps on
it all day long. He was the hero of
many a circus clem, but I think one
of his biggest acts was at Columbia,
Mo., a college town known to all
circuses as a tough spot to play,

ill was with the John Robinson
ircus and word came to the lot, that

they were unable to. load , the train
as the firemen opposite the runs put
a stream of- water on the horses as
they attempted to bring the Wagons
to the runs. Curtis came down, and
looked the. situation over, broke into
the passenger depot and copped the
axe from the emergency box. and
with this in one hand and a six-
shooter in the other; waded into the
frolicsome firemen with the hose.
Driving them away, he chopped the
nozzle off and chased the firemen
from the fire house and stood in the
middle of the street until every
wagon was on the trai .

I came there many years after with

Chicago, Feb. 23.

Chicago Charter Jubilee begins

March 4 with a pageant, The Melt-

ing Pot,' staged at the Stadium by
Edward Beck; as a part of. the en-

tertainment to be given as the open-
ing gun of the celebration which is

to extend over a period of seven

months. From then on, events are

to take place, two or three every
month, and will be held in Grant
Park, on the lake front, in Soldiers

Field, the Stadium, the Coliseum, or
on. Navy Pier...

Xlelebration—marks—the-100th—an--
niversary of the signing of the city's

charter, and is being put on, not to

make money, but to publicize the

city, its growth, and industries. The
committees, of which, there are 20

or 30, are all headed by Mayor Ed-
ward J. Kelly, who has been active

in instigating and carrying out the

plans. Assisting him is John Mc-
Kinley, Chairman of the board of

Marshall Field's; and a working
committee of Barnett Hodes, Irving

Levy and Captain Jack Riley has

been, set up.
Events planned Include all forms

of shoWs, pageantry, religious fes-

tivals; and sport competition, as well

as thehringing of the Cook County

Fair to Chicago. Previous to this,

the fair has been held at Palatine,

111., and hasn't received too much
support from Chicago.

Just 100,090 to Start:

Celebration is to begin March 4

with 100,000 people gathering at the

Stadium and the grounds imme-
diately outside, to hear, and see the

'Melting Pot Pageant' of which

Major; Bowes* salute over CBS. is to

be a part, and an all-star vaudeville

show. Following, Chicago* Will re-

turn the Major Bowes' compliment,

and .
publicize the jubilee,over a na-

tion-wide radio hook-up.
Scheduled also for March is an

Easter morn, service to be held at

the Stadium. .Service Will include

pageantry, gigantic singing choruses,

and impressive ceremonies.

Throughout the year an outstand

ing list of events' planned include

the biggest style show the country

has seen, a swimming meet of na

tional competition, horse show,

Fourth of July celebration, a 500-

mile auto race, ice carnival, fur,

shoe and fashion show, roller derby

and the raddock-Louis fight.

At the Texas Expti

New George
Marshall, Washington, C, laun-

dryman, promoter, and bon
yivant of the National Capitol.

While deal has not been initialed,

virtual agreement has been, reached
whereby Marshall will step out. as
night club entrepreneur and sponsor
of the ' first Western Hemisphere
Olympics.'; Stunts will be staged at

the Texas Exposition, which reopens
for second year shortly. Expo will

hand Marshall $50,000 for bis ser-

vices.

The athletic feature- involved in
the proposition would be a Pan-
American all-star affair,, covering,

dozens of sports- and patterned: as
closely as possible after the inter-

national Olympic Games. Participa-
tion would be open to

.
sprinters,

hurdlers,, swimmers, wrestlers, et al
of all countries in North ' and South
America.
Known as outstanding personality

in Washington night ! life, Marshall
has engaged in varied activities

since amassing huge bankroll in the
laundry business. At one time he
was publisher of" Hearst's Washing-
ton Times. He is principal owner
of professional football team, form-
erly Boston Redskins which will

wear Washington colors next fall.

Ind. Shorts

.(Continued from page 33)

the silent era, are now getting steady
work as directors.

the Cole Bros. Circus (Martin Downs)
and the students coped one chariot

that was never recovered, but after

the fight was oyer two students .were

dead and many more injured. The

circus had many of their hands hurt

but the town folks whooped it up
for the showmen to-club the students

down. They did this little thing by
running them up every street and
alley and even into the college

dormitories;

Hollywood, Feb. 23.

Standard Oil is making a 16mm
film afTSKO studio with an impos
ing list of film talent. Houston
Branch wrote the screen play from
original by Homer Croy.
Picture' is purely non-theatrical and

won't, compete with regular commer
cial output. Cast includes Robert
Armstrong, Peggy Shannon, ' Andy
Clyde, Kermit Maynard, Si Jenks,
Paul Fix, Kenneth Harlan, Mary
Doran and Trixie Rodgeway. Mar
shall Neilan is directing.

French Politics All Upset by

Rush to Open '37 Expo in time

S. AFRICAN EXHIBITION

OVER; $75,000 IN RED

Johannesburg, . 29.

Empire Exhibition closed down
permanently last week with a. deficit

of $75,000 marked against it

Financial, loss, . however, is dis-

counted by locals in view of the good
will gained.
Exhib is figured to have been a big

trade boost for South Africa, despite
the red ink;

'S

$3,000,000 1). S.

B.R.YEN

Washington,

Material advantage in rivalry be-

tween San Francisco and-New York
in planning for world fairs in 1930

went to the Pacific Coast metropolis
this week When bid was made for

$3;000,000 of Federal money to help
-finance the; projected Golden Gate
Exposition.

Stealing a march oh New York's
legmen. Senators'Hiram Johnson and
William G. McAdoo, Friday (19) of-

fered, a joint, resolution seating up a
Federal commission to supervise
United States participation and help
coordinate efforts to enlist the sup-
port of foreign nations. Body, to be
known as U. S. Golden Gate Inter-

national Exposition Commission,,
would consist of Secretary of State
Hull, Secretary of Agriculture Wal-
lace, and Secretary of Commerce
Roper.
Despite growing Congressional

antagonism' to annual appropriations
for various celebrations, McAdoo
Johnson team asked for allotment
of $3,000,000 out of the treasury to

finance perfection of plans and de«
jttlopment_of^xhibits^y^U^-S.T4e--
partments. This move headed off

reported plans of New Yorkers to

ask for $7,000,000, which has been
hanging fire for several weeks be
cause of political Conditions.

The. West Coast measure proposes
appointment of a $10,000 U. S. com
missioner for the .expo and appoint
ment of an assistant Body would
call on different Federal agencies to

cooperate in framing imposing ex
hibits.

Another Quake Hits Frisco Fair

Failure of Officials to Show Progress Results
iii a More General Shake-up

Klein's Indoorer
East Liverpool, O. Feb. 23.

C. A. Klein's indoor circus unit is

playing through eastern Ohio, mostly

in high school auditoriums, under
the sponsorship of school organiza-
tions or closely allied groups. Klein
has assembled a unit, made up en-
tirely of standard circus acts, and
his program runs better than an
houri Personnel includes Nancy
Darnell, muscle grind; Tinker Tqjr.

arid his Pals, dog and pony act;, Car-
men and Crowley, comedy acrobats;
Myrtle ' Meinke, swinging ladder;
Johnny LaVarre, 'the little man with
the big voice;' Peggy and Jack, song
and ' dance team; Barney Arensen,
tight Wire; Jack Malloy arid Co., Ro-
mari ri

' ilyers' Johnson is doing several
ori inal clown numbers besides pro-
ducing the clown numbers for the
unit.

HAS A SURPLUS
London, Canada,

Western Fair Association, second
largest in Canada, showed a profit' of

$3,652.53 i its general account fof
1936 in the report just submitted to

the board of directors.

San. Francisco,
General dissatisfaction at the

progress being made by the 1030
Golden Gate International Exposi-
tion and fear Of the competition of
New York's rival fair has; brought
about the- appointment of a new
board of managers. The appoint
merit , was. made Feb. 18.

Board members are . James B.
Black, Pacific Gas & Electric Co.,

president; Colbert Coldwell, real es-

tate man; Kenneth R. Kingsburgy,
Standard Oil Co. of California,
president, and J. W. Mailliard, for
mer Saon Francisco Chamber of
Corhmerce, president
Leland Cutler, expo pfexy, now in

Washington attempting to get three
million dollars of additional; Federal
money for the fair,, was nariied ex
officio members of the new, board.
Cutler has been 'the active head of
the. fair since its inceptiori. Dur
ing his many absences from here
on trips to Washington and New
York, his duties have been taken
over .by Colonel J. Franklin Bell
executive vice-prexy. The rieW boarc
will take some of the. power away
from Cutler; who is said to be too
busy. to take care of the many duties
which ate cdntftahtly falling on his

shoulders. .' '

.

'

A new .man
1

!

'' '.now with the

took in $75,776.54.

Paris, Feb; 14.

Question of whether the 1937 Ex-
position, planned to. be the biggest
alow out this town has given itself

-this-centuryv^wtH-open*on-:time,~-May;'r

, has carried, top; attention here for
he past .two weeks with the press,.

Edmond Labbe, general commis-
sioner for the expo. Premier Leon
Blum , arid even President Lebrun
all having a say on the matter.
Undercover man in the mix-up

was Leon Jouhaux, big boss . o f the
frehcri. Federation of Labor, who
leld the upper hand' because his or-
ganization has the- last

.
say .'about

many conditions- under which labor-
ers now busy on the exposition will

turn up for work.
Question of a strike Was never ap-

proached, but no few strings were
pulled to get the press with its vari-

colored political leanings to emit;
harmonious, propaganda about" the.

actual state of things.

Dallies Started It

Grande iscussion,' which ended,
with Premier Leon; Blum making
a .personal appeal to the workers on
the fair grounds, started when right

papers made loud noises to the effect

that the work could never be Un-
shed by the time set because of the
40-hour working week and because
he unions would not, let men work
on Saturdays arid Sundays. ..

Then Labbe Btepped iri with a
come-hither call to the entire press.

Stating that France's hohor was at

stake before the Whole world and
that Visitors who arrived for the
opening day could not be disap-
pointed, he continued: 'We have a
solemn rendezvous With the nations.

What situation >W6uld we be in if

we were hot ready to receive the
guests whom we have invited?*

Labbe's appeal did' not have the
desired effect. Adverse publicity
continued to appear and especially
were attacks directed at the C.G.T.
for riot allowing the men to put in

extra hours so the Work' could
progress faster;

Premier's Appeal
It was then that a big pow-wow

was called at the Hotel Matignon,
Premier's official residence, between
government officials, Labbe; arid
union representatives,—where—an
agreement was reached concerning
extra

, hours, Saturday and Sunday
Work and the hiring of more men;
Last December, 4,300 men were

working on the buildings, 5,300 i

January and 0,200 on Feb. 5. It was
agreed that this nnmber would be
increased to permit two and some-
times three shifts of men to be kept
busy.
In the meantime President Lebrun,

at a dinner given for the press,

stressed that need of giving the cor-
rect facts and, in polite but firm
language, deplored the appearance of
unkind news.
All this was topped by a mammoth

meeting on the expo grounds, where
Blum spoke to the workers. Telling
them that the eyes of the whole
world were upon them, and that it

Was' necessary >lor them to work
Saturdays and Sundays to complete
the job, Blum, saying he, had come to
them as a comrade as well as head of
the government, asked the workers
to complete the buildings in time so
they could stand as a witness of what
French workmen can do.
He also did not miss the chance of

pointing put that .May 1, day of the
scheduled opening, had, for the last
50 years, been celebrated as Labor
Day, arid now the workers could
really celebrate the opening of the
Expo as a triumph of their accom-
plishments.

Dorton Is Prez
Charlotte, N. C, Feb. 23.

Dr. J. E. Dorton, of Shelby, was
unanimously selected to manage the
North Carolina State Fair following
an all-day meeting of the State
Board of Agriculture last week.

Dr. Dorton is president of. the
North Carolina Association of Agri-
cultural Fairs, and was one of si

applicants for the job. He has
operated the Cleveland:County Fair,
at Shelby, for several years.

The hoard spent $72,776.54 and'/fair^/wilr be miade , executive; mari'

ager of the falf, according to rumor.

Dickering for Sparks

..Chicago,'. Feb. .

' Howard Barry is 'dickering With
Ringling Bros;, for thjBj jSparks-Rob-
inson outfit;

,''
.*' .,'

May g$t it by', the. looks. , of , thi

'at present. '

'
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Hey Fred, it's all over

Hollywood . . . our new
picture's a terrific hit!"

Yeah^ well don't

Butterwortli, or

bumming a ride

trapeze!"

he'll be

on our

& >

OS

•x->x->

r<,

Uh, no need for worry,

Carole . . . Fiji giving

the, uh, necessary push

and stuff!
??

0s\

A*.

it

Five Song Hits :

"I Hear a Call to Arms"
"Then It Isn't Love"
"Panamania","Spring Is

In the Air" and "Swing

High, Swing Low."

with

Charles Butterworth • Jean Dixon

Dorothy Lamour • Harvey Stephens
A Paramount Picture • Directed by Mitchell Leisen

.v/.wjyXy
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